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HOMfunic OOMMKNTAli Y
ON

E X O D U S •

Exodus is a Greek word applied to the Second Book of the Pentateuch by the

Seventy, on account of the chief event which it records {Exodus—the going ou*

or departure from Egypt). It continues the history of Genesis, and is connected

with it by the conjunction and. In one book we have Biography, in the other

History. In one we have the fortunes of a family, in the other its growth into a

nation. One is the promise, the other the fulfilment. This nation is chosen to

be the depository of God's will, to preserve His worship pure amid idolatrous

peoples. Eternal truths lost to the world, or buried beneath the customs of men,

were to be revived - illustrated by fresh facts—set forth in a written law and a

visible polity. These truths are most itiiportant : belong not merely to one nation,

but concern the welfare of mankind. This book asserts the supremacy of Jehovah

over the gods of the heathen, demands the freedom of Israel from Egyptian

tyranny, and inaugurates a new era by miraculous signs and wonders. It asserts the

prerogatives of God as Creator of the universe, Arbiter of nations, and Redeemer of

His people. Deliverance from Egypt is a type of moral deliverance from sin

Israel's exodus and wanderings prefigure our life and entrance into rest. In the

manna and the smitten rock we learn our moral need, and are pointed to Christ,

the provision for that need. These things were our examples (types)., happened

unto them for ensamples (typically)., and were written for our admonition (1 Cor.

X. 1-11) In this light we seek to expound this book; to refrain from unneces-

sary criticism, and to economise space as much as possible. It embraces the period

from the death of Joseph to the rearing of the Tabernacle ; chiefly comprises two

parts—the Historical, chap. i. to xi., and the Legislative, chap. xii. to xxxi.

We have striven to make our homiletics as brief and suggestive as possible. In

their preparation we have consulted the best writers on the Book of Exodus,

especially are we indebted for many of our comments on the verses to a work of

considerable antiquity by tl e Rev. George Hi'ghes. Our aim h.-is been to liei^j

Ihe reader in the applicaticn of Eternal Truth to the iiAtnal lite of man.



rnAP. T. jrO}fTLKTrC COMMENTAUY : EXODUS.

chapt!i;:r I.

ISRAEL OPPRESSED IN EGYPT.

Crittcal Notfs.— 1. n'itli Jacob.] Tlioso words arc strou^ij emphatic in the orij?,

"With Jacob hach man and nis house camo in." Thus at a single stroke—the whole

Btoi-y of the agfd patri:ircli'8 counng down into Ej^ypt is recalled : thus at once does " Exodus "

strike its roots int> "Genesis." 5- For Joseph] i his is obscure. A more exact rendering

luukos all clear: '-nut (so ivaw freq. when w. an emph. nominative, as here) Joseph had

already come into Ei,^ypt." A luark of exactness: "Count him in the seveniy
;
bat remcmbor

HE had come beioro IL Pithom] R=«a narroAv place:" a city of Lower Egypt, situated

on the eastern bank of the Nile: Gr. Patoamos (Gesoniiis). Raamses] Prob.="son of the

8un:" "should b-- looked for at the site of the modern Belheis, called Pelusinm in old time; a

day's journey N.E. of Cairo, on the Syro-Egyptian road. As the name R. appears as a royal

name, the city and province may have been called from it " (Fiirst). 15- Hebrew midwives]

It is curious, though it may not throw light on the prccise relation in which these women
stood to the Hebrew women, that their names should be of a like sig. (nccording to Fiirgt)

:

.S/^/;;/<?-«//=" beauty ;*' P«a/<=" gracefulness." 16. Upon the stools
J

Perhaps a loio seal

employed by the midwives; or the word may be used for a washiwj vessel of stone, in

which they used to wash infants (Ges.) But the explanation of Fiirst appears to be, Con-

textually, more forcible : " Look to the two sexes."

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verses 1—6.

God's Knowledge of Man's Domestic Life.

I. He knows the Children of the Family. " Reubeo, Simeon." He knows the

peculiiirity of their mental life— of their moral character—of their disposition

—

tkj

matter how large the Family. He knows the friendly relations, or otherwise,

tluit exist between the members of the home, and the intentions of each. This
tliought ouglit to subdue all discord—inspire fervent sympathy—and lead the

family to purity of life. II. He watches the joui'neyings of the Family. " Which
came into Egypt." The Family may be called to journey in search of commercial
employment—in search of health—ple^oure—or to enhance the interests of divi'.ie

truth— in ull such wanderings every member is noted by God, who recognises

their place of settlement. We should not journey into '' Egypt" without an indi-

cation of the divine will. All family changes should be under the instruction

of heaven. This insures—safety—protection—development—though sometimes
discipline. Such was the case with this family, they were shielded while in Egypt,
they nndtiplied under disadvantageous circumstances, they were prepared by
sorrow for their important future. III. He marks the Death of the Family.
" And Joseph died and all his brethren." Not one member passes from the
family circle without the divine knowledge. God permits it—and ordains it to

be a means of good to those remaining. This should hush the voice of complaint.
God knows all about our home-life—a consolation in trial.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON Till VERSES.

Verse 1. Family life is at the basis tended to one end. 5. Completive

—

of all history anrl religious progress. their freedom.
Family life has fre(juently to pass A life can sometimes be compressed

through continued discipline to prepare into a name.
it to exercise a holy influence upon the Men gather permanent record from
DJition, and to make it a channel for an incidental connection with the pro-
the divine purpose:—This discipline is gress of the Church.
1 Painful—Taskmasters. 2. Decep- Relationship to the Church, at cer-
tive—the King. 3. Accumulative

—

tain crises of its history, has given
Tjiskmasters—then the Midwives

—

imniojtality to many names that other-
lastly the River. 4. IIarmo»^ious—all wise would have been lost in obscuritv.

2
^
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Some names are omitted in this

history that their silence may lend

empliasis to tliese spoken.

The small and feeble beginnings of

the Chur<^. An old man on a journey,

changing his place of residence^ surroun-

ded hy his kindred:— I. A pathetic sight

—leaving^ old associations—the scene

of old and happy memories—going into

a strange country. 2. Unusual— it is

not often that we see old men leaving

a place in which they have spent a

life-time—they like to end their day?,

amid familiar scenes and companions.

Verse 5. " For Joseph was in Egypt

already^ This sentence contains a

volume of history. Why was he in

Egypt already ?— 1. Because it was the

refuge from the folly of an over-indul-

gent parent. Jacob would have spoiled

Joseph—would have pampered him

—

weakened his moral energies—therefore

God sent him into Egypt—a better

school for his moral education. 2.

Because of the deception of jealous

brothers. 3. In order that he might
welcome the Church shortly to come
there. 4. Because of the kindly provi-

dence of God. The providence that

sent Joseph to Egypt was kindly :

—

(i.) Because it elevated his social

position, (ii.) It taught his brethren

the guilt of deception, (iii.) It saved a
nation from the horrors of famine, (iv.)

It taught a king the divine philoso-

phy of a dream. (v.) It placed a

godly life in the midst of a wicked
court. (vi.) It ultimately brought

Jacobs family to unity, peace, and
prosperity.

Til us Joseph in Egypt wasthepnnish-
ment of parental indulgence, the victim

of a brother's hatred, the child of a
merciful providence, the Ruler of a vast

Empire.

There may be wrapped up in the his-

tory of one absent member of your
family circle the fortune of a kingdom,
and the sequel of your early life.

God generally sends a Joseph into

Egypt to mitigate the force of all our
trials.

Verse 6. I. Death removes the
most; useful mea "Joseph." 1. He
had instructed his hretliren. 2. lie had
enriched his father, 3. He had saved

his nation. 4. He had taught the world

an eternal lesson—Yet he died. II.

Death removes the largest families.

''AH his brethren." III. Death re-

moves the proudest nations. ^'Pha-

roah.' 1. Pitiable. 2. Irremediable,

3. Admonitory.

The Death of a Whole Family.—I. It

was a very large family. Tliore wore twelve

sons. Of the lartjest family tli;.i gladdons the

house, or that muigles in social intercourse,

each member must fro the way of all the eartii

II. It was a very diversified family. "Josepl^

and all his brethren " are words few and easily

recorded ; but each one of those twelve had a
history distinct from any other, experiimces

unlike, and many altogether unknown to his

brother :— 1. They were diversified in their

sympathies. 2. They were diversified in their

social position. III. It was a very tried

family. Every family has its own sorrows.

Tried:— 1. By bereavement—Rachel dies. 2,

By discord amongst the brothers. 3. By ft

grievous famine, IV. A very influential

family. In addition to the influence, benefi-

cial as it was vast, which Joseph wielded over

Egypt, each cf the twelve sons of Jacob was
the source—the head— of one of the twelve
tribes. These tribes have been the great reli-

gious teachers of the race, the priests and the
.prophets of humanity, the people especially

chosen by God to reveal Himself—to foretell

the Messiah—to bo the ancestors of His own
Son. v. A very religiously privileged family.

The instructions of Jacob. We have here in

their death :— 1. A rebuke to family pride,

2, A warning against seeking satisfaction in

family joys. 3. A lesson as to the right use
of family relationships. 4. A reason for

expecting family meetings after death,

[^Homillst.']

Families pass away—independent of

domestic love and care. Nations pass

away—independent of legal constitu-

tion or military prowess.

Generations pass away—independent

of their number, wealth, or genius.

This generation is but the new
spring rising Irom the winter of the

past.

Joseph died—God deprives the

Church of her comfort and stay: 1. That
she may gain the power of self-reliance.

2. That she may shew her ability to be

independent of all human instrumenta-

lities. 3. That she may move into the

exigencies of the future.

Men die; the Church progresses:

God is eternal.

Sometimes the new generation id not

equal in moral character to the old—
the new king knew not Joseph.

d
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verses 7--12.

I. That a large population is of gi'eat advantage to a nation 1. It gives an
impn/se to cicilif^tflon. The larger the iminber of people in a nation the o-reater

likelihood of genius—business tact— invention—authorsliip —competition—and
therefore of a complete civilisation. 2 It migments the force of the national

•prowess. A large population will be able to supply a large army. It will hohl
in terror the enemy. 3. It invests the nation with importance in the estimation of
surronnding kingdoms. II That a large population sometimes excites tlio

suspicion and envy of neigiibom'ing kings. (Verses 8, 9.) \. He ivas jeahvc^

of the numerical growth of Israel. 2. He was suspicious of what might befall his

country in future exigevcies. III. That this suspicion frequently leads kings to
practise the most abject slavery. (Verse 11.) 1. It was cunning. He firsr got
the Israelites to k^i ^mise heavy rents—which they were unable to pay this
brought them int? -jervitu<le—had some a-jpearance of fairness on his part. ?.

It was unjust. W nat right had this new king to interfere with the rapid growth
of the Israelites, and still less to make it tlie occasion of their bondage. He
should have rejoiced in their joy. A tyrant is insensible to any prosperity
but his. own. 3. It was painful. They had to pay iieavy tribute - they
were harshly treated. Slavery always occasions pain— mental, if uo other
especially to those who have once enjoyed the hajipmess of freedom.
4. It was apparently productive of gain. '^ And they built iov Pharoah treasure
cities, Pithon and Raamses." But what the Egyptians and their king gained in
public buildings—they lost in sensitiveness of conscience—in force of manhood
in worth of cluiracter. No man cdu keep slaves without weakening the
sensibdities of his moral nature—which are far more valuable than any property
attained througli the serfs. Slavery involves a loss of all that is noble in human
nature- it leads to murder. (V-.rse 22.) IV. That slavery is an incompetent
method of conqoest. (Verse 12.) 1. Because it does not gain the sympathy of the
people it conqnei s. 2. Because it arouses the indignation of those who are subject to
its cruelties. VVhat would be the feelings of the Israelites as day by day they
were made to b'^ild the treasure cities of Pharoah ?—they would curse his very
reign. Such treatment would offend their reason -affront their humanity -
excite their passion— such people would be dntigerous subjects to any ruler.
It would have been a wiser policy to have made them his friends. 3. It doe's
not sam a Ruler from the calamity he seeks to avert. The slavery of the Israelites
did not h.uder their numerical increase—it alienated the sympathies of the
increasing nati.m—and prepared the way for all the conflicts of the future
history.

We may take this passage in a symbolical sense

As Shewing the Increase of the Church.
I. Notwithstanding the removal of its chief officer. (Verse 6 ) Joseph was

dead—his example would be gone—his authority in the nation would be no Ioniser
on the side of Israel. Many will go to church when the chief Ruler of the natTon
does, who would never go otherwise

; religion is fashionable then. His influence
would be gone. His counsel would be inaccessible. To-day the church loses
Its chief oilicers, but it still grows. II. Notwithstandmg the decade of the gene-
ration (Verse 6.) The generation contemporary with Joseph was dead. A vast
army of human beings had marched into the grave, yet Israel grew. So to-day men
die, hilt the Church, by making new converts, multiplies her pro-cny to an almost
incredible extent. lil. Notwithstanding the persecution to Which it was sub-
)ected. (Verse 1 1.) Israel was severely persecutcul— was reduced to slavery. Kinors
have tried to reduce the Church—the truth-the Bible-the pulpit-the reli^ioSs
press to bondage- but the liercer their despotism, the more sava-.e their atrocities
--the hrmer and Mronger has the Church become. The ChurclTcan never be put
down bv force. lue Infinite Power is on her side. This is more than all that
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can be a«j^aiiit L iior. IV. ITotwitlistandinj; ths artifices by wliich it was soi;pht to

be betrayed. (Verses 15, 22.) The king tried to get the midvvives to kill, at the

birth, all the male children of the Israelites. Ultimately, an edict was passed that

they weie to l>e cast intu the river. Both failed. So the Chui'cdi has been in

danger of losing many of its members through tiie treacliery of the outside world,

and through the daring cruelty of meddlesome men. Still it grows. May it soon

211 the world, as the Israelites did Egypt. ... All Clini-ch increase is from God
—not from men—not from means. ... God has promised to multiply the Church.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 7. That under favourable con-

ditions of cliinate and health, nations

have, within themselves, a great power of

numerical increase. That the blessing of

God is thegreat secret of true prosperity.

That there are times v^^heu the Divine

promise appears to reach more rapid

fulfilment.

The laigerthe population of a nation,

the greater are its capabilities of sym-
patliy. mutual dependency and help, and
oftentirncis the greater diiriculty in its

riixht ii:overnment.

The Divnie goodness is seen in the

prosperity of nations.

A Niow King.

Verse 8. I. He was out ol sympathy
with the purpose and providence of God.

He endeavoured to diminish a people

whom God wished to multiply, to oppress

a people whom God had led under his

authority. Many kings, by their con-

duct—their enactments—their selection

of counsellors—shew themselves to be

out of sympathy with the Divine King.

II. He was out of sympathy with the

conduct of his predecessors (V erse 8
.

)

He knew not Joseph—and had no de-

sire tc aid or succour the people whose
history was associated with that revered

name Kings are not often harmonious

in their method of government—under

one reign the Church is safe and peace-

ful— under the next it is probably per-

secuted. One king unbinds the legis-

lation— discards the friendship, and
religious toleration of another III. He
was envious in liis disposition. (Verse

9.) He envied and feared—the number
—the strength—the military prowess

of the Isi-aelites—fears unfounded. But,

by tiie force of his own envious disposi-

tion, and its consequent despotism, he
made an otherwise peaceable pe(>[)le his

enemies. Envious men generally bring

on themselves the evils of which they

sus])ect the innocent to be guilty. An
eiwi'Mis spirit is suie to bring a king
into ditlirulty. IV. Ke W£.s cunning
in his aiTangcments. (Verse 10.) He
involved the israentes in heavy debt

—

tried to d^^pr<'-^s their spirit—to ener-

vate their montl nature—to degrac^e

their humanity—and so to deprive tnem
of the time—opportunity—means — or

disposition of joining, in case of war,

another nation agaii^st himself. A cun-
nino; kin«r is sure to outwit himself.

Policy 15 a weak basi? for a throne— it

invites suspicion— ali-iuates respect

—

leads to ruin. V. Ke was cruel in his

requirements. (^Verses 11, 12.) The
Israelites were to pay tribute—Task-
masters "?^ere set over them—they had
to build treasure cities without remu-
neration. They were deprived of the

right and vaiu« of their own labou •

—

this not to serve any philanthropic, or

heroic purpose-—!mt to satisfy the ep

vious passion of a cruel monarch
VI. He was thwarted in his project.

(Verse 17.) The midvvives spared the

male children, contrary to the wish of

the king. Mei'e power cannot always
command obedien(t3. It is sometimes
defeated by weakness. Cunning is

sometimes overcome by the Godly sim-

plicity of a few women. Despotism is

subdr.od by womanly tenderness. Hea-
ven is on tlie side of the oppi-essed.

The difference in chrcTacter, inien-

tion, and disposition, between the >ut -

cessive occupants of oflh^ial position.

Changes in the official positions of a

country otten affect ilie Church. God
can nirtke ti«c cUlining envy of a crue)
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k'mjr subserve His purpose, and nid His

Climvlj. ... Good men, wlicMi dead, {ire

tVecjuently lost sijil't ()f» aud their deeds

ire for«2;o:teii.

Nothin.Li sooner perislietb tlum the re-

niembninee of a good turn [7Vr//;/;].

The vicissitudes of powei ;— 1. Are

in«b?pendent of past services. 2. Are

independent of moral character. '6. Are

fre(piently dependent upon the arbitrary

v'aprice of a despotic hing.

When forsaken by the king, a good

man still lias God to fall back upon.

It is often at such times that be finds

religion the most hel[)ful — tlien the

Divine consolations more than make np

for the loss of the human.

Verse 9. A bad king will make a

wicked people:— 1. He will innuence

the weak by his splendour. 2. Terrify

the timid by his power. 3. Gain the

servile by his flattery. 4. Gain the

simple by his cunning. 5. Sometimes

gain the good by his decej^tion.

An envious spirit magnilies its diffi-

culties.

Moral goodness is the only thing

worth envying in the life of a nation

—power and numbers generally excite

the ambition of monarch s.

IMany wicked rulers cannot bear to

witness the prosperity of the Church.

The prosperity of the Church is

apparent to her enemies.

Verse 10. Kings ought to know
better than to convene councils to op-

pose the intentions of God. Such con-

duct is :— 1. Daring. 2. Reprehensible.

3. Ruinous. 4. Ineffectual.

The end and design of the council

was :— i. To prevent the numerical in-

crease of Israel. ii. To enfeeble the

military power of Israel, iii To detain

the Israelites in permanent bondage.

Wicked rulers encourage all under
them to set against the Church.

Policy and strength are combined in

the world to vex God's })eople.

The design of worldly wickedness is

to keep God's Church from growing.

It is usual with woiddly powers to

ftuspect God's people of treachery.

Sinful rulers project wars, and then
blame the innocent for them.

Woihlly powers are solicitous that

6

God's Church may not get out of their

hands ... Earth and Heaven are fre-

quently in conflict f^vev the Church.

It has been the poOicy of tyrants t*i

represent the Church as dangerous.

Cunning the worst, the most degrad-

ing, and unsuccessful policy of kings.

Kindness is the most effective argu-

ment. Had the new king shewn sym-

pathy with the Israelites, they would
have become his willing allies in war,

his obedient citizens in peace; whereas

now they are his most inveterate ene-

mies, A cunning policy is a losing one.

Verse 11. The taskmasters of the

world:— 1. Sin is a taskmaster. 2. The
rich are often taskmasters. 3, \'iie am-
bitious are often taskma.sters. These
taskmasters are : — i. Authoritative ;

" They did set over thee." ii. Painful;

"To afHict thee." iii. Inconsiderate;
" Burdens.''

That God allowed his people tiius to

be enslaved and afflicted:— 1. A mys-

tery. 2. A problem. 3. A punish-

ment. 4. A discipline.

God can make a nursery for His
Church anywhere
God knows where to put His Church

to school. ... God knows the best pre-

paration for the future of the Church.
The Church must not measure the

love of God towards her by the afflic-

tion she endures, but by His purpose

therein.

Subtle counsels against the Church
soon bring forth cruel practices.

Verse 1 2. Moral growth proportion-

ate to affliction. 1. This is true of in-

dividual moral character. 2. This is

especially true in the developement of

the Church.
Why does persecution and trial oper-

ate thus :— 1. To manifest the love of

God towards His Church. 2. To mani-
fest the power of God over His enemies.

3. To fulfil the promise of God made
to the good. 4. To manifest His pro-

vidence towards the Church. 5. To
strike terror into the hearts of tyrants.

6. To manifest the divinity of truth,

and pure moral character.

God can soon iind taskmasters to

afflict an idolatrous church.
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Tyrants find grief where they Wolcome, bondage ! if it is only

expected joy. accompanied by increased moral energy.

God is with the Church, even in lier As the ground is most fruitful that

bondajre. is most harrowed. The walnut-tree

The land of shelter becomes the bears best when most beaten. Fish

house of slavery. thrive best in cold and salt water than

The place of our satisfaction may in warm and fresh [_Trapp^. The
soon become the scene of our afiiiction. Egyptians were grieved :— 1. Because

The divine chastisements tend more their plots were a failure. 2. Because

to growth than to destruction. ... All tlieir cruelty was unavailing. 3. Because

true growth and progress are character- they had exasperated an enemy they

ised by pain. ... Comfort and sorrow, could not subdue. ... Half the grief of

growtli and slavery, are made to unite the world is occasioned by the failure

in the discipline of the Chui-ch. of wicked and cruel purposes.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 13, 14.

The Despotism of Sin.

I. That it commences by suggesting a small tribute to the sinner. The Egyptian

King, no doubt, suggested to the Israelites that great advantage might arise to

them if they would enter into certain engagements or investments under his

authority. This they did—paying heavy tribute—which they were unable to

meet—and so placed themselves in his power. 1. Sin generally commences its

tyranny by suggesting the probability of gain under its rule. It wins us by the hope

of a good investment—whereby we may secure wealth—prosperity—fame. But

when we commence to work out the contract we find that we have been lured by

a false hope—a deceptive promise. We find ourselves involved in difiiculties

—

numerous—complicated—depressing—ever increasing— until we are reduced from

the position of tenant to that of slave. "Never enter into any bargains with sin.

They are sure to end in woe. They promise liberty—they give chains. The
world is a great prison-house full of the dupes of fcin. (1.) Sin is cunning. (2.) Sin

has many counsellors. (3.) Si7i has many agencies. You are not a match for it.

II. Tilat it succeeds in getting the sinner completely within its power. The
Egyptians succeeded in getting the Israelites completely under their authority

1. Sin gets the sinner under its rule. It makes him obey the laws of hell. It makes
him work the purposes of Satan. He must violate every holy instinct of his nature.

He must reject the counsel of the Infinite. He becomes a subject of the infernal

realm of being. 2. Sin makes the sinner subject to its counsel. The Israelites were
enslaved as the result of a national consultation between the Egyptian king and
his near advisers. Satan holds a council in reference to the moral servitude of

human souls—the sinner yields to the unjust and unholy requirements of his

fiendish companions. 3. Sin makes the sinner responsible to its authority. The
Israelites were responsible to the king of Egypt for the kind and amount of ser-

vice they rendered. He made them feel obligated to build the house, and to serve

in the field. So the devil tries to bring men to do his work as though they were
obligated to follow his bidding, so completely is the soul brought under Satanic

power. It is conscious of its burden. It has not the energy to cast it away.
III. That itultimately imposes upon the sinner anintolerable servitude. 1. The

servitude of a bitter life. How sad the lives of these abject Israelites. Every day
spent in unrequited toil—subject to heavy tribute—savage taskmasters—a fierce

king—an envious nation—without hope of deliverance. Without free social

intercourse—without happy domestic life. Sin renders life bitter—destroys

friendly companionships—breaks up family comfort. Fills life with grief.

2. The scruitude of hard work. The Egyptians made the Israelites build cities,

and attend in the fields. The devil gives sinners hard work to do. Sinners often

*vork harder than saints. Their toil is far more exhaustiiig and fatiguing. Nor
7
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are sinners reconijiensed for tlieir toil; Satan makes tlunn build liouses for other

|»io{)lel The unproiitiibleness

—

tlie folly of sin. 3. llie servitude >'§ degrading.

The Jsraciitescame into E^ypt as a godly family, brouLihr there by Joseph, who was

(listin.L,niished as a God-fearing man. They wei-e honoured by the king. They were

ri'speiud by the people—Yet a few years afterwards tl.cy are employed as field-ser-

vants. \Vhat a transition in their position, and all l)eranse they yielded to the

;;uunin<' alhiremeuts of a wicked king ! So sin brings men from respect to derision

from plenty to beggary—from moral rulership to servitude. Repulse the first

attempt of Satan to bind even a golden cham around your wrist, for, when fastened,

you will find the gold to wear off, and disclose a steel manacle that will bruis«

your flesh. Sin degrades individuals—and nations.

The Spiritual Bondage of Men.

L It was an entire and universal bondage. The dominion of the oppressor

had no meiciful limit, nor mitigation. Every Israelite in Goshen was the bond-

servant of the Egyptians. The bondage of Satan knows no limit—no mercy :
—

J. The understandiuix is depraved. 2. The will is perverted. 3. The affections are

depraved. II. The Israelites under a severe and cruel bondage. III. The
Israehtes were in d helpless bondage. Every refinement of policy, every effort

of power, every devi:'e of craft, was practised agaiii^t them by the might and
Siibtilty of a nation unrivalled in arts and arms. They could not escape of

themselves. Satan has a close alliance with every appetits and affection of our

nature. Difficult to get from under his tyranny [BudJ,icorr>s Christian Exoduaj,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 13, 14. The suffermgs of pious as it is in evident opposition to

Israel were rendered more intense:— the Divine providence, iii. It discards

1. As a punishment for their idolatry. all the claims of humanity. iv. It

2. To inspire within them a deep ends in its own defeat and overthrow,

hatred toward Egypt, so that through It is the cruel design of persecutors

their perils in the wilderness they might to make God's fre»-men their slaves,

not wish to return thither. 3. That the Wicked persecutors are the more
prospect of Canaan might animate and rigorous to those wliom God favoureth.

refresh their souls. 4. That after such Some men take a delight in making
excessive and unpaid labour they might the lives of God's people miserable,

fairly spoil the Egyptians on their de- Men are slow to be taught that, by
parture. 5. That they might be arous- their mad schemes, they are fighting

ed to earnest prayer for deliverance. against God.
6. That the power and mercy of God By the work of this bondage the Is*

might be more forcibly displayed in raelites, getting instructed in civilized

their freedom. Here is a true picture life, were being prepared for their futur«
of tyranny : — i. Its rigour increases home.
with failure, ii. It becomes more im-

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.-^Verses 15—21.

High Social Position used for the Furtherance of a Wicked Pukposei.

I. Tliat sometimes high social position exerts its authority for the accomplish-
ment of a wicked and cruel purpose. (Verse 15.) 1. The king commands the mur-
der of the male children of the Israelites. What could be more diabolical than
this? They were to be murdered in the birth. They were innocent of any plot
against the Egyptian government. They had in no way injured the country
yet tliey are to be put to death—almost before their first experience of life. None
hi.t the king dared to have uttered such a cruel mandate. Kings seem to have
Hu idea that tliey can do what tliey like. Wiiat an abuse and degradation of re"-al
power. U is this kind of thing tuat brings them into contempt

8
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2. He seeks to accomplish this hy hrincjing the innocent into a participation of hit

murderovs deed. Tliese Plebrew midwives were of godly moral character. 1 hey

feared Jehovah; they sympathised with the enslaved Israelites; they had no

thought of doing their comrades any harm ; as for murdering the offspring of

those whom they attended in childbirth, the very suggestion was most revolling

to them. Thus, the king tries to enkindle within the hearts and minds of

these midwives the same envy, and unholy thought that occupied his own. It is

almost unpardonable to suggest sin to those tliat have no previous occavsion for, or

idea of committing it, and especially when the suggestion is rendered authorita-

tive by power and national supremac^y. This suggestion was not only crtiet and

7nwde7-ous^ but it was subtle. In this way the king would be concealed as the

murderer. It would be done by the midwives, and they even would not be de-

tected in the act. Thus many simple lives would have been plunged into awful

crime—and innocent victims would have suffered for the guilty. Tyrants are

generally cowards, and seek such means for the accomplishment of their designs

as are more likely to involve others than themselves.

II. When high social authority is used to further a wicked design we are

justified in opposing its effort. (Verse 17.) 1. We are not to do wrong be-

cause a king commands it. Many weak-minded people will do anything a king

tells them. They think what he says must be right; they are flattered by
his personal attention to them ; they are awed by his pomp and splendour ; they

are bribed by his offer of reward (the king would no doubt promise these mid-
wives ample recompense). When the highest personage in the realm needs an
accomplice to aid in an evil deed, never help him, however humble or poor your
station in life may be. It will be your ruin if you do ; he will soon want to dis-

patch you, to shield himself from the possibility of detection. Right is the supreme
monarch of the soul, and claims obedience before any temporal power. To oppose

murder, when advocated by a king, and when it could be accomplished unknown
—and when, if known, would win the applause of a hostile nation, is heroic—
benevolent—divinely reicardable^ and is the duty of all who fear God. 2. Such
opposition must embody the true pri)iciple of piety. The midwives feared God

—

-

more than they did the king. This opposition to the cruel intent of the monarch
was not obstinate, but it was the outcome of a conscience influenced by the

Divine Spirit. We must always reject the idea of sin in a pious spirit—from
Christian motive. 3. Such opposition will secure for us the Divine protection. The
king summoned the midwives to himself again. He asked why they had neglected

his command. They replied fearlessly. No harm came to them. God will

protect brave souls that dare to defy a wicked king.

III. That for such opposition we shall be Divinely Eewarded. 1. God dealt

well wit!I the midwives. 2. God made the midwives houses. 3. Men lose nothing by

serving God in preference to a cruel king.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 15. Sin often brings men in- humble women may be more than a
to companionships that otherwise they match for the great king of Egypt. No
would despise. influence, how obscure soever, is to be

It is a mercy that tyrants are often treated with contempt \^City Temple.]
dependent upon others, of more tender Verse 16. When burdens do not
sympathies, for the accomplishment of effect the will of tyrants on the Church,
their designs. murder shall.

The plan of murder is not so easy Cruelty on the first onset seeks to
after all ; there are persons to be con- shed blood by subtilty.

suited who may turn round upon us. Tyrants will make helps for life to
and, on some ground, deny our au- be instruments of death—midwives
thority. What if the midwives set to be murderers.
themselves against Pharaoh ? Two Bloody powers suborn either such as

9
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be of the Church, or strangers to de-

stroy them.

Subtle tyrants order the best oppor-

tunity at first, to hide their cruelty.

It is devilish to set a tender soul

upon such bloody designs \_Ihighes],

Satan, in all his instruments, hath

always aimed at the death of Israel's

males [Iliighes].

No greater argument of an ill cause

than a bloody persecution \Trapp\

AVhy were the males to be put to

death?— 1. Because they were the most

capable of insurrection and war.

2. liecause the Israelitish women were

fairer than the Egyptian, and so might

be kept for the purposes of lust.

3. Because the Israelitish women were
industrious in spinning and needle-

work, and so were kept for service.

Verse 17. The tyrant-projects of a
wicked king may be thwarted by the

piety of his subjects.

God has instruments in the world to

aid His Church, as well as to perse-

cute it.

Religion will deter men from the

most terrible sins.

God gives courage to timid souls, to

enable them to resist kingly wrong.
God makes them save life whom men

appoint to destroy it.

The good hand of God doth keep the

males, or best helps of the Church's
peace, when persecutors would kill.

Still the conflict images between God
and the tyrant king. On which side

are we found ?

Those who fear God are superior to

all other fear. When our notion of

authority terminates upon the visible

and temporary, we become the victims
of fickle circumstances ; when that no-
tion rises to the unseen and eternal, we
enjoy rest amid the tumult of all that
is merely outward, and therefore perish-
ing. The men who fear God the
most save their country. They make
little noise, they hold no open-air de-
monstrations. All great workers in so-

ciety are not in the front [City Temple].

Verse 18. That tyrants are some-
tinu',> ilisappointed in those whom they
expcii.il to fulfil their designs.

10

That tyrants can call those who dis-

appoint them to account :— 1. In anger

—the king was in a rage that his pur-

pose had failed. 2. In disquietude

—

the king was perplexed as to the issue

of Israel's growth. 3. In astonish-

ment—that two women should have

set at naught his royal commands.
He did not know the great force of

true womanhood.

Verse 19. Faith in God enables men
to give a reason for not doing wrong.

Tyrants are foiled by little instru-

mentalities in their efforts to destroy or

injure the Church.

God can make His perse( uted crea-

tures more lively and strong to bear

than others. ... Religion fires a timid soul

with heroism.

Verse 20. Persons who are instru-

mental in the saving of human life are

pleasing to God.
Persons who render ineffective the

designs of a tyrant, and preserve the

Church from harm, are Divinely

blessed.

All who fear God will be favourably

dealt with—now and hereafter.

They who serve God serve a good

master. Was God indifferent to the

character and claims of the midwives
who bore practical testimony for Him
in the time of a nation's trial? His
eye was upon them for good, and His
hand was stretched out day and night

for their defence. They learned still

more deeply that there was another

King beside Pharoah ; and in the

realization of His presence Pharoah
dwindled into a secondary power,

whose breath was in his nostrils, and
whose commands were the ebullitions

of moral insanity. No honest man or

woman can do a work for God with-

out receiving a great reward [City

Teinple\

There are times when nations are

called upon to say ''No," to their

Sovereigns. Such times are not to ho

sought for with pertinacious self-asser-

tion, whose object is to make it. elf

vciy conspicuous and impo]"tc;n< ; but
where they do occur, corjscience is

to assert itself with a dignity too
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calm to be impatient, and too righteous

to be deceived \^City Temple\

The Church must grow, even though

tlie king seeks its death.

Verse 21. God makes sure houses

for the sons of His Church when per-

secutors destroy them \Hughes\.

Our reward is proportionate to our

fear of God.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 22.

The Last Edict of a Tyrant King,

I. It was public in its proclamation. 1. How men advance from one degree of

sin to another. The last murderous intention was only made known to two mid-

wives ; it was private—it was subtle. This is public; this is unconcealed ; he

fearlessly and untremblingly announces himself as the murderer of all the males

of Israel.

II. It was cruel in its requirements. 1. It was an edict requiring the death of

the young. Why should a tyrant king fear the infant sous of Israel ?—He knew
that they w^ould be his enemies of the future if spared. There is a power in

young life—it is the hope of the Church—the terror of despots. If the world
only gets hold of the young, the Church will soon cease its growth.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSE.

Verse 22. A very easy plan, was it

not ? Whom you fear, destroy ; that

is, a brief and easy creed, surely. This

was turning the river to good account

;

it was a ready-made grave. Pharaoh
did not charge the people to cut the

sod, and lay the murdered children in

the ground ; the sight would have been

unpleasant, the reminders would have
been too numerous; he said, ''Throw
the intruders into the river: there will

be but a splash, and the whole thing

will be over. The river will carry no
marks— Avill tell no stories—will sustain

no loadstone—it will roll on as if its

waters had never been divided by the

hand of the murderer I " All bad kings

have feared the rise of manhood. Too-

thing better than murder occurred to

the mind of this short-sighted king.

He never thought of culture, of kind-

ness, of social and political develop-

ment ; his one idea of power was the

shallow and vulgar idea of oppression

[City Templet.

An unkiugly argument used for an
unkingly purpose.

Bloody powers desire to make execu-

tioners enough to destroy the Church.
Persecuting kings do not entreat, but

command their people to be instruments

of cruelty.

God suifers persecutors to go to the

utmost of their appointed bounds.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR CHAPTER I.

Verses 1— 6. As trees growing in the wood
are known—some by difference of their trunks,

and some by the properties of their branches,

leaves, flowers, and fruits ; but this knoivledge

is had of them only whilst they stand, grow,

and are not consumed ; for if they be com-
mitted to the fire, and are turned into ashes,

tliey cannot be known. It is impossible that,

«\-hen the ashes of divers kinds of trees are

11 infjled to-ctiier, the tall ])ine tree should be

dicctned Irom the great oak, or the mij^hty

poplar from a low shrub, or any one tree from

another : even so men, whilst they live in the
wood of this world, are known—some by the

stock of their ancestors, some by the flourish-

ing leaves of their words and eloquence, some
in the flowers of beauty, and some in the shrub
of honesty, many by their savage ignorance,

and S(»me by their kindness ; but when death
doth bring them into dust, and hath mixed all

together, then their ashes c;innot be known—

•

hcii tlierc is no difference between the mi'jhty

princes of the world and the pt.or souls tliat

ai'e not accounted of [Ca/tc/ra^J.

11
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Verses 8—11. If tlic mountains overflow with

waters, tlic vnllevs are the bintcr ; and if the

hfad be full of ill-huniours, the whole body

fares the worse. The actions of rulers are

most commonly rules for the people's actioris,

and their example passcth as current as their

coin. Tlio common ]H'OiJc arc like tempered

wax, easily receiving impressions from the

seals of p-eat men's vices; they care not to

sin by prescription and danm themselves with

authority. And it is the unhappy privilege of

gri'atness to warrant, by example, othciV, aa

well as its own sins, whilst the unadvised take

up crimes on trust and perish by credit [Hard-
ing's Sermons].

Verse 11. As we say of fire and water, and
as the Romans said of Caligula, " Nemo melior

sei-rns, nemo pefor dommu^," we may say of

the Ch'irc'h's enemies—"They are verv liad

masters, executing their own lusts and cruelty

against God's people, yet very good servants,

if the Divine hand makes use of them for the

Church's service ;
" just like the good hus-

bandman, who makes use of briars and thorns

which, though they be fi'uits of the curse, and
cumber the gro md, yet he will suffer them to

grow in hedges, that he may make them a
fence unto his fruitful grouad [Strickland],

Verse 12. Even as the j)alm-tree, the more it

is laden and preened down, the more it grow-
eth and stretcheth out, or spreadeth its boughs
in length arid breadth : so, likewise, the

Church, the m'-re she is persecuted and afflict-

ed, the more force, courage, and liveliness she

ta,ket}i to herself. Like as roses and lilies are

j.Cdistomed to ii ntrish and to increase among
thonis : 6o is lUis a common thing for the

Church to flourish in the midst of persecutions.

VerKO 17.—
The consrionce, that sole monarchy in man,
Owing allegiance to no earthly prince

;

1^1ade by the edict of creation free
;

Made sacred, made above all human laws,

Holding of heaven alone ; of most divine

And indefeasible authority [Pollock].

Verse E2, There is a woful gradation in

sin. Ab marinftiSj netting Bail, lose sight of

the shore, then of the hou«oa, then of the

Btoeples, and tbon of the mountains and land
;

and as those that are sraylaid by a consump-
tion fir:;t lose vigour, then appetite, and then
colour; thus it is tha,t sin hath its woful gra-
dations. None decline to the worst at first,

but go from one degree of turpitude to an-
other, until the very climax is reached.

CHAPTER II.

/RiTiCAL Notes.—3. Bulrushes] The well-known Eg. papp-us or paper-reed, 4. Stood] •* Sta-
Cloned herself.' 6. She saw the child] This verse is surpassingly delightful for simple vivid-ness when rendered in oriental fashion: " And she opens, and beholds him—even the child

,

and lo
!
a boy, we-.p^g I " 9. Take] iVIore exactly: "Take away." Prob. not said with aver-

8ion, but prompted bj the child's danger and her own prudence. The time was not yet come
for M. to be called "the son of P.'s daughter." 10. Moses] Heb. Mosheh (HtiTD): if of Hob.
origin, undoubtedly an active-not a pas8ive-participle=" drawing out," not "drawn out''There is no difficulty m this. The starting point of the naming is from the act of " drawing. '*^

T.lJ'^^n^
" -''? '^'''', ''^' °^°«s«ari^y be implied. But the active touches God's prSvi-dence at fu-o points instead of one,- the "drawing" of the individual son "out" of the N^and the "drawing ot the national son (Bos. xi. 1) " out " of Egypt : Johovah - drew out "m'by Ph s daughter and Is. by M. While preferring the derivation just named, we neld not de^c sively reject tha adopted by some scholars, after Josephus, from the Coptic=" Water-saved '^

It IS certainly striking, that whereas " A/o " in Copt. sigs.
•'

water," Ph.'s d according to ?h isvor., laid stress on the water :_lit. "Out of tiieNvatSrs did I draw him''' Thus .^elLresources we can assure Furst that we see no reason why the etymol. given in Ex ii 10 shd

of U.iiis
! 18. Reuel] It is common to sav that R iB=" God's friend " CGes Di v { . K„f 71theory of Fii^st that the giving of these "El-" names (and othei? was a ^t of l:.'Ipfu

in r of KM ^' \ '"'''' J'-''^ '°"''' '^^^^^ attention to this theory in its results on the mean-ing of li.blo names, and rioem it well worthy of fv.rther consideration. 21. Zipporah] Here wecome upon a pleasant touch of human nature. This name Bi^^s "little b?d''^f Scottish

aou,ost,H„ to,y „,,auuod over w.th t-vo or throe U,.t». At least, let u» u,ake toe tolt 0^^*
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-4.

The Birth of IMoses.

L As occurring of noble parentage. 1. They were of moderate social position.

Amram, the father of Mo,>^es, was the son of Kohath, who w^as the sou of Levi.

He espoused Jochebed, who was also of the tribe of Levi. They had three

children, Aaron, Miriam, and Moses. Josephus says that Amram w^as of noble

family. Not much is known about him. The social position of a child has a

great influence upon its life—education—habits—and associates. Many sons rise

higher in social grade than those who gave them birth—either through fortune

—Providence—or industry. IMoses was taken to be the son of a monarch's

daughter. He was to become the supreme Lawgiver and Ruler, not merely of a

vast nation, but of the moral life of the world. 2 They were of strong 2)a?-ental

affection. They took great notice of their children, especially of Moses. The
mother thought him a goodly child. This w^as mother-like. She was anxious

for the safety of her infant. Hence she tried to evade the cruel edict of the king.

She concealed him in the house. Then she hid him on the waters of the Nile.

She may have had a strange presentiment that her young child was destined to

be connected with the fortunes of Israel. This made her solicitous for his pre-

servation. Few mothers but would have acted likewise. Would that mothers

were as anxious for the moral preservation of their offspring as for the physical.

Many mothers will hide their children from a tyrant king, who would not con-

ceal them from a wicked companionship. There are many edicts for the moral
slaugiiter of the young—the edict of a wicked press. Parents should hide their

children therefrom. 3. They were of good religious ciiaracter, " By faith

Moses, when he wao born, was hid three months of his parents.'* (Heb. xi., 2o.)

Thus the parents of Moses were truly pious. They had faith in the unseen

Jehovah—not weak—lifeless—inoperative—but powerful—so that it influenced

their life—in its most tender sphere—in its most sacred relations—in its brightest

hopes—in its truest joys— it made them willing to give up their child to

the guardianship of the Nile — nay — to the guardianship of God. Here
is a pattern for parents. Have such faith in God that you can trust

—even your children — in the most perilous circumstances of life—to His
care. Such trust on your part may enhance their temporal good — it may
put them in the way of a monarch's daughter. Many a child has obtained

social position through the piety of his mother. Happy the infancy

that is linked to the providence of God by a mother's faith. We cannot tell how
much the faith of the parents had to do with the future of their child. Faith in

God is the preserving influence of a threatened life—pliysically—morally

—

eternally. II. As happening in perilous times. 1. When his nation was in a
condition of servitude. That this servitude was severe— exacting—grievous

—

disastrous—murderous—is evident from the last chapter. Thus Moses was not

born to freedom—to comfort—but to unrewarded toil—and unmitigated sorrow.

His earliest experiences would be of cruelty and degradation. It seems a pity,

and an injustice, that young children should be born to slavery. 2. When a cruel

edict was in force against the young. How were the parents of Moses enabled to

conceal him from the officers of Pharoah ? Given a loving mother—a k n lly

providence—we cannot wonder at the result. Ill, As involving moiaentous
issues. L Issues relating to the lives of individuals. The birth of Moses made
Miriam a watcher—gave her an introduction to a king's daughter—and has

given immortality to her name. It brought Aaron into historical prominence in

relation to the Exodus of Isj'ael, inasmuch as Moses lacked the eloquent tongue

possessed by his brother. The life of Moses touched these namea into fame,

Id
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gave them an impulse, invested them with a greater meaning than otherwise they

wouhl have had— til ey derive lustre from his work. 2. Issues involving the freedom

of an enslaved people. Tliat ark npon the Nile waters contains a power that shall

break the fetters of Israel—and lead the nation to a land of promise. Infant

lives are linked nnich more to the interests of freedom than of serfdom. People are

little conscious of the instrumentalities that are to give them liberty. Tlie free-

dom of a kingdom may be involved in the birth of a child. We know not the

intluence one infant life may have upon a nation. 3. Issues relating to the

destiny of a proud nation. That child—the object of a mother's cai-e—of a

sister's vigilance—will one day be the occasion of a monarch's fear—torment

—

overthrow. Now the Nile carries on its tranquil waters a power that shall

defeat the Pharaohs. The edict is vain. The slaughter of the young is useless

— One has escaped the horrid massacre; that is enough! Egypt is in peril.

Israel may strike her first note of freedom. In the life of one child there may
be wrapped up the destinies of an Empire. The potentiality of infant life!

IV. As exhibiting the inventiveness of maternal love. 1. In that she devised

a sclieme for the safetj/ of her child. The mother was more clever than the tyrant

king and his accomplices. Tyranny is too calculating to be clever. Maternal
love is quick, and spontaneous in its thought, and sees a refuge where tyrants

never suspect. The refuge chosen was unlikely—carefully selected—vigilantly

guarded—evidently sufficient. She was amply repaid. Only a mother would
have thought of it. V. As eluding the edict of a cruel king. The mother of

Moses was justified in eluding this edict— because it was unjust- -murderous—it

did violence to family affection—to the laws of citizenship—and to the joyful

anticipations of men.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. Providence is preparing That infant life sometimes contains
good, while wickedness is working evil the prophecy of its future. Faith hides
to the Church—Times, tribes, and per- the child it wishes to save

—

sons are appointed by God, by whom 1. As evidence of a holy courage.
He will work good to His people. 2. As using means to secure its end.

In the desolations of the Church's 3. As manifesting a sacred skill,

seed, God will have His to marry and 4. As embodying the germ of a brilliant
continue it. hope.... Discretion is not cowardice.

Tribes^ cursed for their desert, may Pharaoh's laws were against all the
be made instrumental of good by grace. laws of nature, or, more properly speak-

Marriages are always to be accounted ing, against the laws of God ; and nature
lawful by God's will revealed about was slowly working against Pharaoh ;

^^®"^* he had made God his enemy. Against
The greatest instruments of the these laws of Pharaoh a mother's heart

Church's good, God ordereth to bring revolted [F. W. Robertson.']
in tlie common way of man. In many cases in the scriptures you
The Divine Being orders instruments find the enemy seeking by death to

of salvation to be born in times of interrupt the current of divine action.
affliction. But, blessed be God, there is something

^ ^ . ^
beyond death. The entire sphere of

V erse 2. No policies, or cruelties of divine action, as connected with redemp-
man, can hinder God from sending tion, lies beyond the limits of death's
baviours to the Church. domain. When Satan has exhausted
God uses instrumentalities in accom- bis power, then God begins to show

phshing the freedom of the slave, and Himself. The grave is the limit of
the welfare of the Church. Satan's activity ; but there it is that
God maketh sight serviceable to divine activity begins. This is a

faith for preserving His own. "She glorious truth. Satan has the power
^^^^- of death ; but God ia the God of (ho
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living; and lie gives life beyond the

reach and power of death—a life which

Satan cannot touch [C.H.M.^
Death is often the edict of man,

when life is the promise and ordination

of God.
Verse 3. That the loving ingenuity

of a mother has its limit ;
" She could

no longer hide him/*

The divine Providence is the refuge

of a good, but perplexed parent.

In times of extreme difficulty it is

well to venture upon the providence of

God [Henry and Scott].

God teaches the good the best way
of saving those by whom He intends to

deliver His Church.
Tyrants use the river for a grave;

God uses it as a cradle for infant life.

Reed and slime, and pitch and flags,

shall preserve God's darlings at His

pleasure

The mother of Moses laid the ark in

the flags by the river's brink. Ay, but

before doing so she laid it on the heart

of God ! She could not have laid it so

courageously upon the Nile, if she had
not first devoutly laid it upon the care

and love of God. We are often sur-

prised at the outward calmness of men
who are called upon to do unpleasant

and most trying deeds ; but had we
seen them in secret we sliould have

kn /wn the moral preparation which
they underwent before coming out to

be seen of men [Citi/ Temple] .

Verse 4. An entire family moving

within the circle of an infant's life.

Faith always wales to see the issue

of events.

Society needs watchers as well as

workers. Had we been passing the

spot at which the sister of Moses took

up her position of observation wo might

have condemned her as an idler stand-

ing there and doing nothing. We
should be careful of our condemnation,

seeing how little we know of the reality

of the case. In doing nothing^ the girl

was, in reality, doing everything. Mark
the cunning of love. The watcher

stood afar off. Had she stood quite

close at hand, she would have defeated

the very object of her watching. She

was to do her work without the slightest

appearance of doing it. (City Temple.)

The beautiful ministry of a youthful

life— 1. Loving. 2. Cautious. 3.

Obedient. 4. Reflective, 5. Cour-

teous. 6. Successful.

The mother remained at home,

shewing—1. The dignity of her faith

—she could wait away from the scene of

trial. 2. Her supreme hope in God—

•

the issue was to be divine. 3. Her
happy confidence in her little daughter

—children do their work better Avhen

they feel that they are trusted with it

entirely.

How many brothers would be kept

from moral injury and peril if they

were thus guarded by a loving sister.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.-^Verses 5-9.

The Providence of God in Relation to the Youno.

It is a great mercy that there is a kindly, and special Providence resting upon
the lives of young children. They are so helpless—thoughtless—so constantly

exposed to danger—in the home— in the street—in the school—that, but for the

divine care they would come to woe. God is very near to infancy and childhood

^much nearer than many imagine. I. As rescuing them from the peril of

unhappy circumstances. 2. Moses was rescued from murder—in the Egyptian
palace he was safe. 2. Moses was rescued from slavery—in the Egyptian palace

he was free. It sometimes happens that young children, from the circumstances

of their birth, are placed in peril—by orphanage, at a disadvantage in the race of

life—these are especially under divine protection. II. As ensuring an education

necessary to fit them for their future engagements. 1. ^5 the son of PharaoKa
daughter^ Moses had the opportunity of a good scholastic education. Had Moses re-

mained at home, had his nation been free, he might have had a moderate education

—but certainly not so liberal and advanced as he got in Egypt, the very seat of

learning. Thus, Providence placed him in the best school of the day. So it very
often happens that God, in some remarkable manner, places a good education at the

disposal of children of unfortunate circumstances, who otherwise would grow up
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.^noYnixi, and unlit for the duty of life. Providence attends to the education of
young children n»ucli moi-e than many of us imagine. 2. As the son of Pharaoh^s
danijhter he would be prepared to undertake the freedom of his nation. Mere book
knowledge is the poorest—and least useful. Men require another education
than that of the academy. They need to be trained in the meaning of life.

Especially was this needful to Moses. Hence the discipline of the court was as
necessary to his future usefulness as that of the school. In the palace he saw,
in all its force, tlie tyranny of the king—the degi-adation of Israel—and the
prowess of the nation he would have to combat. This, pre-eminently, was the
school of liis life, and he was made its scholar by Providence. So, many desti*
tute young men are educated by Heaven—not mei-ely in the facts of history and
science—but in the duties that pertain to their distinct avocation, wliatever it

may be. III. As employing the most unlikely agency. The tyrant's daughter
was the means of rescuing Moses from peril, and of educating him for his future
calling. Unlikely means :— 1. Because herfather had issued an edict for the death oj
all L^raelitish children. All the newly-born children of Israel wei-e to be thrown into
the river. So Pharaoh had decreed. Yet his daughter saves, and educates the very
child that is to prove his overthrow. The tyrant is defeated by his own daughter.
How thoroughly wicked men are in the hand of God. So, young children of
unfavourable early circumstances are often educated by the most unlikely instru-
mentalities. 2. Because it appeared unlikely that a royal daughter shouldwish to adopt
the son of an Israelite. All hearts are in the divine hand. God can direct our
sympathies to the most unlikely persons, and objects. He can put those who
need our help into such an attitude that our pity must be awakened. The babe
wept. Thv^se tears overcame all the improbabilities of the case. Providence
uses instrumentality in the accomplishment of its purpose. IV. As employing
the most e'Bcient instnmientaUty. 1. The mother of the boy—y^ho could better
teach hmi the wrongs of his country than she—that hundreds had suffered the fate
he had managed to escape—the slavery of his people—the tyranny of the kino-—
and that during the most sensitive time of his life. His mother instructed him
durmg the earliest days of his youth—her instruction would, therefore, be endurincr
—hence he would go to the Egyptian court with a knowledge of his country'swoe—and of his father's God. His murder of the Egyptian was the outcome of
the tormer. His choosing to leave the royal court was the result of the latter.
I5y taith, Moses, when he was come to years, refused to be called the son of

Pharaoh 8 daughter." 2. The daughter of the king. Under no other tuition could he
have gained a better preparation for his work of the future. Here he would
learn sympathy with the oppressed—hatred of the oppressor. When Heaven
undertakes tiie education of a life—it does so thoroughly and completely V Asreqmrmg the utmost human effort possible. 1. Bis mother did the bestfor Moses
that she could. She did not put him on the Nile directly he was born. She had the
power to conceal him under her own care then. But when all her means of self-
help were exhausted, then she gave him into the Divine care. So, as a rule, God
does not educate the children of indolent parents. He moves in the line of the
mother s best effort. When she has done her best—put him on the river—not
torgotten him-prays for him—then God will send Pharaoh's daughter to save,and educate the boy. 2 His mother was judicious in her conduct towards Moses.She did not let maternal affection endanger his safety—her mother's heart nodoubt wished to keep him at home longer-had she done so, the officers of theking might have found him Many parents ruin their children by excess of love.Moses was placed on the Nile at the right time-she was a wise mother-regarded
his wetare-sacrihced her own fceling-at this point the safety of Mose. com-menced. Let parents do their best for the safety of their children—physically—
inorally-in wisdom-and Providence will find the means for their tern noral-and
eternal rescue-education-destiny. VI As perfectly consistent with the freeagency^of mdividualB. The daughter of the king undertook the training of Moses
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at the su5:gestion of her own sympathy—under a perfect knowledge of the case

—

tliL'ie was no coercion brought to bear upon her. The providence of God usei

willing instrumentalities.

This Cra^dle on tite Waters teaches :—

I. The power of young life to endm^e hardship. (Verse 3.) The mother of

Moses made an ark, in which to put her boy, and then placed him on the waters

of the Nile. There are few mothers in these days who would put their babes in

such a cradle, much less on the waters of a river. Tliey wrap them up—they

give them medicine—they treat them as though they had only got a spark of life

in them ; such codling treatment is foolish—unhealthy—the boy will be far

more healthy out on the Nile. Young children are stronger than we imagine

—

the vital principle in them is not so easily put out. There are few, in these days,

who begin life under the same condition as Moses— it would be better if there

were more. II. The use that one member of a family may be to another.

(Verse 7.) The sister of Moses was equal to the occasion ;
her love for her in-

fant brother carried her through the difficulties of her duty. She was not timid

at approaching a king's—a tyrant's daughter. She knew when to make her sug-

gestion—God told her anxious heart—the babe had wept—the womanly instincts

of Pharaoh's daughter" were touched, " she had compassion on him"—at this

moment Miriam stepped up, and suggested the need of a nurse—she was wise

beyond her years ; the idea was accepted—the bey's mother was fetched, and

received the commission of nurse, with the unnecessary promise of wages.

Miriam must have had a good home training ; she appears in the scene as a

bright—happy—ingenious—loving giil. Thus we see how the younger ones of

a family can help each other in their perils—necessities of life. And very

extensive this help may be in its influence. Miriam, in helping Moses, ren-

dered possible the freedom of her nation. The little kindness shewn by a

sister to a brother may have an unexpected effect upon thousands. Thus we see

the loving dexterity of a little girl. III. The pathetic influence of a babe s

tears. (Verse 6.) There is a great power in tears ; they are tokens of sorrow
— weakness — helplessness; but they are potent — they invite help — tliey

especially touch a woman's heart—they defeat a monarch's cruelty—they aid the

intentions of Heaven—they prophesy the sorrows of the future—they render

welcome the tearless home. The tears of Moses won the compassion of the

Monarch's daughter ; they were a fit emblem of his nation's grief. She was per-

haps unmoved by the story of Israel's bondage—it was old—as she might think

deserved; but the tears of Moses were new—pathetic—were concentrated upon the

tender sympathies of her nature. They conquered. Many are moved by the sight, or

record of personal grief, who can look unmoved upon a national calamity. 8o
inconsistent are we in the bestowal of our sympathy. III. The sensitive co-

science of a tyrant's daughter. ''This is one of the Hebrew's children."

(Verse 6.) She needed no voice to tell her to whom the child belonged, the silent

monitor within was suiiicient. Tyranny does not necessarily run from father to

daught'^r; many a cruel parent has a tender-hearted child. The command of

conscienee is more authoritative than that of a king—a father. She saved the

child—all honour to her memory.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 5. Divine Providence some- braced by the wide scheme of Divine
times unites the utmost peril with the Providence.

best means of safety. Tender-hearted women are generally

Divine Providence sometimes uses honoured by, and entrusted with, the

the most unlikely agency for the work- finding of those who are to be the
ing of its holy purpose. world's patriots.

The pleasures of individuals are em- Divine providence generally uses an

17
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instrumentality that is completive:

—

1. Saw the ark—many see objects of

pity, but do nothing more. 2. Took
the ark—practical side of pity. 3. Or-

dered a nurse. 4. Welcomed the child

to her own home.

The renewed mind enjoys one of its

sweetest exercises while tracing the

Divine footsteps jn circumstances and

events, in which a thoughtless spirit

sees only blind chance or rigid fate

[C. //. M.]

Verse 6.—I. The claims of the orphan.
1. The first claim on her compassion was the

claim of infancy. "She saw the child," That
soutonce coirtains an argument. It was an
ai)poal to the woman's heart. Rank, caste,

nationality, all molted before the great fact

of womanhood. This feeling was spontane-
ous. She did not feel compassion because it

was her duty, but because it was her nature.

God has provided for humanity by a plan
more infallible tlian system, by implanting
feeling in our nature. 2. Consider the c?e-

gradotion of the child's origin. " Hehiews*
children." The exclusiveness of the Egyp-
tian social system was as strong as that of the
Hindoo— slave—enemy—to be slain. Princess
brought up with these ideas. She was ani-

mated by His Spirit who came to raise tho
abji'ct, to break the bond of the oppressor.

8. The last reason we find for this claim ivas

its unprotected state. It wept ; those tears

told of a conscious want—the felt want of a
mother's arms,

II. The Orphan's education. 1. It was a
tuggestlonfrom another. This woman brought
up in luxury—had warm feelings—not know-
ing how to do good—was told by an'^tlicr.

Results of this training :— 1 , Intellectualhj . He
learned to ask *• Whg " *' the bush is not con-
sumed." 2. In the moral part of his charac-
ter we notice his hatred of injustice \F. W,
liol)ertson\.

Even a king's daughter is the richer

and gladder for this stoop of love.

Some of us have been trying to reach
too high for our enjoyments; the
blooming fruit has been beyond our
stature ; we have therefore turned
away with pining and discontent, not
knowing that if we had bent ourselves

to the ground we should have found
the happiness in the dust, which we
altem])(e(l in vain to pluck from inac-

cessible heigiits \Cit!i Temple].

The Church's children, tliough des-

troyed by some, yet are pi Lied by
others.

The compassion of the daughter con-
deniJis the cruelty of the monarch-

Id

father. ... The child:—l.Themompnt
of its degradation. 2. The moment of

its sadness, 3. The moment of its

hope. 4. The moment of its unknown
future. 5. Tho^ moment of a mother's

recompense.

Verse 7. A good suggestion :—
1. Made at a proper time. 2. Made
in a proper spirit. 3. Made for a
proper purpose.

Society would be enriched by many
more good deeds if only Christian peo-

ple would watch their opportunity, and
suggest conduct to well-meaning but

ignorant people.

Are there not sorrows that enable us

to overcome the petty difficulties of

etiquette ? [C% Temple^.

If we really cared for lost children

we could find ways of speaking for

them in high quarters [City Temple].

Hebrew nurses are most desirable for

Hebrew children.

Where God moves the question for

saving his little ones, he prepares an
answer of peace.

A mother the best guardian of in-

fancy.

Verse 8. The Princess gave a prompt
reply to the inquiry of the little maid.

She did not promise to consider the sub-

ject. If she had, the probabilities are

that Moses would not have been res-

cued from the waters of the Nile.

God's Providence excludeth not

man's prudence [Tr-app],

Providence can bring a mother to

nurse the child she had concealed, be-

cause, through the edict of a cruel king,

she could not longer keep it undetected

in the house. ... When we save the lives

of children we should see to their edu-

cation afterwards.

Verse 9. The kin2:*s dauirhier is

made a mother, while the mother is

made a nurse.

" And the woman took the child and
nursed it." What her seU'-control, in

til at hour of maddening excitement,

co>t. no tongue can tell. She took the

child as a stranger might have taken
it, and yet her heart was bursting with
the very passion of delight. Had ahfi
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given way for one instant, her excite-

ment might have revealed the plot.

Every th ng depended on her calm-

ness. But love can do anything! The
great question underlying all service is

a question not so much of the intellect

as of the heart. We shoukl spoil fewer

tilings if our love was deeper \_City

Temple'].

The power of a mother's love:

—

1. To control its impulse. 2. To
school its utterance. 3. To make
self-denial for the good of her child.

4. To enter into the method of Provi-

dence concerning the future of her

boy.

A beautiful pattern of self-con-

trol :— 1 . Not arising from indifference.

2. Not arising from hard-heartedness.

3. But arising from the calm indwell-

ing of faith.

This mother a model nnrse :—1. Be-
cause she taught her son to have sym-

pathy with the slave. 2. Because she

taught him to despise injustice (verse

12). 3. Because she taught him the

folly of anger (verse 13). 4. Because
she taught him to defend the weak
(verse 17).

A mother the best nnrse:—1. Be-

cause she has truest sympathy with the

circumstances of the child's life. 2. Be-

cause she is more truly concerned for

the right developement of its moral

character. 3. Because then she will

have gladdening memories of its iu-

fancy and childhood.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verse la

The Birth op Moses and its Lessons.

More wisdom and blessing may be got from the contemplation of the birth of a tmly great

man into the world than from the tracing of the mightiest river to its source. In following up
tins, you may have to ascend among "the everlasting hills;" in tracking a great soul, you must
rise to God. All souls come from God. Some souls are broader mirrors, are greater lights

than others, they disclose more fully the way from one eternity to another. Consider the man
Moses, specially as illustrating God's method of raising up souls on earth for Divine use and
eervice. I. God gives and sends them as they are needed, they have their appointment according
to the times. The reader of history cannot but see that the great parent Spirit creates and sends
forth souls—of Teachers, lawgivers, deliverers, prophets, poets, kings—at the right time. There
was need of Moses. See previous chaptei'. The greatest revelations come in the times of greatest
need, tliat wo may be well assured whose they are. The world owes much to little children, little

children coming into it by God. II. That they may be fully trained and prepared for their work,
they " are made like unto their brethren." Moses is born a child of the people that he may be
a true brother and saviour of his people. III. The very family and people that sought to
destroy Israel are made instrumental in nourishiiig and rearing the deliverer of Israel and the
avenger of his brethren's wrongs. God makes evil powers, evil men, evil counsels, and deeds
servo Him, contrary to their own nature and intent, and when they have come to their highest
pitch, work their own just retribution and overthrow. So Huss, Wickliffe, Luther, Melancthon,
Calvin, Knox were trained in the monasteries and colleges of the Romish Church, to be the
leaders in another Exodus out of Egyptian darkness and bondage. Injustice and cruelty are
made to avenge themselves iu the end. IV. In the raising up of the man Moses we have a
most instructive exemplification of the doctrine and working of the Divine providence. God's
providence does its mightiest works through human hearts. V. In Pharaoh's daughter, and
the part she takes, we have the proof that human nature, the human heart, is one ; and
that all classes of mankind, all nations, are destined to become on© in God's great saving
plan. IFulpit Analyst.]

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSE.

Verse 10. Child-growth—physically

^mentally — morally. 1. Important
to families— leaving home. 2. Inte-
resting to strangers— Princess. 3. Im-
port jrnt to nations— Egypt.

Child-nomenclature. 1, Perpetuating
the memory of a cruel edict. 2. Perpetu-
ating the memory of a loving mother.

Providence. 4. Perpetuating tT^e

memory of a compassionate stranger.

Home life exchanged for palace life.

—

1. It would be at first unwelcome

—

stranger. 2. It would gradually be-

come a temptation—its gaiety. 3. It

would forcefully become a discipline.

Providence is pleased sometimes to

8. Perpetuating the memory of a kindly raise the poor out of the dust, to fiet

Id
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them among princes (Ps. cxiii. 7, 8.) the Church's children, may give them

Under Providence, parents of the liberty of naming them.

Cliiircli may be forced to give up their We liave now the Church under state

children to strangers. patronage—the patronage of a tender-

Acts of pity from earthly powers to hearted princess.

MAIN llOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 11, 12.

The Oppressor Slain ; or, a Wrong Wat of Reproving Injury.

I. There are many instances of cruel oppression in the world. Slavery is

almost obsolete. We have not now to build treasure cities for a tyrant king. Our

lives are not made bitter by unrequited labour. Yet the spirit of tyranny and

in justice is not yet gone. 1 There is oppression in the commercial life of men. The

rich smite the poor—the fortunate the unfortunate— the defrauder the honest

tradesman. There are many scenes enacted daily in the commercial life of men

in which we see " an Egyptian smiting an Hebrew." 2. There is oppression

in the social life of men. The haughty frown upon the humble— the lordly

render servile the poor. 3. There is oppression in the political life of men. There

is the oppression of an unjust king — of a politic statesman—of an unruly crowd

of an unrio-liteous edict. 4. There is oppression in the Church life of men. The man
of little religion wishesto dictate—to perplex— those who are more devout than him-

self. In the sanctuary we find "an Egyptian smiting an Hebrew." II. It is the

duty of a good and patriotic man to oppose these manifestations of oppression,

1. Because he should have sympatJiy with the burdens of the oppressed. '' And looked

on their burden." We little dream of the burdens occasioned by the cruel oppres-

sions of this land. How many homes are rendered sad by the despotism of a cruel

husband. How many tradesmen are kept in w^ant through the demands of

an unthinking landlord. The good man should have sympathy with these in their

jrrief—and strive to relieve it—by the press—by the power of birth—by the

influence of a kindly example. 2. Because he should recognise the brotherhood of

men. *' One of his brethren." This argument of humanity should enlist all

godly souls against every kind of oppression. 3. Because he should recognise

the claim of nationality "• Smiting an Hebrew." While the claims of brotherhood

are co-extensive with the universe—those arising from nationality render thero

more emphatic. A Hebrew s^hould defend a Hebrew—under the relation of citizen-

ship, as well as that of brother, Piety intensifies the national relationships of

life. III. That a good man musi bi> careful as to the spirit and manner in

which he resents oppression, or he may be as cruel as those whom he reproves. *' Ha
slew the Egyptian." Moses was right in sympatiiising with the burden of the

Hebrew, in resenting an injury done to one of his own nationality, but he did

wrong in murdering the offender. In defending the oppressed, he became an

op[)ressor himself. He meant right— the impulse was heroic—but it was not

under sufficient control. A good man ought to be indignant at the sight of

oppression—but not passionate—not revengeful. 1. His conscience told him inat

he was doing wrong. " And he looked this way and that way, and when he saw
that there was no man," &c. If we cannot rebuke oppression in the presence

of others, our method of rebuke must be imprudent or sinful. Do not be afraid

to let the world see you reprove a social tyrant. The sympathies of all good
citizens will be with you. Embody your conscience in your rebuke. 2. The
spirit and manner in wJiichthe oppressor should be reproved. (I) Boldly. (2) Eiiuuly,

(iJ) Sometimes kindly. (4) Make him feel the wrong of his conduct,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 11. Though Moses was ele- ren. He was not so charmed with the

vated to a princely position, he was luxury and gaiety of his own surround-
not unuiiudful of his enslaved breth- iugs as to forget theirs. He waa

20
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not so selfish as to be merely content Hidden Sin.—" J7e slew the Egyp-

witb his own happiness. The mother's tian, and hid him in the sand.''' I. Hid-

traininjr had naturally linked his soul den by fallacy. ^^The Egyptian." He

to the history of his nation. was cruel—unjust ; had I not a right

Some people will never look on the to kill him ? Moses might reason thus

burdens of their brethren :—1. They to convince himself. A man must

pretend not to see them. 2. They have bury sin out of the sight of his own

no sympathy with them. 3. They fear conscience, before he can be happy

—

lest their purse, or energy should be by false argument or true. II. Hidden

taxed. 4. They miss the luxury of by folly. '' In the sand :
"—1. Would

relieving them. leave traces of his deed. 2. The dead

The servants of God must have body would be easily discovered. So

the experience of growth. all our efforts to bury sin are equally

When the Church is oppressed, the futile. God sees it. He can lead men

heroic good must run to her aid. to its grave. Sin leaves traces. It is

Verse 12. The inquiring look of ^^^^^^ °«t, ^« be under the necessity of

conscience :-l. It was anxious. 2. It
"^^^^^"f ^}f

^^}'] ^^^^^ ^ f^7' ^^' %"y

was suspicious. 3. It was troubled. ^P^^ ot rfe mto a tomb. If we do,

4 It was perplexed. 5. It was mis- there will sm-e to come a resurrection.

,1 A mr.n who is going to commit sin, re -

%'he inquiring look of conscience:— Jl^i^'^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^'^^^ ^^«^*

1. Gives a moment for reflection. Jt^, , „ , , . .

2. Indicates the moral ^vil of the deed. ^he absence of human observation is

3. Suspects an unhappv issue from the ^ P^^,!" argument for, and a wretched

J 1

"
consolation m sin.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPIL^Verse 13, 14.

A Good Man's Interference with i Quarrel.

I. That it is the duty of Good Men to try to subciue any quarrels they may
be called to witness. 1. Because they recognise the oommon griefof Men. This

quarrel was between two Hebrews. They were both the slaves of a tyrant king.

Both felt the misery of their condition. See, then, the folly of their quarrel. It

would augment their woe. Their own unity ought to have been the relief of

their serfdom. So there are many people to-day who increase their trials by a
factious spirit. The most abject slave may, and ought to, enjoy the luxury of

peace—ouglit to live on friendly terms with his comrades in suifering. Moses
felt this. Good men should recognise the suffering of humanity as an argument
for friendliness. 2. Because they recognise the claim arising from the brotherhood of
men. 3. Because they ought to be superior to the passion of strife. A good man
should be brave—and true bravery is always calm. He is above entering into the

paltry and foolish quarrels of men. He may therefore endeavour to stay them,
without personal injury. By so doing he will put an end to quarrels that might
have resulted in a sad and murderous consequence. He may thus beneiit inw
factious individual by freeing him from the life-long memory of injustice ; and
society i.,t large, by preventing a public spectacle of immorality. II. That in

this endeavour good men should make moral considerations the basis of their

appeal to the quarrelsome. '' Aud he said to him that did the wrong." Perhaps,
in some quarrels it is diificult to determine which party is in the wrong. Very
often both are blameworthy. Moral considerations should be made the basis of

appeal. 1. Not favouritism. It is just possible that Moses may have seen these

two men before. He would no doubt CLiltivc,te the acquaintance of his enslaved
countrymen. And if ^^« had not he was open to the impressions of the moment.
When we see a quarrel wi. almost in.-tinctively take sides. The tne man appears
more calm—he is more open in physique—the other appears more fierce and
brutal—Our sympathiep go with the former. This is not just. Nor can a good
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man base his appeal on any such predilection. Which is in the right?—this

qiiei^tion contains the secret, and points to the metliod of settlement. 2. Not

greater pltysical strength. In our effort to subdue a qiuirrel we must not neces-

sarily side with the stronger—true, he may be more likely to come aw^ay conqueror.

Ih;t if the weaker is riglit, our question must be directed against him tliat did the

wroug, even though he be the stronger. In this ease great Christian foitiiude

will be needed. Worldly men v/ill often aid the strong in their conflict. The

world likes to be on the winning side. Christianity must aid weakness when
associated with rectitude. She must wait for her victory. It will come.

3. Not Jiope rf reward. JMany, in the event of conflict aid the side on which

tliere is thi; greatest likelihood of plunder or spoil. The influential and the rich

seldom lack comrades in their quarrels. The Christian man, in trying to stay the

quarrels of men, must put aside all thought of vested interest, of temporal

emolument, or transient applause - he must join himself to the right, unmoved
by the promise, or hope of reward. His reward is from God—is brighter than

cold— is moi-e enduring—the reward of a satisfied conscience. III. That good

men, in tr3dng to subdue the quarrel^! of others often get little thanks, and may
involve themselves in trouble. " W^o made thee a prince and a judge over us."

1. They imagined that Moses assumed unrightful authority. True, Moses had
rightful authority over these slaves. As the Son of Pharaoh's daughter this

would be permitted to him. But the right of the good to interrupt a quarrel

does not depend upon social or national supremacy, but upon moral. A king

mi.i^ht not be a proper person to rebuke a quarrel. Sainthood is the true qualifi-

cation for such a work. A man who lives much in communion with the unseen,

dud who has power with God, will have influence to hush the passion of his

fellows. 2. They reminded Moses of,, and taunted him with^ past sin. '* In-

tendest thou to kill me, as thou killest the Egyptian ?" Moses thought that no

one had seen his act of murder. The sin of a good man's past life often weakens
his present ability for doing good. When men are in the passion of strife, they

are not choice as to their invectives. Hence, it requires a blameless life to rebuke

evil. 3. TJie heroic interference of Moses lacked mo7'al continuity. " And Moses
feared," &c. His own sin made him a coward. 4. Moses incurred the hatred of
Pharoah. The two Hebrews would no doubt spread the story of Moses' wrong-
doing—it was corroborated by his flight from the palace—the king was amazed
—his hospitality had been abused—the commencement of a life struggle between
Egypt and Israel. The flight of Moses was the signal for the defeat of Pharoah.
Thus, though endeavouring to stay this quarrel, Moses lost position, comfort, but

it was the means of putting him npon the track of duty— divinely inposed—that

would win him world-wide renown. Thus he did not lose much, according to a
true computation, by the exchange. To stop a quarrel id a good man's duty,

regardless of consequences.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 13. '* Wherefore smitest thou members, are sad th'^^s to record.
thy fellow." Apply this question, They are reprovable.
1. To the domestic circle. 2. To so- Moses did not say, ''You are both
ciely at large. 3. To the Church. Hebrews, and therefore you may fight

Some find reason for their conduct

—

out your own quarrel ;
" nor did he say,

1. In revenge. 2. In impulse. 3. Ne- " The controversies of other men are
cessity. ... God's faithful instruments nothing to me; they who began the
leave courtly pleasures to visit God's quarrel must end it :" Moses saw that
afllicted ones ... In visiting for good the conditions of life had amoral basis

;

the oppressed Church, sad contentions in every quarrel, as between right and
mny apj)ear among the members. wroner. he had a share, because everv
DueL iu the Church, and among its honourable-minded man is a trustee ol
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social justice and common fair play

[C% Temple].

The reproof Moses gave on this occa-

sion may still be of use, wherefore

eniitest thou thy fellow ? Smiting our

fellows is bad in any, especially in He-
brews ; smiting with tongue or hand,

either in a way of persecution, or in a
way of contention. Consider the per-

son thou smitest, it is thy fellow, thy

fellow creature, thy fellow Christian

;

it is thy fellow servant, thy fellow

sufferer [Henry and ScMt\.

Verse 14. Otfendiog parties are often

insolent to those who rebuke them.

Wicked men are always impatient

of authority.

Quarrelsome men are glad to involve

others, that they may escape themselves.

Good men are sometimes frightened

at the threats of the wicked.

Factious men are slow to acknow-
ledge those who would do them moral
good.

Wicked men are more willing to

plead the cause of oppressors, than

acknowledge just deliverers.

What authority did Moses assume in

thus gently reproving a manifest out-

rage ? Does one need a commission tc

perform an act of real kindness, and to

endeavour to make friends of apparent

enemies. It is rare virture ingenuously

to confess our faults, and to receive

correction with meekness [^BusK\.

Men know not what they do, nor
what enemies they are to their own
interest, when they resist, and despise

faithful reproofs and reprovers. When
the Hebrews strove with Moses, God
sent him away into Midian. and they

never heard of him for forty years

\_nenry and Scott\.

The best friends of the Church often

meet with the most discouragement.

1. Their authority is rejected. 2. They
are not understood. 3. Their safety is

endangered. 4. The welfare of the

Church is imperilled.

The good man must not be turned

aside from duty by circumstances.

1. Moses was not offended by this

treatment. 2. He did not give up in des-

pair. 3. He worked out the training

of his boyhood. 4. He worked out the

providence of God. 5. He worked out

the dictates of his conscience

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.-^Verse 15.

The Meditations of a Perplexed Soul.

** And he sat down by a well." This calls to our mind a New Testament scene.

These meditations—I. They occurred at an important crisis in the life of Moses.
' But Moses fled from the face of Pharaoh. " 1. Moses had vacated a good home.
He had left the wealth—luxury of an Egyptian palace—the kindness of a royal

mother who was deeply interested in him. He knew not where he was going

—

what he was to do foj* a daily livelihood—how his future was to be spent. All

before him was mystery— he might well be perplexed. 2. Moses had incurred the

anger of Pharaoh. This might well fill him with terror—he knew the influence

and cruelty of that monarch—his hatred was to be feared. Had Moses been
permitted a faint insight into his future relations with the Egyptian court, pro-

bably his meditations, near this well, would have been more piolonged than they
were. There are times when all young men have to spend an hour in contempla-
tion, especially when they are going, alone and unbefriended, into an unknown
future of grave importance, not merely to themselves, but also to others. The
past sweeps before them like a dream. The future is all mist. They must think
for themselves—they must obtain the Divine guidance. The temporary rest by
the well marks a ciisis in their history. II. They afford an opportunity for

determining on a new course of life. Moses is thinking about the future. He
would naturally ask himself, " What am I to do ?" Return to Egypt is impossible.

—Heaven would, no doubt, influence his thought on this occasion. But a

thoughtful spirit will not belong without employment—will not be long without a
home. God will send the daughters of the priest of Midian to its aid. Provi-
dence has unnumbered agencies for the guidance and help of perplexed souls.
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III. They are soon inteiTupted by a call to new activities. (Verse 17.) The

dan «rl iters of the priest of JMidian were attacked by hostile shepherds. Moses

sees^this. Will he interpose ? Has he not had enough of meddling with the

feuds of others ? Is he not now a wanderer for so doing ? But he cannot remain

the quiet spectator of injury. The same spirit and impulse that made him kill

the Egyi)tian shows itself again in his defence of these women. He could not

but detend the weak. He is not to be daunted by failure. He is successful now.

Good men may be dispirited sometimes. They may need times of thougiit. But

it is not their destiny to rest long by the wells of life: theirs is the conflict with

oppression and evil. There is work in Midian as well as in Egypt, for them.

IV. They were indulged in a very favourable place. The well in olden time, a

fine scene for rest and contemplation. Christ, when he was tired, sat on a well.

His rest was broken by the advent of a woman whom he ultimately led to himself

in contrition of heart.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSE,

Verse 15. Criminations of God's ser- God is in the solicitude of those

vants are soon carried to the ears of whom he intends for great service,

persecutors. ... An evil report often God provides a Midian to save what

awakens the anger of men. Egypt would destroy.

It is well sometimes to exchange the Never take the responsibility of com-

excitement of a royal court for quiet muuicating evil news to a tyrant,

thought by the well.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 16 to 22.

The Reward of a Kindly Action.

Moses had defended the daughters of the Priest of Midian from the attack of

hostile shepherds. In these verses we see the reward of a kindly action. I. The
hospitality of a kind family. (Verse 20.) 1. This hospitality was much needed

hy Moses. He was an outcast. He had excited the anger of a tyrant king.

Therefore, the provision and protection of a quiet home, the sympathy of tender

hearts, would be most welcome to him. Nor was this generosity unmerited on

his part. He had protected a family in a time of peril—he had therefore shown
himself worthy of help—that he was of good character—of sympatlietic and

heroic nature—by defending the weak. Such men have a right to the best hos-

pitality of society—they should be welcomed to our homes. See what a refuge

of peace—what resources of joy—one little act of kindness may open up to a man.

2. This hospitality was prompted hy Parental inquiry. (Verse 20.) Parents should

always teach their children hospitality, especially in return for any kindness

shown them. We should never leave any man who has benefitted us, in the

enterprises of life, sitting by a well. This is often the way of the world—it is

ungrateful—unthoughtful—reprehensible. A good and considerate father often

turns his home into a sanctuary for the servants of God. By welcoming a heroic

stranger to it, he may bring himself into harmony with great histories, and sub-

lime providences. II. Employment for every day Kfe. It would seem that

Moses entered into the occupation of the family whose hospitality he had been
called to receive (chapter iii. 1). When a young man is thus welcomed by a

kind family he must expect to share their work, as also their food—their perils,

as also their repose—their anxieties, as also their hopes. The study of Moses in

Egypt had not raised him above hard work. III. A wife. (Verse 21.) A
man who will defend a woman is worthy of a wife. The greatest and most
important events of our lives depend upon little deeds of kindness. IV. Another
advance in the mtention of Uivine Providence. Moses has iinished his educatiou

iu the Palace. He now commences that of the desert. Providence has change^
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his academy. And inen, by shewing a kindness to their fellows, advance t^^m-

selves in the great destiny of their lives.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 16. A large family— 1. Of
sacred station. 2. Of womanly in-

fluence. 3. Of industrious activity.

It is often the joy of priests to receive

those whom tyrant kings reject and

seek to slay.

Providence employs varied agencies.

1. Princess. 2. Priest.

Providence orders the coming of help

to the place where the good are waiting

for it—1. The king's daughter to the

river. 2. The priest's daughter to the

well.

Domestic toil.—1. The employment
of true womanhood. 2. The test of

true womanhood. 3. The glory of true

womanhood.
What a contrast between the young

ladies of to-day, and the industrious

daughters of this primitive family.

Verse 17. Wherever the providence

of God casts us, we should endeavour to

be useful. ... Even honest and indus-

trious labourers sometimes meet wdth

opposition.

Til ere is a great tendency in society

for the strong to oppress the weak.

Two classes of men are typified by the

conduct of these shepherds, and Moses.

The former— 1. Oppose the honest. 2.

Persecute the industrious. 3. Hinder
the diligent. The latter — 1. Co-
opeiate with the weak. 2. Sympathise

with the persecuted. 3. Defend the

imperilled. 4. Win the Victory. 5.

Receive hospitality.

Verse 18. Fathers' houses are just

habitations for children doing their

commands.
Honest, labouring creatures, are car-

ried out, and returned home safely,

under Providence.

God's providence may make speedier

returns in mercy to his children than they

expect.

Unexpected returns of common mer-
cies may justly raise wonder in the

hearts of men.
The providence of God orders means

to speed mercies unto creatures at His
will.

The hand of strangers is made some-

times a deliverer from the hands of

oppressing neighbours. ...God takes tha

weak sometimes out of the band of the

strong.

Verse 20. Men of kindly soul, and
heroic deed are sure to be inquired

after.

Good men would not have the mar.

who has done them a kindness forgotten.

" Wlty is it that ye have left the man**

This question may be asked in

reference to the world's philanthropists,

preachers, who are striving to defend the

weak. 1. Is it because you do not

understand him ? 2. Is it because you

do not believe in him ? 3. Is it be-

cause you are selfish. 4. Is it because

you have not been taught better. 5.

Fetch him to your home as soon as

possible.

Verse 21. A contented resident.—1.

A wondrous sight—accustomed to a

palace. 2. A happy sight—pastoral

toil. 3. A scarce sight—men are restless.

He was content—1. With his daily

companionships. . 2. With his daily

occupation. 3. With the scene of his

residence, 4. With his matrimonial

alliance.

A good man can be content any-

where the providence of God may place

him.

Honest work is perfectly consistent

with the dignity of those who are to be
pioneers of the Church.

Providence may change a servant t<j

a son, and a master to a father.

It is the father's right to bestow his

children in marriage.

Verse 22. Sons born in the time of

affliction, are often memorials of help

and mercy.

It is the father's right to name hia

child.
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The best and gmndest men reckon their moral training. 3. Good for

themselves but strangers in this world. their moral nsefuluess. 4. Good for

A iiilizrini life the best for preacliers. the enlargement of their social friend-

I. Good for their health. 2. Good for ships.

MAIN nOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses '^^, 2S.

The King Dying, the People Suffering, God Reigning,

Wliether this king was the same as the one mentioned in chapter i. 8 is uncertain.

Probably he was the Pharaoh from whom Moses fled. This new king was the

Pharoah of the Exodus. On his accession the Children of Israel had reason to

liope for a change in their oppressed condition, in which hope, however, they were

bitterly disappointed. They renewed their earnest prayers for deliverance, and
God heard them. I. The King dying. Review the moral character of this monarch:
—1. lie icas despotic in his rule. He encouraged a wholesale system of slavery.

He employed every possible agency for the entire subjection of Is'^ael He was
unmoved by human suffering. 2. He was vindictive in his temper. Hb sought to slay

Moses—Moses was the adopted son of his royal daughter—he was an inmate of the

palace. Pharaoh would thereforebe interested in him—would regard him with more
than ordinary affection. Yet, because he killed an Egyptian, he seeks his death—not

that he cared so much about the deavh of one of his subjects—He was animated
by the passion of revenge. 3. He was altogether out of sympathy ivich the Provi-

dential arrangements of God. Did he enslave the Israelites ?—They were the

chosen people of Jehovah. Did he seek the death of Moses ?—He was the

representative of an oppressed nation, and an instrument appointed for the accom-
plishment of the purposes of Heaven. The rule of Pharaoh was thus altogether

out of harmony with the moral history of the persons and events with which it

had to do, and was counter to the authority of God. Yet this man dies. The
despot meets with his conqueror. The revengeful is met by one who is heedless

of the threat of passionate temper. The man who has contended with the Divine
providence must leave the scene of his hopeless conflict, and intricate confusion,

to appear before the God whose authority he has sought to dethrone. What an
awful thing to die under such circumstances. How completely wicked men—no
matter what their station in life—are in the hand of God. The folly—the woe^
the eternal ruin of sin. A king in this world may be a lost spirit in the next.

II. The People Suffering. (Verse 23.) 1. Their suffering was tyrannic. "By
reason of the bondage." They had lost their freedom. They were made to work
beyond their strength. The heroic tendencies of their nature were subdued

—

They were broken-spirited by the injustice—the pain of slavery. 2. Tlteir suffer-

ing was intense. " And the Children of Israel sighed.'* 3. Their suffering was
long continued. 4. TJieir suffering appealed to the Infinite. "And their cry came
up unto God," The suffering of the universe in all its speciality and collective

woe is known—and appeals to God—it pleads for the mitigai»on of its pain—the
removal of its grief. Suffering should link our souls to God—it should be an
inspiration to prayer—then it will ultimately merge into the highest freedom.
It is the delight of heaven to work the freedom of human souls. III. G-od
reigning. (Verse 24.) 1. God reigns though kings die. Pharaoh died—God is

eternal—the folly of trusting in kings—the wisdom of trusting in the Infinite.

Pharoah thought more about his own reign than of God's. That kingdom is the
strongest— the purest—the happiest, which makes the Divine reign the basis of
its legislation. The Israelites thought more of ihe kingship of Pharoah, than of
Jehovah—the gi-andeur of the former was seen—its power was felt—the Divme
King was invisible—God had to educate the heart of the people to Himself. Now
the nation is crying to heaven for release. . 2. God reigns though men suffer.
The Isiaclites were in bondage—in grief—^yet God reigned. It is sometimes
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difficult when we are in sorrow—perplexed—oppressed, to realise the Divine

Rulership. It must be realised by faith, God rules above to stay the fury of

impious monarchs— to protect the injured—to sustain His Church—to soothe

the pain of the world. He will ultimately remove the Pharoah—the trouble

of a pious soul. 3. God reigns in harmony with His covenant made with the

good. " And God remembered His covenant with Abraham, with Isaac, and
with Jacob." He had entered into a covenant with the Father of the Faithful,

to give his posterity an inheritance in the land of Canaan. In his seed all nations

were to be blessed. Four hundred years had pas.-ed. God had not forgotten.

The time of deliverance is near. The benefit of a pious ancestry—their piety has

a tendency to work our freedom. The Divine will is not capricious ; it is in

harmony with settled principles ; it has respect to moral character—to past distin-

gm'shed service ; it is benevolent in its design—continuous in its operation. Let
every nation-

—

QYery family—have a covenant with God. Learn— 1. Do not

(h'spond in times of affiiction. 2. Afflictions are designed to bring us into harmony
tr/f/i the requirements of God^s covenant for our good. 3. // is the purpose of God
to work the freedom and welfare of men.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 23. God makes succession of

times—of rulers- to serve the welfare

of His Church.
Time appears long to the sorrowful

when deliverance is delayed.

Oppressors may die, and yet persecu-

tion not die with them. ... Cries to

heaven are often extorted from God's
persecuted children. ... If men w'ant free-

dom they cannot do better than direct

their attention to God.

Verse 24. There is a pitch of op-

pression which will not fail to awaken
the wrath of heaven.

This last is a precious scripture. My
soul, put a note upon it. No sigh, no
groan, no tear of God's people can pass

unobserved. He putteth the tears of

His people in His bottle. Surely, then,

He can never overlook what gives vent

to these tears, the sorrows of the soul.

Our spiritual afflictions Jesus knows,

and numbers all. How sweet the

thought ! The spirit maketh inter-

cession for the saints, with groanings

which they cannot utter. And do, my
soul, observe the cause of deliverance.

Not our sighs, nor our groanings, nor
our brokenness of heart ; not these, for

what benefit can these render to a holy

God ? But God hath respect in all to

His own everlasting covenant. Yes,

Jesus is the all in all of the covenant.

God the Father hath respect to Him
For His sake, for His righteousness,

for His atoning blood, the groanings of

His people find audience at the mercy
seat, and also obtain redress. [Dr.

Hawker.^

God's ear is close to the strong

cries of His oppressed people.

Secret groans are as audible with
God as loud cries.

God hears when creatures think Him
deaf.

Covenant remembrance with God is

covenant performance.

Verse 25. God hath ears, and
memory, and eyes, and knowledge to

help His people.

The sons of Israel are looked on, and
regarded when they pray to God.

God's inspection of His oppressed is

a comfortable visitation.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR CHAPTER IL

Verses 1-10 Stronger far than education

—

going on before education can commence,
possibly from the very first moments of con-
eciousness, parents begin to impress themselves
on their children. Our character, voice, fea-

tureSy qualities—modified, no doubt, by en-

tering into a new being, and mling a di( ./rent

organization—are impi'essed upon our children.

Not the inculcation of opinions, but much
rather the formation of principles, and of the

tone of character, the derivation of qualities.

Physiologists tell us of the derivation of th«
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netital qunlitios from the father, and of the

aioral from tho mother. But, be tliia as it may,

jhoie is scarcely one here who cannot trace

back his present reliijrious character to somo

impression in early life, from one or other of

his })an'nts—a tone, a look, a word, a hahit, or

even, it may be, a bitt.^r exclamation of re-

morse [/^ \V. liohcrtson'].

Wh:it if God should place in your hand a

diamon(l,and tell you to inscribe on it a sentence

which should bo read at the last day, and be

shown then as an index of your own thoufrlits

and feelings? What care— what caution

would you exercise in the Bolet tion. Now,

this is what God has done. lie has placed

before you the immortal mindsof your cliildren,

more imperishable than the diamond, on which

you are about to inscribe every day and every

hour, by your instructions, by your spirit, or

by your example, something which will re-

main, and bo exhibited for or against you at

the judgment day [Dr. Paysori].

Even as a plant will sooner take nourishment

and thrive bettt^r in the soil whore it first grow
and sprung up than in any other ground,

because it liketh its own soil best : so. likewise,

children will sooner take instruction and good

nurture from their parents, whom they best

like, and from whom they had their being,

than from any other [^Cawdray^,

Verses 5-9. The -wheels in a clock or a

watch move contrary one to another, some one

Tray, some another, yet all serve the intent of

the workman, to show the time, or to make
the clock to strike. So in the world, the

providence of God may seem to run cross to

His promises : One man takes this w^ay,

another runs that way
;
good n)cn go one way,

wicked men another; yet all in conclusion

accomplish the will and centre in tlio purpose
of God, the great Creator of all things [^Sibb's

Seimon].

Verses 11-14. In the ringing of bolls, whilst

every one keeps his due time and order, what
a sweet and harmonious sound they make

!

All the neighbouring villages are cheered with

the bound of them; but when once tliey jar

and check each other, either jangling together

or striking preposterously, how harsh and un-
pleasing is that noise. So that as we testify

our public rejoicings by an orderly and well-

timed peal, when we would signify the town
is on fire, we ring the bells backward in a
confused manner. It is just thus in the church:
When every one knows his station, authority,

and keeps his due rank, there is melodious
concert of comfort and contontment : b't wh^n
either states or persons will be clashing with

each other, the discord is grievo'js and proju*

dicial [^HalCs Occasional Meditalions.^,

Verse 13. In most quarrels there is fault

on both sides, A quarrel maybe compared to

a spark, which cannot bo produced without a

flint as well as a steel, either of them may
hammer on wood for ever, no fire will follow

[_Cotton,']

Verse 15. Revenge commonly hurts both

tho ofTorer and the sufferer ; as we see in a

foolish bee, which in her anger envenometh
the flesh and loseth her sting, and so lives a

drone ever after [Bishop Halt].

Wax, when it is laid in cold places, becomes
so hard and stiff that it will break rather than
bow ; but being laid in the sun, becomes soft

and pliable, fit for any impression. So, when
w^e neglect the duty of meditation on good
things, our hearts, being changed from God,
wax hard and obdurate ; but when, by medi-
tation, we draw nigh unto Him, the beams of

His favour, shining upon our hearts do make
them soft and flexible and fit for any holy

impression that He may please to stamp upon
them \_Downham^s Guide to Godliness~\.

Moses gave up the palace to share the for-

tunes of Israel:—"Mrs. Hannah More," says
hor biographer, "after pointing out to us
some of the many beautiful objects to be seen
from the room in which we were sitting, con-
ducted us into an adjoining spartment, which
was her sleeping room ; and pointing to an
arm-chair, ' That chair,' said she, * I call my
home.' *Here,' looking out of window, ' is what
I call my moral prospect. You see yonder
distant hill which limits the prospect in that

direction. You see this tree before my
window directly in range of the hill. The
tree, you observe, from being near, appears
higher than the hill which is distant, though
the hill actually is much higher than the tree.

Now this tree represents to my mind the ob-

jects"of time ; that hill, the objects of eternity.

The former, like the tree, from being reviewed
near at hand, appears great. The latter, like

the distant hill, appears small'" \_Trench'\.

Verse 23. The Romans, in a great distress,

were put so hard to it, that they were fain to

take the weapons out of the temples of their
gods to fight with them ; and so they over-
came. And this ought to be the course of

every true Christian, in times of public distress,

to fly to the weapons of the Church, prayers
and tears. The Spartan's walls were their
spears, the Christian's walls are his prayers.
His help standeth in the name of the Lord,
who hj'th made both heaven and earth {Col-
lamy's Sttmonl,
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CHAPTER TXT.

Crttical Notes.—1. Kept] Not merely once upon a tirao ; but statedly, as his usual occupa-

tion : lit., "he had come to be shephordi:^^," the participle donotin^i^ continiianco. Backside]

That is, "to the west:" the east being the quarter towards wh. one is supposed to look (Gose-

nius, Fiirst, Daviea^. 2. A bush] Lit., "the thorn-bu.-.h." According to Brugsoh, the thorny

acacia. The definiteness may be accounted for on the ground of either (a) local notoriety—" the

well-known thorn-bush of the neighbourhood ;
" or (6") historical familiarity—" the particular

thorn-bush of wh. M. had so often spoken." Prob. the humblo thorn-bush represented Israel in the

fire of affliction. Burned] Render, more vividly :
" was burning " Note also the repetition of

the noun ; who both for this reason, and because -M its position in th(* Flob., is emphatic, as if ask-

ing to be reiterated with the tone of surprise: " liohold the thorn- aus ii was burning with fire,

and yet the thorn-busii was not consumed !
" 3. Is not burnt] Better : " does not burn up :

"

the imperfect tense. 5. Shoes] That is, "sandals." This command "may be accounted from

the custom, in the East, of wearing shoes or sandals merely as protection from dirt. No Brah-

min enters a pagoda, no Moslem a mosque, without (irst taking ofif at least his overshoes; and
even in Grecian temples, the priests and priestesses performed the service bai-o footed. Wlion"

entering other holy places also, the Arabs and Samaritans, and even the Yozidis of Mesopo-
tamia take off their shoes, that the place may not be defiled by the dirt or dust upon them."
fKeil). 14. I am] That this Divine declaration is an exposition of the meaning of the ^^'eat

and gracious name, Jehovah, must be obvious at a glance over the context. From this follows

the need of all possible care to understand the exposition itself as it falls from the mouth of

God, and is here recorded for our instruction. Let us briefly state the essential points—with
all reverence, while yet, as far as possible, with due freedom from the yoke of timid tradition.

(1,) What is the radical meaning of the riot ha-yah—the groat verb of the sentence ? Usage
decides that, in the language of Dr. J. W. Donaldson (Hob. Gram. p. 50), ha-ynk is essentially a
"verb of becoming:" not merely of coming into being, but coming into relationship, i.e. becoming

this or that to some one. We may say, in brief, that it primaiily means (a) of persons—to
become; (Jb) of events—TO come to pass; the concordance will prove this. Then (2.) What is

the force of the tense in wh. ha-ydh here twice appears? Eh-yeh is the "imperfect" tense of

ha-yah'j i.e., as that tense is understood by the best Heb. scholars (Ewald. Roediger, Driver,

Prof. A. B. Davidson), " imperfect " in the broad sense of the incomplete, the incoming tense—the
" incipient" (Murphy) Applied to the verb under consideration, this tense yields the followmg
rendering: "lam becoming," or, "I will become." As pur future suits well here, let us say,

simply, " 1 will become." Then the declaration will run : "I will become what I will become."
(3.) Nothing, surely, cd. exceed the sweetness, the fitness, and the simple grandeur of the
clause when thus rendered, (a) It is full of promise: ''I will become "—to Israel, disheartened,

timid—"what I will become"— all that it is in my heart to become to them, all that they
need. Their redemption is in mo ; and, therefore, out of the fulness of my nature, shall it be un-
folded act by act, step by step, stage by stage. Not apart from me can they enjoy it. I must
vork it out for them— in them— through them: drawing them ever nearer to myself, coming
over nearer to them—becoming more and more to them. The promise is unlimited. And, fur-

ther, though we can scarcely realise its richness without some attempt at paraphrase, yet (6) it

is very general, to the verge of vagueness—a vagueness, however, adapted to elicit faith.

It seems to say : Trust me ; leave the future in my hands: I will become to you more than you
can yet know: "I will become what I will become." (4.) How does this exposition of

the Name prepare us for the Name itself? For we assume the now generally admitted
derivation of Jehovah (more exactly, Yahweh) as the third person singular imperfect of

ha-wah, an old form = to hah-yah ; and thus conclude that the Name literally gathers
into itself the force of the previous Divine announcement. In other words, we take Yahweh to

mean: "He who is becoming—purposes to become—will become" =" The Becoming One."
In this way we ha,YeJirst the verb repeated in a clause ; then the verb once by itself; lastly the
noun, cognate with the verb : "Gol said unto Moses, Ehyeh asher ehyeh, 'I will become what I

will become.' " " Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, Ehyeh, ' I will become,' hath
sent me unto you." " And God said moreover unto Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto the children

oi Israel, Yahweh^ • The Becoming One,* Goa ot your fathers, &c., hath sent me arte -on " Well
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might the gracious Promiser add : " This is my name for erer, and this is my raomorial unto

all'generations." Must not that Name relate to us through which God will bo remembered

by us ?

Possibly tbe evangelical German expositors have not expressed themselves in precisely the

above manner in their exegesis of this great matter; but how fully thoy have led the way to our

main conclusions may bo seen in the following extracts from Kurtz: ''Jehovah is the God of

development, who Himself enters into the development, condescends into it, embodies Himself

and co-operates in it, in orde- to conduct it safely to its destined goal," *' ILi-yah is equivalent

to (pvvai, yivkoOai, tlvai ; it indicates concrete, not abstract being—such being as makes its

appearance, manifests itself in history, and, so to speak, becomes historical. This meaning

comes out more fully and prominently in the imperfect form of the name derived from it.

Hence niH^ is God outwardly manifesting Himself, revealing .Himself, living, working, and

reigning in history, ever unfolding there^ more and more^ His character and being.'' CHist. 0. Gov.

I. i. sec. 13.)

It remains only to say that even if Yah-weh be considered as formed in the conjugation

Hiphil (as, with this pronunciation. Dr. B. Davies seems to think it must) the substance of the

above account will remain untouched. The fullest possible justice would be done to that

causative conjugation by rendering the name, "He who brings to pass" = "The Fulfillor."

In point of fact, He brings to pass His purposes by Himself becoming all that He designs to

BECOME. However, Dr. Kalisch considers the name, pronounced YAH-wfiH, as formed in Kal
;

thus, in this matter, fully sustaining our primary expianatioa.

«0»'

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verses 1—6.

Man m relation to Mystery,

I. That sometimes men meet with mystery in the pm-suit of their daily call-

ing. " Now Moses kept the flock of Jethro." Very often, in the pursuit of

daily work are good and heroic men—who are in the path of Providence—called

upon to witness great sights, such as are not permitted to weak, restless, and un-

thinking souls. The daily avocation of a good man may lead into mystery—or

break into heavenly vision at any point—which shall conduct him into a higher

sphere of toil. The calling may be humble, it may not be that of preacher

—

student—philanthropist, but simply that of shepherd; yet, if prosecuted in quietude

— in prayerful spirit—with an outlook toward God—it is not far from the mystery

of the burning bush. God always rewards diligent and faithful men—gives them
great sights—of truth— of hope—calls them to a higher service—renders tliem

conscious of a Divine companionship—holds converse with them. 1. This vision,

was unexpected. There was nothing to indicate its advent—the desert was silent

—unbroken by the sound of heavenly messenger—the bush casually attracted the

attention of Moses. As a rule, the Divine Being does not warn men of vision

and mystery—else they would make unusual preparation to welcome it. The
design of mystery is to test—appeal—to the normal condition of our man-
hood, hence the need of always having our moral nature in the calm, quiet

exercise of its power, ever ready for communion with the spirit-world.

2. This vision ivas educational. It taught Moses the solemnity of life—the crisis

of his nation's suffering— the solution of his own past history—the destiny

of his prior training—in the pahice and in the desert— it gave him a glimpr^
into his great future—it showed him that his life was deeply allied to that

of his brethren—to the divine administration of Heaven. Tlie symbolism of

the vision was most impressive —it would awe his soul— he was in personal

contact with God -which is always educational to man. He is made conscious
of a Divine commission to his future work—this a source of strength— comfort
—inspiration to him. This communion with the mystery of tne burning
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bush was most important — gave a new impetus to his being — awakened

new tbmiglits— emotions—prayers—which never died away from the great temple

of his soul. The vision was educational to him in the very truest sense of the

word. II. That sometimes mystery is associated with things of a very ordinary

character. " Out of the midst of a bush." Here it is associated witli a hush of

the desert. The flame did not descend and rush along the great mountains, near

the lonely shepherd, lighting up the desert with a grandeur altogether magnifi-

cent : this might have been more tragic—more wild—imposing—but it would

not have been so divinely educationai as this unconsumed bush—Moses would
have been startled—would have fled—the turbulent energies of his soul would have

been awakened. Whereas this vision was calm— it made him peaceful—it was full

of the heavenly—it elevated his spirit to sublimity—it was progressive—the

bush burning—then the voice directing him how to approach—and lastly the

revelation of its indwelling Divinity. Thus, the instruction in this case would
be more gradual—effective. God knows the best methods of communication with

human souls. And so it is now. The smallest— the most trivial—the apparently

unmeaning—things—events of life—are full of mystery—contain a heavenly

presence—a divine voice—will teach a reflective spirit—will become an impulse

to a higher life—avocation. The bushes of life are full of mystery. The world

is a great secret—is vocal with messages of freedom to listening souls. III. That
mystery should be investigated vdth the utmost devotion of soul. " Put off

thy shoes from off thy feet." 1. There must he devotion in opposition to levity,

2. There must he devotion in opposition to curiosity. Why this devotion :— (1) Be-
cause mystery is holy. It is holy ground—the Divine indwelling in the bush
consecrates it—it leads to moral elevation—must therefore command reverence.

(2.) Because mystery is authoritative. It commands us to take oif our shoes. Its

authority is Divine—will be recognised by true manhood. IV. That sometimes
good men are favoured with a grand unfolding of mystery. " I am the God."
&c. 1. God ohse7'ves the conduct of men in relation to mystery. ''And the Lord
saw that he turned aside to see." What a subduing—inspiring thought—that

God knowsall the efforts of our souls in their investigation of mystery. 2. God speaks

to men who are anxious to investigate mystery. " God called to him out of the midst
of the bush." God speaks—allows us to investigate. It would have been a
poor modesty on the part of Moses had he not tried to understand the meaning
of the sight before him—so we may look into mystery—and the longer we gaze

—the more we shall see and hear of it—Heaven will direct our thinkings and
inquiries. Mystery has a definite bearing upon individual life. " Moses."
3. God reveals Himself as the great solution of all mystery. " I am the God of

thy fathers." God is the explanation of all mystery. He teaches listening

—

humble—devout souls the secrets of life's burning bushes.

The Burning Bush Unconsumed.

I. Make some remarks on the Burning Bush, by way of Illustration. A shepherd's life

<"riendly to contomplati(;n. Why this appearance ?—To iriv^e Moses the most sublime conception
of the glory and majesty of the Supreme Being, and to fit him for his future mission. Nothing
could be more conducive to this, than the fire in the bush. Among the Hebrews, and ancient
nations, fire was considered a very significant emblem of Deity—in this instance it would repre-

sent the majesty—purity— power of God—it would show that He was going to bring terror

—

destruction upon His enemies, and light—comfort —salvation to His people. The burning bush
an emblem:—1. Of the state of the Israelites in their distress. Consider their trials—persecu-
tions—severe—likely to consume them—yet Israel was not diminished—the burning bush a fit

emblem of them. 2. Of the state of the Church in the wilderness of the world—by the Church we
mean all true Christians, independent of sect. This world a wilderness—nothing in it to suit the
taste of a spiritual mind—the Church must pass tihrough the wilderness to reach Canaan—has
many enemies. It has passed through the fires of persecution— has never been consumed in

numbers—or pi®ty. 3. Of the state of every true Christian. What is true of the Church is true
of the individual—trials not so general— tempted by the powers of darkness—fire of afliiction
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—yet is unconsumed. II. Consider why tlie bush was not consumed? The reason obviou

a

Jehovah was iu the midst of it. This true in th^ emblematical signification of the bush :--

1 Jehovah was present with Israel 2. With the Church in all ages. 3. Weth Christian life 2':

alt its grief. Learn :—1. Religion does not exempt from sufifering. 2. The certamty of Divine

protection in trial {Lay Preacher],

Moses axp the Burning Bush; a Picture op a True Student

AND THE Bible.

The circumst-xuceg connected with this incident suggest four general facts. 1. That GocTi

purposes are punctual in their accompUshniPnt. God declared to Abraham that his seed should

go into a strange land—that they should be slaves there—and come out with great substance.

The clock of ^time had now struck the 400 years, and God began to redeem His pledge.

2. That GocCs purpoies, in relation to our world, are generally accomplished by the agency of man.

The Almighty could have emancipated the Jews by His own immediate volition, or he might

havo selected other iastrumentality than human ; but He elected man for the work. This is

God's plan of raisin:? humanity—wise—loving. 3. That the men whom God employs for the

carrying out of His purposes, He qualifies by a special revelation. The work to which Moses was

now called required dauntless heroism-self-sacrifice—power—ho was to confront Egypt's proud

king. Whence was he to derive the power? This power of the human mind depends upon the

thoughts and ideas i1. receives from the Divine, as the vitality and power of the branch depends

upon its connection with the root: all moral mind is powerless without ideas from God. Hence

this special revelation. 4. That this special revelation, which he vouchsafes, is frequently symbolical

in its character. Frequently made thus to the Jews. All nature is a symbol. Truth in symbol

is palpable—attractive—impressive. It symbolised God's presence. Observe the Student :

—

I. Directing His earnest attention to the Divine Revelation. " And Moses said I will turn

aside," &c. 1. Moses directs his attention to it, under an impression ofits greatness. A marvellous

tbject—a bush burning, away from the habitation of men—bursting into flame at once—ignited

by no visible hand— anconsumed. This is but a faint shadow of the marvellousness of the Bible

—the fact of its exis'^ence-its contents. 2. Moses directs his attention to it in order to ascertain

its import. " Why tlie bush is not burnt." So the student of the Bible must not be satisfied

with a mere acquaintance with the forms and circumstances of the Bible, he will enquire into

their import. II. Holding intercourse with God through the Divine Revelation. "God called

to him." &c. 1. Gcd's communications depended upon his attention. Tne Bible is the great

organ of Divine intercourse ; but it is the devout student only who looks and inquires—that hears

in it the voice of God. God's communications were consciously personal to him. " Moses." There

are few in these dayH who hear the voice of God to them in the Bible, 3. Gods communications

were directive and elevating. "Draw not nigh." III. Realising the profoundest impressions

through the Divine Ilevelation. "And Moses hid his face.'' 1. These impressions are peculiarly

becoming in sinful inielligencies. 2. These impressions are necessary to qualify menfor God's work,

8. These impression* are consonant with the highest dignity and enjoyment [^Homilistl,

The Angel in the Burning Bush.

Here we see:—Jt. An old man called to go out on the great errand of his life. The education

of Moses lasted 80 yiars. Egypt—Midian. When the brightness of his life was gone, and the

hopes of his youth were dead ; when his fiery spirit was tamed into patience, and his turbulent

passion stil ed into Dpose, at last he came out of school. Man in hasto—God never ; the former

looks to results—^the latter to preparations. II. The Burning Bush from which that call was
sounded. 1. It was a sign to indicate the peculiar presence of God. 2. God's people. III. The
angel who uttered tlis call. IV. The covenant under which the angel gave him his commission.

V. The angel's name. "I am that I am." He asserts Hia eal existence—His underived exist-

ence— His independen t exi stence— 1 1 is eternity—unchangeableness—ineffability. VI. The effec t to

be wrought by the remembrance of His name. 1, Profoundest reverence. 2. It reveals the in-

finite sufficiency of <i Christian's portion. 3. It gives encouragement to evangelical enterprise

\_Symbols of Christ],

I. The employment in which Moses was engaged. " Kept the flock." II. The sight which
he witnessed. "Ani the Angel of the Lord." III. The resolution he made. "I will now
turn aside." IV. Tie prohibition he received. "Draw not nigh," &c. V. The announcement
he heard. " I am the God of thy father " [^Expository Outlines],

I. The Learned Sliepherd. 1. Humility. 2. Patience. 3. Fidelity. II. The Great Sight.

1. Where. 2. WheB'. 3. Wherefore it appeared. III. The Present God :—1. With tliem m
trouble. 2. iiustaiiuf them in trouble, 3. A source of Instruction [^Class and the Desk],
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. Moses :—A faithful son.

2. A diligent worker. 3. A true wor-
sliipper.

Solitude : — 1. Needful for toil.

2. Useful for moral prepai-ation.

3. Favourable for heavenly visions.

The desert :— 1 . The sheepfold of a

Priest. 2. The School of Providence.

3. The Temple of the Eternal.

It is not a subsidence into common-
place that we find in this verse ; it is

going into the severest and most useful

of schools—the school of lowliness,

meditation, self-measurement, and fel-

lowship with God. Fiery natures

must be attempered by exile and deser-

tion We must exchange rough
and romantic chivalry for the deep,

calm, vital revelation which emanci-

pates and purges the spiritual nature

of mankind [City Temple],

God's determination to deliver His

Church and people is soon followed by
the execution thereof.

God's instruments of deliverance are

not altogether laid aside, although they

are long in preparation.

It is God's use to take shepherds of

flocks to make them shepherds of men.
God's great instruments may be

servant-shepherds, not masters of their

own flock.

Church deliverers, God orders to be

nurtured, sometimes under priests,

amongst strangers.

The Divine Being leads good men to

places the most favourable to heavenly

visions.

Shepherds seeking pasture for their

flock, may find better for themselves.

Places are rightly called by God's
name, wheresoever He appears.

Deserts are sometimes ordered for

saints to meet God in.

Those who descend from riches to

poverty, from the palace to the desert,

should be patient in their temper and
toil.

'' Came to the mountain ofGod." Itwas
here :— 1. That God appeared to Moses
in the bush. 2. That He manifested

His glory at the delivery of the Law.
That Moses brought water out of

the rock. 4. That, by lifting up h.s

hands, he made Joshua to prevail

against Amelek. 5. That he fasted

twice forty days and forty nights.

6. That from thence he brought the

tables of the Law. 7. That Elijah

was vouchsafed a glorious vision.
^^ Even to Iloreh." We know not the

precise place. Tradition, reaching

back to the sixth century of the

Christian erao fixes it in the same
deep seclusion a^? that to which, in all

probability, he (Moses) afterwards led

the Israelites. The convent of Jus-

tinian is built over what was supposed

to be the exact spot where the shepherd

was bid to draw his sandals from off

his feet. The valley in which the

convent stands is called by the Ara-
bian name of Jethro. But, whether
this or the other great centre of the

peninsula, Mount Serbal, be regarded

as the scene of the event, the appro-

priateness would be almost equal. Each
has at different times been regarded as

the sanctuary of the desert. Each
presents that singular majesty which,
as Josephus tells us, and as the sacred

narrative implies, had already invested

"the Mountain of God" with an awful
reverence in the eyes of the Arabian
tribes, as though a Divine Presence

rested on its solemn heights. Around
each, on the rocky ledges of the

hill-side, or in the retired basins, with-

drawn within the deep recesses of the

adjoining mountains, or beside the

springs which water the adjacent val-

leys, would be found pasture or herb-

age, or of aromatic shrubs for the

flocks of Jethro. On each, in that

early age, though now found only on
Mount Serbal, must have grown the

wild acacia, the shaggy thornbush of

the Seneh., the most characteristic tree

of the whole range. So natural, so

thoroughly in accordance with the

scene, were the signs in which the call

of Moses made itself heard and seen ;

not in any outward form, human or

celestial, such as the priests of Helio-

polis were wont to figure to themselves

as the representatives of Deity; but

out of the midst of the spreading thorn,

the outgrowth of the desert wastes, did
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** the Lord appear unto Moses " [The

Jewish Church, by Dean Stanley].

Verse 2. The burning bush:—1. As
an emblem it instructs. 2. As a

miracle it astonishes. 3. As a magnet

it attracts. 4. As a monitor it warns.

When a workman is busily engaged

in his work, we say he is in the midst

of it. For the sa^iie reasons, God,

whose workmansliip the Church is, is

said to be in the midst of the Church.

A beautiful conjunction of the natu-

ral and the supernatural. A bush

turned into a sanctuary. Though the

heavens cannot contain the Great One,

yet he hides Himself under every liower,

and makes the broken heart of man his

chosen dwelling-place. Wherever we
are, there are gates through nature into

the divine. Every bush will teach the

reverent student something of God.
The lilies are teachers, so are the stars,

so are all things great and little in this

wondrous museum, the universe \_City

Temple],

The burning bush gave light in the

wilderness, and so ought the Church to

do in the world.

This ''^Angel of the Lord'* is after-

wards called Jehovah and God (ch.

iv. 6). The shekinah, or luminous glory,

was not only Jehovah Himself, but was
the Angel-Jehovah. The very word
''Angel/' signifies messenger, or one
sent; and though it generally de-

signates a personal being, yet as a term
of olfice it maybe applied to any medium
by which God makes communications
to man. This Angel was—1, Eternal.

2. Omnipotent. 3. Self-existent.

4. Commanded the moral activities of

men.
This Angel in the bush a prophecy

of the Saviour's incarnation.

After long-expected deliverances,

God a}jpears at length to help.

God sometimes mercifully appears to

men, and comes to their deliverance, as

in a flame of fire.

G( d's sweet appearances are usually

in dcserL conditions. ... God's visions of

old have had re il demonstrations by
eye-witnesses.

God's bush habitation is in order to

Bhow good will unto His Church.

34

God can interdict the power of fire

to consume (Dan. iii.)

God works miracles upon lower

creatures, in order to show the Church
His power.

The preserving and sustaining inflip

ence of true religion.

Verse 3. Many a man has been led

through the pale of curiosity into the

sanctuary of reverence. Moses pur-

posed but to see a wonderful sight in

nature, little dreaming that he was
standing, as it were, face to face with

God. Blessed are they who have an

eye for the startling, the sublime, and
the beautiful in nature, for they shall

see many sights which shall fill them
with glad amazement. Every sight of

God is a '' great sight ;" the sights be-

come little to us because we view them
without feeling, or holy expectation

[City Temple].

St. Austin, who came to Ambrose to

have his ears tickled, had his heart

touched. It is good to hear, howso-
ever. Come, said Latimer, to the pub-
lic meeting, though thou comest to

sleep ; it may be, God will take thee

napping. Absence is without hope.

What a deal lost Thomas by being but
once absent \Trapp].

A great sight :— 1. Occasioned by a

Divine agency. 2. Illumined by a

Divine Presence. 3. Given for a
Divine purpose.

Great sights :—1. Desired by the

world. 2. Sought by the pleasure-

seeker. 3. Found only by the Chris-

tian. 4. The inspiration of a good
life.

The moral preparation, and condition

necessary for the beholding of heavenly
visions— 1- We must turn aside from
the gaiety of the world. 2. From the

futility of merely human reasonings.

3. From the commission of moral evil

in daily life, 4. From following the

instruction of incompetent teachers.

5. They are largely dependent upon
our personal willingness of soul. ... God
speaks to all m-^r who reverently turn
aside to hear Him.

Unusual apparitions of God may
well put the best men upon self-.-ea

soning.
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Observing hearts are inclined more

to turn into the inquiry of God's dis-

coveries than from tliem.

All revelations from God should be

carefully looked into.

Verse 4. God sees our first desire to

investigate the truth, and our earliest

effort towards a religious life.

God calls truth-seekers by name—
"Moses,"—Nathaniel. 1. To indicate

His delight in them. 2. His favour

toward them. 3. His hope of them.

4. To prepare them for further revela-

tions.

The name of a good man vocal on
the lips of God— 1. An honour. 2. A
destiny. 3. A prophecy. 4. A voca-

tion.

The truth-seeker's response:— 1. His
personality. 2. His place. 3. His wil-

lingness. We should always respond to

the calls of heaven.

The soul's turning aside to see often

leads to visions of God. 1. In His
Book. 2. In His works. 3. In His
Providences. 4, In His Church and
fcaiu'tuary.

Such visions: — 1. Obtained by
prayer. 2. Refreshing to the soul.

3. Strengthening to manhood. 4. Re-
lated to human suffering.

God looks to them who turn into His
discoveries, with a purpose to show them
more.

God gives to His servants not only a

vision, but a voice for them to know
His mind.

God doubly calleth where he doubly

loveth, and stirreth into double duty.

Those who are truly called by God,
ought to be willing to offer themselves

eiiher to do, or suffer His pleasure.

Put off thy shoes of sensuality, and
other sins. Affections are the feet of

the soul ; keep them unclogged [Traip].

The putting off the sandals is a very

ancient practice in worship ; Pytha-

goras enjoins it. The rabbis say that

the priests perform their service with

bare feet, in token of purity and
reverence. Among the Greeks, no
person was admitted to the Temple of

Diana, in Crete, with shoes on. All

Mohammedans, Brahmins, and Par-
sees worship barefooted to the present

day [^Dr. Nevin].

May we all learn to tread Jehovah's

court with unshod feet.

We must come to God; we must
not come too near Him. When we
meditate on the great mysteries of His
word, we come to Him ; we come too

near Him when we search into His
counsels. The sun and the fire say of

themselves, "Come not too near ;" how
much more the light which none can
attain to. We have all our limits set

us. The Gentiles might come into

some outer courts, not into the inner-

most ; the Jews might come into the

inner court, not into the temple ; the

priests and Levites into the temple, not
into the holy of holies ; Moses to

the hill, not to the bush. The waves
of the sea had not more need of bounds
than man's presumption. Moses must
not come close to the bush at all ; ana
where he may stand, he may not stand
with his shoes on \_Bishop Hall].

The access of honest hearts to the

place of God's appearance may be
rash.

Such hasty and unadvised access

God forbids unto His servants.

Due preparation must be made by
those who wish access to Goi.

Verse 5. All places are holy, but

some are especially so :— 1. Because
they are hallowed by the supreme resi-

dence of God. 2. By happy memories.

3. By holy friendships. 4. By moral
conquest.

There must be an occasional pause
in the investigation of truth, and in

the devotion of our religious life.

Curiosity must not merge into fa-

miliarity.

Verse 6. The Divine Being here

reveals Himself as:— 1. The God of

individual men. 2. The God of Fami-
lies. 3. The God of the immortal
good.

There is something inexpressibly

beautiful in the idea that God is the

(iod of the father, and of the son, and
of all their descendents ; thus the one
God makes humanity into one family
[City TempU],
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God does not say, *' I tvas the God of terrible to those who are not acquainted

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob," but "I with them.

am." The Patriarchs still live so Consciousness of self-guilt is enough
many years after their dissolution. No to make creatures hide from God«

length of time can separate the souls of Like instances :— 1 Kings xix. 13,

the just from their Maker \_Henry and Isaiah vi. 2.

Scott\. Men fear to look upon God ;—1. Be-
Let a man but see God, and his cause of the greatness of His Majesty,

plumes will soon fall \Trapp\. 2. Because of the awfulness of His
God's gracious dicoverics may prove revelations. 3. Because He is the

Arbiter of their destinies.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verses 7—10.

The Calling of a Great Deliverer.

I. His call was rendered necessary by intense national suffering. (Verse 7).

1. The sufferings to which the Israelites were exposed. '^ 1 have seen the afiliction

of my people." They were afflicted by a tyrant king—a hostile nation—oppres-

sive taskmasters—unremunerative work. Surrounded as we are by all tlie

advantages of freedom, and Christian influence, it is almost impossible for us to

realize their sorrow. Oppression occasions the worst—most degrading—most
painful suifering to men. These ancient people had happy memories still linger-

ing in their minds—memories of a godly ancestry,—which would intensify the grief

and degradation of their present condition, (i.) Politically they were prisoners.

(ii.) Socially they were bondmen, (iii.) Commercially they were ruined, (iv.) Religiously

they were degenerate—hence their suifering. The grief of legal slavery is now almost

banished from the world. 2. The Divine attention to the sufferings of the Israelites.

God lias deep sympathy with the sorrowful, (i.) God sees the pain of the oppressed.

" I have surely seen the affliction of my people," He knows the occasion of it—

-

the men who augment it. He is cognisant not only of the secondary agencies of

grief, but also of the primary—not only the cruel taskmasters—but also of the tyrant

king who has commissioned them, (ii.) God hears the cry of the oppressed. ''And
have heard their cry." The Divine Being is not deaf to the voice of human sorrow,

especially when it comes from a penitent heart. This is testified by the moral
experiences of the universe. The cries and prayers of the suifering not merely
gain help—relief—but also expose those by whom they are occasioned to the

Divine displeasure. God saw the oppression of the Egyptians, and we cannot
but connect this with their final overthrow in the Red Sea. We cannot occasion

sorrow to others, without rendering ourselves liable to severe retribution—especi-

ally if we afflict the people of God. (iii.) God relieves the pain of the oppressed.

He does not merely look in pity—hear with compassion—speak in accents of

tenderness—but He devises means for the destruction of the oppressor—for the

freedom of the slave. He raises up a deliverer, whose life and heruisra He joins

to the sorrow-stricken people for the removal of their woe. II. He was caileci to

his mission by the immediate agency of G-od. (Verse 10.) 1. His free agency
WHS consulted. God does not force men into Christian service—into heroic and
philanthropic effort. He does not employ unwilling agents. He merely calls

—sometimes by loud voices—by the urgency of the case—by a proviaential
opening. Man has the ability to object—refuse. Thus the Divine Being comes
into intimate contact with the lives of destined deliverers—to refine their sym-
patiiies—awaken their enthusiasm—to urge them to their great avocation. Such
a call is honourable; it links men to the mercy and power of God—it is responsible— it links men to the sufferings of humanity. By willingly—cheerfully respond-
ing to it we become, in a very high sense, co-workers with God, for the truest

benefit of the race. Such calls to pious souls are varied and numerous—may they
always find us obedient thereto. 2, His adaptability was considered. The divine <jalls
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to service are dependent upon moral character—intellectual power. God does noil

call wicked men to achieve the freedom of the suffering. He would not give

tlieni tlio vision— nor would theyliave tlie faith to believe it—necessary to awaken
them to the conviction of such great service. God does not call weak-minded
men to this work of liberation—but those well learned in the literature—science

— history of their country—whose moral nature has been well disciplined by
solitude—through long years—and who have been previously lifted up to the

elevation of the call He gives, and the service He requires. There was not another

man in the whole nation more thoroughly qualified for this work than INIoses.

All his life had been one constant preparation, and an unconscious waiting for

this hour. So that when the call of God sounded in his soul, all the discipline

of his life became intelligible to him. And so, to-day, in calling men to the varied

offii-es of Christian service, the Divine Being strictly contemplates their moral and
intellectual qualifications Social considerations are subordinated. A shepherd

may be called to accomplish the freedom of Israel. Hence the Divine call to

human souls is—(1) Emphatic. (2) Jndicions. (3) Hopeful. III. He was defi-

nitely made acquainted with the mission he had to undertake. (Verse 10.)

1. He was to pay a visit to royalty. He was commanded to go unto Pharaoh.

There seems an apparent incongruity for a shepherd of the desert to demand
an interview with the monarch of Egypt—there was a great disparity in their

social position. But what Moses lacked in the social accidents of life, he more
than made up in the moral. God had given him a vision—had held audience

with him. Hence he was well qualified to meet Pharaoh. Any man who holds

intimate communion with God, is fit companionship for the grandest king of the

universe. The vision of the bush would awaken Moses to a strong sense of his

manhood—to a consciousness of Divine aid—hence he will go bravely to Pharaoh
with the requirement of freedom. The visit was not to be one of mere courtesy

—

but to demand the citizen rights of an enslaved nation. Christian men, in these

days, are reluctant to visit kings on the errands of God—they are timorous

—

they have not vision enough to inspire them with fortitude — at such times

they should gather strength from their Divine communion and commission.

2. He was to achieve thefreedom of Israel. " That thou mayest bring forth my
people, the children of Israel, out of Egypt." What a commission for one man
to fulfil—with no armies but the unseen legions of heaven. Apparently unaided,

he goes to the task. God sometimes calls men to arduous duties—in which there

appears but little likelihood of success. He clearly defines the duty of Christian

service. He forewarns of its dilFiculties—that they may not surprise or overwhelm.
Thisarrangementis— (1) Merciful. (2) Considerate. {^)Accommodatedto our weakness.

IV. In the performance of his mission he was animated by the highest hopes.

(Verse 8.) 1. He anticipated the freedom of Israel. 2. He anticipated conquest

in the event of war 3. He anticipated residence in a land of beauty and fertility.

God always animates those engaged in great service by great hopes. Lessons.

—

1. That God knoivs how to prepare men to become the deliverers of the good 2. T'liat

a divine call is requisitefor the mission of life. 3. That human sorrow is pathetic

andpowerful in its aj^plal to God.

A Picture of Human Sorrow.

I. That God knows the sorrows to which His people are exposed. (Verse 7.)

1. Because of the relationship He sustains to them. " My people." Ancient Israel

was a Divinely chosen nation—peculiarly favoured by heaven. This is but a
faint type of the Divine regard for all devout souls. "My people;"—(1.) It

indicates ownership. (2.) It indicates endearment. (3.) It indicates astonishment.

We should imagine as the people of God, so truly loved, that Israel would
have been shielded from sorrow altogether. We should have thought that their

lives would have been pre-eminently jubilant. Are we not frequently surprised

to find the choicest of God's saints in cii-cumstances of great trial? This \& a
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problem the next world will better solve. 2. Because Bis omniscient eye is upon

tliem. He sees their trials. 3. Because they are in the habit of making known their

sorrows to Him by prayer. II. That at the proper time God will deliver His

people from soiTOW. (Verse 8). 1. Sometimes after it has been long continued.

2. Sometimes when least expected. 3. Sometimes by agencies 07ice despised. Moses

had previously tried to awaken within the Israelites feelings of brotherhood—but

he had been repulsed—his autliority had been denied— yet this is the man
Divinely sent to achieve the freedom of the nation. So, instrumentalities that

have been rejected by us may one day be instrumental for our good. Let us

despise no effort for our welfare, we may have to meet it again in the future.

III. That God uses human instrumentalities in the deliverance of His people

from sorrow. God sends man to comfort his fellow-man. 1. Preparedby lifers disci-

pline. It requires great preparation to fit man for the work of sympathy. 2. En-

couraged by Heaven's vision. Any man who is destined to aid, or mitigate the

suffering of his fellows must have visions of the other world—of the painless life

—of God—to prepare his soul for contact with woe, that he may not be de-

pressed thereby. Heaven only can teach a human soul how to console troubled

hearts. 3. Called by God's voice. God knows where to find men who are the

most fitted to undertake errands of mercy and consolation—appeals to their sym-
pathies— at the same time authoritatively commissions them to the work.

The Typical Character of Moses considered, as the Deliverer,
Mediator, Lawgiver, and Guide of Israel.

It will be onr aim, in the present discourse, to exhibit Moses as the representative of our
gracious Lord; and to shew, in a connected view, that the benefits conferred by the one upon
Israel, are emblems and shadows of these spiritual mercies, which the other was manifested to

bestow upon mankind.
I. Moses claims our first regard as a Deliverer. While Israel was groanmg in Egypt, God

was preparing the moans of their deliverance. When we were dead in sin His compassion pro-

vided for our r-jdeuiption. When the Israelites were arrayed to leave their captivity they num-
bered 600,000 on foot, besides women and children. Yet, in this vast multitude there was no
deliverer, Moses only excepted. Nor could one be found, to redeem the world, from amongst its

numbers. Moses was a man like unto his bn-tliren, experienced the wants, and sympathized
with the sorrows of Israel. He was well learned in the wisdom of Egypt. 1 he rod of the J.ord

was put into his hand. Christ partook of our nature—possessed unsearchable wisdom—wrought
miracles. Moses made sacrifice to fulfil the duty with which God had charged him. Having
"respect unto the recompense of the reward." Christ made " himself of no reputation," &g.

II. He is a type of Christ when we regard Mm as the appointed mediator between God and
Israel. So overpowering in greatness did the Most High appear upon Mount Sinai, that

the people placed Moses between themselves and the majesty of Heaven. Moses was qualified

for this office—by cordial love—meekness—long suffering—disinterestedness— ever watcliful

zeal ; so God could have no interest with men except through Christ, who is far more qualified

for tl e office of mediator than Moses. III. When we regard Mm in Ms office of Lawgiver to

Israel. Israel had forgotten the sanctions and demands of the Divine covenant with Abraham
amidst the rigours of tlieir eorvitude. During the first part of their wilderness journey they were
rather a band of fugitives, without order and regulations, than a people restrained by the infiuouce

of judicious legislation. It was necessary that some mode of government should be given to thom.
This was given by the Most High—through Moses. So, in thr mournful captivity of the soul,

tlie lust of the flesh, and the pride of life, oppose the will of God; and the fallen cieature becomes
a fatal law unto himself. Even when the condemnation of impiety is removed, and the fetters

with which it bound all the passions, and faculties, and principles of the mind are broken, the
liberated bond-servant needs a revelation of the Word of God, by which his conduct mny be
governed. Christ a law-giver—assisted at the formation of the law—can best explain it—best
enforce it. The temporal deliverer could only give the law; he could not infuse a principle of

holy obedience into its injunctions. He could not subdue the enmity of carnal affections. The
Son of God alone can form us, by His grace, to tha holiness of his own demand. IV. When we
regard Mm as the Leader and Guide of Israel. Israel did not at once reach the promised land
^toilsome journey. Moses was their guide. So, the Christian, who is journeying from the house
of moral bondage toward heaven, has Jesus for his guide \_Buddiconi's Christian Exodus].

SUGGESTIVE COMMEhTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 7. '*3/^/)eo/)Ze." 1. Therefore we serve Him. 3. Therefore we must
must love Him. 2. Therefore we must aid His Church.
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"/ know their sorrows.''^ I. The
Person. 1. He can help. This is de-

monstrated by all history—experience

—from the greatness of his power—tlie

fulness of His lesources — from the

sympathetic ministries He has at com-

mand. 2. Hewilllielp—Hagar—David
—Peter—prove this. He has promised

to succour the tired—has tokl men to

cast their heart-burdens on Himself.

The whole scheme of salvation is based

on this fact. His arm brought salva-

tion. He ^vill therefore freely give us

all things. What a mercy that ti-oubled

souls are not left to follow blind im-

pulse—reason — we have a Divine

Helper 3. He delights to help. Sym-
pathy is the natural—happy out-come

of the heart of God. He heals the

withered flower by the new life of spring

tide. He heals troubled souls by im-

parting new spiritual energy. It is His
joy to do so.

II. The knowledge. 1. It is certain,

God knows the trials of humanity

—

from whatever cause they may arise

—unerringly. He cannot be deceived,

or mistaken. What a consolation for

the afflicted. 2. It is unlimited.

God knows all the sorrows of the heart

—those unwhispered to our nearest

friend—no matter to what sphere of

life they relate—no matter how trivial

or how great. 3. It is compassionate.

He does not investigate our sorrow

—

to satisfy curiosity— to become offici-

ously acquainted with our circum-

stances— but to soothe — to relieve.

Religion does not present to the troubled

soul a stoical—merely philosophical

deity—but One who is touched with

the feeling of our infirmity.

HI. The Sorrow. 1. It may he long

continued. Israel had been in bondage
four hundred years. Our trials may
be continuous — like a long winter

night— like a long polar winter —
without a ray of sunlight —but God
has not forgotten to be gracious. His
delay is partof the discipline— the dawn
o^" morning will come. 2. It man he

deeply oppressive. As the poorest are

not below God*s cognizance, neither are

the greatest beyond His check. 3. It

may be widely experienced. *' / know
their sorrows'* 1. Therefore do net

complain. 2. Therefore wait His time

for deliverance. 3. Therefore seek His

grace.

Israels bondage andfreedom.^ a type of

the ivorld's sorrow and Christ's redemp-

tion:— 1.Because Christ camedown from
heaven. 2 Christ came at the call of

the world's sorrow. 3. Christ came to

achieve the world's moral freedom.

4. <^'hrist came to destroy the kingship

of sin. 5. Christ came to lead men into

happiness. 6. Christ came to awaken
holy agencies for the spiritual welfare

of the race. ... God usually speaks

kindly to his servants to remove their

fear at His appearing,

Jehovah resents the oppression of the

Church. 1. Surely. 2. Speedily.

3. Continually. 4. Retributively.

Egypt is seen by God in all its op-

pression of His people.

Cruel exactors make God's people

cry aloud to Him in complaint and
prayer.

Verse 8. ^' And I am come down to

deliver them" God is said to descend

—1. In accommodation to a human
form of speech. 2. To show judgments

on the wicked (Gen. 18.) 3. Perhaps

to indicate the situation of Egypt,

which was a low country. 4. To in-

dicate some notable event about to

follow. Babel.
" To bring them up out of that land.""

1. Of bad rulership. 2. Of wicked

companionships. 3. Of hostile religious

influences. 4. Of servile bondage.

5. There are many countries in the

world where it is dangerous for God's
people to reside.

" Unto a good land^ and a large."

1. Canaan was large compared with

Goshen. 2. God exchanges the situa-

tions of His people for their good. 3.

God does not intend His people to

remain long the slaves of any earthly

power. 4. The spiritual Israel will

in eternity enter into the fulness of these

words.
Unto the place of the Canaanites.**

The Canaanites were the same whom
the Grecians called Phoenicians. 1. The
Septuigint in the fifth of Joshua, for

Canaanites reads Phoenicians. 2. The
woman whom our Saviour dispossessed
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of a devil, by Matthew is called

Canaanitish, by JNIark a Syro-Plioeni-

cian. 3. These Canaanites are said to

dwell near the sea (Numbers xiii. 80^,

as did the Phoiuicians. 4. The Phoe-

Dicians were noted for their deceit in

buying ; so the Canaanites are noted

in scripture for their craft (Ifos. xii. 1).

" 21ie Canaanites and the Ilittites"

&c. A disinherited people :—1. Dis-

inherited by God,' as the Supreme Dis-

poser of ail territory. 2. As under a

special curse. 3. As guilty of unre-

pented sin. 4. A warning for nations

to-day.

Flowings of milk and honey are in

the inheritance of the Church.

The place of wicked nations God can

make the inheritance of His people.

God will make good his promise to

the uttermost to give the Church its in-

heritance.

Verse 9. God demonstrates that Hie

hears the cry, and sees the oppression

of His people and Church.

In times of hearing the cry of His
Church, God watches the conduct of

enemies toward it.

Verse 10. " Come now therefore.*^

The Divine call to service :—1. It is

persuasive, " come." 2. It is immedi-
ate, " now." 3. It is logical, " there-

fore."
'' / will send thee unto Pharaoh i"*^

—
I. Avocation. 2. A preparation. 3. A
commission.

'^ That thou mayest bring jorth My
'peopled &c. A God-given task :

—
1. Arduous in its requirement. 2. Re-
sponsible in its exercise. 3. Glorious

in its issue. 4. Unique in its character.

In the eighth verse God says, '' I am
come down to deliver them out of the

hand of the Egyptians ;

" and in the
tenth verse He says, " I will send thee

unto Pharaoh." Is there not a dis-

crepanc^y iiere ? If God Himself came
down to do a work, why did He not go
and do it personally ? One word from

Himself would surely have done more
for the cause which He had espoused

than all the words which the most
gifted of His creatures could have
used. Looking at this incident as

standing alone, it does undoubtedly
appear most remarkable that God did

not personally execute what He had
personally conceived. The thinking

was His, so was the love ; all the

spiritual side of the case belonged ex-

clusively to God ; yet He calls a shep-

herd, a lonely and unfriended man, to

work out— with painful elaboration,

and through a long series of be-

wildering disappointments— the pur-

pose which it seems He Himself might
have accomplished with a word. We
find, however, that the instance is by
no means an isolated one. Throu2;hout.

the whole scheme of the Divine govern-

ment of the human family, we find the

principle of mediation. God speaks to

man through man. Undoubtedly, this

is mysterious. To our imperfect under-

standing, it would seem that the direct

personal revelation of His presence and
glory would instantly secure the re-

sults which are so desirable, and yet so

doubtful. It is here that Faith must
lead us. Moreover, this principle of

individual selection in the matter of all

great ministries, is in keeping with the

principle which embodies in a single

germ tlie greatest forests. It is enough
that God gives the one acorn, man
must plant it and develope its produc-

tiveness. God works from the one to

the many \City Temple\.

God's call—is instant, and suffers no
delay.

Though God needs no man, He calls

some for the help of His people.

Such as God calls, He sends to bring

about deliverance.

The mission of God may be of the

poorest man to the greatest potentate.

God's command is enough to em-
power the weakest man for the strong-

est work.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 11-12.

Ministerial Timidity.

I It is sometimes occasioned by undue and depreciating thoughts of self.

(Verse 11.) By undue thought of our social position, " Who am I, that I should
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go unto Pharaoh?" Moses mi^ht imagine the need of social position, in order

to obtain an intervieAv with the King. Some of the best ministers of the gospel

have come from the most humble scenes of social life. There are times in

ministerial labour when good social position may aid the mission of truth and

freedom—but it is not an absolute necessity. Men from the lower ranks of

humanity may do as much to subdue the tyranny of a king, as the most refined

aristocrat of the realm. A man of great soul, independent of social standing,

may successfully accomplish a campaign against moral evil. 2. By undue

thought of our intellectiuU weakness. ''Who am I?" True, Moses was well

educated—still his mental discipline would hardly appear to him as equal to the

present crisis and undertaking. He would have to fall back upon his knowledge

of the Egyptian court, and upon other matters, of important bearing on his

mission. So, may ministers of to-day feel their inability to combat the error

—

scepticism—and refined sin of the age—through their lack of brain power. They
have not had the advantages in their early days that even Moses had. Of what

little information they possess, they make the best possible use. It re-

quires a well disciplined mind to go to the Pharaohs of the world, and to demand
efficiently the moral freedom of their slaves. 3. By undue thought of our mo^-al

inability. A man requires not only a strong mind—but much more, a strong

soul—of devout impulse—large sympathy—and strong determination, to perform

such a commission as that now given to Moses. Equally so, with the minister

of Christ. And, when the true preacher looks into his heart in moments of

depression, he feels his lack of great moral qualities—and cries, " Who am f," &c.

II. That it is sometimes occasioned by an midue estimation of the difficul-

ties of the work. 1. This may arisefrom the depressing experiences ofyouth. When
young—living in the palaces of Pharaoh—Moses had striven to interrupt a quarrel

between two Hebrews by referring them to the fact of their common brotherhood

and suffering—he had been repulsed. No doubt a remembrance of this fact now
lingered within his mind—as there are certain experiences that never leave us

—

they become the constant, and great educational influences of our souls. This

reminiscence would give Moses to feel the difficulty of the task now imposed upon
him. So, with ministers of the Gospel—it may be that the experiences of boy-

hood and younger manhood, have introduced an element of difficulty, per-

plexity, into their toil, that they almost shrink from the call. 2. This may
arise from the removal of friendly aids. Moses once had friends in the court of

Pharaoh—he was the adopted son of the King's daughter—had he retained her

friendship—it might have been of use to him now ; but he had lost it by flight.

So, it sometimes happens that ministers often lose earthly, accidental friendships,

aids to the achievement of their mission, and hence their timidity as to its issue.

III. That it is sometimes occasioned by our not appreciating^ as we ought, the

Divine Presence and help. 1. The Divine Presence is our Guide. God would
teach—guide Moses as to the best methods of approach to Pharaoh. So, the

same Jehovah will equally guide all true ministers who are seeking the moral
freedom of men. This guidance makes up for any scholastic deficiency—is our

truest help. 2. The Divine Presence is our sustaining influence. It would sustain

Moses under his memory of youthful failure to subdue the quarrel of the two
Israelites. It would sustain him in the performance of all arduous toils— in the

event of suffering— rebuif, either from Pharaoh—his courtiers—or his bondmen.
So, the Divine Presence sustains the minister of Christ—under the bitter me-
mories of past failure—misdirected effort—wanderings—loneliness—and opposi-

tion, from whatever source. But for this he would be unequal to the task for an
hour. 3. TJte Divine Presence is our victory. It gave Moses an insight into the

future history of Pharaoh—it enabled him to work miracles—it empowered his

moral nature—rendered it superior to the conflict. So, with the minister of

truiii— though he caunot work miracles— the Divine Presence is the pledq-e of

moral conviction in the minds of others—and of final victory. IV. it should
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be removea by the hopes with which it is animated. 1. Bi/ the hope of achieving

the freedom of a vast nation. Moses was to bring the children of Israel out of

Egypt. So, it is the hope of the gospel ministry to bring the universe from under

the rei'^n of sin—to freedom—happiness- -hope—what a sublime anticipation !

2. J5y tJie hope of kadlng a vast nation into the land of promise. Moses was to lead

the Israelites into Canaan: (i.) Fertile, (ii.) Abundance, (iii.) Beauty. So, the

minister of Christ has to lead men to heaven— this is the hope by which he is ani-

mated—and ought to subdue all timidity— and inspire him with holy joy.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 11. The man wlio in y( uih

slew tlie Egyt)tiau, and was wilHng to

undertake the emancipation of his

nation, now modestly shrinks from the

task.

The power of increasing age— 1. To
change the views. 2. To calm the

temper. 3. To humble the soul.

JNo wonder that he so incpiired. The
message seemed to be much greater

than the messenger. He works best

who magnifies his office. Preachers,

and all ministers of good, should see

their work to be greater than them-

selves if they would work at the highest

point of energy. Let a man suppose

it—it is at the time of his weakness
that the Divine companionship is pro-

mised. This promise will stand true

for Christian workers during all time.

II. It was emphatic. '' Certainly."

The promise—in tone—manner—could

leave no doubt on the mind of Moses as

to the likelihood of its fulfilment. Its em-
phasis satisfied his utmost requirement

—left no room for doubt. So, now the

promise of the Divine companionship is

emphatic—becoming even more so by
the accumulating experiences of the

good.

III. It was sympathetic. " With
thee." Not I will follow thee—not I

his work to be easy, to be unworthy of will go before thee—not I will be near

his talents, and he will not achieve

much success \_Citij Temple'].

It is far better to partake of the spirit

of Moses as manifested in this verse,

than to too rashly seek the dignity and
position of ministerial work.

Worth is modest : the proud man
asketh, who am I not ? \Trapp~\.

God may sometimes be denied by the

best of men in their infirmity.

The best souls are apt to have the

lowest thoughts of themselves for God's

work.

Visible difficulties in the Church
may dishearten men to work.

The power of Egyptian oppressors

may startle weak instruments of de-

liverance.

The redemption of men from the

house of bondage is a startling fact.

Verse 12. " Certainly I will be

with thte^ The Divine companionship

realised by the good in the service of
the Christian life:—

I.It was considerate. Neverdid Moses
more need the Divine companionship

than in this exigency of toil. The
wt', k is gicat—he feels his inability for

thee—but ivith thee— as a companion to

cheer thy soul; as a friend—to give thee

counsel ; as a God—to make thee vic-

torious. How can a mission fail when
God is with the worker. How refresh-

ing to a timid soul is the sympathy of

Heaven. Our sufficiency is of God.

The Guarantee of Success.

I. " Certainly I will be with thee." Then
man is servant, not master. He should know
his place, or he can never keep it. As ser-

vant— 1. He should consult his master. 2.

Speak in the name of Ids master. 3, Be jealous

of the honour of his master.

II. '• Certainly I will be with thee." Then
the work must succeed. The guarantee of

success :—1. Not human cleverness. 2. Not
skilful organisation. 3. But the word of the

Lord. " My word shall not return unto Me
void."

III. Certainly I will be with thee. Then
the servant is to be received for the master's

sake. •' He that receiveth you, receiveth mo."

The Romans were to receive Phebe in the LoriL

IV. "Certainly I will be with thee." Then
there need be no lack of grace or power. "

• f

any man lack wisdom," &c. *• Lo, I am with

you alway." God is with His servants ior, I.

Their comfort. 2. Justice. 3. SaJ'ety [City

Temple^,
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" This shall he a token unto thee that 1 God is not moved from His purpose

have sent thee." Tokens that a minister by the objections of men.
is Divinely commissioned :—1. Tiiat he To all human appearance Moses is to

reflects the light of heavenly vision. undertake the responsibility of this

2. That he is conscious, and his life mission, wlicreas he is only a secondary

givesevidence, of Divine companionship. agent. God is invisible. ... God's g-ood-

3. That he seeks to proclaim the ness satisfleth the plea of His unwilling

name of God, as connected with the instruments for His work.

moral freedom of men, 4. That some God's presence is always with those

amount of spiritual success attends his who are engaged in His redemptive

labours. 5. Sometimes special evi- work.

deuces of favour given in answer to God will answer the objection, and
prayer. solve the difficulties of His workers.

We render the highest honour to Redemption promised by God will

God when, relying on His proffered aid, surely be performed,

we seek no grovmd of confidence out of The worship and service of God is

Himself, when in the deep sense the great end of His people's freedom,

of our own impotence we count it The true w^orship of God in the

enough that He is with us and for us place appointed by Him is the best

[Buahl^, return for deliverance.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.-- Verse 13-18

]\IiNiSTERiAL Difficulties to be anticipated—and how to Overcome them.

I. That muiisters must anticipate difficulties in the performance of their

life mission. (Verse 13.) 1. Arising from 'prejudice in reference to the man,

Closes felt that he would be liable to the prejudice of Israel—through his residence

in the palace of Pharaoh, and his supposed connection with a despotic govern-

ment. He had not shared their bondage—they would prefer one as the leader of

their destinies, who had been more thoroughly identified with their condition of

woe. Moses anticipates these difficulties, and asks the Lord how he should reply

to them. So ministers of the gospel have to combat innumerable prejudices—

•

of truth—education—capricious—weak—hence the difficulty of their work.

They must be divinely commissioned to overcome them. 2. Arising from
scepticism in reference to the truth Moses feared that the Israelites would not

credit the doctrine of freedom he had to proclaim to them. They would
rather remind him of Pharaoh's army, and the impossibility of their escape.

Moses would find great difficulty in getting them to believe in the promise and
power of God. So, ministers to-day have a large amount of scepticism to over-

come, in relation to the apparent difficulties of the truth they preach. They
must exhibit their Divine credentials. 3. Arisingfrom lethargy in reference to the

mission. Moses found the Israelites in a state of utter destitution—morally weak
—incapable of great effort—almost willing to die, rather than live. He would
have great difficulty in awakening them to action, equal to the requirements

of the case—and to secure their co-operation. So, it is with ministers of the

gospel. They come—preach to men, who are inervated by sin— to arouse them
to a sense of their manhood—to seek their co-operation in the mission of freedom
they announce. The moral weakness—indolence of men is the greatest difficulty

the true minister has to contend with. II. That to overcome these difficulties,

ministers must seek direction frcm God (Verse 13). That God will give this

direction is seen from :— 1. Tlie Divine recognition of ministerial difficulty. The
Divine Being admitted all that Moses had said about the difficulty of his mission

to Israel. No word of reproach was uttered—no rebuke expressed—but direc-

f ons were given in response thereto. Equally does God recognize the perplexity

o: miiiistci-ial life—heiice He will not reject any v/ho seek His aid. 2. liie

Liucue Sy;/qjathy with ministerial diffiiculty. (i.) Manifested by the gift of heavenly
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vision (Verse 2.) (ii). Manifested by the gift of needful instruction (Verse 15-17).

(iii). Manifested by the gift of holy companionships (Verse 12). Such a rnanifesta*

tion of divine sympatliy ought to inspire every minister with spirit and fortitude

for his work. They that are for him, are more than all that can be against him.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 13. But Moses puts another

question ; for the liumau heart is full

of (juestions [C//.!/.]

Jt is clear that Moses anticipated

the greatest difficulties from the degene-

rate condition of his countrymen.

Why did Moses ask the name of

God?— 1. Not to instruct his ignor-

ance. He had not forgotten God in

Egypt. 2. Not to gratify his curiosity.

3. But to satisfy Israel. Error has

many Gods, he therefore wanted to

know how he miglit prove to the en-

slaved nation that he came in the name
of the true One.

It is good for a minister to know on
whose business he is going.

God's answer to one objection often-

times begets another in His servants.

Dissatisfaction of men about God's
instruments is very probable.

God's servants very reasonably ex-

pect that He will clear up all doubt as

to His name, and their duty.

A Question for the Pulpit.

I. '*What shall I say unto them?"
Shall I say unto them truths that are

in harmony with their depraved condi-

tion? Moses might have told the Is-

raelites to remain peaceful in their

bondage—to make the best of their

circumstances — that they were not

responsible for their situation—it being

the fault of their ancestors for coming
to Egypt. He might have told them
not to trouble about any eifort for free-

dom—as it would require time—means
—armies — beyond their command.
And perhaps many of the Israelites

—

although they would feel the sorrow of

of bondage—might think his advice

wise. But no; he went to them with
the tidings of freedom. The pulpit

may take a pattern here, not to preach
doctrines in harmony with the depraved
tastes of men—but to awaken them
from their sin, by tlie proclamation of

the Divine Name and freedom.
II. " What shall I say unto them?"

Shall I give them an argumentative
discourse? It would be necessaiy for

Moses to convince the Israelites that he
was divinely commissioned— and the

chief use that a minister can make
of logic, is to prove tlie divhiity of his

call to the ministry. Tliis once proved
to Israel—they will be ready to follow

him. So, congregations will hold but
httle ai'gunient with a man whom they
feel to be caDed to free them from the
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power of sin—they will follow him.

His heart speaks to them.

III. "What shall I say unto them?"
ShaU I give them a sensational dis-

course ? Had Moses gone to tho

Israelites in this way, I would not have

given much for his real success. He
might have "got his name up." He
would have attracted a few wearied

slaves to himself. He might have
aroused a wave of feeling, but it would
soon have subsided into calm. The
freedom of the nation would not have

been achieved in this way. The sensa

tional preachers of the world, are not

doing the most towards the moral free-

dom of the race.

IV. "What shall I say unto them? "

Shall I say unto them how clever I

am? Moses might have told the Is-

raelites that he had spent so many
years in the Egyptian colleges—that he

had been brought up in a palace. But
he did not. He would never have

achieved the freedom of Israel if he

had adopted this course. He had hum-
bled himself before God. And men
humble before God, are generally

so before their fellows. Ministers

should not make a display of their

learning—such conduct will never

accomplish the freedom of souls.

V. " What shall I say unto them?"
ShaU I teU them about the Cross of

Jesus ? " Yes;" replies the penitent ciu-
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ner, "tliat is M^hat T want" *' Yes," prcacli the Cross as the emancipation

replies the a<j^e(l believer, "that is tlie of the world. For we pi-each not our-

charm of my SouL" Let ministers selves, but Christ Jesus, the Lord.

Tup: Divine Name.

Yerse 14. I. As only revealed by
the Divine Being Himself. Only God
can give a revelation of His name

—

character— attributes— will. Human
reason cannot, by searching, find out

God. The human heart may search

for God—but unaided, will never find

Him. He that dwelleth in the bush

—that calleth His servant to arduous

toil - nmst speak—must make himself

known— or the world will be eternally

ignorant of His name.

II. As only partially understood by
the grandest intellec s. Although we
have such an abundant revelation of

the name of God— how little of it is

comprehe nded by man. It appears to

us as the faint glinmiering of a light

placed in the cottage window on

a dark night. God is mystery. Man's
intellect can read the histories of the

stars, can trace the wonders of the

globe—but, at the threshold of Heaven's

temple, it must bow in reverent acknow-
ledgment of its inability to understand

the things presented to its vision.

III. As sufficiently comprehended
for the practical service of the Chiis-

tian life. Moses did not fully under-

Btand the meaning of the revelation

given to him of God—yet he recognised

suthcient for his mission to Isiael. Lie

could speak the name of God—and
that name, vocal on a human lip, has

a power to inspire and f)ee the slave.

All ministerial power lay in the utter-

ance and hope of the Divine IS'ame :

it touches human hearts—awakens
solemn thoughts—and makes men
think of destinies. We know enough
of God to give strengtli—responsibility

—hope—to our Cln-istian work and
life.

God announces Himself:— 1. As
personal. 2. As independent. 3. As
self-existent. 4. Immutable. 5. What
an element of sublimity this imparts

to the mission of Christian service.

6. What an inspiration it furnishes for

the t(.ils of life. 7. How superior to

any gods of the Egyptians.

The true knowledge of God is the

power of deliverance to the enslaved,

"^riie revelation that a greater than

Pharaoh cared for them was to be the

stimulus to snap their fetters and be

free. Nothing but a true knowledge
of God will ever move men to fight

against corrupt principles, vicious prac-

tices, evil habits. We are creatm-es of

love and faith, and need sometliing tc

move our faith into vigorous exercise ;

we need an unchanging object worthy
ot our love. '' This is life eternal, to

knoiu Thee—the only true God, and
Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent"

God's reply is at hand to show His

name unto those that seek to know it.

Perfect Beino;—the cause of all other

being—is the name of God.
God's Being, well-known and con-

sidered, is enough to answer all ob-

jections.

It is good for God's servants to go

out to duty under the protection of Llis

name.

Yerse 15. God's will is that He
makes revelation to His instruments

that they may make them known to the

Church.
The first general cognizance of cove-

nant relation to a Church was to the

Fathers of Israel.

The relation of God to Fathers is

declared for the comfort of children.

That we are commissioned by God is

enough lor men to know about our

mission.

I. An eternal name.
II. An eternal memorial.

Yerse 16. The wisdom of gathering

the few ; or the considerateness of the

Divine Being in refeniice to the mission

of His servants

:

—
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I. This would be the most effective

method of enlightening the mind of the

nation in reference to the Divine inten-

tion. Moses was to gather the elders of

Israel together—not the elders as re-

gards a<re—but the officers and influ-

ential men. The nation was not without

these while in Egypt, as would appear

from (chap. v. 14.) 1. This afforded

Moaea a good opportunity for personal

explanations. Moses would have greater

influence with these few elders than

with the nation at large. The respect

he had paid in thus calling them to be

the first recipients of his message—their

intuitive feeling that what he said

was true—their superior intelligence

—

candour—attention—would give him a
splendid opportunity for impressing

them with tlie need—reality—success

of his mission. Thus a gathering of

this kind would admit of explanations

80 helpful at the commencement of all

great enterprises, to remove suspicion

and avert peril. 2. It was a good
precaution against the ignorance and
fanaticism of the common people. The
elders would be amongst the most
judicious men of the nation — would
therefore not onlv be able to enter

into the important matter requiring

their attention, but would have in-

fluence with their comrades ; and
hence, if they accepted the proposal of

Moses, the nation at large would be
more likely to do so. Had he carried

the Divine message immediately to the

enslaved people •— apparently alone—
without army — without sceptre— it

would have aroused their indignation,

their rejection ; theywould have derided
his pretensions—his dream of freedom

;

they M^ould have regarded him as a
fanatic— an impostor. But all this op-

position was averted by calling the

elders—and making them the medium
of appeal to the nation—and his com-
panions in the effort of liberation. The
more agencies a man can bring into

his life work the better.

II. It would be the most effective

method of gaining the sympathy of the

nation. Moses was a comparative stran-

ger to the Israelites. The elders were
well known to them— were associated

with the traditions of their religious life
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—had shared their persecution— w.-^o

one with them in all the phases of life.

They would, therefore, be far more
likely to win the sympathy and help of

the Israelites than Moses. He would
have to influence them from without,

they from within. They can previously

educate their thought to the idea of

freedom, then the nation will be ready

to welcome any Moses who will work it

out into history. All great workers
should be judicious in their movement.

III. It would thus be the most effec-

tive method of working out the Divine
project in reference to the nation.

1. How considerate <f the Divine Being

to give Moses this idea of working. Moses
would have spent hours in devising the

best method of approaching the Israelites

—and after all might have been most
injudicious in his arrangements. But
there are times when God tells a good
man how to do his work— compassionate

—helpful—the secret of success. Many
men will not listen to the Divine in-

structions. This is the occasion of the

great failure of so much religious energy.

2. How numerous are the agencies put

in motion for the pejformance of Divine

projects. God is the source of all com-
missions for the moral good of man.
He calls Moses—tells Moses to call the

elders. God empowers His ministers to

awaken new instrumentalities for the

good of the enslaved world. 3. All

great workers may find a pattern here.

Not to trust their new and divine

enterprises to the tide of popular

opinion—storms may gather—may be

wrecked. Launch them first on the

more tranquil wateis of the few— after-

wards they will be more likely to

weather the national gale. Let men in

authority, knowing the influence they

possess, take care to welcome all men
of heavenly commission, and themselves

to set a good example to the public.

This was a greater honour done to

the Patriarchs than if God had written

their names in the visible heavens, to

be lead of all men \Trapp\.

The Divine commands require the

obedience of all who know the Divine
name.

The Divine errands require despatch.
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God's will is tlmt all Ills F/Tvants

should declare liis uaiiie as their Divine

warrant.

Jehovah, the God of Abraham alone

can warrant good men in their work.

When God appears it is generally to

make known some deliverance for His

people. Divine visitations :— 1. Penal.

2. Judicial. 3. Merciful.

An inferior motive for a Religious Life.

Verse 17. I. Some people are

religious because they hope thereby to

be saved from affliction. '' I will bring

you out of the affliction of Egypt.*'

1. They hope to escape the affliction of a
had name. 2. They hope to escape the

affiiction of a retributive providence.

3. They hope to escape the affiiction of
moral banishment from God.

II. Other people are religious

because they hope thereby to better

their condition, and gain greater enjoy-

ment. '' Unto a land flowing with

milk and honey :"—1. Because they

imagine religion will free them from
slavery. 2. Because they imagine religion

will give them an advantage over their

enemies. 3. Because they imagine religion

will give them rich possession.

III. That while the land flowing
with milk and honey may be one
motive for a religious life, the superior

is love to God and moral freedom.

At God*s own will, He changeth
His rhurch from bondage and misery

to enlargement and plenty. The reso-

lution of Divine mercy ;—1. Awakens
instruments to convey its message.

2. Prepares Churches to welcome its

tidings. 3. The giving of a new im-
pulse to history.

The encouragement God gives to

Christian workers :— 1. Divine aid in

the work. 2. Bright hope in their

future. 3. Glad .^ui^cess in their toil.

A happy residence :

—

1. A land of plenty. 2. A land of

beauty. 3. A land of promise. 4. A
land of freedom. 5. A land of rest.

6. A land typal of heaven.

Verse 18. ^^ Now let us go^ we
beseech thee^ We see here the oppor-

tunity God gives men to be virtuous.

Pharaoh was asked to let Israel go :

—

1. That he might have the credit of a

good action. 2. That he might take

the responsibility of a bad action. 3.

That he might render just any calamity

that came upon him. 4. That he might

shew the real nature of his character.

5. The Divine Being could have

wrought the freedom of Israel without

the consent of Pharaoh, but He did

not, for the foregoing reasons.
'' The Lord God of the Hebrews hath

met with us.^' The Divine wish was the

only reason assigned to Pharaoh for

the outgohig of Israel. 1. Not the

wish of the enslaved nation. 2. Not
that his predecessors had murdered
their children. 3. Not that he had no

right to detain them. 4. The Divine

claim must take precedence of any
human. " And now let us go, we beseech

thee^three days'journey into the wilderness.'"

Why are only three days named ?— 1.

That, if they went further Pharaoh had

no right to complain, they not being

his subjects. 2. This was all that God
revealed unto Pharaoh, reserving His

good pleasure till afterwards. 3. That
in refusing so small a request, his obsti-

nacy might appear the greater, especially

after the service Israel had rendered him.

Sacrifice in the Wilderness.

I. It would have shewn the willing-

ness of a freed man to worship €rod

anywhere.
In the wilderness—with poor supply

of animals for sacrificial purposes.

After tired by a three days' journey,

just out from bondage—yet they were to

worship God. Cannot we sacrifice to

God in tiie variea scenes of life aft<»r

the hard toils of the day, especially

after freedom from sin ?

II. It would have shewn the need
of rendering gratitude to G-od for what
would have been a merciful interposi-

tion. They would have been away from
Pharaoh—slavery behind them ; they

would have been free—greeted by the
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joyful appearances of uatiire. To sacri- The Lord owns His people under

fice would have been their duty ; it is ours. their most despised name, " Hebrews.'*

God will have His people use humble

III. It would have evinced the address, even to their persecutors,

retiu-n of a better manhood. No longer Liberty is to be sought by the good

idolaters— they would have sacrihced —1. It is commanded by God. 2. He
to the true God. It is God's work to raiseth instruments for its accomplish-

make men hear and obey the message ment. 3. No man has a right to enslave

of salvation He sends to them. them. 4. It is necessary to the duties

Upon God's encouragement the in- of our religious life,

struments and subjects of redemption God, wlio can command all from

must move thereunto. tyrants, is pleased to order His people

Hearts wrought upon by God not to beg small things,

merely hearken, but use means for de- Wilderness service is desired by God
liverance. rather than mixtures with Egypt.

Under God'scommission His oppressed The end of all deliverance to the

ones shall face their oppressor. Church is God's worship.

God's message must never be with- Man can largely hinder his neighbour

held from oppressors. from a convenient worship of God.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPIL^Verses 19—22.

The Divine Knowledge of the Success or otherwise of Ministerial Work.

I. That God is thorouglily acquainted with the moral obstinacy of men.
*' And I am sure that the King of Egypt will not let you go." 1, There are many
people who act like Pharaoh in relation to the commands of God. As Pharaoh
treated Moses and the Israelites with contempt—manifesting pride— obstinacy

—

so there are men and women to-day as proud and obstinate in reference to the

requirements of Christ and His Gospel ;' ministers address Divine messages to

them— urge the Divine claims—all in vain. God knows such people. Their
names are vocal on His lips. He tells His servants about them. He indicates

judgments in reference to them. Such people are almost beyond the reach of

ministerial influence. The minister is not altogether responsible for the success

of iiis mission. He cannot force men *o be good. 2. In all the commissions of
human life God recognises the free agency of the wicked. God could with ease

have set the Israelites at liberty, as He did Paul and Silas. Such was not the

Divine will. He desired to use moral instrumentalities, in harmony with the

volition of man. Is it not a mystery that man has the ability to oppose the will

of God ? 3. We may ijiquire into the utility of employing Christian agency
where the result will be ineffectual. What utility could there be in the mission of

Moses to Pharaoh, when God knew right well that it would be unavailing, and
informed Moses of the fact? Why, then, was Moses sent; and would not this

knowledge discourage and introduce an element of weakness into his effort ? He
went at the sovereign command of God to teach Pharaoh the Divine will, that he
might be without excuse, that he might be acquainted with the designed fi-eedom
of Israel—for the sending of Moses had reference to Israel as well as to the king.
It also commenced a series of events that ultimately issued in the overthrow of
Pharaoh, and the victory of the Supreme Being on behalf of His people. So
ministers are sent to nations—people—to-day who will remain finally impenitent.
Such is the method of the Divine arrangement— such the attention of Divine
mercy to the worst of characters—such the power of right that it will conquer,
if in judgment. II. That God is thoroughly acquainted with the method He wiU
pursue in reference to the morally obstinate. 1. God deals with the morally
obstinate after the method of a consecutive plan. First, He prepares the messenger
to visit and teach them; then gives him the message; tiien tells him how to

make it known ; then smites in judgments, successive, severe. Thus God does
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not deal with the morally obstinate according to the impulse of the moment—
fitfully, incidentally, but according to a harmonious, merciful, self-consistent plan

—a plan that will admit of the repentance and faith of the sinner. 2. God
sometimes meets the morally obstindte ivith demonstrations of His power. " I will

stretch out my hand, and smite Egypt with all my wonders,' etc. Here, then,

w^e have human power in conflict with the Divine—the King of Egypt against the

King of Heaven. Which will conquer ? The sequel. So sometimes God meets the

obst iiuite sinner with tokens of power, ( 1
) afflictive.^ (2)convinci/ifj., (3) svbduing. III.

That God can thwart the intention of the morally obstinate by their own wick-

edness, and by the conduct of their comrades. (Verse 22.) 1. Pharaoh's obstinacy

ivas thwarted by his own wickedness. The Egyptians aided the escape of Israel— gave
them articles to facilitate their journey. So the purposes of obstinate men are

often thwarted by those who share their sin and determination. The work of

defeating and subduing obstinate sin is not left wholly to ministers. Often the

Egyptians help them. 3. How thoroughly all agencies are at the disposal of God.

His ministers are not the only instrumentalities at his calk All events, all

persons cluster round them as a centre, and, under Divine direction, accomplish
the moral freedom of the good.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 19. God declares the worst as

well as the best that meet His servants

in the way of salvation.

God knows what the powders of the

world will do against the Church, and
yet He tries them.

It is incident to worldly powers to

deny the humblest request from God.
God in Plis wisdom suffers worldly

powers to wrestle with His mighty
hand.

Their sin is aggravated who ever

contend with the mighty hand of God.
The madness of sinners is so great,

that they will put God's power to the

test.

Verse 20. God is at hand to deal

with them that contend with His
power.

God's hand put forth will startle the

arm of flesh.

Upon God's putting forth His hand
to vengeance, great smitings are on His
enemies.

Wonderful vengeance God's hand
giveth forth sometimes to quell the

resistance of adversaries.

God will certainly w^ork wonderful
plagues where He threatens them.

The very midst of God's enemies
shall have experience of His wonderful
plagues.

Where grace will not prevail with

wicked men, force shalL

E

Sin endures its plagues to no pur
pose, as it is obliged to yield.

Verse 21, 22. There is a grace of

favour which the world may show unto

God's Church.

It is Gods only work to incline the

hearts of enemies to favour His people.

Fulness, as well as freedom, yield to

God's people at His Word.
God's Church is neighbour with a

wicked world till His time. Even the

world has some valuable things that it

can give to the Church.

Sometimes God makes the sons and
daughters of the Church carry away
the treasures of enemies.

At God's command, the Church
shall spoil the enemies that spoiled

her.

A great part of the gold and silver

now obtained was afterward used in

building and furnishing the tabernacle.

The relation of God :—1. To human
outgoings. 2. To human hearts . 3.

to human treasures.

God is the proper owner of all trea-

sures, and can dispose of them as He
will.

The word rendered '' borrow " means
simply to ask (Psalm, 2— 8, ask), and
should be so translated. Israel had,

after their toil for the EgyptianSj &
right to ask their help on their de-

partui'e.
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That " spoiled " does not imply

robbery or injustice is evident from

its use by Laban's daughters (Gen.

xxxi. 16.

The Egyptians would be so overcome

by abject distress as to be ready to part

with a considerable portion of their

wealth, in order to get rid of a people

whose presence menaced them with

utter extermination.

God has many ways of balancing

accounts between the injured and the

injurious—of righting the oppressed,

and compelling those that have done
wrong, to make restitution ; for he

sits upon the throne, judging right

[Matthew Henry]'

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER III,

Verse 1. No vessels that God delights so

much to fill as broken vessels, contrite spirits.

*'H6 resistoth tho proud, and giveth grace to

the humble." Jam. xir. 6. The silver dew*

flow down from the mountains to the lowest

valleys. A humble soul that lies l«w, oh,

what sights of God has he ! what glories does

he behold, when the proud soul sees nothing.

He that is in the low pits and caves of the

earth sees the stars of the firmament, when
they who are upon the tops of the mountains
discern them not [21 Brooks],

Verse 2. The Church has been subject to

much persecution. The first was under the

Emperor Nero, thirty-one years after our

Lord's ascension. Multitudes were appre-

hended ; they were covered by the skins of

wild beasts, torn to pieces by devouring dogs
;

fastened to crosses, wrapt up in combustible

garments, that, when the daylight failed, they

might, like torches, serve to dispel the gloom
of night. For this tragical scene Nero lent

his own gardens; and thus the shrieks of

women burning to ashes supplied music and
diversion for their circus. The second was
under Domitian, in the year 95, and forty

thousand are supposed to have perished. The
third began in the third year of Trajan
in the year 100. The fourth under An-
tonius. The fifth began in the year 127,

under Severus, when great cruelties were
committed. The sixth began in the reign of

Maximus, in 235-7. The seventh, which was
the most dreadful ever known, began in 250,
under the Emperor Decius. The eighth began
in 257, under Valerian. The ninth was under
Aurelian in 274. The tenth began in the
nineteenth year of Diocletian, in 303. In this

dreadful persecution, which lasted ton years,

houses filled with Christians were set on fire,

and whole droves were twisted together with
ropes and cast into the sea. It is related that
seventeen thousand were slain in one month.
In this fiery persecution it is believed that
not fewer than one hiindred and forty-four
thousand Christians died by violence, besides
seven hundred thousand that died through
the banishments, or the public works to

vrhich they were condemned [^Beawnont].

Persecutions are beneficial to the righteous.
''^ey are a hail of precious stones, which, it

io true rob the vine of her leaves, but give
fcer possessor a more precious treasure instead
[AfH)n].
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The Church has sometimes been brought ta

so low and obscure a point that, if you will

follow her in history, it is by the track of her
blood ; and, if you would see her, it is by the
light of those fires in which her martyrs have
been burnt. Yet hath she still come through,

and survived all that wrath, and still shall

till she be made perfectly triumphant
\_Leighton].

A Roman Catholic king, who was bitter in

his opposition to the Protestant cause, had
been speaking of its downfall, and how it

would be brought about. A celebrated Pro-
testant replied, "Sire, it assuredly behoves
the Church of God, in whose name I speak, to

endure blows and not to strike them ; but
may it please you also to remember that it is

an anvil that has worn out many hammers."
As the flowers of water betony, with the

leaves and sprigs, though tbey die often, and
yearly

;
yet the root is aye-lasting from which

they come and to which they belong: so

though discipline and the outward beauty of

the Church change and often die, yet the
Church is aye-lasting and of all continuance.

Like as when trees are hewn down, much
more imps (offshoots) do spring up than the

boughs wore that were cut off ; so now, after

the slaughter of many godly men, more did

run into the Gospel, and that day by day,

than ever did
;

yea, and the blood of the
slain bodies was a certain watering of the new
plants springing up in the Church ; so that

a martyr in suffering doth not suffer for him-
self alone, but also for every man. For him-
self, he suffereth to be crowned ; for all men
he suffereth, to give them an example ; for

himself to his rest ; for every man to his

welfare.

As the fiery bush that Moses saw in the
Mount Horeb, which bush, for all that it was
on a flaming fire, yet did it not consume ; or

as the shining worm, that being cast into the
fire, doth not perish nor consume, but contra-

riwise, is thereby purged of filth and more
beautiful than if it were washed with all the

waters of the world ; even so such Christians

as are cast into the fire of affliction are not
consumed, but purged, tried, and purified.

" Far seen across the sandy wild.

Whore, like a solitary child,

He thoughtless roam'd and free,

One towering thorn was wrapt in flame—
Briglit without blazo it wont and came,
^ho would not turn and see ?" [Aei^].
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Verses 3-5. It is rocordcd of ono Sir "William

Champiaoy, in the reign of King Henry IIL,

that, living in Tower-stn et, London, he was
tlie first man that ever builded a turret on the

top of his house, that he might the bettor

overlook all his neighbours: but it so happened
that not long after, he was struck blind, so

that he who would see more than others, saw
just nothing at all. A sad judgment ! And
thus it is just with God, when men of towering,

high thoughts must needs be prying into those

arcana Dei (the hidden secrets of God), that

they should be struck blind on the place, and
«ome tumbling down in the midst of their so

serious inquiry. At the ascension of Christ,

it is said that he was taken up in a cloud

:

being entered into His presence chamber, a

curtain, as it were, was drawn to hinder His
disciples gazing and our further peeping

;
yet,

for all that, a man may be pius pulsator, though
not temerarins scrutator—he may modestly
knock at the door of God's secrets, but, if he
enter further, he may assure himself to be

more bold than welcome.

Verses 7 and 8. As the bees, although

they sometimes sting the hands and face of

the owner and master of them, yet they be

profitable in providing for him the sweet

honey and wax : even so an enemy, although

he persecute, injure, and wrong a good Chris-

tian, yet is he very profitable unto him, in

furthering him to heavenward, if so be that

by patience he possess his soul, and do pray

for him, as our Saviour Christ and Stephen
did.

The fish distressed, slides into the water,

and is relieved ; the bird flies to the dam, and
is shrouded under her wings; the child runs

to its parents; strike the dog, and he runs to

his master ; wound the soldier and he flies to

the army; and by way of antiperistasis (the

opposition of a contrary quality, by which the

quality opposed acquires strength), cold

makes the heat retire into the fire, and the

force thereof is greater. Thus, if mere natural

causes, whose goodness is finite, do cherish

their effects, how much more shall God, whose
goodness is infinite ! It is He, and He only,

that is the object of His people's trust in the

midst of their distress,—He is the first cause

of all things, and all things have recourse

unto Him.

Verse 9. Like as a father, having a young
infant sick of some sore disease, though the
child can speak never a word, is ready to

help it ; and if it can speak, yet, being full of

pain, cannot call for things as it ought, yet,

if the mother can by any signs guess at the
meaning of it, she will accept as much of it

as if it had spoken very plentifully—yea,

though it should say one thing and mean
another, she would give it according to the
moaning of it: even so the Lord, wno is filled

•witli the bowels of compassion towards us in

Christ, far above any father or mother, though
he delighteth to hear us pray unto Him, yet.

when, as by the extremity of our miseries, wo
are oppressed or distracted, so that we cannot
in any orderly manner pray unto him as we
ought, he allovveth of the sighs and sobs that

we offer up unto Him, and grante^h not so

much our words (which are none or few) as

the meaning of His Spirit, which is plentiful

in us [^Cawd7'n7/'].

Verse 10. As Samson, though he had
strength given him that he was able to have
defended the Israelites, and revenged them of

their enemies, yet he could not take upon him
the government of the people until such time
that the Lord had called him unto it : so,

likewise the ministers of the Word, albeit they
have never so notable gifts of knowledge,
utterance, etc., yet they are not in any case

to intrude themselves into the ministry, unless

they have a particular calling from the Lord
[Cawd7'aj/'].

Verse 12 There is an excellent story of

a young man that was at sea in a mighty,
raging tempest, and when all the passengers

were at their wits' end for fear, he only was
merry ; and when he was asked the reason of

his mirth, he answered that the pilot of the

ship was his father, and he knew that his

father would have a care of him. The great

and wise God, who is our Father, hath from
all eternity decreed what shall be the issues

of all wars, what the event of all troubles. He
is our pilot, He sits at the stern ; and though
the ship of the Church or State be in a sinking

condition, yet be of good comfort, our pilot

will have a care of us. There is nothing done
in the lower House of Parliament on earth but
what is first decreed in the higher house in

heaven. All the lesser wheels are ordered

and overruled by the upper. " Are not five

sparrows," saith Christ " sold for a farthing?"
One sparrow is not worth half a farthing, and
there is no man shall have half a farthing's

worth of harm more than God hath decreed
from all eternity [^Calamy^s Sermon\.

Verse 14. Tully relateth how Simonides,

being asked by Hiero, the king of Sicily, what
God was, desired one day to consider of it

;

and after one day being past, having not yet
found it out, desired two days more to consider

of it ; and, after two days, he desired three

;

and to conclude, he had at length no other

answer to return unto the king but tb's, that

the more he thought upon it, the more he
might; for the further he waded in the search

thereof, the further he was from the finding

of it. And thus Plato :
" What God is," saith

he, "that I know not; what He is not, that I

know," Most certain it is that God only, in

regard of Himself, knows Himself as dwelling

in the light inaccessible, whom never man saw
neither can see. Here, now, the well is not only

deep, but we want a bucket to draw withal. God
is iufiuite and never to be comprehended essen-

tially. Oh, then, that we could so much the
moi'e long to enjoy Him, by how much less

we are able to apprehend Ilim \_Spencer\.
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Tliouu'li tho sun is the source and fountain

of light, there is litth^ good in gazing at the

sun, except to get blinded. No one over saw

the better for looking the sun directly in the

face. It is a child's trick, grown up people

know better. We use the light which the sun

gives, to see by, and to search into all things

— the sun excepted. Him we cannot explore,

beyond what he reveals of himself in the

light and heat which he sheds upon us, and in

the colours by which he is refiocted from the

earth. There is no searching of the sun, our

eyes are too weak. How much less can we
search the sun's Creator, before whom the

myriads of suns are but as so many cloud

bodies ! His revelation of Himself in His

works and in His word, in His Son and in our

souls, is more than enough for us. Persons who
dare to go as they say in a director way to

Himself, are like children looking at the sun,

who, instead of getting more light and better

eyes, get less light and an infatuated eye

[J. Pulsford].

Hilary, an ancient Christian writer, says

these words charmed him, and gave him a

high opinion of Moses, before he became a

Christian, there being nothing so proper to

describe God by as this name \_Orton\.

Many heathens, copying from this expres-

sion, have inscribed it, or something like it,

on their temples. On the Delphic temple was
inscribed, according to Plutarch, the Gi'eek

word EI, which signifies " Thou dost exist."

Who ever conceived a more beautiful illus-

tration of this sublime text than the following

by Bishop Beveridge,—" * I am.' He doth not

say, I am their light, their guide, their strength,

or tower, but only ' I am.' He sets His hand,swB

it were to a blank, that His people may write

under it what they please that is good for

them. As if He should say, 'Are they weak ?

I am strength. Are they poor? I am all

riches. Are they in trouble ? 1 am comfort.

Are they sick ? I am health. Are they dying ?

I am life. Have they nothing ? I am all

things. 1 am wisdom and power. I am justice

and mercy. I am gx-ace and goodness. I am
glory, beauty, holiness, emiuency, supremacy,
perfection, all sufficiency, eternity ! Jehovah,
lam ! Whatever is amiable in itself, or desirable

unto them, that I am. Whatever is pure and
holy, whatsoever is great and pleasant, what-
soever is good or needful io make meu happy,
—that I am.'
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"When God would teach mankind His name,
He calls Himself the groat, ' I am,'
And leaves a blank ; believers may
Supply those things for which they pray.*

Verse 17. Like as, if a man were assured
there wore made for him a great purchase in

Spain or Turkey, so, as if he would but come
thither, he might enjoy it, he would not for-

bear to adventure the dangers of the sea, and
of his enemies also, if need were, that so he
might come to his own ; even so, seeing that

Christ Jesus hath made a purchase for us in

heaven, and there is nothing required of us,

but tliat we will come and enjoy it, we ought
to refuse no pains or fear in the way, but care-

fully strive to get in \_Cawdray'\.

Verses 19-20. Like as, if a man's foot, leg,

or arm be broken, with how great pain the

same is restored to its former estate all men
know ; but if any member of our body should

be broken twice or thrice, or more often, in

one and the self-same place, every man can
then judge how hard a thing it were for that

part to recover its perfect strength and health

again : even so fareth it in the ruptures and
wounds of our soul. If a man do commit sin

once or twice, and do uufeignedly, without
dissimulation, make his refuge to the medicine
of repentance, he doth out of hand obtain

health again, and that sometimes witliout any
scar or blemish of the disease past ; but if he
begin to add sins upon sins in such sort that

the wounds of the soul do ratlier putrefy

within him, by covering and defending them,
than heal, by repentance and confession, it is

to be feared such a one shall not find re-

pentance at commandment when he wisheth
for it \_Cawd7'ay'\.

Verse 20. As the course of a stream, being
stopped, it gathoreth a groat dam, and being
let suddenly go, it overfloweth all in its way

;

even so God's anger, being stayed a time, the

windows of heaven being opened, it will

(shortly, it is to be feai'ed) pour down on our
heads plentifully for the mmifold sins that

reign in every estate throLighout the whole
land.

As wet wood, although it be long burning,

yet will burn faster at last ; so the anger of

God, although it be long coming, yet it wiU
come «he fiercer at the last.
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CHAPTER rv.

CiJTTiCAL Notes.—25. A Moody husljand.] An unfortimate renderins:, bearing an opprobri-

ons tone foreign to the Hebrew which is more exactly (with Beniscli, Keil. Youn«^ i^nd others),

*' A bridegroom of blood," or " blood-bridegroom," "art thou to me." Coupiing the expressive

Hebrew plural "bloods" with the pircumslances of the case, we might perhaps render the origi-

nal, *'A spouse by bloody rites art thou to me." As Kurtz well puts it: '-Moses had been aa

good a"s taken from her by the deadly attack which had been made upon him. She purchased

bis life by the blood of her son ; the received him back, as it were, from the dead, and married

him anew ; he was, in fact, a bridegroom of blood to her." And thus the expression, while very

naturally showing a mother's instinctive repu,<:nance to a painful rite, is mainly charged with

the warm and tender emotion of revived nuptial love. Moses himself ought to have performed

the ceremony before. He had failed—very possibly out of undue regard to the Midianitish

aversion of his beloved Zipporah. No longer can such Gentile laxity bo allowed : Israel's leader

must die to all negkct of the holy Abrahamic covenant. Hence this arrest on the way—this

fiery ordeal. How natural it all seems, and how w^ell it all ends. Moses is purified, and in a

manner new born for his mission. His son is consecrat"d to Jehovah. His Gentile wife is taught

a valuable lesson, becomes more fitted for her noble husband than before, is drawn to him with a

deeper and purer love, and yet is reconciled to a most prudent return for a time to her father's

house. She shall have her reward : a little while and she shall be honourably brought back to

find, in the lone fugitive of her first love, the acknowleged leader of a ransomed nation (chap.

xviii). It is not the child that is the " bridegroom." It may be true, as Aben Ezra says,

that "It is customary for women to call a son when he is circumcised, bridegroom "—the cus-

tom itself may have sprung from a misunderstanding of this very passage
; but surely it is

very forced to attribute such an application of these words to Zipporah. That would involve

too sudden a rebound on her part from the feeling of repugnance to that of an almost mystical

admiration. Besides, the words "to me " are fatal to such an exposition : they decisively de-

termine the exclamation to the winning back of Moses to herself̂ rather than to the giving up of

the child to Jehovah,

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1—^.

The Degradation of Useful Things.

Moses held a rod in his hand—useful for support—for help—for advancement
—for protection—as a token of office—which, being cast upon the ground, lost

all capability for usefulness, became offensive, injurious, poisonous; but the

Divine command restored it to its original condition of utility and worth. This
incident is typical of much that is going on around us in every-day life, where
useful things, intended for the political, social, and moral good of men, are

so cast upon the ground and degraded, that they become positively inimicable to

the welfare of the race. Also, there is in the world a Divine power whereby all

this degradation is divested of moral injury, and restored to its original condition

of utility. We wish to regard this incident in a parabolic light :—I. That
man has, to an alarming extent, the ability to degrade useful things. " And he
cast it on the ground, and it became a serpent." 1. He lias the ability to degrade

Divine Truth. Heavenly truth and doctrine, as made known by God—as

enunciated in the Bible—when held as a rod in the hand of man for his moral
direction, guidance, and advancement—is most useful and absolutely needful to

his salvation ; but when, by profanity, by unholy doubt, by wilful rejection, by
cold scepticism, it is cast on the ground, it becomes a serpent, the enemy of man,
to predict his ruin. Who can look out upon the world without seeing to what an
alarming extent the sublime truths, books, people of God, are degraded by the
worldly and the sceptical ? AVe wonder that the men wlio occasion such degra-
dation do not flee from before their own profanity. 2. He has the ability to degrade

the pulpit. All must admit the great utility of tl^e piil})it, especially when they
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consider how it instructs the mind of the nation, how it appeals to the consciences

of men, and how it quickens and cultures the spiritual life of the Church. Yet,

how frequently is it cast u})on the ground, by giving forth uncertain doctrine, by

pandcrin'T to the sensational requirements of the age, and by ministerial Incon-

sistency. At such times it becouies as a serpent to inflict moral injury upon the

weak and scoffing. How many have been brought to reject religion by tho

unhallowed conduct of its professed teachers. May the Christian Church be

delivered from the venom of this serpent ! 3. He has the ability to degrade the

press. None will deny the utility of the press. It is the great instrument of

civilization—has done more than any other agency of human invention to instruct

the world in the truth of the Bible, in the mystery of science, in the philosophy

of history. If you were to remove the printing press out of the world,

men would soon return to the darkness of tiie middle ages. Yet, how has this

valuable instrumentality been degraded. Tliink of the pernicious literature that

it annually circulates, with inaccurate views of life—exciting, false, unhealthy—
alto"-ether enervating to the manhood of those who read it. This degradation of

the press is one of the most solemn and lamentable facts of tho age. It has indeed

become a serpent of the most formidable character, and is doing more to injure the

mental life of the young than perliaps anything else. 4. That men are often

terrified hy the degradation they have occasioned, " And Moses fled from tefore it."

No doubt many an infidel has fled from before the phantoms of his own unbelief,

and from before the dark abyss toward which his conscience has pointed him.

Many a fallen minister has fled from before the enormity of his own sin and j-uin.

And who will say that many a novel writer and newspaper contributor has not, in

quiet moments of reflection, trembled at the result of his own profanity. All men
will one day experience a desire to flee from before their sins, to escape their terrible

'•etribution. II. That there is in religion a restoring influence, whereby iis3f.il

tilings that have been degraded may be uplifted to their proper condition.

" And he put forth his hand, and caught it, and it became a rod in his hand."

1. This restoration is exclusive and extensive. It is exclusive in that it can only

be accomplished by religion. Nothing can re-change the serpents of daily life

into rods but the Word of God, and Divine influence working in the line of

human effort. God told Moses to put forth his hand and take it by the tail.

Men must do their part, then Heaven will help them in this great work of restora-

tion. Legislation cannot make a sceptic into a believer of Divine truth.

It may do much to suppress a pernicious literature, but with great difficulty, as

men immediately cry out for the freedom of the press ; it will never remove the

desire for a mental stimulant in the shape of unreal fiction. Education may
do something towards taming the serpents of human life, but it will leave

them serpents—it cannot change them into rods. This Christianity alone can do;

and hai)pily her influence is co-extensive with the degradation. Not one serpent

in the universe is beyond the charm of her voice. She can uplift the press. She

has done much already to purify it. Her Bible has already done much to reclaim

the literature of our land. It has, in fact, created a heavenly literature of its own^
whicli is exerting a most salutary influence upon thousands of human souls. Thus
the restoring influence of Christianity is not only exclusive, but all-extensive

in its capability. 2. This restoration is syvipathetic and happy. God has great

sympathy with the world, afflicted by these degradations, and sends the mitigating

influence of a peaceful religion to relieve its woe. And this token of pity and help—
this prophecy of hope— is welcome to, and happy in its effect upon, humanity.

A mind permeated with Divine truth, a pidpit refulgent with true piety, a press

sending forth to the world the uiessagesof Heaven, are happy results, and are the

chief outcome of Divine grace as purifying the heart of society. Learn—1. That
the creation of evil is within the power of man. 2. That our highest gifts maybe
prostrated to the lowest ends. 3. That it should be the aim of men to elevate ev^^rV'

thing wUh whioh they are brought into contact,
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

TfiR Lament of the Pulpit.

Verse 1. I. The Preacher has

frequently to lament the scepticism

of his congregation. " But behold

they will not believe me." Moses

^eared the Israelites would not credit

the probability of the freedom he

had to declare unto them. Insupera-

ble difficulties would appear in the

way. They would not sufficiently

take God into the matter. Ministers

have now to complain of this kind

of thing. Sinners are told that the

iutention of Heaven in reference to

ihem is their moral emancipation.

They reflect upon their natural wick-

edness—upon their wilful departure

from the law of God—and regard

the proclamation as visionary. They
despair of freedom from sin, self,

and 8atan. Ministers frequently carry

glorious tidings to their congregations

—the willingness of God to save them
there and then—the ultimate conquest

of goodness ; and yet are treated with

practical unbelief.

II. The Preacher has frequently to

lament the inattention of his con-

gregation. " Nor hearken unto my
voice." Nothing is worse on the part of

a congregation than inattention, and
disobedience to the messages of God.
The Divine claims are of the first

importance, and demand immediate

attention. They respect our future

—

they are for our spiritual good—they

design our eternal freedom. To such

a message all men ought to give the

most earnest heed.

III. The Preacher has frequently to

lament the querulous spirit of his con-

gregation. " For they will say the Lord
hath not appeared unto thee." How
many congregations practically ques-

tion the announcements of the pulpit.

They challenge the inspiration, the

Divine preparation, the Divine qualifi-

cation, the heavenly visions of their

teacher. And often they do this in

an unkind, factious spirit. They should

rather welcome him as from God, sent

and wishful to achieve their moral
freedom. This would be more to their

credit.

IV. That this conduct on the part

of congregations has a most depressing

influence on the minds of ministers.

How can a man preach to people whom
he knows are in the habit of practically

denying, or refusing his statements of

the Divine willingness to save them.

He needs the attention, sympathy,

prayers, help of those whom he seeks

to free from the tyranny of sin. He
has enough to contend with external

hindrances, with the opposition of

Pharaoh, without having added to it

that of the slave whose fetter he seeks

to break.

Human distrust is a difficulty which

every preacher, teacher, and holy la-

bourer has to encounter. All great

movements are carried by consent of

parties. God himself cannot re-estab-

lish moral order withoutthe concurrence

of the powers that have rebelled against

His rule. ... Aft«r all, the spiritual

labourer has less to do with the unbelief

of his hearers than with the instruction

and authority of God. We have to

ascertain what God the Lord would

have us say, and then to speak it simply

and lovingly, whether men will hear or

whether they will forbear. The preacher

must prepare himself for having doubts

thrown upon his authority; and he

must take care that his answer to such

doubts be as complete as the authority

itself. God alone can give the true

answer to human doubt. We are not

to encounter scepticism with merely

ingenious replies and clever arguments,

but in the power and grace of the Uving

God [City Temple],

How indisposed is man to believe

the testimony of God! Whether He
denounce vengeance upon obstinate

offenders, or promise acceptance, as-

sistance, and salvation to the returr ing

sinner, we are ever prone to question

His truth. Thus some are hardened

in presumption, others sink into de-

spondency, and others are discouraged,

and through unbelief continue heartless

in all they attempt. But the Lord
deals not with us according to our sins ;

else the strongest believer upon earth,
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instead of being saved by his faith,

might righteously be condemned for

his unbelief [^11envy and Scott].

Moses objects that in all probability

the people would not hearken to his

voice ; that is, tliey would not take his

bare word, unless he shewed them

some sign, which he had not yet been

instructed to do. God empowers him

to work miracles. Miracles are the

most convincing proof of a Divine

mission. But those who are employed

now to enforce the authenticated reve-

lation need not such testimonials ; both

their character and their doctrine

are to be tried by the Word of

God, to which they appeal [Henry and
Scott'].

We might suppose that Moses had
seen and heard enough to set his fears

entirely aside. The consuming lire in

the unconsumed bush, the condescend-

ing grace, the precious, endearing, and
comprehensive titles, the Divine com-
mission, the assurance of the Divine

presence—all these things might have

quelled any anxious thought, and im-

parted a settled assurance to the heart.

Still, however, Moses raises questions,

and still God answers them ; and each

successive question brings out fresh

grace [C. H. M.].

1. Present discouragements often

arise from former disappointments.

2. Wise and good men have some-
times a worse opinion of people than
they deserve. JMoses said "" they will

not believe me," and yet we find

(vei-se 31) " the people believed.'*

Dissatisfaction is incident to good
souls in difficulty, even after God has

answered all their questions.

Infirmity of faith moy make men
suggest things contrary to the promise
of God.
Men may tax others with unbelief,

and yet be unbelievers themselves.

The obstinacy of the human heart

often makes God's ministers despair of

success.

It is incident to sinners to deny the

appearance of God to His ministers
;

aud God's ministers are apt to regard

such denials as discouragements to

their work.
Why did Moses imagine that the

Israelites would not believe him ?

1. Because he knew that they were a

stiff-necked people. 2. Because he con-

sidered himself of insufficient authoi'ity

to command their respect. 3. Because
the power and tyranny of Pharaoh
would deter them from believing him.

4. Because they would think it unlikely

that God, who had never been seen by
man, should appear to him.

Verse 2. " What is that in thine

hand? And he said, a rod" A
staff—a shepherd's crook—the staff

which indicated his return to the pas-

toral habits of his fathers—the staff on
which he leaned amidst his desert wan-
derings—the staff with which he guided

his kinsman's flocks—the staff like that

still borne by Arab chiefs—this was to

be the humble instrument of Divine
power. ''In this"—as afterwards in

the yet humbler symbol of the cross

—

in this, the symbol of his simplicity, of

his exile, of his lowliness, the world

was to be conquered [The Jewish Chuixh,

hy Dean Stanley'].

"A rod"—probably the shepherd's

crook—among the Arabs ; a long staff,

with a curved head, varying from three

to six feet in length. ... God followeth

expostulations with resolutions to satisfy

the troubled souls of His servants.

God sometimes exercises His power
in connection with small things —a rod.

A rod:— 1. The subject of Divine
inquiry. 2. The token of a shepherds
ofiice. 3. The symbol of a leader's

power. 4. The prophecy of a nation's

freedom.

A Trivial Possession.

I. God frequently makes inquiry

about the most trivial possessions of

men. l.Have they been honourably fjaiiied?

2. Are they heiny put to theirproper use ?

3. Are they in a line with Divine power 9
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II. God frequently makes the most
trivial possessions of men teach great

truths 1. This shews the Divine adajda-

bitity to the circumstances ofmen. 2. This

shews the Divine wisdom in maling insig^
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nificant thinr/s teach Divine truth. 3. This

sheivs the Divine simplicity of the piano

a)fd purposes of Heaven.
III. That the most trivial possess-

sions are useful to others as well as

those to whom they belong. This rod

t;m2:]it the Israelites that God was
with Moses. So the smallest treasure

possessed by a man may at times be
instructive to other lives around Inm.

IV. That the most trivial posses-

sions of men prove after all the most
useful, and ought therefore to awaken
human gratitude. We are taught

here not to calculate the worth of things

by their market price, but according to

their adaptation to the circumstances

of life in which we may then be placed.

At this moment, and throughout the

conflict with Egypt, this rod was the

most valuable thing that Moses could

have possessed. There are times when
the smallest thinsjs become of the

greatest value. This is true when they

are used by God for the moral convic-

tion and freedom of others. Moses
would, throughout his life journey in

the wilderness, be thankful for the rod.

So we ought to be grateful to God that,

whether we have great possessions or

not, yet we have our little treasure

which renders happy and effective our

entire life mission.

God takes up the weakest instruments

to accomplish his mightiest ends. " A
rod," " a ram's horn," " a cake of barley

meal," " an earthen pitcher," " a shep-

herd's sling," anything, in short, when
used by God, will do the appointed

work. Men imagine that splendid ends

can only be reached by splendid means

;

but such is not God's way. He can use

a crawling worm as well as a scorching

sun—a gourd as well as a vehement
east wind [C. H. M.\

Verse 3. Varied suppositions as to

the meaning of this miracle :

—

1, That hereby Pharaoh is set forth,

who, at the first entering of the Hebrews
into Eiiypt, was as a rod, easy to be
handled, but afterwards as a serpent

;

and again, at the time of their going

out, he was as a rod, gentle and
liai-mless 2. That hereby the state of

the ciiildren of li-rael was set forth,

who at the first, under Joseph, had
dominion, signified by a rod, but
afterwards were cast down, and hated,

as a serpent ; but finally, at thoir going

out of Egypt, returned to their power
and authority again.

3. That hert^by was signified the

honour of God's judgments; till they

be brought none fear them ; but, being
brought, the very best are made to

tremble ; but, being renewed again, all

fear is taken away.
4. That Moses was set forth by this

staif : for he in himself, being but a

shepherd, obscure and living in exile,

was no more to Pharaoh to move him
than a staif in a shepherd's hand ; but,

going to him at the command of the

Lord, he became as the staff at his

command cast upon the ground—a ter-

rible serpent to him—he should not

need any other armies to terrify

Pharaoh; but, going with this staff,

by a Divine virtue, he should be made
to flee before him. But in that being
laid hold upon by Moses again, it is

turned into a staif , it was signified that

the same which should be terrible to

Pharaoh should be a comfort to Moses
and to Israel [Calvin'].

5. That hereby Christ crucified is

set forth, and by his death, subduing
the devil that he cannot hold the people

of the Lord any more in bondage, as

Pharaoh could not hold the Israelites

\Augustine\.

The serpent is entirely under the

hand of Christ ; and when he has
reached the highest point in his mad
career he shall be hurled into the lake

of fire, there to reap the fruits of his

work for ever [C. H. M.\
From the story of Moses' rod the

poets invented fables of the thyrsus of

Bacchus, and the caduceaus of Mercury.
Homer represents Mercury as taking

his rod to work miracles, precisely iu

the same way as God commanded
Moses to take his.

There are many serpents in the world
from which a good man should flee.

When God commandeth small things

he worketh miracles to confirm them.

The true transubstantiation of crea-

tures is the alcne work of God.
God's miracles may be terrible to hia

o7
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servants, when intended to be com-

fortable.

Sense is terrified at the miraculous

tokens of God.

Verse 4. Faith in God's word dare

meddle with the most terrible signs

from God.
God can make staves into serpents,

and serpents into staves, terrors to

enemies, and supports to His own.
^' Take it hy the taiiy Which was

dreadful to be done, because of the

antipathy and likely danger ; but faith

fortifies the heart against the fear of the

creature, and carries a man through the

difficulty of duty [T?-app],

I. That men have often to come into

contact with the morally sinful and
dangerous. Moses is brought into con-

tact with a serpent. Dangerous to him.

So good men are frequently obliged to

encounter the morally sinful—for com-
mercial—ministerial purposes—they are

thus rendered liable to the sting—con-

tagion of sin—and will, unless careful,

receive spiritual injury.

II. That good men should not

enter into contact with the morally

sinful and dangerous, except by the

direct permission of God. " And the

Lord 3aid unto Moses," etc. The good
are permitted to have intercourse with

worldly men, for ministerial and com-
mercial purposes—but they must re-

member that the Divine sanction

does not extend to anything but the

furthest point of contact. Moses was
only told to take the serpent by the tail.

There are many things in the world
that the good man is only to touch.

They are poisonous.

III. That when good men are

brought into contact with the morally
sinful and dangerous, they should

endeavour to aid its reformation.

" And he put forth his hand, and
caught it, and it became a rod in his

hand." The good may not take hold
of serpents for play, or for imagined
gratification, but only that they may
co-operate with the Divine power and
mercy in the holy work of restoration.

IV. That when good men achieve
the reformation of the morally
sinful and dangerous, they find

ample reward in the result. " And
it became a rod in his hand." How
many a good man has found that

the sinner converted by his instrumen-
tality has become a help—a stay—

a

moral power—in the spiritual life and
journeyings of his own soul ! Especially

do ministers find that their converts

become instruments in their hands for

great good to others.

Things that Frighten.

"And the Lord said unto Moses, put forth

thy hand, and take it by the tail."—Ex. iv. 4.

We may learn from tlie text, and the worJd
inamediately preceding, that

—

L In passing through, life we must expect

to meet with many things that will frighten

us.

II. We shall gain nothing by running
away.

III. The best thing we can do is to grapple

with them.

IV. Acting thus we may always rely upon
Divine aid {Christian World Pulpit^.

Verse 5. Miracles are given by God
to turn from unbelief to faith in the

Divine word.

True miracles are the only work of

the true God, the God of Abraham.
That God does much to render easy

and successful the mission of ihe true

preacher.

That the great thing for a preacher

to demonstrate to his people is that God
has appeared to him.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH^Verse 6—7

Leprosy as Emblematical of Doubt.

I. That as leprosy was the worst disease that could have been per-

mitted to the hand of Moses, so doubt of the Divine Word is the

most hurtful that can overtake the human mind, 1. Both are small in

their commencement. Leprosy first manifests itself as a little si)ot upon the skin.

Then it is not accompanied by any piin. Any one, unacquainted with the

malady, from seeing its first indication would have no idea that it was leprosy,
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and that its end would be so terrible. And so it is with doubt in reference to

divine truth. At first it presents itself to the mind in a very innocent form,

as a question, or as a suspicion. There is no mental grief or conflict. The
soul has no idea that a terrible moral sickness is coming upon it, but regards

the little indication of unbelief as an effort of investigation, and brave progress.

Whereas if it was acqiuiinted with the reality of the case it would see the first

spot of mental leprosy. 2. Both are progressive in their development. That
spot of leprosy does not long remain such—it grows larger— spreads wider

—

from limb to limb—until the entire system is full of it—and the whole man is

covered with it. So it is with doubt. It does not long remain as a question—or

as a suspicion of the truth— it advances to great uncertainty—to dimness of

moral vision—until the mind is plunged into an impenetrable gloom. The man
no longer doubts one truth, but all truth; the entire habit of his soul is rendered

sceptical to heavenly things. 3. Both are gloomy in their forebodings. What
dark and terrible forebodings would naturally occupy the soul of the leper, after

the first terror and consciousness of the disease had come upon him. He would
feel that certain death was before him—that no remedy—care—skill could attain

his recovery. The grim shadow of the future would ever rest upon his soul.

Life would be a burden to him. And who can describe the painful forebodings

which fill a sceptical mind. There are the inner reasonings of the soul— there are

bitter cries for light and truth. In quiet moments the conscience reveals another

life—an eternal destiny— toward which the man is travelling, and the thought of

its mystery fills him with awe. In fact all the doctrines of the Bible are turned

by his scepticism into phantoms, which haunt him ever, and torment him with a

sad prophecy of his awful future. 4 Both are isolating in their tendency. The
leper had to be separated from his family—from his neighbours—friends—com-
panions—he had to go into solitude and loneliness— away from all the active

sceree of life In all probability his malady was contagious. Equally has doubt

an iso^iitiug tendency—how often has it broken up families and near friendships.

Scepticism throws a man in upon himself too much—it alienates his sympathy
from those who differ from him in opinion—it places him without the

spiritual enjoyments of the church—and renders him intensely lonely in spirit.

Doubt is also contagious—it spreads not only from subject to subject/—but from
person to person—by speech—by argument—and thus, if it does not isolate

itself—the community ought to demand its removal—especially from near the

young. 5. Both are paralysing in their influence. How thoroughly paralysed are

the limbs of the leper. They are withered. They are incapable of activity.

They are almost useless to him. And so what a paralysing influence has doubt.

It paralyses the mental faculties of man, rendering them almost incapable of a
healthful and vigorous investigation of truth. It paralyses the sympathies of

men—rendering them almost incapable of pity. It paralyses the activity of men

—

rendering them almost incapable of spiritual effort in the church of Christ. 6.

Both are deadly in their result. In the system of the leper all vitality is destroyed

—there is no play of physical energy—all the streams of life have been one by
one dried up— its ultimate issue is the grave. Equally deadly is the issue of

scepticism. It destroys mental vitality, and its sad destiny is the second death,

far more awful than the first. II. That as leprosy comes upon men unex-

pectedly, so does doubt upon the human mind. The leprosy generally comes
suddenly and unexpectedly upon the individual afflicted thereby, although it

might have been lurking long within his physical constitution. And so it is with

scepticism and doubt. It comes unexpected upon the mind, it may have been
hiding there for months; the thinker knows not where he has imbibed it, from
what book, conversation, or series of mental reasonings. The germ of scepticism

often remains long concealed in the human mind, its workings are subtle, and
we know not what will be the extent of their future harvest. III. That aS

lepiot^y could only be removed by the Divine touch , so human doubt
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can only te removed by communion with God. We read iu the New Tqi
tameiit of a l(>pi'r coming to Christ, and being healed by the Divine touch
The coming of tiuit wretched man to the Saviour must be typical of tiie ad
vent of all doubting sceptical souls to him, and the result will be equally bene
licial and ha{)py. Such a mental and moral attitude will not be healed bv
logic—by argument—by entreaty—by persuasion — but only by a personal and
spiritual interview with the Saviour. True prayer is the only cure for unbelief.
Leakn: 1. To watch the first outgoings of the mind in relation to Divine truth,

2. Not to cultivate a captious spirit in relation to heavenly things, 3. To spend
much time in communion icUh the Kternal Truth,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 6. Varied suppositions as to

the meaning of this miracle- 1. Some
give it a moral signihcation—as that

the leprous hand of Moses sheweth the

works of the law that justiiieth not

2. Some give it a mystical signification

—that the hprous hand of the syna-

gogue of the Jews was cast off as tlie

leprous person out of the house, and
the hand restored bet(jkeneth the

Gentile Church adopted instead of the

Jewish \Avgustine\ 3. Some refer it

to Christ, that he being the hand, that

is, the power of his Father, by taking
our nature upon him, became as it were
leprous, that is deformed, by his suffer-

ings and passion, but by his resurrection

and ascension His glory appeareth
4. Some give it an historical signi-

fication—by the leprous hand they
understand the miserable state of the
Hebrews in the time of their cruel ser-

vitude, who in their deliverance received
their former liberty. 5. Some think
that the leprous hand signitieth the
pollutions of Egypt, wherewith Israel

was defiled, who being delivered were
restored to the true worship of God.
6. That the first sending of Moses to

the Israelites brought upon them more
cruel treatment, but his after ministry
brought them joy and deliverance.

7. That the hand being the instrument
of working, betokeneth the ministry
and authority of Moses, and that God

Leprous

I. " Leprous as snow." Then our
moral condition is a picture of woe.
\\ hat more pitiable sight than a leper

—

with a fearful disease running throujzh

his veins. An outcast in the world. Ci-n-

template the sinner. His natural bias

to evil. Surrounded by his vices. He
60

would use a weak instrument to eflTect

His will, Moses having lived a long
time in banishment seemed a thing
leprous and vile, yet God should in

this His service make him a glorious
vessel and instrument. 8. That as
the leprosy is only cured by God so
their deliverance was only God's work,
and to humble Moses by the remem-
brance of his own infirmity. 9. As
far as the intrinsic signiticancy of
the sign is concerned, it was evidently
calculated to teach that whatever it

new, vigorous, vital, and flourishing,

may at once be withered at the word of

Omnipotence ; aud again with equal
facility restored to its pristine condition
[Bush:, .

Power for Gods
Human hands weak
service. 2. Sanctified

attained from God.
worker must be humble, but not
iujpotent or j^aralytic in hand.

''-Leprous as snow." The white lep-
rosy was that form with which the
Hebrews were best acquainted, and the
most difficult of cure.

God sometimes commands His ser-
vants in order to disease and try them.
A sudden change from soundness to

leprosy is God's miracle.

That there are timesand circumstances
when the use of legitimate things may
prove injurious.

AS Snow.

is restless. Pie is grief-stricken. He
is without virtuous friendship. Truly
he presents a sad spectacle. Contem-
plate the world— its passion and pride
—its heathenism— superstition— and
crime—it is ''' leprous as snow."

11, "Leprous as snow." Then oui

service:—1.

and unfit for

power is only

3. Hence the
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moral condition is an argument and a
plea for Divine help. Would not a
leper excite the pity of all who saw him.

So our moral woe is a forceful appeal

to the Divine mercy. Our grief is a
prayer for the exercise of Divine power.

Human aid is ineffective here. Men
may pity the sinner. Only God can

for the sinner. Spiritual life courses

richly through his soul. lie is sur-

rounded by heavenly companions, and
animated by new hopes. His unrest

is calmed. His grief is removed. His
moral disease is healed. He is indeed
a trophy of Divine grace.

IV. " Leprous as snow." Then the
heal his leprosy. Every siimer in the greatest sinner is within the reach of

universe is an object of Divine compas- Divine restoration. Your leprosy may
sion. But wicked men will not allow be of the worst kind—may have been

the argument of their misery to find its long continued—yet there is hope. For
conclusion in their moral reformation

;
the sympathiser is Divine. The healer

they will not permit the prayer of

their grief to be answered, they re-

fuse the pardon it would obtain.

III. " Leprous as snow." Then our
moral conversion is a triumph of

Divine grace. What a conversion for

a leper to become a healthy, vigorous

man. What a change in all his surround-

ings. How happy. How benevolent.

So it is equally a marvellous transition miraculously by His word.

Soul-Instruction.

is God. Wherefore He is able to save

to the uttermost, etc.

Verse 7. After trial God commands
His servants again in order to healing.

God answers the obedience of His
servants with wonderful healing.

It is God's prerogative alone to send
disease and healing to his creatures,

I. As undertaken by a Divine

Teacher. The Divine Being is here

instructing Moses about his mission to

Israel. There are many instructors of

human souls in the world. God is the

supreme. There are lessons for every

man to learn which heaven only can

teach. Happy the soul that receives

the lesson of its life from God. Minis-

ters who aim to instruct the souls of

men are in true sympathy with the

Divine.

II. As emplojmig the most impres-

sive symbolism. The burning bush.

The rod turned into a serpent. The
hand made leprous. The Divine teach-

ing is always suggestive, never exhaus-

tive. Heaven has always fine il-

lustrations at command in which to

convey truth. Hence our attention

is gained. Our souls are impressed.

We are made to feel that duty is im-

perative and responsible, and to prepare

for its discharge. The pulpit would be

much more effective in its work of soul-

instruction if it employed more im-
pressive imagery.

III. As occupying but a short

space of time. The Divine Being
was not long in giving these signs

to Moses, they followed in quick suc-

cession. Heaven is spontaneous in

its teaching. It can teach a soul an
eternal lesson in a moment. Ministers

in these days are too long in their com-
munication of spiritual truth. They
spend too much time on detail.

IV. As preparing for important duty.

God is preparing Moses to achieve the

freedom of Israel. The Divine instruc-

tion always has a definite result in

view. It is not aimless. It is not
random. It is designed not merely to

make men clever, but to give them the

power of moral emancipation. God
teaches human souls not merely for

their own welfare, but that they may
make a practical use of their know-
ledge by striving to enhance the spiritual

condition of humanity.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 8, 9.

The Divine Treatment of Human Doubt.

I. That the Divine Being recognises the p_ jbabiKty that men will not wel-

come the truth upon its first presentation to them. '' And it shall come
to pass, if they will not believe thee, neither hearken to the voice of the first sign,"

6i
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etc. If this history had not been complete before us, we should ha^ 3 imagined

that the Israelites would at once have welcomed the message which Moses had to

declare unto them, and that they would immediately have received him as their

deliverer. 1. The message he pi'oclaimed was adapted to their condttion. They
were slaves ; he preached to ihom of freedom. Tlieir lives were saddened by

oppression; he announced the removal of their tyranny. They were degraded;

he proclaimed to them moral elevation. In this light how astonishing is their

unbelief. We should have expected that the Israelites would have gladly

responded to his voice, and have followed him to demand of Pharaoh their

release. Equally surprising is the unbelief of men to-day in reference to the

Gospel. It announces the moral freedom of humanity, of release from the

tyranny of sin, from envy, from disappointment, from degradation, and in place

thereof to give enjoyment, rest, and ultimately heaven. Yet men hesitate to

believe the glad news, or to receive those who bring it. Is it not surprising that

men should reject a Gospel so thoroughly adapted to their moral need. See the

folly of unbelief, in that it will not accept a divine freedom of soul when benevo-

lently offered. The tendency of all unbelief is to intensify the slavery of the

moral nature. 2. The message he proclaimed was wonderfully simple. It was
simply a message of freedom. True, at certain points this proclamation of Israel's

freedom bordered on the supernatural and sublime, as when associated with

the mystery of the burning bush, with the progressive revelation of the name of

God, and with the difficulties to be overcome in the future ; yet this was but

natural, as freedom, w^herever found, must inevitably be connected with mystery,

as it is the work of God. Yet the message of freedom to Israel was simple. Their
bondage was acknowledged. Here is a leader. They have the power of numbers

;

They have the aid of Heaven. What great mystery, then, in its practical side, could

their freedom present ? And so the truth of the Gospel presented for the credence

of humanity is simple. It is but a message of moral freedom. True, there are points

at which it enters into the mystery of God; but this fact ought to make the freedom
more probable, as it is an indication of Divine thought and energy. But unbelief

is associated with prejudice, sees difficulties in the most simple truth, and even
rejects a freedom which one effort to attain would demonstrate to be true. 3.

The message he proclaimed was Divinely authenticated. The Israelites were not

called merely to receive the tidings of their freedom upon the bare word of Moses,
althougli that ought to have commanded their attention, but upon the evidence of

the Divine power. Moses was empowered to work miracles before them, so that,

reasoning from the evidence of sense, they might attain ultimately to the evidence

of faith. But miracles will not convince a sceptic. His unbelief will question

their reality. Scepticism is well-nigh invincible. It is certainly unreasonable.

The gospel of freedom now proclaimed to men is well authenticated by prophecy,

and miracle, by its internal consistency and purity, and by its external achieve-

ments and progress. It bears Divine credentials. Yet men will not believe it.

They call it fable Truly God miglit well tell Moses that the fii'st sign would
not win the confidence of Israel, even though the message he proclaimed was
what they needed, was simple in its meaning, was well authenticated in its evi-

dence, and sublimely grand in its destiny. Ministers of Christ know right well,

and may truly wonder, that their hearers do not more (jfteu embrace the truth upon
its first presentation to them, impelled not only by the w( e of sin, but also by
the well-authenticated grace of God. II. That the Divine Being mercifully
makes provision for the conviction and persuasion of men in refeience to the
reaUty of the truth proclaimed; notwithstanding their confirmed unbeUef.
" And it shall come to pass, if they will not believe also these two signs, neither

hearken to thy voice, that thou shalt take of the water of the river," etc. 1. This

method of treatment is considerate. It woul'l be considerate towards thr Isi-aelites ;

it recognised their degraded position, aiiil th ii- consequent difiiculty of entering
into a message of freedom, however simple in its terms. Much of the unbelief
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of the Gospel arises from the moral dej^radation of men. They consider the

freedom of a degraded soul an improbability. This method of treatment is con-

siderate toward the mental and moral condition of the race, and gives men
repeated opportunities for examination in reference to the truth. The truth is

not arbitrary in its demand of credence. It gives every facility for complete inves-

tigation. In fact it is often much more considerate than many who pretend

to advocate its claims. 2. This method of treatment is merciful. The Divine Being

might have required the Israelites to have credited the message of their freedom

on the bare word of Moses ; or, He might have given them one token of approval,

and then have left them to their own reasonings and effort. But not so. He gave

sign after sign, to convince them of the necessity and likelihood of their

freedom as declared by Moses. So, we have been repeatedly urged to welcome
the salvation of Christ, the glad tidings of the Gospel. Have we not had many
tokens of its divinity ? Truly we have. God might have left Himself without

a witness, but He has not done so, and this merciful arrangement is in harmony
with the holy and kindly freedom He offers to our souls. 3. This method of
treatment is condescending. III. That the persistent unbelief of men is likely to

awaken evidences of truth indicative of the Divine displeasure. "And the

water which thou takest out of the river shall become blood upon the dry

land." 1. Evidences that recall past sorrows. Moses was to take water from the

river, and it should be turned into blood. This would remind the Israelites of the

murder of their children in those waters. So if we are persistent in our unbelief,

God can make recollections of past grief come anew to our minds with deep sig-

nificance of woe, to give .emphasis to the Gospel He wishes us to welcome.

2. Evidences prophetic of future woe. Who can tell the depth of meaning there

would be to Israel in this miracle of the water being turned into blood ? It

would indicate a strange and unhappy transition in their condition, if they em-
braced not the message of Moses. And so God wiU send evidence of the truth

to convince the unbelieving which shall but faintly foreshadow their end if they

obey not the Gospel

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 8. These signs were spoken 3. His knowledge of the Divine name.
to the ear of reason, if not of sense :

—

4. His supreme moral power—and, 5.

" They will believe the voice of the latter Intimate communion with God — is

sign.'' This is not, perhaps, to be un- exposed to the unbelief of those whom
derstood as a positive affirmation ; for he seeks to benefit,

the next verse intimates the possibility Miracles at first may miss their end,
that they may require still further evi- and not persuade men to faith,

dence. The words appear designed to Second miracles may do that which
express the intrinsic adaptedness of the the first failed to effect,

signs to produce belief, or the effect God's word and promise alone can
which might be reasonably .anticipated make miracles themselves effectual

from their exhibition. The circum- means of faith.

stance strikingly shews the extent of Miracles have voices which should
the Divine indulgence. The perverse command faith and obedience,
rejection of the great sign alone would '' The voice of the first sign :

"—I. It
clearly show them unworthy of being speaks of the thraldrom of man. 11.

favoured with another. But God mul- It speaks of the inability of man to
tiplies mercies, even when judgments liberate himself therefrom. III. It
are most richly deserved. He gives speaks of the agency that God has
sign upon sign, as well as line upon provided fer the freedom of man.
line [Bush'\. IV. It Speaks of the strange unwil-

Tiiat a true minister, notwitstanding Ungness of man to credit the tidings of
1. His call. 2. His spiritual preparation, freedom.
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Verse 9. " TaJce of the water of the when poured upon the dry ground \A.

river
'^— that is, of the river Nile. Clarke'].

Thus, it would appear, was a miracle The obstinacy of unbelief:—It wi'l

to be wrought for the confirmation of reject the truth. 1. In opposition to

Moses' calling before the Israelites, and tlie word of Him by whom it is brouglit.

not before the Egyptians; for in that 2. In opposition to the Divine power by

mentioned (Chapter vii. 17), the waters which it is accompanied. 3. In op-

in the river were to bo turned into position to the benevolent design it

blood ; here the water taken out of the contemplates. 4. In opposition to

river, this was done before the elders accumulative demonstration.

of Israel ; but that was turned into God trebleth His indulgence to help

blood before Pharaoh, and continued the infirmities of His servants.

so seven days, to his great annoyance. It is natural to sinful man to mis-

The Kile was venerated as a divinity, trust the wonders of God.
under the name Hapi, cognate, if Such incredulity may discourage

not identical, with Apis. Its waters God's wonder-working instruments in

were therefore regarded as sacred, and their work.

highly esteemed as salubrious to the God knoweth this evil of men, and
drinker, and fertilizing to the soil. If permits it— but not approves it.

Moses was endowed with the power to God works not only strange, but ter-

tum these waters into blood, it was rible signs to make sinners believe

a pledge that his delegated power When God giveth forth His word,
should prevail over all the power of water shall blood the land, not water it.

^SyP** AVhen waters are made blood-guilty,

This sign also denoted that the time they are justly turned into blood,

was now at hand when God would Signs demonstrative of God's power,
judge the Egyptians for the death of unto His servants, are vindictive unto
the Hebrew infants, whose blood they His enemies.

had shed in the waters. God is willing more abundantly to

Some would yield to the evidence of show the truth of His word, and is

the first miracle ; others would hesitate not sparing in His proofs ; the multi-

till they had seen the second ; and others tude and variety of the miracles cor-

would not believe till they had seen the roborate the evidence.

water of the Nile turned into blood, Unbelief shall be left inexcusable,

and convicted of a wilful obstinacy.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH— Verses 10—14.

The Objections Made to Religious Service,

I. These objections were made after God had given him a full insight into the
nature ofthe service required. 1. The insight given to Moses was infallible. It
had been Divmely imparted. God had appeared to him in the burning bush
had mformed him of the bitter servitude of Israel, and of His intention to achieve
their freedom through his instrumentality. Moses could not be mistaken in all
this. His observation and hearing had not been deceived. He could retrace
his own mental and moral experience occasioned by the phenomenon. Nor
was the burning bush the only token that he had received, but he had also long
communion with God. The Divine name, in all its significance and grandeur
was unfolded to the vision of his soul. And the sacred presence before which he
stood, had made him feel that his mission to Israel was a solemn reality, requiring
all the energy and devotion of his nature. Thus, had an insight into the nature
—requirements—success—-and method of his work been Divinely and infallibly
comnQunicated to him. And good people in these days have an equally infalhble
insight into the religious service that is required of them. It is found in the
Uible. It IS given in the life of Christ. It is seen in the moral want of
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humanity. They learn it not fronri the burning bramb1e-biish, not from the

audible voice of God, not from the miraculous turning of rods into serpents,

but in hours of quiet couimunion with the Infinite; in times of severe grief the

soul is infallibly taught the meaning of these great calls to service. 2. The

insight given into the miture of this service was forceful. What could have been

more sublime, more instructive, more impressive, and consequently more cal-

culated to command attention and obedience, than a service made known by such

a grand display of heavenly glory, of the Divine name, and of the Divine

power. This was designed to lend moral force to the duty made known to

the desert shepherd. And so in these days our calls to spiritual service come to

us full of heavenly meaning and grandeur. They gather emphasis from our lonely

and dependent condition, from the fact that they come from God, from the fact

that they plead the cross of Christ as a claim upon our obedience, from the fact that

all the motives of the Bible are on their side, and from the fact that there is given

a Divine inspiration to enable us to perform them. Every enlightened conscience

knows the forcefulness of these Divine appeals. Let us not be found disobedient

to duty so impressively made known, so solemnly required, and so awful in

its possibility of eternal retribution. 3. The i/isight given into the nature of this

service ivas sympathetic. God did not merely tell Mo.'^es of the work he had to perform

in relation to the freedom of Israel, and then withdraw Himself from the vision

of the bewildered shepherd, but remained for a length of time in coversation

with him, answering questions, dispelling doubts, removing difficulties, giving a

new revelation of the Supreme life, and finally delegating to him the Divine power.

Hence the Divine Being manifested the truest sympathy, the sympathy of friendly

intercourse and help, with Moses in his very arduous undertaking. " Certainly

I will be with thee,"—nothing could have been more sympathetic than this. And so,

to-day, good men have given to them a sympathetic insight into the service that is

required of them. God bears with their moral weakness. Answers their objec-

tion. Forewarns them of difficulty. Inspires them with bright hopes. Announces
Himself as their unerring Friend and Guide. II. These objections frequently

arise from an undue consciousness of self. 1. From a consciousness of natural in-

firmity. " And Moses said unto the Lord, O my Lord, I am not eloquent," etc.

Moses has now narrowed the mission to himself and his own ability for it, leaving

altogether out of calculation his heavenly prepaiation, and the Divine promise of

help. And here is the weakness of an undue consciousness of self, in that it tends to

put God out of our service. Unaided hunum ability cannot achieve the service of

God. If Moses had been eloquent he could not have accomplished the freedom of

Israel without the Divine aid. In undertaking moral service, men must not think

too much about their own physical, mental, or moral capabilities, but mainly of Him
who has called them to the work. He can make provision for all their defects.

It is quite true that many good people have a natural hindrance to religious

work—they are slow of speech—they find it difficult to pray in a prayer meeting
—or to undertake any duty requiring publicity—but this does not place them
outside the range of service. God sometimes calls such to achieve the freedom
of the slave. It ought to inspire within them a more thorough determination

to rely on Divine help. Silence is often more eloquent and valuable than
speech. 2. From a siqyposition of moral incapacity. Moses did not think him-
self capable of securing the freedom of a vast nation like Israel, a nation of

such historic grandeur, and of such holy moral relationships and covenant,

hence distrustful of self, he cried, ''Who am I?" And this feeling of inca-

pacity is frequently shared by good men when they are called to the performance
of religious service. And apart from the Divine call, preparation, and help, all

men are totally unfit for such work, but the vision of heaven and the revelation

of God are calculated to lift them above their natural infirmities, to place them
on a level with their duty, and enable them to rise superior to difficulty. The
caU of God i;3 calculated to educate all the sublime tendencies of the soul, and
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render men fit for heroic toil. 3. That rather than S3lf^ God must he the supreme

idea of the soul when about to enter upon religious service. At such times the goo 1

man must forget his natural infirmity for service in the aU-al)sorhing thought of

the Divine love, companionship, and power. His soul must rest in the arms

of the Infinite, and catching the smile of the Divine face, it will ever be cheered,

and inspired for duty, and in the happiness of such an experience, all painful

thoughts of self will be excluded from the mind. The Christian service of men
in these days retains too feebly the thought of God, hence its unrest, its inefficiency.

Our hearts should be a temple in which qyqvj act of service should be rendered

to the Infinite. III. These objections do not sufficiently regard the efficiency of

the Divine help that is promised in the service. " Now therefore go, and I will

be with thy mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say.'* 1. The Divine help is

ad^Ued to our natural infirmitij. God promised to aid the speech of Moses. And
so it is now. God always meets men, in the performance of their religious service,

at the point of their weakness. The natural powers of men are used in the

missions of God. The Divine plan is to strengthen them if weak; to guide them if

strong. If v>ur natural infirmity is diffidence, God will give us coui-age. He
sends power and help to men in that department of soul where it is most needed.

It is far better to have God joined to our infirmity, than to have the eloquent

tongue without Him. Tlius there are times when an infirmity may be of

inestimable adva.itage to a Christian worker. 2. The Divinehelp is adapted to our

full requirement. God did not merely promise to aid the speech of Moses, but also

to teach him what he should say. So in the Christian service of to-day, good
men are not merely aided in the line of their natural infirmity, but also

to the extent of their requirement. See the variety of the Divine help given to

Moses: the vision of the bush; the revelation of the great Name ; an insight

into the success of his mi>'sion ; the miracle. Thus, not merely was he aided in

speech, but in all the need of his soul. A grand encouragement for Christian

workers to-day. God is with us to the fuU extent of our want. IV« These ob-

jections are a reflection on the propriety of the Divine selection for the service.

" And the Lord said unto him, Who hath made man's mouth," etc. 1. This method

of conduct is ungrateful. Instead of mentioning this one natural infirmity, Moses
ought to have been thankful that he had so many aids to the work required of him.

Was the impediment of speech more to him than the vision, revelation, and miracles

with which he had been favoured? Certainly not. Hence his ingratitude. Moses
has many imitators to-day. Men are called to religious service. But instead of

reviewing their favourable circumstances, the holy qualifications that have been
imparted to their souls, they fix their attention upon one drawback untu they

complain and become discontented. What ingratitude! 2. This method of con-

duct is irreverent. Moses ought to have remembered that he was in converse with
God, that he was commanded by God to this work. This ought to have subdued
his mind. It ouglit to have silenced objection. He is not now paying sufiicient

deference to the Divine presence. So, good men should ever remember that it is

God who calls tliem to service, and tiiat therefore they must merge all their natural
reasonings into a faithful compliance with His will. We must be more reverent

in our service-relations with Heaven. V. Tiiese objections do not sufficiently

recogni£e the dignity and honour v^rhich the service will command; 1. There
was the honour of achieving the freedom of a vast nation. 2. There was the honour

of conquering a Ujrant king. 3. There was the honour of becoming the Lawgiver oj

the world. All religious service is honourable, and this is especially shewn in the
history of Mos-es. It elevated him fi-om the sheepfold to the throne. Instead of

the crook it gave him the sceptre. And many a man, whose name is known to

fame and history, has gained eminence through co-operation with the providence
of God, and undertaking a work for the moral good of men If men did but
realise the dignity of religious service, they would never be deterred from it by
their own natuial infirmities. VI. These objections are liable to awaken the
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Divine displeasure. '' And the anger of tne Lord was kindled against Moses."

1. This anger may he manifested in our removal from service. 2. This an.ger may

be manifested hy the positive infliction of penalty. 3. This anger may occa^

slon our moral ruin. It is dangerous to triiie or contend with the Divine call to

religious duty. There is a point beyond which God will not permit a human

Bouf to do so. Our prompt obedience will be Uie most welcome to hoaven, the

most effective in service, and the mo^t kindly to others, whom our disobedience

mii^ht have called into perilous prominence, Aaron. Learn:—1. Good men

ought to know better than to object to the service of God. 2. That in the service of

God, men find the highest reward, 3. That in the service of God, men attaineth

divinest immortality,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 10. 1. Some suppose that Moses

being astonished with God's glory,

since his beginning to talk with Him,

which they gather was three days, one

after another, was thus disabled in the

use of his tongue, and thoug'h eloquent

before, yet now in this Divine mission

he seemed a child unto himself, and

unable to speak to men. (Philo., Origin.,

Gregory). But this supposition is

plainly against the meaning of the

text, which is as if Moses had said, *' I

have not only wanted eloquence hereto-

fore, but ever since thou has spoken to

me. I have not found this faultamended."

And if he had only at this time been

taken with a lack of words, there would

have been no need for the oratorical

help of Aaron afterwards,

r— 2. Some imagine that Moses had

I
been a shepherd so long that he had,

to a large extent, lost the power of

words.
^ 3. Some imagine that Moses meant

\ his inability to speak to Pharoah in the

\ Egyptian tongue,

r- 4. Some imagine that Moses had a

natural impediment in his speech,

p- 5. Probably Moses found a diffi-

culty in readily expressing his thoughts.

He was slow of speech. And such an

instrument did God choose foi his own
greater glory ; and thus doth Moses

write of himself, laying open his im-

perfections, and backwardness in obey-

ing God's calling in humility ; whereby

we must also learn to lay open and con-

fess 01 r own faults, that they may be

forgiven unto us out of God's mercy

Moses had not that first, second, or

third of an orator, elocution, or pro-

nounciation. And yet God made

choice of him rather than eloquent

Aaron to pray (Exodus xvii. 12).

Not gifts but graces prevail in prayer

Moses still continues backward to

the service God had designed him for;

we can no longer impute it to humility

and modesty, but must own tliat there

was too much of cowardice, slothful-

ness, and unbelief in it. Moses pleads

that he was no orator. He was a man
of clear head, great thought, and solid

judgment, but had not a voluble tongue,

or ready utterance. We must not

judge of men by the readiness and

fluency of I'leir discourse. What he

said distilled as the dew. Christ's

disciples were no orators, till the spirit

made them such [Henry and Scott~\.

God docs not always make it appear

that he hath furnished men for services

till they are actually called to engage

in them, but we may depend upon Him
to qualify us for whatever He com-

mands us to do. All knowledge, wis-

dom, and utterance, with every good

gift, are derived from Him ; but many
endowanents are supposed needful or

useful in the public service of God and

His Church, which He pours contempt

upon, as mere tinsel, worthless, if ni)t

pernicious. Such are all the studied

and affected arts of human oratory,

whicii the great apostle would not con-

descend to employ, '' that the faith " of

the people "should not stand in tlie

wisdom of man, but in the power of

God ' [Scott].

Let a man look unto himself, and

measure lu.s work by himself, and the

movement of his life will be downward
and exhaustive. Let him look away
from himself to the Inspirer of his life,
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and the Divine reward of his labonrs,

and lie Avill not so ninch as see the difli-

culties wliich may stand ever so thickly

in h\s way \^Citi/ Temple].

Infirmity of faith maketh those called

by God to object to the service He
commands of them.

Miracles sometimes Avill not silence

fluch objections of doubting souls.

Unwilling souls for God's work aro

apt to plead real infirmities for excuse.

Weakness of faith will urge against

God's call, not only self-insufficiency,

but also the lack of Divine supply in

the direction of infirmity.

Infirmity in speech may be an argu-

ment to men against the work of God,
but it is not to God Himself.

Eloquence.

I. " I am not eloquent." Then true

eloquence may have its use:— 1. To
explain Divine Truth. 2. To inspire

men with the thought offreedom. 3. To
manifest the perfection of the gift of
speech.

II. "I am not eloquent." Then
do not condemn men who are. Some
people are in the habit of condemn-
ing in others what they do not find

in themselves. Many public speakers

denounce their eloquent compeers for

the simple reason that they are not

60 gifted themselves.

III. '' I am not eloquent." Then do
not envy those who are acknowledged
to be so. Nature has unequally dis-

tributed her gifts. She has given the

thinking power to one, the speaking

power to another. If we have not elo-

quence we have some other equally

valuable talent in its place. Let us

therefore be thankful, not envious.

IV " I am not eloquent." Then
the Lord can use a feeble instrumen-
tahty. We should have antecedently

imagined that God would have selected

Aaron for the work of Israel's freedom.

But not so. God can send a great

message by a man of slow tongue.

This will enhance the Divine glory.

V. "I am not eloquent." Then
words are not the chief conditions of

service. In the service of the good,

ideas—thoughts—emotions—and moral
influences occupy a more prominent
place than mere words.

VI. " I am not eloquent." Then do
not grumble, but seek the Divine aid

in your infirmity. If the time spent in

lamenting our natural infirmities was
only occupied in prayer to God for

help in our work, and for his blessing

thereon, the world would soon be
emancipated from the bondage of sin.

Slowness op Speech.

^^ But I am sloio of speech.** I. An
Infirmity. II. A Discretion. III. A
Discipline.

Verse 11. The Hebrews, in srivinsr

a reason why the Lord speaketh of His
making dumb, and deaf, and blind, as

well as giving a mouth to speak, say,

that these things were spoken in allu-

siou to His past operations with Moses;
because, when he had slain the Egyp-
tian that wronged the Hebrew, and
was by Pharaoh therefore committed
to the gaoler, the gaoler was imme-
diately smitten with blindness, and so

Moses had opportunity to escape from
him, and the King, seeing that he fled,

was stricken dumb, so that he could
not speak nor make any sign to have
him apprehended again. But whether
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this is true or not, it is certain that

God can thus in judgment smite whom
it pleaseth Him, as He did the Sodo-
mites with blindness [il/rt?/er].

To balance the weakness of Moses,
God here reminds him of his own power.
To encourage him in this great under-
taking. He repeats the promise of His
presence, not only in general, but in

particular [Henry and Scott~\.

By this appeal to Moses respecting

the origin of the human faculties, God
would have him to infer, that he who
bestowed them upon the first man,
could, with infinite ease, endow him
with those which were lacking, and
remedy those which were imperfect

IBush].

How sublime is the rebuke of God I

Cannot the Maker of man's mouth
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touch with eloquence the lips which He
has fashioned? What is liiunaii elo-'

quence but the expression of Divine

music? Pedantic rhetoricians may
fashion rules of their own for tlie refine-

ment of human speech ; but he wlio

waits dili;j;ently u})on God, and whose

purpose is to know the will of God, that

he may Sj)eak it to men—will be en-

trusted with an eloquence rhythmie

as the sea. and startling as the thunder.

Rhetoric is the gift of God. Eloquence

is not a merely human attainment. The
secret of coavincing and persuasive

speech is put into the hearts of those

who forget themselves in the homage of

God and truth \^City Temple]

.

Jehovah indulgeth his weak servants

to object, that he may multiply satis-

faction to their doubts.

God teacheth and checketli his ser-

vants sometimes by questioning with
them.

Man's mouth is from God, and so

ought the use of it to be.

Defects of speech and senses are

incident to some amongst men.

The Divine Creatorship,

I. Should silence the voice of com- sion on which we may be divinely

plaint under natural infu^mities. sent.

II. Should become an argument for III. Should lead us reverently to

the ready performance of any mis- acknowledge the Sovereignity of God
in the varied allotments of life.

Natural Infirmities in Relation to Moral Service.

I. That God does not always see fit

to remove natural infirmities from
those who are commissioi-ed to im-
portant service :—1. Thei/ keep us hum-
ble. 2. Thei/ remind us of God. 3.

The?/ prompt us to prajjer.

II. That God renders natural im-
pediments effective to the clear mani-
festation of His power and glory:—1.

Should win our submission. 2. Should
gain our confidence. 3. Should inspire

our praise.

III. That God so far compassion-
ates our natiu-al infu^mities as to

reheve them by congenial and efficient

help :—1. Fraternal. 2. Adapted to

need. 3. Constant.

Verse 12. There is no mouth into

which God cannot put his words.

Balaam's ass was enabled by God to

convince his master [^Tj-app~\.

God's injunction of duty justly fol-

lows his satisfaction to doubts.

God utters successive injunctions to

duty, even though men try to withdraw
from them.

God's promise of presence and in-

fluence aids his injunctions, and renders

them more welcome to his servants.

A mouth divinely instructed, is

mighty in the word of wisdom,
L The Divine Commission.

II. The Divine Companionship.
III. The Divine Instruction.

Verse 13. Does not this hold up to

us a faithful mirror, in which we can
see our hearts reflected ? Truly it does.

We are more ready to trust anything
than the living God. We move along,

with bold decision, when we possess the

countenance and support of a poor frail

mortal like ourselves ; but we falter,

hesitate, and demur, when we have the

light of the master's countenance to

cheer us, and the strength of His
omnipotent arm to support us [C. H,
71/.]

Send, Ipray thee, by the hand of him
whom thou wilt send." 1. Some think

that Moses meant his brother Aaron,
who was older, and of more eloquent

speech ; but no mention had yet been
made of Aaron, whom Moses knew
not to be alive till the Lord told him.

(Verse 18).

2. Some think that Joshua was meant,
whom God revealed to Moses as the

Leader of Israel into the Land of

Promise. This would make Moses
appear somewhat envious of Joshua.

3. The majority of the ancient

writers think that Moses here speaks of

the Messiah.

4. The meaning of Moses is, that
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whereas God might find out many more

(it tlian himself, He would send by

their hand, whoever they might be.

Unbelief has still something to

oppose against God's call and promise.

A weak faith is ever willing to avoid

the ditTiculty of work.

Infirm believers are willing to put
off God s work to any from themselves.

The weak in faith would yet have
them to be of God's sending that shall

be employed for the freedom of the
Church.

An Evasion of Spiritual Work.

I. He recognised the necessity that

the work should be accomplished.

Moses did not cast a doubt upon the

need, utility of the mission given to

him; yea, he virtually acknowledged
tiuit it was worthy of more able instru-

mentality. Like many to-day. They
acknowledge that certain work in con-

nection with the Church ought to be
done. But that is all.

II. He manifested a disposition to

shrink from achieving the work liim-

self. There are hundreds in our

churches w^ho acknowledge the need of

certain religious enteipi ^e, but they

do nothing to it themselves.

III. He expressed a desire that

some other person should be called to,

and entrusted with, the work. This
course is often pursued by people. The
very enterprise that they refuse to

undertake themselves, they propose

should be carried out by another.

They hope thus to relieve themselves

of its dilhculty.

IV. He v^as in danger of losing the

honour of the work to which he was
called. God might have refused to

send Moses after all this indolence and
unbelief. Peo[)le do not know the

moral good and honour they miss by
refusins: the work of the Church.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH —Verses 14—17.

Mutual Aid in Religious Work,

I. That sometimes good men are called to undertake a work, against the

performance of wliich they imagine themselves to have a natural impediment.
Moses was called to go and achieve the freedom of Israel. But he says that he
is a man slow of speech, and that as he is unlikely to succeed in such an under-
taking, he asks that God will send another in his stead. Thus Moses was
designated to a work, against the performance of which he imagined himself to

have a natural infirmity, the lack of ready utterance 1. Men should he certain

that their so-called imjjediment is a real hindrance in the service to which they are

sent. Was Moses certain that his lack of speech would prove a real hindrance in-

the performance of his mission, especially when he considered the preparation

he had already received, and the miracles he had been empowered to work ?

If so, he was mistaken. He looked more on tlie surface of things than into their

depths. He probably regarded his own comfort more than the real bearing of

his infirmity upon his mission. He wanted an excuse, and found one in his

natural deficiency of language. He probably wanted to appear before Israel as

Bome great one. He wanted to accomplished his mission without encountering
difficulty. He looked more at secondary causes than at primary, more at him-
self than at God and his promised help. And men who do this will be sure to

have infirmities, fancied or real Thus we are not quite so sure that Moses was
right in supposing that his lack of speech was a real hindi-ance to his mission. If

he had been gifted in the direction of language, he might have been in danger of

betiaying his mission by indiscretion. It is a dangerous thing for a man that
has moral power and a great mission to have the gift of language, he will almost
be .sure to talk too much about the honour of his calling, and the power he has
to work miracles. Many such enterprises have beeu wrecked by so-called
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eloquence. True, the public like a man that can talk ; he is more likely to

become a general favourite; he may win their pleasantry, but will he achieve

their moral conviction ? Many a minister would have been more successful in

his work if he had been mure slow of tongue. Thus, before we lament our

natural impediment to service, and say that God has called the wrong man for

the work, we must look into the reality of tilings, and see whether our infirmity is

a real hindrance or not. In these days when people are called to work, they at

once refer to their infirmity and unfitness for it, but their real infirmity is not so

much their slowness of speech, as this unbelief and unwillingness to follow the

Divine command. They have not the monil courage to encounter difficulty.

They think more of Pharaoh and his army than of the Divine companionship

that has promised to be with them. 2. But we admit that sometimes vien are called

to religious sei'vice against the performance of which they have a natural impediment.

Sometimes men of little courage are sent on errands which require them to be

brave; sometimes men of little faitli are sent on errands whicli require them to

have strong confidence in the Unseen ; sometimes men of slow epeech are sent to

give the law of God to the assembled multitudes at Sinai. And why this apparent

anomaly and invertion of things. (1.) Is it not an injustice on the part of the

Divine requirement. Can God fully expect men of small courage to go to Pharaoh
and demand the freedom of a nation. It is just, because with the command He
gives the moral energy necessary for its execution. He gives the timid man the

stimulus of the vision. He gives him the inspiration of a miracle. (2.) Its

design is to educate man on the side of his weakriess. The man lacks courage. The
mission requii-es it. God awakens it. Hence the man who left home a coward,

returns a hero. Moses hesitated to undertake the journey to Israel ; he did not

hesitate to take that still more formidable journey up the mountain of Nebo, into

the arms of death. No ; the discipline of the mission has been effectual. He
has been educated thereby on the side of his weakness. Thus the calling of men
to work for which they are antecedently unfitted, is purely educational in its

design. (3.) It is to render the mission all the more triumphant when accomplished.

The strong man is familiar with victory, it has ceased to awaken him to enthu-

siasm as once it did. But for the weak to be the victorious is a new thing, it

occasions a new experience, and renders the occasion worthy of more triumphant

plaudits. It is the distinguishing glory of Christianity that it makes provision

for the victory of the weak who have within their souls the grace of God. II.

That at such time good men require the aid of others whose talents compensate
for their infirmity. Sometimes the Divine discipline requires that the weak
shall go alone to the mission, fur their greater spiritual good and honour, but in

the case before us so arduous was the duty, so destitute were the times of religious

light, and so vague were the ideas of men on moral service, that God responded

to the implied wish of Moses, and gave him the direct help he needed. God
does not entirely leave men of natural infirmity alone in their Christian

service, but sends them external aid, most helpful and welcome. 1. This

help ivas adapted to the infirmity of Moses. "Is not Aaron, the Levite, thy

brother ? I know that he can speak well." Moses was a thinker. So there is

a variety of gifts and talent in the Church. Some have the gift of wealth.

Others have the gift of originality. Others have the gift of legislation. Others

have the gift of great influence. One star differeth from another star in glory.

How happy when the whole system of Christian work is revolving in harmony,
giving light and hope to the universe. Thus the weak catch the light and impetus

of the strong, and the lack of talent in one direction is made up by its supply in

another. It is by this combination of Christian talent that all great enterpribes

will be carried to their successful issue. Let no Christian speaker refuse to aid

a Christian thinker. The one is the complement of the other. 2. This help was
arranged by the providence of God. "And also, behold He cometh forth to meet

thee," (1.) As to the time of meeting. (2.) As to the place of meeting. (3.) As to
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the purpose of meeting. Thus the useful combination of talent in tlie enterprise of

human emancipation from moral evil has the Divine sanction, its blending is

arranj^ed by the providence of God, and its entire out-Avorking is superintended

by Him. " I will be with thy mouth, and with his mouth, and will teach you
what ye shall do.*' 3. The lielp ivas founded upon and rendered welcome hy family

relationship. " Tliy brother.'* God did not bring a stranger to the aid of Moses.

Moses could not well have communicated his history, his moral experiences to

feuch an one, but he was glad to meet his brotlier, the sadness of his new mission

was removed by the joyful interview, and together, animated by new impulses of

hope, they would look over their work and enter into each other's feelings respect-

ing it. The talents of a family are variously distributed, and when all are con-

secrated to the Divine service, one may aid another in the great spiritual enterprise

of his life. III. That such co-operation renders religious work much more
jubilant and successful. 1. It is happy. It is adapted to our weak conditions of

faith. God is unseen and we are liable to think him distant from us in our work.

His companionship seems unreal, and communion with Him is, at times, very

difficult. Our unbelief robs us of the great repose and hope we ought to experience

in His presence. But Aaron was seen by Moses. They could converse one with

the other. They could walk together, not by faith, but by sight. And in con-

verse with each other they might rise into higher communion with God. So mutual
help in religious service is happy, it links soul to soul, and becomes the inspiration

of richer communion with heaven. 2. It is sympathetic. 3. It is hopeful.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 14. The literal rendering of that glorious work He was about to

the clause is, " Is not Aaron thy accomplish.

brother, the Levite "? which we cannot No vvonder that the anger of the

but understand as implying, that in Lord was kindled against Moses. Where
consequence of Moses' unbelieving God commandeth, there to ask a reason

waywardness on this occasion, the dis- is presumption ; but to oppose reason, is

tinguishing honour of the priesthood, a kind of rebellion \Trapp~\.

and of being the official head of the Moreover, God condescended so far

house of Levi, the person in whom the to the weakness of Moses, as to find

dignityof that name should be especially him a coadjutor in his mission to the

centred, which would otherwise have children of Israel and to the King of

been bestovved upon him, should now Egypt. Aaron could speak well,

be conferred upon his brother Aaron, Moses was a thinker ; Aaron was a
nnd perpetuated in his family. In this speaker. Aaron was to be to Moses
fact the expression of the Lord's anger instead of a mouth, and Moses was to

consisted. Otherwise, how was Aaron be to Aaron instead of God. Thus
any more the Levite than Moses ? We one man has to be the complement of

find accordingly the forfeited privilege another. No one man has all gifts and
of Moses thus secured to Aaron (1 graces. The best and ablest of us

Chron. xxiii, 13). This, we suppose cannot do without our brother. There
would have been the honour of Moses, is to be a division of labour in the
had he yielded a ready obedience to the great work of conquering the world for

divine mandate. The event teaches us God. The thinker works; so does the
that those who decline the labour and speaker ; so does the writer. We are
hazard connected with the call of God a chain; not merely isolated links; we
to a special service, may thereby forfeit belong to one another, and only by
and forego a blessing of which they fraternal and zealous co-operation can
little dream \_Bush\ ' we secure the great results possible to

Thus ]\Ioses forfeited the dignity of faith and labour. Some men are

being Jehovah's sole instrument in fruitful of suggestion. They have
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wondrous powers of indication ; but

there their wpecial power ends. Other
men have great gifts o'i expression ; they

can put thoughts into the best words
;

they have the power of music; they

can charm and persuade. Such men
are not to undervalue one another; they

are to co-operate as fellow-labourers in

the Kingdom of Grod [City Temple'].

Multiplied oppositions to Grod's call

may provoke Him to be angry with

His servants.

When the Divine promise cannot
persuade, Grod's anger drives His ser-

vants from their excuses.

When one refuseth God's work in

redeeming His Church, He knov/eth

others to use for it.

Grod iudulgeth the weakness of His

The Two
I. As educatedby diiferent methods.

Moses was educated in the palace of
Egypt. In the desert. By the vision.

By the miracles. Aaron was educated

by his parents. Little is known ot his

early training. He was incidentally

called into history. One good natural

gift may be fortune and fame to a man.
Moses was the greater man, yet Aaron,
though of less moral energy, was useful

to him. Smaller souls have their mis-

sion. Small souls are often gifted with
speech. The education of these two
brothers had led to different results. It

is not the tendency of education to

bring all men to one levelof talent, but
to draw out their distinctive gifts, for

the common good of humanity.
II. As meeting after a long separa-

tion. 1. The meeting was providential.
2. The meeting had a onoral and national

itignijlcance. 3. The meeting was welcome
to the brothers. What is more pleasing

than the reunion of the members of a
family after a lotigabsence ? Whatnar-
ratives eachbrother would record to the
other. Especially wouldthey talkabout
their new mission, and its likelihood of

success. Thesebrothers met in a wilder-

ness. Jo} and friendship is in-

dependent of locality. The brethren
of the Christian Chuch will one day
meet again, not in the wilderness, but
in the paradise of Grod.

III. AS uuiti-jg in a grand enter-

servants to give associates, when they

decline to go alone.

God's knowledge of persons, rela-

tions, and conditions, puts them in a

capacity to do His work.

God moveth the hearts of people

sometimes to the same work when they

are in remote places.

Some hearts are more ready to move
about God's work than others.

Providence moveth persons to meet,

for carrying oa His work, when they

are at a distance.

God appointeth meetings of friends

to enhance the welfare of His Church.

God useth the gladness of some to

help on the deadness of others in His
work.

Brothers.

prise. These two brothers are going
to accomplish the freedom of Israel

!

To the world, a folly ; to faith, a

victory. Brothers should always join

in the enterprises of moral freedom.

They should unitedly place themselves

in a line with the providence of God.
IV. As entering upon an important

future. Wiiat will be the issue of this

meeting ? Who can tell ? It will have
an influence upon both lives. All the

casual meetings of life are important in

their bearing upon present work and
future destiny.

V. As reflecting commendation upon
their family. Was it not a great

honour to Amratn and Jochebed that

two of their sons should be called to be
the deliverers of Israel ? Sons honour
their parents when they undertake
an enterprise for the good of men.
Brothers cannot be better united than
in the cause of God.

The Divine anger:—1. Often righte-

ously provoked. 2. Often gentle in its

reproof. 3. Truly benevolent in its

disposition.
" I know that he can sppah well*^ I,

Then God takes knowledge of the
varied talents of men.

II. Then God will hold men respon-
sible for their talents.

III. Then the talents of men cannot
be better employed than in the service
of the Church.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Ferse 18.

A Teue Eecognition of Eilial Duty.

I. It consists in a true recogaition of Parental Authority. " And Mosea
went and returned to Jethro his f'ather-iii-law, and said unto him, Let me go, I

pray thee, and return unto my brethren whic.h are in E<i;ypt." Tims we find that

Mosea acknowledged tiie authority of his father-in-law, by asking his<^onsent to

a journey into Eiypt. 1. Moses was animated hy Iwnesiy. This Midianitish

family had been very kind to him, they had given him a home when he was a
v^anderer ; especially had the father of the family been his Iriend, in prompting
the daughters to fetch the man who had protected them, in retaining him
under his root", and in his employment. Hence Moses could not honestly have
left Jethro without his consent. He had become his servant, he must therefore

acknowledge him as a master. He had become his son, he must therefore

recognise him as a father. He had received his hospitality, he must therefore

manifest gratitude in return. We have here a pattern worthy the imitation of

all young men. Be honest in all your dealings with your parents. They have
great claims upon you. Their attention to you in times of peril, the education

they have given you, and the happy future they are opening to you, prove

them to be your best friends, and therefore you ought in common honesty to

recognise their authoiity over you. Especially should young men recognise

the authority of their parents in the matter of leaving home ; when the time
come for them to quit the abode of their youth, it should be with the know-
ledge and consent of those who are so interested in them. The young man who
leaves home with the blessing and prayer of his father carries a rich treasure

with him, more valuable than gold. It will be the happiest remembrance of his

after-life. Toung men cannot be too open in their conduct with their parents.

2. Moses was related hy marriage. He had married the daughter of Jethro,

and was therefore under obligation to consult with him in the important move-
ments of his life. Moses was evidently very sensitive to the claims of others.

Many would have said that Jethro was only their father-in-law, and that there-

fore they were under no obligation to tell him their intentions. Marriage
introduces a man into new relationships, it gives him new joys and new hopes,

and also imposes new duties, which will ever be recognised by the true-hearted.

Men cannot better show the worth of their social character than by recognizing

the claims and opinions of those who may be distantly related to them. Let
young men imitate the example of Moses, and consult the wish of their distant

relatives prior to entering upon any great enterprise which may involve the

welfare of those committed to their care. 3. Moses was obligated hy kindness.

As we have seen, Jethro had shewn him great generosity in providing him with

a home, at the most destitute moment of his life. This required every return

that Moses was capable of making. But Moses might have said that he had
worked, that he had kept the flock of Jethro, in return for this kindness, and
that this freed him from all obligation. He might have argued that Jethro

was old and unacquainted with the requirements of lite, and that he was man
enough himself to know what was the most likely to enhance his future good,

without consultation with anyone else. Many young men of the present day
would have reasoned thus. But not so Moses. He was always responsive to

kindness. He was a man of meek spirit. He knew that he had won the con-

fidence of Jethro, and that therefore the old man would have no hesitation in

allowing his daughter to accompany him on the destined journey. Some yoiin^

men know that their parents caiuiot trust them, and this is one great reason

why they bcldom ask them to. Moses knew that the Divine claims vvere per»
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fectly consistent with his recognition of the human responsibilities under which

he was placed. God never requires a young man to go contrary to the prayerful

wishes of a good and pious parent. A man is never too old to ask, and follow

the judicious advii-e of his father. II. It is compatible with silence in reference

to the inner experieaces of our spiritual life and work. M )ses only asked the

consent of iiis father-in-law to visit his brethren in Egypt ; he did not name the

primary object of his journey. 'J'liis was quite consistent, under the circum-

stances, with a true recojU'tion of filial duty. 1. SiUnce is not necesHarily

cunning. Moses was not animated by a sinful motive to conceal from Jethro

tho object of his visit into Egypt, but by a prudential. He had no purpose o

serve in acting clandestinely in the matter. He was going do nothing of

which he would be ashamed ; on the contrary, he was about to undertake a

work required by heaven. Had he been actuated by a spirit of treachery, he
Would probably never have consulted with Jethro at all, but would have taken

the matter entirely into his own hands. Cunning is always wicked, but never

more so than when found in the family circle. In the home there should be
freedom and frankness ; one should never attmpt to impose on, or deceive,

another. Anti when there is need of retaining in silence the deeper experiences

of the soul, this can be done in perfect integrity, and in harmony with all the

duties and requirements of filial love. 3. Silence may he discreet. It was so

in the case of Moses. He had been favoured witli a heavenly vision of remark-
able significance. He had held communion with God. He had been divinely

commissioned to undertake the freedom of Israel, If lie had communicated all

these experiences and facts to Jethro, he might have awakened prejudice, and
rendered difficult his departure. Jethro might have derided his vanity. He
might have considered him vain and deluded. He might have refused to

permit him to go on such an errand. So, Christian workers must be careful

how they talk about their soul-experiences; they are sacred, their meaning is

not easily comprehended by the outer world, and even our nearest friends and
companions are not always prepared to enter sympathetically into the visions,

prayers, and toils of our moral life. Hence it is best to retain them within the

privacy of our own hearts. These things penetrate deeper than any natural

relationship, they enter into a realm where the spiritual and eternal take pre-

cedence of the natural and transitory. They are soul-histories ; they cannot be
uttered even by a child to his parent, and silence in reference to them, so far

from being wilful, is discreet and consistent with filial duty. 3. Silence may he

self-protective. Moses was about to enter upon a great work. It was an enter-

prise involving the destinies of empires. Had he communicated this fact to

anyone, he might have put obstacles in his own path which would have been
difficult to remove. Moses knew that the work with which he was entrusted
had claims upon him as well as his father-in-law ; he knew also which were the
more authoritative. Hence this silence was needful to protect himself from
misapprehension, to give his mission the opportunity of exerting its destined
influence upon Israel, and to retain definite and influential the vision of heaven
within his own soul. Many toils of Christian workers have been brought to

naught by the lack of precautionary measures on the part of those who have
been entrusted with them. III. It should awaken kindly and judicious parental
consideration and response. " And Jethro said to Moses, Go in peace. " 1. Some-
times the request should he granted. Jethro made a favourable reply to the
request of Moses. He did not unduly assert his parental authority. He
recognized the age, the intelligence, the moral character, the wish of Moses,
and felt that the request he made was likely to be right and reasonable,

especially after ^o long an absence from his country. Some parents take a
delight in an arbitrary assertion of their authority. They put no confidence in

the moral rectitude of their children; they imagine evil where there is nouej
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tliey refrard their movements with suspicion, and but seldom grant their requests.

This kind of tr. jitment is a fruitful source of disobedience on the part of

cliildren who, it' they w^ere properly managed, would be most dutiful. Parents

should make it easy for their children to consult them in all their movements.

Tlu'V should not keep them in constant awe. They should take a delight in

granting their requests, when for their good. By refusing a son permission to

leave home you m;iy be intercepting the agency which is to give freedom to a

nation. You should recognise the probability that he is acting under a spiritual

inspiration unknown to you. Jethro, in allowing Moses to go into Egypt, gave

Israel a deliverer. Many a kind and judicious parent has given the world a

true hero. 2. Alwaus goodwill should be expressed. " Go in peace." Jethro

did not manilest any token of disappointment or anger. Moses had been very

helpful to him ; had looked after his flock, and been useful to him in the way
of service. We may presume therefore that Jethro would have been glad to

retain him. Moses had also married his daughter, and on this account his

departure would be regi^etted. But Jethro was generous. He rose above every

feeling of regret into a full expression of goodwill. Parents cannot deal too

generously with their children. A generous parent will make a generous child.

Especially should parents express goodwill to their sons when they are about to

leave home for the more active enuagements of life ; a kind word at such a time

may be productive of a grand result in the future. 3. Supremely should self be

forgotten. Jethro did not allow his own opinion or welfare to stand in the way
of the departure of Moses. He forgot himself, sacrificed all his hopes and feel-

ings of parental iiffection for his daughter, in the wish to grant the request of

his son-in-law. Moses became the emancipator of Israel. And parents who
are self-forgetful when the interests of their children are concerned may thereby

bring them into the line of great usefulness and fame. The self-forgetfulness of

the father will shine out and find its reward in the noble character and achieve-

mtnts of the son.

MAIN EOMILETWS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 19.

The Divine Peecatjtion fob tue safety of Chrcstian" Woekebs.

I. It is sometimes manifested by removing good men and great workers from
dangerous associations. The Divine Being uses every precaution for the safety

of those employed in the great moral enterprises of humanity. He does not
achieve their safety by miracles, but by prudence, even though it may involve

delay in the completion of His plan. Sometimes we hear Christian workers
say that they can go fearlessly into danger, because they are assured of the

protection of heaven ; they are not w^arrauted in talking or acting thus, for, as

a rule, God gives the truest safety to those who keep the furthest from peril.

It is the Divine plan to take Moses aw^ay from Egypt until those who w^ould will

him are dead, rather than expose him to their continued rage. 1. Christian

workers are sometimes removed from the pride of high society. Moses was
providentially removed from the pride and splendour of the Egyptian palace,

m order that he might retain the simplicity of a true servant ot (jrod. Gaiety
is a great temptation to a Christian worker. It has ruined many men of early
promise. How many workers in the world and in the Church to-day owe their

utility and success to the fact that God removed them from the social allure-

ments of their youth. True, the change from the palace of Pharaoh to the
solitude of the desert may not have been welcome at first, but now it is the
gladdest recollection of your life. 2. Christian workers are sometimes removed
from the contamination of great sin. The palace of Pharaoh was most un-
favourable to the cultivation of a pure life. It was the seat of despotism, and
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despotism is generally alli<'d to almost every other sin. la this royal court

Moses was in danger of contamination, and that at the most susceptible

period of his life. Hence Grod removed him from this school of vice, and

brought him into the primitive simplicity of a desert flimily. Many a youthful

worker for Grod has been ruined by a bad example. 3. Christian workers are

sometimes removed from the pedantry ofgreat learning. In the Egyptian palace

Moses had every facility for acquiring knowledge, and there was a possibility

that he might become mentally proud, and think the claims of religions service

beneath his talent and education. Multitudes have been turned aside from

moral service by the conceit of imagined wisdom. 4. Christian workers are

sometimes removed from physical peril. II. It is sometimes manifested b/

informing good men and great workers of the removal of danger. G-od

informs Moses that the men who sought his life are dead. See the folly of men
who oppose themselves to tiie plans of heaven; they will soon die, and their

death will be the signal of victory to the servant whose moral fitness has been

enhanced by the solitude rendered necessary by their rage. Time aids the

enterprises of heaven. Death subdues the hatred and passion of men. Grod is

interested in the mission ot His servants, so that He aids them in its fulfilment.

III. That the Divine Precaution does not allow an abandonment of the work
committed to the good. Moses was to go to his work a^ain. Temporary perils

and hindrances are not to entirely set aside Christian toil. Israel must be

emancipated. The servant of Grod must fulfil his calling, even though he has

to wait years in the desert before he can commence it.

MAIN HOMILETWS OF THE PARAGRAPff.—Ferse 20.

The Journey to Egypt.

I. That a good man journeying on the service of God should take his family

with him, *' And Moses took his wife and sons," &c. When a man is going on
the errands of God he should always take his family with him, that they may
participate in his work, its responsibility, its sorrow, and its victory. Never go
on any good errand without your family ; it is well to teach the youthful feet

to walk in obedience to Grod. Many a young man has learned the art, and
gathered the spirit and desire for Christian service, by being taken to it by
a godly parent. Are you journeying to heaven? Take your family with you.

II. That a good man journeying on the service of Gr.d should take his rod with
him. JSTever go on a journey of moral service without God. Especially if

you are a minister ot the Gospel, take the rod on your journey to Egypt.
1. It will keep you humhle. It will remind you of your hun^ble occupation in

the desert, when you are tempted to pride, in the great service to which God
has called you. Every Christian worker needs to have something within his

soul to inspire humility. 2. It will make yon happy. When you are desponding
and sad, when the work does not open up to your eftbrt as you would wish, the

rod will remind you of the vision at the bush, and of the miracles wrought at

the commencement of the mission. The reason why there are so many unhappy
workers in the Church is because they have left the rod at home. 3. It will

make you powerful. With this rod Moses was to work miracles. 8o if Christian

workers had the rod of God in their hand, they would be able to show to the

world much more efiectively than they do, the holy tokens of their mission.

To all the emancipators of the souls of men we would say, Never journey to

Egypt without your rod. God has given it to yon. He has consecrated it

by His promise. He has made it the symbol of his power. You cannot afi'ord

to travel without it. No other rod can supply its place.
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MAW HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 21-23.

TnE ANTiciPiLTTON OF CiuirsTiAN Seevice.

I. That very frequently God causes good mea to anticipate Christian service.

I, // is often anticipated as the Jiour of severe trial. *' See that thou do all those

wonders before Fharaoh." It is almost instinctive in maa to anticipate tlie

future, especially if any important duty is awaiiini^ him. And the mental
expcTiences awakened by the thought of future service are often more painful

than those which come upon the soul in the hour of its performance. It is right

and wise of good men to anticipate religious work, that by prayer au'l thought
they may get prepared for it, that it may not take them by surprise. This kind
of anticipation will make them strong in their appearance before Pharaoh. But
at such a time it is distrustful of the Divine promise and aid to harbour feelings

of timidity and painful anxiety, as they will cover a Christian worker with
defeat before he comes to the battle. Good men should not doubtfully antici-

pate the hour of service, they have everything on their side indicative of victory

and success. The joyful experiences in the service, of vision and communion
with heaven, will compensate for the difficulty of the work. 2. It is often antici-

pated as the moral crisis of life. Sometimes a man views a certain service

demanded of him as most difficult and important—as more so than any before

undertaken. All his fears are awakened, and surround the future toil with a

gloom into which there scarcely gleams one ray of hope. The Pharaoh of diffi-

culty is far more prominent in the picture than the God who has promised to

help him. Moses no doubt felt that this conflict with Pharaoh would decide his

entire future ; if successful, he will proceed on the mission of Israel's emanci-
pation ; if not, he will return, a runaway from duty. Christian workers know
what this means. They have frequently undertaken work with the feeling that

its issue would have a very happy or injurious eftect upon their lives. The
destiny of a man has more than oriCe depended upon the performance of one act

of important service. 3. It is often anticipated with a desire to make the best

use of all the means placed at the disposal of the ivorker. Moses feels that he
must employ in the act of service all the instrumentalities that he can com-
mand. God has abundantly prepared him for the task. The Divine Being
never sends any man to a great mission without placing at his disposal all

the necessary aids to it, and he who neglects to make use of them is guilty of

supreme folly and sin. When God sends Christian workers to appear before

Pharaoh, He always provides them with a rod to take with them. If we spend
much time in thinking over the agencies that are calculated to give success in

the approaching mission, we vshall be more likely to u-^e them well, than if our only

thought be of the difficulty of the work. 4. It is often anticipated as shevjing the

intention of Providence in reference to the future. After Moses had appeared
before Pharaoh, and had passed through his hour of trial, his work would not be
ended as the servant of God in the emancipation of Israel. But the result of

this interview with Egypt's monarch would indicate new work. One service

is always suggestive of, and leads into, another. Men, if they are willing, Avill

find employment in the service of God to occupy the whole of their lives.

II. That when God causes good men to anticipate Christian service, He often

informs them of their probable difficulties, and of the best method of work.
1. Moses was informed of the moral obstinacy of Pharaoh. The Divine Being

is here said to harden the heart of Pnaraoh. In subsequent chapters it is said

that Pharaoh hardened his own heart. We must therefore view^ both sides of

the case, and find a principle of underljiug harmony. God works directly and
indirectly : the former when He exerts His own power in any undertaking, the
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latter whrn lie employs a secondary a2;ency, or when He permits anytliint:: to

be (lone. God preseiiied liis wi.ih to Pharaoh in reference to the freydom of

Israel, accompanied by evidences which ought to have wrou<,^ht a conviction of

duty within his heart, but, being rejected by him, they tended to moral obstinacy.

The sun melts some substances while it hardens othert^, and so it is with the

revelation of the Divine will in its effect upon human hearts. Pharaoh had the

power to let Israel go free, but he had not the disposition. Moses was informed

that he would have to contend with the unwillingness of this monarch. He
was thus prepared to meet it. 2. He was told to make use of all his resources

of work. *' See that thou do all those wonders before Pharaoh, which I have

put in thine hand." The Christian has more resources of work than any other

workman. They are God given. They were at one time miraculous. Now
they are of a purely moral character, and are far more influential, and adapted

to the present requirement of human experience and thought. If Christian

workers would but make use of all the resources at their command, they would

not so frequently have to lament failure, but they wouhi achieve great victories

of service. 3. He was told of the method of argument which he was to employ,

"And thou shalt say unto Pharaoh, Thus saith the Lord, Krael is my son, even

my first-born : And I say unto thee. Let my son go, that he may serve me :

and if thou refuse to let him go, behold I will slay thy son, even thy first-born."

This language was authoritative in its demand, pathetic in its mention of Israel,

and terrible in its threat to Pharaoh if he refused to grant the request of Moses.

Lkssons . 1. It is not wrong to anticipate Christian service. 2. That the voice

of Ood should ever he heard hy Christian workers. 8. That a remembrance of

Qod should give hope to all our anticipations of great toil.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 21. God is at hand to in- no man must expect to have all mysteriea

i 4. 4- L -^'ir..^ 4-^ ,,^ dwarfed to the measure of hisown underhtand-
struct servants who are willing to un- . rru ^ 4 <. * n w, t^.^^o ^^ r- a

,
. ,

o ing. The greatest of all mysteries is (joa
dertake His work.

^
^

himself, yet we are not therefore to doubt His
God alone can put it into the power existence, or to deny His loving Providence,

of creatures to work miracles. The mere fact of any question being my&te-

It is God's will that His servants riousdoesnot alter its truthfulness. Look at

,11 , •
1 ^1 ^ the text in this spirit ; irenerally in relation to

should see and consider that power pivine sowrdgnty three things are clear.

del egated. I. That all nations are not equally honoured.

God's will isthat His miracles should Thisditferenceamongstthenationsisnotmade

be wrought before His proudest ene- by the Bible, or by any system of theology;
_• it is simply a matter of fact. One nation is

'•
. • 'n J -1 highly civilized, another is in the lowest con-

Miracles sometimes will not prevail ^ition of barbarism
;
yet all nations are under

with persecutors to dismiss God's the government of the same gracious God.

people. Every day the sun pees some nations wor-

Hardness of heart is that which shipping the true Spirit, and others bowing
,

. , ^ If 1 to Idols. 1 his IS matter of fact, however we
makes men resist God s wonders. ^^^ account for it.

AV hen men harden themselves by sin, n. That all individuals are not equally en-

God often hardens them by judgment. dowed. We are all men, and yet no two men

Moral obstinacv " ^^^ alike. In every history you find the great

1 A i.
' c man and the little man, yet all are men, and

1. A great sm of man. acknowledge tlir^ same God.
2. A common sin of man. HI. ihat Divine judgment is regulated by
3. A sad judgment on man. Divine allotment. We open the Bible and

find thai to whom much is given, from him

Moses before Pharaoh. ^^^'^^
ff^

^f 7^7^^' ^"f
^^^j^' '^

^}f\''^more tolerable for lyre and Sidon m the day
There are, of course, m^ny difficulties, by us of judgment than fur nations which enjoy a

insoluble, in connexion with the sovereignty of fuller revelationolDivinepurpose andrequire-

God. This must be distinctly recognised, and ments. Firat of all, and last of all, it must be
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ODF unalterable conviction that G- d must do
right, or He is no longer God. Israel was un-

der the sovereign control of the Kingof Eyy pt.

He had pioperty in them. M'-ses in the nan e

of the Lord suddenly a8k: d Pharaoh to give

Israel their freedom. He was startled. He
did not acknowledge the Lord. A po'itical

petition was presented to him, and he dealt

with it on political grounds. 1 1 was not a spiri-

tual question which was proposed to Pharaoh.
It was exclusively a political question. It

was therefore within this sphere that the
Divine action was taken, and that action is

fitly described in the text as a hardening of

Pharaoh's heart. The question will then arise,

what the meaning of that hardening was, and
what useful results accrued from a process
which appears to us to be eo myHterious. The
hardening of Pharaoh's heart, as involving the
developmentof a merely political scheme, may
amount in effect to no more th >in this, '* I will
delay the process, this request shall not be
granted at once; and I will prolong the pro-
cess in order that I may bring out lessons for

Pharaoh himself, for the children of Israel,

and for mankind at large; were Pharaoh to
let the children of Israel escape from him at
once, the result would be mischievous to them-
selves; therefore in mercy, not in anger I will
harden Pharaoh's heart. So far, the question
Is not a moral one, except in the degree in
which all questions have more or less of a
moral bearing. It has been supposed by some
that in the case of this exercise of Divine
sovereignty, the sum total of Pharaoh's wick-
edness was increased. Not so. There is the
greatest difference between wickedness being
localized and wickedness being increased. As
the history proceeds, we see that the political
situation enlarges itself into a spiritual pio-
blem. Pharaoh made a promise to Moses, which
he did not keep. Thus he hardened his own
heart. Apply these lessons to ourselves as
sinners, I have now to teach that Jesus Christ
tasted death forevery man,and that whosoever
will may avail himself of i he blessings secured
by the mediation of the Saviour. If any man
who now hears me is excusing himselt on the
ground that God has hardened his heart, I

charge that man with tiusting to an excuse in
the most solemn affairs of his being, which he
would not for a moment tolerate in the region
of family or commercial life. Were your ser-
vant to teilyou that sheisfated to be uncleanly
in her habits, you would justly treat her with
angry contempt. Were your travelling com-
panion to tell you to make no attempt to be in
time for the train, because if jou were fated
to catch it there would be no fear of jour
lobing it, jou would tieat his suggestion as it
deserved to be treated. Yet men who act in a
common-sense manner in all such little affairs
as these, sometimes profess that they will not
make any attempt in a religious direction, be-
cause they believe in the doctrine of predetti-
nation. Wicked and slothful servants, they
shall be condemned out of their own mouth,
''Whosoever will let him come."— CityTeviple.
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The Pkimogenitfre of the Good,

Verse 22. '* Israel is my son, even
my first-born."

I. That the good have a Divine
Father.

1. He is merciful to the children.

God was merciful to Israel. Though
they had rebelled against Him, and
given themselves up to idolatry and
degradation, yet in the time of their

sorrow, He came to deliver them from
slavery. Is there a good man in the
universe who can say that God has not
been merciful to him? His mercy has
been seen in the forgiveness of sin, and
in our adoption into His spiritual and
heavenly family.

2. lie vindicates the cJiildrenfrom
their foes.

II. That the good have heavenly
privileges.

As the sons of God. 1. They have
the privilege of high hirtJi. Men may
boast of their descent from a renowned
ancestry; what ancestry so ancient and
renowned as that of the heavenly
Eather. When a man is born of God,
he is allied to the grandest spirits of

the unseen universe. Only they who
are the subjects of this new birth know
the privileges it confers upon them.
Nor can the meanest ancestry of earth
be excluded therefrom.

2. They have the 'privilege of good
moral culture. In God's family all the
children are well disciplined. They
are not exempt from sorrow and pain,

Whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth.
We are made perfect through suffering.

This culture of our moral nature is

designed to fit us more thoroughly for
the high relationship into which we
are called, that we may be responsive
to all its duties, and in harmony with
its sacred destinies.

III. That the good have inspiring
hopes.

I. The hope ofa happy death. The
children of God can die happily. When
passing through the valley and shadow
of death they are conscious of a com-
panion who can chase away all their
fears. He comforts them. In this try-
ing hour the good man joyfully breathes
his spirit into the hand of God who
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gave it. Instance Stephen. The end
of that man is peace.

2. The hope of a vast inJieritance.

There is reserved in heaven for the

good a vast inheritance, that is unde-

filed, and that can never pass away.'^^

This inheritance of our moral life \^

t!ie animating hope of our soul.

8. The hope of a sublime future.

A future to be spent in eternal com-
iDunion with God, in perpetual study

of His character, in a happy solution

of the dark mysteries which so perplexed

the soul on earth, and in a^service ever

welcome. They serve him day and
night. In this future we shall be in

companionship with the good of all

ages, and with them shall hold inspi-

ring converse. Christiaus are the sons

of God.26

1. Live worthy of your Great Fa-
rent,

2. Act worthy ofyour noble ancestry,

3. J£mbrace your glorious privileges.

4. Let nothing dim your bright hopes.

Yerse 23. The Divine intention in

the moral freedom of man. " Let my
son go, that he may serve me.*'

I. That God has a definite purpose
in the moral freedom of men.
He does not relieve men from one

kind of slavery that they may go into

another—not that they may spend life

in inactivity. Indolence is not free-

dom. His great aim is to bring men
from the tyranny of passion, pride,

covetousness, and gelf, into the freedom
of a tranquil, humble, and self-denying

service. Hence the Divine preparation

that is given to the varied agencies that

are to ? chieve this freedom.

II. That the purpose cf God in the

moral freedom of men is that they
should serve Him.

1. That we should serve Him in our

business.

2. That we should serve Him in our

social life.

3. That we should serve Him with

all our energies.

Why should we serve Him? (1) Be^

cause tve are His sons. 2. Because of

thefreedom He has wroughtfor us.

The service of God is perfect free-

dom. W ould that meu were as earnest

about their moral freedom as they are

in reference to their civil. In the ser-

vice of God we gain the highest re-

muneration.

God's ambassadors, though never so

mean, must speak to kings what God
enjoineth them.

God's name must be attached to

His message, that kings may stoop to

hear it.

God's Church is His first-born.

Jehovah require th His first-born

from the hand of all oppressors.

The wicked powers ot Hell will deny
the dismission of God's tSon as long aa

they lan hold him.

'I'lie hons of tlie world God will slay

for the redemption of His own.
God's tirst-boin sons are dearer to

Him than all the first-born of the

world.

A Divine threat: — 1. Claims at-

tention. 2. Certain of Execution.

3. iStern in requirement.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.—Verses 24—26.

Neglected Duty a Hindrance to the Peeeormance of Eeligious AYore:.

I. Moses had neglected the duty of circumcising his son. It was divinely

required of the Israelite thai he should circumcise all his sons, and this Moses
had neglected to do up to this time. Probably his wife was averse to a rite so

bloody, and while living in her country and at her home, he yields the matter
in deference to her wishes. But the claims of duty are not so easily dismissed.

They are Divine and therefore imperative. If neglected they will follow a man
throtigh life and present themselves to him under every variety of circumstances,

often with appalliuij; eflfect and unhappy result. Seivice alw^ays finds out the

weak point of our character and conduct, therefore if we would b® ready for the
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work of Q-od we must see to it that we are not guilty of neglected duty. One
du;y unp''rformed may nearly ruin us. We must never allow dom-'stic relatiou-

ship to liind^T the performance of a Divine command ; the wife that hinders

her husband in the performance of religious duty is endangering hfs life, and
her own comfort and safety. The day of retribution will come, and perhaps

when it will be the least welcome. The Divine claiius are supreme, and in

their performance we find our truest safety and comfort. II. That this neglect

of duty introduced an experience of pain into his life. " And it came to pass

by the way in the inn, that the Lord met him, and sought to kill hitii." This

does not mean that Moses and his family came to a house or building in which
they could abide, but simply indicates a favourable place for halting and
remaining for the night, perhaps under a tent, or in the open air. But here he
was destined to pass through a very painful exj)erionce, which would probably

make a lasting impression upon him and his wife. Some writers suppose that

he was nearly slain by an angel; others, that he was smitten with a terrib'e

disease^ which ne trly caused his death. However, all this came upon him as the

penalty of neglected duty, and that in the presence of his family, who would see

that the anger of G-od rested upon them. We all know the power of neglected

duty to introduce puiuful experience into our lives, which put out all our lights

of hope, and fill our souls with an inpenetrable gloom, indicative of Divine

wrath and judgment. The bitterest momencs of our history have been caused

by a neglect of the commands of Grod. If we want a happy, peaceful life, we
must perform every duty that presents itself gladly and at once A good con-

science is a eontinual joy. III. That this neglect of duty endangered the

performance of his religious work. Many men have endangered the great

religious enterprises of the wotld by their past neglect of an apparently trivial

duty. The work of God requires that he who is called to it should be of pure
soul, enabled to rebuke sin without rebuking himself. Unless able to do this,

his mission will be vain. Many a Christian worker is rendered feeble to-day

by the sin of his past life. Let us beware how we imperil the freedom of men
and the work of God by our own neglect. Freedom from sin is the great essen-

tial to the success of Christian work. IV. That the neglect of this duty was
most foolish, as it had after all to be performed. " And Zipporah took a sharp

stone and cut olf the foreskin of her son." God had prepared Moses for his

work in Egypt as far as he could. He had given him a vision, had conversed

with him about the perplexities of his work, and had empowered him to work
miraclevs ; but God will not by a miracle overcome the defect arising from

neglected duty. This must be removed by a moral method. As a rule, G-od

does not work miracles to rid men of their sins; yet He does sometimes place

man in such a position that a vivid impression of sin is made upon his mind, so

that he must either perform the neglected duty, or die. Men will have to

face their neglected duties again, if not for performance in this world, yet

for judgment in the next.

The Preparatoet Experiences of Service,

I. The experiences preparatory to Service are solemn. This eventful eir

cumstance in the inn is connected with everything that can invest it with

solemnity. Moses is prepared for hin work. There is only one duty that requires

doing. Then he can go to Pharaoh and demand Israel's freedom. Will he

circumcise his sou? Will he make amends for the past? His future position,

character, work, and relation to mankind, all depend upon the issue of this

event, designed to prepare him for the future. The experienct^s in the inn

are solemn. IV. The experiences preparatory to Service are painful. These
experiences are very intense. They penetrate our inmost ht-art. They reach
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wbcruver sin is to be found, that it may be removed, that it may not impede

our destined toil. Even we who have to work upon the lower plants of moral

service know somewhat of the deep soul-anguish occasioned by the conflict

prior to our entrance upon it. III. The experience preparatory to Service are

instructive. This event in the inn would teach Mot<es the wickedness and

folly of neglecting duty, no matter what excuse might appear for so doing. It

would show him that God is cognizant of all the moralities of life; and

probably he would argut- from his own rase to that of Pharaoh, and feel that

the claim of God would be equally imperative upon him. We have sometimes

learned more while waiting anxiously on the threshold of service than we have

learned during years before. IV. The experiences preparatory to Service are

varied. The joy of the vision, the inspiration of the miracles, and the

arrest in the inn. These experiences relate to man in every department of his

life and service.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 24. After great encourage- death to His servants, He sometimes

ments many bitter discoveries are allows means of escape,

made by God to his servants. It is the duty of the wife to save

In the way of obedience God*s ser- her husband from perishing at the

vants may meet with the sharpest hand of God.
trials. God bears long with the sinful neg-

The place intended for rest by us lects of His people, but not with ap-

may be turned into a place of trouble proval.

by God. It is dangerous to neglect an initial

Jehovah may sometimes meet His sacrament ordained by God; it is safe

dearest servants as an adversary. to observe it.

It is a sad defect m God's servants

that puts Him to the necessity of call- Verss 26. Ddiverance is very near
ing I hem to pass through such painful at hand to the obedience ot God's ser-

experiences. vants.

God ceaseth from plaguing wnen
Verse 25. When God threatens men cease from sinning.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH -Verses 27—28.

The Meeting of Two Brothers.

I. It was in a strange place. The wilderness wM)uld not be a very favourable
place for the meeting of these two brothers. It would be wild and lonely.

But brotherly affection is not dependent upon time and place; it can turn a
wilderness into a father's hearth ; it can make the dessert blossom as the rose
The friendship of these brothers was real Some men are only brotherly before
the crowd ; in privacy or solitude they are social despots The wilderness will

test our affection. II. It was character! ed by warmth of affection, fhey
kissed each other. Brothers do not often act in these days. They think it

unmanly to do so. The age i.s cold at heart. It is a token of courage as well
as love that a brother will thus greet his brother. But let the kiss be accom-
panied by kindly attentions, otherwise it is a mockery III. It was the occasion
for religious talk and consultation. "And Moses told Aaron all the words of
the Lord who had sent him, and all the signs which He had commanded him,"
No doubt a word was passed about their aged parents, about the memories of
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youth ; but the chief th<^me was their future misaion. It is well for brothers

to converse together about the work and words of God. All other themes are

of minor import.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Ver.^e 27, 28. Chri>tian Brothers :—
1. Called by God to work. 2. Joined

by God in work. 3. Conversing to-

gether about work. 4. Learning their

respective work
God may call the elder brother after

the younger.

God can bring brethren

which were as lost to one another.

together

God makes the desert a place to

meet in for the deliverers of HisChurch.
It is best for brothers to meet at the

mount of God
Ttis just for Supreme Powers to open

their commission from God to inferiors.

God's wonderful works as well as His
gracious w^orks must be showed at His
command.

MAIN HOMILETWS OF THE PARAGR4PH.—Verses 29—31.

The First Interview of Moses and Aaron wfth the Elders op Israel,

AND THE Welcome they Received.

I. They acted upon the Divine suggestion. " And Moses and Aaron went
and gathered together all the Ehlers of the Children of Israel." This is what
God told them to do. All Christian work should be undertaken according to

the Divine suggestion, and in harmony with the Divine will. God generally

tells men how to work as well as what to do. If we were left to mark out our
own methods of toil, we should often involve both ourselves and the enterprise

entrusted to us in great dan^^er. II. They spake according to the Divine dicta-

tion. *' And Aaron spake all the words which the Lord had spoken unto Moses."
In a great mission the sayings of a man are as important as his doings: hence
these must be divinely directed • Great workers require to be taught by God.
In this consists their safety and success. A man who speaks to the world the

messae^es of God will always be listt ned to. III. They succeeded according

to Divine intimation. " And the people believed : and when they heard that

the Lord had visited the Children of Israel, and that he had looked upon their

affliction, then they bowed their heads and worshipped." Thus Moses and
Aaron awakened the— (1). Faith; (2). Hope; (3). Direction—of Israel. Moses
had previously said that Israel would not believe him. "We mistake our mis-

sions. "We cannot form an estimate of success. If we act and speak accord-

ing to the instruction of God, we must succeed.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Yerse 29. The declaring of God's
will is suitably united to the assem-
bling of His people.

God's spokesmen made by Him are

the best to declare His mind to His
people.

Gdd may unfold His mind more fully

to one servant than to another.

Verse 30, 31. The faith of the people
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should closely follow upon the word of

God ministered, and by His works
confirmed.

All professed believers receive not

God's word with the same faith.

God's gracious visitation of His
Church, and providential sight of its

afflictions are made known by His ser-

vants, and are welcome to them.
The tidings of God's visiting love
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and redeeming providence must affect

God's Israel.

Worship is the most suitable return

to God for His redemption.

Human and Uivjjse Attitudes.

I. The attitudes predicated of the

people :

—

I. Their helief. 2. Their reference,

3. Their devotion.

II. The att tudes predicated of

God:—
1. He saw the n^iction of Israel,

2. Visited Israel.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER IF,

BY THE

REV. WM. ADAMSON.
Page 63.—Bible Degraded I—Some

men imagine that they couhi do well enough
without the Bib'e, the Chui eh, the ministry.

Conceive a patient with a shattered limb
coming to the sage conclusion that the best

way to become whole is to thrust the f-killed

surgeons and their surgioal splints out of

doors. They did not fracture the limb ; they

only propose to set it. The Bible did not
dislocate the human intellect, it only pro-

poses to restore it to soundness. Far better

to have the leg set than to leave the shattered

bone to h' al unsplintered.
" The Lamp of Revelaiion not only shows
What human wisdom cannot but oppose,

That man—in nature's richest mantle clad

And graced with all philosophy can add,

Though fair without, and luminous within,"

cannot heal his own malady—cannot restore

his fractured soul, but it offers to effect the

cure. Is anything too hard for the Lord 1

Page 54.—Infidel Terrors !—Paine
boastfully vaunted that he had gone up and
down through the Clari^tian garden of Eden,
and with his simple axe had cut oown one
after another of its trees, until scarce a sap-
ling remained to weep over the chaos of ruin.

He lived to flee from his own guilt, and amid
agonies of remorse to exclaim that be would
give worlds never to have published his '* Age
of Reason," never to have moulded his •' simple
axe," never to have lifted its edge upon the
Tree of Life. So it was with Bion. the atheist

philosopher, who on his deathbed offered up
prayers to G )d for mercy and recovery

—

*' And as he writhed and quivered, scorched
within,

The fury round his torrid temples flapped

Her fiery wings, and breathed upon his lips

And parched tongue, the withered blasts of

hQlV'—Pollocli.

Page 54. — Christianity ! — Qaaint
Thomas Fuller sajs tbat Gh \rnuck met with
a very sad disaster in his < fforts to discover
the philosopher's stone ; for just as he was on
the point of completing the grand operation,

his work fell into the fire. As i his is a calamity
which has happened to all alchymists ; so is it

always the misfortune of legislators. They are
always on the point of discovering the grand
panacea for all evils, yet they never succeed,
Chris tiauity steps in, and succeeds.

" Religion I Providence 1 an after state !

Here is firm footing ; here is solid rock I

Tnis can support us ; all is sea besides :

Sinks under us ; bestorms, and then de-

vours."— Young.

Page 54.—Christianity Beneficent I

—Ancient tradition records a contest said to

have taken place at Rome—in the presence of

the Emperor Oonstantine and his mother, the

Empress Helena -between the Jewish and
Koman philosophers on the one hand, and
Sylvester, the Christian patriarch, on the
other. The leader of the philosophers showed
the superiority of their system over Chris-

tianity by miraculously killing a fierce bull

with uttering in his ear a single word. Syl-

vester, with a word, not only restored the
wild animal to LIFE, but raised it tame and
gentle as if it had been in the yoke from
biith. Christianity is happy in its effects

upon untameable human nature—raising it to

life—and making it to sit clothed and in its

right mind at the feet of the Founder.

—

*' As when a wretch, from thick polluted air.

Darkness and stench, and suffocating

damps,
And dungeon horrors, by kind fate dis-

charged,

Climbs some fair eminence, where ether
pure

Surrounds him, and Elysian prospects rise,

His heart exults, his spirits cast their load,

As if new born, he triumphs in the change."

Page 54.—Christianity versus Philo
sopliy 1—TiUotson says that philosophy has
given us several plausible rules for attaining

peace and tranquillity of mind ; but these fall

very much short of bringing men to it. They
have expanded our ideas of creation ; but
they neither inspired a love to the moral
character of the Creator, nor a well-grounded
hope of eternal life.

—

" Philosophy did much, refining and exalt-

ing man

;

But could not, nurse a single plant that bore
True happiness. From age to age she toiled

;

Shed from her eyes the mist that dimmed
them still,

Looked forth on man : and then retired far

back
To meditation's silent, shady rest.
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Like Moses who must DIB on Pisgah, philo-

Bophy enables us to a«ceud to the heights of

human discovery—there to perish. Chris4-
anity is the medium, and the only medium,
by which '* death " can be turned iato " life."

Paere 65.—Depression 1—Dr. Stevens
narra'es how an eminent minihter was very
much depressed bj the unbelief of hiscongre-
gaiion, and how his spirit of depression was
shaken C)ff. He dreamed that he was working
with a pickaxe on the top of a basaltic rock,

which remained non-rivtn m ppi'e of repealed

strokes of his arm of muscle. When about to

give up in despair, a stranger of solemn and
dignified demeanour appeared on the scene,

who reminded him that as a servant he was
bound to go on whether the rock yielded or

not. '* Work is your duty ; leave the results

to God," were the last words of his strange

visitor. The result was that the discouraged

pastor resumed his work, and was abundantly
rewarded by "the shattering of the rock of un-

belief and indifference " amor>g his flock. For

" Perseverance is a virtue

That wins each Godlike act, and plucks
success,

E'en from the spear-proof crest of rugged
danger.

—

Havard.

Page 55.—Prayers !—An anecdote i3

told concerning a popular preacher who
gradually lost bis influence and congregation.

The ohurch officials were authorized to wait

on him with the frank avowal that the whole
blame was at his door. With still more frank-

ness the condemned pastor acknowledged his

failure, adding that in former times his flock

had been a praying people, that many had
joined in prajer that his preaching might be
blessed to the conversion of souls, but that

now prayer had been abandoned. The result,

he added, of such restraint in prayer was the

failure of his church, and he begged them, to

renew their pleadings in his behalf. For
" More things are wrought by prayer

Than this world dieamsof. Wherefore
let thy voice

Rise like a fountain for me night and day.

For so the whole round earth is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of

God."

—

Tcmnysoti,

Page 56. — Miracles I — Fuller calls

th(m,in his quaint method of expression, the

swaddling clo'hes of the infant churches.

They are not, sa^, -Trench, the garments of the

lull-giown. The'3^ Hve the bright clouds which
gather round and announce the sun at his

first appearing ; but the midday splenriour

knows not those bright heralds and har-

bingers of his rising. Such were miracles at

the dawns of the Mosaic. Prophetical, and
Christian dispensation** ; they were like the

framework on which the arch is rounded, and
which is taken down as soon as it is com-
pleted. Beecher thinks that they are mid-

wives of 3 oung moral truths - like candles lit

m

up till the sun rises, and then blown out.
VVhile Macmillan declares that they are not
only emblems of power in the spiritual world,
but also exponents of the mirac'es of nature
—experiments, as it were, made by the Great
Teacher, on a small scale, to illustrate to man-
kinci the phenomena that are taking place
ovsr longer periods throughoac the universe.

Page 56 —Ministerial Difficulties!—
Simeon sajs that he had been used to read the
Scriptures, to get from them rich discoveries
ot the power and grace of Christ, so that he
might learn how to minister to a loving and
obedient people

; but th^it now he was study-
ing the Word of God in order that he might
kno.v how to minister to a conceited, con-
tentious, and rebellious people '" Two quali-

ti< 8," he adds, " 1 am sure are requisite

—

meekness and patience ; I have been used to

sail in the Pacific, but I sra now learning to

navigate the Red Sea, which is full of shoals

and rocks, with a very intricate passage."

"Toil on. faint not, keep watch and pray
;

Be wise, the erring soul to win

;

Go forth into the world's highway,
Compel the wanderer to come in.

The toil is pleasant, the reward is sure,

Blessed are those who to the end endure."

—

JBonar,

Page 56.—Paith. !— Faith is the main-

spring of a minister.— Cecil.

" Beware of doubt—faith is the subtle chain

Which binds us to the Infinite ; the voice

Of a deep life within, that will remain

Until we crowd it thence."

—

Smith.

Page 56.—Gifts 1—The discussion about

gifts, sajs a glowing divine, amounts very

much to a discussion whether the rifle, the

carbine, the pistol, or the cannon is the best

weapon. Each is best in its place The great

point is that every one shall use the weapon
best suited to him—that be charge it well—
and that he see it is in a condition to strike fire.

"The solemn trifler, with his boasted skill,

Toils much, and is a solemn trifler still

;

Blind was he born, and his misguided ejes

Grown dim in tiifling studies, blind he

dies."

—

Cowper.

Page 58.—Serpent-tail 1—Bishop Pat-

rick notes that Moses found his rod was a

serrent until he took it by the tail, and then

it became what it was befoie ; and if we lay

hold of things only by their END, we should

find many things that seem terrible and
noxious to be benign and salutiferous. But

the band was that of faith; for

" Never was a marvel done upon the earth,

but it had sprung of faith."— jrMi^_/^<?r.

Page 59.—Leprosy !—In thocabbinical

books of the Jewe there is a curious tradition

about the growth of leprosy, that it beg^iO
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with the walls of a man's house—then, ifhe did
not repent, it entered his garments—then it

affected his body, until it spread over every
part

—

" His skin grew dry and bloodless, and white
scales

Circled with livid purple covered bim.
And then hisnails grew black, andfeU away
From the dull flesh about them, and the hues
Deepened beneath the hard, unmoistened

scales.'

So with unbtilief, it first afficts the walls of

the mind— thence extending its conuption to

the heart— and onwards throngli the entire

inner man ; until death ensues.

Page 69.—Sceptic Fears !— History re-

lates ot David Hume thai^, having visited the
family of the worthy La Roche, where the
conf^olations of the Gospel were practically

evidenced, he was afterwards heard toconfefs
that there were moments when, amid all the
pleasures of philosophical diecov«ry and the
pride of literary fame, he wished that he had
never doubted

—

" And evermore his eyes about; him went,
As if some proved peril he did fear,

Or did misdoubt some ill, whose cause did
not appear."

—

Spencer,

Page 59.—Doubt-Paralysis!—Wemay
as well, says Shepherd, expect a singing bird
to be vocal in a receiver where it has little

or no air to respire, as expect the genuine
exercise of real goodness ffom the paralysed
doubter. As leprosy is the destitution of

those physical powers by which sound health
can be sustained ; so doubt of Divine truth
is the destitution of those efficient principles

of which the moral and spiritual life can be
sustained. The exptiimen'alist may display
a vessel from which air has been more or
less exhausted, and may tell us that there
is nothing pernicious in it, but if we discover

a deficiency of support for animiil and vege-
table life, we shall charge him with a paltry

equivocation. Doubt is that air-void vessel,

in which the mental, moral, and spiritual

life cannot subsist

—

" Doubt is the eternal shade by evil castl
' The vision and the faculty divine

'

Fail when the spirit o'er its enapire vast
Throws appetite and crimes."

—

Harris.

Page 60.—The Divine Touch!—In
healing the leper by a touchy our Saviour not
only showed His power, but claimed a right
that be'onged only to the priest, and asserted
His own exemption from ceiemonial defile-

ment; while in saying "I will, bethuu c can,'*

He assumed a still higher prerogative, and
pointed to a more thorough purification of
the whole nature :

—

" He took a little water in His hand
And laved the suffeiers brow, and said,

* Be clean 1

'

And lo I the scales fell from him, and his

blood

Coursed with delicious coolness through
his veins,

And his dry palms grew moist, and on hii

lips

The dewy softness of an infant's stole.

His leprosy was cleansed, and he fell d* wn
Pros' rate at Jesus' feet, and worshipped

Him."— Willis,

Page 60.—The Healer !—Tt is related

that a student once visiied Dr. Hodge re-

garding some doubts entertained by him as

to the divinity of Christ, when the venerable
man of God at once counselled : The best way
to remove your doubts and guard yourF^elf from
future nn i gre ater troubles is to have Christ in

you : learn His life— to tiust in Him more

—

to love Him more; become identified with
Him, and your doubts as to His Divinity will

di>appear :

—

" Abide in me, I pray, and I in Thee

;

From this good hour. Oh 1 leave me
neveim »re,

Then shall the discord cease, the wound
be healed.

The life-long bleeding of the soul be
o'er."

—

Stoive.

Page 60.— Sinner Leprous!—What a
pitiable, repulsive sight 1 We pass by a leprous

stone unnoticed ; it is unconscious of its state,

and meant to be trampled under f.ot. But
rising, f-ays Tret.ch, to a step higher in the

scale of creatioM—to an ui clean, leprous

plant—we become conscious of a slight emo-
tion of dislike ; because we see that which
might have pleased the eye disfigured. But a
leprous human being excites our loathing

mure than all. 1 1 presents our nature in a light

so disgusting, that it lessens our pity for him
if he be miserable, and excites in us ideas of

disease, contanaination, and pain:—
" Depart, and come not near
The busy mart, the crowdea city, more

;

Nor set thy foot on human threshold o'er

;

And stay thou not to hear
Voices that call thee in the way."

But a leprous soul— a sinner—how loath-

some above all things 1 It is the most unclean
object in the universe—the soul and essence
of pollution—the spectacle which appals an-

gelic hosts and excites deep abhorrence in

the mind of God.

Page 61 —Nil Desperandum !—The
healer is G(<d; an<l who can tell what God
can do? A man uterly despairing of his

f-oul's salvation thought that he might as well
be in the woes of hell's abyss at once. He
theiefore went to a river, designing to throw
himself in ; but as he was about to commit
the mad deed, he seemed to hear a voice say-
ing to him, " Who can tell?" His thoughts
were arrested, and thus began to work on what
he had heard. " Yes, who can tell what God
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can do ? Who can tell what purpopes God will

serve in my recovery ? " By such thoughts

as thesp, it pleased God to enable him to

shake off the delirium of despair, and to throw
hirnself into the arms of hope in Christ as

ab 6 to save to the uttermost.

" He came—a leper all unclean and foul

:

He left, as fresh a^ freshest ir.fancy.

So come I to Thy feet, unclean in soul,

So leave I, Lord, cleansed and restitred

by thee."

Page 61.—Illustrations ! —Rnbert Hall,

on one occasion, when criticising a sermon in

the hearing of the preacher, said :
'* You have

no likes in your sermon ! You tell us what
they are, ' but not what they are li'ke.'' " As
Hood says, there can be no doubt that for the

purpose of teaching, one illustration is worth

a thousand abstractions ; a sentiment recipro-

cated by a famousjudoeof the Supreme Court,

who exclaimed to a divine :
" I am glad that

you employed that touching story 'toillus-

strate your thought.' " Analogies are the

windowsof speech ; throughthem truth shines.

Ordinary minds fail to perceive truth clearly,

unless it is presented to them bj expressive

imagery, which appeals both to the reason

and to the imagination. It is Salter who says

that illustrations are like the painting on
canvas which, while it charms the eye, also

interests the mind. They resemble the incense

which flamed on the Jewish altar, and which,

while it arrested the eye with its cloudy pillar,

regaled the senses with its fiagrance

—

"Wherefore, it is wise and well—to guide

the mind aright

—

So to talk of spirit by analogy with sub-

stance :

And analogy is a truer guide than many
teachers tell of.

Similitudes are scattered round to help us

—

not to hurt us

;

Moses in his every type, and the greater
than a Moses, in His parables,

Preach in tei ms that all may learn the philo-

sophic lessons ot analogy."

—

Tu2>per.

Page 61.—Definite Result !—Look at

that parent bird picking at the nest which
she has built for her tender offsf)ring 1 See
how she breaks off one twig afier another

—

exciting her brood to leave their nest and
soar on high amid the sunshine of heaven.

And if they will not leave it, she will break it

further and further until it is utterly broken
up, and they are forced to fly or fall. They
wocld prefer to linger in downy ease ; the
mother would teach them to fly. Her aim is

definite—her purpose one. So G d teaches;

and never without a design worthy of Him
self. And that design is His own glory in

man's everlaeting good

—

*' Oh 1 I doubt not through the ages one in-

creasing purpose runs,

And the thoughts of men are widened with
the process of the sun.''

—

Tennyson,
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Pag-e 62.—Human Folly!—One cin
har-.ily Cunceivea poor wayworn wretch, as he
lies on the arid waste, panting with blackened
lips and swollen tongue, striking the kind
traveller's flivk from his hand, and spillini^

the precious wa'eramongthe blistering 8and^.

The slave boy—now an African bishop—ex-

ulted gleefully when a British cruiser snapped
the letters from his youthful limbs and bore
him to free Liberia. Can folly surpass that
insensate madness which makes the sinner
spurn the clear, cool, crystal drops of life, and
perversely traverse the wilds of sin ? Can
madness outrival that supreme folly which
leads the hapless bondsman of sin to hug the
chains of condemnation, and obstinately kiss

the fetters of wrath ?

" Woe ; woe to the sinner who lives in his

sin.

Unrighteous without, and unholy within :

Each thought of his heart, and each look

of his eye
Is tainted with sin, and his doom is to

die.'*

—

Hwnter.

Page 6S.—Unbeliefand the Bible !^
An infidel said that there was one thing which
marred all the pleasures of his life : where-
upon a friend enquired of him what it was.
He quickly responded, " I am afraid the Bible

is tiue ; if I could know for certain that death
is an eternal sleep, I should be happy ; but
the thought that, if the Bible is true, my soul

is lost for ever, siings me like a thorn—pierces

me like a sword."
" The avengmg horror of a conscious mind,
Whose deadly fear anticipates the blow,
And sees no end of punishment and woe

;

But looks for more, at the last gasp of breath;

This makes a hell on earth, and life a
death. "

—

Lucretius.

Page 62.—First Sign !—Few but have
observed a startling picture suspended on the
walls of our metropolitan and suburban rail,

way stations. It is a lion—with shaggy mane,
and eyes glaring half with anger, half with

fear. Around its agile form are the meshes of

a net.—1. That net speaks of the thraldom of

the monarch of the forest. 2. That net speaks

of the inability of the lion-king to free him-
self. And, 3. That net speaks of the agency by
which the wild beast is to have liberty ; for

a tiny mouse is busily employed nibbling the

meshes one by one. None can mistake the

expression of that animal's eye—its eagerness

to escape—its gleesomeness as it feels one
mesh after another give way. Alas I That
picture does not ^peak of wha,t " the voice of

the first sign "does :—unwillingness to believe

in freedom :

—

" He is the freeman whom the truth makes
free,

And all are slaves beside. There's not a
chain

That hellish foes confederate for his harm
Can wind around him, but he casts it

off.'

—

Comber,
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Page 64. — Obstinate Unbelief!—
Away at pea, the mariner will sometimes come
upon a bottle floaniig upon the widf waste of

waters. For mouth—ay, years—the waters
havebo' n sur(.'ingr(.und andiound it, and yet

not a drop is within. So it is with c ur hearts,

unbelief closes them so that that the water
of life cannot fill them; and no mntter how
numerous and copious mercy's showers, they
rtmiiii persistently sealed. The Orientals

have a proveib

—

*' The 003 )a-palm leaves infidels without ex-

cuse,

For nine and ninety are its common uses

;

In hardened carelessness they wait a hun-
dredth use,

Until some new discovery introduces 1

"

Page 65. (i)— Hesitation!—A youth
crv)f8ii)g a narrow tiee-trunk bridge kept look-

ing at the gorge below, down which loamed
and thundered the mountain cataract. His
conductor saw that he was tumuig giddy and
faltering : whereupon he counselltd him to

fa&ten his eye on the lovely scenery in the
front. A boy climbing the ladder of ropes
leading to the top mast began to tremble as

he looked down at the deck and yawning
waters, which, when his fathernoticed, he en-

deavoured to prevent by shouting: "Look
up 1

" Moses hesitated ; therefore God tells

him two things: 1. To look up to Him: and
2. To look at the holy land whither He would
bring His people from Egypt

—

" With eyes turned upward, whence Her help
def-cends,

She waits expecting till the tempest ends.*'—Holmes.
Page 66. (2)—Wortlilessness. — Toe

meek Moses lost sight of the fact that God
does not of necessity require good material.

The paper manufacturer is not nice in the
choice of his materials. He does not, writes

Arnot, reject atom or filthy piece as unfit for

his purj ose. All come alike to him; for be
knows what he can make of them. The filthy-

rags can be made serviceable. So Gf>d needed
not. a man highly endowed with mental gifts

and intellectual energies, with commanding
presence and persuasive eloquence. His pro-

vidence and grace could prepare Moses for his

mission. Yet
'• No mortal eye the manner sees,

The imperceptible degrees,

By which our Lord conducts His plan,

And brings us to a perfect man,"— Wesley,

Page 66. (31—Try and Trust 1—The
mi-sionary JohnWilliams once said that there
were two little words which were able to make
the most lofty mountains melt :

" Try " and
" Trust." Moses had yet to learn the use of

these words. God taught him. The sailor has
to be taught that he must not look on the
dark and troubled waters, but at the clear blue
heavens where shines the pole-star. Moses was
gazing at the surging sea of Egyptian wraih,
and God taught him to direct his gaze heaven-
WarJ. then to try and trust, for greater Is He

that is with you than all that be against you.
As an early Christian writei enjoins, let us not
fort-'Ct—as Mose>< did at fir^t— that all Go-i's

biddings are enablings,ani^ that it is for us not
to ask the reason but to obey. As Luther said,

" 1 would rather obey than work miracles."

Page 66. (4)— Success!— Moses wag
looking at himself, not at God, who was issuing

the commands, and therefore was re-ponsible

for its fulfilment. With the is^ue Moses had
nothing to do—with the execution very much.
Certain officers, says Dr Scudder, once spoke
in the pretence of the Duke of Wellington of

the missionary enterprise as though there
could be DO rational prospect of its success.

The old iron Duke re plied by asking them
what they had to do when the commander-in-
chief issued marchii-g orders? On receiving

their ready response, '* To march," he quickly

enquired for a Bible. Opening it, he told

them that the marching orders of the chief of

the missionary army were : Go ye into all the

world and preach. He added, "Your duty
is to march and fight. The responsibility of

success lies with the commander, not with
you. If you do not march I shoot you "

—

*' Let me to Thy wisdom leave

When and what thou art to give :

All Thy works to Thee are known,
Let Thy blessed will be done."

Page 68. (5)—Disinclination!—When
Palamedes came to Ithaca to invite Ulysses

to join in the expedition against Troy, the
latter, unwilling to engage in the under-
taking, betook himself to ploughing the sand,

as an evidence of insanity, and consequent
unfitness. Moses pretended unfitness to ex-

cuse himself from the duty to which God was
calling him, but upon the discharge of which
he was very unwilling to enter:

—

*' Be not too fast, be not too slow
;

Be not t( o early, not too late
;

Go, where His 01 ders bid thee go
;

Wait, when His orders bid thee wait.*

— Uphain,.

Page 68. (6)— Gifts and Graces!—
The meanest grace is above the highesc intel-

lectual gifts, as the smile of a sunbeam is

more powerful to chase away the grim and
sour darkness of the night than the sparkling

of a million diamonds. As Beecher says, mere
eloquence is like the light of shavings, which
burn with a sudden flash, blaz ng for an
instant, and then going out without leaving

either coals or heat behind. It is like the harp
which, while the wind touched its chords, dis-

c<iursed harmonious strains ; but muhic and
breeze died away together. Man's eloquence

is mighty, but it is transient.

" Could I command with voice or pen
The tongue of angels and of men,
A tinkling cymbal, sounding brass,

My spt^ech and preaching would surpass
j

Yain were such eloquence to me
Without the grace or charity."

—

Man tgomery,
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Pag-e 69 (7)—Divine Help !—Changres
take pliice above and around the fortress; but

its massive buttresses still stand unmoved,
and its battlements frown dcfi mce at the

strength of tSie foe. Certainly I will be with

thee. The clouds above are fleeting past, it

may be in pall-like gloom The leaves are

budding or fading according to their seasons

npon )he earth. There, however, stands the

Rock of >^gen, upon which is rooted the For-

tunes of Truth and Faithfulness :

—

*' And truth shall live for ever,

And through endless ages give

Her blessings to the sainted,

And fail them never—never."

Page 70. (8)—Work!—M ses was evi-

dently at ease, and disliked action. Evidently

his mind was in a dangerous condition, for,

as Cecil says, a man who gets into the habit

of enquiring about proprieties and expe-
diencies, and occasions, often spends his life

without doina: anything to purpose. The state

of the world is such, and so much depends
upon action, that everything seems to s-iy

loudly to every man: Do something

—

do it.

Moses was well nigh forgetting all about Egypt
in his quiet and happy home in Midian:

—

" Offer thy light on the altar
;

In the high purpose be strong

:

And if the tired spirit should falter,

Then sweeten thy labour with song."

—

Punshon,
Page 70. (9)-Duty! — Duty is first;

pleasure comes second. God first ; then self.

His ylory; then our own ease. The welfare of

Israel's host before the comfort of the shep-
herd Moses. When Pompeius M ignus pie-

paiedand freighted a ship with provisions for

beleagured Home, his friends endeavoured,
with persistent importunity, to dissuade him
from so doing. With great vehemence he re-

sponded :
*' It is necessary that I should go,

not that I should live." Moses needed not to

be concerned about his own safety, so long as

the freed m of Israel was accomplished,
" Away, then, causeless doubts and fears,

That weaken and enthral
;

Wipe off, my soul, thy faithless tears,

And rise to duty's caXV —Lyte.
Page 71. (10)—Moses and Aaron!

—

The cobbler, writes bmith, could not paint
the picture ; but he could tdl Apelies how to
put in the shoe-latchet. Two neighbours

—

one blind and the other lame—were called to
a place at a great distance. It was agreed that
the bliad man should carry his lame friend,
who would help his human hoi se with bis ey es;
*' The lame man with his crutches rude
Upon the blind man's shoulders broad;
United thus achieved the pair
What each would have accomplished ne'er."

— Gdlcrt.
Moses and Aaron had each their defects.
Moses and Aaron also had their qualifications,

Moses wasearnes*. Aaron was eloquent. Moses
had a bold heart, Aaron had a beautiful voice.
Both aided each otbor. Mu'ual help.
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Page 71. (11)—Gifts !—Well does Salter
put It when he points out that flowers, while
they captivate us with their beauty, no less

astonish us with their variety. Every country
has its peculiar species. Some of these love
the burning suns of India ; some the barren
deserts of Africa. Am-rica and New Holland
are equally distinguished by the variety of its

animals as by the diverse flowers of singular
and rare beauty. 'I'hen again there are some
flowers which are the natives only of tem-
perate climates, and a few are confined to the
snowy regions of the north. All these are
remarkab:e for their different qualities ; since
some have fragrance— others beauty— and
others again the properties of medicine. So
in the Christian Church, the gifts and graces
of its mt-mbcTs differ widely.

"And yet what godlike gifts neglected lie

Wasted and marred in the forgotten soul I

The finest workmanship of God is there."

— Willi*.

Guthrie aptly remarks that in Christians
there are differences of character, which

—

springing from constitutional peculiarities or
early education—grace will modify, but never
altogether eradicate on this side the grave.
But there are also differences which imply
no defect

;
just as there are in countenances

which are very unlike, and yet, be the com-
plexion dark or fair, are very bf^autiful. We
do not expect all good men to be alike, any
more than we would have all the members
of a family alike, or all the flowers alike.

The Church of Christ—like the meadows
below, or the s^^ar.spangled heavens above

—

owes its beauty to that variety in unity
which mirks the works of God and mars
none of them.

" Everywhere about us they are glowing.
Some like stars, to tell us Spring is born;

Others, their blue eyes with tears o'er-

fl')wing,

Staud like Ruth amid the golden corn."—Longfelloiv.

Page 72. (12)—Reward!—There is a
beautiful tradirion illustrating the blessed-

ness of performing our duty at whatever cost

to our inclination. A lovely vision of our
Saviour had appeared to a monk. In silent

rapture and bliss of ecstacv he was gazing
upon it, when the hour arrived at which it

was his dutv to feed the poor of the convent.
He lingered not m his cell to enj ^y the vision,

but left it to perform his humble duty On
his return, 'he L gend runs that he found the
vi4on still v^aiting f« r MJm to ^^alutehim with
the words :

" Had-t thou staid. I must have
fltd." Ancient hit-tory (says Pilking'on)
stories of Uionysius t^at he CAUhcd a band of

musicians to play before him on the promise
of reward—and tha^ hp told them when they
came for their reward that they had already
had it in their hopes of it. Not so does God
fulfil his promise. Moses had respect unto
the recompense of the reward, and he now
enjoys it.
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" So do thy work ; it shall succeed

In thine or in another's day
;

And if denied the victor's meed,

Thou shalt not lack the toiler's pay."

—

Whittier.

Pag-e 72. (13)—Mutual Help! — Con-

ceive a chain whose uppermost link wa8
surely fixed in the living rock as your only

hope of ef«cape; would you not venure jour

body's weight upon its stren^ith ? But what
would be The result if the links were not
withm one another ; but only attached ex-

ternally by some brittle thing? Yoa would
simply be <xcharif-ing a slippery place of

danger for inevitable dcith. No; the linka

miis' be within each other, and this is doae in

the fires. They were brought to a white heat

ere they could be welded in. Most s and Aaron
\\A(i thus to be welded together in the furnace
of afSiction—ere attached to the Eternal

Rock—they were safe holding for ttie im-
peruled host of Israel.

" Steadfast and sure it cannot fail,

It enters deep within the veil,

It fastens on a land unknown,
And moors me to my Father's throne."

Wesley.

Page 74. {14)—Parental Respect!—It

is reported of George Washington that, when
qnite young, he was anxious to enter upon a

seafaring life against his mother's wish. She,

however, yielded to his going as a mid-ship-

imn. When all was in readiness—when his

trunk had been put on board—he went to bid

her good-bye. The tears welled up in ber

eyes, and stealthily stole down the maternal
cheek. Se^ ing how broken-hearted his mo' her
was, he called to the peivint to brin-^ back
his box, for he could * not go away to break

his mo her's heart." His mot^her assuted him
that since God had promised to bless thoee

who honour parents. He would assuredly

bless her son for his filial ob^^dience.
*• One lamp—thy mother's love—amid the

stars

Shall lift its pure flame changeless, and
before

The Throne of God burn through eternity."

Willis.

Page 74 (15)—Filial Memory 1— It is

only when we have lut-t our pa-ents that we
f-ee how far short we came in filial obedience.

An aiiiiible youth was lamenting the death of

a IT)' St atfectionate parent. His companions
endeavoured to console him by the refl ction
that he had always behaved to the deceased
with duty, tendemrss, and respect. This far

fiom really comforting bim only increased

his self-reproach :
'* Whils' my fatber lived, I

thought that I was a good son, but now,
a'as! I recollect with p;^.in many instances of

(Jisobedience and neglect" H w similar

were the sentiments of Richard the Lion,
when he stood in the church of Fontevraud,
find g!^zed upon the face of his broi<^n-hearted
father's f'orp-e, upon which the broad light

of noon wa«< flung.

Pag-e 74. (16)—Gratitude 1 Hethathaa
nature in him must be grutetul

—

" 'Tis the Creator's primary great law,

That links the chain of being to each other,

Joining the greater to the lefser nature.

Tying the weak and strong, the poor and
powerful.

Subduing men to brutes, and even brutes

to Men."

Page 76. (17)—Pasental Dealing !—
On one occ-isioti a minister of God was
0'-U'>seliing a little girl to evince gratitude

flviys for the kin I father whom God bad
^r iciously given her. when she looked up in

his face with her soft, blue eyes, and ex-

claimed, " He never speaks kind to me." Can
we wonder if that child grows up undutiful
—disobndien —void of all confiding tender-
ness towards her parent ?

Pag3 76. (18)—Presumptuous Chris-
tian 1—That sailor is a fool who wilfully

runs his vessel among the foaming breakers
because his ship is stout—bears a life-

boat on her deck, and can be rescued by
watchers on the shore. Tiench relates the
visit of a gentlem in to the scene of a colliery

explosion. The mine was full of chokedamp

;

and yet his guide per-isted in entering it with
his Uavy.lamp, That light was invented^tO'

protect miners, and not to make them pre-
sume. Christians presume on the providence
of God when they rush recklessly and un-
called into danger.

" Whate'er our thoughts or purpose be.

They cannot reach iLeir destined end,
Unless, oh God. they go with Thee,
And with Thy thoughts and purpose

blend.

Page 76. (19)—Confidence! — Luther,
when making his v ay into the presence of
Cardinal C^ijetan, who had summoned him to
answer for bis heietical opinions at Augs-
burg, was asked by one of the cardinal's
minions where he would fi >d a shelter if his
patron <he Elector of Snxony deserted him.
His immediate reply was, *' Under the shield
of heiven." Under 1 hat shield Moses was to
enter Pharaoh's presence.
*' A strong tower is the Lord our God,

To shelter and d( fend us
;

Oar shield His arm, our svx-ord His rod.
Aga'nst our foes bef.'iend u^."

—

lAither,

Page 78 (20)—Hope I—Dr. Judson was
once a-ked whether the prospect of the
speedy conversion of the heathen was bright

;

whereupon he immedia'ely responded: -'as
bright as the promises of God.'' On these
promises Mos« s was to rely. On these
divi'.e assurances Mo^es was to hope ; for God
assured him that, He W'iu1d certainly be with
him. Thish >pe—as Smiles has it—is like the
san which, as we journey towards it, casts the
shadow of our burden behind us. So Moses
found when he laid hold of the Divine A>-sur-

ance. The islanders of St. Kilda !?ain their
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subsistence by searching for nests along

dant^erous heights and down precipitous

cliff-. Their waists are girdled with a cord

let down from above. Moses liirdled his

heart with the golden cord of God's pronaisi^s,

ere he lowered himself from Horebs frown-

ing heights to E'^iypt's dark abyss.
* With him went Hope in rank, a haadtome

maid,
Of cheerfullook, and lovely to behold

;

In silken pamite she was light array'd,

And her fair locks were woven up in ^'o'd."

S2)Gnscr.

Page79.(2i)—Wonders I—Thepciennfic
man asserts as the latest generalization of

his science that there is in nature the uni-

formity of natural sequence—in other v^oids,

that nature always moves along the ^ame
path, and that law is a necessity of thirigs.

He thus indirectly asserts the probability of

miracles—indeed admits them ; for where
there is no law there is no tr insgression, and
the very belief in miracles depends upon this

uniformity. In nature there are deviations
from this law of uniformity ; and so it \% in

grace. God has a certain course of dealing
generally with man, and He is pleased to

diverge from that course at times—that the
exception may prove the rule : —For
" Order is heaven's first law—a glorious law,

Seen in those pure and beauteous isles of

light

That ce-me and go, as circling months fulfil

Their high behest."

—

Milton.

Page 79. (22)— Fear I— Fear secretes

acids, but love and trust are sweet juices.

Who has not learned this as truly as Moses
did ? The fear of man bringeth a snare

;

but whoso trusteth in the Lord, mercy en-
compasseth him on every side. It is like a
hedge which keeps off the wild beasts ; like

the coral reef, which bafiles the angry waves
in their recurring daily attempts to leap over
and disturb the calm still lagoon of tropical

islands.
" The saints should never be dismayed,

Nor sink in hopeless fear
;

For when they least expect his aid,

The Saviour will appear."

Page 79.(23)—Divine Sovereignty 1

—

Bishop Hall says, " I leave God s secieis to

Himself : it is happy for me that God makes
me of His court, and not of His counsel."

As another expresses himself, it is not given
to man to discover all the works and ways
of God, either in nature or in grace. Perhaps
those of nature—notwithstanding all our
b' asted discoveries and pride of science

—

lie as unknown to us as the wide forest to

the microscopic in-^ect, whose life is a day,
atid whose world is a leaf. Laplace wrote
that it was the Utile that we kne% the great

that remained unknown. And Newton's
matchless imagery of the pebbles on the sea-

horse displays the profound conviction of the

Christian philosopher that we are ign rant of

far more than we know. Nor is the warning
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of puritan Adams out of date when he
monishes that he who will be sifting every
cloud may be smitten with a thunderbolt :

—

'* Those puzzled souls of ours gro^ we;ik.

With beating their bruised wings against
the rim

That bounds their utmost flying, when
they seek

The di^tant and the dim."

—

Ingelow,

Page 79. (24)—Mysteries 1—It is for
man to sccrpt them. Grosart remarks that
he could drink of the clear, cool spring,
though he might not hope to pierce the
awful foundation of granite from whence it

came gushing up. I can rejoice in the
shining sun, and fan my ch< ek with the
breathing wind, though I am ignorant as an
infant of the great palace of light, and know
not whence the wind cometh. Believing,
where we cannot prove

—

" As sinks the moaning river in the sea,

In silver peace, so sinks my soul in Thee,"
Stowe.

Page 81. (25)—Future Hopes 1—Mo?ea
had respect unto the recompense of the
reward. God's reward is exceeding great.

When Zelilaus lost his hand in the service of

his master, the king of Poland, he received
from him a golden hand in its place. Agrippa
had suffered much for Caligula at Rome, who
therefore upon his elevation to imperial
power presented him with chains of gold
equivalent in weight to the iron fetters he
had worn in the dungeon. God's reward
reserved in heaven is a vast inheritance, in-

corruptible and undefiled, a crown of

righteousness, an exceeding and eternal

weight of glory. Aad as the workman is

paid after his work is done ; so the Christian

is rewarded when life is ended

—

" For loss, nor shame, nor grief, nor sin. His
promise may gainsay

;

The name Divine hath spoke within, and
God did neer betray.

—

Adams.

Page 81. (26)— Eternal Prospect!

—

Melvili likens it to a gloiious morning, with

the sun rising higher and higher—one blessed

springtime, »nd yet richer summer, every

plant in full fi.ower, but every flower the bud
of a lovelier. It would, however, be a poor

prospect which such beings as ourselves could

comprehend or anticipate. Givw me, .^lays

one, the majestic cloud—the oracular veil

—

the mighty shadows which recede as we
advance, filling the mind with amazem*'nt.

I wish, when I have climbed the highest

pinnacle that sanctified conception can soar

to, to be compelled to own that I have not

reached the base of the everlasting hills,

whence to survey the eternal prospects :

—

*' Go, wiiig thy flight from star to star,

From world to luminous world as far

As universe spreads its flaring wall

:

Take all the pleasures of all the spheres.

And multiply each through endless years,

One minute of heaven is worth them
all."

—

Moore.
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CHAPTER Y.

Critical Notes,—1. Hold a feast] Tnat is, of cuursp, a relipiona fpFtivnl,—a ''holyday," aa

tbe same word is rendered Ph. xlii. 4; " wiili proce-sions arid dancit.g,"' if we keep close to

the primary mc-ining of the Hebrew word did ghagh " to move in a circle." However op n

to aijuse. we cannot »fft)rd to let slip the p'Opnety of joy in wors*^ ip. The infinitely blesstd

Jehovah would be served with gladnes^^. His own holy jov senks io oveiflow into the heans of

his saints ; and th's it does if ever, in those direct acts of honiage which he himself has

instituted. 2. Neither will I let Israel go] Or, rather: * And certainly I will not Ut Israel
go,"—the laujiUige of t^rannicnl dt te^m'n^tion and bold dt fi uice. As much as to pay :

" I

know not Jehovan ; but even if I did. TH\T would make no difference." 3. Hath met with u ]

And this may He an adequate rendering. Bat the construe ion (with the preposition, ' al,

'•upon"). fiT d the context, rather sti^ongly fnvour the m re forcible meaning attributed by
Furst and Davids to qa rd (see under qd-rd. No, II ), Mo strike upon, or hit against a thing."

This hint might lead us to interpret the words thus :
'* The God of the Hebrews has en-

countered us ;

"
i.e., "has laid an arrest upon us "—

' His call is imptTative." It is a wrong
d'Tie to G'ld, which he must needs resent, when the leisurely joy of worship is denied him.
What an affliction to any pfople to be too hard worked to render God this service. Tbe
Pharaohs who impose such an affliction cantot complain if the wr(>nged Jehovah call them
vt ry sternly to account. 3 Let us go] Tbe cohortative mood : alrnott= * We must needs po"
(comp. Ewald. Gr. § 228) ; but bee blended with the particle of en'reaty nd, " pray :" "We
must needs go—pray \*-t us 1

" The joyful, leisurely worship which God demands is needful
for us as well as due to Him. 5. Now are many] The connection between this fact, and the
eaeing of the people's burdens is not at first bight apparent ; but, on r* fl ction, becomes clear.

From chap, i, 11 we learn that the building-tasks exac'ed. of the Hebrews were demanded
under the idea of tribute; for the words tJtere rendered " task misters ' (cf. below, on ver. 6)
namely sd.rey wiggim mean, *' princes of tribute " Now it is evident that a given sum-total
of tributary building would gradually become a lighter burden as the Hebrews multiplied.
Hence the meanmg of Pharaoh ia this place seems to be :

" The work has not been increased
in proportion to the increase of the people : permit' ing this, you have allowed them to find

ease by the mere fact <)f multiplying." It may not have been convenient or desirable to
begin building more cities : so Pharaoh would have the labour(>f finishing those in hand moht
vexatiously augmented. By the way, we thus get a glimpse of the p7'oce.<}s by which the sons
of Israel were enslaved. Their yoke was imposed under the specious name of '' tribute :

" this

tribute was imperiously exacted : then tbe payment was made gallingly hard to render. The
enslavement was complete. 6. Taskmasters] A good rendering of the Hebrew no-ghesirriy

which literally means "exactors," and is, in Job xxxix 7, used <>f the "drivers" of asses.

The Sept. rendering of this word is exceedingly expres.^ive : ergodioldai (epyoSiwKTai), " work-
pursuers," "work-persecutors." These •' ta'-kmasters" seem to he the same as the '• princes
of tribute " mentioned chap. i. 11 (comp. previous note), and manifestly were Egyptians
acting under Pharaoh and looking but too well (ver. 14) after his interests. Officers] These
were evidently Hebiews (vv. 14—20) who were set over their brethren, and were held lespon-
sible for the peiformance of the r( quired work. Theirs was indeed an unenviable position :

they had to wring Pharaoh's demands out of their own kinsmen, or be beaten themselves.
23. Neither has thou delivered thy people at all] This, though stronsr, is scarcely so bold as the
original, which here makes an effective use of its preplatfed infinitive absolute', " and—as for
delivering—thou has not delivered thy people."

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Ferses 1—9.

The FrnsT Attempt at I^ellqious Service.

What a long time it takes to get men fairly into any work that is required
of them. This is true in the secular sphere of daily life. Men put off till to-
morrow what ought to be done to-day. Especially is this the case in reference
to the duties that pertain to our moral life ; there is much delay before men are
willing or ready to undertake them.^ It is now some time since the first

indication had been given to Moses that it was the Divine will that he should
achieve the freedom of Israel. Yet he has been objecting to the service,

reasoning with God, wishing to be liberated from it, and in fact, only now,
when he finds escape impossible, is he about to commence it. Men little suspect
the time they waste, the energies they weaken, and the unnecessary difficulties
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they occasion, by such unbelief and delay. Every day we neglect the mission

it becomes harder to accomplish. Wh honour God by speediut^ immediately

upon His errands. They are important, and may be end.ing'red by delay.*

Israel is suffering the hardships of a cruel bondage all the time we are reasoning

and objecting to free them, and therefore a tardy obedit^nce is cruel and un-

warrantable. The woe and sorrow of the world demands that Christian workers

should be immediately brave and active. It is all very well to linger for

few moments by the bu-^h, burning but unconsumed, to get a vision of

heaven, and to hold communion with God, that the soul may be refreshed and
strengthened for the arduous work before it, but the act of worship must soon

and naturally break into the act of service, or we shall be guilty of unnecessary

delay. In obedient work men hold communion with God quite as truly as when
standing near the burning bush. We have here illustrated the first attempt

made at religious service. 1. That this first attempt at relis^ious service was
made responsive to the call, and in harmony with the will, of God. " And
afterward M* ses and Aaron went in, and told Pharaoh, Thus saith the Lord
God of Israel, let my people go, that they may hold a feast unto me in the

wilderness." 1. Thus there was a great necessity that the work now attertifded

hy Moses and Aaron should he accomplished. It would be almost impossible to

realize the condition of Israel at this time. They had been the slaves of a

tyrant king, many of them from their birth. They were ignorant. They were
heavily worked. They knew not the glad meaning of freedom, nor did their

slavery accomplish any worthy political end; it had been achieved by deception,

and was marked by severe oppression. Here then was a grand sphere for a

brave and heroic man. It is a sphere greatly needing his attention, worthy of

his deepest sympathy, and it will require his most potent eflbrt. Hence we see

that Moses and Aaron were not seeking to remove a fancied evil, with which a
few people were afflicted, but a wide-spread and long-continued woe, which
rendered sad the lile of a vast nation. Some men seek to remove imaginary
evils and fail, and with their failure society at large has little syn»pathy. They
are objects of merriment rather than of serious thought. We shall expect then
of these two men entering upon a work so eminently needed, that they will

in all probability succeed. It is a source of great strength to a Christian

worker to have the consciousness that he is attempting a work that really needs
doing. There are hundreds of good men animated by this conviction to-day,

and we all know that in the great world round us, there are many enterprises

requiring their efi'ort. Humanity is in a condition of servitude, of moral
servitude far more dreadful and despicable than that of ancient Israel.^ It is

in need of moral emancipation. Are there not many of us willing to make our
first efibrt in such a cause ? That wicked alley is without a tract distributor,

will you not ofler to take it? That class in the Stmday-school is without a
teacher, will you not endeavour to instruct it? That pulpit is without a

minister, will you not make an efi'ort to deliver the Gospel from it ? That
heathen town wants a missionary, will you not leave your home to take it the

freedom o\ the cross ? The work is a necessity, will you not make an attempt
at it ? You can jio to the tyrant ISin, and demand tlie freedom of his slaves.

This is a work that the world needs doing, and at once. Jt is rendered
imperative by the passion ot men, by the pain of society, by the obligations of

the cross, and by the distinct call to Christian service. 2. Moses and Aaron
were the right men to undertake this work. In the fiist place, Mo.ses had been
directly called by God to do it; also Aaron had been providentially conducted
to this sphere of work. In this we see the difterent methods by which God
enjoins work upon good men. He sometimes speaks directly to to the soul

in such a manner as cannot be mistaken ; at other times. He quietly opens up
our way to duty, and unexpectedly we find ouraelves in the presence of work
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demanding our immediate attenhou. / believe in a Kprcial call io, and

freparation foi\ Christian work. Unless a man has heard the voice of Grod,

unlev^^s he has beheld the vision of the burniniij bush, unless his soul has held

corimninion with heaven, unless he has learned to speak the deep name of

Jehovah, he has no right to go on the errand of Israel's emaneipation. He
cannot teach to others the meaning of a name he does not understand himself.

He cannot reflect the light of a vision he has never seen. A call from Grod is

an absolute necessity of Christian service. We are getting too lax in this matter.

We fear that the Church is sending men on errands of freedom whom Grod

has not commissioned. We cannot expect them to succeed. Then^ think of the

moral preparation that Moses and Aaron had received for this ivork in relation

to Israel. We know right well the discipline through which Moses had passed
up to this hour. It is written. The prior life of Aaron is unwritten. G-od

does not always disclose the process by which his servants are prepared for

their toil. They are prepared in diiferent ways. Solitude prepares one man
;

publicity will prepare another; the preparation must be in harmony with tlie

temperament of the man, and the work that he has to perform. The Church
requires to think less of results, and more of the methods by which they are

to be attained. Sometimes we see a great worker. He conquers every difficulty.

He is always successful. We at once regard him as ideal. We laud his talent.

AVe say that Christian toil is easy to him. We only view the result. Had we
^een him years ago, we should have seen him curious at the bush, objecting to

the service, asking that another may be sent in his place; then he was a feeble,

trembling worker, but the Divine preparation and heavenly grace has, through
long years, made him what he is. The call to Christian work is of God, and
likewise all the qualifications for it.* The reason why there is so much failure

in the toil of good men is because they do not entirely submit themselves to

the holy discipline which would quality them for it. Christian workers seek to

be prepared of God for your toil. Thus Moses and Aaron were well qualified

for this work. And we have workers in the Church to-day almost equal to

them ; divinely cultured in soul they are making their first attempt at service.

This very day they are standing before Pharaoh. They are seeking the freedom
of the morally enslave^!. May God prosper them in their mission. 3. Moses
and Aaron undertook this work in the proper manner and spirit. There is a
right way and a wrong in the performance of any kiod of work ; but especially

when it is of a moral character; then the greatest results are dependent upon
the utmost trivialities. It sometimes occurs that God gives a man a pattern of

work, and shows him how to execute it. This was the case with Moses and
Aaron. They were told to gather the elders of Israel together, and then to

proceed to Pharaoh with the request of freedom. The Divine mind is capable

of infinite suggestions to moral service, which are always helpful and welcome
to the earnest worker, and which should be carefully wrougtit out. The direc-

tion of heaven is needful in the work of spiritual emancipation. There are so

many methods to be considered, so many interests to be regarded, so many
emergencies to be expected, so much impulse required, and so many difficulties

to be encountered, that only God can render us any aid in such a work. But

often the gentle methods of service are the most effective, and we want to obtain

the sublime and happy art of Christian work, to win men into acquiescence

with the Divine will by a word ot love, almost unconsciously to themselves.

We should strive to present the message of God to them in such a voice and

manner as shall the most entice their attention and obedience. Many a good

enterprise has been ruined by the lack of a little loving and considerate art,

whicl) would have rendered it successful. But there are times when Christian

art is of little use, as in the case now under review; Pharaoh will not yield his

profitable slaves to the courteous request of two strangers. Hence Moses
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and Aaron are bold and determined in their request for the freedom of Israei

they plainly make known the word of Grod in reference thereto.^ So, when we
have to attack time-honoured custom, unholy vested inteiests, and to deal

with meii who are deaf to all the rigliteous claims of God, the only method of

service is to say, " Thus said the Ood of Israel, let my people go." Thus we
should imagine that the work attempted heing greatly needed, of divine

appointment and preparation, it will be almost certain of success. But how
disappointing is the sequel. II. That our first attempt at religious service is

often met by open profanity and ignorance. " And Piiaraoh said, who is the

Lord that 1 should obey his voice to let Israel go? I know not the Lord,

neither will I let Israel go." 1. Moses and Aaron were met hy a manifestation

of ignorance. Pharaoh seems to know nothing about the G-od of Israel ; or, if

he was aware of His existence, to hold Him in very inferior esteem. Perhaps

he thought that Jehovah was unable to aid the people in their bondage, or He
would have done so long before. And so it often happens, when Christian

workers comrnence their toil, that they are met by wilful and lamentable

ignorance,—ignorance of the very first principles of religion, by a rejection of

moral restraint, of the claims of God and humanity. Such a dark condition of

mind is very difficult to contend with, and is a great hindrance to philanthropic

toil. Only a Monarch ignorant of God wonld permit slavery within his realm.

Where there is the most religion there will be the truest freedom. But the

sequel of the history will show that Pharaoh could not much longer remain
ignorajit of Jehovah, and that he had reason to tremble before His power.

2. That Moses and Aaron were met by deep profanity. It would seem that

Pharaoh had very loose notions about gods ; he thought no doubt that one was
as good as another. His own country abounded with them. And he had not

much regard for those whom he had been brought up from childhood to fear

rather than to respect. Besides, he had got to regard himself of as much
importance as they were. In short, he was a god unto himself, and wished to

be unto his people. He was not therefore prepared to show any consideration

for the claim of a Deity of whom he was comparatively ignorant. Yet >.e must
have known something of Jehovah, he would gather indications of his power and
supremacy from the enslaved Israelites and their national records, it is great

profanity for a man to slight the faintest indication of the Supreme Ruler of

the universe, even though he be comparatively ignorant of his true existence.

After hearing the request of Moses and Aaron, Pharaoh ouiiht to have thought-

fully and seriously enquired into the matter, and a moment's serious reflection

would have shown him that he was putting himself in antagonism to the God
of the despised Israelites. But, instead oi this, he becomes insolent, opposes
his authority to that of the most High, and refuses the request of the emanci-
pators of Israel.^ So there are people in these days who have very loose

conceptions about the deity, they are comparatively ignorant of Him, they treat

His claims with contempt, they regard His servants with scorn, they imagine
that they are free from His dominion, and with this profanity Christian workers
are frequently called to contend. 3. That Moses and Aaron were met by

unwarrantable pride. Pharaoh speaks in the second verse as though he were
the supreme monarch of the world, as tfiough there were none to rival his

grandeur, or to defeat his power. And thus his pride led him to an unwar-
rantable defiance of Jehovah. It exposed him to imminent peril, for in a
moment the Divine Being could have crushed him as a moth in his hand ; so

lamentable is the pride of man. And yet this ancient king of Egypt is but a
type of many to-day, whose pride, the outcome of ignorance, brings them
into open hostility to the will of God, and renders them antagonistic to His
servants. Frequently are Christian workers met by manifestations of pride
which they find very difficult to conquer. Thus the fact that we are sent by
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God to our first rffort of Chri>tiaii service, that we are prepared for it by the

heavenly di^^cipline of years, and that it is a work <2^reatly required at our hands,

does not remove from before us all the difficulties of the cat^e. We have as

thorouglily to contend with the ignorance, profanity, and ])ride of men as though

we had never received our commission at the hand of Gofl. It is not the

economy of lit aven to remove all obstacles out of the way of Christian service,

else there would be but little for man to do in the way of sacred toil.

III. That our first attempt at service is often misunderstood, and its motive

maligned. "And the King of Egypt said unio them, wherefore do ye, Moses
and Aaron, ht th.e p(:Of)le from their works ? Get you unto your burdens."

i. Pharaoh icas not sensPive to the cJairns of dufy. He was a king, and had

learned through a long series of years, hy continued practice, to despise the

claims of others, nor would he make an exception in the case of Jehovah. He
was hardened in heart. He was dai-kened in mind. He was >^urrounded by all

that could flatter his vanity, or aid him in the event of conflict: hence he was
not much troubled by the moral questions of life. He would be far more per-

plexed by the invasion of a foreign king than by any command from God. And '

80 Chri>tian workers have to appeal to men who are almost destitute of religious

feeling and sensibility, to convey Lo them the stern messages of God. We can-

not wonder then that they are so often misunderstood and rejected. Pride

always renders men insensible to the claims of duty. 2. Pharaoh was not a

disinterested interpreter of the claims urged upon him. Moses and Aaron
demanded that the tyrant monarch should announce freedom to all his slaves.

But these slaves were of great service and profit to him and his nation: hence

Pharaoh could not put a disinterested interpretation upon the deinand thus

made upon him. And so it is now, Christian workers have frequently to

undertake work, and to enunciate requirements which are opposed to the

secular interests of men. Can they wonder if these requirements should be

rejected, and their motives misrepresented ? It is difficult to get a man to do
the will of God wdien it is in apparent antagonism to the interests of his trade

or profession. Thus Christian workers can generally explain the opposition

to which they are subject ; they know that it arises from the enmity of the carnal

mind, and from the dictation of self interest, rather than from any rejection of

them personally. This misrepresentation may give rise to persecution and
slander, but from this God will ultimately deliver those who toil for Him.
Their aspersed character will be cleared. Their safety He will ensure, or the

service of earth shall break into that of heaven. IV. That sometimes our first

attempt at religious service appears to be more productive of harm than good,

and to have the very opposite effect to that designed. " And Pharaoh com-
manded the same day the taskmasters of the people, and their officers, saying,

Te shall no more give the people straw to make brick, as heretofore: let them
go and gather straw for themselves," &c. Thus it would appear that Moses and
Aaron instead of accomplishing the freedom of Israel, rather increased the pain

of their slavery. But we know not by what methods God will accomplish His
will, and even this intolerant conduct of the king may be part of the discipline

>\hich shall occasion his defeat. How many Christian workers have been in

like circumstances to these, apparently having done those whom they sought
to benefit more harm than good. And this has beeu a c.iu^e of great regret and
discouragement to them. We would urge such not to be discouraged by appa.

rent failures, for after all, these may contain the germs of future success-

Lessons :— I. Begin at once some enterprise for the moralfreedom of humanity?
2. If in thefirst atteitipt at service yon meet with difficulty and rejection^ do not

he dismayed. 3. That you must be fnally successful in your efjhrts

:

— (1.) For
they are appointed hy God. (2.) You are upheld hy heaven, (3.) You have the

sympathy of all good men,
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Verse 1. That Christian Workers
should go boldly to their duty. " Aud
afterwards Moses and Aaron went in

and told Pharaoh." Tliese two men
had been set about their Gorl-given

work ; they do not hesitate ; there is

no manifestation of timi-iity ; they

stand before the King of Ei2:ypt as

equal to hitn, and as equal lo their

duty in every respect. iSo Christiaii

workers should go to their work in a

bold spirit, as supported by theSupreme
Power.8 They have no need to tremble

in the presence of any difficulty. The
Lord is their Helper.

II. That Christian Workers should

present the direct claims of god to men.
" Thus saith the Lord Grod of Israel,

Let my people go." We must never

go to moral service in our own name,
nor must we use our own authority.

All our messages and demands must
be presented under the authority of

God, and only His words are we war-

ranted in uttering. Never leave out

the " Thus saith the Lord '* in your
efibrt of service.^

III. That Christian Workers should

aim, in harmony with the will of God,

to bring the enslaved to a grand moral
festival of freedom. " That they may
hold a feast unto me in the wilder-

ness."^" All service should have refe-

rence to moral festivities
;
(to times of

gladness and hope the world is called.)

But the festival which is the accom-
paniment of the freedom wrought by
God is characterised by devotion.

Why did God send Moses and Aaron
to Pharaoh, when He could have de-

stroyed him with a stroke, and have
wrought the freedom of Israel:— 1.

That God's power might appear in

shewing his wonders. 2. That the

Israelites might see the great care God
had over them. 3. To exercise their

patience, not being delivered at once.

4. To leave Pharaoh without excuse.

God's ambassadors must proceed

orderly in delivering their message

—

first to Israel, secondly to Pharaoh.
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Order of persons as well as time is

ob-^ervable by God's servants.

The poorest persons under God*a
authority may come into the presence
of the proudest king.

God's ambassadors must declare His
will to the greatest potentates.

God's messen^j^ers must go in His
authority, and vouch His name.
A proclamation of God :—1. His

name. 2. His authority. 3. His re-

gard for His people. 4. His desire for

the freedom of man.
The freedom of men :—Earnestly

desired. 2. Ejffectively undertaken.
3. Divinely approved. 4. Successfully

achieved.

The end of all redemption is that

God's people should serve him.

The true service of God is a festival

of .joy-.

It is better to serve God in the

wihierness than Pharaoh in Egypt.

Yerse 2. Who is the Lord that 1
should obey His voice?

^*

I. Who is the Lord?

I. Thy Creator. 2. Thy Benefactor. 3. Thy
Redeemer. 4, Thy Governor,

II. How may we bear His voice! (ii)

1. In the works of nature.

2. In the dispensations of Providence,
3. In our spiritual perceptions.

4. In the Bible,

[^Pulpit Analyst"]

Phara.oh's Impious Inteeeogation.

The text is the labguage of the Pagan and
im}.,'iou8 Pharaoh. A person whose history
and character are fully presented to us in the
Divine Word.

I. God has spoken to mankind.

1. J3e has graciously spohen hy His rrorlis,

'< The heaveiiS d* clare, &;c., Kom. 1. 20. Here
the exiBtence. majesty, power, and wisdom
are all declared.

2, He has spoken continually hy His good
providence. The admirable p'ovisiun made
for all oieaturei, &c Hear Paul's address

to the inhabitants of Lystra: A'^ts xiv. 15, 17.

3 He hnth spolieii awfully hy His judg-

ments. How terrible His voice to the ante-

diluvians—Pharaoh. By war—by pestilence

by famine—by earthquakes.

4. He hath spohe.n distinctly in His word.
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By the ancient prophets—bv H''a own Son.

Hear the Apostle: Heb. i. 1. The Shviouf

aUo instituted the ''hristian Minis'
J
y. to con-

vey the words of G'td to all the world.

II. Why and how you should hear

1

.

Why you .?// ot/Jd hear His voice. Beenn -e

ut His rif^ht in and over you. He is your Go i,

Creator, Lawgiver. B'cause of his c^-n^ipsren-

pion to you. It is infinite condet^censioti on
tV e part of Deity to stoop and ppenk to you.

How angels hearken. Because <f the drsign

of His speaking, which is your present and
etern«il welfare.

2. How we should hear His voice. With awe,

sacred attt-mion, with holy anxiety to un'ler-

Btand and obey it.

III. The impiety and folly of refusing to hear

the voice of God. But who are guilty ( f it?

The ^cepnc, senpunlist, wor'ding, sinner.

Pride of hesrt learls to it.

1. It is flagrant contempt of God.

2. It is open rebellion against the authority.

3. It mustheeventually ruinous to the sinner.

\_STietches of Sermons, hy Dr. Burns.']

Proud imperious spirits are hasty to

reply roughly to Go I's messengers.

Idolators are apt to despise God in

the true revelation of Him.
Hardened souls vent their contempt

upon God Himself more than on His
Church.

Contempt of Jehovah will not suffer

men to hear His voice.

Disobedience to God ushers in op-

pression to His people.

Scorners of God:— 1. They hear not

His voice. 2. They perceive not His
revelation. 8. They recognize not His
claims. 4. They insult His servants.

5. They enslave His people. 6. They
are obstinate in their denial.

The Eeasonings of an Enslaved
Soul with iis Tteaj^t Oppeessob.

Yerse 3. There are times when men
deeply feel the pain and degradation of

their slavery; they are awakened, by
the messengers of God, to a desire for

freedom, when they utter their senti-

ments in the language of this verse :

—

I. They urge the Divine uprising

on their behalf. " The God of the

Hebrews hath met with us." God
had awakened within Israel the desire

and hope of freedom, had urged them
to achieve it, and had promised to aid

tliem in so doing. Pliaraoh little

knew the events that had happened

prior to this visit ; he was ignorant of

the revelation which had been given

to Moses and Aaron ; but so it is,

imperious sinners walk to their doom,

iirnorant of the agencies that would

achieve their ruin. There is another

hiatorv than that which is seen by the

world at large ; it is behind in the

8ha<ie, only known to the favoured

servants of God. The meeting of God
with his people is an argument for

freedom, and should be recognised as

such by the proudest monarchs of

earth.

II They urge their own desire for

freedom. " Let us go, we pray thee."

Probably many will not consider this

couhi have been a very great argument
with Phiiraoh for the freedom of Israel;

but it ought to have been. A desire

for freedom, on the part of those who
are destitute of it, should be a strong

plea for its bestowal with all who have

it in their power to snap the fetters of

the slave. Heaven always respects our

wish for freedom. ^^ True kinghood al-

ways will.

III. They urge their desire for soli-

tude. "Three days' journey into the

desert." They had been so long in

the crowded cities of the Egyptians,

so painful and sad had their condition

become, that they longed for the soli-

tude of the desert to refresh their souls,

that they might drink in new life and
hope.

IV. They urge their desire for devo-

tion. " And sacrifice unto the Lord
our God.*' Their better manhood had
returned to these Israelites. Their

old feelings of worship are awakened.
They have struggled through their

pain and slavery, to God. They wish

to worship him. This is a strong

argument for liberty.

V. Theyurge their fear ofpestilence.
" Lest he fall upon us with pestilence

or with the sword." Slavery in any
nation is more productive of calamity

and retribution than almost any other

sin. That country will, in all proba-
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bility, be the most exempt from pesti-

lence and war which is the most free.

There is a healing influence in liberty:

hence this is an argument for it.

Jnst mark the contrast between the
Egyptian king, and the Hebrew or
Christian me8>engers. Being threat-

ened, they threatened not; reviled, they
reviled not again. They took meekly
his remarks; they entreated, but threat-

ened not ; for they said immediately,
" The Lord God of the Hebrews," etc.

;

speaking calmly, as if not one insulting

expression had been used.^^ Now here
is a precedent for us. If Pharaoh
forgot his place, Moses and Aaron were
not to forget theirs. \_Dr. Gumming.']

G-od's ambassadors must not forsake
His message upon man's denial.

Further ari;uments must urge the
message of God, when its mere pro-

posal is not enough.
The God ot* the Hebrews must be

owned by them, though despised by
Pharaoh.

Although God commands powers,
yet it is fit that his people should
entreat them.

To sacrifice to God and to feast \\ith

Him are synonymous.
Pestilence and sword are God'sjudg-

ments, exacting the neglect of His
service.

These plagues are incident on all

that neglect God, but much more on
them that forbid others to serve Him.
The fear ot* these judgments should

awe souls from slighting His message
to them.

Yerse4. Goodmen are often wrongly
judged:—1. In respect to their mo-
tives. 2. Actions. 3. Writings.

Pert^ecuting powers return rough
answ^ers lo humble petitions.

Oppressing kings make nothing of
despising, checking, and menacing
God's metjsengers.

Wicked powers censure the motions
for God's service to be detractions from
their work.

Opprej^sing rulers are angry with men
who move souls to serve God.
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Cruel masters drive God's people
from serving Him to bear their burdens.

Eeligion NO Excuse for theNeglect
OF Daily Work.

There is much daily work carried
on that is both against the law of God
and man

; this, religion will suspend,
and, instead, will give a man work to
do, the performance of which will be in
harmony with conscience, and beneficial
to the commonwealth.^* True religion
is no friend to indolence. Eeligion
is no excuse for the neglect of daily

work :

—

I. Because it commands men to pro-
vide things honest in the sight of all

men. It gives a man an employment
to fulfil, in one station or another, in
lowly social grade, or otherwise. It
makes men wUling to earn their daily

bread, to answer the purposes of labour,
and to enliance the general welfare of
the nation. If men are idle in their
daily avocation, it is from the lack of
religion, not from the possession of it.

True piety consists as much in pur-
suing our daily toil as in attendance
upon the services of the sanctuary.
We should render both as a service to
God. We must be diligent in business.

II. Because it provides men with
forceful motives to work. True religion

brings torceful motives to bear upon
the souls of those who are animated
by it. It animates men to do their

work from love to an unseen God,
from faith in an unseen Saviour, and
from fear of a coming judgment and
eternity. Hence the motives of re-

ligion are calculated to make men
earnest workers. " Whatsoever thy
hand findeth," &c.

III. Becauseit enlargesman's sphere
of work. Besides work ing in the world
for daily bread, it opens up to him an
enlarged and holy sphere of toil in the
church, for the moral welfare of men.
Nor wdll the duties of the one inter-

fere with those of the other ; both will

admit of careful attention. St Paul
wrought at tent making, and also had
the care of the churches upon him»
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Verse 5. From the multiplied mim-
bers of tlu^ church, tyrants expect

multij)lied labours.

It is the envy of persecutors to see

God's servants have re^t from burd<'ns.

It is incideni to wicked powers to

suiTiiest, that Grod's ministers move
li'S people lo idleness and sedition.

Verse 0-7. Goal's commands, and the

interests of his people, are bitterly op-

posed by wicked powers.

Persecuting powers delay not to vent

their malice against God and his people.

Wicked rulers have their agencies

by whom they afflict the people of God.

Cruel powers stay the hands of

ministers from doing justice to such

as they will oppress.

It is savage cruelty to deny means,

and expect work and advantage.

Former justice is forgotten where
future oppre.-sion is intended.

Wicked powers will lose no gain,

though they allow poor souls nothing

to get it with.

They used straw in making brick.

—

1. To temper the clay, that it might

be firmer. 2. There was a great use

for brick in Egypt, not only because

they wanted stone, but because the

buildings made of brick wrre durable.

In the p\ rainid of Fayoun there are

found bricks which have De<-n hardened

in the sun, containing short particles

of chopped straw mixed with the clay,

their just idea being that straw would
give cohesion to the mass, the brick not

being submitted to the action of fire,

but only to the heat of the sun. Whilst

^/hese bricks would not be suitable for

our buildings, you can see their appro-

priateness in Egypt, where there is no
rain. In a dry and sunny clime the

bricks would last 'or thousands of

years, wlit-reas in our climate they

would be of no use.

Verse*? 8-9. The wo^l I and Satan opposed to

the Christian's Spiritual Progress. •• If thou

Come to serve the Lord," saith the wisdom of

the Son of Sirach, '• prepare thy soul for

temptation. Tliis caution too t>fttn neglected.

Young converts imf^.gine that the vie orJ over

Satan will be won ati once, by the IJrstblOiV.

The children of Israel had sighed by reason
of their bondage. The Lord heard their

groaning. Sent Moses and Aaron to the
Elders. The people believed. Did the chains

ot their bondage then fall off ot once ? Far
other A-ise. They were now in the way from
slavery, towaidtj the liberty for which they
panted : but toil, privation, and afflior^'oa

lay befoie them in lung succesvion, ere they
could sit down every man under his own vine,

and every man under his own fig nee, within
the consecrated borders of Canaan. Have >(>u

listened to the gracious pleading of the
Spirit of God, in sincere anxiety for a com-
plete and eternal deliverauc • 1 You wdl
meet witti hindrances, one of the first will

a7ise from those who make a mock at

sin, who deride the privileg-s and duties of

pure and undefiled religion (15) Such a rock
of offence is represented by Pu^raoh in th.s

chapter, where we find emblematically pour-
trayed :

—

I. The prejudice of the careless and worldly
agaimt sincere and vital Godliness. 1. It is

regarded as the dream and vision of a heated
and enthusiast io imagination. When the

wonders of redemption first break in upon
the mind, when the inquirer fiist beholds the
Son of God dying for him, he is ready to

exclaim, '* Whom have I in heaven but
thee 1 " Are these feelings visionary ; or
have they been enkindled within his heart

by the Spirit of God? 2. It is regarded as
inoojisistent with a proper attention to the

duties of active life. 1 grant it possible that
ihee^e of a Christian's soul, first open to

behold the glories of the G spel, may be
dazzled with their transcendent brightness,

and become ind fferent to objtcts of an
importance merely temporal; as the niturd
eye, which has gazed f ^r a moment upon the
sun, sees nothing but dimness in the things
of earth : but such an exclusive view of

eieinal things is of rare occurrence.

II. Another temptation which Satan em-
ploys to oppose an entire devotion of the heart
to (jod, is by exaggerating the importance of

worldly pursuits. *• Let ihcre be more work
laid upon the men." What shall it profit a
man if he shall gain the whole world, if he
shall lo e his own soul I A double cautioT
may be deduce 1 :—1 To those who would
hinder the spiritual freelom of others whom
tliey tn/iy control or influence; as Plifiraoh

would have impeded thepolitical deliverance of
Israel. You must settle from Scripture and
praytsr whether the resolutions and desires

you oppose arise from the inspiration of God,
or the ima-yination oF men, Wopi to him that
striveth with his M iker. 2. You who are
thus hindered, remember that Scripture ad*
dresses you with a cautionary voice. Be not
plothfui in business.

^Buddiconi's Christian Mvodus.J
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Ferses 10-14.

The Teue Picture of a Great Tyrant.

In tlie Word of God we have many patterns of human life and moral con-

duct. We have depicted the prouti mau in his gjiiety, the covetous man with

his wealth, the foolish man in his folly, and the tyrant in his cruelty. These
pictures of life are eminently calcuhited to answer a useful and practical pur-

pose. When the picture is of moral goodness and virtue, it is calculated to

inspire with its beauty, and to lead men to au imitation of it. When, however,

it is of tyranny, as in the case before us, it is likely to awaken supreme con-

tempt, and deep abhorrence for it. There is in man a certain intuition which
alway>> utters a response to the-e representations of comlu t, especially wh( n
th( y are presented in a pictorial form, as then they apj)eal to the imagination,

and make a far deeper impression upon the mind than any mei-e precept could.

In these pictorial representations ot character there is real life ; we ft el that

wt- are in contact with men who exhibit feeling, who speak, who act, whose
bearing is m harmony with our own iinier experiences: hence they take deep bold

of your souls. We hope that the picture sketched in the verses of ihis [)ara-

fjruph wdl give us such a vivi(i realization of the cruelty and horror of tyranny
that we shall flee from it ourselves, and endeavour to repress it in oth* rs. We
observe— I. That tyrants generally take offence at and make the slightest

interference with their conduct the occasion of additio al hardship to their

slaves. The narrative informs us that Moses and Aaron had b en divinely

commissioned to go to Pharaoh, and rebuke his treat ment of the Israelites,

and to demand their freedom. 1. Thus we see that it is the dufy of good men to

rchuke tyrants. God calls men, and especially qualities them, to rebuke
tyrants who are oppressing humanity. It wnuld appear as it Pharaoh had
almost had his own way in the o[)piession ot I-rael. E_:ypt had not inter-

cepted him, nor had the Israelites risen in r«rb I lion against him, nor had any
heroic champion undertaken their cause ; they were the slaves of a monarch
who acted towards them according to the arbitrary and cru I impulse of his iron

will. And this had been the case for years. He has, therefore, grown impa-

tient of rebuke, and especially when administered by comparative >trangers.

It does sometimes happen that tyrants are allowed long to pursue their course

of cruel oppression without interruption; hence they are impciious. But (lod

will one (lay arrest them by a stern message. He will senu an heroic servant,

qualified by heavenly vision and a clear insiglit into the purposes of the future,

who shall meet: the tyrant in his own palace, a .d reveal a power suprem.^ and
unconquerable, before which he will have to yield. Some good people think it

best to let tyrants alone, to let them work their own cruel puip *se until they

come to their sad end, when they will die unpitied.^^ They imagine it foolish

to arouse their rage by interference, to awaken them to furtlier cruelties to those

already under their charge. We say that this is a wrong and cowardly m^'thod

of viewing the matter. We are unwarranted in allowing tyrants to reign for a

day ; in standing near while multit des are sufforin^ the agonies of a bondage
they have not power to resist. In such an emerg ncy we must be men ; above
all, we must be Christian men. It is our duty to demand the freedom ot the

oppressed, and, if necessary, to use striui^'ent ii.easnr s to obiain it. VV^e must
be )^YQ([ with a holy courage, and go as angels to snap the tetteis of tiie bond-

men, and bring them into sweet liberty. 2. That goo'l men who r(huke tyrants

are likely to involve themselves in anxiety and co'iJUct. Mo.-es and Aaron who
have just rebuked Pharaoh for his cruelly to, and demanded the freedom of,

Israel, have, by so doing, commenced a struggle that wiJ' involve them in life-

10;^
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1 'Tig trouble and anxiety. And so it is now. To rebuke a tvrant is a dIflBcult

matter, and especially if he occupies a high social position. Th re are alwnys men
of policy, place-hunters, who will defend such a man as Piiaraoh, animated by

the hope of future gain: hence such hollow-hearted hypocrites are the first to

insult, and, if possit)le, to defeat, the earnest endeavours of the good to relieve

the slave of his chains. A few such sycophants as these can com rive plots,

circulate slander, and awaken animosities \evj difficult to be overcofne. Many
a man has rendered sad his life by interfering with a tyrant in the interest o^

humanity at large, ^^uch a sacrifice of personal comfort is h ird to make, but \^

often required at the hands of those who would be the heroic emaui-ipators of

the enslaved. 8uch will get their reward. They v.ill win a calm peacefulness

of soul which outward clamour will not be able to di slurb, and the gratitude of

the world. Ifistance Wilberforce. 3. That go d men bu their rebuke often

awahen tyrants to further animosity. We are painfully cons<-ious that the

attempts at freedom are not at first successful ; they require long-contii ued

operations, which are likely to augment the rage of the de pot they seek to

dethrone: hence during the process of emancipation all slavery is rendered

more cruel and despicable.^^ But this is only the prophecy of ultimate freedom,

and will soon obtain its fulfilment in the songs of rans -med Isr lel. The heroic

good are not responsible for this additional cruelty, but it is a tribute to the

energy of their effort; and instead of discouraging those who are called to

endure it, it should inspire them with hope, as the darkest part of night is that

just preceded by the uawn. All tyrants are im patient of the mterferenee of

or hers. II. That tyrants generally employ others to carry their messages and
to execute their purposes of cruelty. Probal)ly Phara »h seldom saw the enslaved

Israelites, or the burdens they were made to bear, and the cruelty to which they

were subjected. He only knew the treasure-cities they were budding, and the way
in which they enriched his royal coffers. He simply gave his orders to the task-

masters and they executed them. He had little or no personal oversight over Ins

slaves. 1. Tyrants are generally too indolent and indi/Jerent to take a personal

oversight of their slaves. Pnaraoh would prefer lounging about in his royal

palace to the trouble of a personal inspection of his slaves. The walk to them
would be too much for him. Besides, he would not risk the consequenci's of

such a vit^it. The condition of Israel was so sad, their work so hard, their

scourging so brutal, and their bondage so severe, that even his i eait, sione-hke

as it was, might feel regret at tfieir woe. The human heart in the v\orst of

wretches, and in the greatest tyrants, will assert its natural fteling of p ty, even

thouirh it be unwelcome to those vviihin whom it is aw akened. Tlie r« inembraiice

of T^rael's wrongs might haunt him in the day time, and disairb his sluml)er8

by horrid dreams at night. He would, therefore, keep at a distance from his

slaves, that he might not hear their cries, and that lie might live on almost

unconscious of their woes. There are few men who can visit the wrongs aud
wue they occasion ; they prefer to live at a distance front i^. True, there aie

some hardy sinners who can stand unmoved surrounded by the victims of their

tyranny. 2. Tyrants generally 'prefer t'le excitement of phasing onnisement.

Pharaoh in the Egyptian Palace, ami, as the centre ot an Oiient.il court, would
not be wanting in amusements and occupations congenial lo his passionate

desires. He would much more prefer the pleasantry and magnificent entrr-

tainment of his royal surroundings than visiting his slaves. Hence he
employed others who should exercise a oirect .>^U|^)ervision over them. Tyrants
like to make others responsible for the injuri s they inflict. III. Ihat
tyrauts generally demand work unuer conditiuDs that lenaer it aliiiosii nnos-
sible. i^haraoh commanded that henceforth the Israelites shjuid make bricks

without tlie regular provision of straw, 'ihe officials were loi bidden to find it

tor them : heuce they were scattered about the country to obtain it for them-
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selves. This occupied much of their time, and yet the same amount of work
was required from them. So tyrants are unjust and inconsiderate iu their

demands. They are unreasonable. There are many of this kind in the world

to-day. There are some in the commercial world; they expect their servants to

make bricks without straw, to make money without capital. There are some in

the CImrch : they expect Ministers to make bricks without straw, to fill the

cliapel when no one will help him, to save souls when no one prays for him.

There are lots of people in the world who expect those under them to do the

impossible, and this is the essential spirit and demand of tyranny. Only a

despot will require of a man more than he can happily and reasonably render.

IV. That Tyrants bring grief upon the lives of others without the slightest

regret, and are utterly destitute of human feeling. Who can imagine the

condition of Israel at this time ? Their slavery throughout has been one of

calamity and woe, but never hft« it been more severe tlian now. This is the

supreme moment of" the tyrant's rage. The burden of Israel's work is unbearable.

Their lives are full of grief. All public spirit is crushed out of them. And
this is always the result of despotic rule ; it brings misery upon a nation ; it

crushes the energy out of a people ; it makes them incapable of noble impulse,

or of heroic action. The saddest pictures of past history are those connected

with the records of tyranny.^* The tear and voice of sorrow cannot move the

heart of a despot, he ia accustomed to their wail.

SUGGESTIBLE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

TnE Taskmasters of the People.

"Verse 10. I. As coming out from the whereby to augment the woe of those

presence of a cruel monarch. The whose slavery it has achieved,

taskmasters and ofiieers were, no doubt,

someof them chosen from the Israelites, ^^ I will not give you straw.''* Cold

as they would be more likely to find comfort ! Things commonly go back-

out any plot that might be contrived ward with the saints before they go

for their freedom, and they would forward, as the corn groweth down-
have more influence with their brethren ward ere it grow upward. Holdout,

in the event of a rebellion. They had faith and patience ;
deliverance is at

been in companionship with Pharaoh, next door. When things are worst.

They would be no better for this, they will mend. (Trapp.)

Men are always morally the worse The cruel commands of despotic

for spending an hour with a tyrant, monarchs are quickly obeyed by their

They almost unconsciously imbibe his instruments.

spirit. They become familiar with his Instruments must do and say what
vocabulary. persecuting powers command.

II. As uttering fromPharaoha cruel ^ome messengers may deliver glad

message. When you see a man coming tidings to G-od's people with gladness,

out from companionship with a tyrant, others with regret.

you may expect that he will soon speak A sad message :—l. Sent by a tyrant,

a message of cruelty. When tyrants 2- Sent through his servants. 3. Sent

are together, their counsel generally to the people ot G-od. 4. Sent under

has reference to the oppression of the permission of Providence,

weak.

III. As imposing from Phar^^oh a
cruel task. Israel was to make bricks Verse 1. I. That man cannot accom-

without straw. Tyranny is very uiven- plish workwithout means. Israel could

tive. It is never at a loss lor a method not make bricks without straw. Nei-
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ther can men undertake any work
vvitliout the means necessary to its

aceomplif^liiiient. A man cannot write

a book witliout intellect. He cannot

build a church without money. He
cannot save souls without intimate

communion wiib God. He cannot

gather riches without industry. He
(anriot influenre social without moral

purity. Mm cannot make bricks

without straw. The ^reat folly is that

they try. They are men trying the

impossible. They are of weak intel-

lect, yet they want literary fame ; they

are of feeble sympathies, yet they

long for the honours of emancipation
;

they are animated by a dream, they

pursue a phantom.

II. That one man has often the power
to intercept the means by which ano-

ther man works. Pharaoh hnd the

power to take away the straw from the

Isiraelites, which afoie-time had been
given to tliem to make their bricks.

So, one man has the power to intercept

the methods by which the intellect,

the g(mus, the activities, of another are

accustomed to work. We can take

away the i<traw b}^ wliich our brother

has been accustomed to make his

bricks. And many, animated by envy,

covetdusness, and despotism, render

those around them almost incapable

of toil. Hence many bright viMons

are dispelled, many long-indulged ex-

pectations are disappointed, and many
hours are beclouded with sorrow,

through the interference of such overt

tyranny.

III. That when men are robbed of

their means of work they are thrown
into great straits. The Israelites were
scattered all through the land of Egypt,
to seek stubble instead of straw,

whereby to fulfil their toil. Men must
work. They are not to be entirely

stopped by hindrances, but they are

greatly impeded by them. They are ren-

dered unhappy. They know not where
to supply the place of that ihey have

lost. Their amount of work is greatly

diminished. One man has the ability

to rtnder the ta.k ot jin'ther difiicult.

IV. Any man who intercepts the

work of another takes a fearful re-

sponsibility upon himself The man
who takes away the straw whereby
another man works is involving him-

self in terrible responsibility. Tlie

poorest workman can make a brick if

he cannot build a house. Do not im-

pede his labour; if you do, G-od will

mea.-sure out to you a just retribution.

Many men who are now dead wuuld
have left the world a far richer legacy

of thought and labour, if the straw had
not been taken from them in the day
of their effort. Woe to the Pharaoh
who gave orders for its removal, and
who sent these great minds to gather

stubble in the broad universe, anywhere
where they could meet with more
kindly shelter and aid.

The Chuech Cast upon her own
Eesoueces.

Yerse 12. I. That the Church is often

cast upon her own resources. There
are times when men withdraw the

aid they have long given to the Church.

They issue orders that no more straw

is to be placed at her disposal. Men
of the world do not give the Church
her due. She is thrown back upon her

own resources, upon her own origi-

nality, suggestiveness, and, supremely,

upon her Grod. She has to go into the

wide world to seek aid in the per-

formance of her holy toil. She has to

make use of the meanest agencies, even

of stubble, now that her straw is

withheld. These are times of dark
depression.

II. That when human aid is thus
withdrawn, men expect from the
church the same amount of work that
she accomplished before. Pharaoh
expected from the Israelites the same
amount of work daily after the straw
was withheld, as before. So, notwith-
standing that the Church has to go in

search of new agencies, and awaken
new instrumentalities, yet in the time
of her depression men unreasonably
expect that she will achieve the same
amount of toil. Let our business men
give the Church the straw, the wealth.
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the consecrat'd talent s^ie needs, and
ou<j:bt to have Ironi them, and she will

soon double her dil licence and duty.

III. That when the Church does not

accomplish her work as fully and
speedily unler these difficult circum-
stances, she is persecuted and slan-

dered by the world. Verse 14. Thus
the Church, in the most trying moments
of her history, is misunderstood, mis.

represented, slandered, and persecuted

by those to whom she has rendertd
unnumbered and incalculable service.^^

Cruel commands of persecuting
powers are obeyed by afflicted souls.

Dispersion from fellow workers is a

hard burden on them, from whom work
is exacted.

It is a contradictory thing to drive

men from work, and yet expect daily

labours.

Such hard undertakings are the ser-

vants of God sometimes called to bear.

Yerses 13, 14. Keasons why men do
not perform their work.

Wherefore have ye not fulfilled your
task in making brick both yesterday
and to-day, as heretofore ?

I. Some men say that they do not
work because they caunot sae any to

do. They say that no one will employ
them to make bricks. When men
make this excuse we seldom believe

them. In a country like this, where
every kind of industry is carried on, no
honest, intelligent, and diligent worker
need be without employment. This
excuse is generally tlie plea of the
idle vagrant, rather timn the statement
of real iact. It may occasic)nally and
for a time be made with truth.

II. Some men do not work because
they are physically incapacitated.

They are unable to make bricks.

They may have been born with the

defective use of their bodily limbs,

hence they are not able to enter upon
the industrious pursuits of a busy life.

kSuch cases are numerous. They are

deserving of special asylums for their

benefit. They should always excite

our sympathy, and the bjst aid we can
render.

Some men do not work because
they are indolent. They will not make
bricks. They say there are no bricks

to be made They are idle. Such men
are a curse to themselves, to their

families, and to the nation at large.

Tiie law ought to have power to make
them work, and earn honestly their

daily bread. They are the cause of

half the woe that comes upon our
country.

IV. Some men do not work as thej

would because they are prevented
from doing so by the injusti e o^

others. These Israelites did not make
as many bricks as they otherwise would
have done had Pharaoh supplied them
with straw, as was his duty. There are

multitudes of good workmen kept from

the full and complete performance of

their daily work by the injustice and
tyranny of their superiors or even by

their comrades. Not even kings ought
to have the power to prevent the easy

and happy workmanship of their sub-

jects. Wliat a vast amount of profit-

able labour would be lost to Egypt
through this conduct on the part of

Pharaoh. That nation, as a rule, will

be the strongest and happiest in which

there is the gn^atest facility for good
and joyous work.

In the absence of help, cruel task-

masters are hasty to call for work.

Full work is called for by wicked
exactors, where means of doing it are

withheld.

Daily work is commanded by op-

pressors when they deny daily bread.

Hard blows as welt as harsh words
cruel powers inflict upon Grod's harm-

less ones.

Tender officers are made to smart by

superiors, because they dare not op-

press others under them.

Unreasonable demands are the best

reasons which oppressors give for their

cruelty.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.—Verses 15-19.

Eequiring the Impossible.

I. That there are some people in society who strive to make those under
ihem do the impossible. Phataoli tried to make tlie Israelites do the impossible,

when he coiTunand* d them to tnake bricks without providing them with straw.

This demand of tyranny is heard to-d;iv in our large factories and amongst
our agricnltur.il population. 1. All require men to do the impossible who wish

them to work beyond their cnpnhilities. Every man has a degree of capability

for work peculiar to himself, and can only execute that kind of work in a given

time, accordiuLT to his own ability. To require more at his hands is to require the

impossible. To require men to work beyond their 'physical strength is to require

the impossible. Some em^lftyers have no regard for the physical manhood of

those engaged in their service. Ttiey give the same ajnount of work alike to

the strong and the weak, and expect it accomplished. The thin, pale coun-

tenances of many who are daily seen wending their way to our busy hives of

industry are indices to sad tales of heart and home. They are overworked.

They are sinking into the grave. How often is the buoyant life and energy of

youth quenched, and almost extingu shed, by toil in an overcrowded and ill-

ventilated office. All who require young men to prosecute their daily business

under such conditions are, in effect, seeking the impossible. To require men
to work beyond their intellectual ability is to require the impossible. There are

hundreds of men in our country who occupy positions beyond the power of their

mental ability to sustain happily, and with comfort to themselves. This is the

ca>e with many who indulge in large financial speculations; with many in the

daily haunts of life who occupy a higher position than they are qualified for ; and
with many popular ministers. Those in authority over them, and an exacting

public, are ever urging them to make bricks without straw. Hence their work
becomes a burden and a sorrow. To require men to work beyond their moral

en rgy is to require the impossible. There are some men of little souls and
suiaii sympathies who have great churches, and who have in their congregation

men of large hearts These large-hearted hearers get but little help in their

sorrows and conflicts from their minister and his sermons; they ought not to

expect otherwise, for even a minister cannot make brick without straw. How
can a preacher give to his congregation the sympathies of an overflowing heart

of love, when his soul is hardly large enough to contain even himself, when he
is of cold temperament, logical in thought rather than deep in emotion. Never
require your minister to do the impossible; to visit all the parish in a day, to

know that people are ill when he has never been told, to attend halfa-dozen
committees at the same hour, to lead a prayer-meeting when he is preaching

elsewhere, or expect sympathy from him when he has none to give. If you
have chosen him as your pastor, do not expect him to make bricks without

straw. 2. All require men to do the impossible who wish them to work beyond

their opportunity. Every man must have time, and a proper time, to do his

work. He must not be expected to do two things at once. He must not be
expected to work when nature requires that he should be in bed asleep. B it

men must not only have the opportunity of time in which to accomplish their

work, but also the opportunity of place and means. Every workman should

have a place adapted to his employment, and should be readily supplied with

means whereby to carry it on. He should have a shed to make his bricks in,

an well as straw to make them with, 3. Contemplate the method employed to get

men to do the impossible, Tliese methods are various. Some will condescend
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to flattery and cnnt to get men to do that fcr which they are totally unadapled.

Others will use force and persecution. (1.) They set taskmasters over us. To
i\atch our conduct. To inspect our work. To insure our diligence. To
au<^ment our burden. To darken our sorrow. How many managers in our

large factories, inspired by the t\ rant spirit of their masters, act ttie part of

these Eu'}ptian officers. How many deacons in small churches are more like

them than they arc like Christ, who gave rest to the heavy ladened. (2.) They

abuse us. They say we are idle, and that even after we have made the best

attempt within our power, to fall in w^ith their unjust demands. (3.) They mod
our religious Kentiment. " Therefore, ye say, let us go and do sacrifice unto

the Lord." They impeach our religious motives. They insinuate that we are

hypocrites. These, then, are the ways and methods in which we are treated,

when tyrants endeavour to compel us to do the impossible. (4.) Some people

will attempt to accomplish the impossible. It would seeui that these Israelites did.

They were scattered abrttad, and went seeking stubble wherewith to make
bricks. Never attempt to do what you cannot, either in response to the order

of the tyrant or the smile of the flatterer. It will involve you in utter failure

and distress at last, when you will get no sympathy from those who urged you

to it. The w^orld is full of men who are trying to do the impossible. They are

trying to make wealth too fast, they are giving out energy they will never be

able to repair.

II. That the people who strive to make those under them do the impos-

sible are throwing society into an attitude of pain and complaint. " Then the

ofiictrs of the Children of Isiael came and cried unto Phaiaoh, sa3ing, where-

fore dealest thou thus with thy servants?" 1. The requirement of the impossible

tends TO throw society into an attitude of pain. "When men are required to do

the impossible, their physical and moral energies are exhausted by what they

know must be fruitless labour. Hence they become weary. They despair.

Most of the social pain of our country is occasioned by tyrannic and covetous

spirits, who are in haste to get rich out of the cheap and stern labour of those

who are unfortunately in t'*neir service. National iiappiness is to a very large

extent the outiome of a free and sympathetic employment of the working

classes. 2. The requirement of the imp< ssible tends to throw society into an

attitude of complaint. When society is m pain, it is almost sure to render

vocal its anguish in the language of complaint. Men feel, when they are

required to do the impossible, that they are unjustly treated. And nothing will

socner give rise to complaint than a sense of injury and wrong. When society is

complaining, it cannot be happy or prosperous. A tyrant king can destroy the

very life of a nation. " Wherefore dealest thou thus with thy servants." 1. Is

it from the sheer motive of tyranny? (2.) Is it as an additional assertion oj

authority since the demand of Moses and Aaron? (3.) Is it with a cruel delight

in our ivoe ? (4.) It certainly cannot be justified.

III. I hat the people who strive to make those under them do the impos
sible, acd who throw society into an attitude of pain, are but little afl[^ected

by the woe they occasion, and generally resent any mention of it to them.
'• Go therefore now, and work ; tor there shall no straw be given you, yet shall

ye deliver the tale of bricks." 1. I<Iot withstanding the outcry of the oppressed

the tyrant demands renewed work. " Go therefore now, and work." 2. A'o/

withstanding the outcry of the oppressed, the tyrant adheres to his cruel measures.
" There shall no straw be given you." "6. JSotwithstanding the outcry of the

oppressed, the tyrant mocks their woe^ and treats them with contempt. Lessons :

1. J^ever require the impossible, 2. Never attempt the impossible. 3. Adapt
methods to ends. 4. Cultivate kindly dispositions toward your employers.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Eeasons Eequired foe Moral Conduct.

Yerse 15. " Wherefore dealest thou

thus with thy servants.''*

I. There are times when men are

required to give reasons for their

method of moral condact. They have

been oppressive in their conduct. They
have to ^ive a reason for their oppres-

sion. They liave been dishonest, they

have to ^ive a reason for their decei)-

tion. Tliey have occasioned pain to

others, and any man who gives pain to

his lellow creatnre ought to be rigor-

ously questioned about it. Public

opinion often calls a man to its tri-

bunal. Sometimes men are the ques-

tioners. Sometimes God is tlie Ques-

tioner. Kings are not exempt from

these interri)gatii)ns. The world will

one day have to give a reason for its

conduct at the solemn bar of Grod.

II. It is highly important that every
man should be able to allege heavenly
principles and motives as tiie basis of

his condact. Men must not rest their

methods of conduct upon the dictate

of their own pleasure, convenience, or

arbitrary will, but upon the spiritual

law of Grod. lievenge, envy, and
selfishness are vile reasons for conduct,

and will meet with severe retribution.

Love to Grod and man is the only true

and loyal princi[)le and motive of

human action, and only will sustain

the scrutiny of infinite rectitude.

III. That a man who can allege

heavenly principles as the basis of his

conduct will be safe at any tribunal to

which he may be called. 1. He will

be safe at the tribunal of his Oivn con-

scirnce. 2. He will be safe at the tri-

bunal of Ood's Book. 3 He ivill be

safe at the tribunal of puhlic opinion.

4. He will be safe at the final tribunal

of the universe.

Oppressed souls cannot but complain
of cruel and unju^^t smitings.

A-ddresses for relief are fittest from

the afflicted to the highest power op-

pressing.

Access, cries, and sad speeches are

forced from the oppressed to oppressors.

The execution by instruments is

justly charged upon their Lord's.

The Oppressor:—1. He has often to

give audience to his slaves. 2. He has

to hear the cry of his slaves. 3. He
has to listen to the complaint of his

slaves. 4. He has to give a reason for

his conduct to his slaves.

Yerse 16. The Expostulations of
THE Slave.

1. They expostulate that the means
necessary to the accomplishment ot

their daily work were withheld.
" There is no straw given to thy ser-

vants."

II. They expostulate that they were
brutally treated. " Thy servants are

beaten."

III. They expostulate that they were
not morally culpable in their neglect

of work. " The fault is in thine own
people

"

True servants may justly expostulate

about hard dealings from their rulers.

To give no straw and to command
bricks is a most unreasonable exaction.

To punish innocent servants when
others sin, is a most unjust oppression.

Such wicked dealings sometimes
make Grod's servants to complain to

earthly powers.

The tyrant:—1. Unreasonable in his

demands.
2. Cruel in his resentment.

3. Mistaken in hiajudgmentof guilt.

Verse 17—19. Cruel oppressors of

God's people are deaf to complaints.

Crimination, though false, instead of

acceptation, is returned to the appeals

of the oppressed by cruel powers.

Double labours are branded for idle-

ness by unreasonable oppressors.
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Persecutors do not ouly charge men servants are usually answered by add-

but God, for making His people idle. ing more.
Inhuman persecutors drive the ap- Cruel exactions of persecutors mny

pealing oppressed out of their sight to m;ike deep impressions upon God's
work. servants.

Cruel oppressors double their denial Good overseers are more afflicted

of help unto sad plaintiffs. when they see themselves forced to

Complaints of exaction upon God's oppress the innocent.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF IHE PARAGRAPH.—Verses 20—23.

Cheistian Workers; their Difficulties and Discouragement.

"We do not as a rule fully appreciate the difficulties with which Christian

workers have to contend. We are apt to imagine that their toil is comparatively
easy, that they are aided in it by the ministry of heaven, and that therefore

everything yields to their touch. Any man who talks thus shows that he has
never been engaged in moral service, or his own experience would have taught
him otherwise. Chrisfian work is more difficult and perplexing than any other

;

it requires and calls into exercise the higher faculties of our being, which in

most men are but feebly and partially developed ; it brings into complicated
social relationships ; and often ends in apparent failure. The Christian worker
must be permanently a man of faith, or he will despair in his toil, as nearly all

that is seen is in opposition to his mission. Also, he is uncertain as to the time

of his success ; he knows not when hie will come to the glad termination of his

work. The men who toil in the secular spheres of life for their daily bread,

and for the accommodation of society, know almost to an hour when their task

will be completed. They have to deal with the inanimate things of nature,

with wood and stone, which have no power of resistatice, or remonstrance.

These lifeless blocks must yield to the piercing of the chisel and the stroke of

the hammer. But not so with the material on which Christian workers try

their art. Human souls are not inanimate. They have the power of th(»ught,

of emotion, of will, and can resist, not only the earnest efforts of man, but also

the influences of the Divine Spirit, when He strives to make them new creatures

in Christ Jesus. Hence, when God calls Moses, or any other man, from ordinary

toil to undertake some special mission for the moral welfare of humanity, He
calls him to a task at once the most difficult and honourable. Let us then

endeavour to appreciate and sympathize more with the perplexities of Christian

service than we have hitherto done, that we may be patient, calmly awaiting

the outcome of Divine Providence in its relation to the conduct of men. We
observe :

—

I. That Christian workers have frequently to contend with the obstinacy

and ridicule of men in high positions. Moses and Aaron had to contend with

the moral obstinacy of Pharaoh, the King of Egypt. And not only had they

to conflict with his obstinacy, but also with [lis ridicule, and with his mis-

representation of their motive and conduct. He said that the design of these

holy men, in their demand of freedom, was to indulge the indolence of Israel.

And how frequently, in the history of Christian and phihanthropic service, have

kings and those in authority been the greatest hindrance to its progress.

When the godly heroes of the Church have sought the emancipation of men,
the pride of some haughty king, or the prejudice of some ignorant nobleman, or

the vested interest of some rich autocrat, have thwarted their efi'orts. It is hard

for a desert shepherd to contend with an impious king ; the latter will have many
allies, the former will rather have the legions of heaven to aid hira than those
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of PMrtli, \\A\U cause is^non^ popular with anci^els than men. Nor is it easy to

endure llie riiiicule of those in liigh position, for when a king laughs and inot-ka

at religious service, there are always a lot of servile spirits who will try to

imitate his grin and raillery at our toil. We imagine that ridicule is almost

the severest trial the Christian worker has to t^ndure Thus we see that it is

not the Divine filau to shield men from tlie ridicule nnd insult incurred hy their

effort of moral service, but rather to give grace that tliey may endure as

serving him who is invisible. The ocean of Chri.Ntian service is rocky and
stormy, but we have a good pilot and a safe chart to guide us to our destined

port.

II. That Christian workers have frequently to contend with the discourage-

ment of a first defeat, and apparent failure. Moses and Aaron had been to

Pharaoh according to the Divine command, and had met with a severe repulse.

Their God was rejected. Their requirement of Israel's freedom was haughtily

refused. Their visit was followed by a servitude of increased rigour. It was
to them a great failure They had no doubt, after the revelation God had

made to them and the words He had spoken to them, but that they would

meet with immediate success. But at once the fires of their enthusiasm were
extinguished ; their best eftbrts were without eff'ect upon the king. Their

statement of fact was useless. Their arguments were futile. Their entreaties

were vain. The proud monarch defies them, and their God. All Christian

workers will be able to enter into the bitter experiences of these two men.
Their disappointment has often been yours. Tou heard the call of God ; went
forth to noble toil on behalf of the moral welfare of humanity, your heart was
warm with glad excitement, visions of grand freedom came upon your soul, but
they were all dispelled by the first attempt to snap the fetter. You were dis-

appointed.2o You were sad. Your energy was gone, and you found it difiicult

to summon enough strength to make a second efibrt. Failure is always a

woeful experience. It is to the scholar. It is to the voyager. It is to the

soldier. It is especially so to the Christian worke''. Never be disheartened

by apparent failure ; it may be but the shutting of a door, w^hich will open
widely upon your next approach.

III. That Christian workers have frequently to contend with the misappre-
henion of those whom they seek to benefit. Moses and Aaron had not merely
to contend with the ridicule and resistance of Pharaoh ; with their own sad

coMi-ciouhness of failure; but also with the misrepresentation and ungrateful

reproaches of the slaves they sought to free. This is certainly one of the most
remarkable features of Christian service. We should have thought that the

Israelites would have been so tired and oppressed by their long-continued
slavery, that they would have joyfully welcomed any agency likely to release

them from it. But so far from this, they reproach Moses and Aaron upon the

very first opportunity, accusing them of having augmented their burdens rather

than relieved them. These Israelites had not the judgment to discern that this

severe oppression was but the prelude to their release. They had not the
patience to wait for the Divine Advent which would be the signal of their

freedom. They had not the fortitude to endure their sufi'ering calmly, even
for a while. They immediately give vent to reproachful language, even to

those who have given up all to relieve them in their trying circumstances. And
this picture finds its reproduction in connection uith much of the Christian

service of our own day. How many of the slaves of sin, whose lives are full of

misery and woe, resent any Christian eff'ort that is made to recover them to

purity and peace, becaube of the momentary increase of pain that is occasioned

by the eff'ort to become morally better. They desire, in response to our call, to

leave King Satan, and to enjoy the freedom of King Jesus ; hence Satan becomes
more fierce in his temptations, he endeavours to make more secure their fetters,
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to increase their burdens ; and in bitterness of soul they are liable to induli;®

in ungrateful words, and reu^ard their expected deliverer as their foe. An in*

crease of slavery generally precedes freedom, hence the slaves of sin should be
prepared for anguish bi'tore they can chant the sweet anthem of liberty. These
misrepresentations are however hard tor the Christian worker to endure ; they

are not merely ungrateful, they are cruel, they wound his soul. Happy if they
lea I him to God in prayerful spirit.

IV That Christian workers have frequently to conteud with their own
misconception of the Divine method of working", and their inability to rightly
interpret the meaning of events in relation thereto. Moses and Aaron
no doubt thought that when Pharaoh had rejected their message, and when
the Israelites had reproached their cojiduct, that their mission was at an end,

and that it was a failure.^^ This is evident from the prayer of the next verse or

two. They could not interpret the meaning of events ; they could not under-
stand the increased burden of Israel's slavery. They could not look beneath
the surface of their daily history; and only few men can. Hence the difficulties

of Christian workers. They have not the power to interpret events. They lack

intuitive perception and penetration. They cannot work out historical problems;
from the given equation of to-day they cannot find out the unknown quantity

of to-morrow. Hence they err. They imagine that increased burdens mean
failure, when in reality they are the first indications of success. Por if the

monarch did not fear that he would soon lose his slaves, he would not require

more work from them than usual. So, the Christian worker has to contend with

the many disadvantages occasioned by his own misreading of daily history.

Lessons :—1. JSot to be discouraged by apparent failures in Christian service.

2. Not to yield to the scorn of the Mighty in our attempt to improve the moral
condition of men. 3. To interpret the reproach of the slave in the light of
his augmented slavery, and not to he dismayed by it. 4. To prayerfully study

daily eventSj so as to iind God's purposes of freedom developing themselves

therein.

The Appaeent Failure oe Christian Service.

I. Our surprise that Christian Service should be a failure. It is a matter of

surprise ;—1. Because the workers had been Divinely sent, and prepared for
their toil. Had Moses and Aaron undertaken the emancipation of Israel at their

own wish, or at the instigation of their friends, we could not have been astonished

at their failure ; but they were sent by God. They had been instructed by
vision They had been enriched by life's discipline. They had gathered im-

pulse from holy communion with heaven. They were invested with the power
to work miracles. They were given the message which they were to deliver

unto Pliaraoh. We cannot but wonder at this failure. 2. Because the workers

had received all the accompaniments necessary to their toil. They did not go
a warfare in their own charges. They did not go in poverty. All the resources

of heaven went with them. The two brothers found glad companionship in each

other, and their all in Grod. We should have imagined that as the Divine
Being had so equipped them for their mission, that he would have given them
immediate success. Hence our surprise at their apparent failure. 3. Because
the workers had arisen to a moral fortitude needful to the work. Once they

were cowardly, and shrank from the missiiai, but their cowardice had broken
unto heroism ; their tremor was removed by the promise of Grod. Their objec-

tions to the service were removed. They went to it with brave heart. They
were brave, because they had confidence in God. Hence we should have
exj)ected them to have succeeded at once, as a brave soul is never far from
victory.

II. Our sorrow ihat Christian Service should be a failure. It is a matter of
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son'ow:—1. B'causp the, tyrant is unpunished. Men who in any way imprison

tlu \v <elli)\v ci'oatures deserve the severest penalties that can be inflicted either

by earth or heaven. It is a matter of rei2;ret when the a ency designed for the

infliction of retribution is frustrated in its stroke Let the world rejoice

when a d' s[)ot is removed from his throne. 2. Because the slave is vnjreed,

W(5 had anticipated the treeilom of Israel from the sacred heroism of these two
servants of G-od. We ;ire apparently disappointed. But though the immodiiite

eft' rt is unsucce>>sful, God will achieve their freedom. The failure of* moral

service is only tempo iar3\ 8. Because the workers are disappointed. Moses
and Aaron exported immediate success. Their communion with God had
inspired them with this hope. Hence their dejection,

III. Our hope that the failure of Christian Service will not be ultimate.

1. Because the Divine call will he vindicated. Moses and Aaron were the right

men to achieve the emancipation of Israel, (^od will demonstrate this, in

the history of the world, by thrir success. The moral selections of heaven are

capable of vindication, and one day will be vindicated to humanity. 1. Because

service for the good of men cannot ultimately fail. This thought should inspire

Christian workers with fortitude and patience. Tou are employed in a work
that commands the obligation of the race, and the final blessing of God.
Lessons :—1. Do not be alarmed at the temporary failure of Christian work,

2. Tlie apparent failure of Christian work answers some wise purposes. 3.

Those who occasion the temporaryfailure of Christian work are liable to the retri-

bution of heaven. 4. Let Christian workers to hold on to the word and promise

of Ood.^^

The Complatkts occasioned by Ciirtstian Service.

I. There is the complaint of the King, that the people are idle. The eft'ort

of Christian service always aw^akens complaint, and especially of those toward
whom it is directed. Men are sure to imagine themselves injured by it, if they

are to lose their slaves through it. People do not like the G-ospel to interfere

with them in the enjoyment of theit* sinful pleasures.

II. There is the complaint of the people, that they have been deluded.

Moses and Aaron had inspired them with the bright hope of liberty, they were
acting and living under the glad influence of this anticipation, when suddenly
their slavery is rendered more intolerable by the revengeful oppression of

Pharaoh. Sometimes impatient people who have been led to expect gifts from
God imagine themselves deluded, because those gifts are delayed in their

bestowal A true soul will wait, without a word of reproach, till heaven comes
to open its prison door ^3

III. There is the complaint of the workers, that they were defeated.

Sometimes people, who oui^ht to know better, complain about the ways of God.
There are times when Christian service happens to please nobody but G-od.

How many imperfections attach to the efforts of good men. We do not much
wonder at the complainings of the King, or even of the Israelites, but we
expected better things from Moses and Aaron. Christian men are too often

found in the same attitude of soul as men of the world.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Yerseg 20—21. Sens^ of evil from Ministers of salvation want to meet
tyrants m-iy make the oppressed fall God's afflicted, Avhen they look not
into complaint against their best af'er them,

friends. Instruments of deliverance may desire

Providence orders his servants some- a good egress of the oppressed from
times to meet vNith friends alter sad tyrants, and not find it.

usage by oppressors. Sense overcharged with oppression
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may innke men reproach God, and that family. Bretliren, the Man of
curse Ins ministers. God must 'make up liia mind to this,

Unbelieving souls are ready to set and not only to this, but one of the
God against His own word, and instru- most painful things a servant of God
men^s sent by Him. meets with is to hear it said, " He is

Hasty unbelievers under cross provi- doing damage to the Lord's cause."
deuces are ready to charge the cause If we are told, you have no business to
upon God's ministers. stand against 'the world and sin, we

±ooljsh souls charge God's instru- can bear that, for it is the commission
merits of life to be causes of death. we have received from our Master, but

These charges:—!. Unbelieving, we do find it a painful trial when we
2. Ungrateful.

^
3. Untruthful. 4. are told, if you were a little more judi-

an!^^^^^^^'i
cious in your way of stating the truth

Ihuswe have seen dogs in the chase of God, you would not offend^ the people
bark at their best friends.—(IVop;?). of the world, and your preaching would
Now comes a severer trial than any be much more acceptable than it is.

which these servants of the Lord ha'd Still this ought not to affect the
had to go through. The Lord's people minister of God as to his statement of
may expert to receive hard words from the truth ; for if he has learned the
the peojjle of the world

;
they may ex- truth, he knows that the message never

pect to be regarded as troublers of was, and never will be, recommended
Israel

;
they may expect to have it by anything in the instrument. If a

said of them, as it was said of the man had the silver tongue of an angel,
Apostles, that they have " turned the he would never bring a^'soul to Christ

;
world upside down." But there is a nor can any disqualification on the
harder trial to the Lord's servants, part of the instrument hinder the
when from professors themselves they Lord's work.-* — {Lectures hy Mev, W.
meet with such treatment as Moses H. Krause, A.M.)
and Aaron met with from the officers Verses 22—23. The prayer of a
who were set over the people of Israel, disappointed worker:—!. It is iudica-
These men meet Moses and Aaron, tive of disappointment. 2. Of injus-
and they say, *'Itis all your fault— tice on the part of God. 3. Of cruelty.
Pharaoh would not have done us any 4. Of contradiction,
harm but for you." Now, brethren, Unjust criminations from God's
we have seen and known something of people make the ministers of God may
this. If the Lord's servant is faithful, quail and recede from their duty,
he does trouble the world. He dis- God's faithful instruments, 'though
turhs the monotony of things. A they do retreat of weakness, yet it ia
m( inber of a family receives the truth

;
unto the Lord.

his former practices are abandoned; God's faithful ones under pressure
the whole course of his life is altered, may charge God foolishly for doing evil
It may be worldly prospects are to His people.^s
affected by such a change as this: it In such workings of flesh the spirit
disturbs the every day worldliness of may humbly expostulate with God by
the family of which this individual is a prayer.
member, and this causes more or less 8ad events in ministering may make
uneasiness to those who are not like- God's servants question their mission,
minded. But instead of inquiry being In such questioning, souls may hum-
made as to the cau<e of all this—in- bly deprecate the frustration of their
stead of asking whether it is wrong, ministry.
or uhether it may not, after all, be ''And Moses returned unto the Lord:'
right, ill feeling is vented against the He turned aside, as it were, to speak
instrument, who was the means of with a friend, and to disburden him-
bringing the truth home to that heart, self in God's bosom. This is the saint's
and who was really made a blessing to privilege.— {Trapp).
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The language in this twenty-second

verse is very remarkable, and explains

other passages of Scripture. Moses
said, " Lord, wherefore hast Thou evil

entreated this people ? " But it was

the task masters who evil entreated

them, not Grod. And this explains

that passage to which I referred last

Lord's day morning, about God hard-

ening Pharaoh's heart. In the Hebrew
idiom, God is often said to do a thing

which He is only the occasion of its be-

ijig done. It is said, for instance, that

the Lord hardened Pharaoh's heart

;

that is. He applied those means, that, if

not successful in subduing that heart,

would necessarily, by their reaction,

evenuate in the hardening of that heart.

So here, God did not evil entreat the

people ; but He used these means to

fcftectuate their exodus, which at first

added to the weight and pressure of

their burdens.— (Z)r. Cumming.)

The prayer of Moses :

—

I. A right act.

II. Done in a wrong spirit.

III. At a serious time.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER V,

BY THE
REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Pag-e 93. (i)—Heady !—A genileman's

dog having gallant!)' reocued a dro vvning child,

the speiitators were eager to kn )W the name
of his mat-t« r, in order to publish it. The
owner at once exchdmed, '• Never mind my
name; but that ot the dog is 'Ready!"
Ready 1 aye, re ,dy 1 Such was the response of

tlae brave t ffictr to his ulxious commandti'i
€nqair> whether he vas piepar<'d for the fight.

Wt^ ought to be ready for every good worls.

'* If it were done when 'tis done, then 'twere

well
It were done quiclsly."

—

Shakesjpeare.

Page 94. (2)—Delay !—Every day wene-
gltrc. iLe luissioii 11 b comes harder to accom-
pi)t.h ^oih as regal ds ourselves and it. We are

les-! all i lens disposed towards it It is more
ai^d more inveterate. As with travellers on the
Alpine heights ovtrtalit-n by tlie pitiless snow-
storm at different siages of the mountain
accent, numbness is creeping over one, and the
longer the other di-lays 10 help his frieiid by
rubbmy his limbs, the more protound bec«jmes

the loi j or oi both. ln>tani action vvil! save
both. Activity will give thim both a glow.

" There is a fiiefly in the southern clime,

Which ^h^leth only w hen upon the wing."

IVIotion is developing heat. Magooii i^ays that

it is good policy to btiilie while the iron ishot

;

but it is siiil better to adopt CromweU's pro-
Cfcduie, and tomalie the iion hot in striliing.

As one has said, Be active and expect Christ
to be with you ; be idle and the thorns and
briars will grow so quickly ihat He will be
shut out. Delaying to obey the call, the ice

Joims upon oui feelings—gr.-idual!y freezes to

greater thickne>s, until total indifference re-

sults. Delaying to obey the call, the slave's

condition becomes more wretched, the drown-
ing man sinks the deeper, the enfevered
patient is entang ed more pitiably in the
meshes < f deliiium. The motto of each ser-

vant of God must be that of the indomitable

mind of Edmund Burke in his address to hia

constituents at Briatol : For God's sake, let

us pass on, There is no time to be lost.

" Wake ere the earth-born charm unnerve
thee quite,

And be 1 hy ihoughts to work divine ad-
dress'd :

Do something—do it soon—with all thy
might

—

An angel's wing would droop if long at

rest."

—

Wilcox.

Page 94. (3)—Humanity I—The whole
woflO lieth in bondnge ; and no man in his

senses will ventuie to assert that man is to-

day just asman originally way. Even Moncure
Conway, who dethrones Jehovah and en-

thrones his own de fication (or definition) of

Reason, is perforce ready to acknowledge that

man is a dismantled faoe—a bioken shiine,

with i-ome gleam ot departed gloiy about him
sufficient to give an idea of what he once was,

and with (he sa\s) some germs of the original

perfection which may be cultivated and de-

veloped. It IS not noA' a(iuet-ton how this

came about, or why it was ailowt d to happen.
We have the /act that the whole world is in

servitude to ill wicked one—that from time to

time Jehovah lias lait^ei up deliverers, eii her
prospective or letnspective of the one great
Deliverer, Christ, who was to appear,

'* He came the piisoners to release

In Satan's bondage held,"

and now calls upon every man to be the de-
liverer of his fellow-man. Had Mot-es refured
to obey the call in the spirit of Cain, he
would have met with Cain's doom, viz., loss

of the Divme approbation.

Page 95. (4)— Q.ualifi.cations !— Bishop
Wilson wrote that the great secret of the
ministry consisted in thiee things : 1. Christ

:

2. Immortal souls : and 3. 8eli-Lumiliation.

But telf-humiliation springsfiom discipline

—

that three-fold discipline of which Luther
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sr oke when he declared that the three re-

qiiiMites or qualifican«ins to do G-d's works

were prayer, meditation, aii<i temptation. All

in se Moses had abundance of for years

—

a^ e, more than forty long \ ears. God in -tracts

ard qualifies as well as calls ; l)r(siys B shop

Reytiolds) if no prince will 8« iid a mectianic

irom his loom in an honourable emhassaije to

some other foreign piince, is it likely that

Jehovah will s<'ad forili unqualified instru-

ments about so great a work as tlie peifect-

ing of the saints?—
" For wel I he knows, not learning's purest tides

Can qaench the immortal thirst that in the

soul ahides.^'—Zdttle.

Pa ge 9 6 (5
)—Decision !—E ven a foolish

mm may utter a wise sentiment, as Co ton

did, when he said that men ought to deliber-

Hte with caution, but act with decision. H.od
calls attention to tlie uecided man He may
b-, a most evil man, a grasping, avaricious,

unprincipled man ; still look how the dffi-

cultie-J of life know the stiongman, and give

up the contest with him. He walks by the

1 ght of his own j Lodgment ; he bus made up
bis mind, and having dot.e so, henceforth

action—action is before him. He cannot beav

to sit amidst uni ealizt d expectations. To him
speculation is only valuable that it may be

rt'solved into living; and doing. There is no
difference, no delay. To this Jehovah had to

bring Moses, so t* an his spirit was in arms,

all in earnest. As Poiupey, when bazaiding

his life on a tempestuous sea in order U> be

at Rome on an important occasion, said that

it was neoebSHry for him to go, not for him to

live. Thus Cge^ar, when he crossed the

English Channel, burnt his ships on the Angli-

can shores, that there might be no refurn.

And so Co'tes decided to brccik up the ships

which had brought his soldiers to M-ex'Ci^from

Sp nn. This daring act had the » ffoct of

bracing his men. says Tiench, to a pitch of

resolution all but supernaiural.

Page 96. (6)—Pnaraoh vers"S God 1—
Thi-t imperious monarch had never been
accustomed to b^ thwarted. Men who have
always thrust obstacles as de come to think
their power invincible, and to make them a
battering ram againsb fate and circim-

8 ances. When Jehuvah came duwu to

oppose Pharaoh in his despotic behaviour
towarr's Israel, be tried to wrestle with Him,
arid paid dearly for his folly. A b-intam may
cro-v in the face of a fi^htitig-c ck once too
often ; and woe to the frail boat that rashly
cnniends with the powerful tail of the wha'e.
As one says, God never wrestles with a mm
without throwing him : so that we might
apply Pollok's description of the athe;st to

Pharaoh

—

" The unbeliever
Despising rea'jon, revelation, God,
And, kicking 'gainst the pricks of con-

science, rush'd
Deliriously upon the bossy shield

Of the Omnipotent.'*
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Page 97. (7)—Moral Freedom !

—

Behind the phytic tl and national freedom of

Israel was then moial and spiritual disen-

thral ment. The hidden is ofttimes mo^-t irn.

port^^nf. It WrtS so here Moral freedom is

everything. All sinners are represented as

biintj in bondage, bound with the chain of

their sias, servants of him whom thev <'bey,

led captive by the devil ath's will. Hr^ is the
great Pharaoh—that old d' agon, the f-erpent.

He gilds the yoke, and you are not conscious
thai y u wear it ; but there are times when
you feel its fretting notwithstanding. That
giant passion masters you. But a Deliverer has
come to the shores of our world—pioclaiming
liberty to the captive and freedom to those

who aie fast bound in the misery and iron <f

sin-thraldom. From the strongest and most
frownir g fortress, in whicli tyranny can bind
its captivt 8, this Saviour can deliver. He will

deliver : for if the Son make you free, you
shall be free indeed.—And

" A day—an hour of virtuous liberty

Is worth a whole eternity of bondage. '

It is Dr. Caird who asserts that no language
—no emblems can be found to convey any ade-

quate idea of thf ^jiCBecuuCss of such a de-
liverance. Not the poor timid struggling bird
springs forth from the snare with a note of

more thrilling joyfulness—not the despair-

it g heartsick captive casts the first look of

freedom on the biight heaven, or treads with
bounding steps the greensward of home with
a more exulting throb of happiness. And
never was that ancient song of deliveiance
sung with a deeper meaning than when the
soul, morally freed from the galling tyranny
and oppressive yoke of Satan, exclaims : Our
soul is escaped as a bird out of the snare of

the fowler

—

" 'Tis liberty alone that gives the flowers

Of fleeting life their lustre and perfume,
And we are weeds without it."

—

Comber,

Page 98. (8)—Fearless !—Moses had a
duty to di,-charge, and no dangers must deter
him. When God sends men on a work for

Him, He virtually undertakes the responsi-

bility of ''breakers ahe d." His ministers

and deliverers must not look askance and
hesitate in the fulfilment of their labouis

because they see " a bombshell " coming. It is

related of Charles the Twelfth of Sweden
that—whilst besieged in Stralsund he was
one day dictating a letter to his secretary,

when a b >mb fiom the enemy's outworks fell

through the root of the house where they
were. The report of the shell alarmed the

secretary so much, that the pen fell fntm his

hand ; whereupon the king enquired what
was the matter. The trembling secretary

could only ejaculate :
' The bombshell."

The monarch 8 stern response was :
*' What

has the bomb to do with ihe letter ? Go on
with your writing." So what had Moses to do
with Pharaoh's wrath ? It was for him to go
on with the'work of deliverance which God
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had authorized, and as he had been pleased

to appoint. Then
" Work, though the enemies laughter

Over the valleys may sweep,

For Go Vs patient workers hereafter
^^

Shall laugh when th(4r enemies weep,

Pag-e 98 (9)-Divine Authority l—

Canon Ry e ment'ons an in^-idenl m the lite

of Whitt&Jd, whi'Ui illustrates the auth' nty.

When preaching on one 0'-c.s=on. an old man

fell asleep and ?ome of thi. audience be 'ame

listlesB. Suddenly changing his manner,

Whitefield broke forth in an altered tone—

declaring' that be had not come to speak m
his own name, otheiwise they might lean on

their elbows and go to ^leep. " No ; 1 have

come to you in the name of the Lord of

Hosts, and I must, and will be heard The

sleeper smarted wide awake—the hearers

werest.ippedof their apathy at once-and

every word of the pennon was attended to.

It was thus that Muses addre-sed Pharaoh

It was thus all witnesses for God should

address the listeners, with authority :

"By Him inspired, they speak with urgent

Auu^m'i^fative, whilst the illumined breast

Htaves with unwcntedstrengih."—Jcnwer.

Pag-e 98. (lo) -Freedom's Sweets I—

The Uhr.stian deliverer is all the more

HCtive and energe'ic in his work, because

he was or ce himself a slave. A traveller stood

me day beside the cages of some birds

which, exposed for sale, ruffled their sunny

nlnraage on the wires, and struggled to

be free Sadly he gazed on these captives till

tears stood in his ejes; and turning round

to their owner, he asked the price of one.

As soon as the money was handed over, he

opened the door and set the prisoner free.

This he did with captive after captive, till

every bird was awa>, ^onriitg to the sky,

a.ismgonihe wings of liberty. The crowd

htared and i<tood amnzed ;
but his remark

soon cle-HTed up their difficulty: "I was

ji.vself once a captive, and know the sweets

of' hbe t>."—Lib.rty I What heart is there

I hat does not t. el its pulse quicken at the

N.i.nd? Ail instincts teat in unison here.

Ev, n the dul;esr. we are told, kindle into

rapture, and the most craven for freedoms

ake Wi.uld strike the unwilhr.g blow—
•' Ah ! There lives not a victim of pride and

power
.

But: Dopes in the future to win release;

B>it dieamf^ of sorre bright and golden hour,

When the. reign of oppression and wrong

shall cease.

No. a toiler who plods "neath a burden ot

But d] cams of relief and libel ty there. —
Dewart.

Page 9S. (ii)—Voice of God I—There

are many ways in which God causes us to

hear HiS voice I «nd the first of all His

voices IS that of His vvoiks. ELza Cook has

in glowmg terms written i

—

'« God has a voice ^hat ever is heard

In the pea' of tt e ttiunder, the chirp of the

bird;

It comes in th*^ torrent all rapid and strong,

In the streamUfs soft gush as it ripples

along

;

Let the hurricane whistle, or warbleis

rejoice,

What ^o th^y tell thee but 'God hath a
•„_ . "

voice.

How many have neaid Hira calling in His

Providence, amid the sunshine of prosperity

and the shadows cf sorrow—amid the chim-

ings of the marriage be'ls and the solemn toll

of the funeral knell. But His sweetest voice

is that of His Evangel. Pharaoh had heard

the Divine voices of nature and Providence,

but, like Samuel, he did not understand

them Now he hears the "Evangelic"

voice, and, like the deaf adder, stops

his ears. Yet no voice sounds sweeter. As

Dr. Hamilton says, on the gospel tree there

grow melodious blossoms—sweeter bells than

those which mingled with the pomegranates

on Aaron's vest. The idea is borrowed from

Oriental p' etiy, which tells of a wondrous

tree on which grew golden apples and silver

bells. Every time the breeze went by and

tossed the fragrant branches, a shower of

those yellow glubes fell, and the living bells

chimed and tinkUd forth their airy ravish-

ment. When Moses spoke to Pharaoh the bells

rang unheeded in the monarch's ears
;

so the

}.'0lden fruit of joy and peace fell among the

bnck-kilns of Egypt for Israel's nurture.

Page 99. (12)—Liberty a Divine

Kightl—Dr Webster tells a story which

admirably illustrates this axiom. In times

past, a slave, starting in the darkness and

stillness of the midnight hour, and taking

the north.star for his guide, toiled on his

weary way, resting by day and travelling by

night until he reached Vermont. He was

pursued by his alleged owner, and seized

with the intention of returning him to

slavery. The case was brought before Judge

Hbpringtou ; and the sJave-owner. in prcof

of his claim, called the attention of the judge

to a bill of sale. It was returned with an

intimation that it was not satisfactory evi-

dence of the sale and purchase ;
whereupon

the indignant slave-' wner asked what would

be sufficient proof. Tbe jnd^e at once replied

that a bill of sale from GOD ALMIGHTY wouLl

alone satisfy hira. Such God will never give
;

for freedom is His life

—

" Ob, freedom I terribly thou springest forth,

As springs the flame above a burning pile
;

And shou'est to ttic nations, who return

Thy shoutings, while the pale oppressor

flies."'

Page 100. (13) — Wisdom ! — Nearly

evtry opinion and advice may be stated in a

gentle or in ..n offensive way. An Oriental

princ^ asked two interpreteis to explain his

dream One said that he vould !• >*e all his

relatives, and then himself di*^. The monarch
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ordered this prophet of evil to be beheaded.
The other assured him that he would survive
all his relations. The prince loadf d this one
with favours, though both interpretations
were the same. Mo^es was gentle in his
demand to Pharaoh : Let us go three days'
journey and sacrifice to our God

—

" 8peak gently I it in better far
To rule by love than fear

,

Speak gentl> 1 let not harsh words mai
The good we might do hevQy— Bates.

Pag-elOO. (14)—Lawof Wo'kl—Work
is necessity. 8a\s Exell. Work gives a feel-
ing of strength, cries Miiller. Work is
triumph, as kicbard Burke exc'aimed shortly
after an extraordin*.ry display of powers in
Parliament by his brother E 'mund :

" When
we were at play, he was always at work.
But work is also a law. There is such a
thing as the Law of W<.rk ; and from the par-
tic e of dust at our feet to man—the last
stroke of God's great and sublime handiwork—all bear the impress of the law of labour.
The earth is one vast laboratory, wht-re de-
composition and re-format i(.n are constantly
going on. As has been aptly added, the blast
of nature's furnace never ceases, and its fires
never burn low. The lichen of the rock and
the oak of the forest each works out the
problem of its own exi tonce. The earth,
the air, the water, teem with busy life.

Onward unceasingly—age after age—the
world pursues its course ; a perpetual lesson,
with all it contains, of industry to man.
Even the rolling spheres join the universal
chorus of labour. Therefore
" Work though the world would defeat you

;

Heed not its slander and scorn
;

Nor weary till angels shall greet you
With smiles through the gatys of the
morn."

—

Punslion

Page 101. (15) Christian Hindrances I

The tyrant's mulice cannot suSer the saints
to be in peace : hence the Siviour's farewell
monition that they must expect tribulation.
The Biblical Treasury narrates the case of a
soldier in the East Indies—a stout, lion-
hearted man—once a noted prizeBghter, and
a tenor to those who knew him. When freed
from the bonds of his own passions and guilt
the change in his character became most
marked and decided. The lion was changed
into a lamb, but the lamb had to submit to
peisecution. One of his comrades, stirred
up by Satan, ridiculed him, and taking a
bl^i(i of Lot soup threw it into his bosom.
Instead of springing like a tiger upon the
insulting comrade he wiped his scalded
breast and calmly said, " This is what 1 must
expect as a Christian." Every means will
be employed—every effort and device made
—every subtle snare enlisted to injure the
eoul and retard its spiritual enjoyment of
Christian freedom—yet not without the
Divine permission—as with Israel and Job.
God allows the tyrant's agents and emis-
iaries to surround us with perils, beaet us with
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troubles, and confront our footsteps with red-
hot ploughshares as necessary discipline :

—

" If from Thy ordeal's heated bars
Oar feet are seamed witu crimson scars,

Thy will be done."
Page 102. (16)—Tyrants !-Such is the

policy of statesmen in these days. The King
of Dahomey has been allowed year after year
to indulge in the most horrid and repulsive
acts of tyrannic cruelty on the plea that if
you give a man rope he is sure to hang him-
self. Similarly the Emoeior of Abyssinia
was permitted to practise the most per-
fidious persecut'ons, until the honour of
England was to-ched. The lion remained
quiet whilst the hyena destroyed other
animals, and only arouspd himselt^when the
wild beast's foot touched his mane. A similar
policy of non-intervention led to increased
despotism on the part of King Bomba, and to
the aggravated tyranny on the part of Spain
over the inhabitants of Cuba. So odious
have been the cruelties perpetrated by the
Spaniards, that heaven is rejected by the
natives as a place likely to contain Spaniards.

"The natural bond
Of brotherhood is severed as the flax
That falls asunder at the touch of fire."

— Comper.
Page 103. (17) -National Liberty I

-
Numerous and bright are the laurel wreaths
with which poetry has decked the names of
such patriots as Wallace, Tell, Kossuth,
Cavour, and Garibaldi. Yet, after all, men
may be patriots, men may achieve their
country's freedom, and yet themselves be
slaves. Some have been still themselves bonds*
men to their own passions, bondsmen to sin—
*' Who then is free ? the wise who well main-

tains

An empire o'er himself."—^^mce.
No word has been more prostituted. The
theme of every factious demagogue, the
watchword of every traitor, liberty becomes
a name which the honest and well disposed
almost tremble to hear. As though lawless-
ness were freedom, and submission to good
government slavery. The slave of his every
passion will proclaim himself the worshipper
of liberty. The man who would sweep away
religion from a State makes a boast of seek-
ing its freedom. So that, in a sense in which
It was not designed, we may use the lines of
Edwards

—

"Like 8icily's mountain, whose fires never die.
Thy presence on earth is contest

;

A beacon of wrath when it flames on high.
And a mighty fear when at rest.

Like thee it awak* s from its terrible sleep,
And o'er the dark rock and greea valley

sweep."

Page 104 (18)—Records of Tyranny
Many are familiar with those recorded in the
Bible from Pharaoh and Adonibezek to Herod
and Nero. The records of secular history are
even darker siili The emperor Tiajau' was
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called in his day the best, so that the prayer

was :
*' May you have the virtue and goodness

of a Trajan." Yet his chief pa'^time was in the

•rirena of the gladiators. In his tortures of the

(Christians he called into requisition fire and
poison, dag«:ers and dimi:;eons, wild beasts and
>^erpents. Clemens llomflnus he cast into the

sea with an anchor round his neck, while Ig-

natius was cast to the famished lioDS in the

amphitheatre. The Emperor Commodu'^ took

pleasure in cutting off the feet and putting

out the eyes of such as he met in his rambles
ihrough the city. Dr. L'^land writes that no-

ihing could exceed the cruelty of the Spartans

to their slaves. It was part of their policy to

massacre them vm stated occasions, in cold

blood, by forming ambuscades in thickets

and clefts of locks. They received a certain

number of lashes annually to remind them of

iheir condition

—

" Mans inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn."

—

Burns.
As witness the bloody pic lures of Russian

tyranny in regard to the Poles and Circassians

with the cruel knout ; or the more extended
and aggravated cruelties of the Roman de-

spotism upon the Vd,udoisof the Valk ys of the

Piedmont, as well as of Germany, Bohemia,
France, Spain, and Engl find. And that tyrants

come at last to be indifferent to the sorrows

and sufferings of their slaves appears from the

account given by Arvine of feminine cruelty

in the West Indies. E lucated in thid country,

she returned to her home at the age of fifteen

to be married. After some years, she again
paid a visit to her old friends in Ireland, who
were appalled to listen to her sentiments upon
slavery, and to her statements as to the way
in whichWest India ladies treated their slaves.

She confessed that she had often snatched
their baby from their bosom, run with it to a
well, tied her shawl round its shoulders, and
pretended to be drowning it As she told this

she was convulsed with laughter. Domitian
could not have practised mo^e refined cruelty.

Not that the-ie are the only aspects of tyranny.
As Byron asks

—

" Thinkest thou there is no tyr^a^osibut that

Of blood and chains? The despotism of

vice

—

The weakness and the wickedness of luxury,

The negligence, the apathy, the evils

Of sensual sloth—produce tea thousand
tyrants."

Page 106. (19)—Church Work I—This
is specially true of missionary enterprise. We
sometimes hear complaints of the slow pro-

gress ot missions, as though nothing had been
done. These charges invariably come from
men who have wilfully withheld the straw.

And yet the wonder is that the tale of bricks

has been so good. Judson began his Burmese
mission in 1814, but the Americans who sup-

ported him then were by no means liberal in

their supplies. Yet in 1870, a hundred thou.
sand converts could be counted. If the pro-

gress was slow we see that it was also sure. It

was none the worse for being progressive.

Peter's lengthened shadow did not fall on all

the gathered sick at once in Jerusalem ; even
so is Christianity going through the earth

—

lengthening as she advances.

'* Over the winter glaciers

I sf'C the summer glow,

And through the wide-piled snowdrift,

The warm rosebuds glow."

—

Emerson,

Page 111. (20)— Christian Life 1 —When
a mun among ihe Grecians, writes Dr. Boyd.
entered the Olympic Games to run for the

prize, he had to lay aside all ideas of ease and
self-indulgence, and prepare himself for a

severe contest. To listen to the voice of in-

dolence and loiter by the way would cover

him with deepest disgrace. And the more
frequent he contended for the prize, the more
experience he acquired— the more prospect

had he of winning the reward. The Christian

life is a struggle from first to last with the

powei s of darkness within and without. When
the truth as it is in Jesus arises in its full-

orbed grandeur upon his mind— when the

chains of his bondage are snapped asunder by
Him who proclaims liberty to the captive

—

when the burden of his guilt is removed, and
sweet serenity and peace takes its place

—

when the soul begins to get a glimpse of its

high privileges and lofty vocation, then the
Christian is apt to think that this is to con-
tinue for ever. The maiden thinks that the

j:)y of her fiist married experience is to be
always s eadfast ; but she soon finds out from
discipline of life that her notion is premature.

So the Christian's life becomes overcast with
dark and threatening clouds—the tn my col-

lects all his forces to assail the fortress of

Man-soul—the world scowls with clouds and
tempests upon him—and the tyrant lets loose

his hell-hounds of temptation to bring back
the escaped bondsmen. As Cowper says :

—

" Ho who knew what human hearts would
prove,

How slow to learn the dictates of His
love,"

ordained that the Christian life should be a
continuous warfare—an unceasing struggle—*
an unwearied contention with evil. And thuf
" Our blasted hopes, our aims and wishes

crossed,

Are worth the tears and agonies they
cost."

—

Taylor.

Page 112. (21)—Patient Work 1— In
the museum at Rotterdam is the first piece
painted by the renowned Rembrandt. It is

rough, without marks of genius or skill, and
uninteresting except to show that he began
as low down as the lowest. In the same gal-

lery is the masterpiece of the artist, counted
of immense value. Work I Patience 1 Years
of work 1 Years of patience 1 If all have not
genius, all have the power to work for the
glory of God and spiritual disenthralment ot

man. This is greater than genius ; and es-

pecially if it be the work of moral freedom—
the work of a Divine call to holiness.
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** How beautiful i^ genius when combined
Willi holiness I Oh I how divinely swell

The tones of earthly harp, whose choids
are touch'(i

By the soft hand of piety, and hung
Upon religion's shrine.

Page 113 (22)—Promises!— God had
paid. And Moses mi^ht kuow that He was
able to pejform what Pie had spoken. Men's
pioraiees may be like pie- crust, made to be
b'oken ; not to is it with tbo*e of Jehovah.
Wi.at He promises, the ga'es of heli cannot
bin ier its perfoimance. Theiefoie Christian
V orkersmay well stay themselves on thisrcck
» f infinite assurance : I am God, and change
n t. By so doing they will find to their un-
K> I arable comfort that no music is half so
s-N t fct, no eloquence so entrancing, no picture
a all 80 attractive, as the promises of God.
Like the aurora horealis, ihey would shine
on the frosty and fcombre sky of Moses' dis-

couragement, tinging it with brilliant colours,

and relieving it with beautiful rays; even as
with the pious old slave on a Virginia plan-
tation, who, when asked why he was always
so sunny-hearted and cheerful under his

bondage, responded that it was owing to his

custom of " laying flat upon the promises,
and then praying straight up to my heavenly
Father." Even so with Mot-ee, he reclines on
the assurance of deliverance whilst he pleads
with God, Turn thy lace sunward 1

" Watch though so long be the twilight de-
laying.

Let the fijst sunbeam arise on thee praying;
Fear not, for greater is God by thy side.

Than armies of Satan against thee allied."

Page 113. (23)—G d's Times.—Moses
had expected an immediate deliverance ; but
that God had not piomised. Freedom He
had solemnly declared that Israel should
soon enjoy, but the " when " and the *' how
soon" were hidden in the dark. Gurnal
fitly expresses the thought that, as the herbs
and flowers, which sleep all winter in their

roots undei ground, when the lime of spring
approaches forthwith start forth fiom their

beds where they had lain so long undis-

turbed, so the promises of God will in their

seai-on effloresce and fruiten. Eveiy promise
is dated with a mysterious character, and as

the gardener knows wbexi the difEeient seeds
will come up, and arranges accordingly, so
God knows the budding-time of His promises.

Moses must wait. For want of skill in God's
chronology, we are prone to think that God
forgets us, when indeed we forget ourselves

in being so bold to set God a time of our own,
and in being angry that he comes not just as

we wish and expt ct.

*' Be patient 1 oh, be patient I thougn yet
our hopes are gre^ n.

The harvest fit^lrts of freedom shall bft

crown'd with sunny sJoieeit

"
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Page 114. (24)—Means!—Moses forgot
that God does not require great means

—

small means—or any means. He can woik
b> little or nothing; though He is pleai^ed

to we>rk by means. A ship struck on a reef of

rocks dibtant from the shore, while the wind
was roaring, and the wave was raging

—

" Dreadful was the rack
As earth and sky would mingle. Nor yet

slept the winds
Within their stony caves, but rushf d abroad
From the four hinges of the world."

The dwellers on the land could not reach the
ship, and the sailors on the sea could not
reach the shore. But the captain had a little

dog on board—quick and intelligent. To ti-

a string to its neck—point it to the distant
dimly-dark beach, ^ ith its shadowy group of

spectators— and to fling it into the abyss to

breast the foaming billows, was the work of

an instant. The tiny terrier knew its errand
and loved its master, and so fought its way
buoyantly. No man could have triumphed
over the angry waters, but the dog did. The
cord had its rope, which was pulled ashore

—

then a hawser— then a cradle; by which
means the crew were saved. What can God
not do with little means ?

—

" Let us be content to work
To do the thing we can, and not presume
To fret because it's little."

The more helpless Moses was, the more glory
accrued to his God. Just as with the bridge
across the Falls of the Niagara. A kite boie
a cord—the cord held a rope—the rope drew
a cable—the cable hauled the first material
necessary for the construction of the bridge.

The insignificance of the means employed
only redounded to the engineer's praise.

Page 114. (25)~Discjpline!—The dove
in the fable, annoyed because the wind had
ruffled its feathers, foolishly wished foe a
firmament free from air, through the empty
space of which it vainly dreamed that its

unimpeded wing would dart swift as the
nimble lightning. Silly bird 1 without that

air it C('Uld neither live nor soar. Do net
ignobly wish every breath of oppositi(.n

away. Difficulties, asserts role.\, met an<i

mastered, upbear us to the high retches of

honour. Difficulties, Beecher notes, are God's
errands; and when we are sent 1 pon them
we should esteem it a proof of Divin ; confi-

dence, as a compliment from Gud. As m
the Napoleonic wars, the general was wont
to give the post of danger, or the command
of a forlorn hope, or the defence of some
strategic pass or bridge to a favourite subor-

dinate.

" He holds me that I shall not fall,

And 60 to him I leave it all."

—

Btdiyast.
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CHArXER VI.

Critical Notes.—1. Then the Lord] We can scarcely err in saying that this verse should

g > with chap. V. ; and, rh furnishing ttie immediate answer of Jehovah to tho complaint of

Mo-e-, it brings the narrative to a resting place. Vtrse 2 begins a new section. 2 By my
name Jehovah wa* I not known to thtm ] We here come ujon what appears to be a
^rii.\ii dijQioulty. It does not at OhCe approve itself to our minds as consistent with fact to say
ilia' ihe fathers of the Hebrew people were not acquainted with the divine name Jehovah. It

W( uld seem fiom the sacied text itself that Ab'aham, Isaaf*.. and Jac< b, not cn^y knew this

iiuu,e, but were familiar with it, and evenm«de Rpecal use of itonsomeoccasions. For proofs

of their acquaintance with it, see Gen. xii. 8; xiv. 22 ; xv. 8 (Loid GOD:=:Adonai Jehovah)
;

xxi. 33 ; xxiv. 3 ; xxvi. 22 ; xxvii. 27 ; xxviii.l6; xix. 18, etc As an ex; mple of special u^-e

ff it, "'Jehovah Jiieh"(Gen, xxii. 14) atonce comes to mind. Here is theo fficulty. Where is

the solution 1 H 'ppily, it is near at hand. It may be ^ouud by simply giving to the statement
before us its full value. ( 1) The word " name " should be tfiken in lull bib ical significance, as

denoting what is revealed by the name— ihe attrilutes of Him to whom th^ name belongs in

so f fir as those attributes are symbolised by <he name ; in lact, * the intcj'nal essence, as far as
it is outwardly revealed and known as operative " (Furst, under shem). In other words, we
must pass from the sign to the thing signified (cf. Ps. v. 11 ; Prov. xviii. 10 ; with
Ps. xlviii. ]0.) Apply this to the mutter in hand, and we at once catch the idea that the
meaning must be, not that the elder patriarchs did not know o/'sach a name as Jehovah, but
tbat God had not revealed himself to them in any consideiable degree according to the import
of th-it name. Now this naturally leads us to anticipate for the name •' J> huvah " a very dis-

linciive meaning ; moreover, a meaning less fudy venfiedto God's people at one time than
another. Let this be well observed. (2) For the *//?^;(7r^ of the name '' Jehovah " we must
reftr to the •' Critical Notes "on chap. iii. 14. To bring from that place to this the crowning
idea of *• Fulfiller,'' let us ask whether this, after what has been said above, does not fully meet
the present difficulty. Is it not most obviously true to say that, broadly speaking, God made
Innibelf known to the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, rather as PROMISER than as
FULFILLER. We say '* rather,'' purposely qualifying our language tor a reason to be stated
presently. [Under "(3)"] Certainly, one of the most marked features of the Divine dealings
with Israel s progenitors is the lavish abundance and astounaing magnitude of the pr^ mises
made to them,—made, but, for the time, most of them lelt unfulfilled. The land was
promised (xiii. 14, 15 ; xv. 18—21) but the promise was notfulfilitd ; an uiniimerable seed
was promised (xii. 2 ; xiii. 16 ; xvii. 6), but this promise was unfulfilled, and for a time the
first hteps lowards its realisation were tardy ; and the blessmg of all the families of the earth
m the seed of those wanderers was promised (xii. 3 ; xxii. IS), and this again wene«d not say
had not even now bfen accomplished. Most true, therefore, it is, that Goa had not made him-
jielf known, as characteristically " the Fulfiller," to Abraham, l&aac, and Jacob : a tiuth now
intimated with admirab e fitness, when the land is just about to be given, and the seed has
already swarmed from a family into a nation, and the bimds of that holy covenant are shortly
to be entered into, by virtue of which thu nations ot the earth should at last be savingly
blessed. (3) We have only to add that the context here altcgp;! her confirms thissoluti)n of the
ditbculty. If we mistake not, it does so in a manner not a little remirkable. All must perceive
how forcibly the main fact—that the God of Abraham was now about to FULFIL as he had
never done before—tells in favour of this exposition. We now advance to an argument in its

suppoit drawn from the syntax of the entire passage, which has, we presume to tnink, been
most strangely neglected. In other words, Vhe fitting in of the difficult statement to its con-
texts has received almost no attention whatever. And yet how strongly it calls for notice,
(a) Note theJoi'egoing words. '• I am Jehovah : and I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and
unto Jacob as God Almighty, but," etc. " AND i appeared "

: what means this '' and "? The
Hebrew punctists have not hesitated to throw all their weight on the conjunction, having
marked it as the strong 7va7V consecutive wa- eta) and thus given us the hint lo make the nwst
ot it, which, on the admitted prmciplts of Hebrew Grammar, we are entitled to do. Availing
our.' elves of this hint, we may render thus :

" I am Jehovah : and. indeed, I used to appear
{Imperfect, incoming tense, here probably ?Yi^errt^iw[cf. Driver ^ 2(i ]) unto Abraham, etc.. as
i^i bhciudai, although, by my name (or, to the extent of my name) lehov^h, I did not make
myselt known to them." In point of fact the "strong " conjuKction (it is either • strong "

or mperfiuous I) has the effect that, so far from setting the names El SH \ddai and jEHOvla
in opposition tii each other, it actually makes the former a steppmg-s one to the latter,—
makes the verification of that an anticipation of this. We maj paraphrase, the connection
between them, something in this way :

" I am Jehovah, 'TtiC Fulhiier;' and, indeei, I did
in a measure, make this manifest to y^mr fathers, by again and again giving them proof of
my power and of my goodness, thus fully bringing out and making goo<l that other name
of mine, El Shaddal, ' God Almighty,' (or, as some [Gii die tone : O T. IStjn.'] render) ' God
All.B..untiful ': although as Jehovah, ' The Fulfiller of my promises, I dia not so familiarise
Liiem with my character, in that i suffered them to fall asleep with my great promises yet
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unfulfilled," (b) Now observe the words th?A follow. "Moreover also (w' gbam, I set up my
covenant, with them," etc.,—as if repuming the record of Jehovah anticipations,—as if wtiU
keeping an eye to fulfilment. S), verse 4 :

—" Moreover also I mys^^lf)—true to the memory
«f my coveii!int, and resolved to fulfil it—heard," etc. " Wherefore say .... lam
Jehovah (the Fulfiller) .... AND therefore will have brought you {waw consec^ttioa
again, though now, most fittingly, with the perfect [the comj?letc^ tense, in which pr< mises
and prophrcies delight). And thus both preceding and succeeding context fully confirm
the main 6tat( ments of our solution ; and, for our own part, we honestly think that not a
shred (if the original difficulty is left. "Name is to be taken as signifying revealed
character. The name " Jehovah " is to be regarded as emnhasised : it had not at all
adequately been verified, so far. Yet, as All-mighty and All-hountifvl. God has given many
tokens that He would ultimately shine forth as Jehovah (Yahweh) " He will bring io pass''
" He will become all He has said.'" That purpose, He now renounces. •' I nm Jehovah : the
which ye shall kno v as yourfathers never did." 14. The heads of the;r fathers' houses] It

is obvious that verses 13—30 form a distinct section : indeed verse .30 resumes the very words of
verse 13. The inteijectci portion might seem to interrupt the flow of the narrative ; but on
closer examination 'he conclusion that it could ill be spared is easily arrived at, since the
genealogy given relates direct ly to the leading actors who are coming on the scene. The houses
of Reuben and Simeon are given for the sake of introducing Levi ; and Levi and his house
are brought forward mainlv for sake of exhibiting the tribal and family connections of Moses
ami Aaron. Note, accordingly, the climax attained in verses 26—27; and the return, then,
to the point departed from at verse 13.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH—Ferses 1—8.

God's Eeplt to the Peatee op a Disappointed Woekee.

It is evident that the first few verses of this chapter belong to the last

chapter, being the response to the prayer which Moses had uttered in reference

to the augmented burdens of Israel. Moses had said, " Lord, wherefore hast

thou so evil entreated this people ? Why is it that thou hast sent me ? For since

I came to Pharaoh to speak in thy name, he hath done evil to this people

;

neither hast thou delivered thy people at all." Then came the Divine reply,

"You are mistaken, Moses. The failure of a first attempt—if failure you
choose to call it—is no proof tfiat a second experiment will not succeed. At
all events, it is your duty to follow out what your Grod says : It is My glory to

see that what 1 have promised and predicted will come to pass." We are apt

in all things to intrude on God's province, thus losing force, instead of concen-

trating all our disposable energy within the province that God has assigned us.

It is not ours to qu« stion for a moment that God will fulfil His promises; it is

ours always and i vfr\ w here to fulfil the obligations that He has laid upon us.

God says, that S) far from Pharaoh succeeding, he will be glad to let these poor
brick makers and slav* s go forth from his land. This was a most encouraging
statement to Moses, and was given in sympathetic spirit.

I. This reply to the prayer of Moses iniimated that God would bring the true

result of his mission more thoioughly within the cognizance of his senses,
** And the Lord said unto Moses, JN'ow shalt thou see what I will do to

Pharaoh." I. The mission had hitherto been a great tax upon the faith of Moses.
True, he had beheld the vision of the burning bush, but he had been unable

to interpret its meaning. He had held communion with God, but no man hath
seen God at any time. His was eminently a mission oi faith. Keason would
never have led him to it. Sense was utterly opposed to it. He had in

y(»uth seen the hosts of Pharaoh, he remembered their prowess, and would feel

that it would be the extrtme of folly to place himself in antagonism thereto,

in so mad an enterprise. But God told him to go. Faith in God sustained

him. Hence the mission commenced at its highest point, and was being pro-

secuted in truest motive. But the weak soul of man cannot work long in this

high realm of service without tremor and wavering ; he is liable to wander into

the realm of sense. JSuch was the case with Moses. The first repulse made
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him cry out for the visible and the tannrible. Hence the sphere of service was

lowered. God does frequently adapt th^ work to the varyinii: capacity of the

workman. He sympathises with our weakness. He promises to let us see His

dealings in reference to our mission. It is far better for man to work in the

higher reahn of service. T()e vision of faith is more ennobling. It is more
refreshing. It gives a stronger power of endurance. It is better to trust the

promise of God than to see prematurely God's dealings with Pharaoh. The
moral labour that taxes faith is beneficinl to man eternally. 2. Now the

mission is lowered to the sensuous vision of Aloses. He was to see what God
would do unto Pharaoh. iSotne men can work well in the region of the seen,

but are impotent at moral service in the unseen realm. They ascend only to

the mountain peaks of earth whither they can climb, they do not rise on the

pinions of faith into the <;reat world beyond, where the service is the most

sublime. But s anetimes the best of men lower their energies into the sphere

of the sensuous, either through the imperfection of their energies, either in

despair, or for rest from the constant tension of faith. God bears with their

weakness. Let them return as soon as possible to the higher level of service.

II. This reply to the prayer of Moses vindicated his conduct against the

recent insinuations aid reproach of the Israelites. " For with a strong hand

shall he let them go, and with a strong hand shall he drive them out of his

land." Pharaoh had said that the design of Moses and Aaron in making their

demand of freedom was to encouraj^e the Israelites in idleness The Israelites

said that Moses and Aaron had deluded them, and had been the means of their

augmented burdens. God now tells Moses that he had done his duty, and that

its ultimate ij^sue would be the liberty desired. Men often take a wrong view

of our conduct. God always takes the right view. He is infallible. He knows

when His servants are doing what He tells them. He sends them messages of

approval for so d(»ing. This vindication: (I.) It would reassure Moses in his

work. His prayer indicates that his soul was growing weary in the work of

Israel's freedom'. He v^^as yielding to the sad influence of dv»ubt and uncer-

tainty as to the issue of things. The outworking of his past effort was dis-

couraging to him. Hence this reply to his prayer would reassure him in his

work God generally sends such answers to our prayer as shall strengthen us

for His service. In the attitude of devotion we always get visions of future

toils. (2.) It would clear his conscience from all condemnation. This reply to

his prayer would give him to see that he had done the Israelites no wrong, and

t .at their reproaches were ungrateful. This conviction would chase away his

sorrow. It would a source of strength to him in his labour. A peaceful

conscience is the truest jo\ of a Christian worker. (3.) It would enable him to

interprH his apparent jailure. Moses, hearing of the burdens of Israel sub-

sequent to his appeal to Pharaoh, regarded his work as a failure. He would

now view it under a new light, under a brightening aspect. God only can give

to men the true interpretation of their service, and this He does in answer to

tht ir prayers.

III. '1 his reply to the prayer of Moses indicated how thoroughly the work
announced by God should be accomplished. "Por with a strong hand shall he

let tiicm go, and with a ;-trong hand shall he drive them out of his land."

1. This shows how wicked men are, under the providence of God^ hrought to do

that which they had once resolutely re/used. Pharaoh had told Moses and Aaron
ihat he ignored their God, and that he would not give the Israelites their

/reedom. Yet the time will come wlien he will drive them forth into liberty.

The sinner knoweth not the future, or he would act with greater wisdom in the

present. 2. God wakes these revelations in response to prayer that He may
reanimate the dispirited worker. What a reviving eff"ect this communication
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would have upon the soul of Moses; he would be immediately read) for nevir

coijflict with Pharaoh.

IV. In reply to the prayer of Moses, God vouchsafes a new and sublime

revelation of His character. "Ami God spake unto Mnses-, aud said unto
hiui, I am the Lord: and I appeared unto Abraham, unto Is.iac, and unto

Jacob, by the name of God Almighty, but l)y the n;mu; of Jehovah was 1

rot known to them," &c. 1. There was a suhHnie rrrelation of His name.
Here tlie question occurs, was not this name kn(nvn to Moses. There are two
classes of commentators on this very text. Some s:iy that the name of Jehovah
was not known prior to the aj)pearance of God in the burning bush. Ton
answer that statement by n f\ rrinu: to the vision that Abraliam saw— the ram
caught in the thicket—when he called the place Jeliovnh-jireh, " The Lord will

pri)vide." Well, then, if Abraham used the very name J hovah, and if the

word Jehovah occurs several times besides in the ctuir^e of the previous chapters,

how can it be said that this name was not known to Abraham, and Isaac, and
Jacob? Those who hold the opinion that it w^as not literally known to them,
sny that, as IMoses did not write Genesis till some 2U00 years att<'r the facts

recorded in it, he used the name Jehovah because it was known to the Jews at

the time he wrote, though it was not known to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob en

the years in which they lived. But this would seem to be irreconcileable with

S'mie passages w^here the name Jehovah must have been use<l, because it was
given with reference to f*pecial circumstances to which the other names of God
would not seem to be applicable. And besides, it wo\ild seem on this supposition

that Moses did not write strictly and literally what was true, but v\rote the past

with a borrowed light from the present, wdiich wouM not be the duty of a

faithful historian The other opinion— and I think it is the just and only

interpretation—is, that the name Jehovah was hnown to Abraham ; but that its

pregnant meaning, preciousncss in its aj)plication, and comf >rt, was so little

known, that, in comparison, it was not known at al] ; that is, God had not

manifested all His glory as Jehovah to Abiaham, I^aac, and Jacob, as he would
do to Moses, and to the children of Israel in after generations. Pharaoh had
made a new and more terrible revelation of him.-elf to M oses and to the Israelites,

and therefore the Divine Being opened up to them in comfort the inner glories

of His Name. God's name is more potent than all the hosis of Pharaoh. That
name is revealed to hujnan souls, the mo>t b> autifully, in ])rayer. 2. There
was oho a coTrforting rejerence to His covmont. " I have also established My
covenant with them, to give them the land of Canaan, the land of their

pilgrimage, wherein they were strangers." God thus reminds IMoses of His
covenant, which should prevent all fear on his part as to the ultimate success of

his work. 3. There was also a pafheiia reference to the sorrow of Israel.

"And I have also heard the groaniug of the children of Israel, whom the

Egyptians keep in bondage." Lessojss :— 1. That God speaks to disapp-inted

souls in prayer. 2. That the Divine commicnings with a disappointed ,soul have

an uplifting tendency. 3. That Qod deals coinpassiotiately with the weakneas of

Christian workers

.

A True Pattebn op Gospel Bedemption. Verses 4 to 8.

I. That Gospel Redemption comes to the soul after a period of moral bondage
and distress, i. It finds the soul in a condition of moral bondage. " Wliom the

Egyptians keep in bondage." The bondage is most severe. Jt is the bondage
of sm. It has been long continued, through niany \ears of our lives. It has

been degrading. It has been fruitless to ouiselves. We have all tiie time been

working for another master, from whom we have received no good reward.
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The bondage seetris almost hopeless to us. We have no token of moral liberty.

Our thouf^hts, emotions, and ener^jies are all in the slavery of sin. In this

condition the Gospel of Christ finds the soul. 2. Itfinds the soul in a condition

of anxious grief. "And 1 have nl^o heard tlie ^n^oaninfrs of the children of

Israel." The soul is awakened to a sense o\' the bondage and consequent

degradation ; and eagerly awaits the freedom of the Gospel Its tears are those

of repentance. Its cries are those for pardon. Its looks are toward the cross.

In this condition the Gospel of redemption comes in all its mercy to the believing

soul. 3. It is gmernlly preceded hy some Christian agency. Moses had been to

the Isrnelites iii their b-mdage, and had instrumentally awakened their desire for

fieedom. So the souls of men are often influenced by Chri.stian agencies prior

to their cry for the redemption of the cross. It is the aim of the Christian

ministry to awaken within men the desire for moral freedom.

II. That Gospel Redemption comes to the soul by virtue of a Divine

covenant and promise. " And I have remembered my promise," verse 5.

1. God through Christ has made a covenant of salvation with all luho trust in

the atonement. There has been the covenant of works. That is no longer

possible to man. By the works of the law there shall no flesh living be justified

We are under the covenant of grace. By grace are ye saved througli faith in

Christ Jesus. By virtue of this covenant all contrite and believing souls may
find rest in, and pardon from, God. There is no other covenant that can confer

these blessings. (1) This covenant is unique. (2) This covenant is merciful,

(8) This covenant is of long standing. There is none other like it. It is the

hope of man. It was made with the oldest saints, with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob.

III. That Gospel Redemption brings the soul into holy and responsible

relationship to God. *'And I will take you to me for a people, and I will be to

you a God," verse 7. 1. /if constitutes the soul a Divine possession. It then

belongs to God, its rightful owner. All its thoughts and affections are to be His.

Thus the redemption of the Gospel brings back our moral manhood to God,
brings us into sympathy with all that is divine and heavenly. It places the

soul under the peculiar guardianship of the Infinite. God will then guard the

soul. Aid it in its struggles. Open up its future. He will be its sun and
shield. Oh! blessed redemption.

IV. That Gospel Redemption leads the faithful unto the inheritance of Canaan.
** To give them the land of Canaan." Thus what a change this redemption
works, from slaves to freemen, from servitude to an inheritance. The redeemed
are the inheritors of the universe. All things are yours,

Eearons fob Human REDEMPTioif.

I. The Burden of Man is a reason for human Redemption. " The burdens
of the Egyptians," verse 6. Sin is a burden. It presses heavily on man. No
human hand can remove it. Only Christ can. He says, "Come unto me all

ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.'* His burden is

light. The pain occasioned by man's burden of sin is a reason for its removal
by Christ.

II. The Lordship of Christ is a reason for human Redemption. " I am the

Lord." Only the Supreme Ruler of the universe could achieve the redemption
of man. He only could fulfil the violated law. He only could forgive the past

neglect of it. He only could enable us to keep it in the future. Only the God
of the soul can redeem it.

III. The Covenant of God is a reason for human Redemption. '' I hay«
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remembered my covenant." God desires the salvation of men. Promis
Type—Symbol. On Calvary the covenant was fully and eternally signed.
The world was redeemed by price, only they are redeemed by power who believe
m Christ.

Discouragement in Eeliqion Productive oe Unbelief in the Promises
OF God.

The school of expprience is *^he only state of moral dipcipline in which a Christian can learn
the nature of his warfare with the powers of darkness. When first convinced of spiritual

cai»t,ivity, he rises up to e^cafe from it with an alacrity d' rived from much ignorance of the
difficulties that await him in the road to heaven ; not less than fiotn a sense of peril by which
he IS surrounded. Eritiros^^ed by one idea, he overlooks the trials of his approaching conflict.

The It-raelites were anxious for deliverance. They were defenceless. It would be difficult to
escape. The loss which God permitted threw them into despondency. There came an increase
of burdens. They taunt Mosps. He prays to God. A pattern of the Christian life. I. The
promise made by God to His afflicted children 1. He again declared llis purpose of redeeming
themfrom their cajttlvity. Pharaoh upon bis throne wasmiglity. Israel was feeble. God had
pedged Hims-elf for their deliverance. The ransom He was about to eiTect was to be attended
with a manifestation of Almighty power the most unquestionable. Th^^y were not to go forth

as fugi'ives, but as conquerors. Such an engagement has Gf d, in spontaneous mercv, made
with you. Are you 8' eking deliverance. It ispiomised. 2.. The Most High declared that Israel
should he adopted as Hispeculiar inheritance. Separated bj cusioms, institutions, by temporal
privileges, and spiritual distinctions, they were to become the family of Jehovah, and not to be
reckontd amongst nations estranged from Him. A like declaration is made to all who wish to
quit the state in which they are enslaved. " Ye are a chosen generation," &c. 3. God also

condescendt d to reiterate Hispromise ofgiving thepossession (fCanaan to Israel. Little would it

have availed that the Israelites were to be redeemed fiom bondage, if Lhe help had ended there.

We should be ineffectually called from the death of sin, unless we are led on to eternal rest.

II. The unworthy manner in which these promises were received. It is comparatively easy to

repose in God in the sunshine of peace. But when He comes in sorrow we cry out for fear. We
refuse to walk any longer by faith. The word has declar< d, " That the redeemed of the Lord
shall return, and come with singing unto Zion." Yet how often has God to remonstrate with
us when He sees us sinking into doubt. Events appear to frubtrate the pr mise. The burdens
are increased. Satan taken advantage of this severe discipline. He endeavours to make us

repine. If you would resist, rest not till ye have obtained practical acquaintance with God your
Saviour, under the titles by which He revealed Himself to His ancient people. (1 ) Knew him
as El Shaddai, all sufficient to bless and save you, with apresent and everlasting salvation. (2.)

Knew Him as Jehovah^ tlie glorious name hg which He was reven led to Israel. He is the same
yesterday, and to-day, and for ever.

—

[Buddicom's Christian Exodus).

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

The Judgments op GIod upon Wicked Mei^.

Verse 1. I. That God sends severe his despotism. The despot must yield

judgments on men who reject Kis to the sceptre of Grod. He may defy

Commands. "Now shalt thou see what the vast nation Israel, but now he is

I will do to Pharaoh":

—

in conflict with One who will defeat

1. Nottjoithslanding his kingship. The his armies,

judgments of God are not averted by
the exalted social position or great II. That these judgments are often

power of kings. The proud monarch witnessed by Christian people. "Now
of Egypt cannot exempt himself from shalt ihou see."

the retributions of heaven. There are 1. They are seen clearly. These

none to deliver hiin 2. Notuuithstand- judgments are seen in all their terrible

inq his obstinacy. Moral obstinacy force. In all i lieir meaning. The dead

cannot shield men from the judgmenis king and his drowned army are washed

ofdod. He can Nubdue the man of iron upon the banks of tlie great waters,

will. Suffering has a great effect upon Ivetribution is clearly visible in their

obstinate souls, o. JNolivithstanding ruin. 2. They are seen retrihutively.
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Tl)*? overthrow of Pharaoh and his host

was no m« re accident. It was not the

outcome of Divine caprice. It was not

liesi^^ned merel}^ to vindicate the pro-

phecy of Moses. It was punitive. 3.

They are seen solemnly. These judg-

fneiits are sad. They awaken thought

and moral reflection. We dare not

smile at the overthrow of the tyrant.

His destiny makes us weep.

The good Lord sometimes promiseth

sight of His great works, when His
servants scarce believe Him.

In granting them sight God reproves

the unbelief of His servants.

God's strong hand is doubly engaged
to work deliverance for His Church.

God chooseth to force deliverance

*'rom tyrants, to make His work con-

spicuous.

There is a great difference between
looking at things from a distance, and
seeing them drawing close upon us, or

actually beginning.

Yerse 2. 1. God speaking to man.
2. God speaking to man a condescen-

sion. 3. God speaking to man a judg-

ment. 4. God speaking to man an
instruction.

God usually joineth the promise of

grace unto His people with that of

force upon His enemies.

God's promise of grace is plainly

declared and revealed to His servants.

God useth to convey these promises

of grace by a mediator to His people.

The highest promise of grace is that

God will be Jehovah to His people.

Where God is Jehovah, all His pro-

mises are put into effect.

Verse 3. It is not merely in the

actings of God that He would cause

the heart to find rest, but in Himself

—

in His name and character.

God joins one encouragement to

another to help the weak in faith.

God's appearances are desigoed to

work i'aith in creatures.

God's appearances have been gradual

in manner and measure till now.
Fullest discoveries of God require

the greatest faith, and aggravate the

sin ot* unbtlirf.

Knowh'dge of God's name is needful

to make souls trust it.

God's n.-ime:— 1. Not a mere word.

2. Not an abstraction. 3. But a power.

4. A tower of strength. 5. A shield

of protection. G. The hope of the

soul.

Verse 4. God's covenant to His
people:— 1. Stated. 2. «etthd. 3.

Kept. 4. Happy. 5. Eestful.

How much the Lord says of His
covenant and His oath ; and if you
consider, tliere was something in this

more suited to encourage liope and
trust, than in any other ground for it

He could have nientioned. When you
are in distress, if you are told of a man
who is kind and liberal, it gives you
hope of relief. If you hear, m Teover,

that he has assisted many poor afflicted

creatures exactly in your situation,

your hopes are raised still more ; and
if, besides, you know he has promised
help to all the needy who apply to

him, that is better still
;
yet even that

would not give you so much confix lence

as if you had it under his hand that

he would help you, and you knew he
had taken a solemn oath that he would
give you all you stand in need of. He
would then iiave bound himself, and
his honour would be so engaged that

he could not draw back. Nt^w this is

exactly what God had done to Israel

;

and by reminding Moses of it. He
showed He did not mean one jot or

tittle should pass fiom His covenant
till all was fulfilled. And believers

have the same security now. In His
new covenant He has pledged Himself
to those who have the faith of Abraliani.

In this covenant He has assured His
people of pardon. {Anon.)

Verse 5. God hears the groans of

His people.

God remembiTs the cruelty of the
oppressor.

God remembers the covenant of Hia
grace.

Verse 6. God's appearance to Hia
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Ministers is in order that He may
njake himself known to the Church.

Ministers must speak to the Church
all that Goil reveals to them.

The main matter that must be re-

reve.iled to tlie Church is that Goil is

Jehovah.

God's being Jehovah sets His Israel

free from ail Ei^yptian bur<lens.

The meaning of Jehovah is to rid the

Church from bondage, temporal and
eternal.

The redemption of Israel is Jehovah's
work.

Verses 7—8. Adoption of Israel to

Himself is Jehovah's work next to

redemption.

^ouls are adopted when tbey are
God's, and God is theirs. Jehovah
does all this that Israel may acknow-
ledge his saving power.

God's people :—1. Taken by God.
2. Knowing God. 3. JServing God.
4. Redeemt-d by God. 5. Happy in

God. 6. Will live with God.
God's oath to Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob is in order to successive genera-
tions.

Introduction into such signal privi-

leges is a good step to the full blessing.

Jehovah's donation of the inheritance

promised surely foUoweth this intro-

duction.
" I will take you to Me for a people,

and I will be to you a God." What
follows is only one adv^antage amoni^

many, flowing from that blessed rela-

tion. The yoke of the oppressor shal

be broken off your necks, for M\
people must not serve another master;

freedom, protection, guidance, victory,

wise laws, liberty to make known your
requests to Me at all times, are among
the many blessings of the people whom
I take for My peculiar heritage ; and
then, " I will be to you a God." This

is better still ; for in these words God
gives Himself to them. His favours

are precious, His gifts are valuable.

He excels them all. Power, wisdom,
patience, faithfulness, love infinite and
everlasting, are all in Him ; and those

who have Him for their God, have all

these for their portion. Well might
David say, " My soul shall make her

boast in the Lord.'*
'' I will be to you a God." 1. Then

my life should be devout. 2. Then
my heart should be grateful. 3. Then
my tongue shall be tuneful.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.—Verse 9.

PnrsiCAL Destitution Stifling Spiritual Life.

This fact has long since passed away ; but its lesson remains ever new. Its body is

dcftd, and has returned to the dust ; but its spiiit survives immortal. God gave it a body in

the actual history of the Hebrews that its meaning might become articulate to human ears.

A permanent principle of our nature, and a distinctive feature of the Divine government are

here embodied in an example.

I. The Fact which embodies the Principle. 1. The message addressed to Israel. " Moses so

epake unto the Cbildreu of I-*rael " (ver. 1—8). This message, in its substance and in its

circumstances, was fitted to arrest the people's attention and win their love. In that message,

whether you regard its author, its bearer, or its nature, everything tended to entice ; nothing
to repel them. The time was also fitting, when their burdens were unbearable. Before the

slare a pospect of liberty is opened ; before the weary a prospect of re«t. Will the drooping
spirits of the multitude revive at this intelligpnce? 2. The neglect of the message. No ; the

promise, although it was lich and precious, stirred not the slugtiwb mass. It was a spark of

fire that fell, but it fell on welted wood, and kindled therefore no flame. " They hearkened not
unto Moses." Why ? No people could be in deepe/ affliction, no kind message could be better

authenticated. They neither denied the truth of the message, nor injure i the person who bore

it. When God's great salvation was provided, the people neglected iu Ihis the head and front

of their offending. They said nothing against it, but they let it alone, 3. Examine the specific

reason oftheir apathy. The cause of t heir indifference to liberty was the extreme seventy of their

bondat^e. They hearkened nut '*for anguish of spirit ai.d for cruel bondage." Here is a paradox;
the slavery excessively severe, and therefore the slave does not care for freedom. One would say,

the loTce of the reason goes all the other way. We would rather expect that in jwoportion to
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the cruelty of the yoke woulil be the alacrity of the captives in rising at the Kedcemer s call

Had Pharaoh lavished kindness and luxury upon Joseph's kindred, this might have been a

reason why they treated with indifference the proifered method of escape. But because prosperity

makes people callous to the voice of freedom, it does not follow that the extreine of adversity

will put courao-e into their hearts. Extremes meet. Both great prosperity and great distress

often crush every aspiration of freedom. Plenty extinguished the desire, and oppression the

hope of freedom. Afterwards the same Hebrews shook off the iron yoke that had lam so long

upon their bodies, and sunk so deeply into their souls. A door of hope was opened to them.

II. The principle embodied in the fact. The story of this ancient incident may seeui to have no

more affinity with modern character than the mummies which travellers dig from the tombs m
E'^vpt have with the living men of to-day. Speaks to all. 1. The message. To us, as to them,

itTs a message of mercy. Specifically, it proclaims deliverance to the captive. God recognises

all men as slaves, and sends an offer for freedom. Christ is the messenger of the covenant. A
greater than Moses is here, publishing a greater salvation. We are redeemed from one master

to serve another. " Let my people go that they may serve me." tie allures them mto the

wilderness, and abides with them there. The glory of the Lord goes before them during the

journey, and settles on the mercy seat when they reach the promised land. 2. Such is the

proposal, hut it is not heeded. But few disbelieve or revile the messenger. They neglect him.

3. The reason of this neglect. Anguish and cruel bondage. Let us beware of mistake here.

Both with them and us the true cause of the listlessness is the carnal mind. The evil is in the

heart, but outward things become the occasions of specific disloyalties. Learn :— (1.) The duty

of Christ's dls^ples to a careless neighbourhood. Abject poverty in these favoured exacts a heavy

task from many. Bad dwellings. Hunger. Oppression. Their souls are soured to the bottom,

and they care neither for God nor man. They are reckless. They are destitute of fear and of

hope. They care not for the future. I am not palliating sin. A fact. What shall be done ?

Disciples of Christ should not give less attention to spiritual teaching, but more to the material

well-being of fallen brothers. (2.) The second lesson applies more directly to ourselves. Anguish

of spirit, whether it comes from God's hand in the form of personal affliction, or from man's hand

in the form of unjust oppression, may become the occasion of neglecting the salvation of Christ.

We regard sorrow as a time of spiritual revival. Thanks to God, it often is. But the day of anguish

is not the sinner's best day for seeking the Saviour. Sorrow is not seed ; it may conspire with

other means to make the seed grow. Beware of neglecting your spiritual state while you are

weU. iEev. W. Arnot.)

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Verse 9. God's faithful messengers mands perverse spirits may refase to

do speak His will speedily and fully hear or believe.

to whom God sends it. God's message to people in such

Former discouragements from men straits is to ease their pain and enlarge

must not hinder God's ministers fur- their spirits,

ther to declare His will. Sense of pain makes some souls un-

After all God's promises and com- reasonable, even to reject their mercies.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 10—13,

The Successive Services of the Christian Life.

I. That the successive services of the Christian life are required notwithstand-

ing the apparent failure of past efforts. (Ver. 10-11.) Moses and Aaron had so

far failed to induce Pharaoh to release Israel. But the service did not terminate

here. The commission of Moses is again renewed. Failure never does remove

men from the obligation of a divinely-imposed task, irat must only be

regarded as an incentive to new courage and effort. If Christian service were

to yield to transient failure, there would be little of it remaining in the world

to-day. There is not a church but has, one time or other, been defeated in

Christian enterprise. There is not an individual but has experienced the dis-

appointment and grief of failure. It is the dark heritage of man in this life.

How many nights have Christian workers spent in their boats, upon the waters,

with outspread nets, and have caught nothing I Christ only can relieve our
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moral service from such disappointment. He alone can fill our empty nete.

1. This service must be continued by Moses and Aaron because the command oj

God has not yet been executed. Men can never leave moral service until the

command of God has been completely fulfilled. His entire will must be accom-
plished. God has issued many connnands in reference to those in the slavery

of sin. Christian workers cannot regard their toil as ended till they are all

fulfilled. 2. This service must be continued by Moses and Aaron because their

duty has not been accomplished. Christian service is not merely a command, it

is likewise a holy duty. It is an unchanging and imperative duty, and there-

fore admits of no cessation until it is entirely achieved. A sense of duty should

be the great impulse of Christian work. It is your duty to seek the liberty of

the slave. 3. This service must be continued by Moses and Aaron because the

slaves must be freed. The Israelites must be liberated from the bondage of

Pharaoh. God could achieve it by one blast of death which should send the

tyrant and his hosts into the grave. This is not His method of working. He
employs human instrumentality. That instrumentality must not stay its effort

while the fetters of one slave are left unbroken. The Christian worker may not

cease his toil while one sinner remains in the bondage of Satan. The entire

freedom of humanity is the destiny of Christian effort. We find that Moses
and Aaron were sent on exactly the same ivork as before. It is not the Divine

plan to greatly vary the Christian service of men. When God calls a man to

a particular work He generally expects him to spend his life in its execution.

Each man has his own sphere of labour, and it is best for him to remain in it.

There is much waste of effort in the Church, because men are so restless and
changeful in their toils. We need determination, concentration, and patience in

our effort to free the slave. A nobler sphere for the energy of man cannot

be found. Failure is no excuse for fickleness in Christian service.

II. That the successive services of the Christian life are more difficult in

their requirements. The first injunction given to Moses was to call the elders

of Israel together that he might communicate to them the Divine will in

reference to their nation. Now he is told to go direct to Pharaoh. The
language of the 12th verse shows that Moses regarded the service as increased

in rigour. 1. This increased rigour of service is surprising. Moses had failed in

the lower and easier realm of service. He had exhibited despairing temper.

Israel had reproached him. He had reproached God. If, then, he was unequal
to the smaller service, is it not surprising that he should be called to the

greater ? Must the scholar w^ho has failed in the alphabet be put to the

declensions of service. 2. This increased rigour of service is disheartening.

It was to Moses. He knew the difficulties he had to encounter in reference to

Israel. But he felt that greater would meet him now that he must go direct

to Pharaoh. If men would regard things in a right light the greater service is

in reality the easier. It gives a greater inspiration. It excites brighter hope.

It brings diviner help. Failure ought not to occasion retrogression in Christian

service, but advancement. Christian service is a progress even to the weak.

3. 7 his increased rigour of service is a discipline. It would show Moses that

he still retained the call and confidence of God. It had not been forfeited by
his failure. It would test his moral energy for the work to which he was sent.

It would be a prophecy of future hardship. The successive services of the

Christian life are a heavenly discipline to our souls. Increased work has often

made a bad workman into a good one. It has increased his responsibility. It

has awakened him to reflection.

III. That the successive services of the Christian life sometimes awaken
the expostulations of men. (Ver. 12.) 1. These expostulations make mention

of natural infirmities. "Who am of uncircumcised lips." Moses again
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pleads his unfitness for the task assigned to him. He has narrowed the missiou

down to his own ability for it. It is unnecessary that men should mform (jod

of their natural impediments to religious service. He knows them. He is

acquainted with those whom He sends on His errands, with their weakness and

strenn-th If He calls, it is yours to obey. 2. These expostulations make

mention of past difficulties and failure. '' Behold, the children of Israel have

not hearkened unto me." When men do not want to undertake the service ot

God they will keep up arguments to excuse themselves. If one will not answer,

they are soon ready with another. In this attempt the logical faculty of man

exhibits wonderful acuteness and development. Man is a good logician m this

court. 3. These expostulations are presump)tuous. " And Moses spake before

the Lord saying." These expostulations were made to the Lord !
Men, and

especially Christian workers, ought to welcome the commands of God without

question. He is all-powerful. He is all-wise. Before Him we ought to stand

in awe and sin not. Lessons :— 1. Not to shrink from the successive services of

the Christian life. 2. To leave all the moral work of our life to the choice of

God. 3. Not to imperil our welfare by expostulation with^ the providence of

heaven, 4. To concentrate our energies patiently on one Christian enterprise.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 10—11. God sometimes join- Powers and wickedness together

eth harder work to the discouragement make the greater obstruction against

which his ministers have from men. hearing God's word.

When Israel heareth not, God will Weakness in ministers for speaking,

have his ambassadors go unto Pharaoh, may discourage them from speaking to

from friends to enemies. powers beneath.

God will have his messages delivered Good men are apt to forget that God

to the proudest kings that dare oppose circumciseth lips, and gives a tongue,

Him. to do his message.

Though powers oppress God's Church,

He makes them know that they will Verse 13. Excuses will not serve

have to give it freedom. God's instruments, for God will have

His work done.

Verse 12. Infirmity of faith may God joins instruments under His

cause God's best servants to plead ex- charge to encourage unto His com-

cuse from hard work. mands.

The refusal of the Church to hear Redemption of God's Church from

and believe God's message is a remark- bondage is the end of all his revealed

able evil. will.

Israel's unbelief may make God's The recapitulation of moral service

:

ministers fear that strangers will much 1. To those called to work. 2. With

more refuse His will. clearness. 3. With authority.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 14—30.

The Genealogy of the Church.

I. That it was, humanly speakings, of very unpretentious origin. The

human origin of the Church was very humble. It was not born of kings. It

was not the conquest of a renowned warrior. It was not the discovery of a

bold adventurer. Its primitive social position was poor. Its numbers were

few. Its ancestors were men of moral greatness. They were eminent for faith.

Instance Abraham. These men are now the rulers of the world. The few in

the days of the old patriarch have multiplied as the stars of heaven.
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IT. That it was, morally speaking, of a very miscellaneous character. We
have names in this list of very varied moral worth. Some noted for their piety,

others remarkable for their profanity. At this time the Cliurch was ahnost

co-extensive with the Jewish nation. Nominally there was no line of separation.

The religion was one of ceremony, and in this all the people could join. There

were a few great and good souls who obtained a deeper insight into moral

truth, and whose lives were rendered beautiful and powerful by an anticipation

of some all-sufficient sacrifice in the future ages. But these were the exception.

The spirit of the common multitude was confined within the conventional

system of their grand worship. The Church has now a mixed genealogy. All

down through the ages the tares and wheat have been growing together, and

they will do so until the harvest, which is the end of the world. The mis-

cellaneous character of the Church is accounted for :—1. By the diversified

temperaments of men. 2. By the diversified thinkings of men. 3. By the

diversified character of men. 4. By the diversified alliances of men.

III. That it was, socially speaking, of very great influence. 1. It had
a great political influence. The Jewish nation was for a long time a theocracy.

God was its king. Heaven was its parliament. The priests were of supreme

influence in the nation. The community was eminently religious in idea and

sentiment. Hence from the names here recorded there comes out a great

stream of social, moral, and political influence upon humanity to-day.

A Panoramic Glance at History.

I. We see the mass of li^es that are crowded into a brief era. We
have here a great mass of names, each representing a distinct life of

peculiar type and condition ; they are all heaped together in ten or fifteen

verses. They all lived within a comparatively brief period. The world is

crowded with life. The ages are crowded with men. They soon empty their

contents into eternity.

II. We see how the minute details of individual life are lost in the aggregate
of history. There is very little recorded of the many lives that are here

mentioned. In a few ages after death, the lives of men diminish into a mere
name. The heroes' battles are forgotten. The remembrance of our great

calamities is no more. The life of the greatest King is summed up into a
sentence on the page of the world's history.

III. We see the great effort of life to culminate in, and give prominence to,

the birth of its heroes and emancipators. The whole of these lives were pre-

paratory to the lives of Moses and Aaron. All before them were introductory.

There is a gradual process in life. Life is ever trying to find emphatic expression io

the conduct of the good. History makes this apparent.

IV. We see here that individual lives derive their greatness from the call ol

God to service, rather than from social considerations.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 14. Sacred genealogy is made The multitude of the churches seed
by God's spirit to make clear the line did arise from small beginnings.

of His Church.
Natural primogeniture may be al- Verse 15. Order in genealogy is

lowed to such to whom the spiritual useful to give right understanding of

may be denied. the line of the Church.
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Heads of families in the Church
have been too prone to mingle them-
selves in strange marriages.

Verse 16. The line of Levi is re-

markable by God's spirit. A poor

stock may yield noble instruments for

the salvation of the Church.

The fathers who lived long saw not

all the promises fulfilled.

Verse 17—19. Gradually God in-

creaseth His Church. Third genera-

tions under God may add much more
seed unto His Church.

Verse 20. Incestuous marriages are

not good, though by God sometimes
passed over.

God can bring out His instruments

and work from the sins of men.

Verse 20—25. From generation to

generation God continueth the succes-

sion of His Church.

God hath various ends in recording

the good and bad in the genealogy of

His Church.

Verse 26—27. God would have His
Church know the instruments, whom
He calleth, though of low descent.

God's commission maketh poorest

instruments eminent for greatest de-

liverance of His people.

It is God's work to make shepherds

lead armies.

God entitles His poorest instruments

to honour, even to face kings at His
pleasure.

God honours His weak instruments

to deliver His Church out of the hands
of kings.

In God's record, and at His pleasure,

the poorest names are made eminent.

Verse 28—30. In the day of in-

struments drawing back, God repeats

His charge to quicken them.

IMace as well as time for duty God
orders in His charge.

The name of Jehovah carrieth

enough in it to support His ministers.

Weakness of faith puts God's ser-

vants sometimes upon their shifts to

brave His work.

Bodily infirmities may discourage

the minds of God's servants from their

work.

It is weakness to urge infirmities

against God's charge, who can heal

them.

The Minister to declare the whole
Counsel of God.

" Speah thou unto Pharaoh, king of
Egypt, all that I say unto thee'*

Ministers must declare the whole
counsel of God :

—

I. Notwithstanding the unwilling-
ness of the people to hear it. Pharaoh
would be displeased with the message
that Moses delivered. It would excite

his royal anger. Yet it must not be
withheld. Prudence must be respected.

Courage must be sought.

II. Notwithstanding the social posi-

tion of those who hear it. Closes was
to deliver his message to the king of

Egypt. Wealth, fear of man, wish for

fame, must not deter us from proclaim-
ing the entire counsel of God.

Excuses :—1. I am slow of tongue.

2. I am low in purse. 3. I am feeble

in energy.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER VL
BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Divine Dependence! Ver. 1. Moses and
Aaron had made an alliance with God ; what,
then, had they to fear ? If God be for us, who
can be against us ? If the Lord had not been
on their side. He was on their side. He had
entered into covenant with them. Three hun-
dred years ago, says history, about a million of

people in Holland were fighting for freedom
from the tyranny of Rome. William, the Prince
of Orange, a man who feared God, was the
champion of the righteous cause. In the heat
of the struggle, one of his generals sent an
urgent despatch to know if he had succeeded
in forming an alliance with any foreign power
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such as Frcance or England. The brave de-

liverer's reply thrilled the heart of the general

as he read it: You ask me whether I have

made a treaty with any great foreign power.

I have. When I undertook to achieve the

freedom of the oppressed Christians in these

provinces, I made a close alliance with the

King of Kings, and I doubt not that He will

give us the victory.

" For who that leans on His right arm
Was ever yet forsaken ?

What righteous cause can suffer harm

If He its part has taken."

—

Whittier.

Appointed Work! Ver. 2. Moses would

not have disliked the reaping, but to plough.

Ploughing is hard work, and, to our notions,

soilin°g work ; and so we will not plough for

Christ. It is hard work, says Power, to lift

one foot in the heavy clay—to set it down

often only to lift it up with greater difficulty

still. Even that would perhaps not have de-

terred Moses; but the delay was trying. If

we had a speedy return for our toil, perhaps

vre might undertake labours for Jehovah. If

in the fields around us, as we turned up the

furrow, we were sure of finding treasure—of

the reaper overtaking the sower ; if, as we
sweated and toiled in ploughing, the sprouts

became headed with grain, and our fevered

brows were cooled with the breezes which un-

dulated the waving corn, perhaps we would be

ready to plough in hope. But such is not

earthly ploughing, and stich is not that of

heaven. Moses had to plough and plough;

and we have to labour and labour in hope, for

" Work without hope draws -nectar in a sieve,

And hope without an object cannot live.'*

—Coleridge.

Divine Decision! Ver. 2. Moses forgot

that the triumph of the wicked is always short

—that the restrained flood is sure to pour forth

with force proportionate to the length and

strength of its restraint—and that time and

tide are nowhere before the word of God. God
had said. Each hindrance, therefore, on the

part of Pharaoh—each refusal on his part to

let Israel go—each oppression formed to in-

tensify their bondage, and certify their serf-

dom to himself woiild only be treasuring up
wrath. The waters were continually rising

;

and, just as with the great Canadian rivers,

the more buttresses men expose to stem its

current and icefloes, the more certainly are

they bringing ruin upon their bridges and
banks ; so the hindrances of this despot were
only culminating towards destruction. There-

fore

" Let not guilt presumptuous rear her crest,

Nor virtiie droop despondent ; soon these clouds

Scorning eclii)se will brighten into day.

And in majestic splendour He will rise,

With healing and with terror on His wings."

—Bally.

Groaning-s I Ver. 4. How bitter are the

tears of penitence ! How agonising are the

cries for pardon ! It is with conscience then

as if a messenger from God, as Dr. Todd repre-

sents, were to take us by the hand, and lead

us up the steps of a great building, and, as we
entered the porch, it should begin to grow
dark. Suppose he should then open a door

into a very large hall, which he called a
" picture gallery." As we enter, we find it

dark as night ; but as the angel touches a

spring, liglit flashes in and fills the room. We
now see that the walls are hung with pictures

—so many and so large that they cover the

walls. On these are painted all the sins thr t

we have ever committed. What pictures of

sins—open sins—secret sins—heart sins—^life-

long sins ! We cannot bear to look at them
;

they fill us with horror and anguish. That
picture gallery becomes a judgment hall. Con-
viction of sin is there—contrition follows. And
from contrition must spring confession and
concision ; for if we confess our sins, God ia

faithful and just to forgive us our sins.

" All powerful is the penitential sigh

Of true contrition ; like the placid wreaths
Of incense, wafted from the righteous shrine

Where Abel ministered, to the blest seat

Of mercy, an accepted sacrifice."

—

Hayes.

Anxiety! Ver. 6. A certain man, who
had been listening to an awaking preacher

during a season of revival, was heard to say
with emphasis that he did not like the preachers

of the present day, because " they make one
feel so bad." A representative of many sleep-

ing in the chains of moral bondage, that human
slave did not like to be reminded of his condi-

tion. Whilst the preacher dealt in beautiful

things—dwelt upon the beauties of Nature and
the bounties of Providence, all went well ; but
so soon as spiritual servitude was brought on
the arena, the listener was made uneasy. Con-
science, that witness in the soul which never
dies, did its terrible duty—and the bondsman
began to feel that he was verily guilty concern-

ing his own fetters. He began to see that he
was not the " freedman " which he had ima-
gined himself in the spirit of self-delusion to

be. That is the first dawn of conviction ; but
it is not full conviction. It may be stifled

;

and no groanings—no anxiety of soul—follow

upon this first sensation. That emotion may
be as the early dew—as the foam upon a billow

—as the swift glance of a meteor—as the snow-
flake on a river. It is the aim of the Christian

ministry, says Exell, to awaken within men the
desire for moral freedom, and that desire is the
deepening of conviction—which anxiety ends
in conversion, when a man enjoys the liberty

of Christ. Therefore, the ambassador for

Christ desires to " make men feel so bad "

—

to arouse them to the consciousness of their

pitiable condition as bond-serfs of sin, in the
hope of persuading them to embrace the Divine
overtures of liberation from satanic thraldom,
and of leading them out of the Egyptian
bondage into the Land of Freedom—the
Gospel of free grace.
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"The listening throng there feel its blessed

effect,

And deep conviction glows in every breast."

Covenant of Grace I Ver. 5. It is of

long-standing—going back not merely to David,

or Moses, or Abraham—but to Adam. And
thus the New Covenant is a development of

the Old. The seed of Adam in Genesis be-

came the giant Tree of Life in Revelation

—

while the bud of Sinai appears in the full-blown

flower of Sion. In the Law, this covenant of

grace is buried as the coal deposit which miners

only reach by piercing the various intervening

strata—or as the pearls of great price which

divers only secure by plunging through fathoms

of water. In the Gospel, this covenant of

grace lies open—as a casket of gems whose
lustre dazzles the natural mind—or as a par-

terre of flowers whose fragrance charms tlie

sense. The covenant of the Old Dispensation

is as real—because it is the same—as that of

the New Dispensation ; only it was pavilioned

round with clouds—wrapped in many a folded

leaf. In the Law of the patriarchs, priests

and prophets, this unique, merciful, and ancient

covenant of grace was like the secret writing

of which Stainforth speaks, and which is in-

visible to the reader till held before the flame,

when it gives forth the precious truth for which
the soul was longing. The Divine fire brings

out the conditions of the covenant of grace as

penned by God in invisible but indelible and
imperishable ink upon the pages of the moral
and spiritual history of Adam, Enoch, Noah,
and others.

** Across the ages they
Have reached us from afar.

Than the bright gold more golden they.

Purer than the purest star."

—

Bonar.

Heirs 1 Ver. 6. A pious man was one day
walking to the sanctuary with a New Testa-

ment in his hand, when a friend who met him
said Good morning, and enquired what he was
reading so earnestly. " I am reading my
Father's Will," was the prompt response ; "and
I find that He has bequeathed ine an hundred-
fold in this life, and in the world to come life

everlasting.'* The redeemed are the inheritors

of the universe, 1 Cor. iii. and xxi. :

—

" Rise, my soul ! and stretch thy wings,

Thy better portion trace
;

Rise from transitory things

Towards heaven thy native place.'*

—Sear/rave.

Experience I Ver. 6. The old saw de-

clares that it teaches wisdom ; while the French
have a proverb that the ass does not stumble

twice over the same stone. Svduey asserts

that all is but lip-wisdom which wants expe-

rience. Caussin expresses himself that a him-
dred thousand tongiies may discourse to a man
about the sweetness of honey, but he never can

have such knowledge of it as by taste. In
spiritual things, experience is that sense of

taste. Carlyle likens experience to a school-

master—an excellent schoolmaster, who charges

dreadful wages. But suppose it is a costly

education, only think of the future benefits.

Solomon went through a peculiar experience

of his own—an experience which many of us

shudder at—a school in which we are reluctant

to be trained : and this is the very man whom
God chose as the schoolmaster to teach us the
vanity of the world when it is made the por-

tion of a soul. A smooth sea, so runs our
English proverb, never made a skilful mariner.

The young Christian sets sail under fair balmy
breeze and clear sunny skies ; but soon the
clouds gather—the waves foam—the darkness
deepens.

" And these vicissitudes tell best in youth
;

For when they happen at a riper age.

People are apt to blame the fates forsooth,

And wonder Providence is not more sage."

Why? Because one dram of experience is

worth a whole hogshead of " dreams that wave
before the half-shut eye"—for, as Dr. South
says, practical sciences are not to be learned

but in the way of action. It is experience that

must give knowledge in the Christian profes-

sion as well as in all others. Alas ! to most of

us experience is like the stern-lights of a vessel

which illumine only the track it has passed.

God would have them to be the bow-lights—
for adversity is the first path to truth.

Rigrhteous Betribution! Ver. 7. God'a
mills grind slowly, but they grind exceedingly
small. And judgment comes at last, for for-

bearance has an end. Then these judgments
often assume the form of retribution. It is

recorded in ancient oriental history that an
oppressor introduced a company of elephants

into his army, whose appearance and power
were expected to win the day. But the huge
animals took fright when the opposing forces

approached each other, turned tail, and, plung-
ing amid their own ranks of infantry, spread
dismay and defeat everywhere. Very similarly

we are told that the old war chariots, whose
wheels were armed with steel scythes to mow
down the ranks of the enemy, instead of

bringing destruction upon the opposite host,

were not unfrequently dragged by the fiery,

furious, frightened steeds into the lines of their

friends, leaving a line of death behind them.
Pharaoh's oppressions are to recoil upon him-
self.

" In the corrupted currents of this world.
Offence's gilded hand may shove by justice.**

Not so with God. His sun of justice may with-

draw its beams from earthly notice for awhile

;

it may, as it were, sit concealed in a dark
recess, pavilioned round with clouds. But it

is coming. Dr. Thomai says that society is

like the echoing hills—giving back to the
speaker his words, groan for groan, song for

song. With what measure ye mete, it shall

be measured to you again. God's forbearance,

says Brooks^ is no quittance. He hath leaden
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heels but iron hands; and the further He
stretches His bow, or draws His arrow, the

deeper will He wound. Even Anne of Austria,

the Queen of France, could express as much
to her implacable enemy, Cardinal Richelieu,

when she exclaimed : My Lord Cardinal, God
is a sure paymaster ; He may not pay at the

end of every week, month or year, but remem-

ber that He does pay in the end. In all time,

" All circumstances, all state, in every clime,

He holds aloft the same avenging sword

;

And sitting on His boundless throne sublime,

The vials of His wrath, with justicj stored.

Shall in His own good hour on all that's iU

be poured."

—

Pcrcival.

God's Name I Ver. 3. Swinnock has it

that travellers who are at the top of the Alps

can s«)e great showers of rain fall under them,

but D.ot one drop of it falls on them. They
who trust in the name of Jehovah are in a

high tower, and thereby safe from all troubles

and showers. With such confidence in Him,
their spiritual life is like the deep calm which

prevails beneath, while above the waters are

lashed into a foaming, boiling caldron. They
which trust in the Lord shall be like Mount
Zion, which cannot be moved, but which

standeth fast for ever. A legend says that a

rich and powerful king, troubled in heart in

spite of all his possessions, went to a holy der-

vise and asked him for the secret of happineps.

The dervise led him forth in front of a high

rock, on the top of which an eagle had built

her nest. Pointing to the lofty home of the

king of birds, the aged recluse directed the

monarch to imitate its wisdom by building on
the rock of heavenly truth. And surely if a

heathen could assure the terrified bird which
flew from the hawk into his bosom for shelter

that he would neither kill nor betray it, much
less will God either slay or give up the soul

that takes sanctuary in His name. The
righteous runneth into this strong tower, and
is safe.

" I all on earth forsake,

Its wisdom, fame, and power,

And Him my only portion make,
My shield and tower."

Ministers ! Ver. 6. Ministers must speak
to the Church all that God reveals to them.
When they feel it their duty faitlifully to

speak pointedly to sinners, and to expose the

hypocrisy of professors, let them not be con-

demned, even though their words condemn
you. The pastor is rood's Moses to you, and
it is at the peril of his soul that he must preach
what his Master bids him. Woe is unto me,
if I preach not the gospel

—

i.e., the good news
of pardon and salvation. But the bad news
of guilt and damnation precede—indeed are

wrapped up in—this proclamation of glad tid-

ings of great joy. Moses must arouse Israel

to sense of their bondasre. before the clarion of

jubilee could ring its silver tones full and clear.

13(i

A minister, Dr. Boyd says, was once asked not

to preach so hard ; for if he did, certain persons

would leave the church. " Is not the preach-

ing true ?" responded the man of God. " It

is." "And does not God bless it?" "He does.'*
*' Well, then, the devil has sent you to me, to

get me to let down the tone of my preaching,

so as to ease the minds of the ungodly." We
must speak all that God reveals to us. As
there were bells as well as pomegranates on
Aaron's robes, so must the ambassador not

only speak words of peace, but sound the bell

of alarm. There is a proverb which says that

more flies are caught with sugar than vinegar

;

but it belongs to the proverbial philosophy of

the three authors—the World, the Flesh, and
the Devil. As God gives, so must His servants

—the vinegar of the law first, and then the

sweetness of the gospel. The Almighty thus

''Makes known His sacred will, and shows His
power

;

By Him inspired, they speak with urgent
tongue

Authoritative, whilst the illumined breast

Heaves with unwonted strength." —Jenner.

Tuneful TongruesI Ver. 7. Philip Henry
says that thanksgiving is the rent which the

saints owe to God. And if Christ dwell

in our hearts— dwell, we say, not so-

journ— we shall always be glad to pay
that rent. Our praises will go up, writes

Guthrie, as the incense continually. It was
the law of some of the old monasteries to

carry out this idea of " incense continually

floating upwards to heaven," by having con-

stant change of choir. The chanting of praise

was thus never interrupted ; for as soon as one
set of monks had done their service others sup-

plied their place, so that, as Pilkington ex-

presses it, both by day and night an endless

hallelujah went up to God. It is a tradition

of St. Francis that on one occasion he felt

himself so penetrated with joy and consolation

by the song of a nightingale that he began to

sing, whereupon the bird of music stopped its

strains. When the monk ceased, Philomela
renewed her joyous chant : and thus they
sang alternately until St. Francis was ex-

hausted. So ought the saints to rejoice with
them that do rejoice, when they themselves

have apparently no cause to rejoice in them-
selves. Time may stop—tl\e Avoi-ld may stay

—the universe may cease its c} cles ; but
Christians ought not to stop their songs—
never ! never !

"He that to praise and laud Thee doth
refrain,

Doth not refrain unto himself alone,

But robs a thousand who would praise

Thee fain,

And doth commit a world of sin in one."

—

Herbert.

Bondagre Effects I Ver. 9. Every man
has a ri<rht to freedom. Of all earth's hapless

ones we pity him the most who languishes in
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hopeless bondage until he has lost all note of

time, and looks through the rayless eyes of

idiocy upon any change that gleams through

the despairs of his dungeon. Very near to

this had Israel sunk. They had a right to be
free, but long oppression had sunk them into

hugging the chains that fettered them. They
were slow to seize the offered boon of freedom

—so slow that Pharaoh was emboldened to

resist the demand of Moses and Aaron to

give liberty to the slaves.

" Yet while he deems thee bound,

The links are shivered, and the prison walls

Fall outward."

—

Bryant.

Vitality ! Ver. 9. The sunbeam shines

upon the entombed seed, and lo ! a ilower all

beautiful with rainbow brightness—all fragrant

with spicy perfumes rises from the grave. The
same light will shine upon a rock, and leave it

still a rock after a thousand years. Why ?

There was no life. The Spirit of Grod plants

the germ of life in the softened soul, and the

sunlight of the Saviour's beaming cijuntenance

energizes. The rock remains imaffected by all

the radiance of the Gospel until alriiction pul-

verizes its hardness, and the Spirit implants

the germ of life.

" We welcome clouds that bring the former
rain,

Though they the present prospect blacken

round.

And shade the beauties of the opening

year.

That, by their stores enriched, the earth

may yield,

A faithiful summer and a plenteous crop."
—Swain.

Working for God I Ver. 10. Moses had
looked upon the work as hard, but when his

eyes were opened to perceive what a privilege

it was as work for God, then he not only went
to it with resolute mind, but with a merry
heart. Christian service is hard for flesh and
blood, but as work for God it becomes light.

There is the story of a witty American who,

after his men had been working all day build-

ing a house, asked them, when they were ex-

tremely exhausted with their labour, to come
and play a game of digging the cellar. Readily

they went ; but if iliey had looked at it as

hard work they would very likely have directed

their steps homeward. So with labour for

Jesus. Look not at it in the light of hard

work, but look at it as a delightful thing—as

a privilege to be allowed to do it. The work
will be diminished of its toil.

** And Truth and Love, with their beauty and
might.

Shall banish the sombre-hued shadows of

night."

God's Ways ! Ver. 11. Though aU the

ways of God are ways of light, yet many of

them, says Caryl, are in the dark to man. Oh !

how uiiseaicliable are His judgments, and His
ways pa>;t finding out.

" Reason's brightest spark,

Though kindled by His light, in vain would try

To trace His counsels infinite and dark."

But faith understands that they are counsels

of love—ways of wisdom. As Dr. Krum-
macher has expressed himself, God's dealings

with His people are easily discernible with the

eye of faith. He often lets His people reach

the shore as on the planks of a shipwrecked

vessel. He deprives us of the cisterns, in

order to make us drink of the fountains of

waters. He frequently takes away our st;p-

ports, not that we may fall to the ground, but
that He may Himself become our staff and
rod. The embarrassments of His people are

only the festive scaffoldings on which His
mi'^ht, faithfulness, and mercy celebrate their

triumphs. T'o this God was bx-inging Moses
and Israel. Moses was hoping partly in the

enthusiasm of Israel—in the awakening of their

feelings of patriotism and natural love of

liberty. He is soon undeceived : soon taught

to repose wholly in God. And yet the way of

teaching was contrary to all human ideas, and
appears wrong

;
just as when we put a straight

stick into the water, it appears crooked. Why ?

Because man looks at G od's ways through two
media—flesh and spirit.

Churcli's Redemption ! Ver. 11. On this

principle, says Wylie, we firmly look for the

Providence of God culminating in a grand and
universal deliverance of the Church. Like
some mighty Alp—some monarch of moun-
tains — which keeps in the traveller's eye

after every surrounding hill has sunk beneath

the horizon, this deliverance will be seen above
the Church's horizon through all coming time.

Every one of her former deliverances from
Pharaoh downwards was a step towards this

final deliverance. The Truth will continue in

her from age to age ; and as the night cannot
return while the light of the sun continues, so

the darkness of slavery and error cannot be
felt while Truth, like a never-setting sun,

shines within her and around her. This will

be the great Exodus of the Church. And
when on this day she ransoms her marshalled

host, and begins her mighty song, she will find

thn.t her members are escaped serfs from every

land on earth, and that her triumphal hymn is

pealed forth by every tongue and kindred.

*' Hallelujah ! like the voice

Of the mighty thunder-roar
;

Hallelujah I for the Lord
Reigneth now from shore to shore.'*

—

Bonar.

Growth ! Ver. 1 4. Earth and sea and
sky furnish illustrations of the growth of

Christianity. 1. Earth ! Go forth by day,

and count if you can the blades of grass on the

surface of the field, their bristling spears flash-

ing back the gleam of heaven's sunshine like

swords of steel ; converts to G od are green in

the city as grass upon the earth. 2. Sea !

How do the waters cover the sea ? Do they

not flow into its most profound caverns and
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secret recesses ? And so the earth is full of the
knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the

sea. 3, Sky ! Go forth by ni^ht, and gaze

upon the jewelled heavens, \\hose diamond
pointlecs are thickly set on tlie purple-hued
ring that wreathes Jehovah's finger ! Attempt
to enumerate those constellations rising tier

above tier—vast beyond the utmost stretch of

imagination ! Even these are made witnesses

to us of the growth and numbers of the Church
of Christ, who are to become as innumerable
and glorious as the stars in the everlasting

firmament.

** Yes ! countless as the stars of heaven,

Or as the early dew.

And entering the eternal halls,

In robes of victory,

That mighty multitude shall keep,

The joyous Jubilee.

Chiirch ! Ver. 14. Very humble was the
origin of the Church, whether we look at " the
father of the faithful "—or at the " founder
of the faith." Abraham was a cij^her till God
put the figure one before him : Jesus was the
child of a village maiden, till the S} )irit of the
Lord anointed Him ; while the fishermen of

Galilee were ignorant and unlettered. But
how great has been the influence of the Church,
which humanly speaking was of very unpre-
tentious origin • Humble as is the sand-reed
which grows on the sandy shores of Europe,
how great is its influence ! Its roots pene-
trate to a considerable depth, and spread in

all directions, writes Hai'twig, forming a net-

work which binds together the loosest sands

;

while its strong, tall leaves protect the surface

from draught, and afford shelter to small
plants, which soon grow between the reeds,

and gradually form a new green surface on the

bed of sand. But for this sand-reed, the sea

wind would long since have wafted the drift

far into the interior of the country—convert-

ing many a fruitful acre of England and France
into a waste. Lowly as is the origin of the
Christian Church, vast have been its influences

in preserving society, humanity, and morals
from desert draught and wilderness waste. Its

roots have penetrated deep, and spread far and
wide into the civilization of every country

;

and in the great blast of Satanic wind which
soon will endeavour to engiilf the human
race beneath the drift-sand of infidelity and
godlessness, the Church will evidence how
wondrously extensive her influence is.

" Nations shall seek her pillar'd shade,

Htir leaves shall for their healing be ;

The circling flood that feeds her life,

The blood that crimson' d Calvary."

Gen^alcgries! Ver. 14. Dr. Hamilton likens

these to rugged clilfs, which claim more than
a sterile grandeur. Bleak and barren thoiigh

they seem, there is a well-spring at their foot.

It is from these dreary crags that the fountain

of Christ's manhood takes its rise. And as

you follow the stream from Ur of the Chaldees
to the manger of Bethlehem, you find how
faithful the promises—and how watchful the

Providence which through all the eventful

centuries kept afloat and guided on the ark of

the advent.

" Eor that wondrous Ark
Lived in the safeguard of Jehovah's eye ;

His power secured it, and his wisdom guides."—Grant.

Generations 1 Ver. 20. This successive fljw

and swell of the Church in her generations haa
been likened by Miss Cobbe to the Nile.

Doubtless if we could stand—as so many brave
hearts have striven to do—beside the fountain
of the Nile, it would be hard to think that
little trickling stream was actually the same
as the great river of Egypt ; and that it should
grow and swell deeper and stronger, receiving

the floods of heaven and the tributes of earth,

till at last it rolls in resistless seas of water,
bearing fertility and blessing over the land.

Were a being from some far stellar world—un-
familiar with Nature's growth—to find his way
to earth, how hard would it be for that
visitant to realise that from the acorn which
you held in your hand there had sprung that
giant oak with its gnarled trunk of a thousand
circles, ten thousand boughs andmillion-tongued
leaves, amid which the bii'ds carolled their notes,

and beneath whose extensive shade man and
beast found shelter and repose. Sp with the
Church. But before One Eye, both river, tree,

and church were self-evident. Jehovah sees

them all mapped out from their source and
entrance in weakness to their summit and end
in power. The successive generations of the
Church are all part of one mighty plan, which
has its climax of loftiness and acme of perfec-

tion in that majestic benediction rising on the

bosom of the universe of eternity, and reflec-

ting on its ever-swelling surface the infinite

glory of Jehovah, who says, I am the Lord.

" Let us then rejoice and sing
;

'Tis the marriage of the Lamb ;

And the Bride is ready ; raise

—

Baise the everlasting Fsalm.*'
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CHAPTER VIL

Crittcal Notes.—3. I will harden Pharaoh's heart.]—Elsewhere also is the act of hardening

Pharaoh's heart attributed to Jehovah, as in iv. 21 ; ix. 12 ; x. 1, 23, 27 ; xi. 1 ; xix. 4, 8 ; so

that althouo-h Pharaoh is in several places said to have hardened his own heart

—

t.g., in viii. 15,

32 ; ix. 34 ;
yet we cannot well deny the existence of a difficulty. The ground of the difficulty

consists in the glorious truth of the absolute holiness of God, in virtue of which he so

exclusively loves what is right and good, and so sincerely and intensely hates all evil, that he

separates himself from sin, wholly, everjrwhere, always ; frowns upon it, forbids it, denounces it

;

is not the author of it, and never can be. His highest praise, with those who are nearest to

Him and know Him best, is that He la holy—thrice holy. Hence the difficulty created by any

statement, coming to us as authoritative, which seems to attribute the causation of sin to Him.

Our best way out of the difficulty, as it presents itself in this account of Pharaoh, may be said

to depend upon the settlement of a single question—Was the hardening process essentially sinful

on Pharaoh's part ? If not, Jehovah may have positively and directly caused it ; if it was, then

only in an accommodated, and, in fact, a figurative, sense, can Jehovah have effected it. 1) We
can conceive of a hardening of heart which involves no sin in its subject—as when a surgeon

hardens his heart against such an influx of feeling as would unfit him for his stem but righteous

and even benevolent duties. Was the hardening of Pharaoh's heart of this nature ? Did it consist

solely in such an accession of firmness, of courage, as—without being in itself bad—allowed him
to act out to the full the badness that was otherwise in him, such as his despotic cruelty, his self

glorification, etc. ? If we could thus conclude, the difficulty would be at an end. We could

then say : The badness was Pharaoh's own ; but the courage to act it out—a quality morally

indifferent—was directly given him by God for ends high and holy, which he would secure

through means of the fully developed wickedness of this wicked king. Something may be said

in favour of this solution, a.) As truly as life is from God, so truly are health, strength,

courage from him. h.) Many evil purposes fail of accomplishment solely through failure of

life, of health, of physical courage to go through with them. A man may in heart be a mur-

derer, and yet simply because he turns coward he may not take away life. Had Pharaoh thus

failed, Israel would have more easily escaped, and the power of God been less signally

displayed. But God was not minded that the king should so fail, and, therefore, gave

him courage to work out aU the evil that was in him. c) The Hebrew terms employed

to express the hardening of Pharaoh's heart denote, primarily, physical qualities : as

chd'zaq, "hold fast," "be firm," ("strong," 2 Sam. x. 11, "strengthened," Jud. iii. 12,

"be of good courage," 2 Sam. x. 12); k&-bhedh, "heavy," (1 Sam. iv. 18; v. 11; Ex.

xvii. 12 ;
" slow," Ex. iv. 10) ; q& shah, " dry, hard, harsh," (" roughly," Gen. xliv.

7, 30, " soiTOwful," 1 Sam. i. 15). These considerations appear to us to have so much
weight that they ought in no case to be overlooked, even although they may need to be supple-

mented. Nevertheless, we are free to confess an absence of entire confidence in them. Were
" firmness " of heart, in the sense of " courage " all, no more might require to be said ; but it

would be rather venturous to affirm that, in biblical style, either " heaviness " or " harshness " of

HEART can be taken as free from moral evil. Hence it may be well to ask (2. ) Whether the divine

causation may not to some extent have been indirect and figurative—amounting to permission

and occasion, rather than positive cause ? And, in point of fact, this cannot be denied. The
respite which Jehovah gave to the Egyptian king became an occasion of the further hardening of

the heart of the latter. (See ch. viii. 15 ; ix. 34). Here we get a glimpse into the divine pro-

cedure much fitted to satisfy. Having struck a blow, Jehovah pauses, he does so again and
again. Is this unworthy of him ? Yet Pharaoh makes these divine pauses an occasion of deeper

sin. We cannot blame God for this ; and yet had blow followed blow in quiclier succession

Pharaoh might have sooner yielded. Just here then Jehovah shews His holy freedom.

He does as it pleases Him ; never pleasing to do wrong, yet pleasing, for reasons which as yet

we may not always comprehend, to permit the human wrong that He may overrule it for His
own glory and His people's weal. We conclude then that only thus did God harden Pharaoh's

heart : lie gave him the physical courage to do his worst ; and He gave him—not the disposition

but—the permission, the opportunity, the occasion, in the process of reaching his worst, to turn

good int evil, and add Bin to sin. This is what God did ; this in clear foresight of how Phanioh
would act, is what God meant to do ; this is what God, for Moses' guidance foretold a- His
intention. 9. MiracleJ A tii)lcndid or conspicuous deed : Sept. " sign or wonder;" vulg. "sign."'
Serpent] Proh. of a large species; and in vv. 10, 12, called tantiin (lit. " extended"); but v. 15.

nd-cUCish. II. Sorcerers] Whisperers, mutterers, i)ractisers of magic. Magicians] Sacred
bcribes, skilled in sacred writings (hieroglyphics).
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPIT.— Verse8l—2.

The Moral Position in which some Men stand to others.

God made Moses to be a god to Pliaraoli, and Aaron to be a prophet. Tliere

are man)^ good and noble men in the world to-day, who are the gods, the

instructors and rulers, of their fellow-creatures.

I. This exalted moral position is the result of Divine allotment. " And
the Lord said unto Moses, see, I have made thee a god to Pharaoh." 1. 3Ien

are not to place themselves in this moral position to others. A man is not to

make himself a god unto his fellows. Some ambitious spirits do this, and in

the attempt become as Satans to their comrades. They become imperious.

They make unjust demands on those they rule. The man divinely appointed

to this position, will never usurp social influence, though he will always yield

it, because it will be the natural accompaniment of his holy life. He will not

pander to popular sentiment. He will speak to humanity the messages of God.

2. Men are not to he placed in this moral position merely hy the suffi^ages oj

their fdlow-creatures. The Israelites did not call Moses to the work of their

freedom. Pharaoh did not place Moses and Aaron in these relations to himself.

The appointment was of God. Society determines its own mental and social

gods, and inshrines its men of wealth and genius as deities, but the moral gods

of the universe are of Divine appointment. Society would make a wrong

selection of gods, if left to its own choice. It would prefer the morally indulgent

to the heroic and the true. It would be in danger of maldug a mistake and
of crowning the ambitious rather than the lowly. Hence the selection must
be Divine.

II. This exalted moral position involves arduous work and terrible responsi-

bility. 1. The true gods of society have something more to do than amuse it. The
visit of Moses to Pharaoh would be no great source of amusement to either

party. The gods of humanity are comparatively withdrawn from the vulgar

and secular matters of life, the bearing of their eiforts is eminently moral. It

has reference to souls, to man's life in its relation to the Infinite. A man
whose highest aim is to excite the merriment of society, is too far removed from

divinity to be mistaken for a God. 2, The true gods of society find their

emj'^^'Oyment in communicating to men the messages of God. Moses and Aaron
were to communicate God's message to Pharaoh. God frequently has distinct

messa.^es for individual men in reference to their moral conduct. These are

carried by the divinely-a])pointed prophets of society. They come to teach us.

To awaken us. To enable us to fulfil the will of God. Hence their work is

arduous and responsible.

III. This exalted moral position is the most efficiently employed in seeking^

the freedwrn of men. But for the slavery of Israel Moses would not have been a
god unto Pharaoh. The position is tlie outcome of a condition of things it ought

to remove. It is not for self-aggrandizement. It is to give men the freedom of

a divine salvation.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1—2. In the Hebrew Scrip- commonly applied to those who were
tures, magistrates, as representing a possessed of dignity or official power,
portion of the jurisdiction of God, are "Ye are gods;" and in this sense
cailed gods, 'i'he cxpiession was very IMoses is said to have been made a god
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unto Pharaoh ; and Aaron his brother

was to bo his propliet. You are already

aware of the reason of this distinction

between the two brethren. Moses com-
phxined that he had no power of elo-

quence, or was of uncircumcised lip
;

and God's reply to that was, " You,
Moses, shall be the oracle or depository

of truth ; and Aaron, who has the gift

of eloquence, shall unfold and express

it." God did not alter their constitu-

tional characteristics ; but he made
use of their existing constitutional

peculiarities to do his great work. So,

still, when God employs men to execute

His purposes. He does not re-create

tiiem, but He sanctifies them. He uses

them as they are. Any body reading

the New Testament, will see that each

writer has a style of his own ; so much
so, that if you were to read a few

verses from one or the other of the

writers, I should be able to say wiiether

they were written by Matthew, or Paul,

or Peter. God did not destroy the

idiosyncracies of the sacred penman,
but he retained their variety of style,

and consecrated that variety to be the

more elegant vehicle of important aud
precious truth. So, when God sent

Moses and Aaron to do his work in

Egypt, He did not make Moses elo-

quent, which he was not, nor did he
make Aaron learned, which he was

not ; but he made Aaron the eloquent
man, draw upon the stores of Moses,

the learned man, and thus each did

efficiently and naturally tlie work that
God had assigned them. So, at the

era of the Reformation, Luther's elo-

quence and energy would have been
extremely defective, if he could not

have fallen back upon the rich stores

of Melancthon's learniniij. So in the

Acts of the Apostles, the energy and
boldness of Peter were shown in his

speaking ; and the love, patience, and
piety of John, were shown in his keep-

ing silence. God thus takes different

men of different constitutional pecu-
liarities for different purposes.

—

(Dr,
Cumming.)

Great is God's goodness and patience

to reason with, and encourage His back-
ward servants.

Men judging themselves as uncir-

cumcised, may be made by Jehovah as

gods.

Prophets are merely God's mouth
and lips to His Church.
God orders one instrument from

another to utter His mind to worldly
powers.

At God's word poor despicable crea-

tures command oppressing powers to

release the oppressed, and it shall be
done in time.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 3—7.

Moral Obstinacy ; or, Pharaoh the type of an Impenitent Sinner.

I. Th?.t the imp enitent, like Pharaoh, reject the Divine command. Moses and
Aaron had made known to the Egyptian king the will and command of God in

reference to the freedom of Israel. But he refused to comply with that com-
mand. In this respect he is a type of the impenitent sinner. God has revealed

his will to men in His book. He has commanded men everywhere to repent,

and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ. This the sinner refuses to do. He
continues in sin. Heeds not the law of God. 1. Pharaoh rejected the Divine
command with contempt. He inquired, " Who is the Lord that I should obey
Him ? " So many impenitent sinners contemptuously reject the Divine claim to

their life and service. They intimate that they have no wish to enter upon the
gloom of a religious life. They declare tliemselves happier amid the sport and
passion of the vvorld. They are in good social position, and do not wish to

think of anything beyond the present. They treat the messengers of God fho

come to teach them better, with scorn, and reject all their offers of salvation.

How often have we tiaated the spnit of God with contempt. 2. Pharaoh
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rejected the Divine command in a sjylrlt of proud sel/sujiciencj. He tliought

of himself as the Kin^ of EL,TPt, ^s having at coininaud vast resources of men
and money, of luxury and pleasure. He imagined himself able to defy

Jehovah, and that no one would be able to injure him. And, in this respect,

Pharaoh is a type of many impenitent sinners. Tliey pride themselves on their

fancied security. They tliink that their temporal prosperity will shield them
from future terror. Pride haughtily dismisses the conviction of the Holy
Spirit.

II. That the impsnitent, like Pharaoh, though rejecting the Divine commanda
become obstinate in disposition. We find throughout this narrative that

the longer Pharaoh resisted the Divine command, the more determined

became his resistance. And so is it with the impenitent sinner. He rejects

the command of the scriptures, the ministry of the pulpit, the solicitations of

friends, and the strivings of the Divine Spirit, and every time he does so, he
becomes more obdurate in soul. He gets less susceptible of heavenly influence,

until ultimately he is given up to the hardness of his heart. This is a terrible

condition to be in. 1. An obstinate disposition is opposed to the good of the

soul itself. It prevents the shining of heavenly light upon the soul. It renders

cold the emotions that once were fervent. It destroys all the vitality of the

moral nature. Obstinacy will ruin the soul eternally. 2. An obstinate dis*

position is antagonistic to the purposes ofredemption. The object of redemption,

of the Church and all its agencies, is the salvation of the souls of men. This is

frustrated by moral obstinacy. Men say that they have not the power to be
saved. The hinderance is not in any heavenly decree, it is in their own
unwillingness to give up sin. 3. An obstinate disposition is iiisensible to all the

appeals of heaven.

III. That the impenitent, like Pharaoh, obstinate in disposition, invite the

Divine anger, l. 2'his anger is manifested in the exhibition of Divine

power. " That I may lay my hand upon Egypt." When God lays his hand
upon a nation who can predict the result. The plagues of Egypt are but the

sequel of this. The hand that created and upholds the world, can inflict

terrible woe upon the impenitent. 2. This anger is manifested by causing the

tyrant to liberate his slaves. Pharaoh now loses all his profitable slaves.

This would be a terrible blow to his covetous spirit. He would have to

acknowledge Jehovah as conqueror. The impenitent have ultimately to give

up their wicked pleasures. 3. This anger is manifested by the destruction of
the king and his army. Pharaoh and his hosts were drowned in the raging

billows of the Red Sea. So the finally impenitent will be lost in the eternal

fires of hell. Lessons :—1. That God sends many ministries to invite us to

obey his commands. 2. That our truest wisdom and safety consist in a penitent

condition of souL 3. That the final doom of impenitence is the abiding wrath
of God.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 3. A hardened heart :—1. do things directly, when the context

Permitted by God. 2. Eifected by sin. shows that He did them indirectly.

3. Cruel to the slave. 4. Unmoved To be the occasion of a thing, is totally

by signs. 5. Smitten by heaven. distinct from being the cause of a
God instructs Moses and Aaron as thing. I build an hospital for the cure

to what they shall do ; but He adds, of the sick ; but in the course of its

"I will harden Pharaoh's heart." I erection, a scaffolding gives way, and
explained to you on a former occasion, a workman is killed. The hospital

that God is often said in Scripture to was not the cause, but the occasion of
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that deatL Jesus came into tlio world,

not to send peace, but a swurd. He
came directly to send peace ; but He
came indirectly and incidentally to

send war. The gospel is not the cause

of war, but the occasion of it. And so

when God said, " I will harden Phar-

aoh's heart," it implied, " I will show

such signs, and bring to his con.-cience

such motives that if he is not moved,
melted, and subdued, the reaction of

that influence will end in his being

hardened more and more." Nothing

can be so absurd as to say that God
showed to Pharaoh reasons for repent-

ance, which He prevented him by
physical power from accepting.

—

Dr.

Gumming,
Signs:—1. Multipled. 2. Penal.

3. Rejected.

Verse 4. " But Pharaoh shall not

hearken unto you ;"—
1. Because he is proud, and will

reject a lowly shepherd. 2. Because
he is cruel, and will not free the slave.

3. Because he is obstinate, and will not

yield to Spiritual influence.

God knows those who will not hearken
to His word :—1. To tell His servants

about them. 2. To send judgments
upon them. 3. To entice them by
loving discipline.

''My people:"—1. Because God
knows them. 2. Because He saves

the n. 3. Because He redeems them.
4. Because He guards their welfare.

''My people:"—1. Therefore He
will hear their prayers. 2. Therefore
He will relieve their sorrows. 3. There-
fore He will free their souls. 4, There-
fore He will vindicate their rights*

A Knowledge of God.

Verse 5. " And the Egyptians shall

know that I am the Lord, when I

stretch forth mine hand upon Egypt."

I. That the worst of men will one
day have to recognize the reality of
the Divine Existence.— " And the
Egyptians shall know," &c.— 1. Men
of bad moral character shall know
this. Men whose lives are now
spent in utter disregard of the Di-

vine Being sliall one day awake to

the fact of His awful existence. This

awakening will be the end of their

pleasure ; the commencement of a new
and unalterable life. In hell the

wicked will know that God is the Lord.

2. Men of sceptical dispositions shall

know tins. Some men profess to dis-

believe in the existence of God. They
call it a philosophical absurdity. They
say in their hearts that there is not.

The wish is father to the thought. In

another life the sceptic will know that

God is the Lord.

II. That they will be brought to a

recognition of the Divine Existence

by severe judgments.—1. Some men
will listen to the voice of reason.

The Egyptians would not. They
would not learn the reality of the

Divine existence from the mouth of

Moses. They would not be gently led

to behold the Great Parent of the

universe. They are like men to-day.

They will not give heed to the mes-
sengers that proclaim the Being of God.
They reject them. They neglect the

Bible. They interpret nature on
atheistic principles. 2. Such will learn

the existence of God by judgment.
Some men will never learn anything

while life goes well with them ; they

will only study heavenly themes when
they are in sorrow and perplexity.

They will one day be visited with
overwhelming judgments, which will

demonstrate the existence, and moral
government of God, but which will

be no time for repentance.

III. That the existence of God is a
guarantee for the safety of the good.
" And bring the children from among
them." As truly as God exists shall

all good men be finally brought out
from moral and temporal bondage
into the Canaan of peace and quiet.

Obedience to God.

Verse 6. I. It must be rendered
by the servants of God. " Moses and
Aaron." All men who are called to

moral service by God must obey Him :

1. Because He gives them their com-
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mands. 2. Because Tie gives them the

2')0!rer to do so. 3. Because lie rewards

obedience.

II. It must be co-extensive with
their mission. 1. It must be entire.

2. It must be cheerful. 3. It must be

holy.

III. It will render their mission

effective. 1. Because it will lead to

the best mode of service. 2. Because

God will delight to honour it. The
Divine cornuiauds : — 1. Riglitfally

given. 2. To be faithfully executed.

3. To be diligently obeyed. To be

supremely regarded.

Verse 7. The bearing of a man's age

upon his work.

We are here informed that Moses
was at this time eighty years of age,

and that Aaron was eighty-three.

Their ages would have an important

bearing toward the work of these two
men.

I. Their ages would indicate that

they were not likely to he misled

by the enthusiasm of youth. The
Israelites would probably not have
placed much confidence in the state-

ment of a very young man had he
gone to them with the message of

their freedom. They would have
doubted his word. They would have
imagined him a wild dreamer, or a
mistal^en enthusiast. Hence the ma-
turer years of Moses and Aaron would
prevent such an interpretation being

put upen their prophecy. The world

is slow to take young men into its

confidence. It soon smiles at their

visions, and laughs at their enthu-

siastic hopes.

II. Their ages would be likely to

command the respect of those with
whom they had to do. Had they
been more youthful they would have
awakened the merriment of Pharaoh.
Egypt's king would not have given up
bis slaves at the request of two boys.

Heaven is always judicious in the se-

lection of its messengers. The Church
ought to be likewise. It should look

even for incidental qualifications, as

well as the primary and the moral.

Youthhood would not have had much
influence with the slaves of Israel.

The world wants men of tried energy

and long experience to achieve its

moral emancipation ; men in whom
hot passion has calmed into a settled

force.

III. Their ages would be an in-

centive to fidelity, as thsy had spent

the younger part of life, and would
be forcefully reminded of the future.

After men pass the meridian of life,

they begin to regard life as a stern

and solemn reality, if they have any
pious sentiment within them at all.

The past has gone like a dream. The
brief future is before them. They
wish it to be characterized by fidelity.

At this time, we are told, Moses was
eighty years of age, and Aaron eighty-

three. This was not old age. Moses
lived to be one hundred and twenty.

He was, therefore, now just at the close

of the meridian of life. I mentioned

also before, that there is no evidence

in the Bible that man's life has been

shortened since Moses' death ; and that,

as far as we can gather from Divine

interposition, one hundred and twenty

is the proper age of man. The DOth

Psalm describes an abnormal state of

life in the wilderness. There Moses
himself complains that their life was
shortened to threescore and ten, by
the existing severity and pressure of

their circumstances, not by the ordi-

nance of God. And it remaidis a
problem, whether, if men were not

less oppressed by anxious cares and
thoughts, ambition, vainglory, and
pride, and wrath, they would not live

to a much greater age ; and whether
it be not true, that in proportion as

Christianity gains in its sr.nctifying

inllucnce on the soul, the whole social

and ph3^sical system will but be cor-

respondingly elevated and ameliorated

also.

—

Dr. C umming.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 8-13.

Man's Effort to Eepudiate the Message of God by an Imitation of its
Miraculous Credentials.

I. That man has a right to expect that any special revelation from God
should be accompanied by infallible and unimpeachable credentials. " When
Pharaoh shall speak unto you, saying, Shew a miracle for you ; then thou shalt
say unto Aaron, Take tliy rod, and cast it before Pharaoh, and it shall become
a serpent." When men come and present Divine messages to us, we have a
right to expect that they will produce something more than their own mere word
for the divinity of their mission ; they make great demands upon our conduct,
they appeal to us in the supreme realm of our life, and the greatest results are
dependant upon the manner in which we welcome them, hence we may
expect substantial proof that they are sent from God. God never expects
men to credit any mission that is not authenticated by sufficient evidence,
he does not require that they should do such violence to their intellectual
manhood.^ Hence when any claims are presented as from heaven, we are
justified in demanding sufficient proof of their holy origin. 1. We require
these credentials to vindicate the authority of the speaker. Who were
Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh? They had no human accidents connected
with^ them to gain his attention and obedience. Socially they were greatly
inferior to him. Probably they were almost unknown to him. They had
no armies to enforce their request. Their request was great, and of im-
portance to his nation. He might regard these two men as enthusiasts or
impostors. It is natural that he should immediately seek to know by what
authority they were sent to him. He would have acted the part of a lunatic
had he not done so, as no wise man will heed all the claims which are urged
upon him by those by whom he may be surrounded. Hence Moses and Aaron
wrought a miracle before him, to convince him of the divinity of their re-
markable mission. And this was evidence sufficient to the belief required,
and the conduct solicited. Now humanity has a Divine message sent to it,

not brought in exactly the same method as was that to Pharaoh ; it is contained
in a remarkable book, the Bible, it asks men, not to give up their slaves, but
their sins, and to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ. This book has been given
to the world, and requires the world's credence and obedience. We at once
require to know by what authority this volume comes, why it makes a greater
claim to attention than any other, and what right it has to control our actions
These questions are natural, and they are wise. No sensible man would receive
the book, as it requires, without making them. We search this book and find
that as Moses and Aaron carried their Divine credentials in their hand, so it
contains the evidences of its Divine origin on its own pages, for on every page
we see the miracle repeated, the rod is turned into a serpent. And the miracles
which the book contains, and the miracle which it is in itself, are sufficient token
to the honest mind that it comes from God. This evidence is equal to the case
It leaves disobedience without excuse. It is adequate to its Divine authority.
2 We require these credentials to vindicate the credibility of the speaker.
Pharaoh miglit even believe that Moses and Aaron were divinely sent to him

;but the question would arise in his mind, whether they were uttering their
message without falsehood or mistake. Were they not making too great a
demand upon hiin, had not these Israelitish slaves been of great service to his
nation, and was it likely that God would require their freedom ? No doubt
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much objection to the statement of these two men would arise to his menf:al

vision, and therefore he required it to be certified tliat they were speaking the

truth. And we conceive that the miracle they wrought would cover the whole

case, the entirety of his request. Because God would never give men power to

work a miracle to authenticate a lie. The miracle not only demonstrated the

authority of these men, but also the unimpeachable honesty and verity of their

statements. And so men take the Bible to-day, they perhaps say that in

general terms the book has come from God, and has His authority, and yet

how many question the verity of much of its contents. They call one part of

the message a myth, another part a fable, until, indeed, there is very little

remaining as true. We need scarcely say that this method of criticism k
contradictory, for if men once admit the Divine authority of the book, they

cannot but accept its contents as veritable, for the same miracle that

demonstrates its heavenly origin, likewise demonstrates its moral truthfulness,

that the Bible is not merely from God, but that it speaks the word of

God. Of this the world has sufficient evidence. 3. That God anticipates

these requests on the part of man, and provides his messengers with the

needed credentials. The Divine Being did not send Moses and Aaron to

Pharaoh without the credentials necessary to sustain their authority, and
their veracity. We may reverently say that He could not rightfully have

done so, as it would have left unbelief on the part of the king quite

excusable, and it would have exposed these men of God to certain and
needless scorn. And so in reference to the Bible, which is God's message to

the race, its Divine Author has condescendingly anticipated the mental and
moral requirements of man in accepting it. He did not send it forth without

sufficient credentials to commend itself to human reason. He did not

permit it to appeal to men as other books have done ; it differed from them
in contents and claims, and therefore needed a correspondingly higher vindi-

cation. Had any man gone to Pharaoh on the ordinary business of life, he
would have needed no miracle to commend him to that monarch. But when
Moses and Aaron go to him with a Divine command, their different and higher

position requires the higher credential. And so with the Bible, it does not

merely come to men with a message about the common affairs of human life, it

speaks about the duties and destinies of their soul, and needs a vindication

equal to its dignified claims. The revelations of God do not do violence to the

mental habitudes ofman. The Being who has made man, conforms to the mental
laws under which He has placed him, one of which is that he cannot believe a
statement without sufficient evidence. Hence, prior to any cry on the part of

man for evidence of the Divine origin of the Bible, God provided and made it

clear to all who sought it. They were there in all their possibility, only

awaiting the interrogation of the human mind, upon which the rod would be
transformed into a serpent, and demonstrate beyond doubt the divinity of the
book. Hence it is the way of God to win the credence of men to his book by
convincing evidence, not by arbitrary command, and any man who rejects the

claims of the Bible rejects the highest proof, the most reliable evidence, hence
his condemnation will be awful as that of the rebellious king. 4. The spirit in

which these credentials should be investigated and received How did Pharaoh
receive the credentials which were presented to him by Moses and Aaron in

reference to the divinity of their mission ; he received them with unbelieving
heart. He was antecedently prepared to denounce them as untrue, and to

reject them. He did not come to the investigation of them with un-
prejudiced mind, but with a bias against them. And no doubt his moral con-
duct induced within him this mental bias ; he did not wish to give up his

profitable slaves, hence he tried to disprove the credentials of these holy men.
And in this we have a pattern of the way in which multitudes approach the
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inver^tlgation of tlie Divine credentials of the Bible, they have no wish to find

them true, rather, the moral character and habit of their life awaken witliin them
a desire to find them false. Hence we believe that much of the scepticism of

men in reference to the Bible as a divine revelation arises from moral con-

siderations rather than mental. The probabilities are that if Pharaoh had had

no slaves, supposing Moses and Aaron to have been sent to him, he would have

believed their miracle. And if men had no sins to charm them they would
welcome the Bible as the Word of God. They are not disposed to give up
their sins, and so they are not inclined to receive the truth sent to them.

(1) 77iese crecle?itials should be thoughtfully received. (2) These credentials

should he devoutly received. (3) Never receive them in sceptical mood.

4 We must remember that the messengers of God can only offer the cre-

dentials divinely permitted to them. Moses and Aaron could not work any
miracle they liked to the astonished gaze of the Egyptian king ; they could

only cast down the rod as God had told them to do. Men cannot decide upon,

nor can tliey make of their own device or ingenuity, the credentials of their

heaven-given mission. Nor does tlie Bible, in its credentials, conform to all

the arbitrary and vain requests of the sceptical mind, it does not work one

miracle after another only to awaken yet further demands, and continued in-

credulity. Its credentials are divinely arranged. They are the outcome of

the will and permission of God. They are clear as a fact. They are em-

phatic as a claim. They can be investigated by men. The credentials of the

Bible are such as God has permitted. The minister of the gospel has no right

to present or enforce any other in his sacred embassy. If the legitimate

credentials of truth will not gain the credence of men, we may rely upon it

that no others will.

II. That men have recourse to many devices to weaken and nullify the
credentials which are presented to them in token and support of a Divine
message and claim. " Then Pliaraoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers :

now the magicians of Egypt, they also did in like manner with their enchant-

ments." 1. We find that men in the investigation of a Divine message are not

satisfied with the evidence they themselves propose. It would appear from the

Divine statement and prediction made to Moses and Aaron, although we do not

find the dehnite words used by Pharaoh, that the king wanted a miracle to confirm

their request ; and yet when it was wrought he rejected and refused to believe it.

And this is just what men do in reference to the Divine credentials of the Bible
;

they enquire for certain evidences of its Divine authority, and when presented,

they disbelieve and reject them. Men ask us to show them the internal harmony
of the Bible, althougli it is written by so many men of varied mental type, and
when we shew it them in incident after incident, they commence at once to

weaken our evidence by suppositions of collusion between the authors, or of

plagiarism. It is little use complying with their request for credentials, they
seek them not to believe, but to cavil. A sceptical mind will not yield even
when it has attained evidence for the truth of its own seeking. It is most
criminal in its unbebef. 2. We find that men in the investigation of a Divine
message often seek others to suj)ply them with sceptical arguments they are not

clever enough to produce themselves. It would appear that Pharaoh was not

able of himself to refute the miraculous logic and credential of Moses and
Aaron. Kings are not always gifted with the logical faculty, they are not

generally remarkable for brain-power ; nor are they in need of much, as the

abilities of others are readily at their command. If a king wants an argument
to disprove a divine message, there are always plenty of logicians in the realm
ready to furnish him with it. And some men have the happy art of making
logic prove anything to suit the craving of regal desires. Hen(;e as Pharaoh could
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not refute the miraculous evidence of tliese two holy men, he sent for the
" wise men and sorcerers," and it would seem that the magicians of Ei^ypt in some
way imitated the miracle of the transformed rod. And so it is in reference to the

credentials of the Bible ; when one man cannot disprove them, he will get some
one else to help him, and i)erhaps the two together may succeed in hardening

each other in their sin. How one man may confirm another in scepticism

to the rejection of the plain message of God. But though hand join in hand,

he wicked shall not go unpunished. It is a pity that men of good mental

-ibility should aid men of inferior brain in their sceptical effort ; they might ftnd

better employment for their genius 3. We find that men endeavour to

confirm their comrades in scepticism by imitating the credentials of the messengers

of God. Moses and Aaron had turned their rods into serpents ; when the

magicians of Egypt were called tliey to all appearances did the same. Very
likely they did it by cunning trickery with their enchantments, and they may
have been assisted by the devil He is a willing ally to all who wish to refute

the credentials of heavenly messengers. And has it not been so with the Bible ?

Men have cast down their own rods, and they have produced their own boolis,

and apparently there has been but little difference between the human production

and the divine. The Bible is very much like all other books, is printed with the

same type, 'On like paper, in tlie same language, and is bound in the same
material, and it is only on looking inside and reading the contents that

we can announce the difference. Man's genius endeavours to rival God's
powder. But in vain. The truth-seeker can distinguish between the productions

of the two ; he never mistakes the enchantment of the Egyptian for the miracle

of Moses. 4. That the men who endeavour to confirm their comrades in

scejyticism respecting the Divine credentials are subject to the truth. The rods of

the Egyptian mngicians were swallowed up by Aaron's rod. And so in reference

to the Bible. All who reject its claims will one day be swallowed up by the

retribution it proclaims. Truth has power over error. P'laraoh would not

attach much significance to the fact that Aaron's rod swallowed up the rest

;

he would merely attach importance to the fact that his own conjurors had done
tiie same as had Moses and Aaron. In the arguments of life men will only

allow their minds to be impressed by those the most favourable to their

case.

III. That tlie men who reject the credentials of Divine messeng^ers commence
a conflict which will be productive of great woe and of final overthrow to

them. " And he hardened Pharaoh's heart that he hearkened not unto them
;

as the Lord had said." This was notably the case with the king of Egypt.

The plagues which follow are but the outcome of this rejection of tlie Divine

message ; and the destruction of Pharaoh and his hosts in the Red Sea was but
the end of the strugi^le, the victory of an alarming Providence. And men who
o])pose the credentials of the Bible, who cultivate a sceptical habit of mind in

reference thereto, and who seek others to confirm tliem in their rejection of the

truth of (Jod, commence a conliict which will be most destructive in its issue.

The truth must conquer, and if men will not accept its credentials, they must
fall beneath its power. It is vain for man, however he may be aided by human
art or cunning, to contend with the messenger of heaven. Lessons :

\. That the me^^engers of God can always produce Divine credentials. 2. That
Divine credentials are often rejected by men of high social position. 3. That a
continued rejection of Divine credentials will end in destruction. 4. That the

servants of God are ojten perplexed by the conduct of men in rejecting Divine
claims.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Verses 8—9. After God has won Under God's permission Satan may
His servants to wilhn- obedience, He work strau-e cliaii<res in creatures •

connnaiids them to duty. but not miracles. '

God lorewariied J lis servants that God's true miracles devour all the
worldly men would nivestigate their lyin-r wonders of Satan
authority Clirist hath swallowed up death in

Wicked men generally expect the victory,
ministers of God to work miracles be- tt t

fore they believe the truth.
Unvtorthy Imitations of the Good.

One instrument may God set over Verse 11. '' Ihey also did in like
another to do his purpose. manner̂ with their enchantments!'
A miracle has always been regarded There is a great deal of imitation in

as the evidence of a revelation from on the world. It is found in all spheres
high. It is not itself the revelation, of life and employment. It especially
but the evidence of it. The wax obtains in the moral realm of life,

upon the deed, and the seal of one of And in some cases it may be com-
the parties, is not the deed ; but it is mendable, the effort of a true soul to
the evidence that that deed is accepted emulate the character and zeal of some
and identified by the party whose seal godly neighbour whose life inspires
is attached to it.

—

Dr. Camming. with holy aspirations after something
better. But in many cases it is a

Verse 10. When God eujoineth his
^^^^'^^y' sometimes the homage which

servants to work wonders. He is sure I'""^ ,f^.i
^^ ^^''^''% ^""^ T^ ''''^'^

to effect them
quently the daring effort of the natural

Dead sticks become dragons at the Z ' ^'^ ^TI i^' "^'"Y?^
'^'''^^'.-

^"i
word of God, to awaken sinners. T ^^^^^^^^/ ^^^^^^ ^s the imitation of

God by His word and work leave v 7 ^- '"' ^"^ ^^^^"^ ^^ ^^^^®

sinners without excuse.
i^jgyptian magicians was inspired by

The poorest workers animated by
*^^^« ^^^^er ^notive.

God, dare face oppressing kings. ^' ^^^^ imitation of the good was by
It is only safe for the servants of ^^^ of ^ig^h social rank. The miracle

God to do as he commands them. wrought by Moses and Aaron was not
Small actions in obedience are or- imitated by^ the lower orders of

dered by God to great issues, though %yptian society, but by men in the
despicable to men. highest rank of the nation, and in the
Not a word of God shall fail, but Presence of their king. And so it

the very nature of creatures shall sometimes happens that men of intellect
change to verify the same. ^^^ learning, that men of high social

God's miracles are in truth, to con-
standing, that men in important occu-

firm His authority among men. pations, find it necessary and remune-
rative to imitate the actions of the good

Vpr«P« 11 iQ m;, 1 ^ /XT
to serve their own impious purpose.Verses 11—13. Mirac es from God It is probable that had those magicians

W.I1 not persuade wicked hearts to be- refused, or had they announced^them!
tt'u T • •

selves unable to imitate the miracle

in 2l iiZLTrnr^rT '" '^^^ f *'^^ '^^ ^^--^ °f God, tteyTuia
God

"''^"'"''"*' °^ ^^'^" *o gamsay have been displaced in their art, and

Prnv;^on^» !,„» ^f „ij ff , •

^anished from the presence of the king,

dom In vi ,f / .
'"*'^''''' '"' ^* •' "1 1« ''e employed in a bad occu-dom to be abased to permc.ous pation, A man who is a sorcerer by

profession, may at any moment be
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called to compete with divine pheno- nation as the after history abundantly

mena, and to involve himself in con diet demonstrates.

with God. A man's known character m. This imitation of the good was

has much to do with his temptations, productive of dire result. It caused

Some men are too pure to be asked Pharaoh to discredit the message of

to do an unholy deed. Moses and Aaron ; still to retain his

^x mt.- •
'J. i.- f 4.1.^ r.r.r.A ^n skvos t aud It was instrumcntal lu tlio

II This imitation of the good oc
j^^^^.j^Ji-^f his heart. Andso thosewho

curredataniost solemn crisis. t oc-
^Xonmtate the good in order to nul-

curred at a crisis in the lile ot
^^ ^^^ ^^•

Pharaoh. It he had now felt the
J, u ,,1,0 credit their agency,

reahty of the appeal of Moses and ^^""^y^'"^
. .^ ^. ^ ,1. J ;«

Aaron, had he recognized it as IV. The imitation of the good is

from God, and yielded to it, his always discernable. i he rods of the

life and fur.urity might have been magicians were swallowed up by tlie

very different from what it was, rod of Moses and Aaron, liie iinita-

And men who give themselves up to tion is not so good, so true, so beauti-

an unworthy imitation of the good, ful,sospontaneousas the reality, hence

often cause those who trust to them all intelligent and conscientious men

to miss the most favourable opportu- are able to detect it, and need not be

nity of moral welfare. It was also a deceived by it. If men are deceived

crisis of great importance to the entire by it, it is because they wish to be.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PAEAGRAPH.-^Verses 14—25.

The River turned into blood ; or, Man's Chief Pleasure and Pride made

THE Medium of Divine Retribution.

I That Divine Retributions are sent when other and merciful measures

have bailed to accomplish the purpose of God in man. Moses and Aaron had

now more than once communicated the Divine will to the impious monarch

of Eirypt, and had met with stern and determmed rejection, he would not

heed their message. The gradation in the appeal of these servants of God is

worthy of observation :—1. Moses and Aaron appealed to Pharaoh as men oj

noble heart and purpose. They came bravely and without ostentation to the

kino- and asked him in the name of Jehovah to give freedom to the Israelitish

slaves They urged the plea of right and manhood. They simply mentioned

the name of Jehovah. Tiiey wrought the miracle. There are some messages

which need no miraculous evidence to confirm them, they are so in harmony

with the dictates of an enlightened conscience, and the sympathies ot a true

soul When we ask for the liberty of the slaves, we make a request which

should win a ready response from the instinctive pity of the human heart.

Such was the first appeal made to the King of Egypt. It was an appeal to the

natural sentiments of his manhood. It gave him an opportunity to be generous,

and to announce the freedom of the slave without any coercive measures being

brouoht to bear upon him. And so it is, generally, the messages ot God

appeal first to the natural instincts of the human heart, to our pity, we are

inspired to duty by the sheer force of natural manhood, awakened by the

common ministries around us. 2. Moses and Aaron appealed to Pharaoh

with the credentia.3 of heaven to sustain the message. These two men

now advance a stage in the method of their address to the Egyptian king,

they do not merely try to reach him through the sympathy of Ins own heart,

or by the mere announcement of the Divine will, this has failed, they now

render their demand apparent to his reason and judgment, so that escape froui

it may be intellectually impossible. They wrought a miracle in support ot
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their mission. This ought to have convinced the mind of Pharaoh that they

were uttering the Word of God. And so it is now, the human soul has given

to it unmistakable proof of all the heavenly messages which come to it, and

of all the duties which require its attention. God often strengthens the

credential in proportion to the unwillingness of men to accept it. Such is His

merciful condescension. Man has no excuse for rejecting the service of

heaven. 3. Moses and Aaron now appeal to Fliaraoh with the retributive

anger of God. They had presented the Divine claim in reference to Israel, to

his pity, to his judgment, and now with terrible retribution. And hence when
the credentials of heaven are wilfully and continuously rejected, they are

not altogether withdrawn, but they become retributive. Thus the retributions of

heaven are not wilful, they are for the combined purpose of convincing and

punishing the unbelief of men. They are not sent until every other method of

appeal has been exhausted.

II. Divine Retributions often consist in making the source of man's truest

pleasure into the cause of his greatest misery. '' And the Lord spake unto

Moses, say unto Aaron, Take thy rod, and stretch out thine hand upon the

waters of Egypt, upon their streams, upon their rivers, and upon their ponds,

and upon ail their pools of water, that they may become blood ; and that there

may be blood throughout all the land of Egypt, both in vessels of wood, and
in vessels of stone." Thus the principal subject of the first great judgment
was the river Nile. " The River," as it was emphatically called, or " the River

of Egypt," for the name Nile is not to be found in Holy Scriptures, was the

chief source of wealth and prosperity to the Egyptians, by whom it was re-

garded with superstitious reverence as the birthplace of the gods. Let us

endeavour to form some idea of the appearance it presented in the days of the

Pharaohs. The source of the Nile was, even at that early period, the subject

of much speculation and adventure, and it is only within the last few years

that it has been ascertained. It takes its rise from a great lake or basin in

central Africa, and traverses a rich and beautiful country on its way north-

ward to the sea. It is the largest river in the world. In some parts of its

course it flows gently and peacefully, fertilizing the land upon its banks ; at

others it rushes with great swiftness between lofty and precipitous rocks ; broken

here and there by mighty cataracts, or by a series of rapids extending over

many miles. In lower Egypt, the Nile flowed through a rich plain, bordered

by the desert and extending to the sea. On either side, as far as the eye
could reach, luxurious crops of corn or barley grew, and ripened in the

sun. Groves of sycamore and palm trees cast their grateful shade over the

banks and paths ; high rocks or hillocks rising from the plain were crowned
with ancient cities, villages or temples, of which a few crumbling ruins alone

remain, or whose memorial is altogether perished. Broad dykes, with roads

running along them, served to connect those towns or hamlets at all

seasons, even when the fields were overflowed. The less frequented parts of

the river were lined with reeds and flags, and the far-famed papyrus, while the
richly scented and variegated flowers of the sacred lotus floated upon the sur-

face. The waters abounded in flsh, some of which were regarded with super-

stitious awe, while others were in estimation only as articles of food

(Num. xi.—5). There are but few fish in the river now, and the lotus and
papyrus are scarce (Gen. xix. 6). In the time of the Pharaohs, the River of

Egypt presented a gay and animated scene. Boats, formed for the most part

of reeds, " arks of bulrushes," were continually passing over its waters, some of

them carrying anglers, or groups of sportsmen armed with the bow and arrow, in

pursuit of wild fowl ; others laden with merchandise. About the middle of

August, the river, after a gradual rise of many weeks, poured forth through the
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channels prepared for it, and covered the lowlands with broad sheets of water,

deposit! nt; ui)on them the rich alluvial soil brought down in its course from

upjier Egypt. As soon as the river has spread itself over the lands, and re-

turned to its bed, each man scatters tlie seed over his ground, and waits

for the harvest. It is not surprising that a river which was the source of such

inco.lculable benefits to the Egyptians, should become an object of their religious

veneration. By the miraculous change of the waters into blood, a practical

rebuke was given to these superstitions. This sacred and beautiful river, thi.s

benefactor of their country, this birthplace of their chief gods, the abode of

the lesser deities, this source of all their prosperity, this centre of all their

devotion is turned into blood. The Nile, according to Pliny, was the only

source from whence the Egyptians obtained water for drinking. Tiiis water

was considered particularly sweet and refreshing ; so much so, that the people

were in the habit of provoking thirst in order that they might partake more
iVeely of its soft and pleasant draught. Now it was become abominable to

iliem, and they loathed to drink it. Apart from the suffering occasioned by
this plague, there was something awful in the very nature of the miracle : it

was not merely a " wonder," but a " sign." Prodigies of this kind were always

looked upon as very fearful, and the Egyptians were addicted, more than any
other people, to observing omens. It would remind them of their cruelty in

casting their infants into the river (Ex. i.) {See Plagues ofEgypt by MlUlngton).

Here we see the method of the Divine retribution which is to make the things

to which men obey, and from whence they derive their enterprise and pleasure

the channel and medium of pain. 1. Sometimes the religious 7iotions of men are

made the medium of retributive pain. It was so in the case of this miracle, when
the river regarded with such superstitious reverence was turned into blood.

What a shock this would give to the devout sentiments of the Egyptians.

Their gods were desecrated, and were unable to vindicate their supremacy.

The people were shown tliat there was a Supreme Being of whom tliey were
ignorant, but with whom they were in conflict. They felt themselves in

circumstances in which their fancied religion was of no avail to them.
Truly, then, their religious ideas were made the medium of severe pain, yea
of terrible retribution to them. And so when men rebel against God, He
can make their religious notions the channel through which to pour grief into

their hearts. And this occasions pain of the most unbearable character, as it

touches man in the most sensitive part of his soul. 2. So7netimes the com-
mercial enterprises of men are made the medium of retributive pain. The
river Nile was the chief strength of Egypt's commerce, and when its

waters were turned into blood, the enterprise of the nation would be largely

suspended. It never pays men in a commercial point of view to reject

the commands of God, for they are enriched by unwilling slaves, they are

impoverished by the river unfit for use, and the river will be of greater

service than all the slaves they can possess. But men dare the Divine Being,

and so invite His retributions, and how often do these retributions flash

their messages of grief along the wires of a man's business or trade. And he
who miglit have been prosperous if he would have obeyed the behest of God, is

ruined by his folly. If men will not obey God, He will turn their rivers of

enterprise into blood. 3. Sometimes all the spheres of a mans life are made
the medium of retributive pain. It was so in the case of the Egyptians, when
their river was turned into blood ; not merely was this river affected, but their

religion was outraged, their commerce was suspended, and a hundred littlp

inconveniences were the result. And so it is with human life to-day. If

man gets wrong with God, it affects the entirety of his life. Moral questions

penetrate into ever> realm and department of being, and affect the whole
of them, either gladly or woefully, all being dependant upon the attitude
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of the soul toward the Eternal Hence it is wise for men to obey the command

of God if they vA3iild be prosperous. 4. Thus we see how easUu and completely

God can make human life a retribution to the evil doer. God has access to

every avenue of life, and can soon start a messenger of pain along- any of them.

His word or touch can turn all our rivers of enjoyment, hai)piness, prosperity,

wd peace into blood. He can mahe our chief delights unwelcome. He
-^an turn our glory into shame. One wicked ruler may bring a plague upon a

^rast nation. Righteousness is the exaltation of national life. Let men not

sin against God, for retribution will be certain. He can make the pleasure of

men to be bitter to the taste, undesirable to the eye, and offensive to the smell.

Thus the retributions of God are effective.

III. That the Divine retributions are extensive in their effect, and are operative

before the impotent presence of the socially Great. " And Moses and Aaron did

so, as the Lord commanded ; and he lifted up the rod, and smote the waters that

were in the river, in the sight of Pharaoh, and in the sight of his servants ; and

all the waters that were in the river were turned to blood." 1. Thus the

Divine retributio?i extended throughout all the land of Egypt. Perhaps some

may imagine this somewhat unfair, and a token of injustice on the part of God,

and that it was making the nation suffer for the disobedience of the king, in which

they had taken no active and immediate part. But the whole nation of Egypt
were a consenting party to the slavery of the Israelites, and were to a certain

extent reaping the temporal advantage of it. And besides if they were not

guilty on this score, they were guilty^of idolatry, and so were justly punished by
the change which had come over their idol. Proud men in a nation often

attract the retribution of heaven towards a wicked people, they are the con-

necting links between heaven's wrath and man's sin. They get our national

rivers turned into blood. 2. This Divine retribution, in the act of infliction^

was ivitnessed by Fharaoh, and he was unable to prevent it. The proud

Monarch beheld these two men before him, and saw his beautiful river as it

changed into blood. What a spectacle it would appear to him. He was
impotent. He could not prevent it by any means. He could not alter it by any
strategy. And so wicked men stand in the very presence of the ills which

occasion their retributive pain, and are unable to remove or mitigate them.

At such a time the king is one with the pauper in his woe. Men are never

more weak than in the presence of the Divine retribution.

IV. That the Divine retributions are not always effectual to the subjugation

of the wicked heart. " And the magicians of Egypt did so with their enchant-

ments ; and Pharaoh's heart was hardened, neither did he hearken unto them :

as the Lord had said. And Pharaoh turned and went into his house, neither

did he set his heart to this also." 1. Thus we seethe hardihood of a disobedient

soul. The entire land of Egj^pt was stricken with one common woe, which it

was in the powder of Pharaoh by repentance, to have removed. He prefers

that it should remain rather than that he should yield to the command of God.

He was indeed a man of hardy soul. 2. Thus we see the resistance of a tyrannic

will. The will of Pharaoh's was as iron. It was not influenced by a trifle.

It could resist the utmost moral energy. It was not to be coerced. Even a national

woe could not make it yield its pride. It could repel the most awful suffering.

Truly man is capable of moral freedom. 3. Thus we see the effort of men to

mitigate the retribution of God. " And all the Egyptians digged round about
the river for water to drink." Vain is the efibrt of men to attain relief from
the retribution of God, they may dig their holes, but they cannot long fill them
with pure water.

*V. That Divine retributions sometimes evoke presumptive conduct on the
part of the wicked. The Egyptians endeavoured to imitate the miracle wrought
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by the servants of God ; this was the greatest presumption on their part ; it

would have been more to their credit if they had removed the Wood tioui the

river. Sometimes men grow desperate. They are hardened bej^ond recovery.

They work the moral destruction of others. Lessons : 1. That Divine retri-

butions are often merited by men. 2. lliat God can soon tarn oar joy into pain*

3. lliat obedience is the wisdom of man*

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 14. God quickly observes what
effect His word and work have upon the
hearts of men.
God shows the unbelief of men to

His servants.

Unbelief renders the hearts of men
unwilling to duty, and hastens judg-
ment.

Man has the ability to reject the
commands of God :—1. Mysterious. 2.

Responsible. 3. Influential to destiny.

Moral obstinacy:— 1. Known to God.
2. Unsubdued by reason. 3. Averse
to the purpose of God. 4. Prejudicial

to the true welfare of man.

Opportunity in Christian Service.

Verse. 15. Get thee unto Pharaoh
hi the morning ; la, he goeth out unto
the watery^ &c.

I. That there are favourable times
at which to approach men with the
messages of God. " Get thee unto
Pharaoh in the morning." There are
times when Christian service can be
more readily accomplished, and when
it is more likely to be successful, when
opportunity is favourable, and gives it

an advantage. Many ministers would
be much more effective in their holy
work if they would only be more timely
in their appeals to men, and if they
would judiciously seek the best time in

which to announce the message of God.
'i'o everything there is a time. The
ti'ue worker for the moral good of men
will endeavour to render circumstances
favo)arab]e to his toils. He will be an
early riser. He will be always on the
outlook for those to whom His mission
is addressed.

II. That there are favourable places
in which to approach men with the
messages of God. " And thou shalt
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stand by the river's brink." As there

is a favourable time for Christian ser-

vice, so there are places where it may
best be accomplished. A wise minister

will carefully select the place in which
he declares to individuals the message
of God. Moses met Pharaoh near the

river, alone, and in case the proud
monarch should refuse obedience to the

will of heaven, he would be able at once

to turn the river into blood. His posi-

tion was favourable to the retribution

to be inflicted. It is well to speak to

men alone about their sins.

III. That the servants of God are

often divinely instructed as to the
best opportunity of Christian service
*' Get thee unto Pharaoh in the morn-
ing." By a deep conviction, by a holy

impression, and by keen moral vision,

God unfolds to good men the most
favourable opportunity in which to

declare His message to the wicked.

The Divine voice within us, prompting
to duty, should always be carefully

heeded, and the opportunity willingly

embraced.

Verses 16—18. Hard hearts shut

all ears against the message of God.

Sinners offended with God's word and
judgment turn from Him unto their

own ways.

Unbelief will not allow a man to heed
either miracles,

cation.

persuasion, or vindi-

The River changed into Blood.

Verses 19—25. I. That God can
change the scene of life into death.

The great river of Egypt was considered

as the giver of life to the people, its

waters were life-preserving and fer^

tilizing. Yet it was turned into blood
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by the stretching out of a rod. The
fish died. God can soon and easily

change all our life-inspiring energies

and joys into the current of death.

II. That God can change useful things

into useless. The river was in manifold

waj^s useful to E<^ypi:. It was refresh-

ing to the taste, and would be used for

domestic purposes. It was also the

centre of the nation's commerce. By
the rod of God the most useful things

we possess, as nations and individuals,

are deprived of their utility. Hence
all life is dependant upon the Divine

wilL

III. That God can change beautiful

tMu'jfs into loathsome. The river of

Egypt, so beautiful to the eye, was
turned into blood. And so the most
beautiful things of country, of home,
of person, may by the outstretching of

the Divine rod be rendered unlovely

and iiateful.

When necessity comes upon sinners

they would rather dig for relief than
ask God for it.

The devil may delude into difficulty,

but cannot help men out of it.

Moses and Aaron may smite with the

rod, but God effects it.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER VII.

BY THE

EEV. WM. ADAMSOK

Divine Favour I Ver. 2. If we saved,

remarks Faber, the life of the queen's child,

we would not easily forget the grateful look of

the royal mother's face. It would be long

before her burning words of thanks died away
in our ears—a sovereign's tears, and those

tears of joy, are not things to be readily for-

gotten. But what a very unimportant thing

this is compared with being allowed to please

God by obedience to His commands. There
need therefore be no reluctance on our part.

Let us not be backward servants. Well
may we adopt as our own the dying prayer of

Usher, " O Lord, forgive me my sins, especially

my sins of omission."—By such omission

we become the losers—we lose the sweet
approving smile of God.

I'm sure it makes a happy day,
When I can please Him any way.

—

Hewitt.

Insensibility! Ver. 3. "As hard as a
stone," says the adage.—Yet the hardest stones
submit to be smoothed and rounded under the
soft friction of water. Ask the myriads of
stones on the seashore what has become of all

their angles, once so sharp, and of the rough-
ness and uncouthness of theirwhole appearance.—

" Water wrought with us, and none re-

sisted."—The very stones cry out against the
obstinate disposition, which is insensible to all

the appeals of heaven.

You may as well bid the mountain pines
To wag their high tops, and make no noise.
When they are fretted by the gusts of heaven,
As seek to soften that sinner's heart.

— Shakespeare.

Hardened Heart ! Ver. 3. A scholar
once inquired of his teacher whether it was
not wicked to punish Pharaoh and Judas for

what God knew they would do. A bright

thought struck the perplexed teacher :
" When

you were born, your papa looked at you and
loved you, but he knew that bye and bye you
would sin, and have to be punished : he did

not make you naughty, but he knew that you
would be."—God did not make Pharaoh sin,

but he had to punish him for it. From righteous

retribution for obdurate impenitence there

is no escape.

Aye! when thou hast drained a swallow's

milk, and
Seen rocks bear olive nuts, the sand pome-

granates yield ;

A harder task to try thy vaunted force re-

mains

—

To shield a wicked man from retributions

pains.

—

Oriental.

Remorse! Ver. 4. In the early part of this

century Pomare reigned as king in the islands of

Tahiti and Eimeo. Many of his subjects were
enraged at his recognition of Christ. Among
them was a man called Upufara, who was re-

garded as the chief of the kings foes. He had
often heard of the true God, but would not

believe in him. One night he had a dream,
in which he saw an immense oven with a very

great fire, and in the midst of it a large fish,

twisting itself in agony, and trying to get out,

yet though in the fire, not consumed but still

living. Such will be the guilty conscience,

—

the fires of remorse will scorch it and make it

writhe in pang and anguish, without destroying

its sensitiveness. In another life, and to his

cost, the sceptic will know that God is the

Lord, as scorched \vithin

The fury round his torrid temples flaps

Her fiery wings, and breathes upon his lips

And parched tongue the withered blasts of hell.

—Pollah,
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Visitations I Ver. 5. A man was confined

in a cell with seven windows, and the only fur-

niture a pallet of straw. Each morning he

found a loaf of bread and a jug of water by
his side. He was n liuved from the fear of

starvation ; but when Ids eyes sought the win-

dows, he counted one less. The fearful truth

flashed upon him that the floor and wall of his

cell were being pressed together slowly and
surely, and that he would be crushed to death.

The sinner like Pharaoh is inclosed in the

earth-cell of impenitency, and the hour ap-

proaches when his last hope will be cioished and
mangled in the ever-narrowing entombment.
He will then learn how real is the moral
government of God—only too late to repent

—

As when a fire has raged, the smokes that rise

In useless lamentations drape the skies.

—

Alger.

Obedient Service I Ver. 6. In evil times

it fares best with them that are most careful

about duty, least concerned about safety.

Many a general, whilst discharging his duty
in the battle, has borne a charmed life. Moses
was preserved whilst pursuing the path of

Providence. The author of " From Dawn to

Dark in Italy," contrasts the constant harassing

perils of Montalto, a timid, compromising
Lutheran, with the freedom from persecution

of Old Clarice, a fruitseller at Naples. The
one was continually in tumult and danger

—

the other kept on the even course of her
Christian profession in the very jaws of the

lion for thirty years. Many a hunted Pro-
testant found shelter in her house excavated
from the precipitous rock. Many a wave of

bitter papal persecution swept over Naples,

but old Clarice, who never sheltered herself

beneath any compliances, seemed to prosper in

her very fearlessness. The bold policy is nut
always the worst, and Moses was no loser by
the unflinching courage with which he con-
fronted Pharaoh in obedience to the Divine
command. Luther lived, whilst some who
temporized were lost. And of John Knox
who lived to a good old age, it was said, " Here
lies one who never feared the face of man."

So we would bravely live for Thee,
And Thy bold and faithful servants. Saviour,

we would henceforth be.

—

Havegal.

Serpents 1 Ver. 9. Among the Egyj^tians
And also the Phoenicians, the serpent was an
emblem of Divine wisdom and power, and as
s\icli it was reverenced. The asp was sacred
to Neph, and is often represented upon the
head of that deity. The asp is represented in
the tombs of Thebes guardijig the winepresses
and granaries of Egypt. Herodotus speaks of
a species of snake in the same neighbourhood
with two horns ujjon its head, and says, when
it dies it is buried in the temple of Jupiter, to
whom it is said to belong. The transforma-
tion of Aaron's rod into a serpent, and the
swallowing up of all the other serpents by
it was therefore calculated to impress the
Egyptians with the greatness and supremacy

lo6

of the God of Israel. But Pharaoh did not

concern himself al)out the liod of Moses, and

it was enou>di for him that his sorcerers had
been able to imitate the miracle.

" To steal the livery of the court of heaven

To serve the devil in."

—

Follok.

Truth- Light! Ver. 9. When Alexander
the Great visited Diogenes the cynic, he asked

whether there was any favour or gift, which
the Grecian philosopher would wish to receive

at his hands. To this, the philosopher curtly

responded that he wished for nothing, but that

the monarch should stand from between him
and the sun. A very similar answer might
with more justice and propriety be given by
devout Christians to the sceptic—placing him-
self between the Bible and man, and seeking to

hide the truth behind error :
" Let me see the

Sun of Revelation, for his beams alone have
given light and life and warmth. The cre-

dentials of the Divinity of the Bible are as

full of moral and spiritual light and life and
warmth as

" Yon dazzling sun, at noontide hour,

Forth from his flaming vase,

Flinging o'er earth the golden shower,

Till vale and mountain blaze."

—

Moses and Aaron I Ver. 10. The history

of Moses and Aaron, appearing thus together

at the Court of Pharaoh, may have given rise

to the traditions of the Greeks and Romans,
in which Jupiter and Mercury—both of them
Egyptian deities worshipped as Hammon and
Thoth—are described visiting the earth in a
similar relationship. The latter was repre-

ented with the caduceus, a rod twisted abouts

with serpents, and was the god of speech or

eloquence

" That with the strong rein of commanding
words.

Doth manage, guide, and master th'eminence

Of men's affections, more than all their

swords." —Daniel.

Bible! Ver. 10. Suppose that you have
been sick for years and years, and all medical
treatment had failed in your case, and some
skilful one should come along and examine the

symptoms of your disease, and write a pre-

scription, saying :
" I am going into a far

country, and you will never see me again.

But do not lose this prescription ; for if \ on
take the medicine which it prescribes all will

be well." Would you not preserve the docu-
ment ? Would you not be careful to have it

made up in the right shape, and to take it as

ordered ? But suppose you had misgivings
;

and at the time of receiving the prescription

inquired as to the physician's credentials. He
would take you to oii« patient after another

—

all of whom were in the enjoyment of good
health—and all of whom acknowledged their

indebtedness to the prescription and its pr^
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icriber. When we quostion the efficiency of

God's remedy for sin, He takes us to the crowd

of credentials in the Word of God. You may
be justified in demanding the proofs, but not

in refusing to accept tlie evidence, which is

adequate to the Divine authority. Here

Thy goodness, glory, wisdom, strength

and power
Shine clear as stars in frosty skies.

Prejudg-ment ! Ver. 11. A gentleman

was one day stoutly asserting that there were
no goldfields except in Mexico and Peru. A
nugget dug up in California was presented to

hira as evidence against his positive assertion.

He was not in the least disconcerted, but per-

sisted that the metal was not gold. "It
cannot be gold, because gold comes only from
Mexico and Peru." He had fixed in his mind
that gold existed only in those countries ; and
from it, he would not swerve. So with a cer-

tain class of sceptics. They have, to borrow
Newton's figure, placed an extinguisher upon
the candle of their judgment ; so that when
the light of convincing evidence is placed

before them, all is in vain. They are not

honest doubters, like Lord Lyttleton, the his-

torian, and his friend Gilbert West. Agreeing
to write something in favour of infidelity, they

determined to study throiigh the sacred records.

Being honest in their studies, these ended in

conviction. Both took up their pens and
became its champions. How different the

malevolent spirit of Strauss—the mocking tone

of Darwin and Spencer. These act the part

of the owlet atheism, who
" Sailing on obscure wings across the moon,
Drops his blue-fringed lids and shuts them

close,

And, hooting at the glorious sun in heaven.

Cries out :
" Where is it ?"

—

Coleridge.

Adaptability! Ver. 11. We say : "If
the cap fits, wear it. . Hence admirably does

the Bible fit our case ! It is so framed as to

be adapted to us entirely. Thus when a
Dutch farmer in South Africa told a poor
Hottentot that the Bible was not meant for

such creatures as blacks, the simple minded
native replied that he was sure that it was.
" Why are you sure," jecringly inquired the

selfish white man ? " Because it fits me
exactly." " And how so ?" Opening his Bible

the humble soul placed his finger on the de-

scription of what a sinner is, and exclaimed :

** There ! sinners ! that's my name." A similar

illustration of the perfect adaptation of the

Bible to all cases is furnished of a missionary,

who records that, after reading the first chapter

of Komans to a heathen congregation, they
gathered round him saying that he himself

had written that part for them. And from
Dr. Dean of China we learn that, after con-

versing with a very intelligent Chinaman upon
our Bible as being of great antiquity, he gave
bis listener a copy to take away for perusal.

But not long after the inquirer returned, and
with a look of triumph and accusation ex-

claimed, "You told me that your book was

very ancient, but that chapter (pointing to

Horn. I.) you have written with your own
hand since you lived among us Chinese."

Thus conscience does her work

" And to the mind holds up reflection's glass

—

The mind, which starting, heaves the heart-

felt groan.

And hates that form she knows to be her

own.' '—Churchill.

Magicians 1 "Ver. 11. Pliny the historian

speaks of the magicians of Egypt, and numbers

Moses among them. In one of Lucian's stories

he introduces a man of Memphis—a person of

amazing wisdom—and a real adept in all the

learning of the Egyptians. It was reputed

that he had lived no less than three and twenty

years in a cave underground, and during that

time was instructed by Isis herself in magic.

There were jugglers in those days, as there are

now. It is a common trick with them to

produce living serpents from the cornices, or

other parts of the rooms, which by handling

they cause to become stiff and lifeless—restor-

ing them again to animation at their pleasure.

Witchcraft and sorcery were, however, possible

crimes, and prevailed among the Gentiles, so

that it is possible that these vdzards looked

upon Moses as an adept in the black art greater

and more skiKul than themselves :

—

" You have by Fortune and your own skill's

favours,

Gone slightly o'er low steps, and now are

mounted,
Where powers are your retainers more

than us."

—

Shakspeare.

Imitation ! Ver. 11. Folly is as living as

wisdom, and the human mind produces its fan-

tasies from age to age as naturally and rifely as

the earth produces its thistles. So that we find

ourselves often perplexed with fragments of

exploded notions, which keep buzzing in our

ears like the sounds of insects on a summer's
evening, and it is hard to get rid of them.

Yet just as Aaron's rod swallowed up the rods

of the Egptian magicians, so does wisdom in

the end devour the multiform and multiplied

developments of folly, as imitations of Divine
truth. Lo

i
they are no more :

They pass away, like wax in the fierce flame,

Or to the thick mists that frown upon the sun,

Which he but glances at, and they are gone.

—

Borov.

Human Theories I Ver. 12. The wizards

of Pharaoh's court produced what to all ap-

pearance were serpents—as grand and graceful

as that of Moses. The speculations of Tyndal
are in a sense grand and graceful—grand and
graceful as those cumulous clouds that are

piled above a mountain range in the far West.
There is hardly anything in nature, art, or

imagination, that may not be found among
them. "They assume the appearance of moun-
tains and rocks—peaks and precipices. Castles

and cities spring up as if by magic on th«
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aerial plains—torrents and waterfalls pour

down their sublime heights—far perspectives

of unknown shores open up through vistas

within the withdrawing })ortals. The Genesis

and apocaly]5se of scepticism resemble—an4 at

first sight appear to be as real as the Genesis

and Apocalypse of Revelation. Even the very

bodies seems to have the same brilliant and
varied hues and stripes. Thus man's genius

has endeavoured to rival God's power ; but in

vain. The magnificent spectacle melts before

the mighty influence of the sun. The gorgeous

day-dreams of the students of scppticism vanish

like the rods of the soothsayers before that of

Aaron. Of that apparently solid mass of gor-

geous splendour not a vestige remains ; and
the Word of God stands alone as the rod of

Moses stood.

" It standeth, and will stand,

Without e'er change or age,

The Word of Majesty and Light,

The Church's heritage."

—

Bonar,

Biblical Evidences ! Ver. 12. On board
the ship which carried the great Napoleon to his

campaign in Egypt there were French savants,

who had convinced themselves, and thought
they could convince others that there is no God.
The great commander found them discoursing

boastfully on their favourite theme, and,

calling them upon deck, while the heavens

above were bright vsdth innumerable stars, he
said to them :

" Tell me who made these ?"

Napoleon was no philosopher, and it may be
said, no metaphysician, no theologian. But he
was a man of great common sense. He knew
well enough that none of the boasters, whom
he was so effectually rebuking, could place

those stars in the firmament. They might
send up rockets to imitate the stars, but the

mimic pageant would fade, leaving the stars

still to shine. Just so with the firmament of

the Bible. It is crowded with the stars of

truth —miracles—credentials of Divine crea-

tion. Atheists may send up rockets and
Boman candles, as if to rival and outshine

them, but in vain. All human miraculous

imitations explode and disappear ; while the

stars of Truth abide. O ever stedfast stars 1

" Unchanging in their light,

Unfaltering in their race.

Unswerving in their round."

—

Calls ! Ver. 13. Did you ever try to awaken
a sleeper ? At first perhaps you spoke softly

—

then as you failed to arouse him, you called

louder—and when calling was all in vain, you
seized and shook the sleeper to attain your
object. God calls many times to men. At
first His voice is gentle, but when they refuse

to listen His appeals becomes more startling

painful. Pharaoh had thus been urged by
Jehovah softly and gently ; now He is speak-

in louder and more urgent tones. So that the

ruin, which advanced upon him with successive

strokes, and which finally destin)yed him, was
nothing more than he had merited a thousand
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times over before God hardened him, and he

himself became

" The man whom Fortune and the Fates
betray,

Predestined to precipitate decay."

—

Theognii,

Precursors I Ver. 14. Away amid the

lovely tropical forests at the foot of the

Andes lives a cinnamon brown bird, with

head and neck of dark olive. No feathered

songster gives forth more sweet and harmonious
strains, yet those delicious notes forebode a
coming storm. When the traveller, who has

amid the excitementof the scene forgotton all

about time, is suddenly aroused to reflection by
the bird-music of the Organista, he at once
looks up to catch a glimpse of the sky between
the trees. He sees there signs of the coming
storm—hurries on ! Soon it bursts—the wind
roars—the mighty trees rock to and fro, as if

they were but reeds—the thunder rattles in

deafening peals, and the lightning flashes

vividly in every direction. Hark ! what a
tremendous crash ! There goes a tall tree

—

one of the giants of the forest—riven from
crown to roots. These merciful miracles

wrought by Moses and Aaron were so many
liquid- voices monishing Pharaoh to hasten on
to repentence, before the retributive tempest
burst overhead. Their warblings ought to have
induced the heedless monarch to look up to

the sky of Justice, and mark the dark clouds

gathering.

" And what if all of animated nature
Be but organic harps diversely framed,

That tremble into thought.

—

Coleridge.

Omniscience ! Ver. 14. When Pharaoh
turned away into his palace, Moses could guess

from the frown upon his brow that themonarch's
heart was set against the request ; but he could
not see it. God alone could gaze upon the dark-

est, innermost recesses of that despot's stubborn
will. Had Pharaoh forgotten what even his

idol-faith taught him, that the gods know what
is in the heart ? God's eye, as a flame of fire,

lights up a clear and searching day in his soul,

and around his steps ; and shows in sunbeams
the iniquities he devises, utters, perpetrates.

He unfolds the whole state of the despot's

mind to Moses, and enjoins on him the further

execution of judgments. Moses obeys !

" The mystic mazes of Thy will,

The shadows of celestial light.

Are past the power of human skill

—

But what the Eternal acts is right."

Retributive Justice ! Ver. 15. As that

storm roars the loudest which has been the

longest gathering, so God's reckoning day with
rebellious sinners, by being long^ coming, will

be the more terrible when it comes Upon the
beach, the pilot often pauses—with glance turned
upward to that vast expanse, which is slowly
darkening into gloom intense—because well he
knows the ominous sign of the teiTible tornado
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aeon to burst. So Moses often paused—fully

conscious that the steadily gathering storm of

vetributive justice would soon melt down the
verge of heaven. But Pharaoh saw not the
approaching tempest of successive judgments.

** On earth 'twas yet all calm around,
A pulseless silence— dread—profound,

More awful than the tempest's sound."

—

Moore.

Obduracy I Vers. 16 and 23. Sinners of-

fended with God's Word and its requirements
betake themselves to their follies. The Indians

of South America told the missionaries who
went among them proclaiming the truths of

the Christian Religion :
" You say that the

God of the Christians knows everything, that

nothing is hidden from Him, that He is of

almighty power, and can see all that is done ;

but we do not desire a God so mighty and
sharpsighted ; we choose to be our own masters,

to live with freedom in our woods, without
having a perpetual observer of our actions

over our heads." Men may disown the Divine
Being, but they cannot destroy His attributes.

He still rules over them, and still marks out
all their ways. This was what Jehovah was
teaching the proud and obdurate oppressor in

his Egyptian palace, but in vain.

" Yon massive mountain-peak
The lightning rends at will ;

The rock can melt or break

—

I am unbroken still."

—

Bonar.

Nile-God! Ver, 17. This river was one of

the principal Egyptian deities, and was wor-
shipped under the name of " Hapi Mou."
There was a temple to this deity ; who is

generally represented as a fat man, of blue

colour, with water-plants growing on his head.

A festival was held at the commencement of

the rise of the Nile in the middle of June, It

was probably on this occasion, when a solemn
sacrifice was to be offered by the Egyptian
priests that Moses stood by the brink ; and as

he smote the sacred waters with his mighty
rod, so did Jehovah smite

" The prince of darkness, couch'd
In symbol of the great leviathan.

The dragon of the river-floods of Nile."

—

Bickersteth

Judgments Ver. 18. The Egyptians sub-

sisted, says Cook, to a great extent on the fish

of the Nile, though saltwater fish was regarded
as impure. A mortality among fish was a
plague much dreaded. In a hymn to the Nile,

written by the scribe Enmer, it is said that

the wrath of Hapi, the Nile-god, is a calamity
for the fishes. By Moses' avenging rod, this

food supply if cut o£E. And how often does

Jehovah turn the very necessaries of life into

putridity and death—that the sense of our
want may humMe us under the sense of our

forgetfulness of Him from whom all goodness

flows. When, therefore, we are tlie subjects of

His correcting providence, we must acknow-
ledge the necessity and wisdom.

" If in this bosom aught but Thee,
Encroaching, snu.;ht a boundless sway,

Omniscience could the danger see.

And mercy took the cause away."—Chatterton,

Divine Transformings I Vers. 19—21. A
man idolizes his wdfe. He is proud of her
beauty ; and when at the ball she is the ad-

miration of both sexes, his heart overflows

with self-gratulation. As she stood in the

centre of the floor, her beautiful face flushed

with a rosy colour, her flossy hair twined with

delicate pearls, her tall figure enhanced in its

gracefulness by the rich folds of drapery which
fell softly round her, more than one admiring
voice complimented him upon the beauty of

his wife, and pronounced her the loveliest

woman, fairest of the fair in all that lovely

throng. She was his idol. A few days after,

she lies upon her bed, with blotted and dis-

figured featiu-es, loathsome and repulsive as

the Syrian leper, for small-pox has swept all

trace of beauty from her face—as Moses' rod
brushed all beauty from the clear, glassy

countenance of Nile. The Divine rod had
rendered unlovely and loathsome his "goddess"
—the only and supreme object of his adoration.

And just as the river was all the more re-

pulsive from its previous loveliness, so

"Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds."
Shakespeare.

Vain Effort 1 "Ver. 24. As you stood, re-

marks Guthrie, some stormy day upon a sea

cliff, and marked the giant billow rise from the
deep to rush on with foaming crest, and throw
itself thundering on the trembling shore, did

you ever fancy that you could stay its course,

and hurl it back to the depths of ocean ? Did
you ever stand beneath the leaden, louring

cloud, and mark the lightning's leap, as it shot

and flashed, dazzling athwart the gloom ; and
think that you could grasp the bolt, and change
its path ? Still more foolish and vain his

thought, who fancies that he can arrest or turn

aside the purpose of God. Pharaoh's folly was
the essence of madness. He thought to coun-

teract the retributive agency of God—heedless

of the truth taught by his own Egyptian creed

that

" No wrath of men or rage of seas

Can shake Jehovah's purposes."

—

Htrrick,
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CHAPTER VIIL

Crtttcal Notes.— 2. Frogs] Heb. D*V1*^D^ "marsh-leapers" (aesenius) :
" marsh

-

croakers" (Ewald, Fiirst, Davies). 9. Glory over me] Or, "Explain thyself." So Gesenius

and Fiirst : similarly, Sept. and Vnlg. 14, Upon Heaps] Lit. "heaps, heaps,"—with beautiful

simplicity and expressiveness. 15. Respite] Lit. "liieathing"=" breathing time." 16. Licej

"Gnats"—Ges. Fu. Dav. 24. Swarms] Heb. ^'iVJi "^ species of fly, the gad-fly" (Ges.)

"a scorpion-like and stinging" animal, ** a beetle, scarabajus " (Fii.) ;
" prob. the gad-fly,

so called from its sucking the blood " (Dav.) 36. Not meet ... the alomination of the

Fg5rptians] Those who can consult the original should mark the vigour thrown into it by the

incisive way in which the words here quoted are placed first in their respective clauses :
" THE

ABOMINATION OF THE EGYPTIANS we shall sacrifice," &c. He takes for granted it will be so
;

and vigorously asserting this, paves the way for the question that follows :

—

Lo, shall we
sacrifice] This is scarcely an easy rendering. The imperfect tense (happily now seldom called

the " future "—better still could it be called, unambiguously, the incomplete tense !) readily lends

itself to the expression of the subjunctive and potential moods (Ges. Gram., § 127, 3, a, d
\

Ewald, § 136, ii. 2 ; A. B. Davidson, § 46, 4) : hence we may more tersely bind together the

crovming question thus :
—" Lo ! can we sacrifice the abomination of the Egyptians before their

eyes, and they not stone us ?" 27. Shall command us] " May say unto us." See previous note,

on the imperfect tense.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,—Verm 1—7.

The Plague of Frogs ; or, The Socially Great Smitten with the Supremely
Contemptible.

The great River of Egypt has now been smitten for seven days, and has rolled

in one vast torrent of blood, indicative of the wrath of God against an impious

king. But this did not move the heart of Pharaoh, as probably a sufficient

supply of wholesome water was obtained for him by digging round about the

river, and as long as this might be the case, he cared not for the affliction of

his nation. But God was more merciful than the king, and caused the river to

return to its usual pure and welcome condition. But though this judgment
was removed, the Divine requirement was not withdrawn, the freedom of Israel

was still demanded. And to urge this, the messengers of God are sent again to

the king with the tlireat of new penalty if he refuse. Now the plague of frogs

is sent, and the sacred river is again the scene of dire retribution. Out of its

bed and numerous water-courses, Moses called up an overwhelming swarm of

frogs, and upon the stretching forth of Aaron's rod these creatures issued forth

in such numbers that the land was full of them. This was evidently a miracle,

for they came and departed suddenly at the command of Moses and Aaron,

and their advent in such numbers could not be accounted for on any other

supposition. It is evident that Pharaoh regarded it as such, for he besought its

removal from the servant of God, Tlie Egyptians considered it a necessary part

of their religion to purify themselves by frequent washings in the river. But
now these ablutions would be rendered impossible. There is no doubt that

frogs were in Egypt the objects of superstitious regard ; they were numbered
among the sacred animals of the Egyptians. They were often regarded aa

omens of evil. This punishment v/as not a mere inconvenience, it was a
destruction. (Ps. Ixxviii. 45.)

I. That the socially great sometimes provoke the judgments of God. 1. That
the socially great provoke the judgments of God by rejecting His claims.

Pharaoh had held Israel in dire boiidage for a long time, when God had com-
manded their freedom. He had refused to heed the Divine voice in this

matter And aU the great potentates of the earth who hearken not to the
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requests of heaven, as tliey are from time to time made known, are involving,

and will bring unwelcome retribution upon themselves and the people they

govern. And not only kings, but all, whatever their social rank, who slight the

claims of God, either in reference to themselves or their companions, will be

visited with punishment. 2. That the sociallij great promke thpjudgments of God
by slighting His servants. The king of Egypt had sHghted JMoses and Aaron,

had rejected their word, had derided their mission, had disobeyed their God,

and had doubted tlieir unmistakable credentials. He will not be held guiltless

for so doing. Men cannot idfcreat the messengers of God and be blameless.

He will defend the rights, and give emphasis to the message of those who speak

in His name, and by His authority. He will not allow, even the socially Great

to illtreat his ministers ; they are the representatives of heaven's King, and

must be received as such. Nations and individuals have brought severe retribu-

tion upon themselves by their wicked persecution of the messengers of God.

3. That the socially Great provoke the judgments of God hy rejecting His
credentials of truth and duty. Pharaoh had not merely slighted the message

of God, and the servants of God, but had done so after the clearest evidence

of Divine authority and duty. And all those who neglect the inspired word and
its holy teaching, the providence of God and its sacred indications of duty,

are likely to be visited with dire retributions.

II. That the socially Great have no means whereby to resist the judge-

ments of God. Pharaoh had no means whereby to resist the inroad and march
of these slimy and croaking frogs. They came into all his borders, into his

house, and into his bedchamber; his food was not free from their intrusion.

He could not protect himself from these contemptible creatures. In this service

his army was useless, and strategem was without avail. Hence this judgment
was (1) afflictive, (2) loathsome, (3) extensive, (4) irresistible. Pharaoh was a
proud man, but now his pride is humbled. His armaments are great and
numerous, but the armaments of God are seen to be far more numerous, more
capable of woe, and more readily at command. And so there are times when
God afflicts men with judgments that are the result of contemptible agencies,

and even the greatest kings are thus visited and tormented. Their power is

defeated by frogs ; not by lions. They are the prey of the worthless and
despicable. They are not stricken by an overwhelming pestilence ; they are

troubled by some trivial malady which under ordinary circumstances would
yield to easy remedy ; but which now defies all skill. God can soon humble
the sinner, even though it be the proud monarch of Egypt. These judgments
yield (1) not to social position, (2) not to wealth, (3) not to authority. (4) not to

force. If the frogs are to depart from the land of Pharaoh, it must be upon
the express command of God ; until this is uttered they must remain as a
plague.

III. That the socially Great often involve others less guilty, in the retri-

butions they invite. These frogs came not merely upon Pharaoh, but upon
his people and nation. The socially Great are seldom alone in their retributions,

they have so many dependants, and sustain so many relations to those by whom
they are surrounded, that they generally involve a multitude in their sins and
condemnation. The frogs covered the land of Egypt. Every ftome was
afflicted by them, and every individual was annoyed by them, dnd so, the
socially Great who are guilty of disobedience to the claims of God, bring suf-

fering upon multitudes.

IV. That the socially Great are always surrounded by thosa who are willing
to strengthen them in opposition to the Divine claims. The magicians were
called and by their enchantments brought up frogs upon the land of Egyptw
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It would have been far more to the point if these sorcerers had done something

to remove tlie fro^s, but in tliis they were utterly impotent. There are always

those who are willing to strengthen the wicked in their evil doings. Lessons :^

1. 77iat the sociaUn Great oiujht to he in synipathji with the requirements of God.

2. y^iat the sociafli/ Great ought to know better than provoke the wrath of the

Great King. 3. ihat social position will not avert the retributions of God.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 1, 2. Jehovah orders new oven is charged, and its height from

disimtclies unto his enemies upon their the ground. But an E^^^yptian oven

obstinacy. was a hole in the earth, in which they

God doubles and trebles His de- put wood for fire, over which tliey put

mands upon His enemies to persuade an eartlien pitcher, and the bread was

^l^em. placed inside that, and baked by the

God warns His adversaries against action of tlie fire in the hole beneath.

refusing His message. It seems to us a barbarous mode,

God's goodness warns sinners before but it was the Egyptian one. And

He brings vengeance on them. you can conceive that when this

It is" God's work to smite with hole was filled with frogs, the pre-

frogs and plague sinners by His crea- paration of bread would thereby

l^YQS. become utterly impracticable.

—

(Dr.

Gumming.)

Verses 3, 4. At God's word the

waters which produce creatures to Verses 5—7. Gods command tor

nourish, abound with creatures to execution surely follows that of His

destroy. threatening. _
^

Prodigious are the armies of frogs God's word of execution has its ex-

when God raiseth them. tent and bounds.

Houses and persons are easily over- God's executioners are ready and

come by poor frogs when God com- obedient.
•

i n j»

mands them. Aaron's arm stretched out with God s

But it strikes one as a strange thing word works mighty plagues.

to speak of frogs going into ovens. As The devil by his instruments may

our ovens are, of course, the ap])roach find frogs, but can make none.
^

of a frog would be impossible from the God makes magicians to afflict His

intensity of the heat with which the enemies, but not to ease them.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 8—15.

The Transient Repentance of a Wicked Soul.

I That moods of transient repentance are sometim-s awakened by the

retributive judgments of God. " And Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron,

and said, liitreaL the Lord, that he may take away the frogs from me, and from

my people." From this speech of Pharaoh we should imagine, either that the

plague of frogs did only afilict his own people, or that he cared not for its

reinoval from Israel. He is, however, now in deeply penitent mood. But it is the

penitence of the hypocrite and not a godly sorrow. It was induced withm his

heart by the infliction of retribution rather than by the gentle convictions of

the Divine spirit. It was selfish. It desired not a new life, but simply the
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reniGval of tlie judgments tliat had come upon tlie nation. Why did not

Pharaoh manifest repentance before tliis? Probabl}'' because tliis plague was
more severe than any that had preceded it, and there was no escape from it as

from the first, when the peo2)le obtained water by digging near the river. Some
men will never repent of sin while they have any mitigation of its woe, they

are only subdued by the utmost extremity. Plow many sinners act as did

Pharaoh in this incident. They are obstinate in their evil practices ; they
resist the word of God, the messages of God, and many of the milder retribu-

tions of God, and are only touched into transient contrition of soul by the

harsher judgments of life. Many repent when in sorrow, and amidst the

solemnities of a sick room. In this way they seek to get rid of the consequences

of wrong doing. A repentance inspired by the dread of penalty is but of

momentary duration, and is generally of but little worth. True repentance will

have reference to God and to the violated law, rather than to self comfort and
immunity from pain.

II. That in moods of transient repentance men call for the ministers of

Gud whom they have previously despised. ** Then Pharaoh called Moses and
Aaron." As we know, Moses and Aaron had interviewed the proud monarch
of Egypt several times before, they had presented to him most faithfully the

claims of God, and had met with defiance and contempt ; but now, when the

soul of Pharaoh is subdued by the retribution of the hour, he sends for these

two servants of God, and asks them to pray for him. This is an every day
picture. Men reject the claims of God, they neglect his word, they pay no
heed to his ministers, but in the experiences of trouble they immediately send

for those whom they have formerly disregarded. We read that Moses and
Aaion yielded to the request of Pharaoh, they went to him and prayed for the

removal of the plague by which he was tormented. They were true ministers

of heaven. They might have treated the call of the monarch with contempt,

they might have left him to the agony of his own mind. They might have
asserted their independence. They might have exhibited an unforgiving dis-

position. But no, they seek to aid him in his perplexity. Ministers must be
forbearing toward their people, and embrace any opportunity of leading them
to the mercy of God. But the repentance that sends for the minister under the

impulse of fear, will be likely to dismiss him when the plague is removed. It

is well to heed the voice of the servant of God before the hour of retribution.

III. That in moods of transient repentance men make promises of
amendment they will never perform. " And I will let the people go, that they
may do sacrifice unto the Lord.'^ It is hard to determine whether Pharaoh
was sincere when he made this promise. He was probably driven to despair,

and was prepared to make any immediate concession if only the plague might
be removed. As to the redeeming of any pledge he might give under the
pressure of these circumstances, that was altogether an after consideration.

The word of Pharaoh was worth but little, and this Moses knew right well.

But we must give the worst of men credit for any tokens of repentance they
may show, as at this stage it is difficult to determine the false from the real.

How many men have made the promise of moral amendment in time of trial, on
beds of sickness ; they have said that if their lives were spared they would yield to

the claims of God, but the sequel has proved the futility of their vow. We
should remember in joy the vows made in sorrow, in health, those made in

sickness, and then painful discipline will become happy and glorious.

IV. That in moods of transient repentance men will acknowledge that
prayer to God for mercy is their only method of help. " Entreat the Lord
that he take the frogs from me." Thus it would seem that the proudest
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monarclis Icnow the value of humility and the efficacy of prayer. Pharaoh

does not now send for the magicians. He forsakes all human methods of escape

from his perplexity, and seeks the merciful aid of heaven. In this he was riglit.

He appears now to be entering upon a better manhood. But alas, the prophecy

of tliis penitent mood was never fulhlled. Men of to-day may learn a lesson

from the conduct of this heathen king, that prayer to God is tlie best method

cf escape from trouble.

V. That in moods of transient repentance men sometimes obtain the

removal of the judgments of God. " And the Lord did according to the word

of Moses ; and the frogs died out ot the houses, out of the villages, and out of

the fields." This shows the influence upon life and circumstances of even a

transient repentance. But did not God know that the contrition of Pharaoh

was only for the liour ? He did. But the removal of the plague was a token

of mercy toward him, was a discipline of love calculated to lead him to duty,

and which being ultimately despised enhanced his condemnation.

Lessons :—1. T/iat trials are calculated to lead the soul to repentance.

2. That under trials the rej^entance of men may be transient. 3. That the

mercy of God is rich to the proudest sinner. 4. That the servants of God should

he helpful to penitent souls, (1.) By fidelity. (2.) By sympathy. (3.) By
vrayer.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 8. When the first judgment

has no effect, the second may make
sinners yield.

The judgments of God make the

proudest potentates acknowledge Him.

In the confession of the wicked God
only can remove their judgments.

Verses 9, 10. God's servants are

ready to help their oppressors in their

misery.

Great sinners will have their boast-

ing turned into reproach.

God in His providence may offer time

and means of deliverance to his enemies.

In removal of plagues from the

wicked God makes His own limitations.

Under Providence wicked men may
choose such time of mercy that may
justify God and condemn themelves.

God condescends sometimes to give

the wicked their desires, in order that

they may glorify Him.
God enables ministers to assure souls

of the certainty of His promise.

PKOCRASTmATION.

" And he said to-morrow." Pharaoh

had sought Moses to come to his aid,

to ask God to remove the plague of
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frogs. Moses, guided by the Ploly

Spirit, had promised that the monarch's

desire should be granted. *' Glory over

me." You have now forsaken the ma-
gicians, command me, I only wish your

good. Thus in effect did Moses ad-

dress the king. But Pharaoh delayed

the removal of the plague until the

morrow. In this incident we see the

reluctance that there is on the part of

men to yield to the claims of God, and

to bid adieu to their sins. Why did

Pharaoh delay ? The king hoped that

by the morrow the plague might dis-

appear by natural means. He had a

latent feeling that after all this miracle

of frogs was a natural phenomenon,

and might be removed by a favourable

wind.

I. By delay the sinner prolonfi^s his

moral snifering. The king of Egypt
might have had the frogs removed
from himself and people at once ; but

on account of his delay they remained

to torment him longer. God's mercy

offers the wicked immediate relief from

sin and its painful consequences ; but

they prefer to retain their woe rather

than to accept immediate release upon
the moral conditions imposed.
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II. By delay the sinner abuses Divine of our moral plagues. Let us respond

mercy. Pharaoh had no claim to the promptly to the question of God's ser-

mercy of God. Yet it was shewn him. vants. Lessons : 1. Delcaj is unneces-

Had he at once embraced it, he would sanj. 2. Delay is common. 3. Delay

have proved himself more worthy of it. is criminal. 4. Delay is fatal.

He continued in self-sufficiency. Men
who neglect the mercy of God for a

single day abuse it, and deserve it to Verses 11—15. Deliverance for ex-

be withdrawn from them. ''^ent and limitation must be according

to tlie promise of God.

III. By delay the sinner can obtain Instruments seeking God for the

no other method of help. Pharaoh wicked had need to depart from them,

might delay the removal of the plague Prayer may be made for those who
in the hope that it would pass away are wickedly bent against the Church,

without the Divine intervention ; but
^
Good men do faithfully entreat for

in vain. Only the word of God could sinners that their judgments may be

remove it. Men may anticipate salva- removed;

tion in some other way than through God hears the prayer of His servants

Christ ; but they are deluded by a for the good ot men.

false hope. Christ only can pardon The death as well as life of judgments

their sins. are at God's disposal.

Heaps of memorials may be left to

IV. By delay the sinner may be eter- sinners after plagues are removed.
nally lost. Delay is dangerous. To Respite from judgment.— 1. Marked
neglect salvation for a day may be fatal by memorials. 2. Allowed to the worst

to the eternal welfare of the soul. We of men. 3. Abused by sinners. 4.

are asked when we would like to be rid Hardening of heart.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 16—19.

The Plague of Lice, or, an Enforced Recognition of a Supreme Power
IN THE Dire Retributions of Human Life.

The third plague was now sent upon the land without any warning. The
fcwo previous plagues arose from the river, this arises from the dust of the

earth which was quickened into life, by a miraculous power. Here was another

blow aimed at the false deities of Egypt. The priests were very particular not
to harbour vermin, and considered it a profanation of their temples if any
animalcule were carried into them. This plague was general (Ps. cv. 31).

The Egyptians were accustomed to humble themselves in many of their religious

ceremonies, and especially in their acts of mourning, by throwing dust upon
their heads. This plague was a rebuke to their superstition. The magicians

were baflled by this retribution. The finger of God was sufficient to curb the

power of Satan.

I. That men are slow to recognize the Supreme Power in the retributions
Oi human life. As we read the liistory of those plagues we cannot but wonder
that Pharaoh and his people should have been so long in recognizing the finger
or God. The first plague was enough to subdue their haughty spirit, and to
give them to see that they were in conflict with the power of the Most High.
They ought to have recognized the hand of God in these retributions :— 1. Because
of the warnings given by the servants of God. Moses and Aaron had warned
the king that if he did not give Israel their freedom, he and his nation would
be smitten with sore plagues. But these indications of woe were neglected andm
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dej^])iscd, and in no way rendered Pharaoh sensitive to the claims of duty.

And ill ere are multitudes in our own day warned by the ministers of the Gospel

of dire retribution to come upon them if they give no heed to the comniands of

God, to repent and believe in Christ, and even when the sorrows of life come

upon them they see not the finger of God. There are many warnings of retri-

bution in this life to those who persists in doing evil. But men see them not.

2. Because of the miraculous element m the retribution they were called to

experience. The great River of l^^^ypt was turned into blood.
^

Their homes

were tilled with croaking frogs. Tlie dust of their land was smitten into lice.

True these occurrences were apparently brought about by the effort of Moses

and Aaron, but the Egyptians must have seen that these two men were but

the agents of a higher Power, But even when the events of life are striking

and evidently the outcome of Divine intervention, men will not behold in

them the finger of God. 3. Becaui<e of the suffering through which they were

called to pass. We should have thought that the suffering through which the

Egyi)tians were called to pass would have made them readily acknowledge the

finger of God. In the hour of pain men generally turn their souls to heaven.

Bui in affliction men will not always see the retribution of God. Why are

men so slow to recognize the hand of God in the retributions of human life ?

1. Because they have not right views of the character of God, They may

have theoretical notions of the Divine character, correct and true, but not

such as to influence moral conduct. Men want not merely to know that

God is just in His method of government, but to feel that He is. If they were

deeply impressed with a sense of the Divine justice they would see retribution

written in large letters upon many of the circumstances of life, which now

they regard with complacency. 2. Because they have not a due consciousness

of sin "and its de^nerit. Men know that they have sinned against God and

against the moral good of the C(nnmunity, but they contemplate not the great

injury they have done, the offence of which they are guilty. They have no

deep consciousness of personal sin. Hence they do not regard the events of

life as a rebuke to them. They link not the pain of society to their own

demerit. Hence when the retributions of heaven come upon them, they are

more ready to acknowledge their own improvidence or indiscretion, the

unfavourable working of natural law, the fortuitous combination of circum-

stances, rather than ^ the finger of God. In this we see the moral blindness

of the unregenerate soul.

II. That wicked men are made by continuous retributions ultimately to

recognize the Supreme Power against them. " Then the magicians said unto

Pharaoh, this is the finger of God." These sorcerers endeavoured to imitate the

retribution of heaven. In so doing they were prompted and aided by batan.

But the power of Satan is limited by the Divine will. Heaven can show men

the delusions of hell. Hence the deluded are without excuse. Sometimes the

servants of the devil are made unconsciously to minister to the truth Ihe

sorcerer may announce to his dupe that the hand of God is against him. It may

be asked, how came these magicians to make this confession to Pharaoh? it is

not unlikely that they made it upon a sudden impulse, prompted by the Holy

Spirit. And so there will come a time when all the artifices which bind men,

and prevent them from seeing the retributive hand of God, will be made known

defeated, and brought to an open shame. God sometimes plagues men until

they acknowledge Ilim. The events of life are charged with retributions which

cannot be hidden by the art of the sorcerer.

Ill That when wicked men are made to acknowledge the Supreme Power

in the retributions of life th3y may nevertheless continue in open opposition

to it " And Pharaoh's heart was hardened." The magicians by their recogni-
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tiori of the finger of God did not wish to undo the moral injury they had done
to Pharaoh. They had established him in obstinate rebellion against God, and
they had no wish that his obstinacy should cease. The agents of Satan do not

wish to nullify the evil iniiuence of their hellish art. IJnbelief remains when
the lies that wrought it are made known. The magicians here refer this calamity

to a Providence of God altogetlier beyond their control. They regard it as

the outcome of Divine power. They did not intend by this confession to give

glory to the God of Moses, but simply to protect their own honour. Lessons :

1. lliat the retributions of life are designed to lead men to the performance of
moral dutij. 2. That there are many deceptions calculated to blind men to the

hand of God in the events of life. 3. That wicked men are not able to contend
with God. and are at times brought to acknowledge His supremacy. Many
commentators think that the magicians referred to the gods of Egypt when they
made mention of the " finger of God." But we cannot accept this interpreta-

tion, as the gods of Egypt were defeated by this retribution ; and, moreover,
Pharaoh had previously identified Moses with the God of Israel in asldng liim to

seek the removal of the plagues.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Verses 1 6—1 9. At God's word dust The devil will try his utmost to coun-
shall become lice to torment proud terwork God.
sinners. The devil is impotent upon the least

God's servants are obedient in exe- check from God.
eating His commands for vengeance. There is not the least doubt that the

All creatures are at God's command creatures here named is the mosquito
to plague His enemies. gnat. In the Greek Septuagint the
The poorest creatures armed by God word is <TKVL(f>€% which denotes gnats.

hath power enough against greatest And in a warm climate we can imagine
kings. what a terrible infliction this would be.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 20—24.

The Plague of Flies ; or, an Exceptional Method of the Divine
Administration in the Affairs of this Life.

It is somewhat difficult to ascertain in what this plague consisted. The Hebrew
word is very indefinite ; but the iSeptuagint gives it as the Kwo/^vta, or dog-fly.

This insect is, in some seasons, a far worse plague in Egypt than even the
mosquito. Its bite is sharp and painful, causing severe inflammation. Some
consider that the beetle is the insect signified ; in which case the plague could

hardly fail to be a rebuke of the reverence paid by the Egyptians to that creature.

To make this retribution more apparent to Egypt, in the land of Goshen there
were no flies. In this we have an exceptional method of the Divine administra
tion in the afl'airs of this world, in that protection from injury was given to good
moral characters.

I. It is a general rule of the Divine administration that the good and bad
shall alike participate in the painful dispensations of this probationary life.

If we look out upon the world we find that the good and the bad suffer alike,

that both are liable to the discipline of pain. In this life nothing is more
evident than that one event ha})peiieth to all, and that moral character is not
exempt from ills often retributive in design. 1. 2 he good and bad suffer alike
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because both are guilty of sin. Tlie unholy sin wilfully and tliouglitlessly.

Tliey almorft ^ef,^al•cl sin as no sin. Tliey understand not its turpitude. Even
the good sin. The enmity of the carnal mind is not subdued. They are not
always pure in the springs of thought and action. The race has only known one
sinless man. If we say that we have no sin we deceive ourselves and the truth

is not in us. Hence the retributive events of life happen to those who are

striving to be pure in heart a^ well as to those who are content to remain unholy.

2. The good and bad suffer aliJce because both need correction and wiprovement in

moral character. The retributions of God are corrective. They are designed

to turn sinner into saint, and to transform the earthly into the image of the
heavenly. They are intended to make the sinful penitent and the converted all

beauteous in Christ. Hence they happen alike to both. 3. The good and bad
suffer alike because life is a probation and a discipline. The worst characters

are on probation ; equally so are the best. Probation is co-extensive with the

mundane life, and is designed to prepare men for immortality. Hence pain
will improve character, when accompanied by the influence of the Divine Spirit

;

it is well that all men should be tried by it, and be subject to it. The dispositions

we manifest under the judgments of God will determine our destiny.

II. It is an exceptional method of the Divine administration to exempt the
good from the trials and retributions of this life. " And I will put a division

between my people and thy people." 1. Thus we see that there are times in

this life when moral character gives exemption from severe retribution. Swarms
of flies were sent upon Egypt. No place was free from them. But from thi&r

plague the land of Goshen was exempt. This was a marked interposition of

God. No one could refuse to observe it, not even the king himself. And so in

this life good men often have an advantage in certain events and circumstances,

over those who reject the claims of God. The former are free from })ain while

the latter know not how to rid themselves of it. This is the honour God places

upon true moral goodness. In this way He occasionally shows His approval of

it. Piety shields the house. It will protect a nation from the plague of God.

2. llius we see that there are times in this life when God manifests to men His
care for the good. God showed Egypt that he cared for Israel, and that He
was able to protect His people. The world has an idea that heaven has but
little regard for the good, and that it is but little advantage to be a christian

;

but in this incident we see that God will protect those who put their trust in

Him, and that He will ultimately deliver them from the peril of His anger.

3. Thus ivesee that there are times in this life when God gives men a prophecy

of the social equity in the world to come. In this life men are sometim-es given

to see that the good are delivered from sorrow and retribution ; and in this they

have a prophecy of the eternal ada])tation of circumstances to moral character

in the life to come. Then Egypt will be ever separate from Goshen in character,

as in retribution and reward. Heaven will adjust the moral relations of the

universe. Lessons: 1. That continued sin must be visited by continued t-etri-

bution. 2. That the providence of God is over the good to save them from pain.

3. 21iat the wicked must see the worth of goodness.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 23. Reiterated unbelief and Multiplied demands does God make
hardening, is followed by renewed of his right to the church.

plagues. Kings and people, houses and lands

God will have all His ministers early shall suffer in rebellion against God.
striving to meet His adversaries. It is God's own prerogative in pour-
God fits time and place best to deal ing out payments to discriminate be-

with and reprove his enemies, tween man and man.
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The habitation of the first is pre- Good's goodness may give to the

served by God. worst of sinners time to repent.

Neither fly nor creature shall touch Verse 24.
^
Jehovah himself pleads

them for harm whom God secures. sometimes in ven^reance against his

In the day of God's discrimination, enemies,

redemption shall be for His people, and It is a grievous plague when God
distraction for His enemies. arms flies against kings.

There is a great distinction between Corruption and destruction accom-

the people of God, and the people of pany the wroth of God upon wicked

an earthly king. men.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 25—32.

The Impossibility of Compromise in a Religious Life.

It would appear that the plagues with which Pharaoh was smitten were pro-

gressive in severity, and that he could endure them no longer, hence he sug-

gests a partial obedience to the commands of God. The king says that he will

allow Israel to sacrifice providing that they will do so in Egypt. Moses shows

the impossibility of this, by stating that if they sacrificed in Egypt they would
have to do it after the manner of the Israelites or the Egyptians, if after the

manner of the latter it would be an abomination to God ; if after the manner
of the former, it would be an abomination to Egypt. Here was a dilemma
which the suggestion of Pharaoh would involve. Moses told him that he could

not thus compromise the claims and worship of God.

I. That there can be no compromise in Christian morality* " And Moses said

it is not meet to do so." Moses had been sent by God to make known to the

king of Egypt the Divine will in reference to the freedom of Israel. Pharaoh
was told his duty. He ought to have understood it. Moses as the servant of

God can admit of no compromise. The claims of God upon moral conduct are

supreme and unalterable. They yield to none other. They yield not to

policy. They yield not to self interest. They yield not to social position.

They are divinely royal. They are immutable. How many people suggest to

the servants of God a compromise in the mortality of the Christian life. They
are convinced of their duty to God, and wish to combine it with the service of

Satan. And why? 1. Because they do not like to give up their sins.

Pharaoh did not like the idea of giving up his bondmen. They had formed
part of his nation for many years. They were profitable to him. Hence he
did not wish to give them freedom. And how many people are kept from
entering into the complete morality and duty of the christian life by an un-
willingness to give up the pleasures and fancied emoluments of sin. 2. Because
they will not summon resolution enough to break the force of old and continued

habit. Pharaoli had long resisted the claims of God upon him, and every

successive judgment had had a hardening effect upon his heart. It would
require some energy on his part to subdue the sinful habit of his life. And
there are multitudes who have the convictions of duty, who do not work thein

out in character because they do not in prayer seek strengtli to overcome the

enervating habits of the past. An uncompromising attention to Christian duty
requires great power of soul, and great courage. 3. Because they do not enter

into the complete and lofty idea of the Christian life. Pharaoh had no idea of

the dignity and enjoyment of a complete surrender of himself, in all his re-

lations, to God. He simply regarded it as a deprivation. And if men would
only have enlarged views of Christian morality, if they would only see that in
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giving up all they truly gain all, that by obedience to the law of God and the

claims of duty, they realised the perfection of cliaracter and enjoyment, then

there would be but little attempt at compromise in the Christian life.

II. That there can be no compromise in Christian worship. " We will go

three days' journey into the wilderness, and sacritice to the Lord our God, as

He shall command us." Pharaoh wanted Moses to worship in Egypt rather than

go into the wilderness for that purpose. It is not enough to worsliip God ; we
must worship Him in the manner He has made known. We must not worship

God in Eg\pt, or we shall be likely to offer a sacritice that shall be an abomina-
tion to Him. Men should not place themselves in temptation by going to

unhallowed sanctuaries. Tlie temples of E^ypt are unworthy the presence of

the good. 1. Christian worship must not be compromised by idolatry. Pharaoh
asked Moses to sacritice in Egypt. No doubt the king would have placed

magnificent temples at the disi)0sal of Israel if they would have consented to

worship God in the land of bondage. But Moses refused. He preferred the

wilderness as his sanctuary. It is better to worship God in the wilderness than
in the heathen temple. Prayer is independent of locality. Men cannot worship

God and Baal at the same time. 2. Christian worship must not be compromised
by liitualism. We must not compromise the externalism of worship, and
especially not the spirituality of devotion. It is possible that the rising

incense may hide God from the eye of the contrite soul. The worship of God
should be simple as life in the wilderness can make it. 3. Christian worship

must not be compromised by levity. The worship of God must be reverent. The
frivolities of life must be hushed in the presence of the Eternal. Secular thought
must be banished. Prayer must be the dominant impulse of the soul.

III. That the servants of God must reject all attempts at religious

compromise. 1. Because religious compromise brings contempt upon the

Christian lije.. The world watches the Christian with vigilant eye, and soon

detects any inconsistency of conduct. And when it sees the good faltering in

their obedience to the laws of God, it is tempted to ridicule the Christian iii'e.

2. Because religious compromise brings contempt upon Christian worship. Hie
world knows that Israel lias no right to worship God in the temples of Egypt

;

and eagerly watches the devotion of those who sacrifice to the true Deity, and
wiU only admire it when simple and devout. Tlie servant of God must defend

the worship of the sanctuary from the evils of compromise, even though he

oppose a king.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 25. Plagues upon the wicked Idolaters abominate the true worship

from God make them hastily call to of God, and persecute those who engage
God's servants for help. in it.

Men yielding to God under His Justly do God's servants refuse to

plagues are unwilling to give Him all expose His worship to the scorn of men.
His desire.

Persecutions in giving liberty to the Verse 27. It becomes God's ministers

Church try to impose restrictions. to be resolute for Plis worship after His
It is iniquity to act God's worship in mind,

place or manner inconsistent with God's God's word and command is the only

wilL rule of worship, not the will of powers

on earth.

Verse 26. God's worship must not Ministers must be bold to state and
eav(;iir of the abomination of idolaters. faithful to maintain the claims of Cod.
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Verse 28. In God's over-powering Plagues make the wicked ask tlie

plagues, yet the wicked would limit prayers of God's servants whom they

His demands. oppress.

Persecutors do not like the Church Removal of plagues and not of sins

to go far out of their power. is the desire of the wicked.

The Caution and Eestriction op Sin.

« Only ye shall not go very far away**

I. There are times when men wish to get away from the tyranny of sin

Even wicked men have moments of reflection, when they long to get away
from Satan, and to cast off the pain of sin. They are awakened by the trutli

to a consciousness of their depraved condition, and they wish to go and
sacrifice to God. Satan is loth to lose them. They grow impatient. He
yields^ but with cautious reservation.

II. That Satan is anxious to retain men in Ms power. Satan knows the

better moods of the soul, and endeavours to prevent the freedom sought. He
will not allow the sinner to go far away. 1. Lest he should feel the joy of free-
dom and never return. How glad the moment when the slave is free. How
welcome the time when the soul's bondage is at an end. And Satan fears that

if men once experience the impulse of moral freedom they will not return to

him. 2. Lest he should see the beauty of religion and never return. Sin is a

deformity. Piety is beautiful. Its truths are flowers. Its character is pure.

Its visions are heavenl)^ And if the awakened sinner sees the worth of religion

he will not return to the devil. Hence Satan does not like him to go far away.

3. Lest he should seek protection from Satan in the cross of Christ. Christ can
bring the sinner out of bondage, and give a freedom Satan cannot touch.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 29. God's servants are ready

to help persecutors in misery.

Prayers do the righteous make for

the removal of plagues from the wicked.

God's faithful ministers do not only

pray for the wicked, but warn them
against sin.

Where prayers are heard warnings

against sin must be observed.

Verses 30—32. God's servants not
only promise, but perform to the worst

of men.
God fails not to do what His ser-

Tants speak from Him.

God removes swarms of judgment
when His servants pray to Him.

Princes and people are healed as well

as plagued together.

The Removal of Penalties.

" There remained not one**

I. They are removed in answer to

prayer.

II. They are effectually removed.

III. Their removal is often followed

by renewed sin.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER VIIL

BY THE

REV. WM. ADAMSON

FrogrsI Ver. 2. A frog rftting upon the

sacred lotus was symbolical, says JNJiiliiigton,

of the return of the jN ile to its bed after the

inundations. Seated uj^on a date stoue, with a

young- palm leaf rising from its back, it was a

type of man in embryo. Mungo Park des-

ciibes the lively sensations of gratitude and

joy with which he was affected during one of

his excursions in the desert, on hearing the

croaking of innumerable frogs at a short dis-

tance from him. By such sounds the traveller,

when nearly perishing with thirst, was guided

to the spot where the life-restoring water was

to be found :

—

* For as he wandered in the burning plain

Fainting, he heard a low amphibious strain,

And guided by the hoarse refreshing sound.

Came to the place where, from the reedy

ground,

The cooling waters spread their life around.**—Anthol Grec.

Divine Finger ! Ver. 3. The plagues have

an Egyptian groundwork. They present to

Pharaoh no utterly new and unknown phe-

nomena, but show the obstinate despot that

the various natural agencies at work in the

land were under the sole and entire con-

trol of Jehovah, and that He was as much the

God of Egypt as of Israel. The low, marshy

ground in the neighhoiu-hood of the Nile

naturally abounds in frogs, and at the time of

the inundation in September, their numbers

become formidable. These leave their haunts

at God's command, and swarm over the land a

great army. Pompey boasted that, with one

stamp of his foot, he could rouse all Italy to

arms ; but God, by one word of His mouth,

can summon the creatures of the earth and sea

and sky to do His strange work of judg-

ment.—Therefore

" Let not guilt presumptuous rear her crest.

Nor virtue droop despondent."—^aZiy.

Frog-symbols! Ver. 5. On the ancient

coat-of-arms of the French kings was a curious

heraldic device of three frogs from the Gallic

Bwamps. In Rev. 16, v. 13, we have three

frogs, the unclean tenants of fenny ground,

those vermin which love the glimmering twi-

light, coming forth from the marshy lands

bordering the great river of spiritual Rome.
Those loathsome frog-demons are represented

as tormenting and disturbing the " despotic

autocracy of Christendom. But, they are the

judgment of God upon the tyrant-spirit of

absolutism ; and His servant summons them
fearlessly.

—

** Such is the fearless confidence of love.

And such amazement fearless love compels —
So Moses stood unmoved 'fore Pharaoh's

face."
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Pharaoh ! Ver. 8. A child watches with
observant delight the thunder-cloud rising in

tumultuous silence:— but no sooner do the

clouds open, the peals rattle, and the flashes

burst forth, than it screams and hides. At a

distance, this haughty monarch could survey

the threatened judgment philosophically ; but
no sooner was it outpoured than fear takes

hold upon him, and like a child calling for its

mother, Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron
to his help. The requisite deliverance was
secured, yet

" His inmost soul seemed steel'd.

Cold and immovable."

Pharaoh's Penitence! Ver. 9. A little

girl sat at twilight in her sick mother's room,
busily thinking. All the day she had been
noisy and troublesome, and had many times
worried her poor tired mother. At length she

asked her parent what it was that made her
begin to be good just about dark each day,

adding :
" I think it must be the dark ; I am

afraid of it ; I begin to recal all the naughty
things that I have done to grieve you, and so

am good till daylight." How many are like

this child. Pharaoh was good when the dark
came in the form of suffering and trouble ; but
no sooner did the daylight come than he was
as bad as ever.

—

" And wilt thou, now, that God hath raised

thee up,

The vows—the promises thy conscience made,
Wilt thou in health forget ?

—

Mant."

Procrastination I Ver. 9. Among other

inscriptions on the walls of the temple of Del-

phos were these two, of both of which Pharaoh
was entirely ignorant :

" Know thyself," and
*' Know thy opportunity." The opportunity

was now given him for yielding obedience to

the Divine Purpose of Freedom ; but he said :

" To-morrow." How many characters, says a

living divine, seem to float before our eyes in

Scripture, as having been visited with opportu-

nities for repentance ; but who alas ! have only

been like ships which, when night is spread

over the sea, emerge for a moment from the

darkness as they cross the pathway of the moon-
beams, and then are lost again in gloom.

Among these, stands in the foreground the

figure of the king of Egypt—now in the moon-
light of partial penitence—anon flitting into

the gloom of lost opportunities.

" Ah ! we must take the cm-rent when it serves.

Or lose our ventures."

—

Shakespeare.

Convictions! Ver. 10. I have reclined on
a bank by the river on a day when its waters

were half in shadow and half in sunshine;

and when the whole surface has been ruffled

by the summer breeze. A leaf has fallen
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from some tree, and there it fioated tipoii the

surface—now seeming to hasten out to the

broad land of sunlight which lay warmly
across the brook—and anon drawn to some
little cataract on the shadow which threatened

to bury it. Would the deep pool draw it

down—down to its dark depths ? Or would
the pure sweet stream move it on little

by little to the bright sunny sheen beyond ?

To and fro—to and fro—first subject to one
force, then to the other. Would the slight

breeze ruffling the stream be victor, or the

sucking cataract ? Such was Pharaoh's heart

under the contending influences of the breath

of Divine forbearance and the shaded whirl-

pool of human impenitency. To and fro

that heart moved—now apparently wafted
to the glorious shining band of gold which
spanned the stream of life—anon drawn to-

wards the cataract within the shadow, until

it grew like adamant,

** And led him to assay the ocean depths.

And satisfy his lust on Israel there."

—

Bickersteih.

Fatal Delay! Ver. 10. The ill-fated Cen-
tral America was descried one night in a
crip})led state. The night was closing in—the

sea was rolling high ; but the captain of the

other vessel hailed and lay to by the sinking

ship. " I am in a sinking condition," shouted

the America's skipper ; whereupon the other

urged him to send the passengers on board
directly. To this reasonable request the foolish

sailor demurred—requesting the other ship to

lie by him till morning. This was at once and
readily yielded, with a stUl more urgent solici-

tation to send the passengers on board at once

in case of contingencies during the night storm.

But all in vain ! The captain had made up his

mind to wait till to-morrow before putting his

passengers in safety. During the next hour the

wind increased to a furious gale—the sea swelled

into a heavy roll, which compelled the sound
vessel to move away to a distance ; and shortly

aftei*, the vessel with its living freight went
down. All found a grave in the great deep.

The captain's delay was fatal to himself and to

others ; and so was that of Pharaoh.

"Delay not ! delay not ! The Spirit of Grace
Long grieved and resisted may take his

sad flight :

And leave thee in darkness to finish thy race,

And sink in the vale of eternity's night."—Hastings,

Self-will! Ver. 13 Without the cross-

piece, the longer piece is not a cross. It is

only when the cross-piece is added that a cross

is formed. The longer piece represents God's
will. Our will, which always desires to cross

God's will, is represented by the shorter piece.

Pharaoh placed the short piece of his own self-

will athwart the Divine purpose, and so made a
cross for himself ; but when he removed the
cross-piece, there was no cross. The plague

was stayed. Even so is it with many a man.
Nothing but self thyself from Him divides.

" Ask ye how I o'er passed the dreary gulf ?

One step beyond myself, and nought besides."—Alyer.

Prudence versus Penitence ! Ver. 15. Some
years ago, a captain, notorious in South Seas
for kidnapping the natives was led to see the

folly of his ways—to renounce the paths of sin,

and to give himself to the Loi'd Jesus. He
at once evidenced the sincerity of his repen-

tance by resigning the command of his ship,

and becaldng himself to a more humane and
honourable employment than the Australian

traffic in human flesh Last year, a captain,

hearing that it was the Queen's determination
to put down the iniquitous trade, by placing

men of war in those seas, gave up his em-
ployment, and resorted to commercial piarsiiits.

Was this repentance ? Would not this man
return to his old nefarious practices if the
English Government witlidrew their sur-

veillance ? So was it with Pharaoh, he har-
dened his heart, and returned to his folly, as
soon as the restrictions were removed.

** All treasures did the Lord impart
To Pharaoh, save a contrite heart."

—

French.

liicel Ver. 16. Travellers speak of the
dust of Egypt as in itself almost a plague. Yet
the soil of Egypt was worshipped. The
black mud of the Nile was especially an ob-
ject of superstitious veneration ; and to throw
this dust over them was to give a special
sanctity to their fasting and mourning. When
it became dry under the rays of the sun, it

generated this vermin, concerning which Mr.
Lane says in very thrilling terms that they are
a sort of tick, not larger than a grain of sand
which, when tilled with blood, expands to the
size of a hazel nut. Sir Samuel Baker says
that at certain seasons these prevail to such an
extent that it is as though the very dust were
turned into lice. Oftentimes God sends in-

numerable minute sufferings before He sends
greater ones ; but great and small are alike
designed to lead us to repentence.

" Oh ! let me suffer, till I find

What plants of sorrow can impart,
Some gift, some triumph of the mind.
Some flower, some fruitage of the heart."

— Uphan.

Fiagrer of God ! Ver. 19. At the time of
the battle of Waterloo, the Iron Duke was
still without an experimental knowledge of

true religion. Yet God prompted him- -upon
a sudden impulse, perhaps by the Holy Spirit,

to pen a few brief words, which have come
down to posterity. When the dreadful fight
was over, the Duke's feelings, kept so long at
the highest tension, gave way. As he rode
among the dying and wounded on the field of
battle—saw the reeking carnage—and heard
the shout of con(|uerors and vanquished fainter
and fainter thiough the gloom of night, he
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wept. Soon after he wrote these words :
" I

have escaped unhurt ; the Finger of God was
on me." AHke are the preserving mercies and
judicial visitations the Finger of Jehovah. It

is in sucli seasons that even the most godless

feel their frail niortality, and acknowledge that

a Supreme Being guides and governs all

things:— and

" That man, who madly deems himself the lord

Of all, is naught but weakness and de-

pendence."

—

Thomson,

Strug-grlel Ver. 20. At sea, when the

enemy's ship is sighted in full flight, a gun
loaded with powder only is fired by the pursuer
to bring the fugitive to. When this fails, the
cji^mon is charged with a ball, but it is de-

signedly fired so as not to strike the vessel, in

the hope of inducing it to furl the sails. But
when this attempt has failed, then the captain

of the pursuer orders the gun to be fired straight

at the ship attempting to escape. It mav be
that many shots have taken eflfect in her rigging

and hull before she ceases her flight. Such,
too, is the forbearance of God. The first

miracle of Moses was harmless—the second
came nearer home, in expectation of the stub-

born despot's compliance. When this stern

summons proved ineffectual, God's dread artil-

lery fired volley after volley, until nolens voltns

Pharaoh hauled down his flaunting flag of pride,

and acknowledged that the Will of Jehovah
had conquered.

** Ye nations, bend—in reverence bend

;

Ye monarchs, wait His nod,

And bid the choral song ascend
To celebrate your God."— White,

Fly-gods! Ver. 21. The Egyptians wor-
shipped the four elements : Water, Earth, Air,

and Eire. From the water came the frogs

—

from the earth came the lice—and now from
the air came the fly-gods. These came at a
time of the year when they were least ex-

pected, viz., the cold season. The fly-god was
a special favourite with the Egyptian devotees,

and was known in Bible times by the name of
" Baalsebub." Elijah reproved King Ahaziah
for sending to enquire of this deity—the god
Acchor. Millington says that there was in

Egypt, near the Lake Moeris, a city called

Achoris, where the fly-god temple stood. liUcian

mentions a priest of the same name at Mem-
phis :

—

" The chief in honour, and the best,

Was old Achoreus, the Memphian priest."

—

Pharsalia.

Superstition 1 Ver. 24. Upon a part of the

fhore of Rurutu, an island in the region of the

Southern Cross, knelt a few native servants of

God. The spot was sacred to the great idol of

that island ; and the natives gathered round
expecting that the desecrators of their holy

plac^e would be struck lifeless. The llurutans

looked earnestly at them—as the barbarians of

Melita did at St. Paul—anticipating some
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dreadful calamity—that the bndie'? of the pro-

faners would swell, or fall down dead suddenly.

But no harm came to them. Still they felt

sure that in the night the gods would come and
kill them. In the morning they found the

new-comers all well ap«i safe ; whereupon they
began to suspect that their gods were deceivers.

They were accordingly given up for destruc-

tion. But we have no record that the Egyptians
gave up the worship of the scarahceus. On the

contrary, we find from monuments erected sub-

sequent to this visitation that the Egyptians
continued to worship the sacred beetle, in spite

of the exposure of its utter helj^lessness. This
pitiable worthlessness of their fly-god was all

the more conspicuous from the fact that it was
kept far away from the children of Israel. The
Egyptian gods plagued their own worshippers,
and spared their enemies.

" Gods of the ruined temples, where, O where
are ye ?"

—

Bethunt,

Compromise! Ver. 25. As Hitchcock re-

marks, objects may be seen through a semi-

transparent mineral. But there is no distinct-

ness of outline, as in gypsum, selemite, and
quartz. This half-clear, half-cloudy character,

is no uncommon one. Pharaoh admired it,

and advised Moses to practise it. Everything
about such persons is indistinct and cloudy.

They have no clear and definite ideas about
the Christian religion or its duties and princi-

ples. They conform very much to worldly

maxims and practices, and yet they cordially

unite in every good work. They see very

great convenience in harmonizing—as they
imagine—the church and £he world. Moses
would have none of it. Any such compromise
would only evidence insincerity of heart

—

woidd only betoken a mere outward religious

profession. Such compromises are often like

irised minerals, which give a splendid exlii-

bition of most of the colours of the spectrum.

But this is produced by a mere superficial film,

while all beneath is opaque, as in a specimen

of anthracite coal. The religion of Moses
was something deeper—something that would
admit of no conceivable compromise between
Christ and Belial.

" Thou must be true thyself,

If thou the truth would'st back.**—

Opportunity f Ver. 25. Trench says of thu
Spanish proveib : That which the fool does

in the end, the wise man does in the beginning.

The wise man does with a good grace what the

fool has to do with an ill. This was a hmt which
Pharaoh might have laid to heart. I'he fami-

liar story of the Sibylline books offered to the

"Roman emperor illustrates to perfection the

case of the Egyptian monarch. The same
thing to be done in the end—the same price to

be paid at the last ; with only this difference,

that much of the advantage—as well as the

grace—of an earlier compliance has passed

away. The nine precious volumes have shrunk
to six—and these dwindle to three, while thi

;
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same price is demanded for the few as the

many. Pharaoh had successive opportunities

of doing the will of God ; but each day it was
put off—only at last to be forced to do with an
ill grace what he might have done with a good

one.

" After-wits are dearly bought,

Let thy fore-wit guide thy thought.'*

—

tSoathwell.

Inconsistency! Ver. 26. The world is

lynx-eyed enough to detect any compromise of

religious principle in the course or conduct of

Christian professors. A Christian when he
makes a good profession should be sure to

make his profession good. No doubt Pharaoh
and his subjects would have been the first

afterwards to taunt Moses for his compromise.

The worldling is inconsistent, yet loves to see,

and insists on seeing consistency in Christians.

Christ's soldiers need to be consis'tent, to hold

fast the profession of their faith without

wavering. As Jay says, the whole complexion
of a negro is less noticed than a single stain

on the features of a white countenance.

Pharaoh would very soon have reminded
Moses of the " blot of compromise" on his re-

ligious profession of devotedness to Jehovah.

Ihis Moses did not forget, conscious that he
who cleanses a blot with blurred fingers will

make a greater blot. To him the maxim was
not unknown:—

" Live trulji, and thy life shall be
A great and noble cieed."

Pharaoh's Penitence ? Ver. 28. In some
rural districts, when the winter frost has been
long and severe, the little pools are sheathed in

ice until the spring. When the sun has gained

power its beams dissolve the hard, thirk coat-

ing of ice—but only to expose the loathsome,

stagnant, miry waters. God's j udgments melted
the icy crust of self-will upon the heart of

Pharaoh—only to disclose the mass of floating

corruption, which it had hitherto concealed :

—

" What seest thou here ? what marks't ?

observe it well

—

Will, passion, reason, hopes, fears, joys,

distress,

Peace, turbulence, simplicity, deceit,

Good, ill, corruption."

—

Polloh.

Delay ! Ver. 32. It is always easy, writes

Smith, to obey God at the very first moment
of apprehension of duty. A moment after-

wards it becomes less easy ; and the longer
that obedience is deferred, the more difficult it

becomes. Pharaoh would have found it no
very difficult matter to let Israel go at the out-

set ; but each delay increased the difficulties

of yielding obedience to the Divine command :

** Works adjourned have many stays,

Long demurs breed new delays."

—

Southwell.

CHAPTER IX.

Crtttoal Notes,—3. Murrain.] Lit. destruction. 8. Furnace] " For burning lime or
smelting metals, and for the preparation of glass, out of which, while it is heated, a thick smoke
ascends (Gen. xix. 28) and in which ashes and soot rest,"—Furst. 9. A boil breaking" forth
With blains] Or, "A burning sore breaking out in pustules." 10. Raised thee up] Not
necessarily " Brought thee into being" ; but much rather, judging from the tenor of the entire

narrative,—" Raised thee to the throne, given thee sovereign power in Egypt ;" or, better still,—"Enabled thee to stand firm." This indeed is the most literal meaning of ^^]m/t3yn>
the causative form (Hiphil) of ^J^J/, to stand. How entirely this rendering accords with
the observations on the hardening oi Pharaoh's heart offered under chap. vii. 3, may be seen by
a reference to what is there said.—This seems the place to remind the reader of the care dis-

played by the Apostle Paul in his comments on cases like Pharaoh's, in Rom. ix. 22 :
" What if

God, willing to shew his wrath, and to make his power known, endured with much long-suffering

the vessels of wrath fitted for destruction :"

—

i.e. already fitted, previously fitted (KacrmpTiafxivx), as

the perfect participle implies. The Greek word, indeed, is indifferently either middle or passive

voice ; and so is quite consistent with the idea that the vessels of wrath had fitted themselves

for destruction, or had given themselves over to Satan, and had been by him, as the result of

their own guilty surrender, fitted for destruction. In any case, the Apostle does not say that
God had fitted them for destruction ; which is all the more satisfactory when we notice how, in

everything else, the Divine activity reigns throughout the passage ; and most satisfying of all

when we observe that in the following ver. (23) it is God who is expressly said to have "afore
prepared the vessels of mercy unto glory." God, in certain cases, endures (not takes delight in)

the vessels of wrath ; endukes them for a while longer, permitting them to multiply their

acts of tyranny or other wickedness, instead of at once smiting them doivn in death, and so pre-

vputing their doing any more wrong and harm ;—when they have already become vessels of wrath,
and are Hpe for their doom. 23. The lire ran along upon the Rround] Rather :

" Then
came fire towards the earth." 24. Fire ming-led with the hail] More exactly: " Fire catching
Uold of itself in the midst of the hail." 81. BoUedj " In flower."^
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MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAORA PR.—Verses 1—7.

The MuRiiAiN of Beasts ; or, the Suffering that comes upon the Brute
Creation in consequence of the Sin of Man.

This plague was upon the cattle of Eg3^pt. They were smitten with "a
grievous murrain," which was a consumptive disease. Our English word murrain
is derived from the Greek fxapaivu), which means to wither and fade away ; or it

may be derived from tlie French word mourir—to die or perish. The Egyptians
venerated a great variety of animals ; but oxen were among their chief deities.

Hence the grievous murrain which now fell upon all the cattle of the Egyptians
was another and more direct blow aimed at the monstrous idolatries of that

benighted people. In modern times murrain is a not unfrequent visitation in

Egypt ; but the disease in Pharaoh's day was different from every other mani-
festation of it, as well in the extent as in the suddenness and swiftness of its

effects. In one day all the cattle in the field died. This disease was not con-
fined, as murrain usually is, to one species of animal ; it destroyed alike the

oxen and the sheep, the asses, and the camels. Thus tlieir beasts of burden,
and the only animals they had for locomotion, were cut off. It has no parallel.

It was a mark of the special displeasure of God.

I. That wicked men often act in reference to the claims of God in such a
manner as to provoke His judgments. In this plague the rod of Moses was
not used. It was accomplished without human intervention. This would show
Pharaoh and his magicians that these calamities were not produced by magic, or

by human nigeuuity. God can flash His judgments direct from heaven upon
the wicked. This plague upon the cattle would be a just punishment for the

over-loading of the Hebrews with burdens and tasks. Thus we see how wicked

men provoke the judgments of God. 1. That men are disobedient to the claims

of God. This is seen in the case of Pharaoh. He would not obey the Divine

command. And disobedience to the law of God is common amongst men, and
always invites the retribution of heaven. God has claims upon the race. He
is Creator. He is Preserver. He is Moral Ruler. He is merciful. He has

revealed His will. But men regard it not. Hence they invite Divine retribu-

tion. 2. That men are obstinate in their rejection of the claims of God. This

is evident in the case of Pharaoh. He did not merely manifest a temporary
disobedience to the Divine command, but a continued and wilful rejection of

them. And in this respect he is typical of UcOn in our own age. They are

morally hardened. Their souls are in determined opposition to God. They
invite the retribution of heaven. 3. That men are hjiiocritical in their

rejection of the claims of God. Pharaoh was so. He pretended to Moses that

if he would entreat the Lord to remove the plagues by which he was afflicted,

that he would yield to the Divine commands. But this was only a pretence.

The promise was not redeemed. And so men in our own age, in moments of

retributive pain, deceive the servants of God with the pretence of amendment.
They cannot thus deceive God. He sees tlieir subterfuge. 4. That men are

presum2?tuoiis in their rejection of the clai7ns of God. It is impossible to find

words in which to express the presumption of Pharaoh in his opposition to

Jehovah. Kings have not the weapons wherewith to resist the great God.
Heaven could have smitten Egypt with a stroke, and have prevented continued

opposition ; but the methods of the Divine government are patient and
merciful. Hence we see that the way in which men treat the claims of God
provoke His judgments.
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II. That men who thus reject the c'aims of God often involve the brute craaiion
in pain and woe. Man has in his keeping tlie welfare of the entire universe,

with all contained therein. The world was made for man, and it depends for

its welfare upon his rule. It is affected by his moral condnct. It is unseparahly
connected with him. God has orrlained it so. When man was driven out of

Paradise, the brute creation followed him. If man sins he involves all those

below him in disorder and pain. Here is a m3^stery. The infidel regards it

with scorn. Scripture proves its certainty. The sin of Pharaoh and the

Egyptians was visited upon the brute creation. Here we see that these retri-

butions were coming nearer and nearer to those who had invited them. They
have passed from the river and the land to the animals. And thus the sin of

man affects all nature, animate and inanimate. This is clearly shown by the
history of these plagues, the pain in which the brute creation is involved by
the sin of man :—1. It is Dlvinehj inflicted. " Behold the hand of the Lord
is upon the cattle." Thus the brute creation is not directly stricken by the

hand of man, but its pain is the consequence of his sin. The hand of God is

potent both to afflict and to heal the cattle. The beasts of the field are under
a Divine providence. 2. It is grievously effective. 3. It is sadly comprehensive.

4. It is proudli} certified. " And Pharaoh sent and behold there was not one
of the cattle of the Israelites dead." He was anxious to disprove the word of

Moses.

III. That the men who thus involve the brute creation in pain and sufFerins^,

are often unmoved by the devastation they occasion. " And the heart of

Pharaoh was hardened." He knew the suffering and loss his conduct had
wrought amongst the cattle, yet he was not moved to pity or regret. Some
men are never influenced by the pain they observe in the brute world. They
regard not the suffering of animals as worthy of momentary thought. Pharaoh
did not ask Moses to remove this plague, because it did not afl'ect himself as

the former ones had done. Tyrants are only moved by personal inconvenience,

and then only for a time. Wicked men little know the elements of pain they

introduce into the universe, and perhaps if they did they would be but little

affected by the knowledge. Lessons : 1. 27iat the retribution of sin does not

end with those who occasion it. 2. That the brute woy^ld is affected hy the con-

duct of man. 3. That men should endeavour to banish painfrom the universe

by attention to the commands of heaven.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. God follows the proudest God declares to the wicked the evil

sinners with new messages when they they must expect if they persist in ob-

br^ak faith with Him. stinacy.

God's powerful work gives entrance God's hand is immediately put forth

unto kings. in vengeance to terrify enemies.

God still owns His despised Church.

God demands His right in His Church
as often as persecutors deny it. Verse 4. Signal judgments of God

to the wicked are set with discrimina-

Verses 2, 3. God's goodness abounds tion to the good.

in letting obstinate sinners know the God works wonderfully sometimes to

danger of keeping sin. secure the good from the plagues of

God's severity is great, threatening the wicked.

such as refuse His word and hold their Life and death of all creatures is in

Bin. the hand of God,
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Not the life of a beast is in danger God faileth not to execute judgment
when God takes the protection of it. as well as mercy as He hath spoken.

Verse 7. Providence orders wicked
men to inquire whether God's word be

Verses 5,^ 6. The patient God at true in judgment and mercy,
last sets a time for sinners, wlien He Providence answers the inquiry of
ivill bear no longer with them. men that the Divine word sliali stand
The morrow has been God's time of. in life or death,

reclvoning with sinners and may be Aggravated rebellion follows such
Qow. heart-hardening in wicked men.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Vtrset 8—12.

The Plague of Boils ; or, the Physical Suffering brought upon
Men by Sin.

Now the plagues of Egypt begin to assume a more serious character. Hitherto
they had been an annoyance. Now they are an affliction threatening life. This
sixth plague is ushered in with a peculiar ceremony. Moses appears before

Pharaoh with a censor in his hand, filled with ashes from the furnace. He
scatters the ashes and they are carried by the wind in all directions. They become
small dust and afflict the Egyptians with boils. This ceremony was well calculated

to remind Pharaoh that this plague was retributive. He had compelled the

Israelites to labour in the brick-kilns, and had made their lives bitter with hard
bondage in the heat of the furnace. Hence the ashes now smite the oppressor.

Even the beasts of the Egyptians were thus afflicted ; even those that escaped
the previous plague. It not unfrequently happens that when men injure others,

they are injured some time or other in the same wa}' themselves. This is the
abundant teaching of history. In the first three plagues the natural resources

of the land were made the medium of retribution ; but in the sixth God showed
Pharaoh that He could bring ruin upon him from the very workshops which had
been used in the erection of his splendid edifices.

I. That there is much physical suffering brought upon men by sin and
disobedience. Through tlie disobedience of Pharaoh and his people they were

smitten with boils. Their suffering was directly traceable to their sins. Had
they been obedient to the commands of God, as uttered by Moses and Aaron,

they would have been spared this affliction. And the commands of God come
to men in our own day. They are uttered distinctly in the Bible. They are

made known faithfully from the pulpit. They are silently made known by many
pious lives. But they are disobeyed. And iji this we find the true explanation

of much of the pain and physical suffering that comes upon men. Their

ailments are the outcome of their sins. And thus bodily pain is given to

punish and correct moral transgression. There are multitudes in our land in

continued suffering who would be healthy if they would be good. Moral con-

siderations are at tlie basis of health. If men would be physically well they

should obey the laws of God as revealed in His Book, and recognize all His
claims upon them. Sin will always make a man want medicine. The body is

influenced by the moods of the soul. Piety is restorative. It gives eternal life.

II. That the physical suffering consequent upon sin comes upon men indepen-
dent of their social position, or of their scientific attainments. The king, the

magicians, and all the people of Egypt were smitten by the pestilence. None
were exempt. 1. Hence we see that social position does not exempt menfrom
the physical suffering consequent upon sm. Men who occupy high station in
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society, have frequGiitly every facility for sin. They have time. They have
money. They have every opportunity of conceahnent. But there are times

wlien the sins of the monarcli are made known in his physical mauliood, and
when nature speaks to him in retributive voice. Royalty is subject to the same
laws of physical life as the pauper, and must equally pay the penalty of trans-

gression. The purple and fine linen are not proof against pain. SSuflfering is

not bribed by money. 2. Hence we see that scientific attainment does not

exemi^t men from the physical suffering consequent upon sin. The boils were
upon the magicians. These magicians were men of scientific knowledge.

They were the king's advisers. Their position in the nation was dependent
upon their education and skill. Hence their trickery. But the suffering con-

sequent upon sin, is not to be warded off by scientific i)rescriptions ; nor is it

to be deluded by cunning. Thus men who have strengthened others in sin

are themselves overtaken with the retributions of heaven. All men are in the
hand of God.

III. That the physical sufferings consequent npon sin does not always lead

mea to moral reformation. This terrible pestilence did not work repentance in

the heart of Pharaoh, but only rendered him more wilful in his obstinacy.

And so men are often unsubdued by the most alarming consequence^j of their

conduct. They are afflicted. Their families are ruined. Their leputation is

gone. Yet they show no token of penitence. Their calamities only appear to

harden them. In this mood of soul they are taken on to destruction, to

eternity. Pain is not necessarily regenerative in its influence. 3t does not
always humble the spirit. It does not always conquer the tyrant. Man has a
wonderous power of moral resistance. He can reject the severe discipline of

God. Lessons : 1. That God permits suffering to come upon wicked men to

reprove and correct their moral character. 2. That the laws ofphysical manhood
are in harmony with true well-being of the soul, 3. That pain should lead us
to review the meaning of our lives.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 8, 9. Upon former warnings of His word upon the obedience of His
desi)ibed God falls suddenly upon the servants in plaguing His enemies,
wicked. Man and beast in Egypt are the
Though God can plague His enemies memorials of God's faithfulness in His

without instruments, yet sometimes He vengeance,
will use them.

God gives command out of ashes to The Insignificant Commencement of
bring fiery plagues on the wicked. Great Calamities.

Handfuls of ashes are to note full J. That great calamities are often
measure of vengeance on God s enemies, insignificant in their commencement

bignai actions God sometimes uses This plague was caused by the sprink-
for men to see and f^ear hng of a few handfuls of ashes. None
bod can make ashes dust, and dust of those who witnessed the performance

boils, to plague His enemies. of this ceremony by Moses and i\aron
JJivme retributions ;— 1. Transfer- would imagine that so great a calamity

mative. 2. Difiusive. 3. Afflictive. could have proceeded from so trivial a
TT -^ -p , , ,.

^^^^^^- ^ut in reality there is no such
Verse 10. Exact obedience must thing in the universe as a trivial cause ;Uod s instruments give as to matters all causes are potent to great effects

ana actions in executing God's plagues. A trivial ailment may work death A
Exact performance does God make little misunderstanding may break up a
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cliurch. A little sin may niin a soul.

Let us remember that a few liaiidfuls

of ashes are productive of great woe.

A little anger breaks into a great fire,

and may end in murder. A little

slander spreads a long way, and may
injure the best reputation in the \yorld,

and nullify the toil of the best Christian

worker.

II. That great calamities are often

mysterious in their infliction. Moses

and Aaron simply sprinkled the ashes

in the air, and they became afflictive

with this sore pestilence. How was this

accomplished ? What was the method
of its working ? The result would

astonish Pharaoh and his magicians.

And so it is astonishing how apparently

trivial causes are influential to such

great results. Men are at a loss to ex-

plain how little sins are so far-reaching

in their effects. This cannot be ex-

plained on any principle of science. It

must be recognized as the wondrous
ordination of God, and as the efiicient

law of moral life, designed to keep men
right.

III. That great calamities are often

irrepressille in their progress. These

ashes were sprinkled in the sight of

Pharai^h and his magicians ; but the

proud monarch was impotent to pre-

vent or stay the curse. And so when
the judgments of God are abroad in the

earth, and when little causes are work-

ing out their punitive issue in the lives

of men and nations, they cannot be

restrained by pride or power. And thus

we see how the smallest ashes in the

hand of God may become afflictive to

a vast nation.

The Helplessness of Wicked Men
IN the Hour of Divine Retribu-
tion.

Verses 11, 12. Men exhibit their

principles in the hour of retribution

and pain ; then it is that character is

made manifest. In this verse we see

how helpless were the magicians under
the retri butions of heaven.
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I. They are helpless because they
have not the ability to avert ths retii-

butions of God. These magicians had
not the ability to avert the pain with
which they were afflicted. They had
not the power to contend with God.
Nor could Satan throw around them a

shield to quench the darts of a retri-

butive Providence. The devil gets

men into trouble, and then leaves them
in it without help. The sinner is

helpless before the anger of God. In
the (jlreat Judgment he will be unable
to avert the sentence of the Judge.
Sin ever makes men helpless.

II. They are helpless because they
have not the courage to endure the
retributions of God. These magicians
had not bold manhood enough to bear
the plague defiantly, and to shake off

its pain by apparent insensibility.

Sinners are generally the most sensi-

tive to the judgments of God. Sin
makes men cowardly. Hell cannot
inspire the wicked heart with courage
in the hour of trial.

III. They are helpless because they
lack thos3 moral qualities which alone
can aid men in the hour of retribu-

tion. If man is to stand in the

presence of God during the time of

pain, he must be strong in faith, in

prayer, and hope, and in a desire to

work the Divine will. But of this

strength, the sinner is destitute, and
he is therefore given over to the weal^-

ness of the moment. Lessons: 1. That
though men have experience of Batan s

inabiliti) to help them in their ti^ouble

consequent upon sin, they ivill not

desist from it. 2. That all Bata7i's

instruments are vanquished hy the

plague of God.

Heart-Obduracy.

I. It is permitted by God.

II. It renders men deaf to the voice

of God.

III. It calls for the continued retri-

bution of heaven.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRA PIT.—Verses 13—:6.

The Divine Name as manifested in the Histoiiy of a Wicked and

Rebellious Soul.

We must clearly understand the teaching of the sixteenth verse of this

paragraph, or we shall be apt to have a wrong view of the character of God, and

to indulge unholy thoughts in reference to the method of the Divine administra-

tion over the human soul. We must not imagine that God made Pharaoh

obstinate on purpose that He might show His power on him, and thereby get

glory to Himself ; for God needs not man's malice for the setting forth of His

glory. We must not understand by it that God decreed Pharaoh to be rebel-

lious, and that it was tlierefore impossible for tlie proud monarch to be otherwise.

The verse does not mean that God created Pharaoh for the purpose of mani-

festing His power in him. The king of Egypt had been passing through great

afflictions, which were enougli to be the death of him, and from these God had

raised him up to manifest His power and mercy. The same word occurs in

James v. 15. W^e have here the principle clearly established—viz., that God
reveals His name, c/iaracterj and method of moral government, in the lives oj

individual men. God not only reveals Himself in the inspired volume which

He has caused to be written ; not only in the material universe around us ; but

also in the experiences and soul-histories of the race. Human society gives us

an insight into the character of God, and enables us to understand the method
of the Divine procedure. We see the laws of heaven operating in the lives of

men. This is an interesting study. It is likewise admonitory.

I. From the history of Pharaoh we see that it is not the way of God to

remove a wicked soul by the immediate stroke of power. We know right

well that the Divine Being need not have held any controversy with the king of

Egypt in reference to the freedom of Israel ; as far as power was concerned He
could easily have stricken Pharaoh into the grave at the outset. But this would
have been contrary to the ordinary method of the Divine government, which is

not to subdue men by power, but to win them by moral considerations and by
manifestation of Divine mercy. Force is a token of weakness in the moral
S])here of life. Hence God does not annihilate the sinner. He does not imme-
diately inflict death upon him, but mercifully prolongs his life through many
retributions, until mercy is useless and justice is imperative. Then the sinner

meets his just doom, which he might have averted by deep and true

repentance. We sometimes wonder that God allows the criminally sinful to

live, to reject His claims, and to pollute His universe. His mercy is the only
explanation that can be given of their continued existence. Hence the mercy
of the Divine name is declared in the prolonged life of the sinner.

II. From the history of Pharaoh, we see that it is the way of Grod to sur-
round the wicked soul by many ministries of salvation. God did not make
known His will to Pharaoh in reference to the freedom of Israel, and then leave
him to his own rebellious inclination without further warning. Bat he sent
rnessenger alter messenger to the impious monarch. He sent Moses and Aaron
time after time, who uttered the word of the Lord to him. He authenticated
the word they uttered. Pie sent plagues to enforce it. But all in vain. Hence
we behold the merciful manner in which God deals with the sinner. How many
ministries has heaven sent to lead men to salvation and to the cross. There is
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the ministry of truth, the ministry of the pulpit, the ministry of conscience,

and the ministry of daily events ; the sinner is indeed surrounded by messen-

gers who would lead him to repentance.

III. From the history of Pharaoh, we see that it is the way of God to fol-

low the wicked soul with continued judgments. Pharaoh was followed by the

judi^ments of heaven. They came in quick succession. They were grievous in

thefr infliction, and awful in their retribution. The sinner cannot be happy.

He is in conflict with God. All nature is against him. He is exposed to in-

numerable perils. Sin is alwaj^s associated with plagues. It is punished in

this life. But this is ever a merciful arrangement, in that the soul may be led

to repentance, and thus escape the retribution of the life to come. We cannot

but see in the entire history of Pharaoh, the disasters that overtake a wicked

life, and that by Divine permission. The sorrows of the wicked are not for-

tuitous or casual, but Divinely arranged and continuous. No man need envy

the penalties that follow sin. Hence in the life of the sinner is seen the power

of the Divine hand. Lessons: 1. That God permits wicked men to live in the

universe, notwithstanding the continued rebellion against Him. 2. That a life

of sin is a life ofjudgment. 3. That the sovereignty, mercy, power, and justice

of God are seen in his dealings with men.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses, 13, 14. God pursues perse- are indicative of the soul's ruin. The
cutors early in multiplying His plagues time of their advent is generally

upon them. predicted.

Seven times, yea and seven, will God
-u . . i. •

i. mi
demand His church out of the hand of .

^\ "^^ Y- *^®^, ^^^^^^' ^¥^ ^^"J"

oppressors, until he deliver them. ^ist m the inward sufl-ering of man s

God has a time of mustering up all
n?oral nature. Not in external afflic-

His plagues together, when single ones ^ioii> however terrible, but m the inner

are despised agony oi the spirit. It is better to be

God makes hearts sick with smiting, tormented in the body and in the cir-

when blows will do no good upon the cumstances of life than m the thoughts,

outward man sentiments, and atiections oi the soul.

Heart-evils are more grievous plagues m. For what they are sent. They
from God upon men.

^ g^j.^ ggj^^^ ^q teach men the supremacy
Heart-plagues are signal to make ^f God, and their duty in relation to

proud simiers acknowledge the supre- the Supreme Being. How many are
macy or God.

, tt- • i
apparently unmindful of the only true

God will be known by His judgments q.^^^ ^nd are only brought to acknow-
to be the one Lord in all the earth. Iq^^q Him by agony of soul.

Heart-Plagues. Verses 15, 16. Pestilence :—1. The
outcome of Divine power. 2. The

I. The time when they are sent outcome of Divine anger. 3. The in-

They are sent wlien the soul is rebel- dication of final destruction,

lions to the claims of God, and when Though God spares sinners a time,

those claims have been continuously he will man^'fest His power in them at

rejected. These heart-plagues follow last.

other judgments less severe. They are God will have the whole earth know
the empliatic voices of heaven. They His name in his judgments.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 17—21.

The Plague of Hail threatened; or, attention to the Word op G-dd

THE Condition of Safety in the final Judgment of Life.

Here is a particular prediction of the plague of hail, and a gracious advice to

Pharaoh and his people, to send for their servants and cattle out of the field,

that they might be sheltered. When God's justice threatens ruin, His mercy

at the same time shews men a way of escape from it, so unwilling is He tliat

any should perish. We take this threat, the mercy by which it was accompanied,

as typical of the final judgment of life, and the opportunity given to men to

avert its awful terrors.

I. That there is a great and awful judgment threatened upon man in the

future. The plague of hail was to come upon Egypt on the morrow. But it

is not made known when the final judgment will dawn upon the race. That
time is known only to the great God ; and it does not become the human mind
to be inquisitive on the subject. The fact is certain ; and that is enough for

all the varied purposes of moral conduct. 1. That as the plague of hail ivas

threatened before its occurrence ; so the finaljudgment is previously/ made known
to the world. The plague of hail was threatened upon the Egyptians before its

descent, in all its severity. It was made known to Pharaoh and to those in

league with him. And so the fact of the future judgment is made known to the

world. It is revealed clearly in the inspired volume. It is enforced by the

conscience. It is prefigured by tribunals of earthly justice. A day is ordained

in which Christ will judge the world in righteousness. That day will be on the

morrow of the world's history. It ought not to take men by surprise, as it is so

emphatically predicted. 2. That as the plague of hail was grievous in its

infliction; so the future judgment will be woful to the wicked. The hail was
to be very grievous. We read that it smote the flax and the barley. And
how grievous the final judgment will be no tongue can tell, or pen describe.

We have descriptions of it in the Word of God, but only the dread reality will

disclose to the soul its real terrors. Then the hope and joy of the sinner will be
smitten, and the unholy life will be an eternal wreck. 3. That as the plague of
hail was unparalleled in severity ; so the final judgment will be unique in its

method and horror. The Egyptians had been afflicted with many plagues, and
had passed through many experiences of retribution, but none more grievous

than this. This was unique in its method and severity. It was fatal to many.
It was injurious to national prosperity. And so, humanity will pass through
many judgments prior to the final one, through much painful discipline, designed
to be corrective, but none will be equal or similar to that of the last great day.

It will be unparalleled, such as will not have been known from the foundation
of the world.

II. That there is a shelter provided from the final judgment of the future.

1. Divinely made known. When the plague of hail was threatened, at the same
time the possibility of safety was made known. And so when the danger of

man's moral condition was made known in the garden of Eden, the remedy was
immediately announced. The shelter of the soul from the final retribution of

life is the one great theme of the Bible. Man is urged to flee to it at once.

2. Mercifullij sufficient. All those who heeded the word of God in reference to

the plague were freed from its alarming consequences. They found shelter ia
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their homes. Christ is the home of the soul. In Him it is secure. In Him it

will rest peacefully amidst the final judgment of the universe. 3. Gratefully

welcomed. We can imagine how welcome to the Egyptians who were obedient

to the word of God. would be the shelter of their homes during this terrible

storm. Much more welcome will be Christ as the refuge of the soul in the final

L(^ur of life.

III. That only those who heed the warning of God, and avail themselves of

the shelter provided, will be safe in the final judgment of life. All the

Egyptians who remained in the oi)en field were destroyed by the hail. And all

who remain in the open field of sin, of carnal pleasure, and of wilful scepticism

will be awfully smitten by the final judgment of God. They will have no
mode of escape. They will perish in their disobedience. Then no refuge will

be available. And so those who have neglected to flee to Christ, will in the
last day have no mitigation of the penalty they have deserved. Then no plea

will avail them. They will be lost.

IV. That many through unbelief or through neglect of the word of God,
will perish in the final judgment of Life. Many Egyptians died through their

unbelief They heeded not the warning of God. And so, many at the last day
will be in a like condition. They had every opportunity of salvation. But
unbelief will be their ruin. Lessons : 1. Believe in the judgment to come,

2 Believe in the mercy of Christ. 3. Fleefrom the wrath to come*

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.—Verm 11,

A Self-Exalted Man. feat. True is it that men who exalt

themselves shall be abased. Self-con-

I. That a self-exalted man often ceit is self-destruction. Pride invites
treats with contempt the claims of a severe discipline. The plagues of
duty. Pharaoh was commanded to Egypt are evidence of this.

give Israel their freedom. This was Self-exaltation :—1. In what it con-
his duty. But he regarded it with gists. 2. How it is punished,
great contempt. And so many people, God expostulates with highest powers
who are great in their own conceit, on earth for injury done to His church,
reject the claims of God upon them Such injury draws on more venge-
aiid their service. They imagine them- ance upon proud persecutors,
selves above all morality, and as supe-

rior to those laws and principles of
/-i j j • j

conduct which more humble spirits re- ^^^se 18. God demonstrates judg-

card as the rule of life.
ments to the wicked before He sends

them.
II. That a self-exalted man often Jehovah is the author of rain in

treats with contempt the people of God. judgment as well as in mercy.
Pharaoh treated Israel as slaves, and God has time in his hand to de-
Moses and Aaron as vile imposters, termine events of judgment at His
unworthy his notice. And how often pleasure.
do self-exalted men oppress and malign The morrow-events for judgment are
the church, and how often do they ill- only in God's hand, unparalleled judg-
treat the ministers of God. ments does God inflict upon unparal-

III. That a self-exalted man is often ^^^^^ sinners,

humiliated by the sad discipline of life.

Was it not so in the case of Pharaoh ? Verse 19. God's advice to escape

Who can read the history of his self- judgment goes along with throatenings

exaltation without seeing his self-de- of it to the sinner.
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God teaches men providence to hide

themselves from the stroke of judg-

ment.
God foretells that all despisers of

providence, and presumers on God
shall perish.

Salutary Fear.

Verse 20. Threatened judgments

test men. There was a difference even

among the Egyptians : some would

defy God to the last, others were eady

to yield to Plim. Men in all conditions

and climes, did'er much with respect

to their measure of power to resist God.

Eeligious impressionableness varies.

Some are more susceptible to the

presence of God than others.

I. These men feared God's threatened
judgment. They had seen that the

Divine words spoken by Moses had
previously come to pass, and believing

his words now, t/ie^ feared. Fear
often arises from faith in God's word.

If sinners believed the judgments
threatened against them they would
be in great fear. " There is enough
terror in the Bible to make the sinner's

hair stand on end." Fear is a blessing

to the sinner and often serviceable to

the saint ; though perfect love casteth

out fear. If we are His children we
are as safe in times of judgment as in

times of mercy. Fear is the alarum
of the soul. It is frequently the first

emotion in a new life. Bunyan repre-

sents his pilgrim starting from the
*' City of Destruction" because he
feared its overthrow. Fear often

brings in love " as the needle draws
in tlie thread"

—

Adams. God often

awakens sinners by judgments, before

he reveals to them His mercy. Fear
however may be slavish, and not lead

to higher experiences. When calamities

threaten, such as famine, war, or pesti-

lence, how the sanctuaries are crowded

!

Some receive life, others go back to

death. These Egyptians may have
been led by their fears to recognize

the claims of the true God, and to

serve Him. They might have been
among those who left Egypt with the
Israelites. Their goodness also may

have been like the morning cloud on

early dew. It is a serious hour when
men are awakened out of the sleep of

sin by fear. They may then take the

first step towards heaven or increase

the condemnation which previously

rested upon them.

II. Their fear led to appropriate ac-

tion. They prepared for the coming
storm. What discussions would arise

among the servants of Pharaoh respect-

ing this overhanging judgment ! Kidi-

cule might have been heaped upon some
for their faith in God's word. Some
doubtless acted merely to secure them-
selves from loss ; others because they

recognized the supremacy of Jehovah.

Fear often leads to right action. There

would be far more sin in the world if

there was less fear. Men remember a

coming judgment, and turn into the

ways of righteousness. There is a storm

yet to break upon the earth far more
terrible than even this which struck

terror into the hearts of the Egyptians.
" fjpon the wicked He shall rain snares^

fire and brimstone, and an horrible

tempest, this shall be the portion of
their cup.'' Are we making prepara-

tions for that day ? Have we fled for

refuge, and laid hold on the hope set

before us in the gospel ? Christ is the

hiding-place from this coming storm.

There is shelter for all in Him. The
wise are warned and hide themselves
in Him. God''s threatenings are sure

to be fulfilled. The simple neglect the
warning and are destroyed.

III. Their fear led to welcome safety.

Obedience brouo^ht its reward. Men's
property would be safer if they had
greater respect for the word of God.
God cares for the cattle. The animal
creation has suffered much for man's
sins. Religion in the master benefits

the whole circle of the home. God-
fearing masters are a great blessing to

their servants. No one liveth to him-
self. Our influence is the boundary
line of our responsibility. The actions

of masters often affect the eternal

welfare of their dependents. Masters
should use loving constraint. They
should seek to make their households
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flee into Clirist the house of refuge Verse 21. Belief of the Word of

to escape the coming storm. Many God :—1. Makes men tremble. 2.

masters are guilty of great neglect. Makes men wise. 3. Makes men safe.

Well may they ask in the trenchant 4. Makes men singular,

words of Wesley. Wicked men through fear may flee

- Shall I through indolence repine from temporal plagues but not eternal.

Neglect, betray, my charge Divine, Disregard of God :—1. Kumous.
My delegated power ? 2. PresumptuOUS. 3. Foolish. 4.

The souls I from my Lord receive Commou. 5. Inexcusable.
Of each I an account must give

At that tremendous hour !"

W. 0. lAUey.

MAIN EOMILETICS OP THE PA RAORAPff,^ Verses 22—2«.

The Plague of Rain, Hail and Fire; or, God's Command over the

Elements of the Material Universe.

Moses had uttered the solemn warning, and now goes forth into the fields,

and stretches out his hand toward heaven ; and the windows of heaven are

opened, and the wrath of God pours down. That firmament wliicli had rained

water upon the old world, and fire upon Sodom, now sends forth both fire and
water upon the land of Egypt (Psalm cxlviii. 8 ; Job. xxxviii. 22 ; Psalm cv. 32,

Psalm Ixxxviii. 47, Psalm xviii. 13). A plague of hail, with lightning and
thunder, must have been more awful and portentuous in Egypt than in any

other country ; for there rain was almost unknown, thunderstorms were of rare

occurrence, and lightning, when it appeared, was generally of a harmless kind.

The Egyptians were much given to the observance of all unusual phenomena,

and looked upon them as portentuous. Fire was esteemed a mighty deity.

And thus we see here these plagues were directed against the worship of Egypt.

This plague was evidently miraculous. It fell in Egypt whicii was not a

country subject to tempests. There was fire and water together, the rain not

extinguishing the fire. It was all over tlie land of Egypt
;
yet Goshen was free.

Also the time of the storm was predicted.

I. That the material universe is gifted with numerous and contrary agencies

and elements, 1. The eleme^its of nature called into exercise by this plague

were numerous. Tiiere was rain, hail, fire and thunder. These are a necessity

of the material universe. They are useful and beneficial ; but they are also

capable of great devastation and woe. The world has hidden within itself the

elements of its own well-being, or of its woe. These elements of nature are

often symbolical. The rain, of heavenly blessing ; the fire, of the Holy Spirit

;

the tliunder, of the voice of God. 2. 2'he elements of nature called into

existence by this plague were contrary. The rain was contrary to the fire.

There are very opposite elements in the great universe around us
;
yet all exist

in harmony. One element counteracts and yet co-operates with another. The
elements of nature blend in one glorious ministry for man ; though sin often

turns them into messengers of justice. 3. The elements of nature called into

existence by this plague were emphatic. When the elements of the material

universe are arrayed against man they are emphatic in their message. The
thunder speaks in loud voice. It has a message to the soul. There is a
moral significance in the storm. Jonah in the tempest. The elements of

nature are sometimes sent after men to bring them to God. God spealcs to

man through nature,
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II. That God has complete control over all the elements of the material

universe. 1. iSo that He can commission His servants to use them according to

His will. God told Moses to stretch out his hand toward heaven, and there should

be hail in all the land of Egypt. And so the Divine Being operates upon the

laws of nature by the intervention of man. He can give man power over natural

plienonienon. Hence we see that not merely has He the power to rule nature

Himself, but also to delegate it to an inferior creature. 2. So that He can make
them rebuke the sin of man. The elements of nature frequently rebuke the sins

of men and nations. They afflict tlie proud monarch and his people. God can

arm the nniverse against a wicked soul. He can torment the sinner in this

life, and that by natural phenomenon. He can breathe a pestilence into the air.

He can plague men by the sometimes refreshing rain. The gentle ministries of

nature are tierce when sent on warlike errands to conquer the sin of man. 3.

That God can prevent them from working injury to the good. " Only in the

land of Goshen, where the children of Israel were, there was no hail." Moses
would be out in, and exposed to, this terrible storm, as the lifting up of his hand
had instrunientally brought it from the heavens. But good men are safe in

tempests. Nature can do them no harm. God protects them. The hairs of

their head are all numbered. A kind Providence watches over the good. And
thus we see how God governs the agencies of the natural world. The heathen
imagined that divers gods were over divers things ; some ruling the air, some
the lire, some the water, some the mountains, and some the plains. But God
here demonstrates to the Egyptians His complete authority over the whole of

nature. This truth is consoling to the good.

III. That the material prosperity of a nation is greatlv dependent upon the

elements of nature, and that therefore God alone can give true prosperity to a
people. 1. The fields and gardens of Egypt were ruined. " And the hail

smote every herb of the field, and brake every tree of the field." The Egyptians

bestowed great care upon their gardens, which were ornamental, and were very

carefully watered. Flowers and fruits were presented upon the altars of the

gods. Amongst the fruits of Egypt were the date, grape, pomegranate, olive,

fig, and various kinds of melons. Gardens and fields were now destroyed. Tiie

Egyptians worshipped the produce of the soil, even garlic and onions. 2. The

flax and barley of Egypt were ruined. '' And the flax and the barley was
smitten : for the barley was in the ear, and the flax was boiled " (ver. 31). The
mention of these productions enables us to ascertain the time of the year when
the storm occurred—about the begiiniing of March. This would be a great blow
to the commerce of the country. Egypt had always been famous for fine linen

(1 Kings X. 28; Prov. vii. 16; Ezek. xxvii. 7). The destruction of the flax

deprived the people of the material for their chief manufacture, and put a stop

to the trade which they carried on with neighbouring nations, who sent their

treasures into the country to pay for it. The ruin of the barley was equally
injurious. Egypt was from early times the granary of the world (Gen. xli. 57).

And thus we see how the prosperity of a nation is dependent upon the natural

government of God in the material world. Let rulers remember this. And let

not the people forget it. Sin is a curse to any nation. National righteousness
is national prosperity and elevation. Lessons : 1. That the material universe
is under the rule of God. 2. That the good are divinely protected in danger.
3. lliat national prosperity is the gift of heaven.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 22. When God's warnings To encourage faith, God calleth His
are not regarded He soon gives the servants to assist in working vengeance.
command for execution. God makes use of signals to induce
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,.a,,.,e;.ts .o.etu.esby the hand of —-/„---' ^"" "^"" ^'^

^''a::^™;:; aketh such signs effec- ^Contrary ^len.nts.God useth to-

tual that they may be fearcdf getl.er to make H-s judgment, more

God's word creates hail for vengc- terrible, tire and hail

ance as sometimes in mercy. Man Most S^f^"^, .^'^iSned ^J
and beast, herbs and all to the utmost vengeance God hath determmed on

extent are subjected to God's hail, at Egypt literal and spiritual,
extern,, die &UUJB

posterity of sinful nations, may
His command.

^J
^V^^^^

p^^^^^^^ ^,^^„ ^H ^^eir

fathers from tiie beginning of them.

Verses 23—26 God's servants are God's avenging hail is smiting hail

readvvvith hand and sign to prosecute even to destruction. Man, beast, herb.

HSommlndsexactly.^
.

trees shall perish by hail and fire when

God's hand is with the hand of His He commands it.
• • j

servants to effect the work which they Discrimination of persons in judg-

^f^nifv went is God's peculiar prerogative.

^Jelfovah alone hath thunder hail No f«»f
"8 l'^j{.

^^^^^^iff tp"
and fire at command to give, and send God s Israel. God s Pe^P'? ^^'^^^..^

on enemies which he pleaseth ui peace and Bfety, when His hail and

Showers of hail and fire God can fire fall upon the world.

MAIN HOMILETWS OF THE PARAGRAPH.—Vena 27, 28.

Repentance inspired by Feae.

We now see Pharaoh as a penitent. The proud King is h«mWed[. He con-

fesses Ms sia He resolves to amend h s conduct. He sends for the mmiste^

of the truth We have seen him in this mood before and we thought that it

was a hopeful token. But the repentance then manifested passed away with
was a

.'»"Pf
7' ™ '

, :, j£o„ frequently do moods of repentance come upon

£ Ld buth~n are they over, and leave no lasting benediction behind.

£d a aken^^ men to repentance by varied agencies. Sometimes by the stroke

e
awaicens meu '

. ^ ^ f g ^^^ compassion ; men who

l«rthefnCnfe^K are very likely .to relapse into sin when the

fear has pasLd away. We have an instance of this ui the incident before us.

T Ti,of rpupntanee inspired by fear is experienced by men of the

Joulsf mortal character^ Pharaoh, the proud monarch of Egypt was

overtaken by the repentance of terror. He was the last man we ^louldW expected to find in such a condition. He is haughty, he will not

Smitto God. He is bold he will withstand the Pivine message and

nlacme But no, he is suppliant before the servants of God. And so it

rihe worst men the most stubborn, the proudest and the «>ost unlikely

are sometimes rendered penitent by the discipline of ife, and by the

comctWe udgments of God. This shows the all-conquering power of the

truth in that^t can subdue the tyrant-heart. It also shows the mercy

o7 God" in that the most degenerate life is. blessed with the refreshing

mood of repentance. No heart is utterly destitute of better feelings iheW inen are often on the borders of a new life, but even then they are

not Wond the reach of Satan. Bad men are capable of good emotions

and of open confessions, which seem well, but which are the outcome of

unhallowed motive.
_ , ... -j * ^^

II That repentance inspired by fear anxiously seeks the aid of tM

servants of God. Here we have the great King of Egypt sending for
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Moses and Aaron the despised servants of God. Moses and Aaron have no

social accidents to commend them to Pharaoh, but they are known to be the

servants of heaven, and that is their recommendation to him. When men
are in moods of repentance they are glad to tind the poorest child of God,

and to obtain any help he can render. Deep repentance is oblivious of

social distinctions, and looks only at moral qualihcations. When wicked

men are in trouble they generally send for good men to help them out pf it,

and thus render an unconscious homage to the worth of piety. But it not

unfrequently happens that the servants of God are called to aid a repentance

inspired by fear of pain rather than by a conviction of sin. At such times

they need true wisdom and fidelity.

III. That repentance inspired by fear is just in its condemnation of self,

and in its acknowledgment of sin. " I have sinned this time." Thus we find

that Pharaoh made an open acknowledgment of his sin. This was right.

This was humiliating as it was made to men whom he had previously despised.

Here is some token of a right spirit. And wicked men in the agony of

repentance, under pain and calamity, often confess their wrong doing. They
are ])rompted to do so by the sheer force of conscience, they hope by such

a confession to appease the anger of God, and to avert the calamity under

which they suffer. There are times when confession is a necessity of the soul.

When sin is as a fire, which must burn through all subterfuges and manifest

itself to the public eye. Hence open confession of sin is not an infallible token

of repentance ; it may be the outcome of necessity or of terror.

IV.—That repentance inspired by fear is just in its vindication of the

Divine character. " The Lord is righteous." This was the acknowledgment of

Pharaoh ; and certainly it appears strange language for him to utter, as he
had but poor notions of righteousness, and but little inclination a short time
ago to predicate it of Jehovah. But wicked men, in moments of repentance are

loud in their talk about the rectitude of the Almighty. But the words spoken
at such a time are deeper than the heart imagines. To a truly penitent soul

the righteousness of God is the supreme thought. His law appears righteous.

His government is righteous. The soul is unrighteous and is consequently

opposed to God. It is possible for wicked men in moments of repentance,

inspired by fear, to utter beautiful words about the great God, and about
sublime truth without any adequate conception of their meaning. Repentance
is not to be gauged by the utterance of the lips.

V. That repentance inspired by fear promises future obedience to the claims
of God. " And I will let you go." Thus Pharaoh promises to submit to the

command of God in reference to the freedom of Israel. This was the outcome
of self-conflict, wicked men do not like to give up their sins. It is not easy for

them. But in moods of repentance inspired by fear they promise future attention

to the word of God. Fair promises are not infcillible tokens of repentance.

VI. That repentance inspire:! byf ar is much more anxious for the removal
of a calamity than for the removal of sin. " Intreat the Lord (for it is enough)
that there be no more mighty thunderings and hail." And thus we see that

Pharaoh was much more anxious that the temporal perils by which he was
afflicted should be removed, than that his sin and guilt should be pardoned.

And so it is ever with those whose repentance is inspired by fear. They seek

not Jesus. They seek exemption from pain. True repentance is not generated

by thunder and hail. It is produced by the gentle dew of the Spirit of God.

Lessons : 1. JJoiv difficult to tell true repentance from false. 2. JJow wicked
men are humbled by the power of God, 3. How promises of amendment are
broken by the sinner,
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 27, 28. God's discriminat- faithful confession. 4. A welcome
ing vengeance considered makes the confession. 5. Sometimes an unreal

vilest sinners seek help. confession.

The most cruel persecutors are some- *' TJie Lord is rigJiteous " ;—1. Then
times obliged to call in the persecuted admire His administration. 2. Then
for their iielpers. worship His glory. 3. Then fear His

Justification of God is wrested out justice. 4. Then vindicate His opera-

of the mouths of His bitterest ene- tions. 5. Then make known His
mies. praise.

Prayers from the righteous to God A wicked people and a wicked
may be desired by the wicked in their monarch :—1. Sad. 2. Afflicted. 3.

difficulties. Repentant.
The liberty of the Church will be " Intreat tJie Lord" :—1. For He

granted when God oppresses the op- hears prayer. 2. For He has re-

pressor, spect to the good. 3. For wicked

'' L have sinned" :— 1. A good con- men need Divine help. 4. For He is

fession. 2. A simple confession. 3. A merciful.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 29—35.

Wise Ministerial Treatment of an Obstinate Sinner.

Moses was a true minister. He was a real and worthy servant of God. He
had to deal with an obstinate sinner in Pharaoh. We see in these verses the

manner in whicli he treated him when be pretended to be sorry for his rebellion

against God.

I. That the true minister is willing to render help to the vilest persecutor
in the hour of imagined repentance. Moses did not remain away from Pharaoh
in the hour of his penitence. He did not treat him with contempt, as unworthy
of further effort. He went to him at once. Ministers are never justified in

leaving even the vilest men to themselves in their time of perplexity. They
should visit them and render them all the aid in their power. The true

minister of the cross will be generous and forbearing. He will liave too much
sympathy with the souls of men ever to leave them, even though he has little

faith in their professed repentance or their final salvation. The hypocrite

must never be forsaken by the servant of God.

II. That the true minister will pray for the most obstinate sinner in the
hour of distress. '* As soon as I am gone out of the city, I will spread abroad
my hands unto the Lord." 1. The prayer will he offered in private. " Out
of the city." Did Moses go out of the city to pray because it was idola.trous,

and because he would not mix the worship of God with the profane super-

stitions of the Egyi)tians ? Moses went out from the presence of Pharaoh
;

he would give the king time to fully consider his promise, and to test the

motive of his repentance. Also Moses wanted to be alone witli God. Solitude

is favourable to prayer. The minister should seek solitude. It is well for him
to go outside of the city to meditate and to pray about obstinate men. 2.

Lt vrill be offered with earnestness. "I will spread abroad my hands unto the

Lord." The ministers of God should employ their hands and hearts in prayer

to heaven for the souls of wicked men.
100
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Til. That the true irinister may assure the most obstinate sinner of the

mercy of God toward him. "And the thunder shall cease, neither shall there

bf' anymore liail." Thus Moses makes known to Pharoah the abundant mercy
of God. And this should be the method of a true minister in his treatment

of wicked men. He should assure them of the compassion of the Infinite

Fntlior f(U' tlio truly penitent. A contrite heart shall not hear the thunder of

retributive judgment.

IV. That the true minister must assert the unbending Sovereignty of God
to the most obstinate sinner. ** That thou mayest know how that the earth

is the Lord's." The divine sovereignty must be asserted to the most obstinate

man, even though he may be the proud Monarch of Egypt. True repentance

"svill be led to acknowledge the royal supremacy of God in the material as well

^s in the moral universe. Ministers must seek to give repentant souls rightful

views of the Character and Rulership of the Eternal.

V. That the true Minister will deal faithfully with the most obstinate

sinner who may manifest tokens of repentance. " But as for thee and thy

servants, I know that ye will not yet fear the Lord God." This language was
most faithful on the part of Moses. It was plain. It was fearless. He knew
Pharaoh too well to imagine that his repentance was genuine. He knew his

reformation would not be permanent. In this way will the wise and true

minister deal with the obstinate sinner who manifests repentance and seeks the

removal of woe. Lessons : 1. 77iat ministers are often perplexed as to the best

method of conduct toward obstinate sinners, 2. They must praj/ for them. 3.

They must be faithful to them.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 29, 30. Under God's reve- Verses 31, 32. God in His pre-

lation His ministers may assure the rogative determines what creatures to

wicked of His mercy. destroy for the punishment of man.

Such discoveries are made to wicked When creatures grow nearest for man's

men that they may acknowledge the comfort, he takes them away for man's

sovereignty and ownership of God sin.

over all. The smitings of God.—1. The out-

Though God's servants know how come of Divine anger. 2. The punish-

the wicked will afterwards behave, yet ment of man's sin. 3. The richest

they may pray for them. Wicked men growths stricken. 4. The immature
may tremble under vengeance, but things left unhurt,

never fear the Lord when it is re-

moved. Pharaoh's Conduct after tiie
" The earth is the Lord's :"— 1. Then Storm.

admire its beauty. 2. Then partici-

pate in its bounty. 3. Then tread it Verse 34. Mercy makes some men
reverently. 4. Then use it generously, worse. Let the rod cease to strike and

" / know that ye will not fear the they will rebel the more basely. Some
Lord God:'— 1. Because your mind need judgments continually to keep
is dark. 2. Because your heart is them from sin. Pharaoh's vices were
hard. 3. Because your conscience is only kept down by his terrors, as soon
seared. 4. Because your will is

^
re- as they ceased his vices sprang up

bellious. 5. Because your sin is a again most vigorously. The storm over
pleasure. and God is forgotten.
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I. Pharaoh's conduct is often resem-

bled by men of onr day. There was a

great deal of common human nature

in Pharaoh. Tliose who visit men
much in their afflictions know how
transitory are the impressions made
upon them at such seasons. Vows made
then are seldom kept. To estimate

men by their sayings on a bed of suffer-

ing, or amid the crash of bankruptcy,

or under the bitterness of bereavement,

is altogether misleading. Men's views

of themselves and life change as the

dark clouds roll away, and the sun
breaks forth to gild their path again.

This has become proverbial. How often

have the ironical words of Eabelais

been quoted concerning men !

** The devil was sick, the devil a monk
would be

:

The devil was well, the devil a monk
was he !"

An old Puritan relates that, "It is

storied of a merchant, that in f\ great

storm at sea, vowed to Jupiter, if he
would save him, and his vessel, he
would give him a hecatomb. The storm

ceaseth and he bethinks that a heca-

tomb was unreasonable ; he resolves on
seven oxen. Another tempest comes
and now he vows again the seven at

least. Delivered then also, he thought
that seven were too many, and one ox
would serve the turn. Yet another

peril comes, and now he vows solemnly

to fall no lower, if he might be rescued

an ox Jupiter shall have. Again freed,

the ox appears too much, and he
would fain draw his devotion to a
lower rate ; a sheep was sufficient.

But at last being set ashore, he thought
a sheep too much, and purposeth to

carry to the altar only a few dates.

But by the way he eats up the dates,

and lays on the altar only the shells."—Adams, vol. i., p. 112. This is how
many act towards God. Terrors are

soon forgotten. Virtues begotten in

the hour of trouble are short-lived. Men
would live well if they always lived as

they purposed in their hours of sorrow.

II. Pharaoh's conduct reveals that
his heart had been unchanged. Afflic-

tions do change some sinners into

saints. They effect a permanent re-
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formation. Some have found an afflic-

tion a divine epoch in their lives. They
have come out of the storm new men.
But it often produces no radical change.

It does not change the heart. Unless

men's dispositions towards God are rec-

tified in the hour of affliction no last-

ing good is effected. Men cannot
change their own hearts, but they can

give them up into the hands of God to

be changed. Love only ensures future

allegiance. Love only awakens per-

manent resistance to sin. Pharaoh's

heart was unrenewed though the words
of penitence had been upon his lips.

Sin had been checked, but it was still

loved. The weeds had been trampled
down for a moment, but not uprooted

;

the disease was controlled, but not
cured ; the fire was covered over, but
it yet smouldered. Men reveal what
effects have been produced in them
during the storm by their actions in

the subsequent calm.

III. Pharaoh's conduct manifested
the basest ingratitude. Sin is always

lamentable, but more so in the face of

Divine mercy. As God had heard the

prayers of Moses on Pharaoh's behalf,

and had withdrawn the fierceness of

His anger ; the king ought to have
humbled himself by obedience. Common
feelings of gratitude would have
prompted to tliis. But Pharaoh was
so hardened that he could find in God's

goodness a fresh incentive to sin. The
goodness of God manifested to obdu-

rate sinners often leads them to further

transgression and not to repentance.

Such insensibility to mercy is sure to

bring another judgment.

IV. Pharaoh's conduct was most
presumptuous. He had again and
again suifered for his rebellion. He
ought to have feared the consequences
of another attempt to resist the will

of Jehovah. Sin thus deludes. It in-

fatuates him so that he runs madlyupon
the " thick bosses of God's buckler."

Sin after both judgment and mercy is

madness. How many that know the

judgment of God against their sins, yet
sin on, because they will not see the

eternal blackness which is gathering
around them.
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V. Pharaoh's conduct shows the

amount of depravity that may lurk in

a human heart. Pharaoh had a stub-

born nature. All have not the same
gigantic lusts to evercome. Every man
has some depravity. God estimates

a man's nature in dealing with him.

Every man may overcon^e the evil

within him if lie will seek for Divine

help. God's grace is sufficient for

the most obdurate. Wonderful is

the power of some men to resist

God. Neither judgment nor mercy
will affect them. They "sin more
and more." There is a terrible

momentum in evil. Some seem driven

by their own evil hearts to hell. Our
only safety is in humbling ourselves

before the Lord and seehing for his

grace to overcome our own stubborn-

ness and sins.— W. Lilley.

The performance of ministerial

duty :—1. Immediate. 2. According

to promise. 3. Divinely sanctioned.

4. Greatly abused.

The cessation of penitential sor-

row :—1. When calamity was removed.

2. When mercy was bestowed. 3. When
gratitude was expected.

God spares wicked men in answer to

the prayers of the good.

Mercy may prove the occasion of

hardening to wicked souls.

Heart-hardening :— 1. After mercy
given. 2. After promise made. 3.

After prediction uttered.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER IX.

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Sacred Bulls » Ver. 1. The Hindus stiil pay
reverence to the ox as a sacred animal. One
particular kind of cattle, having a hump upon
the shoulders, is consecrated to Siva. They
are allowed to roam at large, and may destroy

the most valuable crops with impunity. One
day an English gentleman entered one of their

market places, and saw a fat bull busily em-
ployed eating up the rice, fruit and sweetmeats,
which the poor women had been trying to sell.

None of them durst touch the sacred animal

;

but the Englishman at once drove him away
with a stick. The men, who crowded the
market, looked fiercely at the insulter of their

Bull-god, and enquired of him what he meant.
A Brahmin priest came up, saying, " Do you
know that you struck a god ?" To this the
missionary replied that he had understood
from their own Hindu books that God was
honest and just ;

" Was it honest for that bull

to take the property of these poor women
without payment ?" The Brahmin was
silenced ; whereupon the servant of Christ
addressed the people about the only God :

—

The effluence of whose light Divine
Pervading earth from England's shores shines
where

The mighty Indus rolls its tide of wealth.

Animal Worship I Ver. 3. The priests of

Egypt held bulls in great veneration, and re-

newed their mourning for Osiris over the graves
of those beasts. When Cambyses the Great was
at Memphis, Herodotus tells us that the god
Apis (bull) was conducted to his presence with
much ceremony by the priests, the Egyptians
following him, clothed in their richest apparel,

and making great rejoicings. Cambyses, indig-

nant at their fol]y, inflicted a mortalwound upon
the beast with his dagger. Then turning to the
priests, he exclaimed, "Wretches, think ye
that gods are formed of flesh and blood, and
thus susceptible of wounds." This murrain
was, therefore, another and more direct blow
at the monstrous idolatries of Pharaoh's be-

nighted people ; and a foreshadowing of the
hour when all the idol-gods of earth should be
cast down, and

" No more at Delos or at Delphi now,
Or e'en at mighty Ammon's Lybian

shrine.

The white-robed priests before the altar

bow.

—

Bethune.

Humaneness f Ver. 4. The regard which we
pay to the brute creation must always be con-

sidered a test of disposition and character.

The wise man says that a righteous man
regardeth the life of his beast. No individual

can be trusted for his humane feelings to his

own species, who is r.ot humane in his feelings

towards the brute tribes. It is recorded that,

when an ancient senate of the Areopagites
were assembled in the open air, a small bird—
to escape a larger one of prey—took refuge in

the bosom of one of the senators, who being
of a cruel disposition hurled it from him so

rudely that he killed it. The senate instantly

banished him from their presence, declaring

that he, who was destitute of humanity to a
helpless and confiding bird, was unworthy the

honour of a seat in their body.

" Oh ! do not lightly take away
The life thou canst not give."

—

Oisbome.
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Cruelty ! Ver. 6. An indulged propensity

o cruelty to insects or hiryer animals—as

Hogarth has finely illustrated—has often

ended in the perpetration of crimes of the

deepest dye. Those who have wantonly
sptnted with life in inferior creatures have
come to sport with life in beings of a higher

ar.'l nobler order. There was a lad strolliuf^

tluough the fields with his sister when they

found a nest of rabbits. The brother, in spite

of his sister's entreaties and tears, flung tbcm
one by one into the air, laughing as each fell

dead upon the stones. Ten years after, that

sister was again weeping by the brother's side,

not in the open fields with the golden sun-

shine making balmy the spring air, but in a
dungeon. He was in chains, sentenced to be
nung for shooting a farmer while poaching on
his preserves. As they were waiting for the

awful procession to knock at the cell-door, he
confessed to her that, ever since the wanton
destruction of the helpless rabbits God had
forsnken him, and left him to follow his own
inclinations.

" Yea, all the pity upon earth shall call down
a curse upon the cruel

;

- Yea, the burning malice of the wicked is their

own exceeding punishment."

—

Tupper.

Ashes ! Ver. 8. At one time, it was com-
mon in Egypt to burn strangers and captives

alive, and to sprinkle their ashes far and wide

in the air. As the little ones of Israel were
cast into the Nile-god, a cruel holocaust ; it is

as likely that they were thrown into the fur-

nacf^s, and their dust scattered to the winds to

invoke blessings. Moses was directed to take

the dust of the brick-kilns, and throw it into

the air for a cm"ise instead of a blessing. The
sprinkling of ashes was also an ancient sign of

purification. Its meaning was now reversed,

and it became the instrument of corruption.

Modern science has taught us that what would
have formerly seemed only a figure of speech

is literally possible ; and that a few handfuls

of ashes can be divided into "particles so in-

conceivably minute as to fill the air over a

whole country. Professor Tyndal's valuable

experiments—as well as those of other scien-

tists—incontestably shew that invisibly small

pnrticles may be poisonous germs of infectious

plagues. Therefore

** Regard no vice as small.

That thou mayest brook it. -Oriental.

Boils and Blains ! Ver. 9. Boils were an
inflamed ulcer ; whilst blains were an angiy
tumour, or malignant swelling in the skin.

The one was an aggravation of the other ; for

in v. 9 the expression " breaking forth" means
literally to ver/etate—i.e. to put forth flowers

like a plant or ti-ee. In Deuteronomy it is

called the " botch of Kgypt ;" and it is used
in Job ii. and vii. to express the disease with
which Satan was permitted to afflict Job.
Whether this plague upon the Egyptians was
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associated with habitual uncleanness cannot
be decided ; but it may very well be inferred

that Satan's malignant purpose was to blacken
the pure and spotless moral life of the Chaldean
patriarch. Smith says that this plague was
black leprosy—a fearful kind of elephantiasis.

Whatever it was in character, it was evidently

a terrible infliction on the religious purity of

the people ; and designed to teach them that

the heart was wholly corrupt :

—

" Idols of mind, affection, will,

The power of darkness triumphs there."

—

Montgomery.

Little Thingrs! Ver. 10. A small flaw in

a cable—a slight error in a chart may cause
the loss of a ship. The communication of a
spark led to the burning of the G-oliath training

ship. The careless handling of a small box
led to the disastrous explosion at Bremerhaven.
Only a few ashes led to the wholesale plagua.

of boils ! As Bishop Hopkins says, it is not

the greatness or smallness of the coin, but the
royal image stamped upon it, that gives it

authority and power ; so truly, the stamp of

God being on little means will produce results

as great, as though mighty means were em-
ployed. Even in man's hand, the tiny keen-

edged axe can soon demolish what it has taken
the springs and summers and showers and
snows of hundreds of years to raise. As has
been said, it is but the littleness of man that
sees no greatness in a trifle. What a greatness

there was in the Divinely-prepared worm,
which laid low that bowering gourd, beneath
whose green and grateful shade the prophet of

Nineveh sat. Even

"The little mountains, humble though they be.

Make the mighty ages of eternity."

Boil-symbolisin ! Ver. 11. In Rev. 16 v.

10, we find that the Roman Vatican, while
smarting from the effects of the extreme casti-

gations and heavy shocks received under the

preceding four vials from God's righteous in-

dignation, are visited with a plague of boik
and blains. They gnawed their tongues for

pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven be-

cause of their pains and sores. It is remarkable
that these sores are associated with spiritual

adulteries, with the harlot of fornications.

They can signify nothing else than the hideous

blotch of infidelity or atheism, which has spread

with infectious virulence to the ends of the

Papal earth. As vicious humours taint the

blood, poison the body, and break out in un-

sightly and ulcerous sores upon the skin ; so

with the principles of Roman atheism. This
moral ulcer has spread far and wide—corrupt

in its principles—vicious in its manifestations

—destructive in its tendenciep : if we are to

believe the Pontiff" *s own confessions as to the

religious sentiments of Papal nations :
—

" Withering their moral faculties, and breaking

The bones of all their pride.

—

Lamh.
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Imp nitencel Ver. 12. Shakespeare says :

"Bow, stubl)orn knees ! and heart with strings

of steel, be soft as sinews of the newborn babe ;

all may be well !" But Pharaoh would not

bow. Of the antitypical Egypt, it is also said

that they repented not of their deeds : Rev.
xvi. V. 1 0. All are as hardened as at the begin-

ning, liike Pharaoh they are impenitent to

the end. The cumulative combination of retri-

butive justice—so far from inducing repentance

—only raises the blasphemy to a higher pitch :

" Egypt forbear ! no more blaspheme

:

God has a thousand terrors in His name,
A thousand armies at command,
Waiting the signal of His hand."— Watts.

Sinner's self-will! Verses 13—16. It is

not " Raised thee up"— but " made thee stand."

The meaning is that Jehovah permitted him
to live and hold out until His own purpose
was accomplished. This did not make the

. monarch's heart any worse. He might have
let Israel go without being in the least degree
better. The soil from which the hardness
sprang would have been just the same. When
the clay has not the sunbeams to indurate, it

may yet be hardened quite as much by being
placed in a furnace. Once hardened, it is

easier to break than to soften a brick. Pharaoh
had hardened his heart in the fire of self-will,

and every fresh message from God—like a
warm sunbeam- -only made it harder. Pharaoh
afterwards could not relent. The fakirs of India
keep their arm or leg stretched out, imtil it

becomes stiff ; and they are unable to draw it

back again. The Egyptian tyrant held out his

heart so long against God that at last it was
unable to yield. Standing in the Divine way,
it must either bend or break :

—
" The whole creation's strange and endless

dealing,

In spite of shields, and veils, and arts con-

cealing,

Proclaims that whosoe'er is long a sinner,

Can only be by it of woe a winner."

—

Oriental.

Truth's Power ! Ver. 14. When Pilate

was brought close to Incarnate Truth, there
seems to have been a momentary giving way
of his former scepticism. The personal pre-

sence of the Truth, his bearing under the long
and terrible trial—the serenity of soxil—the
calm, unwearying patience under insult—all

seem to have awalcened in Pilate a feeling as
though he was dealing with a Being of super-
human powers. It was but a flash ; for when
the Truth uttered His testimony, the sceptic

had gained the victory over the rising convic-
tion, and with a sneer said : What is Truth ?

Equally transient were the emotions of con-
viction aroused in the heart of Pharaoh. All
the miracles—convincing tliough they were—
could not effectually satisfy His prejudiced
mind : Who is the Lord, that I should obey
Him ?

" I feel these piercing pains

—

Yet still I sin—I sin."

—

Bonar»

Divine Power I Ver. 17. In Canada there

are times when the mighty St. Lawrence
sweeps down with irresistible might. When
the vast surface of ice has broken up before

the rushing waters and beneath the spring

sunbeams, the huge floes roll down the stream,

bearing away all that opposes. If a bridge

spans the river, the force with which the waters
bring the massive ice-blocks against the arches

and piers proves overwhelming. Pharaoh
stood—set himself up as a dam or mound to

resist the stream of Jehovah's power ; and was
swept away by its omnipotent tide. None can
withstand His will

!

" Who then would wish, or dare, belieAring this

Against His purposes to shut the door V*

Cattle! Ver. 19. When the Romans were
about to make a league with Ptolemy, king of

Egypt, the treaty was broken off owing to a

Roman soldier having chanced inadvertently to

kill a cat. Although the Egyptians were them-

selves most anxious to have the treaty, yet so

enraged were they at the act that they ran in

tumult to seize the offender ; and in spite of

the persuasion of their own Princes they vented

their fury upon the soldier. Such was the

superstitious veneration of Egypt for their

idol-beasts that Porphyry declares, they would
rather feed on human flesh than the flesh of a
heifer. So that this plague of hailstones was
more than ever a direct blow aimed at the

monstrous idolatries of that nation, all of which
are discernible upon the ruins,

" When the classic pilgrim sweeping free

From fallen architrave the desert vine

Reads the dim names of their divinities."—

Bethune.

Safety ! Ver. 19. During the recent Malay
insurrection, when Mr. Birch had been savagely

massacred, his companion, Lieutenant Abbott,

made his escape in a remarkable manner.
He succeeded in reaching a boat—in pushing

it out into the Perak river—and in steering

it in the middle of the stream towards
the residency. The banks were lined with

Malay rebels—who kept up an incessant fire

upon the fugitive ; but their efforts to kill

proved futile, for in the centre of the river,

the gallant sailor was beyond gunshot. He
reached the Fort in safety. Is there no escape

from the persistent attacks of the enemy f

Yonder flows the river, by its brink rests the

canoe : launch on that stream, and it will bear

you beyond reach of foe. You will be; borne

safely down ; though fierce savages may crowd
the bank, and shoot their poisoned arrows as a

thick cloud. The stream is wide : steer your
bar<i[ue in the middle, and no harm can be-

tide :

—

** Soon shall the ark in safety rest

On some eternal height

;

The hills shall be with verdure drest^

And bathed in quenchless light."
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Divine Shelter! Ver. 20. When travellers

are ovei'taken on the mountains by the storms

of the Cordilleras of South America, they seek

shelter till these pass away in eaves and be-

neath jutting cliffs. Dark clouds gather; dense

mist masses float about ; flashes of forked light-

ning dart across the path, ploughing up the

rrround, while peals of thunder seem to rend

the mountain tops. Flash succeeds flash, the

very atmosphere quivering with the uninter-

rupted peals, repeated a thousand-fold by the

mountain echoes. Rocks and earth come hurl-

ing down from the lofty peaks. Those out in

the forest are stricken by the vivid gleams of

fire, or smitten by the massive blocks of hail,

3r crushed beneath falling trees, riven by the

same power. But those in the shelter of caves

and crevices are safe ; and when the storm is

over, they may come out and resume their

journey. Those who shelter beneath the Eock
of Ages, amid the storms of life are safe ; and,

like Israel leaving Egypt, they get beyond the

storm, amid the sunlight on the other side of

the Red Sea.

" So I, by faith, with sin oppressed,

"Would refuge take, O Christ, in Thee ;

Thou art my hiding place and rest,

From every evil shelter me."

Hail-plagrue! Ver. 22. The Psalmist says

that the vines, and sycamores, and fig-trees

—

yea. and all the trees in their coasts, were de-

stroyed by the hailstones and coals of fire.

Hail was an unheard-of thing in Egypt, while

fire was esteemed a mighty deity. Porphyry

declares that at the opening of the Temple of

Serapis the worship is made by fire and water,

for they reverence fire and water above the

elements. Thus the deities which they adored

were employed by Jehovah to destroy the

things in which they delighted. Gardens were

a source of pleasure and profit Everywhere
flowers abounded, and every visitor received a

bouquet of real flowers, Wilkinson asserts, as

token of welcome on entering a house. The
Egyptians even worshipped the green herbs of

the field, if we are to believe Pliny—an author

whose assertion in this instance is supported

by the sarcasm of Juvenal, when he says of

Egypt :—
" O holy nation, sacro-sanct abodes

!

Where every garden propagates its gods."

Hail Symbols ! Ver. 25. The invasion of

the temporal Roman empire by Alaric and his

(it)ths is likened to a storm of hail and fire

mingled with blood, by which a third part of

the power, princes and populace were destroyed

under the figure of earth, trees and grass. As
Gibbon says, the concjuering Alaric made
three descents upon Italy urged forward

—

according to his own assertion—by a secret

preternatural impulse. He and his hordes came
from the frozen regions of the north in a
winter of unusual severity ; and many years

afterwards the deep and bloody lines of their

march could be traced by the traveller. They
pared neither feeble age nor gentle sex. The
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tall sycamore trees of pride, grandeur an<^

nobility were overthrown ; while the lowly
and tender grass of the commonalty was
beaten down. But more disastrous were the
results of the appalling showers of hail that
began to fall upon the spiritual Roman empire
from the French Revolution. In Rev, xvi. v. 21

the stones are represented as of a great weight,

and coming once more from the frozen regions

of the north. They have been considered to

symbolize—(1) The enormous cannon balls of

modern warfare, or —(2) The terrible atheistic

and revolutionary theories of modern times,

or—(3) The oppressive cruelties to be inflicted

by Russia and her dependencies upon Palestine

or Rome. Because of these men are repre-

sented as blaspheming God because of the
plague of the hail. The beast, with all his

confederates and supporters, like Pharaoh,
dies impenitent ; and, like Pharaoh,

—

" Sinks as sinks a millstone

In the mighty waters."

—

BicTcersteth,

Divine Control ! Ver. 26. The present
Emperor of Abyssinia, Prince Kassai, is

always attended by tame lions. When he
is seated upon his throne, to receive foreign

ambassadors in state, these unchained
monarchs of the -wild crouch at their lord's

feet. No courtier or guest need fear these

beasts, so long as the king restrains them;
but, when he is offended with prince or

visitor, he has only to utter the word, and at

once the quiet, crouching lions spring up and
devour the offender. God's judgments are

harmless to the saints, but they are terrible to

the wicked rebels. And they are all the more
terrible because they are not the outcome of

caprice or despotic influence, but of righteout

and inflexible justice and truth.

" Angels of life and death alike are His ;

Without His leave they pass no threshold

o'er.

—

Lowell.

Retraction I Ver. 28. A great prince once
had a sick son. He was the only child—

a

Benoni—the offspring of his father's sorrow,

for his beautiful queen had died in giving birth

to his royal heir. When the physicians from
all parts pronounced the child's recovery hope-
less, the stricken father found refuge in a
solemn vow, that if God spared the babe's life,

he would present a magnificent golden chalice

adorned and filled with dazzling diamonds to

the neighbouring church. Gradually day by
day, the son gained strength—in spite of the

medical testimony of hopelessness, and by the

time the presentation-cup arrived from the
goldsmith, there was no longer danger. But
the gift was too costly—with its rare engraving
and its glittering gems ; so that the father had
another of an inferior character made and pre-

sented. No doubt his vow was so far sincere

at the outset ; and probably that of Pharaoh
was equally so : "I will let you go." But the
pressure over, the man died. As Matthew
Henry says, there was a mighty struggle be-

tween Pharaoh's couvictious and corruptioim
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His convictions said ; Let them go. His cor-

ruptions said : Not very far away. But he

sided with his corruptions, and decided not to

let Israel go.

** Said I not so—that I would sin no more I

Witness my God I did
;

Yet I am run again upon the score."—Herbert.

Ministerial Pity I Ver. 29. Very recently

off our south-eastern shores, a German sliip

collided with an English vessel known as the

Strathclyde. This collision was apparently

done of set purpose and deliberation. But the

captain of the Franconia roused a storm of in-

dignation against him in Europe, when it was
discovered from the evidence that he had re-

lentlessly sailed away, and left the sinking

vessel and drowning wretches to their fate.

No such reckless want of feeling do Moses
jt,nd Aaron display. Of set purpose had they

driven the prow of Judgment sheer into the

hull of Egypt's national life—cleaving it amid-
ships ; but no sooner did they hear the cry for

help, then at once they hurried to the rescue.

It is the duty of the ambassadors of Christ to

collide against the conscience of the sinner
;

but, like their Divine Master, they are eager

to bind up and to heal. They crush the de-

cayed timbers of the sinner's ship of self-de-

ception and indifference ; but it is only that

they may receive the sinner's soul on board
that noble vessel—the ark of Salvation

—

whose beams never decay, and whose prow
breasts the wildest waves.

** High billows are upon the deep.

And all the sky is dark,

But faithfulness and mercy keep
The covenanted Ark."

Contrast ! Ver. 30. How remarkable the dif-

ference between Pharaoh and Nebuchadnezzar,
both oppressors of Israel ! What produced this

contrast in the effects of the Divine chastenings

on these two monarchs ? A surgeon has two
patients suffering frem the same disease, and
requiring to undergo the same operation. He
performs both cases with the same surgical

instruments, and with an equally firm hand
and admirable skill. Yet one dies, while the

other lives and recovers. How is this ? Their
bodies were in a different condition. That of

the one was highly favourable ; that of the

other was full of gross humours from self-

indulgence. The heart of the conqueror of

nations was wicked, but still the Divine judg-

ments wrought a successful cure ; while the

condition of Pharoah's heart was so corrupt

and perverse that Jehovah's visitations failed

to bring him to a saving repentance. Ho
repented not, though

—

*' Deep in his soul conviction's ploughshare
rings,

And to the surface his corruption brings."

Holmes.

Divine Carel Ver. 33 The Lord pre-

serveth the souls of His servants. And so,

as has been said, this man of God went forth

into the field, walking without fear through

the storm of hail and tempest of fire. Mosea
knew that he was safe—safe, though all around
might be destroyed. Standing then under the

canopy of heaven, bareheaded, in the attitude

of prayer, he wrestled until the hail ceased.

None that trust in Him shall be laid waste.

The just man fears not in the midst of

dangers.

" Let God's dread arm with thunder rend the

spheres.

Amid the crash of worlds undaunted he
appears.

—

Horace.

Contrast! Ver, 34. If the sea has ita

sorrows, the llanos have their sufferings.

Nothing can be more remarkable than the

contrast between the immeasurable plains of

Venezuela and New Grenada and the watery
plains of the sea. Like the ocean, their limits

melt in the hazy distance with those of the

horizon ; but here the resemblance ceases, for

no refreshing breeze wafts coolness over the

desert, and comforts the drooping spirits of the

wanderer. It is true that the llanos have their

storms, when the dust of the savanah, set in

motion by conflicting winds, ascends in mighty
columns and glides over the desert plain ; as

the sea has its tempests, when the waterspout,

raised by contending air currents, rises to the

clouds and sweeps over the floods. But no
cooling zephyr fans the burning temples, or

allays the irritation of the blistered skin of the

traveller on the land—and indeed, the glaring

sand suspended in the air only increases the
sultriness of the atmosphere. Such is the dif-

ference between the repentance of the good
and the remorse of the bad. Pharaoh's con-

trition was as the tropical llanos — there was
no water. The storms swept over his heart,

but it remained dry.

" What time, beneath God's chastening rod
afraid.

He dx-ank coercive of affliction's cup."

—

Mar'.
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CHAPTER X.

Critical Notes —2. What thing-s I have wroug-ht] A special word is here used, and it is

used in a special conjugation, and both circumstances unite to give life and beauty to the expres-

sion in the original. The verb 77^ is "not applied to working off, forming or doing a thing
at once, but to constant, repeated tiu-ning and moving about in work or action."—Fiirst.

How beautifully this suits the infliction of pLigue after plague on Egypt, any one can see at a

glance. And then the form of the word ^n^bj^Hn P^^^^ ^* ^^ *^^ reflexive conjugation,
one of the uses of which is to show that the action is done to or for onesdf

;

—thus keeping
up the avowal of Jehovah that in his visitations on the Egypt he sought to glorify himself in
the eyes of men. It is difficult, many times, to translate all that is in the original without
resorting to paraphrase

; as, here, we are tempted to render :
" What I wrought out for myself

by a series of acts." We shall be glad if, by these notes, we can kindle in some minds the
determine ticm to spare no pains requisite to be able to repair to the fountain-head. 4. Locusts]
"Arhilt (p^")^) : prob., the gryllas gregarius—Ges., Dav., Fii. ; Gr. & D. understanding the
word to nu(Lit • swarmers,"—F., "browsers." 8. But who are they that shall go?] One is ready
to smile at the simplicity of this speech. It will be seen that there is no conjunction in the Heb.
answering to our " but," thus showing an almost amusing precipitancy in the interrogatory, as if

the speaker would retract his permission before it is well uttered: mi' wa-mi' ha-ho-lekhim' , "who
and who are the going ones ?" 9. We will go, etc.] Again would we call attention to the style

of the Hebrew : here to the a/rrangement of the words—to the vigourous inversion by which the
full demand of Moses is made to smite the ear of Pharaoh with the utmost force. " With our
YOUNG AND WITH OUR OLD will we gO : WITH OUR SONS AND WITH OUR DAUGHTERS, WITH OUR
FLOCKS AND WITH OUR HERDS, will we gO ; for A FESTIVAL TO JeHOVAH [is] OUrS !" lO. As I
iJ& you go] "As certainly as I let you go ;" or, " whenever I let you go." It is clearly the
Janguage of defiance. 11. For that ye did desire] It is necessary to lay stress on "that" and
" ye " successively, to bring out the true meaning : "For

—

that—ye—did desire "=for THAT is

what YE were desiring." 21. Darkness which may be felt] Fiirst takes the Heb. to mean : "to
grope about in the dark."

MAIN nOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.—Terse 1.

The Hard-ning of PiiAiiAOii's Heart.

Moses and Aaron are once more commanded to visit Pharaoh, even though
they are told that he will not yield to their entreaty. This is the method of

Heaven to render rebellious sinners unexcusable. The ministers of. God are

not readily to abandon a wicked soul. It is here said that God hardened
Pharaoh's heart. How 1

I. By a manifestation of rich mercy that ought to have melted the heart

of the King, ^ji-od had indeed manifested great mercy and forbearance towards
Pharaoh ; He had spared his life through a long series of plagues, and
through continued sin. The King had no claim to such mercy. Yet it was
.iiiv<,'n in abundant measure. And when mercy is abused by the sinner it has a
hardening effect upon his moral nature. No man can reject the love of the

ineat Father, the cross of Jesus Christ, and the warnings of the pulpit, without
Ijccoming more and more obdurate in heart. This is a natural law of man's
spiritual life. The soul of man is so constituted that the rejected mercies of

truth leave it less sensitive to them. This is the experience of men. How
many who have sinned through a long life, and who have resisted many gospel

appeals, now feel they are less sensitive to Divine influences than ever they
were. This is the ordination of God, and hence when He is said to harden the

heart of man, it is by mercy that ought to have produced repentance, and not
by any arbitrary decree.
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II. By a manifestation of great power that oug-ht to have suhdued the

heart of the King. The Divine Being not merely brought His mercy to bear

upon the heart of Pharaoh, but also His power. Some men are more sensitive

to power than they are to the appeals of mercy. They are not likely to be
touched into tears by comi)assion ; but they are awed by the exhibition of

power. They are men of inferior moral temperament. They are influenced

by the lower motives. They are wrought upon by fear. Pharaoh was evidently

a man of this kind. A plague was more likely to subdue liim than a word of

tender pity, tlian a message of love. Hence, (Jod tried this method, but it

was only produci ive of a temporary repentance. Frequently is the soul of

man brought to feel the power of God, in affliction and in pain. But the

power of God ever recognises the free agency of man, and when it does not

conquer, it hardens the sinner.

III. By a manifestation of severe justice that ought to have rebuked
the heart of the king. God had shown Pharaoh that Heaven was just in its

demands, and that it would come to the relief of the oppressed. This ought to

have awakened a feeling of equity within his own heart, which should h&ve
ended in the freedom of Israel. All the plagues exhibited the justice of the

Divine rulership, and rebuked the cruelty of the proud king. They were
calculated to humble him. God does sometimes give sinners terrible visions of

His justice, which are designed to lead them to rectitude of life. When men
resist the manifestations of Divine justice, they are correspondingly hardened in

soul to the rightful claims of heaven,

IV. By sending his servants to influence the heart of the king to the right.

God sent Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh to influence him to the freedom of

Israel. They were sent continuously. Moses was a good worker. Aaron was.

a good speaker. They wrought miracles. But wicked men will not yield their

unbelief, their sin, to the best Christian talent, to the most faithful Christian

service ; but by rejecting the servants of God they become hard in heart.

Hence, God did not harden the heart of Pharaoh by a sovereign decree, by
omnipotence, so that the king could not obey His command, but by ministries

appropriate to salvation, which were calculated to induce obedience, and the

constant neglect of which was the efficient cause of this sad moral result. There
was no alternative but the hardening of Pharaoh's heart. God could not

withdraw his demand for the freedom of Israel. It was not consistent with the

ordinary methods of the Divine government to remove the king by death ; nor

would this have answered the purpose, for probably his successor would have
been equally rebellious. Hence there was none other course open than the
hardening of Pharaoh, which was the outcome of his own rebellion, and which
would prove to be his eternal ruin. Lessons : 1. That man has the ability to

resist the saving ministries of heaven. 2. That when man resists the saving

ministries of heaven he becomes hard in heart. 3. That hardness of heart is

itself a natural judgment from God. 4. That hardness of heart will finallii

work its own ruin,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. God sends His minister to Hardened sinners : 1. In companies,

hardened souls :— 1. Often. 2. Mer- 2. Patterns of judgment. 3. Tokens
cifully. 3. Uselessly. 4. Significantly. of indignation. 4. The cause of

6. Disastrously. plagues. 5. The curse of the world.

The means which God sends to save 6. Still followed by the minister of

wicked men aggravates their sin, and God,
hardens their spirits.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.— Verse 2.

The Signs of God to the Generations of the Future.

God respects the general good of the race in multiplying retributive evils

upon individuals. Hence the plagues sent upon Pharaoh and his nation were
calculated to instruct the generations of the future, as well as to punish Pharaoh.
Children must be instructed in the ways of God, and neglect of this tuition is

sinful and contrary to the Divine command. What are the signs of God made
known by the plagues of Egypt for the moral instruction of future generations ?

I. That God is supreme over the kingdom of nature. The plagues that came
upon Egypt would give to future generations abundant demonstration of thi^

fact, that the rivers, the dust of the ground, the atmosphere, the thunder,
lightning and the hail are all at the immediate control of God. ]\Ian may
have a certain power over nature, but it is limited, and subject to the Divine.

Science places the natural universe under the command of man. This is the
Divine ordination. But man's power over nature is derived; God's is underived
and independent. Hence, 1. He can hiflict pain on the wicked. 2. He can
protect the goodfrom harm. 3. He can send famine or plenty.

II. That God is supreme over the cunning a^d power of ihe Devil. The magi-
cians of Egypt were agents of the Devil. They were inspired by him in their

opposition to Moses and Aaron. They were aided by his cunning. Their

defeat was his defeat also. Satan cannot work a miracle. He may perform

a marvel. He is subject to the control of God. This is evident in the history

of the plagues. If he could have resisted the power of heaven, it would have
been to his interest to have done so, and he would have done so. He may
deceive men. He cannot protect them from the wrath of God. Hence :

1. God can deliver men from the power of the Devil. 2. God can destroy the

works of the Devil. 3. God can frustrate the designs of the Devil. Teach
this blessed truth and glorious fact to the youthful ; that the good agencies of

the universe are more potent than the bad. This will lead youthhood to con-

fide in God.

III. That goodness is happiness, and that conflict with God is the misery of

man. This is clearly taught by the plagues of Egypt. In them we see the

history of a man in conflict with God ; and what a record of pain and woe !

When men contend with God they are sure to be plagued. Life is happy in

proportion as it is good, and as it is in harmony with the Supreme Being of the

universe. When men commit sin they must expect to be plagued. This must
be taught to the youthful, that purity of life and true enjoyment are inseparably

connected. To be happy we must be at peace with heaven. The Divine supre-

macy over nature, the Divine power over Satan, the greatness of God, the

Sdiety of the good, and the misery of sin, are God's signs, manifested in the

history of Pharaoh to the generations of the future. Lessons : 1. That in the

lives of individuals we have signs of God. 2. lliat all the signs of God in human
life are to he carefully noted and taught to the young. 3. Ihat all the signs

of life are evidence of the Divine supremacy.

The Ministry of Sin.

God makes Pharaoh " to stand " for the benefit of Israel, and in them for

the benefit of liumanity. It was for Pharaoh in the first instance to resist
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Divine light and grace, and oppress Israel,—it was then for God to economize

the tyrant and his wrath. The conduct of the Egyptian king served

—

I. To reveal God. " T/^at ye may know how that I am the Lord" The
cloud of evil in its very nature is calculated to eclipse the Divine glory, and
hide tlie Divine One from tlie eves of mankind, but as the sun overmasters the

clouds of the sky, and makes tliem to enchance his splendour, so God causes

the cloud of evil to become the back ground on which His glorious shape and
infinite perfections are the more clearly and forcibly displayed. Pharaoh's

perverseness revealed all the more fully. 1. The Divine love. The more the

Children of Israel were wronged the more God's grace and kindness were
demonstrated to them. 2. Divine righteousness. Each successive miracle

exhibited more impressively the righteousness of God's administration. 3. The
Divine power. Each judgment, rising in severity, declared the more unmistake-

ably the absohite sovereignty and awful power of God. And so throughout
the whole world, and throughout all life, sin which would hide God, reveals

Him, sin which would dethrone God only shows the strength and splendour

of His awful throne. Evil was not necessary for the revelation of the Divine

Being, but since evil has invaded the universe, such is the perfection of God's

wisdom and might, that devils become the heralds of His glory, and the dis-

sonant voice of evil swells into fuller power the poean of His praise. And the

perverse conduct of the Egyptian king serves

—

II. To further the interests of Israel. Their highest interest was furthered

by their attaining a fuller knowledge of God, and their permanent interest

was secured by these wonders impressing themselves on the popular mind.
*^ And that thou mayest tell in the ears of thy son, and of thy sons son^

what things I have wrought in Lgypt.'' Sin was not necessary to the develop-

ment of mankind, but since it has forced its way into the universe, God over-

rules it to high and happy issues. From the sin of Egypt came the higher

education of Israel, and through them the higher education of mankind at

large, and from sectional evil God still educes general good. God reigns, and
confounds evil, making that serve which was designed only to blast and destroy.

Bad man are apostles, missionaries, martyrs, redeemers of society ; but, alas

!

apostles whom Christ will deny, missionaries without Heaven's smile, martyrs
without the palm, redeemers to whom pertains the cross without the crown.

Unconsciously, unwillingly, they glorify God, and serve society. Let not the

Church fear, let the sinners be afraid. He *' that sitteth in tJie heavens shall

laugh : the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak unto them
in his wrath and vex them in his sore displeasure. Yet have I set my king
upon my holy hill of Zion." (Ps. ii. 4—7.)

—

W, L. Watkinson.

Transmitting the Knowledge of the True God.

The world had then nearly lost the knowledge of the True God. The
ordinary operations of his hands did not reveal him to men's callous hearts.

Idols usurped his throne. He therefore manifested himself by "signs." The
Bilence of uniformity was broken. He wrought wonders.

I. Jehovah made himself known to the Israelites in Egypt as the only
true God by signs. He separated Himself form the idols of Egypt by over-
throwing their power and bringing them into contempt. His wondrous acts

revealed His supremacy. Miracles manifest the presence of the True God.
Acts reveal character. The Bible, which contains the fullest revelations of
God, is a record of His acts. The plagues did not however fully reveal the

character of God. Judgment is His strange work. God ndipts Himself in His
20i
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revelations to the spiritual condition of men. The Israelites were in a state of

of spiritual infancy. God revealed to them his power and faithfulness. He
asserted His supremacy over all false deities, His power over nature and ability

to protect his chosen people, and His truth in "remembering His covenant
''

with their forefathers. He revealed himself more fully in after years. Christ

is the fullest revelation of the true God.

II. That this knowledge is to be transmitted from generat'on to generation,

God would have Himself known. He delights to reveal Himself to men. He
acts in one age for all time. Divine knowledge must not be hidden. Men
have to transmit it. Posterity should be cared for. The knowledge of useful

inventions, scientific discoveries, social achievements is gladly transmitted, how
much more this which is far more valuable ! The young should be instructed

in this knowledge above everything else. This is a public duty. Society

should make provision for the transmission of the knowledge of the true God.
Especially is this a parental duty. Tell it " in the ears of thy son and of thy
son's son." Relationship, peculiar affection, and the tender solicitude which
every parent feels for the welfare of his children should lead him to instruct

them in Divine knowledge. To shew them His acts is to reveal Him. To give

to them a clear conception of the true God is to bestow upon them the greatest

of all blessings. Parents can impart no higher good. It is eternal. It is

greater than wealth, or rank, or any other temporal advantage. Parental

influence the most potent in telling of God's acts. No lips teach

like the lips of loving authority. Some parents neglect this solemn
duty. Ever ready to speak about worldly enterprises, the acts of great

men, their own, but they are silent about God's. Such neglect is ruinous to

their children, and dishonouring to God.

III. In the transmission of the knowledge of the true God is the hope of the
world. Wherever the knowledge of the true God prevails, righteousness and
peace are found. Idolatry has ever been the bane of mankind. A false con-

ception of God debases. Worship becomes a degradation. Men's ideas of God
affect not only their religious views but their moral principles and social

customs. In knowing the true God is true life. " This is life eternal, to know
Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou has sent^ Just as men
acknowledge and serve the God that revealed himself by Moses in Egypt, and
afterwards more fully by Jesus Christ are they elevated, saved, and blessed.

In the spread of this knowledge is every uplifting influence. Superstition,

violence and error will disappear. The Heavenly Jerusalem will be built on
earth. God being known will be loved and obeyed. " Men rising from the

ruin of the fall " will be " one with God, and God be all in all." For the sake

of future ages God's mighty acts should be told in " the ears of thy son and of

thy son's son." In the instruction of the young is the truest hope of the

advancement of mankind. The future of the world depends upon how much
knowledge of the true God is possessed.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSE.

Verse 2. The acknowledgment of
^
The Divine supremacy:— 1. Re-

God in His Church is the main end of jected by the proud. 2. Received by

His wonderful plagues. the good. 3. Revealed by the worlvs

By signs :— 1. Showing the woe of of God. 4. To be acknowledged by

sin. 2. The folly of human malice, all.

3. The justice of God. 4. The safety The signs :—1. Their nature. 2.

of the ^"hurcli. Their locality. 3. Their design.
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MAIN UOMILETJCS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse %.

The Delay of Soul-Humility.

1. In what does soul-humility consist ? 1. Soul-humility does not consist in

mournful verbal utterances. Pliaraoh had given utterance to sad and mournful

words. He had spoken in doleful language of his afflictions and of his sin.

But he was at the same time far from being humble in soul. His pride was
not subdued. Nor was he willing to yield to the demands of heaven. And so

we cannot judge the temper of the soul from the utterance of the lips. A
humble word may conceal a proud spirit. And it often happens that those

who talk the most about humility have the least of it.

2. Soul-humility does not consist in the outward manifestations of repentance.

Pharaoh had, to all outward appearance, been a true penitent. But humility

of soul does not consist in loud confessions of evil, or in sending for the

minister of God in the hour of peril. It is rather evinced in calm resignation

to the will of God as revealed in His Word, and as made known in the con-

science by the Holy Spirit. True humility of soul is unpretentious. It is

modest. It seldom speaks of self. It does not parade its religion. It yields

implicitly to the will of heaven.

II. How is soul-humility to be obtained ? \, By having a clear conception of

the will of God and of the beauty of truth. Those who see clearly the will of God
in reference to their life and being will have a real incentive to humility. They
will view the power of God as contrasted with their own weakness ; the wisdom
of God as contrasted with their own ignorance ; and the littleness of their life

will indeed beget a proper spirit of humility. And let men get but a clear

vision of the unveiled Truth, and they must be humble. A proud soul cannot

have beheld the inner glory of truth, or it would pay immediate homage.

2. By allowing the varied discipline of life its due effect upon the soid. If Pharaoh
had allowed the sad discipline to which he had been subjected its proper

influence upon him, he would indeed have been humble before God. The
plagues were sent to humble the proud Monarch. But in vain. And so, the

discipline of life is intended and calculated to humble the soul ; and if men
would reverently submit to it, and co-operate with its holy purpose, they would
attain this glorious issue. Pain ought to humble a man. It should remind him of

his mortality, and of his return to the dust. 3. By submitting to the gentle

influences of the Holy Spirit. A man who has the Divine Spirit within him, will

be humble in all his dispositions and activities. Spiritual influences produce
humility ; they permeate the discipline of life, and render it efi'ective and
remedial ; they lead the soul to the cross, where humility is the condition of all

good. Are we clothed with humility?

III. Why is soul-humility so long delayed ? 1. Because men will not give

up their sins. Sin as a dominant influence cannot co-exist with true humility.

If sin is in the soul humility will be absent. Pharaoh was covetous ; he did

not wish to give up his profitable slaves. He was self-willed, and did not like

to be defeated in any of his national plans. Unless sin is given up, humility

will never be put on. Humility is the outcome of purity. 2. Because men will

not yield to the claims of God. God has claims upon men. They are unheeded.
They are rejected. They are rejected in a spirit of defiance and self-sufficiency.

They are the most humble who accept the claims of God and obey them. They
give proof of their humility. 3. Because men are rendered proud by exalted social

position. Kings are in danger of pride from the fact of their elevated position,

and from the servile flattery to which they are ex{)()sed. Hence social position

may delay the advent of humility to the soul. 4. Men can give no satisfactory
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reason for the deku/ of soul-humility. Humility is the richest and best ornament

of the soul, and no good excuse can be assigned for neglecting to wear it. This

ornament is but seldom seen in this vaunting age. It is welcome to the eye of

heaven.

Lessons :—1. Soul-humility should be manifested by man. 2. God's lainisters

should enforce it. 3. God's ^cojple should cultivate it. 4. Its absence cannot be excused,

SUGGEST1 VE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 3. God's true servants make God will never cease demanding His

no delay in keeping His command- Church from the wicked world, till it

nients. be freed.

God's servants use His name in their How long wilt thou refuse to humble
message, which the wicked make a thyself? 1. Till I plague thee more?
reproach. 2 Till thou art destroyed 1 3. Till

God by His ministers expostulates thou hast no opportunity to do so 1

bitterly with sinners for their delay 4. Have you not delayed long enough ]

of humbling themselves under judg- 5. Can you gain any advantage by
ments. delay ?

MAIN HOMILETICS ON THE PARAGRAPH.— Versea 4-11.

The Plague of Locusts Threatened.

I. It was threatened in case that Pharaoh "would not give the Israelites the

freedom demanded by God. (Verse 4.) God has now been in controversy with

Pharaoh for a long time, and we should have thought that the latter would
have experienced quite enough of retribution to make him yield. But now
another plague is threatened. God will continue to plague men till they give

up sin. He will not yield the welfare of His own despised people to the obstinacy

of a wicked ruler. The good have in God a stern Defender.

II. That some men are much more sensitive to the threatenings of God than
others. (Verse 7.) The servants of Pharaoh give tokens of submission; but
they are more fearful than penitent. They endeavour to persuade the king to

come to terms with Moses. Pharaoh consents to their wish. Calls the two
servants of God. He endeavours to bargain with them. But in vain. He wants
to retain the young children of Israel in bondage. He knew that they would
grow up to be of value to his nation. Satan does not like to let children go out

of his service. Parents should not leave their young ones behind when they set

out in the service of heaven. If men were sensitive to the threatenings of God,
what judgments would they avert!

III. That Divine threatenings must make ministers faithful in the discharge

of their duty. (Verse 9.) Moses gives the king to understand that there wouhl
be no compromise in the matter ; that he must either let Israel go, or suffer the

penalty of disobedience. Moses was fearless. He was faithful. He was true

to his mission. And so in the times of threatened retribution it behoves the

minister of God to be faithful, to denounce all attempts at moral compromise,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 4-6. To-morrow:— 1. A If thou refuse:— 1. Then man can

judL^ment. 2. A mystery. 3. A crisis, refuse to obey God. 2. Then man can

4. An anxiety. 5. A hope. dare the judgments of God. 3. Then
204
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man takes a great responsibility upon
himself.

The locusts :— 1. Very grievous. 2.

Darkening the light. 3. Devouriug
the fruit. 4. Entering the houses.

Good men shoultl leave sinners when
they have declared the message of

God :— 1. As a reproof. 2. As a con-

tempt. 3. As a prophecy. 4. As a

relief.

Verse 7. A Remonstrance against
Sin.

I. It was addressed by inferiors to

their Superior. Pharaoh was remon-

>t rated with by his servants, by the

chief men of his realm. Hitherto they

appear to have been silent. Now they

become impatient of the suffering

brought upon them. How much good
would be accomplished if advisers

would always remonstrate with kings

in conflict with the Eternal ! The con-

duct of these men was, (1) hold ; (2)

wise; (3) needed; and if inferiors would
endeavour to check those above them
when they are about to do evil, they

would prevent much crime, they would
render themselves blameless, and would
do a brave and a faithful thing.

II. It was inspired by a deep feel-

ing of terror. The servants of Pharaoh
were concerned for their own safety as

well as for the welfare of the nation,

which was endangered by the plagues.

They regarded Moses as a snare unto

them. And so men are animated by
varied motives in their remonstrances

against sin—sometimes pure and lofty,

at other times mean and selfish. These
servants did not feel sin to be sin, but

a punishment, and hence their entreaty

with the king. But it is well for men
under any circumstances to cry out

against moral evil.

III. It was influential for temporary
good. Moses and Aaron were brought

again unto Pliaraoh. The king saw
that his chief advisers were aijrainsto
him, and regarded their utterance as

representative of the national feeling.

He had missjivino-s. The remonstrance
made him halt in his rebellion. And
many a remonstrance since has made

the sinner hesitate in a course of

evil, even though it has not reformed
his life. Some men are apparently
more accessible to the advice of their

comrades than they are to the com-
mands of heaven. The wicked ser-

vant may preach the gospel to his

despotic master.

IV. It was ultimately disregarded.

The servants had given Pharaoh good
advice, they had influenced him aright,

and they had uttered an unconscious
prophecy of his future

;
yet they were

finally disregarded. When a man dis-

regards God, he is not likely to pay
much heed to the remonstrance of his

comrades. Many a wise man has had
the pain of seeing his good advice re-

jected by the sinner. Lessons, 1. Re-
monstrate with the sinner. 2. Show him
the folly and woe of sin. 3. You are

not resjwnsihle for the result of such a
remonstrance.

Verse 8. Renewed Opportunities
OF Moral Good, '*And Moses and
Aaron were brought again unto Pharaoh."

I. Consequent upon the faithful re-

buke of friends. The king was led

through the rebuke of his servants to

seek another interview with Moses and
Aaron, and hence to have another
opportunity afl*orded him of yielding to

the command of God. Men have re-

peated 0{)portunities given them for

moral improvement in their lives

;

often through the plain fidelity of a
friend.

II. Through contact with a holy
man. Pharaoh was again brought into

the companionship of Moses and Aaron.
He would feel the influence of their

characters upon him. Every time we
are brought into contact with a bright

and beautiful moral characterwe should
seek to catch something of its radiance.

Such contact is an opportunity for soul

improvement.

III. May be left unused through
the perverseness of the soul. Pharaoh
was none the better for this renewed in-

terview with these two servants of God.
He only manifested his obstinacy more
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fully. It is awfully possible to allow-

all the renewed opportunities of the

soul for moral good to pass away un-

improved.

Verse 9. Captious questions from

wicked men are plainly answered by
God's servants.

Ministers must faithfully declare the

purpose of God with regard to His
Church.

Little ones as well as great must be

carried along with the Church of God
to their rest.

The work of the Church after redemp-
tion is to serve Jehovah, and to keep

a feast to Him.

Verses 10, 11. Proud persecutors

terrified with judgments, though they

yield a little to God, yet scorn to give

Him His terms.

It is the policy and cruelty of per-

secutors to keep in thraldom the little

ones of the Church.

Persecuting powers threaten the

Church with evil, as God threatens

them.

Whatever persecuting powers seem
to yield to the Church, they resolve it

shall not be so as God would have it.

Persecuting powers shall tell God
who shall serve Him, and allow no
more.

God's servants are driven out with

contempt from powers, when they serve

not their turn.

Driving away the servants of God :

—

1. It is to drive away a good friend.

2. It is to drive away a faithful monitor.

3. It is to drive away a real benefactor.

4. It is to drive away an angel of God.

The Threats of the Wicked,
verse 10, latter clause.

God's servants need to be courageous
men. They have often to stand before

rulers for His sake, and oppose them.
They are surrounded by the machina-
tions of powerful adversaries. They
are often threatened.

I. Evil men often seek to retard
God's servants in their works by-

threats. God's purposes often come
into collision with the actions of wicked
men. Tliey often regard His servants
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as their enemies. Divine work always

opposes evil. God's servants have to

break in pieces the deceptions, wrongs,

and tvrannies of their a";e. Evil is

often entrenched in triumphant

positions. Men find their interest in

upholding it. Wicked men defend it,

and attack those who assail it. They
think that they can terrify God's

servants and hinder their work, but

their threats are vain. God sustains

all whom He sends. No opposition,

however virulent, can retard them from

doing His work. They may be weak
and few, but He is their strength. The
lives of reformers, martyrs, and
philanthropists attest this. His pre-

sence has made them valiant and per-

severing.

" But saved by a Divine alliance

From terrors of defeat.

Unvauntingly, yet with defiance,

One man the world may meet."

II. That the threats of evil men need
not be feared. Moses and Aaron were

safe though Pharaoh might threaten

evil. They were, humanly speaking,

but the champions of slaves, and he

was a mighty potentate
;
yet they were

stronger than he, and had less cause for

fear. We may fear evil just in propor-

tion as we separate ourselves from God
and resist His purposes. Tyrants have
often proved their powerlessness to

injure God's ambassadors. God has

His eye upon them, and a " hook for

their jaws." Nothing can really harm
God's servants. They may have to

suffer, but suffering will be turned into

triumphant joy. They may be cast

into prison, but their prison walls will

gleam with celestial splendour ; and
like the saintly Rutherford, they will

find that their enemies have only sent

them to reside for a wdiile in one of

God's palaces ; they may be robbed of

their earthly possessions, but their

true riches will be increased ; they

may be put to a cruel death, but this

will only hasten them home from their

toils to receive an eternal reward.

Real evil cannot befall them. Those
who are doing God's work are invin-

cible. They are covered with the
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shield of the Almighty ; and tludr work
ever goes on. No tuiniinaiion ol malice

can stop it. They and their work are

alike secure. They have no cause to

fear evil.

III. That the evil threatened,

menaces the threatener. Threats

often fall upon those who utter them.

What evil was before Pharaoh ! Thus
evil men, deceived by their pride, lose

sight of their own dangers. They
threaten when they ought to fear.

Secure in their own fancied strength,

they have hurled their malice upon the

servants of the Most High ; but
their words have recoiled upon them-
selves. They have digged a pit and
have fallen into it. The gallow^s that has

been erected for Mordecai has borne
the body of Haman. They proudly
boast,

"But an hour comes to tame the mighty man
Unto the infant's weakness."

F. Hemans,

They forget God. As Luther said

concerning the Potentates of his day,

who did not remember the overruling

might of God in their projects :
" Our

Lord God says unto them : For whom
then do ye hold Me 1 for a cypher ? Do
I sit here above in vain, and to no pur-

pose 1 You shall know that I will

twist your accounts about finely, and
make them all false reckonings." So
it was with Pharaoh when he threat-

ened Moses and Aaron.

—

JF. 0. Lilley.

The Imperiousness of Unbelief,
seen {^'And they were driven out from
Pharaoh^s presence " ver. 1

1 ) :

—

I. In its reluctance to grant con-

cessions. Impressed by the terrible

evidences of Jehovah's power, and
urged by his terror-stricken advisers,

the proud king seems willing at length

to release the people. But half repent-

ing the permission, he asks " But who

are they that shall go?" (ver. 8.) So
is it ever with unbelief. When com-
pelled to make admissions, it does so

with hesitation and with regret. They
are wrung from a mind too proud to

admit defeat.

II. In its irritable impatience in

listening to the voice of reason. Moses
claimed that the whole nation should
depart, male and female of all ages,

along with their flocks and herds.

There was nothing unreasonable in

this. Even the Egyptians held religi-

ous festivals at which it was custom-
ary for the women to accompany the

men. But the capricious monarch, in

the most indignant and scornful man-
ner, swears the little ones shall not be
allowed to go, nor any other than the

men (ver. 10.) Thus he showed his

contempt, not only for Jehovah's am-
bassadors, but for Jehovah Himself.

So is it ever with unbelief. It is

impatient of control ; inaccessible to

reason, especially of the highest kind;
and manifests an impotent rage'against

the arguments it cannot answer.

III. In its ignominious treatment
of religious teachers. The wrath of

the tyrant king rose beyond all con-

trol, and he imperiously waved Moses
and Aaron out of his sight. " And
they were driven out from Pharaoh's
presence." Foiled and confounded by
the simple but unanswerable presenta-
tion of the truth, unbelief vents its

passion in spiteful invective.

The utmost rage of unbelief is power-
less to daunt the courage of God's
messengers. When Valens, the Arian
Emperor, threatened Basil with bonds
and banishment, the fearless bishop
exclaimed— " Let him threaten boys
with these. The Emperor may take
away my life, but not my faith : my
head, but not my crown."

—

G, Bar-
low,
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MAIN IIOMILETICS OF TUE PARAGRAPH,— Verses \^-U.

The Plague of Locusts; or, the Residue of Human Comfort and
Enjoyment destroyed by the Eetribution of God.

It has been observed that the plagues of Egypt, as they succeeded each other,

were characterised by increasing severity. This one appears an exception to

the rule. But only on first sight. The very name of locust was a terror to

the Egyptians. They were an awful infliction (Joel i. 6-12). There were
various species of locusts, which are called in the Bible by various names ; the

name in this [)lace signifying " multitudinous :
" and it is probable that the

visitation consisted of several different kinds. Hence the land that had pre-

viously been visited by hail and fire, must now have been utterly desolated.

Hence we see how human joys are devastated by the retributions of heaven.

I. That sometimes the retributions of God leave a residue of comfort to

the lives of men. We read that though the llax and the barley were smitten by
the hail and the fire, the " Wheat and the rie were not smitten. " Hence there

was something valuable left to Egypt after the severe retribution had ceased.

And so it is generally with individual life ; the retributions of heaven do not

take all away from a man at a stroke ; they leave some hope and comfort

behind. It is so in bereavement ; if the wife is taken, the child is left. It is so

in business ; if the capital is lost, it may be the reputation is saved. It is so

in personal attributes ; if one sense grows dim, another remains yet more active.

If the flax and barley are destroyed, the wheat and the rie are left. This is more
than is deserved. It is merciful. But it is the kind way of heaven.

II. That upon continued sin the residue of human comfort may be entirely

removed by the retributive anger of God. If the hail and the fire do not

accomplish their mission to the soul of man, the locusts will be sent to ^^ eat the

residue of that which is escaped." " They shall eat every tree which groweth for

you out of the field." His method of retribution appears pitiless and destitute

of consideration for the consequent woe of man ; but it is the just outcome of

obstinate sin. How many lives have been spoiled of their comforts and left in

solitary and defenceless pain by such a retribution ! Sin is the explanation of

much of the calamity we find around us. If men will not heed the voice of

God, the locust will succeed the hail, and complete their woe ; then all their glad

things will vanish.

III. That upon continued sin the remaining comforts of man may be de-

stroyed by the co-operation of primary and secondary causes. " And the

Lord brought an east wind upon the land all that day and all that night ; and
when it was morning, the east wind brought the locusts." Hence the retribu-

tions that are intended to destroy the remaining joys of the wicked are sent

through the ordinary agencies of nature, and along the ordinary channels of life.

God sends them by the agency of the east wind. The sceptic may say that the

east wind alone brought the locusts upon his green things
; but this is unreason-

able and atheistical. Men in these days have too much Scripture knowledge to

regard nature as the origin of their trouble. God commissions the wind that

works desolation upon the hope of the wicked.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 12. When persecutors drive The hand of man, stretched out at

out God's servants. He hastens deter- God's word for plagues, is a terrible

mined plagues on them. sign to His enemies.
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The plague signified shall come by At God's set times His plagues do

God's word to verify the sign given. come and are not delayed.

The plague coming shall do full Locust plagues, as well as others,

execution upon God's enemies and extend themselves and rest where God
creatures for their sakes. will have them.

God can make a latter plague finish Incomparable vermin God can cre-

that which a former plague only began ate to plague persecutors of His I&

to destroy. rael.

Locust plagues and the like cover over

Verses 13-15. At God's command and transform the face of the earth at

of signals to denote His word His God's word.

scrva.'its must use them. Devouring and killing plagues to

God's true ministers show readiness creatures, God sends upon wicked per-

il exactness in gi

L'oiiiuiaiided by Him.
and exactness in giving forth signs secutors.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAOBAPH.— Verses 16-20.

A False Eepentance.

Pharaoh had driven Moses and Aaron from his presence, but now he recalls

them in great haste, and with much respect. The day will come when all

rebellious souls will be glad to engage the intercessions of the good ; even

though they may despise them now. Hence the plague of locusts made a great

impression upon the king, and he became very anxious for its removal. A
False Repentance :

—

I. It proceeds from the impulse of the moment, and not from conscientious

conviction. This token of repentance was the outcome of impulse. 1 he king

was awe-stricken by the plague of locusts, and for the moment was bowed in

repentant mood. His confessions of sin were prompted by the feeling of the

hour, and would be silenced by the removal of tlie plague. His repentance was
not a matter of deep conviction. His soul felt no agony for sin. It had no
vision of an offended God, of a broken law, or of a woful destiny to come. It

saw only a temporary retribution. A truly penitent spirit will look through all

the pain that occasions its grief to that Being who alone can pardon its sin.

Conviction r'^^her than impulse must mark the commencement of a new life, and
can alone give it permanent reality. The repentance of impulse is but of short

duration.

II. It is marked by selfish terror, and not by a godly sorrow for sin.

Pharaoh evinces a slavish dread, and a fear of death. He had no thought

about the sin he had committed. He was not filled with genuine sorrow on
account of his wilful rejection of the Divine claims. His cries were those of a

despairing soul; they were not the utterances of a contrite heart. He felt the

force of the retribution that rested upon him. He had no means whereby to

escape it. Death was before him. He saw little hope of mercy ; in fact, mercy
in the true sense of the word he did not seek. And a false repentance has

always a large element of terror in it, and that sorrow for sin, which is so true

and refreshing, is unknown to it.

III. It craves forgiveness of an immediate offence rather than a thorough
cleansing of the heart. Pharaoh sought the forgiveness of his sin this once ; he
did not ask for the purification of his moral nature. He had spent a long life

in sin, he had been guilty of continued o])position to God, and his repentance
ought to have had reference to his entire life. But he cared not for the cleans-
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ing of his soul, he only wanted the removal of the plague. A false repentance

only contemplates the sin that is nearest the trouble that has come upon the

sinner, and which seems to have brought it. It does not imagine that the

cleansins: of the heart is the first condition of freedom from retribution. One
plague may be removed, but if the soul is unchanged in its mood, another will

succeed it. The heart must be pure before the plague will cease, before heaven
will smile upon the soul.

IV. It confides in the intercession of a fellow-mortal rather than in tho

personal humbling of the soul before God. Pharaoh asked Moses to pray for

him, but was not much inclined to pray for himself False repentance always

substitutes the petitions of others for its own pleadings with the Almighty. It

has more faith in tiie supplications of the good than in its own selfish prayers.

In the work of repentance the soul must be intensely personal. It must think

for itself. It must feel for itself. It must pray lor itself. The ministers of

God may direct and aid a soul in the hour of sorrow for sin, but beyond this

they are useless. The soul must come direct to God if it seeks mercy. Christ

is the only mediator. A human priest usurps the Divine prerogative.

V. It regards God more as a terrible Deity whose wrath is to he appeased,

than as the Infinite Father whose love is better than life. Pharaoh regarded

the great God as a Despot whose wrath he had awakened, and whose retribution

he had invited. He saw the Divine character through the medium of retri-

bution. He beheld not the mercy of the Infinite. A false repentance always

has wrong notions of the character and government of God. It sees the tyrant

where it ought to see the Father. It sees the despot where it ought to see the

Judsre.

VL It expresses a promise of amendment which is falsified by previous

dissemblings. A false repentance is always loud in its promises of reformation^

which are generally falsified by the subsequent conduct of the sinner. Some
men have appeared penitent so often that it is diflftcult to know when their

sorrow is real and whether it is likely to be abiding. Repentance is such a

beautiful thing that Satan is sure to try to imitate it, and satisfy men with

its counterfeit if he can so delude them. Lessons : I. To be sure that our

repentance is genuine. 2. To bring forth fruit meet for repentance in daily conduct.

3. Not to pass a hasty judgment on the repentance of men. Half the Revivalists of

the day would have called Pharaoh a true convert ; time tests conversion.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 15-17. Vengeance may make Verses 18-20. The winds are in

persecutors call in God's servants for the hand of God. God spares the

help as hastily as they drove them wicked in answer to the prayer of the

out. good.

Double confession of sin many hypo- God can make winds take away
crites make under plagues, yet not in plagues as well as bring them,

truth. Miraculous is God's healing, as well

Proud persecutors may be forced as plaguing, at the desires of His
to acknowledge their guilt against servants.

man and God. Judgments of removing and heart

It is only death which troubled hardening from God may be coupled

sinners deprecate. to^^ether in the wicked.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 21-2Z.

TuE Plague of Darkness ; or, A Type of the sad Moral Condition op
UnREGENERATE HUMANITY.

The land of Egypt is now covered in palpable darkness. We cannot tell how
this darkness was produc^^d. It was a miracle. It may have been produced by
a deprivation of sight (Dent, xxviii. 27-29). It may have been caused by a

storm, or by a thick cloud resting upon the earth (Exod. xiv. 20). The
Egyptians worshipped the sun under the name of Osiris. Thus their god had
forsaken them, or he was dethroned. This darkness was not relieved by any
artificial light ; but the children of Israel had light in their dwellings.

I. That unregenerate humanity is in a condition of moral darkness. This is

abundantly evident to a devout and thoughtful mind. It is demonstrated by
the pages of inspiration, by the record of history, and by the experiences of human
life. Darkness is upon the face of the earth. 1. The unregenerate are ignorant.

Darkness is an emblem of ignorance. All unregenerate men are ignorant.

They may be men of science, or students of the mysteries of the material uni-

verse ; they may be versed in all secular knowledge
;
yet they are ignorant,

they are ignorant of God as their Father, of Christ as their Saviour, of the Holy
Spirit as their Comforter, and of the glories of the moral universe in which their

souls are called to live. 2. The unregenerate are miserable. How miserable would
be the Egyptians during these days of palpable darkness ; a true emblem of the

moral wretchedness of the sinner. He is destitute of the glorious light of

heaven, the true illumination of the soul. He gropes in darkness to an awful

destiny of woe. He knows not the higher enjoj^ments of being. He lives in a

dark world. 3. The unregenerate are in danger. Men in the dark are in danger.

This is true of the souL Without the light of truth and without the light of

the Eternal Spirit, it must perish. It is under the condemnation of heaven.

II. That unrenewed humanity is in moral darkness through sin. As the

darkness was brought upon Egypt by sin, so it has been brought upon mankind.
The race was born into the glad enjoyment of moral light. The light was lost

by disobedience. Hence all men are now born in soul-darkness. They only
emerge into light as they come to the cross, where the}^ are illumined by the

Sun of Righteousness. Then they walk as children of the light.

III. That unrenewed humanity is in great straits through, and has no
artificial alleviation of, its moral darkness. 1. The moral vision of humanity is

impeded. The Egyptians were not able to see each other. If men were pure, with
what visions of soul would they be enriched ; they would see the heavens opened
and the Spirit of God descending upon them. But, alas ! they are in darkness
because of sin. 2. The moral activity of humanity is suspended. The Egyptians
were not able to rise from their places. Sin imprisons the activities of the soul.

It renders men unable to accomplish the mission of life. This darkness of the
soul can only be removed by Christ. No artificial hght can chase it away.
Lessons :— 1. 7'<? seek to relieve the woe of those who sit in darkness and in the shadow

of death. 2. To see the effect of sin. 3. To seek light from the cross of Christ.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 21-23. God falls upon Palpable darkness is a judgment
sinners without warning, when they from God.
deal falsely with Him. Chains of darkness can God make
The same signal God may command to hold fast sinners in prison.

for several uses. God executes His judgments on
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the world with discrimination to His

people.

Egypt's darkness is Israel's light

Light in the Dwellings of the
Good.

I. In the dwellings of the good
there is the light of revealed truth.

II. In the dwellings of the good

there is the light of providential

guidance.

III. In the dwellings of the good
there is the light of moral character.

Home lighty ver. 23—last clause. The
light which the Israelites had in their

dwellings during this plague was doubt-

less supernatural. God still gives light

to His people while the world around
t^em dwells in darkness. Earth has

no light in itself; neither has man.
All light is from God. All may possess

spiritual light. Some prefer darkness.

The true Israel still have lio;ht in their

dwellings. Light in the heart brings

hght in the home.

I. There is aupernatural light in the

dwellings of God's people. Light may
be regarded as an emblem of spiritual

truth. There is a light brighter than
the light of the sun. God's people

dwell in it. The light of the glory of

God has shone in upon them.

" *Tis not the morning li<jht

That, wakes the lark to sing ;

'Tis not a meteor of tlie nii^ht,

Nor track of angel's wing;
It is an uncreated beam,
Like that which shone on Jacob's dream."—Montgomery.

"God is liirht." He dwells with Hiso
saints. Christ is the true Lifirht. He
riseth upon them as the " Sun of Eight-

eousness with healinsr in His wini>:s."

God's Word is a light : this Divine lamp
ever shines in their homes. Liiiht is

an emblem of love, of purity, of know-
ledge, ofjoy. These virtues everbrighten

and beautify domestic duties and par-

ental anxieties. No other light, but
that which comes from God, and is

apprehended by the eye of the soul,

can truly illumine our dwellings. No
creations of worldly wisdom, wealth, or

philosophy can give this heavenly light.
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There is darkness that may be felt

where it does not shine. Approaching
the metropolis one winter's evening in

the train, the lights gleaming from its

myriad houses as we dashed along

attracted the notice of the passengers.
" Ah," said a poor woman, " the houses

look bright enough, but the true light

is where the love of God is." She had
been taught of God. This is the truth.

Only those who have His love have
''light in their dwellings."

II. That this light is the source of

manifold blessings. Comfort under
trial ; strength in weakness

;
peace in

disquietude ; lessons of resignation,

patience, and fortitude : sanctification

of affliction ; sympathy with the suffer-

ing members of the household
j
preser-

vation in calamitous times ; sustaining

trust in God under perplexing cir-

cumstances ; hope of eternal felicity.

Happy is the home where this light

shines. Men from such homes have a

celestial brightness about them ; chil-

dren reared in such dwellings become
" burning and shining lights in the

world. Happy is the people that is in

such a case." (Ps. cxliv. 12-15.)

III. That this light is a foregleaming

of that glory which will be enjoyed
by God's people for ever. The light

that shines in pious homes is the same
that brightens heaven. When John
saw that holy dwelling-place he says,

" The glory of God did lighten it, and
the Lamb is the light thereof." God's

love in Christ is the light of every true

Israelite's dwelling on earth, and that is

the light of heaven. Christian homes
ought to be "spangles of celestial bright-

ness on this darksome earth." The light

here is sometimes dimmed. Heaven is

its native sphere. It suffers there no
eclipse. Our vision too will be clearer.

Every spiritual truth which natural

light symbolises, and is but its material

shadow, will be seen in all its harmon-
ious sympathies and grandest propor-

tions. We shall see light in God's

light. The light will penetrate us

more fully : we shall be glorified by it.

We now know in part, but then face

to face. The light is the same ; but it
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has now to pass through the murky from such dwellings into heaven go

atmosphere of our sinfulness. This from one Divine glory to another; going

light gleams upon us to prepare us for from God's light on earth to His light

its fuller manifestations in heaven. in heaven.

The home of the true Israelite is bright The dwellings of the good:— 1. Their

with the celestial glory : it has much light. 2. Their beauty. 3. Their

of heaven in it: it is ilistinguished by protection,

heaven's light ; and those who pass

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 24-26.

The Keluctance with which Men yield a Complete Obedience to
THE Imperative Claims of God.

I. The fact of this reluctance on the part of man to yield complete

ohedience to the claims of God. 1. This reluctance is seen in the judgments that

are sent to overcome it. What judgments were sent to overcome the reluctance of

Pharaoh to a complete surrender to the claims of God ! How varied ! How
numerous ! Hoav afflictive ! And yet all in vain. He continued to defy the

servants of heaven. He sought to make a compromise with God and duty.

There are many like him in our own times. They are afflicted by a providence

designed to bring them to the performance of duty
;
yet they refuse subjection

to the will of heaven. 2. This reluctance is seen in the mercy that is despised.

3. This reluctance is seen in the faithful ministries that are rejected. Moses and
Aaron were many times sent to urge the king to compliance with the commands
of God ; but in vain. How many faithful and persuasive appeals have been
made to us to give up all sin, and to render an unreserved service to the King
of heaven ! That men resist these judgments, these ministries, and the

abundant mercy of God, is complete evidence of their great reluctance to

surrender all for Him. (1.) This reluctance is a matter of revelation. (2.) Thi^

reluctance is a matter of history. (3.) This reluctance is a matter of experience.

II. The reasons of this reluctance on the part of man to yield complete
obedience to the claims of God. These reasons are obvious:— 1. Depravity of

nature. Man is depraved in soul. He has fallen away from God. He has
lost the love of God from his heart. Hence he has an aversion to the Divine
service. He is at enmity with the Being who demands obedience. This is one
reason of man's reluctance. 2. Pride of heart. Man is proud and does not
like to be humiliated by surrendering all to God. Pharaoh likes to keep his

slaves. He fancies that they augment his importance, and the prowess of his

nation. Men imagine that sin is an exaltation ; hence they are unwilling to

give it up. 3. Selfishness of motive. Pharaoh was selfish. He would not give
up the wealth brought to his treasury by the energies of his slaves. Men
imagine that sin is a gain and a profit ; hence they are reluctant to make an
entire surrender of it at the call of heaven. 4. Obstinate in mil. Pharaoh
was obstinate. He did not wish to yield to Jehovah, of whom he had but
little knowledge. Men obstinately resist a fancied invasion of their rights, and
hence will not yield to the claims of God.

III. The folly of this reluctance on the part of man to yield complete
obedience to the claims of God. 1. Because it provokes painful judgments.
2. Because it is useless to contend with God. 3. Because firial overthrmo is its

certain oidcome. Surely we see the folly of this reluctance in the case of Pharaoh,
in the plagues it brought on him ana his people, in the useless conflict he con-
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ducted with the Infinite, and in his final overthrow in the Ked Sea. Men who
will not yield to the claims of God are ultimately overtaken with sad calamity.

Are we reluctant to yield entire obedience to the claims of duty 1 Lessons :

—

1. That man will consent to any terms rather than yield a complete submission to the

will of God. 2. That God will only be satisfied by an entire surrender to His will.

The Way in which Men endeavour to Compromise the Service of God.

I. That men endeavour to compromise the service of God by nominal allegi-

ance. Pharaoh consented that Moses and the Israelites should worship God in

the land of Egypt (Exod. viii. 25). He would then have rendered any assistance

for the service, as it would not much have interfered with his selfish and de-

spotic purpose. After the worship the slaves could have returned to their

bondage and toil. There are many who seek thus to compromise the service of

God. They consent to the worship of God, but they wish to do it in their own
way, and at their own time, and so to nullify its design. They seek to pay
homage to heaven and yet to retain their sins. Their homage is only nominal.

It is the outcome of fear or policy.

II. That men endeavour to compromise the service of God by an occasional

performance of duty. Pharaoh told Moses that Israel might go into the

wilderness and sacrifice, provided they did not go very far away ; so that they

might afterwards return. And so some people try to satisfy the claims of God
by going occasionally into the wilderness to sacrifice to Him. They go to the

wilderness for this purpose once a month, and then spend all the rest of their

time in rejection of the Divine will. This is mockery. It shows that men
know better, but that they have not sufficient moral resolution to do better.

The service of heaven cannot be compromised in this manner. Men cannot

serve God and Satan.

III. That men endeavour to compromise the service of God by a public pro-

fession of it accompanied with private reservations. Pharaoh gave permission

for the men to go with Moses to sacrifice to God (Exod. x. 10, 11). But the

little ones were to remain in bondage. Thus he hoped to satisfy the Divine

claims upon him. He no doubt thought this a great concession. And there

are people who seek to be religious by letting their great sins go, but they

reserve their little faults. They make outwardly a great pretence of goodness,

whereas inwardly there are reservations of heart displeasing to God.

IV. That men endeavour to compromise the service of God by excluding it

from their worldly pursuits. Phaiaoh gave Moses permission to go and sacri-

fice to God, only he was to leave the flocks and herds behind, in the possession

of the tyrant. And how many business men, wlio feel the claims of God's

service resting upon them, seek to let all go but the flocks and the herds ! They
are not willing to bring religion into their business. They think that they would
suff'er loss by so doing. Such a compromise can never be allowed. LESSONS :

—

1. That men must not compromise the service of God. 2. That ministers must warn men
against compromising the service of God.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Verses 24-26. God's instruments God, is the duty of God's redeemed
of redemption seek not only liberty of people,

persons but of means to serve Him. God's ministers must be resolute, and
True worship and true sacrifice to not abate a jot of what God requires.
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All the exactions of ministers must the salvation of his children. No
be made for God's service. child that is sincerely prayed for and

God's servants know not themselves, worked for will be left to perish in

but depend upon His discovery for Egypt. (3.) The whole Church will he

what they must offer to Him. saved. Christ will deliver all who

The Picture of an Unre- believe in Him. Not one of His true

GENERATE SouL. followers shall finally be left in the

I. It is opposed to the service of ^""'^^Se of evil The weakest, the

p , most desponding, the poorest and most
insignificant, shall ail escape. Not one

II. It is loath to part with its evil
faitliful soul shall be missing : for Not

possessions. ^ j^q^j^ ^c,

III. It is slow to heed the voice of „ „^ ^ ^, ^ ,.

the servants of Truth. ,
^^ The encouragement that may be

derived from this truth. We need
" Every hoof to be brought ouV —part of encourai-ement. The bondage is often

ver. 26. Evil personified m Pharaoh.
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^j hope fails. The enslavers

Kgypt our sinful condition tliat c ings powerful and the chains strong. We
around us, and brings us into bondage. ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ delivered from our bond-
God's will IS that we snould be com-

^^^^ ^^^ deliverance is delayed. But
pletely set free. This will be accom- ^ deliveiance, complete, triumphant, and
phshed. Repeated conflicts first.

eternal, is sure. This ought to lead us

I. The truth suggested that our — 1. To live in the expectation of perfect

deliverance will be complete. (1.) freedom from all evil. 2. To continue to

Our natures will be entirely freed from strive, believe, and pray for it. 3. To

the thraldom of sin. Every power of pray and labour zealously for the salva-

body, mind, and soul will ultiniately tion of our families. 4. To sympathise

escape from the dominion of evil, with and aid the weak and lowly in the

The body shall be delivered from the Church. Nothing is too hard for God
;

grave. Every faculty—even the low- He can overthrow the most direful

liest—shall be set free for God. Not bondage. He has declared by His

a hoof, &c. (2.) Our families shall be servants that He will bring His people,

saved. Often there is much anxiety and all that they possess, out of the

about the wayward and the fallen ; but land of Egypt,

every truly pious parent should expect W. Osborne lAlley.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Versts 21-19,

The Intercourse of Life.

I. That good men are often brought into contact with bad men. Moses was
brought into constant contact with Pharaoh. Thus we see:— 1. That good men
are brought into contact with bad irrespective of moral character. The degraded
tyrant and the faithful servant of God meet together in the common intercourse

of life. Sometimes on errands of moral significance. What a diversity of

character is observable in the throngs of life. The pure soul shines all the more
brightly for its contrast with the unholy by whom it is surrounded. 2. That good

men are brought irito contact with bad irrespective of mental temperament. Pharaoh
and Moses were opposite in mental temperament. The one was selfish, the

other was generous ; the one oppressed the weak, the other defended the weak
(Exod. ii. 17) ; the one was proud, the other was humble ; the one was deceptive,

the other was conscientious and faithful ; the one was hard of heart, the other

was meek in dis})osition. And so, men of the most divergent temperaments and
dispositions are brouglit together in the ordinary intercourse of life. 3. Tliat

good men are brought into contact with bad irrespective of social position. The
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iespised Hebrew is brought into contact with the proud King of Egypt ; the

humble shepherd is brought into the presence of tlie great monarch. And so,

men of the extremes of social position are brought together in the ordinary

intercourse of daily life. And why? 1. That men may be imbued with the ideas

of a common manJiood. 2. That class prejudices may be destroyed. 3. That charity

may be developed. 4. That life may become a unity.

II. That when good men are brought into contact with bad men the meeting

should be educational to both. 1. The companionship of the good should be

injiueniial to the moral improvement of the bad. Pharaoh ought to have been
morally improved by his contact with Moses and Aaron ; he ought to have pro-

fited by their instruction, by their fidelity, and by a study of their characters.

Their method of life ought to have been a rebuke to him. Bad men should gather

inspiration from the actions, words, and silent but holy influence of a godly life.

These are educational. 2. The companionship of the bad should inspire the good

with feelings of gratitude and humility. Would not Moses and Aaron be grateful

that they were different in moral disposition from the tyrant Pharaoh? They
would adore the distinguished mercy of God to them. A sight of the conduct

of a wicked man ought to awaken a pure soul to a remembrance of the mercy of

heaven, it also ought to produce deep humility; in that good men might have

been far otherwise than they are.

III. That when good men are brought into contact with bad men, the meeting

is not always valued as it ought to be. and its opportunity for good is often

unimproved. Pharaoh did not value as he ought to have done the companion-

ship of Moses and Aaron, who were divinely sent to influence him aright. He did

not make a good use of the opportunity they presented to him of understanding

God and truth. He was the worse for their advice. And so it is, if wicked

men do not profit by the companionship of the good, they are morally injured

by it. Lessons :— 1. lliat a good life is a heaveidy ministry. 2. That good men
should seek to influence the bad aright. 3. That good men may learn lessons from
wicked lives.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Verses 27-29. The more perse- contempt. 2. With threatenings of

cutors are hardened the more they evil. 3. With banishment,
oppress God's Church. The way in which messengers of

Hardened sinners command God's God treat hardened sinners :— 1. They
ministers to depart from them when scorn their taunts. 2. They impart to

they faithfully speak for God. the language of the wicked a deeper
The way in which hardened sinners significance than was intended. 3.

treat the messengers of God :— 1. With They are courageous. 4. They bid

them a sad farewelL

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER X.

BT

RET. WxM. ADAMSON.

Soul-Humlllty I Ver. 8. It is not that God which humble souls receive at His hands,
exults in showing us that He is greatest, and Cyrus and Antiochus might want to get the
we must yield. Kabshakehs and Csesars may princes of surrounding sovereignties, where
take pleasure in forcing rel)els to humble they could lord it over them, and sliow their
themselves; but it affords Jehovaii no satis- power. Not, so God. He couhl do tliat better
faction to put the conqueror's foot upon the l)y our continued resistance tlian by our sur-
captive's neck. Such is not the treatment render: l.y our con;ending in strife ai:aingt
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Him with all our power to the last. But

He sought to bring Pharaoh and liis suhjects

to a real spirit of soul-lunnility, tliat He
might, exalt them— tliat He might extend to-

wards them the sceptre of gracious acceptancy

—and that He might shower down upon their

homes and hearts—not plagues but privileges.

" Complete Thy purpose, that we may become

1'hy perfect image, our Lord and God,"

Locusts I Ver. 4. There are several ppecies,

riiey are described in Janiieson's Commentary
as lescmliling a large, s})otted, red-and-hlack,

double- wingtd grasshopper, with two hind

legs working like hinged s^prings of immense
strength and elasticitv. They are frequently

referred to in the Bible as one of the great

scourges of the East, and the details concern-

ing them have been verified by numerous
travellers

—

justifying Pharaoh's exclamation

in V. 17, '' this death.'" No doubt,, the dis-

tance which these dark locust masses had

come would wiiet their naturally voracious

appetites, and aggravate the appalling desola-

tion which they were accustomed to leave

behind. In one of the papyri, the locust is

mentioned as the common enemy of the

husbandman. In the province of Nejed, in

Arabia, having destroyed the harvest, they

penetrated by thousands into the private dwell-

ings, and devoured even the leather of the

water vessels. Mnjor Moore describes a cloud

of locusts extending over 500 miles, and so

compact on the wing that, like an eclipse, it

completely iiid the sun. Such are the judicial

visitations of Divine Providence upon the

godless nations of the earth, the devouring

appetites of the moral and social locust-hosts

of anarchy, the God-obscuring properties of

the cloud-throng of inlidelity. See Joel i. 6

and Nahum iii. 15. And these judgments
are appointed

"Thus to keep daring mortals more in awe."—Young,

Wicked Heart I Ver. 10. A sceptic once
asked Dr Nettleton how he came by his wicked
lieart? The Cliristiau replied, "Thatisaques-
tion which does not concern you so much as

another, viz., how you are to get rid of it."

As the man manifested no wish to hear any-
thing on that point, but still pressed the

question of iiow he came by his wicked lieart,

Dr Nettleton told him that his condition

resembled that of a man who is drowning,
while his friends are attempting to save his

life. As he rises to the surface of the water,

he exclaims, ** How came I here ? " From
the bank one of his friends shouts, ''Never
mind that now; but take hold of the rope."
Suppose the infatuated man repeated his in-

quiry as to how he got into the foaming
torrent, and spurned all proffered aid until

his question was answered ; what would be
said as he sank to the bottom ? What, but
that he caused his own death, and deserved
the doom ? Thug

" Whether we drive, or whether we are driven.

If ill, 'tis ours; if good, the act of Heaven."
—Dryden.

Repentance! Ver. 11. In the Greek it

means a chani:e of mind ; and in the Hebrew
it implies comfort of heart, 'i'here can be no
abiding consolation of spirit, where there has

been no genuine transformation of the mind.
This is twofold:—attrition, as when a rock is

broken by the springing of a mine ; contrition,

as when an iceberg floating soutliward, gradu-

ally melts beneath the warm of the gulf stream

and the genial r;iys of the sun. '1 he repent-

ance of Pharaoh had not this latter. His heart

resembled that asphalte pavementof our streets,

which is softened temporarily under the potent

influences of the summer noontide sun, but

which is all the harder at the midnight hour
for the previous partial softening.

** 'Tis to bewail the sins thou didst commit,
And not commit those sins thou hast be-

wailed."

—

Quarles.

East Wind ! Ver. 1 3. Locusts generally came
into Egypt from Libya and Ethiopia; as Dio-

dorus says, "In the spring-time, the south
winds rise high, and drive an infinite number
of locusts out of the desert of an extraordinary

size." But on this occasion they were brought
from Arabia. Keil says that the fact of the

wind blowing a day and a night before bringing
the locusts sliows that they came from a great

distance, and therefore proved to the Egyptians
that the omnipotence of Jehovah readied far

beyond the borders of Egypt. How often God
sends judgments from remote and far-away

places to convince them that He is Jehovah
afar off as well as nigh at hand !

" Soul of the world, supremely High,
Where—where shall man Thy potence fly ?

"

—Peter.

Locust-Symbols I Ver. 15. In Rev. ix. 3,

the Apocalyptic seer beholds locusts coming
out of the smoke upon the earth. Unto them
was given power as the scorpions of the earth.

Their teeth were the teeth of lions, and their

power was to hurt men. The locust was
esteemed sacred in Greece, and the Athenians
wore golden cicadse or grasshoppers in their

hair to denote the antiquity of their race. It

was King James who said :
" By locusts and

grasshoppers understand monks and friars,

who seem to fly a little from the earth, but are

great devourers. They go in swarms, and
seize upon the meadows, the fat and pleasant

parts of the land." Am Volney says, Tiie

Tartars themselves are a less destrudive enemy
than these little animals. One would imagine
that evil had followed their progress. Wherever
they went, they caused the dreary image of

winter to succeed in an instant to the rich

scenery of spring. But Elliott shows that not

of the myriad-hosts of monks are locusts a

scriptural symbol. The locust-woe was really

the invasion of the Saracenic armies, and the

pest Mohammedanism which they brought with

them. And just as through the forbearance
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of God, the plague passed off from Egypt with-

out annihilating all; so the aguressive cha-

racter of the Saracenic woe rolled away. As
Gibbon says : The passion of the Saracens for

war ceased. The luxury of the Caliphs, now
established (712 a.d.) quietly at Bagdad, relaxed

the nerves and terminated the progress of the

Arab empire.

"It floats awhile, then floundering, sinks

absorbed

Within that boundless sea it strove to grasp."

^Bally.

Help ! Help ! Ver. 16. How intensely dark tke

night was, as a traveller started on his journey
along an urifamiliar road. It was a broad
way—smooth and pleasant enough to all ap-

pearance, and the man was hopeful and void

of apprehension. As he went on, he was en-

countered by a stranger, who very urgently

begued him not to proceed further, as ahead the

road was rough and dangerous—passi ng through
a lonely wild—with bogs and quagmires on each
side. But the traveller laughed to scorn the

Bage advice, and proceeded on his way. The
darkness deepened — the hedgerows disap-

peared—and the road could no longer be dis-

cerned from the rest of the surrounding
country. Lonely cries were heard, which the
traveller recognised as the call of the marsh-
birds; so that he knew there were fenny
places—possibly deep ditches and gloomy
tarns around. Scarcely had he arrived at this

conclusion than he plunged into a morass.

The more he struggled to free himself, the

more did he feel his limbs sinking in the mire,

and his head and arms becoming entangled

amongst the flags and rushea. Worn out and
alarmed, he uttered a loud cry for help. It is

answered, and presently a man with a lamp
in hand appears to help him out. The foolish

mocking traveller recognises his monitor on
the earlier part of the road ; but he does not

now scorn his assistance. Pharaoh had ridi-

culed the remonstrances of Moses against

pursuing a path of antagonism to God ; now
he appeals t) Moses for help. Moses' inter-

cession prevailed, and so often do the prayers

of the saints, urgently solicited by sinners,

avail for the removal of Divine judgments.

" And beneath the great arch of the portal,

Through the streets of the City Immortal,

Is wafted the fragrance they shed."

—'Longfellow.

Locust-Lessons I Ver. 17. These insects

are used for food. John the Baptist fed on
them, and tha Hottentots are glad when the

locusts come, for they fatten upon them. Thus
as locusts gathered, prepared, and eaten, prove a
common and nutritious food ; so trials properly

used may become blessings. Out of the eater

went forth meat., and out of the strong sweet-

ness, is as true of the locust as the lion, and
may be as true of the judgments of God as of

the locusts. It is well for men to derive all

the liood they may and can from the trials of

Divine appointment.
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" Sometimes the souls He loves are riven

By tempests wild, and thus are driven
Nearer the better land."

—

Perry.

West Wind ! Ver. 19. Orosius mentions
a locust pl.igue about 125 B.C. , which happened
in Africa, and adds that, alter these living

vermin had consumed all the herbaire of the

field, and had gone so far as to devour the bark
and solid timber of the trees, a violent wind
came and wafted them away in different

portions ultimately to plunge them in the sea.

Pliny states that the winds carry them off in

vast swarms, upon which they fall into the

ocean and seas of waters. Oh ! when the

breath of the Spirit of the living God is wafted

upon the serried ranks of the locust-devourera

of infidelity, how these voracious and selfish

principles are swept away into the sea of

oblivion ! As a scourge upon the nations God
uses them; and when their ungrateful task is

done. He drowns them in the deep ocean of

forgetful n ess.

** A wave of dark oblivion's sea

Then sweeps across their place."

—

Gould,

Darkness-Symbolism! Ver. 21. It has
been remarked by Salter that darkness is the

proper image and metaphor by which to re-

present moral ignorance. At midnight all

that is fair and beautiful in nature is con-

cealed. There are fields and forests, brooks
and fountains, rivers and valleys ; but gloom
and confusion rest upon all this loveliness.

And in like manner, as long as a man con-

tinues in moral darkness, there is a veil and
confusion (as it were) upon God and Christ,

upon heaven and eternity. These, bright and
glorious in themselves, and bright and glorious

in their radiance to the believer who walks in

the light, are hid from the eyes of the walker
in darkness. He sees— but how? As the

traveller in the night, who mistakes some
lovely rosebush for a demon being of unholy
birth.

" Reason may strive, but reason strives in

vain;

It cannot break the adamantine chain."

Darkness-Lessons I Ver. 22. Men in the

dark are in danger. Sailing once along a
coast where a friend had sufi'ered shipwreck,

the scene which recalled his danger filled us

with no fear. Why was this? Because, while

his ship, on the night she ran ashore, was cut-

ting her way through the gloom of a dense
fog, we were ploughing the waters of a silver

sea, where noble headlands, and pillared cliffs,

and scattered islands, and surf-beaten reefs

stood bathed in the l)rightest moonshine.
There was no danger just, because there was
no darkness. The robe of night

•* With sparkling brilliants guide the vessel

on.

And now the land appears—the port ig

won."

—

Mark.

Artificial Light! Ver. 22. Herodotus

records that at the sacrifice at Sais the
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assembly is held by night. They suspend

before their houses in the open air lamps,

which are filled with oil mixed with salt; a

wick floats on the top, which will burn all

niglit. The feast is called the Feast of Lamps.
Such of the Egyptians as do not attend the

ceremony burn lamps in like manner before

their houses; so ihat all Euypt is illuminated.

When, therefore, the great horror of dark-

ness chained them to their seats, these wor-

shippeis would bethink themselves of the

brilliant illumination of their artificial light.

But in vain ! I'hcy could have no lights what-

ever. And, wlun God leaves the hardened
sinner in the outer darkness of condemna-
tion, all artificial lights of human reason and
philosophy falsely so called will be of no avail.

They will be beyond the sinner's reach, and
will also themselves be quenched in the black-

ness of darkness. So that whatever show of

courage sinners may display whilst their

artificial lights gleam, yet all self-assurance

will forsake them

—

"As heroes, dauntless in the thickest fight,

At phantoms tremble in the darksome night."

Darkness-Effects ! Ver. 23. Modern dis-

coveries have shown that the seeds of epidemic
and miasmatic diseases are generated and
exert their activity during the night, and
in places unvisited by the solar beams.
Darkness is favourable to their development.
This is a true picture of the cause of sin's

development and growth. In proportion to

tlie density of the gloom of mental and moral
ignorance is the increase and fructification of

sin. The Jews have a tradition that there

were terrible alarms under the Egyptian
canopy of darkness ; that the devil and his

angels were let loose during those three dread-

ful days, and that they had a wider range,

a greater liberty than usual for working
mischief. Such a thing seems to be referred

to in Ps. Ixxviii. 49. He sent, i.e.. He per-

mitted, evil angels among them. Certainly

wherever moral ignorance prevails, there

Satan and his spirits of evil are busily em-
ployed.

" 'Tis dark—that dreary, witching hour of
night,

When restless spirits steal in mortal sight,

And grisly spectres stalk their dreary round."

Light-Lessons ! Ver. 23. A young prince
having been chastised by his royal parent for

doing something wrong, was full of discontent
and displeasure. Passing, by and by, through
the palace gate, he encountered a street-Arab,

who had left his father's home, but who,
however free from chastening, was lean and
wretched, miserable and woebegone. The
young prince dried his tears very quickly
witli the reflection that it was far better to be
a chastened prince than a wretched beggar-
boy. He looked down upon the ragged
urchin's condition with the greatest conceiv-
able pity and thankfulness, even though he
himself was smarting from the rod. God had

chastened Israel, and they had expressed dis-

pleasure. By and by, when they saw how the

hearts and homes of the Egyptians were draped
in darkness, while they themselves, as the

children of the Heavenly King, were enjoy-
ing light, doubtless tliey would compare their

own condition with the misery of the oppres-

sors, and would look upward with gratitude

to Almighty God, who, though He chastened
them, nevertheless crowned their lives with
the light of His countenance. And thus

—

*' Their streams of joy would more enriching
grow,

As they adored the source from whence
they flow."

Pride! Ver. 24. On the shore of the

Scandinavian Peninsula stands the ancient

city of Bergen, facing the prevailing winds
from tlie west and south-west. Behind it rise

the towering rugged peaks and mountains of

Norway. These attract the clouds charged to

the full with moisture, and force them to pour
their torrents of rain on the surrounding
country. Thus what, from its position, facing

the rainy quarter, ought to be abundantly
sujiplied with rain, is comparatively rainless.

How often do the lofty mountains deprive

the soul of those divine droppings of grace

which refresh the spiritual life I

** So keen the grasp, so vast is human pride,

When pampered most—the least 'tis satis-

fied."

Conscience! Ver. 25. The manager of a
cotton-miU received a complaint from the
girls in the weaving-room that they could not
make the bobbin-boys hear them call for

more bobbins. Having bought several bells,

he instructed the boys to answer these when
rung by the girls. For a time all went well.

No matter where the boys were, the bells

were heard above the clatter of the looms.
But by and by the girls began to comjjlain
that the boys were getting careless, and hin-
dered them more than before ; while the boys
answered that the girls did not ring loud
enough. The manager therefore went to the

room, and experimented by ringing one of
the bells again and again

;
yet, though the

bobbin-boy was not far ofi*, he paid no atten-
tion. Suddenly it flashed across the mana-
ger's mind that the bells must be at fault.

On inspection, he found thut the girls had
been in the habit of snatching up the bells

by the metal instead of the handles, and that

they had thus covered the bells with oil from
the machinery. The bells were accordingly
cleaned, and all went well. To how many
people has the clear voice of conscience be-

come a dull sound? Not at once; but
gradually—gradually as the bell decreased its

tone—gradually as Pharaoh progressed in

sin

—

** Till, like a frozen mass, his heart was
chilled,

Its upward movement stayed, and conscience
stilled.*'
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Heart-Hardness! Ver. 27. Away on the wide

3Cran, at the midniuht hour, when the winds

howled and ilie clouds loured heavily, floated

a man clutching a plank riven hy the storm

from the deck of tiie gallant harque which

hut twenty-four hours hefore he had c<im-

niatuled, hut which now was iiuried fathoms

deep witliin the heart of the ocean. A godless

and profane captain had he h. en ; but he lifts

up his anguished eyes to heaven, and amid
the gloom and tempest vows that, if the

offended Majesty of heaven will hut send a

shi[) to his rescue, oaths shall never again

}»as8 his lips. Scarcely had he solemnly

pledged himself to be a humble servant of

God, than a ship hove in sight—a shout was
lieard, for some one had perceived the dark

spot floating, and guessed its cause. The
vessel's course was changed—the lifebuoy was
flung to the drowning mariner—the crew

easily dragged him on board. The vows
were soon forgotten, and the reckless sinner

revelled in liis profanity and godlessness as

soon as he was once more in safety. tSuch

was the position of Pharaoh. His resolutions

declared under the pressure of suffering

perished when the judgment was removed

—

*' And his regrets were like the flitting light

Which feebly glimmers in despair's dark
night."

Obstinate Folly ! Ver. 28. Traversing the
sandy wastes at the noontide hour beneath the

burning sun, horsemen became aware of a
dark cloud in the distance, as if rising from
the earth. It is the sandrift swept before the
whirlwind ; and it comes on like a black wall,

rising higher and high* r till sky and sun are
obscured. Whole caravans have been buried
beneath that heavy canopy ; and the great ques-

tion is how to escape ? 'i'here are two possibili-

ties : 1. To flee ; and 2. To fight. The first

is chosen. The spurs are applied, and the

horses, seemingly conscious of the danger,
urue themselves to their utmost speed. On
and on they spur! The riders look back,

only to perceive the dark mass in swift

pursuit, Iroin which it is vain to flwc. Tiiey

turn their iior.-es' heads to face it. On cornea

the dense cloud I The horses {U'ess towiirucs

it, with th ck-drawn breath from the particles

of sand. They pant and press; but all in

vain. What folly to contend ! When the

last breath of the fierce whirlwind passes by,

and the sun shines forth bright and clear upon
tiie sea of glittering sand, the dark wall has

settled down in a line of undulating mounds,
beneath which lie horsemen and horses in

death. Pharaoh first fled from the cloud of

Divine judgment ; now he attempts to fight

with it. A vain contention 1

"As crime increased, so swelled the threat-

'ning storm,

The clouds assumed a still more awful
form."

Moses ! Ver. 29. The calmness of Moses ia

conspicuous all through the contest. The
Divine discipline of adversity had accom-
plished this in him. No more was his spirit

to be like the stream which, though coursing
through verdant meads, chafes at every
pebble, and from its own shallowness
murmurs and frets as it flows. Adversity
had deepened trhe channel. Purer, calmer,

clearer it rolled on. If it had to plunge
down into depths of sorrow in the wilderness

wanderings, it had yet sunshine resting upon
it ; and even from tears was that rainbow
formed which— unshaken by tumult, un-
dimmed and unbroken—like that spanning
the cataract's verge, shines with all the solt

tints of the skies

—

" Whose fleecy clouds, in radiant splendour
glow.

While heaven is mirrored in the sea below."

CHAPTER XI.

Critical Notes.—1. Said unto Moses.] Kalisch renders the verb here as a pluperfect,
" hid said ; " and concludes that the object of these verses is to account for tlie utterance of the

final threat before Moses leaves the presence of Pharaoh ;—as though God had previously said

this to Moses; and now, the fit moment having come, Moses repeats it to Pharaoh. Hut it

seems doubtful whether the Plebrew imperfect tense with waw consecutive can ever be understood
as a pluperfect (see Driver, " Hebrew Tenses," § 76, Ohs.) ; and the necessity so to understand
it in this place is not very a}'parent. It should be observed that the narrative has not yet

recorded the actual departure of Moses from Pharaoh's presence,—this it postpones to ver. 8 of

this chapter; nor does there seem to be any good reason why we should not accept the view
fleclined as "unnecessary" by Kalisch, viz., that "God spoke to Moses whilst he stood before

Pharaoh ; for the revelation came suddenly upon him." T'his is surely far more probable than
ti&t the writer should have put an unnatural strain on the idiom of his own language.

—

2. Borrow.] Rather, "ask." No one meeting with the Heb. verb Sk», by itself, would think
of " borrow" as its primary or ordinary meaning. It is true that we may "a»k" with intent
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to "borrow," and the latter notion may accordingly be sometimes inferred from ** context nnd

circumstance;" but to put that notion into this place, just to calumniate the record, or those

appearini^ therein, is more wanton than wise.— 6. Tlie mill.] Literally, *' tiie two miiUtuucB,"

i.e., the upper and lower :—the characteristic position of the drudge of the family in the East.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-3.

The Eve of Final Retribution

The first three verses of this chapter are a parenthesis, either referring to

something that had previously been said to Moses, or to some communica-

tion that was made to him while he was in the presence of Pharaoh ; they

are inserted in order to give a full explanation of the narrative. After

Moses had said that he would see the face of the king no more, he continued

the utterance of the fourth verse. This was the last interview betw^een the two
men, and as such, it was most solemn and affecting. It appears to have made
but little impression on the haughty king ; but truly this was not the fault of

Moses. After the servants of God have rendered their best service for the moral

good of men, they may fail of the result they desire ; but the husbandman
cannot give the desired harvest, he is only responsible for the sowing.

I. On the eve of final retribution God reveals to His servants the things

that are shortly to come to pass. God had privately told Moses the judgment
He would send upon Egypt and its king, if they did not yield to His command.
The secret of the Lord is with them that fear Him. Moses repeated the message
to Pharaoh, that the proud monarch might be without excuse in the event of

disobedience. Good men are sent by Heaven to announce to the world the

retributions of the future. Thus they are saddened ; thus they are honoured.

God does not generally startle men by retribution ; He predicts its advent by
the ministry of the good.

II. On the eve of final retribution the servants of God must direct the

activities of the Church. (Yer. 2.) Moses was told upon the eve of the

threatened plague to direct the conduct of the children of Israel. To the

Israelites the retribution was a crisis ; it was the supreme moment of their

national history, and upon the promptitude and wisdom of their conduct great

issues were dependent. Hence they needed direction. And so all the retribu-

tions that come upon mankind have an important bearing toward the life and
history of the Christian Church ; they are related to its moral freedom, and
hence it becomes the Church to act wisely in them, that it may receive the

full advantage of the hour. The Church has lost the benediction of many a
political revolution by sloth and lack of prompt action. All the struggles of

nations are destined to work the freedom of the Church. Hence in times of

national retribution the Church has need of strong-souled heroes, to awaken its

intelligence, to inspire its activity, to guide its energies, and to make it victo-

rious over all its foes, that it may go forth from bondage with the treasure it has

earned through many years of unrequited service.

III. That on the eve of final retribution the servants of God become the
great men cf the times. " Moreover the man Moses was very great in the land
of Egypt, in the sight of Pharaoh's servants, and in the sight of the people '*

(ver. 3). Pharaoh had not taken the advice of his servants (chap. x. 7), and
it is evident that he had lost the sympathy of his people to a large extent. The
nation was weary of its suffering. Israel was growing in favour with Egypt
This the outcome of a gracious providence. Sometimes God gives the Church
favour in the eyes of the world, for the accomplishment of His purpose. In
times of national retribution, then warriors are forgotten, then artists are

neglected, and the servants of God start into unexpected fame. Men who do
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tlieir duty, even to a hostile multitude, are sure, in the Ions: run, to be respected,

even though at first they are regarded with scorn. Goodness and fidelity

make men great. The world in its truer conscience knows in what real dignity

consists. Lessons :— 1. That times of retribution are revealed to the good. 2. That
the servants of God must gather strength to act in imjportant times. 3. That all things

tend to the freedom of the Church,

One more Plague.

I. It shows that Heaven will terribly plague the sinner. "Yet will I

bring one plague more upon Phaiaoli." Many people cant about the mercy of

God and the kindness of Heaven. This is their most prominent theology.

They consider the Infinite Father as incapable of plaguing men. Did He not
send terrible retributions on the land of Egypt, and were they not compatible
with the Divine character and government \ And the one plague more to come
upon the impenitent sinner will be awful, it will be just ; it will be the natural
outcome of a wicked life, and will be inflicted by God.

II. It shows that Heaven has a great resource of plagues with which to tor-

ment the sinner. Heaven had already sent nine plagues on Pharaoh and his

people ; and yet its retributive resources were not exhausted. The material

universe, in its every realm, is the resource of Heaven for the plaguing of men.
Men ask how God can punish i;he sinner in the world to come. He will not be
at a loss for one plague more whereby to torment the finally impenitent. How
foolish of man to provoke the anger of God !

III. It shows that Heaven gives ample warning of the plagues it will inflict

upon the sinner. The king of Egypt had ample warning of the death that was
to overtake the first-born of the nation. God has revealed to the sinner the

severity and certainty of the one plague more ; and if it falls upon his guilty soul,

it will be through wilful disobedience. Men do not walk ignorantly to hell.

IV. It shows that Heaven has a merciful intention even in the infliction of

its plagues. It designed the moral submission of Pharaoh by the threatened

plague, and also the freedom of Israel. And so God plagues men that He may
save them, and those whom they hold in the dire bondage of moral eviL

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. One plague may do more When God moves the Church to ask

than nine that have preceded it. He moves hearts to give.

Combined persecutors are joined in The freedom of the Church :— 1.

God's plague. After long struggle. 2. Welcome. 3.

In God's own time He will get The commencement of development,

victory over His enemies. 4. The earnest of victory.

At God's word oppressors shall re- The Church of God :— 1. Favoured

lease his Church fully and readily. by enemies. 2. Enriched by tyrants.

3. Freed by Heaven.

Verses 2, 3. God may command God can make men favourable to

His servants to ask and have of their others :— 1. By inspiring beauty of

very enemies. character. 2. By awaking guilty de-

It is no wrong to ask and take what spisers. 3. By bestowing deep sym-

God commands His people. pathy. 4. By enabling them to rendei

God can give the silver and gold of eihcient help,

enemies to His Church.
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MilN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Vtraes 4-10.

The Last Plague Threatened.

I. It was to be solemn in its advent. ** About midnight I will go out into

the land of Egypt." This plague was threatened (chap. iv. 23), and is at last

to be executed. God is slow to anger. Human life is precious in His sight.

But now the Divine forbearance has reached its limit. The time of the terrible

plague is at hand. The first-born are to sleep the sleep of death, not

silently and insensibly, but so as to rouse their families at midnight to see them
die. The silence of the midnight hour is to be broken by the agonies of the

dying, and that in every Egyptian home in the land. The destroying angel will

slay the first-born of Egypt. How sad the scene ! How solemn the hour! How
beyond description ! God often plagues the sinner at midnight. When dark-

ness is all around him, then the plagues of Heaven come, and are rendered more
awful by the time of their advent.

II. It was to be fatal in its issue. "And all the first-born in the land of

Egypt shall die." Thus the last plague was to be intensely real. It was not

to affect the events of nature ; it was to slay man. It was no mere sickness

;

it was death. Egypt had destroyed the first-born of Israel. Now they meet a

just retribution. No doubt those who suffered death were sinners, and deserved

the calamity that came upon them. The first-born of beasts were also included

in the devastating plague. Thus the Egyptians were punished for their idolatry,

and were deprived of their property. The plagues of Heaven are sometimes fatal

—fatal to the temporal and eternal welfare of man.

III. It was to be comprehensive in its design. "From the first-born of

Pharaoh that sitteth upon his throne, even unto the first-born of the maid-

servant that is behind the mill ; and all the first-born of beasts (ver. 5). Thus
the prince who was to succeed to the throne was not too high to be reached by it,

nor the slave at the mill too low to be noticed. It was to extend from the most
honourable to the meanest in the realm. The prince is spoken of as sitting upon the

throne because he was the next heir to it; or it may be that he was even crowned,

as was Solomon while David lived. From the palace to the dungeon would this

plague travel. The king is helplesp at a time like this. Sometimes the plagues

of God are comprehensive ; they embrace a vast nation, thousands of homes and
families.

IV. It was to be heartrending in its cry. ** And there shall be a great cry

throughout all the land of Egypt, such as there was none like it, nor shall be
like it any more." The cry of those bereaved would be heard in every direction.

Parents who had lost their only child would thus proclaim their grief. The voice

of this cry should never die away irom our hearing ; it makes known the penalty

of sin. There are many heartrending cries in the world occasioned by sin.

V. It was to be discriminating in its infliction. " But against any of the

children of Israel shall not a dog move his tongue, against man or beast ; that

ye may know how that the Lord doth put a difi*erence between the Egyptians
and Israel '' (ver. 7). Thus Israel was to be protected during the terrible

retribution. They should be silent. They should be hopeful. The pestilence

that walketh in darkness should not come near them. The dog, the most
vigilant creature, should not bark at them. The Divine protection of the good
is minute ; it defends from the most trivial enemy. God will protect the

good in the final retribution of the universe. Piety is the best protection

against woe. It averts the judgment of God.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 4-6. God takes His time at

midnight sometimes to visit sinners.

God's midnight visitations:— 1.

Terrible to His enemies. 2. They
aim at destroying the choicest posses-

sions of the wicked. 3. They are

painful. 4. They are almighty. 5.

They are irreparable. 6. They are ir-

respective of social position. 7. They
awaken the anguish of men.

Verse 7. A contrast:— 1. The wicked
crying— the good quiet. 2. The
wicked dead—the good living. 3.

The wicked frightened— the good
peaceful. 4. The wicked helpless

—

the good protected.

In executing judgments God makes
a difference between His elect and His
enemies :— 1. Wonderful. 2. Pleas-

ing. 3. Inspiring. 4. Prophetic.

Verse 8. Divine vengeance will

make those come to God's servants

who have despised and discharged

them.

Highest anger against sin becomes
the best of God's servants.

God makes His despicable servants

victoriously to scorn the powers that

scorn them.

The Eighteous Anger of a
Christian Minister.

" And he went out from Pharaoh in a
great rage."

Anger is not of necessity sinful.

There are times when it is ric^hteous

to be angry. Moses was not in an
unholy passion. He was grieved at

the perversity of a wicked soul :

—

I. Because the claims of God were
rejected. How many of the servants

of God are made angry by the wicked-

ness of men ! Men are morally per-

verse. They will not give up their

sin. They refuse repeated offers of

mercy. They repulse many judg-

ments. They despise many ministers

of truth. They awaken the holy in-

dii^rnation of those who have souirhi

their welfare.

II. Because his Christian work was
apparently a failure. Moses had seen

Pharaoh penitent. He had perhaps

indulged a hope that the terrible

retribution he had announced would
have awakened the wicked king to

calm thought and change of purpose.

But in vain. His last interview was
apparently a failure. How many
Christian ministers are grieved l>y the

failure of their best energies to induce

men to moral goodness

!

II. Because the freedom of Israel

was yet unaccomplished. Moses was
perhaps too hasty in expecting the

accomplishment of his task. Men
who are working for the freedom of

souls must be patient and hopeful

in their spirit and temperament.

Ministers are human in their feel-

ings

Verses 9, 10. God foretelleth, and
sometimes maketh known, that wicked
sinners will not hear His ministers

sent to them.

Such refusal of the wicked to hear

God's word foreruns usually some
strange plagues.

God sometimes aims at the multi-

plying of prodigious judgments upon
multiplied unbelief.

God's ministers do but His work
and deliver His word, and sinners

harden themselves by the same.

Ocular demonstration of God's

strongest plagues will not persuade

sinners to believe.

Upon such wilful hardening against

His word, God justly hardens to de-

struction.

Sinners hardened by God will do

all the mischief against Him and Hia

people.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XI

BT

KEV. WM. ADAMSON.

Persistent Effort! Ver. 1. In Howe's
Cave, in the New World, is a vast stalagmite,

thirty feet high and broad. Listening in-

tently, you can hear a drop of water falling

from the high limestone roof at iritervals of

about one minute. Drop by drop, steadily,

bIowIv, surely, the work is done. Each drop
contained an almost infinitesimal particle of

limestone, so that thousands of years must
have been spent in the formation of this

giant stalactite. The relation between the

Gulliver result and the Liiiput cause is in

such contrast, that any one must feel the

lesson of persistent effort, patietit doing, as

well as the confident expectation of large

results, and the certainty of duty ending in

reward. So with Moses; patiently and per-

sistently had he, step by step, struggled for

his nation's freedom, and now he is to receive

his reward. Pharaoh is to let Israel go, not
under conditions, limitations, and restrictions,

but free and unfettered altogether. Jehovah
thus assures Moses that even now

" The waves of the ocean are ceasing to swell,

And the tempest has whispered its last fare-

well."

Divine Favour! Ver. 3. When Luther
first began to demand the freedom of the

Church, their oppressor, and his cardinals

and tributary princes, despised and scorned

the humble monk; but as, step by step, he
persistently demanded their liberation from
moral tyranny, and gained triumph after

triumph in the intellectual and theological

struggle, his enemies began to look 'ipon the

Eeformer with different eyes. The Kouian
Pharaoh and his courtiers feared and hated

him, while God gave him favour in the sight

of the people ; and now at Augsburg, then at

Worms

—

** Unquailed by frowns, unchecked by human
fear,

Before the monarch stands the holy seer."
—Mark.

Divine Interposition ! Ver. 4. In this last

plague God is represented as descending in

person. *' I " will go out. ^Phis was designed

to impress Pharaoh with the terrible character

of the next inflictive judgment. When a
great Eastern monarch sent his general to

restore order in an insurrectionary province,

the rebels would not heed his authority, but
attacked and routed the royal troops. This
aroused the king's indignation, and he sent

a message tliat he himself would appear in

person at the head of his army, and punish
thoir persistent contumacy. Jehovah warns
the Egyptian rebel against His sovereign

commands, that He would now personally

interpose to secure submission to His t^upreme

authority. If the paw of a l)ear meet with so

thin a substance as the caul of a man's heart,

how easily is it torn to pieces. Pharaoh had
fitted himself for the interposition of Jehovah
in person, and His judgment would be as fire

rushing through the dried prairie grasses.

*' Stay, wretched monarch, in thy sinful path,

And hear this message of avenging wrath
;

Hear it and tremble—it is God's, not mine !

"

First-Bom! Ver. 5. It is computed that

more than one-half of the human race die

under five years of age. Think of the millions

that constitute one generation ! Think of

the generations that have come and gone I

" There is no flock, however watched and tended,

But one dead lamb is there."

It has been remarked, that as there are more
blossoms upon trees in spring-time than
ripe fruits in autumn, so there are more
infants than adults that fall away from the

circles of earthly affection. Like those flowers

which grow on frail, slender vines—disclose

their beauties for one hour in the morning,
and then fold them to their hearts from the

gaze of earth for ever—so our first-born pass

swiftly and beautifully away,

" In their spirits young prime.

E'er earth has profaned what was born for

the skies."

Rig-hteous Anger! Ver. 8. High and
gusty passions, says Beecher, are sometimes
like fierce storms that cleanse the air, and
give the earth refreshment by strong winds
and down-pelting rains, provided always that

such are justified by the occasions of them.
The wrath of Moses was that righteous indig-

nation which noble Christian souls are

—

under certain contingencies—justified in dis-

playing towards wicked and perverse op-

pressors. This anger of Israel's leader was
the reflection of Jehovah's majestic brow—the

wrath of truth and love. It was not a current

flowing through oozing marshes, gathering
foulness from its foul and stagnant waters

;

but it was a divine stream

—

** It did through wild and rock-bound valleys

run,

Like glittering dewdrops in the morning
sun.*'

Sin-Sirens ! Ver. 9. In an Exhibition of

Art Treasures held in Manchester some years

ago, there was a picture by Haydon, entitled,

"The Song of the Syrens." It represented a

ship in fuU sail passing by an island on whose
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beach were some beautiful women, slightly

clothed, singing (as the spectator might
imagine), most melodiously to attract the
attention of the men on board the vessel.

Lashed to the mast, and making eager and
almost frantic gestures, was a man dressed in
military armour; but the sailors— utterly

heedless—seemed as though they cared for
nothing but to get past the island as quickly
as po.<sil)le,—all the more as the beach was
strewn with dead men's bones. That group of
women was Circe and her siren-nymphs!
Tiuit warrior was Ulysses, the hero of Troy,
returning from its capture I He had resolved
to prevent his destruction and that of his
crew as they sailed past the island by filling

their ears with wax, and then ordering them
to bind him so firmly to the mast that it

would be impossible for him to set himself at
liberty. Thus deaf to all his cries—as well as
to the song of the sirens—the sailors passed
safely out of sight and hearing of their temp-
ters. Pharaoh listened to the Siren's song,
and when Moses and Aaron tried to dissuade

him, he refused to heed their prudent connsel,
and chose to listen to the tempter's song

—

*' False as the smooth, deceitful sea.

And empty as the whistling wind."

Heart-Wickedness! Ver. 10. However
wild the wind and wave, there is stillness far

beneath. The waters may surge as mountains
to the skies— and sink as valleys in the

seas ; but away down below the troubled
surface of the waters a dead calm prevails,

where hideous blind monsters swim, and
where loathsome repulsive reptiles crawl.

The surface of Pharaoh's heart was tossed and
disquieted, for the wicked are like the troubled

sea ; but the depths are still— the drear, dread
calm of the death of sin reigns—a haunt for

the ravenous and ugly monsters of sin. Hi«
heart was hardened

—

** And, like the billows of the stormy deep,

Onwards he rushed, with desolating sweep,

Until One Kook opposed his crested pride."

CHAPTEE XIL

Critical Notes.—3. The house of their fathers.] More exactly :
" a father's house.** Ths

designation naturally imports "family" in the larger sense of "family of families," the entire

group formed by the union of grown-up sons and daughters with their children under the
ancestral roof. Only in the event of this group being too small for a lamb, were mere neigh-

bours to unite.—6. Whole assembly of the congregation.] Here, at the very outset ot Hebrew
national history, is an illustration of the truth that, fundamentally, all Hebrews were priests (cf.

chap. xix. 6),—a truth which lives on in its interest when connected with unfulfilled prophecy
(Is. Ixi. 6), and with the antitypical realisation in the Christian ecclesia (1 Pet. ii. 9). More-
over, it is observable that the first Passover was a domestic ol)servance, and that the Lord's
Supper was instituted as a part and an outgrowth of such an observance in an upper room.—In
the evening.] Literally, " between the two evenings," " probal)ly,' says Dr. Davies (Heb. Lex.),
" between sunset and dark (cf. Deut, xvi. 6), as the Karaites and Samaritans hold, or perhaps the

time between the sun's declining and its actual setting, as the Pharisees insisted and the Jews
now hold." Kalisch, deeming' the former view "the most rational," translates the expression
"at dusk," and quotes with approval the following from Ebn Ezra :

" We have two evenings;
the first, the setting of the sun, that is, the time when he disappears beneath the liorizon;

and the second, the ceasing of the light which is reflected in the clouds; and l»etween both lies

an interval of about one hour and twenty minutes."— 11. Passover.] Heb., Pesach, " a stepping
over," " sparing ;

" from pa-sach, to move away from, to move forward from, to move over from one
object to another (Furst). The noun pesach occurs forty-eight times in the Old Testament,
always rendered " passover " in the " Authorised Version ;" and reappears in the Septuagint
under the form ^ascAa, which is then used in the New Testament twenty-nine times, most notal)ly

in coKtiection with the Messiah's death in the Gospels, when the New Feast was instituted, also,

with more direct application to the same great fact, by tlie Apostle Paul, 1 Cor. v. 7 (lit. "for ouu
PASSOVER ALSO was slain [even] Christ"). The \erh pa-sach is rendered "pass over" in verses

13, 23, and 27 of this chapter, and in Is. xxxi. 5.—12. Gods of Egypt.] " Which words," says

Kalisch, "evidently mean tiiat the uniform and general extirpation of all the first-born of the
Egy.ptian8, which calamity their gods will be powerless to avert, will be a manifest proof to

those who have hitherto worshipped them that they are a vain support and an idle refuge :

thus tiie authority of the idols will be destroyed in the eyes of the Egyptians, and this was the

severest ^judgment' which the omnipotent Lord of the Universe could exercise against them "

—

85, 36. Borrowed ..lent.] Render : "Asked," and "let them have what they asked;" and ct
"Critical Note " on chap. xi. 2.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1, 2.

The First Month of the Yeah.

The nations of the globe have regarded various periods as the commencement

of the year. The Athenians reckoned the commencement of their year from

midsummer; the Komans from the middle of winter; the Arabians from the

s})ring ; and the Egyptians from the autumn, as then the Nile returned within

its banks, and seed-time began. It would appear that Israel, during their

bondage, had recognised the Egyptian calendar, which commenced in autumn.

They are henceforth to reckon the commencement of the year from the spring

;

this was their ecclesiastical year. The civil year began in the seventh month
(Lev. XXV. 9).

I. The first month of the year is a good time for religious contemplation and

devotion. In this beginning of months the Israelites were to celebrate the

Passover. They were to undertake all the services described in this chapter.

They were to celebrate their deliverance from Egyptian bondage, and from the

sword of the destroying angel. This was pre-eminently the month of their

religious life, when its holy memories were awakened, when its impulses were

quickened, when its experiences were enriched, and when God was especially

near to them as a people. And so the first month of the year is a good time

for religious meditation, and for the public devotion of the people of God, the

spiritual Israel. It should indeed be in this respect the beginning of months

with them. The old year has gone, the new year is opening to the vision of the

soul. It is, therefore, pre-eminently a time for thought and prayer. I'hen the

flight of time, the events of life, and the mortality of man, may all furnish topics

for reflection. Then especially should the Passover be celebrated, the blood of

Christ anew be sprinkled on the soul ; and in this spirit of trust in the Saviour

should the year begin.

II. The first month of the year is eventful in the history of individual and
collective life. Truly this first month of the year was eventful in the history of

the Israelites. In it they were brought out of JEgyptian bondage ; in it they went
over the river Jordan, and came into the land of Canaan (Josh. iv. 19). Thus
it was eminently eventful in their national history. And the first month of the

year is important in the history of the soul. How many souls, awakened by the

circumstances of life, have been led to the Cross at this solemn period of the year !

How many men have been converted in special religious services held at this

appropriate time ! Truly this has been a period when many immortal souls

have come out from the bondage of sin into the liberty of God's dear Son ; and
when many have crossed the Jordan of death into the land of rest, to pass, not

time, but eternity, with the God who has redeemed them. Hence the first month
of the year is important in the history of the soul. What we are then, we are

likely to remain throughout the year ; we then get an impulse for good or evil

which will aff'ect our moral character to the end. The first month is the keynote
of the year's moral life. It is the rough sketch of the soul's life for the year.

We should therefore seek to observe it unto the Lord.

III. The first month of the year is important in its relation to the com-
mercial prospects of men. The first month of the year was spring-time, answer-

ing to part of our March and April. The Hebrews in their months followed

the course of the moon, every new moon being to them the beginning of a

month. Hence at the commencement of the year all things began to flourish

and to revive in strength and put on the beauty of spring. And so with
men now. The first month of the year has much to do with the vitality and
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energy of their commercial life. Then trade may receive an impulse or a check.
The new year may mark the advent of new energy, or it may witness the con-
tinuance of the old indolence. LESSONS :— 1. TJiat the ordering of months and of
years is of God. 2. That the first month must remind us of the Advent of the Saviour.

3. That the first month must he consecrated by true devotion. 4. That the Church must
pay iome attention to the calendar of the Christian year, 6. Tliat God usually by

His ministers makes known His mind to His Church,

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses Z-U.

The Institution of the Passover.

I. The circumstances under which the Passover was instituted. The
king of Egypt and his people had rebelled against the command of the Lord, as

made known by Moses and Aaron, in not consenting to give Israel their freedom.
Mercy had been tried, judgment had been inflicted, all to no purpose. The
heart of Pharaoh was still hardened against the Divine request, and now Heaven
is driven to the last extremity of retribution, and has determined on and
announced the death of Egypt's first-born. The Divine edict has gone forth.

At this crisis the Passover was instituted for the safety of the children of Israel.

How would the destroying anixel know the homes of Egypt from the homes
of Israel ? and what token should he have of the safety of the latter ? This was
the question. The Passover was the answer. Blood was to be sprinkled on the

upper door-post of the houses occupied by the Israelites. And so the world of

unregenerate humanity is under the dire sentence of death, and the sentence is

soon to be executed. But how shall the good escape the sword of the avenger ?

By taking immediate refuge in the Cross of Christ. This is the only refuge of

man from moral and eternal death. The Cross was instituted to save men
from the edict of moral death. {^) It was instituted under perilous circum-

stances. (2) It was instituted under exceptional circumstances. (3) It was insti-

tuted under painful circumstances. And so the Cross of Christ was instituted

under circumstances morally dangerous, morally exceptional, and morally painful,

but under circumstances which rendered it most welcome to the true Israel.

II. The proceedings by which the Passover was characterised. 1. A lamb

was slain in the houses of the Israelites (ver. 3, 4). E\'ery householder was to

take a lamb, without blemish, of the first year, and, after keeping it four days in

the house, was to kill it. This was emblematical of things in the Christian

economy. Christ is the Lamb of God. He was taken from amongst the flock

in the vigour of manhood. He was ordained to be slain from the foundation of

the world. He was without moral defect. He was slain on Calvary. 2. The
blood of the lamb thus slain was to be sprinkled on the upper door-post of the

houses of the Israelites (ver. 7). It was not enough to kill the lamb ; its blood

must be sprinkled on the upper door-posts of the house, if the inmates are to be

safe. And it is not sufficient for the safety of men that Christ died ; His

precious blood must be sprinkled on their hearts. The blood Avas not sprinkled

on the threshold of the door, but high up on the posts. The blood of Christ is

sacred, and must not be trampled under foot of men. The mark of a Christian

life is to be evident to the world and easily discernible. There would be no
difficulty in knowing the houses of the Israelites. The house of a good man
should always be known by the token of the Cross upon it. 3. The slain lamb

was eaten by the Israelites in an attitude of pilgrimage arid haste (ver. 11). The
slain lamb was to be eaten by the Israelites. It was not to be eaten raw, nor

sodden at all with water, but roast with fire. None of the animal was to

remain. All were to eat of it. During the repast, their loins were to be girt and
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their feet were to be shod. And so the soal must appropriate Christ 3 it must

cultivate an attitude of moral haste, and it must be mindful of its pilgrim cun-

ditiun, if it is to be saved by Him.

III. The results by which the Passover was followed. (Ver. 13.) 1. After

the celebration of the Passover the Israeliies were safe. After the sprinkling of the

blood upon the door-post of the house the Israelites \vere safe from the stroke of

the avenging angel. They were protected because they com})lied with the ordin-

ance of God for their safety. And so men are only safe when they have yielded

obedience to the terms of salvation which God requires. The Israelites might

have done many wise things, and availed themselves of many preventatives against

the destruction of the angel ; but if they had not sprinkled the blood upon the

door-posts they would have perished. Men nuiy strive to do many things to

ameliorate their condition as sinners, but the Cross of Christ is their only real

protection. 2. After the celehrafion of the Passover the Israelites were free. After

the destruction of the first-born the Israelites were commanded to leave Egypt.

The proud tyrant gave them their freedom. He had no wish, at that sad

moment, to prolong the conflict with Jehovah, of whose power he had received

sufficient demonstration. The souls of men are only free when they are

sprinkled with the blood of Christ, and when they have made a personal appro-

priation of the Saviour. Then they are free from the tyranny of pride and

passion ; they enter upon the long and trying pilgrimage of moral goodness. 3.

After the celebration of the Passover the Israelites were joyous. They were pleased

with their freedom and the prospects before them. They were grateful for the

terrible retribution they and their families had escaped through the abundant

mercy of God. And so wiien the soul has received Chiist, its first experiences,

as it steps out into the new and mysterious life, are those of joy and gratitude.

Lessons :— 1. 2'hat every household should have an interest in the Larnb slain from
the foundation of the world. 2. That to experience the saving benefit of Christ's death

the soul must personally receive Him. 3. That Christ as dying is the 07dy hope of the

soul. 4. That Christ died for all.

The Passover as Illustrative of the Atoning Work of Christ, and of
ITS Reception by the Believing Soul.

I. In the victim it provides. '' Speak ye unto all the congregation of

Israel, saying, In the tenth day of this month they shall take to them every

man a lamb, according to the house of their fathers, a lamb for an house
"

(ver. 3). Thus the victini provided for the celebration of the Jewish Passover

was a lamb. Jesus Christ is called the Lamb of God (John i. 29). He was
innocent ; He was meek. He was Divinely appointed to be a sacrifice for sin.

1. This lamb was to be a male of the first year (ver. 5). Because after that it

would be no lamb, but a sheep, and because it must be perfect and strong.

And so Christ was mighty in strength. He required to be strong. He had a

great task to acconi})li8h, and many hindrances to overcome. He had perfect

strength (Ps Ixxxix. 19; Isa. xix. 20; Tit. ii. 13). Men must render to

God the activities of youth. 2. The lamb was to be without blemish (ver. 5). It

was not to be lame or blind or sick, or in any way defective. So Christ was a

perfect offering. He was pure. Sin strove in vain to soil Him. His enemies

could find no fault in Him. He was sinless (1 Pet. i. 19). 3. The lamb was
to be set apart four days (ver. 6). They were commanded to set apart the

Paschal lamb four days, because if they had delayed it till the moment of their

departure from Egypt, they might in the haste of other business have forgotten

it ; in order that they might detect any blemish in the lamb ; that they miglit by

a siiiht of the lamb be awakened to a giateful expectation of their approaching
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deliverance ; and that they might repose a sure trust in the help of God against

their enemies. And so Christ was ordained from eternity as the offering for

human guilt. He was in every way tested.

II. In the sacrifice it requires. *' And the whole assembly of the congrega-
tion of Israel shall kill it in the evening" (ver. G). Thus the lamb was to be
slain, and by all Israel. The continued life of the victim would not have
ensured the needed safety. Its death was a necessity. And so in reference to

Christ ; we are saved by His death. Without shedding of blood there is no
remission. He was slain by the entire congregation. The world, Jews and
Gentiles, cried out, " Crucify Him ! crucify Him ! " The Paschal lamb was
roast with fire. In this we have set forth the sufferings of Christ. No paiii

equal to that occasioned by burning. Christ in the agony of the garden and
on the cross.

III. In the duty it enjoins. ''And they shall take of the blood, and
strike it on the two side-posts and on the upper door-post of the houses wherein
they shall eat it" (ver. 7). The blood appointed to be a means to preserve

the Hebrews from death is emblematical of the blood of Christ, whereby
men are delivered from sin and everlasting death. True the destroying angel

would know the houses of the Israelites without this sign on the door-post,

but this shedding of blood was the Divinely-appointed method of safety, and
was the token of God's care over them. Christian families must have the blood

of Christ sprinkled on the lintels of their doors. They must remember Christ

when they go in and out ; they must confess Christ to the unbelieving world

;

then they will be safe from the minister of vengeance. The blood of Christ is

the only protection of the soul, and must be sprinkled as well as shed (Rom. v.

11). The soul must make a personal appropriation of Christ. To know Christ

will profit little. We must feast on Him by faith.

IV. In the spirit it demands. (Ver. 22.) The bunch of hyssop signifies

faith and humility. David said, "Wash me with hyssop and I shall be clean"

(Ps. li. 7). Hyssop is a lowly herb growing in rocky places. In the reception

of Christ the soul must be humble. The Paschal lamb was also to be eaten

with unleavened bread and with hitter herbs (ver. 8). Here we have shadowed
forth the need of repentance and sincerity. And if the soul is to receive Christ,

it must be with a contrite heart and with a deep sense of demerit. The
Paschal lamb was to be eaten in the attitude of haste (ver. 11). The loins must
be girded, the feet must be shod, the hands must hold the staff. The
redeemed soul must sit loose to earthly things. The good are pilgrims in the

world ; they must be ready to go to Canaan.

V. In the peril it averts. " And when I see the blood, I will pass over you,

and the plague shall not be upon you to destroy you" (ver. 13). Thus we see

the peril escaped by the Israelites through the proper observance of the Pass-

over, and in this we have an emblem of the dangers averted from men by a

believing interest in the atonement of Jesus Christ. They are delivered from

the power of the second death. They escape the stroke of the destroying

angel. Their safety is welcome and happy.

VI. In the extent it contemplates. By a proper observance of the Passover

all Israel would be preserved from the blow of the destroying angel, not one

soul excepted. And so by application to the atonement of Jesus Christ the

whole world may receive an eternal salvation from the awful penalties of sin.

Lessons :—1. That Christ crucified is the only hope of moral safety. 2. That Christ

appropriated is the ordy refuge of the soul. 3. That Christ must he received by

repentance and faith,
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 3-13. God alone can or- makes the night of feasting to His

dain sacraments in His Church. Set Church.

times or days for duties can only be God's rules must qualify persons at

constantly appointed by God. all times for His Passover communion.

God leaves to prudence some Speed in the use of God's ordinance

smaller circumstances of worship, must be used when God commands it.

which nature and reason may judge fit The occasion of festival to the

(ver. 3, 4). Church :— 1. The destruction of God's

The Passover is an evening sacrifice, enemies. 2. The destruction of false

sweet and real. . . . The blood of the gods. 3. The deliverance of souls from

Passover must be sprinkled to give bondage. 4. The demonstration of the

benefit. . . . Houses in the law, but Divine existence.

souls in the Gospel, must be sprinkled God sees and answers His own signs,

with blood. and will spare His people in destroying

The night of death to enemies God sinners.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Versa 14-20.

The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

L It is the memorial of a glorious fact. The Passover was commemorative of

the safety of the children of Israel when the destroying angel passed through

the land, and also of their deliverance from the bondage of Egypt. And so the

Sacrament of the Lord's Supper is commemorative of important facts in the

moral history of men. It is a memorial of the death of Christ upon the cross,

and of the freedom then rendered possible to human souls. God will have the

great facts of the Church's history well remembered ; hence He provides monu-
ments of them to succeeding generations.

II. It is the token of abiding mercy. The Passover, whenever it was cele-

brated, reminded the Israelites ot the abounding mercy of God to them, and in

after-years this would be pre-eminently the case. And surely no true soul can
draw near to the table of the Lord to partake of His Holy Sacrament, without
being sensitive to the continued mercy of the Infinite. Hence the Sacrament is

not merely a monument of bygone history, but of the continual compassion of

God to the penitent sinner. His mercy endureth for ever.

III. It is the time of joyous festival. The Passover was not merely a sacri-

fice ; it was also a feast. The sacrificial part of it found its counterpart in the

death of Christ, but the eucharistic part still pertains to the Supper of the Lord.
Hence it is only priestly arrogance and pretence that turns the table of the

Lord into an altar of sacrifice ; only superstition will be deceived by such
artifice. The Supper of our Lord is a glorious festival, where men of varied

customs, experiences, and temperaments are united in deepest sympathy. This
feast is a bond of union. It celebrates the most jubilant memories of the soul.

IV. It is of perpetual obligation. The Passover was binding upon the Jew.
The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper is obligatory upon the Christian, and that
to the end of time. Its obligation will never be removed by Christ, and no
other authority is able to remove it. Let all Christian people realise not only
their obligation, but the joy of coming to the table of the Lord ; there they
obtain the richest feast the soul can have. Lessons :— 1. That the Sacrament of
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the Lord^s Svpper is a Divine institution. 2. That it is commemorative of great facts

and truths, 3. That it is to he observed by all Christly souls throughout the universe.

The Feast of Unleavened Bread ; or, the Ordinances of God, and
THE Manner in which they should be Observed.

The feast of unleavened bread was a distinct ordinance from the Passover,

though following immediately upon it. At this feast the Israelites were to eat

unleavened bread
;
probably to commemorate the fact that they had left Egypt

in such haste that they had no opportunity to leaven their dough, and were
consequently obliged to eat unleavened cakes. It would also remind them of the

power of God in bringing them, out of Egypt when they were without provision

for their journey, and it would teach them a lesson of trust in the Divine pro-

vidence. This feast was an ordinance of God. We observe in reference to it

—

I. That the ordinances of God are clearly made known and enjoined upon
man. This feast of unleavened bread was clearly made Known and enjoined

upon the Israelites. And so all the ordinances of God are plainly revealed in

the Scriptures, and require the observance of man. 1. They are Divinely

authorised. This feast of unleavened bread was authorised by God. It was not
established by Moses ; he was but the exponent of the Divine will in the matter.

And so the ordinances of the Christian life have higher authority for their

existence than the injunction or desire of man ; they are ordained of Heaven.
Hence their authority is unquestionable, and will only be set aside by open
profanity. 2. They are morally benejicial. The feast of unleavened bread was
morally beneficial. It carried back the thought of Israel to the old days of

bondage, and also to the mercy of God as displayed in their freedom. It was
associated with memories the very reproduction of which in the soul could not

but have a beneficial tendency. And so all the ordinances of God are morally

elevating and instructive. They remind us of great truths, of glorious

experiences, and animate with brilliant hopes. The ordinances of God are the

banqueting places of the souL They remind of the past ; they strengthen for

the present ; they prepare for the future. 3. They are wofully neglected. In this

respect the Jew furnishes a great contrast to the Christian. Few Jews would
neglect the feast of unleavened bread ; many more professing Christians neglect

the ordinances of God. This neglect is prevalent ; it is fearful ; it is inex-

cusable ; it is morally injurious ; it will ultimately meet with its due
punishment.

II. That the ordinances of God are to he observed in a spirit and temper

free from sin. The Israelites in observing this feast were to put away all

leaven; none was to remain in the house. And all who wish faithfully to

observe the ordinances of God must put away all moral leaven from the soul.

All who partake of the Passover must put away leaven ; all who have been

s})rinkled with the blood of Christ must put away sin (1 Cor. v. 1-8). 1. The

ordinances of God must be observed in a spirit free from hypocrisy. While observing

tlie ordinances of God, the soul must be pure, free from all duplicity of motive,

and perfectly in harmony with the solemn duty in which it is engaged. God
seeth the heart, and knows whether the leaven of hypocrisy is expunged, lie

cannot be deceived. Hence the need of sincerity. 2. The ordinances of God

must be observed in a spirit free from malice and bitterness. Those who observe

the ordinances of God must not be of cruel heart, of unrighteous character,

infected with error, or filled with vexation. They must be compassionate
;

their dealings must be characterised by equity, their minds by true wisdom, and

their souls by peacefulness. 3. The ordinances of God require that the home life be

in sympathy with them. There must be no leaven in the house. A man who
has leaven in his house cannot join in the feast of unleavened bread. What
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we are at home we shall be in the ordinances of God. The home life and the

ordinary worship are inseparable ; they are part of the same service, and must

be pure.

III. That the ordinances of G-od are to be observed with solemnity and
propriety of moral conduct and demeanour. " And in the first {.hiy there shall

be an holy convocation, and in the seventli day there shall be an holy convoca-

tion to you ; no manner of work shall be done in them, save that which every

man must eat, that only may be done of you." It may be asked why the

Israelites were to eat unleavened bread for seven days. The number seven is

not u.-sed here for an indetinite time, but probably to denote the length of time

between Israel going out of Egypt and the overthrow of the Egyptians in the

Red Sea. Seven days elapsed between these two events, and hence during

this time they were to eat unleavened bread, as their freedom was not com-

plete. The ordinances of God are solemn, and must he characterised hy appropriatt.

conduct. It was a holy convocation. This feast was set apart from all profane

use, and consecrated unto God. Two days of it were not to be profaned 1m

secular toil. On the first day of the seven, appropriate sacrifices were offered

(Num. xxiii.) During this time it was lawful to prepare food, which was not

the case on the Sabbath (Exod. xxxv. 3). The first and last days were regarded

with peculiar sanctity ; the intervening days, work could be done. All the

ordinances of God are holy, they should be observed with appropriate sacrifices

of the heart ; but they are not intended to interfere unduly with the time

allowed for our secular duties.

IV. That tliose who profane the ordinances of God are unworthy of them,
and should be denied the privilege of them. '^ That soul shall be cut off from
Israel." Some interpret this to mean capital punishment; more probably it

signifies the excommunication of the offender from the society and privileges of

the chosen people, either by the public act of the proper officers, or by the

direct hand of God (Gen. xvii. 14). And so men who neglect or abuse the

ordinances of God are unworthy of them ; they will derive no benefit from
them ; they will injure others in the use of them, and ought to be excluded from
them until they return to a better state of mind. But such discipline was
more rigorous in the Jewish Church than it is in the Christian. There ought,

however, to be strict attention paid to the moral fitness of man for the ordin-

ances of God. Lessons :— 1. That there are in connection with the Church of God
many ordinances to be observed by men. 2. That these ordinances shoidd be observed

with due solemnity and appivpriate conduct. 3. 2'hat 7ieglect of these ordi^aafxes w
disobedience to the command of God,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 14-20. Passover mercies None of man's own works must
and unleavened duties are joined to- come in to interrupt God at any time,

gether by the Lord. The strict service of God denies

God's full time must be kept in not daily food to His servants, but
unleavened duties toward Him allows it.

Unleavened services are appointed as Days of deliverance by God should

a feast to Jehovah Such festi- be days of unleavened feasting to

vals in type and truth are aimed by Him.
God to holiness Holy convo- Memorials of such days are suitable

cations are intended to sanctify the to the generations of the Church,

name of God and His people by holy God's statutes alone must make such

duties. time to be observed by His people,
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAOBAPE.— Verses 21-2S.

The Celebration of the Passover.

I. In this Incident we have a clear recognition of the principle of vicarious

suffering. The lamb was slain instead of the Israelites
; the life of the former was

taken instead of that of the latter. In this there was substitution. The death

of the one secured the safety of the other. If the lamb had not been slain on
behalf of the Israelites, and its blood not sprinkled on their door-posts, they

must have perished by the stroke of the destroying angel. Hence in this

incident we have the principle of vicarious suffering ; and this principle extends

all through the social life of men. It is seen in the birth of the infant, in the

history of the family circle, in the events of everyday life, but supremely in

the Cross of Christ. In the Cross of Christ it is seen in its highest embodiment,
in its truest meaning, and in its most glorious possibility. Tiiere is the

innocent dying for the guilty, the God-man suffering for the race. Sometimes
this principle is denounced as unjust, but it is a habitual ordination of life, the

inevitable outcome of our social and moral relationships. But as regards the

Cross of Christ, the principle of substitution, as there manifested, is unique, and
has no parallel in the history of men. It is not right for any man to die for

another, because no man has a life of his own to give ; it does not belong to

himself, but to his country and to his family ; but Christ, being Divine and
from heaven, possessed a life inherently His own, and therefore could lay it

down for mankind. Hence the sublime justice and mercy of the act, and the

glory of the cross ; of this instance of vicarious suffering; the Paschal lamb was
but a faint emblem.

II. In this incident we have a clear recognition of the need of falling in

with all the requirements of the great scheme of salvation. The meihod where-

by the Israelites were to be protected from the stroke of the destroying angel

was Divinely originated, clearly revealed, and imperative in requirement. The
Israelites would never have invented it themselves ; such an idea would never

have entered their minds. It was made known to them by Moses and Aaron, and
that with due authority and proper emphasis. And by no other way could they

have been saved. No doubt many of the Israelites would consider this a very

peculiar method of deliverance ; they would hardly be able to understand it ; but

they must obey or die. They may pursue some other course. They may
stock the house with medicine ready for pestilence ; but vain is their effort.

They must obey the Divine command, and that to the very letter ; for even if

they kill the lamb and omit to sprinkle its blood upon the lintel of the door,

they will perish in the coming doom. In all this we are clearly taught the

necessity of falling in with all the requirements of the Divine method of human
salvation. The sinner must be saved in God's way, and not after his own.

He may reason about the peculiarity of the method of salvation
; he may think

that other means will be more effective to the end desired ; but if he at last is

found out of the Divine way of safety, he will inevitably be lost. The blood

of Christ sprinkled on the heart is the only sign the destroying angel will

recognise, and regard as the token of safety.

III. In this incident we have a clear recognition of the fact that the Divine
method of salvation will avert the most awful peril. By being obedient to

the requirements of God, as made known by Moses, the Israelites were saved from
the destruction that came upon all the first born of Egypt. Not one of the

Israelites perished in the aw^ful retribution. Hence we see that the method of

God is effective to the salvation of men. And the way of human redemption
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by the Cross of Christ is effective to the moral safety of all who comply with
its conditions. Not one soul has ever been lost that reposed its confidence
in the atonement of the Saviour. The trustful soul shall not be hurt by the
second death.

IV. In this incident we have a clear recognition of the fact that the
efficacy of the Divine method of salvation should be associated with public
religious ordinances. (Ver. '1\.) Tlui> the Isr<ielites were to associate their

safety through this great danger in altei-}ears with their religious ordinances
;

in this way they would be reminded of their past condition ; they would be
grateful for their present circumstances, and hopefiil of tlie future. Hence the

deliverance wrought by Gcjd for the soul of man should be commemorated by
public ordinances in the house of God.

V. In this incident we have a clear recognition of the fact that the good
should be able to give an intelligent explanation of their moral safety. (Ver.

27.) The Israelites would be able to explain the method of their deliverance
fi oni Egyptian bondage and from the stroke of the avenging angel ; and so
those vviio are safe through the redemption of Christ should be able and willing
to explain and make known the rich mercy of God to them.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 21. Faithfulness in God's

ministers binds them to present obed-

ience and discharge of trust.

Men called of God to rule and
teach the Church may call others to

assist them.

Multitudes of souls cannot be in-

formed of God's rule without cause,

order, and arrangement for their in-

struction.

Passover preparation and adminis-

tration must be made by God's rule.

Verses 22, 23. Faith is the true

bunch of hyssop to sprinkle souls with
Passover blood.

Doors and posts are sprinkled only

with regard to souls within.

Such as expect God's salvation must
keep in that place where God will

give it.

God has His pass of vengeance as

of mercy.

God's eye is upon His covenant
when obediently observed for good.

No destroyer can smite until God
grant a commission to him.

Verses 24, 25. God'sredeemed Israel

are bound to observe His statutes.

All that God's law requires must be
returned to Him without failing in

anything.

The ordinances of God are for all

generations.

God's performance is exact, accord-

ing to the word that He has spoken.
God's promise performed requires

souls to observe the duty commanded.

Verses 26, 27. God's wisdom fore-

seeth the succeeding generations oi

His Church and provides for their

instruction.

It is accounted meet by God that

children should ask and receive in-

struction about His holy worship.

It is God's mind that the children

of the Church should from infancy be
taught to serve God with intelligence.

Parents are bound to know the

nature of God's ordinances, and to

teach their children.

The doctrine of sacraments must be
declared, as well as the signs used, to

make them true.

Not only worship, but the reason ol

it, must be known by all who will

render God reasonable service.

The Need of an Intelligent Appr e-

HENSION OF the SERVICE A^D
AVoKSHip OF God.

I. It is necessary in order to the
true performance of religious service

and worship. Merely going through
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the service of God is not worship.

There can be no devoiion witliout an

intellicrent understaiuiiiiir of the ser-

vicepertbrmed; without this, it is super-

stition. Knowledge is an essential ele-

ment in devotion, as men cannot be

in tlie highest sense devotional unless

they know what they are about, and
the meaning of the service in which
they are engaged. There are thou-

sands in the sanctuary engaged in a

worship they do not really and fully

comprehend ; tliey are too careless to

inquire into, they are too slothful to

study, the solemn truth and ordinances

of Gca.

II. It is necessary in order to the
true performance of parental duty
and instruction. Children will ask

questions ; it is right they should, and
careful attention will ever be paid to

them by the true parent. They will

ask questions about God and about
His worship ; the answers to these

inquiries should be instructive and
explanatory, and in order to this,

parents must themselves be acquainted

with the meaning of the Divine ser-

vice and worship. In many instances

such home in.^truction is neglected

because of the sad ignorance of the

parents concerning tlie things of God.

III. It is necessary in order to re-

fute and silence the sceptical reason-

ings of men. Ihere might in the

future be those in Israel who would
object to the reasonableness and neces-

sity of the celebration of the Pass-

over, and to silence these it would be

necessary to have a thorough know-
ledge of the ordinance in its origin

and meaning. Christian people ought

to be able to explain and defend their

service and worship. There would be

much less infidelity in the land ii

Christian people were instructed as

they ouglit to be in the ordinances of

God.

Verse 28. God's revelation of Him-
self in grace and ordinances deserves

praise from His people.

Worship of God and obedience to

Him are well coupled.

Despatch in obedience is very re-

quisite to God's Israel.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 29-32.

The Death of the First-Born of Egypt.

I. We see here that God's vengeance is as certainly executed upon the

rebellious as it is threatened. The death of the first-born was threatened to

Pharaoh some time ago, and he had had ample opportunity of obeying the

Divine command, and of averting the dread penalty. But no, he still remains

obstinate in heart, and will not yield to the will of God ; hence the time of de-

struction has come. The first-born of Egypt are slain, in every house they are

dead. There is great mourning in the nation. Nor has the household of the

king escaped the common woe. This is not occasioned by pestilence or plague,

but by the sudden stroke of Heaven. And thus are the threats of God against

the sinner abundantly executed. They may be delayed, but they will not be

forgotten. They are awfully cei'tain. The greatness of the calamity will not

prevent its final execution ; even though it require the death of a vast multitude,

the threat of Heaven wdll come to pass. Let not the sinner imagine that he
can escape the retributions of God, either through the inability or unwillingness

of God to inflict them, or through his own ability to resist them. Men cannot

elude the stroke of Heaven.

II. We see here that God's vengeance is upon all sinners, no matter what
their social position, whether king or beggar. There was death in the palace

as well as in the dungeon, in the family of the king as well as in the midst of
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the slaves. The judgments of God are characterised hj equity ; they are with-

out partiality. They are no respector of persons. They are not turned aside

by social accidents, nor are they bribed by cunning and winning arningements.

Moral considerations determine the retributions of human life. I'here is no

impediment in the way of Divine justice and the execution of its sentence upon all

men. God can send His messengers into, the palace as well as into the dungeon
;

bolts and bars, guards and sentinels, cannot keep out the subtle angel of death.

Death has many doors into the homes of men. He takes the rich from their

wealth, the poor from their misery ; and ))erhaps in the next life the relations

of men may be inverted— the poor man may be the prince, and the prince the

slave in the dungeon.

III. We see here that God's vengeance comes upon sinners when they least

expect it, and in their moments of fancied security. It was night. All Egypt

was in slumber. Men were not even dreaming of approaching ill. There was
nothing to disturb their usual repose ; when suddenly a cry arose, which every

moment gathered volume until it became a piercing wail. Mothers were

attending to their loved ones, and watching them pass into the silence of death.

And this was the scene throujuhout the homes of Egypt. And so, the judgments
of Heaven often come upon sinners when least anticipated, in the midst of carnal

repose and fancied security. Then they awake, but for a moment, and too late,

to find that the stern messenger of eternal justice has seized upon them. It

often happens that when men are the most insensible to the retributions of

Heaven, they are the nearest to it. God sometimes comes to the wicked soul

in the midnii^ht hour. The darkness cannot hide from Him. We know not

what will be in the approaching night.

IV. We see here that God's vengeance may make the most obstinate sinners

yield to the demands of Heaven. 1. We see that Pharaoh called for Moses and
Aaron. The terrible stroke of death had indeed done its sad work ; and the

Monarch of Egypt, alarmed, was glad to get rid of those who had occasioned him
and his nation so much calamity. And thus the purpose of Heaven is at last

accomplished. Israel is free ; and the two servants of God are rejoiced to see the

glad result of their long and anxious toil. It was a moment of deep humility for

the king ; it was a moment of triumph for Moses and Aaron. How strangely

are the scenes of life blended in this world, even at one and the same time ! This

midnight hour was to Egypt the hour of death, but to Israel it was the hour of

freedom. The same hour brings different and varied events and emotions even
to the same people. 2. We see that Pharaoh yielded to the demand of Heaven. He
gave the Israelites their freedom, and so regarded the claim of God as enforced

by severe retribution. True there was not much virtue in the obedience ot

Pharaoh, as it was occasioned by awful plague. But do we not in this incident see

the supreme folly of sin and rebellion against God 1 The sinner will have to yield

to the demands of Heaven, and hence the wisdom of an immediate compliance
thereto. Why suffer so many dreadful plagues to no purpose? Surely it is better

to fall in with the Divine arrangement at first, than to have such painful visita-

tions of vengeance only to yield at last. It is well to avoid the penalties of sin,

though this is the very lowest motive for obedience to tlie will of Heaven. The
submission of Pharaoh :—(1) It was immediate upo7i the plague. (2) It was complete

in its obedience. (3) It was comprehensive in its injunction. (4) It was welcomed

by the Egyptians. And thus culminated the judgments of Heaven upon the land

of Pharaoh ; the sufferings of Israel in a cruel bondage ; and the toils of Hi.«

devoted ministers in reference to a proud king.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Verses 29, 30. It is God's miracu- to the wicked from their midnight
lous distinguishing judgment to kill rest,

tiie first-born only. God's wrath makes the wicked howl
Choice of beasts, as well as men, in their midnight wakings.

God strikes for man's sin. It is God's eminent stroke when no
Vengeance makes a terrible rousing house escapes without the slaughter of

some.

MAIN IIOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.-^Verses 31-36.

The Israelites Going out of Egyptian Bondage; or, the Freedom
OF the Church.

I. That the Israelites were given their freedom hy those who had long

oppressed them ; and so the Church shall be freed by those who have long

enslaved it. The king and his people urged the Israelites to depart from
their country, and to be gone at once. The Egyptians were alarmed at the

recent judgment, and were afraid lest they should all become dead men.
The retributions of Heaven strike the wicked with terror. And so shall it

be in reference to the ultimate liberty of the Church ; its oppressors shall be
made by the severe providence of God to give it its destined freedom. This

freedom is promised. Many agencies are working for it. Tne good earnestly

anticipate it. It will then more fully realise its mission. The Church has

long enough been in bondage to cruel tyrants and wicked men ; they have
oppressed it, they have persecuted it, they have reproached it, they have
maligned it, and they have plundered it ; but the time comes when Heaven
shall interfere on its behalf, and by signal judgments bring it out from
the hands of the evil oppressor. And thus we see the tyrant contradicting

his own fancied interests, his own prior conduct, and giving freedom to the

slave he had determined should remain in lifelono; bondaire.

II. That the Israelites, in availing themselves of their freedom, had to

make many temporary shifts ; and so the Church, in stepping into liberty,

will have to encounter many perplexities. The Israelites, in the moment
of freedom, did not immediately enter upon the enjoyment and rest of the

promised land, but they had quickly to leave their home of bondage without

due preparation, and then were years in the wilderness as weary pilgrims.

They had to take with them dough before it was leavened, and to bind their

kneading-troughs up in their clothes, and carry them on their shoulders.

The first experiences of freedom are alv\ays perplexing, even though they

may be mingled with joy at the thought of liberty and exemption fiom a

cruel servitude. A wise Church will rather carry its food than leave it, and
it is a more welcome burden than the making of bricks without straw.

And so when the Church enters upon its destined freedom, it will have to

experience many straits and perplexities ; it will require wisdom to act in

them, fortitude to meet them, and perseverance to make them contribute to

its ultimate well-being and glory.

III. That the Israelites, going into freedom, took with them all the

wealth they could get from the Egyptians ; and so the Church, in antering

upon its liberty, should avail itself of all the valuables it can obtain

from the world. The Israelites obtained from the Egyptians jewels of silver
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and gold, and all the raiment they could obtain from them. Nor was this

an injustice, as it liad all been duly earned by the slaves who were now
free. These valuables were not borrowed with the idea of returning tliem.

The word rendered "borrowed" may be rendered asked—they asked of the

Egyptians these jewels as payment for their woik. And these jewels were

in afier-days used in making vessels for' the sanctuary of the Lord. Ornaments

of gold and silver were worn by the Egyptian women, and even by the men,

in great profusion. There, as in Eastern countries now^, where the tenure of

property is insecure, it was customary to invest all spare money in jewellery,

which could be easily concealed. And so the world has many valuables which

would enrich the Church, to which the Church is justly entitled, and which it

should seek to attain. The world has ornaments and raiment which should be

sought by the Christian Church in the hour of its freedom. The Church should

ask for the gold and silver of the world ; it has helped to make and earn it,

and has a claim upon it. It should seek the moral and intellectual ornaments

of the world—men who are of high moral principle, who are of cultured

thought, and of splendid business tact and ability. The Church of Christ

should seek to win these ornaments in the hour of its freedom, as they will

enhance its true worth and utility in the future. All these can in future days

become the vessels of the sanctuary. Like the jewels of the Egyptians, they can

be turned from their old and inferior use to a new and glorious purpose in the

Tabernacle of the Lord. This service will appropriate and consecrate them.

The Church has yet to learn more fully that the jewels of Egypt may become
the vessels of the Lord.

SUOQESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Verses 31-33. Vengeance from Verses 34-36. The Church is very
God can make His rejected servants ready to go out of bondage when
to be called by His enemies. urged by the world to do so.

Persecuting powers may command God's people, to have their liberty,

liberty to those whom they have will be glad to go out with raw dough,
oppressed. Gold, and silver, and precious things

God's prediction of the liberty of God allows His people to look after

His Church is exactly performed in by His word,
due time. It is God's prerogative to turn
God can and will make worldly the hearts of enemies to favour His

powers give liberty of conscience to Church.
His Church for worshipping of Him. The wicked sometimes minister, by
God at His pleasure giveth not only the providence of God, to the wealth

persons, but estates and substances, for of the Church.
His Church.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.— Verses 37-39.

The Nominal Followers of the Christian Church ; the Motfv'es by
WHICH they are Actuated, and the Perplexities by which they
ARE Tested.

The children of Israel are now going out of Egypt, the land of bondage, freed

by the remarkable interposition of Heaven. They were allowed to leave openly^

bein^- even thrust out by Pharaoh. They had not to go out by stealth. God
does not encourage craft in His })ceple ; He renders it unnecessary, as He will

give them an open freedom in due time—a freedom which their enemies shall
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witness, but not be competent to hinder. The Israelites went out on foot. They
did not go out of bondage in cliariots, conveyed easily by welcome method.
They had to go out as pilgrims. Tlie early experiences of the soul in freedom
are sometimes hard and trying. Tiie Church is otten footsore in its pilgrimage

through this life; but it is sustained by the thought of liberty on which it is

entering yet more and more. The Israelites went out in great numbers.

When we remember that only seventy persons went down into Egy})t, we may
well be astonished that in about 215 years so great a multitude should go out.

Dean Alford computes the number to be 2,400.000 in all. Nor would this be a

miraculous increase during seven generations. God can multiply His Church in

bondage, and the Church of seventy shall become innumerable. The little one
becomes a great nation. No weapon formed against the Church can prosper.

The Israelites went out from Egypt early in the morning. The destruc-

tion of the first - born of the Eg}ptians occurred at midnight, then the

Israelites were commanded to depart from bondage. It would take some
time to make known to them the tidings of Pharaoh, to collect them into

one vast host, and to be ready for so great a journey. And when the soul

leaves the bondage of sin, it is morning, the night is far spent, and the full

shining of the Sun of Righteousness is at hand. Morning joys come upon the

freed soul. The Israelites went out from ^g-^^t followed by a mixed multitude.

In this multitude were to be found heathens who were deeply im})ressed by the

wonderful works of Jehovah as seen in the history of Israel, many who were
tired of the despotic rule of Pharaoh, and many more who were animated by
curiosity, and who desired to see to what end this vast nation would be led

;

and no doubt many families who had intermarried with Israel would follow

their relatives, animated by mingled feelings of love and sorrow. We have in

the allegiance of this mixed multitude to Israel a type of the manner in which

many ally themselves to the Christian Church.

I. The motives by which the nominal adherents of the Christian Church are

animated. That there are many nominal adherents to the Christian Church is

beyond all doubt or question. There is a mixed multitude following the

Church in its earthly pilgrimage. These join in the external services of the

Church. They aid the financial enterprises of the Church, and they swell the

numbers of the Church, but they are not of the true and spiritual Israel, and
very soon grow weary even of a nominal adherence to the Church of Christ.

Let us look at the motives by which they are actuated in thus following the

Church. 1. They are acquainted and impressed with the history of the Church, and
hence are induced to follow it. This mixed multitude was acquainted with the

history of the Israelites, with their degrading bondage, and with the marvellous

interposition of God on their behalf. They had seen the miracles that had been

wrought in order to secure the freedom of the enslaved people ; tluy were

inspired with reverence of soul, and thought it well to be associated with a

people so highly favoured. Hence they followed Israel on their journey.

And so men join the Church. They have read the history of the Church of

Christ, they have been instructed in the power of the great God who defends

the good, and they think it a grand and profitable thing to be associated

with those people whose God is the Lord. They follow the Church more
for its history and temporal success, than because it is a glorious privilege

and duty to be pure in heart, and to be spiritually united to those of kindred

moral aims and sentiments. 2. They have an inner conviction that the Church

is right, arid hence they are sometimes led to follow it. No doubt there were
amongst this mixed multitude those who had a deep insight into the life and
history of Israel ; they had received instruction and convictions in reference

to Jehovah which now were potent within ihem, and which led them to
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follow the Israelites in this exodus. And there are men who ally themselves

to the Christian Church alter tliis fashion. Tliey are rightly instructed in the

doctrines of Christianity, they have received convictions and impressions in

reference to the claims ot God upon the worship of the sou], which they find it

difficult to dismiss ; and hence, to quiet conscience, they give a nominal

adherence to the Christian Churcli. This is the way of many. They lack the

one thing, hence they lack all. 3. Theij are associated hy family ties with those

who are real members of the Christian Church, and hence they are induced to follow

it. There can be no doubt but that the Israelites had intermarried with

Egyptian families, and now that they are departing, many relationships would

be severed, and many intimate friendships ; and perhaps some would even prefer

to accompany their loved ones as far as they could on their naarch of freedom.

This was well. It is well to follow our relatives when they are engage^i in the

enterprises of the Church ; but we should follow then in right motive and
spirit. Natural affection is not the true basis of Church life, but true love to

Cod in Christ Jesus. There are multitudes in the Church to-day who are there

iroin no other motive than because their parents are. The son goes to church

because his father goes, and not from any intelligent conviction of duty, or from

any desire to pay homage to the Eternal Father. 4. They are troubled by ideas

of the retributive providence of God, and so are induced to seek shelter in the Church.

No doubt many who were now numbered amongst this mixed multitude had
seen the devastation wrought in Egypt by the retributive judgments of Heaven,
and so were induced to follow the Israelites, lest further destruction should

come upon their native land. And men in these days have been instructed in

reference to the retributive providences of God, and are anxious to avert

them or to seek a refuge from them, and so they yield a nominal allegiance to

the Christian Church, hoping thereby to share the safety of the good. 5. 2'hey

have an idea that it is socially correct to be allied to the Church, and therefore are

induced to follow it. True, this idea would hardly enter into the minds of the

Egyptians. They would not imagine that they were to gain in social status by
going out into the wilderness with these liberated slaves. Here is the contrast.

In our own time the Church occupies more lofty station and is in greater

popular esteem, and many imagine that they gather dignity and reputation from
resting under its shadow, They consider a man an infidel or of bad moral
reputation who is connected with no Christian Church ; and hence men join

to win social respect. 6. They always follow the multitude. No doubt many
followed the Israelites simply because thei e was a great crowd going out of

Egypt. There are some peo})le who will always follow a crowd, without being
able to give any adequate reason for so doing ; and so when men see the crowd
going to the Christian Church, tliey join without knowing why !

II. The perplexities "by which the nominal adherents of the Christian

Church are tested. We read elsewhere that " the mixed multitude that was
among the Israelites fell a lusting" (Num. xi. 4). Their unhallowed desires

were not gratified. Their deliverance had not been so glorious as they had
imagined. Trial was before them, and they rebelled against the first priva-

tions of the wilderness. And so it is, nominal meml)ers of the Christian Church
are sc)on tested, and they often yield to the trying conditions of the pilgrim

Church life. 1. The nominal members of the Church are tested by the outward cir-

cumstances of the Church. If the Church is rich and in favourable social con-

ditions, then the mixed multitude will follow on most assiduously ; but if, on
the other hand, it is in the wilderness, sorefooted, without food and with-

out prestige, then they fall away. The temporal condition of a Church is often

a test of the moral sincerity of its adherents. Only true and faithful souls will

follow a Church in the wilderness, trusting only to the providence of God for
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needed lielp and succour. 2. They are tested hy the jnlgrim diJicuUies of the

Church. The pilgrim difticulties of the Church are numerous and varied; and
tliey will only be overcome l)y a l)r;ive and trustful spirit. There is no bread.

How is it to be obtained t And few indeed will follow the Church when it is

nppai-ently destitute of bread. Tliat is the time when the mixed multitude

faller and become weak. They have not faith to meet the emergency. 3. They

are tested by the pilgrim requirements of the Church. The Church in its pilgrim

condition requires strong faith m God. great courage to meet the difficulties of

tlie wilderness, and perseverauce so that it may not grow weary of the march.

Nominal adherents have not the needful moral qualities to meet the require-

ments of the time, and hence they fall away.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 37 39. The sons of Israel Church great substance when He seetli

are iu a pilgrim state here below. it good.

From countries and cities with Liberty from Egypt is Israel's good

habitations God sometimes leads His portion with unleavened cakes,

people to pitch in booths. In working liberty for his Church
Men, women, and children God God may put it upon some hard-

numbers with his Church or Israel. ship.

Providence so ordering, all sorts of God sometimes prevents the provi-

people may join themselves to God's dence of His Church, that He may
Church, though not in truth. provide for it.

God's word fails not in giving His

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Versti 40-42.

The Pilgrim Condition of Godly Souls in the Present Life.

I. That the pilgrim condition of godly souls in this life often involves long-

continued suffering and bondage. The Israelites were slaves in Egypt, and
this was part of the discipline through which they had to pass prior to their

entrance on the promised land. Their bondage was severe, and it was long-

continued. It was somewhat inexplicable that the heirs of promise should be
called to endure such pain ; but the children of God are not exempt from even
the most painful discipline of life. The time of such discipline is Divinely

ordered and arranged, and at the longest soon comes to an end, though the

hours and days are lengthened when spent in sorrow and woe. But even in

this condition the pilgrim soul has rich promises on which it can rely, and
which tend to brighten its future with hope. This captivity is productive of

moral growth, as it was of the numerical growth of Israel. Hence godly souls in

the present life are in a pilgrim condition ; they are passing through great sor-

rows, they are subject to much painful discipline, but the time will come when
they shall be free from all such oppression and woe.

II. That the pilgrim condition of godly souls in this life is often called into

the glad experience of freedom, and to realise the fulfilment of rich promise.

The Israelites are now freed from the bondage of Egypt ; by a wondrous
providence they are led out from the tyranny of Pharaoh. They realise the

promise of God concerning them. And so the pilgrim condition of the soul

does not preclude moments of glad release from sufifering, even though the

suffering may comt ii another way, for the pilgrim only exchanges the perils
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of Egypt for those of the wilderness. The conditions of pilgrimage change

in this life, though tlie fact of pilgrimage is unalterable. But kind Heaven
makes ample and welcome provision for all the needs and exigencies of the

pilgrim life. The soul is guided in its wilderness march. It has manna
given. It has the refreshing waters of Horeb. But many souls faint and fail

in the desert life ; only two of the great multitude of the Israelites were per-

mitted to enter Canaan. The journey of life is a test of character.

III. That the pilgrim condition of godly souls is frectuently associated with
religious ordinances of a pious character. The Israelites were to celebrate their

deliverance from the bondage of Egypt by the observance of the Passover.

The night was to be much remembered by them in all the generations of the

future, and was to be consecrated by the strict performance of religious

ceremonies. And so the soul in its pilgrim condition has many pious ordinances

established by Heaven to remind it of glad experiences, and to inspire it with

continued hope. In the journey of life there are many feasts unto the Lord,

in which a pious soul can take a part.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 40-42. The heirs of Canaan The night and day of the Church's

may sojourn in Egypt. redemption is a time of observation

The time of sojourning is deter- toward God.
mined by God for His Church below. The children of the Church are

The longest time of suffering here obligated to observe God's redemption

has its appointed end. of His people.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 43-51.

Minute Instructions in Reference to the Observance of the Passover.

I. That God not only institutes ordinances for men, but also shows in what
way they are to be observed. God had instituted the Passover, and now He
gives to the Israelites clear injunctions as to the manner in which they are to

observe it. The ordinances of Heaven are not to be kept according to the

fearful and arbitrary dictates of the human mind, but according to the revela-

tion and will of God. God tells men how they are to keep His ordinances.

Thus they are protected against unwisdom and presumption in reference to

them. Men are liable to error in the worship of the Eternal, especially at the

sacrament of the Lord's Su})per. This is a solemn feast, and must be observed
after a pattern Divinely made known.

II. That God will not allow any stranger to the death of Christ to

partake of His Holy Sacrament. "There sliall no stranger eat thereof." It

would be impossible for a stranger to enter fully into the meaning of the

Passover ; he would know but little or nothing of Israel's deliverance from the

bondage of Egypt by the mighty hand of God. He would not, therefore, be in

sympathy with the ordinance. And so those who are strangers to the death
of Christ ought not, and cannot, truly come to the sacramental table of the

Lord. That sacrament finds its explanation in the Cross, and no one can enter

into it who has not realised in his inner nature the deliverance and blessing

consequent on the death of Christ. The believer in the atonement alone can
fully realise the blessing of the Lord's table.

III. That a mere hired and nominal relation to the Church does not give
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a true r2ght to the Holy Sacrament. " And an hired servant shall not eat

thereof." There would be many sustaining this relationship to Israel, as there

are in relation to the Church in our own ji<j:e. There are many hired servants

of the Church ; they are nominally, and perhaps officially, connected with
Christian people, but they are not of the true Israel, either by birth or by
circumcision ; hence they have no right to take part in the Passover, or in the

Supper of the Lord.

IV. That circumcision of heart is necessary in order to partake of this Holy
Sacrament. (Ver. 48.) If the stranger wished to keep the Passover, he was
to be circumcised ; no uncircumcised person was to eat thereof Nor should

any one eat of the Supper of the Lord unless he be circumcised in heart, and
be brought into deep sympathy with the sign of the Christian life, the Cross.

None are excluded from the sacrament of the Lord's Supper who are willing to

comply with the moral requirements of the service.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Verses 43-5L Faith and obedience

make all proselytes as ho me- born, as

the children of the Church.

The table of the Lord must not be
profaned by unhallowed communicants.

All God's Israel must observe His

ordinance of worship, especially His
Passover.

One law of God unites them that

be nigh and afar off in Passover

worship.

One law of God makes one heart of

His people in obedience.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XIL

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

New Year! Ver. 2. Hamilton relates

how the last words of Mr Hardcastle, when
dying, were : "My last act of faith 1 wish to

be, to take tiie blood of Jesus, as the high
priest did wlien he entered behind the veil

;

and when I have passed the veil, I would
appear with it l)efore the throne." So in

making the transit from one year to another,

tliis is our most appropriate exercise. We
see much sin in the retrospect. We see many
a broken purpose, many a misspent hour,

many a rash and unadvised word, when we
calmly sit down lo reflect. Tliere is nothing
for us tiut the blood of the Iamb. With that

atonement, let us— like believing Israel —
begin tiie New Year. Bearing that infinitely

efl&cacious and precious blood, let us pass

w.tliin t.lie veil of a solemn and eventful

future, whicli none of us can read. Then if,

as Israel's host, we have to pass the swellings

of the sea within the year, that crimson tide

will be with us

—

"Soothing the trembling Christian's parting

breath,

And whispering life amidst the waves of

death."
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Passover-Relics ! Yer. 7. Millington says

that the sprinkling of the blood upon the door-

posts probably gave rise to certain traditions

and customs among other nations. Pliny

tells how houses may be preserved from the

perils of sorcery, by sprinkling the door-posts

with the blood of the hyaena; while in another

place he relates how the newly-wedded bride

was in the habit of anointing the dour-posts

of her home with the blood of a wolf. These,

like many otlier heathen relics of Scripture

customs and ceremonies, are sad declensions

from the lofty and sublime ideals in Hevela

tion. Though, after all, beneath their float-

ing nebulous vapours there lies the solid germ
of truth : the human conviction of the neces-

sity of mediation and atonement for safety

and j)rescrvation. So that, even these pass

over-relics echo one voice

—

*' The Cross unfolds the mystery,—Jesus dirc^;

The sinner lives ; the law is satisfied."

—Conder.

Passover-Safety] Ver. 13. The Israelites

had to sprinkle the blood, and this involvec^

an act of faith. By grace were they savea,
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through faith. A gentleman, crossing a

dreary moor, came at length upon a solitary

cottage. Glad of the slielter, he could not

help pondering upon the loneliness of" its

inmates, and wondering at their self-security.

In the morning, when about to proceed on

his way, he inquired of its occupant, wiiether

she was not afraid to live in this lonely place.

*' Oh no !
" responded liis iiumhle and aged

hostess; "for faitli closes the door at, night,

and mercy opens it in the morning." Having
liy faith sprinkled the atoning blood upon the

lintels, Israel's host could repose securely

until Mercy opened the door, with the cry :

"The hour of deliverance has come." And
eo can the Israel of God !

" Who know not where His islands lift

His fronded palms in air;

Who only know they cannot drift

Beyond His love and care."— Whittier.

Types and Shadows! Ver. 3. When the

miner, in the American prairies, sinks a shaft

to strike the coal formation, he finds far

down the images of beautiful plants, lying

like lacework spread out upon tables of ebony;

images of ferns, and leaves, and flowers,

which millions of years ago perhaps ceased,

from some change of climate, to open in

the cold spring-time, and hence to fall into

autumn. There these pictures lie, telling us

of a time when perpetual summer-time reigned,

and that where the drifting snows of December
fall, tropical birds sang and fluttered in palm-
trees, and flowers filled the whole day and
night with perfume. In our own land, when
men of scientific skill ascend the lofty moun-
tains, they perceive traces of a time when
huge icebergs grazed their peaks, just discern-

ible above the waters of an Arctic Sea. Yet
all these, whether tropical or arctic, dimly
shadowed forth more perfect adaptations in

nature and nature's growth; and so all the

Bible vegetation—the ritual growth, as well

as moral and vicarious development—were
images of good thiiiiis to come; shadows of

more glorious and blessed realities of life and
salvation in Christ. But just as there are

certain more clearly-defined tvpe-memoriais
perceived by the scientific student, so, in

Eevelation, are there certain rites and cere-

monies more distinctly pr;fignrative of the

atoning blood of the Lamb. Such is the

Passover— dim and shadowy memorial of that

wondrous Paschal sacrifice

—

" That sovereign balm for every wound,
That cordial for our fears."

—

Watts.

Jewish Passover! Ver. 7. Bonar and
]\I'Clieyne record a visit paid to a family of

Jews at Jassy. It was the night preceding
the day of Atonement; on tiie eve of whinh
solemn day it is the Jewish custom to kill a

cock for every man, and a hen for every
woman. In the morning, the "Shochefor
slayer, going round to the houses, arouses the
inmates to bring out the fowls to be killed m

a proper manner. This, says Trench, is th«

only lilood that is shed in Israel now. Even
the paschal lamb is no more slain. A cock

and hen, killed by the knife of the Siiochet,

is all the sacrifice which Israel knows. It is

for this wretched, self devised sacrifice that

Israel rejects the blood of the '* Lamb of

God," which taketh away the sin of the

world !

*'Dear, dying Lnmb, Thy precious blood

Shall never lose its power."

—

Coioper.

Shelter ! Ver. 13. In the East Indies

there arrows a tree, which is called a non-

conductor of lightning. When the dreadful

thunderstorms burst in those tropical regions,

the lightnings would strike the surrounding

trees of the forest, but never touch this non-

conductor. It was some time before the natives

discovered this peculiar property; but, once

ascertained, they invariably gatiiered their

flocks and families beneath these singular

trees, as soon as they saw the storms gather-

ing. No matter how loud the thunder, how
vivid the fiery gleams, the refugees were safe

under its far-spreading arms. There was only

one danger, which arose from the falling of

Some forest giant upon it, crushing it beneath

the weiuht ot the fall. If, however, this tree

was stronger than the falling trunk, it stood

firm. So amid the storms of life there. is the

Tree of Life, the Saviour of sinners, beneath

whose extended wings fugitive penitents are

safe. No lightnings of Divine wrath can in-

jure that sacred Tree ; and such is its almighty
strength, that no riven, blasted trunks can
crush it beneath their falling weight. Israel's

first-born, safe under the spreading branches

of Divine providence and truth, were types

and teachers of penitent sinners, who avail

themselves of the salvation promised and pre-

sented beneath the outspread arms of the

Cross of Calvary

—

'* We have no shelter from our sin,

But in Thy wounded side."

—

Aleannder.

Memorial Feast! Ver. 14. A lover on
the west coast of Scotland, when about to

leave his heath-clad hills and shaggy woods
for India, led his betrothed to a rugged glen,

through whose precipitous channel flowed a

foaming stream. Clambering down its steep

and rocky sides, amid the calls and tears of

the maid, he readied the edge of the flood,

where grew a lovely *' forget-me-not. " Ob-
tained at the peril, though not the cost, of his

life, be presented it to her, begging that she

would preserve it as the memorial of his love.

Far more wonderful is that " Crimson Passion-

Flower," which, in the form of the Lord's

Supper, seems to sny, " Forget- Me-not ;" this

do as a memorial of Me. As Thomas Watson
says, " If a friend give us a ring at death, we
v.< ar it to keep up the memory of onr friend."

Lliich more, tlien, ouizht we to keep up the

Cieuionai of Christ's death in the Sncrament
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** Where flowers of heaven, divinely fair,

Unfold their happy bloom."

—

Bonar.

Supper-Songs 1 Ver. 14. If ancient history

is worUiy of credence, Cleopatra once made a

great fe:ist or banquet of wine. Into the cup
which she presented to her guest slie placed a

jewel worth a kingdom. Into the sacred cup

which Jesus presents to His people, filled with

His precious blood-shedding, He has put a

pearl of great price—His Divine love. With
such eucharistic joyfulness does this cup fill

the believing recipient, that, like the Church
in the Canticles, he exclaims :

** Thy love is

better than wine,"

—

" That wine of love can be obtained of none
Save Him, who trod the wine-press all alone."—Trench.

Ordinances! Yer, 14-20. Fuller says that

;i8 it was necessary for the patriarchs to fix

tlieir residence near a well, so is it for be-

lievers to fix their residence near ordinances.

Tney are morally beneficial. They refresh

and strengthen. Yet not in themselves. As
M'Cheyne puts it, when a man goes tiiirsty to

a well, his thirst is not allayed merely by

going there. An English sailor having escaped

from his Moorish captors in Africa, found

himself thirsty in the desert. Nii;ht cime on,

and his thirst increased. Amid the shadows

he wandered on ; then lay down under a tree

with his thirst still unquenched. Had it been

day, he would have perceived that he was

Ijing beside a cooling spring. He had come
to the well, but his thirst was not allayed by

that act ; on the contrary, his thirst was
increased by every step he took. In the

morning, it was by what he drew out of the

well that he was refreshed and strengthened.

Just so, it is not by the mere act or exercise

of coming to ordinances that souls obtain

life and joyfulness; but by the tasting of

Jesus in the ordinances, Wiiose flesh is meat
indeed, and His blood drink indeed

—

**His fountains are deep. His waters are pure,

And sweet to the weary soul."

Commemorations! Yer. 14-20. During the

reign of the Stuarts over the two kingdoms
of England and Scotland, the youthful scion

of a powerful Scotch iiouse, whose fumily

had once coerced their youthful monarch, was
in revenge and iear confined in a dungeon.
After upwards of twenty years' solitary seclu-

son, where he beguiled iiis imprisonment
with the education of a mouse, he was liber-

ated. On the nigiit previous to his liberation,

he and the person through whose mediation
his freedom had been secured, partook of a

humble feast, wliich tiiey always afterwards

celebrated on the successive anniversaries of

his liberty. With some such feelings of joy-

fulness and commemorative gratitude must
Israel have feasted year by year. Year by
year, it stirred the ashes of memory in tiie

Jewitih heart, and kindled them up into a flame
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of hope ; while it taught them to look for a

greater prophet than Moses, to long for a

grander sacrificial lamb than that of the

passover, and to hope for a more glorious

salvation than freedom from temporal oppres-

sion and bondage. So Christians commemo-
rate with gra'eful praise the Feast ot tliat

great Paschal Lamb, looking in joyful an- .

ticipation to that full and final freedom in

the Heavenly Canaan

—

" Where peaceful hills and holy vales

Sleep in eternal day."

Sprinkling- Symbolism ! Yer. 23. A most
significant allusion to the figurative signi-

ficance of the passover-blood occurs in the

prophecies of Ezekiel (chap, ix.), where the

man clothed with linen is directed to set a

mark upon the foreheads of the godly to

preserve them from destruction. The same
symbolic reference and command occur in

the Book ot Revelation (chap, vii.), in regard to

those who have been sealed as tlie servants of

our God in their foreheads. As has been
aptly remarked, Egypt was but a symbol

—

a glass, into which, if we steadfastly look, we
shall see a greater trauedy enacting. We
see the great drama of the apocalypse

—

not tlie valley of the Nile, with its pyramids
and temples ; but Europe, with its ten king-

doms and white Alps. We see, not Moses
demanding the liberty of the Hebrew cap'

tives in the name ot Jehovah ; but the Re-
formation walking along the highway to the

seven-hilled city, and requiring the liberation

of Europe, as he stands on the marble thresh-

old of the Vatican. We see not the ten

successive plagues culminating in the slaughter

of Pharaoh's first-born ; but the fearful judg-

ments of God upon her ten vassal -states.

And we see not Ei!ypt's first-born ; but that

crowning scene of terror—the last awful and
nameless plague, prior to the Final Exodus
of God's C'hnrch, whose members are sealed

with the "Blood of the Lamb," to secure

them from the coming slaugliter, and to

ensure their entrance

—

** Into the new Salem's palace hall.

Their everlasting home."

—

Bonar.

Crisis-Emotions! Yer. 21. The night

before any decisive conflict is a solemn and
anxious season. On the night before the
battle of Ivry, says Hamilton, which was to

decide whether Henry should lose his life, or

gain his crown, as he sat pondering a map of

the battle-field, tiie hair on one side of the

king's head turned gre}'. We know also how
the commanders felt on the night which
raised tiie siege of Leyden—on the night

before Pharsalia, and on the eve of Blenheim of

Waterb)0. Moses has not told us how lie lelt

Oil the night before the Exodus ; but he h.i8

given us some interesting glimpses of the

scene, or rather the data for introdiicin!r it.

Chief amongst the natural facts is that !t wns

April, and the night of the full uiuon, Tu«
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oft and Bilvery light fell on the white backs

of the African mountains far away, and
streamed almost perpendicularly on the mighty
pyramids, which, like the spells of the old

necromancers, invoke a host of spectres from
the shadowy graves of the past,

*' Far in whose realm withdrawn,

Old empires sit in sullenuess and gloom,

And glorious ages gone,

Lie deep within the shadow of whose
tomb."

—

Bryant.

Hyssop ! Ver. 22. When an eastern traveller

yisiLed the city of Sidon, its French consul,

wlio was an enthusiiistic botanist, exhibited

two varieties of liyssop, one of which he
tiioughi, was the plant used by Israel. It was
a very small green plant, like a moss whicii

covers old walls in damp places. Another,
callc.l l)j the Arabs Z'aiar, and having the

iragiancti of thyme, with a hot pungent tasle,

ana long slender stems, looked more suitable

for sprinkling the paschal blood on the lintels,

&c. This also grows on garden walls, and is

distinct from the hyssop of English druggists

and herbalists—a neat, fragrant, labiate plant.

It is not found growing on the walls of Pales-

tine, but wild on barren and dry spots of land.

Eosenmiiller said that the true hyssop was in

reality a marjoram—an aromatic plant with
white flowers. But Dr. Boyle regards the

caper-plant as the missing hyssop, which
ceriainly is to be found in Lower Euypt,
where Israel was, as Well as on Mount kSiiiai,

and plentifully around the ruins of the Holy
City. ir. is a trailing shrub with broad smooth
leaves and white flowers, and hangs in festoons

from rocks and walls. Perhaps it was em-
ployed not only to denote lowliness of spirit,

but likewise to signify cleansing property,

since from the time of Hippocrates, tlie caper-

plant has been regarded as having cleansing

properties useful in curing diseases closely

allied to leprosy. Here, however, it implies

humility. Each Israelite who grasped it with
the hand of faith, as he sprinkled the door-

posts of his house, seemed to say

—

*• Give me the lowest place; not that I dare
Ask for that lowest place, but Thou hast

died."

—

Eossetti.

Religious Tuition ! Ver. 27. Moses might
well have been daunted in his mission to in-

struct Israel in lieligion. To teach a set of

wild, ignoraat boys is no easy matier. The
teacher may have received many hints and
practical suggestions from his pastor; but
the task will still be arduous. Just so with
Moses: God had counselled him in many points,

and furnished him with useful data of instruc-

tion ; still it would prove ujj-hill work. We
find, however, that he grappled to thedifliculty
with sj^irit. Arthur Madden did the same,
when divinely sent to instruct a class of roughs
in the hamlet where he lived. The most
discouraging feeling to him was that he was
only breaking up fallow ground for another to

BOW in ; that he was only commencing a work
which another would be privileged to complete.

And if Moses thus felt, he was able to grasp
the fact that his was a great mission of instruct-

ing Israel, one great work to be carried on from
age to age, employing many generations of

workers ; and that therefore his duty was to

work with might and main, uprearing in the

midst of Israel's vast host an edifice or temple
of religious principle, which would last longer

than the pyramids, those gray piles of hiero-

glyphic grandeur beneath who.se shadows they

were then in slavery, and which have survived
the language which the Pharaohs spoke

—

" Preserving its dead emblems to the eye.

Yet hiding from the mind what these

reveal."

—

Montgomery.

Divine Dealings ! Ver. 29. It is no use tc

coax or flatter tne tiger, which has seized your
babe, and whose leeth have met in its little

thigh. You must thrust the flaming brand or

the glittering spear into its face ; then it will

howl and drop its victim in the shock of sudden
pain. How fondly will you staunch the bleed-

ing wounds, and undo the cruel injury inflicted

on your cliild ! God found that mild measures
would not influence Pharaoh to release his

prey, that he only snarled, and bit all the

more cruelly. No wonder that He hurled His
flaming brand or glittering sword in the Egyp-
tian lion's face, and forced him to let go his

bruised and palpitating victim. How tenderly

God bound up Israel's wounds when He had
allured their host into the wilderness ! So does
He tleal with uur oppressors and ourselves.

On them He pours His righteous judgments;
while on His own He showers deliverances :

Why ? That we may become holy as He is

holy

—

" Complete thy purpose, that we may become
Thy perfect image, our God and Lord."

Divine Distinctions ! Ver. 30. Israel's

first-born were unharmed. Side by side stood

two houses. The one was that of a publican

of worthless character, who took pleasure in

giving every annoyance to God's people, and
inflictins: injuries upon those who were earnest

Christians. The other was that of a family

which honoured God—hallowed their roof- tree

and daily life with prayer, and hoped for an
inheritance in heaven. One nigh", the pub-
lican's house caught fire, and being chiefly of

wood, it burnt like tinder. The family at the

castle and the people of the village gathered
in groups to arrest, if possible, the progress o:^

the flames. It was soon apparent that theif

efibrts were fruitless, and that the fire would
speedily s})read its ravages lo the neighbour'a
cottage. When all were anxiously watching
the fiery element, which had now almost wholly
consumed the publican's haunt, suddenly a
tremendous torrent of pelting rain fell, hissing

and steaming on the burning wreck and the

fire-cracked ground, and soon driving many of

the crowd to seek shelter within their homeg.
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That Providence saved the next, house from

sharing the fate of its neighbour; and thus,

as God preserved Israel while He punished

Pharaoh, so was the home of Ahner Stone

protected, whilst that of the godless Dan Ford

was wholly destroyed

—

"Angels of life and death alike are His

;

Without His leave they pass no threshold

o'er."

—

Lowell.

Moral Freedom ! Ver. 31. A traveller, '^ho

was both a scholar and a high-born gentleman,

fell into the hands of pirates, and was carried

off to some robber nest on the Barbary shore.

There for the rest of his life was he left to

languish, rowing the galley, grooming the

charger, and tending the cattle of his Moslem
master. Could ought be more bitter and heart-

breaking ? He had tastes which could no longer

be cultivated, longings which could no longer

be gratified, relations irho could no longer be

visited, and spiritual emotions which could be

confessed only to incur taunts and mockery.

Something like this was the experience of free-

born Israel, and how welcome freedom ! Cer-

tainly similar to this was the condition of Adam
when he fell into the bondage of sin, until he

became familiarised with his serfdom. Even
then, there comes across the human mind a

longing to taste the sweets of the glorious

liberty of the children of God. The Paschal

Lambpledges our deliverance from sin-tyranny.

The Blood of Sprinkling gives a happy exudus

from the Egypt of Satan's domination. We
have redemption through His blood

—

*' Dearly are we bought, for God
Bought us with His own heart's blood."

—HarU

Kneading Troughs ! Ver. 34. The Egyp-

tians, so we are told, used large troughs for

their dough—kneading it with the feet; and
it is probable that the Israelites had been

accustomed to the same. But in anticipation

of their journey, they had no doubt prepared

small wooden bowls, such as are used by the

Arabs in their wanderings now, and which

serve also to contain the cakes when baked.

Harmer says that the Arabs use tliese very

troughs—which in travelling they carry in

the loose folds of their burnous—to prepare

cakes for strangers in the very desert through

which Israel journeyed. And thus did Israel

teach a lesson of prudence and foresight of

providing for the future

—

'* Each morn the bees fly forth to fill the

growir.g comb.
And levy golden tribute of the uncomplain-

ing flowers

;

To-morrow is their care ; they work for

food to-morrow

;

But man deferreth duty's task, and loveth

ease to-day."

—

Tupper.

Jewels! Ver. 35. The gift of these trea-

sures was a tribute from the conquered to the

conquered. They were employed by Israel in
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making beautiful the place of holiness.

Sometimes, writes Spurgeon, after great

battles, monuments are raised to the memory
of the tight ; and of what are they composed ?

They are composed of weapons of deatli and
instrumems or war surrendered by the de-

feated foe. The Egyptians yielded up their

bravery to Israel's triumphant host, who
turned them into silver trumpets and pillars

—golden bowls and tables. And the day is

coming when the fury, and wrath, and hatred

shall all be woven into a song—when the

weapons of our enemies shall serve to make
monuments to the praise of God

—

** The piercing thorns have changed to

flowers

;

The spears have grown to sceptres bright."
— U'pham.

National Migration 1 Ver. 37. There are

numerous migrations of great Asiatic and
Tar ar tribes on record ; but none to equal this

in its stupendous character. Scotland was a
kingdom in Europe for almost a thousand years

before its union with England in 1707. It

shows a long line of kings. It made wars

—

fought great battles—and concluded treaties.

Yet, when at the beginning of the last cen-

tury, it became entirely united to England,
its population was little more than the halt of

that which Moses led out of Egypt. Had tie

whole Scottish people removed en masse into

the adjoining realm of England in one night,

what a stir it would have created ! It would
have been for ever recorded as one of the

most remarkable in European history ; and
yet it would have been vastly inferior ia

importance to Israel's national migration,

inasmuch as that people were far more
numerous, while their flocks and herds were

five times as many as all Scotland could have
produced

—

" What sought they thus afar !

Bright jewels of the mine ?

The wealth of seas, the spoils of war?
They sought a faith's pure shrine I

**

—Hemans,

Pilgrim-Patli ! Ver. 37-39. Watching the

heavy mist or rain clouds rising up from the

horizon towards the zenith, we naturally

expect them to obscure the deep blue vault

overhead. Sometimes this is not the case.

The up-soaring masses disappear as if by

magic on nearing the zenith. This is owing

to these water-clouds coming in contact with

a region of warm air, which greedily devours

the moisture they contain. Such is the

power of the Divine Life in the soul to appro

priate the water-drops of refreshment in the

clouds of affliction. Sorrows are rain-clouds,

and from them the believer eagerly draws all

spiritual moisture for his soul's clearer outline

and more entire conformity to the image of

Christ. Whatever injuries these thunder and
lightning clouds of t^ulFering may cause to

the godless, they can only prove aboundiug
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mercies to God's children. That which
proves a bane to the sinner, procures a bless-

iiii;- on the saint

—

** Confirming, cleansing, raising, producing
Strong thoughts, grave thoughts, lasting to

tlie end."—i)e Vere.

Aflaiction! Ver. 40. When Moses and

Aarou failed in their first attempt with

Pharaoh, and hrouglit increased oppression

upon them, the Israelites looked at their p')si-

tion as dark indeed. Thus, when from a

distance we look upon a thick forest, it

appears one mass of gloomy shade— dark,

unl)roken, impenetrable. But as we draw

near and enter it, we find it intersected by

paths, rugged perhaps, and narrow, yet safe.

!So was it with Israel, as they passed within

the dark wood of adversity ; they found paths

in the plagues of Egypt—winding and rugged

for them, it may be, but safe. They looked

up, and the light from above struggled through

like a soft, green twilight ; while here and
there brilliant sunbeams of Divine truth and
love glanced like diamond-shafts through the

foliage, and showed them that what once

appeared all gloom, was instinct with life and
liberty—less with bane than blessing. So
that

"Dull is the heart that loves not then

The deep recess of the wildwood glen,

Where roc and red-deer find sheltering den,

When the sun is in his power."

—

Scott.

Prompt Obedience! Ver. 41. When a

general commands his army to march at the

midniyht hour, and stand their chance of

finding shelter and sustenance on the morrow,
if the soldiers refuse, they are not an obedient,

disciplined host. But if, at the reading of

the orders, they at once break up quarters,

however dark the night, and however dreary

the prospect, then they march in obedience.

The obedience must not be forced, but cheer-

ful. It must be rendered with alacrity, not

amid discontent and murmuring. Israel's

host received their orders to march at the
midnight hour, and they at once yielded.

However apparently unreasonable the require-

ment of the father, it is the little child's duty
to obey ; and so God's children readily obey
the pilgrim-call

—

"Only guided by His light,

Only mighty in His might.'*

— Wesley.

Freedom! Ver. 61. Stretching from one
end to the other of the mighty continent of

South America are the lofty mountains of the

Cordilleras. On the summit of a spur of the

main chain, at a distance from the city of

Lima in Peru, was perclied a house of ancient

construction, originally Imilt as a fortification

to command the pass through the mountains.
Behind it rose range above range of moun-
tains, the more distant lowering to the sky,

and covered with eternal snows; while from
its windows could be seen the fertile plains of

Peru stretching away to the ocean, distin-

guishable on clear days by a silvery line in

the horizon. During the rebellion of the

hapless Indian descendants of the Incas of

Peru against the cruel oppressions of the

Spanish conquerors, this building", occupied

by an English merchant, became the centre

of a terrible struggle. While the a/.my of the

Incas rushed impetuously down the mountain
side, the Spaniards pressed up to gain posses-

sion of the building, as the key to the mountain
pass. The English owner and his family

remained passive spectators, feeling that the

first to reach would be the masters of the

situation. The Spanish soldiers gained first

the house ; but no sooner had they barricaded

their positions, than the Indian warriors sur-

rounded and besieged them. Desperate was
the struggle ; but, step by step, the oppressed

natives gained possession of the outworks,
walls, gardens, and at last of the building

itself. All this was through the bravery,

prudence, and resolution of their noble leader

Manco. Thus, step by step, did the oppressed

people of Israel gain their liberty, through
the undaunted courage, matchless judgment,
and iron resolution of Moses, their leader;

who depended, however, not on human arms,
but on weapons from the Divine Armoury,
and the dread artillery of heaven. A like

deliverance, after prolonged struggles, is at

hand for the Christian Church

—

"Already she is on her august way,
And marching upward to her final goal.''

CHAPTER XIII.

CRITIOA.L Notes.—4. The month Abib.]—The "month of the ear-time, according to tradition

the month Nisan in the later Hebrew, corresponding to April " (Fiirst). 16. Token.] The same
as ''sign "in ver. 9. Frontlets.] "Bands "or " fillets" (Gesenius, Fiirst, Davies). Probably
explanatory of the more general word " memorial " in ver. 9. It seems equally unwarranted
either, on the one hand, to assert that these passages (verses 9 and 16, with Deut. vi. 8, and xi.

18), were intended to bear an exclusively metaphorical meaning; or, on the other hand, to make
them a warrant for the elaborate phylactenal ceremonialism developed by Hebrew tradition.

Why (JiQuld not injunctions of this nature be left just where Divine wisdom has left them? li
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they point to external memorials, well : these need not be indiscriminately condemned. But if

God has left time, manner, and degree unordained, v.hy should human authority step in and
bind what God has left free? Hence, when Kalisch says, "Tradition has made the most
extended use of the liberty left to it with regard to the Tetillin by the indistinctness of the

text, and has compiled very minute precepts concerning their arrangement and their use," we
admit the fact of the "extended use," but we altogether demur to the assumed justification of

it from "the indistinctness of the text." The indistinctness of general divine laws, when
rightly construed, means the freedom of the subject from any "minute precepts" as to the

precise method of obeying. How sad that Christians as well as Hebrews siiould be so slow to

learn this lesson ! We are surpristd that even Davies (Heb. Lex. under JlSEO^tO^ should draw
upon Hebrew tradition for his explanation of this Biblical term. We agree with Tregelles, in

Gesenius' Heb. Lex. (Bagster), that "it requires proof that the Jewish phylacteries are here in-

tended by these fillets or bandages," Those who care to know what the Jewish phylacteries were,

how they were worn, what virtues were ascribed to them, and about the best things to be said in

their favour, should by all means consult Kalisch's long and interesting note on this chapter.

Above all, let any, disposed to ultra-ritualism, ponder well the woes denounced in Matt, xxiii.

21. A pillar of cloud.] Most interesting is it to trace the Scripture allusions to this pillar.

How completely the Hebrew camp was controlled in its movements by it may be seen in Num.
ix. 15-23, X. 33-36: hints as to its form may be found in its name and in Ps. cv. 39, and
1 Cor. X. 1 (cf. Isa. iv. 5) : that God spoke from it is directly affirmed in Ps. xcix. 7, and may
be more fully seen in chap. xl. 34-38 (where, however, observe the definite article, p^H? ihe

[well known, familiar] cloud," the cloud of guidance which had gone before them hitherto).

(Lev. i. 1, Num. i. 1,) &c. Some have thought there were two pillars, one of cloud and the
other of fire ; but, judging simply from a comparison of the various passages, we are led to

conceive of the whole matter thus:—That within the outer dhrine of cloud was placed the

central symbol of glory more immediately betokening the Divine Presence; that in the dark-

ness of night, this inner glory shone forth through the cloud as fire, visible from afar ; that,

when the tabernacle was completed, the cloud rested above it, and the glory entered within it,

and ultimately took up its abode beneath the outspread wings of the cherubim ; and that when
the camp was to move forward, and the tabernacle therefore needed to be taken down, the glory

resumed its original place of enshrinement within the cloud. In this manner, too, chap, xiv

19, 20, may be quite simply understood.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-U,

The Sanctification of the First-born to the Lord.

The Israelites are now marching out of Egypt. It was a great exovlus, and

Moses would not have undertaken the leadership of it but for the consciousness

which he had that God was with him. This was the appropriate time to remind

the children of Israel of their moral obligation to the Divine Being who had so

wonderfully and mercifully delivered them from a condition of degrading slavery.

Hence we find in the commencement of this chapter that God spoke through

Moses to the emancipated nation, imposing upon them ordinances and duties

suitable to their new condition of life. All the deliverances of the soul are asso-

ciated with religious duties and obligations expressive of gratitude and devotion.

I. That the good are reauired to sanctify their first-born unto the Lord.
" And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying, Sanctify unto Me all the first-born,

whatsoever openeth the womb among the children of Israel, both of man and

of beast: it is Mine." Thus it is the duty of the good to separate unto the

Lord the first-born, that is to say, the most excellent of their possessions, the

most valuable, and that which is viewed with the greatest regard. I. This sanc-

tification of the first-horn was required by the Divine commandment. God told Moses

that the Israelites were to sanctify their first-born unto Him. It was not left

to their option. It was not the outcome of human device. It was not the un-

authorised suggestion of a grateful heart. It was commanded by heaven, other-

wise it would never have occurred to man to sanctify his best things to the

Lord ; and if it liad, he would probably have resisted the idea as antagonistic to

his temporal welfare. This duty is founded upon the Divine Creatorship, and

needed to be clearly and authoritatively revealed, or it would have been mis-
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understood and neglected. Men do not like religious duties to make demands
upon their property ; they prefer a cheap religion, and many would rather do

without any than sanctify their first-born to the Lord. The Divine command
to man is that he give the best of his possessions—territorial, physical, domestic,

mental, moral, and spiritual—to the Lord. 2. The sandification of the first-born

was a grateful achiowlahjment of the Divine mercy in sparing the first-born from the

midnight destruction. The first-born of the Israelites had been mercifully pre-

served from the stroke of the Destroying Angel, which had inflicted death upon
the first-born of Egypt in the silent midnight hour. Hence what more reason-

able than that the life that had been thus spared should be separated unto the

Lord. God does not arbitrarily and unjustly demand the property of men
j

He only requires what He has given, and what He has preserved from
the grave. And those who refuse to devote their best things to the

service of the Lord show that they are insensible to the richest mercy,

and therefore to the highest claims. Heaven never asks more than it gives, or

more than is consistent with the gratitude of a devout heart to bestow. All its

lequirements are based upon the bestovvment of past mercy. 3. The sanctification

of the first-born was to be associated with the deliverance of the Israelites from the bond-

age of Egypt (ver. 15). By the separation of the first-born unto the Lord an
Israelite would have many and varied memories awakened within him ; he
would be reminded of the eventful night on which death visited every Egyptian
family, of the departure of his nation from a cruel bondage, and of the won-
drous power and providence of God. And even when the multitude that came
out from Egypt were dead, in the history of the nation of Israel, the separation

of the first-born would always be associated with the idea of national deliver-

ance. And so with the good, the gift of their best things and most excellent

property to God is always connected with their soul-deliverances. They are

glad to dedicate their first-born to the Lord in remembrance of the hour of

their moral freedom. They regard this duty as a memorial of the past.

II. That- the good in sanctifying their first born unto the Lord are not called

upon to give up the sole use of their property, but to redeem and to put it to

a lawful use. " But all the first-born of My children I redeem." The Israel-

ites were not required to give up their first-born literally to the Lord, to His
service in the Temple. They were to dedicate them to the Lord by sacrifice.

And in this we have set forth a sublime truth, namely, that a true sanctification

of property does not altogether consist in giving it literally to God, but in using

it for Him, and thus, in a higher sense, giving it to Him through the sacrifice

of the cross. If men were literally to give their first-born to the Lord, much of

the commerce and activity of the world would be interrupted ; but by the re-

demption of the cross the giving consists in the using what we have for the

highest moral purposes of life. Who would not desire his first-born to be the
Lord's? God is worthy of the best we can give Him.

III. That the good are required to connect the sanctification of their first-bom
with sacrifice. " And all the first-born of man among thy children shalt thou
redeem (ver. 14). This redemption was to be by sacrifice. Thus we find that
Hannah, presenting Samuel unto the Lord, brought a sacrificial ofi'ering with
her, that he might be accepted (1 Samuel i, 24). So with the mother of our
Lord. That which is born in sin cannot become the Lord's but by this constitu-
tion of mercy, everywhere set forth, and having its fulfilment in Christ. St
Peter contrasts the redemption of the first-born under the law with the redemp-
tion which is by Christ (1 Peter i. 18, 19). If the first-born died there was to

be no redemption. Christ seeks our life. He wants no dead thing in His ser-

vice. Such provision was made for Israel even from infancy ; what an encour-
agement to present our children unto the Lord in early life! But parents need
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reminding of this duty. 1. Because they are liable to forget the service which past

mercy requires of them. 2. Because they are apt to he selfish in the use of their pro-

perty. 3. Because they are not sufficiently spiritually minded to see God in their pro-

sperity, and therefore forget His claims. 4. Because they do not like to pay the re-

demption price.

IV. That the good are to teach the right of God to the first-born, to their

posterity (ver. 14, 15). Children are very inquisitive. They will ask ques-
tions, even about religious matters. At such times they should be carefully and
solemnly instructed in Divine truth. The family is the best school for the
young. These questions must not be evaded. Their true explanation must be
given, and in an interesting manner. Children should be brought up to the
ordinances of the Lord, and to the obligations of religion. They should early

be taught the meaning of self-sacrifice, and the moral grandeur of giving to the
Lord. Even the young have their first-born, which they can be taught to give

to the Lord ; and if they grow up in the spirit of this obligation they will, in

after days, impart to it a truer meaning, and give to it a more solemn influence

than before they were capable of. Lessons : 1. That the good must sanctify their

best things to the Lord. 2. That this can only he done hy the redemption of the cross,

3. That the young must he early taught their obligation to the Lord,

The Ordinances of the Lord. Ferses 5-16.

We read that Moses had previously instituted the Passover, and had made
known to the people all the duties connected therewith. This repetition was,

however, quite necessary. Men are dull students of the Divine requirements;

they are very liable to forget the mercies of God, and their consequent duty. They
need to be constantly reminded thereof. God bestows great care on the moral
instruction of the Church. Let us strive to be more mindful of the ordinances

of Jehovah.

I. That the ordinances of the Lord must be observed in the times of

prosperity. "And it shall be when the Lord shall bring thee into the land of

the Canaanites, and the Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Hivites, and the

Jebusites, which He sware unto thy fathers to give thee, a land flowing with
milk and honey, that thou shalt keep this service in this month" (ver. 5). In

the wilderness the Israelites could not keep this feast, as they were fed with

manna, and had neither leavened nor unleavened bread at their command. But
there was a danger lest when they got into the fruitful country they should

forget the estate from whence they had come, and therefore Moses, in anticipation

of better days for the nation, again enjoins this service as obligatory. The
changing fortunes of Israel were to be no impediment to the celebration of the

Passover. Plow many people in meagre temporal circumstances attend well to

all the ordinances of the Lord, who in times of pros})erity are altogether un-

mindful of them ! They forget God and the mighty deliverance He has wrought
for them in the splendour and plenty of their success. Prosperity sometimes
leads to atheism. The land flowing with milk and honey ought to lead men
nearer to God in thought, ought to render them more grateful to Him, and
ought to find them more willing to celebrate the glory of His wondrous name.

The sacrament of the Lord should not be neglected in the .prosperous days of

life. The soul needs Jehovah then as much as heretofore.

II. That the ordinances of the Lord must be observed with great sincerity

of heart. "Unleavened bread shall be eaten seven da}s ; and there shall

no leavened bread be seen with thee, neither shall there be leaven seen with

thee in all thy quarters" (ver. 7). And so those who attend to the solemn

ordinances of the Lord must do so with sincerity of heart, without reservation
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or duplicity of motive. They must purge out the hidden corruption of the soul.

They must avoid the appearance of evil ; no leavened bread must be seen with

them. And those who come to the sacramental table of the Lord must be

sincere in their desire to be pure, must be reverent in their disposition as they

commemorate His death, and they nuist be truly grateful for their deliverance

from the bondage of sin. Their entire life must be in sympathy with the service

they are anxious to keep worthily.

III. That the ordinances of the Lord must be observed with true intelligence.
** And thou slialt show thy son in that day, saying, Tiiis is done because of that

which the Lord did unto me when I came forth out of Egypt " (ver. 8, 9). The
ordinances of the Lord are to be intelligently observed. They are to be

thoroughly understood by the Church, in their intellectual and moral signifi-

cance. It may be to the advantage of some to surround their Church rites with

the supposed glory of mystery, but this is more allied to heathenism than to

Christianity. Superstition can render but scant worship. The sacraments of

Christianity are simple and intelligible ; all may understand their import, and
ought to do before they venture to observe them. They have interesting

associations. They are allied to the most eventful histories and experiences of

the soul.

IV. That the ordinances of the Lord must be observed with parental

solicitude. " And it shall be when thy son asketh thee in time to come, saying,

What is this? that ihou shalt say unto him. By strength of hand the Lord
brought us out from Egypt, from the house of bondage" (ver. 14, 15). Parents

should studiously seek to instruct the young in tlie rites and ceremonies of

their religion, and in the reasons on which they are founded (Ps. Ixxviii. 5-8).

Children should early know the stories of sacred writ, and should be taught

their moral sis-nificance. The honour of God demands this. The irood of the^ . . .

""

youthful soul requires this. God has appointed the family the moral nursery of

the young. Lessons :— 1. To attend to all the m'dinances of the Lord. 2. To

attend to them at tlie most app'o;priate time. 3. To attend to them in right sjpirit

and temper.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 1,2. In the day of deliverance I. Because I created it.

God judgeth meet to give ordinances II. Because I preserved it.

to the Church. III. Because I endowed it with
Jehovah must Himself be the Author everything that makes it valuable,

of all ordinances tending to His service.

God by His ministers may make j^^ys TO BE Remembered.
known His ordinances to His Church. ^r , ,, > t ,r • j . ^t

The first-born are God's proper por- ^f^^i- And Moses said unto the

tion in the world, and He will have P">P}'.' Semeviber ths day. There are

them holv
certam days m the history ot each one

" Sanctify unto Me all the first-born:'
"^ "'^

^l''"*'^

are worthy of pre-eminent

1. A command. 2. A duty. 3. A remembrance, because they are influ-

privilege. 4. A benediction. 5. A <*"*>" '" """^ '''^\°'"y'
^"f

^'" '^^'°

oroohecv ^^^ destiny, buch was the ca?;e with

the Israelites ; the day on which they

The Divine Plight to the best were delivered from Egyptian bondage
THINGS OF Man. was memorable.

"/b is Mine.'' This is the language I. There are days in the history

of God in reference to each one of us. of individuals which ought to be cele-

It is Mine :
— brated. As the day of Israel's free-
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dciii would be remembered, so the day
of the soul's freedom from the captivity

of Satan should be celebrated. It is

well to observe as a joyous festival

the day on which the soul found peace

with God. The returning of the day
should be marked by a return of the

first enthusiasm and devotion of the

soul.

II. There are days in the history

of Churches which ought to be cele-

brated. There are days in the history

of every vigorous Church in which it

came out of some bondage, in which it

emerged into new life, in which it en-

tered upon some great enterprise, and
these are worthy of remembrance.
The verj" commemoration of such times

would awaken glad memories and be-

get new strength.

III. There are days in the history

of nations which ought to be cele-

brated. There are days when the na-

tion came out of stern bondage, when
it entered upon an improved civilized

life, when a spirit of devotion seemed
to possess the national heart; such
times ought to be remembered.

Verses 5-7. Future times of God's
mercy must be times for Israel's duty.

The Canaanites shall be abolished,

and Israel shall flourish.

It is well to consider God's oath to

His Church for all good promised.

The Church has a good portion in

store.

Verses 8-10. The instruction of

children is a duty upon parents.

God commands the celebration of or-

dinances, and that children shall be in-

structed in them.

The reasons of Divine ordinances

must be understood by parents and
children.

Sacramental signs, and memorials
of God, He is pleased to give His
Church.

God would have His signal memo-
rials at hand, and before the eyes of

His people.

The Passover was a true sacramen-

tal sign and seal of God's covenant.

By sacraments rightly used God's

covenant is confirmed on hearts and in

profession.

God's mighty and gracious redemp-
tion is a just cause of such memorial.

It is God's prerogative to make an-

niversary memorials of His mercies.

Verses 11-13. Jehovah is the

beginning and end of His own or-

dinances.

All that God requires must His
people nmke to pass from them to

Him.
God has a property in all creatures,

be they ever so unclean.

God has ordered redemption for

unclean by putting the clean in their

stead.

A price has God set for man's re-

demption to gain a Church for the

first-born.

The law of the first-born has its

truth and accomplishment in Christ

Jesus (Col. 1-16).

Verses 14-16. Ancient ordinances

may be justly questioned in succeeding

ages to know the meaning of them.

Reason is to be given of our religion

to such as reasonably demand it.

Redemption mercies are to be re-

corded and reported as just ground of

God's ordinance.

Oppositions against redemptions are

justly declared to make the work
glorious, and God's people obedient.

God's redeeming mercies ought to

work in the Church eternal memorials

of Him.

MAIN EOMILETICS OP TEE PA RAORAPIl.— Verses 17-19.

The Way of God in Conducting the Life of the Good.

The children of Israel have now passed from the hand of Pharaoh into the
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immediate care of God, a transition new to them, which they did not under-

stand, and which would be a long, and not always welcome, discipline to them.

This discipline commences at once in that they are not to travel the nearest

way to Canaan, but the furthest. We observe :

—

I. That it is the way of God to bring the good to a place of rest. Canaan
had been promised as an inheritance to the Israelites. Thither was the Lord
to lead tiiem. And to weary human life, which has been long enslaved by sin,

but which has entered into the freedom of the gospel, there is promised a destiny

of repose, sweet and sacred. Heaven is the destined resting-place of the soul,

and thither it is being conducted by God. This is the design of God, to lead

the souls of the good into eternal repose. This is the end of all the discipline

of life.

II. That it is the way of God to bring the good away from the things that

would be unfriendly to their welfare. *' Not through the way of the land of

the Philistines." The Philistines were a warlike people, and would certainly

have interrupted the march of Israel to Canaan. And so the Divine Being, in

leading the soul to its destined rest, conducts it out of the way of its enemies.

The soul is not wilfully to go into peril. Many men have not been led by the

way of fortune, or social distinction, because that would have been as the way
of the Philistines to them. God selects the life-path of the good. He selects

it wisely. He selects it kindly. We often question His providence, but it is

because of our ignorance and impatience.

III. That it is often the way of God to bring the good a circuitous route to

their destination. "But God led the people about." Had God so ordained it

the Israelites might have reached their destination in five or six days. But th'j

nearest way is not always the best. This is true in commerce. This is true in

worship. This is true in moral character. The shortest way to be rich is not

always the best; the quickest way to be good is not always the best. Wisdom
often calls men to the longest life-route. It is often ordained by heaven that

the soul shall go the tedious wilderness journey. Thus is it prepared for Canaan.
Thus is it humbled. Thus is it taught to confide in God. This way is not thtj

most pleasant, but it is morally the most profitable. The Israel of God needs

the discipline of the long way.

IV. That it is the way of God to bring the good along unwelcome paths.

*' Through the way of the wilderness of the Red Sea." The children of Israel,

bad they been consulted, would not have chosen the wilderness as their destined

path. They would not have chosen to face the Red Sea. They would, no
doubt, have preferred the shorter route. It is well that we have not to be the

guides of our own lives, that we have a heavenly Guide. But why did God
expose the Israelites to the perils of the wilderness when He was so anxious to

shield them from the Philistines ? Because the wilderness was a preferable and
needful discipline ; and because it is impossible to get to Canaan, whichever
route is taken, without perplexities. But God is always with the good in their

wanderings in the wilderness.

V. That it is the way of God to bring the good into a better and more
thorough knowledge of themselves. The children of Israel were not taken to

Canaan immediately after their freedom from bondage ; they had to pursue a

rong journey in the desert. And so it is with the young convert, he is not taken

to heaven at once, but is conducted through the discipline of life, that his zeal,

love, and faith may be tested. The wilderness life will reveal him to himself.

The further the good get on in the journey of life, the more and more they see

the depravity of their hearts. This is the Divine purpose. Men know little of

themselves when they commence the Christian course. They get to know more
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in the desert. Some Christians are taken to heaven through a long roate of

pain. They long for home, but the journey is prolonged. It is hard to see the

reason of their protracted existence. The Divine purpose is not yet accomplished

in them.

VI. That it is the way of God to bring the good into a wise exercise of

their own strength. " And the children of Israel went up harnessed out of

the land of Egypt." It is somewhat difficult to give the exact interpretation

of the term " harnessed," but it probably intimates that the Israelites were

arranged in five grand divisions. They walked in battle array. And so, while

it is the way of God to conduct human life to its destination, it is also the duty

of man to exercise his own wisdom and strength, so that he may do all to aid

the plans of God concerning liim. Lessons :— 1. That God leads men from Egypt

to Canaan, 2. That men must give themselves up to the guidance of God. 3, That

life is often through a long wilderness. 4. However long the journey^ men must trust

in God.

The Tender Consideration Manifested by God towards the Israelites.

The Christian life is a growth, and if assailed by some temptations in its

infancy, the consequences might be fatal. He, therefore, who commences and
maintains the process of our salvation, gradually accustoms His soldiers and
servants to the difficulties of their warfare. Their laith, love, zeal, and self-denial

are thus exercised rather than oppressed. The text confirms this consolatory view
of the Divine procedure.

L The circumstances of the Israelites. The deliverance of the chosen tribes

was at this moment like the first rays of the morning spread upon the moun-
tains. They had been redeemed from bondage. They were commencing their

journey to the promised land, every spirit filled with pleasure. They were
confident of their power to endure the trials of the way. The heart-searching

God knew their deficiencies ; and a variety of circumstances connected with theii

feeble faith determined Him in wisdom to divert their feet towards Canaan by
a devious path. (1.) The Philistines^ who lay between them and the promised inheri-

tance^ were a brave and warlike people^ against whom the sons of Jacob, numerous as

they were, could not hope to succeed in battle. Wisely therefore did the Lord judge

that they would shrink from such enemies. Such are the Christian's foes. They
are well practised. Satan has triumphed over man in every age, over the philo-

sophy of Greece, the wisdom of Rome, and the refinement of Britain. And
thinkest thou. Christian, that the enemies of thy soul are enfeebled ? No

!

What, then, would be the consequences if God led thee past them to Canaan?
Wisely and graciously are you led by the wilderness. 2. The Israelites were dis-

armed, and therefore utterly unable to cope with the Philistines, who were prepared

with every means of defence which a people whose delight ivas in war coidd invent

The young believer just escaped from the house of bondage is defenceless.

His enemies are armed. He cannot expect to wield the sword of the Spirit

with the full energy of one who has been accustomed to fight with it. 3. In
thus estimating the goodness of God towards the children of Israel in their need, we
must add that their spirits were bowed down by long captivity. The hard bondage in

mortar and brick was not the school in which to learn courage. Hence Israel

was not fitted to match against the free soldiers of Philistia. The slavery of

Satan unfits for conflict with the foes of the soul.

n. The dealing of God towards them. God might have made Israel at peace

with the Philistines ; or have given them courage to defeat their foes. But this

procedure would have comprehended less of moral discipline. 1. He avoided the

nea/rest way to the promised land^ and led them by the way of ihe wilderness. The
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Israelites would be astonished at the line of march ; they would be disposed

to murmur. Has not God often contradicted your desires? You ought not to

impugn His wisdom. The passenger ignorant of navigation cannot direct the

course of the ship. The shipmaster knows the rocks; God knows our path best.

2. The Most High saw fit, not only that His chosen tribes should avoid the shortest way^

but that they should pass through the dangers of the Red Sea, and sojourn in the

wilderness of Zin. Could this be the result of wisdom. Clouds and darkness

are round about Him. It is the exclusive province of unerring wisdom to draw
a h'ne between the discipline necessary for our moral good, and that severity of

affliction, whicli might overwhelm us with despondency. We must confide in our

heavenly Father. 3. Never then, should it be forgotten, that although the jmirney of

the Israelites was contrary to their expectations, their wishes, and their clouded judgment,

it was the safest and the best path to Canaan.—Buddicom's Christian Exodus,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 17. After the redemption of in their march out of Egyptian bond-
His Church, God provides for guiding age. In this we have

—

it to rest.

Nearest ways to rest with men are I. The discharge of a sacred trust,

not always approved by God for His *' And Joseph said unto his brethren,

people. I die : and God will surely visit you,

God will not put His people upon and bring you out of this land unto

war or hard trial, until He train them the land which he sware to Abraham,
for it. to Isaac, and to Jacob" (Gen. 1. 24, 25).

God's special care of His Church is Thus it was the wish of the dying

to keep it from a retreat to bondage patriarch that his bones should, in the

after redemption. day of Israel's freedom, be carried in
^^ Although that was near.^^—1. Yet the great procession of emancipated

it was not a wise way. 2. It was not slaves. This wish was regarded.

a safe way. 3. It was not a selected Christianity teaches us to pay some
way. heed to the last requests of departing

friends. Many people are heedless of

Verse 18. The way of the wilder- the wishes of the dead, and any pro-

ness :—1. Rough. 2. Circuitous. 3. mise made to them is speedily for-

Unexpected. 4. Testing. 5. The gotten. Not so with Moses, he revered

best. the sainted dead. How many young
The way of the wilderness :—1. Men men are unmindful of the requests of

are divinely led in it. 2. Men must their buried parents ?

expect difficulties in it. 3. Men will

realise many comforts in it. 4. Men H. The fulfilment of an ancient

may develop patience in it. prophecy. '* And Joseph took an oath

God orders salvation to His people of the children of Israel, saying, God
as it pleaseth Himself, and for their will surely visit you, and ye shall

good. carry up my bones from hence." Good
God in wisdom sometimes translates men often turn prophets in their last

His Church from the house of bondage hours, as thouirh their insight into

to a wilderness. the plans and purposes of God, which

Wilderness and Red Sea paths are ^i^l ^^ given in heaven, commenced on

the ways of God's people here below. earth. The last few words of life are

often more valuable and impressive

Verse 19. An interesting incident than all that have preceded. God can

of Israel's departure from Egypt. kindle the fire of prophecy in the soul

The Israelites did not neglect to of a dying saint, that the sorrowful

take the bones of Joseph with them may be encouraged.
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III. The giving of a timely en- IV. The bestowal of an appropriate
couragement. When it was announced honour on an illustrious ancestor.

amongist the Israelites that the bones Joseph was an ilhistrious ancestor, and
of Joseph were in their procession was worthy of the regard thus paid to

they would be inspired and encouraged his remains. The dead bones of some
by the fulfilment of the ancient pro- men are worthy of more respect t^ m
phecy, and they would regard this as the entire lives of many who are iiv-

a pledge of all that was to follow. ing, and who are esteemed great in the

world.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Ytnes 20, 21.

The Divine Leadership of the Good.

The children of Israel have now left Egypt, and are boardering on the edge

of the wilderness. They have left Succoth, the place of booths. They are

now commencing the hardships of their journey. The young convert has soon

to encounter the stern realities of the Christian life, and strangely different are

they from those anticipated. But in all wanderings he has a Divine Guide.

I. That the good are divinely led in the wanderings of life. *' And the Lord
went before them." The cloud here named was tlie symbol of the Divine

Presence (Exod. xvi. 10). In the New Testament, clouds are often spoken of

in reference to Christ (Acts i. 9 ; Eev. i. 7). 1. The Israelites were not left to

guide themselves in the wanderings of the desert. If they had they would have been

lost in the wilderness. When men are freed from the bondage of sin it is

eminently needful that they should be led by the same hand which has wrought
their freedom. They can no more lead than free themselves. The good are

dependent upon God in every circumstance of their life, both in Egypt and in

the wilderness. They are led by Him through the wilderness of affliction and
woe. They are led by Him in the pillar of His Providence, by the pillar of

His B(.ok, and by the pillar of His sacraments and ordinances. The good are

not left to the guidance of reason or impulse, if they were they would often go
astrry ; they are led by an unerring Guide. They have a Divine companionship
in .'.11 their travels. Hence they aie safe, and ought to be trustful and cheerful

at all times. 1. The Israelites were led hya visible guide. The pillar of cloud and
file was visible to the whole camp of Israel. What a huge phenomenon it must
have been, thus to be within view of such a multitude. Christ the Guide of the

Boul has appeared to men. His Divine glory was wrapped in the cloud of human
nature, else none could have endured the splendour of His appearing. " The
Word was made flesh and dwelt among us" (John i. 14). He was seen by men,
A^omen, and by little children. He sought to guide their feet into right paths.

But He is no longer seen by the bodily eye. He has entered within the veil.

He is now only visible to the inner eye of the soul. Faith brings Him near to

us, and His guidance is as real and reliable as ever. The leadings of the Un-
seen are more in harmony with the spiritual dispensation under which we live,

and tax the nobler eneriiies of the soul. 2. The Israelites were led by a competent

guide. The pillar of cloud and of fire was sure to pursue the right way, so that

the children of Israel would not be lost in the desert. It would protect them
from the shining of the sun and from the scorching of the wind. It would give

them the illumination they needed in their journeyings at night. Hence it was
indeed a competent guide. The good have a Guide, quite as competent, who
knows the best way in which they should travel, so as to culture them for their

future inheritance and to enhance the glory of God. They are often brought
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into perplexing circumstances, but the hand which leads is always able to pro-

vide deliverance from enemies, and from hunger and thirst. Tlie good aic alsc

protected by the canopy of Divine love, wliicli is carefully spread over theii- livess

(Isa. iv. 5, 6 ; Ps. cxxi. 5). They have Divine illumination in the night time, as

they must travel day and night to the promised land. They may truly say in

reference to their life journey, " I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me (Ps.

xxiii. 4). 3. The Israelites were led by a faithful guide. The Israelites wen
always conducted in paths which were ultimately best for their true welfare, even

though they were at the time unwelcome. The pillar of cloud and of fire nevei

left them wdiile they were in the wilderness. And so the Divine Guide of the

Christian life is faithful to the moral interests of those whom He leads. Ht
yields not to their murmurings, He bears long with their rebellion. He remembers
His covenant, though often His anger is kindled. But notwithstanding the

wayward conduct of the good the Divine Leadership is still permitted to them
(Ps. xlviii. 14). God will not leave His Church. He loves it. He has re-

deemed it. There is none other to help it. He will guide it to the end, till

the Church militant comes to the Church triumphant.

II. That the good are often divinely led during the wanderings of life intc

varied and unexpected paths. " The edge of the wilderness." The Israelitej

would no doubt be greatly perplexed and astonished at the way in which they

were being led to the land of promise. They wouhi know it to be circuitous.

They would see it to be dangerous. They had made no provision for it. Theii

food w^as nearly exhausted. What were they doing 1 Where were they going'

Their circumstances were getting more critical every hour. They were obliged

to look only to the pillar of cloud and of fire. Hence we see— 1. That God
sometimes leads His people contrary to their expectation. No doubt the children oi

Israel had indulged glowing expectations of the freedom that was to be theirs, and
of all its consequent privileges. But how greatly were they mistaken. And
young Christians often form very erroneous notions of what their subsequen
life will be ; they little expect, in the glow of their first experience, that a great

wilderness is stretched out before them. 2. That God sometimes leads His people

contrary to the dictates of their reason. If the best men of Israel had been con-

sulted as to the path they were to take to Canaan, not one of them, not even
Moses, would have selected that divinely chosen. The good are often led in

ways that they know not, and which they consider to be contrary to the reason

able line of march, but faith in the Lord is the highest reason, and this they must
continually exercise. 3. That God always leads His people into those paths which

shall yield the most sacred and safe discipline to them. The wilderness journey was i

way of severe discipline to the children of Israel, whereas the shorter rout(

would have been a discipline beyond their present strength to endure. Goc
was considerate to them. But the discipline of a freed life advances in severitj

with the journey. First there is the discipline of the tents, then of the edge o

the wilderness, and then of the Red Sea, each manifesting anew the power and

love of God. If the way were not rough and perplexing there would have beer

no pillar of cloud and of fire, there would have been no manna, there would

have been no Horeb. The sorrow of life is permeated with the love of God, an<]

hence relieved of its severity, and made a benediction to those who are pra} er

ful and patient under it. If we are Christians, we must follow the cloud,

though sometimes with weary step, yet with obedient heart.

III. That the method of the Divine Leadership is adapted to the changing

circumstances of the good. " By day in a pillar of cloud, by night in a pillai

of fire." The life of the good has its alternations of day and night, and conse-

quently needs that the guidance of heaven shall be peculiarly adapted thereto.

\\ hen the night is dark then the Divine Leadership is as a fire, can be readily
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seen, is sublimely majestic, and gives evidence of solicitous care for those who
are in need of it. There are times in the history of the soul when the Bible is

all aflame to it, and when it shines with a lustre hitherto concealed. Hence
the Divine guidance is adapted to the special need of life. In the dark night

of sorrow how many promises have passed, in majestic grandeur, through the

heavens of the soul with warming and consoling influence. God does not guide

the good in the day time of prosperity and then leave them in the hour of grief :

He says to them, '
' I will never leave thee nor forsake thee. '^ "At eventide there

shall be light.
'

' But sometimes the light is at the back of the Christian soul,

and cannot well be seen, but he may be alv^^ays sure that it is somewhere
near him, even in the darkest providence, even though it may be hard to find

(Exod. xiv. 20).

IV. That the Divine Leadership should not be mistaken in association

with the ordinary agencies of life. No Israelite would mistake the ordinary cloud

for the pillar of cloud divinely given. He would distinctly recognise, and
without the slightest difficulty, the cloud he was to follow. If he went the

wrong path it would be through wilful neglect. And no really good man need

mistake the fancied voice of conscience for the voice of God, the two are

distinct phenomena, and may be readily recognised apart. He may always

know the cloud he is to follow. The principles and precepts of a true life are

clearly revealed, are before each heart, and only the foolish will go astray. The
truth is always known from the natural inventions of men, by the fire it gives

forth to the soul in trouble. The clouds of earth are minus the fire. They
cannot give light. They lack the Divine glory. Fire is an emblem of God.

V. That the Divine Leadership is solicitous to lead the good to the promised

and peaceful destiny. The pillar of cloud and fire was given to lead the

children of Israel to Canaan. And it is for this purpose that God now guides

His people, not to lead them into the secrets of human learning, not to lead

them into the wealth of commerce, but into the eternal rest of tlie soul ; and

how welcome will it be after the fatigue of the wilderness life.

Guide me, Thou great Jehovah I

Pilgrim through this barren land

;

I am weak, but Thou art mighty;
Hold me with Tliy powerful hand.

Bread of heaven I

Feed me now and evermore I

When I tread the verge of Jordan,
Bid my anxious fears subside,

Death of death, and hell's destruction,

Land me safe on Canaan's side.

Songs of praises

I will ever give to thee 1

The Cloudy and Fiery Pillar a Symbol of the Bible.

I As the pillar of cloud was given to guide and comfort, so the Bible is

designed to lead the thought and console the sorrow of man. The cloud-pillar

was given to guide the Israelites during their wanderings in the wilderness, and
to comfort them in all their exigencies. To this end it was admirably adapted.

So the Bible is designed to guide the mind into all the rich heritage of heavenly

truth, and without it man would be lost in the wide waste of error. It is also

intended to console the human heart in all the troubled moods of life, when its

joys grow dim, when it is rendered lonely by bereavement, and when it comes
to death. At such times the Bible is our chief consolation, it enables us to

sorrow in hope, it shows us One who is the Resurrection and the Life.

II. As the pillar combined both cloud and fire, so the Bible unites illumina-

tion and mystery. The Israelites saw the cloud, but it concealed more than it

revealed. God dwelt in that cloud. He dwelleth in light which no man can

approach. Yet there was light in the cloud. And thus it seemed to combine
natural and miraculous phenomena. Thus is it with the Bible. There ii
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mystery in it which the finest genius cannot attain, which angelic intelligence

cannot interpret, and which eternity may not simplify. Deity dwells in the

volume, and we expect that clouds and darkness will be round about Him. This

is the God-ward side to the revelation. But there is fire in the book, which

illumines tlie doctrines and molality of the Chri-^tian life. This is the man-ward
side of the reveladon. The Book was inspired by God, and was about God,

here is the supernatui al ; it was written by man and was about man, here is

tiie natural.

III. As the pillar of cloud aided the outgoing of Israel from bondage to

rest, so the Bible is the best help man can have in walking through this life

to the next. What could the Israelites have done in the wilderness without

the pdlar of cloud and fire] they would never have reached Canaan. And man
without the inspired Word of God would be in utter ignorance and danger.

Moral freedom would be a mockery to him, for there would be nothing to take

the direction or culture of his emancipated energies. They walk the best in the

wilderness of life who pay the most heed to the Word of God (Ps. cxix. 105).

Lessons :— 1. Be thmkful for the Bible. 2. Follow the directions of the Bible. 3.

Seek the consolation of the Bible,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 20. God's redemptive work Israel's cloud and fire are eminently

U progressive, from state to state. distinct from those of the world.

Whenever God brings His people Neither the hottest day nor the

in the way of redemption, they are darkest night shall stop the redemp-
encamped. tion of the Church.

The encamped Church :— 1. Christ God is not mutable in His purpose

is Captain. 2. The battle before it in and work of grace to His redeemed
iht^ wilderness. 3. Slavery left be- people.

hind. 4. Secure. 5. Progressive. 6. The pillar :— 1. The same in sub-

Finally triumphant. stance, so is Christ. 2. Firm and solid.

At Ethaiu :—1. We know not the yields not to the storm. '6. All could

sorrow of the future. 2. We know see it, all can see Christ. 4 It was
not the wondrous events of the future, upraised, the life of the good must be
3. We know not our sins of the upward. 5. It never failed. 6. The
future. 4. On the edge of the wilder- boundless grace of Jesus. 7. Whom
ness we are on the verge of a great do you follow ?

mystery. The Divine Guide:— 1. Acquainted
with the way. 2. Accessible. 3.

Verses 21, 22. Visible signs will Friendly. 4. Willing. 5. Safe. 6.

God give of His presence with His Continuous. 7. Supreme.
Church. Some can guide through the diffi

Signs do not comprehend God, but culties of the day, but they cannot
represent Him graciously to His guide through the dangers of the
Church. night ; but here is One to whom the

The pillar of cloud and fire is a night is as the day, '' To go by day and
standing memorial of God's care over by night." What if He awake thee to
His Church. travel through the night ! what if the
Day and night Providence equally cloud move when the world is asleep, or

takes care of the good of God's people. when enemies, as the army of Pharaoh,
Guidance, piotection, comfort, and are behind and in pursuit ! Thou hast

sanctification are in the use of God's a light, and that light is darkness to
signals. tiiem: they cannot come nigh thee all
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the night. It is a sweet view of the

condition of the Church in all these

seasons of trial, when she cannot sleep

and rest for her enemies, but is awake
to the midnight march, or the mid-

night watch. There is a light within

the camp, the liglit of heaven, the fire

of the Lord flaming over every tent.

And the light that guides is the light

that comforts. Who minds travelling

in the night that can see his way ] And

who should fear following the shining

of the Lord 1—{W. Beaton.)

The pillar is taken away, the cloud

is no more by day, nor the fire by
night, yet is there light in the Church,

a directing light, a comforting light, a

protecting light—day-light and night-

light. And serene the night, and
cheerful the day, that has this light.

—

{W. Seaton.)

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XIIL

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Exodus-Symbolism! Ver. 4. This was a

new life for Israel. As it had its new scenes,

new wants, new duties, and new occupations,

80 does tlie "new life" of John iii. The
world's fair and alluring landscape, with its

great cities, fruitful fields and gardens, were
left behind ; while the sandy waste and wild

mountain fastnesses of the pilgrim patii to

the Heavenly Canaan take their place. But
they were free. When the great patriot and
martyr- president of the United States con-

templated the liberation of the African slaves

in the Southern States, he was met by the

argument that by freedom the negroes would
lose much worldly comfort and pleasure con-
ferred on them by their masters. His response
was brief: "They will be free." Though
Israel lost the vision of fertile vales, of sacred

sycamore groves, of richly-laden fruit orchards,

&c., they gained their freedom. Liberty was
more sweet, more priceless than the splen-

dours and luxuries of Egypt. Christian freed-

men prefer the bleak and barren pilgrim-
path to the "pleasures of sin; and, like

Israel, they look forward to the climax of

liberty, that rest which remaineth for the

people of God. When the Church has reached
the ultima thule of her wilderness-way, then
in the Celestial Canaan

—

"The jubilant bell

Will ring the knell

Of slavery for ever.**

—

Whittier.

Christian-Obedience! Ver. 17. Bunyan
places the "Slough of Despond" between
Christian's slavery and Christian's soldiery.

While in Egypt, the Israelites were slaves;
so soon as they escaped from Egypt, they
became soldiers. The Christian life is a
warfare, and there is no discharge in this

war. Once enlisted, Israel's hosts must march
under the banner of the Captain of their

Salvation. And so is it with the sinner
saved through grace. He is bound to follow

the emblazoned heraldry of the " Pillar of the
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Truth," whose folds wave in the breezes of the
Spirit. Like the soldier, who dies in liarness,

all his armour buckled on and his powers
gathered up for a last encounter, the Christian

is prepared to fight to the last. His Pliaraoh

can follow him to the brink of the river, but

no farther. Therefore he obeys

—

** I have no plan 1 My will in meekness
bowed,

I trust the sign that will not let me stray."

The Right Way ! Ver. 18. Two centuries

ago, a gallant knight was commissioned to

conduct a noble lady from the Royal Court to

a southern province in France. Not long

after he had set out on his journey, they put
up at a quiet hostelry, where the lady and
her maid of honour found private apartments.

During the course of the evening, an unknown
friend warned the cavalier not to take the

shorter and best road next morning, but to

select the longer and more rough way, on
account of an ambushment which had been
formed. Thanking his kind monitor, he next
morning proceeded by the winding atid diffi-

cult route. Much shaken by the stumbling
of the horses, the lady and her attendant
vented their displeasure upon the knight, for

preferring the worst and longest way ; but
when they arrived after tedious and exhausting
struggles at their destination, and learned

what a narrow escape they had had from the

jaws of death, they acknowledged the prudence
and perception, the foresight and faithfulness,

of their leader. The Church of God may
think the short way to eternal perfection the

best; but when she knows as she also is

known, then will her song be on the borders

of the jaspar-sardine sea, Just and true are

Thy ways, King of Saints!

—

" Thou must pass through this tangled,

dreary wild,

If thou wouldst reach the city undefiled,

Thy peaceful home above.**
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Fire-PiUaxl Ver. 20, 21, The speaker's

Commentary gives an inscription of the

ancient empire of Egypt, in which the gene-

ral IS compared to a tiame streaming in

advance of his army. On a well - known
papyrus, tlie commantler of an expedition is

called a flame in the darkness at tiie liead of

his soldiers. Burning lights were carried

before the armies of Egyjit and otiier ancient

nations on the march to battle. The march
of Alexander the Great—in his burning,

eagle-like swoop eastward—was preceded by

an altar of silver, on \\hich flamed "the
sacred and eternal fire ;

" and by huge torches

raised on lofty poles, the fire of which was
visible by night, and the smoke by day. The
Divine Fire-Pillar eclipsed the gleam and
glow of these masses of light ; wiiile it

announced to Pharaoh that Israel was (Jod's

army. Its appearance—more especially when
ii moved from the front to the rear— was a

cU.illenge of defiance to Piiaraoh, as well as an
aiiuionition not to contend with Jehovah.
W hen God arouses a people to defend their

riglits with the Fire-Pillar of the Holy Bible,

there is little fear of the result. The
Vaudois of the Valleys fought under the

shelter and guidance of tliis divine pillar;

and their foes were discomfited. So

—

** Mine enemies behold it,— so with fears

They pause, and hesitate to venture on."

Pillar-Guidance! Ver. 21. When Leech
the painter was a boy, he was placed at a
Doarding-school where he had to spend his

vacations, as well as his schooldays. His
mother pined to see her boy, but the rules of

the school precluded her from gratifying this

desire. Slie therefore hired an upper room
in one of the houses overlooking the play-

ground. Here she watcliea her little l»oy.

He did not know that any one was looking
down upon him ; but that eye followed him
wherever he moved. Within the cloudy
canopy was the omniscient eye of Israel's

ever-watchful God. True, as Law remarks,
the eye of nature sees not a moving or a
halting mass; but, nevertheless, the eye of

faith can realize the Divine watchfulness, can
trace the unseen hand of lieavenly guidance,
and can read the monitions of loving laith-

fuliiess. Wlien thou goest, says Solomon, it

sluiU lead thee; when thou sleepest, it shall

keep thee; when thou wakest, it shall talk

with thee: for the commandment is a lamp,
and the law is light. 'I'he Light of Scripture
is the Light of Life. It is the hand of Christ;
aye, it is the heart of Christ.

** Welcome alike, when on mine eyelids beat

Red scorching rays, or fades the evening
light."

Cloud-Shade ! Ver. 21. So long as Israel

remained in Egypt, Nature furnished them
with cool shadows. It is true that there were
no groves of patrician tries or fresli jlanta-

tjoas, jsuoh us make up the beauty and rich-

ness of an English landscape ; but still,

its scenes were adorned with tamarisks and
palms, which arc to the Egyptian what the

bread fruit-tree- re for the Polynesian, Even
on the border 1;.. of the desert there bloomed
bright, sweet gardens ofjessamine and orange.

In tiie beautiful valleys myriads of roses bur-

dened the air with fragrance. So tiiat as

long as Israel continued in Egypt there was
abundance of natural shade. But no sooner

did they enter upon the sandy barrenness than

Goci gave them supernatural shades in th©

pillar of cloud by day. M'Cheyne, referring

to Isaiah XXV. 5, aflords some idea of the

importance of this cloud in sandy deserts,

where little or no vegetation existed, so that

the sunbeams glance along the level waste of

the wilderness, scorching hands and faces.

He says that about mid-day, when the heat

was very oppressive, a small cloud, scarcely

observable by the eye, passed over the disc

of the burning sun. Immediately the intense

heat abated, a gentle breeze sprang up, an.-i

the travellers were refreshed. So God warda

His pilgrim church from the scorching rays

of the sandy desert of sin, in fulfilment oi

His promise in Psalm cxxi. 6,

" He is a siiadow from the noontide heat.

Although a burning fire in gloom of night."

Night and Day ! Ver. 22. Samuel Ruther-

furd quaintly remarks that as night and sliadow

are good for flowers, and moonlight and dews

are better than continual sun, so Christ's

absence is of special use. It has some
nourishing virtue in it, and giveth up sap to

humility. It furnishes a fair occasion for

faith to put forth her hand, and lay hold on

what it does not see. And yet God was not

absent during the night, for the column shone

as a flaming fire. So Clirist is never really

absent from the true Israel of His Church.

True, the night often recurs to them as to the

typical Israel ; but such night is good. When
its mantle wraps the ** spiritual life," the

Pillar IS clad in robes of fire, and a glory

is seen which before was invisible. When
gloom oppresses the believer on his pilyrim

waj', then unwonted glories illumine the road.

The smiling face of Jesus glows from out the

deep and darkling shadows, speaking silently,

yet forcibly : Fear not, for 1 am with thee.

" The gleaming token from afar appears.

To show God's pilgrims are not left alone."

Home-Longings ! Ver, 18, Imagine some
poor, shipwrecked mariner cast ashore upon a

lonely island in mid-ocean. The climate of

the island may be perpetual summer— the

flowers may blossom and fruits ripen throuiih

all the year—the forests may be full of

singing birds, witli bright p uinage, flashing

like meteors in the shadows of the tropical

glades— the air may be daily loaded with

sweet perfumes, wafted liy the balmy breezes

—the skies may lie genial, and the whole

year one continued season of growth and
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bloom; but will that castaway sailor l)e satis-

fied? Alone, the seeming paradise will be a
prison. He will long for his distant home
beyond the melancholy main. Night and
morning he will climb the rocky height, and
Bcan the wide, watery horizon for some friendly

ship. And at l.ist, when the white sail is

Bt-en, it looks to him as the white Ming of an
angel flying to ins rescue. So ought Israel

to have felt in E^iypt ! And so ought Israel's

host to havi- welcomed the "Ship of Provid-

ence'' sent to convey them across the Arabian
Sandy Sea to their home in Canaan ! But
man is thus cast away l)y his own folly, and
to him the ship of Salvation is sent to bear

him across the stormy sea of life to the land
of rest, the home of the soul.

*' Dreams cannot picture a land so fair

—

Sorrow and death may not enter there."

HeTnana,

Bible -Guidance I Ver. 21. A traveller

relates that he embarked on a steamer one
beautiful evening, but towards morning a
dense fog enveloped them. Ko observations

could be made, and the vessel was directed

by the compass alone. They were lost in the

fog on a dangerous coast, and dared not pro-

ceed except by the guidance of the compass.

In an hour they heard a fog-bell, knew where-

abouts they were, and soon safely reached the

desired haven. What the compass was to the

mariners the pillar of fire was designed to be

to Israel—to direct them in the right way.
And such is the Word of God. It is my
compass, my pillar of fire, which guides me
safely to the haven of rest.

" I have no choice I The pillar of the cloud

Precedes me, hour by hour, to mark my
way."

Desert-Shadows ! Ver. 22. Three tra-

vellers in Egypt decided to reach the Holy
Land by traversing the sand-wastes which
separate them one from the other. Day by
day the heat increased its oppressiveness.

The hillocks of sand—between which they

slowly moved at the usual pace of the camel

—

reflected the sun's rays upon them until their

faces glowed, as if they were beside a burning,

fiery furnace. Here and there were tufts of

verdant plants and stunted shrubs, but too

small to aflibrd a shadow from the heat. Ho^
great a blessing the pillar of the cloud must
have been ! Towering over the camp, it cast

a delightful shadow upon the sand, over
over which they moved. The true Israel

—

wandering in the wilderness of the world—are
similarly circumstanced. They have nothing
to relieve the burning beams of the sun save
the cloud of shadow which the Word of God
casts. And it is associated with the assur-

ances that in the Promised Land of Rev.
chaps. 21 and 22, tiiere shall be no hung'ir,

thirst, or burning sun ; but green sliady

pastures and living fountains of waters

—

** Shaded on either side by trees of life

Which yielded in unwearying interchange
Their ripe vicissitude of monthly fruits."

Bickersttth,

PlUar-Stability 1 Ver. 22. Whether at

sea or on land, the vast phenomena of water

or sand columns are unstable. The cloudy

sea or sand masses bend quickly before a
driving breath ; or the storm beats on them,
and they vanish. A vivid account of such
water-pillar instabil'ty is given in "The
Young Castaways ;" while a similar illustra-

tion of the transitory character of the desert

sand-columns is supplied by the author of "The
Tropical World." In the burning deserts of

Peru, when a strong wind blows, huge sand-

spouts rise to a height of one hundred feet, ad-

vance whirling through the expansive waste,

encompass the laggard traveller over these

solitudes, and overweighted at the summit
totter and fall from top to base. All earthly

pillar-shadows or shields, guides or guards, are

uncertain and unstable ; but the Divine Pillar

of Truth mocks the lash of desert-hurricane or

water-floods. Amidst the n|)roar and upheaval

of elements, it smiles immovable ; for against

it, the gates of hell cannot prevail. No
assaults can shake this magnificent column ol

salvation, so that as ancient Israel, God's true

people may trust in the Lord Jehovah, for in

Him is everlasting strength, and He is the

same yesterday, to-day, and for ever

—

** E'en in the wilderness, He gives sweet
sense

Of sure protection, when by dangen
press'd.'*

CHAPTER XIV.

Critical Notes.—2, Pi-hahirotli.] Probably a Coptic word, meaning "the place of

sedges"—Gesenius, Fiirst, Davies, Kalisch. We can scarcely expect to determine the precise

route taken by the Israelites in their march out of E-rvpt, or the exact spot at which they

crossed the Red Sea. "Positive identifications," says Kalisch, "of ancient localities are the

more precarious in this region, as it is certain that the northern part of the Gulf of Suez has
ioirned itself, in the course of centuries, into firm land, a fact which, besides other reasons, is

iudispuiai>ly established by the circumstance that towns, as Muzza, which are mentioned by
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the ancients as sea-places and harbours, are now situated in the interior of the land." Two oi

three points alone, bearing on the Israelite's line of march, seem to be of any real importance;
viz., (1) that the passage through the sea must have been at a spot where the bed of tlie sea was
narrow enough to be crossed by the Hebrew host in one niglit; (2) that the breadth of the

waters must yet have been great enough to make the [)assai:e on "dry land" the evident result

of Divine interi)08ition
; (3) that, relatively to the ancient extension northward of the Gulf, the

line of the Israelites' approach to it must have been observably and notoriously too far to the

south, to consist with the most southerly caravan route around the northern point of the Gulf;

(4) that the route actually taken was a deflection from that on which the Hebrews started, so

as to disap{)oint natural anticipation, and give the Egyptians the impression that their late

slaves were entangletl in the (Egyptian) desert, and had lost their way; and (5) that all this

took place under express Divine guidance (ch. xiii.17, 18, 21, 22), indeed there can be little if any
doubt that Jehovah Himself, by His angel, in the "cloudy pillar," assumed the Leadeiship
of the departing host at least as far back as where the short north road to the land of the
Philistines was left. To attribute the ordering of the whole line of march to the Red Sea to

the sagacity of Moses, as Kalisch does, is as little complimentary to him, who by this hyf)0thesi8

missed his way, as it is reverential to the sacred narrative, which it thus hopelessly contradicts.

25. Took off tlieir chariot wheels.] "And made glide out their chariot wheels"

—

Kalisch. "And turneth aside the wheels of their chariots"—Young. The original word
means to '* make depart," " turn away," "put aside," "remove," &c. Hence, and from the

incongruity of supposing any further progress made in wheelless chariots, it may well be
doubted whether tiie rendering of the English version conveys the true meaning of the narrative.

More in keeping with the context would be the more general notion of removing the wheels
from their track, causing them to slip away so as to make progress extremely difficult. Only,
this effect should clearly be connected with the Divine troubling of the Egyptian host.

Precisely how the cause produced this effect we are not told : it is a matter of little or no
importance.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPE.— Verses 1-4.

The Good in the Trying Situations of Life.

The children of Israel had now arrived near the head of the Red Sea, and at

the limit of the three days' jotirney into the wilderness, for which they had
appealed to Pharaoh. It was a critical time with them. Will they return to

Egypt 'i Will they go forward on their march of freedom 1 At the command
of God, as made known to Moses, they continue their journey, and soon find

themselves in very perilous circumstances. We cannot advance far into life

without meeting with things to perplex us. The Israelites are commanded to

change the direction of their march ; now they go south to a place called

Pi-hahiroth. They could not have been in a more trying position, and yet here

they are Divinely lead.

I. That the good are often brought, "by the providence of God, into the
most trying situations in life (ver. 1). The children of Israel were commanded
by God to encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between Migdol and the sea, over against

Baal zephon (ver. 1). Here they are led south, in an opposite direction to the

Land of Promise. How often are the good conducted along paths which are

apparently contrary to their high destiny. This is a trial of their faith. If,

at such times, they obey the Divine word, they go right, even though they may
seem to be going wrong. No situation could have been, to all appearance, more
adverse to tiie Israelites than that into which they are now Divinely led. The
white crest of the great billows was before them. The huge mountains,
which they could not climb, were on either side of them Pliaraoh and his

enraged hosts were behind them. It was indeed a trying situation for them.
They could not help themselves. Their best prowess was vain, they could not
defeat their enemy. Their best ingenuity was futile, tliey could not level the

mountains. Here they are brouglit by God ; this is to the carnal mind a

mystery. Thus, we have a type of the trying cirrumstances into which the good are

sometime.'^ conducted by the wondrous providerice of God. They are in search ot

mural freedom. They are led by Heaven, and yet are brought into great
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peril. Had they been led by their own judgment, they would have avoided
the southward route, and have escaped the sorrow in which they now find

themselves. But the sequel of this history proves tliat God's way is the wisest,

even though it be the roughest, for if between Migdol and the sea we realise

our greatest peril, we also realise His richest mercy and His most glorious help.

It is in the trying situations of life that we get the best revelations of the love

and power of God. When men feel that they cannot help themselves, then

God helps them. Thus they are humbled. They are brought to despair of

creature aids. Then the promises become precious. The circumstances of life

are all divinely ordered with immediate reference to the moral culture of the

good ; the Israelites were taught a great lesson before Pi-hahiroth. When God
fixes our position, it is sure to be a salutary one, even though it be perplexing.

II. That the trying circumstances into which the good are providentially

brought are vigilantly observed by the wicked. " For Pharaoh will say of the

children of Israel, they are entangled in the land ; the wilderness hath shut

them in " (ver. 3). It is probable that Pharaoh had employed spies to report

to him the movements of the Israelites ] at all ev^ents, he would be kept well

informed in reference thereto. Thus we see how soon the wicked repent of any
good action they may have done : they give up their sins, but soon go after

them again. The besetting sin of the King was only subdued for a time by
judgment,—afiliction is not necessarily regenerative. It would seem as though
the Spirit of God had now ceased to strive with Pharaoh, and that he is given

up to pride and malice. With the keen eye of a warrior he sees the position of

Israel in the wilderness. 1. The wicked are vigilant observers of the life and circuni^

stances of the good. Pharaoh watched with the utmost vigilance the fliglit and
circumstances of the Israelites, and all connected with their march was eagerly

reported to him. Satan sets the wicked to watch the good, with malicious in-

tent, that they may observe the most favourable opportunity of doing them
moral injury. He is politic in his effort to ruin the soul,—he not merely leads

a host against it, but seeks to render circumstances helpful to its overthrow.

Hence, when the good are in difficulty, they are generally pursued by the devil,

2. The wicked are malicious observers of the life and circumstances of the good. Why
did Pharaoh follow the Israelites in this great haste 1 Did he wish to render

them assistance in their perplexity, and to aid them in their march of liberty ?

No ! he came to render their circumstances more trying, and, if possible, to com-
plete their defeat. But malice is not always right in its calculations ; it cannot

always achieve its unholy purpose, especially when seeking the ruin of the good.

It cannot pierce the shield which Heaven throws round about the life committed
to its care. 3. The wicked are politic observers of the life and circumstances of the

good. Pharaoh watched the march of the Israelites, and when he saw them
surrounded by the mountains and the waters, he sought by his army to put the

final obstacle in the way of their escape. And so Satan watches the best oppor-

tunity of frustrating the march of the soul into freedom. Bu<^< the wicked often

misinterpret the providence of God in reference to the good, and hence pursue

their plans to their own ruin.

III. That the trying situations into which the good are brought are de-

signed ultimately to enhance the glory of Grod, and the retribution of wicked
mea. "I will be honoured upon Pharaoh," "That the Egyptians may know that

I am the Lord." God could liave conducted the Israelites through the Red Sea

before Pharaoh came to their encampment, but that would not have so fully

glorified His name,—it would not have shown the terrible retribution of sm.

The Divine Being so works the deliverance of the good as to destroy their

enemies, and to teach a lesson of trust for the future. Men learn much about

God when they are shut in by the land, and when earthly succour is denied
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them ; they learn theii own weakness and the all-sufficiency of Jehovah. God
is honoured in the overthrow of the sinful. He teaches nations by terrible judg-

ments. Thus all the trying circumstances in which the good are placed will

work the glory of God. LESSONS :— 1. Rest patiently in the circumstances in which

God has placed you. 2. God is greater than all the hindrances to your true freedom.

3. Follow God, even though it he through the great waters.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 1-4. God alone orders the

Church in all its varied movements.

God's orders to the Church are gene-

rally made known through His mini-

sters.

Ministers must speak, and Israel

must hear the mind of God in reference

to them.

God's charge sometimes draws the

Church back again when they are for-

ward in redemption.

In the way of redemption, God
brings His people into straits over-

whelming: to sense.

God is pleased to give a sufficient

account of the perplexity of His people

beforehand.

The plans of wicked persecutors are

foreknown to God,
Upon such wicked prospects of per-

secutors, God gives them up to heart-

hardening.

God provides for His own glory in

the ruin of such persecutors.

Upon the discovery of God's will,

the Church may submit calmly to sit

down in straits.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 6-14.

The Good Pursued by Old Enemies.

I. That the good, in seeking to come out of the bondage of sin, are frequently

pursued by old enemies. Thus was it with the children of Israel. They had
not gone far on their march of freedom before Pharaoh made ready his chariot

and pursued them. He pursued them with great hatred. He reproached him-

self for letting them go free. And thus is it with those who have just entered

upon the freedom of the soul, and who are setting out for the Land of Promise.

They are pursued by old enemies before they have passed three or four days'

march. 1. The good are pursued by Satan. As Pharaoh pursued the Israelites

with his best armaments, so Satan gathers his chosen chariots and Captains and
follows the young Christian with all the energy and skill he can command. At
first Satan appears defeated, like Pharaoh ; but he does not like to lose his

profitable servants, he will not without a desperate struggle. He will employ
the flower of his army. He will try error. He will try despair. He will tempt
to sin. He is powerful. He has great resources. He is gifted with cunning
genius. He will arouse indwelling corruption. To sense all seems dark. To
faith all is bright. We cannot get to the Promised Land without much resistance

from the devil. 2. The good are pursued by wicked habits. When the good enter

upon the march of the new life, they soon see the old sinful habits coming after

them. In the first joy of freedom, the young Christian imagines that all his

sinful past is overcome, and that he will be troubled no more by the depraved
habit of the soul, but a march of three days in the wilderness will convince him
of his error. Habit pursues men with great pertinacity, even to the end of life.

The habits of youth are not easily conquered, hence they should be carefully

formed, or they may im})air the Christian career of the future. 3. The good are

pursued by wicked compariions. When the good are first freed from the com-
panionship of Egypt, they may imagine that they leave them behind for ever,

and perhaps will be a little surprised to find them shortly afterwards in hot

pursuit. The friendships of a wicked life are not easily got rid of,—they follow
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with taunts and slanders even to the banks of the Red Sea. These are a terror

to many a godly soid. Thus we see that Satan pursues the good with a great

army, with many allies, in splendid array, and often strikes fear into their

hearts.

II. That sometimes the circumstances of life appear to favour the pursuit of

the old enemies of the soul. " x\nd overtook them encam])ing by the sea," &c.,

(ver. 9). Thus Pharaoh and his hosts overtook the Israelites when they were
entangled in the land, and when they had not the opportunity of equal conflict.

The host of Pharaoh was well armed. The Israelites were without arms or drill,

they were a disorderly crowd. Hell always pursues the soul when it is least

prepared for the attack, in the hour of unusual difficulty, and when all its

resources are weak. When it is entangled by temptation, by the deceitful

allurements of the world, or by the providential circumstances of life—then
Satan comes to work ruin. How often do circumstances favour the pursuit of

our old enemies when they would awaken passion, pride, or selfishness within

us. The world in which we live is a Pi-hahiroth, and the devil knows it ; bui

the God who has brought us from Egypt can bring us from before Pi-hahiroth,

if we trust in Him,—He is greater than the pursuing enemies.

III. That the pursuit of the old enemies of the soul often awakens the
sorrowful apprehension of the good. "And when Pharaoh drew near, the

children of Israel lifted up their eyes, and behold the Egyptians marched after

them, and they were sore afraid " (ver. 10). Thus, when the Israelites saw the

Egyptians pursuing them, they gave way to fear and panic, they thought only of

the advancing foe and their own certain destruction. They did not remember
the mercy and power which had redeemed them from the tyranny of Egypt,

they did not call to mind the promise which had been given them of Canaan,
they did not even look to the pillar of cloud above them. And thus, how often

does it happen that when the good are followed by their old enemies, they for-

get the mercies of the past, the power of God, and look only to the on-coming

foe. They think they will have to yield to the prowess of Satan, and go back
to the old bondage of the soul. But we see in this narrative, the folly of allow-

ing the advance of old enemies to awaken terror in the heart of the good, for

they are only advancing that tiie power of God may be seen in their defeat.

Good people of melancholy temperament sometimes think that they made a

mistake in coming out of Egypt, and that they will never reach Canaan. Such
fears are dishonouring to the grace of God.

IV. That the pursuit of the old enemies of the soul must be met under the

guidance of Heaven. " Fear ye not, stand still, and see the salvation of the

Lord which He will show you to-day." Thus the Israelites were to leave all to

God. They could not defeat their enemies, they were not required to do so.

They could not dry up the sea. It was just the moment for Heaven to interfere,

and to win a glorious victory ; and so with the good who are pursued by sin and
Satan. They must not look so much at the mountains by which they are en-

compassed—at their inward corruption, as at the salvation of God ; they must be

content to let God work for and in them to the destruction of Satan's devices. The
human soul is restless and likes to be doing something to escape its enemies; God
only can give the needed aid. The penitent sinner cannot deliver himself from the

enemies which pursue ; the believer cannot deliver himself from the corruption of

the evil heart of unbelief; God must work in both cases. Hence in thinking of

victory over our spiritual enemies, we have not to contemplate our own ability to

repulse them, but the Divine. It is a blessed fact that God adapts the method of

His redemption to the weak condition of His people. 1. The enemies of the soul are

overcome by God. He alone can ^ivq salvation from the enmity of Satan, from the
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weakness of self, and from the perilous circiinistnnce.s of tlie wildi^riiess life. 2,

The soul must wait patiently the outcome of this aid. Neither Moses nor the Israelites

knew in what way the Lord would deliver them from their advancing enemy
;

they had to wait in order to see the salvation of God. The good know not by

what method of discipline the Lord will deliver them from their old habits of

evil. We see here the advantage of having God as our Helper, in that He can

make a way for our feet through the sea. LESSONS:— 1. That the good, being

'pursued by the enemies of their old life, are in constant need of Divine grace. 2. That

progress in the freedom of t/te soul is in sjjite of the enmity of Satan. 3. That all moral

progress is the outcome of the help of God to the soid.

THE FOOLISH WAY IN WHICH MANY PEOPLE ANTICIPATE DIFFICULTIES.
— Verses 10-14.

I. That many people meet anticipated difficulties in a spirit of great fear.

" And wlien Pharaoh drew near, the children of Israel lifted up their eyes, and
behold, the Egyptians marched after them, and they were sore afraid." Thus,

when the Israelites saw the Egyptians advancing towards them in battle array,

they gave way to fear. They imagined immediate destruction. They saw only

the warlike host. And in this way men anticipate sorrow now. They see all

the circumstances which conspire against them ; and at once imagine that the

worst will beiall them. They look to self; they look not to God. They are

filled with gloom. Relio:ion ouojht to make men brave and trustful in the face

of advancing perplexities ; God is more than all that can oppose.

II. That many people meet anticipated difficulty in a spirit of complaint

against those who have generously aided them in their enterprise. "And
they said unto Moses, Because there were no graves in Egypt hast thou taken us

away to die in the wilderness % Wherefore hast thou dealt thus with us, to

carry us forth out of Egypt." Thus, when the Israelites saw the Egyptians

coming after them, they began to complain against Moses. How ungenerous !

He had led them out of bondage. He was their best friend, yet they blame him
for a peril he could not help. And this is often the way of men, when all goes

well in the enterprise they have undertaken little of praise is spoken, but when
difficulties are seen coming much of blame is given. The best friend is derided

in the hour of danger. The Israelites not merely murmured against Moses, but

against God. And any man who murmurs at approaching difficulty is not

merely in conflict with secondary agencies, but with what may turn out to be a

sublime providence of heaven. Unbelief sees graves where there are none.

Men over-estimate sorrow in meeting it before it comes upon them. It is base

to turn upon men who have spent their best energy and wisdom in our service,

when trouble seems to threaten. But this is the way of the world, a momentary
cloud will eclipse a lifetime of heroic work.

ni. That many people meet anticipated difficulties in a spirit which de-

grades previous events of a glorious character. The Israelites now reproach

Moses for bringing them oat of Egyptian bondage,—they intimate that death
would have been as well in the land they had left as in the wilderness. They
had no public spirit. They had been slaves almost too long to learn that death
in freedom is preferable to life in slavery. And thus men who meet the ap-

proaching difficulties of life in a spirit of fear and unbelief, are very likely to

bring contempt upon the most glorious events of their past history, they will

even darken the glad memoir of national freedom. All the events of life tend
to a unity, and it is impossible to murmur at the present without maligning the

past. Sometimes weak people will, in the hour of anticipated trial, refer to their

past advice as the wisest that could have been ioliowed, and which if taken
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would have averted the threatening danger; thus they unknowingly make tlieii

folly their glory.

IV. That anticipated difficulties should be met in a spirit of confidence in

God. As the difficulties advance we must wait and see the salvation of God.
We must not allow anticipated trial to shut out the vision of God from the
soul. View the Divine purpose in tlie sorroAvs of life, that they are a discipline

for our good ; contemplate the promises of God to the perplexed ; and in all

probability the enemies, fears, and circumstances which harass you shall be
drowned in the sea in a vain pureuit. Lessons :— 1. That when trials threaten we
should trust in God. '2. That fear weakens men in the hour of trial. 3. That it is

ungenerous to murmur against those who earnestly seek our good.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 5. Under providence, tidings

of the difficulties and fears of the

Church may come to the enemy to

move them.

Wicked tyrants take occasion from
tidings of the straits of the Church to

plan against it.

The hearts of the wicked are soon

turned from forced favours to hate

God's Israel.

The wicked do not like to see the

freedom of the good.

Verses 6, 7. Hardened persons

against God not only consult but are

the first to lead in persecuting the

Church. . . . Horses and chariots are

the best strength of earthly powers.

Wicked men want no auxiliaries for

their work of injurying the Church.

An attack on the Church : 1. Well
calculated. 2. Grand in array. 3. Ter-

rible in defeat.

Verse 8. Ten times hardening in

sin calls for ten times hardening in

judgment.
Such tenfold hardening drives men

to tenfold more wickedness in persecu-

tion.

The high hand of God in favouring

His Church will not persuade hardened
sinners from persecition.

When pride of enemies sets them
against the Church, God's hand will be

above them.

The Infatuation of Sin.

And he pirsu^d after the children of

Israel"
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I. The infatuation of sin is seen in

that favourable circumstances often

awaken in men their old desires to do
evil. The King of Egypt had allowed

the Israelites to go out on their march
of freedom, but when he saw them en-

tangled in the wilderness, his old pas-

sion came back, and he immediately

sent his army to regain possession of

them. This appeared a favourable op-

portunity for the accomplishment of his

evil purpose. And there are many men
who yield to the better impulses of

their nature, but they commence a life

of sin again upon the first temptation.

The heart must be renewed, or the old

sins will come forth again at the first

opportunity.

II. The infatuation of sin is seen in

that it takes no thought of God, or of

consequences. We read that Pharaoh

took his chariots and captains on the

errand on which he was bent. He did

not think of that God with whom he

was in confiict, and whose anger he

was provoking. He thought not of

what might be the disastrous conse-

quences to himself and nation. He
little imagined that not one of his

splendid army woidd ever return from

the conflict, and that he was making ail

the preparation for destruction. And
so those who despise the good impulses

of their nature, and who pursue a course

of sin, think not of God, or of the pro-

bable consequences of their conduct.

III. The infatuation of sin is un-

mindful of the past painful discipline

it has experienced. Had not Pharaoh
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endured enough punisliment in the

plagues which had been sent upon him
in the past? Had they not destroyed

the wealth and hope of tlie nation, and
yet they do not deter him from setting

out asjain on his old sinful course.

Some men will not learn wisdom by
past experience, and thus they pursue

their sins to eternal destruction. Sin

is a terrible infatuation.

Verses 9-12. Providence may allow

terrible enemies to pursue and over-

take the pilgrim Church.

God's mighty hand may order ene-

mies to see His Church in their camp,

but not hurt them.

God may open the eyes of the re-

deemed to see approaching dangers.

Such discoveries of danger may affect

unbelieving souls with amazing fear.

Unbelief in danger :— 1. It cries out

for fear of death. 2. It unjustly charges

the ministers of God. 3. It gives men
longings after bondage. 4. It seeks to

be reckoned a prophet. 5. It forecasts

danger which never will happen.

Direction in Dilemma.

Verse 13. God's great design in all

His works is the manifestation of His
own glory. Any aim less than this

would be unworthy of Himself. It is

His will to manifest His glory to man.
But how ? Vanity covers the eye of

man, and puts a high estimate on self.

Self must stand out of the way that

God may be seen ; and this is why God
brings His people into straits that, see-

ing its weakness, it may behold the

majesty of God. A smooth life will see

but little of the glory of God. Among
the huge Atlantic waves of bereavement
and reproach we learn the power of

Jehovah. Trouble sfives a wealth of

knowledge to be obtained no other

way. Our text exhibits the posture in

which men should be found in trouble.

I. A picture of the believer when he
is reduced to great straits. " Stand
still," &c. Here are two things con-

spicuous :— 1. What is to be done ? The
man is in difficulty. He cannot retreat.

What to do i Lespair says, " Die."

Not so, saith the God of our salvation
;

He loves us too well to bid us yield to

despondency. Cowardice says, " Re-

treat." Better to go back to Egypt.

Relinquish the ways of God. The sun

turns not back when the clouds veil

its splendour. Precipitancy cries, " Do
something, there is no time to be lost."

Presumption says, " Neck or nothing."

March into the sea. Expect a miracle.

But we are to stand still,—we are to

wait in prayer. 2. What is to be seen ?

I cannot deliver myself. I cannot see

how God can deliver me. Soon you
shall see all nature and all providence

subservient to God's love. You shall

be a wonder to yourself You shall see

your enemies utterly destroyed.

II. I take the text in reference to

the sinner brought into the same con-

dition in a moral sense. You are being

brought out of the Egypt of your sins,

and to feel the Divine awakenings.

You have as yet found no peace. Your
sins are around you 1 What are you
to do 1 Stand still ! The sinner can-

not keep the law. See the salvation

of God— ordained of old—wrought by
a mediator. Then look—trust—now.
— C. H. Sturgeon.

The ministers of God must reason

quietly with a froward people in the

time of trial.

God seeks by His ministers to remove
the unbelief of His people.

The salvation of God is worth look-

ing unto by His poor creatures in faith.

Salvation :— 1. Needed. 2. Present.

3. Offered. 4. Sufficient. 5. Divine.

6. Visible. 7. Neglected.

Causes of fear which hinder faith

God removes at His pleasure.

" For the Egyptians whom ye have seen

to-day, ye shall see them again no more

for ever."

I. Then wicked men shall perish in

the very hour of their splendour and
pride. " The Egyptians whom ye have

seen to-day." Now Pharaoh and his

army are advancing in all their strength

and S})lendour, perhaps on no previous

occasion had tiiey been seen in such

array. But the hour of their strength
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was to be the liour of tlieir weakness,

—the hour of their pride was to be the

hour of their downfall. When sin has

collected all its forces, and when it is

apparently in best array, then will the

providence of God cause it to be seen

no more. There will come a time when
sin will be buried in the waters into

which it has pursued the good. The
collapse of sin is always sudden and
unexpected. What a joy when the sin

we see to-day shall be seen no more for

ever. All the providences of God are

working to this end. The wicked perish

in the very act of sin.

II. Then wicked men are often

powerless to inflict the injury they
desire upon the good. Pharaoh and his

army were stern foes of Israel, and they

were viewed with great terror. The
enemies of the good are powerless to

injure whom God piotects. Their

pursuit is vain. The Church is often

pursued, but the injury ir often upon
those who give it chase. If we will

but trust in God, the enemies we see

to-day,—the scorn of the world, the

pain of life, the inward corruption of

the soul, and our doubts and fears,

—

shall be seen no more for ever: they

shall be overwhelmed in the atoning

sacrifice of the cross, as were the Egyp-
tians in the Red Sea. If we are in-

jured by these enemies of the soul, it

is because of our unbelief.

III. Then the wicked and the good

will be eternally separated in the life

to come. As the freed Israelites were

to see Pharaoh and his army no more,

so the good in heaven, after the final

deliverance of life, shall see the wicked

no more for ever. In heaven this

separation will be complete and eternal.

Now, the wheat and tares grow to-

gether ; not so then. There are separa-

tions o-oino- on in this life based on

moral character, in society, in com-

merce, and in the State. This is a pro-

phecy of the future. An awful thing

to be for ever in the company of the

lost. A sublime privilege to be for

ever in the company of the pure.

Nothins: that can defile shall enter

heaven.

MAIN HOMILETIQS^ aP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 15-18.

Progress under Difficulty.

The children of Israel are now commanded, in their perplexing circumstances,

to move forward into the waters of the Bed Sea. A soul anxious to go forward

will find paths where least expected ai:d in the most unlikely places.

I. That in the perplexing circumstances of life, progress is often the highest

wisdom, and gives the best solution of difficulty. " Speak unto the children

of Israel, that they go forward." When men have learnt to " stand still," then

they are prepared to " go forward." Men must be patient before they can be
truly active and energetic, God expects me^i to co-operate with His plan and
purpose in reference to their deliverance from enemies ; He will open a path in

the waters, but they must walk in it. To move forward under difiiculty is

generally to find it vanish at every step. To stand still looking at the moun-
tains is not the way to get beyond them. But progress at such a time must
be guided by the providence of God, and not by the reason or inclination.

Men must stand still till God tells them to go fo."ward, then they will be de-

fended by His power and led by His wisdom. God always gives men clear in-

dications when they are to go forward ; the cloud moves^ and mast be followed

through the great waters.

II. That in progress under difficulty there are times when action is more
needful than prayer. " And the Lord said unto Moses, Wherefore criest thou

unto me? Speak unto the children of Israel, that they go forward," Thus it

is evident that Moses had been praying unto the Lord, not in public Imt in the

secret place of the heart. The ^ood man can pray without removing^ from, the
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busy crowd. The prayer is not recorded—hence was, no doubt, offered silently.

Certainly, it seemed an ai)propriate time for prayer on tlie part of tht great

Leader, as his position in reference to Israel became more critical every moment.
It is sometimes difficult to know when to pray and when to act ; certain it is

that there are times in life when the former must be merged in the latter. Men
require to go forward at the right time as well as pray at the right time ; and suc-

cess in any enterprise will depend upon the right combination of the two duties.

It is folly to stand praying when surrounded by mountains, armies, and seas,

without seeking to overcome our difficulties. Prayer without action will not

remove physical disease, will not improve social position, will not give mental
culture, and will not strengthen moral character. Men must go forward as

well as ])ray. The energetic character will be more likely to neglect the latter,

the meditative character will be more likely to neglect the former ;—combine
both. Progress under difficulty needs strenuous effort. At such times effort

nmst be brave—must go into the waters ; obedient—according to the word of God
,

constant—must not halt in the midst of the sea.

III. That in progress under difficulty there are times when the most trivial

instrumentalities are useful, and are apparently associated with great results.

"But lift thou up thy rod, and stretch out thine hand over the sea, and divide

it ; and the children of Israel shall go on dry ground through the midst of the

sea." Thus the rod of Moses was, in the providence of God, used as an instru-

ment for the dividing of the Red Sea. We know right well that the rod did

not in reality produce the result here recorded; that was done by the omnipotent
arm of God, of which the lifting up of the little rod was but the symbol. It

would be evident to all that a miracle was wrought. And so, in the progress of

men, under difficult circumstances, God often makes use of little instrumentali-

ties, to enhance their welfare, that the power of heaven may be visible in the

events of earth,—that there may be an appeal to sense, and that the result may
appear more sublime in contrast with the petty means with which it has been
associated. Thus providence links small agencies with important issues. God
can employ our smallest possessions for our welfare. Thus He dignifies them.

IV. That in progress under difficulty there are times when the wicked are
obliged to recognise the supremacy of God. " And the Egyptians shall know
that I am the Lord, when I have gotten me honour upon Pliaraoh, upon his

chariots, and upon his horsemen," Thus the progress which the good make under
difficult circumstances bears a relation to the wicked who are pursuing them.
The progress of the good is the destruction of the wicked, the providence which
secures the one also secures the other. In these issues men cannot but recos:-

nise the supremacy of God, they show that God can bring to naught the enmity
of the wicked, that He can subdue the proud, and that He can make the weak
to confound the mighty. God reveals Himself in the judgments as in the
mercies of life. Lessons :— 1. That difficulties are not to preverit progress. 2. That
Heaven can enable men to overcome the greatest liindrances to progress. 3. That the

progress of some may be the destruction of others,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Verse 15. Soul-Progress. good must never allow sin to overtake

I. The soul should go forward be-
^^"^

f. ff
^'''''''^^ ^^'^^' ^^^-^^^^

cause enemies are in pursuit. Pharaoh '' ^'""^^^^ ^^ ''''''''^ '^^''^^'

pursued the IsraeUtes. The souls of II. The soul should go forward be-
the good are eagerly pursued by moral cause glad experiences await it The
evil, and hence are under the necessity experiences of the soul increase in joy
of ever keeping in advance of it. The as progress is made in all that is good
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and pure. The good must go forward tain progress, hope to inspire progress,

if they would sing the hymu of triumph and Himself as the destiny of progress.

on the other side of the river, wlien Nothing: in the universe stands still,

their enemies are destroyed. Onward Shall the soul of man be an excep-

there are grander visions of God to be tion?

obtained, there are riclier fields of truth ^^ -,/» -.n t • /^ i, i

to be explored, and there are nobler ^^^.^^'^ ^^7^^\}^ ^^ ^^^^ pleasure

thin^s of character to be obtained.
sometimes that His ministers should

Then onward to Canaan. use signals for working miracles.

Ihe sea shall be dry ground to the

III. The soul should go forward be- Church wlien God dotli promise it.

cause God gives abundant grace to help Promises to the Church become
it. God has made tlie soul capable of threatenings to the wicked.

infinite moral progress ; it cannot be God is glorified in the destruction of

satisfied with the present. He gives persecuting enemies after their heart-

grace to enable progress, food to sus- hardening.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 19-22.

The Divine Presence in its Relation to the Life of the Good.

The angel of God went before the camp of Israel. Who was this angel ? It

was no created messenger. It was none other than the Son of God (ver. 24).

The same appeared to Moses in the burning bush. The same wrestled with
Jacob. All who set themselves against the good are in reality in conflict with

the Son of God. They are engaged in a hopeless task, as we shall presently see.

I. That the Divine presence is not always straight before the inner eye of the

Christian, and its apparent absence may occasion a momentary perplexity.
*' And the angel of God, which went before the camp of Israel, removed and
went behind them." So far on the jonrney the pillar of cloud had remained in

front of the Israelites, so that all could easily see and derive comfort from it.

And so the presence of God is generally before the eye of the pure soul, that it

can be closely followed ; and if it remove from this position anxiety is awakened.

When lite is an uneventful march in the desert, the Divine presence is ahead;
but when the march becomes eventful, then the mo\emeiits of God are adapted

thereto. Christ adapts the manifestation of Himself to the circumstances of

the Christian life. He is interested in the welfare of the people He guides.

Why is He absent from the eye of the soul 1 has sorrow come between 1 has

sin grieved Him 1 or has He only removed for our good ] He is lovingly near,

even though we see Him not.

II. That though the Divine presence be removed from before the eye of the

Christian, yet it is somewhere near him, exercising a beneficent ministry

toward his life. *' And stood behind them." Thus, though the Divine presence

had removed from before the eye of the Israelites, it had not forsaken them,

Christ never leaves His people while they are in the wilderness : He knows that

they cannot do without Him. Sorrow may come. All may be dark. Christ

may be unseen. We may be sure He is somewhere near us. If we look in the

rear we shall find Him. He does not always sustain the same position to our

life. He thus educates His people to seek for Him. All His movements are

for the good of the life He leads. He goes to the rear to hide our enemies from

view.

III. That loving adaptations of the Divine presence to the need of the

Christian life is the comfort, protection, and illumination of all pilgrim souls.

"But it gave light by night to these : so that the one came not near the
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other all the night." Thus the movements of the Divine presence are adapted

to the need of the Christian life. The Egyptians were following Israel. God
came between His people and their foes. So lie does now. He comes between

us and our sins and difficulties, or they would oveitake and ruin us. See His

mercy. See His power. We know not what blessings we receive through the

movement of the Divine presence to the rear of us. We get light iu the night of

sorrow. We get comfort in the h(jur of trial. We get ])rotection in the time of

danger. The presence of Christ is always found where His people most neftd

it. Few earthly friends come between us and our troubles ; Christ our best

friend.

IV. That the Divine presence presents a different aspect to the good from
what it does to the ungodly multitude. " It was a cloud and darkness to

them." Thus, to the good, the Divine presence is always as a beauteous, refresh-

ing, and guiding light; but to the unholy crowd it is ever as gloomy and mys-
terious as a dark cloud. We cannot wonder that the men of the world call

religion a thing of sadness : they do not get a right vision of God. Religion is

a joy. It lights up the darkest night of the soul. We see God from the stand-

point of our own character. To the sinful He is as a cloud ; to the pure He is

as a light. Truth has a dual aspect. The cross has a dual aspect,—to some
foolishness, to others wisdom. The Gospel is to some the savour of life, to others

the savour of death. All the great objects of the moral universe are seen as

lights or clouds. Our state of heart will determine the vision. Only a pure
heart can see God. Lessons :— 1. That the Divine presence is near to each one oj

us. 2. That the Divine presence is especially the comfort of the good. 3. 2%at the

Divine presence is adapted to the need of the soul.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 19, 20. The movements of working salvation when God corn-

Christ :— 1. Adapted to the need of mauds.
the Church. 2. Discomforting to ene- Jehovah assists the signal obedience
mies. 3. A signal for victory. of His servants to give them salvation.

The interposition of God keeps the All miracles of raising winds and
wicked world from destroying the cleaving seas must be attributed to

Church. Jehovah.
The same means God makes to The drowning waters are made walls

darken His enemies which lighten His to God's people at His word ; so all

people. afflictions are good by promise.

Waters may be made walls ; dangers
Verses 21, 22 God's instruments may be made by the grace of God into

must be obedient to doing signs for safeguards.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 23-29.

The Divine Troubling of the Wicked.

I. That the Divine troubling of the wicked takes place in the midst of their
presumption and sin. " And the Egyptians pursued, and went in after them to
the midst of the sea " Thus we see that the Egyptians were at this time in full

pursuit of the Israehtes, and were presumptuously following them into the
miraculously divided waters. Hence they were in direct opposition to the com-
mand of God,—they were seeking the bondage and ruin of a vast people. They
were animated by their besettmg sin,—an intense spii'it of selfish despotism. Sin
has immense power of will. It is careless of the greatest peril, it will pursue its

design into the waters of the Ked Sea, and will venture on paths which are only
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safe for the people of God, and in which it can easily be destroyed. It does not

always act with sufficient calculati(»n and caution ; it nislies blindly to its awful

aestiny. It was when the Egyptians were in the midst of the waters that they

were troubled by God. // is ea^y for God to trouble the sinner in the midst of his sin.

When the sinner is hottest in purtiuit and surest of success in his uniioly aim,

then the Divine Being can trouble him through the cloud. Belshazzar was thus

troubled in the hour of his impious feast (Dan. v. 9). Thus the wicked are

troubled when they are engaged in their most desperate attempts at evil ; when
they are least expecting disaster, ihey are troubled by the smitings of an alarmed

conscience,—they are troubled by the hand of God. The Divine eye looks

through the cloud upon the exploits of the wicked.

II. That the Divine troubling of the wicked causes the mad schemes in

which they are engaged to drag heavily. ''And took off their chariot wheels,

that they drave them heavily." The Egyptians had got their best armaments
with them,—their strongest chariots, their finest horses, their most skilful men,
and all was in splendid battle array. And yet their chariots drave heavily!

Why % Were they not well made 1 Were they not well managed ? Yes ; but

they were troubled by God. Thus God can bring to naught the best prepara-

tions of the sinner for his cruel designs ; He can render useless the finest chariots.

Tlie sinner finds it hard work to drive his car. The Divine troubling is an im-

pediment to the enterprise of the evil-doer ; in this way the success of evil to

an alarming extent is prevented, and the safety of the Church is attained. Sin

cannot prosper, because it is against God. It is a mercy that the chariots of sin

drag heavily, or men would ride to hell more quickly than tliey do.

III. That the Divine troubling of the wicked sometimes causes them to wish
to retreat from their evil designs when it is too late. " So that the Egyptians

said, Let us flee from the face of Israel, for the Lord fiirhteth for them au^ainst

the Egyptians." Why did the Egyi)tians wish to flee 1 Were they not well

armed? Was not their King with them "? Were they not brave? Were they

not near to the slaves they wished to recapture ? There are times when
sinners are obliged to see that their wicked enterprises are vain, and that they

cannot succeed. They are obliged to acknowledge the failure of their best

energies. They soon know when they are troubled by the Lord. Then they

wish to make the best escape they can, hut it is too late. Let us beware of the

folly and danger of pursuing a life of sin so long that there can be no escape

therefrom. It is dangerous to delay conversion. Some men will never retreat

from sin till they are troubled by God, and then perhaps they cannot.

IV. That the Divine troubling of the wicked will in all probability culmi-

nate in their utter ruin and destruction. " And the Lord said unto Moses,

Stretch out thine hand over the sea, that the waters may come again upon the

Egyptians, upon their chariots, and upon their horsemen. . . . There remained
not so much as one of them." Here, then, we have a picture of what will be the

end of those who sin against God, and who provoke His troubling ministries.

God can employ many agencies to work their ruin. The waters will cbey His
behest. There are many rods by which they may be smitten. Then the dis-

play of sin, the best strength of sin, and all the allies of sin will yield to the

retributive hand of God. The end of sin is to be buried in the great waters.

The sinner is walking to an awful destiny. Lessons :— 1. That the wicked are

sure to be Divinely troubled. 2. That it is vain to seek to bring the Church into bond-

age. 3. I'hat the end of sin is death.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 22, 23. Tlie Church is pnr- voice of conscience. 2. By the painful

sued :— 1. By cruel t\'raiits. 2. By discipline of life. 3. By the failure of

combined enemies. 3. Into hazardous their best concerted schemes,

places. 4. By intense hatred.

Tlie folly of sin :— 1. It will rush Verses 25-28. Morning and evening

into dangerous places. 2. It will risk may not be the same to the wicked for

ail its best agencies. 3. It will go be- their hopes,

yond the possibility of retreat. God will stop the movements of per-

The enterprise of the wicked :— 1. secuting powers in His due and proper

Divinely observed. 2. Easily troubled. time.

3. Terribly defeated. Persecutors always find that Jeho-

Sinners are troubled :— 1. By the vah fights for His Church.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 29-31.

The Salvation of the Good.

I. That the good are saved while in the very midst of agencies which might
be hostile to them. " But the children of Israel walked upon dry land in the

midst of the sea." Thus the Israelites were saved while they were surrounded

by the waters of the Red Sea. Their situation was perilous, yet it was sate.

The waters were made into a wall of protection. And so the good are saved in

this world, even while they are surrounded by sinful men, by influences and
maxims which are naturally prejudicial to their moral safety. They are saved

in the waters. God makes safe paths in this wicked world for the good to walk
in ; He makes even the adverse influences of life to minister to the defence of His

people. The Israelites were not drowned even though they were surrounded by
the waters ; the good need not be lost because they are encompassed by sin.

Religion enables a man to walk circumspectly in the midst of moral perils, and
to go where duty leads. The salvation of God does not take men out of the

difl[icult circumstances of life, but guides through them.

II. That the good are saved notwithstanding all the hindrances and enemies
which may pursue them. " Thus the Lord saved Israel that day out of the

hand of the Egyptians ; and Israel saw the Egyptians dead upon the sea-

shore." The Israelites had many enemies to their deliverance ; they had
by Divine aid to overcome many obstacles. And every man has many impedi-

ments to his salvation by the grace of God,—he has a carnal mind, a corrupt

heart, a wicked companionship, and even the temporal circumstances of life may
conspire against him, yet all these shall be overcome by the help of God, as

were the Egyptians. The salvation of God is co-extensive with all hindrances

and with all enemies,— it gives a man to see all his past sins dead upon the sea-

shore of a new life.

III. That the good are inspired by their salvation with trustful and reverent

feelings toward God. " And Israel saw that great work which the Lord did

u})on the Egyptians : and the peo])le feared the Lord, and believed the Lord, and
His servant Moses." Thus salvation of the soul is a great work, because sin is

great, because mercy is great, and because tlie enemies overcome are great. God
is its Author ; He only can destroy the Egyptian of sin. Salvation inspires rever-

ence. It awakens trust. It animates with a respect for the ministers of God ; the

people believed Moses. This is the end of God's dealings with men, to increase

all good duties within them to Himself. Let us never distrust God, or wrong His
ministers. Thus we see that the Red Sea which threatened destruction to the
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Israelites proved the greatest benefit to tliera. And the pain of correction of sin

ends in tlie joy of salvation. Lessons :— 1. That iheway of salvation is opened up
by Christ as was the path to the Red ISea. 2. That men may be saved from all their

moral enemies. 3. That the salvation of God should beget reverence and trust within

tlie sold. 4. Are you saved 1

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 29-31. The divided sea is a

type of ba})tism, and, consequently, of

all that which is requisite to purify the

soul from sin. The lied Sea of the

Kedeenier's blood is the abyss into

which the sins of believers are so

deeply plunged that, if sought for, they

can never be found ; the sea which
swallows up and overwhelms Satan
\\'\t\\ all his host, and the old man, and
quickens in us a new man, who after

God is created in righteousness and
true holiness. This precious blood of

Christ, who offered Himself to God by
the Holy Spirit, is that which alone

perfectly cleanses our consciences from
dead works to serve the living God.
Nut, indeed, as indispensably neces-

sary as this blood, and the vivifying

Spirit inseparably united with it, yet

serviceable for the purification from sin,

and the mortification of corrupt nature,

are the various trials which are not

wanting to the true Christian. (Krum-
macher.)

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XIV,

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Exodus—Route ! Ver. 2. It is supposed that

Moses started from Rameses with the main
body—that other divisions took their route

from different points in tlie land of Goshen. If

BO, all would meet at Succoth— the place of

booths. Thence, they proceeded to Etham
(Pithorn) on the edge of the wilderness, about
three or four miles west of the head of the

Gulf of Suez. Thence their natural route

would be round its head into the Sinaitic pen-

insula. But God ordered them to turn and
encamp before Pi-hahiroth. There were two
ways by which Israel could reach Canaan: the

near through Philistia—tlie far by the wilder-

ness. The near or direct route to Palestine

and to Sinai itself lay between Lake Timsah
and the Bitter Lake>:. These lakes at that

time formed part of the Gulf of Suez, and near
them stood the frontier city of Etham. They
are now distinct from the gulf, but communi-
cate with it by means of the Suez Canal—that
wonderful structure which runs across the
straight course of Israel to Palestine and to

Sinai. These lakes were a kind of salt water
marsh—the higher giounds being dotted on
the eastern side with tamarisk shrubs, and
strewn with shells, })resenting almost the ap-
pearance of a sea-beach. Through this region
Israel wished to pass as the neai e.>t, and, there-

fore, the m<jst natural route to Syria and Sinai

;

but God selected for them the far path. 1.

Israel was incapable of contending with the
warlike hosts of the Philistines. 2. Israel
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must acquire vigour and experience through
the moral discipline of the wilderness. 3.

Israel must receive instruction in the great

principles of Divine morality and truth at the
foot of Sinai. Therefore, at Etham, the way
was suddenly changed ; and Israel was directed

to march towards Pi-hahiroth, i.e., the place

where sedge grows—or, the bed of reeds.

Clearly this was a more or less marshy loca-

lity, and vvould prove a terrible barrier to any
beleaguered host. Behind it stood the frontier

watch-tower of Migdol, and on the other hand
was Baalze[)hon, another watch-tower towards
the sea. Thus surrounded and entangled, they
would seem an easy prey for the vengeful and
pursuing foe, who, with twin -horsed chariots,

drove madly over meads and sands in fierce

array. Like the prophet's servant, Israel saw
but the huujan foe ; while Moses, like the
prophet himself, descried the Divine Friend.
The eye of faith saw
** The distant hills with flaming chariots

gleam.

The wild waste valleys with God's legions
teem."

—

Shipton.

First Steps I Ver. 2. An emigrant's first

night at sea, or in the remote backwoods,
how dreary the scene ! How lonely lis

heart! How weary the frame! How fnii

(jf home-longings the heart! Often during
the silent night-watches, he hears the fitful

moaning of the wind and wave at sea, or tli«
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screech and howl of the beasts of prey on land,

he wishes himself back in the old country

—

wishes that he had never left the familiar

haunt, even though but the land of brown
heath and shaggy wood. The emigrant host of

Israel were thus circumstanced. The first joy
of setting out had subsided ; the terrors of the
desert, the mounts, and the sea—the weari-

ness, the hvmger, and thirst of their long march
over yielding sand and amid soaking marsh,
now made them long for Egypt. The green
[Kistuies of Goshen—the waving palms— the
blooming gardens—the shining water-courses

of their forsaken homes rise up before them.
They hecome heartsick. So the Christian pil-

grim—as he plunges into the Slough of De-
spond, falls heavily on the jagged rock, and
cuts himself cruelly, or is pursued by armed
robbers—wishes himself back in the city, with
its palaces of marble and gold—its halls of

beauty and light— its homes of gaiety and
merriment. It is the first backwater of temp-
tation—the early subsidence of the flood of

spiritual enthusiasm

!

*' When the sky is black and lowering, when
the path in life is drear,

Upward lift thy steadfast glances ; 'mid the
maze of sorrow here."

—

Luther.

Entangled! Ver. 3. History tells too vividly

the story of Flodden field. The strongly em-
battled host of Scotland, with its Royal leader

—the well-nigh impregnable position, which
made Surrey's heart sink as he led his English
ranks within sight of it—the inexplicable folly

of the brave monarch in forsaking the place of

safety, and placing his army in such a position

as to make defeat certain, are all too familiar

to the schoolboy. The Scottish soldiers won-
dered, yet obeyed. Israel wondered at the
course their leader took, but they followed.

They do not know where they are going, or

why they are being led into an inextricable

network of difficulties. Well might Pharaoh,
trained in all the art of military tactics, feel

confident that the vast host were at the mercy
of his panoplied warriors. It is said that when
the gallant six hundred were bidden ride into

the jaws of death at Balaclava, they looked at

each other significantly and obeyed. Each
read his fellow-soldier's glance to mean : *'

A

mad act, ending in our death ; but English
soldiers always obey." The Russian chroni-
cler has left on record that the Muscovite
generals and staff were confident of the total

hemming in of the English armies upon the
Crimean sea-shore. Pharaoh had a similar con-
viction that an easy triumph, ending in the
complete extirpation of his hated serfs, was
before him. He was soon to learn that

** Morning is ever the daughter of night

;

All that is black will be all that is bright."

Christian Life! Ver. 5. Israel probably
thought that, once freed fi-om bondage, all per-

secution from Egypt was over. When they were
deceived they expected nothing but death, A

party sailing down the Amazon bivouacked on
an open glade near the bank. Whilst resting

here, they were suddenly aware of an approach-

ing foe in the shape of a group of shaggy,

naked savages, armed with bows and spears

and blow pipes. They rushed at once to the

canoe, and pushed out from the shore, only in

time to escape a flight of poisoned arrows.

Once more on the river they thought them-
selves safe from all pursuit. Quietly they
paddled down the stream attracted hy the

lavish tropical vegetation, and the brilliautly-

pluraaged birds. Night came on, and as they
were preparing for slumber, they were alarmed
to find three large war-canoes in hot pursuit.

They had reckoned themselves entirely free

from their pursuers. So with the young
Pilgrim ! When he left the City of Destruc-

tion, he looked to have no more persecution
;

but he soon discovered his mistake. Israel

is pursued ! But the discipline is good : for

are not the winds and tempests the school of

the sailor-boy ? Sharpe remarks that it is not

every calamity that is a curse, and early adver-

sity is often a blessing. It was so with
youthful Israel; and it is so with the young
Christian.

** Many a foe is a friend in disguise,

Many a trouble a blessing most true,

Helping the heart to be happy and wise.

With love ever precious, and joys ever new."—Tupper.

Misgivings! Ver. 10. 1. Who does not

admire and appreciate " Swiss Family Robin-
sou "

? It is perused and reperused with avi-

dity and ever fresh interest by the young
;

and yet, too often its beauties are lost sight of.

One of the most touching scenes in the book

is where the father, exhausted by toil, dis-

tracted by anxiety, gives way to despair, and
ventures to question whether he had at all

acted rightly and wisely in leaving his native

Switzerland. It was a time of great dread and
danger. 2. The emigrant finds himself in the

Brazilian forest. He has been struggling to

hew down the giant trees, twisted and fas-

tened together with the tortuous and tough
lianas, in order to make a clearing for corn or

maize. He finds himself unequal to the task,

surrounded by difficulties, and succumbing
to the enervating efi"ects of extreme exertions

in a tropical climate. Withal, he hears that

the native Indians are in an unsettled C(mdi-

tion, and likely at any moment to attack his

humble wooden home. He wishes himself

safe back in Old England ! 3. It is said ot

Luther that there were moments when he
half-regretted having launched on the Refor-

mation path. Firm as the Eddystone Light-

house while the waves toss, and roar, and leap

against its base and sides, the solitary monk
stood at the Imperial Diet of Worms, unawed
by the presence, unterrified by the power oi

emperor, princes, and cardinals. But when
alone, how he was ready to sink—to wish him-

self back in the quiet cloistered seclusion oi
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his monastery. All Christians have this strain :

especially

** When truth is overborne, and error reigns,

When clamour lords it over patient love.

"

—Bonar,

Red Sea fears ! Ver. 11. As the Passover

showed how guilt might be expiated and judg-

ment escaped, so this passage shows how
those whose L'uilt is removed shall be re-

aeemed from all evil. "And if God spared not

His own Son, but delivered Him up for us all,

how shall He not much more with Him freely

give us all tilings ?
" But Israel had not yet

learned this great truth. They were ignorant,

credulous, and impulsive, as bond-serfs always
are—whether as the Helots of ancient Sparta

or the Negroes of modern America. They had
never been accustomed to habits of order,

reflection, or self-command. The bondage-life

had shut them up in religious ignorance, if not
absolute indifference. They could not, there-

fore, rest, as Moses did, upon " the Great Re-
deemer." Already, they felt themselves back
among the brick-kilns and slime-pits of Egypt,
with the cruel lash now become a scourge of

scorpions. Had Pharaoh's host rushed for-

waid, what a confusion would have ensued.

When the great theatre of Santiago in Chili

took fire on the Papal Feast day, the vast

throngs trampled each other to death in the

effort to escape. Had the chariots and
chivalry of Egypt rushed upon the undisci-

plined host, how they would have trodden
upon one another in desperate struggle of

flight! But Pharaoh, confident of his prey, is

willing to wait till the morrow's dawn. The
sun has already set. The moon, which was
full on the night of the departure out of

Egypt, will not rise for three or four hours.

Egypt's host encamps for the night. Egypt's
monarch bids sentinels to be posted to watch
the fugitive camp, and summons his nobles and
officers to a council to decide whether the

Israelites shall be driven, at dawn, into the

depths of the sea, or back again to their former
bondage. And of Israel it might be said

—

** Yet with despaiiing face

Their way they would retrace
;

Or on this desert place

Sink down and die."

—

French.

Sure provision ! Ver. 13. Isaac was young
in the Divine life, and peiplexed himself sadly

about the sacrificial lamb ; but Abraham, who
had more than ouce experienced the Divine
faithfulness, was content to " wait on the pro-

vidence of God." The Israelites were com-
paiatively inexperienced in the ways of God

;

whereas Moses, who had learned their mys-
teries often during the Midianite exile, could
exhort his trembling host to stand still and
see the salvation of God. He knew that God
had become their salvation in the wonderful
works and feast in Egypt ; therefore, he was
confident that He would not forsake them now.
A carrier hastening homewards through the

2'SO

drifting snow came upon a human form. I

was that of a mother frozen to death in seek
ing to save her infant's life. Tenderly he bor»

the babe home, adopted it as his own child

and V)rought it up in comfort and kindness.

As the child grew up, he felt that the one whc
had rescued and saved him would never fail

to keep him in time of need. So with Moses,

tie was sure that God, who had delivered and
adopted Israel as " His tiistborn, " wmdd not
suffer His chosen child to be without sufficient

succour.

*' Then rouse thee from desponding sleep,

Nor by the wayside lingering weep
;

Nor fear to seek Him farther in the wild."

Pharaoh's army ! Ver. 7. Dr. Kitto com-
ments that to the student of Egyptian anti-

quities, there is something of much interest

in these allusions to the forces of Egypt. They
were composed solely of chariots ; and this is

entirely in accordance with the existing testi-

mony of the monuments, which exhibit no
kind of military force but war-chariots and in-

fantry. In a hot pursuit like this, the in-

fantry could, from the nature of the case,

take no part ; and there being no mounted
cavalry, the matter was left entirely to the
chariot-warriors. On the other hand. Milling-

ton assumes that there were horsemen as well

as charioteers, since Moses and Miriam speak
of cavalry in their hymn in Exod. xv. 21,

Satan knows well the forces wherewith to

hunt the fugitive slave He will not will-

ingly suffer one poor slave to escape. Even
when we have turned from our sin-serfdom to

follow the guidance of God's Word, he pur-

sues with manifold temptations—not feeble

ones, from whose pursuit we can escape, but
charioteers which come thundering down upon
us. Even as the eagle swoops upon the newly
fledged dove, for the first time pluming its

pinions in the sunny air—even as the tawny
lion or spotted panther springs upon the slen-

der, untried, sylphlike fawn ; so Satan's legions

rush down upon the believer's soul, confident

of an easy triumph. But the Christian must
not despond.

"Oh ! bear me up, when this weak flesh

despairs,

And the one arm which faith can lean on is

the Lord's."

Divine paths! Vers. 9-12 Krummacher
relates how a wanderer had to go a long and
dangerous journey over a rugged and rocky
mountain. The road was pointed out to him
by a guide clearly and distinctly, togt ther with
all the bye-ways and precipices of which ha
must beware. He gave him also a leaf of

paper describing the way exactly. The wan-
derer ob.served all this attentively ; but as he
journeyed the rocks grew steeper—the path

seemed to lose itself in lonely dreary ravines.

Discour.iged, he meditated a return hy the

way he came, when lie heard a voice exclaim-

ing, "Take cuu/age, and follow me," Hf
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looked round and beheld the guide. They
walked on between the ravines, and precipices,

and rushing mountain torrents, until they

reached a lovely valley, where blossomed

myrtle and pomegranate trees. Thus was

Israel led. There they were, a sea before

them far wider th;ui their familiar Nile, and

with the wild turauit of its waters very ter-

rible : a sea before them, and o!i their rear,

with his jingling chargers and sounding

chai-iots, an angry and ruthless despot. Un-
armed and unused to conflict, to face round

and fight was for a flock of sheej) to charge

a pack of wolves or lions, and across that

gulf they had neither wings to fly nor boats

to ferry. In their moment of despair came
their Deliverer. The man of God

*• O'er the wide waters lifts his mighty rod.

And onward treads,—the circling waves
retreat." —Heber.

Providence! Ver. 13. A small boat on

tihe wide sea ! A crew of three shipwrecked

marinera in the Eastern seas ! In the dis-

tance, a Malay prow heading straight for the

boat with long sweeps. The boat sees the foe,

and struggles desperately by hard rowing to

escape ; but the pursuer gains fast. The efi*ort

is useless :—the oars are unshipped, and soon

the pirates have seized the boat, fastened it to

the clumsy stern of their war-prow, and
dragged the sailors on board. Hardly is this

done, and the head of the native vessel once

more headed East, than a fearful hurricane

comes on. Those who have never been in the

seas of the East Indian Archipelago can form
little idea of the appalling fury of these torna-

does. They last only for a short period, but
the wildness of the tempest passes expression.

The natives struggled with the winds and
waves,—every moment expecting to be hurled

beneath the vast mountain-masses of water.

Again and again, had they given up all hope,

when mast, and sail, and bulwarks were
wrenched away, and, borne on by the breeze,

fell at some distance into the foaming deep.

But the storm lulled as quickly as it arose :

the vessel was borne towards the shore of an

island, and all landed. As soon as the Malays

had restored their vessel, they set sail, leaving

the mariners behind. They had been saved

their cruel fate in having fallen into the hands

of the pirate crew, but they now realised that

this very capture was a great blei^sing. Their

own frail shell of a boat was shattered to pieces

at the first onset of the blast, so that had they

been in her, they must have inevitably

perished. The Christian often finds himself

pursued by foes, or surrounded by dangers

;

but let him hold fast to the conviction that

all things work together for good, and he will

soon find, like Israel, that the very things

which seem to bar his progress and mar his

prosi)ect8, become the means of safety and
deliverance.

** His love can turn earth's worst and least

ijito a conqueror's royal feast." —Keble.

Forward ! Ver. 15. "To stand still when
the voice of God's Providence cries :

* G<
Forward,' quenches the light of hope in the

heart, an<l opens every avenue of the soul for

the incoming of the powers of darkness."

Sometimes it <loes a man good to be brought
into such a strait that he must choose one of

two courses immediately and forever. In the
days of persecution, the threat of instant mar-
tyrdom has induced some to stand up for

Jesus, when they migi.t have lived and died

without making the choice, had they supposed
they could have a long and peaceful lifetime to

choose in. Viewed from the under and im-

perfect human side, Israel's crisis was a piti-

able position, but from its Godward side none
could have been more profitable. It was the
making of Israel's after life for God. Even so

with young Christians ; a great crucial trial is

often their lifelong salvation. Old Humphrey
has a good paper against wandering from the

path of duty, suggested by a notice at the

entrance of a park :
" Take notice ! In walk-

ing through these grounds, you are requested

to keep the footpath." Bower says that Bun-
yan has supplied the same theme for solemn
warning, in the pilgrim's straying into Bypath-
meadow.

" Keep your right-hand path with care,

Though crags obstruct, and brambles tear
;

You just discern a narrow track

—

Enter there, and turn not back."—Barhauld.

Red Sea Obedience! Ver. 15. Quaint but
truthful was the sentiment of a negro preacher,

whilst discoursing on the duty of implicit

obedience :
" If the Lord tells me in His Book\

that 1 am to jump through a stone wall, I will

do it ; for jumping at it belongs to me—going
through it belongs to God.*' Moses receives a

'

command to cross the Rea Sea : his duty was
obedience—God's promise was deliverance.

So felt the noble Swiss champion Zwingle. To
go forward appeared terrible, but God required

obedience. He stood on the edge of the Red
Sea—the very point to which the guiding-

pillar of Providence brought him ; and, like the

pursuing Egyptians, the Romish myrmidons
closed upon him, ramping and ravening for his

death. But just as they were about to clutch

their prey the sea sundered, the host was
troubled, and as the waters stood up on either

side, the fervent, high-souled Switzer passed

through into Gospel Freedom.

** Let not my peace be broken when the

wrong
Conquers the right ; but let me Btill wait

on
;

The day of right is coming, late, but long."

Confidence! Ver. 15. Mariners speak of

a *' frigate bird"—to be seen in all climes, yet

never to be observed near tlie earth. This

biid of heaven floats grandly on ; so that

wliile men in the far north see him at mid-

night floating amid the northern coruscations,
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men in the tropics observe him at hottest

noon, sheening liis plumage all a glow, with
the out-fiashiiig s'Jinbeams, while they shelter

from the burning heat beneath the cool veran-

dah-shade. Such should be the Christian's

liope— no diversity of atmosphere should afF ct

its life and vigour. Far above storms and
cempests, whether ice or heat prevail, it should
soar serenely on, until God swallows it up
in Love. As Samuel liutherfurd puts it :

" Faint not, for the miles to heaven are but
few and short."

** Thou must not stop—thou must not sta}'

—

God speed thee, pilgrim, on thy way."

Go Forward! Ver. 15. This is the watch-
word of progress for the world. Obedience to

it is the salvation of the soul. It makes all

the difiference between success and failure

—

life and death—redemption and pei'dition. It

is the vigorous pilgrim that climbs the danger-
ous steep—that bridges the mighty stream

—

that opens fountains in the desert—that
makes the wilderness blossom as the rose.

Obedience discovers and tames the most terri-

ble forces in nature ; and puts them into iron-

harness to work for man. Obedience is the

might hand that lifts the cloud of ignorance
from the human mind—the majestic presence
that scares away the horrid spectres of fear

and superstition—the mysterious power that
stretches the iron nerve for the electric thrill

of thought to pass with lightning speed over
the mountains and seas. Go Forward

—

** To see avenging wrath in heaven above

—

A gathering tempest—clouds of blighting

woe

—

Teeming destruction on the vanquish 'd foe."—Mark.

Rescue ! Ver. 16-18. A boy found him-
self in a field, pursued by an infuriate bull.

Conscious that his only chance of escape was to

hasten to the gate, he turned and fled. Nearer
the animal came, until he fancied that he could
feel its hot breath. In a moment he realised

that there would be no chance to open the gate

in time to escape the angry animal's rage. On
the point of yielding himself up as lost, he
was surprised to see the gate suddenly open.

Gathering fresh energy, he sprang forward,

and sped through the open way. Quickly the
gate closed, and just as the strong bar fell in

its place, the mad beast's head crashed against

the wood-work. What an escape ! A friend

had seen his danger—had hurried along the
road—and had reached the gate just in time
to open it, and save the youth. God's Great
Hand (see ver. 31) divided the mighty waters
—opened the gateway for Israel's fugitive

legions, who passed along as through towering
walls of crystal. The waters saw Thee,
God, the waters saw Thee ; they were afraid;

the depths also were troubled. They moved
aside to Israel's host, who trusted in God to

deliver them.
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*' And such the trust that still were mine,
Though stormy winds swept o'er the brine,

And though the tempest's fiery breatli

Roused me from sleep to wreck and death."
— Willard.

Divine Interposition I Ver. 20. The pillar

symbolised the Bible. As the pillar inter-

posed divinely between Israel and their foes,

so the Bible steps in, and protects God's
people. At the battle of Frederichsburg, a
soldier carried a Bible in his pocket. During
the engagement a ball pierced the book
through the whole of the Old Testament, and
stopped at the Gospel of St. Matthew. His
life was thus spared ; as but for the interposi-

tion of the Bible, the bullet would have pene-
trated his heart. The presence of Christ in

the Word, makes it to the righteous a light to

their feet and a lamp to their path. How
dark to the unbelieving Pharaoh and his host

of mail-clad charioteers ! On what a scene that

night did the light from the fire-pillar shine

—

did the darkness from the cloud-pillar shadow 1

Safely the little feet of Hebrew children trod

the corkl-strewn depths, where never before a
living foot had left its impress. Not so Pha-
raoh's host in the gloom, deep and intense,

that brooded over them. Ignorant of God

—

enveloped in darkness, they did not know that

the waters had been riven, and that the ground
over which their chariots were rapidly rolling

was the bottom of the lied Sea covered with
large trees or plants of white corah How
often the Word of God is dark to unbelievers

!

They cannot see the miraculous workings of

God's Great Hand. Blindly they grope on
in their relentless persecution of God's people,

until the dawnlight of eternity flashes on them;
and too late they discover their perilous posi-

tion, as the Waves of Judgment roll in and
over.

** How sinks his soul

!

What black despair—what horror fills his

heart !
"

—

Thomson,

Refuge! Ver. 21. Many figures are em-
ployed to convey the shelter which sinners

have from the fires of wrath—as well as which
saints enjoy when waves of temptation sweep
over a nation or community. Others have
also been hailed to enforce the hairsbreadth

escape of which the apostle speaks as being

saved yet so as by fire ; or as our English pro-

verb of homely phrase says, "by the skin of

his teeth." All these might be illustrated of

the incident of a prairie-fire. Schomburgh
describes such a scene. We had not pene-

trated far into the plain, when we saw to the

south-east high columns of smoke ascending

to the skies—the sure signs of a savannah con-

flagration. As the burning torrent would
most likely roll in our direction, we were full

alive to the extreme peril of our situation, for

in whatever direction we gazed, we nowhere
saw a darker |)atch in the grass plain announc-

ing the refuge of a water-pool. We could

already distinguish the flauies of the advancing
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columti—already hear the bursting and crack-

ling of the reeds, when fortunately the sharp

eye of the Indians discovered a small eminence
in front of us only sparingly covered with

vegetation, and to this we now careered as if

death were pursuing us. Half a minute later

we could not have been alive to relate this

hairsbreadth escape from a fiery fate. As the

smoke and flames oveitook us, we re;iched our
vantage ground, to await the dreadful deci-

sion. We were in the midst of the blaze.

Two arms of fire encircled the base on the

little hillock on which we s<:ood, and uniied

before us in a waving mass, wliich—rolling

onwards—receded farther and farther fr<>m

our gaze. We were saved—the fire basing
found nothing at the base or on the slopes of

the eminence upon which to feed. When the

sinner's eyes first descry the advancing flames

of w I'atli, he looks around for water in which
to plunge, but all in vain. There is no salva-

tion in man, and he is ready to despair. His
attention is called to the rock, whereon is no
guile or defilement of sin upon which the fires

of hell can lay hold. To this he hastens :

when my heart is overwhelmed, 1 will look to

the Rock that is higher than I. Here stand-

ing, all is well ; the flames and fumes of judg-

ment roll on their way; and while whole
swarms of voracious vultures, which have fol-

lowed in circling flight tlie fiery column,
pounce upon the lialf-calcined buffaloes, ante-

lopes, and agotis, the sheltered sinner, saved
through grace, retraces his steps—striking to-

wards the city of the living Go i. What a

picture also of the Last Judgment, when all

who are not found in Christ, become the prey
of evil angels ; and while the redeemed know
no alarms

—

" Though heaven's wide concave glow with
lightnings dire.

All ether flaming, and all earth on fire."—Thomson.

Convictions! Ver. 23-29. Away on the
Pampa dell Sacramento roam wild tribes of

Indians. Of all, the Cashiboos are the most
savage and warlike. Equally cunning as

fierce, when they see the traveller they do not
attack him at once in the broad day. They
watch and track him to his sleeping-place, and
when he is locked in slumber deep, they sjiring

upon him for the cannibal feast. Sometimes
the siee{)er is aroused in time to defend him-
self. When these wild, subtle savages find

that they have no chance of success, they re-

tire. But it is only to watch and wait, until
8ome other night arrives when they may renew
the attack with more success. Pharaoh's lusts

Bought his destruction. Again and again,

did tliey spring upon him in his sleep of self-

indulgtnce ; but he awoke to timely—though
alas! transient—rei)entance. With cruel craft

and confidence did they persist, until at last

they accomplished their remorseless purpose

—

** Until, at last, the crushing torrent fell,

And swept from earth the pampered child

of hell"

Wlieels Dragging ! Ver. 25. It is some-
times of God's mercy, remarks Beecher, that

men in the eager pursuit of worldly ag-

grandisement are baffled. They are like a train

going down an inclined plane—putting on
the break is not pleasant, but it keeps the car

on the track. A man was driving furiously

down a hill in the direction of the seaport,

where he was to emi>ark for California. The
carriage wheel struck against a stone, and was
shattered to pieces. Bruised and angry, he
curso his adverse fate, which forced him to

trudge for miles along the road, only to find

on arrival that the vessel had sailed. But this

"drag u[)on the wheel" proved a mercy in

disguise ; for the same night, the stormy wind
arose, and swept the departed ship beneath its

mountain waves. How often, God makes a

man's chariot wheels drag heavily in mercy to

his soul, when he will not see it. Persisting

in his course, he finds hiniself at last sinking

beneath the Waves of Woe, like Pharaoh

—

** Whose heart of adamant.
Had led him to assay the ocean depths,

And satisfy his lust on Israel there."—Bickersteth.

Death! Ver. 28-30. Pharaoh and his

charioteer had the same watery grave. What
a pill for pride I Napoleon the Great must
die as well as the meanest of his camp-fol-

lowers. When Xerxes wept over his three

million warriors as the sure prey of relentless

death, he probably forgot for the moment that

his own ambitious heart would be pierced by
the same sharp dart. The waters of death lie

before us all—whether proud or poor, prince

or pauper. Monarch and slave alike are swal-

lowed up thez-e, as the waves of the Red Sea
make no distinction between mighty Pharaoh
and the meanest of his host. What then will

be the gain ?

** Can storied urn, or monumental bust,

Back to its mansion call the fleeting

breath ?

Can gloiy's voice awake the silent dust ?

Or flattery soothe the dull cold ear of

death ?
"

Contrast ! Ver. 23. In some respects

Pharaoh and Nebuchadnezzar resembled each
otht^r. Both held the Israelites in captivity

—

both were of mighty and lofty spirit—and
both oppressed the children of the captives

—

both were warned by a holy prophet—and on
both dread judgments descended. But here
the resemblance stops. In Pharaoh, we be-

hold a man whom no chastisement coulfc

reclaim— whom no grief could efiectually

humble. He had trembled at the awful
thunder from heaven—and started as the fierce

fire ran along the ground. He had seen the
clouds of locusts darken in the sky—had be-

held the river running blood—and liad swelled
the wail of a natit)n when his first-boin was
smitten with death. Yet Pharaoh never truly

repented. His heart, like the hardened rock,

rtiturued sparks of fire for the blows that
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struck it. He died, as he had lived, in opeu
rebelHon against Gocl.

" Mercy's boon refused

Shall fall in judgment on the soul perverse

That slights the gift."

—

Mant.

Pharaoh's body ! Ver. 30. At dawn, the

surf-beaten shore was strewn with tlie carcases

of Egypt's chivalry. Among them lay the
corpse of the proud and stubborn monarch—

a

piey to the hosts of viiltures that darkened
tiie air, and to the nioWey groups of wild

beasts that lined the sliores. The Egyptians
considered this as the greatest of all misfor-

tunes ; and it was sU|)[)osed that the soul

co'ald find no rest until the body was interred.

The ancient i)oets frequently represented these

souls as visiting their friends on earth to an-

nounce where their bodies were to be searched
for that tliey might be buried. In Egypt
these burials were associated with remarkable
ceremonies ; but were such for Pharaoh ? Ap-
parently, the Israelites took the golden orna-

ments and jewellery, as well as tlie richly

wrought weapons of the dead ; so that Pha-
raoh's body would share the fate of the others.

The jackals of the desert and the vultures of

the air—symbolised by the jackal and vulture-

headed colossal stone gods of Thebes—would
soon devour them. Near Thebes, the Lybian
hills for nearly five miles have been converted
into a labyrinth of sepulchres, where all the
kings lie in glory—every one in his own house.
Among them is the tomb of Pharaoh, the wide
extent of whose dominion, at the time of his

destruction in the Red Sea, is indicated by five

lines of tribute bearers— offering gifts of ivory,

apes, leopards, skins, gold, and other valu-

ables. On it are sculptured pictures of masons
at work upon monstrous spliinxes—no doubt
captive workmen, perhaps Israelite slaves

—

masses of masonry

** Which now are turned to dust,

And overgrown with black oblivious rust."—Spenser.

Deliverance ! Ver. 31. Mr. Bower says
that temptations resemble the rocks which
rest their jagged sides above the waves when
it is low water. No vessel dares come near
them. But after a while the tide comes
sweeping into the bay, and buries the rocks
under a flood of water, so that the largest

Bhips may ride in safety above their teeth of

death—as well as the lightest skiff. No doubt
Israel thought their difficulties of deliverance
very great—incapable oi being xuriuounted

;

but when the sea of God's Providence swept
in upon the land of Egypt, tliey were borne
high above tiie jagged rocks towards tlie

haven where He would have them be. There-
fore

—

*' Man's wisdom is to seek
His strength in God alone

;

For e'en an angel would be weak
Who trusted in his own."

—

Cowper.

Sig^s End ! Ver.
tenacitv of life

13. There is a marvellous
in sin, which has therefore

secured for it the simile of the fabled Hydra
destroyed by Hercules. The sea-anemone is

not unlike sin : 1, In its beauty ; 2. in its

voracity ; and 3. in its tenacity of life. It

would be difficult to find anything more beau-
tiful than the sea-anemones, emulating the
daisies of the field when they expand their

lustrous discs. Yet this wonderful daisy of

the waters—this flower-like creature which
charms the duU-est eye, is a very shark for

voracity. Crustaceans larger than itself are

gulped into its miser-stomach, and woe to the
nimble Cyclops and annelide which comes with-
in its reach. But its voracity of appetite
seems almost surpassed by its uncommon tena-

city of life. Dip it into water warm enough
to raise blisters on the skin—expose it to the
frost of winter—place it under the exhausted
bell of an air-pump, its powerful vital principle

will triumph over all these ordeals. Cut oflf

the tentacles, and new ones sprout forth ; nay,

divide the animal in two, and like theLernean
hydra, it will produce a reduplication of itself.

Possessing such wonderful powers of repro-

duction, there is, however, one means of de-

struction ; for these apparently indestructible

creatures die when plunged into fresh water.

And such is sin—oftentimes graceful and be-

witching in beauty; always voracious, devour-
ing all good that comes in its way

;
yet sus-

ce{)tibie only to destruction when plunged in

the pure river of the water of life—when
placed under the mortifying influences of the
Holy Spirit.

" Let the water and the blood,

From Thy riven side which flow'd,

Be of sin the double cure,

Cleanse me from its guilt and power.**—Toilady,

CHAPTER XV.

Critical Notes.—1. This Song.]—In order fully to appreciate the exquisite beauties of thia
Song, several conditions must be observed ; among them we may name the following :

—

(1.) The existence of parallelisms should be made evident to the eye :

—

(Ver. 6.) Thy RioiiT hand, Jehovah ! has become famous in vigour:
TuY RIGHT HAND, Jehovah I dashes in pieces the foe,
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(2.) The vivid sequence of the two Hebrew tenses, the Perfect and tlie Imperfect, should b«

BOticed :

—

(Ver. 5.) RoARiNQ Deeps cover^ them. (Ump. the act of covering passes beiore tlie eye.)

They have gone down'^ into the raging deptiis like a stone.

(^Perfect : result, they are not to be found.)

(Ver. 12.) Thou hast stretched forth thine hand. (Completed act.)

Earth swallows them up. (Sequel : abruptly thrown in, aa

next following.)

(Ver. 14.) Peopltis have heard,— they tremble. (How much vividness in a single line.)

(3.) Rapid changes of arrangement, adding immensely to the life and movement of the

poem, should be observed:

—

(Ver. 15.) I
Then have been amazed || the chiefs of Edom. (Verb first : then nominative.

I
The mighty o»»es of Moab || there has seized them—a quaking !

(Object first, abruptly set alone, with great boldness
;

then verb, with objective pronoun; then sulj ct last.

] They have melted away
||

all the dwellers in Canaan. (Same as first line.)

(4.) The force of particular terras, giving a poetioal colouring to the composition, should be

noted; as, ver. 5, JHQnjl, "roaring deeps;" J171*iD, "raging depths;" ver. 10, "they
sank," rather, ^'7^\J, ''they rolled, like lead," they were bowled in from the Egyptian side,

clean down into the sea, ihe verb tzalal strikes the ear with the roll.

(5.) Special beauties remain, too numerous to be named. Conspicuous among them is the

breathless haste with winch stroke follows stroke in ver. 9.

Said the foe : I will pursue ! overtake ! divide spoil !

(6.) The prophetic element of the poem fitly crowns the whole. *' It has always appeared to

me," says i)r. Margolionth, on verse 17 ("Poeiry of the Hebrew Pentateuch," p. 72), "that
this is the verse from which we may most clearly discover the inspiration of the ode. Very
splendid and very striking is the description of the past scene, but this vision of the future it

is which stamps the composition as Divine. 1 know of nothing equal to it in the whole range
of poetry. 'ihe contrast is so beautiful and vet so natural. Amidst the outpouring of

gratitude and tr.umph, hope and faith are kept in view. And from the consideration of what
had been achieved, the poet feels assured that the Holy One would not 'suffer his truth to

fail.' " No wonder that determined rationalism should stuml»le against this prophetic rock.
" The language implies," says Dr. S. Davidson (" On a Fresh Revision of the English Old
Testament," pp. 120-1), "that the passage across the Jordan had taken place, that Jerusalem
was occupied by the Israelites, and Solomon's Temple built. The verbs refer to things done

;

and the poem, Jehovistic in its present form, is much later than Moses." Alas! that "weak
faith " should " choose the harder side !

" Wi h sad satisfaction we leave our English scholar

to the German-Jewish scholar Kalisch, who says—" We must call attention to the prophetic
instinct, with which the poet, jnst at tliis moment, when tlie It^raelitish nation happened to be
between Egypt and Palestine, both as regards time and place, when they left the land of their

ignominy wiih mixed feelings of joy and apprehension, and impatiently longed to reach tha
promised abode of their future glory, that lie just then described that double relation with so

firm a hand and such characteristic traits. And thus has that which many critics consider aa

a historical anticipation, carrying us into the times of David and Solomon, been enobled into

a poetic beauty by the sanctity of prophetic inspiration."

27. Elim.]— Probably = " palms," Ges. Fii. Dav. By many identified with Wadi Gharendel,
** situated 2^ miles S. of Howarah, and 2 miles N. of Tor, in a very beautiful valley of almost
one English mile in length, and abounding in good water. Even according to the most
recent travellers, excellent fountains, and a great numlicr of trees, especially tamerisks and
palm-trees, are still found in that valley, so that it is generally chosen as one of chief stationa

on the journey to Sinai."

—

Kalisch.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-22.

The Song of the Soul after a Timely Deliverance from Danger.

We can almost realise the scene which this chapter brings before us. There
are warriors and their horses struggling in the midst of the returning waters.

But soon all is over. The dead are washed by tlie swelling tide to the feet

of the rejoicing Israelites. God is victorious. His people are free. They sing

His praise. The mercy of God should ahvays awaken the soul to jubilant song.
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I. The Deliverance of Israel. The Israelites had been in great and alarming
danger. Tliey were encamped against Pi-hahiroth. Mountains were on each side

of tliem. The Egyptians were pursuing behind them. The sea was before them.
They had, humanly speaking, no method of escape. The foe was proud and deter-

mined. They had not courage or the means of war. God came to their aid in

this extremity, and delivered them in wondrous fashion. He is the best Helper
of the good in the hour of perplexity. His mercy is rich. His power is great.

It is 7iot the way of God to leave His people to their fate when they are exposed to

tenible dangers. He might have told the Israelites to give battle to their

enemies. He might have intimated that they should help themselves out of

their difficulty. He had brought them out of Egypt, and was it not right

that henceforth they should protect themselves % It is ever the way of

H(^aven to help the defenceless out of the hand of their fierce foe. This
deliverance was wondrous. The Israelites were brought on dry land through
the midst of the sea. This was the last way of escape they would have
expected. They would as soon have expected to see the mountains levelled

to a plain, to have seen the hosts of Pharaoh vanish into air. God is never

at a loss for a method whereby to deliver the good out of the hand of their

enemies. He can do it in the most unexpected manner. All the agencies of

nature are ready to aid His Divine purpose. Has He not many times in your
life made a way for your feet through the sea 1 This deliverance was
joyous. Who can imagine the feelings of the Israelites as they went down
into the path opened for them in the waters. Their first steps would probably

be taken in fear, but they would soon gain courage, and each heart would
feel the presence of God. And when they saw their enemies dead on the

banks of the river a sense of glad relief would rise in each heart. We all

know the joy of deliverance from a great danger. This deliverance was
effective. " Pharaoh's chariots and his hosts hath He cast into the sea : his

chosen captains also are drowned in the Red Sea. The depths have covered

them; they sank into the bottom as a stone." God never works for His
people a questionable deliverance. Their foes shall never trouble them again

if He takes them in hand. This deliverance was awe-inspiring. When the

Israelites reflected on their march through the sea, and on the scene of panic

and death which they had witnessed, we can conceive how reverent would be

their feeling ; they would fear that God who had wrought all this destruction.

They would feel that if He had been merciful to them He had likewise treated

His enemies with terrible justice. Surely Israel would learn a lesson here

never to be forgotten. And all our deliverances from danger should tend to

give us clear views of the character of God, and should lead us to reverence

the Divine name.

II. The Song of Israel. " Then sang Moses and the children of Israel this

song." This song was dictated by the Infinite Spirit. It was not only sung
to the Lord, but it was composed by the Lord. The grandeur and beauty of

its construction exceed beyond comparison the greatest intellect of man. The
song is descriptive. It is historic. It is proplietic. It will never die awa}^

from human lips ; the Song of Moses and the Lamb will continue in heaven.

It is the first of inspired celebrations, and it will be the last. How sweet

will be the heavenly song when all the foes of the soul are for ever defeated !

This song is composed of many parts ; it combines vengeance and grace, de-

struction and deliverance. It sets forth God's final victory over all enemies.

His power shall triumph over the pride and presunipiion of man. This

victory shall be celebrated by all the redeemed. The world sings not hymns
like these It is well to express gratitude in song. The Israelites did not

thanklessly or indolently receive the deliverance which God had wrought out
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for them. They g<ave thanks for it (Gen. xiv. 18 ; Judges v. 2). Tlie healed

cripple praised God (Acts iii. 8). It is well for the soul to sing the praises of

God. It is well to celebrate His name in verse. Verse is more expressive.

It is more inspiring. It embodies deeper pathos. It is better remembered.

It is more tuneful. The mercy of God fills the soul with poetic emotion. It

renders song spontaneous. 2he Israelites savg this hymn immediately after thei

deliverance. They permitted no delay. In this they acted wisely. There

should be no delay in praising God. The song should go up to Him while

the deliverance is had in lively remembrance, and when the heart is hot with

gratitude. We should sing quickly after mercy. Delay will render the music

of the soul less sweet. The iJidividuality of the song, " I will sing unto the

Lord." Each Israelite sang this hymn, he did not loose his sense of indivi-

duality in the great congregation. Each heart uttered its own gratitude.

Others cannot give thanks to God for me. The reality of the song. The
Israelites did not merely utter the words here recorded, but intensely felt

them. They sang with the spirit. They felt the gratitude they expressed. This

song ascribes all the praise to God for the wondrous deliverance wrought for Israel.

" I will sing unto the Lord." This is the chief feature of the hymn. God is

the best theme of spiritual song. The Israelites did not praise Moses their

noble leader; they did not celebrate their own energy or fortune; but God
alone. All our praise is due to the Divine name. They celebrated the holiness^

power, glory, mercy, and supremacy of God. This song is expressive of love to God.

**The Lord is wy strength," " my salvation," " my God," '' my father's God."
Here is faith, relationship, hope, love, pathos ; these elements should be found
in all the songs of the soul. This song recognises the duties of the soul. " I will

prepare him a habitation." " I will exalt him." Song is not enough ; it must
be followed by activity and by a holy life. We must exalt God in the life as

well as in the hymn. Lessons :— 1. Let no deliverance pass without praise.

2. Let all the praise of the soul be directed to God. 3. The Divine character should be

celebrated by the Church. 4. Make life a constant hymn.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. The ministers of God Being, as manifested in Christ. 6. A
should lead the praise of the Church. communicative Being, as imparted by
Permanent resolutions of praising the Holy Spirit.

Jehovah are becoming His Church.

The exceeding excellency of God K- What is it to exalt Him ?

in Himself is the true subject of 1- Not by tall spires. 2. Not by

praise. gorgeous ritual. 3. To adore Him as

The judgment of God on persecuting the object of our worship. 4. To give

powers must be celebrated by the Him the chief place m our affections.

Church. (W. W, Wythe.)

Verses 2, 3. The Living God. -* The Pathos of Theology.
^^My Father's God, and I will exalt Him.^^ .. ,. „ ,, , ^ ,„^ ' " My Fathers God."

L Who was the God of our I " My Father's God."—Then reli-

Fathers? gion was no new thing to them. They
1. A pure Being—not the *' chance

"
were not surprised when they heard

of the atheist. 2. A conscious Being, the name of God associated with their

not the "mere law" of the deist. 3. A victory. Religion should not be an
personal Being, not " the all " of the originality to us ; it should not be a

pantheist. 4. A perfect Being, as re- novel sensation ; it should be the

vealed in the Bible. 5. An emotional common breath of our daily life, and
287
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the mention of the name of God ou2;ht

to excite no amazement.
II. "My Father's God."—Then

their fathers' religion was not con-

cealed from them. They knew that

their fathers had a God. We know
nothing of the religion of some men
until we are informed of it by public

advertisement. We cannot read this

book without being impressed with
the fact that the men who made the

world's history were men who lived in

communion with the Unseen. Is it

possible that your child is unaware
that you have a God ^

III. "My Father's God."—Yet it

does not follow that the father and
the child must have the same God.
Religion is not hereditary. You have
the power to sever the connection

between yourself and the God of your
fathers. You may shut God out from
your heart.

IV. " My Father's God."—Then we
are debtors to the religion past.

There are some results of goodness we
inherit independently of our own will.

The age inherits the civilisation of the

past. The child is the better for his

father's temperance. To-day we are

inheriting the results of martyrdoms,
which stretch far back into the grey

past of history. (City Temple.)

Jehovah's relation to the good :

—

1. Near. 2. Sweet. 3. Joyful. 4.

Saving. 5. Faithful.

Praise to God :— 1. Cheerful. 2.

Grateful. 3. Mighty. 4. United.

The best answer of Israel's relation

to God is to make a habitation for

Him.
High praises from the Church to

Jehovah are suitable to His exalted

mercies.

Jehovah alone is the mighty warrior

for His Church in the world.

Verses 4-8. The ris^ht hand of

Jehovah is glorious in saving Israel.

The same enemies that rise against

Israel rise against God.
Wicked persecutors are as stubble,

God's wrath as fire.

Such great things hath God done
and will do for Israel's deliverance.

2S8

Verses 9, 10. The pride of perse-

cutors makes them utter their boastinis

in defiance of God.
Madness and folly makes wickt-i

enemies to threaten what they cannoi

do.

The blast of God's mouth defeats all

the boastings of enemies.

Irrecoverably can God destroy all

enemies that seek to destroy His Israel.

Verses 11-13. God's future provi-

dence as well as past deliverance if

matter of praise.

Mercy is the rule of all God's con-

duct to His Church here below.

God has saved and will redeem His
Israel out of all their troubles,

God's holy habitation is the destiny

of all providential guidance.

God's strength secures the conduct
of the Church to His holy habitation.

Verses 14-16. Tidings of God's
appearance for His Church against

enemies will make nations fear.

Princes and powers shall be aston-

ished at God's vindicating His Israel.

Trembling shall hold fast mighty
enemies when God sends word of

vengeance.

God's possession of His Church is

the ground of all His appearance
against enemies for them.

Verse 17. Israel's Lord alone makes
and establishes their place of rest for

them.

Israel's last rest is God's mountain
of inheritance, His own sanctuary.

God's mercy is to make His dwelling

with Israel.

Verses 18, 19. The eternity ot

Jehovah's kingdom in Christ is a most
undoubted truth.

The everlastingness of Christa

Government must be the burden of the

song of the Church.

God, by His judgments, makes
known His kinghood.

Verse 20. Women also have their

place and work in the spiritual worship

of God.
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The Old Testament had its peculiar in memory of mercies, the Church
rites in service not to be followed must go on in its pilgrimage.

now. From Red Sea deliverances to wil-

derness travels is Israel's motion.

Verses 21, 22. After worship done Hard travels and ])iercing thirst is

sometimes the lot of the Church.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.— Verses 23-26.

The Disappointments of Human Life.

The children of Israel are now in joyful mood. God has won for them a

great, and, as it would appear, a final victory over their invetenxte enemy.

They appreciate the deliverance, and have celebrated it in song. The last notes

of the hymn have died away. The Israelites are now travelling onwards.

But new needs arise. They require water to quench their thirst. Life is not

a long-continued song of triumph, it soon turns to want again. The experiences

of life are varied and changeful, and soon pass from joy to sorrow.

I. That the disappointments which men experience frequently occur in

connection with the apparently trivial things of life. " They could not drink

of the waters of Marah." The Israelites had passed three days in the wilder-

ness without finding water. The march long. The climate hot. The fatigue

great. And so men have frequently to pursue life for a time in the absence of needful

things. This shows them their dependence upon God. If man never lacked

any good thing, he would imagine that life was self-supporting, and that he
could do without the aid of heaven. The absence of needful good teaches men
to value its return. In this country we have plenty of water, it comes to us

through unnumbered channels. If we were called to journey without it we
should prize it more. The common gifts of God are beyond price. Israel,

no doubt, watched eagerly for water. Men soon become anxious when the

temporal supplies of life fail. Now it is found. What joy in the camp, as the

news is conveyed from one rank to anotiier. But the water is bitter / We cannot

judge of earthly things according to their appearance. The water looked all right.

It tasted bitter. Many things in the world look well, but experience proves

them bitter to the taste. The world itself appears as though it- would quench
the moral thirst of man, he welcomes it with song, but soon finds it bitter to his

soul. It is well that some things are bitter, or men would take them in poison-

ous draughts. All the waters of life are embittered by sin. They look well, but
are vanity and vexation of spirit. Thus we see that men are disappointed in

reference to the ordinary things of daily life. We are not often disappointed in

great things. Life has not many great occasions in it. . Little things fret and
perplex us. We are disappointed by the appearance of things ; the business,

the friendship, and the pleasure looked well, but taste badly. Sin looks well

;

but tastes bitter. Men are deceived in the commonest things of life. Israel did

not expect trial, they had only just finished singing their hymn of praise. Dis-

appointment comes soon upon joy. It is the way of God thus to exercise the

faith and patience of His people. At Marah the cloud m as before Israel. God
is with the good in their sorrows.

II. That the disappointments of life seem far more frequently to lead men
to murmuring than to prayer. "And the people murmured against Moses,
saying. What shall we drink 1 " Thus the Israelites gave way to murmuring ; only
one man amongst them prayed. And in tlie disappointments of life only one
man in a crowd will seek communion with Heaven. Grumbling is more natural

than prayer. The former is folly. The latter is healing. Man likes to have
all his own way. He ought to submit to the will of God. The best servants
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of God are complained against. The healing ministries of life are revealed to the

yraying spirit. When men murmur they are deaf to the voice of God ; they are

blind to the remedy He would disclose to them. Prayer will sweeten bitter

waters more quickly than aught else. Men mtirmur at the disappointments of life,

recall not the desponding memories of past help. Alen soon murumr when they are

displeased. Would it not have been wiser if these Israelites had called to mind
the deliverance which God had wrought out for them in the past '? Had He not

brought them out of Egypt, and through the waters of the Red Sea as on dry

land, and saved them from life-long enemies ? Had He done this that He might

destroy them with thirst a few days afterwards 1 Certainly nut. But uube*

lief views things on the dark side. It only looks at the bitter waters it can-

not sweeten. And shall we murmur at the disappointments of life, when we
remember the Divine mercies of the past? Men often murmur about the disap'

pointments of life to those who are the least to blame for them, and who perhaps are

likewise suffering from them. The Israelites murmured at Moses. He was a good
man. He was their best friend. He had not made the waters bitter. He was

as thirsty as any of them. How cowardly. How cruel. How discouraging.

But Moses was a true man, and found his refuge in prayer. Ministers should

imitate his example. Crowds are fickle in their moods.

III. That the ciisappointments of life are often removed and made a
blessing to them by the kindly aid of Heaven. " And the Lord showed him
a tree, which when he had cast into the waters, the v/aters were made sweet."

Muses prayed when the people murmured. He did not hold an altercation with
tliem. in answer to prayer the remedy was revealed, and the waters became
all the sweeter for having been bitter. The tree had no healing virtue in it.

It was the means used by God, and shows His rule over all the things of His

universe. We must not abuse a single tree in God's universe, it contains sacred

possibilities. Men must employ secondary causes to heal their disappointments.

Prayer shows where they are to be found. God can make a way out of the

greatest trial. We must do as Heaven tells us in the hour of grief, for if we
refuse to cast the tree into the bitter waters they will not be sweetened.

IV. That when the disappointments of life are removed, then God admo-
nishes men in reference to their future conduct. *' And said. If thou wilt

diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God, and will do that which is

right in His sight, and will give ear to His commandments, and keep all His
statutes, I will put none of these diseases upon thee, which I have brought
upon the Egyptians ; for I am the Lord that healeth thee."

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Versus 23, 24. After worship done God's faithful ones shall never seek
in memory of mercies, the Church His face in vain,

must go on its pilgrimage. God will show His servants how to

Monuments of trial God sometimes turn bitter into sweet, when they
sets up in the names of places for pos- truly seek Him.
terity. Obedience must use the appointed

Carnal Israelites soon exchange means to receive the desired issue,

worship for discontent. Where God gives mercies to His
Foohsh unbelieving creatures are people. He also gives laws and judg-

running to creatures for drink rather ments.

than to God.
Ms.x^h and Elim. The alternating

Verses 25-27. When unbelievers experiences oi" human life,

are murmuring under trial, God's ser-

vants are praying.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XV.

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Red Sea! Ver. 1-22. One dark niul

Btormy niuht, a vessel was wrecked on a rocky
island off the coast of Scotland. The crew
had watched with terror the wiiite waves as
they dashed on the stately cliffs, and felt that
to be driven upon those rocks was to seal iheir
doom. The cabin was filled with water, and
the captain's wife was drowned. The sailors
climbed into the rigging and prayed as iliey

never had before, that God would have mercy
upon them. But the cruel waves drove the
Vessel on and on, till the very foot of the
awful cliff was reached. Oh ! if they could
only reach its top ! There would be safety,
and, no doubt, friendly hands to help them.
But how was the top to be gained. Alas I

there they were—fated and doomed to perish.
J)espair had fastened hard upon them—their
escape was hopeless. See ! their attention has
been aroused to something on the face of the
cliff. It is a slender rope ladder, up which
they climbed in succession as rapidly as their
benumbed fingers would permit. Israel's
escape seemed as hopeless ; when the Lord
showed them the path through a crystal
gallery with a blood-red gate.

** With limbs that falter, and with hearts that
swell,

Down, down they pass, a steep and slippery

Pathway I Ver. 19. Israel's way through
the Ked Sea has been called a crystal gallery
with a blood-red gate. The gate was the
Paschal Feast. It is through the gateway of the
Lamb of God's bleedini; sacrifice that believers
pass ere they can enter upon the crystal path-
way of spiritual baptism. Both are super-
natural—Divine. Some have supposed that
Israel crossed the fords near the head waters
of the sea at low tide, and that Pharaoh and
his hosts were overwhelmed by the returning
tide. But this is untrue. An English gentle-
man and author who had committed himself
publicly to the defence of this theory, on exa-
mining the ground, abandoned it as utterly
untenable and absurd. Dr. Alton says that
Napoleon at Suez attempted to establish this
by crossing the waters at ebb tide. In regard
to his effort in this way, it has been remarked
by the author of "Eothen" that Napoleon and
his horsemen managed tlie matter more after
the failure of the Egyptians than the success
of the Israelites. It is said that Napoleon fell
from his horse into the sea, and was only
dragged out l)y the assistance of the natives
on shore. True or untrue, it is clear that
Napoleon was wrong. No ebb tide was this
** dividing of the waters ;" but, as in ver. 31,
" the power of the Great Hand." It was the
Great Hand of God which had done this ; as

the dukes of Edom and the mighty men of
Moab, and all the inhabitants of Canaan
realised, as

—

** Far over the sea,

In its melody.
The shout of the free

Sounded merrily 1
"

Freedom
! Ver. 2. I have seen the caged

eagle b. ating violently against the iron bars of
his prison -his plumes soiled and torn, his
Strong win «2:s drooping, the light of his glori-
ous eye dimmed, the pulse of his proud heart
panting m vain for conflict with the careering
clouds and mountain blasts. At first Israel de-
murred to freedom when Jehovah proffered it

bv Moses, but gradually longings for freedom
sprang up, and they struggled hard to be free.
And as the eagle when the bars are broken,
or the links are shivered, springs into the air,

rejoicng in the freedom of his mountain
home, so Israel was glad when their hosts
marched forth from Egyptian bondage,—like
the proud denizen of the air

'* Clasping the crag with hooked hands,
Close to the sun in lonely lands."

Sea ! Ver. 10. Some idea— faint, we ad-
mit—may be formed of the effect of the sea
suddenly plunging back into a channel ten or
twelve miles broad, by comparing it with that
of the stufiendous Falls of Niagara,—one of
the wonders of the world. Tliis cataract,
whose name signifies "the thunder of the
waters," is divided by an island into two dis-
tinct falls; and more than 113,000,000 of
gallons of water are precipitated down these
falls in one minute. Little in comparison with
this mighty waterfall upon Pharaoh. Never
had such a scene been witnessed since that
awful time when all the fountains of the great
deep were broken up at the Deluge I Down
on the warriors of Egypt—down upon chariots
and horsemen—fell the accumulated heaos of
crushing waters, foaming, roaring, sweeping
away the pomp and pride of the mighty, as
straws are swept whirling down the rushing
cascade. The magnificent display of power
more than justifies verses 10 and II.

** Lord ! list to the voice
Of those that rejoice,

Ascribing to Thee
All the victory 1

"

Chariots! Ver. 9, 10. What a contrast
between the gilded car of Pharaoh and the
golden chariot of Elijah. Its circling wheels
woke no eclios amongst the rocks, and left no
impression on the sands. It came from
heaven, and heaven was its bourne. Not a
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drop of the chilly waters of the j^rave dimmed
its brilliant surface. It was the chariot of

devotion, as was Pharaoh's that of ambition.
The spirit of devotion descends from heaven

;

it is sent by our God to bear His servants np-
wards towards Him. Not all the waters of

death shall quench or dim its glory. His
people are safe.

"They onward tread; the circling waves
retreat,

In hoarse deep murmurs from their holy
feet."

Deliverance—Joy ! Verses 11-13. On the
last day of April 1687, ten thousand French
and twelve thousand Sardinian troo!)S pursued
the Vaudois of the Valleys until they had
hemmed them, to all appearances hopelessly,

in the Balsille. The French General De
Catinat burned to revenge previous defeats of

his troops, and vowed complete extermination
of the fugitives:— *' Every one of them shall

be hanged in the evening." So buned
Pharaoh as he pursued after Israel, and
hemmed their host in upon the sea. But by
and by came to Pignerol tue tidiny,s that

twenty thousand of the choicest chivalry of

France and Sardinia, with their destructive

artillery, haii l>een unable to injure as much
as one of the Vaudois fugitives. Whilst ihe

broken and sliattered columns fled,—their

labours frustrated, tiieir schemes disconceited,

their valour mocked and insulted ; the litLle

band of VValdensians, with heads uncovered
and hands clasped towards heaven, chaunted
in strains of deep and tnrilling melody their

triumph of praise. Every rock and mountain
echoed back the wild glad chorus

—

** Supported by our living Head,
And by the God of battles led

To life and victory !

"

Timbrels ! Ver. 20. These were a kind of

tambourine, called by Kalisch, *' hand-drums."
It consists of a hoop of wood or metal, of

about one handsbreadth, and covered over with

leather. It is still a very favourite instru-

ment in the East on festive and sacred occa-

sions. Dancing invariably accompanied their

use. Miriam seems to have been the leader
;

as appears to have been the case with David
hundreds of years afterwards. M'Cheyne
mentions that this is done in Poland to this

day ; and he himself witnessed, on one occa-

sion, a venerahle Jewish Rabbi lead off a whole
company of Jewish devotees in this fashion in

the '* procession of the law.*' He began his

dance with the words, " Speak unto the

children of Israel that they go forward."

Lady Montague, in her letters, mentions the

same of Jewish females, stating that the great

lady leads the dance, and is followed by a

troop of young girls who imitate her steps.

If she sings, they make up the chorus. And,
as Hamilton remarks, perhaps there never was
a gush of purer gratitude than poured from
the lips of ail as Miriam's timbrel led the

dance. As one after another the swell bore

helpless to their feet the steed in gorgeous
hausings, or his stiff and stalwart panoplied
rider, the exultation leaped up a-new, " Sliout,

Israel! for the Lord hath trmmpheu."
** How solemn and sweet,

As the waters meet.
Was pealing along
The triumphing song 1"

Music-influences! Ver. 21. Despondent
soldiers on the march have been known to

stop and listen to music stealing far over the

waters, and to be aroused to vigorous effort

in the march. Travellers, hearing strains

floating from the windows of some palace or

mansion, have been cheered to increase their

pace homeward. So, saints, as they war or

journey, listen to the exultant symplmmes
poured over the walls and battleuiems of

heaven, and, setting their feet to the inea.sure

of the eternal hymn, press onwards towanls
the city, within whose fadeless palace halls

shall be sung the everlasting jubilee.

*' Hark ! how th' adoring hosts above
With songs surround the throne,

Ten thousand thousand are their tongues,

But all their hearts are one."

Marah-waters ! Ver. 23. Captain Palmer
savs thai for three days' journey southward
along the coast, the desert plain is, practically

speaking, waterless, there being only a few
wretched brackish S{)rings, about one in every

hundred square miles, of which the water is

unfit for use. It was after three days that the

minstrels became murmurers for water. The
sensation which we call tliirst is no more like

the mad and raging fever-thirst of the desert,

than our cool and verdant plains are like the

baked and blistering rocks of that burning

wilderness. So that Israel might well be

bitter in their spirit when they came u|ion a

bitter sjiring. There is still a salt and bitter

fountain here. The "Speaker's Commentary"
says ti)at Well stead tasted the waters and
muttered the word " Marah !

" whereon his

Bedawin guide exclaimed, ** You speak the

word of truth ; they are indeed marah." The
early Christian Church met with their marah
as they first entered on the pilgrim-way.

That marah is still in the wilderness-life of

the Church, so that her successive members
taste and cry, " Marah 1" But there is a tree

whose leaves drop sweetness, and whose taste

is balm. Bedawin had no tree to cast into

Wellstead's marah, but the Christian has.

Jesus, the Tree of Life, extends His bending

branches to the anxious touch, making each

stagnant marsh a rivulet of health, turning

the bitterest brook into a fountain of living

waters

—

*• The Cross on which the Saviour died

And conquer'd for His saints.

This is tlie tree, by faith applied,

Which sweetens all complaints."

Marah-bitterness I Ver. 25. Pure, cool,

and pellucid water is the gift of God. As ii
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comes from heaven, it is always clear and
uncontaniinated. It is only in earth's reser-

voirs Miat it Boraetimes jxets muddied. There
arr salts of copper in the soil through which
the cuireiit percolates—the smoke and soot of

city-life defile its exctllence— tlie manchineel
siieds its deadly fruits into the fountain.

Adam's life was a pure gift from God; hut he
defiled it. Man sullies the purity of God's
blessin::8—turns them into Maraii-l)itterness.

The hlessing was good enough till once it

came to man ; hut the bitter soil made the

fountain bitter. If the cup which catches

the morning shower was clear as crystal, and
if the atmosphere were not already contami-
nated by the smoke and soot of human de-

sires, the hlessitigs would remain pure. But
man makes them marah.

** Yet there's a wonder-working wood,
Ive heard believers say,

Can make those bitter waters good,

And take the curse away."

Elim—Symbolism ! Ver. 27. Th,is is now
called " Gharandel." It is still a pleasant

place, having water in abundance, grass, and
palm-trees. Kalisch beautifully applies Elim
to the Lord's-day. The traveller, on a rough
and dusty road, when from time to time he

finds by the wayside a quiet green resting-

place, from which he may look back on the
way he has come, and also forward to the end
of iiis journey, will surely stop at it for a little

with thankfulness. And what are Thy Sab-
baths, U Lord, wiih their sweet services and
their solemn hours, but fresh and peaceful

oases such as thise, inviting me to put away
for a moment the trouides and the fatigues of

the highway of life, that 1 may breathe awhile
and gather new strength for my journey. Ye
giddy crowd, who run and run on, without
looking round, until ye slide into the grave,

Oh ! look at these oa(?es prctvided for you by
God, who pities you more than you do your-

selves :
" If I forget thee, Jerusalem, let

my right hand forget its cunning!" says the

Psalniist. And "let my right hand forget its

cunnintr, and let my tongue cleave to the roof

of my mouth," if I ever forget you, ye
solemn, holy hours prepared for me by God in

the place where His glory dwells, and where
He invites me to enjoy His own rest

!

*' Elim ! sweet foretaste of rest and of blessing.

Soon must be left for the lengthening way
;

But it is well that Thy pilgrims should
gather

Courage and strength for the wearisome
day."

CHAPTER XVI.

Critical Notes.—13. duails.] Heb. I*^^, "so called from its fatness " (Gesenius). Ac-

cording to all accounts, the " quail " abounds in those regions.

15. Manna.] It is evidently premature to take tlie Heb. "jQ as a proper name in this

place, although afterwards it became that. Our choice lies probably between the two ren-

derings given in the margin of the authorised version, " What is this?" or, "This is a

portion." Kalisch and Young decide for the former ; Davies adopts the latter. Kalisch

enlaiges considerably on various natural productions analogous to the substance on which
the Israelites were sustained, and which he distinguishes as *' air-manna " and "tree-manna ;

"

but, after all, he has to admit that a miracle is here recorded. Dr. Tregelles (in Ges. Heb.
Lex. on the word) says ;

" No one who simply cr« dits the inspired history of the giving

of the manna can doubt that it was something miraculously given to the Isi-aelites, and
that it differed in its nature from anything now known." The following are all the occur-

rences of the word "manna" in the Old and New Testaments: Exod. xvi. 15, 31, 33, 35
;

Num. xi. 6, 7, 9 ; Deut. viii. 3, 16 ; Josh. v. 12 ; Neh. ix. 20 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 24; John vi. 31, 49,

68; Heb. ix. 4 ; Rev. ii. 17. The type was "hidden" in "the golden pot" inside the ark;
was carried into Canaan, and preserved there as a memorial of the heavenly food so long sup-

plied ill the desert ; for which, however, there was no further need, and therefore it was no
longer given, and what was preserved was not "eaten." The antitype—Christ, the true
heavenly bread—is eaten both in the desert (John vi.) and in Paradise (Rev, ii.). Christ as

the bread of life can never be superseded.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.— Verses 1-3.

MURMURINGS.

"We find the Israelites now in a very imj^ortant and interesting stage of their

great journey between Elim and Sinai ; the former the place of joyous rest, and
the latter the place of stern law. This period of their march is marked by
much ingratitude, and by the abundant mercy of God. The Israelites are mur
muring for want of bread. We observe

—
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I. That people will murmur immediately after the happiest experiences of

life. The children of Israel had left Elhn as the last stage of their march
;

they had only just left the wells of water and the three score and ten palm
trees, and yet immediately after this they commence to murmur against the

servant of God. And so it is with men in our own time, they will murmur after

the richest mercies have been permitted to them. 1. The murmurings of Israel

were general. The complaint seems to have been expressed by the princes of the

people as well as by the people themselves. The elders murmured. We
should certainly have thought that tliey would not have been guilty of such
conduct,—they ought to have known better, and ought to have set the people a
better example. They ought to have helped Moses in this perplexity. The
best men, and the most useful, are sometimes given to the sin of complaining
against the Divine providence of daily life. The lack of temporal resource

awakens them to discontent ; man is very sensitive on the side of his physical

nature. 2. The murmurings of Israel were ungrateful. The Israelites had just

seen the goodness and severity of God in their own deliverance and in the

destruction of the Egyptians. The wrecked army ought to have made them
afraid of murmuring against the Author of such desolation : their own safety

ought to have banished all thought of distrust from their minds. But the judg-

ments and mercies of life do not deter men from discontent ; the most afflicted

and the most wealthy alike share this unholy sentiment. Even after the bitter

has been made sweet, the soul will indulge ungenerous thoughts of God. What
ingratitude for a son to murnmr against his father, for a scliolar to murmur
against his teacher, and for a slave to murmur against his benevolent emanci-

pator
j
yet this is but a faint emblem of the vast ingratitude men show to God

day by day. How soon the mercy of God is forgotten ; we soon forget our lied

Sea deliverances,—the mercies of the night are forgotten in the morning. If

we forget the Divine mercy to us, we shall be sure to indulge a murmuring
spirit. 3. The murmurings of Israel were inconsiderate. The Israelites did not

think that they were in a condition of life in which they should expect some
hardship. -They were only freed slaves travelling in a wilderness. Their hope
was in tlie future, in the promised Canaan. And so all the murmurings of men
should be silenced by the fact that this life is probationary, and that it is only

preparatory to another, in which every real need will be eternally supplied.

Discontent is an evidence that we centre our thoughts too much on this world.

How inconsiderate are men in their murmurings ; some want bread, some want
rain, some want gold, and others want social position, as though it would be well

for each to have that which he desired. Want is a salutary discipline. If we
were considerate of the providence of God, of the discipline of life, and of the

welfare of others, there would be much less grumbling in the world. 4. The

murmurings of Israel were Divinely regarded. God heard the murmurings of

Israel and sent them food. It would have been better if prayer had done the

work which seems to have been accomplished by discontent. God sees the dis-

content of the soul. He sometimes answers its cry in anger, and sometimes in

compassion. How mercifully He bears with the murmurings of men !

II. That people will murmur against those who are rendering them the

greatest service. The Israelites thus murmured against these two ministers of

God. These men of God had only a little time ago brought them out of bond-

age, and given them a freedom in which they greatly rejoiced. And ministers

have often to contend with murmuring congregations. The things regarded as

joys at first are afterwards by discontent turned into sorrows. At first con-

version is welcomed as a great blessing, but when the difficulties of the wilder-

ness are experienced, then the soul commences to murmur at the truth which
set it free. Men often grumble at the agencies which have given them freed '^m.
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Tliey think more of secondary agencies than they ought, they think more of

Moses and Aaron than of the God whose servants they are. This is cruel and

fooUsh, for the secondary agents are in need of bread quite as much as the mul-

titude they lead, and cannot produce it without Divine warrant. 1. Thus the

conduct of Israel was unreasonable. 2. This coiiduct of Israel was cruel and culpable.

3. This conduct of Israel is often repeated in the world now. And thus discontented

people often murmur at those who do not deserve it; they often murmur to

those who can render them no assistance ; they often act as tliough there were

no God to help tiiem ; and they present a sad spectacle of weakness to those

who behold them in this unhappy mood. (1.) They are unmindful of happy memo-

ries—of freedom from slavery. (2.) They are unmindful of helpful semce—Moses
and Aaron had aided them in their march. (3.) They are unmindful of happy

destiny—they were being led to Canaan. Yet they murmured at the men who
were thus befriending them. We are not to interpret our life work by the mur-

murings of others. Discontented people do not know their true friends.

III. That people when murmuring often manifest a degrading inclination

of soul. " Would to God we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land of

Egypt, when we sat by the flesh-pots, and when we did eat bread to the full

"

(ver. 3). As though they had said, We care not for our deliverance out of

Egyptian bondage, we are no better even under His guidance than we were

under the rule of Pharaoh. 1. Thus the Israelites were blind to the advantages of

their new condition of life. They thought that they had not bettered their condi-

tion by exchanging Egypt for the wilderness. They measured their welfare by
their temporal circumstances; they could not see through thesi^. a sublime im-

provement in their method of life. How many men measure their success in life

by the condition of their flesh-pots. They prefer well -filled flesh-pots and slavery

to hunger and freedom. And often is it thus with the Christian ; he is ren-

dered sad by the difficulties of the wilderness-path to heaven. He experiences

longings after the old life of the soul. Then there were times of enjoyment.

Then food was abundant. There were not all these constant difficulties which

are now realised. True, sin was a hard service, and at times was followed

by severe mental anguish, but it was soon appeased and removed, and thus

the young Christian is tempted in gloomy mood to think the present incom-

parable to the past. He sees not the worth of moral freedom. He sees not the

glory of being led by God. He sees not the shield by which he is protected.

He sees not the splendid destiny awaiting him. If he saw these things as he
ought, neither a temporary trial, nor the flesh-pots of his sinful life, would lead

him to cast a longing look to the past. Satan often tempts the soul to apostacy,

by presenting the past life of sin in all its attractiveness, and by magnifying the

difficulties of the Christian journey. 2. 2'hus the Israelites were in danger of a
degrading and cowardly retreat to their old conditimi of life. If they had returned to

Egypt, how degrading and cowardly would have been their conduct. What an
utter lack of confidence would they have shown in the Supreme Being. And if

men, who have once entered into the freedom of the Christian life, return to

their old habits, they will indeed degrade their manhood, and beat a cowardly
retreat, which will gladden hell, and wduch will awaken the ridicule of the
world. God has provided for the pure soul something better than the flesh-pots

of its old life. Some men always make the past brighter than the present ; they
love the flesh-pots.

IV. That people when murmuring often anticipate evils which never will

happen. '' For ye have brought us forth into the wilderness, to kill this wholb
assembly with hunger " (ver. 3). Here was unbelief on the part of Israel.

They had no more trust in God than to suppose that He was making all these

deliverances for them simply to lead them to a grave. Truly God does not
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save men to destroy them. When men are converted it is that they may be
made meet for the inheritance of the saints in light, and not that they may
perish ultimately in their sins. Here was hopelessness on the part of Israel.

The Divine help they had received in the past should have made them hopeful

in the moment of trial. Men want to be more hopeful in their spiritual life

than to imagine that they are going to die in this way ; they have everything

to inspire hope. And thus many murmuring Christians anticipate perils they
will never experience ; a murmuring s[)irit fills life with fictitious evils, it will

dig graves in the most fragrant gardens. Lessons :— 1. Let us have more
respect for the joys of the Christian life than to murmur at its sorrows. 2. Let us he

too grateful to the helpers of our spirit ual life than to grumble at them. 3. Let us

never cast a degrading look at the fancied joys of the old life of the soul. 4. Let us

look to God rather than to our difficulties.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 1. Comfortable stations in Verses 2, 3. Multitudes of sinners

this life God will have His Church to are usually stirring up all to murmur
leave (Matt. xvii. 4.) upon changes.

Dreadful and barren deserts does Wilderness trials put unbelievers

God appoint for His Church, instead of in the visible Church to the test.

better places, for trial. God and His ministers suffer all

The saddest deserts are but the indignities from unbelieving sinners,

way of the Church into the mountain Unbelieving sinners are ready to

of God. imprecate destruction on themselves in

The days of the travel and redemp- time of temptation,

tion of the Church are punctually God's most gracious acts are changed
remembered by God. by the wicked to be their destruction.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.- Versa 4-21.

The Falling of the Manna.

It is indeed an oft-repeated saying that life is a pilgrimage, hut how seldom do we
thoroughly realise the entire meaning of these words. We seldom realise the fact

that physically we are passing from one stage to another, from infancy to child-

hood, from childhood to manhood, and from manhood to old age. The bright

dreams of childhood are for ever gone. The privileges and difficulties of school

life are now but a recollection. The business activities of life have broken
upon us in all their stern reality. And it may be that the dim vision and
sombre shades of old age are upon us. Thus life no sooner opens its petals to

the sun than it passes into the grave from whence it sprang. We have physi^

cally no continuing city here. Intellectually, life is a pilgrimage. In our mental

life we are constantly passing from one stage to another, from ignorance to

dawning knowledge, from dawning knowledge to a perception of the infinity

before us, and so on until the part knowledge of earth shall break into the un-

veiled splendour of truth in heaven. And morally, life is a pilgrimage. Our souls

are ever travelling from one experience to another ; it may be from one bondage
to another, or from a wretched past to a pure and sublime future. All pure

souls are migratory. They rest not long in one condition. They prefer entering

upon the mysteries and visions of the future to lingering on the things and
scenes around them ; they are inspired by a holy desire after progress. They
press forward to the Canaan of being, to the land flowing with milk and lioney.

And thus the life of man in every department is one great pilgrimage, olten

tiring and trying, but never far from the presence and leadings of the great
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.

Grod, otherwise the pain and mystery of the pilgrimage would be more than we
could endure. God is before the life of each one of us, whether we recognise Him
or not. That in the pilgrimage of life there is a ivondrous interchange of glad and

sad experiences, all consistent with true progress. The Israelites had only a little

while ago stood in terror on the banks of the Red Sea ; they had murmured in

disappointment at the bitter waters of Marah ; they had rested in joy at tlie

wells and under the welcome shade of Elim ; and now they hunger in the

wilderness of Sin. Thus we see through what a diversity of experience they were
brought, both hopeful and sad, in the line of their progress. And progress ia

always thus characterised. There is no progress without pain ; the progress of

the body into the full vigour of life, the advancement of the mind into the

heritage of knowledge, and the effort of the soul to attain its high destiny, is

inseparable from anguish. In the pathway of each advancing spirit there will

be many bitter waters, there will come a time when it will hunger in the wilder-

ness of Sin. But if progress is a pain it is also a joy, it leads past Elim as well

as through the wilderness of Sin, and though the transition from one to the

other may be unwelcome, it is permitted in the mercy of God, it is a healthful

discipline, and it will render the soul all the richer in sublime experience of

Divine help. And thus joy and sorrow alternate in a progressive life. Mono-
tony of feeling is misery to a great soul. Some men always feel alike. They
have no great tide within which breaks into billows on the shore of their souls„

Their life is stagnant. Sorrow lends to joy its richest meaning, gives to it its

rainbow hue, and places in its hand the instrument from whence comes ita

sweetest music. It is part of the complement of the inner life, and without it

a great joy would be impossible. Both joy and sorrow exercise an improving
ministry toward human lite, the former as the day, in which the ordinary work
of duty is accomplished, and the latter as the night, in which the stars of promiho
burn brilliantly, and the gentle dews descend upon the soul. Sorrow often

reveals men to themselves, and gives them in their murmuring mood a hint of

the corruption yet remaining within their soul. We observe

—

I. That the temporal supplies of life are the gift of God. *' Behold I

will rain bread from lieaven for you." 1. This supply of bread was miraculous.

Some would have us believe that the supply of manna in the wilderness was a

natural phenomenon ; they tell us of the manna of Arabia which was sold in

apothecaries' shops. They say that out of the earth there issued a certain sweet
vapour, which, being drawn up by the heat of the sun, was purged from ito

earthlmess, and made pure, then with the cold of the night it was hardejied,

and before morning fell upon the earth like dew% and so was kept for man.
They say it was small, white, sweet, and that it fell with the dew. But
whether this wondrous kind of food or medicine was known at the time of the

falling of the manna we are not careful to inquire ; we are certain it could not
have been the bread which is here said to have come from heaven. The man no
on which Israel fed was previously announced by God to Moses, was indepen-

dent of all the conditions of climate or weather, continued in great abundance
for forty years, fell not on the Sabbath, and ceased when it was no longer

needed. Surely here, if anywhere, we must recognise the miraculous hand of

God. In all this we have a type of things spiritual. Christ is the true manna of

the soul, and is not He a miraculous gift ? He came down from heaven. IL)

came into the world after a miraculous fashion, and was in Himself the highest

embodiment of miracle. Have not men endeavoured to explain His Person,

His work, and His life on natural hypothesis 1 Have they not said that He wa?
th« product of the age in which He lived, and that all the apparent grandeur of

His life was attributable more to the superstitions of the folk then living than

to the inherent Divinity of His own soul? But as the manna was not the ou*-
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come of the earth on which it was found, as it was not the outcome of the

physical laws of the universe, neither was Christ the product of the earth on
which He trod, or the imagined hero of a deluded people. Fancied manna
cannot feed men, and the natural manna of the world cannot nourish the

immortal soul ; hence if Christ had not been what He professed to be, the

Divine Saviour of men, He could not have satisfied their moral nature, He could

not have won their confidence ; their soul-hunger would have proved Him
false. Does Christ satisfy your soul in all the extent of its neecH if so, this is

a proof to you far stronger than any logical argument could be, that He is what
He professes to be, and that He is, in a unique and unfailing sense, from heaven.

Was the manna white^ and was not Christ innocent "i Was the manna
small, and was not Christ small amongst men ] He was not found amongst
the Herods and the Csesars, but amongst the humble and the poor. He
was despised and rejected of men. Was the manna sweet, and is not

Christ sweeter than honey and the honeycomb 1, Was the manna round,

and is not Christ without termination in His life and resources 1 2. This

supply of bread was adapted to the need of Israel. The Israelites are in need
of something to sustain their lives, and, unless it is speedily sent, they will

perish in the wilderness. What course did the Divine Being pursued Did
He cause beautiful flowers to spring up around the starving people 1, Did He
rain pearls from the skies ? Did He light up the landscape with unusual glow,

to charm the suff'erers out of the thought of their peril ? No. He sent them
bread, which was suited to the oldest as well as to the youngest, and in suffi-

cient quantity to supply the want of all. And this is the way in which the

Divine Being responds to the need of man. He does not mock it. He does not

disappoint it. He meets it in the best and wisest manner. God supplies the

temporal need of the universe. The eyes of all living wait upon Thee, and Thou
givest them their meat in due season, &c. God gives the world its bread. You
would not think so, though, to look out upon the conduct of men. Some men
deny His existence. Some profane His name. The great multitude reject

His rule ; and thousands downright abuse the gifts of His hand. When the

Great of the earth spread a banquet, they are approached with respect, they are

courted by favour, and all sit together in happiness and joy ; not one discordant

voice is heard. But, alas ! the munificence of Heaven is met in a very difterent

spirit. I say to every rebel soul, You are fed by God; and I ask, if you do not

owe Him something of gratitude ] Is it wise to reject Him who could in a

moment hurry your life into the grave 1 Men look to the fields and say, "Thou
hast given me corn ;" they look to the hills and sa}', "Thou hast given me
water ;" they look to the seas and say, " Thou hast brought me merchandise ;"

and they look to their own industry and say, '* Thou art my stay." But who
clothed the smiling fields with corn 1 who caused the silvery rill to flow 1

who meted out the great waters 1 and who gave thee thy brain and thine hand 1

You say, " I sowed the seed." Yes ; but who made it grow ? You say, " The
sun.'' But who kindled the fires of that central orb 1 We need to be more
spiritually-minded in the recej)tion of the ordinary gifts of life, to look through

secondary causes to the great First Cause of all our temporal good. And does not

the Divine Being equally meet our moral need? As the Israelites were in need

of bread to preserve them from starvation, so was not mankind morally in great

need of Christ 1 The soul was, indeed, perishing of hunger, and then it was
that Christ was given to appease it. The need was great, man could not satisfy

the cravings of his moral n;iture,—the philosophy and the conventional doctrine

of the old teachers were exhausted and vain ; and in this moment of the world's

unspoken anguish, tlie Bread of Life was given. " When we were without

strength, in due time Christ died lor the ungodly. Christ is suited to all; ha3

inougli for all. 3. This supply of bread was undese*-'Jcd by Israel, When the
•> *
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Israelites began to feel their need of food they commenced to murmur. They
were murmuring against Moses, and in r^eality against the God he represented.

Thus we see how the temporal perplexities of life test men, and often reveal the
hidden corruption of the heart. Many who would sing loudly and joyously the

hymn at the banks of the Ked Sea, and who might imagine that they would no
longer sin against God, and that all evil was removed from their hearts, would
find that there was unsuspected evil witliin them. Trial often makes terrible

revelations to men of their inward heart ; it is often as the surprise in nature,

which suddenly opens up to the visi(jn a lonely and rugged path which before

had been unobserved. These people were murmuring ; would it not have been

better if they had been praying ? The former could not avail them much, the
latter would. Many men in trouble murmur when they ought to pray. And
yet, strange to say, these murmurings were answered, and apparently discontent
had the same effect as devotion. But it was only in outward appearance that
the effect was the same ; inwardly and really it was very different. The
manna came the same, but the inward feeling of Israel was not what prayer
would iiave made it. If they had substituted prayer for murmuring, their

hearts would have been penitent instead of hard,—thankful instead of dubious.
We should always regard not merely the outward answer to prayer, but also

the inward feeling which is awakened by it, else we may imagine that it is as

wise to murmur as to pray. A murmuring soul may get bread ; a praying soul
will get bread and grace too. This shows that all our mercies are not of
merit, but of the Divine compassion,—we do not get them because we deserve,

but because without them we should die. We should not have been surprised
if an angel near had withdrawn his gleaming weapon and smote the rebels

dead ; or if the earth had opened to swallow them up. But God's ways are not
as our ways, nor are His thoughts as our thoughts. God crowns the thankless
with His mercy ; of this we have abundant evidence every day. There is great
encouragement here for the penitent ; for if God responded to the cry of dis-

content, will He not much more to the cry of penitence ? And was not Christ an
undeserved gift? When He came to Bethlehem, did the world deserve Him?
The world did not ask for Him. It was murmuring in its sin, and knew not
where to look for relief. And when He came He was rejected and despised of
men. And do we deserve Him ? We have neglected Him ; and even if we have
yielded to Him it is after long entreaty, and in but a partial degree. We none
of us deserved to be saved from sin and hell, and our salvation is of the infinite

mercy of God.

II. That the temporal supplies of life necessitate the timely labour of man.
Thus we see that God rained manna from the heavens, but the Israelites had to
gather it, or they would perish. It is not the way of God to feed men indepen-
dent of their own industry. God does His part in giving man what he could
not otherwise obtain, and then he must collect and use the gifts thus bestowed.
We see this in everyday life. God makes the great mountains, and man digs
into them to obtain their treasures ; God metes out the ocean, and man builds
ships by which to navigate it ; God gives intellect and sympathy, and men
must solve the problem and compassionate woe. And thus in the conduct of
the universe man is a co-worker with God. It is in this co-operation that he
develops his best genius, and that he realises true dignity. If it had been the
way of Heaven to give the world the manna, without any toil on its part, the
world would have been lacking in its greatest men, in its richest biographies,
and in all those qualities which ennoble wherever they are seen. We should not
have had Stephenson. We should not have had Newton. We should not have
had Howard; or perhaps we might have had them, but their names would have
been without meaning, and their lives without greatness. There would l.ave
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been no manna on the fields of civilisation, philanthropy, and science for them to

have gathered. It is well that the world has to gather its own manna, for in

gathering manna it not only gathers food, but appetite to enjoy it, conscience

to approve it, and industry to consecrate it. A man who gathers his own
manna Ukewise gathers innumerable blessings with it. This is true physically,

mentally, and spiritually. It would be the ruin of the universe if its manna
were gathered for it. Industry would lack inspiration. Life would lack motive.

And so it is morally. We must gather the spiritual manna. As we have the iron

in the mountain, the pearls in the ocean, the gold m the mine, and the corn in

the fields, so we have Christ in the ordinances, Christ in the promises, Christ in

the Bible, Christ in the pulpit, and Christ in the biographies of the good ; but

Christ in the Bible is of more use to you than gold in the mine. He must
be gathered by all the best energies of the soul. Then only will He become
the nourishment of our moral nature. Ah, yes ! This spiritual manna is all

around us, but few gather it. The harvest truly is great, but the labourers are

few. Have you gathered any manna to-day? 1. Men must gather diligently. We
can imagine how diligently the Israelites would watch for the first opportu-

nity, and how eagerly would they embrace it, to collect their needed supplies.

Some would be up and out with the first touch of morning light, and others

would be seen leaving their tents just as the hot rays of the sun were melting

the manna. In every community there are diligent and idle men. God hates

idleness. In the world to-day we find men diligently gathering the manna of

secular life. They are up at it long before the burning sun removes their oppor-

tunity. Would that they were as diligent in gathering the manna of the soul.

We even find that the men who work hardest to feed the body, sometimes mani-

fest the greatest indolence in reference to the cravings of the soul. They would
not let a day pass without secular toil, but they let years pass without

moral activity.. Be diligent in seeking Christ and in reading the Scriptures.

2. Men must gather early. The Israelites were to go out early in the morning
and gather the manna, before the sun came and melted it. They were to take

time while time served. The early morning is the best time for gathering the

manna of the body and also the manna of the soul. Would not the Israelites

find the air more balmy, the scene more calming, and nature more sportive

in the early morn % Men who work in the morning get nature's richest

benediction. And no morning should pass away without gathering the spiritual

manna. When the busy world is quiet, and when only a stray Israelite is seen,

then is the time to commune with God, and to prepare the soul for the moral

wear and tear of the day. And we would say to the young, Commence early to

gather manna ; if you work hard in early manhood, you will not want in old

age. But, above all, gather Christ in the early morning of life, when the soul

is fresh and fragrant with early dew and flower. The mercy of God falls early

near the soul, it is there long before we go to seek it. 3. Men must gather con-

stantly. The Israelites did not gather manna one day and then neglect it a day
or two. They gathered every morning, else they would have experienced want,

and finally, they would have perished. And if men wish to obtain temporal

prosperity, it will not do to neglect business a day or two in the week. My
brother, must not the spiritual manna be constantly gathered 1 Will it feed your

soul to-day to know that you received Christ a week ago 1 Some people are

very fitful in their moral gathering,—one day they are out early seeking manna,
and then they neglect it for a week. Is it to be wondered that they have a

weak spiritual life. The supply is constant. The manna lasted all through the

wilderness journey. The Divine compassion fails not. His mercy is everlasting.

Christ is an eteinal Saviour, and the soul of man needs Him every hour. Is it

not foolish and unwise to deprive our souls of the bread of heaven when it falls

at our tent regularly every morning ? 4. Men must gather trustfully. When the
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Israelites gathered the manna, they had no misgiving as to its continuance day

by day. When they closed the tent at night they had not a doubt but that

it would be ready for them in the morning. They doubted not the providence

of God. They were not anxious in releience to it. The manna came down
from the heavens without the intervention of natural agencies, even at night,

when Israel was asleep, and was found with the dew in the morning. How
could they doubt such a Providence as this 1 We should be trustful of God in

reference to our temporal resources. His providence is ever active for our

good, even at night when all is dark and silent. The grass grows at night.

The fruits grow at night. Night does not interrupt the nmnificent operations

of God. If He then causes all things thus to minister, independent of

our activity, to our support, we ought to be trustful of Him. W^e should

remember that if all the natural sources of prosperity fail. He can rain bread

from the skies, or send the raven with it. It is the design of Providence that

men should trust it day by day. The faithfulness of God is great. The clothes

of Israel did not wax old, their shoes did not wear out, the water of the rock

followed them, and the manna failed them not. The same providence is over us

now, and therefore we need not fear. And we must he trustful from, day to day in

reference to the supplies of the soul. If God gives daily bread to thy body, do you
think He will fail thy soul ? No. He will every morning keep thee well sujJplied

with grace, thy robe of righteousness shall not wax old, thy shoes of service

shall never wear out, and the influence of the Divine Spirit shall be your daily

portion. Then trust in God. The manna ceased when they got to Canaan.

The manna of the soul shall be sweeter and richer to our taste in heaven.

Then the gathering will be no effort. The soul will know no fear about the

morrow,

III. That the temporal supplies of life should he acquired in proportion to

human need. "Gather of it, every man according to his eating ; an omer for

every man." Appetite is the law of universal gathering. This is true in the com-
mercial realm of life ; the gaining of wealth depends much upon the desire with
which it is pursued. This is true mentally ; a man will never gain more know-
ledge than he has an appetite for. And this is true spiritually ; a man will

never get more good out of the Bible and out of the ministry of the Word than

he has appetite for. Men say " That sermon did not feed me ; that service was
barren to my soul," and they blame the preacher ; it would often be far more
to the point if they blamed their own lack of appetite. They will always take

away from the sanctuary in proportion to the hunger they bring. " Blessed are

they that hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be filled." The
design of this injunction was to prevent greed and to awaken a sense of depen-

dence on God. The manna was not to be hoarded. Wealth is ruinous when it

makes a man imagine that he is independent of God, and that he has got such

an abundance of supplies that he can feed himself. Men cannot be indepen-

dent in this world. It is not proper that they should. The wealthiest are as

dependent upon God as are the humblest. Hoarded wealth is useless. Wealth
is only truly useful as it supplies need, and as it leads to benevolence. Truly a

man is worth what he uses and what he gives. What he hoards he w\astes.

Hoarded wealth is apt to breed moral reptiles, covetousness, ambition, pride,

loss of moral sensibility, and loss of self-respect. If riches inciease set not your
heart upon them. Aim to be rich toward God. You cannot hoard grace. You
must go out and gather it every day. Hoarded grace soon evaporates (ver.

17, 18). " Some gathered more and some less," &c. The richest man only gets

his living, and does not the poor do the same 1 Daniel looks as well and happy
upon the pulse and water as those who feed upon the King's allowance. God
will make the little of a believing soul stretch to an omer. Theie m as exaci
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sufficiency for all. And so there is in Christ. The vilest have enough. The
best have none to spare.

IV. That in gathering the temporal supplies of life men must have respect

to the commandments and sacred institutions of God. " And he said unto

them, Tills is that which the Lord h;itli said, To-morrow is the rest of the

holy Sabbath unto the Lord : bake that which ye will bake to-day, and seethe

that ye will seethe ; and that which reraaineth over lay up for you to be kept

until the morning (ver. 23). Thus we see that God has great regard for His

Sabbath, tiie day hallowed by Himself at the end of the week of creation. Man
must not ])ursue his secular engagements on this day of rest. He has six

days for himself, and God claims the seventh. The Israelites lost nothing by
their Sabbath rest, the manna came in double quantity the day before. Men
lose nothing by keeping the Sabbath. Its rest is sweet and invigorating. Its

contemplation is helpful to the life of the soul. This dispensation is more
spiritual than the Jewish, and therefore the day should be regarded with

greater reverence of spirit. There is here a contrast between the manna of

Israel and the manna of the soul ; the former could not be gathered on the

Sabbath, the latter may be collected in largest quantities on that day. The
pure soul can get a rich feast of Christ on the Sabbath, and anticipates the

richer feast in heaven. 1. Have you gathered and eaten this manna ? Manna on
the ground is no use to you. Manna in the tent is profitless. Manna in the

soul alone will save you. Have you eaten 1 If not, what neglect ! No excuse

can be given. Do you turn away from this spiritual manna ] There must be

some disease. Send for the Great Physician. 2. What return are you ma,king to

God for the gift of this manna ? Are you giving to Him a due proportion of

your substance 1 Does His food make you strong for service 1 You have had
the manna for many years

;
you must make the best return you can, else your

confusion at the last will be terrible.

The Manna as Typical of Christ.

We have every right to regard the manna which fell around the tents of

Israel as typical of our Lord Jesus Christ. Such is the inspired testimony of

the apostle (1 Cor. x. 3). Our Lord has expressly and minutely applied the

nourishment afforded by the manna to the virtue of His atoning sacrifice (John
VL 32-51). We observe—

I. That as the manna met a great need in the case of Israel, so Christ met
a great need in the experiences of the human soul. The Israelites had exhausted

all the food which they had brought with them out of Egypt, and were in the

wilderness without any means of sustenance. They had no bread, and knew not

how to obtain any. They were helpless. They were murmuring. They might
soon perish. Thus they were in great need of the manna. And did not Christ

meet an equally strong need of the human soul? The world had exhausted all

its means of moral sustenance. It had nothing to ap})ease its moral hunger.

It was perishing for lack of spiritual knowledge. Then Christ came and fed it

with the bread of life. The soul cannot do without Christ in the wilderness of

life ; without Him it must perish. He is adapted to our moral need, and can

alone give permanent satisfaction to the better desires of man. Christ is the

only food of the soul. Creeds cannot nourish it. Sin cannot feed it.

II. That as the manna was not understood by Israel, so Christ was not

understood by those to whom He came. The name of manna was not given

by God Himself, but by the children of Israel. "And when the children of

Israel saw it, they said one to another. It is manna : for they wist not what it
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was." It is most probable that tlie word signifies ''portion " or gift, because it

was evidently the gift of God ; and as they did not know its nature, they could

not chose any better term whereby to describe it. And was not Christ a great

mystery to the men of His day 1 They did not understand His person. They
could not interpret His miracles. They were amazed at His claim and at His

language. There was a great diversity of opinion regarding Him. Some ad-

mitted His Divinity. Some said He had a devil. Some said He was mad.

His disciples asked, " What manner of man is this ? " (Matt. viii. 27). Christ

asked, "Whom say the people that 1 am? and they said John the Baptist, but some

say Elias, and others that one of the old prophets is risen again." The world by
wisdom knew not God. If the world had known Christ, it would not have

rejected and crucified Him. It has hardly yet obtained a complete knowledge

of Him.

III. That as the manna made provision for all Israel, so Christ is provided

as a Saviour for the entire world. The manna fell around all the tents of Israel

in sufficient quantity to supply the need of every man, woman, and child. If

any lacked food it was because they would not gatlier it. And so the benefits

of Christ's death are available to all,—are within easy reach of all ; and if any
perish from soul-hunger, it will be through their own wilful and woeful neglect.

Christ is not merely provided as a feast for the rich ; the poor are welcome to

His banquet, without money and without price. He is free to all seeking

souls, but He must be appropriated in time, while the opportunity is given. All

can receive Him by faiih.

IV. That as the manna descended in the night, and was accompanied by
the dew, so Christ comes to the soul in quietude, and is accompanied by the

influences of the Holy Spirit. The manna descended during the night, and was
ready for the use of Israel in the early morning. Did not Christ descend
unseen and unknown during the dark night of the Old Testament dispensation,

and was He not found by men who waited for the bright morning 1 Simeon
was one of the early watchers and gatherers of this welcome food. Christ comes
into the soul when it is free from worldly excitement,—when it is quiet. The
manna and the dew were found touether. And do we not know that the gentle

dew of the Holy Spirit accompanies the gift of Christ to the soul—there never
can be the latter without the former.

V. That as the manna had to be gathered early every day, so Christ must
early be sought by the penitent soul. The Israelites were up early seeking

the manna. They had not to be self-indulgent. They had not to be slothful.

And so there must be no self-indulgence in the life of the good. The food of

the soul should be sought early every day.

VI. That as the manna was white and sweet, so Christ is pure in Himself,

and welcome to the taste. The whiteness of the manna signifies the innocence

of Christ ; and the sweetness of the manna signifies how welcome He is to the

taste of a refined soul. Christ is sweet in His life, in the promises, and in His
word. He is sweeter than honey and the honeycomb. We cannot have too

much of Him.

VII. That as the manna was a test to Israel, so Christ is a test of

universal character. The Israelites were tested by the gift of the manna as to

whether they would obey God in His commandments and institutions. And so

Christ is set for the rise and fall of many, and the way in which men receive

or reject His will concerning them, will their present character and eternal

destiny be determined. Christ is the great test of men. Lessons :— 1. Thai
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every man has the opportunity of seeking Christ. 2. That Christ alone can nourish

and sustain the human soul. 3. That Christ is sweet to the taste of penitent souls.

4. That we should seek to induce psnshing mortals to gather this manna.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 4, 5. Jehovah turns His con-

solations unto the trials of His dearest

servants.

Godwin not leave His ministers com-
fortless when striving with a rebellious

people.

Jehovah calls His abused ministers to

look from men to Himself.

God can make heaven give bread
when earth denies it.

It is easy with God to make bread
plenty in greatest scarcity.

Daily bread is a sweet portion which
God allows unto His people.

God's mercies are His trials of men
to see whether they will obey Him.

Verses 6-8. God's ministers in-

structed and comforted by Him, are

engaged to instruct and comfort His
people.

God's evening and morning provid-

ences may convince men that He is

their Redeemer.
The glory of grace God sometimes

shows to murmurers.

A murmuring against ministers is

taken by God to be against Himself.

Humble souls are content to be no-

thing in redemption, that God may
be all.

Verses 9, 10. God's ministers op-

pressed with murmurings cannot do
better than call all the people to God.
God hears the murmurinsjs of sin-

ners against His ministers, and calls

them to account.

God's ministers must summon souls

to God, and the faithful do it at His

command.
Souls shall be brought to see God's

appearing in a sad way, who rise up
against Him.

Verses 11, 12. God Himself owns
what His servants have spoken for

Him in His name.

It is no strange thing for God to
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speak twice to His oppressed servants

to support them.

In greatest straits God can make
evening and morning to bring season-

able supplies to His people.

Jehovah will make His people know
Him, and that He keeps the covenant,

though they break it.

Verses 13-15. God of His grace can

give the sweetest nourishment to un-

worthy sinners at His pleasure.

God keeps His time in performing

His promise to His people.

God's performance of promise is full

and large unto His Israel.

Mercies promised are ordered to

come seasonably, evening and morning.

God can make His dew bring and
hide bread for His people.

Natural coverings removed, God can

discover His hidden mercies unto the

good.

The best of bread from God may
seem a small and dispicable thing to

man.
God's own Israel, in taking cogniz-

ance of His greatest mercies, may be at

a loss what to think about them.

It is a blessing to have a choice

interpreter of God's mercies to His

Church.

Common bread has a spiritual use

and meaning.

Verses 16-18. As God promised

bread, so He commands labour to

gather it.

Sufficiency God allows, and for that

men must take pains.

God's omer or measure is enough

for the portion of every soul.

All souls in families God will have

cared for, even such as cannot labour

for themselves.

Obedience must be given to God's

command of labour.

All are not labouring alike for daily

food, some more, some less.
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Food convenient for every man's eat-

ing is a good portion from God.

Verses 19, 20. Hoarded wealth.

I. That we find many men in this

life who are endeavouring to hoard
their gains. We tind that several of

these Israelites, notwithstanding the

clear command of Moses, endeavoured
to Iveep the manna until the morning.

The Word of God tells men that they

aie not to attempt an undue hoarding

of wealth, it tells them not to be
worldly-minded, and not to be covet-

ous. But, notwithstanding these dis-

tinct requirements, there are multitudes

who go counter to them, and who keep
the produce of their industry until it

becomes loathsome. Men have many
excuses for hoarding : they plead a

provident example, a needy future, a
large family, and thus they palliate

miserliness. Gathering should be
limited to human requirement.

II. That an endeavour to hoard
wealth manifests a sad distrust of the

Providence of God. Why did these

disobedient Israelites endeavour to

keep the manna until the morrow ?

Were they animated by mere curiosity

to see the result ? Were they greedy,

and anxious to be better off than their

comrades? Were they over-anxious

and fearful lest the manna should not

fall on the morrow? Why do men

hoard wealth in thesj days? Is it not

often to increase their luxury, to

strengthen their social position, and to

feed their ambition? Miserliness abuses

the good gifts of God. It is a sad dis-

trust of Divine Providence. God will

feed all who are willing to sit at HIm

banquet, and to the end of their days.

Hoarded wealth gives no enjoyment.

It introduces bitter elements into life.

It renders men no richer. It only be-

comes so much lumber to them. What
shall it profit a man if he gain tho

whole world and lose his own soul?

III. That hoarded wealth is very
liable to become morally degenerate

and corrupt. The manna that these

Israelites left until the morning became
corrupt, and bred worms. And so

hoarded wealth will always degenerate

in value, in useableness, and in power
to give enjoyment. In the view of all

right-minded souls it will be corrupt.

It breeds all that is degrading to an
immortal soul, capable of the riches of

a pure moral character. Lay not up
for yourselves treasure on earth, &c.

God's law orders His allowance how
to be used by His people, and not to be
abused.

Foolish men refuse to hear and obey
the just laws given to them.

Mercies abused by sinners are ac-

cursed by God, and aggravate their

sin.

^ MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 22-30.

The Sabbath in its Relation to Secular Toil.

We see in this narrative how very slow men are to understand the meaning
of the Divine Word and command, especially if it appears to contradict the usual
method of things. When the elders saw the people gathering on the Friday
enough manna for two days, they came and told Moses, imagining that the law
was being broken, and they were not satisfied until he had assured them that
the conduct they reported was right. Men are indeed slow to understand the
laws of God concerning them, especially as regards their secular toil.

I. That man must not engage in secular toil on the Sabbath. The Israelites

were commanded to gather twice as much manna on the Friday as they needed,
in order that they might have sufficient for the day of rest. What was thus
preserved did not become offensive. It had the blessing of God. Thus we see
the Divine regard paid for the Sabbath in the wilderness. If Israel thus rested
from gathering manna on the Sabbath, ought not men much more to rest from
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the secular engagements of life 1 And if God has such respect for this day,
ought not men to respect it likewise 1 Men must not even earn their daily

bread on the Lord's-day,—they must provide it before. If food is not to be
earned on this day, surely pleasure should be excluded from it, and all vain
jesting. We should always regard the sanctity of the Sabbath.

II. That men engaged in secular toil on the Sabbath will as a rule find

their labour vain and profitless. Some of the Israelites went out into the
fields on the Sabbath, as they were wont to do morning by morning, but they
found nothing. And men who go into their fields, and warehouses, and markets,
and museums on the day of rest, generally go with like result ; they bestow hard
labour for no result. They do not realise the money they expected. They
do not obtain the pleasure they desired. They do not get the education they
intended. The man who goes out to work on the Lord's day will in the long

run find nothing. He will lack the ])hysical rest needful to diligent toil ; men
cannot work seven days running all the year through. He will lack the respect

of pious customers. He will, above all, lack the blessing of God, without which
all hope of prosperity is vain.

III. That men engaged in secular toil on the Sabbath show plainly that

they have no regard for the commands of God. These Israelites had been
Divinely commanded not to go out to gather manna on the Sabbath, as on that

day none would fall
;

yet they went. "And the Lord said unto Moses, How
long refuse ye to keep my comnjandments and my laws." Men who pursue

their secular toil on the day of rest show to the world very clearly that they are

devoid of reverence for the Supreme Being, and that they are lacking in good
moral character. The way in which a man spends the Lord's-day is an index

to his soul-life and to his character : only vile men will throw off all the

restraint of God's law, and if they will do this in one thing they will in

another. They are outcasts in society. They are selling their souls for

gain.

IV. That men engaged in secular toil on the Sabbath have no delight

in the culture of their moral nature. It is especially on the day of rest

that men of secular toil have tlie leisure and opportunity for soul-culture,

by inward meditation, by earnest devotion, by wise reading, and by the

ministry of the sanctuary. And a man who pursues his work on the Sabbath,

thereby testifies that he cares not for these important things. He does not wish

to reflect on his inner life. He does not wish to remember God. He does not

wish to refresh his soul after the activity of the week. He declares that he

wishes to go ignorant and careless through time into the mystery of eternity.

Lessons :— 1. That men should work harder on Saturday if necessary in order to get

the rest of Sunday. 2. That men who disobey the laws of God in human life make
no gain thereby. 3. That the Sabbath must be regarded as a day of sjpiritual rest

unto the Lord.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verse 22. When God orders the a rest unto Jehovah, He hath said it,

manna to be cared for, it is duty to He terminates it.

gather bread for two days. Reserves of food for to-morrow
God expects an account of mercies when God commands shall prove no

received by His ministers. curse.

Direction from God is to be expected God's rest and man's repast are

for the right use of mercies received. made very consistent by Jehovah.

Verses 23-26. The holy Sabbath is Verses 27-30. God's fairest ofiers
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and sweetest commands are accounted God's bountiful blessing on the Sab-

^iievous by some. bath ought to siiame those who de-

God frustrates sinners who think to grade it.

gain by breaking the Sabbath.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPff.— Verses 32-36.

An Instructive ]\rii:MORiAL.

I. By whom the memorial was enjoined. " This is tlie tliiiiL,^ which the Lord
commanded." This memorial was not the outcome of su{)erstitious feeling on

the part of the Israelites, nor of their deep devotion of heart. They would not

have thought of it of themselves. They were Divinely commanded to it. It does

not readily occur to men to make memorials of the mercy of God, And yet

there is eminent need of such memorials. Men are liable to forget the Divine

goodness. They require something to continually remind them of it. The gifts

we bestow upon others are long remembered ; those we receive are soon for-

gotten. We have need to set up memorials in our lives, which shall call upon
our souls to remember the benefits of the Lord. It is the will of heaven that

its gifts should be held in constant remembrance.

II. In what the memorial consisted. " Fill an omer of it to be kept for your

generations." 1. This memorial was reasonable. Thus the Israelites were re-

quired to fill an omer with the manna, and keep it as a memorial of the won-
drous providence which had so long supplied their temporal need. What could

have been more reasonable than such a memorial, which was eminently adapted

to recall the circumstances it was designed to commemorate. The good must
lay up a sacred deposit of their everyday experiences and mercies before the

Lord. The memorials of the soul must consist of its own inner experiences.

2. This memorial was expressive. It was expressive of the great need of Israel, of

the abundant and appropriate mercy of God. An omer of manna was preserved

which showed that the heavenly supply was not scanty. The memorials of the

soul must set forth the infinitude of the Divine compassion, and the riches of

Divine grace. 3. IViis memorial was instructive. It not merely reminded the

Israelites of the goodness of God to them, but it would give an instructive and
encouraging view of the Divine character and providence to the generations of

the future. The memorials of the parents should be such as to instruct and aid

the children in their religious life. 4. This memorial was valuable. The manna
was kept in a golden pot—(Heb. ix. 2). It was not put into a common ve-sel.

And the memorials of the soul should not find expression in valueless things,

but in the richest treasures of man. God is worthy our best off^erings.

III. Where the memorial was deposited. " And lay it up before the Lord."
" So Aaron laid it up beibre the Testimony, to be kept." And so this memo-
rial was laid up before the Lord, in the ark of the covenant. Thus we must
keep the memorials of the soul in devout spirit, and with a constant trust in the
mediatorial work of Christ. In celebrating the Divine proA^dence, we must not
be animated by a regard for a religious display, but by a desire to lay up a

memorial of our best gratitude before the Lord. As Aaron laid up the pot of

manna before the Testimony, so Christ alone can render our memorials accept-

able to God.

IV. The design the memorial contemplated. " That ye may see the bread
wherewith I have fed you in the wilderness." *' To be kept for your genera-
tions." The Israelites would enter Canaan, and then would return to the pro-
duce of the field ; hence they needed something to remind them of their wilder
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ness condition. The mercy given in adversity must be remembered in pro-

sperity. In heaven the soul will have memorials of the mercy which charac-

terised its life on earth. This pot of manna was also designed to teach the

generations to come the goodness and faithfulness of God. Every generation

should seek to leave behind it new and encouraging revelations of the Divii-s

character, which shall lead those who follow to see more clearly the merciful

providence of God. Each generation leaves a moral deposit behind it, for good
or evil. Lessons :— 1. The soul must have a memorial of the Divine mercy. 2. The

memorial of the soul must consist of the test things it possesses. 3. The memorial oj

the soul will have respect to the redemptive work of Christ.

An Instructive Memorial.

Why was this " omer of manna " to be sacredly preserved from generation to

generation 1 The only reason assigned is, " that your generations may see the

bread wherewith I have fed you in the wilderness." Whatever God does or

commands to be done is for wise and worthy reasons. Let us reverently seek

to ascertain what was the Divine reason in arranging for succeeding generations

of the Israelites to see this manna, with which He had fed their fathers in the

wilderness. We suggest that it was this, Because the sight of it was calculated to

promote their moral improvement by suggesting and impressing important truths.

Without mentioning certain suggestions of the manna which have been noticed

in the exposition of the previous verses, that which was contained in the pot for

preservation would be an impressive memorial of

I. The infinite resources of God. Here are three millions of persons in the

desert without food. That which they brought out of Egypt with them they

have consumed. And, though they have flocks and herds with them, they are

not to be eaten for food but kept for sacrifices. Whence shall they obtain food?

The prospect seems to them exceedingly dark, and they utter loud and bitter

complaints against their leaders. In this extremity, the Lord appears for them
and provides the manna. This provision was undoubtedly miraculous. The
writer of the article on " Manna," in " Smith's Dictionary of the Bible," says,

that " the natural products of the Arabian deserts and other Oriental regions

which bear the name of manna, have not the qualities or uses ascribed to the

manna of Scripture." And, after pointing out many points of contrast, he

says, " The manna of Scripture we therefore regard as wholly miraculous, and
not in any respect a product of nature." The resources of the Lord are infinite.

No matter how dark and discouraging our circumstances and our prospects may
be, if God be for us inexhaustible treasures are ours. He can spread our table

in the barren wilderness, so that for forty years we shall lack no good thing.

At His command the flinty rock shall pour forth copious streams, so that the

dry and thirsty land shall become a land of refresh n^ent and deliuht. If it were
possible to exhaust the resources of the material universe, still the people of

God are rich by reason of their interest in Him, whose resources are equal to

all the needs of His vast universe,—whose resources are indeed infinite. We
rejoice in '* the unsearchable riches of Christ." " He is able to do for us exceed-

ing abundantly," &c.

II. The great goodness of God. His goodness is strikingly exemplified in

several things of which this manna would be a memorial. 1. The supply of manna
was undeserved. These unbelieving, murmuring, rebellious Israelites merited no
kindness from God. Had they received their deserts they would have been left

to die of famine. *' He has not dealt with us after our sins," &c. 2. The supply

was ample. There w^as sufficient for every one and for all. If any one lacked

provisions it was not because of any deficiency in the supply. So the blessings
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of redemption and of providence are ample for all the needs of all men, every-

where, and in all ages. 3. The supply was free. All the Israelites might avail

themselves of it. Every morning they would go ont into the open wilderness
and gather it. An illustration of the sufficiency and freeness of the provisions

of Divine grace. "Ho. every one that thirsteth, come }e to the waters ; and he
that hath no money," c^x. 4. The supply was pleamnt. The taste of the manna
was like fresh oil, and like wafers made with honey, equally agreeable to all

palates. The provisions of Christianity are not only wholesome but pleasant
also. The prophet Isaiah represents them as '*a feast of fat things full of

marrow, of wines on the lees, well refined." Our Lord also compares them to

a great feast. A feast of delightful experiences, exalted hopes, blessed fellow-

ships, &c. Thus the nuinna would remind the generations of the great goodness
of God to their ancestors.

III. The unvarying faithfulness of God. "The children of Israel did eat
manna forty years until they came to a land inhabited ; they did eat manna
until they came unto tlio borders of the land of Canaan." During the forty
years, the supply of manna never failed them. With undeviating regularity,
God bestowed it upon them until they came to the borders of Canaan, where
there was abundance of provisions. The Divine faithfulness is the more con-
spicuous when viewed in the light of the people's conduct. God was invariably
faithful to them and to His promise, notwitstanding their— 1. Inconstancy. 2.

Ingratitude. 3. Oft-repeated rebellion. Notwithstanding the extreme })rovocation
which He received from tliem, He continued to send them manna from heaven
until they needed it no longer. "If we believe not, yet He abideth faithful

:

He cannot deny Himself." The manna would remind the generations of this
unfailing faithfulness.

IV. The abiding presence of God with them. When the Israelites attempted
to keep the manna in their tents from one day to another, " it bred worms and
stank." But in the manna which was kept by the command of God we have a
perpetual miracle by which it was kept pure and sweet. And that perpetual
miracle was a proof of the perpetual presence of God with them,—a proof that
the faithful God was with them even as He was with their fathers.

And thus, the manna being such a memorial of the doings, character, and
presence of God, it would be

—

V. An encouragement to trust in God. '* God's miracles and mercies are to
be had in everlasting remembrance, for our encouragement to trust in Him at
all times."

Conclusion. Ponder well two facts :— 1. The history of one generation may
benefit all succeeding generations. History furnishes patterns and beacons, encour-
agements and. warnings. Let us heed them. 2. The obligation of every generation
to profit by the history of its predecessors. Every fresh generation enters upon its

career with greater advantages and responsibilities than those which have gone
before.

^

We ought to be wiser, braver, holier than our lathers. But are'we 1— William Jones.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 32-36. Mercies of old to monuments, that He did not bring
His Church God would have known to Israel out of Egypt to destroy them,
succeeding generations. Wilderness mercies are contempo-
Men may see that the best provision rary with wilderness conditions,

of God's Church has-been in its wilder- God will carry His Israel through all
ness condition. Tvilderness trials unto their Canaan-
God confutes murmurers by His rest.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XVI,

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Ellm-Slnal! Ver. 1. The scene of the

miracles of qu;iils and manna was strikingly

appropriate. Professor Palmer in h'S Desert
of the Exodus ijives a vivid description of the

scene and sufferings. Familiar as we had
grown with desert scenes, we were not pre-

pared for such utter and opjiressive desolation

as this. As far as the eye could reach, there

stretched a dull, flat, sandy waste—unrelieved

by any green or liviui^ thing. The next
morning he and his friends auain set out,

passing over a tnict of sand equally dreary
with that of the day before. It was, however,
covered with a sombre carpet of hard, black
flinU ; thus affording a firmer foothold for the

pedestrian. But alike on the sand as on the

rock, the sun shone with a fierce glare

—

Bcorching and blistering their hands and faces.

Such no doubt was the experience of Israel.

And such is the Christian's life-path. Be-

lievers journey along bare sandy wastes, or

bleak rocky plains ; with the burning sun of

worldly persecution. No wonder they were
weak, those Israel hosts. The Lord j)itieth

His children. He pitied Israel, when, as the

Psalmist says, hungry and thirsty their soul

fainted in them.

Divine Ways ! Ver. 1, We learn lessons

ofttimes when the head is low; just as, when
the sun is set, the stars come out in their

blessed beauty, and darkness shows us worlds
of light we never saw by day. In the glad
summer time, when the leaves are on the trees,

we go into the woodlands, and we sport among
their branches. They arch over us, hiding
from us the other world, and causing us to

revel in the beauty and blessedness of this.

But the blasts of winter come and scatter the
leaves ; then the light of heaven comes in
between, to remind us that our sufficiency is

of God. No dou!)t during the five or six

weeks after the Red Sea Triumph, the host had
gradually been losing si^-ht of God—slowly
but too surely forgetting their entire depend-
ence upon heaven. So the sup[)lies run short,

and Israel is reminded that man lives not by
bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouih of God. Such are the ways
of God in the Christian life. We begin to

forget our dependence on the great Deliverer
;

so He arres s our sources of sustenance—stays
the flowing channels of grace—stops the sun-
shine in the heavens—and strips our trees of
their bright green and glossy foliage. Then
*re remember what iielpless creatures we are,

and are reminded that our sufficiency is of
God.

** With shattered pride, and prostrate heart,

We seek the sad-forgotten God."

—

Cook,
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Human Murmurs! Ver. 2. It has been
suggcsLed that murmuring must have been a
malady characteristic of the Hebrew people,

or else a disease peculiar to the desert. They
were always murmuring. And such is man

!

The noxious weed—the root of bitterness,

with its cleaving burrs and envenomed spines,

has not become a fossil-flora. it is still

only too prevalent. Of an Englisliman, the
foreigner says that it is his nature to grumble,
and he himself claims itas his prerogative. Alas!
it is man's |nopensity. As Dr. Todd tells of
the farmer, he murmured when the rain fell

because it would injure the wheat—and when
the sun shone because it would damage the
rye—and when the air was cold because it

would nip the grass. He thought himself the
one espt'Cial target at whose prosperity and
peace Nature was bent on a perpetual flight of

arrowy shafts. So Israel ! And so man ! He
forgets not only that others feel the pointed
barb, but also that there is a design in it all.

Moreover, murmuring never travels alone. He
is an invader followetl by a moley host of

plunderers. As Thomas Brooks puts it, mur-
muring is a sin that breeds and brings forth

many sins at once ; and so doth the River Nile
bring forth many crocodiles, and the scorpion
many serpents. On the edge of some plan-

tations we read a notice:—"Mantraps and
spring-guns! " Murmuring and peevish dis-

content is such a tangled thicket, closely set

with guns and snares. So Israel found to his

cost :
— " Unto whom I sware in my wrath,

that they should not enter into my rest."

Christians should be the last to murmur.

** As brooks, and torrents, rivers, all

Increase the gulf in which they fall,

Such thoughts, by gathering up the rills

Of lesser griefs, spread real ills
;

And witli their gloomy shades conceal

The landmarks hope would else reveal."—Dinniea,

BackslidiEgs! Ver, 3. Watching the golden
eagle, as he basks in the noon's broad-light

—

balances with motionless wings in the high vault
of heaven—or ruslies forth like the thunderbolt
to meet the clouds on the pathway of the blast,

can you conceive that he would give up his
free and joyous life to drag out a weary bond-
age in a narrow and stifling cage? Would not
that kingly bird— that cloud-cleaving bird

—

prefer death to slavery. Foolish Israel ! They
longed to give up their freedom for the foul
bondage of Egypt. How often God's spiritual

Israel are thus tempted to go back to the
serfdom of sin 1

—
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" Shall I back to Egypt go,

To my flesh corruption sow?
No, with sin 1 cannot dwell;

Siu is worse then death and hell."—Wesley.

Murmur-Mischiefs ! Ver. 4-16. Murmur-
ing is a mercy-embittering sin—a misery-sow-

ing sin. As the sweetest things put into a

sour vessel become sour, or put into a bitter

vessel bitter; so murmuring puts gall and

wormwood into every cup of mercy. Here

was Israel in mercy out of Egypt— beyond the

barrier to Egypt's hate; and yet in this mercy
they saw only misery. Herodotus tells us of

a people in Africa, who lived in the neigli-

bourhood of Mount Atlas, that their daily

custom was to curse the sun, because his ex-

cessive heat scorched them. Did the Aiaura-

tians forget that to the suii which they cursed,

tliey were indebted for light—for food—for

tue fertility of iheir country—for countless

mercies without which their continued exist-

ence had been impossible. Ah ! we make our

mercies our miseries They wished for gloom
as Israel wished for Egypt. But they forgot

the brick-kilns, when tiny remembered the

flesh-pots ; and they overlooked the task-

master's rods, when they recalled the onions

and garlic. The little flower wislied to be
planted higher, and the cold wind blew and
ni[>ped it. Then it wished to be jilanted iu

the sun, and the sun burnt it. What murmur-
mischiefs it experienced. No, no ! we are

best just as God places us.

** Whate'er my God ordains is right,

Here will 1 take my stand,

Though sorrow, need, or death make earth

For me a desert land."

—

Wlnkworth.

Manna-Nature ! Ver. 15. Efforts have
been made to do away with the supernatural

aspect of this incident, by suggesting that this

was nothing else than the exudation from the

Tamarisk, to which the name "manna" has
been given. No doubt the name was given to

this gum, which exudes from the large eastern

tamarisk- tree, in the belief that such was
Israel's source of supply. But this was a sup-
position based on ignorance, and utterly with-

out warrant from the narrative itself. It is

true that the tamarisk-shrub thrives in arid

sandy aituations, and that it is even now abun-
dant in the Sinaitic peninsula ; but how could a
hostof sucli tamarisks daily supply such avast
assemblage with exudations sufticient? Then
again, it has yet to be proved that this gum
would be at all salutary or nutritive as an arti-

cle of constant and substantial good ; whereas
Israel subsisted for forty years on manna. The
monks of St. Catherine on Sinai may gather
the Tamarisk gum, and sell it at a high price

to Europeans as Israel's veritable sustenance
;

but they never can justify their assertion to

sensible minds. The same holds good of th«
German idea of the honey-dew exudings from
the camel's thorn, or Indian manna. \j)- de-

nial on the part of Rationalists of any super-

natural manna, they only increase the difticul-

ties, and render more numerous, if not greater,

miracles necessary. It is far more credible

that the supply was miraculous; and that

Israel was so perplexed by tiiis new atom-like

tliinii, that, familiar as they were with the

gums and honev-dews of the East, they ex-

claimed-'' What is it ?

"

'* A while airo we hungered, but Thy great

love has given

A food so sweet and strange that it seems
like bread from heaven.

Supplies! Ver. 4. An opulent person

makes the tour of Europe, during which time

his funds run short. But he comforts himself

with reflecting that he has a sufficient stock in

the bank, which he can draw out at any time

by writing to his cashiers. The Israelites

were in a foreign land, far from home, with-

out suj)plif!S ; whereu{)on they drew upon God
by prayer, and faith, and humi)le waiting.

God honoured their bill at sight, and issued to

them from time to .time such remittances as

were sufficient to carry them in safety to the

end of their journey. And so He does wiih

the Christian passover-i)ilgrim. To him the

promises are all yea and amen. No good thing

is withheld from the patient, persevering be-

liever. He accepts God's promises—draws
upon them—and never finds them dishonoured

at the Throne of Grace.

*' I look to Thee in every need, and never look

in vain
;

I feel Thy strong and tender love, and all is

well again."

Sabbath! Ver. 23. At the very time that

Israel was so engrossed with the material, i.e.,

with the body—God reminded them of the

importance of the moral, i.e., of the soul. As
Kalisch remarks, the Sabbath here introduced

is admirably calculated to disclose the internal

end of the Sabbath. And what was that end ?

The perfect harmonising and reconciling of

the material and moral—of the physical and
spiritual—life of man. And most worthy of

notice is the fact that the Sabbath was here
fully recognised as an institution—not of re-

cent date—but as it was, an ordinance co-eval

with Creation itself; nay, as Mant says, the

perpetual memory of the Maker's rest. So
that tlie manna preaches with Wisdom's voice

—cries loudly on us to hallow the Sabi»ath-day

—proclaims distinctly the law of rigliteoua

condemnation for neglect or misuse—and
points plainly to the fruits of obedience to the

Divine behest. As Beecher says, the world
without a Sabbath would be like a man with-

out a smile—like a summer without a flower

—

like a homestead without a garden. It is the

green oasis—the little grassy meadow iu the

wilderness. Wilberforce exclaimed: "Oh!
what a lilessiug is Sunday, interposed between
the waves of worldly business, like the Divine

path of Israel through the partcl .lordan."
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Yet that day's joys are in proportion to our
wetk'6 provision ; and neglect of Jesus during
tlie preceding days, will deprive us of enjoying
His grace on the Sabbath. And so witii pre-
parations in time for the endless Sabbath of
heaven. Therefore

—

** Now in the morning sunlight, and now at
life's decay,

We gather of the portion appointed for
THAT DAY."

Quail and Manna Lessons! Ver. 13-15.
Clearly we are taught: 1. Apprehension of our
dependence on God. 2. Appreciation of the
goodness of God. 3. Approbation of the Sab-
batic rest in God. It is remarkable in the
maiiiia that, while what was left on the ground
melted before the orient beams, and what was
left in the house bred worms and stank, no
such results are produced on the Tamarisk
manna or Judean honey-dew. There is no
such tendency to decomposition in them.
What does this teach, if not the entire depend-
ence of God's Church and people upon daily
supplies of grace in Christ ? It hath pleased
the Father that in Him should all fulness
dwell. How expressive, then, the petition in

the Lord's Prayer: " Give us tliis day our suffi-

cient Bread." Jesus is that sutiicing Bread

—

sufficing in Himself—sufficing to us.

** Shall I then ever weary of this rich store of
Thine,

And wish, with thankless murmurs, that
other gifts were mine ?

"

Manna-Symbolism ! Ver. 15. Law remarks
that this miracle is a wreath of combined
wonders. By it, Jehovah designed to teach
mysterious truths—momentous lessons—as to

soul-food. Goodness in bestowing food is

taper-grace beside the shinings of redemption's
gift. 1. Jesus is that Bread from heaven,
which descended during this dark world's
night upon the sands of time. 2. The dew
was a fit mantle for this heaven-sent food

;

and so the means of grace are lovely caskets of
the heavenly treasure. 3. But, even as the
dews had neither taste nor vital juice, so the
means of grace are nothing without Christ.

4. At early dawn must Israel seek ; and it is

they who seek Jesus early who find Him.
6, Sweet was their daily portion—nourishing
and bringing pleasure to their lips ; and His
fruit is sweet unto the taste. He is all sweet-
ness to the feasting soul ; so that finding Him,
we find an ever-satisfying portion, and possess

an unfading paradise of joy in Him all our
pilgrim way to the cold Jordanic wave. 6.

Every one of the mighty host had enough and
no more; and even so, the countless myriads
ot Messiah's followers, ransomed from sin-

bondage, have sufficiency in Christ. They
have enough, but none to sp?rf-, as the wise
virgins informed their foolish companions.
7. The manna was free to all, and needed not
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the wealth of Croesus to procure ; so Jesus, the
Living Bread, is the gift of God. God so
loved the world that He gave His only-begot-
ten Son I

"Oil, Thou, whose loving- kindness this

manna Feast hath spread,

Give me a higlier relish for Him, the pil-

grim's Bread."

Quail-Emblems! Ver. 13. This was the
Hebrew slav, or common quail, so called from
the sound it makes. It resembles a partridge,
only smaller in size. It is migratory—cross-

ing the Mediterranean in the autumn in im-
mense flocks, and returning in spring. In cross-

ing this sea, they alight on some of the islands,

wiiich on that account were called Ortigia. We
are told that nothing is easier than to catch
these binls when they have recently arrived,

exhausted ly their aerial pilgrimaue. Dr.

Bonar says that when he and his companions
were traversing the desert of Sinai, they were
sometimes attracted by flocks of {)igeon-look-

ing birds, which their Bedawin guides called

quails. Dr. Donne quaintly remarks that

particular mercies are the feathers of God'g
wings. They are that cloud of quails, which
hovered over the host of Israel at eventide.

And thus

—

" Each mercy sent when sorrows lower,

Each blessing of the winged hour,

All we enjoy and all we love,

Bring with them lessons from above."
—Bryant,

Israel's Life-Food I Ver. 35. The history
of Israel is a ty[)ical history. The slavery in

Egypt represented the bondage in which we
are naturally held ; while the deliverance by
Moses is symbolic of our redemption by Christ.

The wanderings in the desert pre-figure the
Christian pilgrimage on earth; while the

Canaan at which the host arrived over Jordan
is emblematic of the rest that remaineth be-

yond the chill waters of the River of Death.
And so with reference to the life-food of

Israel. They had it in the wilderness, but no
further. The sacraments cease in the Heavenly
Canaan. There is no temple therein—no
place for sacraments—no need for channels of

grace. Christ will be all in all there; for the

Lord God and the Lamb are the temple there-

of. Not from ordinances shall we then draw
our nutriment. The Redeemer will be all in

all to our souls, and from Him alone and
directly shall we draw the only material of

everlasting happiness and ever-increasing

goodness. It is under that apprehension of

our Life-food here

—

** That, feeding on His bounties, we shall our
strengh renew,

And with untiring spirit our desert-way

pursue."
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Trust 1 Ver. 9, 10. '* Wheu my heart is

overwhelmed within me, I will h)ok to the

Hock that is higher than 1" (Ps. Ixi. 2). When
1 have slipped upon the ice-slopes of personal

experience, and fallen into the crevasse of de-

spondency, I will cast myself upon the waters

of the river of Providence. Wandering one

day over the Alps, a chamois-hunter made a

mis-step, and fell more than a hundred feet to

tlie very bottom of one of those horrid cre-

vices in the ice. It was impossible for him to

get up ; the sides were too slippeiy, and there

were no means of climbing. He cried out

ever so loud, but no human ear could hear.

There was nothing but death before him

—

cold, cruel, relentless death. What could he

do ? The water came pouring down in a flood,

and this stream he followed until he entered a

great cavern, hi^h-arched, ice-ribbed. There

the water gurgled, and boiled, and disappeared.

He could see no exit ; but there must be one

somewhere, for that living stream found its

way out. One thing remained for him. He
looked up at the blue sky—commended him-

self to God's protection—and then, with a

strong efl'ort, threw himself bodily into that

gush of water. A moment after he found
himself thrown on the green grass of the

valley of Chamouni, with the noonday sun

shining above his head, and the blooming

flowers of the mountain about him. What a

type of Christian experience ! When walking

over the ice fields of our own experience, we
make a mis-step which precipitates us into the

deep chasm of doubt, despondency, or despair.

There is no possible means of escape but one,

and that is, to throw ourselves into the mov-
ing, foaming waters of the stream of Provi-

dence. Trust God. Thy will be done. Yet
let it be—not with presumption, but with

prayer. Commit thy way unto the Lord ; and
you will find that though the flood has nearly

stifled you, it has at the same moment been

bearing you on—underground it may be,

through darkness and uproar it may be—safe

into the green pastures of His truth and by
the still waters of His faithfulness, surrounded

by the flowers of grace, with the canopy of

Divine protection over your heads. " B^or Thou
hast delivered my soul from death, and my
feet from falling, that I may walk before Thee
in the land of the living " (Ps. Ivi. 13). Thus
did Moses call on the people to trust God—to

cast themselves by prayer and supplication

into the deep waters of Divine faithfulness, in

the full persuasion that He would supply all

their need.

** In spite of many broken dreams,
This have I truly learned to say

—

Prayers which I thought unanswered once
Are answered in God's own best way."—Carey.

Divine Promises ! Ver. 11, 12. The ropes

which are used in lifting the heavy masses of

iron ore out of the mine to the earth's suiface,

are all tested before being emph)yed in this

service. Each siraud is tried separately by

having a strain put upon it equal to that

which the whole of them will have to sustain

when combined. God's promises may be com-
pared to a great cable—each strand has been
tested—they cannot be broken ! Moses laid

hold of this rope, atid God drt^w him and Israel

out of the pit of Egypt, that in the furnaces of

Arabia, He might mould and weld them into

vessels of honour. Many a time Israel broke
their covenant engagements, but God never.

His promises were true, as the host found
again and again during their wilderness-wan-
derings from Him.

*' So in darkest dispensations,

Doth my faithful Lord appear,

With His richest consolations.

To re-animate and cheer."

—

Pearce,

Sabbath! Ver. 28. On the sides of an
English coal mine, limestone is in constant
process of formation, caused by the trickling

of water through the rocks. This water con-

tains a great many particles of lime, which
are deposited in the mine, and, as the water
passes ofi", these become hard, and form the
limestone. This stone would always be white,

like white marble, were it not that men are

working in the mine, and as the black dust
rises from the coal, it mixes with the soft

lime, and in that way a black stone is formed.
Now, in the night, when there is no coal-dust

rising, the stone is white ; then again, the

next day, when the miners are at work, an-

other black layer is formed, and so on alter-

nately black and white through the week until

Sabbath comes. Then if the miners keep holy
the Sabbath, a much larger layer of white
stone will be formed than before. There will

be the white ston^^ of Saturday night, and the

whole day and night of the Sabbath, so that

every seventh day the white layer will be
about three times as thick as any of the others.

But if the men work on the Sabbath they see

it marked against them in the stone. Hence
the miners call it " the Sunday stone." How
they need to be very careful to observe this

holy day, when they would see their violation

of God's command thus written down in stone

—an image of the indelible record in heaven !

*' Heaven here; man on those hills of myrrh
and flowers

;

A gleam of glory after six day's showers."
— Vaughan.

Sabbath-Rest ! Ver. 25. Like the pilgrim,

the Christian sits down by this well in the

desert—for what to him is the Sabbath but
a fountain in a land of drought,—a palm-

tree in the midst of the great wilderness ; and
as he drinks of the refreshing waters of this

palm-shaded fountain, he is reminded of that

rest which remaineth for the people of God
When, as Cuinming says, that last Sabbath
comes—tlie Sabbath of all creation—the heart,

wearied with tumultuous beatings, shall have
rest ; and the soul, fevered with its anxieties,

shall have peace. The sun of that Sabbath
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will never set nor hide his splendours in a

cloud. Our earthly Sabbaths are but dim
reflections of the heavenly Sabbath, cast upon
the earth, dimmed by the transit of their rays

from so great a height and so distant a world.

They are but

—

** The preludes of a feast that cannot cloy.

And the bright out-courts of immortal
glory !

—Barton.

Memorial Gratitude! Ver. 32. Bishop

Button was once travellini; between Weiisley-

dale and In^leton, when he suddenly dis-

mounted, delivered his ste-" to the care of

one of his attendants, retired to a particular

spot at some distance from the highway, and

knelt down in prayer for some time. On his

return, he was asked his reason for this action ?

His reply was significant, " When I was a poor

boy, I travelled over that cold and \)lack

mountain without shoes or stockings. In my
extremity, I disturbed a cow on the identical

spot where I have just prayed, to obtain a

little warmth from the spot whei-e the animal

was lying." This good man felt grateful to

God for all He had done for Him since that

moment, and had knelt down by this memo-
rial to praise God. Jehovah orders memo-
rials of mercies to be set up—kept in view

—

held in remembrance, so that we may always

be confident and contented.

** To remember, though gloomy the present

may be,

That the Master is coming, and coming to

me." —Patterson.

Memorial Mercies ! Ver. 33. " The Lord's

mercies are new every morning." What an

assurance this is to carry with us in all our
wayfaring through this world ! The future is

always dark to us ; but then there are the

memorial-mercies of the past to be recalled. A
veil hidee the future from our sight, but the

past has lights here and there—the mercies

of times of adversity shining afar to cheer us
—what is under the shadows in front of us

—

what is behind the veil suspended before us

—

what is advancing out of the imperious mist
towards us, none of us can know, but we may
all see the memorials of the past. Like clear,

flaming letters on a black velvet background
they stand out. *' The Lord's mercies are new
every morning." It is as though the Holy
Spirit of God went before us and set up these

memorial-mercies to cheer us whenever we
halt in weakness—to encourage \is whenever
we hesitate in fearfulness, and to incite us to

gratitude whenever we are disposed to un-
thankfulness.

*' Thy mercies, Lord, are like the sun
Whose beams undo what sable night hath

done I

Or, like those streams, the current of whose
course,

Restrained awhile, run with a swifter force."—Qaarles.

3U

Memorials! Ver. 33. In deepest rocki,

which have withstood all the assailing influ-

ences of time, geologists find the outlines of

ferns of former ages, lined with the most
delicate tracery, or distinct impressions of the
feet of birds and animals which are now lost

to earth. Th^;y remove these choice speci-

mens from their rocky beds and place them
among collections which the learned pour over
with thoughtful and profitable interest. Of
all the abundance of living grace, verdure,

and activity, which covered the earth through
remote ages, only here and there, and that

very rarely, some specimens like these speak.

Such records of Nature's workings are but
seldom written in solid rock, but one line

written there suggests forests of graceful

waving fronds, with their bending shadows
in clear waters, or a host of strange and now
unknown animals which once animated the
world. That line whispers of a great flood, in

which this life was submerged—of sleepy

eyes in which the moist bed where so much
is written, changed to stern rock, holding
securely a valuable historic record, which at

last is given to those who grope for glowing
facts among dull ston*^**. Now, as the life,

structure, and habits cf myriads of plants

and animals are suggestively unfolded through
means of impressions in stone of comparatively
few individual specimens ; so history, culling

comparatively few lives as representatives of

the world's thought, leaves untold the births,

deeds, and deaths of the great mass of the
children of the earth ; and when death claims

them, they go back to her receptive bosom,
leaving no lasting record here. And it is from
the memorials set up in the Arabian wilds

that we not only syllable out the goodness of

God in supplying Israel's wants, and providing

for their necessities, but also infer that many
more mercies were ttieir lot than the Bible

leaves on record. It is by searching the plains

of Holy Scripture that we come upon records

of God's providence designed to encourage us

to look hopefully to our own future.

** The {)resent is enough for common soul.s.

Who, never looking forward, are indeed

Mere clay, wherein the footprints of their

age
Are petrified for ever."

—

LoweU,

Sufficiency! Ver. 35. In the forests of

Guiana grows the towering mora. Its top-

most branch, when naked with age or dried by

accident, is the favourite resort of the toncar.

Many a time, says Waterton, h»s this singular

bird felt the shot faintly strike him from the

gun of the fowler below, and owed his life to

the distance betwixt them. The wild fig-

tree, as large as a common English apple-tree,

often rears itself from one of the thick

branches at the top of the mora, as when a

man stands on the shoulders of another man.
When its fruit is ripe, the birds resort to them
for nourishment; and it was to an indigested

seed passing through the body of a bird which
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had perched on the mora, that the fig-tree receiving no more euccour from their ^ate

first owed its elevated station there. Thus, foster-parent, droop and perish in their turn,

unconsciously, did some bird contribute, if How often is it so with churches of earthly

not to its own future sustenance, certainly to growth. They spread, minds nestle in the

the after-support and nutriment of its fellow branches, and leave behind them seeds which

birds or progeny. But how did this seed ger- germinate, affording nutriment to succeeding

minate into a fig-tree? The sap of the mora generations of minds, who in turn leave germs

supplied it with growing powers, and raised it of vines ; but all this growth at last bows

into full bearing ; and now in its turn, it is down the mother church, when foster-parents

doomed to contribute a portion of its own sap and progeny fall. Not so with Jesus Christ

and juices towards the growth of different —He is that giant mora whose resources never

species of vines, the seeds of which also the fail. On Him millions of figs and vines

birds deposited on its branches. These soon gi"ow, without lack of moisture, for it hath

vegetate and bear fruit in great quantities, so pleased the Father that in Him should all

that the mora has much to do to supply nour- fulness dwell; and He is the Fountain of

i.-htnent for such a profuse and prolific mass Life,

of vegt'tation. What with calls from vines

and fig-tree, the mora is unable to sup})ort ** The Bread,

h^r charge, languishes — dies; whereupon, Given from His hands, feeds thousands and to

the fiij-tree, with its usurping progeny of vines, spare.

"

—Bickersteth,

CHAPTER XVII.

Critical Notes.—1. After their journeys.]— Literally, "their breakings up," alluding to

nomad life, and bringing vividly before the mind the pulling up of the tent-stakes and general

break up of the camp, incident to the passage of a people through the desert. The places of

encampment would naturally become landmarks to be counted in, remembered, and recorded.

Cf. especia ly Num. xxxiii.—The commandment of the Lord.] That is, through the guiding

pillar of cloud and fire. Cf. C. N. on chap. xiii. 21, 22.

2. Tempt]—More exactly, *' put to the proof;" for so the word JIDJ signifies. God did

put Abraham to the proof—which was right : Israel did put God to the proof—which was wroiig.

Proof iu abundance had already been given that Jehovah was among His people. The want of

water was a sore trial, but might itself have assured them that a supply would soon come. The
daily provision of food by a miracle, added to ail the foregoing tokens of Jehovah's presence,

should have controlled the spirit of the people, and confined their application to earnest believ-

ing petition.

6. Stand . . . upon the rock.]—This incident, especially when conceived according to the

vividness of the original, is most pleasing and satisfying to the imagination of faith. " Behold

Me ! standing before thee there upon the rock." It is from Him who is standing upon the

rock that the waters really flow. By this Divine action, of taking up such a position, the Source

and Medium are in a m, inner identified. This is the first rock-smiting recorded ; the second is

narrated in Num. xx. It is no doubt to this first, more illustrious, instance tiiat the Apostle

alludes in 1 Cor. x. 4. The outflow now caused appears to have been kept up for some time
;

and the desert of Sinai being near wherein Israel remained for about a year, this rock "fol-

lowed them " with its welcome stream, becoming thereby typical of spiritual ble.ssing. "That
r^ck was {i.e., represented) the Christ." An experience in the desert such as this, even if con-

tinued only for a few months, would worthily serve as a type to be carried down the atjes :

it is, however, to be noticed, that we do not read of the Hebrews again suffering from thirst

till years have elapsed, and then it is in a locality a long way from this smitten rock in

Horeb.

16. The Lord hath sworn.]—A far-fetched if not an impossible rendering. The worda are

literally—
** For (or because) a hand upon (or against) the throne of Jah ;

War for Jehovah with Amalek from generation, generation.**

** If the hand refer to Amalek (Kalisch), the sentence runs thus—' because his (Amalek 's) hand
was against the throne of Yah (the Kingdom of God, which includes His people), Ac' The
meaning is here simple and easy; tlie connection with what goes before is sufficiently plain

;

and the reason assigned for perpetual war until Amalek be extirpated, is intelligible and suit-
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ible."—(Murphy). "This on the whole seenis to be the most satisfactory ex[)lanatioii."

—

(Speaker's Comuieiitary.) Some schohirs (Geseiiius, Fiirst, Davies) think the rare woni 03,
"throne," to be an error for Q3, "banner; " and one of them (Fiirst.) proposes the iolhnvnig

translation : "The memorial is upon the banner of God,—'Jehovah wages war with Amalek
from generation to generation.'

"

MAIN HOMILETIGS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-7.

HOREB ; OR, THE NeEDFUL ThINGS OF LiFE PROVIDENTIALLY SUPPLIED.

The expression, " after their journeys," in ver. 1, would lead us to expect

that there was a station or two between the wilderness of Sin and Rephidim.
And on reference to Numbers xxxiii. 12-14, we find that there were Dophkah
and Alush. Nothing of importance occurred at these phices. The Israelites

were not tempted. God was not displeased. The life of man is not always
eventful. It has many halting-places destitute of moral interest. But these

are soon exchanged for scenes of trial. Moral character is developed better at

Rephidim than at Dophkah and Alush.

I. That men are sometimes brought into great straits through lack of the
ordinary things of life. " And there was no water for the people to drink."

Thus the Israelites lacked water. They had lacked bread only a few days
previously. It is not the lot of man to be long free from trial of some kind.

Trials come successively. This was the case with Job. Joseph escapes the pit

and is put into the dungeon. David passes from the cave of Adullam to the

wilds of Engedi. They are diversified according to the station in which our tent

is fixed. Every sphere of life has something of perplexity connected with it,

which tests our moral nature and brings the mercy of God near to us. We
must learn both how to want and how to abound, to be sorrowful and yet always
rejoicing. Thus by the varied trials of life man is made to feel that earth cannot

give him abiding satisfaction, and he is led to anticipate the rest of heaven. Each
sorrow in the wilderness would lead the true Israelite to long for the land of

promise ; and so all the vicissitudes of earth should create desires for the eternal

satisfaction of heaven. The believer must not think of undisturbed repose while

in the flesh. Life is a school in which sorrow is the first teacher, and in which
we may learn the meaning of self. In the best gardens of earth there are graves

;

the garden of heaven is in eternal bloom. There the wilderness is unknown,
and hunger and thirst are not experienced. The Lamb feeds them. They
drink of the River of the Water of Life. But we see from this narrative, that

each occasion of want on the part of Israel was signalised by a rich manifestation of

the mercy of God. Their hunger was met by the manna. Their thirst was met
by the streams of Horeb. The hour of man's need is often the hour of God's

richest gift and blessing. Heaven gives kindly revelations of its love to sorrow-

ful souls. Thus we see how thoroughly man depends upon God, even for the

common necessities of life. The water we drink is the gift of His hand, and
will cease to flow at His command. Man may experience want even in the

paths in which he is Divinety led. Sorrow should lead to repentance and not

to murmuring. Have you never felt the need of spiritual water ? There is a thirst

of soul compared with which physical thirst is unimportant, and which needs

immediate attention. David thirsted for God. Earthly things cannot appease

this thirst. The life of the soul cannot be sustained without the water of the

Holy Spirit. It is absolutely essential. We are dependent upon heaven for it.

No human creature can supply it. It flows clear as crystal from th<^ throne of

God and the Lamb. It is beyond price, and yet is free. It is refreshing to

the wearv soul. Here we drink of the stream; in the life to come we shall
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drink at the fountain head. If we thirst after God we shall diligently seek Hira

in the means of grace and in private prayer.

II. That when men are brought into great straits through lack of tha

ordinary things of life, they often appeal to human agencies rather than to

Divine. " Wherefore tlie people did chide with Moses, and said, Give us water

that we may drink." Thus the Israehtes blamed Moses for the straits intc

which they were brought through lack of water. How foolish, for did not he

suifer from the same calamity '? nor was it in his power to create fountains.

How cruel, for was not he seeking their freedom 1 How fickle the approbation

of men, it varies with the circumstances of life. People often go to the human
in trouble when they ought to go to the Divine. It is the way of the world.

God must be seen throus^h all the aorencies which He sends to conduct our life

to its destined place. The seen things around us, which are influencing us, are

only the means which heaven appoints to bring us to rest, and therefore our

thoughts must not terminate in them, but must run on to that Being who has

so wisely ordered them. Men are slow to see that all the circumstances of life

are related to the providence of God, rather than to the immediate agencies

which appear to have caused them. And if you are seeking spiritual water to

quench the thirst of your soul, do not go to the creature for it, hut to the Creator. The
Israelites went to Moses and asked him to satisfy their thirst ; but in vain.

Not even the good things of this life, which are appointed by God for the true

welfare of man, can satisfy this deeper longing of the soul. Science cannot.

A good name cannot. Social enjoyment cannot. God alone can quench its

thirst. Hence let no human soul seek to obtain from human agencies what alone

can be obtained from the Divine. If you drink of the wells of earth you will

thirst again ; but if of the water of the Spirit you will thirst no more.

III. That when men are brought into straits through the lack of things

they very much need, they often get them in the providence of God from
the most unlikely sources." " Behold, I will stand before thee there upon the

rock in Horeb ; and thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall come water out

of it, that the people may drink." Thus we see that God did not flash imme-
diate judgment upon these rebellious people. He is long-suffering toward the

race. We must learn to be patient with those who injure us. God has regard

to human need, and evil in men will not turn Him away from His promise.

.None need despair of His mercy. When the people chide, the minister should
pray. When his perplexity is great he most needs direction from heaven ; God
always reveals to praying souls the best method of action in the time of trouble.

To prayerful spirits He makes known the rock which shall relieve their need.

Thus the thirst of Israel was quenched by water from a rock. Who would expect
clear, bright, water from a flinty rock? Certainly not the most sanguine in the

camp of Israel. We know not the possibilities of the things around us. The
providence of God can make rocks into rivers to supply the need of His people.

We often get our blessings from whence we least expect them ; we get pity from
the hard-hearted, money from the miserly, and harvests from barren places.

Nature yields her secret treasures at the voice of heaven. Every rock in the
desert is embraced in the providence of God. From whence shall come the water

to satisfy the thirst of the soul ? From the rivers of worldly pleasures 1 From
the streams of human philosophy ? From the wells of wealth 1 Nay ; we point

to One who was despised and rejected of men, a Man of sorrows and acquainted
with grief, and say that from the Rock Christ Jesus comes the spiritual water,

which alone can quench the thirst of the soul. Christ is set forth under the
emblem of a rock. He is strong. He withstands all enemies. He is the true

foundation for moral character. He is the abiding Refuge of the soul. Thus, ii
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not human salvation from an unlikely source ? Who would have predicted that

the Divine Son of God would have died to save men from sin ? Yet so it is,

and from the smitten Christ there flows a stream which is equal to the moral
thirst of humanity. Christ was smitten. He bore the penalties of a broken
law. Heaven spared Him not. He was smitten in body and in soul (Isa.

liii. 10). The supply of water from the rock was free. The waters which flowed
forth from the rock were free to all the camp of Israel. We should not have
been surprised if rebellion had limited the supply to the more worthy few ; but

no, the gifts of God are bestowed on the just and on the unjust. And so the

mercy which is in Christ Jesus is free to all, even to the worst of sinners (Rev.

xxii. 17). The supply of water from the rock was abundant. He brought
streams also out of the rock, and caused the waters to run down like rivers

(Ps. Ixxviii. 16). There was sufficient water to meet the thirst of the entire

camp. The mercy which is in Christ Jesus is superabundant ; all may freely drink
and yet there will be enough and to spare. Our Heavenly Father bestows not

mercy with a sparing hand. He is rich in pity. The supply of water from the

rock was pure. This water was not bitter. It was not poisonous. It was sweet.

It was cooling. The mercy which is in Christ Jesus is sweet and clear as

crystal. It cleanses those who drink it, and makes them meet for the inherit-

ance of the saints in light. The supply of water from the rock was continuous.

The water of the rock followed Israel. The mercy which is in Christ Jesus will

never leave a trustful soul ; but will follow it through all the wanderings of life.

Our Heavenly Father is never absent from the good; goodness and mercy
follow them all their days.

IV. That when men are brought into straits, the way in which they act

therein will leave irreparable memorials of sin or victory. *' And he called

the name of the place Massah, and Meribah, because of the chiding of the

children of Israel, and because they tempted the Lord, saying, Is the Lord
among us, or not?" (ver. 7.) In the conduct of the Israelites there had been
base unbelief and ingratitude. They had chided Moses. They had forgotten

the sweetened waters of Marah. They thought not of the pillar of cloud. In

the presence of these things, they asked, " Is the Lord among us, or not 1
'*

Some men will not see the clearest indications of the Divine Presence in the

experiences of life. They are slow to recognise God in their time of need.

Heaven is with us as truly in need as in plenty. When life is in pain, then the

consolations of Divine mercy are richest. Moral conduct always leaves memorials

behind it. In the olden times names were changed in token of great soul-events;

Jacob was changed to Israel. Every righteous act of the soul leaves its

memorial in increased vigour of manhood, in purity and beauty of character,

and in the rich blessing of God. Every sinful act of soul leaves its memorial

in an impoverished and ruined manhood. Thus the scenes of life which ought

to be radiant with Divine mercy, are often darkened by the sin of man. Let us

not leave behind in our life memorials of strife and unbelief, but of faith and good
works. Such memorials are abiding ; once erected, they cannot be removed

;

hence the need that they should be worthy. LESSt)NS:— 1. That man is

frequently called upon in this life to endure great physical need. 2. That the physical

needs of life often reveal our real and inner character. 3. That the physical needs of

life are no indication that God has failed us. 4. That the physical needs of life give

us a great insight into the wealth and method of Divine mercy.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 1, 2. The trials of the Church The Church must encamp where the

are continued and multiplied in tne Word of God determines.

time of pilgrimage. Want and hardship may attend
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God's people where He bids them In the midst of threatenings God
pitch. commands His servants to walk

Every strait is an occasion of stir- safely,

ring up the wicked to sin. God may allow some murmurers to

CJnreasonable transgressors are apt go and see His miracles wrought, but

to revile the innocent ministers of not all.

God. Murmurers fare the better and have

God's faithful ministers may justly mercies through believers who obey

turn away undeserved reproofs from God.
themselves. God's ministers are and must be

God's faithful ministers labour to exact in doing God's commands before

show men their unreasonableness in all men.
their temptation of God. It is God's pleasure to make places

monuments of men's sins by Hia

Verses 3-7. Unbelieving murmurers naming them,

expostulate about judgments as if they Temptation of God and contention

were causeless. with His servants usually go together.

Earnest prayers to Jehovah are the It is high tempting of God to call

best means for God's servants to use in question His gracious presence with

against the violent threats of men. His people.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 8-16.

The Battle between Good and Evil.

It is through much tribulation that we enter the kingdom of heaven. The
Israelites had experienced hunger. They had experienced thirst. Both had
been supplied. Now they are to pass into a new experience of sorrow, they

are called to do battle with numerous and fierce enemies. Thus the trials of the

Christian life are numerous, varied, unexpected, and come in rapid succession.

They test strength. They require wisdom. They are to be met in dependence

on God. All pure souls are in a militant condition as long as they are in this

world ; they are met in their moral progress by terrible enemies, whom they

must conquer or before whom they must fall.

I. That the good are required to do battle with inveterate enemies. " Then
came Amalek, and fought with Israel in Rephidim " (ver. 8). These people

were descended from Esau, and seem to have been animated by something of

the old enmity which once existed between Jacob and Esau. They were also

envious of the mercies which were Divinely vouchsafed to Israel, and were
anxious to spoil them. Some people can never live in peace and let the children

of God pass by unmolested. These foes came secretly upon Israel (Deut. xxv.

18). And so every pure soul has its Amalek. It has to contend with the

Amalek of an evil heart ; with the Amalek of a wicked world ; and with the

Amalek of fidlen angels. These enemies seek to impede its progress to heaven.

They are cunning in device. They are vigilant in purpose. They are intense in

hatred. They especially imperil those who loiter in the rear of the Christian

life. Peter followed afar off, and was overtaken by the enemy. No pure soul is

exempt from this conflict. Are we surprised that God did not avert this war
from the Israelites *? They were only just out of bondage ; the newly-converted
soul is speedily called to meet enemies. They were undrilled ; the good learn

their drill in the battle. They were unarmed ; the weapons of the good are not
carnal. Thus they were prepared for coming warfare with the Canaanites, whose
territory they were to possess. The soul is led gradually into the moral battle
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of life. We cannot get to heaven without being interrupted by many enemies
—by Satan, by poverty, by sickness, by prosperity; all these will seek to stop

or slay us.

II. That the good in this conflict must combine prayer with the utmost
exertion to overcome their enemies. " And Moses said unto Josluia, Ciioo.-e

us out men, and go out, fight with Amalek : to-morrow I will stand on the to,>

of the hill, with the rod of God in mine hand " (verses 9-11). Thus the Israelite.-

were not with indifference to look upon the invading army. The good cannoi

afford to treat the progress of sin in the world with cool contempt. Joshua was
to muster the best men for the conflict. The good require to be well led by the

purest and most heroic spirits in their midst, in their strife with evil. Truth
has lost many a battle through bad generalship. Truth needs a man like Luther
to lead the attack. If we would overcome evil within us and without us, we
must summon the best energies of our mental and moral nature, and put them
under the command of Christ ; then shall we be led to victory. Joshua fought.

Moses went up the hill to pray. Prayer is often uphill work. And the conflict

between Good and Evil necessitates the use of prayer and activity. Man must
pray over his evil heart, and he must also fight against its sinful tendencies.

During the battle some are better qualified to pray, others to wield the sword
;

both conduce to the victory. Hence varied talents are brought into helpful

service. We must not go to this war in our own strength. Christ within the

veil prays for every soul engaged in dire conflict with the world's evil ; and in

this is the hope of victory. We must trace all our moral victories up to the

intercession of Christ ; He prays for us that our faith fail not; Yet the conflict

may be severe and long ; even prayer and effort do not always win a speedy
conquest. Sin is persistent in its opposition to the soul.

III. That the good in this conflict are often impeded by the weakness con-

sequent upon the physical condition of life. " But Moses' hands were heavy

;

and they took a stone, and put it under him, and he sat thereon ; and Aaron
and Hur stayed up his hands, the one on the one side, and the other on the

other side ; and his hands were steady until the going down of the sun " (ver.

12). The physical man soon tires in religious devotion. The spirit is willing,

but the flesh is weak. The best of men are not exempt from the infirmities

which inhere in the body. When prayer is interrupted, the enemy of the soul

gains an advantage. Moral declension begins here. We conquer evil as we
pray. Nature at the strongest is weak. But the hands of Moses were supported

by Aaron and Hur. Holy companionship is helpful in the hour of severe moral
conflict. Two are better far than one. Christians should seek to hold up the

hands of ministers. They must bear one another's burdens. The insignificant

members of the Church may render service to the most important ; Hur may
strengthen Moses. The smallest services are potent for good in the great con-

flict between Good and Evil ; even the holding up of enfeebled hands. All can

do something toward this ultimate victory. The energy of one may aid the

weakness of another. The hands of our heavenly Intercessor never grow weary
with pleading ; and the infirm Christian will soon be as the angels. It is con-

soling that God knows our frame, and remembers that we are dust,

IV. That the good in their conflict should keep faithful record of their

victories. " And Joshua discomfited Amalek and his people with the edge of

the sword. And the Lord said unto Moses, Write this for a memorial in a book "

(verses 13, 14). Thus the Israelites were victorious. They were delivered from
their enemies. They gained warlike experiences which would be useful to them.

They would gain courage and hope in reference to the future. And one victory

over self prepares the way for another, though we may have to wait long ^oi
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final conquest over selfishness. The power of Satan will one day be destroyed.

The Church must conquer all foes. Christ is its Captain. He has triumphed

by the cross. A record should be kept of all our soul-victories, to aid memory,
to inspire hope, to awaken gratitude to Him to whom it is due. They are

worthy of permanent name. They are interesting and instructive. And soon

may the record of final victory be penned, and the kingdoms of this world become
the kingdoms of the Lord.

V. That the good in this conflict should ascribe all the glory of victory

to God. " And Moses built an altar, and called the name of it Jehovah-nissi :

for he said, Because the Lord will have war with Amalek from generation to

generation" (verses 15, 16). The Israelites had fought under the banner of

God— to Him was due the glory of victory. They recognised the Divine help

—

not their own valour and fortune. They set up a memorial of it. We should

set up grateful memorials of our victories over sin. Lessons :— 1. That there are

inveterate enemies to moral goodness. 2. That these enemies are doomed to ultimate

defeat and destruction. 3. Tluit the good must p'ay and fight to this end. 4. There

will he a final celebration of victory.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

"Verse 8. New plagues for new mur-
murings God can make quickly to

follow sinners.

Greatest enemies of the Church God
may make to arise from the fathers of

it.

The weakness of the Church is an
occasion unto wicked enemies to

oppress it.

Amalek will for no cause seek to

fight and destroy Israel.

Whatever enemies intend, God
orders all their victories against Israel

for good.

Verse 9. In case of oppression by
hostility, God allows His Israel to

make this defence.

God in His wisdom orders several

parts to several instruments for

safety.

The Church needs leaders in its war
against evil.

Counsel for praying and fi^^hting

given by God, and taken from Him, is

defensive to His Church.

Verse 10. Counsels for defence of

God's Church are not only to be given

and taken, but acted upon.

Good associates in praying are sweet
helps to save the Church.

Gracious instruments are ready to

climb hills to God for the help of the
good.

Verses 11-13. The human hand :

—

1. Helpful to God, as an instrument*

2. Feeble in prayer, as an infirmity.

3. Strengthened in service, as indica-

tive of friendship. 4. An encourage-

ment in battle even to victory.

Doubtful may be the fight of Israel

as to success against its enemies for a
time.

Good helpers to strengthen hearts

and hands in faintings are especially

useful.

By such aids souls may be faithful

to God unto time of victory.

Verse 14. Jehovah^s victories over

the enemies of the Church He giveth

in charge to be recorded.

Writing and tradition are both God's
ways of recording His works for future

ages.

God's book is the best record of His
mighty works done for His Church.
A memorial would God have kept

by the records of God's works to

men.

Verses 15, 16. Worship-memorials
are the best monuments of God's glori-

ous victories in the Church.
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In all such worship-memorials, Jeho- Church is a strong reason for naming
vail must be known as the banner of Him their banner,

the Church. God has sworn successive destruo-

God's oath against the enemies of His tion to all of Amalek to the end.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XVII,

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Human Hearts 1 Ver. 1. Men may do
much under the momentary influence of ex-

citement. A coward has been icnown to be-

come momentarily brave, as Sir Walter Scott

evidently understood when he painted one
of his characters in the " Fair Maid of Perth."

But the nature is not changed ; for when the

exciting cause ceases, then the efifects vanish
—like the music which dies away when the
breeze ceases to touch the harp chords—or

like the corpse of Edgar Allan Poe's romance,
which ceased to move when the electric

battery was removed. So with Israel
;
great

was their Red Sea triumph-song ; but there

was no change of heart. They had been like

those sand toys which we buy for our children.

You turn the box upside down, and then the
little acrobat revolves and revolves till the

sand is all run down, when he hangs motion-
less ; or like that singular case in the now
defunct Oxford Street Pantheon, which con-

tained a bird drinking at a fountain. After
every sip of the crystal fluid, it raised its head,

swelled its gorgeous throat, trilled its glorious

song, only so long as the machinery was wound
up. When the chain and spring had run
down, then the bullfinch stood stiff and still.

Tlie winding up had not changed it from a

stuffed to a living bird. Israel, wrought up
to enthusiasm on the spur of the moment,
sang Jehovah's praises by the Red Sea wave ;

but the wilderness-way cools their fervour.

Alas ! they soon show that their hearts had
yet to be changed.

** Oh ! wonderful rebellion,

Thou Lord of hope and life 1

Betwixt Thee and Thy servant

There have been war and strife."

Rephidim-Rest I Ver. 1. The course of

none has been along so beaten a road that

they remember not fondly some " resting-

places" in their journeys—some turns of their

patli in which lovely prospects broke in upon
them—some soft plats of green refreshment
to their weary feet. Talfourd says, such are

confiding love—generous friendship—disinter-

ested humanity. The Rephidim-rest was by
no means barren. It was doubtless surrounded
by steep shelving mountains of gneiss, the
fantastic cleavage and variety of which added
greatly to the beauty of the scene. It has

been said that the scenery is not unlike Glen-

coe without its heather. Through the plain

nay be seen scattered groups of trees—the

tamarisk with its long, feathery boughs—the
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palm-tree with its long, bare trunk, and tuft

of broad leaves at the top—and the th ck,

straggling, thorn bushes. But palms uikI

tamarisks were dotted all around ; and on
every knoll and mountain slope were rui led

houses, churches, and walls, at the time
Captain Palmer visited the scene. Farther
on were some hundreds of palms—w.iat

Southey calls "a palm grove islanded amid
the waste."

" Mine eyes have seen Thy wonders
All through this desert land."

RepMdim-Rebellion I Ver. 2. How often
—especially in Eastern lands and under Syrian
skies—have we seen a morning fair and bright

as ever dawned on mortal vision, and looked
for a high noon goMen and glowing, flashing

its glories far and wide, only, when the hour
arrived, to find it clouded and mournful,
with wailing winds and muttering thunders I

When the motley hosts of Moses clustered on
the far shore of the Red Sea wave, what a
bright dawn was their liberty—brighter far

than the radiant beams of eastern dawn light

that lit up the wide waste where slept in

their watery couches the mailed phalanxes of
Pharaoh. Alas ! how soon—ere noon—did
that bright promise pale and fade—pale as
pales the northern coruscations from the
arctic zone—fade as fades the blush upon the
cheek of consumption, beauteous when it is

christened death. When Sir Samuel Baker
was in Abyssinia, he saw the natives employ-
ing their cattle not only as beasts of burden,
but for carrying supplies of water in skins

slung at their sides. Probably the Israelites

brought with them from Egypt supplies of

water in this way. These would last until,

having reached the Wilderness of Sin, they
were called upon to turn away from the
seashore, and get up among the mountains.
Here the water supply becomes exhausted,
and Israel once more sins. With fierce im-
patience, they turn to their leader, and heap
upon him reproaches as bitter as they were
unjust and ungrateful. The falling spoke of

the revolving wheel returns and reascends.

The ebbing tide of rebellion rolls in again.

Thus troubles fall and rise again ; tempta-
tions die and revive again. The Israelites

murmur; and in their repinings we see the

bias of human nature. Yet, on the base of

rebellion there lises a lovely pillar, on which
all ages may read the golden glories of ttie

Lord—the Lord God merciful and gracioui
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** And }'et I could not trust Thee,
Or wait upon Thine hand."

Rephidim-Rock ! Ver. 6. About two miles

below Paran, on the side towards Egypt from
which the Israelites would have a{)proacht'd,

there is a spot never noticed by former tra-

vellers, w lich is connected by Bedawin tra-

dition with this miracle. Thus writes Captain

Pahner of the Sinaitic Expedition:—Dr. Dur-
bin, in his " Observations on the East," says

that the rock made more impression upon
him tlian any natural object claiming to attest

a miracle ever did. No moisture is now seen

about the surface, but the Arabs say that

there is water beneath the soil. They accord-

ingly give to the stone the name of " Tbe
Concealed S()ring of the Writer," i.e., Moses.

In Psalm cxiv. 8, it says that Jeliovah turned

the flint into a fountain of water. The manna
was simply sent from heaven ; but the water,

on the contrary, was brought out of the

smitten rock—the most unlikely place that

could be imagined. Some men went about
collecting funds for an important charity.

They arrived in course of time at a very rich

man's door, who was known to be churlish in

his manner and niggardly in his gifts ; where-
upon they said that there was no need to call

on him, "He is not likely to give." How-
ever, they entered, laid their case before him,
and were beyond measure astonished when he
gave them the largest donation of all. Re-
phidim-Rock was a most unlikely [)lace from
which to receive supplies of water. And
nothing more unlikely than that life and hap-
piness should flow from One crucified as at

malefactor.

**What if my lips have thirsted ?

Thou from the rock couldst bring
The pure refreshing water

Of some unfailing spring."

Rock-Rifts ! Ver. 6. Tiie command is

:

" Smite the rock " Moses lifts his rod, and
with it he strikes the great granite mass. It

is rent, torn asunder ; and from inside the
water bubbles up—gushes out—overflows in

all directions—pours down into the valley

—

and rolls onward a clear, bright, and sparkling
river. Law remarks that the antitype is the
smitten Jesus. (1.) It was from the stricken
• itone that the waters gushed out. The
i'ouuds of Jesus are the avenue of the Spirit.

Vhey give forth water—the sparkling emblem
of the power of grace. (2.) Sweet was this

bl'^ssing to the pilgrims of the desert ; but
sweeter far to the true sons of God are those
S})iritual supplies, of which they drink with
greediness and gladness.

** And now that I have tasted
The soul-reviving stream,

Alas ! how sad and shameful
My late repinings seem."

Seeing Purity! Ver. 1-7. We have be-
come familiar with the symbol of the stagnant

pool, all whose impurities have setMrd nt the

bottom, and left its waters clear. Tlie sun«

beam or even the traveller's staff" soon dis-

closes the "seeming purity to be real in) purity."

But we have recently read that a tourist in

the Holy Land on one occasion procured two
little [)hials, which he filled with water from
the Joi-dan. The liquid in one of the vessels

was filtered, so as to be clear like ciystal.

The other bottle had in it the sediment as

well as the water ; and when shaken, it rose

and discoloured the liquid. So with Isiael

;

when Jehovah shook them, it was apparent

that deep down at the bottom of the sea of

their religious life there was much impurity.

Affliction soon tests the integrity of our

motives—the disinterestedness of our friend-

ship—the reality of our faith in God. And so

with Israel. The manna miracle had only

caused the doubts and despairs to settle at the

bottom of their heart ; so that when the hand
of God shook it by lack of water, loud mur-
murs rose up. All the goodness of God was
forgotten ; and maddened with thirst and
rage, they threatened the life of their leader.

" Yes, I have vainly chided
Thy providential ways

;

And I have mourned and murmured
When thou hast looked for praise."

Prayer-Power ! Ver. 4. There is scarcely

a material force or element which has not
been at one time or another influenced by
prayer. We speak of a flinty rock ; and lo !

waters gush forth plentifully when prayer

touches it with her magic wand. We speak

of the ocean ; and lo ! a pathway is made for

the ransomed of the Lord, when prayer

stretches over it her magic wand and divides

it asunder. Talk of Aladdin's lamp ; behold

the true secret of power in the uplifted hand
and heart of Moses in the Mount. It will be
one of the grand revelations of the future to

see the proofs of the power of prayer—many
and more marvellous than Jacob's Peniel

wrestlings—than Elijah's Carmel agonisings

—than Paul's strong cryings and tears. As
has been said, prayer plucks out the briers

and thorns in the pathway of life, and covers

that pathway with flowers and fruits

—

stretches out its mighty hand to heaven, and
scatters the dark portentous cloud threaten-

ing destruction—links its hands to Divinity,

so that it becomes strong as God, and can
hurl defiance at all foes :

" I fear no foe, with Thee at hand to bless
;

Prayer makes the Christian's armour bright."

Sanctified Suffering! Ver. 3-7. It has
been beautifully said, ** There are many
frviits which never turn sweet until the frost

has lain upon them. There are many nuts
that never fall from the boughs of the forest

trees till the frost has opened and ripened
them. And there are many elements of life

that never grow sweet and beautiful until

sorrow comes." But these sorrows need the
sanctifying inO'^ences of the Spirit to the end
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that they may ripen and sweeten the elements
of character upon which they act. Without
divine grace we may grow sour and ungainly
under heart sorrows.

" God guideth all His children home
By paths we know not iiere

;

But once with Him, His ways will b«
To every loved one clear."

Amalek-Associations ! Ver. 8. The Ama-
lekites—a nomad people dwelling in tents,

and rich in flocks and herds—at this time
occupied the peninsula. Some have supposed
them to be descendants of Esau ; but doubt-
less they had an earlier origin. Smith says

that Arabian geographers state that they
came from the shores of the Persian Gulf.

At any rate, they were a numerous and
powerful nation, occupying the region between
Southern Palestine and Egypt. There is

every reason to believe that Paran is just the
spot which the Amalekites would have been
sure to defend. It contains a beautiful oasis

well worth fighting for; and the place is cap-

able of being easily defended a;^ainst large

numbers by a comparatively small force.

Whether Amalek regarded Israel as an
intruder, or whether, for the sake of plunder,

they seem first to have assaulted the rear of

the column as it wound up through the

narrow defiles, and cut ofif the infirm and
stragglers, the motives which Amalek had
in view seem to have been so base and repre-

hensible that they called forth from God a

pecial and terrible announcement—nothing
short of extermination. This incessant

struggle against Amalek furnishes an admir-
able application for the Church. She must
not let go the sacred banner displayed be-

cause of the truth, nor cease waging a
perpetual moral crusade against sins and
corruptions until she has effectually destroyed
them, and can say, ** They are no more."
The course adopted by the Scottish monarchs
for the resolute extirpation of the Border
raiders may supply an analogy. In nature,

one species of the ant tribe thus exterminates
its foes. The missel thrush, knowing the
cruel propensities of the jay as they grow up,

watches the young of these birds, and deli-

berately destroys them wherever it can. It

is an instinct—not of revenge—but of self-

defence and preservation. So with Israel I

Defence not defiance

!

" Thronging hosts have gathered round me,
And the pilgrims God defied

;

But His armour fitteth closely,

And His sword is at my side."

Mountain-Mediation I Ver. 9. Not the
hands of Moses, but the rod was the banner.
That rod was held forth as a banner over the
battle-field—not in the midst of the fight,

where sacrilegious hands could grasp—but
high above, i.e., 700 feet, on the top of the
hill overlooking the scene. When Moses l«t

down this banner, the bands and heart« u1
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Israel sank—their hopes of victory faded.

The Great Mediator faltered in His earth-

struggle; but even as Aaron and Hur sus-

tained the uplifted hands of Moses, so the

attributes of Messiah's priesthood strengthened
Him to uphold the banner of the truth. Henry
of Navarre bade liis soldiers look for his snow-
white plume, that crested his princely helmet
—in place of the celebrated oriflamme or

standard of France—and press towards it for

victory. As it fell, so sank their hopes ; but
as it rose again in sight, they fought and won.
Our Mediator, high on the heights of heaven,

sustained by His priestly powers, uprears

over the great battle-plain of earth His glori-

ous standard—the rod that smote—the truth

of God. Now His hands never sink, but are

upheld unweariedly until at eventide His
mountain-mediation secures ultimate victory.

It has, however, b^^en suggested that Aaron
and Hur represent those children of God who
are shiit out from active effort for God and
His Church by sickness or infirmity. Such
cannot fight like Joshua on the plain ; but
with Moses on the height they can pray. So
that the lesson designed by tlie incident is

not so much the power of prayer by us as the
might of IJis mediation. *' Christ the strength

of His people,"—both on the mount and in

the valley— both as Moses and as Joshua.
The most honoured of earthly standards may
lead to defeat, as when the consecrated stan-

dards of the Crusaders were grasped by the

sacrilegious hosts of Saladin ; but the ** name
of the Lord," the *' truth of God," must
lead to victory.

" Is not He who fights for Israel

Pledged to make my cause His own t

Keeps He not for me the palm branch.

And the overcomer's crown ?

Pleading and Praising! Ver. 14. These
are twins, which ought never to be sundered.

It was a quaint notion of the learned Goodwin
that prayer and praise were like the double
action of the lungs, what we receive in

answer to prayer being given back in praise

to God. Moses had been wrestling on the

hill while Israel was wrestling in the vale

;

now praise follows. What joyful songs of

praise rose up as the last rays of the sun
faded behind the hills. Standard-bearers,

captain, soldiers, all rejoice together.

**Long, indeed, may last the conflict,

But the victory is secure
;

And the new sweet song of triumph
Shall from age to age endure."

Banner-Beacons ! Ver. 15. It was Jehovah
who led Israel to Rephidim, that " place of

mercy," which Israel turned into a place of

murmuring. It became a place of battle
;

and on it Israel erected a banner. On the

field of Waterloo there stands a huge mound,
surmounted with the Belgic lion ; and here

and tnere may be seen monuments whera
heroes such as Picton and Ponsonby felL
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These are to mark the place of victory. The
victorious Israelites erected not a monument,
but a nieniorial-altar, thus acknowledging the

Source of victory. Thanks be to God who
givetli us the victory ! After the fearful and
bloody strife at St-dan, the warrior veteran

monarch of Germany telegraphed to his

anxious Empress that God had given them
victory, and she must at once announce a

solemn Te Deum throughout the land. If

there be baseless pretension, it is when dust

claims honour as the worker of Jehovah's

works. The tool is not the agent, the pen is

not the spring of thought, the spade of the

labourer is not the source of growth and ripe-

ness in the corn. It is the Lord who fights

for His people. Under this banner they
advance from victory to victory, until all their

enemies are destroyed Led through count-

less conflicts, yet they never lose a field.

They march to the throne of God in heaven,

before which is spread a banquet, overshaded
by a banner. When the Waterloo banquet
was first held to celebrate Wellington's vic-

tory over Napoleon, the banqueting-hall was
hung round with standards, and a canopy of

English banners was suspended over the heads
of the Iron Duke and his officers. He brought
me into His banqueting-house, and His banner
over me was Love. Blessed are they tliat

are called to the marriage-supper of the
Lamb.

*' ' Jehovah, my standard !' How bright u
tile blessing

Of them who go forth in the name of the

Lord,

To combat with those who long since have
been vanquished

By Him who has given this rallying-word."

Intercession-Influence! Ver. 10,11. (1.)

We have read of tiie missionary travelling in

the desert, and resting for the night with his

little company without any other covering

than the canopy of heaven, rising the next
morning and observing the footsteps of the
beasts of prey within a few inches of his

person, and yet no injury done. But have
we thought what intercession-influence in

England secured this safety? (2.) Look at

the statesman wielding the destinies of the
nation, presiding at the helm of national

affairs. We think that his talent has brought
all these popular measures about ; but if we
only knew the real truth, we should find that

these wonderful acts are the result of inter-

cession-influence. In the world that lie*

beyond, we shall see how often God hap
answered prayer even in national history ; and
how many of the measures which have de-

lighted and blessed us have been the fruit of

believing prayer in some humble cottage

home.

**More things are wrought by prayer
Than this world dreams of."

CHAPTER XVIIL

Critical Notes.—1. Midian.]— If we may assume that these Midianites were descendanta

of Midian, son of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv. 2), our wonder will be lessened that among
this Araliian people we should find the knowledge and worship of Jehovah had been preserved,

as seen in this narrative. Thus this episode may be added to other incidental proofs of the

continuance of pure religion among Gentile nations. 6. Am come.] More exactly, "Am
comiuij:;" i.e., **Am on my way; am at hand." This intelligence, sent forward by a
messenger, would give Moses time to go forth to meet his father-in-law, as we find he
did. We have here a beautiful picture of Eastern manners. The relatives meet, embrace
each other, and, after due inquiries as to each otlier's welfare, turn at the head of their

groups of attendants, and move on in conversation towards the camp of Israel and the tent

of Moses. Nor may we take the absence of any remark on the meeting of Moses and
Zipporah as implying anythmg unfavourable to their cordial relationship to each other. It

is much in the manner of the Eastern delicacy of feeling to pass by the matrimonial
connection without remark. It is pleasant to find Zipporah restored to her husband. They
have been parted but for a few months at most : in tlie interval, "What hath God wrought!"
27. Moses let his father-in-law depart.] The departure of Jethro may or may not have taken

place prior to the law-giving from Sinai. It is quite possible, as Kalisch suggests, tliai this

verse is here added for the sake of completeness, after the manner of chaj). xvi. 35, leaving us
free, notwithstanding, to believe tliat Jethro remained some time with Moses, as for many
reasons he would be likely to do. It is to he l)orne in mind, however, tliat Midian was not far

from the desert of Sinai, as Moses was hereabouts feeding the flock of Jethro when first com-
missioned from the burning busii. "It is most probable," says Murphy, "that, during the
eleven mouths and twenty davs of the sojourn of Israel in the wilderness of Sinai, there were
frequent interviews lietween Moses and his relations by marriage, as they were in the imme-
diate neighbourhood." This deserves all the more attention by reason of the record contained
'a ^'umb. X. 2y-32.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-12.

Family Gatherings.

It seems that Jethro, the priest of Midiaii, had heard of all that God had done
for Moses, and became anxious again to see his son-in-law. It is well when
men have their ears open to the tidings of God's providential mercies to the

good. The senses should be avenues of the Divine to the soul. Jethro was
a Gentile, and resided at a distance, but national peculiarities and distance from
great events will not silence the voice of heaven to a faithful souL Gentiles

hear of God when Jews will not. The distant magi come to seek Him when
they at Jerusalem are ignorant of Him. Now we see the little party setting out

on their glad journey. There is the old father, the wife, and two sons of Moses
going to meet the relative from whom' they had been a long time separated.

The journey is long, but they are sustained in it by the glad prospect of

reunion. We have heard tidings of the world beyond the grave ; thither are

we travelling, and shall soon join those who have gone before us.

I That this family gathering was permitted after long absence and after

the occurrence of great events. Moses had parted from his father-in-law some
forty years ago, in order that he might go to Pharaoh and demand the release

of ttie Israelites. He had not seen his wife and sons since the day he had sent

them back, when a great peril threatened his life. Moses had left all behind
that he might with greater fidelity and zeal execute the great work intrusted to

him. Daring these years of absence God had done great things for the

Israelites. He liad manifested His omnipotent power on their behalf in the

dire plagues which had fallen on Egypt. He had shown His faithfulness " and
mercy in their deliverance from bondage, and in the supply of their needs in the

wilderness. He had given manna from the skies. He had given water from
the rock. He had given the cloud to guide them. Now the tent is pitched.

It is a time of rest. Families are often separated on earth, sometimes by stern

need, in order to win daily bread ; sometimes by the call of the Gospel, in

order thereby to promote the welfare of God's word and kingdom ; and one

separation awaits all families, even that occasioned by death. These separations

are fraught with pain. But the time of meeting draws near ; then what histories

will there be to narrate, and what joys will compensate the sorrow past. Christ

is gathering His family to the house not made with hands, eternal in the

heavens.

II. That this family gathering was characterised by courtesy, by a
religious spirit, and by devout conversation. 1. There was true courtesy.

" And he said unto Moses, I, thy father-in-law, Jethro, am come unto thee, and

thy wife, and her two sons with her " (ver. 6). Thus Jethro sent a message to

herald his advent to the tent of Moses. He might justly have approached

Moses without this, but he had respect unto the official position and to the

moral history of his son-in-law ; hence the modesty which characterised his

approach. A due respect for social position, for mental attainment, for moral

character, and for providential circumstance, should exist even amongst mem-
bers of the same family. The respect we pay to strangers is much more due to

our nearest relatives. Discourtesy is never more out of place than in tlie midst

of the tender relationship of life. This old priest of Midian Avould not be guilty

of it. Reverence is due to authority. 2. TJiere was a deeply religious spirit,

Moses did not receive his father-in-law with proud and stately manner. He
kissed him. The honours of office had not frozen up the tender ieelings of his

nature. He did not laud lus own skill as a commander ; he gave God the praise
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of all his victories. He indulged in no idle talk. He indulged no spirit ol

levity. In the midst of this family there was sacred joy, pure gratitude, and
devout warship. There was no word of murmuring uttered at the long separa-

tion or in review of severe trials ; but all hearts in that tent were true to that

God who had watched over and brought them together once more. Family
gatherings should be pervaded by a religious spirit; then the tent will become a

sanctuary. 3. There was devout conversation. Moses told his father-in-law of all

that God had done for Israel, also of the " travail that had come upon them by

the way, and how the Lord had delivered them." The Great Leader did not

forget tlie sorrowful experiences of his life
;
great trials make a deep impression

on the soul. But he remembered his God-wrought deliverances. We should

not talk more of trials than of the aid we have received in them. We should

not indulge gloomy conversaiion, but a conversation which derives gladness from

its mention of Divine help. What hai)])y communings will there be amongst

the redeemed as the members of the heavenly family come from the east and
the west to their great home.

III. That this family gathering derived its highest joy from the moral
experiences with which it was favoured. "And Jethro rejoiced for all the

goodness which the Lord had done to Israel, whom He had delivered out of the

hand of the Egyptians. And Jethro said, * Blessed be the Lord, who hath

delivered you out of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of the hand of Pharaoh,

who hath delivered the people from under the hand of the Egyptians. Now I

know that the Lord is greater than all gods.' " Thus the supreme joy of this

united family was not derived from its merely social intercourse, not from
intellectual and pleasing conversation, not from the coming together of congenial

souls, but from the moral experiences of each and from the devotion of all to the

great God. This is the ideal of social intercourse. Not a cant reference to

the mercy of God, but a sincere reference to God in the unfoldings of the heart

to each other. Such intercourse can never fail to give joy, as the Infinite is the

source of its rejoicing.

IV. That this family gathering was made the occasion of a sacramental
offering to God. " And Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took a burnt-offering and
sacrifices for God : and Aaron came, and all the elders of Israel, to eat bread

with Moses' father-in-law before God." Jethro was not content to express his

joy and gratitude in mere words, but in specific and solemn action. He was
a worshipper of the true God ; he had come to learn that none other was worthy
of praise. The family had communed with each other ; it now communes with

God. Earthly communion should naturally suggest Divine communion. Jethro
was joined by Aaron and the elders of Israel. Here is sweet concord in

worship. Prayer intensifies the family relationship ; it also enlarges it. All

the elders of the Church will one day worship God together. Sweet is the

bread broken at the table of the Lord. Let us thus worship before God.
Lp:ssons :— 1. That God can watch over the interests of a separated family. 2. That

God unites families in a providential manner. 3. That united families should rejoice

in God. 4. That the families of the good will meet in heaven^ never more to part,

5. Let us pray for the completion of the Divine family in the Father's house.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 1-12. God moved strangers to His Church may affect strangers to

and heads of nations sometimes to come and see them.

listen after His providences to His Relations hearing of God's goodness

Church. to their loved ones are justly moved to

The fame o/ God's stupendous works visit them.
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Friends to Israel's good cannot but

be moved with the tidings of God's

great works for them.

The fame of Israel's deliverance

from Egypt may justify men to inquire

after God.
Prudence may send away the dearest

pledges from hindering God's work.

As children are great mercies, so it

is good to make them the memorials

of God's mercies to us.

The mercies of pilgrimage must not

be forgotten by God's servants.

Wilderness condition do not deter

the true relations of the Church from
coming to them.

In the wilderness God may have His

mount, His stony place for His Church.

It is sweet meeting of Church rela-

tions after the defeat of enemies.

It is not unbecoming the highest

places or persons in the Church of

Christ to give due respect to their

relations.

Grace does not unteach men manners
and civil respect unto men.

It is a natural duty for relations to

inquire of each other's peace.

God's servants filled with a sense of

mercies cannot but declare them to

others.

The friends of Israel are the fittest

to hear of God's wondrous works.

Great distress may befall God's

Church in the way of its redemption.

The friends of the Church rejoice in

all the good that is done fur it.

As Jehovah is the cause of good to

the Church, so He is the object of joy

and gratitude.

The great works of God set Him
above all other gods. Holy teaching

is consistent with holy worship.

Verse 12 (last clause). I. A com-
mon and necessary act. II. A com-
mon and necessary act done in a social

spirit. III. A common and neces-

sary act done in a pious manner.
Leaving now this illustrious ex-

ample of friendship, we may proceed

to make a few general observations.

One obvious one is, that this world is

not a scene adapted or intended to

aiiord the pleasure and benefit of friend-
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ship entire. Jethro was to lose hia

inestimable friend, after long, and
what must have been the happiest

intimacy, was to see him once again

;

again to lose him, to see him on earth,

probably, no more. What a measure,

we may almost say, of his vital exist-

ence, he was to lose ! Providence
has, in numerous instances, interposed

wide spaces of land, or even sea,

between persons who might be inestim-

able to one another in near and
habitual association. The one mind,
and the other, and the third, and
many more are filled with exercises of

thought, with emotions, with affections

which would glow with social and
sympathetic animation, if they could

be one another's companions. But
they have each their own assigned

positions to occupy—their own moral
track to cultivate, their own duties,

labours, trials—and sometimes little

happy in their actual associates ; they

have to fulfil their vocation amidst
coldness, perversity, or imbecility,

thinking, sometimes, how different the

case would be if such-and-such were
their companions and co-operators.

Inquisitiveness. "Asked each other."

And the mutual inquiries respecting
" welfare " are made in a spirit very

difierent from unmeaning compla-

cence. When a friend is far away, it

will sometimes occur to wonder and
to imagine how he may be situated

—

how employed. What at this time is

the exercise of his mind ? what part is

he in of the process of an undertak-

ing? what evil dispositions of his fel-

low-mortals is he conflicting with?
what temptations is he beset by ?

When they meet the inquiry goes back
over things, and it is gratifying to give

the history to one who is so kindly

interested in it at every step. And
friendship will suggest many com-
ments which would not occur to the

thoughts of an indifierent person. It

may be very advantageous for the

instruction and improvement of the

friends that they have moved a great

deal apart, so as to have had a very

difierent experience, different views of

the world and of providence. Thus
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they bring in a much larger store to

the combined account, enhirge one

anotlier's knowle<lge, correct and
mature one another's judgment.

The hist thing is serious anticipa-

tion. Eai'h meeting shouki admonish
them that their life is shortened

(sometimes much shortened) since

they met before. Sometimes they

are forcibly struck by the change in

each otlier's appearance. After a con-

siderable absence they can hardly

meet without having to name some
oue who iias shared tiieir society, but

meets them no more. When they

part confessedly for a considerable

absence, how possible is it they are

looking at each other for the last

time ! Let it be considered what a

melancholy thing any friendship

would be that should be destined to

expire with all its pleasures and

advantages at death. That is worthy
and happy friendship, and that alone

where the parties are zealously pre-

paring and have a good hope to meet
in a nobler scene.

—

{John Foster,)

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 13-27.

The Folly of Solitary Eulership.

Jethro was not only a man of deep piety ; he was likewise a man of sound
judgment. He could not merely offer a sacrifice to God; he could also give

advice to Moses. He combmed the mental and moral qualities in a high

degree. Intelligent men are generally the most devout. Hence we listen with

keen interest to the old priest's advice to his son-in-law. It is not given in

querulous spirit, but with kindly intent, and at the most opportune time. It

would be well if rulers in Church and State would consent to follow the advice

so wisely given. Solitary Kulership :

—

I. That it is foolish because it causes an undue strain upon the solitary

individual. " And Moses' father-in-law said unto him, ' The thing that thou

doest is not good. Thou wilt surely wear away, both thou and this people

that is with thee: for this thing is too heavy for thee; thou art not able to

perform it thyself alone.' " Moses was supreme judge in Israel The whole
weight and responsibility of the judicial function rested upon him. Judges are

necessary in the present conditions of society ; they are a great help and
blessing ; they should command respect ; they should not tax themselves
with undue responsibilities or work ; they must be diligent ; they must be
equitable ; they must be courageous ; they must be reverent. But one man
was not equal to such a wide administration as that assumed by Moses. His
physical strength was not equal to it. Our best physical energy should be spent

in the service of God and humanity ; but in this respect we are to be careful to

do ourselves no harm. Moses could not endure the fatigue of continuing so

long in the seat of judgment, from morning until evening listening to and
deciding the queries and disputes of that vast people. He was thus ignorantly

and needlessly sacrificing his physical energy. His mind would be wearied.

His soul would exhaust its vitalities. Wicked men sometimes kill themselves
by excess of pleasuie. Good men should not kill themselves by excess of

work even in the service of God. Many great lives are lost to the Church
through excessive toils. The Divine Judge can never grow weary in His
administration of the universe.

II. That it is foolish because it interferes with the execution of the higher
part of the judicial office. " Be thou for the people God-ward, that thou
mayest bring the causes unto God : And thou shalt teach them ordinances and
laws, and shalt shew ihe way wherein they must walk, and the work that they
muct do." Thus Moses was not to vacate the judicial chair, but was to take
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upon himself the higher duties pertaining to it. He was not to settle any little

quarrel that might arise in the nation. He was to attend to the moral and
spiritual aspects of justice rather than to the legal How many great and good
men are employed in meaner tasks than they ought to be, and are wasting their

energies in plans which feebler minds could execute with equal skill, to the

neglect of great spiritual works. How often are ministers engaged with the

technical and local when they might be engaged in the spiritual and universal.

Justice needs more than administrative power ; it needs spiritual discernment

and those qualities of moral character which are the outcome of moral meanness

to God ; hence it requires men to be for the people God- ward. Jesus Christ is

now for the people God-ward, the one Mediator between God and man.

III. That it is foolish because it leaves unutilised a vast number of able

men CL^ite equal to the ordinary requirements of justice. "Moreover, thou

shalt provide out of all the people able men, such as fear God—men of truth,

hating covetousness; and place such over them, to be rulers of thousands, and
rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens." There were men in the

ranks of Israel who were competent to undertake the work by which Moses was
overburdened. They were competent for it. They were truthful m life.

They were self-sacrificing in spirit. They were judges in all but name. They
wanted the authoritative call to bring them into judicial duty. They were
simply waiting opportunity to become influential leaders. As it is, they are

unutilised. There are crowds of men in the world, in society, and in the

Church who are great in themselves, but do not become so in relation to society

because they are not awakened by any call to great tasks. It is not well that a

few men should monopolise ofiacial positions, thinking that they are alone equal

to the work. Ministers should not do all the work of the Church ; they should

call out latent talent for it. Society has many unrecognised judges.

IV. That this folly is evident to wise old men who see solitary judge-

ships in operation. Jethro, the old Priest of Median, saw the meaning and
issue of the work of Moses, as Moses did not. He saw that he was engaged

in a task for which he could not long be equal. He spoke faithful words on

the matter. He did not pander to any love of supreme power that there might

be in Moses. He did not fear giving off'ence. He spoke wisely and kindly.

Others can form a more correct estimate of our work than we can. We are

too near it to take the perspective of it. We are too much interested in it to

form unprejudiced judgments concerning it. Let us be open to the voice of

wise old men who often speak to young men as in the fear of God. Lessons :

—

1. That ^positions of trust should not be monopolised hy the few. 2. That the common
crowds of men have unsuspected abilities. 3. That good men should not be prodigal of

their physical and mental energy to the shortening of their lives.

The Teaching of the People.

** Hearken now unto My voice, I will give thee counsel, and God shall be
with thee : Be thou for the people to God- ward, that thou mayest bring the

causes unto God : And thou shalt teach them ordinances and laws, and shalt

show them the way wherein they must walk, and the work that they must do."

—ExoD. xviii. 19, 20.

Of some very great persons very little is said in Scripture. An instance of

this, in the case of Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses. His general information,

his wisdom, his aptitude for government, are all signally indicated in this

chapter. The meeting is most interesting (ver. 5, 6)—their mutual salutation,

conversation, &c. He sympathises with the onerous work of Moses—gives him
counsel (ver. 13, &c., ver. 18). Then the text. Equally important is it now
for Christian ministers and pastors.
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I. The beautiful exhibition of the pastor's work. " Be thou for the people to

God-ward," &c. That is, be God's mouth—God's servant—mediator— really, for

so Moses was, revealing God's will—bring to God their wants and interests.

See XX. 18. Then we have

—

II. The pastors and churches. Encouragement—"God shall be with thee."

Re])eated by the Lord Jesus, '* Lo, I am with you," &c. This presence of

God is, 1. Essential—no substitute, Szc.—essential to all, and for all. 2. Is

'pledged. Promise upon promise. 3. Has never failed. All God's servants can

testify, SzQ,. In regard to Moses. See Deut. xxx. 1. 4. Belongs to the entire

Church of God. He is in it—its foundation—light—glory, &c.

III. The pastor's duty to the people (ver. 20). Ovserve— 1. He is to teach

them. l>eing taught of God— teach them what God reveals—teach them things

about religion. Not science ; but the fear and service of God. 2. Teach them
(yrdinances. The services of God had fixed—instituted offerings, sacrifices, &c.

;

of course God's ordinances, and His only—all of them—not to abate, or add, or

change. So now Christ, &c. Ordinances. 3. Moral precepts. "Laws." God-
u ai-d laws first, man-ward laws next, self-ward laws also. All the Divine
precepts. Practical reliuion, as well as ceremonial and doctrinal—all conjointly.

4. The exhibition oi' public religion. " Called the way "—open. Observe the right

way, old way, uood way, way of life and salvation, way to Heaven. 5. Religious

work. "The work that they must do." Now religious work. (1.) Is very
diversified. Various kinds—public—home, &c. (2.) Religious work is

obligatory—must be done—no evasion permitted—no neglect excused. (3.)

Religious work must be done by all God's people. For their own sakes. It

is their health, happiness, &c. For the sake of the Church. Every member of

the body. Of the family. For the world's sake.

—

{Dr, J. Burns.)

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 13-27. The morning brings God's laws are the best rule to order
its own work from God unto His judgment between men.
servants, not every day the same. God may use men of meaner calling

God's servants are careful as to and endowment to help in the govern-
worship Him, so to do justice to His ment of His Church,
people. Good and righteous work may
Good rulers sit close to deal justice be too heavy for the strongest

to their people. shoulders.

Providence sometimes puts hard It is the mediator's work to teach
work upon God's ministers from morn- the ways proper to the Church,
ing to evening. Supreme governors have need ol

It is just to be wearied in giving subordinate agents to administei
and receiving judgment when God justice,

calls. Men intrusted with government
Observant fathers may see incon- should be eminently qualified with

veniences in acting judgment, which wisdom, knowledge, and courage,
judges do not perceive. Matters of greatest moment have a

Nature and affection may well move just way of appeal from lesser to

to question works of superiors in order superior judges.

to good Prosperity to prince and people may
The best rulers may overburden be well expected by keeping God's com-

themselves. mands.
The greatest and best rulers disdain Wise and sage counsellors after their

not to give an account of their judg- work is done to others, betake them-
ment to reasonable inquisitors. selves to their own charge.
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Verse 17.

I. Others view our acts.

II. Others can often see faults

where we cannot.

III. Others reproving us may lead

to a better course of action.

Or,

I. Men should interest themselves
in the acts of their relatives.

II. Men should he faithful in

giving reproof and advice.

Or,

I. The wisest have -some defects in

their conduct.

II. The wisest may he benefited by
the advice of others.

Verse 19 (last clause).

I. Moses was a Divine manifesta-

tion.

II. Moses was Israel's mediator.

III. Moses was a type of Christ.

Talent requires to be evoked. It is

true indeed that genius asserts itself,

and clears for itself space and promi-

nence equal to its measure of supre-

macy ; on the other hand, it is equally

true that much sound ability may be-

come dormant, simply because the

leaders of society do not call it into

responsible exercise. The counsel

which Moses received from Jethro in-

spired Israel with new life. From the

moment that it was acted upon, talent

rose to the occasion, energy was ac-

counted of some value, and men who
had probably been sulking in the back-

ground came to be recognised and
honoured as wise statesmen and cordial

allies. There is more talent in society

than some of us have suspected. It

needs the sunshine of wise encourage-

ment in order to develop it. Tiiere is

a lesson in this suggestion for all who
lead the lives of men. Specially, per-

haps, there is a lesson to pastors of

churches. It is a poor church in which
there is not more talent than has yet

been developed. When Saul saw any
strong man and any valiant man, he
took him to himself. This is the law
of sure progress and massive consolida-

tion in church life. Let us keep our

eyes open for men of capacity and
good-will, and the more we watch the
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more shall our vigilance be rewarded.
We should try men by imposing
responsibilities upon them. There is

range enough in church organisation

lor the trial and strengthening of every
gift. Better be a door-keeper in the

house of God than a sluggard, and in-

tinitely better sweep the church-floor

than lounge upon the pew top, and find

fault with the sweeping of other people.

Every man in the church ought to be
doing something. If the pattern be
taken from the case described in the

context, there need be no fear of

rivalry or tumult. The arrangement
indicated by Jethro was based upon
the severest discipline. The position

of Moses was supreme and undisputed;

every great case was to be referred to

his well tried judgment, and in all

cases of contention his voice was to

determine the counsels of the camp.
There must be a ruling mind in the

Church, and all impertinence and other

self-exaggeration must be content to

bow submissively to the master will.

Very possibly there may be danger in

sudden development of mental activity

and social influence ; but it mu.st be
remembered, on the other hand, that

there is infinitely deadlier peril in

allowing spiritual energy and emotion

to fall into disuse. In the former case,

we may have momentary impertinence,

conceit, and coxcombry ; but in the

latter we shall have paralysis and dis-

tortion more revolting than death

itself.

—

{City Temple.)

Now, my text suggests that no
man can do everything. If a minister

of the Gospel has on one shoulder the

spiritual affairs of a church, and on the

other shoulder the financial aftairs of a

church, his feet are on the margin of

an open grave, clear to the bottom of

which he can look without moving.

Let all ministers of the Gospel, so far

as possible, gather around them sym-

pathetic men and women upon whom
they can throw much of the care and
responsibility and trouble. " Thou
wilt surely wear away, both thou, and
this people that is with thee ; for this

thing is too heavy for thee ; thou art

not able to perform it thyself alone."
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Standing before you tin's morning,

preaching my sixth anniversary ser-

mon as your pastor—a style of sermon

in which the preacher is generally

expected to be more than usual per-

sonal—I have to tell you that the

burdens of life are getting to me less

and less, and that as the years pass on

I have feAver and still fewer anxieties.

In beautiful Belleville, on the banks of

the Passaic, where I began my Chris-

tian ministry, it seemed as if all the

work came down on my young
shoulders. Going to the West, the

field was larger and the care less.

Going to Philadelphia, the field was
still larger and the care still less.

And standing to-day, as I do, among
hundreds of warm personal friends,

whose hands and feet and hearts are

all willing to help, I have less anxiety

than I ever had. 1 have taken the

advice of Jethro in the text, and have
gathered aruund me a great many with

whom I ex[)'^ct to divide all the care

and the re.-^ponsibility ; and though
sometimes, what with the conduct of

this Church where we have a perpetual

religious awakening, and the conduct

of a religious weekly newspaper, and
the conduct of the lay College, people

have often addressed me in words
similar to those of my text, saying,
" Thou wilt surely wear away ; this

thing is too heavy for thee," I am glad

to know that this morning I am in

perfect health, and ready to recount to

you what the Lord has been doing in

all these days of our sojourn together,

between 1869 and 1875.

—

Dr, Talmage,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XVIII.

BY

REV. W. ADAMSON.

Jethro and Moses! Vers. 1-12. Here we
have 1. Family gatlierings, their (1) Causes,

and (2) Customs. 2. Friemliy greetings,

their (1) Courtesy, and (2) Communion.
Tiiese are capable of illustration from the

Scripture histories of JoU's family and the

prodigal son. Christmas festivities suggest

another source of illustration in their (a)

Pleasant and (6) Profitable aspects. Illustra-

tions may also be drawn from the life of

Bishop Crowther, or of Uncle Tom, or of

Jesus and His disciples on the Galilean shore

and in the upper room, or of Joseph and his

brethren ;—when the pent-up thoughts

•*0f many years flow'd from his eager lips,

As waters from a secret spring unseal'd."

Family Gatherings! Ver. 7. In the year

1690, the Vaudois fugitives from De Catinat

and Fenguieres received tidings, as they lay

encamped in Angrogna, the loveliest and
most romantic of all the valleys of Piedmont,
from the Duke of Savoy's ambassadors that

peace was theirs unconditionally. Day after

dav the prisons, in which hundreds of the

sufferers had for years scarcely seen the light

of the sun, were emptied of their captives, who
were restored to liberty. A detachment was
deputed to proceed to the Swiss can ons, to

bring back the female refugees who had been
left l)ehind. Kever can ihat night be for-

gotten in the annals of Lucerna, when, under
a bright setting sun, the returning wanderers
were seen wending their way up the lovely

valley. Wives restored to the embrace of

their husbands, chiidreu to parents, brothers

to sisters, friends to friends I Gratitude for

present mercies softened and alleviated the

bitter recollections of the past. Not unlike

were the circumstances of Jethro's visit to

Israel, with Zipporah and her children. Such
questionings

" Of things that had befallen him since last

They met, and of his pathway thitherwards.

And of the freed host he had led behind :

Words with embraces interspersed."

Friend-Communion ! Vers. 8-12. In March
1878 the Duke of Sutherland gave a compli-
mentary banquet to Baker Pacha, on hia

return from the recent seat of war in the East,

at Stafibrd House, St. James's. Amongst the

noblemen and gentlemen who accepted the
Duke's invitation were Mnsurus Pacha (the

Turkish Ambassador), Field Marshal Lord
Strathnairn, G.C. B. ; Lord Houghton, Lord
Eglinton, General Sir Alexander Horsford,

G.C.B. ; General Sir Charles Ellice, K.C.B.,
Major-General Sir Henry Green, K.C.S. I.,

C.B., General Foster, C.B., General S.

Brownrigir, Major-General Hon. James Mac-
donald, Major-General Marshall, Coionel Wel-
lesley, Sir Samuel Baker, Colonel J. Baker,

Mr. W. H. Russell, and the Marquis or Staf-

ford. After dinner, at the Duke's invitation,

a number of guests assembled expressly to

meet the guest of the evening, including the

Duke of Teck, Prince Edward of Saxe-Weimar,
the Persian Minister, Prince Ibraham, Midhat
Pacha, the Marquis of Exeter, the Earl of

Feversham, the Earl of Denbigh, the Earl of

Orkney, Baron Hy. de Worms, and many
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Dthers. It is noteworthy that -when Moses
entertained Jethro, everything was ascribed to

the goodness of God. It is interesting to

sonsider how far friends in holding com-
munion praise God for past mercies. Moses
acknowledged the hand of God in all the

events which had befallen Israel. May we
not here contrast this joyful feast before God,
with such meetings for pleasure and social

intercourse which take place in all ranks of

life, but in which too often the eltment of

lasting satisfaction is wanting—we mean,
recognition of the Divine Providence.

" * Not unto usl' How sweet to join the

strain,

In sell-deliverance bl ssful and complete
;

And all our toils, successes, failures, pain,

To lose, O Christ Jehovah, at Thy fett."— Taylor.

Christian Converse ! Ver. 9. In a house
in the city of Zurich which crowns the

northern extremity of the "lake of blue

waters" sat a family group. The house-room
was long and low, occupying the entire centre

of the house—one large window looked into the

street, two others into the garden at the back.

Through these the last crimson rays of the

sun were streaming upon a singular group.

Some of the members of this family had been
abserjt in God's service for several years ; and
this was the family's earth-reunion. Sweet
fellowship was theirs, but not without its

tinge of shadow. They communed of the past

—Of the wonderful works of God in Germany
and Switzerland, and the Low Countries, and
of the gracious deliverances vouchsafed to

themselves personally. Then came the song
of praise to God for the mercies of tiie past;
blended with prayer to Him for grace in the

future to press onwards towards the mark.
Such Christian converse was tliat of Jethro

and Moses, in which hearts thrilled with holy

joy, and spirits gushed over with grateful

song.

** Children and kith and friends ; all in a
breath

Ask of his welfare, and with joyous tongues
Pour all their love into his thirsty ear."

Mutual Sympathy! Ver. 9. A gentleman
travelling on one of the river steamers to

Philadelphia mentions his ser.pati'ons over the

rescue of a fellow-passenuer fiom a watery

grave. It was a cold winter night, and every

one was impatient to be ashore. Before the

boat reached the wharfs a man slipped into

the water. The icicles had frozen on the

wharf and they had frozen on the steamer.

The ropes were lowered, and all stood with

anxiety lest the man should not be able to

grasp the rope owing to the cold. When he
grasped it and was pulled on to the deck,

and we saw he was safe, although we had
never seen him before, how we congratulated

him. A life saved ! With what fervency,

then, must Jethro have congratulated Moses
»nd his liberated host ? The greater the peril,
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the fuller the tide of exultancy! The more
hopeless the prospect of success and reunion,

the deeper the fount of gladness

!

** Their streaming tears together flow

For human guilt and mortal vroe
;

Their jo.vful songs touether r se

Like mingling flimes in sacrifice."

—Barbauld,

Life Lessons ! Ver. 11. In Singapore, that

wonderful emporium of the commerce of the

East, estaldisiiCil by ihe sagacious foresight of

Sir Stamford Raffles, stood a house surrounded
by an open veramiah fenced wirh large tree

ferns. At the lime, a group of friends, the
long-sundered members of an English family,

sat together narrating their adventures.
Separated by siiipwreck from one another,

sundered by the terrible typhoon of Indian
seas, they had once again been united, after

several of them had succeeded in escapinu from
tlie clutches of Malay pirates. All felt, as the

hairbreadth escapes were related and tlie re-

markal)le deliverances recounted, that truly

the special Providence of God had guided and
interposed. It was the first night of their

reunion, and they sat holding fellowship one
with the other. ** Should we not return
thanks to Him who has preserved us?" Then
togetlier they knelt in thankful acknowledg-
ment of the Divine mercy. On rising, one of

the family said that he had that night learned
more about God—that He was indeed a per-

sonal God carhg for each, while He cared for

all. Jethro liere acknowledges that the re-

cital by Moses of Divine deliverance and direc-

tion had given him a new view of Jehovah,
"Now I know that the Lord Jehovah is

greater than all gods."

" Thou Eternal One, whose presence bright
All space doth occupv, all motion guide;
Unchanged through time's all-devastating

flight
;

Thou only God ! There is no God beside."—Derzhavin.

Family Keligion ! Ver. 12. Religion not
only hallows and Ijrightens the joys of life ; it

is also the true basis and crown of them all.

Hence the gladness of Jethro. His gladness

Avas not because of any advantage he iiimself

had k'ained, ** but because of all the goodness
which the Lord had done to Israel." Here we
see the sympathy which flows from a heart

ruled by the love of God. In this spirit Jethro

offered sacrifices to God in the sight of the

vast mull itude. Thus the host of Israel shared

in the family-joys of Moses. Even so in Paia-

dise,—all will share the feast of one another'is

gladness. Not that love can be

** Without the chosen specialties of love,

The nearest to the nearest most akin.

But none are strangers there,—none so*

journers

;

And as the cloudless ages glide away.

New fountains of delight to them—to all.

Will open in the fellowship of hearts."—Bickersieth,
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Moses Burdened I Vers. 13-26. We may
fiance at—1. Fatii^uinj^ government — its

(1) Care, and (2) Constancy. 2. Faithful

quests—the (1) Counsel, and (2) Compliance.
It was no easy thing to govern Israel, as may
be enforced by illustrations from "Kobinson
Crusoe," or from the Missionary at Metlah-
katlali. The unselfishness of Moses to benefit

Israel may be paralleled with that of Jesus,

in 01 ten denying Himself food and sleep for

the sake of His followers, &c. 'ihe ''May-
flower" Pilgrim Fathers from England furnish
an excellent parallel to Jethro's farewell in

verse 27. The difficulties of government may
be referred to by a poetic quotation

—

•' Each petty hand
Can steer a ship becalm'd ; hut he that will

Govern and carry her to her ends must
know

His lilies, his currents, how to shift his

sails
;

What she will bear in foul, and what in fair

weather.'* — Johnson.

Faithful Friend! Ver. 17. In one of the
lovely homes of the Susquehannah sat an
anxious careworn mother, whilst grown-up
daughters lounged or pored over books, &c.
Day alter day did she undertake ail the re-

sponsibilities of a large American farmhouse-
hold. Whilst she toiled, her children idled.

They had the ability, but not the opportunity.
The mother was too anxious to do everyihing
herself, fearing its failure o;hervvise. An old
friend absent for years in England had just
returned. During his long absence, the little

children have grown up to manhood and
womanhood, only to increase the fatigues of
their over-anxious mother. He has noted with
pained heart this weary and exhausted look ;

and knowing where the shoe pinches, he has
been counselling the mother to adopt another
plan. He points to her overtaxed powers of
body and mind,—explaiiis how this may be
avoided without injury to family interests, by
allowing her daughters to do all but the most
important household matters, and assures her
that a trial of his method will satisfy her of its

wisdom. She can still retain the general
superintendence. Jethro observes the over-
strain of mind and body which Moses allows
from day to day, and like a faithful friend
interposes.

*' The true friend is not he who holds up
flatter\ 's mirror,

In which the face to thy conceit most pleas-

ing hovers

;

But he who kindly shows thee all thy faults.

And helps thee mend them 'ere an enemy
discover." —Oriental.

Divine Consultation ! Ver. 23. Jethro ad-
vises Moses to take his advice to the throne of
grace, and ask God whether it was good or

bad, ** In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and
He will direct thy paths." So felt Eliezor,

Samuel, David. Balaam consulted God ; but
with no intention of compliance. Not so

Moses. On receiving an affirmation from
God, Moses at once carries the suggestion into

practice. A parallel more or less exists in the
case of the apostles and their Divine consulta-

tion as to the wisdom of selecting Steplien

and the other deacons in the Pentecostal
Church. Professor Caird sees here the ideal

of the Presbyterian government, by which the

pastors are relieved from many needless self-

imposed cares and burdens in the appointment
of elders and deacons. By the co-operation of

Christian laymen in the practical work of the
Church, the clergy are enabled to give more
time and thought to the work of public in-

struction. In all plans suggested to ourselves,

or sugsrested to us by others, let us consult

God.

** Implore His aid, in His decisions rest

Secure; whate'er He gives. He gives the

best.
'

'

—Samuel Johnson.

Farewell Considerations I Ver. 27. During
the stormy days, wiien Cavaliers and Round-
heads swept England with the incessant tide

of war, many a " Farewell" had to be uttered
by English families. How solemn was the
"adieu" which Paul paid to the elders at
Miletus, where we are told that he knelt
down and prayed with them all—that they all

wept sore and fell on Paul's neck, and that
they kissed Lim, sorrowing most of all at the
thought of no more beholding his face on
earth ! (Acts xx.) And are we not reminded
of that affecting scene between David and
Jonathan, whose tender, conscious farewell
David never afterwards forgot? (1 Sam. xxiii.

14.) Yet another " Farewell scene " suggests
itself—the most sweet and solemn of all

adieus, viz., that of the Lord Himself: ** I go
away." Then followed that interval of most
solemn and delightful converse, in which the
disciples, bowed down with sorrow at what
they had heard, were assured that He would
not leave them comfortless, and that He
would come again to them (John xvii.). No
such consolation could Jethro give. Pro-
bably he realised that, like Simeon, he would
soon depart, havinir seen the "salvation of
Jehovah." Still, Jethro and Moses were
Christians, and had both respect unto the
recompense of reward. Both knew that there

was a land in which the everlasting epitaph
" Farewell " had no place.

" Wherein may be nor pageantry, nor pride.

Nor altars, save the pure one of the heart,

Nor tombs, except for sorrow; and no tears!

The fadeless world of God, where human lips

Need say 'Farewell V no more."

—

Sladden,
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CHAPTER XIX.

Tritical Notes.—1. Tlie Wilderness of Sinai,]—Sinai is the " proper nnme of the

granite moiuitani in ihe Aiabaii cuiiisula, reiidt'ie^l famous i)y the Mosaic lesifislation. It

consists of three large summits, of which the nortli-eas eni ii called Horeb, the south-western

that of St. Catherine. 'The Wilderness of Sinai 'is the vilih rness ahont Sinai, and particularly

the plain of Sehayeh, soutli of Gtbel Musa." (Fiirst.)—3. Thus shalt thou say.]—There is some-
thing peculiarly heautiful in this message to Israel, (a) Its poetical form strikes the ear as well

as the eye if printed, as it ought to he, in parallel lines, (h) The graciousnei^s of its tenor goes
straight to ihe heart :*' Ye have seen wliat I did . . . now therefore." Benefits alreadv bestowed

are urged as a motive to consecration, (c) Its position at the commencement of the Divine an-

nouncement is an introductory proposal to Israel, eliciting Israel's first response—beinsr, as we
may term it, " the first time of asking," prior to the ratification of the covenant (ch. xxiv. 3, 7).

(d) Its lofti/ aim, namely, that of securing a holv, obedient *' people," and consecrating thera as
" a kinirdom of priests " on behalf of all the earth, for which Jehovah thus shows His care, Not<\

especially, how much light is here thrown upon the meaning of the Hebrew henth in ita

loftiest application, as truly signifying covenant ; and, further, the grace of Jehovah, in that,

even here, where He appears in terror as Lawgiver, He makes way for His sovereignty by tlie

most exquisite tenderness and love. 5. Peculiar treasure. " Heb., geghullah= properly,

possessim, i.e., that which one embraces, encloses. (Fiirst.) The Sept. has perious'ios=
"abundant, opulent; peculiar, eminent." The language is that of one who has many
valuables, but l)rings out one as his special delight. For all the earth is mine.]—The point

of this clause is apt to be lost, until, with the proper emphasis laid on the pronoun "mine,"
the contrast is carried forward by the adversative conjunction " but," which in this case if

required,
** For MINE is all the earth

;

But YE shall become mine as a kingdom of priests," &c.

The specialty of pure Hebraism and the narrowness of Pharisaic Judaism are utterly opposed
to each other. Jehovah's care for all nations is ever and anon gleaming out in the Hebrew
Scriptures. Even here in Israel's betrothal it is not forgotten.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAQRAPH.— Verse* 1-6.

God's Promise to the Jews.

I. The recital of His works. The works recited are these:—What He did

to the Egyptians for the salie of Israel, His people ; how He bore His Church
on eagles' wings ; how He bought His people to Himself. Every Christian

can understand this : I defy any one else to do it. There is a spiritual import
in all these expressions which none but the converted can understand. The
child of God can enter into all this. God hath borne him on eagles' wings,

delivering him from worse than Egyptian bondage. *' Who hath delivered us

from the power of darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of His
dear Son ; in whom we have redemption through His blood, even the forgive-

ness of sins."

II. The proposals of His love. The two things that God Almighty, by His
servant Moses, urges upon the people, are these. First, *' If ye will obey My
voice indeed : " do net mistake the matter, every word has its meaning :

—

" If ye will obey My foice indeed." They were to follow God at all risks,^

heedless of consequences : determined to obey Him, though all the world
should frown, or hiss, or should persecute. Israel was also to keep the covenant
of God. " If ye will keep My covenant." It may be said that it was a national

covenant ; and I admit that to a great extent it was a national covenant. All

must admit that who examine the matter ; but I must affirm that it was some-
thing more than this. Yes, it had respect to a Saviour, to an ap})roach to God
which now, through infinite mercy, is offered to you and to me. There are two
ji^rand characteristics of a Christian wherever you meet with him, that by God'fl
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help he is willing to follow God's voice at all risks ; and that he shall lay hold

on the cross as the only means whereby sinful man can approach God.

III. The promises of His grace. Now this promise contained in the text is

the most remarkable in the Bible, " Then ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto

Me above all people ; for all the earth is Mine." Oh, what a bold word to

utter ! If the word had come out of other lips, it had been the greatest

blasphemy ever uttered ; but coming from God, it is the language of truth

and soberness. "All the earth is Mine." Christian! do not be afraid!

The very world in which you live, with all its treasure, with all upon its surface,

with all beneath its surtace, belongs to God. Now, though all the earth be

His, He says, " Ye shall be a peculiar treasure unto Me above all people." The
Israelites were never great as a commercial people ; they were never great as a

maritime people ; they were never great in war, except, indeed, in the early

stage of their history, when, in fact, God fought for the people, and they had
little to do but to take possession of what God had given them. But they

were a peculiar treasure to God ; and still that people have mercies in store for

them. The Bible teems with promises of the restoration of the Jews. The
poorest saint is a treasure to the Lord. We do not know how to set a value

upon moral excellence, upon spiritual greatness, but God does :
'* They shall

be Mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that day when I make up My jewels." 1.

l^hat actually became the state of the Jews ? How far was this promise fulfilled ?

The Jews were, to a certain degree, for a long time, a kingdom of priests, a

holy nation. While all other nations, the whole world around them, was in a

state of pagan darkness, the lamp of life and truth shone forth in Israel. A
succession of patriarchs, and then of prophets, and then of priests, was vouch-

safed ; and God's truth was perpetuated among the people, and they were, to a

great degree, a kingdom of priests, and a holy people. 2. What was it that

caused it to come to pass that this promise was never completely fulfilled, that it never

has yet been completely fulfilled to the Jews ? Because the people left off to hear

God's voice, and left off to keep God's covenant. They went after dumb idols.

They left the God of all their mercies. Hence the promise has never been fully

realised. 3. How far this promise, together with these proposals, may be considered

as fairly bearing upon the state and upon the future prospects of the Christian Church.

With all our improvements in science, we are a degenerate people as to the

service of God. We must be more regular in the worship of God, in private

devotion, in family prayer. Let us make the most of our exalted privileges.

—

Rev, T. Mortimer in The Pulpit.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 1-6. Months and days from
Egyptian bondage are fit to be re-

corded.

Days are set by God for the progress

and rest of the Church.
From Ke})hidim to Sinai, or from

trials to rest, God removes His Church.
The oanip of the Church and the

Word of God are sweetly joined to-

gether.

In covenant makinsj with God there
IS need of a mediator.

God's call alone can qualify or
authorise a mediator between Him and
tinners.

o

It is incumbent on the mediator

to declare fully God's mind to His
people.

A due recognition of God's gracious

acts for souls against enemies is a good
preparation to receive His law.

God's securing providence as well as

selecting a people to Himself prepares

them to hear His covenant.

God's covenanted people are His
peculiar treasure in the world.

Koyalty, near communion with God,
and sanctity, are the privileges of

God's peculiar ones.

The needs of duty and privilege
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must be spoken and made known to

the Cliurcli.

We would remark that as soon as

God had erected tlie framework of

this body politic, lie gave His sub-

jects laws—His own laws. He did not

allow any man to lay down a rule for

His own conduct or for His own wor-

ship. He did not allow these people

to think they could be independent of

Him, but He brought them to this

wilderness where they had evidence in

abundance that their God was the God
of Providence and the God of power

;

and now He was about to teach them
another lesson, that He was the God
to whom they were amenable. *' I

said it was interesting to mark the

order in which these events occurred.

It is false doctrine, though almost uni-

versally received, that it is God's

method to brins^ the sinner under
subjection by moulding his heart into

obedience by some repenting process

as it were, and afterwards, when the

man becomes worthy, then to bestow
upon him His choicest gifts. There
never was more unsound teaching,

brethren. God takes the sinner just

as he is ; and according to the riches

and sovereignty of His own grace,

makes him a recipient of mercy ; and
after He has brought him into His
fold—alter He has taken him under
the shelter of His own wing. He
writes His law upon the fleshly tables

of that sinner's heait."

—

IF. H, Kranse,

M.A.

" You will observe, in the first place,

that every man is thus taught his ac-

countability to God. Do what you
will, }ou cannot escape that account-

ability. It seemed as if God brought

the people of Israel into the solitude

of that wilderness that each man
might, in the nakedness of his own
soul, stand before God and hear His
law. It has been said with much
solemnity by a good man, that in the

present time men hide themselves in

the crowd, but in the day of judgment
every man must stand alone, as if he

saw or knew no one and nothinsr but

himself and his own transgressions.

Verse 5.

Mine."
"For all the earth is

I. God's assertion of universal

possession in the earth. 1. Nations.

2. Lands. 3. The animal and vege-

table kingdoms.

II. God's assertion excludes every
other being from universal possession.

1. It is not man's earth. 2. It is not
the devil's. 3. It does not belong to

any created intelligence.

III. God's assertion should awaken
confidence in His saints and terror

in sinners. 1. All forces are under
His control. 2. Everything that is not

of Him must fail. 3. His possession

of the earth will be fully manifest in

the end.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 7-24.

The subject of this paragraph is God's revelation of Himself,—the call to

receive it, the manner in which it was made.

I. When God reveals Himself man is summoned to attend. This is uni-

formly God's method. First the call, then the revelation. *' Hear, Israel."

then, " the Lord thy God is one Lord." " This is My beloved Son, hear ye

Him," then the New Testament dispensation. This was "one of the sundry

times and divers manners " in which '' God spake to the fathers by the prophets."

Moses was His minister here. " In these last days," He " hath spoken unto us by

His Son." The aim of Moses is to call Israel's attention to God. So Christ, in

answer to the prayer, " Show us the Father," says, "I am the way," &c. Moses
was a type of the ministry of the Son of Man, and an example to Christian

ministers in the manner in which he summoned men to God. He spoke

—

1. Authoritatively. "Moses came and called for the elders of the people." He
spoke for God. He knew that he spoke for God. His message was no trivial
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Bpeculation of his own about which there might be two opinions. God*s truth,

his own conviction of it, and its great importance, invested him with authority.

2. Clearly, He "laid it belbre their faces." In oider for a declaration to be

clear, the speaker must see it clearly himself, or he will never make it plain to

his hearers. He who has never seen Christ will never be able to proclaim Him
to others. In order to see a thing clearly one must contemplate it for a suffi-

cient length of time, till all its points and bearings are tully understood. Then,

in order to convey it clearly to others, an intellect capable of more or less con-

centrated thought and power of distinct articulation are indispensable. Ail

these qualifications Moses possessed in an eminent degree. 3. Completely. "All

these words." This needed courage ; a weak man would have suppressed or

toned down what was likely to be unpalatable. Memory, unselfishness,

fidelity, a habit of accurate statement, and a sense of the vast importance of his

message. Peter, "All the words of this life." Paul, "I have not shunned to

declare unto you all the counsel of God." 4. Successfully. (1.) It was successful

in producing the desired effect upon the people (ver. 8). This is the true test

and seal of a faithful ministry. If men will deliver " all the words of the Lord"
without adulteration in all their Divine power, they will do their appointed

work. The result may not be seen, but that is God's matter (Eccles. xi. 1 ;

Is. Iv. 10, 11). (2.) It was successful in securing the people's confidence; "that

the people may . . . believe Thee for ever." Another test and seal of a faithful

ministry. Men will honour those who honour the truth. Men will trust those

who are true to their own convictions. All workers for God should aim at these

elements of success. " Seals for their ministry and souls for their hire " and the

confidence of their fellow-men. 5. Moses spoke for the people to God, " Moses
told the words of the people back to God." So does Christ combine our poor

prayers with the mighty eloquence of His intercession.

II. When God reveals Himself man must be prepared for the revelation

(verses 10-15). This is natural. Men prepare themselves for a visit from their

fellow-man. Much more so should man be prepared for the revelation of God.
It were an insult to receive any superior otherwise ; much more so when that

sujjerior is God (Eccles. v. I). In order to be prepared man must— 1. Attend to

the herald who p)roclaims God^s coming. It was Moses in this instance. God an-

nounces Himself through many agencies. His Son, His Spirit, His Providence,

His Word, the means of grace, the Christian ministry, &c., are ever telling man
to " prepare to meet " his " God." Hence the importance of treating them with

due respect. Learning and dignity sink into insignificance before the humblest
of God's messengers (Heb. xii. 25). 2. Man must he ^prepared by personal sancti-

fication. " Sanctify them." " And Moses . . . sanctified them." Sanctificatiou

in its Biblical sense means—(1.) Separation from sin; for only "the pure in

heart shall see God." (2.) Separation to God, or else God cannot be seen.

These two ideas must never be disassociated. There can be no real separation

from sin which is not at the same time separation to God. Some men deny
this, and call the outcome of their discipline virtue and morality. But these

are only artificial flowers, fading and perishable, without life, having no root in

the ground of true virtue, and no spring in the source of true morality. On the

other hand, no amount of asceticism, praying, psalm singing, or ecstasy will im-

part sanctity to a life which harbours or practises any form of sin. " Wherefore
come out from among them," <kc. (2 Cor. vi. 17). 3. Ma7i must be prepared by a
ready acquiescence in all that God commands. Some of the commands here indi-

cated may seem trivial ; but they are not really so. They involve great prin-

ciples, and that God commands them invests them with importance. One of

the first was personal cleanliness. Discomfort, disease, death, are God's retribu-

tion on those who deem this trivial Again, they wei'e not to presume to over*
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3tep a presciibed boundary. Those who would enjoy God's revelation of Him-
self must renuiiii humbly and patiently in the spliere which God sees fit to

appoint. 4. Man must be prepared at the appointed time, " Be ready against the

third day." (I.) God has now appointed times in which He promises to reveal

Himself to men. The Lord's day. All times of duty and religious privilege.

Let no man be un})repared, or plead excuses, or make otlier engagements.

"Be not deceived, God is not mocked." (2.) God has now appointed times

which He has not chosen to reveal. Death, judgment. We " know not the

day nor the hour when the Son of Man cometh." Hence the wisdom of imme-
diate and constant preparation. " Watch and pray." Ten virgins. "Blessed

is the man who, when his Lord cometh," &c.

in. When God reveals Himself it is in a manner suited to the occasion. It

was necessary that He should speak to men who for years had been surrounded

by idolatrous associations, and who had become debased by years of servitude, in

a most solemn, startling, and impressive form. God has other methods than those

employed here. Abraham, Elijah. Bethlehem, Pentecost, Patmos, &c. So in

each individual case. 1. God here revealed Himself in a cloud, luminous, but still a
cloud. So He does now in many instances. Doubt, adversity, depression. But
every cloud is luminous that has God in it. Christians, therefore, should not
" fear to enter into the cloud." 2. God revealed Himself within a Divine enclosure

(vers. 12, 13). So He does always. God ever says, " Hitherto shalt thou go and
no further (Job xxxviii. 11). Hence the sinfulness of undue speculations about
the Divine existence—of spiritualistic prying into the mysteries of the unseen

world (Deut. xxix. 29). God has made all things plain that are necessary to

life and godliness. Let us be satisfied with that. 3. God revealed Himself with

terrible manifestations of His power. It was needful under the circumstances. It

is often needful now. It is perilous for man to prescribe to God. He could be as

tender in His dealings with His people then as He usually is now (Deut. i. 30 33;
Ps. ciii. ; Isa. liv.). And God never, under the Old Testament dispensation,

revealed Himself more terribly than He has through loving lips in Matt, xxiv.,

XXV. ; 2 Thess., Heb. xii. 28, 29, Jude and Revelation, and in some of the

events of modern history. 4. God revealed Himself after He had minutely ascer-

tained that all preparations were complete (vers. 21-25). This reveals to us God's
careful attention to detail, and affords us many thoughts for edification and
comfort. He studies the safety of His people. It is for their temporal and
eternal safety that there is so much minute detail in the dispensation of

—

(1.) Creation (Is. xl. 12-31). (2.) Providence (Matt. vi. 25-30). (3.) Grace.

Promise in the garden, types, prophecies, incarnation, crucifixion, Pentecost,

means of grace, ministry, &c. Learn then : \. To listen whe7i God speaks. Faith

has a faculty not only of sight but of hearing. 2. When God calls obey that call,

and be prepared far the public revelation which that call precedes. "God now com-
mandeih every man to repent" (2 Cor. vii. 1). 3. Receive God's revelation oj

Himself in His own way.—/. PF. Burn,

A Commendable Engagement, Rashly Made, and Repeatedly
Broken.— Verse 8.

The covenant between God and Israel was, in general, made at this time. Its

particulars were entered into subsequently (Ex. xxx. 27, 28). A clear and coriect

idea of how the term covenant is here used is important. When applied to

relations subsisting between God and man, the word is evidently used by way
of accommodation ; because man is in no respect in the position of an indepen-

dent covenanting party in relation to God. He cannot say upon what terms

he will render obedience, &c. Compliance with the Divine requirements is a

most binding obligation, from which there is no possibility of escape for man.
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"Generally, however, the form of a covenant is maintained by the benefits
which God engages to bestow being made by Him dependent upon the fulfil-

ment of certain conditions whicli He imposes on man." Two points are clear.

1. The covenant does not originate in human obligation to render to God loyal obedience.

It recognises it, enforces it; but its origin is coeval with human existence, and
springs out of man's relation to God as a dependent moral creature. 2. 2'he

covenant is an act of grace and condescension on the i^art of God towards man. In
assundng the attitude of a contracting party with us He generally stoops to our
weakness, &c. Our text is the response of Israel to the general terms of the
covenant as stated by Moses. We have in the text

—

I. A commendable engagement. *' All that the Lord hath spoken we will
lo." This promise is commendable. 1. Because of its righteousness. To do
what God commands is our sacred duty. Even if there were no heaven for
the loyal and obedient, and no hell for the rebellious and incorrigible, still it

would be our binding duty to seek truth, practise righteousness, reverence
holiness, love moral beauty. 2. Because of its advantageous7iess. In kee])ing the
commands of God there is gi-eat reward. The Lord promised to bestow the
choicest blessings upon Israel if they would obey His voice indeed (vers. 5, 6).

He engaged to grant unto them (1.) The highest character: *'a holy nation." (2.)
The highest service: "unto Me a kingdom of priests." (3.) The highest privilege :

*' a peculiar treasure unto Me," &c. How very much is included in the last-

named assurance. The path of obedience to God is the path of safety and
blessedness for man. *' In the way of righteousness is life." " He that keepeth
the law, happy is he" (Prov. iii. 13-27 ; 1 Tim. iv. 8 ; vi. 6). 3. Because of its

unanimity. "And all the people answered together," &c. Such harmony in
making this holy engagement is admirable. In itself it is commendable.
Union in a holy enterprise is beautiful. In its tendency it is commendable.
The natural tendency of this union would be to promote the fulfilment of this
enirairement.o o

XL A commendable engagement rashly made. The Israelites entered into
this engagement— 1. Without due consideration. They had not weighed the
character or measured the extent of the obligations which they undertook.
Had they considered what was involved in being unto God "a holy nation "1

Or estimated
^
the comprehension of their promise, " All that the Lord hath

spoken we will do"? Their haste in making so vast and solemn a promise
reminds us of the scribe who said unto Jesus, "Master, I will follow Thee
whithersoever Thou goest." In making religious vows, serious and thorough
thought should be exercised. 2. Without earnest pwyose. As the subsequent
history shows with painful copiousness and conclusiveness, they entered into
this engagement without any high and earnest resolution to keep it. Sacred
promises should not be uttered without a sincere and firm purpose to fulfil

them. 3. Without hearty concurrence with the will which they promised to obey.
In their after history they manifested an almost utter absence of sympathy with
the will of God. They had little or no love for eitlier God or His will, although
tiiey so readily promised to obey it in all things. Make no religious resolutions
except your heart be in them. 4. Without any realisation of their need of Divine
help in order that they may keep it. The ring of self-confidence is in their
words "How easily overween we our own abilities!" The most ready
promisers are often the slowest performers. He who makes religious promises
in his own strength is deplorably self-ignurant. Peter is a conspicuous example
of this (Matt. xxvi. 33-35, 69-75). "Apart from Me ye can do nothing."
"When I am weak, then am I stronor/' "I can do all things through Christ
ft'hich strengtheneth me."

III. A commendable engagement repeatedly and terribly broken. They
341
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seem to have forgotten tlie promise as readily as they made it. They violated

their engagement.— 1. With great frequency. Many instances in the following

history (xxxii. ; Num. xi., xiv., xvi., xx. 1-7; xxi. 4-6; et al). 2. With great

unanimity. The great majority of the people united in practically repudiating

the solemn obligations of the covenant. In the narrative of their rebellions we
meet with some of these words frequently—"the people gathered them-

selves together;" . . . "all the people;" . . . "all the congregation;" et al.

The breakers of the engagement were not the exception, but the rule. 3. With
great aggravations. Their sin in violating this solemn promise was the more
heinous because of (1.) God's great goodness to them. (2.) His invariable

faithfulness in His portion of the covenant. (3.) The comparatively trivial

circumstances and slight influences which proved sufficient to induce them to

break their engagement. Notwithstanding the strongest obligations to fulfil

their promise, they broke it upon the slightest provocation. Conclusion.—
1. Let us heed well our obligation to do all that the Loi'd commands. 2. Let us

be careful in the utterance of religious vows. 3. Let us be humbled by the recollec-

tioii of the many religious vows we have made but not kept, and seek forgiveness for

our failures. 4. Let us endeavour to perform our vows, looking to God for strength

to enable us to do so.— William Jones.

The Response of the People to God's Call.— Verses 7-9.

Moses was God's minister. In a sense, he spoke for God to the people, and
for the people to God. " I stood between the Lord and you " (Deut. v. 5).

I. The call (ver. 7). I. The elders represented the people. In dealing with so

great a multitude some such arrangement was necessary. So it is in many
things—in the nation, the family, the Church. 2. God^s commands were faith-

fully communicated. " Laid before their faces all," tfec, nothing was added and
nothing kept back. The will of God was made known so plainly that none
could plead ignorance ; so particularly that none could plead excuse. The
truth was communicated to every man's conscience in the sight of God.

IL The response (ver. 8). "And all the people answered together," &c.

1. Prompt. There was no hesitancy. 2. Hearty. There was no reservation.

3. Unaniw,ous. There was no dissentient voice (Acts ii. 1). How grand the

spectacle. The mighty multitude as with one heart and voice proclaimed their

submission to God. But, alas! the sequel showed, that mixed with their

apparent sincerity and enthusiasm there was much of ignorance, presumption,

and self-conceit. Like myriads since, they had not rightly counted the cost.

They professed more than they felt; they promised more than they could per-

form ; they needed further and deeper instruction, both as to God's law and
their own hearts. How penetrating and wise are the words of Joshua at a
similar juncture, "Ye cannot serve the Lord, for He is a holy God" (Joshua
xxiv. 19).

III. The report to God. "And Moses returned the words of the people
unto the Lord" (c/. ver. 9). Such leport was necessary to secure the favour of

God and the faith of the people. It tended to— 1. Exoneration of conscience. 2.

BelifJ of the heart. 3. Invigoration of hope. 4. Accrediting of character. 5.

Success of ministry. Nothing works more to give a man power with men than
the belief that he has jjower with God.

—

William Forsyth.

The Preparation for Meeting with God.— Verses 10-14.

Moses acted throughout according to Divine command.

I. The people were called to sanctify themselves. This work was l^ be
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done thoroughly. Both inward and outward defilement were to be put away
(Lev. xi. 44, 45 ; Heb. x. 22). There must be separation from what was not of

God, that there might be fellowsliip with what was of God. To this end self-

consecration was required (Ps. xxvi. 6 ; Is. i. 16-18 ; Rom. xii. 1 ; 1 Cor. vi. 9-20).

II. The people were charged to be ready at the appointed time (ver. 11).

The fixing of times and seasons for worship belongs to God. Unquestionino-
obedience is ours. Thus we receive the blessing. But times of special manifes-
tation and privilege require special preparation. The soul must be in readiness,
the ear open to hear, the reason quick to apprehend; the conscience, the heart,

and the will ready to bow in homage and submission. Come into God's presence
careless or preoccupied, and you can expect no benefit ; but come with immility,
prayer, and hope, and you will not come in vain. Instructed and refreshed,
your grateful song will be, "This is none other but the house of God; this is

the i-ate of heaven !"

III. The people were commanded to observe the prescribed laws and
ordinances as to approach to God. Bounds were fixed as to place, action, and
behaviour (ver. 12-14). These restrictions were not arbitrary. They proceeded
from the wisdom and love of God. They were necessary to check vain curiosity

and unhallowed licence, and to preserve due order and reserve at a time of

extraordinary excitement and peril. The lesson for all time is that found in

the counsels of St. Paul, *'Let all things be done decently and in order" (1 Cor.
xiv. 10). *' Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let us
have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably, with reverence and godly
fear. For our God is a consuming fire" (Heb. xii. 28, 2^).— William Forsyth.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verses 7-15. Orderly proceeding to people hail the dawn of the third

—

acquaint the people with God's will by the appointed day. Doubtless they
their chiefs is reasonable. . . . Proposi- must have had many strange thoughts,
tion and exposition of God's words must and much talk one with another of
be made to souls that they may know what was to come to pass, but who
them all to be God's words, and no could have conceived the reality ?

more but His. . . . Jehovah commands Fathers and mothers were there by
His ministers to speak to His people. thousands who had seen the wonders
Universal and free must be the con- of the Lord in Egypt, and His works
fessions of the Church visible to the in the wilderness; but now somethinf^

demands of God. more sublime and terrible by far was
Mediators can return no other but to be revealed to their eyes. What

what they receive from people unto excitement there must have been when
God. they were commanded to leave their

Upon people's readiness to obey, tents ! What an awful pause of still-

God is willing to make known His ness and suspense as they stood
law. marshalled in the plain before the

People must hear God's speech by Mount of God! And then— vers,

ministers, that they may believe it. 16-20. This manifestation was fitted

Sanctification of the people by the to give an awful sense of

—

mediators is commanded by God t mi. . ,, r^ * r^^^

before He deal with them. ... Due pre- ,
^' ^^^ greatness of God. The most

paration must be performed by souls
tremendous powers of nature were

against the time of meeting with God. ^"^^" ^'^ ^?^^I?.^- }^'^y "^^^^ Hi«
servants, to do His pleasure (Ex. xx;

Verses 16-25. God on Mount Sinai. ^^
'
^'' ^^^^- ^ ^

^^^^i- ^-^
^

^i^- 4).

With what eager hearts would the II. The nearness of God. The
343
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thunder was near, but nearer seemed

the liglitning. The lightning was near,

but nearer still seemed the trumpet.

The trumpet was near, but nearest of

all was " Tiie Voice." It was the

Voice of Jehovah, and spoke to the

hearts of the people, thiilling tliem

through and through (Deut. iv. 7-1 '2).

III. The mysteriousness of Cr-''..

Though much was revealed, more was

unrevealed. " Clouds and darkness are

round about Him. Righteousness and

judgment are the habitation of His

throne " (Ps. xcvii. 2 ; cf. Job xii. 7 ;

Is. xlv. o ; Deut. xxix. 29 ; Rom. xi.

33-35).

IV. The holiness of God. Every-

thing proclaimed the holiness of God
(Ex. XV. U ; Is. vi. 1, 2 ; Rev. iv. 8;

1 Pet. i. 16).

V. The sovereignty and mercy of

God (Deut. V. 24). It is a fearful thing

to fall into the hands of tlie living

God. How great our privileges under

the Gospel of Jesus Christ (cf. Heb.

xii. 18-29).

—

William Forsyth.

Verse 17. The highest ministry. The
ultimate and supreme object of man is

to be united to God. But we forget

this. The things of ihis world for

countless powers and agencies are con-

stantly at work to hide God from us,

and to make us feel and act as if there

were no God. The essence of religion

is to realise the presence of God.

Therefore we should hail as our

highest benefactor the man who does

for us as Moses did for Israel. " And
Moses brought forth the people out of

the camp to meet with God."

I. In the operations of nature.

Poets have sung of the sublimities

and beauties of nature, and philo-

sophers explain her secrets ; but he
does the noblest work who brings us

face to face with nature's God.

II. The events of providence.

Many writers have done well in his-

tory and fiction, and have depicted

with wondrous skill the varieties of

character and incident, and the strange
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vicissitudes of human life ; but he does

best who shows us that there is a ])ro-

vidence in the affairs of men, and that

the Lord our God ruleth over all in

riijrhteousness and love.

III. The ordinances of the GospeL
Preachers n:ay be learned and eloquent,

but it is only as they manifest God's

law to the conscience and God's love

to the heart that they do us real good.

Prayer and praise are proper duties,

but unless in them we rise to God
they are meaningless and vain. We
should remember the words of Christ,
" I am the way, and the truth, and the

life ; no man cometh unto the Fathei

but by Me." " Without Me ye can dc

nothing." Only through Christ can

men be brought to God, united to God,
and blessed in God.

—

William Forsyth

Verse 21. Vain curiosity. There
is a curiosity which is just, and which
lies at the foundation of all science

and research. But there is a curiosity

which is vain and productive of much
evil.

I. It pries into secrets.

II. Breaks through boundaries.

III. Sacrifices reverence and self-

respect.

IV. Eecklessly rushes into danger.

V. Multiplies confusions and perils.

Remember Eve, Uzziah.

According to this agreement, ratified

by God, in which the mediatorship

between God and the people was con-

ferred upon Moses, the latter now
approached the darkness in which
God dwelt. Who does not stand

amazed at the admirable confidence

exemplified by Moses under such

terrific circumstances—a confidence so

filial and fearless ! Who does not

rejoice at the power which God can

bestow upon the children of men,
filially and confidentially to converse

with Him, as a man with a friend.

If such was the case under the Old
Testament, where a spirit of fear pre-

dominated, and the true way of holi-

ness was not yet tiirown open, what
cannot, what ought not, to take place
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under the New Testament which of grace ; whilst at that period the

bestows a filial spirit, by which we people were told not to come near,

cry, "Abba, Father!" and are en- but to stand at a distance.

—

F. Krum-
couraged to come boldly to the throne macher.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XIX.

BY

THE REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Divine Motive ! Vers. 1-5. Exotic flowers

or foreign plants, if seeded ou the mountain-
eide, or inserted in the meadow amongst the

promiscuous heibage growing there, soon
become choked and disappear. Those who
wish to preserve the flau)ing glories of the

Cape, or the rich fruits of the tropic, must
ptovide a garden enclosed—must keep out
the weeds aud ruffian weather. And so God,
anxious to preserve "His Holy Law," fenced in

the Hebrew nationality. He secluded them,
and walled them in, and made them, as it

were. His own conservatory—a conservatory

where Divine truth should survive uninjured
until Messiah should come.

** We are a garden walled around.
Chosen and made peculiar ground;
A little spot enclosed by grace

Out of the world's wide wilderness,"

Divine-Presence I Ver. 3. Greenland says

that hunters once went out and found a
revolving mountain, aud that, attempting to

cross tlie chasm between it and the firm land,

some of these men were crushed as the moun-
tain revolved. But they finally noticed that

the gnarled, wheeling mass, had a red side and
a white side. They waited till the white side

came opposite them ; and then, ascending the
mountain, found that a king lived on its

summit—made themselves loyal to him, sur-

rendered themselves to him affectionately and
irreversibly, and afterwards found themselves
happy in his presence. There was but one
way of approach to the "Mount of Awe,"
and by that path Moses entered into Jehovah's
presence without fear. Along that '*new
living way" Gentile sinners pass to God. It

is the King's highway, for through Christ,

who is our peace, both Jew and Gentile have
access by one Spirit unto the Fatlier. " I am
the Way, the Truth, and the Life, no man
Cometh unto the Father but by me."

«* Thou art the Way, the Truth, the Life;
Grant us that Way to know,

That Truth to keep, that Life to win,
Whose joys eternal flow. " —Donne.

Mountain-Eagles I Ver. 4. Arabia is a
region of mountains and magnificent bluffs;

bare of verdure aud destitute of streams of
living water. Amid these granite cliffs the
eagles make their nest ; aud high above their
frowning peaks these noble birds wheel in

niaje.stic flight. So that this figure, "borne on
eagles' wings," must have been full of deepest

significance. M'Cheyne, when visiting a
synagt)gue in Tarnopol—one of the finest

towns of Austrian Poland—witnessed a pro-

cession of the law, in which he observed a

standard embroidered with the Austrian eagle,

and bearing these words, ** I bear you on
eagles' wings." During the eagle-like career

of Alexander the Great, he had occasion to

attack the Sogdians. These people dwelt amid
huge mountain rocks and refused to surrender.

When threatened by the Macedonian con-

queror, they replied that they feared not his

soldiers until they were " borne up on eagles'

wings." The eagle soars the highest, and is

the most majestic in its aerial courses. God,
as it were, bears up His people on these

mighty wings, so that they are above all ob-

stacles and hindrances. As no bird can rise

higher than the eagle, so none can get above
God's children when He thus enables them to

mount up with wings as eagles (Is. xl. 31).

•* While on this vantage-ground the Christian

stands.

His quickened eye a boundless view com-
mands

;

Discovers fair abodes not made with hands

—

Abodes of peace," —Elliott.

Divine Eepublicsl Ver. 5-9. When the
freed negroes arrived on the West Coast of

Africa, as the Republic of Liberia, they re-

ceived certain laws and regulations. These
were established amid the firing of cannon, the

flaunting of flags, and the flashing of firearms.

But when Jehovah constituted the legislation

of Israel's Divine Republic, the eye was
arrested by darkness that defied the gaze, and
by lightning and tempest that played about
the summit of Sinai, while the ear was
thrilled by the trumpet-blast, and appalled

by the thunder. The great mountain
rocked to and fro, and burned like a furnace.

Then, piercing through cloud and camp,
was heard the trumpet-blast pealing out
above the thunder, that "the laws of the

Divine Republic were about to be promul-
gated." Glorious was this Divine legislation

ceremony I The Lord came from Sinai, and
rose up from Seir unto them. From His
right hand went a fiery law for them : Deut,
xxxiii. 2.

*' The terrors of that awful day, though past^

Have on the tide of time some glory cast.

"

—Baillie.

Oath of Allegiance I Vers. 7, 8. When a
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kingdom is established, an oath of allegiance

is required. Napoleon the Great, when he
founded his empire on the ruins of the great
*' i^Vench Revolution," required this. And
when Victoria was proclaimed the Empress of

India at Delhi, it was accompanied by a simi-

lar requirement. God was now about to be-

come the King or President of Israel, and
required a voluntary self-suirender to His

holy law. With a view to this, the hosts

were marshalled, and by some suitable arrange-

ment Moses communicated all the words of

the Lord. They were good precepts and gra-

cious promises, and the people took the pre-

liminary oath of allegiance, "All the words
which the Lord hath said will we do." Such
supreme self-surrender is still required.

Matthew Henry wrote as follows :
** Oct. 20,

168d.—I take God the Father to be my chief-

est good and highest end. I take God the

Son to be my Trince and Saviour. I take

God the Holy Ghost to be my Sanctifier,

Teacher, Guide, and Comforter. I take the

Word of God to be my rule in all my actions,

and the people of God to be my people in all

conditions. And this I do deliberately, sin-

cerely, freely, and iov ever." This Divine
oath of allegiance need not be written. *' To
whom shall we go but unto Thee? Thou hast

the words of eternal life."

** Lord, Thou art mine, and I am Thine,
If mine I am ; and Thine much more,
Thau I or ought or can be mine.

If I without Thee could be mine,
I neither should be mine nor Thine,"—Herbert,

Divine-Division! Ver. 12. An eminent
war-correspondent describes his first sensa-

tions during the Crimean war in beholding a
shell fired from an English mortar. He
watched it as it issued from the mortar, and
admired the sublime rapidity with which it

cuts through the air. While he fi>llo\ved the

deadly missile, an explosion far ofi" in the

enemy's earthworks attested at oiuje its

gunner's purpose and unerring aim. The
terrors of Sinai were a sublime spectacle, but
their design was to shatter Israel's earthwork
of self-confidence ; to show men in all ages

of the world that no citadel of self-righteous

dependence was proof against the Divine law.

** Hence shall dividing hills and rents

Between my soul and Thee,
Be to my faith but arguments
To haste thy march to me."—Erskine,

Divine Monitions! Ver. 16. There is a
quaint fable of the archer who went to the
mountains in search of game. All the beasts
of the forest fled at his approach. The lion

alone challenged him to combat. The bow-
man shot an arrow at the monarch of the
wild, who fled in pain and panic. Met by a
fox, who exhorteti him to take courage and
not give up at the first onset, the king of

beasts replied, "You advLse to no purpose,

for if yon archer sends so fearful a messenger
before him, who will be able to contend when
the man himself draws near ? " If the bolts
and arrows of Sinai were so terrible to Israel,

what must be the appalling terrors of His
arm when He draws near at the last day f

Sir F. Henneker says that "so great is the
wildness of this region that if he had to repre-

sent the end of the world, he would model it

from Mount Sinai."

•* Then the trumpet's pealing clangour
Through the earth's four quarters spread,
Waxing loud and even louder,

Shall convoke the quick and dead."—Latin,

Fire-Symbolism! Ver. 18. The lamp of

fire was an emblem of the Divine presence in

Gen. XV. 17. Ihat presence was connected
with covenant, and was indicated by the fire

that passed between the pieces of the victims
sacrificed. In the literature and customs of

the East, the same thing is still asserted
;

and at the celebration of respectable mar-
riages, it is a general practice to have a fire

as a witness of the transaction. This fire is

made of the wood of the mango-tree, and inti-

mated that the vow was taken in the presence

of the God of fire, whose vengeance was there-

by invoked upon the breaker of the covenant.

The Sinaitic covenant was entered into with all

the sacred accessions of the most solemn invo-

cation ; and Jehovah's judicial presence at

the last day will be linked with fire.

** Flame, and fire, and desolation

At the Judge's feet shall go
;

Earth, and sea, and all abysses.

Shall his mighty sentence know.'*

Fiery-Clouds! Vers. 16-18. Brydone re-

lates that in his tour through Malta, in 1757,
a great black cloud was visible, which, as it

settled, changed colour, till at last it became
like a flame of fire mixed with black smoke.
In 1772, in the island of Java, a bright cloud

was observed covering a mountain in the

Cheiiton district. It was seen rising and
falling like the waves of the sea, and emitting

globes of fire, while loud reports as of cannon
terrified the natives. Sir Charles Lyell says

that Commander Murray observed, at Bagdad
in 1857, a huge black cloud like a pall over

the heavens. Afterwards, the black darkness

was succeeded by a red lurid gloom.

*' Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take;

The clouds ye so much dread
Are big with mercy, and shall break

In blessings on your head."

Divine Forces ! Ver. 23. A traveller relates

that—wlien passing through an Austrian town
—his atiention was directed to a forest on a

slope near the road. He was told that death

was the penalty of cutting down one of those

trees. He was incredulous, until he was
further informed that they were the protec-

tion of the city, breaking the force of the

descending avalanche, whicli—without this
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natural barrier—would sweep over the quiet

home of thousands. When a Russian army
was inarching there, and began to cut away
the detence for fuel, the inhabitants besought

them to take their dwellings instead. Alas!

men are not so anxious to preserve those

moral fences wliich God sets up for the pre-

servation of their souls from His righteous

judgments.

Law Functions! Ver. 25. Wandering last

year over tiie South Downs with my daughter,

we came upon a model farm, under wliose

0f)en ou houses were ranged the various

implements of husbandry. It was no dif-

ficult task to explain to the young inquirer

wliat the "drill" was. She could understand
wliy it was necessary to plant the seeJ, and,

under the blessing of God, ensure a golden

harvest to a full garner. But the "plough,"
with its shining, terrible coulter, called for

greater and more careful explanation. Why
should it be required ? To upheave the hard
clods of earth—to uproot the tangled thistles

and weeds. Are men not more readily dis-

posed to believe in the "Gospel Drill" than
in the "Legal Plough"? And yet both con-

serve the same purpose—both conduce to the

same result. The Law ploughs conviction

derp in the hard, weed-grown human heart;

while the Gospel follows in due time, casting

in seeds of saving grace. And the deeper the

plough is put in beforehand, the better the

crop afterwards.
•' So the hearts of Christians owe

Each its deepest, sweetest strain

To the pressure firm of woe,

And the tension tight of pain."

CHAPTER XX.

Critical Notes.—1. All these words.] Concerning which observe (1.) That they /orm the

basis of the covenant, of which ch. xix. 3-6 offers the first proposal ; chs. xxi.-xxiii., the detailed

sketch; and ch. xxiv. 1-8, the formal ratification. (2.) That they are all grounded upon the

existing relationship between Jehovah and Israel announced in ver. 1; so that the LAVf, par
excellence, is itself founded upon redeeming grace. (3.) That thus they may all be united by
the principle to which they owe their privileged position—faithfulness to Him who has redeemed
Israel, sliown directly towards God Himself in matters of worship ("four commands." 3-11)

;

and indirectly towards man—for whom Jehovah cares—in matters of social intercourse ("six
commands." 12-17). (4.) That, nevertheless, they reveal the immeasurable inferiority of the

old covenant to which they give character, as compared with tlie new : the leading note of the

former being "Thou shalt," that of the latter "I will " (cf. Jer. xxxi. 31-34; Heb. viii.).

8. Before Me.] That is, "in presence of Me :" suggesting that the Divine presence in Israel

would ureatlv aggravate the sin of idolatry—under tlie circumstances, the worship of idols

would he an affront committed to Jehovah's face. The expression may admonish us that a due
sense of tlie Divine presence is the great safeguard against idolatry. 7. Take in vain.]

Rather: " utter loud " (as for the purpose of solemn attestation) "for falsehood," i.e., in the

service of falsehood, to confirm falsehood. (1.) The word ndsd, from the primary notion

of "taking up," "lifting," "lifting up," comes to mean, when applied to the voice,

the lifting up or elevating of the voice in public utterance {of. Is. iii. 7; xxiv. 14; xlii. 2),

and hence obtains the signification, in certain connections, of uttering aloud. (2.) The
word shav means not only "vanity" but also "falsehood" {cf. Dent. v. 20; Ez. xii.

24; Hos. X. 4; Jonah ii. 9). The last cited passage is worthy of special notice: "lying
vanities;" hahley s/my= " vanities of falsehood," where the qualifying notion of "false-

hood " is expressly conveyed by the word shav. The more fundamental result thus obtained,
— in harmony with the downright prohibition of murder, adul'ery, theft, &c., favours the view
that nothing less than the awful crime of perjury is here forbidden ; so that, as Kalisch saj's,

"our verse contains what is more distinctly expressed in Lev. xix. 12, *Ye shall not swear
by My name falsely.'" 12. Upon the land.] More exactly: " upon the ground" or "soil"
{'ad/ia7nah, not 'eretz) ; a term happily used of a people destined to become a nation of agricul-
turists. Patriotism clings fondly to the "soil" on which a people's fathers have trod. 19. We
will hear.] Kalisch happily remarks that "in the word v*nishma'Ati, with the he paragogicum,
lies the readiness and willingness: * we will ea<rerly and gladly hear.*" 23. Ye shall not
make with Me gods of silver, neither, &c.] We prefer the Massoretic punctuation of this
verse, wiiich reveals a delicate appreciation of the meaning, although it entails on us an ellipsis

which makes the text appear stiff, and tasks the reader a little to supply the unexpressed idea.
" Ye shall not make . . . with Me: gods of silver and gods of gold ye shall not make for your-
selves." " With Me:" i.e., "to associate with Me." Supply " anything "—which in fact has
not unfrequeiitly to be understood. Then read : "Ye shall not make [anything] to associate
with Me:" as much as to say "to put in My place," "to represent Me." Without the vowel
points, Htti=i'' with me," and Wii="ME" are indistinguishable: "Ye shall not make me,
ue.f "anythinsr to stand for Me," "be called by My name;" which brings us to the
same thing again. The division of the verse made in the authorised version is unhappy.
It leaves an utterly unintelligible antithesis between "with Me" and "unto you;" ai
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though the ** gods of silver" were the more likely to be associated with God, and those of

"gold" to be appropriated to man. Understood as above suggested, there is something
mnjestic and impressive in the very vaguenesti of the earlier half of the verse. Not merely are

tne Israelites forbidden to make images ot God : they are told not to make any tiling to be in

any way put in the place of Uod, as even remotely representing Him.

The Ten Commandments.—Exod. xx. 1-17.

These words stand out from all others in the Old Testament. Other things

God spake to mankind throui^h men,—these M'^ere spoken by Him through the

nobler ministry of angels (Heb. ii. 2; Gal. iii. 19; Acts vii. 53). They were
uttered, not by the Divine spirit in the stillness of a prophet's soul, but audibly^

as voices coming from heaven (Deut. v. 22-26). They may be said to have been

the only direct utterance made by God to men under the old covenant (Deut.

V. 4). As if to mark the special sacredness that belonged to them, they were,

moreover, Divinely recorded (Exod. xxxi. 18, xxxii. 15, 16). But what were
the words that were uttered under circumstances so solemn, and recorded in a

manner so special ? When we compare the two versions of the Ten Command-
ments (Exod. XX. 1-17 ; Deut. v. 6-21), we find some important variations, such

as the reason assigned for the sanctification of the seventh day. Probably all

were originally given with the same brevity as the first, sixth, seventh, and
eighth ; and all else that we now find included in them is amplification, com-

mand, and explanations which Moses was Divinely authorised to make in order

to render their meaning more plain. Concerning these great commandments,
I observe

—

I. That they are of universal ohligation. They thus difier from many cere-

monial injunctions afterwards given to the Jews. They are intrinsically and
therefore eternally right. They have their foundation in the nature of God and
of man, and therefore can never be abrogated while God and man continue what
they are. This is true of the fourth. " The Sabbath was made for man '*

(Mark ii. 27) by his Creator, who best knows what his needs are ; and while

man continues what he is, he cannot neglect to consecrate to rest and worship

without sinning against himself^ as well as against God.

II. They are universal in their scope. They cover the whole range of duty,

at least to the prohibition of every kind of wrong-doing. Consider what would
be the state of society were they universally obej^ed

!

III. They reach to the heart, as well as the outward life. They are com-
pleted by One that teaches the heart alone. Christ teaches us that all the other

commandments were intended to forbid, in like manner, not merely the actions

named in them, but the cherishing in the heart of those evil thoughts which
are the germs of crime (Matt. v. 21-1^8^. Hence, if we would know if we have
kept these great commandments, Ave must examine onr heart as well as our

outward life. In that solemn day, when the secrets of all hearts shall be known,
it will be seen that some of the blackest criminals who ever trod this earth were
men whose outward lives were blameless, and upon whom their fellow-men

looked with a respect that almost amounted to veneration (Matt, xxiii. 27, 2'^).

IV. Nevertheless they are the most elementary that can be conceived of.

If God undertook to give men any intimation at all as to their duty towards

Him and each other, lie could not have said less than He did from Mount Sinai.

A man may keep all these commandments from his youth up, and yet lack the
" one thing needful" (Mark x. 1-20). Nay, he may do so, and }et be far from

being a good man. Now, with one exce{)tion—the command to honour father

and mother—they are all negations. They tell us what we must not do. Even
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the command to keep holy the Sabbath day is explained by a series of nega^

tions. To abstain from evil is better than to commit it. But abstinence from

evil is by no means all that is demanded from moral agents. Otherwise, even

an atheist who worked only six days in the week might be said to keep all the

commandments of the first table, and a harmless idiot all the commands of the

second. Remember, you may abstain from all forms of crime, and yet not be a

good man. Were I to propose to erect a statue in honour of a man who had
never been known to be guilty of any violation of the letter of the Ten Com-
mandments, you would laugh at me. You would ask me what good he did

—

what benefactions he conferred on society—that he should be thus honoured.

The barren fig-tree did no harm ; it brought forth no poisonous fruit, as do some
trees, that smite all who partake of them with madness and death ; it simply

brought forth no fruit

—

it did no good; and that was reason enough for con-

demning it (Luke viii. 1). If we would be loved of men and commended of

God, we must not only eschew that which is evil : we must follow that which \

is good (Rom. v. 7). Before we can even thus secure the commendation of

God, we must be restored to a right relation to Him. Through Jesus Christ,

we must obtain the pardon of our first transgressions, and our acceptance with
God or His children. Then our acts of faith and love will be sacrifices well

pleasing in His sight ; and even the imperfections of our services will be passed
over in His fatherly pity (Ps. ciii. 13, 14).

—

R. A. Bertram,

MAIN UOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 1-Z.

The First Commandment.

The recollection, and admiration, and love, and worship, and obedience, and
fellowship of God, form the substance of true religion. Salvation is God
revealed in Christ.

I. Every man must have a god—originally. 1. Man must draw enjoyment
from without—God alone is independent. 2. Man has capacities which are

exercised on something external. 3. Man must now have many gods (Jer.

ii. 28).

II. Jehovah claims to he the God of each individual The grounds of this

claim are stated in the Preface to the Ten Commandments. "I am the Lord
thy God. 1. His intrinsic excellence. 2. His relation to men—to His people

—

to all. 3. God willin<:ly submits to comparison (1 Kings xviii.).

III. Jehovah's claims to be the God of His creatures are generally overlooked

and rejected. The forms of human idolatry are very numerous. 1. The crea-

ture is deified (Rom. i. 25). 2. God Himself is made after the fancies and tastes

of depraved men. 3. God is contemplated out of Christ.

IV. Jehovah observes and marks the manner in which His Divine claims
are disposed of by men.— 1. He observes it as omniscient. 2. He observes it

as jealous of His glory. 3. He obseives it as forming a righteous judgment
respecting the conduct of all His creatures. 4. He observes it that He may
deal with men accordingly. 5. Prepare to meet thy God.

—

Outlines by Stewart.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH— Verses 4-6.

The Second Commandment.

The Being and Spirituality of God seem to be among the most simple ideas

of which the human mind is susceptible ; and yet they have been perverted or
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entirely obliterated by the corruption of onr nature. The Being of God is

almost universally admitted. But. the Spirituality of His essence has never
entered into the conceptions of mankind under the dominion of sense. The
deities of the heathen were all local—often in the form of deified heroes—it

-was therefore natural that they were made to assume a shape. Even the

Israelites were guilty of this unholy worship.

I. Offer some general observations upon idolatry. 1. In the origin of idolatry

we may find a lesson for our guidance with regard to the misuse of things in

themselves lawful, and the perversion of ideas in themselves unobjectionable.

The probable origin of idolatry was the perversion of simple and sublime
sentiments. When mankind, in the infancy of their existence, opened their

eyes upon creation, they beheld everything wonderful and splendid in the

scene. What could be more calculated to awaken inspiring contemplations ]

The mind would then soon pass from admiration to reverence and worship.

Thus homage was paid to the sun, moon, and stars, which was only due to the

Creator. The reverence felt for men of genius gave them an ideal grandeur,

and exalted them into the rank of deities. Thus the perversion of good ideas

occasioned the growth of bad ones. 2. Nothing can be more painful than to

record the extensive prevalence of idolatry. It would have been a melancholy fact

had history stated its existence in only one town ; how sad when all nations

are under its influence. This proves the folly and depravity of man. The
whole world has wandered from God. 3. The effects of idolatry. While, on the

one hand, the depravity of the human heart has produced idolatrous worship,

this has reacted upon man himself, to debase his character. The effects of

idolatry are cruelty, the rendering sacred the worst vices, the contaminating

the temples and homes of the land, and the corrupting of society. 4. The
spirit of the command in the text must be considered as including all mental

idolatry. There is a distinction to be made between idolatry and image worship.

The former, which is the worship of false gods, is forbidden in the First Com-
mandment ; the latter, which is the worship more especially of images or

representations of the true God, is interdicted in the Second. But as all out-

ward figures or images of God are forbidden, so it must be considered that

every substitute for God, as an object of adoration and love, is also forbidden,

for God requires the supreme homage of the heart. We must not form an
image in the mind of anything lovely which turns aside the mind from God.
Covetousness is idolatry. What images of folly and abomination lurk in the

secret recesses of the mind !

II. Notice the particular reasons here assigned for its interdiction. These
reasons comprehend both the jealousy and mercy of Jehovah ; both powerful

considerations. I. The Divine jealousy and its terrific manifestations. The
term is frequently applied in the Old Testament to God, and is strikingly

descriptive of His determination to maintain His high prerogatives. Jealousy

is considered as one of the strongest passions of our nature. It is the feeling

which an interference on the part of another with the object of tender aff'ection

inspires—a feeling of wounded love. We are not to suppose that God is

susceptible of any painful emotion of the mind, in the strict sense of the word

;

but this passion is employed to illustrate the fact of that concern about His

people which God is described as entertaining. The heathen gods had no

jealousy ; they were not capable of love. 2. Another reason for the interdiction

of idol worship is taken from the mercy of God; and it is one, in its nature,

most conciliative. The Jewish economy, as well as the Christian, was founded

in mercy. Their formation into a distinct and chosen people was the outcome of

mercy. Their system of worship was ordained by heaven m mercy. They had
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providential mercies. What motives are there in the mercies of God to urge us

to keep the commandments.

—

{F, A. Cox, LL.D.)

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 4-6. There are few feel- parties were associated by the close

ings stionger than those of the parent ties of blood.

—

H. Melville B.D,

for his children, and it argues an ex- Of course the case of the father and
traoidinary moral derangement where the child is one of those cases in which

the father is careless and inditierent to the principle is applicable; but what-

the wellbeing of his offspring. The ever the connexion which binds to-

Saprenie Legislator has taken advan- gether two sets of men—whether it be

tage (so to speak) of these sentiments, that which subsists between rulers and
and arranged them on the side of subjects, or that general one between
righteousness. He attacks men the present generation and tlie fol-

throui^h the avenue of the domestic lowing, or that between the members
charities, and calls upon them to of a church and their successors—the

prove themselves not unnatural same principle is brought into play, so

parents, by striving to lead a life of that the punishment of sin may descend

holiness and piety. If they care not on those who have had no part what-

for themselves, will they not for their ever in the commission of that sin.

—

children ] If they are indifferent to the Ibid.

ruin which sin must procure for their Now we can add other instances

own portion, can they consent to the which, if less general, are not less

sending down to those they best love decisive. You remember that when
an hereafter of woe and of shame ? David sinned by numbering the

Yet this is precisely what they have a people, the monarch himself was not

right to expect if they go on in a stricken for the offence. A pestilence

career of transgression. " I, the Lord was sent, so that there died from Dan
thy God am a jealous God, visiting even to Beersheba seventy thousand
the iniquity of the fathers upon the men ; and so evident was it, that the

children unto the third and fourth king cried out in the bitterness of

generations of them that hate Me." his soul, " I have sinned, but these

We shall assume that the announced sheep, what have they done V A still

visitation of the iniquities of the stronger instance is to be found in the

fathers upon the children is un- history of the Gibeonites. Joshua had
restricted and general, so that it con- made a league with the Gibeonites,

stitutes a feature in tlie fixed economy covenanting that they should not be
of the Almighty. We must state, destroyed with the rest of the inhabi-

however, that when we speak of the tants of Canaan. In contravention of

fathers and of the children, we are not this league, Saul sought to extirpate

to confine our ideas to that single the Gibeonites, and in his zeal put
relationship which these terms would many of them to death. This sin of

ordinarily define. It is clear that the Saul was not at once noticed by God

;

alleged i)rinciple is, the dealings of but in the days of David there was a

God must be supposed to take a famine, and God, on being enquired of,

wider range. The principle is, that declared that it was a judgment on
one set of men shall be made to suffer account of Saul's sin in slaying the
for the sins of another set of men. Gibeonites. And what was the
We should do evident violence to the vengeance He then took for that sin ?

spirit, and, we may almost say, to the Seven of the sons of Saul were de-

letter of the precept, were we to sup- livered to the Gibeonites, and hung
pose that tiie transmission of iniquity up to the Lord in Gibeah of Saul;
was only then to take place when the and then was God entreated for the
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land. Who will say that in this in- noble patrimony had his father kept

stance God visited not on the children unsullied his loyalty, loses both title

the iniquity of the father ] In like man- and revenue if his father revolt against

ner David had fallen into the heinous his king, though all the while he him-

sins of adultery and murder; on con- self had no share in the treason; and

fessing his iniquity he was punished ! the consequences go on from genera-

Hear how the prophet Nathan speaks tion to generation ; so that the high-

to the king—"Because by this deed born family is for ever degraded, and
thou hast given great occasion to the penury and ignominy make up the

enemies of the Lord to blaspheme, the heritage which passes down to a re-

child also that is born unto thee shall mote posterity, who, except for the

surely die." But our instances are not rebellion of a single ancestor, would
exhausted. We bid you next look at have rolled in wealth and ranked with

the Jews, strewed over the globe like princes. We are clear that the gist of

the fragments of some mighty ship- the question lies in this : Do the chil-

wreck. What have this people done dren when visited for the iniquities of

that, through long centuries the the fathers lose anything to which
weakest are strong enough to trample they have a right, or receive anything

on them, the humblest lofty enough which they have not deserved 1 It is

to despise them 1 Why should the certain, on all the principles of a sound
countrymen of the Maccabees, those theology, that sin involved the for-

prodigies of valour, have been op- feiture of every blessing and exposure

pressed by every child, as though their to every misery; it is just as certain,

arms were incapable of being strung therefore, that no blessing can be

by bravery 1 You can give no ex- obtained, and no misery averted, by
planation of the history of the Jews right ; and we think it, consequently,

since the destruction of Jerusalem, if an inference not to be disputed, that

you keep out of sight that they are whatever are God's reasons for making
under the ban of God's displeasure for adistinction between families, there can-

the iniquity of their forefathers. It not be injustice in visiting on children

is, however, worthy of observation that the iniquities of parents. The visita-

the proceeding after all cannot be tion cannot overpass what is due to

repugnant to our notions of justice, the children themselves; and who then

'since its exact parallel occurs in can pronounce the visitation unjust?

human legislation. If the statute- Why, then, it is certain that the child

book of the country enact the visiting is dealt with injuriously, if sentenced

on children the sin of the father, it for the parents' iniquity to penury
will be hard to show that the visita- and affliction. Are penury and afflic-

tion is counter to common sense and tion never overruled for good ? It is

equity. In cases of treason, we all necessarily an evil to have been born
know that it is not the traitor alone poor in place of rich ; to be of weak
who is punished. His estates are con- health instead of strong ; to struggle

fiscated, his honours destroyed ; so with adversity, in place of being

that, in place of transmitting rank and lapped in prosperity. No man who
affluence to his son, he transmits him feels himself immortal, who is con-

nothing but shame and beggary. We scions that this confined theatre of

do not say that the thing must be existence is but the school in which he
just because enacted by human lawt

;

is trained for a wider and nobler still,

we only say that there can be no felt will contend for the necessary in-

and acknowledged contradiction be- juriousness of want and calamity ; and
tween the proceeding and the prin- yet, unless this necessary injuriousness

ciples of equity, since human laws is suffered, it cannot be proved that

involve the children in the doom of the children who are visited for the

the parent. He, who would have worn father's iniquity are on the whole worse

a ducal coronet and succeeded to a off than they would have been had
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there been no visitation. Thus the physical evil is never subservient to

arLTiimeiit against as much falls to the moral good, we overthrow our position

gi-ouiid as that against his justice; by assuming what we know to be false,

for, proceeding on the principle that —H. Melvill.

MAIN HOMILET10S OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 7.

The Third Commandment.

I. What is meant by the name of God ? 1. By the name of God is often

understood God Himself; for to call on God's name and on Himself are one.

2. Properly hereby is understood His titles, as God, Jehovah, the Lord, Holy,

Just, &c. 3. More largely it is taken for whatsoever He maketh use of for

making Himself known.

II. What is meant by taking His name in vain? 1. False swearing, or

blasphemy, charming, and what is wrong as to the matter. Nor (2) only

profane abusing of the Lord's name when the matter is right, but by rashness,

precipitancy, frequency in swearing. Nor (3) doth it mean unnecessary swear-

ing when it may be forborne. But (4) in vain when it is not made use of to

good purpose ; that is, to God's honour—perjury, levity, scoffing.

III. Why the Lord is so peremptory in urging this command. 1. That
He may set out His own greatness and work reverence of Him in the hearts

of His people. 2. Because His name is dreadful and glorious. 3. Because

this is the way to curb atheism and profanity, w^hich the devil driveth on by
these steps ; first to think little of God, and then to profane His name. 4. God's

name is precious, and given to His people for a great refuge (Prov. xviii. 10).

God is a Friend in Covenant, yet so that relation may not in the least wear
out His honour, and our due distance with Him (Deut. xxviii. 58). Because

this honoureth God, and adorneth ^he possession of the gospel before others
j

whereas irreverence therein dishonoui-ath God. Look through your public duties,

if there be not much taking of God's name in vain. Look through your private

duties in families, reading, praying, singing, saying grace ; how little regard is

kad to the name of God in these ! Look through secret duties between God
and you. Look through occasional duties, as when we say it is God's will. In
the writing of books and letters. Accidental mention of God's name, in saluta-

tions. Consider narrations of Scripture history. Let us not take the name of

God in vain in any of these things.

—

See Denham.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Vtrsa 8-11.

The Fourth Commandment.

It is not the original institution of the Sabbath which is here referred to.

The Jews are simply reminded of an institution which is actually in existence.

This is clearly implied in the word " Remember." To remember a thing, it is

necessary that we should have some previous knowledge of it. We are, there-

fore, carried back to the original institution of the Sabbath (Gen. ii. 2, 3).

Some say Moses was speaking anticipatively in this passage. They contend

that the Sabbath was not instituted until the law was i^iven on Sinai. It was
peculiarly a Jewish institution ; consequently it came to an end with the Jewish
dispensation, and is, therefore, no longer binding. That this view is utterly

false is evident from the following considerations :

—

1. The language of the text—"Remember." This implies some familiarity

with the Sabbath on the part of the persons addressed.
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2. It is recorded in sacred history that the Sabbath was regarded as a Divine
institution, and observed as a day of peculiar sacreduess before the law was given

(Ex. xvi. 22-28).

3. This is a precept of the MORAL LAW. Moral duties can never be tempo-

rary. Nor can the application of a moi'al law be restricted to any particular

nation. Dispensations may change or pass away, but man remains a moial

beins? in all asies and countries ; and those laws which relate to his moral nature

must ever abide in full force. If the Fourth Commandment is not binding

upon us, neither are the rest.

I. The design of the Sabbath. Two ideas are invariably associated with

this day—rest and sanctity. It is intended to serve two great purposes :

1. A day of rest from physical toil. On this day God "rested" (Gen. ii. 2 ; Ex.

xxxi. 17). So man is to ''rest." On this day there should be a general

cessation from labour. Ordinary work must be laid aside, and only that v/hich

is necessary performed. This provision applies to the animals which serve man
(Ex. xxiii. 12; Deut. v. 14). Is not this day of rest a wise and benevolent

appointment 'i We greatly undervalue it. What would be our condition with-

out a Sabbath ? Every workshop, business mart, and commercial exchange
open. Hand at it. Brain at it. Pen at it. One monotonous round of work,
with no break in the weary march. Can we conceive of anything more dreary ?

How would this no-Sabbath tell upon the physical constitution ? Let facts give

the answer. How is the Sabbath observed as a day of rest 1 In some depart-

ments of activity it is difficult to distinguish it from other days—specially true

of places of refreshment, public conveyances, &c. The following statistics throw
a flood of light on the question :— 100,000 men are employed on Sundays on
our railways; another 100,000 on rivers, steamboats, and canals; 250,000 in

public-houses and beer-shops; 24,000 in connection with cabs, omnibuses, and
tramways in London alone, and 20,000 in the Post-office. 2. A day of holy

employment. Mark the injunction: "Keep it holy." (See also Deut. v. 12;
Isaiah Iviii. 13, 14). It is to be a day of rest, but not a day of idleness. The
time taken from secular employments must be devoted to holy pursuits.

II. What is the practical religious value of the Sabbath ? 1. It is a perpetual

reminder of spiritual things. It makes men think of God, keeps eternity before

them, &c. 2. It is a great conservative of good, and a powerful barrier against evil.

As things are now, the moral condition of the country is dreadful. What
would it be if we had no Sabbath? Some advocate the opening of museums,
picture-galleries, &c. To this I offer most resolute and unqualified opposition.

I do so for three reasons :— (1.) The opening of such places is quite unnecessary.

As an age of books. Books are plentiful and cheap. Working men get

good wages, and can afford to buy them. They work short hours, and so have
time to read them. They have frequent holidays, and may visit museums, &c.,

without encroaching on the Lord's day. (2.) It would entail labour upon others.

It is unjust to compel one portion of the community to work on Sunday merely

to gratify the whims and tastes of another portion. (3.) The purpose served

by these institutions is not a spiritual one, and is, therefore, unsuited to the

character of this holy day. They instruct and elevate the mind, but do not

purify the moral nature.

III. The duty and privilege of keeping this day. As a duty, it is binding
upon us in a threefold sense. 1. It is a duty we owe to God. He made the

Sabbath. He commands us to keep it. 2. It is a duty we owe to ourselves.

As a day of rest it is essential to the highest condition of physical health. As
a day of holy meditation and worship, it is essetuial to our spiritual education

and growth. 3. It is a duty we owe to our fellow-men. You cannot violate the
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Sabbath without influencing your brother to do the same. Perhaps you directly

compel him to labour for your pleasure. A privilege. It is a great privilege to

be permitted to rest from exhausting toil. It is a still greater privilege to be

able to devote an entire day to the interests of the soul. A Sabbath rightly

spent is a foretaste of heaven; it exalts us into intimate communion with God,
and elevates the whole tone of our life.

—

George Brooks,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Verses 8-11. As a social institu- and Divine commonwealth. It per-

tion, the Sunday imposes upon us an petuates the memory not of our

obligation to keep it as free as pos- rescue from slavery in Egypt, but of

sible from ordinary work ; but as a a still nobler redemption. It bears

religious institution it does not so witness to the resurrection of Christ

;

much impose obligation as offer privi- and to our resurrection with Him—it

lege. The great question we have to is "an Easter Day in every week."

ask, in relation to any possible infrac- It reminds us, not of the completion

tion of its religious sanctions is not, of the Old Creation, but of the com-
Shall I by doing this break a law? but, mencement of the New ; in which at

Shall I by this miss a blessing 1 Every last the sins and sorrows which have

thing will fall into its right place, and marred and desolated the fair beauty

every question will receive its true of this world shall be known no more

;

answer, if we once seize the true idea but in which the glory of God shall

of the day. It is a day to rejoice in

;

be man's inheritance, because in the

a day not of bondage, but of freedom
;

life of man the life of God shall be
not of gloom, but of gladness ; a day perfectly manifested ; and in this

in which we declare that we are not weekly rest, which has not been
merely merchants, mechanics, shop- imposed upon us by any external law,

keepers, and lawyers, but men

—

but demanded and won by an inward
children of God and heirs of immor- spiritual instinct, we anticipate the

tality ; a day in which we assert our blessedness of the new heavens and
position as the rulers and lords of the the new earth in which righteousness

material universe, and refuse to be in shall dwell—the everlasting Sabbath
thraldom to it, and in which we of the regenerated and glorified sons

claim to be the citizens of an invisible of God.

—

K JV, Dale,

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 12.

The Fifth Commandment.

I. Who are we to honour? *'Thy father and thy mother." They have
given birth to their children. They have educated them. They have pro-

vided for their wants in days of infancy and weakness. They love them as no
one else can. They watch them with intense interest, in the opening of their

minds to truth, and in their progress in social and commercial life. They are

over them in the Lord ; and children must give honour not merely in the social

and domestic life, but in the moral aspects of the relationship.

II. How are we to honour them ? Not by mere verbal expressions of

respect ; but by true reverence, by constant affection, by untiring obedience,

and by every effort calculated to enhance their welfare and delight. Speak
well of your parents. Take care of them in old age. Never cause them pain
by evil doing. Always commend them to God. •

III. Why are we to honour them ? " That thy days may be long in the land
which the Lord thy God giveth thee." It is well to observe that this is the
only one of tbe commandments which has a distinct promise connected with it.
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Hence the apostle sa3's, ** Children, obey your parents, which is the first com-
mandment with promise" (Kphes. vi. 12). "Children, obey your parents, that

it may be well with you." We may contrast this with another passage :

"Cursed be he that setteth light by his father or his mother." Children must
honour their parents. Because God has commanded it, because blessing will

be attached to it, because the high relationship demands it, because self-respect

prompts it, and because in the future they will need a like regard.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Verse 12. Some young people may they had been equally philosophical

say that their parents are not lov- and impartial, and if they had given

able, and that therefore they cannot you only as much affection and care

love them; not wise, and that there- as you seemed to deserve, or as \ou
fore they cannot respect them; that claimed on the ground of your hclp-

they are unreasonable, capricious, and lessness; if, in short, they had justitied

selfish ; that they have vices of tem- themselves in ignoring any special

per and speech, and, perhaps, vices obligation to love you and to care for

of a still grosser kind ; and that there- you, beyond the obligation which
fore it is simply impossiV)le to honour would have rested on them to love

them. I think that there are not a and care lor any child that happened
few children in our days who are dis- to come into their hands'?

—

R. W,
posed to Lake this ground, and to Dale,

maintain it as a principle. Our parents The notices of the childhood and
have a right to just that measure of youth of Jesus Christ in the Word of

respect and affection from us, which God are very few. But let us look

they can claim on the ground of their now at His obedience to His earthly

intelligence and worth, no more and parents. He honoured them, first by
no less. At first sight this looks being " subject to them ; " He was
reasonable enough. There is very obedient ; He was *' full of grace and
much to be said for that view of truth ;" He grew in wisdom daily.

matters. How can I love any one who His understanding and His answers

has very little in her to love, simply astonished all that heard them, even

because she happens to be my mother 1 the most learned doctors of the day;
How can I respect any one in whom and yet this Son went down to

there is nothing to respect, simply Nazareth with His parents, and was
because he happens to be my father ? subject to them. What a lesson for

The movements of the heart and the all is this ! He who was higher than

decisions of the judgment are and the kings of the earth was subject to

must be altogether independent of His parents ; He honoured His father

;

mere relationship, and are determined He obeyed them. And nothing can

by the character and power of the excuse a child from this duty ; it

people with whom we have to do. That belongs to the relation, and what God
looks very philosophical, no doubt. But, has joined no man may put asunder.

my philosophic young friend, how We find the greatest characters in the

would it have fared with you if your Word of God honouring their parents,

father and mother had had the same Joseph, though governor of Egypt,

ideas about your claims on them ? You bowed himself with his face to the

want your parents to stand on the earth before his father Jacob ; and
same ground as other men and women, Solomon, the most magnificent of all

and to be loved and respected accord- earthly kings, honoured his mother
ing to their personal merits, just as if with the same reverence, rising up to

they had no natural relationship to meet her and bowing himself unto her,

you ; what would have happened if and giving her the place of honour at
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his right hand ; and " behold a greater

tlian Solomon is here," " who was
sultjt'ct inito His parents"—not merely

courteous and reverential, as the

examples 1 have mentioned may have

been, but " subject " unto them,

obedient to them. Nor should I

conceive, dear friends, that age in

the least interferes with tliis duty on
the part of children, but that obedience

is due from the child to the parent as

long as the relationship exists. There
may be a variety of reasons why the

parent should have no occasion to

exercise his authority ; but should

occasion arise, I conceive that the

child, however advanced in years, is

in no sense exenipL from obedience
;

because we shall see, as we go on,

that the parent is certainly not exempt
from the exercise of authority.—/. W,
Reeve, M.A.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verse 13.

The Sixth Commandment.

One great source of mischief to society is disrespect to parents; against this

God has guarded His people, by directing them to "honour their father and

their mother." Another great source of evil in the world is to be found in the

angry passions of men, which have hurried them on to thousands of violent and

cruel actions against each other. God has given this command in His Word,
"Thou shaft not kill." In order to see the true tendency of our corrupt nature

in this matter, we must go to those lands in which the counteracting influence

of Christianity is unknown. In heathen lands now interminable wars and
private murders quite thin the population. Look at civilised nations ; con-

template the wars in which they have been engaged. The passions which lead

to war are here condemned.

L Let us look at its meaning—"Thou shalt not kill." This command is not

to be taken in an unlimited sense, as prohibiting all bloodshed, because there

are certain limitations to it which the Word of God lays down, and it is one

amongst many passages of Scripture which show that we must constantly seek

for those limitations which God has set. God has Himself shown that there

are some cases in which bloodshed is not only allowable, but right (Gen. ix. 5).

Long after, when the old Mosaic law was established, the life of a murderer
was by that law to be taken, and there was to be no atonement made. It is

thus God's will that the murderer should be put to death. Nay, further, it is

His will that other intolerable evils which would otherwise overrun society

should be checked forcibly ; and if, in the effort to prevent them, blood be taken,

it is agreeable to His will (Ex. xxii. 2). Defensive wars may be placed upon
this ground : if the thief, who broke into a dwelling, was to be resisted even to

death, it must be agreeable to the Divine will that, when a multitude of men
combine to overrun a peaceable community, they should be put to death.

Human life may be taken when necessary lo the repression of violent crimes,

it may not be taken on the mere plea of expediency. But to take away human
life on any other pretext whatever—to take it away from revenge or passion

—

to take it away unjustly, under colour of law or without law, by means of the

magistrate or by personal violence— is absolutely contrary to the express will

of God. It is contrary to His will that we should take away our own lives.

Suicide leaves no s})ace for repentance. It closes life by an act of rebellion

against God. Even heathens could speak of the cowardice of suicide; because it

never springs from any other cause than a man's incapability of bearing the

sorrow which Divine Providence has imposed upon him, or which arises from
his own fault. But we especially refer this command to others. Sometimes it haa
liappened tliat men have taken away the life of a fellow-creature by means of un-
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just and oppressive laws. That was no justification for tlieir conduct in the sight

of God ; it must be murder, because they were the direct cause. If a man haa

made use of another as his instrument in attempting to murder, he is the

murderer in God's sight. David, rather than Joab, was the murderer of Uriah.

Cruelty leads to munler, as in the case of the oppressed slave. Excessive work
loads to murder, and those wlio require it are guilty of murder. But the com-
mand of God bids us bind those angry passions which tend to murder. We are

called to check all strife (Prov. xvii. 14). We must avoid hatred, as it leads to

strife. In the Word of God, hatred is said to be murder. We must not permit

the feeling of revenge (Matt. v. 39). Envy is also tlie source of murder ; resist

it. This occasioned the first murder ; it nearly wrought the death of Joseph.

Kesist pride, as by pride cometh contention. Also the command not to kill,

enjoins upon us the cherishing those opposite affections by which the tempta-

tion to kill shall be destroyed, and tliose passions controlled which are the first

step to murder. Instead of indulging revenge, we are told, ''Therefore, if

thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink," &c. Instead of

allowing ourselves to hate our fellows, the command is given that we should

cherish brotherly kindness. Instead of being allowed to envy our fellow-

creatures because of their superior merit, we are told to honour all men
Instead of indulging pride, we are to be subject one to another. We are to

love our enemies, &c.

II. How we may strengthen this principle of obedience which we are called

to cherish. When God has said to us, "Thou shalt not kill," He has enjoined

upon each of us to take tlie means, which are prescribed in the Word or pre-

sented by circumstances, by which we may secure obedience to that command.
Prayer is necessary ; thus grace comes to the soul. We have no reason to

expect the aid of God, except we ask it. We must present to our minds those

considerations which tend to strengthen the principle of obedience. Think of

the authority of God in enacting tliis law ; He calls us to repress all angry

passions. Let us remember God's forbearance to us, and that He loved us while

enemies. Take care to avoid the beginning of strife ; if called to it in the way
of duty guard the motives. Be careful in your friendships ; make no friendship

with an angry man. Let us guai'd all prejudices against others. Let us not

fancy evil against any one. Let us form those habits which cherish all the

purest and best affections. Let us enter upon this duty in dependence upon
God's grace. There are many motives to it. It will bring us many personal

comforts ; it tends to give us the purest and most steadfast happiness on this

side of eternity, and to prepare us for that celestial abode where no angry
passion enters. It is calculated to benefit society and to adorn the doctrine of

Christ.—^. W. Noel, M.A.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH,— Verst U.

The Seventh Commandment.

Among the various, the innumerable proofs, which God has given of His
perfect goodness, the institution of marriage is one of the most beneficent; and
it shows especially and abundantly His goodness to fallen man. Those who
have not entered this endeared relation, feel m the midst of the world a solitude

of the heart. In this relationship there is every circumstance calculated to

promote human happiness. Other relationships are otien interrupted and broken
in iri)on by opposite interests ; but, through the goodness of God, the interests

of man and wife are one. Other relations are olten separated by the circum-

itances of life ; but a husband and his wife are united for ever. Yet man is
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BO perverse and foolish that he will cast aside this happiness. An adulterous

man breaks many vows, and destroys the happiness of an entire family.

I. In this command, God has forbidden unfaithfulness towards a husband or

towards a wife ; having attached to it, botli under the law and the Gospel, the

most fearful penalties. Then the adulterer and the adulteress were to be put

i,o death. Now we are told that adulterers shall not inherit the kingdom of

God. But this commandment forbids any previous step in a course of infamy,

—any kind of incentive to impurity is forbidden by the pure morality of the

Gospel. Indecent conversation. Immodesty in dress. All evil thoughts.

II. Rules favourable to moral chastity. 1. To mortify any evil propensity.

We are commanded by the Word of God to put to death any corrupt inclmation.

2. We must endeavour to strengthen the spirituality of our minds. *' If ye be risen

with Christ, seek those things which are above, where Christ sitteth on the

right hand of God ; set your affection on things above, not on things on the

earth." 3. Seek the society and the friendship of those ivho are themselves good and

huly. If a person loves the good he has a natural distaste for the society of the

abandoned and the wicked. Just in proportion as virtuous affections obtain

the dominion in our hearts, vicious passions are subdued. 4. Fill up time with

wholesome and right employments. Even those that are not in themselves of a

high and elevating character, but are the lowest kind of duty to which any man
can be called, have this excellent effect; they are calculated to occupy the

thoughts, to interest the mind, and to prevent the thoughts becoming vagrant

after that which is in itself corrupt. 5. Observe the rules of temperance in all

things, in eating, sleeping, and drinking. We owe a duty to society at large.

We must secure our personal purity and lessen the amount of vice found in the

world. Society ought to frown upon vice. No government ought to employ an

avowed libertine. The public journals ought to brand him with infamy.

—

W. B. Noel, ALA,

MAIN HOMILETJOS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse 15.

The Eighth Commandment: Varieties in Theft.

Man is not to regard himself as an individual unit—as living for himself

alone—but as forming part of the great aggregate of humanity. The promotion

of his true welfare is the promotion of the welfare of the whole community of

which he forms a part. He who wrongs the community wrongs himself; and
also he who wrongs himself wrongs the community. A man by stealing thinks to

enrich himself; but he is certainly impoverishing himself in the long run, as

well as doing injury to his neighbour, so that the man who is a faithful keeper

of the law obtains a reflex blessing. In seeking his neighbour's good a man is

promoting his own highest welfare.

I. We must not rob ourselves. It might be supposed that selfishness would
prevent us violating this precept, but selfishness overleaps itself, and is suicidal.

The selfish are those who are self-spoliators. The selfish man robs himself of

happiness at least ; and in most cases hinders himself from becoming truly

wealthy. Matthew Henry very pithily observes— "This command forbids ua

to rob ourselves of what we have by sinful spending, or of the use and comfort
of it by sinful sparing." The prodigal robbed himself by sinful spending and
was reduced to starvation. AVe must not rob ourselves either by wasting our
money or our time, or by misusing our privileges, or by abusing Divine gifts, or

by letting pride and prejudice prevent us receiving gospel blessings. There are

duties which a man owes to himself. There is a sense in which a man must live

to himself.
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11. We must not rob our neighbours. Human laws very generally enforce thia

Divine law, ''Thou shalt not steal," as a precept to be ol)serve(i with regard

to material propertii. Human governments have instinctively recognised the

Divinity, and the necessity to social welfare, of a gieat part of the Mosaic
Decalogue ; and on what principle some are regarded as Divine and as perpetu-

ally binding, and others as not so, we fail to perceive ! Material stealing is a
crime universally abhorred. How comes it to pass that intellectual stealing is not
more generally reprobated % Great changes would take place in the literary

world if over every desk of the writer, and if over every pulpit of the preacher

were written, and were duly observed the words, "Thou shalt not steal.'* We
may repeat the question, Thou that preachest a man should not steal, dost thou
steal ? Dost thou attempt to shine in borrowed plumage ] Dost thou unblush-

ingly appropriate the intellectual wealth of others ? There is also moral theft.

Every man who lowers the moral tone is stealing. Every man who undermines
public virtue is stealing. There are many thieves who are regarded as honest

men. There are thieves everywhere, but we shrink from calling things and
men by their right names. A periphrastic mode of utterance may mean
national decline, as well as the advance of civilisation.

ni. We must not rob God. " Will a man rob God 1 Yet ye have robbed Me.
But ye say, Wherein have we robbed Thee 1 In tithes and offerings. Ye are

cursed with a curse ; for ye have robbed Me, even this whole nation." AVe rob
God more frequently than we rob men. There are those who are regarded as

honest by their fellows who have robbed God. A man has no right to steal

himself from God. The creature is the Creator's property, and the creature

who does not use himself for the Creator's glory is guilty of stealing. And in

thus robbing God we rob ourselves much more. We must be honest to our-

selves, honest to our neighbours; and perfect honesty is only secured when we
are honest to our God. Godward honesty will make manward dishonesty an
impossibility. Then masters will not steal from servants, nor servants from
masters. Then justice will be rightly administered. Then kings will rule in

the fear of God. Then nations will not steal from nations. Oh, for the bright

day when all shall seek to understand and to obey the comprehensive and far-

reaching command, *' Thou shalt not steal !"

—

W. BurroivSj B.A.

MAIN HOMILETIGS OF TEE PARAORAPH.^Verse 16.

The Ninth Commandment : The Power of the Tongue for Evil.

Human codes take cognisance of theft and of murder, and seek to repress

them by severe punishment ; but they do not punish for theft and murder
committed by the tongue. We acknowledge the power of the human hand, but
too often forget the power for evil of the human tongue. In this the Divine

code is for the most part superior to human codes. The tongue can steal and
can murder. It may kill a neighbour's reputation. It may rob of that the loss

of which makes him poor indeed and does not enrich the thief.

I. The violation of this command destroys the witnesser's moral manhood.
This is a species of lying. All falsehood is base. It is the outcome of baseness,

and increases the baseness. Every man who bears false witness does himself

more moral damage than he does to the neighbour of whom the false testimony

is given.

II. The violation of this command does injustice to our neighbour. It may do
him no moral harm, but does him great social damage. It places him in a false

position. The court may disbelieve and reject the false testimony, but the man
has been injured by being subjected to an examination. It is extremely difficult

*or a man to clear away all the dirt which has been thrown by the false-witness
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bearer. Many a man's reputation lias been darkened all his life by the malicious

tales of the bearer of false-witness.

ill. The violation of this command prevents the course of justice. The
adniinii^trators of law caimot move with certainty when witnesses are not

reliable. Witnesses are not likely to tell a false tale, if appearances are not

against the accused. It requires great sagacity to separate the true from the

false, to get above mere appearances, and discover the correct state of the ca.^e.

IV. More generally notice that the violation of this command degrades. The
tale-bearer revealeth secrets ; and depraved human nature loves to hear evil

secrets revealed. The slanderer may be welcomed, but is not respected. And
ultimately his tales are received with suspicion. He is in danger of being cast

out as an evil spirit. The man who to me slanders my neighbour, will in turn

slander me to my neighbour ; and if we are wise we shall not lend him our

eai"s.

V, The violation of this command robs the slanderer of his capital. In

modern society especially reputation is as much capital as the current coin of

the realm. It is true that character remains when rejaitation is destroyed.

This may be some consolation to the man sitting amid the ruins ; but when
reputation is gone a man's social position is gone. It may also be true that a

man's well-known character will tend to preserve his reputation ; but if suffi-

cient dirt is thrown some of it is sure to stick. Slanderers are the bane of

society. What sufiering they inflict I They have embittered the lives of the

purest and the holiest. We must pray God to hide us safe in His pavilion from
the strife of unruly tongues.— W. Burrows^ B,A.

Bearing false witness covers the whole case of those sins which transgress

more or less of the whole truth ; and one who fails in a given case to tell the

whole truth is more or less amenable to this law. Observe apart from deli-

berate lying

—

I. That we may bear false witness by equivocation.

II. That we may bear false witness by the suppression of any essential

element that goes to make up the whole truth ; e.g., in revealing an incident

which affects our neighbour's character.

III. That we may bear false witness by putting a wrong connection on and
giving a wrong emphasis to the words of another.

IV. That we may bear false witness without the utterance of a word. (1.)

By neglecting to defend a slandered character, silence implying consent. (2.)

By a shrug of the shoulders, a compression of the lips, a motion of the hand, is

quite enough to ruin a reputation or a soul. To avoid this and its heavy con-

demnation
;

(i.) Seek to become like Him who is " the Truth ;" (ii.) be open and
candid in all your ways ; and (iii.) give others credit for what you demand for

yourself.

—

J, W. Burn.

MAIN HOMILETIOS OP THE PARAORAPH.— Verse 17.

The Tenth Commandment : Inordinate Desire.

** Thou shalt not covet thy neighbours." *' Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself." Here are two closely related commands. The negative and positive

aspect of a perfectly righteous man's life. " Thou shalt not " may go far enough
for children; but "Thou shalt" is a step higher. The perfect one must not

only refrain from injuring a neighbour, but embrace him with the arms of love.

The man who can say he has kept the commandment, *' Thou shalt not covet,"

has gained a high moral elevation , but he has not yet climbed the sublime
moral heights of him who loves the neighbour even as if the neighbour were
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himself. Love is compatible with desire, but it is not consistent with inordinate

desire. Love thinketli no evil ; and the covetous man is an envious man, is an
evil-thinking man, is a man given to dismal brooding. Love doth not beliave

itself unseemly, seeketh not her own ; but the covetous is most unseemly in his

behaviour—the covetous not only seeks his own with great zeal, but seeks by
fair means or by foul to get possession of that which is not his own. My very

love for a friend may increase my admiration of his perfections, and thus lead

me to desire them, but it will prevent me looking upon him with an envious

gaze ; it will keep me from being discontented. 1 shall rejoice in Ids perfec-

tions and possessions as it they were mine. Indeed my love makes them mine.

They afibrd me as much pleasure as they do to him whom the world considers

the true owner.

L The violation of this command arraigns the wisdom of Providence. Some
men may blame not Divine Providence, but their own improvidence, tof the fact

that they are not surrounded by ^\\ material blessings. We too often make
Providence responsible for the evds under which we groan. But having done
our best, and having been beaten in the race, we arraign the wisdom of Provi-

dence when we covet the winner's prize. The disposal of human events is of

the Lord. We must believe that the hand of God gives riches, and beauties,

and pleasures to some, and withholds from others. And we must not arraign

the wisdom which guides the hand by coveting our neighbour's possessions.

IL The violation of this command disturbs the balance of society. It dis-

turbs the harmony of all societies, both communistic and non-communistic.

The early Church tried all things in common, but covetousness threw its wither-

ing blast over the fair ideal. Covetousness is the worm which destroys every

booth which communism erects for a shadow. Covetousness leads the rich to

oppress the poor ; and causes the poor to combine for the destruction of the

rich.

III. The violation of this command produces criminal deeds. The desire is

inordinate, irrepressible. It consumes and destroys all right moral feelings

in the man. No stone must be left unturned for the gratification of the for-

bidden lust. Every barrier must be thrown down that mtervenes between the

man and the coveted boon. Guile shall accomplish the purpose. But if guile

fail, then force must be applied.

IV. The violation of this command embitters existence. A man may have
sufficient worldly prudence left so as not to permit his covetousness to lead him
into criminality. He may have sufficient self-control to stop just where the

police meet him, or human law traces its lines. But his life is stripped of all

pleasure. The cup he constantly drinks is very bitter, and his covetousness

has prepared the ingredients. Envy is the rottenness of the bones. And
where there is no envy there will be no covetousness.

V. This command can only be kept in the spirit of the Gospel. Love will

enable us to fulfil the law, and this special law requires a special love. The
Gospel teaches the true brotherhood of humanity. Covetousness is a thing of

the darkness and cannot live in the clear light of brotherly love. Brotherhood
is destroyed when covetousness takes possession of the soul. We need not

only more brotherliness, but more motherliness. For a brother may covet a

brother's goods, but a mother could never covet a child's goods. Oh, for this

highest love ! Oh, for the true spirit of Christ ! Oh, for this power to look not

with covetous eyes, but with complacent gaze upon the things of others !

—

W, BurrowSy B.A,

That this law is of vast importance is seen— 1. From its position in the code.

It is the last. 2. From the fact that it is one of the secret sins of the heart.

3. From the fact that it is the rool nud mainspring of every other evil. God's
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Word gives illustration is which can be multiplied in every experience of the

breach of the other commandment through it (cf. James i. 14, 15) ; idolatry

and kindred crimes (Col. iii. 5) ; Sabbath breaking (Num. xv. 32); dishonour

to parents (Luke xv.); murder, David and Uriah; adultery, David and Bath-

sheba (Rom. i. 20); theft (xMicah ii. 2); lying (2 Tim. iii. 2; 2 Peter ii. 3).

Learn

—

I. That covetousness is possible in many forms. \. We may covet our

neighbour's pro})erty, money, house, dress, &c. 2. We may covet our neigh-

bour's abilities. 3. We may covet our neighbour's reputation. 4. We may
covet our neighbour's friendships.

II. That covetousness is punished in many ways. 1. It is abhorred by God
(Ps. X. 3). 2. It is condemned by God (Hab. ii. 9). 3. It involves exclusion

from Church membership. 4. It disqualifies for heaven (1 Cor. vi. 10).

III. That covetousness maybe avoided in all its forms. 1. By purification

of the heart (Mark vii. 22). 2. By effectual fervent prayer (Psal. cxix. 36).

3. By godly contentment (1 Tim. vi. 6; Phil. iv. 11-14, 19). 4. By earnest

coveting of the best gift.

IV. That God's blessing rests upon them that hate it in many ways (Prov.

xxviii. 16).

—

J, W. Burn,

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 18-21.

The Superficial and the Profound.

The law was given under circumstances of great solemnity. Nature assumed
her sternest aspect ; and spoke in tones of thunder. All was calculated to

impart deep and striking emphasis to every enactment given forth by the

world's, great legislator. The whole scene was so appalling that the people

were filled with terror. When we think of our own emotions as we listen to

the thunder's deep base, or watch the lightning's vivid flash, we are not surprised

that these people were alarmed. Let us, however, seek to get a correct view of

Divine proceedings, and thus gain confidence.

I. Superficial views of Divine proceedings induce fear. Superficial views
are always dangerous, though they may not always lead to fear. The superficial

man is bold through his very shallowness. Fools rush in where angels fear to

tread. Ignorant men are not troubled with doubts. They sometimes speak
with repeilant fluency and painful dogmatism upon subjects they have never
thoroughly studied and much less mastered. Nevertheless, superficial views
are dangerous, and lead to great mistakes. They did so in this case. The
people said unto Moses, " Speak thou with us and we will hear ; but let not
God speak with us, lest we die." Their fear led them to prefer the human and
to reject the Divine. This is the history of fearing and deluded humanity.
Human voices are followed through a mistaken sense of safety. Divine voices

are rejected through baseless terror. The world follows the teaching of the

priests, instead of listening to the still small voice of the Infinite. And the
world is thus led fearfully astray ; for earthly priests are not constituted after

the Mosaic type. Our fears are the result of our sins ; for conscience doth
make cowards of us ail. Earthly and self-seeking priests take advantage of

our fears ; but not so Moses, he was the world's sublime prophet.

II. Profound views of Divine proceedings encourage confidence. The voice

of the earthly priest is fear; but the exhortation of the Heavenly Priest is.

Fear not. The former carries on his trade by increasing the fears of the people
j
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but the latter, with Divine benevolence, seeks to encourage a legitimate con-

fidence. Moses had profound views of Divine proceedings, therefore his ex-

hortation. A correct understanding will remove terror; it often does so in

things temporal. The lions produce terror, until we get a further revelation and

find that they are chained. It must do so in things moral. God is to be

feared in the assembly of His saints, but He is not to be regarded with terror.

Fear not, is the exhortation of Moses ; Fear not, is the exhortation of Jesus

Christ, of whom Moses was an eminent ty})e. If men were to fear not in the

presence of the mount that might not be touched, how much more may we say,

Fear not, to men who see the mount which is bright with the light of Divine love %

III. Profound views of Divine proceedings lead to a correct understanding

of Divine purposes. '' For God is come to prove you, and that His fear may

be before your faces, that ye sin not." Shallow views lead to disastrous mistakes.

The religion of mere sentiment will be a religion of terror. We must think upon

the Divine ways, and then shall we turn our feet unto the Divine testimonies,

and understand more correctly the deep thnigs of God. Here is a seeming

paradox, fear not and yet fear. Fear not with slavish terror; but fear as loving

children. Fear not with that terror which makes you shrink from the Divine

voice ; but fear so as to shrink from that which the Divine voice forbids. The

purpose of Divine proceedings is that His people may be proved. Nature herself

tests man's powers. His power of labour and of endurance are tested. The

phenomena of nature may become great moral tests. The thunder's peal and

the lightning's flash may develop a true manhood. God comes to prove His

people, not always by the thunder and the lightning and the smoking mountain,

but by the common events of our daily life. Disappointments in business,

defeats in ambitious projects, a new and seemingly unpromising opening in Ufe,

disorders in the family or in the nation, sickness, and bereavement, are the

pathways along which God travels to prove His beloved. The ultimate purpose

of all Divine methods is that His people sin not. The terrors of the Jewish

economy were to keep people from transgression. The love and grace of the

Gospel are intended to promote holiness. Jesus came to save people from their

sins, to deliver them from moral bondage and corruption.

IV. The unenlightened and the fearing stand afar ofL " And the people

stood afar off." There is no reason to keep away from God. He invites and

w^elcomes to Himself the children of men. We do not get to ourselves the true

knowledge of the Divine Fatlierhood, and therefore we keep at a distance. The

prodigal felt himself unworthy to be called his father's son, until he understood

the greatness of the father s love. Let us pray for more light. Let us consider

that God is our Father in heaven, bending down with loving gaze and deep

interest to us His children upon the earth. And why should we keep away

from a Father's love 1 Why should we shut out the light of a Father's compas-

sion 1 Why should we stand afar off, when we may be embraced by the arms

of the Eternal %

V. But the heaven-taught are taken into the thick darkness where the true

light appears. Moses drew near, or, more correctly, was made to draw near,

unto the thick darkness where God was. The rabbis suppose that God called

unto Moses, and encouraged him, and sent an angel to take him by the hand,

and to lead him up. This may be a mere fancy, but it has its foundation in

fact. God's encouraging call is heard in the hearts of the faithful. God's guid-

ing angels lead by the hand God's faithful ones into the thick darkness where the

true light a]>pears. The pure in heart shall see God. At first the vision may

seoni only like thick darkness, but soon it will be one of celestial splendours.

This is often the Divine method through the thick darkness into the Divine
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celestial splendour. Through the thick daikness of oarlier formntioris into the

light, and glory of the finished creation. Through the thick darkness of the

law into the light of the Gospel. Tlirough the darkness of repentance into the

light of pardon. Throu^^h the darkness of this world, and through the deeper

darkness of death, into the land of unclouded light and unsullied glory.

— W. Burrowsf B,A,

God's Revelation of Himself.— Ferses 18-20.

God's revelation of His law was accompanied by a revelation of Himself.

What was this but a symbolic promise that He would be with them and enable

them to keep His law. Of. Matt, xxviii. 19, 20 ; Mark xvi. 20 ;
Luke xiv. 49.

We have dealt with this subject under other aspects beibre, (see on chap. xix.

14-25). Here we have the mode, the reception, the comfort. Notice

—

1. That the mode of this revelation was striking. Ver. 18. 1. Such a mode
M'as necessary {I.) to reveal God's majesty to men familiar with the puerilities

of heathen worship; (2.) to show that God was not to be trifled with and His

laws broken with impunity
; (3.) to meet the case of those—and the Israelites in

general were such—who are oi)en only to impression which can be made upon

their fear.

2. Such a mode served some of the most important functions of the old dispensation.

(1.) Gal. iii. 24, cf. John i. 17. It was preparatory to the mild and beneficent

grace of Jesus Christ that by contrast with it the latter might be the more
welcome. It was the storm before the calm, the night before the day. See also

Heb. xii. 18. (2.) It was a symbol of the workings of the law in an awakened
conscience before the blessing and liberty of the Gospel of Christ (Rom. vii.

and viii).

3. Such a mode was appropriate as accompanying judicial proceedings. It

was the same (1) at the flood
; (2) at the destruction of the cities of the plain

;

(3) it will be so at the last day (2 Thess. i. 7-9 ; Rev. xx. ) &c. &c.

II. That the reception of this revelation was what God intended it should

be. 1. It was intelligent. "All the people saw it." (1.) Revelation is not an

appeal to credulity, but to reasonable faith. Its evidences and credentials all

appeal to the intelligence of man. . (2.) The people saw what God intended

them to see, not merely a spectacle which it would be difficult to forget, but the

manifestation of Himself in it. So many painful providences tax our energies

to see the meaning of them ; but if our eyes are opened we shall see Him there

(2 Kings vi. 14-17).

2. It was reverent. " They removed and stood afar off." (1.) This was rea-

sonable ; undue familiarity would have been shocking. (2.) This was exemplary.

Many Christians in their references to the person, words, or works of God, may
learn a profitable lesson from it. (3.) This should be usual (Exod. iii. 5,

Eccl. vi.).

3. It was prayerful. Ver. 9. (1.) This shows the natural and reasonable yearning
of man'rf heart for a mediator. (2.) This shows how desirable it is that the

mediator should be man. (3.) This shows that the benefit of mediation is

mercifully accepted by God.

III. That the comfort of that revelation disarmed it of all its terrors.

1. God had spoken. The God of their fathers. Their Redeemer. The God
who had promised to bless them if they would keep His law.

2. God had spoken for their encouragement, " Fear not." The fire should
not burn, the lightning slimild not strike them. These were but manifestations

of the power which was on their side.
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3. God had spoken but to prove their loyalty to Him. If they could stand
the test, what could harm them ? (Kom. viii. 39).

4. God had spoken for their moral elevation. (1.) "That His fear may be
before your faces." (2.) "That ye sin not" (1 John ii. 1, 2), especial in earnest
with verse 21. Learn

—

I. Not to dread God's revelation. " Ye fearful souls, fresh conrage take."

II. To approach God through the one new and living way which is ever open.
III. To keep all God's laws in the strength of the comfort which His presence
brings

—

J, W. Burn,

MAIN IIOMILETWS ON THE PARAORAPH,--Verses 22-26,

God's Voice but not a Form.

Moses went into the thick darkness, and held converse with God, and then
came fortii to declare the Divine regulations unto the people. And thus he was
unto the people as a mediator. The ministration of the Gospel is more glorious

than the ministration of the law. Moses was the law's mediator; but Christ

Jesus is the mediator in the Gospel covenant. The one the servant ; the other

th'^ Son in the Divine house, which house is constituted by believing people.

I. God's voice. How wonderful that God should speak with men ! Wo
know not what manner of a voice it was. We cannot tell how the people

were made to understand that God talked from heaven. But this w^e are told

that He did speak from heaven. Tlie voice of God is indicative of the Divine
personality. Some men's ears are too dull to hear the Divine voice, so they
give themselves up to Pantheism in some cases, and in others to Polytheism.

God's voice may truly be heard in the myriad voices of earth ; but there is still

a separate voice. He talks from heaven. The Infinite speaks, but reveals no
form.

II. God's abhorrence of idolatry. The command is ngain repeated, and after

a very short interval ; and thus the people must have been impressed with the

sinfulness of idolatry. We can suppose that the Infinite even might have come
forth from the thick darkness and revealed Himself in some wonderful form

;

but the fact that God refrains makes impressive the lesson—Ye shall not make
unto you gods of silver, neither shall ye make unto you gods of gold. Our
loftiest conceptions, embodied in the most costly and precious material forms,

must fall short of Infinite perfectness.

III. God's love of simplicity. Altars of earth, and altars of unhewn stone.

The simplest is often the purest and the divinest. If we are to have our altars,

let them be of such a character that they shall be helps and not hindrances to

a true comprehension of the spirituality of the Divine nature. Man's superb

altars lead to degrading conceptions of the Infinite.

IV. God's respect to appearances. " Neither shalt thou go up by steps unto

Mine altar, that thy nakedness be not discovered thereon." Let all things be

done decently and in order, is the injunction of two economies. There is a

reverence for places and for structures which is idolatrous superstition ; and
there is an irreverence which betokens a low state of the emotional nature,

and which even God does not approve. There may be excessive and soul-de

stroying ritualism ; and there may be excessive and God-dishonouring baldness

V. God's superiority to splendid structures. In all places where God's name is

recorded there He will come, and there He will bless. It was by Divine appoint-

ment that the Temple was built ; and yet, before the erection of that superb
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structure, God teaches that wherever He is devoutly and sincerely worsliipped

there will His Divine blessing descend. And better than curiously wrought

marble, or precious stones ; better than telling and striking architectural

designs ; better than golden adornments, is the Divine blessing. God is not

confined to any particular buildings. Wlierever His people meet, there they

behold His mercy seat.

—

W. Burrows, B.A.

Public Worship.— Verses 22-26,

The Book of the Covenant (cf. Chron. xxiv. 4, 7), extending from ver. 22

to chap, xxiii. 33, appropriately follows God's revelation of Himself, and appro-

priately opens with regulations for public worship. Upon which, by way of intro-

duction, we remark— 1. That the end for which God reveals Himself is, that we
should worship Him. '* Ye have seen" (verses 22-24, cf. Chron. xx. 1-4). 2. That

God's revelation of Himself should be kept in perpetual memory by acts of

public worship (vers. 24, 25). So the revelation of Jesus Christ (Luke xxii. 19 ;

1 Cor. XL 24). 3. That God having made a spiritual revelation of Himself,

He should not be worshipped under any symbolic form. This text further

teaches us

—

I. That public worship involves cost. Ver. 24. Let the Christian who complains

of the expense of his religion, the collections, the pew rents, &c., remember (1)

what it cost the Jew to be religious
; (2) what it cost God to make him a

Christian (John iii. 16 ; Rom. viii. 32).

II. That public worship can dispense with elaborate ritual. The altars were

to be of earth or of unhewn stone, the simplest and plainest possibl''.

III. That public worship carefully excludes all idea of merit on the part of

the worshipper. Here all art and ability of man was to be caret ully dispensed

with, lest the worshipper should arrogate any virtue to himself. In after years,

when the Israelites were indoctrinated into this spirit, this literal command
was repealed.

IV. That public worship is not confined to set places. Altars of this descrip-

tion could be set up anywhere and everywhere. Public worship should be cele-

brated in every place that God appoints for the purpose. God now guides His
Church by His providence. That providence points to our neglected populations.

What an argument for Home and Foreign Missions !
" In every place where I

record My name."

V. That public worship does not depend on the material or intellectual quali-

fication of the worshipper. If altars required wealth to erect them or art to

adorn them, then only the wealtliy or the intelligent could worship. What a

plea for common worship ! Not the minister alone, or the choir, but all should

engage in the worship of God's house.

VI. That public worship must be conducted with proper decency. Ver. 26. 1.

It is a sin to serve God with less attention and decorum than man. 2. It is a

folly to encourage it in otliers. To invite men " to come in their working clothes
"

is an affront to the inteliiirent artizan.

VII. That public worship, when properly conducted, is uniformly attended
with a blessing. 1. The Divine presence ; 2. The Divine benediction (ver. 24),

In conclusion, John iv. 20-24 ; Matt. xviiL 20.

—

J. W, Burn.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XX.

BY

THE REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Law Divine! Ver. 1. A converted infidel

exclaimed on reudinf^ Exodus xx., "Where
did Moses get this law ? The Egyptians and
the a<lj;icent nations were idolaters. So were

the Greeks and Romans. The wisest Greeks

and the best Romans never gave a code of

morals like ihis. Where did Moses get this

Law, which surpasses the wisdom and philo-

sophy of the most enlightened age ? He lived

at a period comparatively barbarous
;
yet he

has given a law in which the learning and
Bagacity of all subsequent time can detect no
flaw. Where did he get it? He could not

have soared up to it. It must have soared

down to him. It must be from God." No
Canova-eye can detect the tiniest flaw in this

snow-white marble code.

" How holy is the precept,

How righteous the decree,

Revealing to His creatures

The Lord's own purity."

Moral Law! Ver. 1. A boat on a summer
sea is a pleasant picture. But a boat full of

people oil the Indian Ganges or the mighty
Amazon, when the day is dull arid the sky
dismal— when the wind roars and the thunder
peals—when the waters swell and the stream

flashes past—is a spectacle of horror. You
hear the shrieks between the thunderpeals

as ihey on surging waters, and you on solid

strand, wonder how salvation is to come. Ah !

if their frail barque could but be drawn into

yonder narrow creek, all would be well. A
rope is flung out to them, and fastened to

the boat. Suddenly a frantic sailor seizes a

hatchet, and by one frenzied blow severs the

rope. One blow—no more I The boat sweeps

headlong against the rock. A crash—and all

is o'er. It needs not that the rope should be

cut in ten places to sever tiie connection and
injure salvation. If one commandment be

broken ; if frenzied passion cut God's Law at

any one point—all is broken. Thus we see

how

** One mischief entered brings another in;

The second pulls a third, the third draws
more,

And they for all the rest set ope the door."—Smith.

Divine Denial! Ver. 2. Kircher, the famous
astronomer, anxious to convince an infidel

friend of the Divine existence, procured a

very handsome astronomical ijlobe, and placed

it in a corner of his room. When his friend

called, he saw the globe, and admiring it,

inquired to whom it l>elonged ? **It was
never made; it came here by 'chance.'" The
sceptic declared it was but a sorry jest, since
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sucli was impossible. The wise philosopher

at I nee liiippily retorted, " Yoa will not
believe ihat tliis tiny, frail g!ol)e came from
'chance,' and yet you expect me to Ijelieve

that all those mighty worlds have no Maker!"
He then proceeded to reason with his friend,

so earnestly that he flung his infidel ideas to

the wind, convinced of the existence of the

Divine " I am."

** Infinite strength, and equal skill.

Shine through Thy works abroad;
Our souls with vast amazement fill.

And speak the builder God."
—Watts.

Idolatry ! Vers. 2, 3. A man's idol is not
necessarily an image of gold. It may be a
child of clay—the fruit of his own loins—the
wife of his bosom. It may be wealth, fame,
position, success, business—anything which
absorbs unduly the affections and attention.

Against such idols God hurls His resistless

missile here as resolutely as against "the
heathen idols of wood and stone," When
the English captured Rangoon, the saintly

Havelock established a prayer-meeium- in a

famous heatiien temple. The room was
filled with idol-images, and in the lap of each
of these "dumb gods" he placed a lamp to

give light. He turned the idols into lamp-
stands for the Divine glory. When there is

no danger of our worshipping our old human-
idols, let us turn them to good account. We
may transform them into lampstands. We may
make them serve as lights to enable us to worship

Him, whose glory is that of the One True God.

** There are many heathen people.

Who yet God's name have known

;

And many other idols

Than those of wood and stone."

Idol Inventions I Ver 4. The god Moloch
was a fearful-looking monster, with a huue red

mouth and grinning teeth, to show that he was
fond of blood. The goddess Kalee, worshipped
by many persons in India, is a fierce-looking

female figure, with instruments of death in her
hands, and a string of human skulls hanging
round her neck as an ornament. Ganesa,
another of the gods of the Hindus, is repre-

sented with the head of an elephant, and
having four arms and hands. He always ap-

pears riding on the back of a great rat, having
the figure of a ser[)ent wreathed round his

head. There are hundreds of ui:lier and more
repulsive idols among the poor heathen in

Africa and the South Seas ; but it is not their

hideonsness that condemns them as objects of

worship. Lovely idols are as loathsome in

God's sight. How lovely are the sun, moon,
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and stars, and how greatly the Psalmist ap-

preciated their exceeding beauty ! Yet men
have made these beautiful creations of God
loathsome. How? By making idols of tiiem.

The Brazen Serpent was no doubt a very

bright and beautiful object ; but it became
repulsive when turned imo au object of

worsliip, and had to be destroyed. To admire

a beautiful sculpture—whether stone, marble,

brass, or silver—is not wrong; but to adore

it, raises the Divine jealousy,

*• Thou art a God who beareth

No rival near Thy throne;

Yet many a creature shareth

The love that is Thine own.*'

Profanity! Ver. 7. In ancient feudal times,

when a man paid a small "peppercorn rent"
to the landlord, it was in token of submission.

It was no onerous burden. But when the
** landholder " fell to fighting with some
neighbouring chief or baron, or when he was
Bunimoned by the king to join the royal army
into France, the ** peppercorn submission"
brought its corresponding penalty and danger.

The payee was bound to follow in the baron's

train, lo make any sacrifices required by the

landholder, and encounter any dangers, even
death, in his service. Such are '* profane
expressions." They are tokens of submission
to Satan, and the prince of darkness does not

scruple to make the utterers testify their

allegiance whenever it suits him. Oaths are

light things. Blasphemies are rents too readily

paid to the "prince of this world ;" but they

bring in their train heavy responsibilities from
which there is no escape, except by sincere

repentance.

•* Take not His name, who made thy mouth,
in vain

;

It gets thee nothing, and hath no excuse."—Herbert.

Profanity! Ver. 7. (1) When the name,
titles, and attributes of God are lightly, falsely,

and profanely employed, this link is broken.
And it is to be feared that many ignorantly do
this in prayer. We have read about a good
man once, who made it a rule always to {ause

and look up before he uttered the name of God.
Tliat action was the index of his heart. He
stood in awe of God. His holy name was to

him holy. (2) A Southern planter liad a
favourite negro servant, who ulwa^'s made a

low and solemn bow whenever his master
uttered the Divine name. On being asked
why he did this, he replied, that he never
heard that great name mentioned but it filled

his soul with awe and reverence. How many
fear not frequently and foolishly in their

prayfers to take God's name in vain—t.e-, to

make it common—to utter it carelessly and
irreverently I

•* Oh ! may we never dare
To act that wicked part

;

Nor offer up a prayer

That comes not from the heart

;

2 p

Or speak that Name in careless phrase
That heaven adores, and earth obeys."

Profane-Penalty I Ver. 7, (1) In one ol

the loghouses so common in the southern
counties of Vermont sat a man watching a

fearful snowstorm. He was on liis way
across the Green Mountains, and was deter-

mined to reach iiome that day. When urged
to tarry with his host, and not brave the

perils of the increasing storm, he profanel}'

declared that he would go though Qod Almighty
stood in the way. But he never reached home.
He was found dead near a large tree, partly

supported by its trunk. His body was bent
forwanl, and his ghastly intent features told the

stubbornness with which he had nrofanely

taken Jehovah's name in vain. For more
than thirty years that tree stood by the soli-

tary road, scored to the branches with names,
letters, and hieroglyphics of death,—a silent

rehearsal of the Sinaitic speech : **Tlie Lord
will not hold him guiltless that taketh Hia
name in vain." {2) A profane coachman,
pointing to one of the horses he was driving,

said to a pious traveller, *"]'hat horse knows
when I swear." To this remark his listener

made the solemn retort, "Yes, and so does
ONE ABOVE.

"

*' Look to thyself, then, deal no more with
oaths.

Lest He that hears against thee sends Hia
woes."

Sabbath-Symbolism ! Ver. 8. The Sa1)bath

is coeval with Paradise. Both date their exist-

ence from the first week of time, and both
bear the impress of an unfallen world. I'here

is meet harmony between the two. Hence
they stand together on the same page of the

Bible, and are linked inseparably together in

our recollections of man's primeval condition.

As we cast our eyes backwards, they are seen

shining like twin stars in the morning sky of

the world, givinir promise of a refulgent day.

Venerable, beneficent, and holy, the Sabl)ath

is the link between the Paradise which has

passed away and the Paradise which is yet to

come.

*' Where that innumerable throng
Of saints and angels mingle song ;

—

Where, wrought with hands, no temples
rise,

For God Himself their place supplies
;

Nor priests are needed in the abode
Where the whole hosts are priests to God;

—

Think wliat a Sabbath there shall be,

—

The Sabbath of eternity 1" —Grinfidd.

Sabbatb-Slaughter ! Ver. 8. One morn-
ing, a happy eheerful Christian was on hia

way to the house of God. He was a singular

man, prone to do things which other's, called

"eccentric;" but his readiness of thought
often proved of great service. As lie walked
joyfully along the way to the sanctuary, h«

encountered a man driving a heavily-loaded

waggon through the town. No sooner had he
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encountered the cart than he su(i.!enly stopped,
tunieil aruuiid, and, liftuii; up boih luinda in
horror, he exclaimed, as he uazid under the
waiTiTon, "Oh ! you have jione ri,i>ht over the
chiM." The driver was frightened, broui^ht
up his horses witli a jerk, and tlion looked
down wiih pallid face under the wheels. He
ex{)ccted to tind a little mangled body, but he
ol)served nothino;. Perplexed, he looked to
the man who had so strangely arrested his at-
tention, and anxiously exclaimed, " What
have I gone over ? " " The fourth of God's
ten offspring, * Remember the Sabbath-day to
keep it holy.'

"

" Day fixed by God for intercourse with dust,
To raise our thoughts and purify our powers,
Periods appointed to renew our trust

;

A gleam of glory after six days' showers !

"

—Barton.

Sabbath - Steadfastness ! Ver. 8. (1) Re-
cently, the Queen's bandmaster required the
members to attend rehearsal on Sunday, on
account of some special performances before
Her Majesty. Two Germans refused to dese-
crate the Lord's Day, and were dismissed by
the master without the knowledge of the
Queen. The Bishop of London heard of the
incident and reported it to Her Majesty, wiio,
on the day of performance, inquired tor the
absentees. The bandmaster acknowledged, the
dismissal, whereupon the Queen ordered their
instant restoration, declaring that none in her
service should suffer for '^remembering the
Lord's day to keep it holy." (2) In New York,
an esteemed clerk was required by the man-
ager of the bank to attend next day (Sunday),
and help to make up the back work. As a
Christian he could not comply. The president
threatened him with dismissal, but to no pur-
pose. He steadily refused to ^'forget the
Sabbath day," and was dismissed. Some time
after, when a new branch was opened, the
president was asked to recommend a tho-
roughly trustworthy manager. He at once
nominated the clerk whom he had dismissed,
and the nomination was sanctioned. He felt

the force of sterling Christian principle dis-
played in so praiseworthy a manner.

•* Let us say to the world, should it tempt us
to wander.
As Abraham said to his men on the plain,

There's tlie mountain of prayer, I am going
up yonder.

And tarry you here till 1 seek you again."—Edmeston.

Parental Honour ! Ver. 12. When, after
the 'delivery of the law on Mount Sinai, the
commandments were graven on tvvu tables of
stone, this was placed first upon the second.
It is the first commandment with promise.
A. little boy was once asked in school to ex-
plain the fifth commandment. Instead or
trying to do so, he covered his face with Ins
Viands to hide liis blushes, and said, "Yester-
day J showed a strange gentleman over the
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mountain, and (he sharp stones cut my feet.
When the gentleman saw that they were
bleeding, he gave me some money to buy slioes.

I gave it to mother, for she had no shoes
either, and 1 thouulit that I could very well go
barefoot to honour my mother."

" Thou shalt honour thy mother, whose love
unto ihee

The greatest of God's earthly blessings
shall be."

Filial Faithfulness I Ver. 12. George Wash-
ington, when quite young, was about to go to
sea as a midshipman. Everything was in
readiness. His trunk had "been taken on
board the boat, and he went to bid his mother
farewell. Seeing her distress, he turned to
the servant, saying: *« Go and tell tiiem to
fetch my trunk back, for I will not uo away
to break my mother's heart." His niotiier.
struck with his decision, and with mingled
tears of joy and sorrow, assured him that. God
would bless him for thus honouring his motiier.
And the assurance was realised. The name of
General Watshinuton is a world-wide word of
valiancy, integrity, and piety. We sav that
"now we see through a glass darkly." ' Sup-
pose, when all is clear in the eternal world, we
discover that had Washington gone to sea he
would have met with an untimely—or un-
honoured—death, whereas by honouring his
mother his days were long in the land of his
birth.

" How sweet, when we hear the command-
ment to say,

* Lord, if Thou wilt help me, I'll strive to
obey;

I'll bend down the force of my own stubborn
will.

And bid every passionate feeling be still.*"

Filial Folly! Ver. 12. In Deut. xxvii. 16
we read these solemn words: "Cursed be he
that setteth light by father or mother." In
Proverbs xxx. 17, God speaks in this awful
way: "The eye that mocketh at his father,
and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens
of the valley shall pick it out." In Western
Pennsylvania dwelt an Irishman, who had been
wealthy at one time. He had an only son,
whose wild and wicked ways reduced the
father to poverty. W^ith shattered health and
fading sight—poor, blind, friendless, and for-
saken—the old man found shelter in the
Franklin almshouses. One day the wieked
and ungrateful son was passing through the
city, and was urged to visit his kind father,
whom he had ruined. He refused to do so,
and proceeded on his journey. A severe storm
overtook him, and he caui^ht a severe cold.
It fastened on his eyes, from which all sight
soon entirely fled. Poverty came; and on the
very day that the dead corpse of the father
was borne out, his living cor| se was borne
into the Franklin almshouse. He was put
into the same room—died in the same bed

—

and was borne forth to (he same grave.
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•• Thou si) alt honour thy father, the guide of

thy youth,

And vield him the homage of love and of

truth."

Murder-Memories I Ver. 13. Amongst the

numerous converts to God amongst the Red
Indians of N.W. America was a great chief,

noted for liis many savaire murders. When
brou_<::ljt to a saving knowledge of tlie truth,

his exclamation was, '*Ub ! why did you not

come sooner ; and then those whom 1 have
killed would have heard those glad tidings."

During a long and useful Christian old age,

he frequently lamented the fact that he had
by death prevented some of his fellow-

creatures from hearing the Gospel's joyful

sound. Even in the closing scene of life, hia

thoughts wandered to these murdered ones,

wheiher he should meet them in the other
world. He felt how awful a thing it was, even

in heathen ignorance, to send a fellow-creature,

whether friend or foe, unprepared into eternity.

He had never read Shakespeare, but he still

could enter into the feelings of Hamlet's
ghost, who dwells so much on the fact that

he was killed

•• With all his sins broad blown,
Unhouselled, unauointed, unannealed.**

Passion-Power 1 Ver. li. One bright July
morning, I was driving to town. As I came
to the top of the hill just above the bridge, on
the outskirts of the place, a little boy, from a

cottaye on the north side of the road, fired off

a small cannon. He was so near the road,

the cannon made so big a noise, and the whole
thing came so unexpectedly, that my little bay
pony took fright, and shied, with a spring, to

the other side of the road. He not only over-

turned tlie carria<i:e in doing so, but was with
great difficulty reined in and prevented from
running away. "You should not tire your
cannon so near the road," said I to the boy,

after 1 had got the pony somewhat quiet;

**you frightened my horse badly, and nearly

made him run away." ** I didn't mean to

do it," said he, "hut it got agoing before

I saw the horse, and then I couldn't stop it."

I said no more, but drove on, thinking of the
boy's answer, as I have often thought of it

since, though all this happened years ago.

"Couldn't stop itl" How often, when we
start "lust," there is no stopping. Do not
bci^in, and the diflSculty will not arise It

will not get "agoing."

** But if once we let them reign,

They sweep with desolating train.

Till they but leave a hated name,
A ruined soul, a blackened fame."

—OooJt.

Theft-Tests I Ver. 15. Years ago, in Edin-
burgh, lived a "gang of body-snatchers." It

was common for gipsies to steal children from
their homes. The Arabs of East Africa are
designated "men-stealers ;" while some whire
traders under the Southern Cross are termed
kidnappers. All these are regarded as heinous

breakers of the Eighth Commandment. But
this "eighth of God's moral oflsiring" may
be slain and set at defiance by others. Very
recently a man of eminence stole a rare

volume from the Metropolitan Library,

though he would have cut off his hands
rather than steal tiie money it was worth.

He steals, who robs God of the honour due
unto His Name ; and so does she who
plunders her own soul of those precious

moments given for soUmn preparations for

eternity. Tiie self-plunderer thus seriously

breaks God's law ; how much more, then, the

robber of God ? To withhold part of the

price of our obligations to God is the most
aggravated form of theft.

** Higher yet this sin extends;
For it steals the spirit's love

From the very best of Friends

—

Robbing e'en the God above,**

Theft-Tronble I Ver. 15. Phoebe was
tempted along with other girls to gather

plums in a neighbouring orchard. On bring-

ing home some of the fruit, her mother
mildly reproved her, and said that she ought
not to have gathered the plums without leave,

because it was sin : God had commanded her

not to steal. The child, not being sensible of

the evil before, seemed greatly surprised, and
bursting into tears cried, "

1 cannot touch
these plums." The other children did not
seem much concerned, but there was no paci-

fying Phoebe. She returned the plums to the
owner

;
yet still she was full of grief. To

every inquiry, her reply was, " Oh, it was sin
"

—sin against God. Phoebe never forgot to

old age the solemn lesson, " It was sin."

** I must not nurse within my soul

One spark of sin's unhallowed fire
;

Or yield my heart to the control

Of aught that speaks a wrong desire."

False-Witness! Ver. 1(5. This command-
ment requires us to keep our tongues from
evil-speaking, lying, and slandering. In the

garden of Eden, Satan bore false witness

against God by telling Eve that slie would not
die if slie ate of the forbidden fruit. Every
one, therefore, who lies, slanders, or speaks
evil of his neighbour, is becoming like Satan.

It is said that there is one place in India
where, when a person is found guilty of false

witne!^s, he is taken to a public place, and in

the presence of a multitude of people his

mouth is sewed up. It is to be feared that

such a penalty infl.icted impartially on such
offenders in England would produce startling

Stillness of S[)eech. Still greater would be the

silence, were the mouths of all who gave ear

" With greediness, or wittingly their tongues
Made herald to his lies, around him sewed."

— Pollock.

Scandal-Seed ! Ver. 16. The story is told

of a woman who freely used her tongue to the

scandal of others, and made confessions to the
priest of what she had done. He gave her a
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ripe tliistle-top, and told her to go out in vari-

ous directions and scatter the seeds one by-

one. Wondering at the {)eiiaiice, she obeyed,
and returned and told her confessor. To her
amazement, he bade her go back and gather
the scattered seeds ; and when she objected

that it would be impossible, he replied tliat it

would be still more difficult to gather up and
destroy all the evil reports she had circulated

about others. Any thoughtless, careless child,

can scatter a handful of thistle-seeds before
the wind in a moment, but the strongest and
wisest man cannot gather them again. And
the "thistle-seeds" need not be of the tongue.

False witness is too often borne by

** The hint malevolent, the look oblique,

The obvious satire, or implied dislike,

The sneer equivocal, the harsh reply,

And all the cruel language of the eye."
—More.

Oovetotisnesa ! Ver. 17. In the backwoods
of Canada the forests have to be cleared for

farms. The trees are cut down, but the roots

remain. Efforts have been made to burn them,
but this method is only partially successful.

Some one has, however, invented a *" root ex-

tractor," which has huge iron hooks and a
crank connected with very powerful machinery.

In this way the tough gnarled roots are torn

up. The human heart is like tlie uncleared

prairie. It has many twisted roots, and
amongst the worst is that of *' covetousness."

Men, women, and children have these roots

in their hearts. Hippocrates, in his letter to

Cratena, an herbalist, gives this good counsel :

** If it is possible, among other herbs, cut up
that weed covetousness by the roots that there

be none left ; for know this of a certainty,

that by so doing your patients will soon be
cured in mind and body." Diodorus Siculus

relates that the forest of the Pierian moun-
tains being set on fire, and the heat penetrat-

ing to the soil, a pure stream of silver gushed
forth from the bosom of the earth. The best

dissolver of the spirit of covetousness is the fire

of gospel love. When it burns up the growth
of worldliness, silver lodes of self-denial and
devotedness flow out from the human heart

;

for, says the Bible, out of the heart are the
issues of life.

" Is there, then, nauirht above
That we may covet to possess f

Yes, there's the Saviour's boundless love,

With which He waits my soul to bless."

Law and Love I Ver. 18. The prodigal's

father was no Eli, chiding with bated breath.

Faithful and monitory were his counsels
;

urgent and expostulatory were his warnings.

Did he love the wayward child less when thus
he chided sternly than when he gently seated

him at the festive board with its fatted calf ?

We trow not. The same deep, tender love was
there in both ; only it differed in expression.

When I warn one dear to me from entering on
some desperate plunge that must end in peril

if not death, is my affection less than when ]
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plunge in to save him ? No. And so there it

the same love in the law as in the gospel. Id
the law of Moses, love warns ; in the gospel oi

Messiah, love wins. Both are the true mirroi
of Him who thus defines Ilia own character,
"God is love."

" The Law brought forth her precepts ten.

And then dissolved in grace." —Erskine.

Divine Discernment f Ver. 20. The law
^as in one sense God's "odometer." It

reminded men that He could tell when they
had gone beyond the boundaries of righteous-
ness. The odometer is a macliine something
like a clock which can be fastened en to a
carriage, and in some way is connected with
the motion of the wheels. It is so arranged
that it marks off the number of miles travelled

over. Two young men hired such a convey-
ance, not knowing that it had an odometer
fastened to it. Having gone ten miles more
than the hire, they returned to the stable^

yard, where the postmaster asked them how
many miles they had been ? ** Twenty " was
the reply. He touched the sprinir, the cover
opened, and there on the face of the instru-

ment the thirty miles were found recorded.
The moral law is the odometer divinely
fastened to the conscience, and when the
journey of life is over, its face will tell how
far the conscience has deviated from the way
of holiness.

** Law of the Lord most perfect

!

And traced in burning light t

How can a fallen rebel

Survive the dreadful sight?**

Divine Design I Ver. 20. The tidal river,

below the banks of which a pretty rural vil-

lage stood, suddenly overflowed with an un-
usual spring-tide, and sweeping away the low
banks for hundreds of yards, poured its rush
ing waters over the whole district for miles
round. Nancy's cottage was one of the first

to be surrounded by the roaring torrents, and
but for the land sloping behind, it must at

once have been swept away as a frail leaf. Aa
it was, the rushing waters made it tremble and
almost totter, and to save herself from the

fast-rising water within the cottage, she
retreated up her little staircase. As step

by step the waters rose, she retreated

still higher, "wondering what the Ciiid

would be." Her husband was away in the

fields a mile or two distant, and no human
help was at hand, "And how did you feel

then, Nancy?" I inquired, as we talked

together in the evening of that njeraorable

day. " miss, it was dreadful to hear the

rushing of the water come so sudden. But I

thought, ' Well, the Lord's here too ; ' and so

I sat on the stairs and sang that verse

—

** * This awful God is ours.

Oar Father and our Love
;

He will send down His heavenly powers
To carry us above.'

"

Moral Kestraints I Ver. 22-26. No doubt,
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says Guthrie, tlie L^w restrains us. But all trembles lest his should snap. And when the

chains are not fetters, nor are all walls the grey morning breaks on the wild Ice-shore,

gloomy precincts of a prison. It is a blessed all strewn with wrecks and corpses, he blessea

chain by which the ship, now buried in the God for the good iron that stood the st,raia.

trou-h, and now rising on the top of the sea, .. j^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ p^^^ the least restraint
rides at anchor and outlives the storm Ihe ^non our freedom, but maintain it;
condemned criminal m ^ewgate would give q^ jf j^. j,,gg^ ^^jg f^^ ^^j. ,,^^^^
worlds to break hia chain, but the sailor To give us freer latitude." -^BuOer,

CHAPTER XXI.

Critical Notes. ^*1. Judgments.] Here begins the second part of ** The Book of the

Covenant" (ch, xxiv. 7), tlie entire contents of wliich seem to range themselves thus :— 1. Safe-

guards of worship (ch. xx. 22-2f))
; 2. Safeguards of justice and mercy (ch. xxi. 1-xxiii. 19);

3. Promises, blended with admonitions (cli. xxiii. 20-3o). Nexi to the Ten Commandiaentg
stands tliis *' Book," in importance, as the Divinely-laid foundation of Israel's natior.ality,

and as the Magna Charta of the people. Here we see more in detail than in the Ten Com-
mandments, but still in a summary and very comprehensive way, what sort of a nation Israel

was laid under the most solemn obligation to become. 6. Unto the judges.] Heb. elhaeHhim.
literally "unto the gods;" but, according to usage, rather, *'unto God," "unto the God," '*unto

the [living and true] God," or unto "God Himself." No doubt, however, "the judges" are

intended. Compare especially (Dent. xix. 17) : "Then both the men, betM'een whom the con-

troversy is, shall stand before Jehovah, before the priests and the judges, which shall be in

those days." In coming unto the priests and judges, they came " unto the judgment seat of

God," as the LXX. here renders {irpbs rb KpiTTjpiou rod Oeov). 7. Not as the men-servants.]

From Deut. xv. 17, 'Kalisch infers that in this place foreign female servants are intended,

whereas in that place Hebrew domestics are meant, by which supposition the seeming contra-

diction is removed.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses l-«.

Slavery and Sovereignty.

The most influential factor in the process of human development has heen

the written revelation of God ; and without that we cannot suppose humani-ty

would have risen to glorious heights. These judgments are part of that reve-

lation, and indicate the gradual methods by which the Almighty educates the

nations. God's teachings touch humanity at its lowest point, and are adapted

to the state of highest development. These judgments, then, must be considered

in their relation to primitive conditions. They are the worWs most ancient

and most complete repositories of legal enactments. Their spirit is undying,

and proclaims infinite wisdom. These judgments of God are the declarations of

human rights. We must, in a teachable and impartial spirit, consider these

judgments, as severally set forth to the Jews, in their ethical bearings.

I. These judgments dealt with an existing institution. The word most
commonly emploj-ed in the Old Testament in this connection was one meaniag
slavery in our modern sense. We have, then, the fact that slavery was an

admitted institution in the Mosaic economy. The circumstances under which

a Hebrew might be reduced to servitude were—(1) poverty ; (2) the commission
of theft; and (3; the exercise of paternal authority. We cannot explain the

divine methods, and do not know how it was that slavery was not at once

abrogated by a divine decree. But we see that divine beneficence was
revealed in the regulations.

II. This admitted institution does not sanction modern slavery. The
Mosaic sanction of slavery Avas a strong support of that institution in the

Southern States of America. But a candid inquirer will sooi, perceive that it

bad little kinship with that which it claimed for its support. There is in the
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divine revelation a spirit ever working to the enfranchisement of the race. The
letter is for the time then present, but the spirit is for all time ; and it shall

operate unceasingly and triumphantly till all forms of oppression are banished

from the world. More closely consider the conditions of Mosaic slavery.

III. This system asserted the slave's personal sovereignty. K\ ery step in

the process will show the absurdity of instituting a compari.^on between
Hebrew slavery and other forms of slavery, in order to make the former sanction

human greed and cruelty. In modern systems, the man is a mere chattel, l)ut

in the Mosaic system the slave's manhood is declared. He is sovereign over

himself, and is allowed the power of choice. The Southern slaveholder would
not permit his slave to say, " I will not; " but the Hebrew slave is permitted to

say, " I love my master, my wife, and my children ; I will not go out free."

IV. This system declared the slave's right to be a man of feeling. Tiie man
was not to be separated from the wife he had chosen prior to his days of servi-

tude. The slave is here regarded as one capable of loving, and of feeling dis-

tress at separation. Even where the wife was the gift of the master, and there-

fore she and her children the master's property, the servant was not to be
forcibly separated ; but, under other systems, slaves have been treated as if they

did uot possess the feelings common to humanity. This part of the Mosaic
regulations would not harmonise with tlie painful scenes which took place at

slave marts.

V. This system proclaimed the slave's right to freedom, and that it is the

highest condition. The Hebrew slave worked on to the day of ha])py release.

This term of service was no longer than a modern apprenticeship. The bells of

the seventh year rang out the old order of slavery, and rang in the new glorious

order of freedom. *' If thou buy an Hebrew servant, six years he shall serve
;

and in the seventh year he shall go out free for nothing." *' The fixing of the

seventh year as the year of emancipation is connected with the sabbatical year,

but does not coincide with it." The slave might choose to continue in servitude,

but he did not choose the highest state. Such an one must have his ear bored

before the judges, as setting forth his subject condition, and as sealing the

voluntary compact. But no marks are placed on the person of the free man.
" The boring of the ears was among the Orientals a sign of slavery."

—

Knohel.

VI. This system typically sets forth that the service of love is the highest,

and alone enduring. He only was to serve "for ever'^ who chose continued

servitude on account of love to his master, and love to his wife and his children.

The service of love outstri[)s in dignity and surpasses in duration all other

forms of service. Love's bonds are sweet. Its yoke is easy, and its service

light. There is a loving service which shall be in the literal sense " for ever "

—a service which is highest freedom, and from which the slave will never ask

to be liberated. The service of Christ reaches beyond death, and is coeval with

eternity.— W, Burrows^ B.A.

In considering generally the judgments of that part of the " Book of tlie

Covenant" (xxiv. 3-7) contained in Exodus, chaps. xxi.-xxiii., three things

must be borne in mind.

1. That God was leiifislatins: for Jeivs. and had to deal with such materials as

existed and to make the best of them. Remember (1) The Jews were contami-

nated by their contact with and bondage under the Egyptians, and these were

familiar with and contracted those habits which these judgments were intended

to abolish or control. And (2) How needful a special and minute legislation

was, their characteristics through many centuries of their history amply show

(cf. Matt. xix. 8).

2. That this legislation was founded on great moral principles and was refer-

able to them (Exodus xx. 1-17).
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3. That this legislation as such (1) was not final. Many of the enactments,

e.g., tliose respecting slavery, contemplated a special state of things and made
provision for their removal. And (2) it had respect to a legislation higher and
final to which it was preparatory (Deut. xviii. 15; Gal. iii. 24; Heb. viii. 6, 7-13).

(3) With that legislation therefore this must be compared.

Chapter xxi. exhibits (i.) God's care for the s)ave (1-11, 16, 26, 27); (iu) God's
indignation against the unfilial spirit (15, 17); (iii.) God's disapprobation of the

use of brute force (18, 19) ;
(iv.) God's regard for the safety of man and beast.

God's Care for the Slave.

1. Slavery was an established institution, and thus was only recognised and
not establislied by the Mosaic law.

2. Humanly speaking, its entire abolition at this period was impossible or at

least impracticable. (1.) Subsequent history shows how difficult it was to repress

customs far less rooted in the Hebrew mind. (2.) In the wars in which the

Israeilites were engaged, it was the only alternative to exlermination. (3.) In

a condition of society where a labouring class was unknown, in many cases it

was the only alternative to want (Lev. xxv. 25). (4.) Under circumstances

where imprisonment was impossible, it was the only alternative for a criminal

to a harsher fate (Exodus xxiii. 3).

3. 13V conveyed a very different meaning to boZXoi^ or servus or serf or thrall

or slave. It implied a position of trust, and dealt rather with the duties of the

servant than the right of the master.

4. Those who make a difficulty of Old Testament slavery should remember

—

(1.) That this is the first, and for centuries the only, attempt to legislate on

behalf of the slave. (2.) That this attempt stands fird among those judgments
which regulated political and social life. And (3.) that if fairly carried out it

meant the eventual and effectual extinction of slavery, and the establishment of

the right of man as man.
5. Tliat bondage could scarcely have been very intolerable from which its

subjects should so seldom endeavour to escape (1 Sam. xxv. 10 ; 1 Kings ii. 39).

The other subjects connected with Old Testament slavery will be dealt with

in their proper place in Leviticus and Deuteronomy. The present passage deals

with Hebrew slaves,

I. With regard to the slave himself we notice—(1.) That his term of service

was limited. In the sabbatic year (not literally six years) he was to be free (ver. 2.)

(2.) Then he was to be made free, legally and without cost, "for nothing." (3.)

That the service might be of such a character, that, through love of his master
or his family, it might be preferable to freedom (ver. 5). (4.) That so precious

and divine was liberty, a special enactment was necessary to enable the slave

to forego his right to it (ver. 5, 6). (5.) That fair play might be observed all

round, this preference of slavery to freedom must be expressed in the most
judicial, public, and solemn manner (ver. 6). (6.) That with regard to woman
(with the exception noted in Deut. xv. 12, 13) she could only become a slave on
the condition of marriage with her master or his son, in which case all the rights

and privileges of w^edlock under all circumstances must be respected, or else her

unconditional freedom must be granted (vers. 7-11). (7.) That no man could be
kidnapped and sold for a slave under penalty of death for the manstealer (ver. 16).

(8.) That the life and limb of the slave must be respected under severe penalties.

{a) If he died under chastisement, the master might be indicted for murder
(ver. 20, cf. ver. 12). (b) If he was maimed in the slighest degree, he was entitled

to freedom (vers. 26, 27).

All this minute legislation was for the benefit of the slave.

II, With regard to the slaveholder—(1.) He was entitled at most to six vears of
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service. (2.) Only by the free consent of tlie slave, and the autliorities, could he re-

tain his services for one moment longer. (3.) In the case of punishment inflicted on
the slave, only unless the victim survived it two days, did the owner escai)e the

charge of murder, and even then the loss of a valuable servant was no small

penalty. A great deal has been made of this last case (vers. 20, 21). I>ut (1)

it argues a strong public sentiment on behalf of the slave, and implies that in-

dignation might rise so high as to be difficult to repi-ess. (2) The slave might
not die wholly from this cause, and since it might be beyond the power of the

master to prove his innocence, the law provides that he should have the benefit

of the doubt. (3) The master was punished if guilty by the loss of valuable

service, which was equivalent to money. (4) Why should " He is his money" be
interpreted more literally than " Time is money " ? In conclusion

—

I. If God cared for the Hebrew slave He will care for the Christian servant.

II. If it was the duty of the Hebrew slave to serve his master with that

diligence and affection which this legislation implies, how much more is it

obligatory on the Christian servant %

HI. If the Hebrew master were amenable to God's laws, and if those laws

distinctly contemplated his relation to his dependent, how much more should

he, who himself " serves the Lord Christ," obey His laws who said, " One is your

master, even Christ, and all ye are brethren " %—J, W, Burn,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Vers. 1-6. Penalties as well as laws Church, God has provided much con-

God would have made known to His cerning servants,

people. Servants in the Church must do
It concerns all Israel to know the faithful service for their time,

judgments of God as well as His God in judgment delivers men to cer-

laws. tainty of servitude when they choose it.

Notwithstanding all the general laws God's judgments, about corporal

given to men, God has reserved some bondage and freedom, should remind
special judgments for His Church. us about our spiritual : to hate slavery

Amongst the judgments given to the and love freedom.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 7-11.

The Rights of the Female Slave.

This passage is somewhat obscure, and in its interpretation we find compara-

tively little help from the Commentators. It treats of that state of concubinage

which was assumed and provided for by the law of Moses. " The natural desire

of offspring was, in the Jew, consecrated into a religious hof»e, which tended to

redeem concubinage from the debasement into which the grosser motives for its

adoption might have brought it."

I. The Israelitish daughter as servant and concubine. On account of poverty

the Israelite sold his daughter, not merely as a slave, but with the hone that

ultimately she would become the wife of her master, or of his son. In this respect

she is not to be treated as a male slave. She is not to be sent out in the seventh

year, but remain as one of the members of the family. Practically she has become

a concubine, and if her rights are respected, it is far better for her to remain in

the house other master, than to go out free as did the manservant in the seventh

year. *' She shall not go out as the menservants do." The master must not

follow mere caprice. Lust must be checked. She has rights which must be

respected.

II. Her rights when betrothed unto the master. He has no power to deal
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with her as he lists, even though she be evil in his eyes. "If slie please not her

master, then shall he let her be redeemed." The father may redeem her by paying

back either the whole or part of the purchase money. The master hau no power

to sell her unto a strange nation. "The Greek, too, did not sell a Greek slave

to go beyond the boundary of the land " (Knobel). Her lot would be more severe

in a strange land than in her own country. To sell her into a strange land

would be to deal unjustly by her. This would be to increase the injustice,

if, after having dealt deceitfully with her, he were to sell her unto a strange

nation.

III. Her rights when betrothed unto the son. '* And if he have betrothed

her unto his son, he shall deal with her after the manner of daughters." " As
his son's concubine, she is to be regarded by him as a daughter." The servile

merged in the connubial relation, and her children would be free.

IV. Her rights if displaced by another. *' If he take him another wife, her

food, her raiment, and her duty of marriage, shall he not diminish." If the

master take another wife for the son, then the concubine's domestic rights must
remain inviolate. She must have her proper food, her fitting raiment, and her

recognised seat and resting-place in the house as a lawful concubine.

V. The concubine's remedy if her rights are not regarded. "And if he do not

these three unto her, then shall she go out free without money." She becomes

a free woman, and the master can get no compensation. Learn that the weakest

have rights which must be regarded—and that masters must conduct them-

selves so as to promote the welfare of the community and the consolidation of

the nation.

—

W. Burrows^ B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Vers. 7-11. It is a great hardness of faithfulness to provide for His op-

heart to sell children for the advantage pressed children.

of men to unnatural fathers. God's judgments determine all rela-

God's special judgments take care tions justly to be used, servants as

for daughters, as the weaker sex, servants, children as children,

before men. God will not have any to God's justice appears in legal free-

make merchandise of the children of dom, and His goodness to the Gospel-

the Church. freedom under Christ our head,

Man's deceitfulness occasions God's

MAIN EOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 12-14.

Cases of Homicide.

A rude state of society requires rough measures for the repression of crime

and for the preservation of social order ; and in considering the stern severity

of the Mosaic code, we must try to project ourselves into that aboriginal state

of society, and pronounce our judgments accordingly''. Laws which were
required in those early times ought not to be needful in these days. It is well

that, through the spread of Gospel principles, justice is being more and more
tempered by mercy. But mercy must not be allowed to supplant justice. And
there is a danger lest in our pity for the man we restrain justice with regard to

the criminal.

I. Honicide in effect.—The first case is that of the man who strikes his fellow
;

strikes in anger, but not with a murderous intention, and yet death is the result

of the angry blow. Such a man shall be surely put to death. This is one of

the most severe cases of punishment in those early periods. But it is a stern

practical comment upon the New Testament words, " He thathateth his brother
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is a murderer." Let us theu learn to avoid angry feelings towards our brother

men. Anger in the heart gives unconscious malicious power to the will. The
blow directed by an angry man may be more severe than liis better self would
approve. The man, then, is responsible for the effects of his anger, even

though these effects are more disastrous than he intended. The preservation

of the physical lite is important, but much more the [)reservation of the moral
life in all its purity.

II. Homicide by mistake.— If a man kill his fellow, not in consequence of an
angry blow, but by reason of a stroke given through mischance, then there is

to be merciful provision for his safety. If a man kill his fellow through misad-

venture, then the city of refuge is to be opened for his reception. And cities of

refuge were afterwards provided. Into those cities the avenger of blood could

not enter. And in the final adjustment of human affairs, merciful consideration

will be dealt out to those who have done vast mischief by mistake ; upon sins

of ignorance will fall the blessed light of Divine mercy. Embrace the glorious

truth that through the sternest code the Divine love cannot help revealing its

gracious tendencies.

III. Homicide by design.—The last mentioned, in verse fourteen, is a case of

real murder. Here are all the marks of the murderer. There is the breaking
through, in ebullient rage, the sacred restraints which protect one's neighbour

as God's image. There is to be no hope for such a man. He is even to be torn

away from God's altar. Death is to be his portion. It is a strange fact that

through all times, with very few exceptions, the Mosaic law of death for death

has so largely prevailed. A few monarchs have abolished capital punishment;
but soon the stern decree has been re-enacted. It is sad to hang a man, but in

saying this we seem to forget that it is a sadder thing to murder a man. The
sufferer of capital punishment has not such severe measure dealt out to him aa

the victim who has suddenly been deprived of life. The repression of crime,

and not revenge, is the purpose of wisely-constructed and justly-administered

penal codes; and if the abolition of capital punishment tend to the diminution

of murder, then we do not see that the Bible stands in the way of such a course.

Learn the exceeding preciousness of life. How awful to kill the body ! More
awful still the conduct of those who go about to destroy moral life ! It is dread-

ful to be a soul murderer. Life is God's most sacred gift. He bestows largely

for its unfolding. He provides many safeguards for its preservation.

—

W, Bar-

rows, B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES.

Vers. 12-14. The life of man is dear Pride, presumption, and treachery,

to God to preserve it ; man is God's make men truly murderers,

image.

MATN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 12-17.

Gob's Indignation against the Unfilial ^virye.— Verses 15-17.

Nothing is more marked, in Old Testament and New Testament alike, than
the imperative character of parental claims and filial duties. A special law
incorporated in the moral code deals with this subject. These rights and duties

arise from the peculiar relation in which parents stand between their children

and God. God, through the parent, gives existence to the child, and makes
through the same medium provision for its protection and nurture, and the

supply of its moral, intellectual, and physical necessities. Parents must be
regarded, therefore, as God's delegated authorities, and must be respected as such.

Offences a.gainst them God treats as offences against Himself, and punishes them
as such. Our text deals with (1) the unfilial spirit in two aspects ; and (2) with
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its wniform punishment. Some excellent remarks on this subject and the Eab-

binical treatment of it will be found in an article by Dr. Ginsburg in " Cassell's

Dible Educator," vol. i. pp. 153.

I, The unfilial spirit in two aspects.

1. He that smiteth his father or his mother (v. 15). (1.) A child may smite

*vis [)arent literally, as in the case of those brutes we read of in the newspapers

every week. (2.) A child may smite his parents' authority by rebellion in thought,

word, or deed ; e.g.^ Absalom. (3.) A child may smite his parents' wealth by
extravagance or carelessness ; e.g.^ ancient and modern spendthrifts. (4.) A
child may smite his parents' character by an incautious revelation of domestic

secrets. (5.) A child may smite his parents' health and, by misconduct, bring

their grey hairs with sorrow to the grave ; e.g., Joseph's brethren. (6.) A child

may smite his parents' hearty and break it by disobedience and wilfulness ; e.^.,

sons of Eli.

In all these instances (2-6) a child may effectually smite his parents' without

lifting a finger.

2. *' He that curseth (lit. revileth) his father or his mother." (1.) A child may
revile his parents by an assertion of personal independence ; as in the case of the

prodigal demanding his portion of goods and taking his journey into a far

country. (2.) A child may revile his parents by speaking of them in a careless

and irreverent way. What else is it when a youth refers to his father as " the

governor," and to his mother as the **old lady "
1 (3.) A child may revile his

parents by speaking to them in a familiar or impertinent way. (4.) A child

may revile his parents by treating their counsels with contempt ; and (6.) Alas ! a

child may revile his parents by cursing them to their face.

II. The uniform punishment of the unfilial spirit.
— *' Shall surely be put to

death." The letter of this condemnation is now repealed, but its spirit lives on
through the ages.

1. An unfilial child dies to the respect of civilised society. All the unwritten

codes of humanity agree in condemning it as an unpardonable sin to treat one's

parents with disrespect.

2. An unfilial child is morally dead. If the sign of the moral life is " love of

the brethren," how dead must he be in whom filial respect and love is extinct

!

It would be easy to show (1) how all that deserves the name of intelligence, (2)

veneration, (3) natural affection, and all the higher faculties of the soul, are

utterly destroyed before a man can " smite " or *' revile " his father or his

mother.

3. An unfilial child, inasmuch as he breaks a moral law, and a law that partakes

of the qualities of both tables and combines them, dies in a more terrible sense,

" The soul that sinneth " (sin is the transgression of the law) *' it shall die."

In conclusion— (1.) A word to parents. "Provoke not your children unto wrath."

Don't do anything calculated to excite those distempers which may express

themselves in " smiting " or " reviling "
; but " train them np in the way they

should go," *' in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." (2.) A further word to

children. " Obey and honour your parents in all things in the Lord." If there

is anything you may deem objectionable, remember (a) your own inexperience,

and (b) your indebtedness to those who have given you life and who have pre-

served and provided for it till now.

Parent-SMiTERS and Men-stealers.

We do not observe any deep metaphysical or psychological reasons for the

order and number of these laws. There does not seem to be any great regard

for logical order in the Hebrew spirit. We may simply discover the instructive

and very suggestive circumstance that the three ci'imes mentioned in these verses
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are placed in the same category, and have meted out to them tlie same awful

penalty. Thus, it appears that tlie man who curses his father or his mother is

no better than the man-stealer. And in this respect the social code of Chi-istian

England is scarcely equal to the moral code of the Mosaic economy. It is not

indeed to be deplored that the penalty of death is less frequently inflicted in

these times than in the days of the })ast ; but it is to he Limented that reverence

for parents is not now a-days a virtue very stienuousiy insisted upon. We should

not now think of })lacing the curser of parents, or even the smiter of ])arents, on

the same level with the man-stealer. Those who make a trade of kid-nappiug

are now reprobated ; but cursers of fathers and of mothers are at least not

regarded as criminals, if indeed they are not welcomed into good society. There
is, however, a similaiiiy of spirit in the two characters. There is a closer con-

nection between the curser of parents and the man-stealer than we may at first

imagine. Let us study them together, as placed before us in Holy Writ, and
learn to avoid the evils.

I. The crime of cursing father or mother. The order now proposed for

discussion as logical is to commence with cursing father or mother, then smiting

father or mother, and then man-stealing. This crime of cursing father or mother
is one of the letters of the Mosaic economy that has been in too large a measure
dropped out of the moral alphabet of modern society. There is a needs be that

it stand out in brighter colours. It is not by any means a desirable circumstance

that, practically, we are behind the Jews, the Greeks, the Komans, and the

Egyptians in this particular. We read out to our children the words, " Honour
thy father and thy mother," but societ}^ does not on a large scale reprobate those

who curse their fathers and their mothers. There are fathers and mothers
who entail upon their children a heritage of woe ; and we must feel pity

for such children, and not be very much surprised if there is a tendency to

curse their parents. It is difficult for us to be hard upon those children whose
parents, either by their folly or by their wickedness, have entailed upon them a

depraved physical or moral nature. Oh, let us be gentle in our speech towards

those whose parents have been vile, reckless, and worthless ! What a severe lot

it is for those children whose homes are the abodes of wretchedness, or the hot-

beds of crime ! Still, crime in others is no excuse for our crimes. Cursing father

or mother is to be condemned under all circumstances, {a.) It is to be condemned,

for it is a reflection upon the human authors of our being. And thus it is in a sense

a reflection upon God Himself. Instead of thanking God for our creation, we are

practically cursing God that ever we were born. There is a great deal in life for

which to be thankful; and most shun the process of giving up life. Why, then,

should we curse those who have brought us into life 1 Why should we curse

the dear mother whose gentle voice has hushed our sorrowful wailing into peaceful

slumbers ? Why should we curse the fathei- whose strong hand has shielded

from danger and ministered to our necessities ? {h.) It is to be condemned, /or

it is a disparagement of God's vicegerent. If there is any being in this world placed

by God in a position of authority, it is the father. He is the type of the eternal

Father. He is God's true representative on earth. The house is his kingdom,
and the children are his subjects, and he has an undoubted right to sway the

sceptre of a divinely-constituted authority. How gieat, then, is the crime of

that child who curses his father; who despises God's re])resentative ; who resists

the lawful control of (iod's vice£i;erent ! Is it much to be wondered at that the

penalty for this crime in that early society was death 1 (c.) 1 1 is to be condemned,

for it is a subversion of the good order of society. The family constitution is the

primal form of government. All true governments are but its development.

The true ideal of a nation is that of a family of which the king is the head and
father. And our kingtlom is established for this, among other reasons, that

the throne is built upon the thrones set up in happy English homes. Kightly
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conducted family life is essential to national life and national })rosperity.

Rebellion in the household is rebellion in the nation. Cursing the father leads

to cursing the king. Anarchy in the home means anarchy in the state, and

destruction to the community. We have regretted the fact that we seem behind

some other nations in not branding the cursing of parents as a crime of deei)est

dye ; but we have to rejoice in the salutary influence of so many Christian homes,

which have been the safeguard of our nation ; and we are extremely jealous lest

the safeguard should be removed or its power diminished.

II. Tlie crime of smiting father or mother. The man who curses his parents is

the man who is prepared to smite them when the occasion arises. That father

cannot safely trust himself to that grown-up son who has ventured to curse,

and thus shown his contempt for the parental authority. Under certain

circumstances it may be right for the father to smite his son. There may be too

much leniency, as well as too much severity, in the family; some modern fathers

appear to have lost faith in the wisdom of Solomon's proverbs. They spare the

rod, and by bitter experience find that the child is spoiled. The father who
never smites his son may thank God if that son never smites him. However,
never use the rod in anger. Administer chastisement in the spirit of prayer,

for the child's good, and for the maintenance of authority. But it is not right

for the son to smite the father. The son had better suffer undeserved physical

injury than venture to smite his father or his mother. The reasons adduced for

the condemnation of those who curse their parents, are still more cogent when
applied to tliose hardened children who smite their parents. What a wretch is

he who smites the mother that has given of her life for the promotion of his life;

who has poured out all the vast wealth of her natuie in order to nurture up to

glorious manhood. The penalty of death for this crime has no place in our civil

code ; but the man who smites his father or his mother will find that the stroke

has a recoil sooner or later. Years may elapse between the act of smiting and
the fact of being smitten. But the return stroke, thougli long delayed, at last

shall come with fearful pains. Better suffer thy right hand to be amputated
than use it to strike thy father or thy mother.

III. The crime of man-stealing. We have seen that slavery was allowed to

continue ; but man-stealing was made subject to the penalty of death. Even in

those rude states of society God taught the great lesson that He had made of

one blood men of different nations, as well as men of the same n/ition.

It is a crime to steal a man's property. It is a crime to steal a man's character

by villanous slander. But the crime of crimes is to steal a man's person. It is

a striking fact that this Mosaic enactment has been exerting a powerful influence

from age to age; and it has so worked that the kidnapper has never for long

occupied a respectable position in society ; and the time is fast hastening when
the word may be eliminated from our language, and kindred words from all

other languages. So great is this crime that the Apostle Paul numbers the men-
stealers amongst those lawless and disobedient ones with si)ecial reference towhom
the law is made. So great is this crime that there is in every rightly-constituted

nature—yea, in every man not deeply sunk in sin and thoroughly hardened by
iniquity—an instinctive horror of aiui shrinking from the nian-stealer. Exe-
cutioners appointed by human governments may not now put the man-stealer to

death ; but his doom is sealed. Fearful is the outlook, tjnless he truly repent
and forsake his way, his lamp too shall go out in fearful darkness. And the

man who smites his father or his mother without any feeling of remorse, and
without an earnest effort to restrain himself, is quite prepared to become the
man-stealer when the opportunity presents itself ; his depravity is sufficiently

great to avail himself of the offered power of kidnapping his fellows.

Lessons.—(1.) These three crimes taken together are suggestive of the genesu

of crime. There is the indulgence of evil thinking, then this grows into evil
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speaking, and then comes evil acting. Inward cursing grows into outward

cursing, and this culminates in crime of physical violence. The man who permits

himself to curse his father inwardly, will not be long before he curses outwardly.

In this respect cursing and smiting follow closely upon one another. And the

man who smites his father or his mother is prepared to smite anybody else if

there be provocation sufficient and no dread of consequences. The children who
forsake their parents, when those })arents are God-fearing, commence a downhill

course from which return is difficult. (2.) Gives a word of caution to parents.

So live, and work ; and pray that your children may not curse you, but have

good reason to bless your memories. And, parents, remember that in after years

children may think they have reason to curse you for being too indulgent as

well as for being too severe. (3.) Gives a word of caution to children. The wrong-

doing of parents is no justification for the wrongdoing of children. Most likely a

more severe penalty awaits the child who has been favoured with many privileges

and has abused them, than the child whose privileges have been few, and who
has accordingly gone astray. Do not dwell upon what your parents might have
done for you if they had been different or had acted differently ; but reflect upon
the more pleasing part of their dealings with you. And try to make the best

of unpropitious circumstances. He is the best general who knows how to

retrieve mistakes. He is the world's hero who fights his way through and
surmounts difficulties, and achieves moral victories.

—

W. Burrows^ B.A,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAQRAPE.— Verses 11-19.

God's Disapprobation of Brute Force.— Verses 22-25.

I. One of the great underlying principles and fundamental axioms of the

Mosaic legislation was the sanctity of human life. Hence the number of

hedges and guards by which it was surrounded.

1. Life is everywhere regarded as the gift of God. It is therefore taken for

granted that He alone has a right to interfere with it or take it away.

2. Life is everywhere regarded as given for the express purpose ofpromoting the

Creator's glory, and fulfilling those duties which He has laid down. To injure or

destroy that life, therefore, is to make it fail of the end for which it was given.

3. Life, therefore, is to be protected from—(1) attacks which would inflict a
temporary injury upon it, under the penalty of remuneration for loss of time and
medical attendance (vers. 18, 19); or, according to the lex tdlionis (vers. 22-25),

and which might become (2) murder, in which case the punishment was death.

4. Life, however, was so precious that even the manslayer, if his crime was
accidental, might have an opportunity for clearing himself (ver. 13) ; thus in the

wilderness, anticipating the cities of refuge (Numb. xxxv. ; Deut. iv., xix.
;

Josh. XX.)

5. But life was so sacred that even the sanctuary was no protection to the
deliberate murderer (ver. 14.) (See 1 Kings i. 50, ii. 28; Lev. iv. 7).

II. This principle, properly applied, means the extinction of all strife, whether
between individuals or nations. There may be circumstances under which per-

sonal encounter or national war may be justifiable, as when rights are invaded
or the helpless oppressed. But, iii the great majority of cases, quarrels may
be settled by arbitration or mutual concession. At any rate, this grand principle

of the sanctity of human life, if acted on all round, would discourage all violence

and inaugurate the era of universal peace and good will towards man.

God Disapproves of Brute Force.

L Because it is beneath the true dignity of man. Such contests as described

in the text are the outcome of the animal and lower part of our nature (Jas. iv.
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1, 2), and reduce man to the level of the beast. But God has given man
reason, discretion, self-control; and fighting degrades the man. This a[)plies (1)

to what, by a solemn irony, is described as the *• noble (?) art of self-defence ;'*

(2) to the vast majority of those wars undertaken to gratify an individual's or a

nation's lust of glory, revenge, or spoil.

11. Because it is unnatural. Humanity is a brotherhood. " God has made
of one blood all the nations of men." Therefore men should be prepared (1) to

make concessions
; (2) to forgive

; (3) to live in peace and unity together.

HI. Because it is dangerous

—

1. To the victor in the struggle. (1.) He may disable his adversary, and have to

pay a heavy indemnification (18, 19). (2.) He may have to pay with his life the

murderer's forfeit (ver. 12). 2. To the vanquished. It may mean {a) serious

injury, or (6) death.

IV. Because no worthy object is gained. Strength, time, skill, money, and, it

may be, life are expended for what 1 Merely the ascendency of the strongest and
the compulsory subjection of the weak.

V. Because it is eminently unchristian. " God, who at sundry times and
in divers manners spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in

these last days spoken unto us by His Son."

1. It is contrary to the example of Christ, " who, when he was reviled, reviled

not again (1 Pet. ii. 23), and who '' did not strive."

2. It is contrary to the precept of Christ. *' Love one another ; " " Love your

enemies; " "They that use the sword shall perish by the sword; " "My kingdom
is not of this world else would My servants fight."

3. It is contrary to the whole body of Christian teaching. Paul (2 Tim. ii. 24

;

Heb. xii. 14) ; Peter (1 Epis. iii. 8-11) ; James (iii. 13-16), Jude (Ep. 9) ; and
as for John every chapter in his epistles is against it. This principle applies

(I.) To the dogmatist. (II.) To the controversialist. The instrument need not

be fist or stones. God disapproves of the employment of—(i.) force of intel-

lect
;

(ii.) fluency of speech
;

(iii.) power of lung when exerted against moral prin-

ciples.

—

J, W, Burn,

Strivers and Smiters.— Verses 18-27.

There is in this passage no punishment appointed for the mere striver. He
is simply held responsible for any evil consequences that may ensue from the

strife. So that he who would be on the safe side, as regards either the being

injured or being the cause of injury to another, must learn to "walk honestly,

as in the day ;—not in strife and envying." For mental strife stirreth up
anger; and this leadeth to physical strife; and this to violent smiting; and
this sometimes terminates in death. " He loveth transgression that loveth

strife.''

I. The striver who injures his opponent. The man smitten with a stone in

a contention, and forced to take to his bed, is entitled to compensation. The
smiter must pay for the loss sustained during enforced absence from work, and
must also be responsible for all the injured man's medical requirements. Acts

have consequences, and men are to be held responsible for such consequences.

On this principle we still proceed in great measure ; and especially is this true

when the consequences are immediate. Move with caution. Let every deed be

the result of prayerful deliberation. Who can tell what the deed of to-day may
produce in the far off to-morrow ?

II. The smiter who injures his servant. The man who smites his servant or

bis maid with a rod, and causes death, is to be surely punished. It is plain

that capital punishment is not to be inflicted on this smiter ; for it is left to the

discretion of the judges to award the damages. If capital punishment were
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intended, it is strange that it is not stated, as in the foregoing passages. Perhaps

the term "rod" is here employed designedly; for where an iron was used maUcious

intention was supposed, and death was the punishment where death was caused.

If, however, the injured servant continue a day or two, the striker shall not be

punished ; for the servant is the master's mone}'-. The master suffers the loss of

{lis servant's services, and therefore receives sufficient punishment. If the servant

or the maid lose either an eye or a tooth, through being struck by the master,

then the servant or maid so suffering is entitled to hberty as a compensation.

Such is the merciful provision for the slave's physical welfare. A tooth is but

a small price to pay for liberty. Many slaves have risked their hves in order to

purchase the precious boon of freedom. Even the physical part of man's nature

is important. A slave's body is God's workmanship, and must be treated with

respect.

III. The striver who injures a pregnant woman. Very often women meddle
with the strifes of husbands or brothers. It is natural that women should seek

to separate the contending parties. And if such women get injured in their

efforts, we sometimes say it serves them right for interfering. But the Mosaic
code did not so affirm ; and we think rightly. Strivers should be held

responsible for the results of their quarrels. It would greatly alter the

condition of things if warlike strivers could be held responsible for the results of

their contentions. As the result of the pregnant woman suffering permanent
injury we have an enforcement of the law of retaliation. In rude states of

society we may proceed on the principle of an eye for an eye, &c.; but we may
aspire to and work up to a state of society, thoroughly permeated with

Gospel principles, where all the members of the state will be members ot

Christ's mystical body—when this law shall vanish, and the higher laws of

Christian love and forbearance shall be in full operation. It will then be an
easy thing not to resist evil, for this will be reduced to a minimum. And,
till those Elysian days appear, "Let every soul be subject unto the higher

powers. For there is no power but of God ; the powers that be are ordained

of God." " If thou do that which is evil, be afraid ; for he beareth not the

sword in vain ; for he is the minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon
him that doeth evil."

—

W. Burrows^ B.A.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

Vers. 18-27. Passion and conten- wounds must look to the healing of his

tion breed very bad events amongst neighbours,
neighbours. Security and prosperity of creatures

Not only death, but the injury of is the end of God's judgments against

man, God desires to prevent. violent men. The lives and comforts
It is just with God that he who of the poorest slaves are dear to God,

and secured by Hina.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 28-36.

God's Regard for the Safety of Man and Beast.— Ter^es 28-36.

This is an extension of the principle maintained in the preceding section,

—

the sanctity of human life. So sacred is it, that it is not merely to be protected
from injury or murder, but from accident. And not only human but animal
life. Even that must not be sacrificed carelessly. Then

—

I. God cares for the safety of man.
1. If an ox injured a man for the first time, the life of the ox only was fj>r-

feited (ver. 28). But 2. If the owner of the ox, acquainted with the proved
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ricious cliaracter of liis beast, neglected to put him under restraint, and the ox

IsilU'd his victim as culpably negligent, (1) the owner was put to death; or (2)

las life commuted for a fine.

II. God cares for the safety of the beast. Other scriptures demonstrate this

(M;itt. vi. 26; &c.).

1. Ill the case of a beast falling into an unprotected pit (or well)^ the penalty

was adequate remuneration for the loss (vers. 33, 34). 2. In the event of an

ox exhibiting vicious propensities for the first time, both the ox and its victim

were to be sold and the proceeds equally divided ; but after its proved viciousness,

the owner for cul})able carelessness was to bear the entire loss.

None but a superficial mind will deem this legislation trivial. It involves

important principles recognised in all civilised codes. The application is, that

God's regard, as expressed in the law, should be man's as expressed in action.

The Jew, in the literal case before us, must put a wall round his pits or wells,

or cover them in some way and " keep in " his intractable bulls : the Christian,

in practical life, must adopt every precaution necessary for the safety of his neigh-

bour or his neighbour's property. Hence there are matters about which a man
may not simply consult his own interest. God and society demand that we
consult the interest of others. Thus selfishness is checked, and provision made
for harmony and peace and safety between man and man. The text suggests

—

I. That provision for the safety of others should be made. We must not

argue that others are able to take care of themselves, and if they walk into

danger it is their own fault. No, the Christian law is, " Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself." We may be able to walk amidst the dangers of our own
field with impunity, because we are familiar with them, and are armed against

them. Our neighbour may not be. Wherefore, " If eating flesh or drinking

wine," &c. ** Destroy not thy brother for whom Christ died."

II. That this provision should be made promptly. We must not argue that

it will be time to adopt precautions when we see our neighbour coming. No,
Christian life must be regulated by the principle that *' prevention is better

than cure." We are not at liberty to wait till the accident has occurred. Life is

too short, and too valuable, for such experiments. We save life equally by preven-

tion as by rescue. There may be no conspicuous heroism in taking precautions,

but God counts it as very acceptable service. Davy did more for humanity by
inventing his simple lamp than he would by daring attempts to rescue hundreds
of victims from exploded mines. And so it is better by far to save a man from
moral ruin than by indefatigable attempts to save him when ruined.

III. That this provision should he permanent. That accidents are excep-

tional does not alter the case. Most of the permanent arrangements of life are

made to meet exceptional cases. A house is not built for weather, which with

us is pretty uniformly mild ; but so as to stand the severe stress of occasional

torrents and winds. A shipbuilder does not contemplate the fair weather ; but
tlie exceptional storm. So our neighbour may be calling, or his ox straying, at

any moment. The visit may be uncertain, but the uncertainty is permanent.
So should be our means of meeting it. Be prepared, therefore, for accidents,

and make sure in case of uncertainties. And depend upon tliis, he who is

careful about his neighbour will be equal to any emergency that may occur
respecting himself.

Application—(i.) Beware of injuring your neighbour's soul by any unguarded
inconsistency, (ii.) Beware of injuring your neighbour's friendship by any
unguarded passion, (iii.) Beware of injuring your neighbour's character by any
unguarded word, (iv.) Beware of injuring your neighbour's peace by any
unguarded look or action, (v.) In all matters concerning your neighbour, remem-
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ber that " Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye even so
unto them."

—

J, W, Burn,

The Penalties of Carelessness.

In a nomadic state of society, great care is required in the management of

cattle, if interests are not to clash, if the welfare of the community is to be
promoted. Even when the children of Israel reached the Promised Land, there

would be still need for caution, and great precision in the laying down of laws.

The wise foresight of the legislator is seen in these particular laws with refer-

ence to dangerous cattle.

I. Life is superior to property.—The ox that had gored a man to death was
to be killed, and put out of the way. His flesh was not to be eaten. The ox
is stoned to death ; and, legally, it would involve physical uncleanness to eat of

the flesh. Is there Old Testament symbolism in this fact ? Does the ox sym-
bolise the murderer ? Does the Almighty thus in a most significant manner
set forth the aw fulness of murder % This, however, may be safely inferred, that

property should ever be subordinate to life. What a pity that this noble prin-

ciple of the Mosaic code is not more fully carried out in modern days ! We
rightly slaughter cattle to prevent the spread of disease ; but the farmer would
object to have an ox slaughtered because it had unfortunately gored a man to

death. There is still at work in modern society the influence of this mistaken
principle,—the omnipotence of property. We need to learn the preciousness of

human life.

II. The careless man is culpable.—If the animal had been known to gore ; if

this fact had been testified to the owner, and proper precautions had not been
taken, then the owner was in some measure participant in the evil doings of the

vicious creature. Carelessness is culpable. He that knoweth to do good, and
doeth it not, to him it is sin. To prevent evil by wise precaution is our bounden
duty, and is an indirect method of doing good. There are degrees of careless-

ness, and degrees of guilt. The man may so conduct himself as to declare that

he rather rejoiced in the ox's murderous tendency ; and, if so, the man must not

only have hib ox killed, but he himself is to be put to death. But there may
be mitigating circumstances about the owner's conduct. The sufi'erers may
take a lenient view of the transaction. Then the owner of the ox shall give a
proper ransom for the life which has been forfeited, whether son or daughter.

But if it be a manservant or a maidservant that is killed, then thirty shekels of

silver shall be given to the master ; which was probably the usual market price

of a slave. All life is precious ; but it seems to be indicated that some lives are

more precious than others. Thirty shekels is a high price for some ; but a hundred
shekels would be a low price for others. After death has visited, then estimates

nearer the truth of a man's worth will be formed.

III. Man is responsible for preventable evil.—If into the uncovered pit an
ox or an ass fall, the owner of the pit shall make good the damage. He shall

pay the price of the animal so killed ; and receive the dead beast, of which he

could only use the skin, and other such parts. The flesh was unclean. If we
leave a pit uncovered we must take the consequences. Will the Almighty hold

us responsible for the moral pits we have left uncovered? We have not placed

precautionary signals in sufficient number along those highways where moral
pits and quagmires abound.

IV. Community of interest.—In the Jewish polity men were not to be allowed
to consider their own interests as paramount. They were to consider the welfare

of others. The man, whose ox had killed the ox of another, was in a measure
responsible for the loss occasioned. The goring ox was to be sold, and thus

removed out of the sight of those to whom it had rendered itself obnoxious.
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And the money got for the living ox was to be divided ; and the dead ox also

they shall divide. It is likely that the dead ox had gored. But if the ox had

been known to gore aforetime, then the owner must pay ox for ox ; and the

dead shall be his own. The master must be watchful over the very cattle that

he owns. He must have respect to the welfare of his neighbour. Let us feel

that we have interests in common. The prosperity of one is the prosperity of

all in a degree. In the long run there can be no individua,! interests separate

from the interests of the whole community. Selfishness is self-defeating and

suicidal. If there cannot be community of goods, there must always be com-

munity of interests

—

W, Burroivs^ B.A,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XT/.

BT

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Moral Law! Ver. 1. Travelling some
Alpine pass, where the narrow road, cut out

of the face of the rock, hangs over a
frightful gorge, it is with friendly 63-68 you
look on the wall that restrains your restive

steed from backing into the gulf below. Such
are the restraints God's law imposes—no
other. It is a fence from evil—nothing else.

Men hate the Divine restrictions as the mad-
man raves against the padded walls which
Bave him from deeds of horror. Thank God,
our hearts are not left to themselves.

•* For wholesome laws preserve us free.

By stinting of our liberty."

—

Butler.

Slavery-Bias I Ver. 2. Martin says that

slavery, both Indian and Negro, that blighting

upas which has been the curse of the West
Indies, has accompanied the white colonist—
whether Spaniard, Frenchman, or Briton

—

in his progress, tainting like a plague every
incipient association, and blasting the eflforta

of man, however well disposed, by its demon-
like influences over the natural virtues with
which the Creator has endowed him ; leaving
all cold, and dark, and desolate within. But
his limitation is unjust to the "pale-faces,"
for black and red and white skins have been
alike addicted to enslaving their fellows. In
Germany, England, and Russia a modified
kind of slavery has existed. In the last-

named country it was only a few years a<^o

that the masses of serfs were emancipated.
Althougii the serfs of Russia, the oid villeins

of England, and the like, could hardly be de-
nominated slaves in the sense in which that
word is understood to apply to the Roman
slave, or to tlie modern African slave

;
yet

there is no douht that these servants of feudal
chiefs worked for their masters, and were sold
by them, very much as the modern serf,

** Thus man devotes his brother, and destroys;

And worse than all, and most to be def)iored,

As human nature's broadest, foulest blot.

Chains him and tasks him, and exacts his

sweat
With stripes."

—

Cowper,

Slave-Tradel Ver. 2. It has been suggested
that a great distinction lies between ** slavery

"

and the "slave trade." The primitive domestic
slavery which has for ages prevailed in Africa,

bears no comparison with the cruel, oppres-

sive bondage under which the poor negroes so

long groaned in America. The Portuguese
were the first to begin this infamous traffic at

Cape Bajedor in 1442. But the first cargo of

slaves was conveyed to Jamaica by some
Genoese merchants in 1517, to whom the

Emperor Charles V. granted a patent for the
annual supply of 4000 negroes to his West
Indian possessions. England first sullied her
hands with *' the blood of bondage " in 1562,
when Charles II. sanctioned an expedition of

three ships under Captain Hawkins.

" I would not have a slave to till my ground,
To carry me, to fan me while I sleep,

And tremble when I wake, for all the wealth
That sinews, bought and sold, have ever

earned."

Slave-Sufferings! Ver. 2. Little Benome
was an African girl. Sent by her mother to

one of Africa's sunny fountains for water, she
saw a slave-hunting party approach. Rushing
home, the villagers were alarmed and escaped
to the woods. Their village was burnt, and
next day themselves pursued. The fugitives

were captured by the raen-stealers, and
Benome with her mother and many others

were tied together and marched off to the

coast. The way led through a desert and
across a river. Here the cruel hunters
seized a babe in arms, and flung it alive

into the jungle to be devoured by wild

beasts. The coast reached, mothers and
daughters, brothers and sisters, were sold

separately, and shipped to America. Hun-
dreds were imprisoned in the hold of the ship;

and there, like bales of goods, kept till the

voyage was over. Benome's ship was, how-
ever, captured by a British man-of-war, and
Benome and the others were taken to the
Island of Trinidad for emancipation, Hert
she learned to love the Lord Jesus Christ.
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" EnL»^l.ind, empire's home and head,

First in each art of peace and pow*r,

Miirhty the billow-crest to tread,

Mighty 10 rule the battle hour,

But mightiest to relieve and save,

—

Rejoice that thou hast freed the shive."
— Carlisle.

Slave-Emancipation ! Vers. 2-4. One of

the grandest, results of Cliristian missions to

the West Indies was the emancipation of the

slaves in all the British Colonies in 1838. The
enemies of freedom had predicted anarchy and
rebellion. They loudly averred that tiie freed-

men would at once rise against their former
owners, and seek revenge. But it was not so.

The utmost quiet prevailed. A Watch-night
meeting was held in different places. Thou-
sands of men, women, and children were
found upon their bended knees before God to

receive the blessing of freedom from heaven.

When the clock struck twelve, which was the

death-knell of slavery, they rose to their feet,

and sung with united heart and voice, as they
had never sung before

—

** Praise God, from whom all blessinsrs flow 1

Praise Him, all creatures here below!
Praise Him above, ye heavenly host

—

Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost."

Freewill-Serfdom I Ver. 6. As in nature^s

field, says Law, so in Israel's story, almost
every object reflects Christ. A Hebrew servant

is the subject of this verse, l)ut one for whom
freedom lias no charms. Attachment binds
him to his master's home, and a new ordinance
is appointed to sanctify this willing offer of

perpetual service. It may, perhaps, come as

a new thought to some, that in this servant's

choice and constant love, Jesus reveals Him-
self. In the 40th Psalm, where faith ascends
in heaven-high flight, the Eternal Son, in

close communion with the Eternal Father, is

heard declaring, '* Mine ears hast Thou
opened," i.e., digged by Thy hand. Thus
we see the God-man stooping to the lowest
grade— seeking a servant's voice— submit-
ting to a i^ervant's toil. Jehovah's fellow is

Jehovah's workman in the labour-field of

grace. We have, then, in this abject state a
speaking portrait of the love of Jesus. "Be-
hold My servant, whom I uphold" (Is. xlii. 1).
" 1 am among you as he that serveth " (John
xiii.).

** To conquer and to save, the Son of God
Came to His own in great humility,

Who wont to ride on cherub wings abroad,
And round Him wrap the mantle of the

sky."

—

Beber.

Slave-Service ! Ver. 7. Swinnock says
that civil subjection to man came in by sinful

defection from God. The word ** servant " is

thought to be derived from a servando, because
those who were taken in l)attleand might have
Deen slain were saved (2 Kings v. 2). As
servitude came in with a curse (Gen. ix. 25),
10 sovereignty is promised as a blessing (Gen.
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xxvii, 9). It was usual for the debtor to be-

come servant to the creditor amongst tlie

Romans, by the law of the Twelve Tables. The
French were wont also to sell themselves to

noblemen for debt ; and the Jews were not
ignorant of this practice (2 Kings iv. 1).

Titus Sempronius would sell his aged and
Aveak servants as cattle. Cato Pollio com-
manded one of his servants to be thrown into

his fishponds for breaking a glass which he
valued highly, though he had an abundant
stock of them. When Augustus Caesar heard

of it, he entered the place where the glasses

were, and broke them all.

"Why didst thou this? Man I was he not
thy brother?

Bone of thy bone, and flesh and blood of

thine?

But ah, this truth, by Heaven and reason

taught.

Was never fully credited on earth."

—

Polloh.

Homicide I Ver. 12. Pause and look for

a moment on these drops of gore that stain

the fresh greensward of earth. It rests silent,

but how significant, upon the ground ! It lies

there a memorial of the curse which God had
pronounced on man, "Thou shalt surely die."

It lies a mirror, wlierein sin may see its foul

features most accurately represented, and
whence the homicide may start back appalled

at his own image. It is an awful thing to

send any man into eternity, still more awful
if he is unprepared. Anger is too often the

fruitful cause of staining the human hand
with the '* red rain." All perfumes will not

sweeten this hand I

** Will all the mighty ocean wash this blood

Clean from my hand ? No ; this my hand
will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,

Making the green one red."

—

Giljillan.

Parricide 1 Ver. 15. This was by the

Roman law punished in a much severer

manner than any other kind of homicide.

After being scourged, the delinquents were
sewn up in a leather sack with a live dog, a
cock, a viper, and an ape, and then cast into

the sea. Solon, in his laws, made none
against parricide, conceiving it impossible

that any one should be guilty of so unnatural

a crime. And yet we are told that TuUia, the

wife of Tarquin, drove over the corpse of

TuUius, her own father ; the wheels of her

chariot, dasliing through the pool of gore, be-

sprinkling the irarments of the parricide with
a baptism of blood. By the order of Anti-

pater, in his very presence—some say with

ins own hands—his mother Tliessalonica was
put to death because he thought she favoured
his brother. When a Tahitian became tired

of his aged parent, he would either place him
in a separate iiut to die of starvation, or thrust

him through with a spear. Recently, in the

south of France, a young man killed and
buried bis widowed mother in order to be
owner of the little farm.
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•* Blood of the soul ! Can all earth's foun-

tains

Make thy dark stain disappear?
"

—Sigourney.

Slave-Taking! Ver. 16. Men defended

the imxlcrn slave-trade by Scripture allusions ;

but there was little or no analogy iiet.ween the

two. Ancient heatiien nations made slaves

either (1) by sentence of courts for breach of

the laws of the laud ; or (2) by ca{)ture of

soldiers in battle ; and the Jews may have
acted similarly. But there is no warr.mt for
** slave-huntinsj ;" and such pictures of the

piirtu.i of African vilhi'iers as mo<iern writers

have hned in pathetic lan^uaue, wuuld have

aroused emotions of horror in the Hebrew
heart. In Africa, petty wars were jj^oi up.

Slave-hunting parties were oraanised for the

express purpose of surprising peaceful villages

in the interior, capturing the inhabitans, and
drairging them into perpetual slavery. These
parties were generally headed by base Portu-

guese, who were assisted in their nefarious

enteiprisc by such depraved negroes from the

coast as would enlist for such service. Eng-
land lias, however, secured treaties with Egypt
and Zanzibar and Malagasy, empowering her

cruisers and soldiers to put down this iniqui-

tous traffic with resolute hand.

** Proudly on Cressy's tented wold
The lion-flag of England flew

;

As proudly gleamed its crimson fold
'% O'er the dun heights of Waterloo

;

But other lyres shall greet the brave
;

Sing now, that we have freed the slave.**

Selling Slaves I Ver. 16. The Koran justifies

slavery on two grounds only : 1. A religious

war; '2. Captives in such war. The Sultan
of Turkey declares that man is the most noble
of all tiie creatures God has formed in making
him free, therefore selling people is contrary

to the will of the sovereign Creator. The
Pasha of Egypt has also denounced slavery in

the stront'est terms. The Shah of Persia raised

some religious objection to the abolition of

the slave-trade, but he was met by the opinion
of six of his chief Mollahs that selling male
and female slaves is an abomination. It is

worthy of remark that Mahomet strove to

ameliorate the condition of the slave, and
gradually to extirpate slavery itself, which
from old times had taken root in Arabia 2A
well as in many other countries.

" Dear as freedom is, and in my heart's

Just estimation prized above all price,

I Would much rather be myself the slave,

And wear the bonds, than fasten them on him."

Slave-Sellers! Ver. 16. The Banians of
Zanz bar figure prominently in the literature

connected with the East African slave-trade.

Tiiese men are Hindus, i.e., natives of India.

Tiuy are to be found in large numbers in
Katiywar; liut their stronghold is P.\litana.

There they have lieautiful temples, to which
bands of pilgrims periodically flock from othei

countries. They possess the most tender feel-

ings for animals, and would run any risk ta

prevent cruelty to them. But though they

have an elaborate system for the protection of

even noxious creatures, they have no regard
for human life. These are—along with the

Bhatias—the slave-dealers in Zanzibar; and
when they have acquired by this nefarious

traffic a competency, they return to their

native land. Thus

" There's naught so monstrous, but the mind
of man.

In some condition, may be brought to approve."—Lillo.

Homicide ! Ver. 20. Dr. Leland writes

concerning the Spartatis, that nothing could
exceed their cruelty to their serfs— their

helots, as they called them. Not only did

they treat them in their general conduct "^rirh

great harshness and insolence, but it was part

of their policy to massacre them on several

occasions in cold blood, and without provoca-
tion. Several authors have mentioned their

kruptia—so called from their lying in ambus-
cade in thickets and clefts of rocks, from
which they issued out upon the serfs, and
killed all they met. Sometimes they set upon
them in the open day, and murdered the
ablest and stoutest of them as they were in

the fields at work. But Enirlish and American
writers have been forced to admit the record
of many such homicides in more modern times.

Murdered " Uncle Toms" are no myth.

** Ah ! for the tale the slave could speak,
Ah! for the shame of England's sway

;

On Afric's sands the madden'd shriek,

'Neath southern suns the burning day :

Ye sounds of guilt—ye sights of gore

—

Away ! for slavery is no more."

Slave-Sorrows! Vers. 23-25. All honour
Livingstone's righteous indignation against
the cruelties which he was obliged to witness
as he travelled amid the horror of the slave-

traffic. On the Luongo, he describes an
incident in words which show this feeling.

Six men were singing as if they did not feel

the weight and degradation of the slave-sticks.

I asked the cause of their mirth, and was told

that they rejoiced at the idea of coming back
after death, aiid hunting and killing those
who had sold them. Some of the words I had
to inquire about; for instance, the meaning of

the words **to hunt and kill by spirit power."
Then the song started afresh :

" Oh ! you sent
us off to the sea-coast, but the yoke is off" when
we die, and back we shall come to haunt and
to kill you." Then all joined in the chorus,
which was the name of each seller. The strain

told not of fun, but of the bitterness and tears

of such as were oppressed.

** for a lodge in some vast wilderness.
Some boundless contiguity of shade.
Where rumour of o}ipression and deceit
Might never reach me more."

—

Cowper.

Eye for Eye! Ver. 25. Selden says that

this does not mean that if I put out auothei
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man's eye, therefore T must lose my own (for

what, is lie better for thai ?), though this is

coinmouly received. It means that I must
L'lve him what satisfaction an eye sliall be

jii li^ed to be wortli. Accordingly, Cruick-

siiank relates the case of a slave, who ap-

pealed to a traditionary law wliicn entitled

l)im to freedom for the loss of an eye, in his

master's service, from tiie recoil of a branch

of a tree. Comi)ensation, then, and not re-

tribution, is the essential element in this law.

Substitution is here, and not revenge.

** You satisfy your anger and revenge ;

Suppose this, it will not

Repair your loss."

—

iMasslnger.

Pitfalls ! Vers. 33, 34. Evils are wrought
by want of thought, as well as by want of

heart. Bare want of thought is censured as

sinful. There is a selfish and heedless dis-

regard of the rights and personal safety of

others. But there are moral as well aa

material pits. The gin-palace keeper should

be compelled to write up, **An open pit

here." K(e[)ers of haunts of vice should be

forced to have for their sign the opinion of

the wise man in the Book of Proverbs—"The
Way to the Pit."

** Our dangers and delights are near allies

;

From the same stem the rose aud prickle

rise."

—

Uanid,

CHAPTER XXII.

Critical Notes.—2. No blood be shed for him,] This is a free translation, which, however,
lairly gives the purport of the original words. The Hebrew phrase reads literally : "There is

:>t for him bloods" Ceyn lo ddmim), the last word—in the plural—plainly standing for "blood-
(j'uiltiness." " There is, in his ease," or, "in reference to him," "no blood-guiltiness " resting

on any one. No further blood is to be shed by way of avenging the death of one who had lost

3!S life in the way (iescribed. We have li'^'-e an instance of the underlying admission in the axiom,
• Blood for blood" as the rule which cails for the caution of the text, as an exception. 8, 9.

Judges.] See Critical Note on chap. xxi. 6. 18. Witch.] Heb. m'khashshephak : from the root

khashaph, "to speak softly, to murmur, to whisper, to listen, to act mysteriously, to mutter;
hence to practise magic, i.e., to mutter magical formulas. It belongs to those Hebrew words
which received in usage the additional idea of something heathenish, idolatrous, and forbidden "

(Fiirst). The LXX. rather remarkably renders the verse: " Ye shall not acquire {TrepLTron^aerc)

sorcerers." 31. And ye shall be holy men.] This seemingly abrupt clause is to be taken in a

relation of strict sequence with all that has gone before. As much as to say :
" And so—namely,

by your observance of all these instructions—ye shall be (or become) holy men." It is true that

these words are introduced simply by the conjunction vav ; the part, however, which this

small word plays in Hebrew syntax is beginning to be more rightly appreciated. Its strong

sequential force is, no doubt, more commonly noticed when it is construed with a verb, in

wliich case it very frequently requires to be translated "and then," "and so," "so," "so
that;" but it "can also denote the sequence of thought before any other word (and was in

that case originally spoken with a tone peculiar to itself)" (Ewald, "Intro. Heb. Gram.,"
sec. 348). And bo it may have this force with a noun as here. This very example is a strong

proof of such a usage ; since thereby alone does the fitness of these words to their place

appear. The thought evolved by this legitimate recognition of their fitness is one of which the

earnest teacher of God's peojile may make a most fruitful use. The end of redemption ia

holiness; the rule and guide of holiness is the revealed will of the Thrice Holy One.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-6.

Actual and Virtual Criminality.

The Mosaic law is a schoolmaster. Not a mere pedagogue to guide mankind
to the place or person where education may be obtained, but a veritable school-

master to educate mankind—to lead men up out of a low into a high social

condition, to develop humanity. We do not deny the fact that the Mosaic law,

is a pedagogue, while we strive to bring into prominence the fact that it is

itself also an educator. The educational power of the law is seen in this pas-

sage, as well as in others. Here men are taught to discriminate between crime

and crime. While sin is one in its essence, yet there are degrees in criminality.

Crime is variable, all sinners are not equally guilty.

L Men must suffer for crime. The man who steals an ox or a sheep is not

^^0
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merely to make good the stolen animal, but must be mulcted in a pena%.
The stolen ox must be replaced by another. But four oxen, or three sheep, is the

price of the crime. And it" the thief have nothing, then he is to be sold for his

theft. The judges must thus determine. And out of the money thus obtained

the loser of the animal must receive compensation. It is better to suffer wrong
than to do wrong. The evil-doer must ultimately be a sufferer. The man who
suffers evil patiently must ultimately receive compensation. The great moral
law of the universe cannot be thwarted. He who hopes to gain by wrong-
doing will find that his hope is cut off by the sharp and sure stroke of the hand
of retribution. Honest gains may be slow, but they are sure and blessed.

II. Men must suffer, unavenged, the extreme consequences of criminal con-

duct, if the thief is killed while in the act of pursuing his criminal course,

then no one is to be held responsible for the slaughter. "There shall no blood

be shed for him." If a man meets with evil while doing evil, then the human
consciousness declares that it serves him right. And here truly the voice of all

peoples is the voice of God. But danger might arise if men took the law into their

own hands, so that they are not permitted to pursue the thief, and slay him in

revenge. In the night, and in self-defence, the thief may be unwittingly slain,

then he reaps as he has sown. But when the sun has risen, when the time of

danger is over, extreme measures can only be regarded, as dictated by revenge.

Even evil-doers have rights which must be respected. It is better to suffer evil

than to give way to a revengeful spirit. " Avenge not yourselves."

III. Men must learn, by degrees of suffering, that there are degrees of

criminality. The thief who kills or sells the stolen ox must restore fivefold

;

but if the theft be found in his hand alive, then he shall restore double. We
may picture the thief arrested in his course by the voice of conscience. He does
not proceed to extreme lengths. He seems to be on the verge of confession.

The law has regard to moral states. A slight penalty is judged for a first

offence. The man who has been repeatedly in prison receives a severe sentence.

The great Lawgiver is wise and merciful. '* Ifwe confess our sins, God is faithful

and just to forgive us our sins."

IV. Men must learn that property has rights. It seems likely that the case

presented in verse five is that of the man who purposely causes his beast to

feed in another man's field, or on the herbage growing between the vines ; and
of the best of his field and of the best of his vineyard shall he make restitution.

Though, from our reading of the law, if this should happen as the result of

carelessness, we should expect that restitution would have to be made. Com-
munistic theories were not taught in the Old Testament. And the trial of com-
munism was a short-lived and unsuccessful experiment in the early Church.

The peculiar theory of some communistic advocates seems to be self-enrich-

ment at the expense of others. The cattle of others must not be allowed to

graze on my lands, while my cattle may trespass anywhere. When human selfish-

ness is thoroughly destroyed, when men are as anxious for the welfare of their

neighbours as for their own, then boundary lines may be obliterated, and courts

of justice may be abolished.

V. Men must learn to consider the welfare of their neighbours. Love thy
neighbour as thyself, is a law for all economies. The virtual incendiary must
make restitution. The man may simply have been burning the weeds or stubble

of his own ground, but he burned too near his neighbour's standing corn. He
may be sorry for the destruction ; but sorrow of itself will not fill the granary.

Sorrow must work repentance, and repentance must show itself in ample resti-

tution. Be careful how you handle fire. There are fires that cause such awful

destruction that compensation is impossible. Who can make restitution for the
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fires of lust, of sensuality, and of crituiuality, kindled in the souls of men 1 Evil,

doers have much to answer for. What hand can stay their ever-burning fires 1— IV, Burrowsf B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

The Law of Kobbery.—Verses 1-4.

God made provision not only for the

acquisition of property, but for its

security. Hence this law, which re-

spects— 1. Theft. 2. Housebreaking.

I. Theft, vers. 1-4. As the wealth

of an Israelite consisted mainly in flocks

and herds, the depredations of the thief

were directed for the most part against

them. 1. If the stolen animal were de-

stroyed or sold (1) in the case ofan ox, as

the more valuable for food and service,

and the owner losing its work as well as

its literal value, the penalty was fivefold.

(2) In the case of a sheep, the penalty

was fourfold (2 Sam. xii. 6). But

—

2, If the animal were not sold or de-

stroyed, the penalty was only double,

as the thief would probably be a novice

in his art.

II. Housebreaking, vers. 2, 3. The
public sentiment ^which ever recog-

nises that a man's nouse is his castle)

against this act, it may be presumed,

was so high, that the protection of a

robber from sanguinary vengeance was
necessary. 1. If his depredations oc-

curred at midnight, and he lost his life

in the attempt, the right of self-pro-

tection on the part of the householder

was recognised. 2. If, however, they

occurred during the day when he might
be identified or apprehended, and he

was slain, even the life of a thief was
precious, and taking that life was
murder (chap. xxi. 12). 3. In the

case of his success and detection, the
penalty was double the value of the
stolen property, or slavery. 4. In the
case of non-success, he obtained the
benefit of the doubt. (See also Lev.
vi. 4,5.)

Learn

—

i. That God's providence extends to
property as well as persons. Botii are

His gift. Keither must be interfered

with except by the original donor.

ii. That those who endeavour to

thwart that providence play a losing

game. The law of retribution imposes
not only the loss of the apparent gain
but of more. An act of injustice pre-

vents enjoyment, entails the loss of

self-respect, the approbation of con-

science, the censure of good men, and
the answer of God.

iii. That the recognition of that
providence is not inconsistent with,
but demands the use of, means. It is

an abuse and perversion of it to tamely
submit to wrong when the legitimate

prevention of wrong is within our
reach.

iv. That providence protects even
the life of the wrong-doer, and no man
must wantonly interfere with that pro-

tection. It is a terrible thing to send

a man into eternity red-handed in his

guilt. Milder measures, as all history

testifies, may produce reformation,

—/. W. Burn.

The Penalty of Carelessness.— Verses 5, 6.

As in chapter xxi. 28-26,—the prin-

ciple is laid down that a man must "not
only look on his own things, but also

on the things of others."

1. If a man, negligent of doors or

fences, "shall let his beast go loose, and
it shall feed " (according to LXX. Vulg.

Syr. followed by Luther) in another's

field ; or 2. If a man, according to the

31^2

custom of Eastern countries before the

autumnal rains, to prevent the ravages

of vermin and to prepare the soil for the

next crop, shall burn the dry grass and
stubble in his field, and neglect to keep
the fire within safe and proper bounds

;

then, 3. Restitution must be made.
Learn

—

i. To be careful of your neighbour's
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material, intellectual, and spiritual so much mischief in the word, are

interest, and do not damage them by a quenched.

careless word or action. iv. If those interests are invaded,

ii. In order that those interests may render a frank, manly, and ample resti-

not be invaded, put a strong check on tution. 1. Confess your fault. 2. In

those loose and vagrant so-called inter- the case of loss make it up. 3. In the

ests of your own. case of injury to character, let the

iii. In order to prevent any possi- acknowledgment be co-extensive with
bility of the transgression of those the slander. 4. Let those who have
interests, see that tiiose passions of been injured forgive as they hope to be
avarice, envy, and revenge which cause forgiven. J. W, Burn.

Things Entrusted and Lost.

If the social compact is to rest on solid foundations, there must be a wide-

spread feehng as to the sacredness of trusts. In societies one man is de})endent

upon another, and there will arise occasions when either goods or cattle must
be entrusted to the keeping of others. Law must hold them responsible to

whom goods have been entrusted. They must faithfully discharge the trust.

They must render true accounts. Balance sheets must be submitted for in-

spection. The trustee occupies a responsible position. Every man, morally

considered, is a trustee. Each man ought to consider himself as his brother's

keeper. One day accounts will have to be rendered. How solemn is man's
position as a moral trustee. Let there be a faithful discharge of duties, and
there will be a wonderful display of Divine love and mercy.

I. The course to be pursued when the thief is found. If the goods have
been stolen out of the trustee's house, and the thief is discovered, then the case

is clear. The trustee is free from all blame, and the thief must pay double for

that which he has stolen. The thief might have taken the goods of the trustee

as well as the goods entrusted to his keeping, and therefore it is not neediul to

suppose iiim guilty. If the trustee has taken the same precaution with that

which is another man's as with his own, then he has proved his faithfulness.

Law requires no more.

II. The course to he pursued when the thief is unknown. If the goods are

stolen, and the thief is not discovered, then there may be a case of embezzle-

ment. The master of the house is responsible. His innocence must be proved.

It must be shown that there has been no evil connivance. This is to be done
by— 1. An appeal to the judges. It will be their difficult task to decide whether
the accused is guilty or innocent. Evidence must be taken. The truth must
be elicited by careful cross-examination. And whom the judges shall condemn,
he shall pay double unto his neighbour. 2. An appeal to the Supreme Judge.
The sacredness of a reli«2:ious oath has been held by nations in rudest states.

There is a religious instinct in men, which speaks of his Divine original. Low
has that man fallen who can easily violate a religious oath. And yet how
many in our day can trifle with this solemn engagement ! If the owner
accepts the oath, then the trustee is freed from blame. We certainly must take
into consideration the character of him who swears. Happy the man whose
character is above suspicion, whose simple **yea" is deemed conclusive.

III. The course to he pursued when cattle are stolen from the trustee.

There is difficulty in comprehending the purport of verse 12 when taken in

connection with the preceding verses. If they had not been present then we
m'ght fairly have supposed that the trustee is more responsible for the safety

of cattle than for the safety of goods. Thus we may perceive that it is a more
393
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difficult matter to steal cattle than to steal money. Therefore the trustee to

whom cattle is entrusted, and from whom they have been stolen, must make
restiiuiion unto the owner. But if tlie cattle be torn in pieces, and he be able

to bring it for a witness, then he shall not make good that which was torn.

Perhaps the trustee was present at the attack, and endeavoured to drive away
the wild animal, and the torn pieces rescued from the jaws of the destroyer are

the witnesses of his heroism.

IV. The course to be pursued when injury is done to borrowed things. If

the borrower has sole charge, then he is to be held responsible for the damages
that may happen. But if the owner be with it, he shall not make it good ; if

it be an hired tiling, it came for his hire. It seems as if the borrower is sup-

posed to be in the hired service of the owner. The piece of the dead beast

must be subtracted from the pay. We must be careful of borrowed proi)erty.

All that we have has been lent unto us by the Lord, and He will call us to

account for injuries done to that with which we have been entrusted.

V. The course to be pursued when a maid is enticed to her undoing. Some
suppose this to be a case of trust like all the rest. The maid has entrusted

herself—her honour and virtue—to the man, and he has betrayed the trust. He
has violated her person, he has spoiled her virginity, and he must endow
her to be his wife. He has no power of choice in the matter, but the father

may for wise reasons utterly refuse to give the maid unto her betrayer, and he

must pay money according to the dowry of virgins. The father ought to know
what is for the good of his child. He is likely to have a knowledge of the

world, and to know that his daughtei*'s happiness would not be safe in the

keeping of such a man. It is always wise to take the counsel of parents. Let
daughters especially not forsake the guide of their youths. Seducers ought to

be compelled to marry the seduced if the parents are willing, or, if not, t<> make
restitution. This would lessen the amount of the prostitution which is one of

our national sins.— W. Burrows, B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

The Sanctity of Human Trusts.— Verses 7-13.

This paragraph recognises the sanc-

tity of trust reposed on the principles— 1. of neighbourliness; 2. of trade.

L If a man entrusted property, ver.

7, ** money or stuff'," which it was im-
possible or inconvenient to keep him-
self, to his neighbour, the trustee was
responsible for its safety. 1. If it

was stolen and the thief discovered,
of course the thief was punished. 2.

But if the thief escaped, the holder,

either as negligent or guilty, was fined

double its value. From verse 9, how-
ever, it would appear that the judges
had some discretion in the matter.

11. In the case of any beast, lent

presumably for the purposes of trade,

being hurt or lost. 1. If upon oath
the borrower declared his innocence
and proved his carefulness, that was
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deemed sufficient. 2. But if stolen,

as careless, he had to make restitution.

3. Or if slain by wild beasts, and the

carcase were produced, then, as his cour-

a2;e and vi<>;iiance were not at fault, he
was released from responsibility.

III. But the responsibility must be
submitted to judicial examination and
decision, ver. 9. Thus guarding on
the one hand recklessness, and on the

other unreasonable exactions.

Application.—"Bear ye one another's

burdens, and so fulfil," not only the

law of Moses, but " the law of Christ."

i. On the one hand—(1.) Be neigh-

bourly (Luke vi. 30, &c.). (2.) Take
the same care of the matters in which
you have obliged your neighbours, as

you do of your own. If he has en-

trusted his goods to you, protect
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them. If his secrets, do not divulge

them. If his liberty or character,

through previous service of yours, do

not threaten them. If the guardian-

ship of his defenceless children, do not

neglect them. ii. On the other hand,

if your neighbour has obliged you—
(1.) Do not impose on his good nature.

(2.) Don't suspect that, it' your interests

have been damaged because it was hia

interest to damage them, he has done

so. (3.) in ordinary cases, unless you

have good reason for the contrary,

take his word. (4.) Don't make him
suffer for circumstances over which he

had no control. The whole sul)ject ifc

full of interest to masters and servants,

employers and employed.

—

J. JV. Burn,

Concerning Borrowing.— /^Vses 14, 15.

Tills is an extension of the preced-

ing principles. Borrowing might be for

the purpose of— 1, obligation -, or 2,

trade.

I. If that which was borrowed re-

ceived hurt in the absence of its owner,

verse 14, the owner was to be indem-

nified.

II. But if, as might be the case when
the loan were cattle, and the owner

ing. If you can do a needy neighbour

a good turn by lending advice or

material assistance, do so. (2.) Don't

make your needy but obliged neigh-

bour answerable for any accident that

may occur through your own misfor-

tune or fault.

On the other hand—(1.) Be careful

not to abuse that which is in kindness

lent you; or (2.) (grave though minor
were present, the sum for which it was inability of life) forget to return it,

hired was understood to cover the risk

of accident, and the owner bore the

loss.

Learn

—

i On the one hand—(1.) to be oblig-

and thus render evil for good. Book-

borrowers should note this. But (3.)

rather both in principle (2 Kings vi.

6) and in action suffer the loss than

inflict it.

—

J. IV. Burn,

Social Evils.— Verses 16-19.

1. Are recognised in the Word of

God, and recognised as abominable
before God and man. But unfortu-

nately they are not so recognised by
Christian communities and govern-

ments. Hence their prevalence and
their enormities.

2. Are dealt with delicately, but
firmly, by the Word of God, Old and
New Testament alike. But, from
mock modesty and a strange stupidity

or inhumanity, are not so dealt with,

but are rather encouraged l)y Christian

communities and governments. And
the result, of course, is ruin and
misery now, and to the third and
fourth generation.

3. Should urge every man who takes

the Bible as his law^ and who loves his

fellow-creature, to ad(^})t every legiti-

mate means, at all times, and every-

where, to bring back society and
government to the spirit, at anyrate, of

the legislation here enforced.

I. Contrast the Mosaic precept with

the Christian practice with regard to

the seducer.

1. Then the penalties fell on the real

criminal. (1.) He must marry his

victim ; or(2.) in case the parents should

interfere, pay a fine of 50 shekels of

silver— the amount of her dowry.

2. Now the penalty falls upon the

victim. (1.) It is true a feeble senti-

ment (anything but universal) is ex-

pressed, but nowhere legally as to the

obligation of marriage. But when that

obligation is not recognised, the poor

creature loses all, loses reputation,

position, opportunity for retrieving

her character, inherits the scorn of her

sex, and, driven mad with woe, sinks

into a suicide's grave. (2.) AVhile in

the second case, the villain holds his

head as high as ever, often escapes all

penalty, and when that penalty is in-

curred it is the amount he spends U})on

Shame on our Christian
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his dog.
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society, which adds burdens to that

which by itself is too heavy to be borne.

Shame on our inhuman and immoral
legislation, which dares to put a pre-

mium on vice and to let the 0[)pressors

go free. (See also Deut. xxii. 23-29).

II. I. The Mosaic precept concerning

the beast was death without mercy.

2. The Christian practice is to put
a cloak over his crime or to hurry him
away.

Learn

—

i. The awful sanctions of personal

purity and chastity (1 Cor. iii. 16,

17, vi. 9-20).

ii. To expend your wrath on the

right offender.

iii. Do not shun the society of the

offender (Luke vii. 27; John iv. 18;
but Gal. vi. 1 ; Mark ii, 17 j cf. John
xiii. 15).—/. W. Burn,

Divine Justice and Divine Compassion.

The strictness of the Divine justice is seen in these ancient enactments ; but
there is also revealed the tenderness of the Divine compassion. The law is

severe on evil-doers, in order that well-doers may be encouraged and strength-

ened. God is just to punish the unjust and the oppressor; but He is compas-
sionate to the weak and helpless. How tenderly He cares for the widow and
the orphan. Their mournful cries touch His Divine heart. Here are combined
the justice of the ruler and the tenderness of the father. We must be just,

but justice must be tempered by mercy, and sweetened by compassion. Let
the beautiful humaneness of our religion be always manifested.

I. Irreligion must be checked. The witch is especially mentioned because

women are more addicted to these evil practices than men. She is instrumental

in the promotion of radical irreligion. She invokes the aid of demoniacal powers.

She nurtures all that is evil in man. She is an evil worker for the purpose of

getting gain, or securing power, or carrying out her desire for revenge. " Thou
shalt not suffer the witch to live." Perha})S if she repents and forsakes her evil

ways, pardon may be granted. It is strange that this enactment is carried out

in countries where the Bible is not read. Witchcraft is very generally abhorred.

We must avoid all causes which tend to the spread of irreligion.

II. Unnatural abominations promote irreligion. The beastly is opposed to

the spiritual. Religion exalts humanity, while irreligion degrades it. *' Whoso-
ever lieth with a beast shall surely be put to death."

III. False sacrifices are the outcome of irreligion. We sometimes use the

word religion in a loose sense. And in this way we speak of idolaters as re-

ligious. But religion is that which binds the heart of man to the service of

his Maker. That man is not religious, in the scriptural sense, at least, who offers

sacrifice unto a god made by ait and man's device. There are those who insist

on a religious spirit, and say that forms are no matter. But a right spirit will

embody itself in a right creed, and express itself in right forms of religious wor-

ship. It is ridiculous to affirm that it is of no consequence to what god we
oFo sacrifices, in what form we worship, so long as the heart is right. " He
that sacrificeth unto any god, save unto the Lord only, he shall be utterly de-

stroyed." Spiritual destruction at least will be the result of erroneous creeds

and immoral practices. Erroneous creeds are very often the forced product of

spiritual death or decline. The pure in heart shall see God, shall see His truth,

and be led into right ways.

IV. Inhumanity is opposed to true religion. " Thou shalt neither vex a

stranger, nor o})press him ; for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt." Knobel
says, " The persons meant are the Canaanitish and non-Canaanitish strangers,

who bta\ed as individuals among the Israelites ; the Canaanites as a whole are,
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according to this lawgiver also, to be extirpated." No penalties are laid dowD
now for the non-observance of this command. An appeal is simply made to

the former condition of being strangers. The remembrance of our own afflic-

tions ought to make us sympathetic with the afilicted. But in the day of our

prosperity we forget the days of adversity, and have not a due consideration

for those in adverse circumstances. Vex not the stranger, for thy soul was once

vexed in a strange land. Oppress not the foreigner, and he will come to love

thee, and to admire that religion which has taught thee compassion.

V. Gentleness towards the weak is highest manhood and noblest religion

*'Pure religion and undefiled before God and the Father is this. To visit ihe

fatherless and widows in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from

the world." An exalted humanity abhors the conduct of him who oppresses

the widow and the orphan. Their very helplessness should be their strength.

If the oppressor makes them cry, their cries, though only the sighing of crushed

hearts, will pierce the heavens. The oppressor will be finally crushed by means
of the oppressed. It is the great law of nature and of revelation that as a man
sows so shall he reap. Retribution will come sooner or later. The oppressor

of widows and orphans shall be killed with the sword, and their wives shall be

widows, and their children fatherless. Escape is only in seeming. The pros-

perity of the wicked cannot be for ever. Oppressors must be destroyed. Tyr-

ants must feel the awful recoil of their tyranny. Let us hasten for forgiveness

and for power to amend our ways to Him whose gentleness was such that He
did not break the bruised reed.

—

W. Burrows^ B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

WITCHCRAFT.

—

Verse 18.

The term is here used to repre-

sent the whole class of wizards, necro-

mancers, and diviners with which
the world has been infested from a
very early date, and is in one form or

another infested still, who, when not
gross impostors, appeal to a power not

in subordination to Divine law, and are

therefore guilty of, and punished for

high treason against the government of

God. The Bible regards it

—

1. As a stern and diabolical reality

(Lev. XX. 27; Deut. xviii. 9). 2. As
unlaw^ful traffickinfr with the unseen
world (Lev. xix. 31 ; Isa^ viii. 19,
" For the living to the dead," i.e.y

on behalf of the livins^ to the

dead.) 3. As sometimes trickery and
imposture (Isa. viii. 19), *' that peep and
mutter " (probably ventriloquise. See
art. Pythoness, Smith's Die. Bible). 4.

As filthy defilement (Lev. xix. 31). 5.

As deserving death (Lev. xx. 6. cf,

text). 6. As one of the crimes for

which the Canaanites were destroyed.

7. As inconsistent with a trust in God

(Isa. viii. 19). 8. As frustrated by
God (Isa. xliv. 25). 9. As a power
from which the godly have nothing to

fear, for there is no solitary prayer in

the whole Bible to be protected from
its enchantments, and no thanksgiving

for deliverance from them.

The belief in witchcraft has prevailed

in all ages, and been sanctioned by some
of the most eminent men. Amongst the

heathen, Pythagoras, Plutarch, Pom-
pey, Crassus, Csesar, were all under its

spelL The progress of modern civil-

sation has not destroyed this upas

blight, for it counts its devotees by the

thousand to-day. But whether it comes
in the form of astrology with its star-

gazing, palmistry with its hand-reading,

or spiritualism with its media and
trances and dark seances, it is the same
foul abomination reprobated by the

^Yord of God. In this country we only

now meet with it in the latter form,

and as such

—

L It is dangerous. 1. Because it

destroys, all faith in the person and
397
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providence of God, and hence imperils

the hopes, aspirations, and safety of

the soul. 2. Because it tends to debase
man's moral standards, and to obliterate

the fact of sin. 3. Because its direct

aim is to subvert Christianity, and to

abolish the Word of God. 4. Because
it comes before the imaijriiiation and
the affections witli plausible appeals.

II. It shuns the light. 1. Its per-

formances, like the old witchcraft, take

place in the dark, and under circum-

stances the force of which requires the

exertions of the strongest will. On
the contrary, the izrand facts of both

Old and New Testaments were "not
done in a corner," but in the light of

day. 2. It is chary of the open
exhibition of its credentials to the

critic and the unbeliever; this privilege

is reserved for those who first believe

in the magician and in his powers. The
miracles and other credentials of the

Bible—court scrutiny—were mainly for

the convictions of thosewho disbelieved,

3. And why does it shun the light? For
the old reason (John iii. 19-21).

IIL It is unlawful. 1. Because
expressly forbidden in the Word of

God. Christ and His apostles meet
the spirits not in darkened cabinets but

with open exorcism. 2. Because of its

avow^ed mission to pry into and traffic

with the unrevealed matters of the

spirit-world. God has emphatically set

His face against this (Deut. xxix. 29).

3. Because it is *' another gospel " (Gal,

L 8).

IV. It is partly gross imposture. 1.

Spiritual realities are solemn and im-

posing, and woithy in every way of

the hio-h source from which thev ema-
nate. When God communicated to the

prophets and apostles we do not hear

that it was on dancing tables, illegible

inscriptions on slates, or through books
made luminous by })h()S})horic oil. We
do not hear of atigels or spirits, whether
in Old Testament or New, pulling men's

hair, scattering sweetmeats, rapping on
walls, hurling bed pillows, appearing in

regimentals, or handling hot coals. 2.

Spiritual realities in the Bible were
never discovered to be small tricks.

They were never found to be men
and women ventriloquising, speaking

through tubes, using electric batteries,

orstutied gloves; nor were the spirits,

when suddenly embraced, found suffi-

ciently substantial to be armed with

fists and nails. 3. Spiritual realities

in the Bible have never been exphiined

by natural phenomena as have much of

the legerdemain of modern magic.

V. It is uniforndy useless. 1. For
harm (Isa^ viii. 19), when there is a

firm trust in God. 2. For good (Luke
xvL 27-31), when there is no such

trust.

Application.—I It is at the Church's

peril that she ignores what is condemned
in the Word of God, and what threat-

ens the well-being of the world, ii.

Or fails to expose, check, and destroy

what threatens to be the most gigantic

superstition of modern times (1 John
iv. 1).—/. iV, Burn.

God's Exclusive Right to Man's Devotion.— Ferse 20.

"We remark

—

I. That this claim is founded on
right. It is not an arbitrary fiat, but
a reasonable demand. By creation,

providence, and grace, all belongs to

God. God, therefore, asks us but to

sacrifice His own.
II. That no other power has the

right to make this claim. The whole
Bible goes upon the fact that " an idol

is nothing in the world." Sacrifice to

them, therefore, can be but the out-
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come of superstition, and must end in

disappointment.

IIL That this claim involves self-

denial. God demanded the best of

the flocks and herds. He now
demands our best faculties in their

fullest vigour (Rom. xii. 1).

IV. That this claim is very widely

disregarded. Man "robs" God (Mai.

iii. 8), and still sacrifices to idols.

We set up pride, vanity, ambition,

selfishness, pleasure, friendship, and
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desecrate the holiest qualities of our

nature bj offering them to other than

the living God.
V. That the recognition of this

claim can alone secure our highest

well-being. 1. The literal punishment
of death passed away with the theo-

cracy, but the spirit of it lives on

through the ages. As God is tlie only

source of spiritual life, and the sacri-

fice of ourselves to Him through Christ

the only means of securing that life,

spiritual death is a penalty of neglect.

But, 2, by rendering to God that which

belongs to Him, body, spirit, soul, pos-

sessions, friendships, by contact with

Him and separation to Him, they are

enriched, elevated, sanctified, and glori-

fied. Observe

—

i. That God's claims can never be

fulfilled without God's help. ii. That
idolatry, the disregard and contempt of

those claims (as Jewish history testifies),

was uniformly the result of neglecting

to procure that help. iii. That that

help God is able, wilhng, and anxious

to afford **Little children, keep your-

selves from idols."—/. W, Burn,

International Rights.— Verse 21.

Strictly interpreted, this passage

bears on duties to foreigners dwelling in

the country, and su})plies a motive for it;

they themselves had been foreigners

;

and is another practical application of

the " golden rule." But its principle

may be enlarged, so as to comi)ass

the rights of nations to justice, human-
ity, and peace in their relations to one
another.

I. The rights of foreigners as indivi-

duals. Here is a word, 3000 years old,

of special force in many cases (thank

God, not in all) to us Englishmen. We
are surrounded by men from all nations

under heaven. We should not oppress

them— 1. By reminding them that

they are not at home; but, on the

contrary, endeavour by a generous
hospitality to make them feel at home.
2. By noticing their peculiarities and
criticising or exaggerating them ; but,

on the contrary, try to conform as far

as possible to them, so as to make them
less conspicuous. 3. By taking advan-

tage of their imperfect acquaintance

with our language and manners in trade,

law, debate ; but rather assist them
with all the means at our disposal. 4.

Because (1.) artificial boundaries should

not separate between men of the same
blood, the same wants, the same feelings.

(2.) We may be (some of us have been)

placed in the same position as regards

homelessness, peculiarities, and imper-

fections.

II. The right offoreigners as nations.
— 1. If weak to protection, if strong

to equal privileges of freedom, courtesy,

and laws. 2. To be regarded irrespective

of our mere interests, which are not
" the measure of right and wrong all

over the world.'' 3. Because we have
had to claim, and still do claim, the

same for ourselves.

Learn—i. Not to let our insular posi-

tion generate an insular feeling, ii. To
act upon principles of honour and
humanity, iii. To follow peace with
all men.

GoD*s Care for the "Widow and Fatherless.— Verses 22-24.

The widow and the orphan were
God's special care, and their oppression
was one of those crimes the punish-
ment of which God reserved to Him-
self. This is one of those instances

which reveal the large and compre-
hensive and .spiritual character of the

Mosaic law. God's people were not
tied down, as is often supposed, to a

fixed and literal obedience to a number
of fixed and literal enactments. Much
(as in the case before us) was left to

their common sense and humanity.

1. No legal provision was made foi

the widow except (1.) The duty of hei

eldest son or nearest relative. (2.)

Her right to a share in the triennial

third tithe (Deut. xiv. 29, xxvL 12).
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(3.) Her right to gleanings (Deut.

xxiv. 19) and religious feasts (Deut
xvi, 11-14). (4.) Her exemption trorn

the necessity of giving her garments to

pledge.

But 2. Her rights were everywhere
recognised and (1) (Deut. xxvii. 19,

Isa. 1. 17, Jer. vii. 6, xxii. 3, Zech. vii.

10,) threw her upon that charity which
is above rubrics. (2.) (Ps. xciv. 6, Isa.

X. 2, Ezek. xxii. 7, Matt. iii. 5, xxiii.

14) Any neglect of or cruelty to them
was most severely condemned.

3. The New Testament declares
" pure relisjion and undefiled " to be
(James i. 27). Our text declares

—

I. That widows and orphans have
claims upon our regard.

1. They have claims upon our sym-
pathy. Their stay, comfort, defence

is gone. What state can be more
sorrowful or helpless

!

2. They have claims upon our pro-

tection and help. Our resources are

only held in stewardship for God's
purposes, and to what better purpose
could they be applied, both as regards

its intrinsic merits and the Divine will

concerning it.

XL That widows and orphans have
special privileges.

1. God has legislated for them. Not
in the dry and hard manner in which
penal and ceremonial codes are obliged

to be enacted, but in a way which
throws them on the broad and better

principles of humanity and love.

2. God stands in a peculiar relation

to them (Ps. Ixviii. 5). In the ab-

sence of their natural guardians He
takes them under His wing.

3. God is always ready to help them

;

to hear their cry (ver. 23, Jer. xlix. 11).

III. That any oppression of tlie

widow and fatherless will be rigor-

ously punished, ver. 24.

1. The oppressor is left to the

righteous judgment of God, who will

surely avenge His own (Luke xviii.

7-)

2. The oppressor is left to the ter-

rible retribution of a hard and cruel

heart, which inflicts as much pimish-

ment on the subject as on the object.

3. The oppressor is left to the cer-

tain contempt and execration of hia

fellowmen.

Husbands and fathers, learn

—

i. To provide for the wants of those

whom you may leave behind to mourn
your loss. 1. Make diligent use of your
time, and save all you can for tiiem.

2. Your life is uncertain, insure it. 3.

We don't know what a day or an hour
may bring forth, have all your affiiirs

in order, so as not to add perplexity

to trouble already too heavy to be

borne. It is "afflicting them," not to

do so. (See i. Tim. v. 8.)

ii. Then, having made a proper use

of means, leave them with calm faith

in the power and goodness of their
*' Father in heaven."

iii. Help the widow and the orphan,

as your wife may be left a widow and
your children fatherless.

—

J, W, Burn,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARA GRAPE.^Verses 25-31.

The Divine Nature has Two Aspects.

The Almighty declares Himself gracious unto those who cry unto Him for

succour ; and in His provision He makes special regulations for the protection

of those who might easily become the prey of the ungracious. " With the

merciful man thou shalt thyself be merciful, and with the upright man thou
shalt shew Thyself upright. With the pure thou wilt shew thyself pure ; and
with the froward Thou wilt shew Thyself unsavoury. And the afflicted people
Thou wilt save ; but Thine eyes are upon the haui^hty, that Thou mayest bring
them down." The haughty must not presume upon the Divine graciousness ;

but the afflicted people may reasonably hope in His salvation.

I. We must learn to deal tenderly with the poor. " Blessed is he that

considereth the poor ; the Lord will deliver him in time of trouble." The cause

of the poor is the cause of God. The liible should be the poor man's Book
400
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In no other ethical systems is their case fully considered, or are their claims

urgently pressed. The subject of usury is difficult. We must find it hard to

settle what is mere proper interest, and what is usury. Certainly the exigency

of the poor must not be abused. In that early society, where money was not

largely required, we may suppose that money was to be lent without inteiest.

Tliat it must be very small, at least, is evident from the fact that the poor
man's raiment, given for a pledge, must be returned to him before the sun has

gone down. The mantle marks the extreme of poverty in general. The
indigent Oriental covers himself at night in his outer garment. Great cruelty

is characteristic of him who keeps in pledge the poor man's protection from the

cold of an Eastern night. How many are those who cry because of the advan-

tage taken of their poverty I While God is gracious unto those who call for

help, what will He be to the pitiless. Let men be gracious unto the poor that

God may be gracious unto those who are indeed poor and needy, though rich in

earthly possessions.

IT. We must be respectful in our dealings with those in high estate. The
word " gods " in verse 28 is taken by some to mean the Deity. Thus the

Israelites are commanded not to revile the deity. A more general way of

dishonouring God than that of directly cursing Jehovah. And this view is

supposed to be supported by the next sentence, " nor curse the ruler of thy

people," as God's vicegerents, as the one next to, and placed in a position of

authority by God. Certainly, he who dishonours "the powers that be"
dishonours Him by whom the powers are appointed. Even Paul's practical

opposition to the powers is accompanied by wonderful Christian courtesy. We
must not curse the rulers ; and the rulers must not oppress—must not interfere

with the authority of conscience. When rulers and consciences are opposed
resistance must follow, but resistance may be courteous while it is firm. The
highest style of gentleman is the Christian. Let us forbear cursing or reviling,

lest we dishonour the Infinite Ruler.

III. We must "be prompt in presenting our offerings. He gives twice who
gives quickly. Delays are dangerous. Delay not to offer the first of thy ripe

fruits, and of thy liquors. The fruit of all is to be presented as an offering to

Him who is the first great cause of all productiveness. In these New Testa-

ment times we reverse the order. The first we give ourselves ; and the last,

if we can ea ily spare it, we give to God ; and yet surely He has a greater

claim. If under the law God could command the first of all, how much more
under the Gospel ! The God of revelation is the God of nature, we must not do
unnecessary violence to nature even for the promotion of religion. Seven days

must the sheep be with the dam before it is offered. A truly religious spirit will

not interfere with natural productiveness and social prosperity.

IV. The glorious purpose of all Divine legislation. " And ye shall be holy

men unto Me." This is the great directing motive for all God's movements
with reference to His people. Holy men must have regard to the beauty and
welfare of the temple when the spirit of holiness is enshrined. Ye shall not eat

any flesh that is torn of beasts in the field
;
ye shall cast it to the dogs. Defile not

the temple of God. The body is the soul's temple. The purity of the temple
promotes the purity of the worshipper.— fF. Burrows, B.A,

Concerning Loa'ss.— Verses 25-27.

While every one is liable to those nent poverty, the legitimacy and
fluctuations of fortune which entail necessity of loans is apparent. The
temporary embarrassment or perma- same remark applies to loans on secu-
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rity for i)urposes of tra.(^e. Loans are

only illegitimate when applied to im-

moral purposes, or when they encour-

age indolence. The law before us pro-

vides

—

I. Tliat in a case of real distress the

rules of an ordinary commercial trans-

action were to be set aside, and the loan

decided on the principles of humanity
(Lev. XXV. 35-43, Deut. xxiii. 19).

II. That in a matter of business

(presumably) when the loan is under
some risk, but which is expected to

yield the borrower some kind of profit

;

then, as in the case of mortgages and
pawnbroking, a security is required.

But this security, if a necessity of life,

as, e.g.y the loose outer robe used for a

coverlet as well as a garment, was
to be restored when wanted.

III. That tlie graciousness of God
should be the motive of man's conduct

to his fellow in matters of obligation,

and even business.

IV. That in this case, and in others

which were to be decided on the prin-

ciples of humanity, God took the con-

side lation of the infniction of His law
into His own hand.

Application.—L Avoid borrowing or

lending as far as possible, ii. When
needful or in the way of business, let

mercy and generosity enter into the

transaction, as well as interest and
justice. iii. God has been gracious

to you, be gracious to your fellow

(Matt. x. 8). iv. Remember that

God " executeth riii;hteousness and
judgment for all that are oppressed."—J, fF. Burn,

The Divine Right of Magistrates to Respect.— Verse 28.

There has been some controversy

about the interpretation of the first

clause, Thou shalt not revile Elohim.

1. Some understand it God^ conform-
ably with Gen. i. 1 and general usage.

(De Wette, Keil, Knobel, Speaker's

Oom.,&c.) 2. Some(as A.V. LXX. Vulg.

Luther, Cranmer, &c.) Gods. Philo
and Josephus understand it as express-

ing liberality to gods of other nations.

And 3. (The Targum, Syr, Saadia,

Theod. Genevan, &c.) as the marg.
judges. The second may be dismissed.

The third is untenable, as in that

case Elohim would have the article

prefixed. The first is the ordinary
translation, and as here employed,
suggests that magistrates wield the

delegated authority of God, rule by
Divine right, and are therefore en-

titled to respect (Josh. iv. 14, Ps. xxL
6, 7 ; Prov. xxiv. 21, 22; Eccles. viii.

2,3).

I. That the powers that be are

ordained of God (Rom. xiii. 1-5; 1

Peter ii.13-15).

IL That magistrates must be treated

with respect, both their persons and
their decisions (Josh. i. 16-18).

1. Because they administer that
vsrhich when it is law at all, is based
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on the will and authority of God
(Rom. xiii. 2).

2. Because they administer that which
is the bulwark of national stability and
personal safety (Rom. xiii. 3).

HI. That magistrates must receive re-

spect, irres{)ective of the effect of their

decision (Prov. xvii. 26).

1. Because they are but the servants

of the law.

2. Because if throu"h human infir-o
mities, justice should occasionally mis-

carry, it is better to suffer than to

bring the law into disrepute (Prov.

xxiv. 21, 22).

3. But if their decisions violate con-

science, then Acts iv. 19, 20 ; v. 29.

IV. That magistrates must be secure

against all hostile action (Prov. xvii

26; Job xxxiv. 17, 18).

1. Fear will warp the judgment.

2. Fear will divert the course of

justice.

V. That magistrates are not only

entitled to respect, but to our sym-
pathy and pravers (Ps. xxii. 1, 2

;

Ezra vi. 10; 1 tmi. ii. 2).

VI. That disrespect to magistrates

is severely condemned (Jude 8).

Application. — Let magistrates, all

who are in authority and all who
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administer law whether civil or domes- and courageous (Ps. Ixxii. iv. 12-14).

tic, whether in law courts, homes or ii. That they are responsible to man.

houses of business, remember—i. That Upon their decisions depend the well-

they are responsible to God (2 Sam. being of the citizen, and tiie stahility

xxiii. 3). Let them see (1) that they of the realm, iii. That their title to

accurately know the law, and (2) that symi>athyand veneration is recognised

their administration is conscientious by the people at large.—/. W, Burn,

Conse:cration.— Verses 29-31.

These laws are most appropriately heed to their privileges and duties in

interrupted by the revelation of God's this direction.

claims upon us and mirs. This revela- (2) But as God has claims upon all

tion teaches us

—

of your children, see that they are

1. That God's law should lead us to dedicated to Him and *' trained up in

consider oar relation to the Lawgiver. the nurture and admonition of the

1. We are not slaves under the rigor- Lord."

ous and iron rule of an inflexible IIL That God's claims should be

despot (John xv. 15 ; Rom. viii. 15). acknowledged firsU ** The first of thy

2. But sons under the mild, free, ripe fruits," &c.

and benignant rule of our Father in 1. Let God's claims be acknowledged

heaven (Num. xi. 12; Deut. xxii. 6; first in the order of time. The Jew
Rom. viii. 15, 16; James i 25, ii. 12). embraced the first opportunity—as soon

3. And should therefore disseminate as the sheep could leave its dam, and

and obey those laws which are for our the child its mother, God's claim was

Father's glory and our brother's good. recognised. iSurely the Cluistian

II. That this relation to the Lawgiver should not be behind the Jew. In

should lead to the practical acknow- God's cause as well as man's, " he

ledgment of His claims upon the ser- pays twice who pays promplly." Do
vice of all we have. not wait till the end of the quarter or

1. He has claims upon our property, the year before you pay your subscrip-

We are only stewards (1 Cor. iv. 7). tion. Let it be at the beginning.

(1) Those claims upon part of it are 2. Let God's claims be acknowledged
literal and exclusive, and must be first in point of quality. " First of

aciaiowledged by benevolence to the ripe fruits." Other laws, based upon
poor and the support of his ministers. these claims, enact that the gifts shall

{2) Those claims are ui)on the whole be without blemish. God's sacrifices

of it, and must be acknowledged by the were of the best of beasts, God's house

use of all our j)roperty in getting the was the best in the land. How sad

will of God ** done on earth as it is the contrast between this and Christian

done in heaven." customs. Any scrap of money, or

2. He has claims upon our children, time, or prosperity, is good enough for

(1) We must be cautious how we God's use, and any barn good enough
abrogate this literal claim upon one of for His worship. And when a noble

them. If, under the old dispensation, spirit is awakened, it is met with the

one was to be specially dedicated to old and usual, " To what purpose is this

His service, there are stronger reasons waste ] " Not that God is particular,

for the same under the new. While whose is the earth and the fulness

education for the ministry, as a mere thereof! He can value the widow's
profession, cannot be too strongly repro- mite. But let/ them see to it, who
bated, yet when God comes to call at live on the fat ot the land and give a

your house for " labourers for His reluctant morsel to God's cause ; who
harvest," let Him find one at least of can give the whole twenty-four hours to

your children ready for that call. Let their own interest, and not as many
all parents, whether rich or poor, take minutes to God's, and who sleep in
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palaces but worship in hovels (Haeg.

3. Lot God's claims be recogtiised

first in order of interest. If the rest

of the flock died, this must be given

to God. But now God's interests are

considered last. After having con-

sulted the claims of self, family, busi-

ness, then if anytldng is left it may be

given to God. On the other hand,

if there must be retrenchment then

God's interests are considered first

—

to be invaded and ignored, and the

guinea dwindles down to half a

sovereign, &c.

TV. That God's claims should be

acknowledged systematically. " First,'*

"on the eighth day.'* God here de-

manded a definite amount at a definite

time. God's claims must not be con-

sidered more recklessly or haphazard

than those of family and business.

The Christian rule must not be re-

pealed till God repeals it (1 Cor.

xvi. 1, 2).

V. That our relation to the Divine

Lawgiver should lead to the practical

acknowledgment of His claims upon
all we are, ver. 31. God's claim is

everywhere on ourselves. No proxies,

as such, are permitted. There are

many who acknowledge God's claims

on what they have that but practically

repudiate them which are personal,

But (1 Cor. vi. 20).

1. God demands personal holiness.

(L) Separation from sin. (2.) Separa-

tion to Himself. (See on chap. xix. 10.)

God's command is, " Be ye holy, for I

am holy," *' God's will " is *' even your
sanctification.'*

2. God demands a practical exhibi-

tion of that holiness in the dignity

and nobility of our lives. The flesh

that was torn by wild beasts was not

forbidden as unclean, but because it

was mean and paltry for those members
of the *' kingdom of priests " to eat

their leavings. So the Christian, in his

living and general conduct, must not

condescend to practices which degrade

his profession and dishonour his God.
Learn

—

i. That all you have belongs to God.

1. How noble. 2. How safe are our

possessions.

ii. That all vre are belongs to God.
1. What dignity (Rev. L 6, 6). 2.

What promises (Matt. vi. 25-34; 2.

Cor. vi. 16-18, vii. 1 ; Rom. viii. 28). 3

What safety (Luke xii. 32 ; John x.

28, 29; Rom. viii. 31-39). And what
glory (Rom. viii. 1 8 ; 1 John iii. 2),

belong to the sons of God.
iii. ** What manner of persons ought

we to be ? "—J. W, Bum.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXII,

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Divine Enactments ! Vers. 1-31. (1) There
is a world of difference between a stained glass

window and a kaleidoscope. Their relative

values are very different, and so is their struc-

ture. The pieces of variegated glass are flung

anyhow, for the prism to arrange ; whereas,

those employed in tlie window are all arranged
to give a beautiful, effective, and abiding
impression. These separate enactments are

not strung together haphazird. On the con-

trary, they are chords divinely arranged to

produce harmony in the world, and give forth

strains of Divine adoration in their observance.

(2) If one side of a tree grows, and the other

does not, the tree acquires a crooked form.
It may be fruitful, but it cannot be beautiful.

God would have humanities and nationalities,

theocracies and individualities, both rich in the
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beauties of holiness and the fruits of righteous-

ness. The unequal growth of the Christian

graces is undesirable ; hence the numerous
Divine precautions to make them alike fair,

fragrant, and fruitful.

" Stern lawgiving ! yet thou dost wear
The Godhead's most benignant grace ;

Flowers laugh before thee on their beds ;

And fragrance in thy footing treads
;

Thou dost preserve the stars from wrong."
— Wordsivorth.

Dishonesty 1 Ver. 1. (1) Matthevv Henry
says, ** That which is won ill will never wear
well, for there is a curse attends it, which
will waste it." Many a fraudulent speculator

on 'Change is none the richer for the gains
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dishonestly obtained from widows and old

maids. Honesty is, after all, the best policy
;

for very frequently, the same corrupt disnosi-

tioTis wliich incline men to the sinful ways of

getting will incline them to the like sinful

ways of spending. (2) In a recent Court of

Queen's Bench trial of some men of note, for

dishonest liuilding estate transactions, tlie

judge passed sentence of imprisonment, adding
that during the interval pecuniary lesti uiion

woukl have to be made ; otherwise at the ex-

piry of tlie term, they would again be bronglit

up on other counts of the indictment. Restitu-

tion and retribution were here combined.
**The way of transgressors is hard."

** The sun of justice may withdraw his beams
Awhile from earthly ken ; but soon these

clouds,

Seeming eclipse, will brighten into day."—Bally.

Full Restitution I Ver. 3. A youth having,

in a moment of peculiar temptation, plundered

his employer, was sentenced to several years*

penal servitude. His conduct in prison was so

exemplary that he was soon released on parole.

Filled with a deep sense of his sin before God,
and his ingratitude to his employer, he resolved

to make the utmost amends. By dint of dili-

gence, energy, and industry, he raised sufficient

to refund the monies, including interest in

full. He then presented himself before his

old master in the spirit of a sincere penitent,

expressed iiis sorrow for the dishonest action,

and presented the full amount with interest.

Conscience and a desire to live before God
combined to achieve this happy result of

full restitution. Conscience

** In leaves more durable than leaves of brass

Writes our whole history." — Young.

Trespass-Tribute! Ver. 5. Chandler in

his "Asiatic Travels," observes, that the tame
cattle are very fond of vine-leaves, and are

permitted to eat them in the autumn. He ob-

served about Smyrna that the leaves were de-

cayed, or stripped by the camels and herds of

goats, which were permitted to browse after

the vintage. If those animals were so fond of

vine leaves, it is no wonder tliat Moses, in

anticipation of possessing the vineyards and
oliveyards of Canaan, forbade by an express
law any selfish, wilful intrusion of one man's
cattle into tlie property of another. The tres-

pass would prove a serious injury, if it took
place before the time of the vintage ; and if it

occurred afterwards,it would still he y)lund( ring
the food of the neighbour's own cattle. Tiiis

law has its moral aspect, and applies to the
** spiritual vineyards of humanity."

•* Man spoils the tender beauty
That Idossoms on the sod.

And blasts the loving heaven
Of the great, good world of God.**

—Household Words.

Law and Love I Ver. 5. Two small farmers
—the one a Christian the otlier a worldling

—

owned adjoining lands. Frequently the pious

farmer found his neighbt)ur's cow enjoyiuir the

rich grass of his meadow field, in spite of

hedgerow and gateway. After driving back
the animal, and closing the gate time after

time, the humble Christian sent to the ehurlish,

dishonest neighbour to say, that it grieved iiim

more to witness his neighbour's dislionesty

than to lose the fodder for his cattle ; and
therefore, if his neighbour could not give up
breaking the hedge and openini; the gate for

his cow to trespass, he would cheerfully feed

the animal for nothing along with liis own
stock. This tenderness of heart for his

conscience touched the neighbour, and he at

once confessed his constant practice of dis-

honesty, and offered to make restitution in any
way.

** Conscience, what art thou? thou tremendous
power !

Who dost inhabit us without our leave
;

And art within ourselves another self,

A master-self, that loves to dominate,
And treat the mighty frankly as the

slave?"

Honesty ! Ver. 9. (1) Entrusted ! A
writer in the " Sunday at Home," alluding to

the honesty of the j\lalay8 in the Dutch Indies,

says that his l>usiness required frequent

absences, during whicli he left his house in

their care. Before setting out, he gave the key
of his bureau to ihe mandoor, and told him to

take care of the money it contained. He says

he never found a single farthing amissing

—

that sometimes returning late, the servant

would be found sleeping close to the bureau
for its greater security—and that during all

the time he passed in the island, he had no
occasion to complain of the theft of any article.

(2) Lost ! Not far from St. Petersburgh lived

a poor woman, whose only livelihood arose from
the visits of a few shipmasters on their way to

the capital. One of these left behind a sealed

bag of money ; wlilch the woman put away in

her cupboard till it should be claimed. Years
rolled on ; and though often in great want,
the bag of gold still remained sacredly intact.

Seven years afterwards, some shipmasters were
again staying at her house, when one of them
remarked thai he would never forget the town
they were then visiting, for he had years be-

fore lost a sealed bag of 700 roubles. The
poor woman overhearing the remark, said,
'* Would you know it liy the seal ? " Tlie ship-

master pointed to a seal iianging by his watch-
chain ; and the bair was at once produced and
restored to its rightful owner.

** An honest man is still an unmoved rock.

Washed whiter, but not shaken with the
shock." —Davenport.

Tmst-Bestitution ! Ver 9. (1) Recently
t, lady went to P.ins on a visit, entrusting her
house and furniture to a friend, on whose
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honesty she relied. Unfortunately the confi-

dence was misplaced ; and during her absence,

articles of considerable value were removed.

On her return, the discovery was made, and
tlie person guilty of so contemptible a l)reach

of trust arraigned. The jiuUe ordered him to

restore all the objects of verta which he had
purloined, and to suffer a term of imprison-

ment for his breach of trust. (2) A poor
widow entrusted the title-deeds of some pro-

perty, left by her husl)and, to a solicitor, in

whom she had confidence. Her trust was,

however, grossly abused, as he retained the

deeds on tlie plea of some false debt due by
the husband. After long and persistent en-

deavours to obtain recovery of the documents,
but in vain, the defrauded widow was advised

to apply to the Lord Chancellor. On inquiry,

the judge decided that the dishonest la"wyer

musL either deliver up the title-deeds and
make restitution for their retention, or be
struck off the roll of solicitors.

'* Justice has her laws,

That will not brook infringement ; in all time,

All circumstances, all state, in every clime.

She holds aloft the same avenging sword.

"

—Percival.

Conscience-Restitution ! Ver. 12. Gray
mentions that as a gentleman in London
entered his house, he found a well-dressed

female sitting on the stairs. She asked pardon
for the liberty she had taken, saying that she

had taken refuge for a few minutes in his house

from a mad dog. On hearing her story, he

gave her some refreshment before she left.

In the evening, his wife missed her gold watch
—it having been purloined by the forenoon

visitor. Fifteen years afterwards, the watch
was returned, with a note from the thief. It

stated that the Gospel had recently changed
her heart, and that in consequence she desired

to return the watch to its rightful owner,

** Conscience I It is a dangerous thing.

It made me once
Restore a purse of gold."

—

Shakespeare.

Seduction-Solatium! Vers. 16, 17. Marriage
or money are the only earthly compensations
which can be made. Unhappily, Wilson's

"Tales of the Borders" abound with instances,

in which this law—still in force—was utterly

disregarded altogether in its compensatory
aspects. So far are men from any disposition

of heart towards the act of restitution, that

English law has to be framed and put in force

to compel them to make solatium, either by
matrimonial contract or pecuniary indemnity.
One 01 the most painful of the annals of British

Law Courts is that which concerns the dis-

closure 01 man's heartlessness in rejirard to the

maiden whom he has seduced. Law, how-
ever, can only enforce compensation ; and it

remains for grace to suppress the inclination.

St. Benedict relates that when he felt this

desir upon him, he rushed fnvm his cave, and

i06

flung himself into a thicket of briars and
nettles, in which he rolled himself until the

blood flowed. This expedient could only be a

temporary relief; and the only eflicient and
permanent method of preventative is '* Prayer
for divine grace."

•* Terrestrial oljects, disenchanted there,

Lose all their power to dazzle or ensnare

;

One only object then seems worth our care-
To win tlie race." —Elliott.

Witchcraft and Wizardry ! Ver. 18. (1) The
Church of Rome subjected persons suspected
of witchcraft to the most cruel torments ; but

itself is the most notorious offender in this re-

spect. Its pretended miracles from the blood
of St. Januarius to the trance of La Pucclle

are a concentration of superstitious wizardry.

In tens of thousands of cases the victims

—

often innocent—were burned alive ; while
others were drowned by the test applied. Rome
herself, the apocalyptic wizard clothed im

scarlet, is to know the retributive penalty of

this law :
** She shall not be suffered to live."

(2) Sad as are the evidences of superstitious

wizardry in modern spiritualism of America
and England, there is this sure solace, that all

witchcraft is doomed sooner or later. It is

Carlyle who says, that the burning of a little

straw may hide the stars of the sky ; but the
stars are there, and will reappear. Truth ia

Eternal.

" Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again- —
The eternal years of God are hers

;

But Error, wounded, writhes in pain.

And dies among her worshippers."
— Bryant.

Witchcraft! Ver. 18. The river Dart is a

bright clear stream, which takes its rise amid
the wild beauty of our English Alps—the Dart-

moor range. Long years ago, a crowd was
gathered. Here were the middle-aged and
young farmers and labourers, with mingled
fear of all witches, and hatred to witciicratt a

part of their very creed. Here also were
women with rancorous tongues; little children,

with babes in their mothers' arm, gathered as

for a holiday. The squire's daugh er has

been condemned to the test of witchcraft ; if

shesinks,she is guilty; if she rises and e^.eapes,

she is innocent. Arrayed in white garments,

she is led towards the river through the crowd,

whose cruel jests and coarse words are the

first gauntlet her pure m nd must run. The
tender arms were grasped, and the graceful

form hurled into the stream, swollen witli tlie

uiiuaually heavy rains. Suddenly a cry was
raised ; the cruel crowd gave way ; and a man
rushed breathlessly to the river's brink. It

was the maiden's lover, to whom she was
shortly to be united ; and having heard of tlie

dreadful ordeal designed, he had hastened to

rescue her from the "witch's test." Too late!

Without a word, he plunged in after her. A
gleam of a white robe—a sudden upliMinir of

a man's strong arm— were all that the si.por-
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stitious onlookers ever saw more of the maiden
•r her lover.

** But endless is the list of human ills,

And sighs might sooner fail than cause to

sigh." — Young.

Idol- Sacrifices I Ver. 20. Idolaters and
their sacrifices, says Dr. Chapin ! You cannot

find any more gross—any more cruel—on the

broad earth, than witliin a mile's area of the

pulpit. Dark minds, from which God is

oi)Scured ! Deluded souls, whose fetish is the

dice box, or the bottle ! Apathetic spirits,

steeped in sensual abomination—unmoved by

a moral ripple—soaking in the swamp of

animal vitality ! These are your modern
Daphne and Delphian idolaters. False gods,

Eiore hideous, more awful than Moloch or

Baal—worshii)ped with shrieks—worshipped

with curses; with the hearthstone for the blood-

8 ained altar, the drunken husband for the

immolating priest, and women and children

for the sacrificial victims ! These are your

modern idol-holocausts. This verse may not

be applicable to Christianised England in its

literality; but the moral vein lies hidden be-

neath the literal surface. In its moral aspect

it is England's obligation of a truth.

** Turn thee from these, or dare not to inquire

Oi Him whose name isjealous, lest in wrath

He hears and answers thine unblest desire;

Far better we should cross His lightning's

path,

Than be according to our idols heard.

And God should take us at our own vain
word." —Keble,

Idolater's Doom 1 Ver. 20, A philosopher,

states the Hebrew Talmud, once remarked
to Gamaliel :

** Instead of uttering threats

against the worshippers of idols, why does not

God rather turn His wrath against the idols

themselves?" The wise Rabbi replied by a

story. A prince had an insolent and rebellious

son, who, among other insults to his father,

had the audacity to bestow his father's name
upon his dog. His father was full of wrath ;

but against whom ? To this inquiry, the

philosopher made reply, *' The son, doubtless
;

but if God were to send all these idols into

destruction, there would no longer be any
danger of idolatry in the world." The pious

Hebrew at once retorted :
** The barbarians

deify the rivers and waters, the stars and suns.

Would you then have God, on account of

the folly of some of His creatures, plunge
creation in ruin ? If any one steals seed,

and afterwards sows it in the ground, does it

remain fruitless on account of its having been
stolen ? " Hence the doom of death upon the

Jewish idolater.

*• If I have sought to live

But in one light, and made a mortal eye
The lonely star of my idolatry,

Thou that art Love, oh pity and forgive.**—Ilcmam,

Strangers' Rights! Ver. 21. A certain

shepherd had a flock which he led daily to

paature, and which he brought home each even-
ing to the fold. It came to pass on a time
that a stag voluntarily joined, and became the
inseparable companion of the flock. When
they went to the pasture it went thither ; when
they returned to the fold, it returned with
them. The shepherd greatly loved the stag, and
often charged his servants that nothing should
be wanting to its welfare. But the servants,

astonished at the injunction, inquired of

their master his reason. "This poor animal,
accustomed to the wilderness, has left its

natural freedom of roaming, and joined itself

fearlessly to us ! Should not we, therefore, be
kind to it, and not vex or oppress it ?" God
loves the stranger in giving him food and
raiment ; and He enjoins similar consideration
on the part of the Jews. He requires still more
of Christians in this respect. There is a pre-

mise : "Be careful to entertain strangers, for

thereby some have entertained angels una-
wares."

** And He will leave the ninety-nine that range
In pleasant pastures where the grass grows

sweet,

And seek us till He sets our wandering feet

Where tempting herbage springs and cooling

waters meet." —Mason.

Strangers ! Ver. 21. Upon the higher Alps,

the snow is sometimes piled so high, and so

evenly balanced, that a crack of a whip or the

shout of a voice may give sufficient vibrations

to the air as to bring down the whole mass upon
the travellers below. So in our moral world,

there are souls just hovering over the abyss of

ruin. A word, or even a look, from us, may
cause them to plunge down into depths from
which there is no return. On the other hand,

a helping hand stretched out to them in the

moment of peril may lead them into the safe,

sure way of peace. To vex the stranger, or

afflict the alien, may lead to the overthrow of

all the life of hope in him ; whereas kindness
may induce him to give heed to those truths

of Scripture, which have led in your case to the
practise of the Christian virtues. Many a
stranger has been alienated from the gospel by
the cruelties and oppressions of its professors.

Better those

—

** Who lead the blind old giant by the hand
From out the pathless desert where he gropes.
And set him onward in his darksome way."

—Lowell,

Widow Woes ! Ver. 22. The Jewish law
required a man's brother to marry his widow.
In numerous countries, notably India, widows
are devoted to great privations from the time
their husbands die. At the Isthmus of Darien,
when a widow dies, such of her children as
cannot from tender age provide for their own
subsistence, are buried in the same grave with
her. It was one of the most heinous of Phari-
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saic offences, which drew down the stern male-
diction of Jesus upon them, that they vexed
and afflicted the widows in Israel. One of the

most, touching of His parables is based upon
the wrong-doing of a poor widow's adversary,

and the indifference of the judge towards her

importunate plea. It is remarkable that the

Lord in verse 22 alludes to the *' crying of the

widow " as ever to lie heeded by Him. He
may bear long with tliem. 'J'here may be a

long, and from our view-point inexplicable

delay ; but let not the oppressed widow de-

spair. He will avenge her—His widowed and
oppressed Church. When ihe cry rises, broken
and stifled, but eager, as uttered by one en-

during dread wrong, God in heaven hears it

well pleased.

** You take my house, when you do take the

prop
That doth sustain my house

;
you take my

life,

When you do take the means whereby I

live,** —Shakespeare.

Orphan Oppression ! Verse 24. Other of-

fences are punished by the medium of human
justice ; but God is His own avenger of this

heinous wronix. Years ago, a rural parish clerk

was left in ciiarge of an orphan relative of his

wife. He appropriated the monies, and abused

the boy. Forced by persistent cruelties to flee

away from home, he reached Australia, where

God raised up friends He prospered in life,

and became a landowner. His dishonest and
tyrant guardian, none the richer for his

fraudulent gains, yielded to evil counsellors

—

took part in a local crime, and was tried and
transported to the Australian convict settle-

ment. Here, he made his escape with a fellow

convict, and both took refuge in a cave. They
quarrelled over the fire, as to whicli should have

possession of certain stolen articles, and in the

dispute their gunpowder flask fell into the

flames. It instantly exploded in the face of

the convicted tyrant, depriving him of eye-

sight ; while his comrade, seizing the things

in dispute, left his blind companion in the

cave. As he was shrieking piteously for help,

some horsemen passed by ; and overhearing

his agonising screams, they alighted from their

horses and entered the cavern. The leader

was the "defrauded orphan," who, having nobly

struggled to position and honour, now knelt

by his oppressor, whose system was so shattered

by the shock, that he died a few minutes after-

wards.

" Though the mills of God grind slowly,

Yet they grind exceeding small
;

Though witli patience He stands waiting,

With exactness grinds He all."—LongfeUavf,

Orphan Obligations ! Vers. 22-24. Orphans

hould be grateful to their benefactors. God
Himself will reward tliem. A poor widow

took an orplian left by a next door neighbour,
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into her own family. For years she struggled

on with the humble proceeds of mangling in

the court, until illness came. The orphan
youth obtained a place in tlie city, which en-

abled him to find necessaries for the widow and
her children, most of whom were younger than
himself. His leisure hours were spent in

ministering to the wants of his benefactress,

and instructing her children. As he grew up,

his honesty and shrewdness won him a post

of confidence and competence in his firm ;

enabling iiim to advance the temporal wel-

fare of his adopted brothers and sisters. All

of tliem were placed in good situations. In
course of time the orphan became the junior,

then the head partner of his firm. He pur-

chased a rural estate; and in one of the

prettiest of the cottages he placed the poor
widow

;
poor no longer, but enriched with a

handsome annuity for life. Here she lived

happ3' and honoured ; dying at last in the

arms of him whom she had received as a
penniless child, and whom she had rescued

from the fate of a youthful London Arab.

*' Kind hearts are more than coronets.

And simple faith than Norman blood.**—Tennyson,

Security Pledges 1 Vers. 26, 27. In all

parts of Southern Africa the skin cloak is the
covering of males and females by day and
night. The Hottentot cloak is composed of

sheepskins, retaining the wool on the inside

of it ; and in this he sleeps comfortably under
a bush or tree. In the East, extreme heat
of the day is often succeeded by extreme cold

of the night. The Israelite encamping in the
wilderness would probably be often content
with such a cloak or mantle. No doubt in

the Holy Land there would be many poor,

who could afford no other raiment than this

by night and day. The Red Indian has his

blanket, in which he wraps himself when
wandering in his vast native forests. The
thoughtful and gracious care of God, there-

fore, shines out sweetly in this humane and
considerate enactment. Man should follow

the Divine example.

** Have love I Not love alone for one,

But man, as man, thy brothers call ;

And scatter, like the circling sun,

Thy charities on all." —Schiller,

Gratltude-Glfts I Vers. 29, 30. St. Paul
stamps the sin of ingratitude to God as pecu-
liarly heinous, when he says of the heathen
(Rom. i.) that they were not thankful. Seneca
—between whom and St. Paul some su()po8e

that there was personal intercourse—says :

*• We are thankful to a friend for a few acres

of laud only, or for a little money ; and yet

for the possession of the whole earth, which
God has given us, we care not to testify any
grateful returns." The English proverb de-

clares a humiliating axiom: "The river

passed, and God is forgotten." The Italian
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form of it souTuls a still sadtler depth of

ingratitude: "The peril passed, the saint

Qiocked." Mandrabuliis tlie Siuniau, having

vowed to the goddess Juno a golden ram if

siie disclosed to him a certain miue, the Greek

story runs that under her auspices and direc-

tion he was the discoverer. Once in posses-

sion, however, his votive-offt-ring of a golden

ram dwindled down into a silver one ; that

again ft)r a brass one ; and at last nothing at

all. God here lays down the law of Divine

gratitude, in which are also involved the

Divine lights of h\unan self-consecration :

"All that I have is Thine;" "I am my
Beloved's, and my Beloved is mine ;

" "Let
my Beloved come into His garden, and eat

His pleasant fruits." But

" Man, the worldly, ingrate man can ever

Enjoy God's gifts, but never mind the

Giver
;

And like the swine, though pampered with
enough,

His eyes are never higher than the trough."
—Quarle8.

Cheerful Consecration ! Ver. 30. As fruits

artificially raised or forced in the hothouse
have not the exquisite flavour of those fruits

which are grown naturally, and in their due
season ; so that obedience, which is enforced

by the requirements of the law, wants the
genuine flavour and sweetness of that obe-

dience which springs from a heart warmed

with the love of God in Christ. God loves a

cheerful giver, for this among other reasons

:

The votive-fruits of such self-dedication are

exceeding sweet to His taste. *' How much
better is thy love than wine ! and the smell

of thine ointments than all spices !
" (Cant,

ii. 10).

" Come, bring thy gift. If blessings were aa

slow

As men's returns, what would become of

fools ?

"

—Herbert.

Legislation-Links ! Ver. 31. The study

of the Mosaic laws will repay the students.

"They will repay the historian," says Hamil-
ton ;

" for they will introduce him to a

civilisation compared with which the Greek
culture and Roman commonwealth are bar-

barisms. They will repay the jurist, for in

the dividends and compensations—the doc-

trine of trespass and damage and malice pre-

pense laid down by the Hebrew lawgiver, he

will find the origin or earnest of much in our

own British statute-book. And they will re-

pay every student of morals and of mankind;
for thoughts, says Wines, colonise as well as

races ; ideas, like families, have a genealogy

and a propagation. The cradle of all codes is

the law of Mosaic enactments."

** These are the lessons God would write

—

These laws as with a burning pen,

In traces of eternal light,

Upon the hearts of men.'* —SchUUr.

CHAPTER XXHL

Critioal Notes.—^1. Thon shalt not raise] = tissa, from the inf. na^af in its simple sense,

**to carry," and in its ethical, "to bear about in the heart." Hence tissa is a pregnant word,

and siiiuities :
** Thou shalt neither raise nor carry abroad, nor harbour in your heart, evil re-

port." 2. Thou shalt not followj. Our idiomatic expression, ' to he after," i.e., to preserve a

course of pirsistent getting at a person or thing answers well to the literal meaning of the

words, lo tihyeh, " he not ;

" achrey, "after
;

" rabhlrn^ " multitude ;
" le rdoth, " for evil." In other

words, do not get at the multitude with evil designs, and so become an evil unto the multitude.

Hence the appositeness of the other clause of the sentence becomes evident, if rightly ren-

dered :
*' Neither shalt thou speak in a cause to incline (to the multitude) to wrest judgment."

The exhortation means, " not to give way, or bend {lintoth), on account of the pressure of the
multitude, and thus suffer the multitude to become an occasion for evil unto thee." 3. Thou
shalt not adorn] {teh.dar), i.e., gloss over the cause of a man {though he be) dal = destitute. 6. The
poor referred to in this verse is "thy poor ones " (f^yoncAa), in the sense of simply being in, or

sufi'ering from, want, but not being absolutely destitute. 19. Thou shalt not seethe, &c ]

—

This command, taken in connection with the preceding one, justifies the explanation of ancient
commentators that it was given to banish a pagan rite, in the offering up as an harvest

thanks-offering of a kid seethed in its mother's milk. With the milk of this oblation the
fields, gardens, and orchards were sprinkled, in the belief that favour of the deities for a good
harvest in the coming year would be thus secured. This commandment may, liowever, also

imply a prohii)ition against cruelty and outrage of nature. Ilabbinism took occasion to adduce
from this commandment injunctions of an extensive culinary kind, according to which every
Jew was strictly j)rohibited, not only from using milk, butter, or cheese with meat, but he is

obliged to keep separate sets of kitchen utensils for each of those two classes of food.
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MAIN UOMILETWS OP THE P

A

RAQRaPIL— Verses 1-9.

Rules for Judic74.l Proceedings.

We see a connection running through the whole of these verses. They may
all be said to have a bearing upon judicial proceedings. Rightly received they

tend to promote the integrity of the witness, the uprightness of the judge, and
the correctness of the judicial conclusion. All must regard themselves under
law. Subjects are under law. Lawgivers and law administrators are likewise

under law. There can be no escape from law. The highest condition is that

of being ruled by the great law of love.

I. Perjury is to be avoided. " Thou shalt not raise or receive a false report
j

put not thine hand with the wicked to be an unrighteous witness." If the re-

ceiver is as bad as the thief, then the receiver of a false report is as bad as tlie

raiser. If we pass out of the court of justice and say that men are not to raise

false reports, which is undoubtedly true, and that the receivers are just as guilty

as the raisers of false reports ; then we get a very painful view of even Christian

(so called) society. Such is the corruption of human nature that we delight in

listening to a false report, though we may doubt its accuracy. Laws against

perjury are severe, and justly so, lor the perjurer is one of the vilest of men.

II. The influence of the multitude is to be repudiated. Too often the multi-

tude is omnipotent. *' The voice of the people is the voice of God," is a proverb

which is injurious, which is in great measure false, but which shows how men
follow the leading of the crowd. The voice of the sovereign people is too often

appealed to as the divinest law. The conclusion of the thinking multitude will

very likely be correct ; but the movements of the unreflecting multitude are just

as likely to be under the direction of folly ; and the greater part of large gather-

ings are unreflecting. The crowd will cut a man's head off to-day, and canonize

him to-morrow. There is no reason why the multitude passes so quickly from
crying '* Hosannah " to crying *' Crucify." The leaders of the people exercise a

responsible function. Too often the leaders are only led. The men are bene-

factors who work to create a healthy public opinion. Judges, above all men,
should be free from the influence of the multitude.

III. False sentiment must find no place. '* Neither shalt thou countenance a

poor man in his cause." Thou shalt not wrest the judgment of thy poor in his

cause. Tenderness for poverty is misplaced when it leads to the perversion of

justice. The emotional must not be stifled, but kept in its right position. The
emotional must be subordinate to the intellectual and deliberative faculties. In
all our judgments let us preserve the true position of our God-given faculties.

IV. Prejudice must be laid upon one side. Regard the directions in verses

4 and 5 not merely as enjoining upon men the duty of doing good to those

who hate them, but as showing that the judge must not let prejudice influence

while seeking to come to a conclusion. Thus we see a purpose in the placing

of theui in this part of the general legal directions. It is certain that judges
ought to be even-handed, as free on the one hand from the sentiment of pity &a

from the feeling of hatred on the other.

V. The bribe must be at once rejected. How true universally are those

words—the gift bliiideth the wise. Gold can throw a yellow film over the most
keen-sighted of men, that they see not clearly. All things are tinged with the

colour of the metal prostituted to a base purpose.

VI. And yet the judge must not be a hard oppressor. He must give the
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poor stranger a fair chance. He must make due allowance for his timorousness
j

for ye know the heart of a stranger. How suggestive from the homiletical

point of view ! 1. Sorrowful dispensations increase knowledge. 2. Sorrowful

dispensations develop refinement. 3. Sorrowful dispensations enlarge sympathy.

4. Sorrowful dispensations promote beneficence.

V. Judges themselves must be judged. "I will not justify the wicked."

Therefore be careful. The innocent and righteous slay not. Fearful will be

the doom of unjust judges. Slaughtered innocents will confront them, and fill

their souls with unutterable anguish. God is judge, and a great day of trial

will come to universal man.

—

IF, Burrows^ B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Slander.— Verse 1 (first clause).

The word rendered '* thou shalt not

raise " is from N\i^^ to take away; hence

bothtext "raise," and margin "receive,"

are correct. In this law slander is

characterised, prohibited, and pun-

•^hed.

I. Slander is characterised

—

1. Slander consists in originating a

false report. (1.) It may be from envy.

(2.) It may be from carelessness
;
judg-

ing appearances merely. (3.) It may
be from hasty conclusions, through not

taking into consideration the whole of

the circumstances of a given case, or

not waiting for its full explanation,

2. Slander consists in listening to

false reports. (1.) Because it counte-

nances and encourages the slanderer.

(2.) Because you allow it to be reported

to one at least who ought not to have
heard it. (3.) Because repeated encou-

ragement of slander may make you a

bianderer.

3. Slander consists in circulating a

false report (Lev. xix. 16.) (1.) It

may be circulated confidentially ; "I
wouldn't let any one know it for the

world ! It may not be true, you know."

(2.) It may be circulated as an ordi-

nary topic of information in gossip.

(3.) It may be circulated by a pretended
desire to benefit the individual con-

cerned: " Don't you think I ought to

mention it to him V* (4.) It may be

circulated by implication; shoulders,

eyes, lips, hands, may be all eloquent

with slanderous insinuations. (5.) It

may be circulated negatively: " I don't

believe it ; now, do you ?

"

II. Slander is prohibited.

1. Affecting antecedents. (1.) A
man's character does not consist in

what he has been, but in what he is.

(2.) What a man has been ought not

to be a lever to lift him into it again.

(3.) Even if a man has been very bad
in the past, he may be very good in the

present.

2. Aff'ecting character. A man's
character is his all ; if you take that

away, you leave him " poor indeed !

"

3. Affecting his family or social

relations.

4. Affecting his goods.

HI. Slander is punished. This is

one of those commandments which
are addressed to the conscience, com-
mon sense, and good feeling, and is

not followed by judicial punishment.

But does the slanderer escape 1 Nay,
verily

!

1. He is excluded from religious fel-

lowship (Ps. XV. 3).

2. He is the object of Divine ven-

geance (Ps. X. 5).

3. He is exposed to the contempt of

mankind (Prov. x. 18).

4. He is excluded Irom the kingdom
of heaven (Rev. xxii. 15). See some
excellent remarks by Wesley (Sermon
xxil on Matt. v. 5-7).

In conclusion— 1. Exod. xx. 16; 2.

Matt, xviii. 15 ; and 3. Gal. vi. 1.—J. W. Bum,
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The Duties of Witnesses (last clause of verse 1-3).

I. Not to co-operate in an unriglit-

eous cause, ver. 1. This "commund-
ment is exceeding broad," and conveys

a lesson

—

1. To judicial witnesses. (1.) Per-

sonal friendships. (2.) The guilt of

the accused on some other point.

(3.) A show of justice must not in-

fiuence us.

2. To all partisans, controversialists,

politicians.

3. To trades unionists, &c.

II. Not to co-operate in any un-

righteous cause because it is popular,

ver. 2.

1. Because majorities are no test of

truth. Multitudes may be roused by
passion, prejudice, or self-interest.

2. Because men should be weighed

as well as counted.

3. Because righteousness, from the

constitution of human nature, is often

unpopular, and in the minority.

III. Not to co-operate in an un-

righteous cause because it is apparently

benevolent, ver. 3; (Lev. xix. 15).

1. Because we may be putting a [)re-

mium on vice which is the source of all

misery. (1.) By endeavouring to con-

ceal the crime. (2.) By extolling other

virtues, so as to minimise the enormity
of guilt. But to what purpose is it if

we extol a man's honesty, if he is lazy,

or a drunkard; or his sobriety, if a

thief]

2. Because justice is above mere sen-

timent, and for the wellbeing of the

whole community, and not for the ex-

clusive benefit of a class.

3. Because of its influence on the

object himself. Let a man feel that

you do this or that for him simply

because he is poor, and he will see no
advantage in helping himself.

Learn then

—

i. To entertain none but rii^hteous

considerations, ii. To pursue them at

all cost.—/. PF, Burn,

On Duties to Enemies.— Verses 4, 6.

Notice

—

I. That duties to enemies are en-

joined (Prov. xxiv. 17 ; 1 Thess. v. 15).

1. It is our duty to protect the in-

terests of our enemy. (1.) If they are

damaged, we should endeavour to

retrieve them. (2.) If they are in

danger of damage, we should endea-

vour to prevent them (James v. 19,

20).

2. It is our duty to help the diffi-

culties of our enemy. (1.) His mind
may be in difficulties. (2.) His soul

may be in difficulties. (3.) His mate-

rial interests may be in difficulties.

11. That duties to enemies are diffi-

cult : "and wouldest forbear to help

him."

1. Such duties are against the grain

of human nature.

2. Such duties are apparently against

self-interest.

3. Such duties require self-denials

and sacrifices.

III. That duties to enemies are

rewarded (Prov. xxv. 21, 22 ; Matt v,

44, 45 ; Rom. xii. 20).

IV. That neglect of duties to ene-

mies is punished (Job xxxi. 29; Prov.
xxiv. 18). In conclusion

—

i Our text applies to all enmity,

whether polemical, political, or na-

tional, ii. Its precepts should be
obeyed, because we may be in the

wrong and our enemy in the right,

iil Because God has Himself set us

the sublime example. *' When we
were enemies, we were reconciled by
the death of His Son."—J. W» Burn,

The Duties of Judges.— Verses 6-9.

Our text enjoins

—

L That judges should be impartial.

412
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most open to the oppression of the 1 . Because the bribe may blind him
powerful. (2.) Because the poor are to the true merit of the case; and
often at a disadvantage for the want of 2. Because the bribe may weigh

technical knowledge, or means to pro- down and pervert his judgment on the

cure legal assistance. (3.) Because the wrong side.

poor are easily overawed. IV. That judges should be conside-

2. In general towards the right, ver. rate, ver. 9; particularly in regard to

7, first clause. Not to aid or abet a foreigners. Because

—

wrong cause. 1. Tliey had been foreigners them-

II. That judges should be cautious, selves, and had suffered for the want
particularly with regard to matters of consideration.

relating to capital punishment *' The 2. They therefore knew something
innocent and righteous slay thou not." of the sufferings of foreigners. (1.)

1. The case must be clearly proved. Foreigners may be ignorant of the law

2. The accused to have the benefit of and unwittingly break it. (2.) When
the doubt. broken, they may know nothing of legal

3. Because justice would be done, technicalities, or be unable to pay legal

If the criminal escaped an earthly expenses.

doom, God would " not justify the Application.— *' I will not justify the

wicked" (Prov. xL 21). wicked" applies to the judge as well

III. Thatjudges should be incorrupt, as to the accused. Judges will have
ver. 8, either in the shape of direct to stand before the judgment-seat of

bribe or indirect present. "Christ.—/. W. Burn.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP TEE PARAGBAPH.'-Verses 10-12,

Sabbatic Years and Days.

It has been said that a life according to nature is the highest good. Now,
most certainly, a life conducted on the principles laid down by Him who is the

God of nature and of grace is the highest good,—being productive of the

largest amount of happiness. The wisdom and benevolence of the Almighty
are manifested in the appointment of the Sabbath ; and those consult their

highest good—not only their future, but their present welfare—who observe

that appointment, and devote a seventh of their time to rest, and to the

cultivation more especially of the spiritual life.

I. The beneficence of the Sabbatic year. 1. It is beneficent to the land.

Every seventh year the land must rest and lie still. Even in high farming it

is found needful to give the land a rest by a change of crops. The earth is

wonderfully productive, and has a marvellous power of renewing its youth from
year to year, and from age to age. But this power of productiveness must not

be stretched too far. The land, too, must have its Sabbath. A shortsighted

policy works the land until it becomes comparatively barren ; and thus selfish-

ness, in the long run, is not as profitable as a spirit directed by Divine regula-

tions. 2. It is beneficent to the owner of the land. He learns by this arrangement
to husband his resources, and to be provident. One reason of the poverty of

uncultured tribes is, that they are not provident. They do not look into the

future, and store up seed for the coming harvest. This Sabbatic year will

teach the owner to be provident. It will teach him to have a wise management
of affairs. He wdl be taught to take a large view of God's dealings. He will

see that the world is not conducted on the haphazard principle. There is

method in the Divine government. Thus the farmer's reflective faculties are

developed. He is not to be a mere working machine ; but a king in nature
moving in subjection to the Divine King, learning lessons of dependence upon
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God, and admiring the bounty of that God who in six years gives ample snp-

pHes for the seventh. 3. It is beneficent to the poai' and to the beasts, "tliat tlie

poor of thy people may eat : and what they leave, the beasts of the field shall

eat." The poor have a divine right to tlie charities of the rich. There is no law
against the plenty obtained by six years' hard labour ; but here is a wise limit

to the spirit of acquisition. The poor must not envy the rich their six years*

plenty ; and the rich must not deny to the poor the power to glean in the

Beventh year. God cares even for oxen ; and the rich must care for those who
are God's care. If God cares for oxen, how much more for those made in His
image. That community must be safe and prosperous where there is this

mutual consideration. Communistic violence will not be known in that land

where the rich do not oppress the poor. There is plenty for all in God's vast

universe. Let there be no waste, but a wise economy. Surely six years'

produce is enou<,4i for the reasonable and benevolent owner of property ! Let the

poor have the gleanings of the seventh year.

n. The beneficence of the Sabbatic day. The blessed Saviour said, "The
Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath." And in the Old
Testament we find that the appointment of the Sabbath was a beneficent

arrangement for man's welfare. But some so read our Saviour's words that the

Sabbath is divested of any binding power. The Sabbath was made for man,
and therefore if man does not want to keep a Sabbath he has no need bo do so.

Put the statement in another form. It is self-evident that food was made for

man, and not man for food. No one would ever think that the statement

meant that man need not take food. It was made to meet man's physical

necessities, and he cannot do without it. Now, just in the same way as food

was made for man, so the Sabbath was made for man's physical, intellectual,

and moral nature. The Sabbath was not made for man a.« a toy is made for

the child, to minister for an hour or two to its amusement, and then to be
destroyed. The Sabbath was made for man as the sun was made for man, to

give us light, heat, beauty, and productiveness. The Sabbath was made for

man as the revolving seasons, as the sweet interchange of day and night were
made for man, that this world may be to him a glorious dwelling-place. The
Sabbath was made for man, as the Bible was made for man, that he may attain

the true conceptions of manhood, that the true royalty of his nature may not

be blotted out of existence, that he may rise above mere notions of animality,

that he may stand in this world conscious of the dignity of his origin and the

greatness of his sublime destiny. The Sabbath was made for man as the

Saviour Himself was made a man for men, that the powers of evil may not gain

a complete mastery, and that they may sit in heavenly places, clothed in gar-

ments of spiritual fashion, and radiant with Divine beauty. The Sabbath was
made for man as heaven is made for redeemed man. A refuge from the storms

of life. A home of peace after the six days of care and toil. A goal to which
we look with glad hearts, and towards which we work with hopeful spirits amid
the intense struggles and fervid contests and fierce strifes of existence. There
are those who seem to resrard the Sabbath as an infrin2:ement on their risjhts,

and as a robbery of the time they might otherwise profitably employ in trade

or commerce. And they strive to frustrate the purposes of Divine benevolence

by putting seven days' labour into the six, and then taking the seventh day for

the purpose of recruiting an over-wrought physical or mental nature. But it

will not do. By and by the man will be compelled to pay the penalty of his

folly. Six days thou slialt do thy work, and on the seventh day thou shalt rest.

To put seven days' labour into six is like stretching the bow until it snaps and
is destroyed. Man needs periods of rest and release from care, from toil, and
from business, and this need is met by the appointment of the Sabbath. Thia
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is one of the most beneficent of Divine institutions ; and it is the one that is

the most universally observed. The greater part of civilized humanity, as if by
instinctive feeling, seem to appreciate its beneficenca Its infringement is only

the result of a narrow selfishness that would soon bring the social fabric to

awful ruin. The Sabbath is not for work, is not for pleasure that may be

harder toil than our accustomed work, is not for doing little odds and ends for

which we have not time in the week, but for rest—rest of body and rest of

mind—rest in divine service, rest in peaceful worship, and rest in holy employ-

ments. The Sabbath day fosters the spirit of benevolence. The letter of the

Old Testament is not binding, but the spirit is. We must do all that lies in our

power so that the ox and the ass may rest, and the son of the handmaid and
the stranger may be refreshed. In this world of selfishness it will foster a

benevolent spirit, and produce restful feelings to strive to minister to the welfare

of the lower animals, and the refreshment even of the stranger. The Sabbath
throws open the arms of love, and would enfold a wearied universe and impart

abiding rest.

—

W, Burrows, B,A,

8UQ0ESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSESL

The Sabbatic Year— Verses 9-11.

For the whole subject, see Dr. Mil- must be laid aside. Commercial do-

ligan's article on " Sacred Seasons " in pression, sickness, old age.

Cassells' ** Bible Educator." This law 11. That the prospect of such periods

was intended— 1. To show the fertility should lead us to provide for them,
of the land of promise. Every seventh We are not like " fowls of the air," or

year, without skillor toil, the land would "grass of the field," which have to be
produce of itself suflScient for the poor literally fed and clothed by the provi-

and the beasts of the field. 2. To en- dence of God, and are utterly unable to

courage habits of thrift and forethought, forecast and provide for contingencies.

BO that they might provide for the year IIL That the prospect of such periods

of rest. 3. To test (1.) their faith in should teach us resignation to the

the providence, and (2.) their obedi- will of God and faith in His goodness
ence to the laws of God. The subject (Matt. vi. 25-34).

suggests

—

Application.—i There remaineth " a

I. That periods may arrive by the rest "for the people of God; ii Prepare
order or permission of God when work for that rest by faith and obedience.—J. W, Bwm,

Labour and Eest.— Verss 13.

This verse teaches us

—

1. This rest is provided by God, lest

L That rest is needful, *' May be man should not overlook its necessity,

refreshed." 2. This rest is provided by God lest

1. Kest is needful that the exhausted the servant, the foreigner, or the beast

faculties may repose after past work. should be defrauded of their right to

2. Kest is needful that those faculties it.

may be invigorated for future service. IIL That rest should be diligently

3. Rest is needful that work may earned. " Six days shalt thou do thy

not become irksome ; for if so (1.) It work'* 1. Not lounge over it ; 2. Not
will be done slovenly; and (2.) Done neglect it; but 3. Do it earnestly, con-

imperfectly, scientiously, and well

4. Rest is needful that work may be Application.— i. A lesson to employers,

free and joyous. God has provided this rest, beware how
II. That rest is mercifully provided, you steal what God has given to man.
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ii. A lesson to working men. This rest ing is the direct cause of (1.) Intel-

is yours by right. Then (1.) claim it

;

lectual evils; overtaxed brains, &c.
; (2.)

(2.) don't abuse it; (3.) don't curtail that moral evils; neglect of the rights of

of others
; (4.) work durins: your own God and man

; (3.) physical evils,

time, rest during God's, iii. A lesson Science has demonstrated the need of

to the world at large. Sabbath-break- one day's rest in seven.

MAIN HOMILETIOS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verse IZ,

The Need of Circumspection.

The man who makes a wise use of his eyes is in so far circumspect. Words
that primarily set forth bodily actions are secondarily applied to the description

of mental states and actions. Circumspection is descriptive of a mental condi-

tion, and denotes intensity and watchfulness of spirit. The man who takes

heed to himself and his ways is circumspect. " In all things that I have said

unto you be circumspect." There never was greater need for circumspection.
This exhortation is for all time.

I. Circumspection is difficult. It is difficult, from the fact that we are blind,

and are unconscious of our sad state. The blind man moves with caution because

he feels his defect. Carelessness, which may be taken as the opposite of circum-

spection, is characteristic of a childish state. It is difficult for the child to

command its attention. There is a deal of childishness in full-grown men. It

is difficult for the photographer to get a happy expression fixed upon the pre-

pared glass. The sitter cannot bear the necessary fixity of gaze, and the coun-

tenance assumes an unnatural aspect. This is typical. It is difficult to keep the

mind fixed upon the great problems of life, and the ears ever open to the

reception, and the understanding ever on the stretch to the true perception of

the voice of God. Circumspection is not a mere listless gaze. It is a looking

round about, but it is a looking with an earnest purpose in order to see what
dangers are to be avoided, what voice is to be obeyed, and what course is to be

pursued. All mental eff'orts in the initial stages are difficult, and circumspection

is a mental eff'ort. It must sometimes be a prolonged mental strain.

II. Circumspection is wise. It is not by ease, but by difficulties, that the world's

great heroes have been created. The smooth pathway is the most attractive,

but it is not the one selected by wisdom. *' See that ye walk circumspectly
;

not as fools, but as wise redeeming the time." The man is unwise who does not

constantly employ his powers of mental vision. Circumspection we consider

wise in the merchant, the soldier, the sailor, and the statesman. Circumspec-

tion is wise on the part of moral beings, or those who have great duties to

discharge. There is a right spirit in which feast days and days of rest must be

kept, and it is wise to be circumspect.

Ill Circu.mspection is wise, for it is helpful. Helpful to the individual. The
exercise of circumspection iiiuieases our power of being circumspect. It will

become a habit. All difficully will vanish. And then all his nature will be

enlarged. He will march through this world thoroughly alive to its great

movements, and its solemn realities. He will not be easily surprised by any

foe. He cannot be taken unawares, for He is always on the watch-tower.

Every power and faculty of His nature will be brought into play. Helpful to

the community. The careless horse in the team hinders all the rest. A great

many overlookers would have to be discharged if all workers were circumspect.

What a blessed revolution would circumspection produce in civil and ecclesi-

astical communities ! What holy rejoicings on feast days if all feasters were
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circumspect ! What undisturbed and delightful repose on rest days if all were

truly circumspect

!

IV. This circumspection is required—1. By reason of the condition of our

nature. We are materialised. The spiritual essence has been eliminated.

Idolatry is alluring and compatible. This was the danger of the Jews. This

is still our danger. One of our great literary men lately said he was only

interested in what he could '* see and touch." Is not this the idolater's temper 1

2. By reason of the condition of our surroundings. The Jews were the only

theocratic nation. They were surrounded by idolaters. It was needful for

them to be circumspect. There is a revivification of materialistic philosophy.

Matter is deified. Idols are being projected from the ingenious minds of

scientists. We may not be in danger of bowing down to misshapen idols of the

hand ; but we are in danger of worshipping misshapen idols of the mind. We
must be circumspect. 3. Increased circumspection is required with reference

to those evils to which we are specially liable. The Jews were not even to

mention the name of heathen gods ; for this was their special danger. We
know how easy a thing it was for them to lapse into idolatry ; therefore the

need of increased circumspection. '* Let us lay aside every weight, and the sin

which doth so easily beset." Where danger threatens let the forces gather.

Let us consider the circumstances of our times, the peculiar dangers to which we
are liable ; let us be increasingly circumspect. 4. Increased circumspection is

required in those things that may seem of little impoitance. It is a strict

charge not to let the name of other gods be heard out of the mouth. The Jew
might be disposed to resist this as unreasonable. Words are little things, but in

them are great powers. The utterance of our thoughts increases their vitality

and their potency. The more we speak about the evil thing, the less is our

repugnance to it. Let abhorrence of idolatry be so great that we shall not

deign to mention the name of other gods. God, keep the door of my lips, as

well as guide the motions of my heart 1

—

fF, Burrows^ B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES^

Circumspection.— Verse 13.

I. In general. "In all things."

Moses is drawing to the close of these

precepts, and looking back upon them,

he says— " Be circumspect." The
original (l^ti^) suggests

—

1. That we should be fully awake
to the importance of the Divine com-
mands. (1 ) Give them intelligent and
reverent examination. (2.) Store them
up in the memory. (3.) Study them
in their beneficent operation.

2. That we should be on our guard
against temptations to break the Divine

commands. Temptations are (I.) sud-

den
; (2.) insidious; (3.) deceiving.

3. That we should be careful " to

remember His commandments to do

them." (1.) There is a danger lest an
exaggerited estiuiate of human weak-

ness should lead to despair on the one

hand, and recklessness on the other.

(2.) God would not command the im-

possible. (3.) There is " grace to help

in time of need."

II. In particular, *'make no men-
tion," (fee. Because

—

1. That would be uncircumspect in

the first and greatest commandment.
2. That would be to forfeit the help

promised to the circumspect

3. That would be to yield to a ten-

dency to be uncircumspect in every-

thing.

Christians— i.
*' Watch and pray,

lest ye enter into temptation." ii.

Live so as *'to adorn the doctrine of

God your Saviour in all things."

—J. W. Bunk
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MAIN HOMILETICa OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses U-l».

Pilgrimage Feasts.

The three feasts referred to in this passage are— The Feast of the Passover,

the Feast of Pentecost, and the Feast of Tabernacles or iimathering ; and may
be regarded as the pilgrimage feasts. We do not consider them to be of

patriarchal origin. Tiiey evidently refer not to a pastoral but to an agricul-

tural state of society. The offerings are such as an agricultural people might
be expected to present. They are indicative of the fact that the people were
not mere keepers of sheep, but tillers of the land. Our religious feasts nmst be

appropriate to our conditions. Our religious offerings must be characteristic of

our state, and proportioned to our means. God requires from us only that

which we are able to give. Let each give according to that which he has

received from the great Giver,

I. Religious feasts are memorials. The feasts of this world very often are

made only for empty laughter, and too frequently the laughter is turned into

mourning. Many of those who give feasts give them in order to minister to the

desire of display, or for the purpose of gaining some advantage. For this

reason our blessed Lord tells the givers of feasts to call in the poor, the

maimed, the halt, and the blind. But the feasts appointed to be observed by
God are memorials. These three feasts are— 1. Memorials of God's past deal-

ings. The word Passover indicates the nature of the feast of unleavened bread.

It is a memorial, not of the fact that the children of Israel passed through the

Red Sea ; but of the fact that the destroying angel passed over the abodes of

the Israelites. It is a memorial of a wonderful Divine deliverance. Of all the

feasts of the Jewish economy, this is the one great feast which has been brought

into prominence by the observance of the feast of the Lord's Supper. ** Christ

our Passover is sacrificed for us." This great memorial feast of the Jews was
typical and prophetical. It pointed onwards through the intervening centuries

to the greater feast of the Lord's Supper. The one feast celebrated the deliver-

ance of the natural Israel, while the other celebrates the deliverance of the

spiritual Israel. The one feast has become absorbed and lost in a greater

feast ; but the other feast will be perpetually celebrated. We shall pass away
from drinking the symbolical wine of earth to the glorious privilege of drinking

the new wine in our Father's kingdom. The one feast was local, but the other

was intended to be universal It is a significant fact that the feast of the Lord's

Supper has been so widely observed. Churches that have departed from the

faith and lapsed into idolatry have stuck to this Christian ordinance. And we
may consider it prophetical of the destined universality of Christ's kingdom.
2. Memorials of our dependence upon God's care. While the feast of unleavened
bread brings into prominence the lesson that God is a deUverer to His people,

the feasts of harvest and of ingathering bring into prominence the lesson that

God is a provider and a sustainer. They make impressive, and teach by appro-

priate symbolism, the utterance of the great singer of the Israelitish Church

—

" He maketh peace in thy borders. He filleth thee with the finest of the wheat."

They have a manifest tendency to raise the heart in adoring gratitude to " God,
who gives rain from heaven and fruitful seasons, and fills our hearts with food
and gladness." Let us never forget that it is God who makes the earth fruitful.

While some keep their feasts in honour of " natural causes," the " uniformity

of Nature's laws," and a " fortuitous concourse of atoms," let us keep our feasts

t© celebrate the goodness of Him who is the first cause of all so-called natural

causes, the Giver and Enforcer of Nature's laws, and the Glorious Designer who
causes the atoms to consort together, so as to produce the useful and the
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beautiful 3. Memorials of our present condition. Not only and merely in the

sense of being dependent creatures, but that while in this world we are but

pilgrims. The feast of ingathering was the feast of tabernacles. During this

festival, the Jews were to dwell in tents or booths. It was a reminder of their

wilderness life. Even in our feasts let there be the chastening thought that

here we have no continuing city. Our feasts are but temporary as were the

booths in which the Israelites dwelt. The only perpetual feast is that which
shall be celebrated in heaven. This earth is not our rest.

II. Religious feasts are not to interfere with the duties of life. The wisdom
of Divine arrangements is seen in the a[)pointment of these feasts. The Pass-

over was observed in the month Abib—the month of the ears of corn ; the

Feast of Pentecost, after the corn had all been safely gathered ; and the Feast of

Tabernacles, after the vines and fruit-trees had been stripped, so that no
feast interfered with those times when work was most pressing. Diligence in

business is, or may be, religious worship. God may be honoured by the work
of this life. Those are divine who do lowliest acts in a divine spirit. The
Jew was religious, not only when he brought the first-fruits of his labours as an
offering to God, but when he ploughed, and sowed, and reaped, that he might
have first-fruits to place upon God's altar.

III. Stated religious feasts are helpful to a religious spirit. " Three timers

thou shalt keep a feast unto Me in the year." " Three times in the year all thy

males shall appear before the Lord God." There are some who object to set

times, and say that set times develop mere empty formalism, and that we ought
always to be in a religious spirit. The Divine Legislator did not follow this

method. And while the gospel sets us free from the trammels of the law, it

nevertheless shows the propriety of stated religious observances. And we are

"not to forsake the assembling of ourselves together." The more loyal a man
is, the more he will rejoice in stated seasons for the expression of his

loyalty. The more spiritual a man is, the more thankful will he be for oppor-

tunities of public worship, to break up the course of his earthly life, and to

develop his spiritual nature.

IV. Religious feasts must promote the social and benevolent instincts of our

nature. All are to appear together before the Lord God. The separateness

brought about by daily pursuits is to be broken up. There is to be a com-
mingling of feeling and sentiment. This is an Old Testament provision which
is greatly needed in these times. Cold isolation pervades the business, the

social, and the religious worlds. We do not appear together before the Lord
God. None are to appear empty before the Lord. The grasping spirit of

selfishness must not be allowed to move on without being disturbed. The best

way to uproot selfishness and to develop benevolence is to give unto God's

ci\use.

V. The offerings at religious feasts must be—1. Pure. No leavened bread is to

be eaten. Nothing that savours of corruption. We must seek for purity of motive

in our religious feasts. They must be free from heathen luxury, or heathen

magical arts. " Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother^s milk." Arabs boil

the flesh of kids in sour milk. A delicacy for the feast. Or to scatter the

milk on the field tor the production of a good harvest. 2. Of the best. The
best of the first-fruits. The best in the Old Testament, and surely the best

in the New Testament Such ofi'erings are productive of prosperity. The very

?tfort to secure a surplus will })rc)niote care and develop provident habits.

Nothing that is given to God can be lost.

—

W. Burrow:, B,A,
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

God's Provision for His People's Enjoyment.— Verses 14-16.

We remark

—

not engender slovenliness and unclean-
I. That seasons for rejoicing were ness, ver. 18.

commanded. Let those who think that VI. That seasons of rejoicing must
the old dispensation was gloomy re- not be desecrated by unnatural or super-

member that there was Divine injunc- stitious ceremonies, *' Thou shalt not
tion for joy and feasting three times a seethe a kid in his motlier's milk ;

" an
year. outrage on nature and connected with

II. That these seasons for rejoicing witchcraft. In conclusion

—

were conveniently appointed. Not in If Judaism was areligion of joy, much
winter, but— 1. In spring, Passover, more so is Christianity. The latter— i,

2. Summer, first-fruits. 3. Autumn, was inaugurated as "glad tidings of

ingathering. great joy.'' ii. Its leading fact and
III. That these seasons for rejoicing doctrines are grounds of joy (1 John i.

had a religious basis. 1. The feasts 1-4). iii. Its great central and funda-

were** unto God." 2. Were in remem- mental prin(;ii)le is an occasion of joy
brance of Divine services which made (Rom. v. 11). iv. The "fruits of the

rejoicing possible. Spiiit are joy." v. It provides an
IV. That these seasons for rejoicing eternity of joy. vi. But remember the

were connected with religious acts, joy of the Lord is your strength, and it

vers. 17-lU. 1. Personal dedication, is only "in the Lord" that we can re

2. Saci ifices. joice evermore (Phil. iv. 4).

V. That seasons of rejoicing must —/. fF. BuriL

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verse* 20-25.

Divine Guidance.

I. There is a divine way. There is a divine way for individuals. Joseph,

Abraham, Daniel, and David were led in the right way. The saints of the Old
and New Testaments were guided in the divine way. And all those who seek

divine guidance may hope to be led in the right divine way. There is a divine

way for nations, and those nations that seek to walk in the way of national

uprightness, and recognition of God's supremacy, will attain a true national

greatness and perpetuity. And there was such a way for the Israelites. 1.

This way was through the wilderness. Such are the conditions of our present exist-

ence. Every way to greatness, to glory, and to divinely-prepared places is

through the wilderness. This is the law of nature as well as of grace. 2. This

way was beset with enemies. There are always seen and unseen forces and powers
opposing the onward and upward course of those who are striving after nobility

and the accomplishment of divine purposes. The march of the Israelites was
opposed, and the nearer they came to the realisation of their hopes the more
numerous did their foes appear. The greatest struggle takes place just before

the final victory. The valley of decision is the valley of stern conflict. The
fact that the powers of evil concentrate their skill and their strength may be

taken as a si<:n that we are in the right way. 3. This divine way was one of

many privations. Travellers must not expect the pleasures and comforts of home.

The march of the Israelites was not a summer's holiday. We must expect

privatiorxS, and maintain a quiet faith and a spirit of patient and heroic endurance.

4. This divine way, then^ was contrary to mere human liking. Notice the frequent

complainings of the children of Israel. And oh, God's way is not our way ! Ours

may be pleasant at first but bitter at last, but God's way is the reverse; and
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yet not exactly, for sweets are graciously mingled with the bitters. There ia

Lunger, but there is manna. There is thirst, but there is clear water from the

smitten rock. There is perplexity, but there is an angel to guide and protect.

II. This way leads to divinely-prepared places. All is well that ends well,

and this way is well, for it brings to a prepared i)lace. Many are willing to en-

dure if they are certain of Kecuring rich results. Hopes are blasted in mere
human pursuits ; but if we faithfully fultil divine conditions we shall come to

divinely-prepared places. The Almighty has prepared all lands. His wisdom
planned, and His power built uj), the goodly frame of this terrestrial universe.

He has made the green earth, and stretcheil above the blue sky in striking con-

trast. His Divine hand has shaped every form of loveliness. But the Almighty
seemed to come forth in the greatness of His love, in the depth of His wisdom,
and in the energy of His power, in order to make Palestine the most fruitful

and beautiful of lands, the joy of all climes, the song of all countries, the goodly

heritage of the host of nations. How eminently fitting that this lovely land

should be selected to be the dwelling-place of His chosen people, and the mag-
nificent stage on which should be enacted the most glorious transactions of all

time. Palestine was a specially prepared place, and to it the wilderness way was
the course for the Israelites. Heaven is a specially prepared place. " I go to

prepare a place for you." A place in the best of all places. A home in the

best of homes. A dwelling-place where all the abodes are mansions. A seat

wh. 1 e all the seats are thrones. A city where all the citizens are kings.

W iat matters it though the way be long and sometimes dreary, so long as the

pL.ce is so attractive ; and we cannot fail to reach it if we obey divine directions.

III. The travellers on this way are favoured with a Divine Guide. We cannot

tell whether this angel was a created angel, or the second person in the Trinity

—the angel that was with the Church in the wilderness. But we learn his great-

ness. The divine name was in him. The divine name is indicative of the

divine character We presume the name was in him as a reflection of the divine

glory, as a granted prerogative, as a token of delegated authority, as investing

wdth glorious attributes, and imparting unusual dignity and majesty. This

name was in him as a power to inspire religious awe, and to restrain irreverent

trifling. "Provoke him not; for My name is in him." This angel was competent.

Unerring wisdom never appoints the incompetent to important offices. And this

angel was appointed by infinite wisdom. He knows all the way, understands all

its dangers and difficulties, and is competent both to guide and to protect. Jesus

Christ, the angel of the new covenant, is a perfect guide, fully competent to direct

and protect. He has trodden every inch of the way. He has personally inspected

the course. He gives ample directions to those who are to go before us to keep

us in the way, and to bring us to the divinely-prepared place.

IV. Divine promises are contingent on the faithful pursuits of divine methods.

God promises seed-time and harvest, but we only expect harvest as the result

of prepared soil and planted seed. Many of those to whom the promises were
given did not enter the promised land because they did not carry out the con-

ditions. " Ye shall serve the Lord your God, and He shall bless thy bread and
thy water"—is a law and a promise rightly read for all economies. We must
obey the voice of the angel; and then God will be an enemy to our enemies,

and afflict those who afflict us. Retribution must fall sooner or later upon the

heads of all persecutors.

The divine methods may be thus summarised—Caution, obedience, self-

restraint, and the entire destruction of all that has the remotest tendency to

damao^e the moral nature. Caution—"Beware of him." Watch with intense

interest as you would watch a guide in some difficult pass. " Obev his voice.*
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Listen attentively to the utterance. Interpret as to the spirit. Eagerly catch

the solemn whisper of the infinite. Self-restraint. " Provoke him not." Do
not trifle with your guide. He is very merciful, but there is a period when
even mercy seems to expire. '*He will not pardon your transgressions." The
(h)om of triflers is sealed. The despisers have only a gloomy prospect. "For
if we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there

remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking for of judgment
and fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversaries." "Provoke him not."

**Kiss the Son. lest he be angry."

Thou shalt not only refrain from bowing down to the gods of the heathen

;

but thou shalt utterly overthrow them, and quite break down their images. The
material and the moral are strangely interblended. The very presence of the

suggestive material image will surely damage the moral nature. The spiritual

requires to be carefully guarded. We cannot be too watchful.

Amid the din of human voices let us have an ear open to the Divine voice.

Let us believe in angelic ministry. Amid many seductive ways that present

themselves, let us cleave to the one divine way ; and through divine grace, and
through faith in the Redeemer, we shall come to the prepared place.—W, Burrows^ B,A»

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

The Angel of the Covenant.— Verses 20-23.

The people had prayed for a media- things by the word of His power."
tor. (See on chap. XX. 19.) God now " In Him all things consist." Generally

appoints a greater than Moses to act and particularly He preserves those

in that capacity. The present section who trust in Him (John x. 28).

reveals the nature and office of the 2. Redemption. "To bring thee

mysterious person, the proper attitude into the place which I have prepared."

towards, and the reward of obedience Israel's redemption is only half accom-

to Him. plished as yet. So Christ's eternal

I. His nature was divine. redemption is not complete till the last

1. Equal with God. (1.) Bearing enemy is destroyed (John xiv. 2, 3).

the divine name ; " My name is in III. The proper attitude towards
Him." The incommunicable covenant Him.
name of Jehovah. (2.) Performing 1. Fear. Carefulness not to dis-

divine actions ;
" Mine angel shall go," please Him. Christ is the Saviour of

&c., "I will cut them off." So New those only who believe in Him. To
Testament, "I and My Father are others He is a " savour of death unto

one." death."

2. Distinct from the personality of 2. Obedience. " Obey His voice."

the speaker, " I send," so New Testa- So says the Father in the New Testa-

ment, " The Father which sent Me." ment (Matt, xvii 5) ; and Himself

For an able resume of this argument (Matt, xxviii. 20). This implies

—

for the Divinity of Christ, see Lid- (1.) Trust in His person. (2.) Subjec-

don's " Bampton Lectures," pp. 52-56. tion to His authority. (3.) The prose-

(See also Gen. xxxii, ; Hosea xii. 3, 4

;

cution of His commands.
Josh. V. 14: Judues ii. xii.: Malachi IV. The reward of obedience to Him,
iii. i., &c.) vers. 22, 23. [l.) Identification and

II. His office was to conduct the sympathy with us in our cause. "I
covenant people to the fulfilment of will be an enemy," &c. (2.) Victory

God's covenant engagement. over our foes (1. Cor. xv. 57), world,

1. Providence. " To keep thee in flesh, devil, death, &c. (3.) Inheritance

the way." So Christ "upholds all in the promised land.
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Learn

—

God's grace has been, through Jesus

i. (2 Tim. i. 9), That God's grace has Christ, with His people up to the pre-

been manifested in Jesus Christ from sent moment, iii. And will be till the

the beginning of the world, ii. That end of the world.—/. W. Burn*

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 27-33..

The Power of Moral Forces.

In our estimation of the powers of the world we do not always give sufficient

proiiiitieiice to the power of moral forces. Much has been accomplished by
material foice, but this must be under the direction of intellectual force. And
this is shorn of its greatest strength if it be not allied with moral force. The
greatest movements of the world have been moral movements. The battles

that have done most to shape the destinies of mankind have been those where
moral forces have been largely at work The power which must be exalted

above all others is moral and spiritual power. Consider then the grandeur of

moral forces,

I. The strength of moral forces. God's fear is a moral power, is a religious

power; and this is to exercise an intimidating influence upon the enemies of

Israel. God's people are to win their onward way to the promised land, not by
force of arms, not by skill and heroism and strategy on the battle field ; but by the

all-subduing force of a Divine fear scattering the opposing hosts. We have
heard what an unreasonable panic can do in paralysing an army and causing it

to flee. But here is a true cause for panic—even God's fear. The people of

God must seek to be strong by the possession and exercise of moral force.

II The power of littles backed by moral force. We need not inquire whether
the word hornets is used in a literal or a metaphorical sense ; for tlie lesson is

equally true that moral force can accomplish great results by means of small

instrumentalities. It only requires to send forth the hornets, and they will drive

out the Hivite, the Canaanite, and the Hittite. If the moral force be there, the

feeblest instrumentalities will be sufficiently adequate to the acluevement of stu-

pendous and glorious results. Look not to the size and strength of the material

forces, but to the vigour and power of the moral force. The world's true victors

are the moral victors. If only locusts constitute their army, yet the Hivite, the

Canaanite, and the Hittite will flee before their conquering march.

III. Moral forces move to the production of distant results. In all our

contests we are impatient of results. But those that work in the moral sphere

have need of much patience The enemies are not to be driven out in one year.

Regard must be had to thd future. Unseen Divine preparations are going on
while we are fretting with impatience. If the victory were gained too soon, the

land might become desolate, and the beasts of the field miizht multiply to the

destruction of the victors. He who rules in the moral sphere knows best how
to guide moral forces.

IV. The movements of moral forces are not hurried. By little and little I

will drive them out from before thee, until thou be increased, and inherit the

land. The best disciplined armies move with precision. There is no hot haste

in Divine movements. By little and little is a very general law of Divine pro-

cedure both in the kingdoms of nature and of grace. That which is to be last-

ing, must be by little and little ; and therefore moral movements must be
according to this law, for they are Co produce permanent results.

V. Moral forces will continue to move until the purpose is finally accom-
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plished. The fear will operate, and the hornets must sting, and all forces must be
brought into play, until the time has come to set the bounds from the Red Sea
on the south even unto the sea of the Philistines, or Mediterranean Sea, on the
west ; and from the Arabian desert on the east to the river Euphrates on the
north. Divine purpose cannot fail. There may be seeming delay, but never
defeat. Tlirough the centuries the purpose is ever ripening. Nothing is so

certain in the universe as that these moral forces must ultimately prevail.

VI. Moral forces are ever on the side of right doers. There must be no com-
promises with evil if the moral forces of the universe are to be enlisted on oui
side and in our cause. Thou shalt make no covenant with false gods. Moral
strength departs so soon as we enter into unholy alliance with the wicked. Evil
companionship leads to evil conduct. To serve false gods is to set for ourselves

a destructive snare. The wicked are weak, and impart weakness. The righteous
are bold as a lion. They themselves are irresistible moral forces.—W, Burrows, B.A.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON TEE VERSES,

WORLDLINESS.

—

VcTses 24, 26 ; 32, 33.

Nothing is more emphatic in the " making a covenant with their gods.**

Old and New Testaments than God's Irreligious customs may be broadly

condemnation of woiidliness. Theo- characterised as— (1.) Those which
logians have frequently mystified and God cannot sanction. (2.) Those
misrepresented it, but in these clauses, which can do no real and lasting good.

as elsewhere, it is exhibited in an in- II. That worldliness is daui^erous.

tensely real and personal form. The 1. It brings a snare. (1.) Fellowship

Israelites were to be placed in the with ungodly men may through fear

midst of a people who knew not God, of ridicule or singularity draw us into

and who followed customs that God ungodly practices. (2.) Conformity
abhorred. But they were to have no with worldly customs may beget a
communion with the one, ver. 52, and liking for them which may draw us

to keep themselves unspotted from the utterly into the vortex,

other. Notice

—

2. It leads to sin. " Lest they make
I. That worldliness is described, thee sin against Me" (1 John v. 19).

It is

—

(1.) It extinguishes the love of God
1. Not asceticism. That was utterly (I John ii. 15). (2.) It leads to enmity

foreign to the whole genius of the towards God. " No man can serve

Jewish system. No race ever had two masters," &c. (James iv. 4).

more facilities for intercourse with 3, It ensures God's condemnation
other nations, or more extensively (Deut. vii. 4 ; 1. Cor. xi. 12).

used them. The Jews have been, all III. That the duty of unworldliness
through their history, a commercial is enjoined.

nation (1 Cor. v. 10). 1. Nonconformity. " Thou shalt

2. But intimacy and friendship with not," vers. 24-32, abstinence from
irreligious men—(1.) not, however, that worldly fellowship and customs, &c.,

which is necessary to the performance but not abstinence merely, but

—

of kindly offices (see vers. 4, 5), but 2. Active antagonism. He who is

(2.) partaking of their spirit ; "making not for God in this matter is against

a covenant with them," implying affi- Him. **Thou shalt utterly overthrow

nity, sympathy of soul, and fellow- them and break down their images."

ship. 3. Positive unwoiidliness. " Ye
3. And conformity to irreligious shall serve the Lord your God " (John

customs, "doing after their works," v. 19),
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IV. That those who observe the

duty of unworldhiiess are blessed.

" And He shall bless," &c.

1. Often literally. Worldliness

brings excess, exhaustion, and disease.

Godliness promotes temperance and
health.

2. Always spiritually. Even eating

and drinking, if to the glory of God,
are ministers of blessing, and in addi-

tion to that there is moral satisfaction,

approbation of conscience, and a sense

of the benediction of heaven. In con-

clusion—i Christ has overcome the

world and destroyed the fear of it

(John xvL 33). ii. God will keep us

from its evil in our necessary con-

tact with it (1 John xvii. 15). iii.

Faith will be equal to any emer-

gency (1 John V. 4; Rom. xii. 1, 2).

iv. Nonconformity to the world is

one of the tests of the new birth (1

John V. 4). —/. W. Burn,

Prospects and Progress.— Verses 26-31.

Learn—
I. That there is a bright and exten-

sive prospect before God's people,

vers. 26-31.

1. If the Christian's prospect is at

any time daik, it is because a gloom has

settled upon his hope. The promised
land in all its fertility and beauty is a

fact both in this life and in that which
is to come.

2. If the Christian's prospect is at

all contracted, it is because of the

narrowness of his faith. The promise

is as broad as God can make it, and
if the believer is at any time disap-

pointed, it is not because God is

straitened, but because he is straitened

in himself.

3. Let the Christian be fully alive

to his privileges, and feel that this

broad and beautiful land is for him.

Let nothins: blanch his courage or

divert his step. But let him '* strive

to enter in."

II. That this prospect is to become
his inheritance by Divine power and
human exertion. These are always
linked together (Phil. ii. 12. See some
excellent remarks in Hooker's Ser-

mons, i. vol. iii.).

1. God's energy was exerted—(1.)

in giving them the land, (2.) in driving

out its inhabitants. So God in Christ

has effectually weakened the power of
our adversaries, bruised the serpent's

head, destroyed his works, and over-

come the world, (3.) in being present
with tliem in all their undertakings,

vers. 20-23. 8o God says to us, " Cer-

tainly I will be with thee." " If God
be for us, who can be against us."

2. But that energy was conditional

—

upon their exertions. (1.) Upon their

use of means. So we must make use

of means. The whole armour of God,
steady resistance, courage, activity,

zeal. (2.) Upon the cultivation of

their own strength, "Until thou be
increased :" so we, by the use of means,

must grow in grace, and in the know-
ledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. "Add
to your faith," &c.

III. That this prospect was not to

be inherited all at once, but by degrees,

vers. 29, 30.

L Because this is God's usual

method of working in the formation of

the world, in the course of providence,

in the construction of nations, in phy-

sical growth. The law of progress is

written everywhere. (1.) Let not the

sceptic sneer at the individual Chris-

tian because he is not perfect, nor

at the Church because it is not

universal, because God never wantonly
interferes with the course of nature or

of grace. (2.) Let not the Christian

be discouraged at his imperfections if

he is " going on to perfection," and
"pressing toward the mark." Let
not the Church be discouraged at the

limited range of her operations if she
is, as far as she can, "preaching the

gospel to every creature."

2. Because a sutlden occupation of

the land might be dangerous to them-
selves. They could not cover the

whole space, and the uncultivated
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tracts would be a covert for wild beasts.

Let the inhabitants remain, " till thou

be increased and inherit the land."

(1.) A word to the Church—perhaps

it is wise that in her past and present

condition she has not *' covered the

whole earth." God wants the work
done properly and perfectly. Is it not

fitting then that her own growth in

grace, power, and purity, in all moral
perfections should be promoted first ]

It were hardly desirable, since the

work will be accomplished properly

and perfectly, that the Church, as it

has presented itself in any century of

its past development (witness its super-

stitious fears, corruption, &c.) should be

universal. Better to let other systems
keep their place a little longer, than
that the Church, weak by internal dis-

cord and lack of faith, should be un-

equal to fill their place, and perhaps be
beaten by worse foes—her own arro-

gance and pride.

3. A word to the believer. It is

wise that some enemies should remain
a little longer perhaps. They test

your faith and patience, while other

departments of spiritual life and grace

are preparing for a contest wliich shall

eventuate in tiieiv perfect overthrow.

In conclusion, see 1 Cor. xv,

57, 58. —J, W, Burn,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXJIl.

BY

RET. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Mosaic Morals I Ver. 1-19. A modern
jurist, Hennequin, says: "Good right had
Moses to challenge the Israelites, what
nation hath statutes like yours ? a worship
so exalted—laws so equitable—a code so
complex?" A Frenchman and an infidel, he
observes that, compared with all the legisla-

tions of antiquity, none so thoroughly
embodies tlie principles of everlasting right-

eousness. Lycvirgus wrote, not for a people,

but for an army : It was a barrack which he
erected, not a commonwealth. Solon, on the
other hand, could not resist the surrounding
effeminate influences of Athens. It is in

Moses alone that we find a regard for the
right, austere and incorruptible ; a morality
distinct from policy, and rising above regard
for times and peoples.

** But what could Mosesl law have done
Had it not been divinely sent?

The power was from the Lord alone,

And Moses but the instrument."—Newton.

Slander-Scandal! Ver. 1-9. It must be
universally acknowledged that mankind at
large are insatiable reporters of gossip—that
gossip heats by friction—and that what to-

day is only an unusual circumstance, is to-

morrow a foul crime. If an apprentice runs
away from his master, the latter is straight-
way reported to have killed and concealed
him. If a girl is found drowned without any
circumstance whatever to warrant such a
notion, it is immediately insinuated that she
has been murdered. If a husband or wife
dies suddenly, the slander is at once broached
ibat the 8urvi\or accomplished the death for
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sinister purposes. If a child is burnt to death,

forthwith the calamity floats abroad that the

parents behaved cruelly to the child, and at

last burnt the body to destroy all traces of

their wanton and unnatural brutality. The
morbid appetite for horrors and the ordinary

appetite for gossip, when combined together,

constitute a calumnious power of terrible evil.

Hence the Mosaic Law here seeks to dry up
the fount of corruption by legal barriers.

" For Slander lives upon succession
;

For ever licensed when once it gets posses-

sion." —Shakespeare.

Slander-Sting I Ver. 1. It is fruitful in

variety of expedients to satiate as well as

disguise itself. But, says Sterne, if these

smooth weapons cut so sore, what shall

we say of open and unblushing scandal, sub-

jected to no caution, tied down to no
restraints? If the one, like an arrow shot in

the dark, does nevertheless so much secret

mischief, this, like the pestilence which rages

at noon-day, sweeps all before it, levelling

without distinction the good and bad. The
whispered tale

"That, like the falling hill, no foundation
knows ;

—

Fair-faced deceit, whose wily, conscious eye

Ne'er looks direct—the tongue that licks

the dust.

But, when it safely dares, as prompt to sting.'*—Thomson.

Multitudes. Ver. 2. It is here assumed
that the multitude do evil ; and it is here
implied that we are in danger of copying their

example. Hence the urgent need to guard
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against the seductive influence of the multi-

tude. This is best accomplished by seeking

the grace of God. Colton remarks that the

mob is a monster with the hands of Briareua,

but the head of Polyphemus, strong to

execute, but blind to perceive. If Dryden is

correct, how valuable the command not to

follow a multitude: "it is the scum that

rises upmost when the nation boils." No-
thing is more easily swayed than the multitude,

and that sway is always most easy in the

direction of evil.

"And since the rabble now is ours,

Keep the tools hot, preach dangers in their

ears,

Till they run headlong into evil discords,

And do our business with their own
destruction." —Otway.

Judges ! Vers. 4-7. Aristides being

judge between two private persons, one of

them declared that his adversary had greatly

injured Aristides. Interrupting him at once,

the judge said: "Relate rather what wrong
he hath done thee ; for it is thy cause, not

mine, that I now sit judge of." Corrupt
judgment is a familiar evil in Egypt, Syria,

and other Eastern lands. Of these, we may
say with Massinger, " petitions not sweetened
with gold are but unsavoury and oft refused

;

or, ii received, are pocketed, not read."

•* Who painted Justice blind, did not declare

What magistrates should be, but what they
are

;

Not so much 'cause they rich and poor
should weigh

In their just scales alike, but because
they.

Now blind with bribes, are grown so weak
of sight.

They'll sooner feel a cause than see it

right." —Heath.

Falsehood - Folly I Ver. 7. There is

nothing of so ill consequence, says Lloyd,

to the public as falsehood, or— speech being
the current coin of converse—the putting

false money upon the world ; or so dark a blot

as dissembling, which, as Montaigne remarks,
is only to be brave towards God, and a coward
towards man ; for a lie faceth God, and
shrinketh from man. Therefore a lie should
be trampled on and extinguished wherever
found. Carlyle says, *' I am for fumigating
tlie atmosphere when I suspect that falsehood,
like pestilence, breathes around me." Let
those who bear false witness remember
Reade when he says, "that every false re-

port, great or small, is the hr'mk of a precipice

—tlie depth of which nothing but Omni-
science can fathom."

** Lying's a certain mark of cowardice

;

And when the tongue forgets its honesty.
The heart and hand may drop their func-

tions too.

And nothing worthy be resolved or done.

"

—Soulherne.

Judicial Venality! Ver. 8. (1.) Sir

Thomas More succeeded Cardinal Wolsey as

Lord Chancellor of England. Many abuses

had multiplied during Wolsey's chancellor-

ship, more especially in the way of gratuities.

Sir Thomas, however, neither in his own
person nor in that of any under him, would
allow of anything in the shape of a bribe.

At this his son-in-law rather complained, say-

ing, "The fingers of my Lord Chancelloi

Carilinal's veriest doorkeepers were tipped

with gold ; but I, since I married your
daughter, liave got no pickings." And yet,

no matter how immaculately impartial a judge

may be, how far wrong may be his judg-

ment ! Not so God ; His judgment is uner-

ring and unimpeachable. Venal judges can-

not bribe the Divine Judgment. (2 ) There
is a machine in the Bank of England which
receives sovereigns as a mill receives grain.

This is for the purpose of determining whole-

sale whether they are of full weight. As they

pass through, the machinery—by unerring

laws—throws all that are light to the one side.

This proceeding affords the most vivid simili-

tude of the judicial functions at the Last Day !

Venal judgments will be weighed in the

balances and found waiiting. The Lord
Cardinal's nngers, as well as those of his

veriest doorkeeper, may have been weighted
heavily with gold, but this will not avail to pass

them from before the Divine Judge as of

standard weight.

** Of mortal justice, if thou scorn the rod.

Believe and tremble, thou art judged of

God." —Swenam.

Sacred Seasons! Ver. 10. The deeper
basins of the African Sahara are frequently of

great extent, and sometimes contain valuable

deposits of salt. Wherever perennial springs

rise from the earth, or wherever it has been
possible to collect water in artificial wells,

green aoses break the monotony of the desert.

They might be compared with the charming
islands that stud the vast solitudes of the
Southern Seas. A wonderful luxuriance of

vegetation characterises these oases of the

wilderness. And what is life but a wilder-

ness ? What are the sacred seasons but these

emerald, living oases ? Here the pilgrims

halt for refreshment and repose. Here they
re.st beneath the shadow of the lofty palm-
trees, dip their vessels in the waters of th«
calm, clear fount, feed upon the luscious clus-

ters of grape and pomegranate, orange and
apricot. Then with recruited strength they
go forth again upon their pilgrimage towards
the Land of Rest ; singing as they press

onward over the sands of time. How sweet

** To hold with heaven communion meet

—

Meet for a spirit bound to heaven
;

And, in this wilderness beneath,

Pure zephyrs from above to breathe."—Bowing,

Sabhath Beneficence ! Ver. 12. Stations

on the line of your journey, renjarks Pulsford,
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are not your journey's end ; but each one

brings you nearer. A haven is not Home

;

but it is a place of quiet and rest where the

rough waves are stayed. A garden is a piece

of common land, yet it has ceased to be

common. It is now an effort to regain para-

(lise. Such are the Lord's days. Tlie true

Lord's Day is the rest that reinaineth for the

people of God—is the upper Eden of eternity.

But its earthly type is the ever-iecurring

weekly world-Sabbath. By cultivating our
earthly Sabbaths, we are making an effort to

regain the lost Paradise That benefit God
designed, and that blessing God will confer.

" Sabbaths, like waymarks, cheer the pilgrim's

path.

His progress mark, and keep his rest in view."

** In life's bleak winter they are pleasant days,

Short foretastes of the long, long spring to

come." — Wilcox.

Circumspection! Ver. 13. (1) Circumspec-
tion is nothing else but the soul running
up and- down, to and fro, busy everywhere.
It is the heart busied and employed with
diligent observation of what comes from
within us, and of what conies from without
us and into us. Ah ! souls, says Brookes, you
are no longer safe and secure than when you
are upon your watch. While Antipater kept
the watch, Alexander was safe. A watchful
soul is a soul upon the wing, a soul out of

gunshot, a soul upon a rock, a soul in a castle,

a soul aV)ove the cloud, a soul held fast in the

Everlasting Arms. (2) Be circumspect, writes

Dyke, over thine heart. It is like a wild horse

;

if a man once let go the bridle as he is walking
on his journey, when it is gone, it is not so

easily secured again ; and much time may be
spent in trying to recover the runaway. Keep
thine heart with all diligence, for out of it are

the issues of life. (3) Be circumspect, counsels

Reynolds, for thou hast many foes. When
enemies are around, generals and subalterns

and sentinels are all on the alert. The
Christian's foes are more relentless and
numerous. They have no desire that thou
shouldst reach the object of thy pursuit.

And though they cannot shut thee out from
the Land of Promise, the stronghold of

eternity, yet may they do much to hinder
thy march thitherward.

*'0h watch and pray ! for thou hast foes to fight,

Foes wiiich alone thou canst not overcome
;

Watching and prayer will keep thine armour
bright

;

Soon will thy toils be o'er—thy victory won."—Mant.

Festival Functions! Ver. 14-17. The
Israelites were to be peculiar people. They
existed not for themselves, but they had a
function to fulfil towards all mankind. In
order to fulfil this function, it was needful
that they should be for a time a people
separate and self-contained, singular in their
usages, and sequestered in their dwellings. In
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order to fix them down to one spot, they had
their local worship. It was a law that all the

men amongst them should rendezvous at the
central shrine three times a year. Thus
foreign settlements and distant journeys were
made impossible more or less. The Hebrew
home must be within a short and easy radius

round the Tem[)le ; and if he went abroad, ht*

carried this tether, and was pulled back again

by the Passover or some other feast.

** Where'er I roam, whatever realms I see,

My heart un travelled fondly turns to thee
;

Still to Mount Sion turns with ceaseless strain.

And drags at each remove a lengtheiiing chain."—Goldsmith.

Humanity and Heathenism! Ver. 19.

Various explanations have been given of this

precept. It may have been intended, like

Leviticus xxii. 28, to enforce humane feelings

towards animals. But probably the forbidden
dish was connected with idolatiy. Thomson
says that the Arabs are fond of it, highly
seasoned with onions and spices. The Arabs
call it '* Lehn immii." The Jews will not eat

it, because they say that it is an unnatural and
barbarous dish. It is also a gross and unwhole-
some dish, calculated to kindle up animal and
ferocious passions. It is associated with
immoderate feasting, and was connected
with idolatrous sacrifices. As the Abyssinians
are fond of slicing the shoulders and hips of

living animals, and as other civilised and
semi-civilised heathen are addicted to boiling

and roasting animals alive, there may have
been a similar practice extant among them
in the time of Moses of shearing the kid, and
seething it a^/re. M'Cheyne, when in Poland,
offered a Jewish boy some bread-and-butter.
Though he looked eagerly at it, he laid it aside

for some hours, remarking that he had just
eaten flesh, and if he had inmiediately tasted
butter, it would have been a violation of
Exudus xxiii. 19.

"Verily, they are all thine ; freely mayest thou
serve thee of them all

;

They are thine by uift for thy needs, to be
used in all gratitude and kindness."—Tupper.

Covenant Angel! Ver. 20. When th«
Israelites were delivered from Egypt, how
were they guided on their way to Canaan
through the trackless desert ? " The Lord
went before them." In chapter xiv. this

glorious One is called "The Angel of God "

— Isaiah speaks of him as the ** Angel
of His Presence." This verse shows that

the only- begotten Son is referred to for

four reasons. (1) *' My name is in Him;"
whereas we are told that Jehovah is the
Lord, and that His glory He will not give to

another. (2) "Obey His voice;" which counsel
answers to that on the Mount of Transfigu-
ration, '* Hear ye Him." (3) "Provoke Him
not;" an expressi(m gathering aeep .ml
awful meaning when we read the warning of
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the Apostle, ** Let iis not tempt Christy as

Bome of them also tempted." (4) *' He will

not pardon your transgressions ;
" a monition

eingularly harmonised by the inquiry, ** Who
can forgive sin but God only?" Christ was
the Angel who was with the Church in the

wilderness. This was that Christ oi God,

who, in all the Church's wanderings and dan-

gers, has evermore been her Leader and
Defender.

** Anywhere with Jesus, says the Christian

heart
;

Let Him take me where He will, so we do
not part."

Obedience and Observance! Ver. 21. (1)

Nothing, says Robertson, can be love to God
which does not shape itself into obedience.

We remember the anecdote of the Roman
commander who forbade an engagement with
the enemy, and the first transgressor was his

own son. He accepted a challenge from the

leader of the other host, slew and s])oiled him.

He then, in triumphant feeling, carried the

spoils to i)is father's tent; but the Roman
father refused to recognipe the instinct which
prompted this as deserving of the name of

love. Disobedience contradicted it. (2)
Whereas love is the fulfilling of the Law.
The other graces shine like the precious

stones of nature, with their own peculiar

lustre and varied hues ; but the diamond is

white. In white all the other colours are

united ; and in love all the other graces and
virtues are centred. Love is the only source

of true obedience to the commands of God.
If Israel only learned to love God with all

their heart, they would necessarily love His
Law, which is the transcript of His Divine
Mind.

** Nay, man's chief wisdom's love—the love of

God.
The new religion—final, perfect, pure

—

Was that of Christ and love. His great com-
mand

—

His all-sufi&cing precept—was it not love ?

"

—Bailey.

Pilgrim Path! Ver. 23. Goethe, the
world's favourite, confessed, when he was 80
years old, that he could not remember being
in a really happy state of mind even for a
few weeks together ; and that, when he
wished to feel comfortable, he had to veil his

self-consciousness. The following is the clos-

ing sentence of his autobiograi)hy : "Child!
child ! no more. The coursers of time, lashed,
as it were, by invisible spirits, hurry on the
light car of our destiny ; and all that we can
do is, in cool self-possession, to hold the reins
with a firm hand, and to guide the wheels,
now to the left, now to the right, a stone
here, a precipice there. Whither it is hurry-
ing, who can tell ? And who indeed can
remember the point from which it started ?

"

What a contrast to Israel's position !
" Mine

Angel shall go before thee." Happy Christian
Israelite, he knows he traverses his pilgrim

path under Divine guidance, and that there

is no uncertainty as to the *' whither."

*• Though iti the paths of death I tread.

With gloomy horrors overspread,

My steadfast heart shall fear no ill.

For Thou, Lord, art with me still."

—Addison.

Worldliness. Ver. 24, 25. Pope gives us an
afi'ectinj^' account of the death of Villiers, Duke
of I'nckiitgham. After having been master
of £50,000 per annum, he was reduced to the

deei>est distress by his vice and extravagance,

and breathed his last moments in the mean
apartment of an inn. Such is often the end
of worldliness. It is said that the Duke of

Alva starved his prisoners, after he had given

them quarter, saying, " Though I promised
your lives, I promised not to find you food."

In the same manner does the world deceive

its votaries. The Persians, writes Buck,
when they obtained a victory, selected the

noblest slave, and made him a king for three

days. They clothed him with royal robes,

and ministered to him all the pleasures he
could choose ; but at the end of all he was
to die as a sacritice to mirth and folly. So
worldliness is shortlived ; and when its feast

is ended, the guests are only like those who
have partaken of poisoned food, or who
** have fed on ashes."

" Ay, beauteous is the world, and many a joy

Floats through its wide dominion. But,

alas I

When we would seize the winged good, it

flies.

And step by step, along the path of life,

Allures our yearning spirits to the grave."
—Goethe.

Hornet-Harms! Ver. 28. The hornet is

abundant in the Holy Land. The species are

larger than ours. Instances are on record in

profane history where these have multiplied

to such a degree as to become a pest to the
inhabitants. Probably the insect meant is

the Abyssinian fly. Its bite produces fatal

boils ; and at the very buzzing of a swarm
the cattle run almost mad with terror. The
Septuagint translates the word "wasps."
But Dr. Tristram thinks that the word
"hornets" here is metaphorical, and is used
of a panic, i.e., of sharp stings of fear, by which
flying rumours stung them so that they fled.

It is wisely counselled to avoid the pugnacious,
poisonous, quarrelsome character of the hor-

net : such are proverbially called "waspish ;"

a number of them are rightly designated a
hornet's nest. However, it seems best to

regard these hornets as material agencies

—

types of the moral agencies to which they
have given place in subsequent ages of the
world.

** Owls, ravens, crickets, seem the watch of

death

;

Nature's worst vermin scare her godlike

•ong." —Lee.
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Grace-Growtli ! Ver. 30. ** The path of the
just is as a shining light that shineth more
and more unto the perfect day." Many a
struggle the spiritual Israel have in overcom-
ing inherent leanings to sin ; but, by little

and little, tliey shall drive them out. And as

a man, looking at a dial, cannot see the
shadow move, yet after a while perceives that
it has moved ; so it is with Christian progress.

The surrounding nations could see the result

of Israel's gradual conquest of the Canaanite
nationalities, until tlie land became entirely

their own possession. The work of grace, says

Salter, if begun, is uradually and continually

going on ; and it will not be completed till the
image of God can be seen perfectly reflected

in U3. The conquest of self is steadily and
expansively progressing ; and by and by the
triumph will be wholly achieved. Yet, as

Bishop Reynolds says, we must not expect a
fulness until the time of the restitution of all

things—wherein the light, which is here
but sown for the righteous, shall grow up
into a full harvest of Canaan conquest. There
may be slowness in the struggle onwards to

absolute possession, but there is also sure-

ness :
** Thou shalt inherit the laud."

** No mortal eye the manner sees,

The imperceptible degrees,

By which our Lord conducts His plan,

And brings us to a perfect man."
— Wesley,

Prospect ! Vers. 20-30. God allures Israel

from the present, where all was dark and un-
comely, into the future, where all was bright

and fair. He, as it were, takes the Hebrew
host by the hand, and leads them, as a father

his child, out from the gloomy wilderness

region, which they were pacing somewhat
sadly, into the fertile fields and fruitful glades

of Canaan ; so that joy, or at least the faint

reflection of it, stole into their hearts, and
lifted up their heavy eyes. And how cheering

the Christian's prospect of the heavenly Canaan
—that rest which remaineth for the people of

Ood. It transfuses the life of heaven through
our frame ; either, on the one hand, making
our languid pulse to beat more swiftly ; or, on
the other, our feverish pulse to throb more
calmly and evenly. It acts as a regulator of

the soul in its wild and inconstant movements—neither allowing the spiritual Hebrew to
sink too low, nor to soar too high. It fills with
energy to face the toils, and with ready courage
to brave tiie dangers, of the night.

** From strength to strength advancing, only
he.

His soul well knit and all his battles won,
Mounts, and that hardly, to eternal life."—A mold.

World-Snares! Vers. 32, 33.

you love your souls, beware of the
(1.) As
world.

It has slain its thousands and tens of thou-
sands. What ruined Lot's wife, but the
world ? What ruined Achan, but the world ?

What ruined Hamau, but the world ? What
ruined Demas, but the world ? What ruined
Judas, but the world ? The gods of this
world are indeed a snare. (2.) The pleasures
of the world are not like the waters of the
Nile, which leave, when they are gone, the
germs of beauty and fertility to bud and
blossom, and cheer the heart of man. On the
contrary, they are like those streams polluted
by the washings of poisonous minerals, de-
positing the seeds of disease and death to all

who drink them. (3.) The Reubenites, hav-
ing taken a liking to the country which was
first conquered because it was prolific in
pasture, renounced the promise of interest in

the Holy Land ; which ** love of the world **

proved a snare to them, and subsequently
their destruction. So the gods of this world,
the pleasures of sin, lure men to delight in the
present, and forego all hope of heaven. (4.)

A man residing on the coast of England, and
seeing his neighbours grow rich with foreign

trade, converted his goods into gold, went to

Spain, and bought a cargo of figs. On his way
home a great storm compelled him to throw
the cargo overboard. When again tempted

" No ; your fair looks

me again ; they once
get thee hence, for I'll

by the sea, he said

shall never deceive

proved a snare to me
have none of them."

Is this a friend indeed, that I should sell

My sovil to her, give her my life and youth.
Till my feet, cloven too, take hold on

hell ?

"

^Rossetti.

CHAPTER XXIV.

Obitioal Notes.—1, "And he said unto Moses.*'] These words should be read in connec-
tion with chapter xx. 18. The order of events seems to be this—After Moses had received the
ten commandments, he drew near again "where God was," and then he received the book of
the coveuant (xx. 19 to xxiii. 33) ; and before leaving the presence of God he was asked to

appear again, accompanied by Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, together with seventy of the elders of
Israel (xxiv. i., &c.) 6. And half of the blood he sprinkled on the altar.] This preliminary to
the act of communication of the book of the covenaut to the people signifies that God pledged
Himself to fulfil His part of tlie covenant independently of the acceptance of it by the people,

7. And he took the book, &c ], i.e., after God had declared Himself bound to the fulfilment of
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the covenant. S. And sprinkled it on the people,] i.e., after the book of tlie covenant had

been read o\it "in the audience," iie-osney =:iuto the ears. Thus they weie not asked to declare

their willingness to do and obey the words until they had heard them distinctly read. Amid all

the awful grandeur of the scene God dealt with them as intelligent agents. The objection that

Mose.s could not have made himself heard by so vast a multitude, 600,000, besides children, ia

met by the fact that the covenant was made not with individuals but with the whole Jewish

nation, so that there could be no ground found for dissent on the part of individuals from the

engagements of those who heard the words of the covenant and promised obedience to them.

The same argument is applicable to the sprinkling of the blood "on tlie people," which, in all

probability, was only sprinkled on some few individuals who were considered as representalivea

ot the whole nation. 10. Andtheysatw the God of Israel.] The words—" they saw " = V4yiruh

—

in this verse is qualified in its ordinary meaning by the word '* saw " in the following verse (11).

There the word V4yechsuh = they saw—means literally ^Hhey visioned^" tXisA, is, they had a

vision of God clear enough to be assured of His actual presence.

Paved =libnath in this construction (stat. constr.)—does not mean brick-lebenah, and hence
pavement, but should be rendered white or transparent-splendour. The translation of **a

paved work of a sapphire stone "=kim^seh libnath hassappir, like a work of transparent

sapphire.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAOEAP 11.— Verses 1-8.

The Ratification of the Divine Covenant.

There are divine regulations in nature, but these are not sufficient for man'3
guidance. Nature teaches only in symbol, and these symbols cannot always be

clearly read and interpreted. Nature's teachings are not adequate as a rule of

life for man as a moral agent. The scientific man and the philosopher would
not be satisfied without a book revelation. And the moralist, who should be
the true philosopher, will ask for a direct revelation on morals. And tl^'s

requirement is met. The true guide for man in the realm of morals is the re-

velation of God as found in the Bible ; taken in its completeness, read and
interpreted under the guidance of a discriminating wisdom. The old covenant
will tend to illustrate the new ; and the new will declare what ]^art of the old

is perpetually binding

,

I. God makes a covenant with His people. Though the terms of the old

covenant were strict and severe, yet they were evidently designed for the good
of tlie people to whom they were delivered. We cannot possibly imagine any
advantage that might accrue to the Divine Being from this ancient covenant.

But from time to time we have seen that great advantage would result to the

people, in so far as they followed the divine rules for life and conduct. Here,

again, the divine mercy may be marked in that God makes a covenant with
His people. He does not at once destroy, but labours for their social and
national prosperity.

II. God reveals the terms of His covenant by specially endowed messengers.
Moses was specially endowed as a messenger of God. He displayed the posses-

sion of those qualities fitting him in an eminent degree to be a legislator. He
ruled with a wise spirit. He stands forth as one of the master spirits of hu-

manity. He was further fitted for his office by special divine communications,
and by special disclosures of the divine glory. He alone stands in the divine

presence. The people must stand afar off. The elders must worship at a dis-

tance. And even the gifted Aaron—the progenitor of a noble priesthood—must
not come nigh. In solitude, Moses must approach the mysterious realm. This
Moses was tlie one to tell the people all the words of the Lord, and all the

judgments. Those lips, touched with the divine hand and made reflective of

the divine glory, must read the book of the covenant in the audience of the
people. The old covenant was given by Moses who reflected the divine glory,

but the new is given by Him who was tiie incarnation and visible manifestation
of the divine glory.
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III. God gives definiteness and permanence to the covenant. " And Mosea
wrote all the words of the Lord/' Yea, God Himself is represented as writing,

and we find reference made to the coinm.uidments wliicii God had written.

Oral instruction is not sufficient. The voice of tradition is vague. As time

advances that voice becomes feeble and wavering. The moral code must be

clear and definite. This writing of the covenant may be taken as symbolical

of its permanence. To this day the broad spirit—the true essential—of the

covenant is working in all legal codes and religious systems.

IV. God gives solemn emphasis to the covenant by sacred ceremonials. We
may suppose that Moses acted under divine direction. The hands of Moses
built the altar, but the mind of God directed the human movements. The akar
raised as indicative of the divine presence, and the twelve pillars representative

of the dwelling place of the twelve tribes. Moses sends the young men, the

life and vigour of the people, to offer burnt offerings and sacrifice peace offerings,

the divine and human sides of the great solemnity. Part of the blood was
sprinkled on the altar, an act of solemn dedication of their humanity in its

completeness to God, and then the other part was sprinkled upon the people,

which may be regarded as the divine response and acceptance. The first Testa-

ment was dedicated with blood. Thus the covenant was rendered emphatic by
solemn observances. The blood sprinkled on the altar and on the people would
be calculated to inspire deep reverence.

V. God requires a voluntary assent to the terms of His covenant. There
was sometliing of the nature of an appeal to the people. In fact, the whole

circumstances, in connection with the promulgation of the covenant, constituted

an eloquent appeal. The reading of the book of the covenant by such a reader,

and on an occasion so deeply impressive and affecting, was plainly calculated

to draw forth the universal utterance :
** All the words which the Lord hath

said will we do." The whole people joined in the declaration. There was a

pleasing unanimity in the promise, but there was unpleasant difference as to

the performance. The man who at first refuses and then performs is nobler

than the man who too readily acquiesces, and then fails to fulfil his vows.

VI. Man's highest wisdom is to promise and perform obedience to all the

terms of God's covenant. Well would it have been for these people if they had
kept to their brave resolve—" All that the Lord hath said will we do, and be

obedient." There are poetical states in peoples, and then they are apt to be

free with their promises. But the prosaic condition soon arrives, and then the

promises are broken. God's covenant ever commends itself to man's higher

nature, or to man's nature in its loftier and holier moods. The temptations of

life, and the weakness of the flesh, render us unwilling to practice, and then

unbelieving as to the virtue of the divine covenant. Obedience is the pathway
of light, the pathway of true divine knowledge, and the pathway to the realisa-

tion of divine benedictions. Let us obey, and then shall we know the blessed-

ness of all divine covenants.

There is a slight disarrangement in this chapter, as Ewald and speakers

commonly shew. Verse 3 logically follows verse 33 of previous chapter, and
verses 1 and 2 should be inserted between verses 8 and 9.— W. Burrows^ B.A,

The Covenant.— Verses 3-8.

This was one of the most impressive acts of a most impressive dispensation.

It was also one of the most important, inasmuch as (1) God used this oppor-

tunity to *' avouch Himself to be the God " of Israel, and Israel " avouched
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themselves to be His people." And (2) it is the great fact upon which the New
Testament lays stress as typifying tlie great covenant work of our Lord Jesus

Christ (1 Cor. xi. 25 ; Heb. viii.-ix. For some valuable remarks in this latter

application, see Dales' "Jewish Temple and Christian Church," p. 163).

1. The covenant was divinely revealed. " And Moses came and told the

people." 1. It was revealed faithfully. *' All the words of the Lord and all the

judgments." (1.) It consisted of ** words " for their direction and encouragement.

(2.) It consisted of judgment for their warning : so the covenant of Jesus Christ

consisted of '* beatitudes " and " woes." 2. It was revealed intelligently. Moses
had no interest in suppressing anything. He was a good man, and would not

suppress anything. (1.) It was not an appeal to their superstition and credulity.

It consisted of laws upon the wisdom and beneficence of which 2000 years of

legislation have not improved. (2.) It was revealed in language which they

could all understand. (3.) It was revealed under circumstances which attested

its divine origin. (4.) It was an appeal to their reason, piety, and interest.

n. The covenant was accepted by man. 1. Unanimously. '* All the people

. . . with one voice." 2. Heartily. " We will do." 3. Specifically. " All the

words which the Lord hath said." There had been a general acceptance before

(xix, 8). 4. Speedily. " Moses rose up early in the morning."

in. The covenant was permanently embodied. "And Moses t^ro/e all the

words of the Lord." 1. A written revelation is necessary. Memory is not to

be trusted. Traditions from a long past are apt to be vague or to diminish or

be added to. Books j^a; facts. 2. A. written revelation is advantageous. (1.) A
perpetual direction for obedience and warning against disobedience. (2.) A
standing witness of the divine wisdom and goodness. 3. A writteji revelation

is important. An everlasting record for man's benefit of what has proceeded
from the mind of God.

IV. The arrangements for the covenant were carefully and im|>ressively pre-

pared. 1. (1) An altar was built to represent God, and (2) pillars to represent

His [)eople. 2. Young men were selected for special service as symbolising the

strength and earnestness that should be exerted in keeping our covenant engage-

ment. 3. Sacrifices were offered. (1.) Burnt-offerings, to signify the dedication

of the people to Jehovah. (2.) Peace-offerings, as typifying Jehovah's recon-

ciliation with His people.

V. The covenant was ratified with blood. 1. Half the blood of the sacrifices

was sprinkled on the altar to signify Israel's dedication to God. 2. One more
opportunity was given to the people to withdraw from their engagement. The
law was read and the people renewed their vows. 3. Then the other half of the

blood was sprinkled on the people, signifying the purification of the people and
the certainty of the divine favours, and the whole ceremony closed with the

memorable words, ver. 8.

In conclusion— 1. Christ is the mediator of a better covenant. 2. That His
blood is sprinkled on the altar of God (Heb. ix. 12), and in the heart of His
people (Heb. ix. 13-15). 3. That He has instituted a "perpetual memorial of

His previous death until His coming again " (1 Cor. ix. 25).

—/. fF. Burn.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Vers. 1-8. Again, I see the seventy going on in the present dispensation,
left at some little distance ; I see Moses when the affairs of the Lord's kingdom
alone go up into the mount ; and I see are administered through subordinate
the afifairs of the people committed to instrumentality. The 4th of Ephesians
Aaron and Hur. It appears to me this tells us that, when the Lord Jesus Christ
is a beautiful presentment of what is ascended to the right hand of God, "He
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gavesome, apostles; and some, prophets; tomb of Jesus, where the blood of the

and some, evangelists; and some, pastors cross has opened a perfec^tly cloudless

and teachers ; for the perfecdiig of the prospect to the vision of faith. The
saints, for the work of the ministry, for words, " afar off," are as characteristic

theedifyingof the body of Christ." But, of the law, as "draw nigh " are of the

meantime, higher transactions aregoing Gos[)el. Under the law, the work was
on in the mount—transactions of which never done which could entitle a sinner

you and I know nothing except through to draw nigh. Man had not fulfilled

the precious lattices of the promises. his promised obedience; and the*' blood

By and by the time will come when we of calves and goats" could not atone for

shall see our glorious Head ; see Him the failure, or give his guilty conscience

in His glory, see Him as he is.—Krause. peace. Hence, therefore, he had to

We may search from end to end of stand *' afar off." Man's vows were
the legal ritual, and not find those two broken and his sin unpurged ; how,
precious words, " draw nigh." Ah ! no ;

then, could he draw nigh 1 The blood

such words could never be heard from of ten thousand bullocks could not wipe

the top of Sinai, nor from amid the away one stain from the conscience, or

shadows of the law. They could only give the peaceful sense of nearness to a

be uttered at heaven's side of the empty reconciled God.

—

G. H. M,

MAIN HOMILETIGS OP THE PAJRAORAPff.-^Verses 9-11.

A Glorious Vision.

There was an indication of unity in the Old Testament Church, Moses and
Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel went up together.

Prophet, priests, and representatives of the people were united togetlier on
the great occasion. And there must be this practical unity on the part of

the modern Church if there is to be any great work accomplished, if there is

to be any glorious divine vision obtained. The pti native Church was united

by the spirit of love. PFe need the welding power of this gracious spirit.

I. Grlorious ascension. This united body went up to the mount of divine

manifestation. The Church must not stay in the plain. There are mountains
to climb. ''Upward" should be the Church's motto. It may be difficult work
to climb, but difficulties brace up the energies. Mountain climbing is always

wholesome. The more we climb the less will be our difficulty. On the

summit of divine mountains are gracious manifestations to reward the praying

climbers.

II. Blessed vision. " And they saw the God of Israel ; and there was under

His feet as it were a paved work of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body of

heaven in his clearness." '* No man hath seen God at any time." It may be

that they saw no objective image, but only the place where the God of Israel

stood. Certainly it was a vision that gave them very exalted views of the

divine nature. The very place of the divine feet was glorious. " A paved work
of sapphire stone, as it were the body of heaven in his clearness." The clear

blue stretched itself out as a divine pavement. This is suggestive of calm repose.

We may rest sweetly on the divine fidelity. If the footstool be thus glorious,

how glorious must be the throne ! If the fringes of the divine vesture are thus

splendid, how much more splendid the nature that is thus enshrined ! Blessed

visions are most surely the portion of those who climb the divine mountains.

The pure in heart shall see God. Waiting spirits shall not wait in vain. Pray-

ing souls shall receive special disclosures of divine love.

Ill Gracious preservation. " Upon the nobles of Israel He laid not His

liand." Sinners may well fear lest the hand of justice crush ; but saints ni:iy
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believingly clasp the hand of divine mercy. Faith rna}^ venture where tear

cannot a})proach. The nobles who trust the hand of God will find that it is a

saving and not a destroying hand. God's hand will never be laid upon the

spiritual nobility. The earthly ignoble may become spiritually noble. The
nobles of the spiritual Israel are under God's protecting, preserving care.

IV. Wondrous festivity. " Also they saw God, and did eat and drink."

These two short sentences must be connected. They saw God, and yet they

did eat and drink. Fear says that the sight of God is death, but faith finds

that the divine vision is feeding and sustaining. Blessed are they that did

thus eat and drink after, and close upon, such a vision. Here is a wondrous

festivity indeed. It is prophetic. The saints shall eat and drink in the Divine

Presence. Their food will be heavenly manna. Their drink the new wine of

the upper Paradise. Their banqueting chamber the courts of heaven. The
banner over them will be love. The attendant music will be struck from golden

harps. The song will be that of Moses and the Lamb. May we stand amid
prophets, priests, elders, and the great company of the redeemed !— W. Burrows, B.A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Man's Approach to God.— Ferses 1, 2 ;
9-11.

From these words we learn

—

rewarded by a manifestation of the

I. That man's approach to God is divine glory, ver. 10. Not a literal

commanded, ver. 1. This is both rea- or physical vision of *' the king" . . .

sonable and necessary. Servant to invisible (Duet. iv. 2 ; 1 Tim. vi. 16);
master ; scholar to teacher ; child to but spiritual (Isa. vi. ; Acts ix. 3, 4,

parent ; sinner to Saviour. and refs. ; 1 Cor. xii. 2).

II. That man's approach to God V. That man's approach to God is

must be through a mediator ; "worship not to be dreaded, but welcomed and
thou afar off, and Moses alone shall enjoyed. " They find His presence no
come near unto the Lord." So Jesus more a source of disturbance and dread,

has entered into the Holy place for but radiant in all the bright loveliness

us. He is the " one mediator," &c., of supernal glory : a beautiful sign that

"the new andlivingway"(John xiv. 6). the higher religion and state of con
We must remember that this was in formity to law, now established, shall

answer to their own prayer (xx. 19). work onward to eternal blessedness."

III. That man's approach to God —Exvald.

must be reverent. "Worship ye afar Ap^^lication.—Heb. iv. 14-16.

ofi."
^

—J. ^. Bum.
IV. That man's approach to God is

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 12-18.

Divine Preparations.

Through all the ages the Divine hand is at work. In the kingdoms of nature

and of grace we notice vast preparatory processes. And the Almighty has to

do with individuals as well as communities. He brings forth His chosen instru-

ments when the fit time has come. But He does not bring forth until they are

fitted for their work. Moses must dwell forty days and forty nights on Mount
Sinai. As nature has its barren winter and fruitful harvest, so God's heroes

have the winter of seclusion, and the autumn of golden productiveness.

I. Each one has his proper position to occupy. Moses must go up into the

Mount, be hidden in the cloud, and hold communion with the Infinite. Joshua
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must attend as the minister. Aaron and Hur must act in the i)lace of Moses,
and be the administratoi's of justice ; and the eklers must tarry. They may
serve who only stand and wait ; and this is sometimes the most arduous service.

Tarry is very often an unwelcome word. Tarry when the cloud conceals a

sublime mystery, and when Moses is about to penetrate that mystery. The
man who can t.irry in a right spirit has a well-disciplined nature. However,
let each seek his proper position.

II. Each man has his own divine vision. There was one vision to Moses,

and another to the children of Israel. Moses entered the cloud ; but the chil-

dren of Israel stood outside the cloud. And this is still true. The Almighty
is differently revealed to different natures. And differently revealed to the same
natures at different periods. There is the revelation of the cloud, and there is

the revelation of the devouring fire. To-day we may experience Divine chidings,

and to-morrow we may be on the Mount of Beatitude.

III. But there are specialities of work. Moses was the lawgiver. He was
to teach unto the people the law and the commandments, which God delivered

unto him on the Mount. Moses stands out in solitary grandeur as the great

lawgiver of the Old Testament. His name stands high in the historic scroll

Grandest and noblest of men ! His words and works speak and influence through
all time.

IV. Therefore there must be speciality in the preparation. This we see in

the whole of the chapter ; and it has already been a subject of remark. What-
ver may have been the nature of the vision vouchsafed to Moses, it must have

been of a special nature. He entered the cloud and conversed with God. He
breasted the devouring fire, and was not consumed. He fasted forty days and
forty nights, and yet did not perish of hunger. The Bible does not satisfy an
idle curiosity. No history writes the tale of that forty days and forty nights*

retirement. The deep things of spiritual retirement cannot be w^ritten. But
their sublime influence will be felt. Moses was brighter, nobler, and truer for

the mountain retirement. In all true life there must be seasons of disappearance

and of reappearance. The man of action must be also the man of prayer. The
man of mighty words must be the man of prolonged meditation. A man may
have high swelling words, which are only sound and nothing more, who has

never been guilty of half an hours' deep meditation. Moses was not an empty
rhetorician. Aaron was the fluent speaker, and yet the words of Moses are

more powerful and vital than the words of Aaron. Learn to be much in

thought, much in prayer, much in mountain solitude; but much also with the

people. Be not the empty-headed demagogue ; and be not the useless, selfish

recluse. Let waiting and working go hand in hand. Above all things, obey
the Divine voice. Wait even six days for the Divine utterance ; and it may be

that on the seventh, God will call to thee out of the midst of the cloud.—W. Burrows
J
B,A,

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Communion with God.— Verses 12-18,

All great lives have been character- I. That communion with God is

iged by close and frequent communion necessary.
with God. Enoch, Abraham, Moses, 1. Moses went up after the solem-

David, our Lord, &c.,t^c. All Scripture nities of the covenant. Religious
and Christian history testify to the teachers, beware how your duties in-

importance and benefit of communion terfere with your devotions. You can
with God. Our text teaches us

—

only give what you get, and you can
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only get what you give by communion
with G-od.

2. Moses went uj) after tlie perform-

ance of his official duties as judge and
general of the people. Men of busi-

ness, beware how your engairenients

interfere with your prayers. Parents,

&c., you can only perform the duties

of life well by the "faith and fear"

which you can alone get from God.
II. That special places are appointed

for communion with God. " Come up
unto the mount."

1. God's house is appointed as the

place where God records His name and
vouchsafes His blessing (Heb. x 25

;

Matt, xviii. 20).

2. The privacy of our own chamber
(Matt. vi. 6).

True, where there is a praying heart

there is a sanctuary ; but warehouses,

counting-houses, &c., are hardly places

where the soul can pour itself out to

God.
III. That preparation should be

made for communion with God, ver. 14.
** Shut to the door" (Matt. vi. 6).

1. Arrangements should be made so

that this communion may not be inter-

rupted. Let not servant, nor family,

nor callers take you away from this

importantbusiness; let all thosematters

be settled before you commence.
2. Make such preparations that all

worldly and anxious thought may be
left outside, and give yourselves entirely

up to the business in hand. How
otten are we half through the service

before we begin to reap any benefit.

It was not without significance that

the Jews had a day of preparation

(Mark xv. 42).

IV. That communion with God
shoidd be most frequently alone. The
elders were to tarry behind. This is

necessary.

1. Because the presence of others

necessary,

and his

" And
servant

may distract the mind or embarrass the

thoughts.

2. Because tne presence of others

may call our attention away from those

intensely personal matters which con-

cern our own souls alone,

3. Because there are sins and wants

to confess, about which we should not

like our dearest friends to know.
V. That in communion with God

the presence of others is sometimes
helpful and even

Moses rose up
Joshua."

1. There are occasions on which we
should take a friend, our wives, our

children, separately with us to the

throne of grace. There are matters

which concern us in common, want,

interest, &c. Two Christian workers,

e.g. J two partners in business, husband
and wife about the family, &c.

2. The same applies to family wor-

ship and prayer meetings.

VI. That communion with God is

the condition upon which man may-

witness the Divine glory. ** And the

glory of the Lord abode on Mount
Sinai " (vers. 16, 17 ; Isa. vi.)

VII. That communion with God
may be protracted, and man must not

weary of it (Acts i. ; Luke xviii. 1-6

;

Acts xii. 5 ; 1 Thess. v. 17). Man's
duty is "to wait upon the Lord."

1. Sometimes God delays to test His
people's faith.

2. Sometimes in order that the

course of His providence may not be

abruptly interfered with.

VII I. That among the purposes of

communion with God are recognition

of the divine authority and prepara-

tion for future work. Moses waited

for further divine instructions (chaps.

xxv.-xxxi.) In conclusion

—

(i.) Ps, Ixii. b, (iii.) Isa. Ix. 31.—J. W, Burn,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXIV.

BY

REV. W. ADAMSON.

Elders ! Ver. 1. Pierotti says that, among
the Jews, the elders exercised L'^r^at authority,

and w re held in high respect At a later

period the word became a regular title, irre-

spective of age or experienc'% being conferred

generally on those who, by their wealth or
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wisdom, could head a tribe or lead in public

airairs : 1. From Deut. xxi. 2 it would appear
that in certain expiatory rites they repre-

sented the city or the vvlioie nation. In Deut.

xxii. 15 they formed a court for trying crimes
;

while in Numb. xi. 16 they were selected by
Moses to aid in supporting his authority,

Joshua, in chap. vii. 6, relates how, after Is-

rael's defeat, he and the elders fell down be-

fore the ark. 2. In the New Testament we
have the seventy disciples ; and in the apoca-

lyptic scenery of heaven are twenty-four lesser

thrones around about the throne of God—oc-

cupied by four and twenty elders. These,

sitting in the symbols of priesthood and
royalty, of endurance and victory, clothed in

white raiment, and having on their heads

crowns of gold, are supposed to be the repre-

sentatives of the twelve tribes under the

Mosaic and Christian dispensations :

—

" For the Lord their God hath clothed them
with

A new and glorious dress.

With the garments of salvation, with the

robeg

Of righteousness."

Covenant ! Ver. 3. Awa^ on the lofty

mountain-summit is a spring which breaks

into two parts, one flowing down one side, the

other adown the other. A man, climbing up
the wild and rocky side, traces the river up
to its source. There he sees the other flow-

ing. He follows down the grassy soft slope,

until he traces its descent into the ocean.

Even so with Christ's salvation on the Mount
of Love. This is not a new covenant, but the

renewal and fuller development of the ever-

lasting covenant with Abraham, Abel, Adam,
&c. Its living stream flowed on one side to

David and Israel, Abraham and Abel ; on the

other side to the apostles and martyrs, &c.,

and so on to the eternal ocean.

** Jehovah's covenant shall endure,

Ail ordered, everlasting, sure !

child of God, rejoice to trace

Thy portion in its glorious grace."

Law's Province ! Ver. 3. In Gal. iii. 17,

the apostle says that law, in its Mosaic de-

velopment, was added because of trai agression.

He does not say that there was no law before

Adam sinned, much less does he assert that

there was none before Moses received it here.

There is law in heaven, i.e., tlie moral law of

love, and that law Adam had. In the free

state of Liberia certain judicial enactments

were absent. After tlie African Republic had
existed a few years, some of its suljects com-
mitted offences. To prevent their repetition

Government passed certain laws. The moral

law was there before, and the Liberian freed-

men were as morally bound to obey it before

as after its judicial enforcement. God renewed
the covenant more stringently, because of

previous breaches of its provisions. Tlie pur-

pose of the law was to (1) Point out clearly

the rule of human duty to tread the path
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of righteousness ; to (2) Press home man'a
natural inability to keep the law in his own
strength ; and to (3) Prepare the way, like

John the Baptist, for Christ, to enter the

sinner's heart, as the end of the law for righte-

ousness.

" By His life, for that fillfilling God's com-
mand exceeding broad,

By His glorious resurrection, seal and signet

of thy God."

Morning-Prayer ! Ver. 4. Milton speaks

of the breath of morning being sweet, "Her
rising sweet with charm of earliest birds."

Vaughan quaintly says that morninus are

mysteries. Mysteries of good are they when
well used, but mysteries of evil when, as too

oft, much abused. Mornings are well used
when prayer ushers them in. Beecher says,
*• Let the day have a blessed baptism by giving

your first waking thoughts into the bosom of

God." The first hours of the morning is the

rudder of the day. Carlyle says we have a

proverb among us that "the morning is a
friend to the muses," i.e., a good time for

study. Is it not more true that it is a great

friend to the graces—that it is a good praying

time ? Therefore

*• Serve God before the world ; let Him not go
Until thou hast a bless ng ; then resign

The whole unto Him, and remember who
Prevailed by wrestling ere the sun did

shine." — Vaughan,

Gospel and Blood I Ver. 6. Foss says that

he once heard a very earnest and evangelical

minister say that he liad been accosted by a

man who had heard him preach with tliis

remark :
**

I do not like your creed ; it is too

bloody,—it savours of the shambles. It is all

blood, blood, blood." To this the faithful

ambassador replied, "Well, it is so, for it

recognises as its foundation a very 8an^uinary

scene—the death of Christ, with bleeding

hands, and feet, and side. And without shed-

ding of blood is no remission of sins."

"Jesus, our Great High Priest,

Has shed His blood and died;

Our guilty conscience needs

JHo sacrifice beside.

His precious blood

Did once atone.

And now it pleads

Before the throne." — Watts.

Covenant-Obedience I Ver. 7. Obedience

is our universal duty and destiny, says Carlyle,

and whoso will not bend must break. Upon
which Watson adds that to obey God un-

willingly, as Balaam did, is to resemble th©

devils who came out ot the man possessed, at

Christ's command, but with reluctancy and

against tlieir will. If a willing mind be

wanting, there wants that flower which should

perfume our obedience and make it a sweet-

smelling savour to God. Tlie hireling pro*

phet's obedience was deficient in this resi-ect.
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that it lacked the frequent odours of voluntary

or free-will offering. Israel's apparently full

self-surrender to covenant-obedience— how-
ever earnest for the nonce—afterwards turned

out signally deficient in this voluntary grace.

Their vehement covenant - protestations of

obedience here are a vivid example of the

Divine testimony, "The heart is deceitful

above all things, and desperately wicked,

who can know it?" None but God, who
searcheth the heart and trieth the reins.

** Not the labour of my hands
Can fulfil Thy law's demands;
Could my zeal no respite know,
Could my tears for ever flow.

All for sin could not atone

—

Thou must save, and Thou alone."—Toplady,

Covenant-Blood I Ver. 9. Doddridge, in

his "Rise and Progress of Religion in the

Soul," suggested a solemn covenant being

entered into with God. Samuel Pearce acted

upon it by writing it with blood drawn from
his own body. But he soon afterwards fell

into sin, and thus broke his covenant. Driven
into more close examination of the question,

he was led to see that it was not his own
blood, but that of Jesus. Carrying the blood-

stained covenant to the top of his father's

house, he tore it into pieces, and scattered

them to tiie winds, resolved thenceforth to

depend upon the peace-making and peace-

keeping blood of Jesus.

** Thy blood, not mine, Christ,

Thy blood so freely spilt,

Can blanch my blackest stains.

And purge away my guilt."

—

Bonar.

Sapphire-Pavement! Ver. 10, "Paved
stone" should be "whiteness, clearness"

•'Splendour of sapphire," says Wordsworth.
Kalisch calls it "pellucid sapphire." It is

one of the brightest and most valuable of

jewels. " Born of darkness," says Macmillau,
" it yet holds in its core of focussed rays the

blue of heaven." There is one variety, of

a singularly soft pure azure, which has the

power of retaining its lovely memory of

heaven even by candlelight, when an ordinary

sapphire looks black. It formed the throne

of glory which appeared to Ezekiel in visions

;

and here it forms the pavement, like the body
of heaven in its clearness, under tlie feet of

the God of Israel, as seen by the elders of

Israel. God's throne is "Love," its founda-
tions are " Love," and the treadings of His
feet are " Love." Such an interpretation is

in strict accordance with the symbolism of

nearly all rations, among whom sapphire-blue
has always been associated with ideas of
" Love."

** In heaven's starred pavement at the mid-
night.

In roseate hues that come at morning
dawn,

In the bright bow athwart the falling

showers.

In woods and waters, hills and velvet

lawn.

One truth is written, all conspire to prove.

What grace of old revealed, that "God is

Love. " —Davies.

Sapphire-Symbolism I Ver. 10. During
the Belfast revival of 1859, one of the con-

verts who had previously been crying out

under the crushing burden of an evil heart of

unbelief said, *' If they would but look up at

the blue sky, would not that be enouii^h,

Jesus? I used to think it luas only the blue

sky ; 1 did not know that Thou reignetlst up
there." How came she to connect the blue

sky with the Lord's loving tender mercies?

Was it not because she was Spirit-taught ? And
is not the blut sky a most beautiful emblem
of the pavement of love, on which the King's

throne rests ?

•* I know He reigneth now
In yonder heaven of love ;

And He will quickly come again,

To carry me above."

Two Tables ! Ver. 12. 1. Like that remark,
able architeciure still found amid Porter's

"Giant Cities of Bashan," where a door will

be hewn out of the solid rock, and door,

rock, and hinije are all a single stone, the two
tables make bat one law. The fifth com-
mandment is the axis or hinge on which they

open and close—the connecting point where
you pass from the one to the other. 2. Ac-
cording to the Talmud, these two tables were
formed of sapphires; and it is certainly re-

markable that the Hebrew word sappir is de-

rived from the same root as the words that

signify a book, writing, or engraving. God's
law, like His throne, is based on "Love."
Christ is Incarnate Love—blood-besprinkled

blue—sapphire soaked in sardine.

** Alone, Love ineffable !

Thy saving name is given ;

To turn aside from Thee is hell,

To walk with Thee is heaven.'*

— Whittiet.

Covenant-Mediation I Ver. 12. A media-
tor's hands receive the tables, thus estaldish-

ing signs that grace is in the Law of Sinai.

God states His claims that we may see our
need of help to pay them, while our sense of

ruin is designed to make us prize the gospel.

Is it not grace to urge us onward towards the

Cross—towards Him who is the Mediator of

the New Covenant ? To bring us to Christ,

the law displays God's holiness, sin's heinoua-

ness, hell gapmg at our feet. It shows that

God's whole nature abhors evil, and is pledi:ed

to execute just wrath. Peter was not alarmed
to sink him fathonis deep in Galilee's blue

waters, but to persuade him to lean on Clirist

—

"Save me, 1 perish." So the law convicts the

sinner that he may seek the Mediator's help;
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for there is such help in Christ, and Christ particular citv, thou must live according to its

alone. customs. Moses ascemied to heaven, where

" For Christ is given to be ^'^^^ neilher eat nor drink
;
therefore he be-

The covenant of God to thee
;

came ass. m. hi ted to them We are accus-

In H.m-God's -oUlen scroll of li-ht - ^«"^<^,^ '"^ ^^^ ^j?^ ^""> ^"^ ,^)'^," ^"'^^ ^\^-

The darkest truths are clear and ifright."
^^^"'^ \'' "«' ^^«{

^.f
^"^ ^^"^ ^^'*"- ^^^

ffn^jZ^Qfil
Urozart says, truly it was a heavenly not au

^ * earthly life in the case equally of Moses, lOlias,

Forty-Days' Food! Ver. 18. Clarke and and our Lord.

Paxton Hood allude to a conversation be- *< i , tt r j t • i j

tween Rabbi Meir and anotlier on this subject. ^^ '

.^f
iet^% on living bread

- Is it possible that any man can fasi t*orty ,
I^^>"^« ^^^ fountain from above,

days and forty nights? " To this llabb. Meir ^eans on Jesus breast his head,

replied, - When thou takest up thy abode in a ^^^^^^ ^^' ^^^^ «^ ^'^ l^^^' "WUUy,

CHAPTER XXV.

Critical Notes.—2. An offering.] Tnimah, from the root rorriy "that which is taken off, " from
what has been put by as private property reserved for special enjoyment. Hence the injunction,
^^ofeveryman whose heart impelleth him, "as there might be some wiio would not willin^'ly part with
what they associated in their hearts aa pleasurable enjoyments, for tiie offering was to consist of

choice things. Trumah=:offerinir, also admits of the meaning raised, i.e., to higher purpose, from
the very things set apart for earthly pleasures ofieriny; should be made for the buildinsj; of the

sanctuary. Gifts coming only from persons \fhose heart inipelleth them had to be the material of

which the sanctuary was to be constructed, and in such love-built sanctuary, Jehovali was will-

ing to dwell. 9. Pattern] r::tabnith, model or prototype, conveys the idea that a higher pur-
port than the construction of a temporary tabernacle was the design of that pattern, evidently

foreshadowing Him who came and tabernacled among us, and in the tabernacle of our flesh

lovingly offered by the blessed Virgin. *'Be it unto me according to Thy word" (Luke i. 38).

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-10.

The Laws of Sacrifice and Service.*

We are taught here

—

I. That whatsoever is done for God must he done willingly. " Speak unto

the children of Israel, that they bring Me an offering," ver. 2. The sanctuary

was to be built through offerings, not by a tax. *' Of every man that giveth it

willingly with his heart," ver. 2. There was to be no constraint or coercion. The
Hebrew is literally rendered ;

*' On the part of every one whom his heart drove."

—Keil. How noble is service and sacrifice when it is the spontaneous fruit of the

spirit ! How joyful is such giving and work ! The man has not to spur him-

self, to argue with himself, to just move himself to action and charity by con-

straint, but liis heart drives him, and his work and giving are full of joyfulness.

How efficacious such service ! A piece of brass touched by a loving soul has

more power in it than shekels of gold given by cold hearts and cold hands.

II. That whatsoever is done for God must be our best, vers. 3-7. All things

of beauty, preciousness, sweetness, and brightness. We must ever give God our

best. Let us be sure that we give Him the best of ourselves—our life in the

beauty, sweetness, and preciousness of youth, and not the scraps of a wasted

life ; let us give Him the best of our powers in seeking to understand His word

and worship at His feet; let us not always give Him the smallest coin in our

purse ; let us not give Him the worthless scraps of our time, or wealth, or

* Most of the sketches on Chapters XXV.-XXXIII. are specially contributed to this Com.
meatary by Rev. W. L. Walkinson.
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ability, or influence ; but consecrate to Him the rarest, fairest, brightest gifts

of life and fortune.

III. That whatsoever is done for God must be done according to Divine

method, ver. 9. And this command is constantly repeated. Let us beware of
" will-worship." God has great reasons for all His commandments, and we
must not lightly depart from them. We must carry out God's work on the

lines laid down in God's Word.

IV. That whatsoever is thus done for God secures a great reward. " And let

them make Me a sanctuary : that I may dwell among them," ver. 8. The
people gave of their treasures to erect the tabernacle, and then a Glory shone
there full of truth and grace. Whatsoever is done simply and spiritually for

God, brings us nearer to God, brings God nearer to us. Let all bring their

services and sacrifices to God. The princes gave the jewels (chap. xxxv. 27),

but the poor could give the brass ; the rich gave the gold and scarlet, but the

common people could give a ram's or badger's skin. And if all give their best,

God shall bless all alike (2 Cor. viii. 11, 12).

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Vers. 1-10. How befitting the and sweetly captivated to the yoke
wealthy members of Christ's Church of Christ, that constitutes the seat and
among us is disinterested liberality

;
source of all true charity. The walls of

The tabernacle was mainly formed of Jerusalem rose rapidly underNehemiah
the spoils of Egypt : should not our and his faithful coadjutors, for the

worldly gains be hallowed, in greater defence and security of the holy city

or less proportion, to the glory and against Sanballat and his arrogant

honour of God 1 The people of Israel compeers ; and the reason assigned

brought much more than enough for the for the successful prosecution of their

service of the works which the Lord labour is. The people had a mind to the

commanded to be made. Indeed, work (chap. iv. 6). With like-mind-

Moses gave commandment and they edness, like results would follow

:

caused it to be proclaimed throughout whereas,without aprimary consecration
the camp, Let neither man nor woman of ourselves to God, our most laborious

make any more work for the oflfering efforts may prove abortive. " Every
of the sanctuary. So the people were man according as he purposeth in his

restrained from bringing (Exod. xxxvi. heart, so let him give ; not grudgingly

5, 6). Only think of a proclamation or of necessity : for the Lord loveth a
in Christian England to restrain the cheerful giver " (2 Cor. ix. 7). It is

liberality of British Churches in the p'inciple which the great Father and
cause and service of their Lord and Giver of all Good chiefly regards in

Saviour ! What a rebuke to our too the conduct of His creatures (1 Sam.
general parsimony is here ! xvi. 7). Hence it is, that mites may—W. Mudge, be inestimable and millions may be

Surely, divine philanthropy needs contemptible. Look well, then, unto
not the excitement and the gaze of the state of your hearts before God, and
notoriety to give it impulse. When let no attention, however sedulous and
the stony rock of the human heart is constant, to the outward custom and
smitten, and a fountain of living water duties of religion, make you forgetful

therein opened, its overflowings will of your inward frame. And at the
be felt, and the Christian, like Abra- same time, remember, the higher your
ham, will become a blessing in the station in society, the more command-
place of his sojourn. Israel's offering ing your influence and wealth may be,

to the tabernacle was a willing offering : still greater responsibilities rest upon
ftud it is the will spiritualised, subdued, you

—

Ibid,
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(1.) The tabernacle then was a type or

imhlem ofJesus Christ. '^ The Word was
made flesh, and dwelt,—or as the ori-

ginal expresses it, taber^iacled—among
us." Such a manner of representing

the sojourn of the si)irit within its

tenement of clay, is frequent among
the sacred writers. St. Paul calls tlie

body " our earthly house of this taber-

nacle." St. Peter declares *' that he
must soon put it off," or exchange
mortality for life. Even thus, the

Saviour spake of His own flesh, "De-
stroy this temple, and in three days I

will raise it up." His body was the

vail ; and in His incarnation, when He
descended from heaven, and became
"Emmanuel, God with us," Heshrouded
essential Deity in the likeness of our

flesh. And as the Most High dwelt
visibly within the sanctuary, even on
the ark, so did He reside in the human
nature and tabernacle of His dear Son :

for "m Christ dwelt all the fulness of
the Godhead bodily." " We beheld His
glory, the glory, as of the only begotten of
the Father, full of grace and truth."

Dark, indeed, had been the tabernacle

in the wilderness, unless the Shekinah
had shed its radiance through it, and
the glory of the Lord had filled it.

Dark and dreary had been the huma-
nity of Christ, to the eye of those who
looked for salvation through Him,
unless, in the humiliation of that exter-

nal character which exhibited " no
beauty that we should desire Him,"
they could also behold the ineff"able

splendour shed forth by the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the

Prince of Peace. God was in " Christ,

reconciling the world to Himself."

(2.) This consideration leads me to

add, that the tabernacle was a symbol of
every real Christian. God dwelt within

the sanctuary in the wilderness. He
dwells witliin every renewed and
believing hcait. / v-ill set My sanctuary

among them for evermore. My tabernacle

also shall be with them. Ye are the

temples of the living God. In Christ

Jesus ye also are buildrd together for an
habitation of God, through the Spirit. In
the soul of every true follower of the

Saviour does the Father dwell, the

object of his worship, the author of

his blessings, the principles of his spiri-

tual and everlasting life. And, as the

ark held the commandments and kept
them from pollution, so must he in

whom the Father dwells, and in whom
Christ is formed the hope of glory, lay

up the law in his heart, and preserve

it from pollution.

The tabernacle also typified the

Church. It was an emblem of the

heavenly temple. *' I heard," said the

beloved John, when the consummated
felicities of the Redeemer's Church
burst upon him in the visions of Pat-

mos—"I heard a great voice out of

heaven, saying. Behold, the tabernacle

of God is with men, and He will dwell

with them, and they shall be His people,

and God Himself shall be with them,

and be their God." Did He take up
His dwelling in their hearts, as over

the ark, in the ancient sanctuary %

Did His love, His presence, and His

Spirit fill their minds, as the Sheki-

nah filled the holy of holies ? Oh, then,

what will be the splendour of His

appearance, when the cloud shall bo

withdrawn, and His faithful worship-

pers shall see Him as He is 1 Glorious

things are related of the tabernacle,

and glorious things are spoken of tliee,

thou temple of the everlasting

hills.

—

Buddicom,

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Veraa 10-17.

The Law of God.

The ark of the covenant, containing the two tables of the testimony, was

itself a symbol of its contents. It symbolised

—

I. The graciousness of the law. The chest was covered with gold (ver. 11).

Law is ucnciitlly used as the antithesis of grace ; but, really, the law in its inmost
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essence is love. Men speak sometimes of the " beautiful " laws of nature—the

laws of the moral universe are beautiful also. The law is "good"—generous,

just, unchallengeable— the expression of essential purity and kindness.

Moral law has become terrible in our eyes, because we have broken it and
felt its penalty; but as we are forgiven and restored to purity and understand-

ing, the moral law ever becomes more gracious and precious in our sight. The
law was borne in a chest of gold, not of iron, for the law is not a harsh rule of

lite, propounded by despotism, but the rule of action delivered by Eternal

Wisdom and Love to secure the protection and happiness of the whole universe.

There is only what is tender and generous on the first table ! God asks not

from us blood, sweat, and tears, but love. And only the spirit of a noble justice

and a generous love breathes in the second table.

II. The immortality of the law. The ark was made of acacia wood—an
incorruptible wood. The moral law abides for ever. When Christ came it was
not to destroy, but to fulfil this law. His sacred humanity was the golden ark
in which the moral law was republished with living power. All those systems
which seek to abolish or relax the moral law, whether they are found within

the Christian Church or without it, are intensely anti Christian. This law is

the law of the eternal universe. The fashion of the world passeth away, but
the word of the Lord endureth for ever. Heaven and earth may pass away,
but not a jot or tittle of the law shall perish.

III. The supremacy of the law. *' And shalt make upon it a crown of goK
round about" (ver. 11). This law is sovereign. All must bow to it. The
angel that keeps it not is cast from heaven. The kingdom that will not bow
to it is broken. The life that will not obey it is damned. Blessed are all

those who keep it, but woe to all who despise it. Let us remember this in our

outward life of business, pleasure, politics, society ; let us remember it in our

inner life of imagination, thought, and passion.

IV. The holiness of the law. This is set forth by the fact that the staves of

the ark were " not to be taken from it " (ver. 15). So that there was no need
for the ark to be touched. The law of God is glorious in holiness, and is not

to be touched by us. How mixed are the graceful fables of Greece, the mytho-
logies of India, the moral systems of China, the visions of Mahomet ! But
this law is altogether pure and sublime. Nothing must be added to it—nothing

must go into the ark besides it ; nothing must be taken from it. It stands alone,

the sublime manifestation of the mind and character and purpose of God.

1. Let the priests sustain the law. It was the duty of the priests to carry

the ark, and it is the duty of the priests still to sustain, to hold up, to magnify
the law. 2. Let the people follow the law. The ark directed the steps of Israel.

Where the law does not lead us, let us not go : where it directs the way we
shall be right and safe and happy.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THB VERSES.

Vers. 10-17. 1. With reference to the He cometh into the world, He saithi

arkyVfQ believe that, in its materials, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldestnot*

construction, and use, it might point but a body hast thou prepared Me : in

to our Lord Jesus Christ as the true ark burnt- offerings and sacrifices for sins

of the everlasting covenant; uniting in Thou hast had no pleasure. Then said

Himself the divine and human natures, I, Lo, I come (in the volume of the

and exhibiting in His life a most perfect book it is written of Me [namely, in

conformity to all requirements of God's Ps. xl. G-8], I delight to do Thy will,

just and holy law. " Wherefore when God: yea, Thy law is witliin my
443
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heart" (Heb. x. 5-7). Jesus Christ, finite; a power that is almighty ; a love
then, is the grand depository of the that is inestimable, and a mercy that
Father's will. The costliest and most is boundless and endless as eternity,
exquisite productions of human art, combined to prepare a body for the
although shittim-wood and gold alone '6i)i\ of God (Luke i. 35). No worm
may enter into their composition, af- might corrode His flesh ; no stain might
ford but imperfect resemblances of the soil His spirit. All was incorruptible

person and work of our glorious Im- and pure in the world's Eedeemer.
manueL An understanding that is in- —W. Mudge,

MAIN aOMILETICS OF THE PA RAGBAPH.^Verses 17-2Z.

The Mercy-Seat.

The Lord Jesus Christ is the true mercy-seat ; the piece of temple furniture

in the text is the shadow of which Christ is the substance.

L In Christ the mercifulness of the Divine nature is fully declared. The
Old Testament is ever celebrating the mercy of God. Some contend that the

God of the Old Testament is an inexorable and cruel deity, but the inmost idea

of the whole dispensation is that of the Divine mercifulness (Exod. xx. 6).

This glorious idea runs through the whole of their worship ; the whole cere-

monial culminates on the golden mercy-seat. And this idea also runs through
the whole of their literature. But in Christ we have the clear, full declaration

of the mercifulness of God. Thus Zacharias ;
'' Blessed be the Lord God of

Israel; for He hath visited and redeemed His people, to perform the mercy
promised to our fathers" (Luke i. 68-72). The mercifulness of God is hinted

in nature ; it is more clearly made known in Mosaism ; it is finally and fully

declared in Jesus. Mercy for the worst (Luke xix. 1 0) ; mercy for all ; mercy
through all generations. The Cross of Christ is the true rainbow in the black

cloud which hangs over the destinies of the world.

II. In Christ the mercifulness of the Divine nature is manifestly reconciled

with the claims of truth and righteousness (vers. 18-20). The cherubims over

the mercy seat symbolise the fact, that the extension of mercy to mankind is

justified in the eyes of the heavenly universe. When man fell, the cherubims were
the witnesses of his guilt and of his exclusion from paradise (Gen. iii. 24), and
now they are the consenting witnesses to his forgiveness and restoration. Some
speak as if it were a very easy thing for God to show mercy to a world of sinners,

but Revelation throughout reminds us that it was not such an easy thing as

sentiment suggests. Tiie claims of truth and righteousness were to be sustained.

These conflicting claims are reconciled in Clirist. God shows mercy in the Cross

without sacrificing truth (ver. 21). The law is the basis. Although God pardons

sinners, the truth is honoured. God shows mercy in the Cross without sacri-

ficing righteousness. The golden mercy-seat, sprinkled with blood, tells how
the holiness of God was vindicated by the death of Christ (Rom. iii. 19-27).

The universe of glory looks down with wondering, consenting eyes upon the

resumption of the world in Jesus Christ (1 Peter i. 12).

III. In Christ alone will the Divine mercifulness be extended to guilty men
(ver. 22). Tliere would God meet with Israel, and there alone. God will only

save and bless men through Christ crucified. There is no other name given by
which men can be saved. 1. We all need mercy. Where is the man who can
stand before God on the grounds of justice % 2. We may all find mercy. There
is no exception. The mercy of Christ is infinite, universal, everlasting. 3. Let
us so seek this mercy that we may find it. Come to the mercy-seat with peni-

tence, renouncing all sin ; come with a bold faith.
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BU60ESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Vers. 17-23. Then, again, we have to reading, as it were, in blazing letters,

remark as to the meaning of the word the condemnation ofMy beloved people.
*' mercy-seat

;

" it literally signifies This is just what God has con<lescended

"covering." The mercy-seat was a com- to say in another place, "Their sins

plete covering; it came between the law and their iniquities will I remember
and God. The law condemned the no mare" or, as we have it again in the

people who had broken that law ; when 103d Psalm, "As far as the east is

God commanded the mercy-seat to be from the west, so far hath He removed
placed over it, it was as if He had said, our transgressions from us."

Cover it, I will not look upon it ; it would —fF, H. Krause^ M,A,
be impossible to look upon it without

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH— Verses 23-80.

The Table of Shew Bread.

This table, with its burden and furniture, must be regarded in a two-fold

sense. It teaches

—

I. That all life springs from God. These loaves on the golden table certainly

signify the fact that out of the love of God comes the sustenance of man. 1.

God is the supporter of our natural life. The golden table reminds us of the

golden harvest which God gives for the preservation of the world. As the

loaves were continually renewed, so from year to year does God give us rain and
fruitful seasons, filling the heart of man with food and gladness. But, 2. God
is the giver of spiritual nourishment to the world of souls. Man lives not by
bread alone, but by every word which proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
This is the heavenly bread which is given in Jesus Christ. (1.) The shew
bread was made of the finest of the flour, and in Christ we have the pure

spiritual truth for which the soul longs (Isa. Iv. 2). (2.) The nHii;])er of the

loaves, twelve, indicate the fulness of the provision that there is in Christ for

the soul. It satisfies the intellect, the afi"ections, the conscience. He "satis-

fieth the longing soul, and filleth the hungry soul with goodness " (Ps. cvii. 9).

(3.) The continued renewal of the bread signifies the everlasting power and
grace of Christ. It always satisfies—it satisfies for ever (John vi. 35 ; John
vi. 51). In Christ we have not a hollow shape of old history, not a phantom
shape of the imagination, but food for the heart and life—a living, loving, per-

sonal, strengthening Saviour. " Whoso eats His flesh and drinks His blood hath
eternal life."

II. That all life must be consecrated to God. These loaves were to lie before

the face of Jehovah as a meat-ollering presented by the children of Israel (Lev.

xxiv. 8). The frankincense sprinkled u})on the bread, or consumed over it, indi-

cated that it was ofi'ered up to God, and thus all life must be consecrated to God.
It comes from Him, and it must be yielded up to Him. Fully given to Him

—

constantly given up. To Him must ever go up the ofl'ering of our love, the

incense of our worship, the sacrifices of our obedience. The table of pure gold
on which the loave? stood may well suggest the pure heart, without which all

our gifts and services are rejected. The cans, cups, dishes, &c, of the table, all

of pure gold, remind us that we must keep our members as instruments of

righteousness unto God, and that all our gifts and possessions, all the associa-

tions and details of life, must be holy and undefiled.
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SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Vers. 23-30. 1. Fine flour was to form between Go<l and His Cliurch, that the

the ingredient of the bread, and even very thing His people want is the very

this was to pass through a fiery ordeal in thing in which He Himself takes de
its preparation : thus the very purest light. So that when the believing soul

bread must furnish the table of the holy feeds upon Jesus, the bread of life, this,

place. See we not here the impressive like sweet incense, comes up with ac-

import of the words, My Father giveth ceptance before the Lord,

you the true bread from heaven 1 The Observe the two ideas suggested by
bread of God is He which cometh down this continual placing of bread before

from heaven, and giveth life unto the the Lord. First, it was the very lood
world (John vi. 32, 33). Inconceivably which God provided for His people

;

fine and free from all impurity is this it was abundantly good food for them,
bread. Still, it pleased the Lord to and it was always the same. Just as

bruise Him (Isa. liii. 10). The Son of it is said of the manna, " The children

God passes through most appalling trial of Israel did eat manna forty years "

—

in order to the demonstration of His all the time of their wilderness history,

glorious perfection (Heb. ii. 10) ; and, A spiritual appetite will always like

blessedly to observe, every succeeding the same food, even the Lord Jesus

humiliation and sorrow, though deep- Christ.

ening in agony and increasing in inten- But there is a second idea suggested

sity at every ste[), endured by Jesus by the continual })lacing of this bread

Christ, does but leave Him more trium- before the Lord. You mark there was
phant in righteousness and glorious in provision made for all the tribes. Not
holiness.

—

}F. Mudge. one of the Lord's people shall want the

We observe another direction which spiritual food that is best for them.

God gave with regard to the table of God is bound, by everlasting covenant

shew bread. God said to Moses, " Thou engagements, to nourish and to feed

shalt put pure frankincense upon each all His people. Not one of them shall

row, that it may be on the bread"—not ever complain that good food has not

mixed up with it, but " on the bread, been provided for him. According to

for a memorial." The "pure frankin- the greatness of our wants, the Lord
cense " was to be placed on the ''pure will abundantly satisfy our necessities,

table." The sweetness of that provision This is a truth which the Lord's people

which God has made for His people is are very slow to receive. We look at

here set before us. We want this idea others, and we say. Oh, if I had the faith,

to be fastened on our minds, dear the love, the diligence of such or such

brethren, that Jehovah is as much de- an individual in the family^ of God,

lighted with that which is the food and all would be well. Depend upon it,

nourishment of His people, as they brethren, the Lord knows how to

themselves can be, when they find their satisfy all His people with the food that

wants satisfied to the very utmost, is best for them.

—

W. Krause.

There is such communion, such oneness

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 31-40.

The Candlestick.

Christ is the ** light of the world," and His Church is the lamp-holder, the

light-bearer. What does the candlestick teach in respect to the Christian

Church %

I. The necessity of purity, if the Church is to diffuse the knowledge of

Christ. 1. " The candlestick must be of jmre gold" ver. 31. Again, ver. 36,
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an impure Church cannot keep the light, and diffuse the light (Rev. ii. 5).

Here the Ephesian Church is warned that if they do not repent and amend, the

light that is in them shall become darkness. An impure ministry cannot shed

this light long. And, personally^ if we are to be evangelists we must be pure.

2. The Church must be really pure. " Of beaten work shall the candlestick be

made," ver. 31. It was to be solid, not hollow. The goodness of the Church,

the minister, &c., must not be formal and ceremonial, but real and heart-felt.

3. And the lowest workers and instruments for Christ must be holy. Tong&
and snuff dishes must be of pure gold. We are taught

—

II. The grand mission of the Church of Christ. It is a candlestick—its great

mission is to diffuse light. We see sometimes all pains taken with the candle-

stick—in its ornamentation, &c.,—and it is forgotten that the end of a candle-

stick is to give light. A church is grand architecturally, but what of that if it

is not a light-giving centre 1 A ministry is eloquent, but what of that if it does

not shed the clearer light which leads us to the Lamb ] ver. 37. We are re-

minded

—

III. That the Church must declare the whole counsel of God as made known
in Jesus Christ. The candlestick was seven-branched, ver. 32. There is com-

pleteness and fulness of light in Christ, and the Church must seek to set forth

fully the manifold light of the Gospel. On matters of belief and matters of

duty, our relations to God and man, body and soul, this world and the next.

Let nothing deter us from making known the whole counsel of God.

We are reminded

—

IV. Of the beautiful fruits which will spring forth under the shining of

Christian truth, vers. 33-35. Flowers and pomegranates. Beautiful flowers

and sweet Iruits are the creations of the light. Thus, if the Church is faithful,

the wilderness around her shall bloom. We are reminded

—

V. Of the constant vigilance which the Church must exercise to keep the

truth undimmed. In verse 38 we read of tongs and snuff-dishes. Let us

watch, and carefully remove whatever would dim the shining of the light of

Christk Discipline in the Church ; discipline in ourselves.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

Vers. 31-40. The candlestick of pure Moreover, it is not a partial state-

gold comes next in order, for God's ment even of Divine truth that will

priests need light as well as food ; and suffice for the edification of the Church
they have both the one and the other or of the nation. Not one or more of

in Christ. In this candlestick there is the seven lamps of the seven-branched

no mention of anything but pure gold. candlestick must burn apart from
" All of it shall be one beaten work of others : all must burn together, and
pure gold." *' The seven lamps " which send their commingled blaze in com-
"gave light over against the candle- bined and united radiancy around her
Btick," express the perfection of the holy place. A mutilated Bible, or a

light and energy of the Spirit, founded book of garbled extracts in the place

upon and connected with the perfect of the Bible, ought to be the wonder
efficacy of the work of Christ. The and the grief of Christendom.

—

W.
work of the Holy Ghost can never be Mudgt*
sepaiated from the work of Christ.

—(7. R. M.
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XX7.

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Typology! Vers. 1-40. If you hold up
your hand between the candle and the wall,

what do you see ? That shadow of your hand
is not, however, of the same size and colour.

It is only an outline. Holding up some
beautiful object which we have never seen

before, its shadow would give but a feeble im-

pression of itself. So Heb. x. 1 says, that the

Law had a shadow of good things to come.

Those good things have come ; and

** Man has gazed on heavenly secrets,

Sunned himself in heavenly glow
;

Seen the glory, heard the music,

—

We are wiser than we know."
—MacJcay,

Cheerful-Giving! Ver. 1. 1. A missionary

association having been formed at Huahine,
in the South Seas, the native Christians were
reminded that they must give " willingly with

their hearts " One, however, broua^ht a pig

to the treasurer, Huatia, and throwing the

animal down at his feet, said in angry tone,
** Here is an offering for your society." Hua-
tia calmly explained to the giver that such

offerings were for God, not for any Society,

and that *' God loveth a cheerful giver." He
then, to the chagrin of the native, added,

"Take it back again, for God does not ac-

cept angry gifts." 2. In I'ahiti, on a similar

occasion, a person brought a quantity of cocoa-

nut oil to King Pomare, exclaiming in a very

bad spirit, *' Here are five bamboos of oil

;

take them for your Missionary Society." The
churlish giver was greatly surprised when
Pomare pushed aside his offering with the

rebuke, "1 cannot mix your angry bamboos
with God's oil, so take them away." As
Beecher says. There are some who give as a
perennial fountain does, freely and without

force, while there are others who resemble a

well which requires much pumping.

•* See the rivers flowing

Downward to the sea.

Pouring all their treasures

Bountiful and free." —Procter.

Church-Contributions! Vers. 2-8. A mis-

sionary rode one day into a ruined village

seeking subscriptions to build a church in the

neighbourhood. He called upon a Negro Chris-

tian, whom he found living with his wife and
family and beneath the fallen roof of his hut,

which the earthquake had recently shaken and
shattered. On ascertaining the missionary's

object the negro went back to the hut, and
from amongst the confusion of overturned
furniture brought ten dollars. Struck by this

liberal gift, the servant of God remonstrated
with the donor, but he promptly replied, " Sir.
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we must build up God's house before our own,
and get into it, and then our prayers will bring

down such a blessing as will soon set all right

again."

** Give, give, be always giving !

Who gives not is not living.

The more you give.

The more you live." —Anon.

Free-Will Offerings I Ver. 3. 1. An Alpine
missionary relates an interesting circum-
stance of the Christians at Vanvert, in regard
to the scheme for erecting a sanctuary there,

"Some," he says, 'Vgave money in franca, some
devoted portions of their wearing apparel,

some, and these not a few, sacrificed their

earrings and necklaces, some could give

nothing but a cheese, or a sheep, they were
so poor." 2. This has its parallel in Southern
Africa, where, on one occasion, to build a

church, the natives contributed oxen, cows,

sheep, goats ; also horns, skins, ostrich

feathers, eggs, &,c. Of them, St. Paul might
say, ** Their deep poverty abounded unto the

riches of their liberality ; for to their power,

yea, and beyond their power, they were willitig

of themselves, praying us with much entreaty

that we would receive their gift" (1 Cor. viii.

3). Then

**Give! as the morning that flows out of

heaven
;

Give I as the waves when their channel ii

riven
;

Give I as the free air and sunshine are

given
;

Lavishly, utterly, joyfully give."

Israels' -Gifts ! Vers. 4-7. 1. Bush re-

marks that the hair of the Eastern goats, par-

ticularly that of the Angola species, is of the

most delicate and silky softness, and wrought
into the kind of cloth known by the name of

camlets. 2. Thomson relates that the vast

flocks which annually come from Armenia and
Northern Syria are nearly all males, and that

the leather, therefore, is literally rams' skins
dyed red. 3. Macmillan says that the spices

here were to perfume the oil. It was com-
posed of two parts of myrrh, two parts of

cassia, one part cinnamon, and one part sweet
calamus, with a sufficient quantity of the

purest olive oil to give it the proper consistency.

4. Spices were also used in making the in-

cense; and, according to rabbinical tradition,

a priest or Levite, one of the fifteen prefects

of the temple, was retained, whose special

duty it was to prepare this precious compound.
So precious and holy was this *• sweet incense"

nousidered, that it was forbidden to make •
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similar perfume for private use on pain of

death.

*' Man is the world's high priest ; he doth
present

The sacrifice for all ; while they below

Unto the service mutter an assent,

Such as springs use at fall, and winds that

blow." —Herbert.

Ark-Speech! Vers. 10-17. God gives pre-

eminence to the ark ; as the heart and core of

all religion. 1. It tells us in language clear

and emphatic that Christ should fill up the

foreground of each thought and word of ours,

that no reserve, no unworthy veil should ob-

scure the brightness of His smile, and that no
man should hide Him in the rear. 2. It also

tells us that underneath the seeming barren-

ness of the Mosaic tabernacle details lie hidden
m;iny precious truths—hidden for man to

search for—hidden, that when sought and
iound, man may taste the sweetness of dis-

ccyery and possession. We, therefore, should
not forget that

•* The roots of fairest bloom lie sometime
hidden

The deepest underneath the soil ; that stones

Of purest ciystal are from gloomiest

mines." —Bickersteth.

Shittim-WoodI Ver. 10. Dr. Shaw says

that the acacia, being by far the largest and
most common tree of these deserts, there is

good reason to conjecture that the shittim-

wood, of which the several utensils of the

tabernacle were made, was that of the acacia.

The tree abounds with flowers of a globular

shape, and of an excellent smell ; which is

another proof of its being the Scripture shitta

tree. The name is derived from the Hebrew
verb shata, because the sharpness of its spines

made animals decline or turn aside. This
plant is so hard and solid as to become almost
incorruptible. In the prophecies of Isaiah, it

is joined with the myrtle and other sweet

smelling plants.

" The cedar waved its arms of peaceful shade.

The vine embraced the elm, and myrtles
flower'd

Among the fragrant orange groves."

Ark-Symbolism ! Ver. 10. St. John tells us

that with enraptured eye, he beheld the Temple
of God opened in heaven, and saw therein the

ark of God's testament (xi. 19). The veil had
been rent at Christ's death ; therefore its

snowy surface, with richly inwrought cherubic
figures of scarlet and gold, no longer concealed
the holiest of all from view. The covenant-

ark is visible. John gazes on this familiar

symbol so often and so long associated with
the fortunes and the history of the Hebrew
people, the palladium of their liberties, the
rallying-point in every hour of disaster. It

had now, however, a deeper significance as the

type of the great Propitiatory—the true ark
of testimony. In the glories of His Divine
Person, says Macduff, and in the fulness of

2li

His mediatorial work, Jesus is set in the

heavenly temple, the pledge and guarantee of

eternal safety and peace to the Cliurch par-
chased with His blood. I thank thee

" For countless mercies from Thy hand, my
God,

Which never cease;

For each sprinkling of that cleansing blood
Which speakeLh peace."

—E. 0. a B.

Ark of Testimony! Ver. 11. It is God's
will that His Son should be set forth without
a cloud, in full-orbed splendour. Hence, He
first shows that which shows Him most clearly.

1. It was for the ark that the Hoiy Tent was
reared—that the holiest place was set apart.

As the richest jewel in the sacred casket, as

the topstone of the hallowed pile, is the

Covenant-Ark given precedence. 2. It ex-

hibits Christ in its substance of wood and
gold—as the ark of redemption—as very man,
and spotless man, conjoined with perfect

Deity. 3. It testifies to the kingship of

Christ in the crown that surrounds its sum-
mit ; for He hath on His vesture and on His
thigh a name written, "King of kings and
Lord of lords" (Rev. xix. 16). 4. It speaks
of Christ abiding as the inmate of the faithful

heart, but passing on if not heeded ; for X)iA

staves might not be taken out.

"Jesus, Master ! I am Thine
;

Keep me faithful, keep me near;
Let Thy presence in me shine.

All my homeward way to cheer.

Jesus ! at Thy feet I fall—
Oh, be Thou my all in all."

Mercy-Seat! Vers. 17-23. 1. A lid is

placed above the Ark for the purpose of

hiding the Law from every eye. The re-

quirements of the Law are very long and
wide, their breadth embracing the whole of

each man's life. But Clirist covers the vast

dimensions of the requiring and condemning
code; for an exact covering conceals all

claims. 2. A lid of solid gold is made, be-

cause mercy has no birthplace but in heaven.

And what is mercy but Christ in His finished

work ? He is, says LaW, the mirror of God's

loving heart—the pinnacle of tender grace.

He is the mountain towering above moun-
tains, in which every grain is God's goodness,

"While reason, like a Levite, waits

Where priest and people meet.

Faith, by a * new and living way,'

Hath gained the Mercy-Seat."

Mercy-Model ! Ver. 1 7. Our Lord said,

"Be ye merciful, as your Father also in

heaven is merciful." 1. Sterne says some-
what strongly that while we may imitate the

Deity in all His attributes, mercy is the only

one in which we can pretend to equal Him.
We cannot, indeed, give like God ; but surely

we may forgive like Him. 2. Richter says,

Wlien thou showest mercy, the man who has
pierced thy heart stands to thee in the relft*
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tion of the sea-worm that perforates the shell

of the oyster, which straightway closes the

wound with a shining, precious pearl.

*' The quality of mercy is not strained
;

It droppeth as the gentle ruin from heaven
Upon the place beneath : it is twice bless'd

;

It blesseth him that gives, and him that

takes."

—

Shakespeare.

Cherubimsl Ver. 18. The form of the
cherubim used in the tabernacle is uncertain.

From the otiier descriptions of tliese symbolic
figures in Scripture, we perceive that while

the same type was adhered to, the details of

the form varied. 1. Fairbairn considers them
to have symbolised the fulness of life, i.e.,

life most nearly and essentially connected
with God-life, as it is or shall be held by those

who dwell in His immediate presence—pre-

eminently, therefore, spiritual and holy life.

2. Brown is of opinion that these cherubim
represent the redeemed themselves, preoccu-

pied in the holy and delightful exercise of

meditation upon the mysteries of grace—the

same beings as were inwrought upon the

Cherubic Veil. 3. Law says that, being of

the same material as the Mercy-Seat, and in-

deed of one piece, they teach that the heirs of

life have no dependence but on Christ ; that

they are one with Him, partakers of the

Divine nature ; and that their expanded wings
indicate the devoted and ever-ready zeal of

believers to serve God. 4. A reference to

these has been found in Cant. vi. 12: "The
chariots of My willing people." During the

Gospel and Millennial, and even in the Eternal,

ages, Christ will be borne abroad

—

** Himself the Bridegroom on the right of

power,

Where in the heaven of heavens He sate

embosom'd,
All in His Glorious Majesty, and deign'd

Ascend the chariot of Omnipotence,
Borne onward by cherubic shapes.**

Mercy-Mirror! Ver. 21. Trapp quaintly

says that in the heaven-bow there are many
wonders. Amongst these are its beautiful

shape and various colours. It also has two
contrary significations ; fair weather and foul.

It is a monument of God's justice in drowning,
and of God's mercy in delivering the world.

The Jews have an odd conceit, that the name
Jehovah is written on it. Whenever, there-

fore, they behold its lovely arch they hide

their eyes, confess their sins, and adore the

Divine Mercy. But the rainbow is not visible

after nightfall. Mercy is like it ; we must
never look for it when night has gathered.

It shines not in the other world. If we refuse

mercy here, says Le Bas, we shall not find it

spanning the dark vault of death and hell.

Mercy's bow is only visible now, Justice

—

** Doth bend itself into a hollow shroud,

On which, when Merot doth but cast her
face,

A thousand colours do the Bow enchase."

—FUtcker,
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Throne of Grace I Ver. 22. Ballow says
that between the himible and contrite he.irt

and the .Majesty of hcavcu there are no barriers.

The only password is Prayer. 1. It is, how-
ever, a blood-besprinkled mercy-seat before

which the soul prostrates itself in supplica-

tion. There God is present to hear, answer,
and bless. There lie will open all His heart,

and deal, as friend with friend, in all the free-

ness of familiar love. 2. The Mosaic throne
of grace has disappeared. But Christ ever

lives. In Him the Throne of Grace cannot be
moved. Essential blessings have eternal life

;

and he who passes often to it through the

parted veil, will return laden with blessings

—

rich in grace—refreshed with heavenly con-
verse and meet for a heavenly home,

" How dreary and how lonely

This changeful life would be,

Without the sweet communion,
The secret rest with Thee 1"

Table of Shewbread I Ver. 23. 1. A carved

representation of this is visible on the famous
Arch of Titus. In height it was to be co-

equal with the ark, whilst the measure of its

length and breadth were to be less. The
substance also was identical ; the inner frame
being incorruptible acacia wood, the outer

case shining in the chaste splendour of pure

gold. 2. The rings mentioned in verse 22

were not found in the table which was after-

wards made for the Temple, nor indeed in any

of the sacred furniture where they had pre-

viously been, except in the Ark of the Cove-

nant. These rings were for the insertion of

the staves to carry it from place to place

during the wilderness wanderings. 3.. Many
see in this table a type of the Divine-human
nature of Christ. He is the one full table

which is ever full. And as the thought and
plan of the shewl)read table were wholly from
above, and of no human pattern or design,

BO Christ is the offspring of full grace, and
comes forth from God.

" I would rejoice for all that Thou hast given

in Christ tc Me,

—

For grace, and peace, and gladdening hope
of heaven.

Not bought, but Free/'

Shewbread ! Ver. 30. 1. Literally it

means "bread of faces," or "bread of pre-

sence," from being always set before the face

and presence of God. This bread was com-

posed of twelve unleavened loaves, which were

sprinkled over with frankincense, and, it is

stated in the Alexandria version, with salt

likewise. Jahn says that they were placed

in two piles, one above another, and were

chantred every Sunday by the priests. 2. Law
says that faith knows this emblem well, having

often sat at the feet of Jesus with rapture,

and heard Him say, ** I am the Bread of Life."

The numbered bread is a clear picture of the

numbered Church, whose members sit together

with Christ in heavenly places, on whom rests

the constant fragrance of His infinite merito.
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The ministers of Christ every Snndny place

Christ before their flocks,—ever the same, yet

ever new. 3. Gray sees in this presence -bread

the tribute of Christian hearts ; the outflow of

our gratitude. As flowers carry dewdrops,

trcmbbng on the edges of the petals, and
ready to fall at the first waft of wind, or brush

of bird, so the heart sliould carry its beaded
wcrds of tlianksgivino', and at the first breath

of heavenly flavour let down the shower, per-

fumed with the heart's gratituile.

** Angels, help us to adore llim,

To behold Him face to face
;

Sun and moon bow down before Him,
Dwellers all in time and space,

Praise Him ! Praise Him !

Praise with us the God of Grace.'*—Lyte,

Candlestick! Ver. 31. 1. Macduff says

that this unquestionably denotes the Church
of Christ, just as do the golden candlesticks

in Rev. i. There, we are taken back to the

sacred furniture—to the one candlestick with

its branches or lamps. We are also reminded
of the similar beautiful and suggestive vision

of the prophet Zechariah, when he saw the

candlestick all of gold, with its seven lamps,

fed from the upper reservoir of holy olive oil,

in chap. iv. 2. The priest attending to its

lamps symbolises Jesus, the great High Priest.

In Rev. i. He is represented as moving in

their midst, their common bond of union. It

is no longer one planet, but a system, of which
He is the glorious sun and centre. The light

of the world is Christ. No candlestick, no
Church shines of itself; from Him its light

emanates.

*' Come nearer. Sun of Righteousness ! that we.

Whose swift short hours of day so swiftly

run,

So overflowed with love and light, may be
So lost in glory of the nearing Sun,

That not our light, but Thine, the world may
see,

New praise to Thee through our poor liyes

be won."

—

Uavergal.

Candlestick-Branches! Ver. 32. (1.) El-

liot says that the seven branches were remov-
able from the central chandelier

;
perhaps to

typify how, under the Gospel Dispensation, the

Church would lose the form of visible unity

that it had possessed under the Jewish, and be
scattered in its difFerent branches over the

world. (2.) Law, on the other hand, says

that Christ is the seven-lamped candlestick.

and that the holy place wherein it shone,

symbolises that heavenly home in which Christ

is the full light. "The Lamb is the light

thereof" (I'ev. xxi. 23). The branches shine
as clustered trees of fruit and flowers, to indi-

cate the exquisite loveliness and surpassing
fruitfulness of Christ. (3.) Trench sa.vs that

the Jewish tabernacle lamp was symbolic of

the Church of God in its relation to the king-
dom and economy of Israel. That ancient

Church forage.s stood alone in the earth as the
Divine ** lightgiver." But no sooner did the

Jewish Dispensation cease, than the tal)ernacle

lamp-branches were separated into lamps, to

signify the essential unity, though external
diversity of the Church.

** And 80 the Church of Jesus Christ,

The blessed Banyan of our God,
Past rooted upon Zion's mount.
Has sent its sheltering arms abroad;

And every branch that from it springs.

In sacred beauty spreading wide
As low it bends to bless the earth,

Still plants another by its side."—Anon,

Candlestick -Beam! Yer. 37. (1.) The
sevenfold branches support sevenfold lamps.
Each summit is a coronet of fire. Little

would be the profit of the costly frame unless

light sparkled from it. But its special pur-

pose is to burn—to lighten the darkness that

otherwise would shroud the holy place of the

Church. And the mystic number, as well as

the constant blaze, speak to the Church that

her ** light should ever shine a perfect light."

(2.) Tlie ancient insignia of the Waldensian
Church was a candlestick, with a light shedding
its rays across the surrounding darkness, and
encircled with seven stars and the motto,
'* Lux lucet in tenebris. As the light of Christ

shines in the darkness of the Church, so the

Church thus enlightened shines in the dark-
ness of the world. ** Ye are the light of the

world." (3.) Every believer shines in a world
lying in darkness; therefore he should guard
and tend his liglit, not only to lead himself,

but all whom he can influence from the outer

darkness of the world to the marvellous light

of heaven. ** If the light in thee be darkness,

how great is that darkness I'* It is a total

eclipse within and without—a blackness of

darkness for ever.

*' He that hides a dark soul, and foul thoughts,

Benighted walks under the mid-day sun;
Himself is his own dungeon."

—

MUion,

CHAPTER XXVL

Critical Notes.—1. Of cunning work] = Madsey chosheb represents workmanship of a more
skilful and costly kind, such as was used in tlie inworking of the figures of the cherubim upon the
inner covering of the roof of the tabernacle, the vail before the Holy of Holies, and upon
tne ephod and the breast-plate of the High priest. Another peculiarity of thm covering
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of this cunning work was, tliat its texture exhibited figures on hotk sides, while the needle-work^
m^sey rokcm—was without figures of the cherubim, and exhibited the pattern only on one si(ie.

The workmanship of the former, maasey chosJieh — cunning work ^ being employed for decora*
tions of the interior of the tabernacle only, may be taken as symbolising the presence of God
in the tabernacle.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,^Verses 1-15.

The Curtains of the Tabernacle.

In its highest meaning the Tabernacle is the symbol of Christ, in whom God
is revealed to His people. What practical truths, then, do these curtains

suggest 1

I. That the glory of God is hidden to all who stand outside Jesus Christ.

These elaborate curtains were to veil the sacred furniture and services of the

sanctuary from the vulgar or profane eye. Only such as entered the Tabernacle
saw the glory; those who remained outside knew it not. God is only known
in Christ. The people of Israel were face to face with nature ; as they gazed on
the pillar of fire and cloud, tliey were face to face with Providence ; but it was
only as they penetrated the Tabernacle that they felt themselves in the peculiar

presence of God. The lights of the candlestick, the table of shewbread, the

ark speaking of reconciling truth, the mercy-seat and the glory which lighted it,

declaring the love and friendship of God,—all these were hidden from the

careless and unbelieving outside the Tabernacle. The truth for us is, that the

knowle(li;e of God, the righteousness of God, the love of God, the beauty of

God, are hidden from all who stand outside Christ. The bright stars are clouds

which God has spread on His throne ; the heavens He has spread out as a

curtain ; the course of history is full of mysteries, that is to say, God hides

Himself in darkness ; the nature of man is a darkened glass, through which
filter per[)lexing gleams of the great Creator. " The world by wisdom knew
not God." In the ancient world man felt that God had hidden Himself in

nature and the world's government, and in the modern world all who reject

Christ find the curtains between man and God, heaven and earth, denser than

the ancients found them to be. There were many curtains ; the curtains were
closely linked to each other ; they were fastened to the pillars by nails ; there

was curtain behind curtain. There was no possibility of any of the interior

glories being witnessed by any outside the tent. Man cannot surprise God and
penetrate His secrets.

II. That in Christ the glory of God is most brightly revealed. The inner-

most curtains w^ere very beautiful. " Of fine twined linen, and blue, and purple,

and scarlet," and the cherubim worked in with golden thread. These curtains

were hooked with golden hooks. Then came the second curtains, of goats'

hair, hooked with brass. Then tlie outermost curtains, of rams' skins and
badgers' skins. 1. There is such a thing as regarding Christ from the outside

;

and then, as the Jews, we see no beauty in Him. 2. There is such a thing as

knowing Christ as a great Teacher, a great Example ;
'* the goats' hair curtains

hooked with brass." 3. But it is only when we believe in Christ as the Son of

God, and rest in Him as such, that we behold the fulness of His glory. " The
colours are the symbols of the difierent names of God ; blue signifies the special

revelation of God, being the colour of heaven and ether ; red denotes the highest

dignity, majesty, and royal power ; crimson is that which fire and blood have in

common, and symbolises, therefore, life in its full extent."

—

Kalisch. In Christ,

the love, the life, the beauty, the majesty of God are most brightly expressed.

The Tabernacle was a very different place seen from the outside, with its badgers*

skins, and seen within, where the richly-coioured curtains shone with rlieir
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golden broideries ; and it is only when we are " in " Christ that we behold the

glory of the only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth. Let us pene-

trate to the heart of the Gos^xd ; let us go beyond the curtains of goats' hair,

and of rams' skins, and ba<lgers' skins— the letter and circumstance of

Christianity—to gaze with open face on the glory of the spiritual and redeem-

ing Jesus.

III. That in Christ is everlasting security and blessedness. These are

sheltering curtains

—

safety within the tent of the King. " One thing have I

desired of the Lord, that will I seek after : that I may dwell in the house of

the Lord all the days of my life ; to behold the beauty of the Lord, and to

inquire in His temple. For in the time of trouble He shall hide me in His
})avilion : in the secret of His Tabernacle shall He hide me." And everlasting

blessedness : " And I heard a great voice out of heaven, saying," &c. (Kev. xxi.

3, 4). Here we are secure beyond all the tempests of life or death.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

The curtains on which we have been earth, how few really knew Him !

dwelling were covered with other '' cur- How few had eyes anointed with

tains of goats' hair," vers. 7-14. Their heavenly eye-salve to penetrate and
beauty was hidden from those without appreciate the deep mystery of His
by that which bespoke roughness and character ! How few saw " the blue,

severity. This latter did not meet the purple, the scarlet, and fine twined
the view of those within. To all who linen ! " It was only when faith

were privileged to enter the hallowed brought man into His presence that

enclosure nothing was visible save " the He ever allowed the brightness of what
blue, the purple, the scarlet, and fine He was to shine forth—ever allowed

twined linen," the varied yet combined the glory to break through the cloud,

exhibition of the virtues and excel- To nature's eye there would seem to

lencies of that divine Tabernacle in have been a reserve and a severity

which God dw^elt within the vail

—

about Him which were aptly prefigured

that is, of Christ, through whose flesh, by the *' covering of goats' hair.'' All

the antitype of all these, the beams of this was the result of His profound
the divine nature shone so delicately, separation and estrangement, not

that the sinner could behold without from sinners personally, but from the

being overwhelmed by their dazzling thoughts and maxims of men.
brightness. — 6'. H, M,
As the Lord Jesus passed along this

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 15-30.

The Boards and Bars of the Tabernacle.

Christ is the true Tabernacle, the ground of the world's reconciliation, and
refuge, and hope. What living truths are suggested to us by this passage
concerning the Saviour and His great salvation ?

I. That invincible strength underlies the apparent weakness of the Gospel
When we regard the vails and curtains of the Tabernacle, we might think it a
frail structure to be swept away by the winds ; but under these draperies are
solid boards fixed in solid sockets, and strong bars, giving to the whole frame-
work of the building the greatest consistency and compactness. In the days of
His flesh how weak Christ appeared, and yet what power dwelt in His word
fuid spirit! "He was crucified through weakness, yet He liveth by the power
ol God." How contemptible the Gospel in the eyes of worldly wisdom, and
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yet how powerful and invincible ! How feeble the Church of Christ often

appears, and yet the mightiest storms of persecution have failed to sweep it

away ! We learn

—

II That the Gospel, despite all its natural and human aspects, has a Divine
character and basis. " Tiie tenons were not fixed directly in the ground;" for

the habitation of God should have no connection with earth ; but they are
fitted into sockets ; and these are inserted in the ground, so that one socket
always corresponded with one tenon."

—

Kalisch. Christ is not of the earth :

before He ascended into heaven, He first descended. The whole scheme of

salvation is a Divine and supernatural work. This Tabernacle *' descended out
of heaven from God" Our faith rests in the power of God. The sockets of

silver supporting the Tabernacle, and disconnecting it from the earth, symbo-
lises the great truth that the Church of Jesus rests, not on human wisdom, or
strength, or love, but, whilst it touches earth, it belongs altogether to heaven.
The solid silver, and not the shifting sand, reminds us that faith in Christ rests

on a Divine and firm foundation, and not on the yielding opinions of men, and
the changing fashions of the world.

III. That out of the strength of Christ spring the highest glory and joy.
" And thou shalt overlay the boards with gold : and thou shalt overlay the

bars With gold," ver. 29. The salvation of Christ is not a bare salvation, but
it brings with it also beauty of character, joy of heart, and a hope full of glory.

Let the world know their mistake in attempting to realize beauty and blessed-

ness without the strength of God—the strength of righteousness. It cannot be.

Beauty of life and joy of heart can never be real and lasting if not based on the

immortal love and strength of God. " Strength and beauty are in the sanc-

tuary." And let the Church seek to realize its full privilege in Christ. In

character, we are often satisfied with the bare boards of mere honesty and
uprightness ; in experience, we are content with the boards and bars, a mere
sense of safety : in hope, we rest content with the bare expectation of pulling

through in the judgment. The gilded boards of the Tabernacle are eloquent

illustrations of the New Testament doctrine, that in Christ we must rise to

beauty, to brightness, to bliss.

IV. That Christ is an everlasting dwelling-place to His people. The Taber-

nacle was built of boards of acacia-wood. The wood of the acacia is so durable,

that it is said even not to rot in water. The strength of Christ is everlasting.

"We are born not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible; by the word of

God which liveth and abideth for ever."

Let us hide in Christ, forsaking all refuges of lies.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses Z\-%1,

The Tabernacle Vails.

What does this vail between the Tabernacle and the court, and this vail which

divides the Holy Place from the Holiest Place, signify 1 and what relation have
they to Christianity ?

1. They signify that the highest vision and fellowship of God are as yet

denied to man. Whilst the Tabernacle was standing, these vails signified the

distance of God from man,—His inaccessibility. God withdrew Himself behind

impenetrable vails. This is the teaching of the Apostle :
" Into the second

Tabernacle went the high priest alone once every year, not without blood, which
He ofieretl for himself, and for the errors of the peo{)le : the Holy Ghost this

signify ing, that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest, while
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as the first Tabernacle was not standing : which was a figure for the time then

present" (Heb. ix. 7-9). God's presence is fenced about from sinful man. Be-

cause of our sin Paradise is closed to us : because of our sin God has hid His

face from us. There are /w;o vails, and Jewioh authorities say that the vail be-

tween the Holy and the Holy of Holies was four fingers thick, to prevent any
person penetrating with his eyes into the Holiest. Does not this powerfully

remind us how the holy God has hidden Himself from unholy man ?

II. Whilst these vails remove God from the approach of man, they give the

promise of a fuller revelation. Look at the hanging for the dour of the tent

:

**Blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine twined linen, wrought with needlework,"

ver. 3G. Here, at the threshold of the Tabernacle, the bright colours of the vail

are full of promise. The God of mercy, and love, and life shines through the

obscuration. The cloud that God has spread on His throne has a rainbow in

it : the curtains by which God hides Himself from man are burnished with colours

of hope. And then, as you draw near to the Holiest, the vail is still more
glorious. In addition to the rich colours of the vail of the door, the vail of the

Holy of Holies has cherubim made upon it, and other associations of brightness

and beauty. The vail that God has drawn about Himself is not of forbidding,

hopeless blackness ; but it promises whilst it prevents, it allures whilst it forbids.

Is there not something of this in nature? Whilst the creation is a dense cur-

tain to hide God, does not the beauty of the curtain declare the grace of Him
who is behind it, and give us the promise of some day knoMdng Him better]

The Jewish dispensation is full of tiie same idea—the golden thread, the rainbow
colours, give the promise of a fuller vision, a richer fellowship when the fulness

of time shall come.

III. That these vails are taken away in Christ. " And the vail of the Temple
was rent in twain from the top to the bottom " (Mark xv. 38). The rent was
complete. See Heb. ix. 11, 12. In Christ we stand *' within the vaiL" In

Him we realize the presence and joy of God. In Him we realize highest fellow-

ship with God. " There I will meet with thee, and commune with thee." In

Him we realize the everlasting vision and felicity of God. S^n wove the vail

between us and the heaven above us, but in Christ's atonement and priesthood

that vail is taken away. If there are any vails now, they are upon our heart.

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES,

Blue.—If the gold was a type of is ''His strange work," for "He de«

the glory, majesty, and eternity of the lighteth in mercy."

—

R. S. Soltaw.

Son of God, blue will fitly represent The Scarlet.—As blue is peculiarly

the grace and love He manifested as the colour of the heavens, so scarlet

declaring the character of God. "God is the gorgeous colour belonging to

is love." So inseparably and exclu- earth. The flowers, the produce of

sively is this blessed attril)ute descrip- the soil, display its brilliant tints. We
tive of Him, that He affirms it to be do not look above to find it : but it

His very nature. It is not of earth, meets our eye when we contemplate

As the blue vault of heaven, with its the flowers of the field. The Word of

vast dimensions, defies our puny mea- God also employs this colour as an
surements, so the breadth, and length, emblem of royalty. The beast, and
and depth, and height of the love of the woman in the Revelation, are both

Christ passeth knowledge. The thun- represented as scarlet. Not that the

ders of God's wrath and holy indigna- scarlet of itself denotes evil ; but be-

tion against sin may for a time seem cause the kingdoms of the world were
to obscure His love. But " His anger held under their regal sway. And,
endureth but a moment." Judgment when the Lord Jesus was, in mockery,
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hailed as king, the soldiers of imperial

Rome clothed Him with a scarlet robe.

(Matt, xxvii. 2S).—Ibid.

Purple.—If we were to place the

blue and the scarlet side by side, with-

out the intervention of some other

colour, the eye would be offended with
the violent contrast ; for, though each

is beautiful in itself, and suitable to its

own sphere, yet there is such a dis-

tinction—we might almost say opposi-

tion—in their hues, as to render them
inharmonious if seen in immediate
contact. The purple interposed, reme-

dies this unpleasing effect : the eye

passes with ease from the blue to the

scarlet, and vice versa^ by the aid of

this blended colour, the purple. The
blue gradually shades off into its

opposite, the scarlet, and the gorgeous-

ness of the latter is softened by imper-

ceptible degrees into the blue. The
purple is a new colour, formed by
mingling the two : it owes its peculiar

beauty alike to both : and were the

due proportion of either absent, its

especial character would be lost.

The order of the colours, blue, purple,

scarlet, repeated at least twentj^-four

times in Exodus, is never varied. The
scarlet and the blue are never placed

in juxta-position throughout the fabrics

of the Tabernacle. Does not this inti-

mate a truth of an important character "i

Would the Spirit of God have so con-

stantly adhered to this arrangement
had there not been some significant

reason for it? Are we not hereby
tau<jht a very precious fact respecting

the Lord Jesus 1 He is God and Man :

and we can trace in the Gospels all the
fulness of the Godhead, as well as

the dignity and sympathy of the per-

fect Man. But, besides this, in His
thoughts, feelings, words, ways, and
actions, there is an invariable blending
of the two. Many mistakes and errors

would have been avoided in the Church
of God, if those, who have undertaken
to write or speak on this subject, had
been subject to the definite words of

Scripture, instead of adopting abstract

reasonings upon the divinity and
humanity of the Son of God. The
Christ of God is the object of our
faith ; not a nature, or natures, but
Himself.

—

Ibid,

The linen composing the mystic vail

was required to be fine
;
pure and

faultless as the material could be pro-

duced: indicating that although Messiah
should be found in fashion as a man,
He should be clearly exempt from the

merest stain of defilement through con-

tact with humanity. What a dignified

and courageous appeal was that of

Christ to His enemies and accusers !

'* Which of you," said He, " convinceth

Me of sin ?
" (John viii. 46) ; and how

alto^rether extenuatinsr was the testi-

mony of the Judge at whose bar envy
and maliciousness had arraigned the

Son of Man as a malefactor and a cri-

mine' -"I find in Him," said Pilate,
** no fault at all " (John xviii. 38). Even
Satan found nothing in Him where-

with to work the commission of the

smallest inconsistency in the character

of Jesus.

—

Mudge,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXVI,

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Tabemacle-ThoTightsI Vers. 1-30. 1.

Roseumuller says that the portable temple of

the Israelites had in its whole arrangement
a resemblance with the temples of antiquity.

Ijiichemacher states that in many of the
Grecian temples the back part was not to be
entered by anybody ; and here the statue of

the deity was placed. Spencer shows that in

Va(^ I'lgy[)tian temples the inner or sacred part
was shrouded in darkness, and divided from

-156

the front or outer portion by a curtain em-
broidered with gold. 2. Law sees in the

Tabernacle a type of Christ—a sketch of that

fair frame of Christ, which God the Holy
Spirit wrought and planted in this earth. He
is the true Tabernacle of Heb. viii. 2, the

greater and more perfect Tabernacle of Heb.

ix. 11. It points to a mystic fabric which
human hands pioduce not—which human skill

erects not—which human imperfection taiuta
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not. Christ is discerned, the end and excel-

lence of the predictive house. 3. Macniillan

suggests that it is an emblem of man inciwelt

by tlie Holy Spirit. Man's body is a taber-

nacle sojourning in the wilderness of the

world, in his constitution God has wrought
out in higher form the great truths which
were symbolised in the Jewish tabernacle.

But what constituted its glory ? The Shekinah
—the token and symbol of God's Prenence.

Without this, its golden furniture and price-

less jewels were meaningless, as our world
without the shining of the sun. So what con-

Btitutes the glory of man is Christ dwelling

in the heart.

** As some rare perfume in a vase of clay

Pervades it with a fragrance not its own,
So when Tiiou dwellej^t in a mortal soul,

All heaven's own sweetness seems around
it thrown." —Stowe.

Divine .flSstheticism I Vers. 1-37. (1.)

Henry Martyn wrote, "Since I have known
God ill a saving manner, [)ainting, poetry, and
music have had charms unknown to me before.

I have received what 1 suppose is a taste for

them ; or Religion lias refined my mind and
made it susceptible of impressions from the
sublime and beautiful. Oh, how Religion

secures the heightened enjoyment of those
pleasures which keep so many from God by
their becoming a source of pride !

"
(2.) Win-

slow says that to the new creature in Christ

Jesus even the world of nature seems as a new-
born creation, now that he has passed from
death unto life. The sun shines brighter

—

the air breathes softer—the flowers smell

sweeter—the landscape is clad with deeper
verdure and richer loveliness. In a word, the
whole creation appears in newborn beauty and
sublimity. (3. ) Even so Christ is not seen to

be full of loveliness outside. Once in Him,
the soul perceives His exquisite beauty ;

** My
Beloved is fail- and ruddy, the chiefest amongst
ten thousand

;
yea, He is altogether lovely."

Once, he could perceive no beauty in Him
that He should desire Him; now he exclaims,
'* Thou art all my salvation, and all my
desire !

"

** All over glorious is my Lord,

Must be beloved, and yet ador'd ;

His worth if all the nations knew,
Sure the whole earth would love Him

t'>o." —Ershine.

Fair Colours J Ver. 6. They shall make
the ephod of gold, blue, and purple. "Thou
shalt make the breastplate of gold, blue, and
purple." Taches of gold were inserted into

loops of blue, connecting together the curtains
of the tabernacle. Laces of blue, passing
through lings of gold, fastened the ephod to

the breast{)late ; and a lace of blue bound
the golden plate to the mitre of the high
priest. The golden vessels of the sanctuary

—

with the exception of the ark—were all

covered with a cloth of blue. A veil of blue
Bepar;ttH(l riie holy place from the Holy of

Holicd. Every Israelite wore a fringe of blue

ribbon to his garments to remind him of the

commandments of the Lord. These the

Pharisees afterwards enlarged in order that

men might praise their scrupulous adherence
to the letter of the law. Jesus Himself
carried this blue hem to His raiment ; and
from it, on one memorable occasion, the

touch of faith drew out healing virtue.

*' There's nothing blue, above, below,

Fr«)m flowers that bloom to stars that glow.
But in its hue my faith can see

Some feature of Thy Sympathy."—Moore,

Tabemacle-TJnity ! Ver. 6. 1. It was
necessary that the tabernacle should consist

of many parts, on account of its (1) Movable
and (2) Mystical character. Yet though of

many parts, particular emphasis is laid on its

essential unity : "It shall be one tabernacle."

It does not mean that only one tabernacle was
to be erected to His name. The oneness
spoken of here is not singleness

—

not unique-

ness—but Unity. 2. If, as some say, the

tabernacle is a type of the Church of God,
built upon the foundation of the Apostles and
Prophets, we see the importance of this

typical unity. Jews and Gentiles—Barbar-
ians and Scythians—Britons and Red Indians

—Germans and Japanerfe, are all difi^erent

nationalities, and the Chiistian converts form
themselves into difi'erent churches ; but all

are parts of one whole, and are builded to-

gether for an habitation of God through the
Spirit (Ephes. ii. 22).

** Like a double cherry, seeming parted,

But yet a union in partition.

Two lovely berries moulded on one stem
;

So, with two seeing bodies, but one
HEAiiT." —Shakespeare.

Curtain-Weaving I Vers. 7-14. According
to the Greek idea, the ancient art of weav-
ing curtains was gathered from the web of the
spider. The mythologies of the ancients re-

late how the goddess Minerva changed Arachne
into a spider, because she surpassed the god-

dess in weaving; and hence we have a spider-

species called ** Arachnida." So far as can be
traced, weaving first assumed the form of

matting—i.e., simple interlacings of shreds of

bark, lacustrine plants, vegetable stalks, &c.

By and by, skill employed fibres, such as

flax, hemp, and silk. These were in turn
supplemented by the introduction of wool and
hair, if we credit Homer. These wools were
dyed all colours, as here described by Moses.
Homer, to whom we have already referred,

narrates how Alcandria, the Queen of Egypt,
presented Helen, the consort of Menelaus,
with such gifts on their return from the siege

of Troy :—

*' And that rich vase, with living sculpture

wrought.
Which, heap'd with uool, the beauteoui

Phyle brought

;

The silken fleece, empurpled for the loom,

Rivall'd the hyacinth in vernal bloom."

—Homer's Odyssey,
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Cnrtain-Coupling ! Vers. 3-11. (1.) The
tabernacle had two divisions, called respec-

tively the holy place and the Holy of Holies,

the one being separated from the other by a

very thick veil. But the utmost care is taken

to couple the curtains and tenons and taches.

Under one covering, overshadowed by the

same cloud, and filled by the same glory, were
these two compartments, until the veil that

sepaiated them was rent (Matt, xxvii. 51).

(2, ) This curtain-coupling signifies the essential

oneness of the Hebrew and Christian Churches.

The Great High Priest Himself declared that

the saints of the Old Testament dispensation

desired to penetrate the veil which concealed

from them the mysteries within. Yet were
they one, coupled together by the mystic

bonds of faith and hope and love ; and when
the veil was rent, the new compartments of

Hebrew and Christian became one in Christ

Jesus. (3.) In Hebrews ix. St. Paul says

further that the outer room typified not only
the Hebrew but the Visible Church, the
** world-sanctuary," and that the inner room
was a peculiar type of heaven, whither the

Forerunner hath for us entered ; and if so, the
twice-repeated caution to couple the curtains,

taches, &c., plainly indicates the essential

unity of the Church Militant and Church
Triumphant. Over both is the covering of

God's omnipresence. Over both is the banner
of His love waving. Between them and ua
hangs the veil, but each Christian has his turn
to pass within. And as at His first advent
the veil was rent, so in His second advent will

the other veil be riven.

** One family, we dwell in Him,
One Church above, beneath.

Though now divided by the stream.
The narrow stream of death,"—Wesley.

Woods EDd Forests! Vers. 15-30. (1.)

"Whence did Israel obtain the wood, as trees

are now small and scarce ? The wilderness
was not always witiiout forests. No doubt the

sepalf the tree which now sparsely occurs,

grew in extensive woods. These were being
cut down at the time of the Exodus, in order
to serve as fuel in the ancient smelting works,
many of which were found by Holland among
the Sinaitic mountains. These vast mines
could not be worked when the supplies of fuel

in the shape of the acacia forests ceased ; but
recently Captain Burton has resumed their

workings, by way of experiment, in behalf of

the Khedive of Egypt. He has brought
specimens of the metallic ores, as enumerated
in this chapter. (2.) This denudation of the
Arabian Peninsula would seriously alter the
state of the country, as all who know the
service of trees in the economy of nature can
realise. Greece and Italy have changed for
the worse since their forests were cut down,
and no doubt at the time of the Exodus, when
timber covered the sides of the hills, streams
washed the dry ravines, rains attracted by the
foliage carpeted the soil, aflfording no iucon-
•iderable sustenance for cattle.
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** There, interspersed in meads and opening
glades.

These trees arise and shun each other's

shades

;

There in full light the verdant plains

extend.

And, wrapt in cloud, the granite hills

ascend
;

E'en the wild heath displays its purple
dyes.

And 'midst the desert grassy meads arise."—Pope,

Tabernacle-Base! Ver. 15. The taber-

nacle in the wilderness had no foundation.

It was pitched in the bare and sterile desert.

Its floor was the shifting yellow sand. No
marble pavement or cedar hoarding separated

the golden furniture and the costly curtains

from the naked ground. Barefooted priests

in splendid vestments paced over the earth in

the discharge of their sacred functions. But
it is not so with the spiritual temple. There
is no combination in it of beauty and barren-

ness— preciousness and worthlessness— im-

perishableness and changeableness—glory and
vanity. It is all fair, all glorious. It is built

upon solid and enduring bases—the founda-

tion of the Apostles and Prophets, Jesus

Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone.

"Ah I why on sands like these thy temple
rear?

How shall its base the storms and billowr

shun I

Build on the Eternal Rock of sapphire clear.

Art-Studies ! Ver. 19-25. Lytton sayt

that art is the effort of man to express the

ideas which nature suggests to hira of a

power above nature. Hillard says that many
persons feel art, some understand it, but few

both feel and understand it. Emerson says

that the study of art is of high value to the

growth of the intellect ; in other words, that

the refining influence is the study of art.

Cousin says that art neither belongs to re-

ligion nor ethics ; but that, like these, it

brings us nearer to the Infinite. Hazlitt

says that art must anchor in nature, or it is

the sport of every breath of folly. Victor

says that the basis of true beauty is moral,

which, however, is veiled in nature; and that

it is the province of art to bring out this

moral beauty, and to give it more transparent

forms.

** Happy who walks with Him, whom what he
finds

Of flavour, or of scent in fruit or flower,

Or what he views of beautiful and grand
In nature, from the broad majestic oak
To the green blade that twinkles in the sun.

Prompts with remembrance of a Pbesbnv
God." —Covoper,

Tabernacle-Materials! Ver. 19-25. (1.)

Some sugg'St I iiat the golden orn.iments lud

vessels, the silver sockets and brazen utensils,

and the jewels on the high priest's breastplate,
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represented the mineral kingdom. Law re-

marks that the gold typifies the transcendent

blaze of Deity in Christ, the silver the ran-

Bome-price paid for the redemption of souls,

and the brass the enduring strength of the

God-man. (2.) If- is further noticed that the

boards of shittimwood or acacia, the table of

shewbread, the linen wrappings, and the orna-

mentation of the furniture, represent the vege-

table kingdom. Law says that the wood
symbolised the spotless purity of Clirist's

maniiood, the white linen the lioly life, and
the furniture the various adornments of re-

demption's scheme. (3.) The coverin;j:8 of

badgers' and goats' skins, and the crimson

colours of its curtains, procured from the

juice of a shellfish or an insect, thus represent

the animal kingdom. Law suggests that tiie

coverings indicate tlie meek and lowly guise

in wliicli Christ lived on earth ; and the crim-

son colours the stream of precious blood that

flowed when the sword of divine justice

pierced the side of Christ.

** Thou usest all Thy works.

The meanest things that be;
Each has a service of its own,

For all things wait on Thee."
—Bonar.

Beauty's Ministry! Ver. 30. (1.) Mrs.
Stowe says that the human heart yearns for

the beautiful. The beautiful things which God
makes are free to all ranks in life. A love of

the beautiful is implanted in every one ; but

it rusts out and dies, either because they are

too hard pressed with the cares of life, or

because they are too much engrossed with the

pleasures of sin, to cultivate it. He who im-
planted the yearning has given ample oppor-

tunity for its lawful gratification. (2.) The old

parchments, with their beautiful thoughts,

were marred by minds of a subsequent genera-

tion covering them over with puerile repre-

sentations ; but science has enabled man to

destro}' or erase this obliteration, and so to

restore the original writings. Tlie cares of

life and the pleasures of sin obscure the taste

for the Beautiful ; but Divine Grace removes
this defect^ and disposes the renewed mind to

appreciate the Ministry of Beauty. (3.) A
gifted writer says that Beauty was the angel

of deliverance that led him out of darkness
into light. **My nature was a seething cal-

dron of ungoverned passions; but I loved

nature. The beauty of twilight—the sweet
influence of a summer night—the purity and
freshness of early morning—would soften my
most wayward mood." Alas! all this "light"
was not the light of life. Beauty cannot lead

the soul into that light. As the irifst within

the holy place could not see its Ministry of

Beauty without the aid of the oil, type of the

Holy Spirit, and as the high priest could not
when within the Holiest perceive its glories

without the Shekinah— light ; so the soul

cannot enjoy the beauties of religion without
the spirit and presence of Christ. Spirit of

Beauty,

" "What is thy worship but a vain pretence,

If they who tend thine altars, gathering
thence

No strength, no purity, may still remain
Selfish and dark, and from life's sordid

storm
Find in their ministrations no defence ?

"

—Trench.

Vail! Ver. 31. The veil of the holiest was
Broidered— Beautified and Borne up. (1.)

Bluel Brown thinks the blue was emblematic
of God's mercy, while Tanner regards it as

representing heaven, and therefore typically

imparting that revelation of heavenly things
which Christ alone can give us. (2.) Purple!
Some say that this symbolised the Divine
Rigliteousness of Jehovah Jesus ; others sug-
gest it as portraying royalty, i.e., the setting

forth of Jesus as King of kings and Lord of

lords. (3.) Scarlet! It has been viewed as

emblematic of the Justice of God in the pre-

cious bloodshedding of His dear Son ; while,

on the other hand, it is described as typifying

life, and the blood which is the life. (4.) Fine
Linen I This some take to symbolise, as in the
Apocalypse, the righteousness of the saints,

I.e., sanctifying righteousness, or holiness of

heart and life ; while others consider it as

indicative of the perfect righteousness of the
Lord Jesus Himself. {6.) Cherubim I Brown
thinks that these represent the redeemed
themselves, inwrought upon the veil, and as

rent along with the veil at the Crucifixion ;

thus signifying both the dying of the redeemed
with Christ in His death, and their union with
Him by the Spirit of Faith.

** Where'er we turn, Thy glories shine.

And all things fair and bright are Thine."—Moore,

Cherubic-Symbols! Ver. 31. (1.) Were the
figures of the cherubim above the mercy-seat in

the most holy place compound animal forms,
symbolic of creation ? And were those em-
broidered in cunning work of various colours on
the veil between the holy and most holy de-
signed to indicate that the material creation
is the veil between the seen and the unseen

;

i.e., like shadows on a window blind ? (2.)

Macmillan says that just as on the outer
side of the separating veil of the tabernacle
there were flit cherubic figures woven on
another material, answerable to those which
stood out in full outline and relief above the
mercy - seat ; so the common objects and
material every-day uses of the natural world
around us are the screen on which we may
perceive the figures of what is unseen and
spiritual. (3.) A s the manna spoke of the True
Bread from heaven—as the water gushing
from the rock reminded of the Water of Life,

even the Holy Spirit of Grace—as the pillar

of light testified of Christ, the Light of Life
in this dark world-wilderness of sin ; so the
cherubim were emblems of spiritual intelli-

gences, either of the angels of God around
the Throne exploring the mystery of redemp-
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tion, or of the redeemed themselves fathoming
the deep things of God,

—

** In culm humility musing always
Upon those mysteries of grace, which seem'd
Vaster in length and breadth, and deptii and

height,

The measureless dimensions of God's love.

As still the bridal of the Church drew near."—Bickersteth.

Colonr-Symbolism I Ver. 36-38. (1.) As
the gold was emblematic of the glory and
majesty of God so the blue combined with
it in the sacred appointments of the taber-

nacle might be aptly employed to represent

God's love and grace. The gold setting, as it

were, with the blue gems, are to the eye an
emblem of St. John's sentence :

*' God is

Love." (2.) Asthepriest, whenever he moved
vritliin the tent of Aaron, was surrounded by
gold and sappliire ; so, wherever the Christian

(wlio is a priest unto God) wanders, he finds

himself still encircled by tlie gold and blue of

Divine Love. The boundless sky of Divine
Loie bends over him—wreathes him round,

as the horizon embraces the landscape.

** And the mild glories of Thy grace
Our softer passions move j

Pity Divine in Jesu's face

We see, adore, and love."

—Watts.

Veil-Embroidery! Ver. 36. (L) Morier re-

lates that in pa^sini;- Lahar he found several

encampments of Eelauts, at one of which he

stopped to examine the tent of a chief, ovei
the door of which was suspended a curtain
curiously worked by the women with coarse

needlework of various colours. In the ftliali

of Persia's tents magnificent iiaugiugs of

needlework are suspended, as well as on the

doors of the great mosques in Turkey. (2.)

The Chinese are perhaps the most laborious

and elal)orate embroiderers of modern times.

The figures are either in coloured silk alone,

or in silk combined with gold and silver

thread ; the figures of men, horses, and
drairons, &c., being outlined with gold cord,

and filled up, coloured, and shaded with silk.

The Persians, Turks, and Hindoos also excel

in embroidery. They use, besides silk and
gold and silver thread, beads, spangles, pearls,

and precious stones. (3.) Allusion is made to

this embroidery in Cant. i. 5, under the name
of the curtains of Solomon. These were
either the beautiful embroidered hangings of

Solomon's palace mentioned in Eccl. ii. 4

;

or else, the broidered veil or hangings of the

temple. Some think, however, that the word
Solomon is not a name here, but the title

** Prince of Peace,'* and that the curtains are

the veils which adorned the tabernacle of the

Prince of Peace when He journeyed through
the desert with His people (Ps. xlv. ; Ezek.

xvi. 14 ; Matt. xxii. 11).

" that I knew how all these lights combine,
And the configurations of their glory

;

Seeing not only how each verse doth shine,

But all the constellations of the story I

"

-^Herbert,

CHAPTER XXVIL

Critical Notks.—1. An altar of shittim wood.] It was known also by two other names : 1st,

as " the biass altar," so called wnce it was overlaid with braf^s ; 2d, the "outer altar," because

of its position -without the tabernacle in the court, to which all the members of the house of

Israel had free access. To this altar great imj)ortaiice and high honour was attached, as being the

meeting-place between God and the W()rshipi)er. 2. Its horns.] Kainoth=:6ymbolical of power,
protection, and help, as well as of glory and salvation, and designed to emphatically signify the

whole purpose of the sacrificers.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-8.

The Altar of Burnt-Offering.

I. The situation of this altar reminds us of the spirit in which guilty man
should draw nigh to God. This altar of burnt-otieiing was placed in the court

of the Tabernacle intimating the circumspection with which man should draw
nigh unto God. Before he must venture into the Tabernacle he must recognise

the holiness of God, and his own sinfulness, and purify himself from guilt and
sin. Lamb, or ram, or goat, or bullock, must be sacrificed and consumed. In

our day some ])resume to worship God, to serve God, without any deep recog-

nition of sin, or any deep sorrow on its account. Let us come before God with

a living sorrow for sin, and a burning desire for purity. Before we bring thauk-
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offerings or sacrifices of praise, or dare to mix in the fellowship of saints, let us

bring the sin-ofit^ring and the burnt-offering. Let us penitently trust in Christ

the Lamb of God. "Draw nigh to God, and He will draw nigh to you. Cleanse

your hands, ye sinners; and purify your hearts, ye double minded" (James

iv. 8).

IL The material of this altar reminds us of the fact that sin debases every-

thing, and that as we leave sin behind the glory of life increases. The altar

was overlaid with brass, and all the vessels were of brass. The precious metals

so freely used elsewhere are wanting here, 'i'his altar recognising sin, recog-

nises also the debasing dishonouring power of sin : yes, sin makes whatever it

touches common and unclean. It debases our nature, our relationships, our

work, our pleasures. As we pass, through the grace of Jesus, into the enjoy-

ment of God's fellowship and presence, everything grows more precious and
beautiful. At the door of the Tabernacle is sdver and embroidery, and within

the shrine the drapery is more costly still, and all the vessels pure gold. As
Christ frees us from sin, all becomes fairer and rarer. "For brass I will bring

gold, and for iron I will bring silver, and for wood brass, and for stones iron"

(Isa. Ix, 17). With perfect purity we find ourselves in the city which is "pure
gold like unto transparent glass."

III. The uses of this altar reminds us of the thoroughness with which we
ought to dedicate ourselves to God. The burnt-offering symbolised the fact

that its offerer thus yielded his lite unto God. Thus must we die unto the

world and to sin, that we may live unto God.

IV. The ornaments of this altar remind us of the perfect security of those

who have repented and believed. There was a horn at each corner of the

altar. " The horns are a symbol of power, of protection and help ; and at the

same time ot glory and salvation."

—

Kalisch, Let us fly to take hold of the

horns of the altar.

8UQ0EST1VE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

We observe, 1st. The incorrupti- of mercy?—See from this particular

bility of our Saviour's human nature the pertinency of our Saviour's question

being seen in the shittim-wood, the to the blinded and ignorant teachers

omnipotence of the divine nature is of His day. " Whether is greater, the

apparent in the brass of the altar. Its gift, or the altar that sanctifieth the

characteristic is endurance. The fire gift?" (Matt, xxiii. 19). They had
of a justice infinitely pure in itself, and perverted the original intention,

altogether uncompromising in its re- Hence, 4thly. The sacrifices of the
quirements, must not consume it. altar, whether daily, weekly, monthly,

For, 2dly. The altar of burnt-offer- or annually offered, pointed the nation
ing being four-square, and having pro- of Israel to one greater sacrifice, in

jections or pinnacles at every corner, which all the mystic ordinances of the
it is implied thereby that the media- Tabernacle should finally be concen-
torial work of Jesus Christ shall one trated and embodied.
day be efficacious and applicable to the The altar was a very conspicuous
whole world. object in the court. It stood in the

3dly. Did the altar of burnt-offer- centre, and on entering, was right be-

ing, under the seven-fold sprinkling of fore tlie worshipper, who could not
the oil of dedication, become the Holi- fail to be impressed with its square
ness of holinesses to Jehovah? the most and massive form, its bright and blood-
sacred of all the furniture that graced stained exterior, its blazing and smok-
the Tabernacle or stood before the seat ing fire, and its white-robed and min-
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istering priests. If the type of the tian sanctuary, and around which the

crucifixion was so very conspicuous in thoughts and affections of His people

the court, how much more so should cluster, so Christ will be the chief at-

the crucified Christ Himself be in the traction of the New Jerusalem ; and if

New Testament Church. As the pious we are among the number of His saints,

Hebrew on entering the gate leading its gates will open to admit us when
to the sacred precincts could not miss we die, and as we enter, we will behold
seeing the brazen altar, so believers right befure us, and in the very midst,

when visiting the house of God, should heaven's greatest and grandest sight,

ever behold Jesus as its greatest at- for the first scene that will burst upon
traction. The minister who does not our wondering and admiring gaze will

make the Cross the grand theme of his be " the Lamb that once was slain
;

"

preaching, need aot expect to lead sin- and the first wave of celestial melody
ners to the Sav.our. As the altar was that will gieet our ears and transport

the most prominent of the holy vessels our hearts, will be that of praises to

in the Tabernacle court, and as the Him who loved us, and washed us from
Cross is the princi[)al olject held up by our sins in His own blood,

faithful servants of God in the Chris- —W, Brown,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.^Verm 9-20.

The Court of the Tabernacle.

This scene, into which all the members of the house of Israel might enter,

reminds us

—

L Of the common need. It was the court of the congregation. Every mem-
ber of the house of Israel needed to come here—that is, every member needed
forgiveness and purification. No matter that they were an elected and peculiar

people. Whilst nationally they were elected to play a great part in the govern-

ment of God, their moral weaknesses remained, and they needed forgiveness

and cleansing. No election ignores moral considerations. No matter what their

age. The youth, the patriarch. No matter what their rank. Princes, elders,

common people, all needed alike to present themselves here. No matter what
their office. The Priest, the people—the sacred and secular orders. The men
of all Israel came here to be reminded of their imperfection, sin and stain.

We are all guilty before God. All have sinned and come short of the glory

of God ; there is no difference. " If any man say that he hath no sin," &c.

II. Of the common privilege. It was the court of the congregation. All

needed to come, all were privileged to come. The hanging at the entrance was
full of promise. If the radiant vail encouraged the high priest to enter the

holiest, if the similar vail gave assurance to tlie priest to pass into the holy

place, the similar vail, at the entrance to the court of the congregation, spoke

hope into the breast of all Israel, ver. 16. The embroidered, richly dyed hang-

ings on the very threshold of the sacred tent, inspired all guilty and sorrowful

souls, who turned their faces thitherward, with most consolatory expectations.

Whatever might be the sin, the altar in that enclosure might be approached.

Whatever might be the un cleannesses of the people, there it might be atoned

for and purged. (Notice the sins and stains to be removed as given in Leviti-

cus.) So forgiveness and purity in Christ is a common privilege. " The com-
mon salvation." There are special g\ii% and appointments in the natural sphere;

special gifts and callings in the Church ; but grace, pardon, purity are in Christ

for the whole world. *' There is no difference."

III. Of the common hope. The Tabernacle of the congregation was far inferior

to the holy place and the most holy—in the one brass and silver, in the othei
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fine gold—but the places were connected together, and the priest passing into

the interior of the holy habitation represented the whole nation. So now in

Christ have we forgiveness and righteousness ; our high priest represents us in

the heavenly place ; and soon shall we pass from the more imperfect services

»f earth to the highest vision, and glory, and joy of the celestial world.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAQRAPH.— Verses 20-22.

The Oil for the Lamps.

Consider the provision for the lamps as a service. The children of Israel

were to bring oil for these lamps for ever, and the priests were to trim the

lamps and keep them brightly burning. Notice :

—

I. The service of the people. Is not the duty of the people in relation to

this service most suggestive 1 a pattern of service to all after-times ? 1. They
were to bring their j^rs^. " The olive berry is first green, and assumes, later, a

purple and black colour. The best kind of oil is obtained from the unripe

green olives." We are not to give God the gleanings of our power, or time,

or influence, or life, but the first-fruits. 2. They were to bring their lest. It

was the purest and costliest oil We are not to give to the cause of God any-

thing that is inferior. We are to hold our best for God, and for His service.

3. They were to givQ freely their first and best. " Beaten oil. That is such oil

as could easily be expressed from the olives after they had been bruised in a
mortar ; the mother-drop, as it is called, which drops out of itself, as soon as the

olives are a little broken, and which is much purer than that which is obtained

after the olives are put under the press."

—

Clarke, Does not this signify that

our service for God should flow freely from a loving heart? "Godlovetha
cheerful giver."

II. The service of the priests. The priests were to feed the lamps. "Aaron
and his sons shall arrange it from evening to morning before the Lord," &c.,

ver. 21. A daily constant service. And thus it must be in this dispensation,

if the Church is to be a biightly burning lamp. Every morning the priests

cleansed the lamps and replenished the oil : and the Christian ministry must
keep the Church pure, and preserve all its ordinances in vigour and brightness.

As the lighthouse-keeper preserves all his lamps in cleanliness, and each evening

sends for the guiding light, constant as the stars ; so must the ministers of

Christ's Church see to it that no impurities dim the glory of the Church or

impair its efficiency.

III. The glorious result when ministers and people are faithful in their ser-

vice. The Church then stands forth with a guiding, warning, cheering light.

If the people are unfaithful, it cannot be so. They are to bring the oil, and if

that oil be wanting ip quantity, or inferior in quality, the light is defective
;

and &D if the members of the Christian Church do not bring the pure oil of a

loving, generous, spiritual service, the lustre of the Church is dimmed. And
if the ministers be slothful, or selfish, or unspiritual, the lamps are tarnished

and the flame flickers. When ministers and people are faithful, the Church is

the light of the world, the day-star of a grander world.

The Lamps of the Tabernacle.

Consider tliese lighted lamps as a symbol. The golden candlestick, lighted

as in the text, may justly be regarded as a symbol of Christ—the light of the
world. Observe

—
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I. The purity of the light. " The oil prescribed for the holy service is of a
wliite colour; it gives a better lii;ht and little smoke. Tlie holy oil was pure,

and unmixed with oil of any other quality." Was not this significant of the

light which God has given us in Jesus Christ ? hi our philosophies we have
truth mixed with error, as much smoke as light ; in the various religions of the

heathen world we have the true and the false strangely blended, and giving

forth a most uncertain ray ; in Christ we have the true unclouded illumination.
" God is light and in Him there is no darkness at all." " For with Thee is the

fountain of life : in Thy light shall we see light" (Ps. xxvi. 9). In that pure
light it is our privilege to walk.

n. The perfection of the light. On each of the seven arms of the cande-

labrum rested a burning lamp. Seven, the note of perfection. On all the great

questions touching our salvation from sin, our moral discipline and development,

our duty to God and man, our preparation for the life beyond, we have suffi-

cient light in the Lord Jesus. We have no need to resort to the philosophies of

man. The speculations of the natural reason. No need to resort to ecclesias-

tical traditions. Opinions of the Fathers, &c., as in Catholicism ; as if the New
Testament did not contain all that was necessary for salvation, chaiacter, and
destiny. All spiritual light is in Christ, as all natural light is in the sun.

The light in Christ brings conviction to the understanding, assurance to the

heart. Don't add to the lamps ; don't take any away. The doctrines of Christ

are all necessary ; they are all that are necessary.

III. The perpetuity of the light. That light on the candlestick was to burn
on for ever. The liojht we have in Christ is not an artificial liuht to sruide us

through some passing perplexity, it is the essential and everlasting truth. It

is not a light to he superseded in this world. Some tell us that Christ is destined

to be eclipsed by greater teachers, that His Gospel is destined to be eclipsed by
systems of moral and spiritual truth I'ar more full and reliable than His own.

The greater teacher, the grander gospel, has not yet appeared, and gives no sign

of appearing. We need expect no grander light. The seven-branched golden

candlestick of the Jewish Templt is liuried, if we believe tradition, in the bed

of the Tiber ; but the Light of the world shall shine through all time, the master

light of all our seeing.

" Our little systems hare their day ;

Tliey have their day and cease to be

:

They are but broken lights of Thee,

And Thou, Lord, art more than they."

It is not a light to be superseded in the world to come. " The Lord God and the

lamb are an everlasting light." In Christ we have the light of eternal truth,

love, righteousness, felicity. " All flesh is grass," &c.
" house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord.**

(Isa. ii. 6).

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

You will observe, 1. The requirement windows ; whence the necessity for an
of oil to cause the lamp of the sanctu- ever-burning lamp. A lamp, however,

ary to burn. " Truly the light is sweet, although costly in material and exquisite

and a pleasant thing it is for the eyes in form, can emit no radiance of itself

;

to behold the sun." (Ecc. xi. 7.) In oil, therefore, must be furnished for its

the absence of that glorious luminary, use. In like manner, the Church of

artificial light becomes a great conve- Christ must be illuminated by extran-

nience. The Tabernachj possessed no eous aid. It is not in mere human in-
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tellect, how rich soever in resources

and attainments ot a worldly kind it

may be, to discover the way of life : it

must consequently be taught of God
and replenished with wisdom of a

heavenly kind. It is the inspiration of

the Almighty which alone giveth true

and saving liglit unto mankind ; and
the oil that must burn in the lamp
of our understanding is, the Holy
Ghost.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXVII.

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Mosalc-Bitnall Ver. 1-21. (1.) Beautiful

and rich as were the materials employed,
there was a remarkable simplicity about the

tal)ernacle and its adjuncts. And why? Glance

at tiie books designed for the instruction of

children. They may be rich in desiun and
ornate in execution, but how mono-syllabic

they are ! Wliat pictures of simplicity they con-

tain ! When ihe child develops in body and
mind, the tlioug-Jitsand words are also propor-

tionately developed. We do not dream of in-

structing the babe-mind in the mysteries of

algebra, or the intricacies of science. (2.) God
speaks, by the mouth of a later prophet, as of

Israel as His child at this time. As a child,

Israel's host could but receive milk of truth

—

the elementary truths of Divine wisdom.
Pictures interleave tlie Divine manual of sav-

ing instruction—pictures such as the taber-

nacle, the altar of burnt-oiFering, the outer

court with its brazen laver, and encircling

curtains, and solitary gateway. (3.) And as

Israel grew, so the instruction was raised.

The theocratic nation was schooled in the

deep things of God, while its saints and
seers were permitted to drink deeply at the

Fount of Divine Wisdom, searcliing diligently

into the mystery of redemption, until the

Q^eacher Himself became Incarnate. Tlius the

Law was alike the pedagogue leading to, and
the schoolmaster instructing as to, Christ— the

End of the law for righteousness to every one
that believeth.

** And when the last trumpet shall sound
through tlie skies,

When the dead from the dust of the earth

shall arise,

With bright millions I'll rise far above
yonder sky,

To wear Christ's Righteousness for ever on
high."

Altars ! Ver. 1. (1.) Appealing to the senses

of a people whose spiritual discernment was
undeveloped, Jehovah, on the very night in

whieh they began their march from Eg.\ pt,

went before them in the Shckinah, or pillar

of fire by night and of a cloud by day, tne ad-
vance or halt of which was the signal for their

march or rest. Sacuifice was contemplated
as tlie very olject of their journey ; and W6
read of its being offered by J ethro and Aaron

2m

before Sinai. But of its place we have no
other notice than the command given in the

first series of precepts, to make an altar of

earth, or unhewn stone. Subsequently came
this ordinance of the Altar of Burnt-ofFering.

(2.) It was known as the brazen altar, and was

so arranged in front of the single gateway,

that every worshipper as he approached the

hallowed tabernacle would be reminded of his

need of sacrifice. All heaven-taught souls

recoj;nise in this arrangement a type of man's
need of the propitiatory of Jesus Christ. Its

twofold substance of wood and brass signifies

the complex character of Christ—His human
nature overlaid with Divine strength.

" The outward form is not the whole,

But every part is moulded
To imaue forth an inward soul

That dimly is unfolded."

Exodus-Christology 1 Ver. 2. (1.) It has
been said that Christ is everywhere in the

Bil)le, as oxygen is everywhere in the atmos-

phere, its all and in all of vitality. So of its

individual parts, and none the less of these

apparently dry details and reiterations of

Exodus. Tliese make Him, as do all other

portions of Scripture, their grand central

Sun ; while all the ritual observances and Levi-

tical requirements are so many pointers call-

ing attention to His glory—so many satellites

revolving round Him in harmonious moral
rhythm—so many beams or shafts of light

culminating in Him. He gives tlie meaning
to this Exodus ceremonialism, the direction

to all this Exodus worship, the warmth to all

this Exodus ordinance. (2.) There is, there-

fore, no typical overstrain when we represent

the four-square altar as indicating the per-

fect stability of Christ's atonement, or the

horns as symbolising His all-subduing might,
to which despairing sinners may fearlessly

cling. It is the horn of Jesus which prevails,

s;iys Law. Nay, more, the horns of salvation

are the realities of refutre ; so that, adhering
to Christ, holding fast by Jehovah's strength,

there is no need to fear,

** Man's wisdom is to seek
His strength in God alone;

And e'en an angel would be weak
W*»n trusted in his own."— Cotoper,
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Atonement! Ver. 3. The main design of

Ihe altar was to receive burnt-offerings. At
early morn, throui?hout the day, and at earth's

eventide, the flames were liriuht of sacrifice.

Eacli fire-made offering, sa^'s Law, typified

Christ's death. The recurrence of this idea

of Messianic atonement everywliere in the

Pentateuch shows its paramount importance
to man. If frequent types set forth tliia

truth, it is that man's thoughts may cluster

round it more constantly. If this sweet pas-

sion-flower blooms and floats its heavenly
fragrance over every part of the Mosaic
meadows and mountains, it is that human
hearts may exult in its everlasting beauty.

On the accursed tree we have the sacrifice of

Christ, not only fulfilling all the analogies of

nature, but concentrating all the typal beams
of the Law in one glorious, ruddy orb of

atonement.

'* Whoever yearns to see aright,

Because his heart is tender,

Shall catch this Truth of Heavenly Light
In every typal splendour."

Divine Order ! Ver. 5. (1.) These commands
may seem puerile, but they are not so. Ruskin
rightly says that " Whatever may be the means,
or whatever the more immediate end of any
kind of art, all of it that is good agrees in

this, that it is the expression of one soul talk-

ing to another." And it is precious according

to the greatness of the soul tiiat utters it. (2.)

If such be true where man is concerned, how
much more when God is the speaker ! How
precious should be the art-words of God in

this chapter I How beautiful the designs and
arrangements 1 What lessons must be hidden
underneath ; lessons, too, which have undying
issues in their bosom I These Exodus chapters

are

—

•* The modifying medium through which
Grace-glories are exhibited to man

—

The grand repository where God hides

His mighty thoughts, to be dug out like

diamonds."

Order-Importance ! Ver. 8. Guthrie says

that the most important results may depend
on the right place and position of things.

No wonder, then, that God lays so much and
impressive stress upon the Mosaic conformity

to the Sinaitic model. God teaches us this in

every-day life and experience. (1.) If things

are out of place in Nature, wiiat serious issues

are at stake 1 Who does not know that the

fruitfulness and beauty, yea, the very life of a

tree depends not only on its having both root

and branches, but on these meml)ers being
placed in their natural order? (2.) In art the

Bame law holds good. The builder must not
»nly erect the stately fabric, but he must so

construct it with the proper base to rest on,

lest the agitation of some earthquake or the

aggression of some stormy wind should over-

turn it. (3.) So with the tabernacle arrange-

ments ; order of arrangemeut was of the most
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vital importance, seeing all, in whole and in

each individual part, was designed to typify

things under the Gospel Economy. Thus was
it in the Mosaic Dispensation as in Nature.
Each moss

—

** p]ach shell, each crawling insect, holds a
rank

Important in the plan of Him who framed
This scale of beings ; holds a rank which,

lost.

Would break the chain, and leave behind a
gap

Which Nature's self would rue."—Thomson,

Divine-Design ! Ver. 9-19. (1
.
) If on shak-

ing a quantity of printer's type in a basket,

it siiould appear that some of the pieces stuck
together, when they fell, in such order as to

compose the narrative of these Mosaic ordin-

ances, could we resist the conclusion that these

particular types were loaded wiih the design
of composing that story? We read the de-

sign in the complicate*! and intelligible adap-
tation of the final result. So, when we find

these various and varied ordinances, altars,

lamps, courts, and curtains thus arranged by
Moses, we cannot but believe that He who
gave them to him loaded them with the de-

signed method and arrangement in which we
find them, (2) There are few subjects that

confuse the mind more thoroughly than the
numerous and diverse mineral substances
which form the great mass of the earth's

crust ; and it was not till Abb^ Haiiy
dropped his beautiful specimen of calcareous

spar, and noted that all the shivered frag-

ments of the original prism had the same
rhomboidal form, that men dreamt of any
regularity among inorganic objects. God
formed 'His manual of religious itistruction

after this analogy of nature. Its unity does

not stand out upon the surface, neither does
its unity of design. We have to make due,

devout, and diligent search to find the Divine
design in these Exodus unveilings.

" Thy Word is like a deep, deep mine,
And jewels rich and rare

Are hidden in its mighty depths,

For every searcher there."

—

Hodder,

Court-Orderl Ver. 12-15. (1.) Johnson
Bays, Order is a lovely nymph—the child of

Beauty and Wisdom. Her attendants are

Comfort, Neatness, and Activity. Her abode

is the Valley of Happiness She is always to

be found when souuht for ; and she never

appears so lovely as when conira8;ed with her

opponent. Disorder. (2.) Southey says, as the

beams to a house, as the bones to the micro-

cosm of man, so is order to all things. !Not

only is order beautiful; its existence is a

necessity. Addison says wrongly that its

non-existence ig excusable in men of great

learning, who are often too full to be exact,

and who may therefore throw down their

pearls in heaps instead of stringing themi
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(8.) Shaftesbury says, In nature is no confusion,

but all is managed for the best with perfect

frui^ality and just reserve. Bigg says that

nature is still, as ever, the thin veil which
half conceals and half reveals the design of

God in grace. The order which we perceive

in nature, from the setting and sweeping of

star-worlds in space to the forming and flitting

of fire-flies amid the palm fronds, is designed

to instruct us in the order of Hevelation.

** So work the honey-bees,

Creatures that by a rule in nature teach

The act of order to a peopled kingdom."—Shakespeare,

Linen! Ver. 16. (1.) Weaving was exten-

sively carried on in ancient Eizypt. On the

tombs are found various representations of

the mode of carrying on this art. Pharaoh
arrayed Joseph in vestures of fine linen.

There can be no doubt that during the cap-

tivity in Egypt the Israelitish women were
thus employed. It was as bond-slaves in the

houses of the princes of Egypt that they

acquired the arts which were afterwards used

in the service of the Lord. Thus the dis-

ciplines of life are often enlisted by God to

enable His chosen ones to render to Him
agreeable service. (2.) The fine twined linen

probably alludes to the great pains taken in

the bleaching of linen in ancient Egypt.

Osburn says that, after being marked, the

piece of wet linen was probably wrapped in

strong sacking made for the purpose, one end
of which was fastened to a post, and a staflf

"was inserted in a loop in tiie other. It was
then wrung by the united strength of two
men, so as to force out as much of the water

as possible, and thus prevent any impurity

that miuht be in the water or in the cloth

from drying in. It may, therefore, be called

fine twined, or twisted, or wrung linen. (3.)

Sucli was the righteousness of God, wrought
out by the Lord Jesus on the plains of earth

;

that fine linen, clean and white, which is the

righteousness of the saints. Through the

ordeal of trial the Lord Jesus wrought it

;

and through much tribulation the saints enter

the kingdom to wear it.

** Lo ! his clothing is the sun,

The bright Sun of Righteousness;
He hath put salvation on,

Jesus is his beauteous dress."
— Wesley,

Court-Entrance 1 Ver. 16. There was ad-

mittance by one only gate. All worshippers
must pass the door. In a town in the north
of Scotland some boys were in the habit of

meeting together for prayer. A little girl

was pasisiug, and heard them sing. She
stepped to listen, and thinking that it was
just an ordinary prayer- meeting, she felt

anxious to get in. Putting up her hand, she
pulled the latch, but it would not open. It

was fastened inside. She became very uneasy,

and the thought arose in her mind : "What

if this were the door of heaven, and me out»

side ?" She went home, but could not sleep.

Day after day, she became more troubled at

the thought of being shut out of heaven. She
went from one prayer-meeting to another,

still finding no rest. At length, one day
reading the tenth chapter of John, she came
to the words, ** I am the Door." She paused I

Here was the very door she was seeking; it

was wide open. She entered.

•* * I am the door,' those words begin

;

I press towards that Voice,

And, ere I know it, am within.

And all within rejoice."

Thoroughness! Ver. 17. In all these

minute arrangements God teaches the art

and duty of thoroughness. A friend called

on Michael Angelo, who was finishing a

statue. Some time afterwards he called

again ; the sculptor was still at his work.
His friend, looking at the figure, exclaimed,
** You have been idle since I saw you last 1

"

** By no means," replied the sculptor, " I have
retouched this part, and polished that ; I have
softened this feature, and brought out this

muscle ; I have given more expression to thia

lip, and more energy to this limb." To this

his friend replied that all these were ** trifles."
** It may be so," replied Angelo, " but recollect

that trifles make perfection, and l. at perfec-

tion is no trifle." ButAngelo's perfect works,
when viewed through the microscope, dis-

closed rough outlines. Not so God's. His
works are thoroughly perfect—even to the

"filleting" and "sockets." And so are His
words.

** How longed the holy men and prophets old

God's Truth to see! How blessed, whom
He hath willed

To see His Truth in His own book enrolled."—Mant

Little Things! Ver. 19. It is but the
littleness of man that sees no greatness in

a trifle. And indeed there is nothing little

in truth which can be connected with eternity

and God. Little pins held together that

tabernacle, which was the glory of God. As
Dryden says, God never made His work for

man to mend. (1.) This is true of nature,

which Goethe calls the living visible garment
of God, and which Carlyle terms the time
vesture of God that reveals Him to the wise,

and hides Him from the foolish. A micro.
scopic examination of the smallest flower or

animalcule shows that He has cared for the

little things—that every part is perfect of its

kind—and that with Him nothing is too in-

significant to be done thoroughly. (2.) This
is true of the Mosaic law, which has been
rightly called the gospel in bud. How careful

God was that the little things of the taber-

nacle should all be wrought out after His plan.

Even the pins were to be made perfectly,

and after the fashion shown to Moses in th«

Mount.
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" Naught that is right think little; well aware
What reason bids, God bids; by His com-

mand
How aggrandised the smallest thing we do!"

— Young.

Olive-Oil I Ver. 20. (1.) Dr. Burden ob-

•erves that by the expression ** oil-olive " this

oil is distinguisiied from other kinds. The
addition " beaten " indicates that it is that oil

obtained from olives pounded in a mortar, and
not pressed from olives in the oil-mill. The
oil obtained from pounded olives is, ac-

cording to Columela's observations, much
purer and better tasted, does not emit much
smoke, and has no ofiftiusive smell. From
passages in the books of Joel and Micah, it

would seem that the olives were usually

crushed in the mill by men's feet, just as in

the vintage operation. 2. In the museum of

Naples is a graceful olive in bronze, on whose
spreading branches the various members of

some old Pompeian household used to hang up
their little lamps when they came from their

different employments, and mustered in the

family apartment around the symbolic family

tree. Figure of each member of the Church
of Christ, each of whom should contribute

the small lamp of a Christian life, fed with
the pure oil-olive of Divine Grace, to be sus-

pended on the fair olive-tree of the Church
(Ps. lii. 8).

** God's saints are shining lights ; who stays

Here long, must pass

O'er dark hills, swift streams, and steep ways
As smooth as glass.

But these all night,

Like candles, shed
Their beams, and light

Us into bed." — Vaughan,

Olive-Symbolism I Ver 20. The word
** tree," as pointed out by Grindon, actually

means "intellect " in Vioth English and He-
brew. It is even "intellect" in its widest

sense amongst the Hebrews. The personifi-

cations of Scripture aie not like those o|

merely human poetry, which are a'ldressed

simply to the object. On the contrary, they

always involve a direct reference to the mental,

the moral, or the spiritual. *'The tiees of

the forest clap their liauds." Here the ligure

is bori-owed Irom the waving of the brandies;

but the figure is itself figurative. The idea is

that of the joys oi the redeemed being ex-

pressed to God. When, therefore, partieulai

kinds of trees are mentioned in Scripture, it is

in reference to specific mental gifts, moral
virtues, or spiritual graces. It is the " tree

department " of the language of flowers in its

highest ajid noblest use. The olive has from
time immemorial been identified with peace,

forgiveness, charity, reconciliation, and simi-

lar high attitudes of virtue. In the sphere of

Revelation and Grace, its oil thus symbolisea
" the Graces of the Holy Spirit."

•• For Nature dwells within our reach
;

Yet though we stand so near her,

We still interpret half her speech

With ears too dull to hear her."
—Anon.

Olive-Oil Objects! Ver. 20-22. Thomas
calls attention to, 1. The Plants whence the

oil came, as an emblem of Jesus, the Plant of

renown, full of grace and truth; to, 2. The
Properties of the oil, as expressive of the purity

of the Spirit of Christ ; 3. The Process of its

manufacture, as predicting the sufferings of

Jesus ere the Holy Spirit's full descent at Pente-

cost ; 4. The Pe»'S077S receiving and dispensing,

as types of the true Israel of God, who receive

of Christ's fulness, and grace for grace ; and,

5. The Purposes to which the oil was put, as

symbolic of the Divine Light ever shining in

the holy place of the Church, and of the

temple of the Christian heart.

" The Rites of God are fair for nought^
Unless our eyes, in seeing,

See hidden in the type the thought
That animates its being." —Anon,

CHAPTER XXVIIL

Critical Notes.—5. And they (the workmen) shall take]=Vehem yikchuh. These words
imply that the workmen received all the costly materials for the priestly robes directly from the

people. Thus those filled with the "spirit of wisdom " (vei-. 3) were eminently trustworthy as

men of God, and as such possessed the unlimited confidence of the people. 15. The breast-plate]

=:Choslien was of the same "cunning work," maasey chosheb, as the ephod, and of like costly

materials; being smaller than the ephod, and intended only to cover a span square "on tiie

heart." It was also doubled in order to bear the weight of the twelve inserted precious stones

arranged in four equal rows, and on each of which was engraven one of the names or the twelve

tribes of Israel. There can be little doubt that the precious stones were types of the character

and destiny of the individual tribes res})ectively, the inter[)retation, however, of which has been
kept from human scrutiny. We find the same precious stones enumerated in the Apocalypse
on ** the foundation of the walls" of the celestial city (Rev. xxi. 19). This correspondence is

deserving of attention, ann shows how the Old and New Testaments unite in their teaching

respecting the glorious and encouraging fact of Gcd holding His people in high honour, and of

the manner in which He will beautify them.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGBAPE.— Veraes 6-15.

The Ephod : The Intercessurship of the High Priest.

Tlie Lord Jesus is the Great High Priest, and this portion of tlie raiment of

fche Levitical higli priest is full oi suggestion concerning the Divine Mediator.

It suggests

—

I. The immediateness of His advocacy. *' The ephod was made of the work of

the skilful weaver, and is thus, at once, discernible as appertaining to the Holy of

Holies, the vail of which was of the same distinguished workmanship. The high

priest alone was allowed to enter into the immediate presence of the Ark of the

Testhnony ; to the representative of the theocratical community alone could the

privilege be granted of communing with the invisible King."

—

Kalisch. So

Christ has *' entered into the presence of God for us." Our great representative

is in the Eternal presence. The vast distance between God and sinful man,

exists no more between God and the Perfect Man who represents humanity.

The moral perfection, the essential dignity of Christ, qualifies Him to sit down

at the right hand of the Majesty on High. Christ brings us into the immediate

presence. In the Aaronic high priest all Israel was brought into the presence

of the Holy One, and Christ brings us into the heavenly place. In p'ayer it is

so : we need no human priest ; He brings us to God. In the whole Christian

life it is so. " Our life is hid with Christ in God." In death it is so. We see

God's face through Christ for ever.

II. The comprehensiveness of His advocacy. " And thou shalt take two onyx

stones, and grave on them the names of the children of Israel : six of their

names on one stone, and the other six names of the rest on the other stone,

according to their birth," vers. 9, 10. The whole of the tribes were thus

brought "before God. And Christ the great High Priest represents the whole

race—not Israel only, but all nations, tribes and people, and tongues. What a

consolation to think, that for ignorant ages and generations He is pleading

:

*' Father, forgive them ; for they know not what they do." What a consolation

to know that we who have transgressed against clearer light have an interest in

His intercession! ^^ \i any man sin, we have an Advocate with the Father,

Jesus Christ the righteous : and He is the propitiation for our sins : and not for

ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world'* (1 John ii. 1, 2). None of

us need hesitate to come before God with our sins and our sorrows. " My name
is written on His hands."

m. The power of His advocacy. ** And thou shalt put the two stones upon

the shoulders of the ephod for stones of memorial unto the children of Israel :

and Aaron shall bear their names before the Lord upon his two shoulders for a

memorial," ver. 12. Is there not the idea here of the priestly power carrying

Israel and Israel's cause ? Th.'s representation is full of the idea of the strength

and sovereignty of the priest. " Besides the materials used for the vail of the

Holy of Holies, gold threads were applied in the ephod, which, like the golden

plate on the mitre, point to the sovereignty of the high priest, who was the

spiritual king of the nation ; for gold is generally the emblem of regal power.

The garments of the hii;h priest in general are called the " golden garments ;"

and, indeed, no part of tliem was without this metal."

—

Kalisch. Christ is a

King as well as a Priest. His Priesthood is full of power and efficacy. Full

of power as it is related to God ; i'ull of powder as it stands related to the Church

and the world. '* He shall build the Temple of the Loi<l . . . and He shall be a

Priest upon His throne" (Zeck. vi. 13). The whole of His Divine strength and

majesty are engaged in the task of reconciling the world to God.
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The Breastplate.—Verses 15-30.

That the ephod and the breastplate were intended to form one whole, is

evident by the cliaiiis and ribbon which connected them, but the breastplate

has its peculiar teachings. It has a two-fold relation—to God and to Israel

Let us consider the suggestions of this prominent portion of the high priestly

vestments.

L As towards God the breastplate conveys the idea of representation.

1. Tlie righteousness of this representation. 'T^he breastplate was to be the
work of the skilful weaver; and it was to be made "of gold, of blue, of purple,

of scarlet, and of fine twined linen," ver. 15. lb not the idea here, that the

intercession of the priest rested on purity and righteousness 1 The breastplate

that met the eye of God, and on which the names of the children of Israel were
written, was of white, and gold and beauty. The intercession of Christ is based
in wisdom and righteousness. The holiness of God, the holiness of the law, the

holiness of Heaven, are fully recognised and guaranteed,

2. The individuality of this representation. " And the stones shall be accord-

ing to the names of the children of Israel, twelve," ver. 21. Each tribe particu-

larised. And must we not conclude that the individual jewels for the different

tribes had a specific meaning 1 Our great High Priest knows our particular

nature, infirmities, temptations, sins, sorrows. He brings us before God in our
individual character and need.

3. The design of this representation. Did not these sparkling jewels on the

priest's breast symbolise the fact that the end of his intercession was, the res-

toration of Israel to purity and glory ] Thus Christ recognises the intrinsic

preciousness of human nature, and ever pleads and acts, so that we may be
cleansed from every defilement, and shine as a bride's jewels.

4. The sympathy of this representation. " And Aaron shall bear the names
upon his heart," ver. 29. Christ bears us on His heart : His Priesthood is full

of tenderness and sympathy.

IL As toward man the breastplate conveys the idea of illumination, ver.

30. "The Urim and Thummim are to be regarded as a certain medium, given

by the Lord to His people, through which, whenever the congregation required

divine illumination to guide its actions, that illumination was guaranteed, and
by means of which the rights of Israel, when called in question or endangered,

were to be restored, and that this medium was bound up with the official dress

of the high priest, though its precise character can no longer be determined.

—

Delitzsch. Kalisch considers the Urim and Thummim to be identical with the

precious stones, which is very probable. This oracle represents the Divine and
saving light which Christ gives to His Church. The divine doctrines of the

New Testament are the oracular gems to guide us into all truth. The Jewish

legend declares, that during the flood the ark was lighted by the lustre of jewels;

the Ark, the Church, is lighted by the clear shining of the doctrines of Christ.

In Christ we have saving light ; not for curiosity or earthly interest, but for the

salvation of our highest nature. Sufficient light : the twelve gems indicate a

fulness of illumination. Infallible light ; it never leads astray. These precious

stones indicate, then, precious truths (Isa. liv. 11-13). Let us be like unto
" the merchant man seeking goodly pearls, who, when he had found one pearl of

great pnce^ went and sold all that he had, and bought it" (Matt. xiii. 45, 46).

SUGGESTIVE COMMENTS ON THE VERSES.

But the childTen of Israel were re- and after a different manner, on the

presented in an entirely different order, breastplate of the high priest. Each
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there had his own peculiar precious each differed from, without rivalling

stone, and his own peculiar place, the other; and each filled his appointed
Judah was the head of the first row

;

place in the order of God. There
and Dan took the lead in the last, was unity, combined with diversity.

The gorgeous colour of the ruby shone God is able to create variety, without
out from one ; the soft refreshing green that variety involving inferiority. And
of the emerald was visible in another; so it is with the individuals that com-
the brilliant light of the diamond pose the Church of God. Each reflects

flashed out from a third ; and the Christ : and yet Christ is seen in each,

heavenly azure of the sapphire was with a peculiar beauty and glory, into

displayed in a fourth. Thus, each had which another does not intrude,

his own peculiar glory and beauty

:

-^^Soltau,

The Priest's Eobe.— Ferses 31-35.

A robe is the badge of oflSce, and the robe here described marks out th«

high priest as one whose function it was to preserve and declare divine truth.

And Christ, the great High Priest, is also the Apostle of our confession. Consider
what this robe suggests concerning the truth as it is in Jesus.

I. The colour of the robe suggests, that our great High Priest is the source

and guardian of truth. The robe was to be entirely of blue. " That this is sig-

nificant cannot be doubted, if we consider, that (Numbers xv. 38) the Israelites

are commanded to wear on the borders of their garments fringes with a thread of

blue, * that they might see it and remember all the precepts of the Lord ;
' we

may, therefore, safely infer that the robe, with its only blue colour, represented

the high priest as perfectly and entirely under the command of God, as the in-

strument and guardian of His laws."

—

Kalisch. Christ is the grand source of

spiritual and divine truth. He declares the laws of God to mankind. It is the

highest truth : blue, the colour of the lofty firmament. It is the purest truth :

the deep blue sky is an image of purity—free from all stains and defilements.

It is the infinite, eternal, truth : the blue unchanging sky is the image of

eternity.

n. The integrity of the robe suggests the integrity of the law and truth of

Christ. The robe was of one piece, it was entirely woven without the use of

the needle ; and the robe was of one colour, all of blue. The Gospel of Jesus is

no patchwork, as some would assume, partly true and partly false, partly human
and partly divine, partly obligatory and partly obsolete, partly beautiful and
partly unseemly. The Gospel of Jesus is not a thing made from scraps and
shreds gathered from various sources, Jewish and Pagan,—it is of one spirit,

one beauty, one authority throughout. Let us not attempt to tear it asunder.
" There was to be a binding of woven work round about the hole for the neck,

like the opening of an armour, that it be not rent," ver. 32. Let us make
no schism in it. The Gospel of Jesus is the unfolding of God's heart and
God's mind, and let us be careful and preserve the whole counsel of God.

m. The ornaments of the robe suggest the sweetness and virtue of the truth

as it is in Jesus, vers. 33, 34, 35. " We find allusions to the Word and Testi-

mony of God in the pendant of pomegranates and bells attached to the fringe

of the high priest's robe. The simile in Proverbs xxv. 11, where the word is

compared to an apple, suggests the idea that the pomegranates, with their

pleasant odour, their sweet and refreshing juice, and the richness of their deli-

cious kernel, were symbols of the Word and Testimony of God, as a sweet and
pleasant spiritual food that enlivens the soul and refreshes the heart."

—

Delitzsch.

The music of the golden bells w** may also regard as the delightful harmony of
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Gospel truth—sweet alike to God and man. The truth as it is in Jesus is full

of richness and beauty—it speaks of pardon, reconciliation, and immortality.
" taste and see that the Lord is good ; blessed is the man that trusteth in

Him."

The Diadem of the Priest.— Verses 36-38.

The words on the priest's mitre, Holiness to the Lord, signify that he who
wore it was entirely devoted to God, and that it was his mission to elevate the

people to the same sanctity. Thus is Christ pure, and thus does He seek to

sanctify all who seek His aid. Consider the sanctity of the priest

—

L As personal. The inscription on the priestly diadem signified :—1. That
the priest was altogether separated to God. The inscription was on his hroiOj

declaring the giving up to God of his whole personality. 2. The priest was
aZw;a?/s separated to God. "It shall be always upon his forehead." Thus the

Israelites saw in their high priest the ideal of a true humanity—life altogether

and always given up to God. In Christ we see the glorious actuality—an

absolutely pure humanity. See Heb. vii. 25-27. All other men, even the

greatest, the wisest, the best, have been marked by imperfection and sin, but in

Christ we have a great High Priest of absolute sinlessness, and in Him we may
safely and fully trust.

IL As official. It was the duty of the high priest to raise others to liis own
sanctity, ver. 38. He had to bear away the iniquity of the sacred things. The
high priest was an atoning mediator of the whole nation, and in his intercession

the sin of the people was blotted out. Thus Christ is a High Priest to take

upon Himself and to bear away the condemnation of all sinful but penitent men.
Christ declares in His teaching the holiness of God ; in His own life He gives us

the grandest illustration of that holiness ; and in His ever-living advocacy. He
seeks to elevate all His people to share His glory.

Lessons :— 1. Man at his best is a sinful creature. "The iniquity of the holy

things." Our best works, feelings, hours, are tainted, and mixed and imperfect.

What of our ordinary works, feelings, hours? "What of our worst ] 2. That
God will only accept us and our gifts when we and they are pure. The priest

had to purify the givers and the gifts ; for so long as these were infected by
iniquity they were unacceptable to God. Here we see the need of a mediator.

How presumptuous are those who venture to go into the presence of God on merely
natural groimds, and offer Him their spotted selves, and spotted lives, gifts,

prayers, services ! All sacrifices, prayers, oblations, services, are an abomination
to God if they are not perfectly sincere and pure ; and how can these clean things

come out of our erring, ])assionate, perverse nature ? 3. That in Christ we have
full redemption and sanctification. He can make us pure and our off'erings. He
can purge the iniquit}'' of our holy things and our unholy. We need seek no
other priest; we need add to Him no other priest; His royal power and elo-

quent advocacy save to the uttermost all who come unto God through Him.

The Kingdom of Priests.— Verses 39-43.

Aaron was the high priest, but all his sons were priests also, and in the text

we have given more particularly the garments of the common priests. Let us

jiotice these as suggestive of the character of the kingdom of priests created by
Christ Jesus.

L The holiness of the garments. Not only are Aaron's garments called

"holy," ver. 2; but the garments for his sons are called " holy " also, ver. 4,
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He "vrho wore these garments was separated to God, doing God's service. The
sons of Christ are thus holy unto God. These garments indicate the completeness

of their sanctification. The garments of the priest in several parts indicate

that he is entirely clotlied in holiness. Does not the coat of fine linen or the

tunic, ver. 39, indicate the sanctification of the heart which heats beneath iti

Does not the girdle, ver. 39, which is a symbol of readiness and service, indi-

cate the sanctification of the active life ? Does not the bonnet or turban, ver, 4,

indicate the hallowing of the intellect? Do not the linen drawers, ver. 42,

indicate the sanctification of the flesh "i The whole nature and life for God.
These garments indicate the thoroughness of their sanctification. The tunic above

the drawers, the girdle around the tunic. Our purity must be deep and thorough.
** Thou desirest truth in the inward parts." Are we thus sanctified to God 1

II. The beauty of the garments. The workmen were to "take the gold, and the

blue, and the red, and the crimson, and the fine linen," ver. 5. The tunic was
of fine linen, the girdle was the work of the embroiderer, and the turban was
for glory and beauty. Holiness is beauty. Is not this the grand idea of tlie

priest's gorgeous apparel ? Purity causes the whole man to shine, and touclit's

his whole life into beauty. Many aim to make themselves beautiful, but it is

a mistake to aim at beauty ; we must aim at purity, and purity transfigures

all. What beauty about a true heart ! A noble mind ! A chaste body I A
sincere and transparent life ! Holiness is the highest beauty. Gold, blue, crim-

son, red, fine linen—here you have the richest material, the finest fabric, the

highest colours. Holiness of heart and life reveal the highest beauty. Physical,

intellectual beauty are alike inferior to the beauty of holiness. "I will greatly

rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my God : for He hath clothed me
with the garments of salvation j He hath covered me with the robe of righteous-

ness "(Isa. Ixi. 10). Notice

—

III. The indispensability of these garments, ver. 43. "Without holiness

no man shall see the Lord." Without this holiness our worship will not be
acceptable j our services for society not be efficacious ; our spirit shall not stand

acquitted in the judgment. It is the wedding-garment of the Gospel

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXVIIJ,

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Scripture - Secrets I Ver. 1-43. ** The aud cheered our heart—from the harpg of the
Bible can never be exhausted. The most Hebrew bards they will hear a more elevating

learned commentators and eloquent preachers melody than ever charmed our spirits, and in

have but crossed the threshold of the magni- the living words of the Divine Man perceive a
ficent temple. As in Nature, so in Revela- depth, a grandeur, and a significance of which
tion : the materials of every steam-engine, no conception can be formed. The ancient
telegraph, microscope, aud other mechanical prophets have yet more to relate. Isaiah will

and scientific contrivances, have been lying for reveal glories surpassing imagination, and
countless ages under the dust of the earth un- Ezekiel unfold splendours which would over-

disturbed until a comparatively recent date. power our visual organs. Intellectual percep-

. • . And what yet may be fashioned out of tion will be quickened so as to penetrate the
the materials of nature no sagacity can prog- clouds which intercept man's vision of the
Dosticate. Our present conquests form the truth. No new Revelation, however, will be
starting-points of more dazzling victories. So, granted ; but from the present Bible will

in reference to Revelation : generations yet stream * a light above the brightness of the
unborn will group around its pages, and gather sun.' Never need we fear an exhaustion oi

from them more sublime and radiant truths the truth. It is sempiternal as God, aud
than those which have flashed on our intellect perennial as the springs of immortality."
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•• The Book of Qod ! a well of streams divine I

But who would wish the richcci of that miue
To make his own, his thirst to satisfy

From that pure well, must ear, eye, soul

apply." —Mant.

Priest - Preflgurings I Ver. 1. (1.) The
Mosaic Ritual was figurative throughout of

the Gospel Dispensation yet to come. It

typified, more or less directly, in all its parts,

the person and the work of the Great High
Priest of our profession. (2.) This was especially

true of the Jewish High Priest, who in his, 1,

Person, 2, Priestly robes, and, 3, Priesthood

functions, stood to all the other officials and
offerings of the tabernacle as the Holy of

Holies stood to all other portions of the mate-
rial fabric. (3.) In his duties and official dress

Aaron and his successors pictured to the eye
of faith the Redeemer Christ. He was to the

Jewish devout worshipper a picture of One
whom they might one day see, just as a por-

trait of the Queen or archbishop to an Indian
subject or New Zealand Christian.

•• See Aaron, God's anointed priest,

Within the veil appear.

In robes of mystic meaning dressed,

Presenting Israel's prayer."

—

Newton.

Holy Garments I Ver. 2. Griffin notes that

these were three in number, and symbolised
the excellencies, merits, and grace of the Lord
Jesus. (1.) Snow-white ! a vestment of fine

linen, emblematic of Christ's purity. Some
think that it also indicated penitence as well

as purity, at least apparently so, when worn
alone on the Day of Atonement. (2. ) Sapphire!

an ephod of a light azure hue, reaching only to

the knees, and adorned with bells and fruits

—

especially was it incumbent to wear this in the

Holy Place. (3.) Scarlet ! This was a robe of

magnificence, embroidered with gold and
purple, and blue and scarlet, and fine twined
linen. It was the garment of (a) Gladness

and ',6) Greatness. It prefigured the excel-

lency and unequalled beauty of the Lord our
Righteousness in the sight of Jehovah. Farr

remarks that ** If ever eyes beheld an object

in which splendour shone, it was Aaron thus
arrayed." God planned each part for glory

and for beauty. Every brilliant colour

pparkled, richest jewels cast back their daz-

Bling rays, and the varied hues of the rainbow
blended with the sun's meridian light.

" Lord of all that's fair to see,

Come, reveal Thyself to me
;

Let me, 'mid Thy radiant light,

See Thine unveiled glories bright,**—Silesius.

Art-Inspiration I Ver. 3. In the Pacific

Ocean there are lovely islands built entirely

by coral zoophytes out of the profound depths
of tlie ocean. Raised above the waves, float-

ing germs of vegetation liglit on them, and
peedily cover them with a fair clothing of
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verdure. Man comes and takes up his abode
on these Edens, and makes their resources

subservient to ihe purposes of human life.

By and by the missionary appears, and by
the preaching of the Gospel changes the moral
wilderness into a garden of the Lord. The last

great result is thus but the completion of a
process begun by a tiny creature in the depths
of ocean. Even bo here are we told that
Jehovah influenced certain to make Aaron's
robes. Then followed the ministry of the
Gospel, proclaiming those truths symholised
by the Spirit-inspired garments for the moral
regeneration of humanity. The final issue is

the accomplishment of a work begun in sym-
bolic-raiment.

** Man hath his daily work of body or mind.
Appointed, which declares his dignity,

And the regard of Heaven on all his ways.**—Milton,

Art-Aim ! Ver. 8. Most men look upon
their work merely as the means by which they
may earn money to buy the necessaries or
luxuries of life. A day's labour is given solely

for the purpose of getting a day's pay. Men
value their work exclusively at its money-
worth. Did these men so work ? or was it to

glorify God ? When, asks a writer, shall men
learn the great truth that the money which
their labours earn is not the true reward of it ?

No workman can be paid by mere money. The
money that is paid is only the means of living.

The reward of the work lies in the moral good
that it does to us and to others around. We
need the inspiration of God's Spirit to rescue

our work from the degradation into which it

so easily slides, and make it what God meant
it to be—conducive to His glory and human
good. The motto which these labourers of

God placed on the High Priest's mitre was only

the reflection of the motive in their own hearts

which prompted the labour. So should we
work as labourers or lawyers, fishermen or

farmers, engravers or engineers, ministers or

miners—for God.

*' Their bright example I pursue;
To Thee in all things rise

;

And all I think, or speak, or do,

Is one great sacrifice."

—

Wesley.

Girdle-Glory I Ver. 4. St. John tells us
that on the day commemorative of his Lord's

resurrection he was startled with a great voice

as of a trumpet. He turned round, awestruck
and astonished. It was no phantasy, no ideal

voice, but the Living Presence of one clothed

with a garment down to the foot. Macduflf

points out that the louj^ flowing robe—partly

sacerdotal, partly regal—suggests the first of

many resemblances to the visions of Daniel,

when on the banks of the Hiddekel he saw the

man clothed in the long linen robe. In both
cases they pointed to the Royal Priest—the

Priest upon His throne, the God-man Inter«

cessor—and He was girt with a golden girdle.
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This was the symbol alike of His Truth, Hie

Unchangeableness, and His Love. Kighteous-

ness shall be the girdle of His loins, and Faith-

fulness the girdle of His reins.

•* Majesty combined with meekness,
Kighteonsnees and peace unite

To insure Tiiy blessed conquests,

Take posseKsion of the right
;

Reign triumphant,

Decked in robes of perfect white,"

Golden Girdles I Ver. 8. (1.) After the

Vision of the Sea of Glass mingled with fire

in Rev. xv.—a vision which has most remark-

able resemblances to the Morning Scene, when
Israel's redeemed host stood on the boiders of

the Red Sea shore, in Exod. xiv.—the apo-

calyptic seer beholds the Holy of Holies

opened, wherein, enshrined between the cheru-

bim above the mercy-seat and ark of the

covenant, was the Shekinah Pillar-Presence

of God. Seven angels come forth. Like
priests of the Most High, they were all clad

in linen pure and white, and they had also

(golden girdles like that of their Lord. (2.)

The period just before 1792 was remarkable.

The mighty spiritual movement of the Refor-

mation (as depicted in the Vision of the Glassy

Sea) appeared to have spent its force. The
great lights which had irradiated the seven-

teenth century had sunk beneath the horizon.

The eighteenth century rose, and passed on
comparatively starless. Meteor lights of in-

fidelity gleamed luridly. Over Christendom
hung damp, chill November fogs. Everythmg
living was dying, and every ray of light was
fading. The Church herself was locked in

slumbers deep, when

•* The seven last angels seen by John in

Patmos,
From heaven's sanctuary came forth

Arrayed in priestly robes of white, girdled

with gold,

And bearing in their hands the Mystic Vials

Of the wrath of God."

—

Bickersteth.

Shoulder - Sardonyx ! Ver. 12. (1.) The
shoulders were the strongest part of the body.

1. Strictly / Aaron, as the representative of the

Israelites, was to bear up the host before God
mightily. 2. Symbolically ! The True Aaron,
as the forerunner of His redeemed Church,
bears up with His mighty strength all who
are His people. (2.) If the onyx is really the
sardonyx, it is a dark stone, variegated with
bluish white, black, and red, lying in circles,

as if inlaid by art. It appears in Rev. xxi. 20
as the fifth row of stones on which the apo-
calyptic city was seen to rest. (3.) Thus, in

mineral meaning, its use here for the shoulders,

with the names of the twelve tribes, would in-

dicate the heavenly and earthly natures of

God's people—the admixture of the pure and
impure; i.e., of the new man and old man, as

in Rom. vii. Though weak and unworthy,
the offspring of clay, yet, borne up by Christ,

believers soar above all peril, and sit as mors
than conquerors on eminence of almightiness.

** Holy Saviour, Friend unseen,

Since on Thy arm Thou bidst me lean,

Help me through life's varying scene,

By faith to rest on Thee."—Elliott.

Stones and Symbols! Ver. 17-22. The
breastplate here means literally the "orna-
ment." Jewels formed its prominent charac-

teristics. Students may observe :— I. Symbol-
Stones 1 The ancients attached special virtues

to these ^^ems. But notice here :— 1. Their

Shining, as indicating their (1) purity, and (2)

preciousness. 2. Their Setting, as directed in

the pectoral, and over the iieart. 3 Their Sta-

bility, as implied in the four-square and solid

forms, i. Their Service, as bearing ihe names
of the twelve trihes. U. Stonk-Stmbols ! A
prophecy of tiie infinite grace of the Great
Mediator, bearing on His very heart all His
own. So notice here :—1. Their Shining, as

speaking of the (1) purity, and (2) precious-

ness of the saints. 2. Their Setting, as signi-

fying that Christ lets out His precious blood

to make room for them in His heart. 3. Their
Stability, as suggesting the strength of Hif
Church, and that He gathers together in one
all His people far and near. 4. Their Service^

as symbolising His fervent love for all who
hope in Him. **And they shall be Mine,
saith the Lord, in that day when I make up
My jewels." And then,

" A perfect satisfaction,

A fulness of delight,

A sense of gliding onward
Through regions ever bright."—Adams.

Gem-Formation! Ver. 17. (1.) In nature

there is hardly a stone that is not capable of

crystallising into something purer and brighter

than its normal slate. Coal, by a slightly

different arrangement of its particles, is

capable of becoming the radiant diamond.
The slag cast out from tlie furnace as useless

waste, forms into globular masses of radiating

crystals. The very mud on the road, trampled
under foot as the type of all impurity, can be
changed by chemical art into metals and gems
of surpassing beauty. (2.) God can make
jewels out of the most worthless moral rubbish.

Let the cases of John Newton, of the woman
that was a sinner, of the thief upon the cross,

of Augustine, of John Bunyan, of Colonel

Gardiner, and of thousands more, bear wit-

ness to the almighty power of the Alchemy of

Divine Grace. It only requires a supreme
surrender of ourselves into the hands of the

Holy Spirit to ensure the Scripture assurance,
** They shall be Mine in that day when I

make up My jewels."

** Creator! let Thy Spirit shine

The darkness of my soul within.

And lead me by Thy Grace Divine

From the forbidden paths of sin."

— Burleigh,
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Breastplate-Symbolism! Ver. 18-20. (1.)

Each jewel in the tour rows of precious stones

«hone by its own coloured light, and yet cou-
triliuted to the hriliiaiicy of the whole. So in

the Christian character all tlie graces slionid

blend in such a way th;it the effect of the

whole may be to the eye what melody is to the

ear. (2.) There is, says Macmillun, harmony
in colours as well as in sounds ; and when the

proper hues are associated together, the com-
plementary ones harmonising and contrasting

with one another, the efiect is exceedingly
pleasing. Every one who has obs rved nature

at all must have been struck by this dis-

tinguishing feature. (3.) Such a symmetry of

graces is rarely observed in the Ciiristian

character ; for only too often araces that

charm us by their beauty lie close by the side

of defects that repel, 'i'he sapphire of love

may be placed side by side with the sickly

green of envy and jealousy ; and the purple

of humility with the red and angry glare of

passion. As Jesus says, ** Nevertheless, I

have somewhat against thee."

"My God ! how fearful is the fight

Within my heart two spirits wage
;

One seeks alone Thy heavenly light.

And every thought with thee t'engage
;

The other scorns Tliy sovereign will,

And dares revolt against it still
"

—Racine.

Precious Stones! Ver. 21. The New Jeru-

salem above will be a glorious city, because

there shall be gathered together, in varied but
harmonious splendour, the brightness of the

diamond, the ruddy glare of the topaz, the

deep green of the emerald, the shining gold

of the jasper, the milk-white filmMuss of the

onyx, the heavenly blue of the sapphire, tlie

lovely violet of the amethyst, the buminir
changes of the opal, and the soft beauty of

the pearl 1

" The city had no temple, for itself

From wall to wall, from base to pinnacle.

Was one harmonious veilless sanc'uary,

One Holiest of all. — Bicktrsleth.

Urim and Thummim ! Ver. 30. (1.)

Gesenius and others imagine that these were

small oracular imaues, like the teraphim, by
which revelation and truth were personified,

and which were placed in the inner cavity of

the breastplate. (2.) Spencer and others fancy

that the ornament was derived from the Egyp-
tians, whose chief priest, being also supreme
civil judge, wore such suspended from a golden
chain round his neck. But this jewel was
wholly judicial. (3.) Kitto says that the

Urim and Thummim were not so much judicial

as sacerdotal and oracular; ami that there is

really no resemblance to the E.:yptian prac-

tice, except in the substance, a jewel. (4.) In

verse 29 Aaron is directed to wear, the names
upon his heart before the Lord ; and here he

is directed to wear the Urim and Thummim
upon the same place, and bexore ihe saiMe

in

Being. They are thus identical; at least

such is a reasonable presumption. (5.) Some
think that they were the two tables of tlie

law inscribed in some way on the l)reas' plate,

while others consider them lo have been the
precious stones. It is impossible to say with
Certainty.

** Urim and Thummim near his heart
In rich enchasings worn.

The sacred light of truth impart.
To teach and to adorn."

Light and Perfection j Ver. 30. (1.) Urim
means light ; TJiammhi means perfection. By
means of these the Lord revealed His will and
gave res[)onses to His consulting people. In
what way they were consulted is quite uncer-
tain. (2.) Josephus says that probably tlie

stones gave out an oracular answer by preter-

natural illumination. But it seems to be more
natural to suppose that the answer was given
simply by the word of the Lord. (3.) Law
says that the gospel significance of these, is

clear; that they tell us Christ is our light and
our perfection, and that He is made unto ua

the lii^ht of wisdom and the perfection of

righteousness. (4.) Dr. Smith points out
the idea of justification, which is often ex-

pressed in actual Oriental life by the nature of

the robe worn. He directs attention to Isa.

lii. 10 as a good illustration of this.

" In Him a holiness complete,

Light and pertection shine;

And wisdom, grace, and glory meet,
A Saviour all Divine."

Revelation! Ver. 30. In the fabulous
records of Pagan antiquity we read of a
mirror endowed with pjoperties so rare that,

by looking into it, its })o>sessor could discover

any object which he wished to see, however
remote, and discover with equal easn persons

and things above, below, behind, and before

him. Such a mirror, but infinitely more valu-

able, do we possess in the i)reastplate of the

Bible. Here, on its very forefront, are the

Urim and Thummim of the Eternal Divine

Mind. Yet, as Revelation is a communication
from an Infinite Mind to a finite capacity, it

may be expected to mingle shadow with its

splendour ; for what finite comprehension can
grasp Infinity ?

"Therefore the sacred page
With deep attention scan ! if on thy soul.

As tl'OU do.-t read, a ray of puier light

Break in, oh check it not, give it full scope."
—Hayea.

Pomegranates! Ver. 33. (1.) The tree,

or rather shrub, whieh bears this beautiful

and delicious fruit, has its habitat in Asia and
North Africa. Its leaves are dark green, in

shape of those of the myrtle. The flower is a

rich, brilliant red, and the fruit like an orange

in shape, somewhat darker red in colour. Th«
fijkvuvir is almost identical wi th that of a ipa9
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darin orange. The pomegranate was exhibited
by the Israelite spies at Esheol. When cut
open, it reveals juicy red seeds, arranged
symmetrically in rows parallel to the core.

Hence in Cant. iv. 3, the Church of Christ,
at the time of the Death and Resurrection of
Christ, is likened to an open jjoniegranate.

(2.) Is it more than a mere coincidence that
in Cant. iv. 12, vi. 11, and vii. 12, allusions are
made to this fruit? The first of these allego-

rical prophecies refers to the closing scenes
in the life of Christ during the Last Supper

;

the second is inseparably connected with the
Descent of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost

;

while the third links itself with the subse-
quent Evangelisation of the Samaritans and
other Gentiles. It was then that our lord
passed within the veil after *' His Exodus'*
accomplished at Jerusalem, and when arrayed
in the gorgeous high-priestly apparel He pre-
sented His fragrant and fruitful intercessions
before the Throne of Mercy and Grace above.

** And He gathers the prayers as He stands,
And they change into fruits in His hands.
Pomegranates of puiple and red

;

And beneath the great arch of the portal,
Through the streets of the City Immortal,

Is wafted the fragrance they shed."

'^Long fellow.

Golden - Bells I Ver. 34. The sound of
these bells was very pleasant to the worship-
pers in the court of the tabernacle—telling, as
they did, of the Advocate within the veil who
was acting for them, and prevailing according
to the will of God. We have a better High
Priest, One who can never die, and who, having
entered into heaven itself, now appears in
the presence of God for us. May we not well
believe, suggests Wood, that the golden bells

on His robe are those melodious declarations
of love—those alluring promises which give
life and gladness to the soul, and which have
all their value and significance only as they
are connected with Him who is the Substitute
and Surety of sinners ? Trapp, however, says
that they shadow out the prophetical office of
Clirist here and His perpetual intercession in
heavezL

•* Hark to the bells among the fruits, low,
surging deep.

Falling in tender minors, now once more
Blending in heavenly harmonies, as creep
The rippling wavelets on the shelvmg

shore." —Shipton.

Conscience-Chimes! Ver. 34. Years ago,

one lovely Sabbath morning, eight young law
students were strolling along the bank of one
of the tributaries of the Potomac River. They
were going to a secluded spot in a grove to
murder the precious hours of that holy day by
playing whist and drinking wine. Each of
them was the son of a praying mother. As
they were sauntering along, and amusing each
Other with idle jests, the court-house bells

—

used for calling the people to their house ol

worship—commenced to ring. Suddenly one
of them stopped, told how the bells recalled
his mother's farewell assurance that every
Sunday morning, when the church bells rang,
she would pray lor him, and expressed his de-
termination to go back to church. *' Silently,"
says the ringleader, '* we all followed. Each
of us managed to throw our cards and flasks

into the stream, and not one of us now lives

without a new heart "—each a monument to a
mother's prayers.

** How soft the cadence of those village bells

Falling at intervals upon the ear
In cadence sweet !' —Covyper,

Pomegranate-Prefigurations I Ver. 34, If

the joyful sounds of grace to sinners were pre-
figured by the golden bells on the robe of the
ephod, it has been suggested that we shall not
be far wrong in supposing that these fruits were
types of the results which always follow aright
hearing of the sweet melody. As every golden
bell was followed by its pomegranate, so every
Gospel message is, when welcomed, succeeded
by its appropriate fruit. The pomegranate is

not only (1) beautiful to the eye, but (2)
richly luscious to the taste. It is also (3) full

of seed, to extend the blessings already pos-

sessed by itself. So, says a Glasgow merchant,
is it with the fruits of grace. Not one of them
but is lovely to the sight of God and man. In
themselves refreshing and delightful, they
carry spiritual seeds for the propagation of
the same rich joy which they enwrap. Blessed
in themselves, they give forth blessing to
others. These are the fruits of the Spirit
detailed by St. Paul. It is hinted by Trapp
that these pomegranates shadow out the duty
of ministers, which is to live sermons—to be
fruitful as well as painful teachers.

** Oh ! then sustain me, Holiest I I am vowed
To solemn service high

;

And shall the spirit, for Thy tasks endowed
Sink on the threshold of the sanctuary ?

"

Aaronic-Eells I Ver. 35. (1.) This verse
shows their use and intent. The sound of the
numerous bells that covered Aaron's robe,

gave notice to the assembled people that the
most awful ceremony of their religion had
commenced. When arrayed in this garb, he
bore into the sanctuary the vessel of incense.

This was the signal to prostrate themselves
before God, and to commence those fervent
ejaculations which were to ascend with the
column of incense to the Throne of Heaven.
The music of the bells was here, then, a signal

to wrestle with Jehovah to bless the interces-

sion of Aaron. (2.) Taluiage sugsrests that

the Gospel has many bells : (1) Oolden Bells,

signifying the preciousness of the glad tidings

of salvation
; (2) Inviting Bells, summoning

the servants of God to worship Him in His
holy temple ; (3) Warning Bells, saying thai
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delay in serving God is attended with datifrer
;

(4) Cheeinvg Bells, setting forth the possibility

of pardon to all anxious sinners ; and (5)

Triumphant Bells^ singing, " death, where
is tliy sting ? grave, where is thy victory ?

"

(3.) Wood says that the sound of the bells

outside attested Aaron's being alive and active,

and accepted in the intercessory work to which
he was app(nuted. When the worshippers
learned from the ringing of the bells that their

advocate within the veil was prospering in his

appeal on their behalf, they were emboldened
to blend their supplications with those of

Aaron.

** Church-bells beyond the stars heard, the

soul's blood,

The land of spices, something understood."—Herbert.

Mitre-Medallion ! Ver. 36. (1.) Dr. Kitto

says that the mitre was a turban of fine

linen, furnished in front with a plate of pure

gold^ on which were inscribed the words,

"Holiness to the Lord," and which was
attached to the turban by a blue lace. The
word translated, '* plate," signifies a flower,

and is rendered petalon, i.e., a petal, by the

Septuagint. This seems to show that the

plate was wrought with flowered work, or was
itself in the form of a flower or petal. (2.)

In the prophecies of Zechariah (xiv. 20) it is

foretold that in the coming millennial days

there is to be inscribed upon the bells of the

horses, '* Holiness to the Lord." Until the

recent introduction of tram-cars there was
little of such a custom in England, though in

Bome continental cities almost every horse

employed for draught purposes bears a bell

round its neck. Russian and Canadian sleighs

are always furnished with these bells. (3.)

Contrast the one inscri[)tion on the Messiah's

frontlet with this inscri])tion everywhere

visible in the latter days. It tells us that so

efficacious will the intercessions of our Great

High Priest in heaven for 2000 years prove,

that every kind of traffic shall be carried on

in a manner becoming the Gospel, and that,

whatsoever men do, each and all of their works

shall be done with a single eye to God's glory,

».c., shall be '* Holiness to the Lord."

•* And all the holy race of Abraham
Be clothed in priestly robes, spotless as

snow." —Bichersteth.

Mitre-Moral ! Ver. 38. During Alexander

the Great's career of conquest, he was opposed

by the Jews, who remained faithful in their

allegiance to Darius the Persian. Hav!t\g
wreaked hiS vengeance on Tyre by givinj^ it lo

the flumes, and crucifyiiig 2000 of its citizens

along the seusiiore, he marched against Jeru-
salem. RoUin gives an inteiesting account of

the event. Jaddus, the hi^h priest, inter-

ceded with God to aid His people, and was
answered in a dream that he must cause
flowers to be strewn about the city, set open
the city gates, and go forth with the priests

in festal procession, wearing his pontifical

robes. He accordingly arrayed himself, and
leading the procession, marched forth to meet
the *' fiery scourge of God." Alexander,
struck by the sight of the high priest, on
whose mitre and forehead a gold plate was
fixed bearing the name of God, bowed low
before the august name of Jehovah. All were
surprised, and one of the conqueror's favourite

generals asked for an explanation. The con-

queror having given it, enteied Jerusalem, and
ofi'ered up sacrifices to the God of the Hebrews.
Thus the proud head of earth's mightiest

warrior bent before the mitre-motto, ** Holi-

ness to Jehovah." And before Jesus, the

great High Priest, on the forefront of whose
earth and heaven life is inscribed this title,

shall all the mighty ones of the world be at

last constrained to bow.

** Exalted high at God's right hand.
And Loi d of all below ;

Through Him is {)ardoning love dispensed,

And boundless blessings flow."—Barhauld.

Holy Wholly 1 Ters. 40-43. In the rai-

ment of Aaron, as in all the tabernacle appur-

tenances, every part was holy throughout.

Not a carven pomegranate—not a bell, silver

or golden, but was holy wholly. The table

and its lamps, with flowers of silver light,

tent and stones, fluttering curtains and ascend-

ing incense, altar and sacrifice, breastplate

and ephod, mitre and gem-clasped girdle,

wreathen chains and jewelled hangings, were
holy. 'J'his signified not only (1) the entire

holiness of God, with whom we have to do,

but also (2) the al solute necessity for thorough
sanctification of heart and life in ourselves.

This is the will of God ; and to accomplish

this He sets His jewels in the fires that they

may be purified, and like Himself in holiness.

** No spot or wrinkle on their holy brow,

No film upon their robes of dazzling white,

Most beautiful, most glorious ; every saint

Holy in individual Holiness."

CHAPTER XXIX.

Critical Notes.— 8. Then shalt pour it] = veyatsakta from the v(»rb yatsak, to pro.

fusely anoint, is the word employed in regai'd to the anointing of Aaron ; but Mashach = to

simply anoint is the word used in the case of his sons. Thus the difference in the termi

employed indicate that God regarded the High priest w**** H^ore honour than the other priests.
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And, as oil is the acknowledged symbol of health, strength, and beauty or purity, we have

here an indication of the qualifications and graces which sliould distinguish the priesthood

generally and the High Priest in particular. 9. And thou shalt consecrate Aaron and his

sons] is a free rendering of the words of tlie text : Umiletha yad Ahrou vei/ad banav, literally,

** Thou shalt fill the hand of Aaron and the hand of his sons," with a reference, no doubt, to

(verses 22-24). The things there enumerated are the various parts of the ratn of consecration,

besides several other accompaniments which M(jses was commanded to place on the hands of

Aaron and his sons, and by which evidently the propitiatory character of the priest's office was
indicated, as they were burnt before the Lord as an acceptable offering (ver. 25). And, as in

the act of consecration of the priests, they placed the gifts given to them by Moses upon the

altar of the Lord, these may be regarded as characteristic of their office, and typified humility

and devoteduess.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-38.

The Consecration of Aaron as Typical of the Priestly Calling of
Christ.

We have shadowed forth here in the public appointment of Aaron some
great truths concerning the Great High Priest, who has passed through the

heavens.

I. The authority of His calling. " No man taketh this honour unto himself,

but he that is called of God, as was Aaron " (Heb. v. 4). Aaron does not invest

himself with the pontifical attire, and himself assume the priestly functions,

but he receives these from the hands of Moses as the representative of God.

"So also Christ glorified not Himself to be made an high priest ; but He that

said unto Him, Thou art my Son, to-day have I begotten Thee " (Heb. v. 5).

Christ is ever careful to keep before us the Divine authority of His character,

teachings, and priesthood. Thus with His character (John xiv. 6-9). Thus
with His works (John xiv. 10, 11). Thus with His doctrines (John vii. 16-18).

Thus with His atonement (Eom. iii. 25). There is Divine authority in the whole
work of Jesus Christ ; we see ** God in Christ reconciling the world unto Him-
self."

IL The glory of His character. In the first ceremony of the washing we
have an anticipation of the purity of Christ's nature, and in the robing and
crowning of Aaron we behold, as in a glass, the moral loveliness and glory of

the world's everlasting Priest. Christ's life was destitute of all the empty
pomps of royalty. They that wear soft raiment are in king's houses : but how
irresistible the moral glory of His spirit and work !

" What could I do more
in royal robes, father, than in this plain garment?" said Edward I. to a bishop
who remonstrated with him on his attire as unkingly. The Jews saw Messiah
destitute of all material, social, and political glory, and thus when they saw
Him, there was no beauty that they should desire Him ; but if they had regarded
the moral grandeur of His spirit and work and doctrine, they would have felt

that He needed no angel's face, or transfigured robe, or golden crown. He
was without sin. His holiness was intense and perpetual, and He is the most
glorious Being in earth or heaven.

III. The fulness of His grace, ver. 7. Oil was a type of reconciliation and
peace, and the fact that it was poured on the head of the priest indicates the

fulness of the grace imparted to the priest, and through him to Israel. This
attains its highest meaning in Jesus Christ (Heb. i. 9.) Christ is full of truth

and grace. In His reconciling character He can fill the individual soul with
peace ; and He can harmonise all the conflicting elements of the world, and
fill the earth with peace. " He giveth more grace."

IV. The efficacy of His atonement, vers. 11-38. All that is said here of the

purification of the priests, by blood and fire, is most significant of the fact that,
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through the atonement and spirit of Christ, humanity is fitted for intercourse
with God. It was only when the animals had borne away the sin of the priests,

and when their members and raiment had been purified by the sprmkled blood,

that they are fitted to enter into the presence ot God ; and it is only as Christ
atones for us by His death and purifies us by His Spirit, that we are worthy
to see the face of God (Heb. ix. 18-28).

Holiness and Service.— Verses 1-38.

All these ceremonies attending the consecration of the priests are intended

to teach the great lesson, that all who minister before God, that all

who minister to God, must be holy. These ceremonies are not so many
empty forms, intended merely to impress the people, but full of moral
meaning.

I. The necessity of holiness in the service of God. Before the priests can
minister before God there must be the washing, anointing, robing—all signifi-

cant of purification from sin and of the attainment of the beauty of holiness.

The services of a priest not thus consecrated would have been rejected. All

must be thus washed and beautified who would serve God in all generations.

Without holiness of heart—for this is what the ceremonial holiness typifies—
our virtues are unacceptable. Our righteousness is filthy rags. The patchwork
garment of human fabrication will never do in place of that wedding robe of

spiritual righteousness which God gives. Our work is unacceptable. No matter
what our work may be, if it is not pure, it is rejected. It may be high work
in the world, solemn work in the Church, but if it lack love and holiness it is

vain. Our worship is (Isa. i. 10-16). Our gifts are (Isa. i. 10-16 ; 1 Cor. xiiL

1-4). Our services for others are. Holiness must be possessed by the priest

before he can pray and offer for the people. Our virtues may be many, our work
useful, our prayers eloquent, our gifts munificent, our services to our times

liberal and salutary ; but if in our heart there is selfishness, sensuality, sin, God
will reject us. " Be ye holy that bear the vessels of the Lord." We must be

washed in the laver of regeneration, beautified by God's righteousness, anointed

by God's grace, and then shall God be well pleased in us, and our ministrations

for others shall be blessed. And this holiness must be complete and thoi'ough.

We feel this if we regard the blood-sprinkling upon the person and garments
of the priests, vers. 19-21. " A part of the blood of the ram of consecration

was sprinkled upon the ears of Aaron and his sons, to remind them always to

listen to the commands of God ; upon their hands, to enjoin the duty of activity

and zeal in the service of God ; and upon their feet, to symbolise their walking

in the ways of the law."

—

Kalisch. The hallowing of the whole personality

and life. And we feel how necessary holiness is in the servants of God, and
how thorough that holiness must be, when we read verse 35, that the cere-

monies of consecration are to be repeated during seven days.

II. The source of this holiness. The whole ceremony attending the conse-

cration of the priests teaches that the highest holiness is only realised in Christ.

The sprinkling of the blood on the priest and on all his attire typifies this.

Christ crucified alone creates in us a horror of sin ; Christ alone bears our sin

away; Christ's grace alone cleanses us from the crimson stain (Heb. ix. 11-15;
1 John i. 7). If we are to become a holy priesthood unto God, offering here

the living sacrifices of an acceptable service, and at death entering into the

Eternal presence, the dying love of Christ must kindle our love, and the right-

eousness which Christ died to maintain must adorn our nature and life. The
theology of the Jewish Temple is full of purity by atonement ; so is the
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theology of the primitive Christian Church ; so is the theology of Heaven
(Kev. vii. 9-17).

The Divine Presence in the Church,— Verses 38-46.

We are instructed here concerning

—

I. The condition of the Divine Presence. God promises to dwell with Israel,

and the stipulations which accompany this promise are full of instruction.

God is not to dwell with Israel on the ground of their election. God had elected

Israel to be the guardian of His Truth, and to accomplish certain great ends in

the drama of history, but the presence of God with Israel is neither here nor

anywhere else made to rest on the ground of this election. The continued

presence of God with Israel is not guaranteed by the magnificence of the Taber-

nacle. God did not dwell in the Tabernacle because of its gold and scarlet,

because of its rich draperies and gorgeous furniture. God will never dwell

among us because of the richness or grandeur of a worldly sanctuary. The pre-

sence of God is not secured to Israel on the ground of their ecclesiastical polity,

" See that thou make it according to the pattern I showed thee in the mount."

So Moses did : the whole Tabernacle and its furniture was according to the

celestial pattern shown to the great lawgiver. But not on this ground was
God to dwell with Israel. We may have our churches constructed on what
we consider to be the scriptural pattern, on what may be a scriptural pattern,

and yet God may deny us His presence. The grand condition is moral

and spiritual. Everything must be holy. The priests must be holy, as we have
already seen ; and here again the demand is reiterated. " Whosoever toucheth

the altar must be holy," ver. 37. No unclean individual was allowed to

approach the altar; it does not mean, whatever has once touched the altar must
be considered holy. And the altary too, was to be most holy, ver. 37. God
dwelt with Israel on the ground of their moral purity, and for their lack of

righteousness He deserted them. God's presence is given still to such as seek

Him with pure and penitent hearts. The sacrifices here mentioned symbolised

the constant consecration of Israel's life unto God, and only on this ground
will God meet with and bless mankind. Purity is the sign of the true ChurclL

Entirely, daily, permanently, must we yield ourselves to God, and then God's

face shall shine upon us as an unsetting sun.

II. The blessedness of the Divine Presence. 1. It is an enlightening Pre-

sence. *' Where I will meet you, to speak there to thee," ver. 42. How truly

blessed to have this communion with God ! to have a certain spot where we are

sure of special revelations of God's heart and will ! Not to have our imagination

wandering through infinity, bafiled by the vastness, but to be able to enter into

our closet, and talk with God. God comes to the door of the Tabernacle to

enlighten and bless the people—He will not hide Himself in the Holiest. If we
come to God with pure and penitent hearts He will not hide Himself from us,

but w^e shall see the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of

Jesus Christ. 2. It is a glorifying Presence. " That it be hallowed by My
glory," vers. 43, 44. The glory of gold and crimson was nothing, without the

glory of the Divine Presence. Where God dwells He creates that fulness of

purity and gladness which we call glory. 3. It is a redeeming Presence. " Which
brought them out of the land of Egypt," ver. 46. And which, therefore, would
deliver them from all other evils. God's presence is a wall of fire. 4. It is an
abiding Presence. " That I may dwell among them," vers. 45, 46, Not only

''meet" them, but "dwell" among them. "Pleasures for evermore" (Rev.

vii. 15-17).
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXIX,

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Speech-Symbolism 1 Vera. 1-44. (1.) An
eminent author says that language is the

amber in which a thousand precious and
subtile thoughts have been safely embedded
and preserved. It has arrested ten thousand
lightning flashes of genius, which, unless

thus arrested and fixed, might have been as

bright, but would have also been as quickly
passing and perishing as the lightning. (2.)

Trench adds to this, that words convey the

mental treasures of one period to the genera-

tions that follow ; and, laden with tiieir pre-

cious flight, they sail safely across the gulfs of
time in which empires have suffered shipwreck,

and the languages of common life have sunk
into oblivion. (3.) What, then, shall be said

of speech which is not man's but God's?
What, then, shall be said of words in which the

thoughts of God are embalmed ? Sent safely

across the yawning, surging gulfs of time, do
they not invite our most searching investiga-

tion for our learning and comfort in matters

of infinite importance and everlasting en-

durance ?

** Then be not like the hog that hath
A pearl at his desire.

And takes more pleasure in the trough
And wallowing in the mire."—Barker, 1594,

Priesthood -Consecration! Ver. 1. Ed-
wards well says that man's redemption was a
purpose before it was a fact. Hence the Son
of God anticipated man's fall, and imme-
diately on its occurrence, putting aside the

gorgeous veil of His dwelling-place, descended
to earth to promise deliverance. As Wallia

remarks, from that time His atonement was
prefigured by slaughtered victims, exhibited

in prophetic types. The Redeemer's sacrifice,

therefore, has a retrospective as well as pros-

pective value. He planted His cross between
the two dispensations, throwing a radiance

over the past and a splendour over the future.

Thus He made its glory to glance on the two
extremities of time, and set it forth as the

centre of associated interest to the good both

of heaven and earth.

** The balm of life, the cure of woe,

The measure and the pledge of love.

The sinner's refuge here below.

The angel's theme in heaven above."—Kelley.

Ablutions and Oblations 1 Vers. 3, 4. (1.)

The tabernacle, as Atwater remarks, is to be

considered as the residence of the Divine
King of Israel. The remembrance of thia
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will aid in understanding some parts of tht
Jewish ritual that might otherwise be com-
paratively unintelligible. This explains the
great importance attached to personal cleanli-

ness and freedom from corporeal blemishes on
the part of all the attendants of the sanctuary.

Some of the sacrifices, such as the burnt-

oflferings, were forms of consecration to the

service of the sovereign— what in modern
phraseology would be called homage. (2.)

Such purification we have in the case of Joseph
entering Pharaoh's presence, of Esther ap-

pearing before Ahasuerus, and of Daniel being
presented to Nebuchadnezzar. The homage
of offerings, when persons acknowledged them-
selves subjects to a king, is as common to-day

in eastern countries as it has ever been from
the most remote of historical periods. Hence
the ideas were familiar to the Israelites who
had just left Egypt. (3.) But these priestly

ablutions and oblations were deeply symboli-

cal ; not only as implying man's moral unfit-

ness to serve Jehovah-King, but also as in-

volving the prayer for Divine Grace, ** Wash
me, and I shall be whiter than snow." The
offerings are indicated in the Pauline entreaty

:

** We beseech you, l)y the mercies of God, that

ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy,

acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable

service."

•* Oh ! cleanse my sordid soul within

By Thy Christ's blood—the bath of sin."—Wotton,

Aaronic Washing ! Ver. 4. (1.) Does this

typify the Baptism of the Lord Jesus ? Baptism
was usually connected with confession of sin,

both amongst the heathen and Hebrews. The
washing was in itself a symbol of the desire

to wash away the defilement of the soul. But
Jesus knew no sin, though Aaron did. Never-
theless He oflered Himself to God. His
Baptism, symbolised by the Aaronic purifica-

tion, was the purifying of Himself as the Priest

and Victim. (2.) In the upper room when
He offered up His intercessory prayer, that

God would accept Him in sacrifice for the

sins of His people, He says, ** For their sakcs

I sanctify Myself." What Jesus spoke of the

sanctifying of Himself, to be a holy priest and
holy sacrifice, is amplified, says Geso in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, to the effect that

Jesus was both the offerer and offering. (3.)

The Baptismal rite was linked with the de-

scent of the Holy Spirit. It was through the

Eternal Spirit that He offered Himself with-

out spot to God. Thus both priest and animal

were washed to shadow forth the Baptism not

only in Jordan waters but with the Uolj
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Spirit. Il.iviiiu- knelt in prayer on the bank
to which lie had returned from the shallow

ford,—
** Lo ! on a gudden the l»lue heavens were rent,

The Spirit doseendinij in corporeal shape,

Dove-like, alighted on His sacred head,

A Dove of plumage whiter than the ligJit."—Bickcrsteth.

Aaronic Associationa ! Vers. 5, 6. (1.)

The Aaronic priesthood, as established and
perpetuated for long agcB in Israel, was in all

its aspects and relations eminently symbolic
and typical. The selection and consecration

of the high priest, the manifold duties and
functions of the high office, were all pene-

trated with spiritual significance. Not more
saturated is our atmosphere with ozone, our
ocean with salts, our flow rs with sweet odours

;

than are the Aaronic associations with spiritual

significations. (2.) As a natural and inevitable

result, names, titles, figures, and symbolic
phrases derived therefrom, have been sown
broadcast, over the entire area of our religious

literature. As Thompson observes, the most
precious and significant names and official

titles bestowed upon our blessed Lord come to

us without modification from this source.

This we learn from the Epistle to the Hebrews.

** Where high the heavenly temple stands,

The house of God not made with hands,

A great High Priest our nature wears

—

The Saviour of mankind appears."—Logan,

Priest-Anointing ! Ver. 8. (1.) Jenkyn
says that the Agonistes in the Grecian Games
anointed themselves with ointments in order
to attain quickness, agility, and nimbleness of

action ; and this gave a grace and beauty to

their various movements. Before they could
attain this the ointment must have pervaded
their frame and not glistened in superficial

application. (2.) In like manner, before the
Church can acquire a grace in doing good,
and in acting after the Spirit, the unction
from the Holy One must penetrate all the
muscles of its frame and all the members of

its body. Thus the Spirit of Holiness gives
to the Church an aptness and a grace in all

its movements and efforts for the conversion
of the world.

•* Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire,

And lighten with celestial fire ;

Thou the Anointing Spirit art,

Thou dost Thy sevenfold gifts impart.

—1662.

Priesthood! Vers. 8, 9. (1.) The priests

were types of Christ in reference to the free-

dom of access to God, which was allowed to

them. They alone were permitted to enter
tht Tabernacle. Only to the Hiiih Priest was
it lawful to go into the Holy of Holies, just as

Christ our Mediator enters into the immediate

presence of God. (2.) The whole body of the

people were required to keep themselves cere-

monially pure. But in the case of the priest-

hood this was enjoined with special urgency,

on the ground that Christ was literally with-

out sin.

** Holy Saviour, wash us hourly,

Sanctify us day by day
;

Sorely we have need of cleansing,

Purge each stain of sin away."
—Murray,

Sin-OfferingI Yers. 10-14. There were

three gateways which the Aaronic priesthood

had to penetrate before they could minister in

the presence of God. One was that of the

Sin-ofFering, the gateway of confession of sin.

Another was that of the Burnt-oftering (vers,

15-18), the gateway of profession of faith in

Christ. The third was that of the Peace-

offering (vers. 19-21), the gateway of consecra-

tion, i.e., of self-dedication to God. These

were the stepping-stones to acceptable ministry

in the priesthood. When these steps had

been ascended—when these gateways had been

passed, the Meat-offering had then to be eaten,

to signify (1) a state of fellowship with God,

and (2) a resolution to bring forth fruit to

God. Not less essential are these gateways to

the Christian ministry, and to that universal

ministry of Christians who are designated as

kings and priests unto God.

•* Through death the world is raised above
Its alien curse and kindred dust;

We on the Cross read, ** God is just,'*

But in the offering, " God is Love."—Punshon,

Midriff-Mystery ! Yer. 13. (1.) One of

nature's most painful and deadly maladies is

cancer. If within reach of the surgeon's

knife and skill, an operation is performed for

its excision. Often the physician fails to

extract all the fibres ; and to eradicate the
roots left behind, he applies lunar caustic.

But how many uncertainties surround this

operation. The cancer may be beyond reach

of hia knife. It may be within reach, and
yet the operation produce fatal results. The
operation may only be partially successful and
require burning. The application of caustic

may not be successful in eliminating the re-

sidue. (2.) The Divine Physician extracts

the cancer in the human nature. Yet is He
pleased to allow, for wise and loving purposes,

part of it more or less to remain ; and by suc-

cessive operations of ** burning aflfliction and
sorrow " to eradicate it entirely. There are no
possibilities of failure in His hands. He can
reach every sin-cancer. Its excision is cer-

tain to be successful. The application of
** moral caustic " never fails to achieve the

desired results. The Christian is made whole
—meet for the inheritance of the samta in

light.
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•* Pain's furnace-heat within me quivers,

Goil's Itreath upon the fire doth blow,

Ati'i all my heart in auiiuiali shivers

And trembles at the fiery glow
;

Anl yet I whisper, '* As God will
!"

And in His hottest fire hold still."—Sturm.

Bamt-OflFeringl Vers. 15-18. (1.) In

nature, both with animals and plants, there

are special characteristics for eacli species or

form ; and yet, the special characteristic of

one species or form may be found more or

less prominent in another species or form.

The sea-anemone has its own peculiar feature

of existence ; nevertheless, that feature ap-

pears in otlier and more common existence.

The Indian banyan has likewise its particular

characteristic, which, however, presents itself

in less prominence in another African tree.

(2,) In the Levitieal sacrifices, substitution was
the special idea implied in the sin-offering.

Sulistitution was most fully shadowed forth in

this sacrifice. Nevertheless, though dedica-

tion rose prominently to view in the burnt-

offering, yet the substitution element ex-

isted largely in it. This element presents

itself more clearly in the daily sacrifice of

vers. 38-42.

" The lilood which, as a priest, He bears

For sinners is His own
;

The incense of His pravers and tears

Perfumes the Holy Throne."—Newton,

Sweet Savour ! Ver. 18. (1.) The cur-

tains of God's pavilion are here thrown back,

and each attribute appears rejoicing in re-

demption. The animal is offered, and there

is fragrance throughout heaven. This image
is a bright jewel in the Bible treasury.

It first flashed its beauty on Noah's sac-

rifice after the Flood. It appears again and
again through the Patriarchal offerings and
those of the Levitieal priesthood ; and all

these are but satellites borrowing their beauties

from the shining sun in Ephes. v. 2 :
*' Christ

gave Himself for us an offering and a sacrifice

unto God, for a sweet-smelling savour. (2.)

Just as one orb contains all lights, so this

brief expression contains the whole purpose of

redemption. The children of Israel were
taught in twilight-rites the fulness of the

work of Christ: **It is a sweet savour, an
offering made by fire unto the Lord." This
is the magnifying medium, through which we
see that the dying of Jesus is the garden of

God's sweetest perfumes. His one sacrifice is

eternal and unbounded fragrance, (3.) If

Christ's sacrifice is richest odour to God, so

ought it to be to man. The joy of God should

be our joy. The refreshment of God's heart

should be the refreshment of every man's
heart. The perfume which gratifies the spirit

of God should peifurae the spirit of each child

of Adam. Man's every faculty should expand
and revel in the Calvary oblation. His cruoi-

fixion should be the soul's paradise of every
spice and flower. His name sliould be as oint-

ment poured forth. His sacrifice should
smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia. He Him-
self should be as a bundle of myrrh, a cluster

of camphire.

** As myrrh new bleeding from the tree,

Such is a dying Christ to nie
;

And while He makes my soul His guest,

My bosom. Lord, shall be thy rest."

Ram - Rump ! Ver, 22. Eastern sheep
have much larger tails than those of our own
land. The broadtailed sheep of Aleppo, Russell
says, are known to have tails five pounds in

weight. To prevent these being torn by
thorns and thistles, the shepherds fasten tliio

boards underneath them. Some of these boards
have wheels to facilitate the movements of the
animal. The Ab\)e Mariti, in his " Travels
thtough Cyprus," states that the flesh of these

tails is juicy and tender. It is not, however,
eaten separately, but mixed with the lean of

other portions. The fat is often used as but-
ter. This explains the Levitieal consumption
by fire.

Priesthood-Pnrposes ! Yer. 29. Almost
everything connected with the Levitieal priest-

hood was symbolic. There was a spiritual

purpose in each separate act and fact. It ia

sufi&cient merely to mention such suggestive

things as the mercy-seat covering the ark, in

which was deposited the stone-engraved law,

and on which the high priest sprinkled seven
times the atoning blood. Then there were
the cherubiins, beneath whose outspread wings
ascended the cloud of incense— the prayers of

the saints perfumed by the infinite merits of

the Great Mediator. How many delightful

thoughts gather about it, as bees clustering

around some odorous jlower or luscious honey-

comb ! In how many humble prayers, in how
many glad songs of praise, is it the central idea,

as a sun serves for a centre of attraction to

countless satellite-orbs of light and beauty

!

Thus the priesthood had its purpose. Acting
out their sacred functions, they were con-

tinually revealing and visibly interpreting the

deep mystery of available mediation between
God and man.

*• I need Thee, precious Jesus J

For I am full of sin
;

My soul is dark and guilty,

My heart is dead within."
— WhUfldd,

Atonement ! Ver. 33. (1.) All bloody

sacrifices embodied in themselves the idea of

expiation. This idea may have existed in

the mind of the patriarchs only in a vague and
indefinite shape, as marking the earliest stage

in the development of the plan of redemption.

It may have resembled the pencilled outline

which the artist makes upon the oanvaas pre*
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vioiis to his filling in with rainbow hues. (2.)

The patriarchs and priests of the Mosaic
dis[)en8ation understood tliat in themselves
sacrifices had no atoning power. Tliey could

atone for sin only as they were syinholic

—

anticipatory of the real atonement utterwards

effected by Christ. The ideawiiich lies at the

basis of atonement is that of covering. The
sin atoned for is regarded as if no longer in

existence. (3.) This {)aved the way for recon-

ciliation—that idea which occurs ten times

in the Greek New Testament. In nine of

these ten, the Greek is translated "reconcilia-

tion ;
" and in the tenth (Rom. v. 11) '* atone-

ment," t,«., at-one-menb. The death of Christ

makes a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,

oblation, and satisfaction for sin ; and thus
opens up a way for man's reconcilement to

God.

" No more need altar smoke, nor victim bleed
;

'Tis finished ! the great mystery of love,

Ye sin-condemned, by this blood 'tis decreed

Ye stand absolved : Behold the curse re-

moved !

"

—Palmer,

Substitution-Shadows! Ver. 36. (1.) The
Messianic Substitutionary Sacrifice is the
grandest and most distinctive thing in the

Bible, for the sake of which, indeed, the Bible

has been produced. Many regard it as a dis-

cord in nature's harmonious anthem ; chisliing

with the phenomena of the universe around
us. But, as an earnest writer says, this is

altogether a superficial view. Nature and
human nature present certain aspects of

atonement. An(i the substitution taught by
the Aaronic off' rings and rites is patent to

the student in the laws of nature and human
nature. (2.) We see, writes an eloquent
divine, the law of vicarious action at work in

the plant yiekling up its life in order that the

animal may be nourished. We observe it in

the sacrifice of the animal that the nobler life

of man may be sustained. The doctrine of

subsntution pervades the whole science of

chemistry, in which we find numerous exam-
ples of one element of congeners replacing
another. (3.) Tiius nature, human nature,

and the Mosaic sacrifices are in harmony in

teaching each and all the great mystery of

Buhstitution. All tiiree are like different

aisles in the great cathedral, or different

avenues in the vast forest, leading up to the
Holv Place— to tlie central oiject of Calvary ;

" He liatli made Him who knew no sin, to be
Bin for us, that we might be the righteousness
of God in Him."

" He seized our dreadful right, the load sus-

tained
;

And heaved the mountain from a guilty

world." — Young,

Morning and Evening "Watches ! Ver. 39.

(1.) This continual burnt-offering, combining
in itself to a considerable extent what be-
longi'ii to the other sacrifices, might he re-

garded as embodying the general idea of

sacrifice, and as in a sense representing th«

whole sacrificial institute. ('2.) On the same
account Fairbairn says that it was a species of

offering to be presented morning and evening
in behalf of tiie whole covenant peo{)le ; and
which, especially during the night, was to

be so slowly consumed that it might last till

dawn. (3 ) This cont nual burnt-offering, or

perp' tual sacrifice, symbolised the abiding
sacrifice which the Lord Jesus presents before

the heavenly Throne niii^ht and day, from
morn till eve, and from eve to dawn of day.

Faith's eye perceived this. (4.) In a secon-

dary sense, it signified also the morning and
evening watches of Christian prayer. In
Deut. xxxiii. 10, it says, "They shall put
incense before Thee, and whole l)urnt sacri-

fices upon Thy altar." The incense is an
emblem of daily prayer, morning and evening
—of praj'cr without cea.-^ing ; and the accom-
panying burnt-offering indicated that in every

"incense-supplication" was to he the Propi-

tiation of Christ. The Sacrifice of Calvary
should ever be mentioned in, should ever be

associated with, the Christian's morning and
evening watches.

•* Here I would for ever stay,

Weep and gaze my soul away;
Thou art heaven on earth to me,

Lovely, mournful Calvary."—Montgomery.

Acceptable Service ! Ver. 41. (1.) Frag-
rance has a far-reaching power, a mysterious
association with the deep and hidden things
of the heart. Because of these virtues, many
of the Bihle images appeal to our sense of

smell. No sense is more closely connected
with the sphere of the soul. It is regarded'aa
an important means of communication with
heaven, and a direct avenue for the soul's ap-

proack to the Father, The acceptance, saya

Macmillan, of man's offerings by God ia

usually represented in the anthropomorphisms
of the Bible as finding its expression in the
sense of smell. (2.) The Apostle Paul, em-
ploying the same typical language, speaks of

himself and the other Apostles as unto God a
sweet savour of Christ in them that are saved
and in them that perish. The Psalms and
the l*rophetic writings are full of the most
beautiful and expressive metaphors, applied

to the most solemn persons and things, of

"sweet savours." The Song of Solomon is

like an Oriental garden stocked with delicious,

odorous flowers. But the " sweet savour

"

that is most acceptable is "the offering by
fire," i.e., the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus
amid the tires of wrath.

" The fragrance of which perfect sacrifice

Breathes infinite beatitude, and spans
The clouds ofjudgment with Eternal Light."

Burnt-Offering! Ver. 42. What is in a
name ? Words are but empty air ; names
are but the exterior and useless shell. The
thing signified ia the kernel. But this is a
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very inadequate statement. Lan<^iia<re is far

more than the mere ves ure,or even the vehicle

of iliought. It is both parent and nurse of

the tliought. There is much in a name;
most of all in those divineiv civen. Such
are the irords "consecration," "ntonement,"
"burnt-offering," "wave-offering," &c., oc-

curring in this chapter. They are our teachers

and guides, without which we can make no
valuable acquisition in the Pentateuch fields

of spiritual knowledge. They are self-luminous

lamps, hung around the infinite mystery of

the invisible God, and penetrating the thick

darkness in which He dwells, so far as man's
feeble sight can pierce. Upon the glass of

this lamp ("burnt-offering") may be read

letters, burnt in by the fiery process of in-

spiration, telling us that within the building

over whose porch it hangs is a spiritual glory

in the shape of the Atoning Sacrifice of the

Lord Jesus.

** Nor can the type and symbol take away
The guilt, and for a broken law requite.

The cross unfolds the mystery, Jesus died;
The sinner lives; the Law is satisfied.—Conder,

Mediation-Meaning I Ver. 44. (1 .) Eastern

nations, beyond all others, have recourse to

mediation. It has been noticed that they

seem incapable of transacting business with-

out the intervention of a mediator. The
buying of an ass, the renting of a house, the

hiring of a servant, or the settling of a trifling

dispute, cannot be achieved without mediation
at the present day in the East. Yet it is not,

as has been remarked,, a modern fashion. It

appears even in the early history of Abraham
at Machpelah, and Joseph in the Egyptian
dungeon. (2.) Such being the custom in

transacting temporal matters, it became the

most natural thing in the world to resort to

mediation in the affairs of the soul. Educated
to mediation in things secular, the Israelites

were the more prepared to accept mediation
in things spiritual. The consciousness of sin

would only intensify this fe»ling and desire

to have a Mediator or Intercessor. (3.) The
priests in the Tabermc'e stood in this relation

officially and by Divine appointment. But
even they could only mediate typically. Their

mediation had a meaning in Jic future. Their

sacrificial offerings were of no avail, except as

they pointed to the one true Mediator, whose
blood cleanseth from all sin.

" See Aaron, God's anointed prieit,

Within the veil appear,

In robes of mystic meaning drest,

Presenting Israel's prayer.**
—Nevyton.

Divine-Indwelling! Ver. 45. It is a re-

markable coincidence that as here we have the

sacrificial lambs connected with the Divine

Presence in the Hebrew Church, so there

is a similar conjunction of the two in Rev.

rxi. Whether we rovard that chapter ac ft
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prophetic vision of the Millennial or Eternal
Eras of the Ciiurch of Clinst matters not. It

is the Lamb of God who figures in it with
His Bride ; and afterwards comes a great

voice proclaiming that the Tabernacle of God
is with men, and H( will dwell with them.
** Jehovah-Sliammah," i.e.. The Lord is there;

because " Jehovali-Tsidkenu," t.e., The Lord
our Riglit( ousncss is there. As the Lord
dwelt between the cherubims as long as the

typical lambs were present in the Tabernacle
services, so Avill He tabernacle where the

Lamb of God is in heaven. Twice over in

one verse is it here said that such shall be the

bliss. Oh, amazing honours ! The Taber-

nacle of God with men I We can picture the

angelic myriads hovering on silvery piniona

over the glowing scene, and exclaiming

—

"How goodly are thy tents, Jacob, and
thy tabernacles, Israel 1

"

** There, wrought with hands no temples rise.

For God Himself their place supplies;

^ov priests are needed in the abode
Where the whole hosts are priests to God."

—Grinfield,

Presence - Purpose I "Ver. 46. (1.) Com-
pare this chapter with Rev. vii., which haa

been sweetly designated as the " Palace Beau-
tiful." If verses 13 to 17 may be called by
one " the mirror set in the Christian Apoca-
lypse, in which the Christian sees reflected

his future character and condition ;
" surely

these verses from 36 to 46 may be equally well

described as "a mirror placed in the Mosaic
Aj'ocalypse, in which the Israelite was to be-

hold reflected his future hope in Christ." If in

Exodus xxix. we have the ceremonial washing,

so in Rev. vii, we are told that the myriad-
throngs of white-robed beings have washed
their robes and made them white in the blood

of the Lamb. If in Exodus xxix. we learn

that this was by way of free approach to the

throne of God within the Holy of Holies, so

it is expressly declared that these blood-

cleansed souls are in consequence before the

throne. If in the significant speech of sym-
bolic act and fact, Aaron and the priests and
people sang, " Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain," so it is the same song whose silent

echoes down the ages are caught upinaudilile

acclaim l)y the redeemed hosts. If in Exodus
xxix. Israel, through obedience to the Divine

command, hoped for t'rre Divine Presence with

them in a land where neither hunger nor

thirst should be their lot, so in Rev. vii, we
are told that these redeemed ones, having

been washed in the blood of the Lamb, are in

their holy land enjoying the presence of God,
and knowing nothing of the pangs of huugei
or the tortures of thirst.

•* Now before the Throne of God,
Seal'd with His Eternal Name,
Clad in raiment pure and white,

Victor pnlms in every hand,

Throua:h their great Redeemer's might,

Mo'-e than conquerors they stand,"
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CHAPTER XXX.

Critical Notes. — 1. Altar of incense] = Miktar Ketoreth, literally, the iticenser of In-

cense, or, to incense incense, because, strictly speaking, this was not an altar, as no sacrifices

were offered u[)oii it. It was also called the golden altar (xxxix. 38 ; Num. iv. 11) to distinguish

it from the altar of burut-ofFt-rin^ which was of less costly materials. There was a special im-
portance attached to this altar from various circumstances. The sweet incense, tlie symbol of

prayer, was burnt upon it every day, morning and evening (vers. 7, 8). The blood of the sin-

oflfering, too, was sprinkled upon it every year on the great day of atonement (Lev. xvi. 18-20),
and at such other times as occasion required (Lev. iv. 17, 18). Tlie position of this altar was,

no doubt, calculated to enhance its ty[)ieal import. It stood between the altar of burnt-offering

in the Court and the mercy-seal; in the Holy of Holies, separated from the latter by the great
partitioji veil. Thus the priest as he ministered with his face turned in the direction of the
mercy -seat, though assured of its reality, was still only permitted to see it with the eyes of his

mind). Hence the High priest's ministrations in this rite taught Israel to offer the incense of

prayer towards the throne above, which, though invisible to the bodily eye at the time, is

nevertheless real and present to the eye of faith.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Vtrsa 1-10.

Worship.

The altar of incense is instructive as to worship in all generations.

I. The material of the altar is suggestive of the elements of a praying heart.

It was to be made of acacia wood, ver. 1 -, significant of the fact that prevailing

prayer must rise from a sound heart. Acacia wood was incorruptible. In prayer

the heart must be sincere—no lightness, no hollowness, no hypocrisy. Effec-

tual prayer must rise from a ^?^re heart. This is signified by the altar being

overlaid witli pure gold, ver. 3. It was called the golden altar. True prayer

springs from a sin-renouncing heart. How often do we seem to think that any
altar will do for heaven ! Any rotten wood, any unconsecrated stones, any
brazen altar. We ask amiss. We ask with an insincere, sin-regarding, unbe-

lieving heart. " Let us draw near with a true heart."

II. The position of the altar is suggestive of the grand function of prayer.

"And thou shalt place it before the vail," &c., ver. 6. It stood before the

curtain which separated the sanctuary from the Holy of Holies. By prayer we
gain access into the immediate ])resence of the merciful God. " Before the

mercy-seat which is over the testimony." By prayer we gain an interest in all the

great promises of God to mankind. *' By the ark of the testimony." By prayer,

whatever is in the covenant becomes ours. We cannot expect mercy "without a

life of prayer :
" Let us come boldly to the throne of grace that we may find

mercy." We cannot expect the blessings of providence and grace without

prayer. We must enter heaven by prayer. Prayer brings us into the presence

of God ; into fellowship with God ; and makes u.s partakers of all the treasures

of God.

III. The pure incense is suggestive of the sweetness of prayer, ver. 7.

Prayer is sweet to us. To pour out our soul to God, to pray, to praise, is the

highest joy of our spiritual life. Prayer is sweet to God, The gratitude and
trust of the heart are to God as the fragrant perfume of golden censers (Rev.

viii. 3, 4).

IV. The offering of the incense in connection with the lighting of the lamps
suggests the illuminations of prayer, vers. 7, 8. We get light through prayer.

The Word of God is a great lamp for our illumination, but we only realise its

Imninous teachings when we ponder them in the spirit of prayer (James i. 5-7)
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V. The horns at the corners of the altar remind us of the power of prayer,

vers. 2-10. How great the power of prayer in the day of trouble, in the day of

temptation ! Day by day we need the strength which prayer aione can supply.

Horns are the symbols of power, and from the altar of God comes the strength

to make us conquerors. Prayer is not only sweet, but animating—not only

full of poetry, but full of power.
'* Let us pray." And if we pray with a pure heart, offering no strange incense,

ver. 9, and resting all our intercessions upon the atoning merit of Ciirist, ver.

10, God shall shew us His glory, enrich us with His gifts, and fill us with His
eternal joy.

MAIN HOMILETIGS OP THE PARAGRAPff.^Verses 11-161,

Equality before God.

We are reminded here

—

I. That all men are equally recognised by the eye of God. Moses was to

take *' the sum of the children of Israel after their number." This taking of

the census of Israel reminds us of God's all-comprehending and individualising

knowledge of man. He knows all. Every living soul is written in His book.

He knows each. Each tribe, each family, each person. There is not a living

being outside God's knowledge, there is not one who can drop out of that

knowledge. With all the apparent confusion of the world, and the cheapness

of life, God knows " the sum ;" and He knows each race, each dwelling, each

person which go to the making up of that " sum."

II. That all men are equally guilty before the law of God. They were to

give a ransom for their souls. What is the ground idea of this ransom but
guilt 1 Israel was sinful before God, and it was necessary that they should

bring " atonement-money " in their hands as expressive of their sin and peni-

tence. It was to make an " atonement for their souls." We are guilty before

God, and it is necessary that we have somewhat to offer. " In our hands no
price we bring." Christ has paid all, and rendered it possible for Eternal love

to show grace unto all who seek for it (John i. 29 ; Matt. xxvi. 28 ; Rom. v. 11

;

Rev. i. 5). In Christ's death we have the grand recognition that we are sold under
sin, but that God has provided for our emancipation and life. All were to give

their ransom. No exemptions. All are guilty. Every mouth is stopped.

And that all were equally guilty before God is expressed in all having to bring

the same atonement-money. *' The rich shall not give more, and the poor
shall not give less than half a shekel." This fixed amount indicates two
great truths : the equal preciousness of all souls in the sight of God ; and
the equal guiltiness of all souls in the sight of God. *' There is no difference

"

(Rom. iii. 22).

III. That all men are equally redeemable through the mercy of God. The
atonement-money was to be accepted from every hand. The half shekel in the

hand of every member of Israel spoke of universal reconciliation as clearly as

it did of universal sin. So all men are recoverable in Christ (John iii. 16).

The Apostle in declaring "there is no difference," intends to show there is no
difference in regard to men's restoration, as there is no difference in regard to

their sinfulness and condemnation (Rom. iii. 9-31). 1. We see here the need of
atonement. We cannot go to God as innocent creatures. A merely natural

religion will not do for us fallen and guilty men. 2. We see the preciousness of
the atonement of Christ. It saves those who trust in it from wrath and death.

"Then shall they give every man a ransom for his sojil unto the Lord, when
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thou numberest them ] that there be no plague among them." And so

Clirist's merit saves us from the last plagues of God's wrath against • sin

and sinners. And it saves all who trust in it. Tlie worst, the poorest.

(Heb. vil 25.)

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 17-21,

The True Washing.

This priestly washing in the Temple symbolised certain great truths to which
we shall do well if we take heed.

I. The true washing is Divine. Aaron and his sons were to wash themselves

in this brazen laver in the Tabernacle. They were not to wash themselves in

their own homes, the washing was to be in the sanctuary of God. Self-purifica-

tion will not do. We cannot cleanse ourselves from the defilements of sin. Sin

is not skin deep, as many seem to suppose, and to be washed away by the touch

of our palm ; the stains of evil are deep and dark in our nature, and only the

Divine Cleanser can purge them away. "For though thou wash thee with

nitre, and take thee much soap, yet thine iniquity is marked before Me, saith

the Lord God" (Jer. ii. 22). "If I wash thee not, thou hast no part with Me"
(John xiii. 8). The Gospel of Christ is the power of God to purify a sinful

world, and there is no real and abiding efficacy in any other method (Ps.

Ii. 2-7).

II. The true washing is spiritual. It is true that Aaron washed only his

hands and feet, but we should forget the whole genius of the Mosaic dispensation

if we were to overlook the spiritual significance of this rite. The true purifica-

tion is not material. Many social reformers think to purify society by insti-

tuting certain political and physical improvements. They think

—

••That washing seven times in the ^People's Batha'
Is sovereiun for a people's leprosy,

Still leaving out the essential prophet's word
That comes in power."

The true purification is not ceremonial. Baptismal regeneration is more mis-
taken than a merely superficial political regeneration is. The water in the
Church's font possesses no magic efficacy to wash away sin. The true purifica-

tion is that of the soul. " Jerusalem, wash thine heart from wickedness,
that tliou mayest be saved" (Jer. iv. 14). This is the true purification. The
cleansing of the heart through the truth and grace of Christ (John xv. 3, xvii. 17

;

Eph. V. 26 ; 1 Peter i. 22). Let us not rest in a mere social purity (Titus iii. 5).

Let us not rest in a mere ecclesiastical purity (John iii. 6; 1 Peter iii. 21). Let
Christ cleanse our spirit and life.

** Wash me, and make me thus Thine own.
Wash me, and mine Thou art;
Wash me, but not my feet alone.

My hands, my head, my heart."

IIL This true washing is essential. '' That they die not." This interior

and divine purity is indispensable. Without it we cannot enter into fellowship
and communion with God ; without it we cannot enter heaven (Rev. vii. 13-15).
In the blood of the Lamb we must make our raiment white, and by constant
washing there, keep it wliite. Naaman had to wash in Jordan "seven times,"
and so must we come again and again to the great fountain of purification in
Jesu"s Christ.
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MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PA RAORAPR.— Verses 22-21

The Spirit of God in the Church.

That the ointment signifies the influence of the Spirit of God we can hardly
doubt The anointing of kings and prophets signified that they received the
gift of holiness in a special degree ; and when Christ was anointed with the oil

of gladness above His fellows (Ps. xlv. 8, 9), it signified that on Him rested the
power and grace of the Holy Spirit in an extraordinary degree. What does this

ointment teach respecting God's Spirit 11

I. The salutariness of His influence. Ointment is gracious in its action, and
signifies the softening influence of the Spirit. As ointment softens, so does the
S{)irit of God cause the proud will to relent, and the hard heart to soften. The
healing influence of the Spirit. Wounds are mollified with ointment—its action

is medicinal and purifying. So God's Spirit cleanses and heals the diseased and
wounded soul. The rejoicing influence of the Spirit. It is *' the oil of gladness."
** Th(ju anointest my head with oil ; my cup runneth over" (Ps. xxiii. 5). Here
the P.<almist associates anointing with fulness of joy. Yes, the Spirit of God
gives tenderness and purity to the soul, and out of this contrite and cleansed

heart springs up streams of peace and joy.

n. The sweetness of His influence. The sweetness of this ointment renders

it a striking symbol of the rich and fragrar^ influence of the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit of God gives an incomparable charm to the character ! We see this in

Christ. " All tliy garments smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia, out of the

ivory palaces, whereby they have made thee glad " (Ps. xlv. 8). The spirit, the

language, tlie life of Jesus, breathed a divine perfume. And so it is with all in

whom the spirit of Jesus richly dwells. There is something far beyond a merely

cold and formal prosperity, there is a rich diff'usive goodness. When the power
and grace of Christ fill the heart, our character is fragrant, and wherever we
go, "'tis as if an angel shook his wings." In Jesus, and in that Holy Spirit

which is His gift, we rise to the beauty, the music, the fragrance of life. Let
us seek to realise this richness and sweetness of character and disposition. Not
a cold intellectual religion ; not a hard austere morality ; not a stern rugged

character ; but a lovely life and a soul full of grace and sweetness. Such sweet-

ness is full of personal joy. It is also most preservative. Some say that the

sweetness of the rose kills certain vermin, and sweetness of character is a

defence. And it powerfully recommends the faith of Christ.

in. The sacredness of His influence. 1. Nothing is sacred except as it is hal-

lowed by the Sjiirit of God. Everything was to be anointed with the ointment,

vers. 26-31. Our temples are only sacred so far as they are hallowed by the

Spirit of God ; our religious instrumentalities are only sacred so far as the Spirit

of God blesses them ; our ministers are only sacred so far as the Spirit of God
dwells in them and works through them. The grandest things in the sanctuary

needed to be anointed, and the strongest, brightest, purest things in the Church
are but dark and feeble and profane except as they are filled and used by the

Holy Spirit. And this is equally true of the highest and grandest things of the

world and life. 2. Everything is sacred that is hallowed by the Spirit of God. The
commonest things, when anointed, were sacred as the highest—the brazen laver

as the golden ark. Let us seek for God's Spirit to hallow all within the Church,

to hallow all within the world, so that there shall be nothing common or

unclean.
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MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.^Versa 34-8S.

Spiritual Worship.

Notice here

—

I. The elements of true worship. 1. There must be nothing in prayer but

what is sweet. " Sweet spices." No anger. Some nations leave their swords

outside their temples; we must cherish no angry or warlike sentiments in wor-

ship. "Lifting up holy hands, without wrath" No pride. No, "I thank God
I am not as other men." No selfishness. *' Ye ask, and receive not, because ye

ask amiss, that you may consume it upon your lusts " (James iv. 3). No unbelief,

" Without doubting." Some prayers have in them so much of doubt and pas-

sion, of pride and hypocrisy, that they go up to the sky more like the vapour

of a noxious drug, than the pure incense in which God delights. In worship

there are various elements of thought and feeling, as there were various spices

in the priestly censer, but we must take care that there is nothing bitter or bad.

All peace, love, faith, charity, admiration, hope, joy—whatsoever is otherwise

enters not into true worship. 2. Nothing in prayer but what is pure, " Pure
frankincense." If we do not renounce iniquity in our life, God will not hear us.

(Isa. i. 12-15). If we do not renounce iniquity in our heart, God will not hear

us. Worship is not a substitute for righteousness, but the expression of a soul

delighting in righteousness, longing for righteousness. The prayers of a bad man,
although offered in a white or golden surplice, although expressed in seraphic

language, although borne upward on the voices of singers and organs, are an
abomination to the Lord—it is the smoke of the pit, not the sweet incense of

God's holy temple.

Pure and sweet worship is delightful to us ; it is the highest condition of the

soul. Such worship is sweet and grateful to God.

II. The expression of true worship. " And thou shalt beat some of it very

small, and put of it before the testimony." Is it not suggested here, that in

worship there should not be vague and general feeling and language, but that

our service should be specialised and particular? 0\iv penitence should be thus

special. Our sins should be discriminated as far as possible, so that with each

fault should go the appro})riate confession and sorrow. Our supplications thus

distinguishing. Our intercessions thus. Praying for special individuals, pleading

for special gifts. Ouv praises thus. "Forget not all His benefits." It is a good
thing to recall the mercies of God, one by one, as far as that is possible. We
are not to worship in the lump, as if God were too grand to recognise the detail

of life ; we are not to worship in the lump, as if the " least mercies " were not

worth recognition.

III. The efficacy of true worship. " Where I will meet with thee." God
met them as they came near Him with this incense. We hear worship depre-

ciated sometimes, and are told that life is worship, icork is worship ; let us not be
led away by such plausible sayings from a personal, constant, express fellowship

with God. It is only as we come to God with the pure and loving worship
of the heart that we realise His presence. Life may be worship, and work
may be worship j but life and work are never worship, until the heart gives its

highest love and trust to God.

IV. The exclusive object of true worship. "As for the perfume," &c., vers.

37-38. No worship of man: No worship of humanity: No sam^worship : No
a?.^c^worsliip. " Worship God."
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXX.

BT

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Sacrificial Speech ! Vers. 1-88. (1.) No
Itudent of tlie Bible needs to be reminded
that by tlie complicated and long protracted

series of events which preceded, accompanied,
and followed the Exodus from Egypt, the

essential doctrine of Gospel trutli and grace

are distinctly made known. jiy a stupen-

dous array of symbolic acts and facts they

are most emphatically confirmed and illus-

traied. (2.) Thomson remarks that what is

more pertinent, if possible, is that the record

of liiem is so guided as to suggest and evolve

tlie very best words, figures, and phrases by
winch these fund imenial doctrines can be set

forth. This is equally true of the words and
ideas in this chapter of Exodus, as of the

paschal lamb in Egypt, or the smiting of the

rock in Horeb. (3.) The symbolic acts and
facts, it has been wisely asserted, in connec-
tion with the typical institutions, rites, and
ceremonies of the Mosaic economy, were de-

signed to permeate, and did permeate, the

entire religious consciousness of the Hebrews.
They thus gave birth to spiritual ideas and
emotions wholly peculiar, and to correspond-

ing formulas by which to give expression to

them.

*' I saw a Moslem work upon his shroud alone,

With earnest care, even as the silkworms
weave their own,

When with that sacred Script it was filled

from side to side,

He wrapt it round his body, and in calm-
ness died." — Oriental.

Incense - Altar I Vers. 1-10. (1.) In the

gorgeous ceremonial worship of the Hebrews,
none of the senses were excluded from taking

part in the service. Macmiilan observes that

the eye was appealed to by the rich vestments
of Exodus xxviii.; and the splendid furniture

of Exodus xxvi. and xxvii. The ear was
exercised by the sound of the trumpet, and
the voice of praise and prayer. The nostril

was gratified by the clouds of fragrant smoke
that rose from the golden altar of incense and
filled all the place. (2.) This altar of incense

occupied one of the most conspicuous and
honoured positions in the Tabernacle. It stood

between the table of shew-bread and the golden
candlestick in th^ Holy Place. It was made
of shittim or cedar wood, overlaid with plates

of pure gold. The expiating altar was behind
the priest, who stood at this altar. His steps

had brought him to the borders of the holiest

place. He has passed the spot where dying
victims bleed ; so that its position divinely

arranged seems to be a link joining Sacrifice

to Acceptance.
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*' I read God's Holy Word, and find

Great truths which far transcend my mind |

And little do 1 know beside

Of thoughts 80 high, so deep, so wide
;

This is my liest theology,

I know the Saviour died for me."—Bethune,

Incense-Altar Prefignrlngs ! Vers. 2-8. It

is worth while observing— (1.) Pattern/ Gold

and wood ; four-square. (2.) Place/ Within

the Holy Place ; midway between the Altar ot

Sacrifice and the Throne of Grace. (3.) Par-

pose/ Incense to be offered daily thereon ; by

the priest; morning and evening; along witii

the sacrifices. (4.) Purport / Significant of

prayer; the duty and privilege of prayer;

presented through an intercessor. (5.) Pre-

cept/ Daily prayer is our privilege; and
should be our duty ; it is also holy ; unworthy

prayers incur danger, (a.) Doubiless the Jews
felt, when tluy saw the soft white clouds of fra-

grant smoke rising slowly from the altar of in-

cense, as if the voice of the priest were silently

but eloquently pleading in that expressive em-
blem on their behalf. (6.) We should remember
that from the altar of our souls God expects

that daily prayer is to ascend, kindled by the

altar fire of Christ's sacrifice on Calvary, per-

fumed with the merits of His sinless media-

tion within the veil, (c.) But li w&s, perfumed
incense, telling the Jew that praise must ever

be associated with prayer. This is a needful

reminder to the Christian, who is so apt to

offer unperfumed prayer, i.e., prayer minut
the fragrance of thankfulness and adoration.

Canst thou close

** Thine eyes with comfort, and in peace re-

pose.

Before thou lift thy voice, and to the skies

Send up devotion's thankful sacrifice,

Sweet as the fumes which Irom the censer

rose ?

"

—Mant.

Incense-Intent ! Ver. 7. (1.) Priestly I

Looking upon the Tabernacle as the palace of

God, the theocratic King of Israel, and the

Ark of the Covenant His throne, we may re-

gard this incense as merely eorresponding to

the perfume so lavishly employed about the

person and appointments of an Oriental mon-
arch. The Persian sculptures exlnbit the

burning of iucense as one of the marks of

honour offered to royalty. In the Canticl^^s of

Solomon, there seems to be express allusion

to these perfumes burned in the presence of

the king, when the bride enters his palace
;

signifying the Prince of Peace and the Church,

which He hath purchased with His blood.
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(2.) Priestly! No doubt incense derived its

chief importance in connection with the cere-

monial observances of the Mosaic ritual, from
the fact of its being the great symbol of

prayer. It seems to iiave been regarded in

the light of a sacred offering. Tlie Spirit

has selected incense as the type of prayer in

Psalm cxii. 2. Fragrance is the breath of

flowers—the sweetest expression of their in-

most being ; and prayer is the breath of life

—

the expression of the soul's best, holiest, and
heavenliest aspirations, (3.) Prophetically!
When the morning lamps were trimmed, and
when the evening lights were lit, this peifume
ascended as a great prediction. The nostril of

smell and the eye of sight may have seen in

the fragrant cloud only the symbol of their

own daily orisons to God; but the nostril and
eye of faith realised the perfumed incense of
Messianic Intercession. They peiceived in
the unceasing harmonic offering up of incense
—a beautiful and expressive type of the all-

prevailing prayers of their Messiah.

" He, "Who for men their Surety stood,

And pour'd (»n earth His precious blood,

Pursues in heaven His mighty plan,

The Saviour and the Friend of man."

Prayer ! Ver. 8. Ryle says that cold
prayers are like incense without the fire.

Seeker remarks that when jirayer mounts upon
the wing of fervour to God, then answers come
down like lightning from God. It is Spurgeon
who writes, When thou art wrestling, ask the
Holy Spirit to nerve thine arm. Prayer may
be the incense, and the fire may come from
the altar of burnt-ofiering ; but it is the Holy
Spirit who sends the fire from heaven. Trapp
Bays that a good Christian is ever praying or
praising. He drives a constant trade between
earth and heaven. The incense-altar is ever
smoking with the sweet perfumes of thankful-
ness and supplication, though there may be
times when the odours are sweeter and
stronger. Of the delight which the Lord has
in the fragrant ent: eaties of His servants,
nmple illustrations are afibrded in the Canticles
of Solomon.

** My God, is any hour so sweet,
From blush of morn to evening star.

As that which calls me to Thy feet

—

The hour of prayer ? "

—

Elliot,

Praise! Ver. 8. (1.) Power well remarks
that daily praise should ascend from each of
lis to God, as the perfume-incense of the daily
sacrifice ascended in olden times. There must
not be fewer incense-offerings under the New
than under the Old Testament. We are
priests to ofier up unto God the sacrifici of
praise and thanksgiving (Heb. xiii. 15). (J.)

Pilkington says that, if Christ dwell—mark
dwell, not sojourn— praise will go up like
incense continually. It used to be the custom
in some monasteries in the Roman Church to
have a conntant change of choir. Thus, both

night and day an endless odour of adoration
went up to God, (3.) It is said that when
the sun rises and sets, the i)ious herdsmen of
the Alps sound their horns with the words :

" Traise ye the Loid !" The echo is caught
up by hei<lsn)cn on the other slopes and sum-
mits. 'J'hese have the mountains for their
brazen altars, the thankful spirit for their in-
cense, and the love of God for their enkindling
fire.

" ' Not unto us ; ' Lord of lords, supreme,
VVhate'er we work, Thou workest

;

Thine the praise
;

Oh, wash us, cleanse us, light us with Thy
beam.

And work in us, through us, to endless
days."

—

Taylor.

Strange-Incense! Ver. 9. (i.) The allu-

sion is to the incense employed in Egyptian
and other heathen worship. The burning of
incense prevailed in most of the ancient reli-

gions. It was of a particularly sensuous
spirit; and hence the pertinent caution against
its use. But the extreme force of the caution
shows that some other design was in the mind
of God. (2.) Strange incense censures the
use of wrong words in prayer. The utmost
refinement and reverence, purity and piety,

should be cultivated in our ap|)roaches to the
Throne of Grace. Worldly expressions in

supplication are like strange incense— **an
abomination to the Lord." (3.) Strange in-

cense condemns a wrong spirit in prayer.
Ideas of an unworthy kind ; as well as words.
Too great care cannot be exercised in this

respect. The mind of Christ should be our
mind in prayer. He is our model, in the
Lord's Prayer, in the Supper Intercession,

and in the Gethsemane Supplication. (4.)
Disregard of right spirit and speech brings
judgment. The mother, who, when her only
child was given up by the doctor, besought
God to spare her child, as she would not say,

"Nevertheless, Thy will be done," received a
sore visitation for this "strange incense" on
the altar of her soul, by living to see her son
ascend the scaflfold in maturer years.

** To Thee I, therefore, Lord, submit
My every fond request,

And own, adoring at Thy feet.

Thy will is always best."

—

Wesley.

Soul-Ransom I Vers. 11-16. (1.) The pay-
ment, says Trower, was an acknowledgment
to God that all souls are His (Ezek. xviii. 4) ;

that all lives are due to Him for sins com-
mittd against Him ; and that all owe Him
thanks for the mercy Ijy which we have been
enrolled in the census of His people, and for

the privileges we thus enjoy. (2.) We should
regard ourselves as God's coin, stamped with
Christ's image. And as the coin of tlie realm,
stamped with the image of our earthly sove-

reign, ren)inds us or the claims of our rulers

for wha; is theij- due ; so we should remember
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that, aa bearing Christ's stamp, we are in the
highest sense due to Him. Having been
bought with His blood, we should ever offer

ourselves to Him who is the Lord of heaven
and earth.

** He gave me back the bond

—

The seal was torn away
;

And as He gave, He smiled, and said,
• Think thou of Me alway.'

•• That bond I still will keep,

Although it cancelled be
;

It tells me what I owe to Him
Who paid the debt for me."

Soul-Eedemption ! Ver. 16. (1.) A gen-

tleman visiting a slave market was deeply

n)()ved by the agony of a slave girl. He in-

quired her price, paid the ransom to the slave

trader, and placed the bill of sale in her own
liands, telling her that she was now free, and
could go where she pleased. At first she

could not realise the change ; but when the

whole truth flashed upon her, she sprang for-

ward, and kneeling before him cried :
'* Let

me be thy servant, for thou hast redeemed
me." (2.) The Lord Jesus has purchased our
freedom from sin-serfdom and Satan-savagedom
with a great price :

'* Ye are not bought with
corruptible things such as silver and gold, but
with the precious blood of Jesus ; " therefore,
** we should glorify God in our bodies and
spirits which are His." It is for every one to

pay the half shekel of voluntary surrender to

His service, whose are our bouIs, eince He
paid the ransom

—

** Thy ransomed servant, I

Restore to Thee Thine own ;

And from this moment live or die

To serve my God alone."

—

Wesl^.

Laver-LesEons ! Vers. 18-21. (1.) Wafer!
Ver. 18. In emblem of the Holy Spirit. Law
says that it is a figure of the precious blood of

Christ here. No doubt the laver itself is a

vivid type of Christ ; but the water seems
rather to symbolise the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, i.e., the Holy Spirit in Him.
(2.) Washing ! Ver. 19. The cleansing power
of Divine Grace prepares the way for the
Christian priesthood of all who are "kings
and priests unto God." See Ezek. xxxvi. 25;
John iii. ; Tit. iii. 15; also in Rev. xx., the

pure river of the Water of Life. Jordan and
Naatnan ; Jesus at Bethabara ; Ethiopian
Eunuch near Gaza. (3.) Wor->hip! Ver. 20.

A strict command was issued that no priest

should touch the brazen altar, or pass the

tabernacle door, until his hands and feet had
been washed. The Rabbis and Pharisees were
most punctilious in their temple arrangements
on this point. (4.) Witness! Ver. 21. Be-
lievers are to minister a lifelong service to the
Lord ; and to engage in this worshipacceptably,
they must be sanctified by the Holy Spirit.

Their hands and feet, ^.£., their working and
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walking with God, must be cleansed from
earth's impurities. God has proviiled tha

cleansing medium :
** Wa^h you, make you

clean."

** Let all who hold this faith and hope
In holy deeds abound

;

Thus faith approves itself sincere ;

By active virtue crowned."

Anointing-Oil Ingredients ! Vers. 23-25.

(1.) It was composed of two parts of myrrh

—

the gum of a thorny tree growing in Arabia
;

two parts of cassia—the bark of an Indian
tree, having a strong resemblance to cinna-

mon, but more pungent, and of a coarser tex-

ture ; one part of cinnamon—the inner bark
of a tree of the laurel kind growing in Ceylon

;

one part of sweet calamus—a fragrant beard
grass growing in Arabia, and whose root and
stem and leaves, when bruised, are very fra-

giaiit; with a sufficient quantity of the purest

olive oil to give it the consistency. (2.) An
immense quantity, we are told, was annually

mauufactured and consumed. Of this, saya

an eminent author, we have a very significant

indication in the fact that it was never made
in smaller quantities than 750 ounces of solids

compounded with five quarts of oil. It was

so profusely employed that, as we find in

Psalm cxxxiii., when applied to Aaron's heard,

it flowed down over his head and breasts, to

the very skirts of his garments.

" In Him a holiness complete
Light and perfection twine

;

And wisdom, grace, and glory meet

—

Saviour I Thou art mine."

—

Newton.

Cinnamon ! Ver. 23. (1.) The cinnamon
tree is not a native of Palestine, but there is

no doubt that the substance here referred to

is the spice of the cinnamon laurel in Ceylon.

It is a low growing tree, with a smooth ash-

coloured bark and wide-spreading boughs.

It is rendered very picturesque, both by its

form and the variety of tint given to its bright

green leaves by their white under-surface.

The young shoots, too, have a scarlet crimson

hue, and their bark is often speckled with
deep green and orange-coloured spots. The
fruit is about the size of a damson, and, when
ripe, is of a black colour. (2.) Neither the

leaves nor flowers give forth any odour ; and
it is not till the season for gathering arrives

that a walk through the cinnamon gardens

yields delight in respect of fragrance. King-

ston notes that, when the Cinghelese are

engaged in their annual employment of j)eel.

ing the twigs, the beauty of the gardens and
the fragrance of the spice is exquisite. (3.)

The Arabians had commercial intercourse with

Ceylon and India at an early period, as they

were the first navigators of the Indian Seas.

Cinnamon is mentioned in Prov. vii. 17 ; Cant.

iv. 14 ; Rev. xviii. 13. In the second of these

passages it is referable figuratively to the

baptism of our Lord; and in the third, it is
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mentioned as among the articles of commerce
in Babylon.

••From various herbs, and from discondant

flowers,

A fragrant harmony of spice compounds."
—Smart,

Divine Rites! Ver. 17-21. (1.) The whole
science of chemistry makes us familiar with a

system of order. The chemistry that deals

with the inorganic world may be called the

science of substitutions. There is nothing

accidental in these substitutions. They are

the result of laws which have been through
all time in active operation, and to which they

are bound by a mathematical precision. (2.)

As in chemistry, the phenom na of substitu-

tion bring out in full relief the unchanging
order of nat;ure, showing that it is not a sys-

tem of chance or confusion, but of the most
harmonious arrangements ; so is it with the

rites enjoined by Gud. The various arrange-

ments of the Tabernacle—whether of its Holy
of Holies, of its h^ly place, or of its court and
altar adjuncts—were all parts of our orderly

system of substitution, pointing to the Great
Sul»stitution which magnifies the moral law
and makes it honourable.

** The types and figures were a glass

In which they saw a Saviour's face."—Cowper.

Holy Water ! Ver. 18. Holy water indeed,

says .Spurgeon ! If there be such a thing, it

trickles from the eye of penitence, bedews the

cheek of gratitude, falls upon the page of Holy
Scripture when the Word is applied with
power. (1.) Those waters that filled the

hunger-channels on the cheeks of the prodigal

Bon, as his father fell on his neck and kissed

him, were holy. Those waters that flowed
from deep liquid wells upon the sacred, dust-

soiled feet of Jesus at the feast, were holy.

I'hose waters that gushed from the fount
within the Prophet's patriot heart over his

people's woes and wickedness were holy. Those
waters that welled out during the silent night
watches upon the Psalmist's pillow, as he
pondered God's g(jodness and his own badness
were holy. (2.) Huly in God's sight, though
they cannot make holy. There is but One
Fount whence the '* Water of Life " flows to
purify the soul, and sanctify his daily ministry
in the Christian life. That purifying comes
not of ceremonial cleansing, but of the Holy
Spirit. His grace is the *• Holy Water,"—the
living water—the water whose living proper-
ties are capable of cleansing,' the works and
walks of the Christian pi-ie.sts unto God ; so
that they are able to minister daily before
God. ** Who shall ascend into the hill of the
Lord?" Who shall rise up to ofi&ciate in
" His Holy Place " ? Even he that hath clean
hands and a pure heart. Even he who has
acce|ited the cleansing virtues of the Spirit of

Christ and of God«

*' Only be sure

Thy hands be pure
That hold these censers, and the eyes.

Those of turtles, chaste and true,

W^akeful and wise."

—

Crashan.

Hin-Measure ! Ver. 24. The instructiona

given about the holy ointment, and the mode
of its preparation, remind us of the Egyptian
skill in ointments and perfumes. In the de-

scription of this ointment occurs the mention
of the "hin " as a measure. It is supposed to be
borrowed from the Egyptian language, and is

only found in the Pentateuch, and in Ezekiel'a

description of the temple. It was said to be
equal to about six quarts,

•* Thy Word is like a glorious choir,

And loud its anthems ring ;

Though many tongues and parts unite,

It is one song they sing."

Anointing-Oil Symbolism! Vers. 26-30. (1.)

All parts of the Mosaic worship were symbolic;

and. all those parts were symbolic of Christ.

They all silently spoke of One beyond and be-

hind, above and around them. Moreover, the
most explicit directions were given for their

anointing. The altars and the sacred furniture,

as well as the priests and the high priest, were
to be most carefully anointed. But the unction
seems to have been most special in the case of

the high priest. As, then, the various por-

tions of the Tabernacle and its appurtenances
were emblematic of Christ, this anointing

must also have been figurative of something
done to Christ. (2.) One of the sweetest

names of the Lord Jesus is "Christ"—the
Anointed One. *'With my holy oil, have I

anointed Him." The unction of the Holy
One, our great High Pnest received in (a) /n-

tention, long before the head of Aaron had
received the material unction

; (6) JntimatioTif

when the wise men of the East laid their gifts

at His feet
; (c) Interpretation, when the Holy

Spirit descended from heaven upon Him, aa

He knelt in prayer on Jordan's strand. He
received not the Spirit by measure ; for in

Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead
bodily.

*' Nor prayer is made by man alone

;

The Holy Sjurit pleads.

And Jesus, on the eternal throne.

For sinners intercedes."

—

Montgomery.

Incense-Ingredients! Vers. 34-38. (1.)

Composition! Vers. 34, 35. The ingredients

are described with great precision ; and were
principally obtained in traffic from the Phoeni-

cians. A few of them were products of native

plants ; but most of them came from Arabia,

India, and spice islands of the Indian Archi-
pelago, Great skill was required in the mixing
of these ingredients. 1'he art was a recog-

nised pioft^ssion among tht- Jews ; and the

roJcechim, translated ** apothecary " in our

version, was simply a maker of perfumes,
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(2.) Consecration ! Vers. 36, 37. This mixture
was to be pounded in very small particles, and
deposited as a very holy thing in the Taber-
nacle, before the ark of the testimony. It

has been said that this was to ensure a store

of it being always in readiness. But this ex-

cludes the Divine idea of "holy consecration."

Hence, according to the Rabbins, one of the

fifteen prefects was retained in Solomon's
temple for the special purpose of {)reparing it;

and a part of the temple was reserved for his

use as a laboratory, to indicate the purity of

incense. (3.) Conservation ! Ver. 38. So pre-

cious and holy was this incense considered,

that it was forbidden to make a similar per-

fume for private use on pain of death.

** Nor will He to those lips attend

Whose prayers are not sincere.
**

—Burton.

Incense and Unction ! Vers. 1-38. The
Canticle of Solomon lies in the casket of Revela-
tion—an exquisite gem—engraved with em-
blematic characters. It is a retrospective

poem upon Christ in the Pentateuch ; and it

is a prospective poem upon Christ in the New

Testament. (1.) Cant. iii. 6 : "Who is thia

that Cometh up from the wilderness" is Jesus
Christ coujing up from the wilderness of Judea
—from the wilderness, whence the sweetest
odours are gathered ; for not amid rich and
cultured fiehis, but amongst the rocks mi id

sands of the desert, are the incense and uuction
herbs obtained. (2.) He comes up "like
pillars of smoke," which cannot derive its

Biguihcauce from the Shekinah pillar-cloud,

but from those fragrant clouds of incense
wafted upwards on the eastern air—in type of

the prayers of Jesus on His Baptism. As per-

fumes of fragrant oil anoint our High Priest;

so pillars of perfumed vapours ascend from
His heart. (3.) He comes up "perfumed
with myrrh and frankincense," anointed with
the Holy Spirit ; for on Jesus our great High
Priest the Spirit is shed immeasurably. In
this "Vessel of Honour" the Spirit is poured,
abiding in Himself in all fulness, and as an
exhaustless fountain ever overflowing for His
people.

** The Spirit, through the Saviour ahed.
His sacred fire imparts,

Refines our dross, and love diviiM
Enkindles in our hearts,'*

CHAPTER XXXL

Critical Notes.—14. Ye shall keep the Sabbath = Ushemartem eth hashshabbath]. The
ferb shamar = to keep, implies the idea of guarding, watching over with tenderness and
fidelity. (Comp. Ps. xxi. 4, 5, "He that Tceepeth Israel"—and, "The Lord is thy keeper").

Thus Israel, by keeping the Sabbath aright, was intended to cultivate those ennobling qualities

of the human heart and mind which should distinguish them as a people in covenant with
God, both their keeper and liberator, to bless them with rest from the works of their bon-

dage, and with peace on account of His jealous love and care.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-11.

Grace and Genius.

After having given directions for the construction of the sanctuary, and all

things required for the worship, Jehovah pointed out the builders whom He
had called to carry out the work, and had filled with His Spirit for that purpose.

This paragraph is instructive as to the connection between gifts of nature and
the influences of grace, between the natural and the supernatural in man's intel-

lectual life. Observe

—

I. Natural gifts are often discovered by grace. Bezaleel and Aholiab were
naturally gifted men—men of artistic faculty. Their natural ability is pre-

supposed. Thus Ex. xxviii. 3, " Thou shalt speak unto all that are wise-heaited,

whom I have filled with the spirit of wisdom." But it is very improbable that

these men had as yet revealed anything like great artistic taste or power.

Egypt did not know their talent ; very probably they did not suspect it them-
selves. As Trapp well observes :

" Moses might M^ell doubt where he should

find fit workmen among those brickmakers from Egypt." And yet in these
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brickmakers were artists, architects, painters, embroiderers, and musicians.

The grace of God evoked the latent power. It often does so still. Many a man
having got a new heart seems also to have got a new head, and reveals mental
power and superior aptitudes which had not been suspected before.

II. National gifts are directed by grace. " See, I have called by name
Bezaleel the son of Uri." We speak of men being "called" to the ministry

;

are they not " called " to all sj)heres? Nature qualifies men for certain spheres,

for certain mental or manual work which they will best accomplish. But is it

not true that many miss their calling? Let all men seek the grace of God, and
none shall miss their providential way. *' I have called by name.'' God knows
each of us ; He knows the kind of our talent and the measure of it ; and if we
are obedient to God, He who puts everything in its place in nature will find the

"right groove" for every man in society.

III. Natural gifts are heightened by grace. Bezaleel " was filled with the

Spirit of God," and thus all his natural gifts were supernaturally exalted. Grace
a<;ts on the lines of nature. The king in the parable divided to each of his

servants his goods ^^ according to their several ability." But the influence of God's
Spirit gives to our natural powers a glow and ripeness and force which they
could not otherwise have. Did not Milton attain a sublimed strain through living

in the presence of Heaven 1 Did not Angelico find that devotion gave magic to

his pencil 1 Have not holy men in all spheres realised a perfection and power of

genius, which thej' never could have reached had it not been for the inspirations

of religion 1 Let all seek for the Spirit of God to purify and hallow their heart,

and they shall find that their intellect has new force, their eye new light, their

hand new cunning.

IV. Natural gifts are sanctified by grace. The genius of Bezaleel was directed

to a sacred and worthy end. How often have we seen genius directed to paltry

ends of mere luxury and amusement, or to immoral ends ! God's grace sanctifies

talent to noble uses and ends.

All the work of the world is for God, and every workman needs to be filled

with God's Spirit, so that all may be well and wisely done.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 12-18:

The Sabbath and the Sanctuary.

The command to keep the Sabbath was included already in the decalogue, and
there is therefore some special meaning in the repetition of the command in

this place. Coming as it does at the conclusion of the instructions respecting

the Tabernacle, it is evident that the intention was to teach the connection which
existed between these great institutions. We observe

—

I. Both exist to the same divine end. What is the end of the sanctuary ?

That man may come near to God—that he may worship God. All understand
this. The sanctuary does not exist to any merely intellectual or physical end,

but it is the place where our spiritual nature is to be instructed and purified and
blessed by communion with the Holy Spirit (Ps. xxvii. 4). What is the end of

the Sabbath '? Precisely that of the sanctuary. Many entertain the idea that

the grand end of the Sabbath is physical rest—that this is one of its purposes
is quite true, but it by no means exhausts the meaning of the day ; neither is

the grand end of it intellectual— visiting picture galleries and science lectures,

&c ; its grand object is spiritual. The Sabhath is primarily intended to free

man from bodily toil and secular care, that he may give his earnest ittention
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to his spiritual nature. The sanctuary and the Sahbath have one purpose., and
that is religious and holy.

II. Both are alike essential for the accomplishment of that end. They cannot
be divorced. 1. If ihe public worship of God is neglected the Sabbath will

soon be secularised. The SabV)ath has a divine basis, and when God ceases to

be recognised and worshipped, this day will no longer retain its spell. 2. If the

Sabbath is secularised, religious worship will soon cease. If we spend some hours
of the sacred day frivolously, how seriously it impairs our worship in the temple !

When society give up the Sabbath to physical and intellectual pleasures, it will

give up its God and His worship soon after. Some who are fully persuaded of

the importance of the sanctuary and its services, have very loose views on the

keeping of the Sabbath. It is greatly to be deplored. The Sabbath is the main
pillar in the temple of God, and if it comes down the whole fabric of divinity

comes down with it.

III. Both are alike of absolute and perpetual obligation. We know that the

worship of God is of strict and perpetual obligation, and thus is the Sabl)ath.

Read the text. And Christ did not revoke or modify the obligation of keeping

this day to high and holy ends.

Lessons :— 1. We see the wickedness of those who would secularise the Sabbath.

It would shock us if some profane man made a stable of a church ; it ought not

to shock us less to see God's holy day profaned to worldly ends. Anti-Sabbata-

rianism is essentially atheistic. 2. We see the mistake of those who seem to

think that having worshipped they may spend the remainder of the Sabbath in

worldliness and pleasure. 3. We see the error of those who think that doing

religious work justifies certain forms of Sabbath desecration. The Israelites

had a great work to do in building the Tabernacle, but they were not to build

it on the Sabbath ; and we must all take care that the work of the Sabbath
which we call unavoidable is really so. 4. We see the error of those who think

they have kept the Sabbath when they rest from their work, but who absent

themselves from the house of God,

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXL

BT

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Mosaic-Mines I Vers. 1-18. (1.) The face thing thrills with their beauty and fragrance.

of Nature, says Macinillan, is everywhere But in the pentateuch, we desceini, as it were,

written over with Divine characters, which he into the crust of the earth. "We lose sight of

who runs may read. But beside the more all these upper-air glories ; but we find new
obvious lessons which lie, as it were, in the objects to compensate us— truths written with
surface of the earth, and which suggest them- the finger of God—lessons on tlie deep things

selves to us often when least disposed for of God—diamonds which spaikle wiien brouglit

inquiry or reflection, there are more recondite up within the sphere of the Svui of Righteous-
lessons which she teaches to those who make uess, who has risen with healing in His wings.

her structure arrangements their special study,

and who penetrate to her secret arcana. And ** Full many a gem of purest ray serene,

those, who read her great volume, passing on The dark, unfathomed caves of ocean bear."

leaf after leaf, to the quiet and sober chapters —Gray.
of the interior, will find in these internal de-

tails revelations of the deepest interest. (2.)

It is even so with the Bible. In the New Bezaleel and Aholiab! Vers. 1-11. 1. "We
Testament, we have a rich robe of vegetation have here (1.) Nomination by God of the archi-

adorning the surface, the beauties of tree and tects and artisans; (2.) Inspiration ly the Holy
flower, forest, hill and river, and the ever- Si)irit()f their genius; (3.) Coiisecritiou of their

changing splendours of the sky. In the psalms artistic gifts to the service of God; and (4.)

and prophets we walk amid the beauty of gar- Construction of the tabernacle with a view to

dens and ornamented parterres, where every- Sabbath-worship. 2. In these several points
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we Lave prefigurations of the Lord Jesus

Christ—the true Builder and Maker of that

spiritual edifice, which is to be the object of

enduring and adoring observation on the part

of angels and archangels—He, too, was called

of God, and was filled with the spirit of wisilom

aiid knowledge. He, too, devoted Hi^ gifts to

the worship of Jehovah, and upreared asuper-

etructure tor Sabbath adoration. 3. When
Christ, says Matthew Henry, sent His ambas-
sadors to uprear the Gospel tabernacle, He
poured out His Spirit upon them. He enabled

them to speak with tongues the wonderful
works of God. He qualified them not to work
U[)on metal, but upon men ; so much more
excellent were the gifts, as the tabernacle to

be pitched was a greater and more perfect

tabernacle (Heb. ix. 11).

"And if to partake of such honour,
A bruised reed dareth to trust,

O Comforter ! raise, in Thy goodness,

Thy servant who speaks from the du»t."

Art-Inspiration! Ver. 2. (1.) Jacox relates

of Fra Giovanni de Fiecoli that he never com-
menced any work— whether an elaborate

fresco, or an illumination for a book—without
praying. He always carried out the first im-
pression, believing it t' bean inspiration. He
never retouched or altered anything left as

finished. (2.) Ruskin, in his " Modern Painters,"

writes of Turner as "inspired." He apolo-

gises for the use of the word as irreverent

possibly ; but there is no such irreverence, if

the word is used by him in the sense and
within the scope of Exodus xxxi. There is

such a thing as Art- Inspiration. (3.) South
says, that the gj-eatest poets and thinkers will

confess that their highest and most admired
conceptions and disclosures were such as darted
into their minds like sudden flashes of light-

ning, they knew not how or when. This is

prominent in the case of Watt and his steam-
engine ; as in the case of those two astrono-

mers at Berlin and London, who at the same
moment, inlependent of and unknown to each
other, suggested one of the most remarkable
of astronomical phenomena. Thus

" Step by step, and throne by throne, we rise

Continually towards the Infinite
;

And ever nearer—never near to God,—Bailey.

Inspiration-Impetus! Ver. 3. The same
Spirit, who inspired the eloquence of Isaiah,

and the melodies of the chief musician Asaph,
also imparted to Samson that wonderful
bodily strength which he displayed in Her-
culean feats against the Philistines ; and to

Bezaleel and Aholiab the fine aesthetic taste

and mechanical skill, by which they were
enabled to construct the tabeinacle after the
pattern shown on the mount. As Macmillan
says, Gideon and Jephthah carried on their

military campaigns—Elijah and Elisha wrought
their singular miracles—Hiram of Tyre forged

and engraved the precious metals employed
in the service of Solomon's temple, under the

influence of the Holy Spirit;—in short, it

Would appear from Scripture that the influ-

ence of the Spirit is co-extensive with the
sphere of hunuin affairs ; and that nothing
with which man has to do is outside of and
beyond the proper field of his operations.

Yet

** The Lamp of Genius, though by Ilis grace litj

If not protected, trininrd, and led with care,

Soon dies, or runs to waste with fitful

glare." — Wilcox.

Sanctified Genius I Ver. 3. One of the

most remarkable examples in modern times
of natural ^dfts lying long dormant is that of

Joseph Cook. The world dreamt not that

within her circle lived a giant thinker, whose
thoughts would prove Whitworth hammers
to break the huge brazen idol-gates of D.igon-

Atheism. Possessed of this gift, for long years,

he devoted himself to the study of all the

rationalistic theories and arguments, as well as

to the arts of rhetoric and science of language.

When the time came, like Bezaleel and
Aholiab—under the inspirations of the Spirit

—he appeared before the towering strongholds
of Infidelity. His lectures are not only speci-

mens of magnificent critical power; but they
are maiked by such cultured eloquence that

men listen entranced. His natural genius,

under the sanctifying cultivation of Divine
grace, is furnishing the Church with vessels

of gold and tapestries of purple and fine

twined linen of rare workmanship and sur-

prising execution.

"Thus beams forth his soul—grace-illumined.

As shineth at morning anew
The pastuies in gold and in jewels

When wet with the heavenly dew,"

School of Art I Vers. 4, 5. Some of the
materials of which the tabernacle was formed
were very costl}'', and not easily procured by
Israel during their wilderness wanderings.
These were 1 nought with them out of Egypt.
The time of their residence in Goshen, and em-
ployment in Egyptian woiks, was amply suffi-

cient to render them thoroughly acquainted
with all the methods of Egyptian art and
manufacture. The precious stones, which
were set in the gold of the ephod and breast-

plate, were engraved by means of the skill

acquired by them in Egypt. Bezaleel, to

whom God had given ability in the prepara-

tion of stones for setting, &c. , may have
perfected his talent by observation and prac-

tice in Egyptian manufactories. Many orna-

ments of ])urest gold yet remain, which
demonstiate the skill of the Egyptians in the
Working of that metal.

" All thoughts that mould the age begin
Deep down within the primitive soul.

And from the many slowly upward win
To one who grasps the whole."

—

Lotoell.
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Genius-Grace ! Ver. 4. All human skill,

all artistic talent, all mechanical invention, are

from God. (I.) How sadly are these inspira-

tions prevented ! A Byron destroys that

heavenly genius by lilndinons poetry. A
Shelley perverts thao unearthly i^race by athe-

istic poems. A painter perverts that God-
given skill by voluptuous pictures. A mechani-
cian perverts that more than human science

by missiles of destruction. (2.) How sorely

are these inspirations distorted ! One of the

most eloquent of scientists is Tyndall
;
yet he

writes to blot out the Christian Heaven in the

"infinite azure of the past." One of the most
talented of Nature's students is Darwin

;
yet

he disowns any God beyond the tiny film

vapour of evolution. One of the most renowned
of naturalists is Wallace

;
yet he disputes the

God of the Christian Revelation. What
blessings these Divine Inspirations would have

proved to mankind and the men themselves,

were they but employed—as God conferred

them—to His glory !

* Behold, they're God's 1 Say not * 'Tia

zephyr mild
Which rustles the dead leaf ;

'

They are thy Saviour's, yea, thy God's, my
child,

Let not thine ear be deaf
;

If I come now in breezes soft and warm,
I may return ai2;ain upon the storm

;

* *Tis no light fancy—firm be thy belief

They are thy God's I'"

Work-Design ! Ver, 5. The people of

Southern Italy convert the soft plastic lava

that has devastated their homes and fields into

beautiful ornaments worn on the bosom. So
should the farmer, who makes grass to grow
upon the mountains, and converts the waste

places of the earth into fertile meadows and
smiling cornfields, endeavour to make the earth

a tabernacle for God's glory and for man's

worship and welfare. So should the labourer,

who drains and trendies the soil ; the engineer,

who constructs bridges and roads; the archi-

tect, who builds dwellings and temples ; the

artisan, who changes the metallic ore and the

timber of the earth into useful and ornamental
articles ; the manufacturer, who adapts to

human uses the raw materials which the earth

furnishes ; the artist, who idealises the scenes

and objects of nature and human life ; and
tlie poet, who moulds the sins and sufferings

of the race into forms of beauty in his melo-

dious verse. Then, indeed, will come the
" Golden Age," when the wide world shall be

OK^ tabernacle.

" The rest foreshadowed for the Church of

God,
The golden eve of Everlasting Day."—Bickersteth.

Eg^yptian Fabrics ! "Vers. 7-10. (1.) Leather!

Of the preparation of leather by the Egyptians

here can be no loss. The representations on

^00

the monuments, and the few actual specimens
which remain, enable us to understand it.

Some of the S[)ecimen8 consist of straps across
the bodies of mummies, and are beautifully
embossed. Leather was employed for sandals,

shoe-^, seats of chairs, sofas, and chariot orna-
ments. In the Louvre at I^aris was an l^^gyp-

tian harp, the wood of which was covered with
a kind of green morocco, cut in the form of a
blossom of the lotus. (2.) Leather Manufac-
ture.—i)n the monuments may be seen a man
dipping the skins to soak in water before re-

moving the hair. In other pictures Egyptian
curriers are engaged in cutting leatlier witii a

knife, in shape resembling the semi-circular

blade in use among modern curriers. In tan-

ning, the Egyptians used the pods of the

Acacia Nilotica, the juice of the unripe fruit of

which is still imported from Egypt to Europe
for medicinal purposes.

** Kindred objects, kindred thoughts inspire,

As summer clouds flash forth electric fire,*'

— Rogers.

Sabbath-Storm! Vers. 12-15. Owing to the
length of the winter and the shortness of the
summer on the Swiss mountains of Jura, it is

of great importance for the peasantry to pre-

serve their hay ; otherwise the cattle would
starve. One Lord's Day, when the hay was
just in the finest condition for taking up, the
sons of an old man who feared God and
honoured His Sabbaths, proposed to go and
cut it. He admonished them for the wicked-

ness of such desecration ; but they persisted

and went. Just as they had cut it down, a

sudden and terrible storm broke over their

heads, the rain poured down from the thunder-

clouds in torrents, and the hay was soon com-
pletely destroyed. Ileturning home drenched
and dispirited, the sainted patriarch replied :

'* My sons, learn from this to respect the com-
mandments of God."

** I do regret God's day among the hills,

Spent in wild wand'rings in His world bo

fair
;

Warmed by the sunshine which His mercy
fills,

Swept by His mighty wings when storms

were there ;

When I passed by the church's sacred door.

And left His people all within once

more.**

Sabbath-Significance! Ver. 16. In ad-

dition to other important ends, the Sabbath

was intended to be an ever-recurring symbol

of heaven, and a prophecy of the rest that

remaineth for the people of God, It is thus

explained at large by inspired writers, and by

those who accept the Bible as from God this

statement will not be questioned. It is not

essential to our purpose to determine whether

or not this institution be still binding upon

the Christian Church. But it is clear as a

sunbeam that, as positive institution, prophetic
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type, or soothing symbol, the Sabbath has

graven its name on the very heart of Christi-

anity. Its sweet voice is lieard in her hymns
and psalms of praise. To nnnuinbert'd mil-

lions of lier children it is the only [)racLical

for<t;iste of that blessed rest Avhich it fore-

shadows, and whicli the servants of God anti-

cipate with longing hearts.

** Day of all the week the best,

Emblem of eternal rest,"

Testimony-Tables I Ver. 18. The learned

author of ''Earth's Lessons " says, it was on
tables of stone that God's finger traced the

unerring and unchanging moral law. The
same handwriting may i>e recognised in the

masses of rock from which tliese veiy tables

were constructed. We can trace the univer-

sality of Divine law throughout all the suc-

cessive creations of the earth—throughout all

the time worlds, as througliout all the space

worlds, in geology as in astronomy. That di-

vinely universal law is unity of force amidst
diversity of phenomena—unity of plan amidst
diversity of expression. And thus, amid all

the varying operations of His hands and diS'

pensations of His Providence, we find Him to

be without variableness or shadow of turning.

** Oh ! Thou Almighty, throned above the

stars,

In light eternal, which no darkness mars,

From where Thy bright pavilion is unfurled

Thou lookest on the sorrows of the world
;

Thine is the kingdom. Thine is power and
mii^ht.

Directing day, and ruling in the night."

Divine Finger ! Ver. 18. (1.) Before Moses
first went up to the Mount it was the voice of

God which he heard repeating the decalogue
;

now he sees the finger of God writing the

same. By finger some understand the '' power "

of God, as in Exod. viii. 19 ; others conceive

the "Spirit" of God, as in Luke xi. 29. No
doubt both are right; and the Holy Spirit by
the power of God wrote the tablets. (2.) Both

as spoken by God's own voice, and as written
on the rock by God's own finger, these com-
mandments stand fonh alone. Their supreme
importance is sufficiently betokened by their

prominence in the forefront of all the Mosaic
ordinances and Levitical ceremonies, and by
their promulgation so directly and entirely

Divine. God's finger gave to man those tea
jewels of purity

—

** As an eagle from the waters
Rising plumes his feathers bright,

Shaking diamonds as he soareth

Upwards in the sunny light."

Decalogue - Restoration ! Ver. 18. (1.)
This magnificent memorial was designed by
God to stand up amid the ages in full clear

outline, like the Egyptian pyramids, free from
external growth of any kind. But during the
subsequent centuries the grand pillars disap-

peared. True, it stood, but a jungle of weeds
and creepers had sprung up around it. In-

stead of insisting on the simplicity of the
decalogue, the Pharisees and Syrian scholiasts

planted creepers round it, so that these grow-
ing up soon hid the Memorial-Thoughts of

God amongst scarves and hems, washing of

pots, and tithes of mint and cummin. (2.)

It was reserved for the Lord Jesus to destroy
this desolating overgrowth. With the Sword
of the Spirit in His Sermon on the Mount He
cleared away tliis noisome tangle, until the

Memorial-Truths of God again flashed forth

to view, and beholders were astonished at

their majesty. Nay, He did more. As the

restoration of ancient fabrics brings out again

the old lines of carving and sculpture ; so did

the Restorer of the decalogue fill out the law,

and bring its sayings into stronger relief

:

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God ; Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.

** When Moses stood upon the hill,

The land with storms was trembling still

;

As Jesus speaks from the hillside,

All is with sunshine glorified :

The Saviour preaches on the Mount."
—Qerok,

CHAPTER XXXII.

Critical Notes.—1. Zeh Mosheh haish = this Moses the man]. The Israelites, thinking

that "the man" who brought them out of the land of Egypt had acted the part of a traant,

and that they ought to fill tip his place by substituting', not another "man," but a deity,

as a more reliable guide. Extravagant and foolish as the i(iea was, it is not evident

that they contem[)]ated wittingly to defy God's commandment (chap, xx. 4), by demanding of

Aaron to make them gods. That such was Aaron's view of tiie case is quite clear from the

words in which he defends his conduct (ver. 23). When, however, they beheld the image, then
all the evils with which the wojshif) of it in Egypt, the land of their birth, was associated in

their minds, seized npon their imaginations with such power tliat they lo.st all self-control, and
** they said. These are thy gods, Jsiael, who brought thee out of the land of Egypt" (ver. 4).

They were maddened with delight, and '' when Aaron saw it" (ver. 5), i.e., the effect the

image of the golden calf had produced upon the people, he perceived that it was too latfe 'S>
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reason with them ; and, having weakly yielded to their first sinful demand, he had now no choice,

probably, to prevent a mutiny or to save his life, if he manifested any signs of disapproval of their

conduct, so he built them an altar "before it," viz., the golden calf ; and perhaps also, in his

endeavour to stave off the evil of an idolatrous celebration, he proclaimed '' a feast to the
Lord" (= Jehovah) for the following day, and that too with the hope, by the mention of the
name of Jehovah, of the people calling to mind His commandment against all image wor-
ship, and so affording them time to reflect upon it over night, and of Moses returning in tha
meanwhile.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-7.

Idolatry.

In consequence of the absence of Moses in the mount, the children of Israel

are betrayed into an act of gross idolatry. Let us observe

—

I. The crime of which they were guilty. That crime was not altogetlier for-

saking Gor]. It is quite evident that these Jews intended to recognise Jehovah
in these emblems or this emblem. They wanted a visible representation of

Jehovah, and Aaron made the calf as such. Their crime was in making any such

visible re[)resentation ; it was a culpable breach of the second commandment ot

the covenant words (chap. xx. 4). But is there not ever in us this tendency
to obscure our vision of God by resting in natural things 1 The passion for

gods in the text is a passion still active in our fallen nature. Is not much of

the nature-worship of our age a similar sin 1 Men talk of honouring God in His

works, but really they allow the works of God to hide the personal, spiritual,

holy God of lievelation. Is not the worldliriess of the age a similar sin 1 Do
we not often think so much of human love, of material wealth, of social honour,

of sensational pleasure, that we but feebly realise our spiritual nature, and our

dependence upon a spiritual duty for the satisfaction of life 1 Is not much of

the ritualism of the Church in our age a similar sin ? We multiply forms and
ceremonies, and attach to them a supreme importance. It is all the visible

Church until you can hardly see the spiritual Jesus. God is a Spirit, and is to

be loved, worshipped, served as such ; but there is in us a sad tendency to sink

into the worldly, the carnal, the material, and to forget the true and the living

God.

II. The inexcusableness of this crime. It was regarded, as this chapter fully

shows, as a great and unpardonable crime, and very dreadful was the punish-

ment which followed it. Here we learn— 1. That the expensive7iess of such

idolatry does not excuse it. They gave their golden earrings—they sacrificed

wealth and pride. Will-worship, creature-worship, is often costly, but this does

not condone it (1 Cor. xiii. 3). 2. That the superior nature of the object which
comes between us and God does not excuse it. The god was gold. Thine may
be no vulgar God,—nature, humanity—but however noble in itself may be the

object which eclipses the vision of God, the sin is none the less. 3. That the

beauty of the object does not lessen the fault. " The calf was fashioned with a

graving tool "—artistically correct. A Church which comes between me and
the spiritual Jesus, may be perfect in its architecture, pictures, robes, music, &c.,

but it is none the less a curse for that. 4. That religious ceremonies going with

the idolatry does not justify it, vers. 5, 6.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH— Verses 7-16.

Intercession.
Consider

—

L The sin and peril of Israel. Their sin was the more grievous because it

came alter such wonderful manifestations of God's power and love. " Thy people,
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which thou broughtest out of the laud of Egypt, have corrupted themselves,**

ver. 7. Here was the sting. After they had seen all the wonders that God
had showed them. 2. Their sin was the darker because it was committed so

early. " They liave turned aside quickly out of the way," ver. 8. So little

patience and faith had they. 3. Their sin was in itself a capital offence. " They
have made a molten calf," &c., ver. 8. We reckon a lack of belief in God as a

mere speculative error ; we reckon a godless life as far more innocent than a

life of passion ; but to lose sight of God—to cease to love Him—is regarded in

the Word of God as the cardinal, all-comprehending sin. And this sin on the

pait of Israel provoked the anger of God. " God's wrath waxed hot against

them," ver. 11. In these modern days a certain school chose to represent God
as looking down coldly and calmly on sin, and dealing with it in quite an

unimpassioned manner, but Revelation does not thus reveal God. He hates sin
;

He waxes hot against sinners; He is grieved at His lieart. Is not this whole

picture of the apostasy of Israel suggeistive of our own age and nation *? God
has not dealt with any nation as He has with us, and yot the spirit and
philosophy of our day is strangely godless. The golden calf \& in the market-

place and in the schools.

II. The intercession by which the impending calamity was averted. Moses
entirely forgets himself in the welfare of the people, ver. 10. His own glory

and the glory of his house are ignored. 1. He pleads with God for Israel on
the ground of God's past mercies, ver. 11. Thou hast been good and gracious

—be gracious still. 2. He pleads with God on the grounds of sympathy with

the divine glory, ver. 12. He was jealous for God's character in the eyes of

the world. 3. He pleads with God on the ground of the divine promise,

ver. 13.

Thus let us plead with God when we behold the unrighteousness of the age.

Men often plead with God for man's sake—for the sake of human sufferings,

&c.—let us plead for God's sake. Let us plead for man out of sympathy with
God. And if we thus plead, God will hear and bless, ver. 14.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Versa 15-20.

The Truth Given and Lost.

We contemplate

—

I. The truth given, chap, xxxl 18. 1. The highest truth was given to man.
That truth could not be divined by the genius of men. It was a revelation

from God. 2. The fulness of the truth is intimated. " Two tables, and they

were written on both their sides." The whole truth needed to teach us our
duty to God and man. Ten commandments seem ^tw^ but in them we have
the great laws of the moral universe, and one such law properly understood
explains a wide range of life, as the knowledge of one of the great laws of

nature explains much phenomena, 3. The authority of the truth, ver. 16.

"Written with the finger of God." This gift of the tables of testimony was
God's grandest gift to Israel The source of light and purity and gladness
(Ps. xix. 7-9 ; Kom. iii. 1, 2). The truth is God's grandest gift to the world.

And when Christ declared unto us more fully the grand truths of the spiritual

universe. He imparted to us the choicest blessings of heaven. What the sun-

shine is to the natural world—that is the law of Moses, and the exposition of

that law in Christ, to the moral world.

II. The truth lost, ver. 19. Moses brake the tables of the law, because of the

sin of the people. His was a righteous anger, and his action forcibly pictures

the fact that in unbelief and sin we lose the trutli. 1. Sin sometimes leads God
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to take away from a people the revelation of Himself. There is a famine of the
word of God. 2. Sin always blinds men to the knowledge of the highest truth.

Let us open the windows of our soul to the light of God's truth, and let us

carefully preserve that truth. We see nations who have lost the truth ; we see

Churches ; we see individuals. That the truth may not be lost to us, let us

live in purity, let us obey all its directions. If we lose the Uibles of the law we
lose the foundation stones of empire, of Churches, of character.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGHAPff.— Verses 21-25.

Shifting Eesponsibility.

"And I said unto them. Whosoever hath any gold, let them break it off. So
they gave it to me : then I cast it iuto the fire, and there came out this calf."

Aaron has acted a very sorry part at a great crisis, and his conduct, and the

apology he made for it, are worthy oi' being attentively considered by us, as we
are very apt to fail into similar errors. Being charged with the great sin of

which he was guilty, Aaron sought to shift the responsibility, and rest the blame
elsewhere.

I. He blamed society. " And Aaron said, Let not the anger of my lord wax
hot : thou knowest the people that they are set on mischiefy'^ ver. 22. "So they

gave it me," ver. 24.

Thus is it with men now. Yielding to the pressure of society, we do not

live out our highest convictions. We defer to public opinion. Great is the

tyranny of public opinion, and many dare not brave it. Aaron dare not in the

text, and thousands still are overawed by it. We like to be talked abouty but
not against. We stay short of being what we ought to be, of doing what we
ought to do, for fear of the adverse criticism of our neighbours, work-fellows,

countrymen. We defer to public custom. The Jewish rabble wanted images,

such as were in Egypt, and Aaron had not courage to resist the demand. So
we often bow to the questionable customs of society. Our convictions are other-

wise, but we have not the bravery to be singular—we cast a grain of incense on
the world's altar when we ought to hurl a stone at its gods. We defer to public

violence. " They gathered themselves together unto," ver. 1—rather " against "

—Aaron in a tumultuous manner, to compel him to do what they wished.

And Aaron was coerced by them. So we often fear the anger, menace, violence

of those around us, and act a consciously unworthy part. Aaron in the text

blaming " the people " is a picture of thousands of us to-day ! We do not wish

to act thus and thus, but we are the victims of our social surroundings. It is

not /, but the people. We, none of us, are guilty, it is the crowd behind which
pushes us.

IL He blamed nature. " I cast it into the fire, and there came out this calf."

As It it were not his fault, but nature's. He says nothing about the mould that

he made ; nothing about the graving tool that he used, ver. 4 ; but nature has

done it—it has done itself. So do we reason still.

1. We blame nature for our sins. We cannot hold ourselves responsible for

various sins ; we look upon them as springing from nature, and as not being

amenable to control. We ignore the fact that we failed to interpose our will

;

that we fed the fires of passion ; that in making preparation for the flesh, to

fulfil the lusts thereof, we constructed the mould.

2. We blame nature for our miseries. Aaron seems to represent himself as an

ill-used man— one to whom nature has been unkind. His miseries were self-

created, but he fumbles about to represent them as an unfortunate outcome of

nature. So do we act still. The other ni^tht we heard a man the worse foir
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liquor, abusing a telegraph pole against which he had bruised his face. The
spectators smiled ; but they might liave seeu in the complaining sot a striking

picture of poor foolish human nature in general. We foolishly, wilfully da-sh

ourselves .-igainst the great laws of the creation, and then, bruised and weeping,

rail against that creation, all of whose laws are pure and sublime. We trans-

gress the physical laws on which heahh depends, and there comes out the

sickly calf; we transgress the moral laws on which happiness depends, and there

comes out the wretched calf; we transi2;ress the intellectual laws on which
knowledge depends, and there comes out the stupid calf ; we transgress the

social and political laws on which national prosperity depends, and there comes
out the blood}' calves of civil strife and revolution; we transgress the econo-

mical laws on which wealth depends, and there comes out the lean and ill-

favoured calf of poverty. We blame nature for a score of ugly things by
which we are plagued when they are simply the consequences of our own folly.

A word

—

1. As to the childishness of this method of shifting responsibility. They did

it ; ii did it. How childish ! The little children say, " It did it

—

it fell

—

it

broke/' and their seniors smile at the transparent sophistry. But do not the

seniors also the same % Blaming society, their body, nature ? " The calf came
out !

" He was the calf, and we all feel that he was, and we are also when we
shirk responsibility, and speak of it and them. We are men, gifted with the

power of self-determination, and it is supremely ignoble and childish to attempt
to rest the onus of our conduct on the laws of nature or the exactions of society.

2. The foolishness of it. Sin not only makes cowards of us all, but fools also.

They did it ; it did it. What shuffling and foolish excuses ! How irrational

!

*' Aaron's reply to the reproachful question of Moses is designedly obscure and
confused, because he was himself conscious of the great crime which his fatal

want of moral courage had abetted."

—

Kalisch {in loco). The reason is confused

befoi'e we sin, and sinning confuses it all the more, and we awkwardly seek to

veil our sin and shame by the most unmanly and illogical vindications.

3. The uselessness of it. Aaron is severely blamed and censured. Moses
gives no reply to the childish apology, but directly charges the crime home
upon Aaron. " Thou hast brought so great sin upon them," ver. 21. '•'Aaron

had made them naked," ver. 25. See also Dent. ix. 20. So will it be with
us all in the great day of judirment and retribution ; our personal responsibility

will be insisted upon, and the flimsy reasonings by which we sought to evade
that responsibility will be scattered to the winds.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH.— Verses 25-30.

Ketribution.
We observe

—

I. The sin by which the retribution was provoked. This sin was one which
could not be lightly passed over ; it was a violation of the fundamental law
which God had given unto Israel (Ex. xx. 3-5). In these days direct sins

against God are lightly thought of, but Israel was taught a very different theo-

logy. God saw that in the making of an image His real nature would first be
eclipsed, and soon His existence would be forgotten : the image first degraded
the idea of God, and then displaced God in the eye and heart of the people.

And whatever lowered God in the estimation of the people, whatever let God
down to the level of the people, whatever stole away the reverence and love of

the people from God—this was a cardinal evil. They who teach us to see God
in nature, until nature takes the place of God ; they who teach us to see God
in humanity, until humanity takes the place of God ; thev who teach us to see
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Uod in the blessings of life, until the blessings of life take the place of God
;

they who teach us to see God. in the Church, until the Church takes the place

of God;—all these Aarons are causing Israel to sin the sin which is unto death.

Let us beware of losing sight of the Divine spirituality, of the Divine existence.

Idolatry is the root of all sin—renunciation of the spiritual holy God is the

mother of all crimes and sorrows. Ceasing to revere the Eternal One, what
greatness can be admired 1 ceasing to adore the All Beautiful, what excellence

can be venerated 1 ceasing to believe in the Holy One, what purity can be
sacred 1 ceasing to commune with the Happy One, what woes are not possible ]

Idolatry and atheism are direct violations of the most fundamental law of

existence, and directly provoke God's anger. We observe

—

II. The retribution by which the sin was punished, vers. 27, 28. 1. This

retribution was sivift. The scene of feasting and song, verse 18, was soon

turned into a scene of death and dirg^. God can bring swift destruction on
splendid empires, on proud sinners. Let us remember, in the day of our pride

and vanity, how easily and swiftly God can visit us. *' The laughter of fools is

as the crackling of thorns under a pot." " The triumphing of the wicked is

short." 2. This retribution was terrible. There was great mercy exercised by
God in this event, and yet how terrible this judgment, even softened by grace

!

It is a fearful thing to sin against God. Idolatry, atheism, libertinism—bring

with them awful punishments in this life ; and if in this life, what of the next 1

3. This retribution was just We see what dreadful penalties are inflicted on

men for transgressing the great laws of nature, and we feel that if this is right,

it is just in God also to punish those who violate the highest law of all. What
frightful diseases, wars, famines, deaths, come out of sin, and the event recorded

in the text is in consistency with the same law !

III. The penitence by which the retribution was escaped, ver. 26. ** Who is

on the Lord's side 1
" The Levites, no doubt, had participated in the general sin,

but at the call of Moses they repent, and become the instruments to execute God's

judgment, although they had to slay their own son or brother. Let us put

ourselves on the Lord's side, whatever it may cost us. " Lord our God, other

lords besides Thee have had dominion over us : but by Thee only will we make
mention of Thy name" (Isa xxvi. 13).

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 30-36. K

Eeligious Patriotism.

It has often been brought as a charge against Christianity that it is adverse

to patriotism. It is true that the spirit of Christianity is cosmopolitan, but

yet the love of humanity does not exclude the sentiment of nationality, and the

Word of God presents us with instances of the most sublime patriotism. The
true Christian is a true patriot ; the patriotism inspired by religion is of the

noblest type. The text is a case in point.

L Keligious patriotism recognises national sin, ver 30. " Moses said unto the

people, Ye have sinned a great sin." There is a patriotism whose motto is :

Our country—right or wrong. Such patriotism is spurious and quite mislead-

ing. There is a patriotism which is ever dwelling in a vain-glorious temper on
the M^ealth and victories and power of a nation, and which cannot tolerate the

rebuking of the national vices. This is a kind of patriotism which leads to

evil issues. Religious patriotism discerns and rebukes the sins of the times,

and is therefore the true patriotism. True love is not blind, neither is true

patriotism. It is sensitive to those errors and vices by which national greatness
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Is eventually destroyed. He may seem the greatest patriot who is always
vaunting the power and prowess, the wealth and magniticence, of his country

]

but he is really the truest friend to his country who protests against the iniquitous

laws which are on its statute book, the errors which are taught in its schools

and temples, the vices which disgrace its streets.

II. Religious patriotism is prepared to make the greatest sacrifices for the

national welfare. \\q see this in Moses m the text, vers. 31, 32. See also

verses ll-l-i. Moses set the nation above his personal interests, above his

family glory. His temptation to become the founder of a great nation reminds
us of Christ's vision of the kingdoms. He loves his nation; he will not merely
die for it, he is ready to suffer unknown sorrows on its behalf. See also Apostle

Paul, Komans ix. 3. Thus the Christian Church is ever making great sacrifices

on behalf of the nation. A religion that does not issue in practical patriotism,

is not the religion of Christ. The nation is of God as well as the family, and
the true Christian in the spirit of self-sacrificing love, gives time, money,
influence, and often life itself, that the nation may be educated and free and
pure.

III. Religious patriotism is most precious to the state, vers. 33-35. We find

that God was moved by the prayer of Moses to spare Israel. It is often thought
that the grandest power in the state is the power "whioh fights ; but really the

grandest power is the power which prays. The patriotism which seeks to

spread the knowledge of God ; which seeks to secure the keeping of God's laws

;

which vindicates the sanctity of God's day ; which pleads with God on behalf of

the nation, as it sins and suffers—this patriotism is of essential preciousness.

The patriotism which seeks to bring God and the nation closer together, is fai

more precious than the tongue of the eloquent, the sword of the valiant, or the

wisdom of the ancient.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXU.

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Idol-Idiosyncrasy. Vers. 1-35. (1.) Mate- turns aside from His love to the lying vanities

rial idolatry has passed away among civilised of the world must drink the bitter water of

nations in its literal import. As Macmillan jealousy, filled with the dust of the bruised

says, the old worship of stocks and stones is and mutilated idols of s])iritual idolatry :

now impossible among a professedly Christian *' This shall ye have at Aly hand, ye shall

people. But although the outward mode has lie down in sorrow."
passed away, the essence of the temptation
remains the same. Human society is changed, "Thou art the man within whose heart's

but human nature is unchanged. The im- deep cell

pulse which led Israel to seek the golden calf AH evil sleeping lies;

is as strong as ever, and images are set up and Lust, in a dark hour waking, breaks the

worshipped now as fantastic as any pagan spell,

fetisli or joss. For what is idolatry? Is it And straightway there arise

not in its essence the lowering of the idea of Monsters of evil thoughts and base desire."

God and of God's nature, and the exaltation of
—Geroh.

a dead image abuve a man's own living spirit?

Is not (in idol whatever is loved more than God, IsraePs Insurrection ! Vers. 1-6. Scene I.

whatever is depended ufion for happiness and —The Camp of Insurrection. 1. Infidelity of

heljy independent of God ? (2.) Sooner or later, the people (ver. 1) may be- illustrated by the

as Moses pounded the calf and gave the Israel- glacier and crevasse, and of Aaron by the

ites the dust to drink in punishment of tlieir story of Arnold Winkelreid. 2. Idolatry of

idolatry, will all such moral idolaters have to the people (ver. 4). Bieakiiig ihe law may be
drink the dust of their idols. Our sin will be- illustrated by the familiar figure of a chain-

come our {)nnishinent, our idols our scourges. link which holds a person up, being broken, or

God is a jealous God, and every soul that by Samuel and Saul's disobedience as to sao/fc
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fices ; and making the calf by the hinr.ely idea

of the Gieat Eastern having a wooden en-

gineer to pilot ht-r over the ocean waves.

Mosaic Intercession ! Vers. 7-14. Scenb
11.

—

The Mount of hidigyiation. 1. Indiyyta-

tion of Jehovah (ver. 7) at Israel's ioUy niay

be illnsti-ated by the story of a father going

to New Zealand, leaving his children with

certain connnands till his return : or l)y the

natural fi^Mire of a lamp hung up by a chain

being bioken in its fall. 2. Intercession of

Most^s (ver. 14) for Israel's forgiveness, with

his pleas of God's (1) perfections, (2) partiality

towards, (3) purpose in, and (4) prctniises to

Israel, tnay find simple illustraiions, if any
are needed, in a mother's intercession with

the father for her offending boy's pardon ; or

by tlie Queen's intercession at Calais with her

husband, King Edward, on behalf of its citi-

Kens. Levitical Intervention ! Vers. 15-29.

Scene III.

—

The Valley of Intervention. 1.

Indignity (ver. 15) resented by breaking of

Btoue tablets, and by causing Israel to drink

of powdered wood and gold. Allusions mi^ht
be appropriately made here to Dagon, Aclian,

Saul, or the story of the Chinese boy and the

gods. 2. Integrity (ver. 25) of the Levites

contrasts with the fear, folly, and falsehood of

Aaron. Apt references might be found in

the histories of Melancthon and Luther, and
in the noble tale of the boy stopping the leak

in the Dutch dyke.

*' Rain and sunshine doth combine,

One side dark, the other biight;

Thus, by nature's giand design,

In one rainbow both unite."
—Maguire,

Self-will ! Ver. 1. (1.) It was but a little

boy crymg, as he limped towards his father

on the rough common. Yet what a lesson it

taught! His father had promised to take

him to a lovely scene across the stony waste
if he would promise to l>e led by the hand,
and not be rebellious or impatient. And he
had promised, as boys will piomise, and failed,

as boys wall fail. Hardly had he set out than
he began to murmur at the length of the walk.

When the father seriously reminded him of

the promise to obey and exercise patience, he
was silent and submissive. But presently he
let go of the strong, wise hand, turned aside

from the path, struck his foot against a rugged
rock, and straightway cried out with pain.

The scar remained till death. (2.) Israel was
God's wayward, self-willed child. They
thought thatthey could do without the Father's

hand, though they liad promised to be guided
by Him, who was able and ready to conduct
them to the green fields of Ivlen. And so

they wander aside, stumlde against the rough
flints, experience the nn'sery of st If-sufficiency

and disobedience, and learn that the way of

transgressors is haid. On Israel's national
life the scar was visible, even to the nour
when Titus shivered its massive structure.

008

^' Therefore, man, remember that thy
heart

Will shed its pleasures as thine eye its

tears

;

And both leave loathesome furrows."
—Bailey.

Sinful S elf-Sacrifice ! Vers. 2, 3. Whale
says, I'eojile (jften spend more in superstition

than Christians for the truth. To gratify self

they do not mind making many sacrifices.

To have his golden calf of ambition or popular

adulation the man of the world will fieely

scatter lai-gesses on all sides with bounteous
hand. With what lavi.sh magnificence did

the ancient heathen adorn their temples of

superstition ! With what profuse prodigality

will some modern men of science, or some
wealthy student of atheism, spend his riches

to gratify his selfish— it may be sinful

—

motives ! Who amongst us is willing to do as

much for Jesus as these Israelites did to have

self gratified in the golden calf ? At the

present time, in our own country, a man of

great wealtii spends his whole fc-rtune in the

issue of infidel tracts and pamphlets, which
are disseminated brDadcast over the world.

Atheism is his idol-deity. He worships the

g'lden calf of blank atheism. He devotes

his immense riches to its exaltation. There
are few Christians willing to make guch
supreme sacrifices for their God.

**I gave My life for thee,

My precious blood I shed,

That thou might'st ransomed be,

And quickened from the dead,

I gave My life for thee
;

What hast thou given for Me ?"

—HavergaU

Sin's Deceit ! Vers. 3-6. There is a

beautiful picture of a female with a sweet
but melancholy expression of countenance.

She kneels on the top of the rock, and is

singing to a harp, which she strikes with her

graceful fingers. Below is a boat with two
men in it— t,he one old and the other young.
The boat is rapidly nearing the rocks, but
both the men are utterly unconscious of their

danger. The old man has ceased to hold the

helm—the young man has dropped the oars.

Both are fondly stretching out tl eir hands
towards the deceiving spirit — wholly en-

tranced with her song. A few moments more,
and their boat will be a wreck. Israel was
thus captivated. Lured on by the weird melody
of a craving for visible worship, tliey were
now on the wide river borne onwards to-

ward the jagged rocks of destruction.

**The fruit of sin, goodly and fair to view,

Deceives us in its beauty. Pluck'd, it turni

To ashes on our lips,"

—

Webster.

Bull-Worship! Ver, 4. (1.) From the

eiirliest times the Egyptians adopted certain
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animals as representalives of their deities.

The symbolisiu of these selections has been

entirely lost, inasmuch as the deities were
lost sight of in the creatures by whom they

were symbolised. It was so with Apis-adora-

tion : ail animal most sacred in the later age

of Egypt. It is supposed that the Israelites

borrowed their idolatrous idea of the calf from
this form of bull-worship, which they had ob-

served in Egypt. (2.) Sir Gardner Wilkinson,

however, says that tliey borrowed their notion

of the "golden calf"—not from Apis-adora-

tion, but from the worship of Mnevis. This was
the sacred ox of Heliopolis. At his worship
were offerings, dancing, and rejoicings. And
it is supposed that the Israelites adopted
these ; or rather, resumed them as religious

revelries in which they had joined during
their sojourn in Egypt. Satan

** Moved Israel and their timid priest to carve

Their idol-god, and interweave with songs
Their naked dances round the golden calf :

Vision of horror and of grief."—BicJcersteth.

Aaronic Action ! Vers. 4, 5. (1.) Among
the higli Alps, tlie tiaveller is told in ceitain

places to proceed as quieily as possible. On
the steep slopes oveihead, the snow hangs so

evenly balanced that the Sdund of the voice,

the ciack of a whip, the report of a gun, or

the detachment of a snow-ball may destroy

the equilibrium and bring down an immense
avalanche that will overwhelm everything
within reach in ruin. (2.) The Israelites

were in such a position. Their moral charac-

ter was unstable—their principles unfixed.

They were so evenly balanced between good
and evil that a word from Aaron in the wrong
direction threw them down into the abyss of

idolatry. Had Aaron stood fii-m—stiff and
silent as the rocks around, the tumultuous
heaving would have ceased. (3.) Are there

not souls around us hanging so nicely poised

on the giddy slopes of temptation, ready, on
the least encouragement or yielding on our
part as Aaron did, to come down in terrible

avalanches of moral ruin, ciushing themselves
and others in their fall ? To stand firm, says

Richter, may save a world.

**Be great in act ! So shall inferior eyes,

That borrow their behaviour from the great,

Grow great by your example, and put on
The dauntless spirit of resolution."—Shakespeare.

Visible Gods ! Ver. 5. (1.) Adnm Clarke
says there is one pretence that Rouiaii

Catholics have for the idolatry of their image-
worship. Their high priest, the Pope, collects

the ornaments from the })eople, and makes an
image—a crucifix—a Madonna. The people
worship it ; but the Poj)e says that it is only
to keep God in remembrance. But of the
whole, God says, ** They have corrupted them-

selves." He will have notliing to do with
visible media through which He is to be
worshipped. God is a Spirit, and they that

worship Him must do so in Spirit and in

truth. (2.) Therefore, as Hallam says, any
image substituted for the living and loving

God, who is in\isible, is a portentous shadow
projected from the slavish darkness of an
ignorant heart. It is as much idolatry to

worship God under a visible symbol, as it is

to Worship the image of a false divinity. Both
forms of idolatry deceive the soul, harden
the heart, and drag their votaries into com-
plete alienation from God.

'* The heart surrendered to the ruling power
Of some ungoverned passion, every hour
Finds by degrees the truth that once bore

sway,
And all their deep impressions wear away,
So coin grows smooth, in traffic current

passed,

Till Caesar's image is effaced at last."—Cowper.

Eevelry Rites ! Ver. 6. The worship of

Apis assumed a bacchanalian character, at-

tended by the wildest and most extravagant
revels. Herodotus says, that on the feast day
of the gods all the l^^gyptians arrayed them-
selves as soon as the bull left his gilded asylum,
and gave way to feasting and revelry. Hila-

rious processions formed an important feature

of the Egyptian ritual ; as might be expected
in a countjy where the cloudless sky and the
elastic air predispose men to mirth and indo-

lence. Drumann remarks, that they were
like orgies—that even women appeared in

them—that they were followed by indecent
songs and dances—and that they were accom-
panied by clamorous music and drunken feasts.

There weie also mimes and mummeries, like

the Roman Saturnalia, in which the actors

painted their faces, and ridiculed or struck
the bystanders.

** Men are but children of a larger growth
;

Our appetites are apt to change as theirs.

And full as craving too, and full as vain

;

And yet the soul shut up in her dark room,
Viewing soclearabroad,athome6ee8n()thing;
But like a mole in earth, busy and blind,

Works all her folly up, and casts it outward,
To the world's open view."

—

Dryden.

Divine Omniscience I Vers. 7, 8. Israel

lost sight of the fact that though Moses could
not see, God could. Creeping down stairs at

night towards the orchard, the little boy for-

got that while his father's eyes were locked
in slumbers deep, yet there was One whose
eye neither slumbers nor sleeps. But when
he stood beneath the favourite apple-tree

—

when he sti etched forth his hand to the branch
—when he lifted up his eye to the tempting,
coveted, rosy-cheeked fruit ; lo ! a star twin-
kled its ray upon him, and seemed to say,
** God sees." And the little fellow shran^k
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back— retreated from the garden— betook

himself upstairs, repeating to himself the

Scripture words '* Thou God seest." Ah!
had Isiael only remembered this, the sin had
not been committed, and the dire mischief

had not been wrought.

** Though all the doors are sure, and all our
servants

As sure bound with their sleeps, yet there

is One
That wakes above, whose eye no sleep can

blind
;

He sees through doors, and darkness, and
our thoughts."

—

Chapman*

Self-Corruption ! Ver. 7. "Thy people

have corrupted themselves, i.e., as the original

and English words imply, they have broken

themselves up together. (1.) Material dis-

integration ! The clay and soil of our fields

are caused by the oxidation or burning of

pure metals. They are, in fact, the ashes of

metals. The dirt that cleaves to our footsteps,

as the emblem of all impurity, is produced by
the disintegration of the brightest metals, or

the most sparkling jewels. (2.) Mental dis-

integration! Jehovah tells Moses that Israel

had corrupted itself. A few days before they

were as His jewels ; now they had voluntarily

entered upon a process of disintegration.

Passion had broken loose from the law of co-

hesion to God ; and they were fast becoming
as mud—the foul product of the pure crystal

under self-corruptive influences. (3.) Moral
disintegration I All sinful thoughts, and words,

and deeds, have such corrupting efifects. By
this, man breaks the order and law of his exist-

ence, and his whole nature disintegrates in the

atmosphere of sin. The whole being becomes
vitiated, disordered, and corrupt. What was
once more or less solid and valuable has become
dust and ashes.

*' The basis sinks, the ample piles decay,

The stately fabric shakes and falls away,"—Crabbe.

Idol Illustrations! Ver. 8. It was a curi-

ous feature of the ancient Egyptian worship
that each large city had its own triad or as-

semblage of three gods, whom it more parti-

cularly adored. The triad of Memphis were
Ptah, Buhastis, Apis. The ruins of the temple
at Memphis sacred to calf-worship were dis-

covered in 1850. Close at hand stood the
Apeum, or sanctuary of the sacred bull, where
he was carefully tended, as well as the cow
from which he had sprung. As each bull died
his mummy was stored away in one of the
corridors extending underground for a con-
siderable distance, and known as the "Mummy-
pits of Apia," No fewer than 1200 of these
tombstone-tablets have been traced, and the
most important of them were removed to the
Louvre at Paris.

^10

" Ideal images in sculptured forms.
Thoughts iiewu in columns, or in cavemed

hill.

In honour of their deities and their dea<l."

—Montgomery,

Sin-Steps ! Ver. 8. {l.)FacilisdecensusAvemi.
The first step in the primaeval world was to

worsliip God under natural symbols. The
second step was to worship the creature along
with or beside Jehovah. The third step was
to woiship the objects of nature more than
the Being who made them. The fourth step

was to woiship these works of nature to the
exclusion of God. Lower was the surging sea

of all ungodliness, whose end is death. (2.)

Gouiburn well says that idolatry—i.e., the
surrounding the crea'ure with the attributes

of the Creator—is the original, fundamental
sin of man, the point of departure from which
man started on the downward course, until he
reached the lowest depths of wickedness.

** Polluted most, yet wallowing in the mire

;

Most mad, yet drinking frenzy's giddy cup ;

Depth ever deepening, darkness darkening
still." ^Pollck,

Wrath and Mercy! Vers. 10-14. (1.) If

we look with the naked eye, says Macmillan,

at the star Rigel, which forms the right foot

of the constellation of Orion, we observe a star

of first beauty and brightness. But the tele-

scope shows us that it is a double star. This
is a binary arrangement which prevails to a
great extent throughout the heavens. These
binary stars revolve round each other, or round
a common centre. They thus exhibit the ex-

traordinary spectacle, not of planet revolving

round sun, but ofsun moving round sun. Their
lights blend before they reach us, so that they
present to the naked eye the appearance of

one star. (2.) Kurtz says that wrath and
mercy were both united in the eternal counsel

of salvation, which was the combined product

of the two ; for in that counsel wrath was
appeased by mercy, and mercy sanctified by
wrath. Wrath and mercy were made one in

the counsel of salvation, but they were not
extinguished. Their lights blended together

in this incident on Horeb—Jehovah saying,

"Let Me alone;" Moses, prompted by the

Spirit, saying, ** Spare Thy people, Lord."

" Had not the milder hand of Mercy broke

The furious violence of that fatal stroke

Offended Justice struck, we had been qui'*

Lost in the shadows of eternal night
''

—Quarlf-i.

Mosaic Meditation! Ver. 12. We find the

law of intervention in every department of

human life—each and all of its phases serving

to indicate more or less clearly thr spiritual

law. As Ragg remarks, is not that man a

•mediator who, in the hour of danger, inter-

poses with his strong arm for the protection
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of the weak? Is not that woman a mediator

who, with noiseless step, paces the sick room
where the once stalwart man is laid prostrate,

anticipating his every want and desire as she

stands between him and the fell disease with

which he is grappling ? Is not tiiat mother a

mediator who, with simple and eloquent words,

and tears more eloquent, pleads with the father

for the child whose wrongdoing has incurred

parental censure and rebuke ? Is not that

nobleman a mediator who, with earnest words,

undertakes to induce his sovereign to pardon

the rebel-peer, and restore him to his con-

fiscated title and possessions? Is not the

Jewish maiden a mediator who, with conscious-

ness of the great risk she runs, ventures into

the royal presence to implore the revocation

of the imperial decree dooming a whole exiled

race to death ?

" Praying for His children

In that blessed place,

Calling them to glory.

Sending them His grace;

His bright home preparing,

Faithful ones, for you ;

Jesus ever liveth,

Ever prayeth too."

—

Havergal,

Apls-Adoration ! Ver. 20. The Egyptian
Apis was attended by a retinue of priests, and
sacrifices of red oxen were offered to him. All

his changes of appetite, his movements, and
choice of places were watched as oracular. He
was not allowed to live longer than twenty-

five years. If he died a natural death before

that age, his body was embalmed as a mummy,
and interred in the subterranean tombs.
Otherwise, he was secretly put to death, and
buried by the priests in a sacred well. A new
animal was then sought for. It was necessary

that he should be marked with a white square

on his forehead, an eagle on his back, and a

knot like a cantharus under his tongue. When
found, he was conveyed with great pomp to

Nicopolis, where he remained for forty days,

attended by naked women. He was then re-

moved to Memphis,

** The general world, unconscious pietists

Of falsest creeds and errors, God allowed

To live on, unreproved, till came the time
"When all the mysteries of heaven and earth

Were put in evolution."

Calf-Carved I Ver. 20. (1.) Most of the
large idols of antiquity had a wooden centre

;

the metal being, by way of preparation, cast

into a flat sheet which the goldsmith hammered
and spread out. No doubt, this calf was made
of wood, and then overlaid with gold. This
explains the destruction by Moses. Being
burnt, the wood was converted into charcoal,

while the gold would be crushed to pieces.

(2.) In a French Bible appears the ridiculous

gloss that the ashes of the calf which Moses
caused to be burnt and mixed with the water
that was drunk by the Israelites stuck to the

beaids of such as had fallen down before it, by
which they appeared with gilt beards, as a

peculiar mark to distinguish those who had
worshipped the graven image.

** Man's a poor deluded bubble,

Wand'ring in a mist of lies
;

Seeing false, or seeing double
;

Who would trust to such weak eyes ?"

—Dodsley,

Idol-Impotency I Ver. 20. (1.) After the

defeat of the Persian army in the Libyan
desert, Cambyses returned to Memphis. On
his arrival, he found its inhabitants rejoicing at

the discovery of a calf marked with the mystic
characters which declared it to be a divine

bull. Ignorant of this fact, and supposing the

public joy to be over his defeat, Cambyses
summoned the magistrates. They endeavoured
to pacify him by explaining about the bull ;

but he ordered them to be executed as liars.

The bull and priests were then brought into his

presence, when, drawing his dagger, he stabbed
the calf. (2.) Was Moses by this act desirous

of showing the utter impotency of their newly
adopted god ? He certainly took the most
effectual way to do so. When the English

officer struck the Brahmin bull amid its crowd
of worshippers, these deluded devotees looked

for his immediate destruction. But when no
harm came to him, when he seized a rough
branch, and drove it with many lusty, sacrile-

gious blows about the market-place, the people

then ridiculed their priests and animal god.

The merciless grinding and pounding of the

Apis or Mnevis calf may have been a design to

convince Israel of their folly.

** What, Dagon up again I I thought we had
hurled him

Down on the threshold, never more to rise.

Bring wedge and axe ; and neighbours, lend
your hands,

And rive the idol into winter faggots.**—AtheUtane,

Dust-Drink! Ver. 20. (1.) She was his

idol, his only daughter! A fairy, sylphlike

form was hers; and fondly his eye watched
her flitting hither and thither. In his love,

the proud peer and father forgot the sufiering

world around—its sorrows and its woes. In
his idol-worship, he lost sight of God, who
had given him that living soul. He placed

the human form, overlaid with the gold of

sweetness and fairy charms, upon the throne
in his being, which rightly was Jehovah's
only. One day the pony shied, and the idol

fell— fell on a rude stone by the pathway.
She lived, but became a decrepit form, with
distorted face. He had to drink of the bitter

water with the dust of his idol, as from day to

day he saw her nerveless form, and marked
her twitching, pinched features. (2.) The
observed of all observers 1 What queenly
grace was hers ! What exquisitely chiselled

features ! Women envied her surpassing love-
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Imess ; while men thirsted for her smiles.

An<l slie knew it all. Her beauty became her

idol—wood overlaid with gold. She learued

to adore her own charms. She worshipped

her image reflected iu the boudoir uiirror.

God was forgotten in her idolatry of self-

beauty. An evening came, when tiie flashing

jewels lay untouciied — wlien the princely

saloon felt not the witchery of iier presence.

It was small-pox ; and she rose from her bed

with disfigured features. The powdered dust

of marred and charred loveliness was mingled
witli the biiter watei-, as she jazed in the now
hateful mirror. Therefore

—

" Seek not the world !

'Tis a vain show at best

;

Bow not before its idol-shrine ; in God
Find thou thy day and rest."—Bonar.

Responsibility I Vers. 21-24. Aaron sought
to shift the responsibility of this apostacy from
his own shoulders to those of others. 1. He
blamed the people (ver. 22) for (1) desiring,

and (2) demanding. 2. He blamed the fur-

nace (ver. 24) for (1) protecting, and (2) pro-

ducing. Kalisch says that Aaron's reply to

the reproachful question of Moses is designedly

obscure and confused, because he was himself

conscious of the great crime which his fatal

want of moral courage had abetted, A crazy

house is propped up by one support ; but
conscious of its insecurity, the owner places a

second to keep up the structure. Aaron was
sensible of the flimsiness of his defence, and
he must need prop it up with two supports,

which, after all, disclosed its insecurity.

*' Sin and shame are ever tied together

With Gordian knots, of such a strong thread

spun,

They cannot without violence be undone."

Personal Responsibility 1 Ver. 23. That
puckered mouth had once known smiles I

Those withered, parchment-like cheeks had
once worn the rose bloom I Those hungry
eyes had once been like those of doves, washed
with milk and fitly set ! Those lean, clutching

hands had once tenderly embraced a fair and
loved form ! And that heart, dry and worth-
less as a decayed nut-kernel, had once been
soft and gushing with love and sympathy 1

Now he was a miser, smiling only as he saw
the yellow dross and clutched the golden

coins. To bleed a stone were easier than to

find pity and unselfish sympathy for the woes
and wants of others. He was a miser

;
yet he

had his moments when conscience, like a second

Moses to Aaron, would ask, *' What is this

that thou hast done?" Adam-like, Aaron-
like, Saul-like, aye, man-like, he would re\)\j

to himself, "She made me what I am." He
had loved, and his love had proved faithless

—

had, on the very morning of their intended
marriage, be^n wedded to another. She had
made him love gold, become selfish and
ayaricious, live a ba:rd and unsympathetic

dl2

life. " She made me !
*' ** No, Aaron, death

before dishonour. " Fearing the anger, menace,
and violence of the Israelites, he acted a con-
sciously unworthy part, and all the more be-

cause he was tlieir leader pro tempore. We
are what we make ourselves, not w"hat others
make us—the victims of our fears or follies,

our lusts or lingeringa after evil.

** Our acts our angels are, or good or ill,

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still."—Beaumont.

Retribution! Vers. 2-8. (1.) Yes, they
were rebels taken red-handed in revolt against

their king. Not only had they taken up arms
against their liege lord, and entered into nego-
tiations with his relentless foe, but they had
endeavoured to induce many of their fellow-

countT-ymen to join them in their rebellious

and lawless course. To spare them from
punishment would be to leave them oppor-
tunity of bringing wider ruin upon all and
sundry. For the sake of the people, and
especially the weak, it was necessary that
retribution should overtake these red-handed
communistic leaders. (2.) Daniel Defoe, in

his far-famed "Life of Robinson Crusoe," and
John Bunyau, in his widely-known allegory of

the Holy War, have shown how thi.s apparently
severe treatment was in reality true charity

and compassion. And is it not from the
same cause that the lost angels and men are

to be " for ever " shut up in darkness, and
precluded from entering amongst the re-

deemed ? It is often the greatest mercy to

exercise strictest justice. Severity to one may
save the many from temptation, nay, from
ultimate destruction. Pity 1

*' I share it most of all when I share justice,

For then I pity those I do not know,
Which a dismiss'd ofiFence would after gall

;

And do him right that, answering one foul

wrong,
Lives not to act another."

—

Shakespeare,

Mosalclntereession ! Ver. 30. (1.) There
is a sublime grandeur in the form of Moses,
as we behold him holding forth his rod over
the billowy sea, or raising that rod towards
heaven. The stormy tempest and the beet-

ling waters obeyed the Leader, who was in-

vested with power by that God who made the
sea and stretched out the firmament on high,

(2.) There is more than human majesty in

the appearance of Moses when we behold the

great Lawgiver descending from Sinai, bearmg
aloft those holy commandments which not a
nation alone, but a world should observe, his

countenance radiant with such glory as never
before had beamed from human face. (3.) But
though he was mighty as the Leader, illustri-

ous as the Legislator, it is with more of in-

terest and admiration that we view him as the

Intercessor for Israel. Power, it has been weU
.

said, excites wonder, holiness, aw6. But it ii

love which attracts the soul.
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" 'Mid visions oi eternal light

That glow on Eden's plain,

Where never comes the shade of night

In spirit reahns to reign;

Where robe and crown of angels glow,

There's One in tears alone

—

One interceding for our woe

—

*Tis Jesus by the Throne."

Book of Life! Ver. 23. (1.) The book
here spoken of is the Book of Life. It was
even then the custom of every city to keep a
list of the burgesses. The Israelites were
familiar with the custom of keeping a register

of families ; as appears in Genesis v. 1.

Hence Moses uses a familiar figure in speak-

ing of God's book. It has been supposed that

a similar reference occurs in Psalm xxix. and
Ixix. ; and in Daniel xii. 1. (2.) It seems that

in China they have two books—one the Book
of Life, and the other the Book of Death,
These are presented to the Emperor by his

ministers, who is at liberty to blot out from
either book any names he pleases. Those
whose names he blots out from the Book of

Life are doomed to die ; and those whom he
erases from the Book of Death are allowed to

live.

** And then and there the likeness as of books
Before the awful presence of the Judge
Was seen—the massive chronicles of time,

The Law—the Gospel and the Book of Life."—Bickerstetk.

Intercession ! Vers. 31-34. In one of the
lovely Swiss villages, bordered on its most
romantic lake, dwelt an aged Christian and his

granddaughter— a maiden of simple beauty
and lofty imagination. Two Englishmen
visited the locality ; when the attention of

one was attracted to this German girl. After
some weeks' residence, the English stranger

discovered that he was loved by the village

maiden. He, therefore, induced her to leave

her grandfather's roof, under the promise of

a marriage. For a month they continued

travelling from one place to another, partly

for concealment and partly to view the beau-

tiful scenery. At length, the yearning to see

the aged grandfather became intense ; but he

had sternly refused. In this painful crisis,

the English friend undertook to intercede.

His intercession proved effectual ; and on the

regular marriage of the two runaways, she

was restored to her «jld home. Heie husband
and wife lived happily, until the summons
came for the veteran Christian to leave this

passing world.

" We dare not think what earth would be^

O Intercession ! but for thee ;

A howling chaos, wild and dark

—

One flood of horrors, while no ark.

Upborne above the gloom-piled wave,

From one great death-abyss might savei"

Intercessory Prayer ! Ver. 34. (1.) It has

been well said, Prayer is not an endeavour to

wrest from God what He is reluctant to bestow.

It is the approach of the heart to Him to claim

what He has pron)ised, and what He delights

to give. It was God Himself who directed

Moses to stand in the beach. And it is the

Father who has given the Son to be our

Intercessor. All true prayer is inspired by
the Holy Spirit, and therefore cannot fail to

be presented and accepted. (2.) If such is

true of the intercessory prayer of Moses, how
much more so is it of Christ? He pleads for

our forgiveness at the throne of God. When
the word went forth against the fruitless

fig-tree :
** Cut it down," the voice was heard

of the prevailing advocate, ** Let it alone this

year also." How often may such prayers have

been ofiered on our behalf !—Luke vi. 12.

** Ended is the day's work now,

Jesus seeks the mountain's brow;
He, from early dawn. His sheep

Hath, as Shepherd, toiled to keep.

Doth He close in sleep His days ?

Nay, He watches stilly and prays,**

CHAPTER XXXIIL

Critical Notes.—18. Thy glory] = Kebodecha, from kabod=glory, *,«,, the mysterious
essential qualities of the Deity in all their 'magnificence and stupendousness, Moses felt

forced to make this request on account of the pressure of circumstances. He was fully alive

to the heinousness of the sin which the Israelites had committed in the worship of the golden

calf (xxxii, 30) ; he had witnessed God's indignation upon it (xxxii. 10), and yet, upon his

intercession on their behalf, the Lord repented {i.e., recalled) the evil which He thought to do
to His people (xxxii. 14). This blending of justice and mercy ; this stern reproving, and again

yielding with all tenderness and love and forbearance, on the part of God, was so contrary to all

that he feared, and therefore so bewildering to him, that he was induced to ask, " Show me
now Thy way that I may know Thee '"

(ver. 13), i.e., "reveal unto me now, at this juncture of

contrarieties. Thy secret, that I may know once for all the principles on which Thou dost act

thus." To this God answers him with a promise (ver. 14). To which, again, Moses replies

with great naivetd (ver. 16), as if he said, " Of course, Thy presence must go with ue ; only that
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i« not exactly what my request means," and, as if for the sake of greater perspicuity, he
amends his request and resumes, ** I pray Thee, show me Thy glory," i.e., " Give me that which
will unlock to my understanding Thy mysterious self, for then shall I feel at rest and never
again be confounded, however contradictory Thy wonderful dealing with us may appear in

future." And au:ain God replies (vers. 19-22), and of which verse 23 is an ax omatic con-
clusion, viz., that man in his present state can only know or see the glory of God exi)erirneiit;Lliy,

and in the manifestations of His providence, as> indicated in verses 19-22, and that only retro-

spectively, by seeing His "back-parts = Achoray, i.e., His/>as<, or His works ; but His '.' face"
= Pauav, i.e., future, in all its mysteriousness no man can see while in a mortal state.

MAIN HOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 1-12.

The Hidden Countenance.
We observe

—

L The fact of the hiding of God's face. God has not here wholly deserted

Israel—far from it. In consequence of the intercession of Moses, and of that

retribution which had been inflicted upon Israel, God promised not to forsake

His people ; but we are instructed here, verses 2 and 3, that God's presence

shall not be so fully and brightly granted to Israel as it has been. *' I will

send an angel before thee," ver. 2. That is, God will stand by His elect people,

but He will be more hidden by agents and instruments. Is not this sometimes
still the case with God's people '\ They feel that God has not forsaken them,

but He is not near to them, so sensibly near and precious to them as He
once was. They feel as the children of Israel did here—that an angel takes

the place of God—a star takes the place of the sun. They feel as Job did

(Job xxix. 3.) As David did (Ps. xlii. 5). There is not the rich, full abiding

sense of the Divine presence and love.

II. The reason of the hiding of God's presence. This hiding is not arbitrary,

'fhe sin of Israel was the explanation of this eclipse of the Divine Face. When
God withdraws His fuller presence from the souls of His people it is (1) partly in

judgment. " I will not go up in the midst of thee, for thou art a stiff-necked

people," ver. 3. Because of our forgetfulness, or unbelief, or perversity, God
takes from us the joys of His salvation. Our sins separate between us and God,
and when they do not create an impassable gulf, they create a distance between us

and God which fills the soul with the gloom of the night and the chill of tho

winter. But it is (2) also in mercy that God hides Himself. "Lest I consume
thee in the way." With fuller revelations of God's presence come loftier respon-

sibilities, and God lessens the gifts that He may lessen our perils. It is as much
in mercy as in anger that God denies us fuller revelations of truth, fuller

measures of joy, higher privileges and gifts.

III. The sorrow of the hiding of God's presence, vers. 4-6. The people put

off their ornaments as the sign of their great loss and sorrow. Putting away
their ornaments signified (1) that in losing God they had lost their glory.

Their God was their glory, and if He refused to shine upon them, their glory

departed. Putting away their ornaments signified (2) that in losing God they

had lost their treasure. God was their portion, and in Him they had all riches.

(3) Putting away their ornaments signified that they had lost their joy. No
more joy without Him. Thus is it still with God's people. In diminishing

measures of God's love and grace they find reason for profoundest sorrow. It is

no use wearing jewels if we are losing Him—for without Him we have no glory,

no treasure, no joy.

** Should I from Thee, my God, remove,
Life could no lasting bliss afford ;

My joy, the sense of pardoning love,

My guard, the presence of my Lord,**
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IV. The method by which we are to seek the restoration of the light of

God's presence, vers. 7-12. Drawing nigii to God in penitent sorrow— in

ardent supplication. Then God is moved to forgiveness ; He causes His face to

shine upon us, and we are saved.

The Manifested Presence.— Verses 12-17.

The manifested presence is

—

L The saint's privilege, vers. 12, 13. Moses pleads that it is his privilege

to have a clear knowledge of God's will and way. God has condescended to

honour Moses :
** 1 know thee by name, and thou hast also found grace in My

sight," ver. 12. Tlurefore Moses pleads that God will give to him a clear

knowledge of His mind and purpose, ver. 13. It was not only the privilege

of Moses thus to know God, but all God's people are to be sharers in the same
privilege. God has called us His friends, and sons, and people, therefore it is

not for us to walk in uncertainty and darkness and sorrow. We ought to seek

—

1. For a clear manifestation of God's character. 2. For a comfortable assur-

ance of God's favour. 3. For a full acquaintance with God's will concerning

us. " The secret of the Lord is with them that fear Him," and none of God's

people ought to be content to live in a state of perplexity and misery.

IL The saint's rest. ** And He said, My presence shall go with thee, and I

will give thee rest," ver. 14. The clear bright consciousness of God's favour

and presence will give rest unto the soul. There is rest from douUs. We feel we
are God's, and all fear is cast out. Rest from fear of enemies. " If God is with us,

who can be against us "? " Kest from anxieties about the way. He finds the path

for us. Kest from misgivings ahout the future. In the knowledge of God's truth,

love, power, promise, the soul realises a peace which passeth understanding.

The manifested presence is,

—

III. The saint's joy and glory, ver. 15. If God does not go with them,
they do not wish to proceed to Canaan. True, Canaan was a land flowing

with milk and honey ; but it had no charms in the eyes of Moses if God was
to be hidden. The manifested love of God is the Canaan of His people, and
without this, lands flowing with milk and honey are desolate and undesirable.

And, in ver. 16, we are taught that God is the glory of His people. The con
sciousness of God's love renders the people of God singularly rich, and great,

and happy.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXIIL

f
REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Bible-Trutlifl I Vers. 1-23. Beautiful Book thou hast the promise of a life that now is,

of Life ! Everlasting Word I though heaven and of one that is to come. What a lovely

and earth sliould pass away thou art all- world would that be where the page was not
abiding. Thou art the book of love and of only widely and openly spread, but where all

peace ; thy pages are brightened with the men and women walked steadily in the light

intelligence that "God is love," and thou of it! What would such a world be but a
makest by thy soft influence families and Paradise regained ?

nations peace-makers. Tliou art the book of

truth ; from thy pages have shone forth the " Speak ! for Thy servant heareth ; bid Thy
clearest atid most certain words that ever fell word
on human ear. Thou art the book of freedom; L)raw me to Thee, encourage, or reprove;
priests and kings have clasped and chained Incline my heart to do Thy will, Lord ;

thee, dreading the dreadful power of li,i;ht. And on its tablets trace Thy words ol

Tiiou art the book of eternity and of time
j lo?e."
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CHAP. XXXIII. HOMJLETIC COMMENTARY: EXODUS.

Divine-Restraint! Yer. 3. (1.) In Mada-
gascar, some natives asked a missionary to

take tlie leadership of tlieir deputation to tiie

governor of the province, on tlie question of

their heins,'- allowed to migrate to another and
more fertile part of tins great island. On tlie

way, some of the members of the party fell

into committing excesses by drinking, and
under its influences plundering some of the

properties. As soon as the complaint was

made to the missionary, he refused to go any
farther, and intimated his intention of return-

ing the following morning at daybreak, leav-

ing them to shift for themselves. " I cannot

go up with you, for your irregularities dis-

honour my character as a messenger of truth

and righteousness." (2.) Was it not some-
thing of this kind here !

** I will not go up in

the midst of thee." But why not ? Surely

God had forgiven them in chap, xxxii. ? But
it was forgiveness conditional upon Israel's

penitence. If a child, who has done wrong,
and who has heard of its father's readiness to

pardon, does not arise and go to him, saying,
** Father, I have sinned," can he obtain the

father's forgiveness ? Ought he to expect it ?

No. Just so Israel. God could not, consis-

tently with His attributes, go up with It-rael

BO long as til ere was no repentance. Tins im-

penitence was a Divine restraint upon H.m.

'* May repentance be the ember
Which u[)on my lips sliall lie,

And, from liead to foot, my nature,

With its burning, purify."

Palestine-Promised ! Ver. 3. Bannister

says that all that can delight the eye, and feed

the imagination, is lavislied over the surface.

The lovers of scenery can find there every form
and variety of landscape. Its snowy heights

and mountains, its valleys and its waters, are

as beautiful as when David sang their praises,

and far more interesting Ity the accumulation
of reminiscences. The land, unbroken by the

toils of the husbandman, awaits but the hour
appointed, when it will sustain and fructify its

millions of products, and flow, as of old, with
milk and honey, reasserting its rightful title,

**the garden of the Lord"— "the glory of all

lands !

"

** blessed land ! the whole world envies

thee,

Thy fields, by His pure footsteps hallowed.

happy people, whom, as Shepherd, He
With gentle crook unto green pastures

led." —Gerok.

Sin-Scars I Vers. 1-3. Have you ever

attempted a carpenter's work as an amateur ?

There is a right and a wrong way of planing
a board. Even the skilled carpenter will by
accident plane one shaving the wrong way of

the grain. Of course, the surface is left rough.
What is to be done ? Turn the board and
plane in the reverse direction. It will take

more than one driving to get the surface
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smooth again ; and it is necessary to go over
it again and again. So with Israel. One
stroke—a wrong one—cut deeply and rouglily,

and long weary years were needed to ejBfacc tlie

( rror. Efface! That could never be. The
cut made by the urchin's hand remains in the

giant Oak centuries after that boy became
hoary and went to tiie other world. Tlie scar

formed from some slight wound received by a

child in some act or deed of disobedience when
but three years of age, remains on the finger

or leg when threescore years and ten have
been reached. The mark of Israel's cross-

grainedness at Sinai remained afterwards on
the national life,

" The wind is hushed^ and the storm is gonCf
Yet the waves of tlie ocean are rolling on,

And, reckless of all they have done before,

Madly they rush on ihe tremlilinu- sliore,

And whiien the beach with foaming spray.

Like wreaths of snow on a winter's day."

Hiding - Discipline ! Ver. 4. A father

walking with his child in the city, and fear-

ful of losing him, owing to the restless spirit

of the child, wliose curiosity led him to gaze
on every new object which presented itself,

withdraws himself behind some pillar, or hides
himself at the corner of a street. He has
thus hidden away, not that he may lose the

child, but in order to prevent it from being
lost, by making it keep closer to him in future.

So did God hide Himself from Israel when
that people rambled from Him in their wor-
ship at Sinai. It was done to make the Israel-

ites seek Him the more earnestly, walk more
circumspectly, and keep closer to Him for the

time to come.

** Therefore, although 'tis hard to €esh and
blood.

Believe, my children, this is for your good.**

Divine - Tuition ? Ver. 5. (1.) Sailing

down the niiglit-sweeping Amazon were an
English mother and her children. One ot

them of very tender years was yet of wayward
and self-willed spirit. On one occasion, hav-

ing landed from the boat at a creek on tlie

shore to catch turtles and game, the little one,

contrary to solemn injunctions, wandered ofl

into the wood, and caused extreme anxiety

and delay. The search all night for the

wanderer led to an elder brother catching the

swamp fever, from which he never recovered.

It was necessary that the self-willed child

should be punished. Yet the mother-heart
yearned to relax the severity of the chastise-

ment. Could this be done without an expres-

sion of penitence ? No ; but none was evi-

denced. Tenderly the mother took the boy's

hand, reasoned with him, pointed out that

the moral attributes of a parent requirea con-

trition for an ofience, and urged upon him
true repentance. (2.) Great as is a mother's

love, the Divine is greater. Solemn as are

the moral attributes of a parent, God's are
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more so. He cannot be inconsistent with His
own perfections, yet He longs to reduce the

severity of His sentence. How can it be done ?

He on Sinai—ay, in Eirypt—condescended to

be Israel's Teacher and I*arent ; therefore He
here instructs Israel in the law of rcpt-ntance.

Like tliat mother, He, as it were, sits down
to teach Israel the necessity of true lieartfelt

contrition, with confession of sin. Awful as

ver. 5 seems, it is the aw fulness of the Divine
Heart thirsting to extend mercy, if otily the

scandalous offenders will bend iheir stiff necks
in penitence :

*' Therefore now, put off ihy

ornaments from thee."

** It is good for you, thouL^h it seems not now

;

Althousfh your eyes are nowbedimmed with
teirs.

Yet on your darkness purer light shall glow,

Till, through the cloud, the Crown of Faith
appears."

Self-Mortification! Vers. 6, 4. (1.) A
nobleman employed at a continental court on
an important State mission heard of the un-
faithfulness of his wife during his absence.

Duty lo his country at a {)erilous crisis required

its careful and complete discharge. On his

return home and arrival at the town nearest

his castle, he sent forward a friend to disclose

the revelation which had been made to him.
Stricken with remorse at her sire's knowledge
of her guilt, she implored mercy, and be-

sought the friend to intercede for her forgive-

ness. The husband promised that she should

be provided for, but declared his inflexible

resolution not to restore her as before. Over-
whelmed with a sense of shame, and of the

utter hopelessness of life under such circum-
stances, she stripped herself of her princely

attire of silks and jewels, and assumed the

meanest garb of sackcloth and humiliation.

(2.) God tells us that Israel had been to Him
as a wife: "Thy Maker is thy husband."
The calf-worship was indeed idol-fornication

on the part of the nation's soul. He had dis-

covered Israel's unfaithfulness while Moses
was in the mount. He sends Moses to an-

nounce an entire separation of Himself from
the nation. The intercession of Moses secure

milder terms; but God says, "I will not go
up in the midst of thee." This terrible de-

claration led to deep humiliation on the part

of the people. They stripped themselves of

their ornaments, in token that separation from
God meant the drying. up of all heart joy and
gladness. This explains ver. 4, which chrouo-
iogically comes in after ver. 6.

** No good tiling in me resides,

All m.v soul an achin<i: void,

Till Thy Spirit there abides.

And 1 am hlled with God."
Wesley,

Porter says I hat the tents of eastern leaders

are often very lovely, spacious, and encom-
passed with walls of waxed cloth. He de-

scribes one pash.i's tent near Cairo, inside of

which was a pavilion lined with flowered

ta[)estry. Around this costly tent were pitched

two hundred other tents in such a manner as

to look towards the pasha's tent. (2.) Others,

however, are of o|Mnion that this was really

a temporary sacred tabernacle, provisional to

the construction of the one according to Divine
direct-ion by Bezaleel, Alioliab, and their work-
men. This seems to be the most correct view

;

and its remov.il without the camp was clearly

8\ mbulic instruction to Israel of their increased

need of a meiliator in their approaches to God.

*' Times have been when tempests beat,

And I suffered great defeat

;

When loved comrades fell away,
Till it seemed that none would stay;
But amid the storm's wild rush
There has come a solemn hush
Over life's oft-troubled sea.

For a Friend has said to me,
* I will never leave thee.'

"

—Farningham.

Scripture Sublimities ! Ver. 9. What a
mistake it is, says the author of the Schonberg
Gotta Family, to look upon the Bible as a
mere collection of many books ! It is so essen-

tially One Book—the first page linked to the

last—not by similaiity of opinion, but by
identity of authorship. If Exodus xiv. is

evidently by the same author as Revelations

xiv. ; so clearly is this chapter with other

portions of the apocalypse. Exodus and the
apocalypse are portions—verses, if you like

—

of one great, wonderful poem, by one whose
ideas are all eternal realities. The simplicity

of the old classics is strained and artificial

beside its stories and pictures. The vivid

visions of Dante are faint and dusky as the air

of his Inferno itself beside the Scripture

sublimities of Exodus xxxiii. and Revelations

iv. or xi. And there is this infinite difference

between it and all human compositions

:

that its heroes were those who were alive, and
are dead, and yet are alive for evermore. Its

visions are not guesses, but glimpses of reali-

ties which shall soon familiarly surround us.

Its thoughts are messages, to each soul among
us, from ** the Lord our God talking with
us."

" Then I felt my fainting soul

Filling with a new delight,

On my darkeutd vision stole

Dawn of day that hath no night;
Thirsting, trembling for the vail

To be wholly rent for me.
That from sin's entangling toils

Evermore I might be free."

Congregation - Tent ! Ver. 7. (1.) Some
BU})pose this to have been the official tent-

residence of Moses, as the leader of Israel.

Divine Communion ! Ver. 11. (1.) Some
say the Lord Jesus is in visible guise ; while
others say, invisible. The blind communicate
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w^ithout seeing a form, and the deaf without
hearing a voice. We may spoak to a person
behind a wall or a screen, if only assured that

he is within call. By letters we address
friends hundreds of miles distant. The tele-

gra[)h hourly gives instances of men in close

contact, though physically far apart. Wiiters
have addressed multitudes separated from
them by continents of space and centuries of

time. Here, however, was some sense of

nearness to God. (2.) It may be, therefore,

that the Divine Son appeared in visible form,

as He had formerly done to Abraham and
to Jacol)—deigning thus to shroud His glory

before the time when, born of a woman, He
should wear the veil of human flesh. But
what the Lord revealed of Himself only raised

a more intense desire in the heart of Moses
for higher knowledge—more exalted com-
munion. It is ever so. Each glimpse of

Emmanviel's beauty makes us long for fuller

revelations. Each drau2;ht of divine fellow-

ship fills us with deeper thirstings.

** As pants the hart for cooling streams
When heated in the chase,

So longs my soul, God, for Thee,
And Thy refreshing grace."

Prayer - Pleadings ! Vers. 12-16. (1.)

Hamilton not inaptly remarks that the in-

sulated cloud, which from its lonely bosom
launches a bolt big enough to rend the
mountain, or make the welkin ring again, if

touched at every point by its trailing neigh-

bours—if stranded on the tree tops or the

mountain side—soon loses all its lightning,

drawn oflF in inconspicuous sparklet—a thin

pale ghost of vapour. (2.) From isolated

spirits, soaring hearts like those of Elijah and
Moses, great bolts of prayer went up, or, like

the fire from heaven, in some flashing word
the long-gathered thought came down. And
such was this mighty supplication, which
Moses dared to flash out from his Horeb-heart

up into the Divine and Infinite. (3.) Nowa-
days, instead of the whole soul going up to

God in some heaven-rending ejaculation, it is

all that our spent and diluted pity can do,

when the sacred fire is drawn off in driblets,

to appreciate the sublime upsoarings of souls

such as Luther and Knox, John or Paul,

Daniel or David, Elijah or Moses. Yet, let

us not forget that a thousand smaller orgins

may equal the might and melody of that in

the giant minster.

** Prayer, like the Saviour, ever pleads

For faithless friend—for keenest foe ;

Prayer, like the Spirit, intercedes

For every grade of human woe.
And yet like Him, so vast its power,

That it can calm the fiercest blast,

And, over misery's darkest hour,

A sunlet radiance sweetly cast."—Mark,

Name - Knowledge ! Vers. 12-17. Kit to

ays that this deuoted personal favour towards
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those whose names are thus known. To be
known by name to a great personage or king
in the East is still considered a high distinc-

tion. Knox, in the History of his Adventures
in Ceylon, mentions that, when he desired
the Cingalese to bring him rice for his daily

food, they told him that, as ** the king knew
his name," the nobles of the Court would see

that lie was daily supplied with all necessary
provisions and dainties. Before Theodore,
the Emperor of Abyssinia, became a victim to

tlie vice of strong drink, the missionary found
a frequent passport through tlie wilds and
villages of that region in the same way :

" The
king knows your name." In Isaiah xliii. 1,

the Lord exhorts to confidence and trust,

because **
1 have called thee by thy name."

His knowimif the name of Moses was indica-
tive of honour. Even so, God knew Jesus by
name: "Thou shalt call His name Jesus;"
and, "He has given Him a name above every
name, that at the name of Jesus (as the
Mediator and Intercessor) every knee should
bow."

" Thy precious name, Lord Jesus Christ I ia

better far to me
Than all the wealth that can be found in

earth, or air, or sea.

Thou art the Paradise, set forth by God's
own hand of love

;

Thy presence is itself the heaven where I

shall dwell above."

—

Canitz.

Divine Guidance! Ver. 14. Two boya
were conversing about Elijah's ascent on the

chariot of fire, when one inquired of the other
whether he would not have been afraid to ride

in such a chariot. ** No," replied the other,
" not if God drove the horsos." If God holds
the reins there can be no danger. As the
child on board the ship, amid the howling
blast, exclaimed, ** My father is at the helm,"
Moses felt that with the Divine Guidance all

would go well, and Israel reach the haven
where they would be. He realised that God's
presence was the only guarantee for safety,

success, and happiness.

** I fear no foe with Thee at hand to bless,

Ills have no weight, and tears no bitterness;

Where is death's sting? Where, grave, tiiy

victory ?

I triumph still if Thou abide with me."

Presence-Power ! Ver. 15. It was church-

time. The bells had ceased tolling, and still

the messeni^er of God came not to conduct the

services. The congregation were wondering
and impat ent, for they were blessed with a
faithful pastor, who-^e ministry they esteemed.
Anxious about the delay, the elder sent the

verger across to the parsonage to remind the
preacher that he was expected in the house of

God. On entering the open door, what was
the worthy m<*n's astonishment to hear his

pastor apparently in earnest and urgent cou-

versatioQ with some one, whose replies hf
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could not hear. Returning hastily to the

place of prayer, he acquainted the pious elder

with the fact. A ray of light flashed in upon
tlie elder's mind, and he asked the verger what
words he iiad lieard. The reply was, "1 can-

not go without Thee ; I must have Thy pre-

Bence." ** That will do," said the ehier

;

''He'll come with our pastor, and we'll have
a blessed day with God." The minister was,

like Luther and Knox, agonising with God in

prayer, imploring Him in the words of Moses,
"Let Thy presence go with us."

** Does He promise that His presence
Shall go with us to the end ?

Will our dear Lord ne'er forsake us I

Will He all our steps attend '/

"

Mosaic-Self-forgetfulness ! Ver. 16. (L)

in i'Jiigland's historical annals stands a king of

higii renown, against whom a nobleman had
secretly conspired with a rival prince. A
neighbouring baron, on intimate terms with
the offender, and yet held in high esteem by
the sovereign because of his probity and
valiancy, undertook to intercede. Hastening
to court, he sou^•ht the royal presence-cham-
ber, and pressed his suit for mercy. The
king told him that his intention was to con-
fiscate the estates and titles of the offending
nobleman and confer them upon himself, as a
most faithful and devoted subject, to whose
wisdom and valour king and country alike

owed much. He assures him of his sove-

reign's favour and grace. What was the
astonishment of the courtiers around to see

the favoured baron cast himself again at the

feet of his monarch benefactor, and plead the

royal favour towards himself as a reason for

pardoning the conspiring peer. (2.) Israel's

Sovereign assures Moses of His favour, and
offers to confer on him Israel's inheritance
and title as "God's People." Whereupon
Moses makes the assurance of God's favour
to himself a plea for offending Israel :

" If I

have found grace in Thy sight, go up with us."

He identifies himself witli Israel because he
derives no separate advantage or privilege.

*'I and Thy people." Surely, if the earthly

monarch grasping England's sceptre wondered
at the spirit of the mediator, acceded to his

request, and honoured him in many ways, we
can understand the Divine Kinii, swaying the

sceptre of righteousness, according Moses his

petition, and rewarding him with a vision of

His glory.

** Father of Jesus, love's reward,
What rapture will it be,

Prostrate before Thy Throne to lie,

And ever gaze on Thee.''—Faher.

Mosaic-Yearnings ! Ver. 18. (1.) Not
Nature's gloi'y. Moses had seen glorious
landscapes—the Nile brimming over with
bounty—sunrise from l)ehind the Pyramids

—

tlie majestic mountains of this great wilder-

Dess. The 90th Psalm, and all the poems iu

the Pentateuch, show that Moses was alive to

the glory of God in Nature. He realised the

Divine Glory in the twinkling stars and shin-

ing sands, in the wild thunderstorm and in the

soft sweet breath of eve. But this was not the

glorv for a vision of which he thirsted. (2.)

Not JehovaWs glory. Moses had beheld His
glory at the Burning Bush in Midian—on tliat

niglit, so much to be remembered, a hen His
royal ensign fired the firmament, and under
Heaven's immediate guidance the glorious

march began ; and in that mount, whose
mountain-top was encircled with the Divine
glory like devouring fire, whilst the voice of

the Eternal filled the surrounding solitudes

with words which echo still far and wide o'er

earth and sky and sea. (3.) But Grace's glory.

Moses would gaze on the heart of Jehovah,

rich in forgiveness, and radiating forth its

ceaseless loving-kindness. Like those mys-
terious boxes of Eastern Asia and Japan, the

Divine attributes had opened up their glories

one by one ; and now Muses glimpses a glory

still interior—the glory of His Grace. God
has just shown mercy to scandalous insulters

of His supremacy ; and grasping at this inlet

mild and merciful, Moses prays, "Show me
Thy glory." As the astronomer

" Who on the starry heavens the livelong

night

I'as azed unwearied, in the dewy morn
1 etu tnnij: homeward, plucks a simple

flower,

Primiose, or cowslip, or anemone,
And in its tender beauty peering finds

More sweet delight than in those mighty
orbs

With all their pendant satellites."

—Bickersteth.

Mediator-Mirror I Ver. 19. (1.) Moses in-

terposes between God and the breakers of B is

holy laws. He even offers himself a sacrifice

(chap, xxxii.) in the place of recreant Israel.

His mediation avails, so that God mitigates

the penalty on the repentance of the evil-

doers. He declares His favour for the man
who has so generously ofiered himself as a
substitute. The Divine assurance of favour
and grace emboldens the mediator to become
the intercessor. In chap, xxxiii. we have
these eloquent utterances of self-fort;etful de-

votions ; as well as the Divine revelation that

He will vouchsafe to manifest Himself to the

intercessor. (2.) Messiah interposed between
God and the offenders of His righteous will.

He offered Himself a sacrifice unto God for

a sweet-smelling savour—doing what Mosea
could not do. The Lord accepted His media-
tion—laid on Him the iniquity of us all—and
announced pardon to those sinners who re-

pented. He spoke from the excellent glory
this word, ''Thou art My beloved Son, in

whom I am well pleased." On the Cross of

Calvary, the Intercessor's prayer rose high and
clear: "Forgive them, for they know not

what they do." St. Mark in his last chapter,
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and St. Luke in Acts i. relates that God then
** received Him up into glory," as Paul ex-

presses it in one of his epistles ; see also

Rev. i.

** And lo ! the Everlasting Father rose

Diffusing beams of joy ineflfable,

Which centred on His Son, His only Son.'*

Face-Fire ! Ver. 20. (1.) Heathen mytho-
logy has an extraordinary caricature of this

Divine declaration in the tradition-fable of

Jupiter and Semele. She is reported to have
entreated Jupiter to show her his glory. At
first lie was very reluctant, knowing that it

would be fatal to her; but he at last yielded

to her solicitations. The story runs that she

paid dearly for her importunate temerity, as

she was consumed by his presence on the reve-

lation of his majesty. (2.) Oh ! Profane

parody ^f the Divine Ideal ! Jupiter cannot
do aught to ward off the peril. Whereas,
Jehovah 'accedes to the request, only by pre-

venting danger to the suppliant Moses. Bag-
ster thinks that ** the face of God" liere

signifies that light inaccessible before which
angels may stand ; and concerning which the

apostle says, "Now we see tiirough a glass,

darkly ; then face to face "—with no dim,
darkling veil between.

** Light of the world ! be Thou a sword of

wrath
Flashing its threat'ning gleam across the

path

Which leads to sin and shame—and guide
us on,

Until we bathe in bliss before Thy throne !

"

Divine-Face ! Ver. 20. Thelncasof Peru
have a curious tradition of one of their princes.

He had been driven from the palace and
court ; and had to tend the sacred llamas
amongst the lonely plains of Chita. Here a
glorious being, with robes brighter than the

light, appeared to him, and ordered him to

return to his city, to deliver his people from
oppression :

** For to thee it is given to deliver

thy people." He did as he was told—secured
the deliverance of his people—and was ap-

pointed their ruler and prince. After this

was accomplished, he built a beautiful temple.

Here he stood in the court before all the
people, wearing a beautiful tunic of blue

wrouglit with gold threads, and a long mantle
glittering with shining jewels. He dared to

raise his eyes to tiie awful burning face of the

great father, and to say, "Let me behold
thy brightness." Is there in this ancient

legend no relic of the histories of Moses,
Aaron, and Solomon—blending together in

the far distance of time?

"But who can wander to Thy bright abode.

And look on Thee, the Everlasting God,
If ang''ls, veiled, before Thy presence sing,

And sinless seraphs droop the golden wing V
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God-Emblems ! Ver. 22. Bowes Bays that
one of che most ancient iiieroglyphic repre-

sentations of God was the figure of an eye upon
a sceptre, to denote that God sees and rules

all things. The Egyptian hieroglyphic was a
winged globe with a serpent coming out of it

:

the globe to signify God's eternity, the wings
His active power, and the serpent His wis-

dom. The Thracian emblem was a sun with
three beams; one shining upon a sea of ice

and melting it, another upon a rock and dis-

solving it, and the third upon a dead man
and putting life into him. But we know
nothing of the imagery which God decided to

employ in order that Moses might behold
this beatific vision.

" How wonderful, how beautiful,

The sight of Thee must be
;

Thine endless wisdom, boundless power.
And awful purity

!

** Tet I may love Thee, too, Lord,
Almigiity as Thou art

;

For Thou hast stooped to ask of me
The love of my poor heart."

Rock-CliftI Ver. 22. (1.) There is a re-

markable passage in Cant. ii. 14, which it

uttered by Christ (1) to His Church, and
so (2) to the Christian: "Thou art in the

clefts of the rock, in the secret places of the

stairs." Some suppose that the second clause

refers to the gardens in the east, where the

terraces one above another were cut out of the

rock. But the natural significance is the

cavernous precipices of the rocks resembling

stairs. What are these words designed to in-

dicate ? 1. Some say "the rock of nature,"

in which Christ finds the Church and Chris-

tian before He calls them by His grace. 2.

Others assert that Christ is the hiding-place.

Thrice blessed are they who are hidden in

Him, that they may see the goodness of the

Lord ! (2.) The subsequent expression is

equally remarkable: "Let me see Thy face,

let me hear Thy voice." It was Moses who
besought God for this. But here we have

God asking for this at the hands of Moses.

To Him the voice of Moses' prayer had been

sweet :
" The prayer of the upright is His de-

light." He loves to hear the breathings of

the Spirit of His Son in our hearts. See Cant,

iv. 13; Mai. iii. 16. Moreover, it is only

while we are thus in Christ Jesus that our

countenance beams with tiie reflection of His

glory. Thus when Moses was forty days in

the mount His face shone. " So shall the King
greatly desire thy beauty."

** Oh, droop not ! Though a cloud may be

Between the glorious Son and thee,

No shade His face can dim
;

Beneath His smile away shall roll

The sin-mist of thy wounded soul:

Only abide in JJim." —Shipton,

Deity-Dazzling ! Ver. 23. (1.) When a

heathen king objected to the missionary's tea-
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timony concerning the One living and true

God, that he couUl not see Him, and, there-

fore, could not believe in Him, he took the

king into the courtyard, and asked him to

look intently upon the sun, which was burn-

ing in hiuh noon. When the monarch replied

that the attempt would blind him, the mis-

sionary retorted, **If thou canst not look

upon one of His servants without being dazzled

by iiis briirhtness, how canst tiiou endure look-

ing upon Himself ?" (2.) But this incapability

not only arises from the inherent glory of

God, but from man's imperfection. True,

when Daniel l)y the river Hiddekel, and John
in Patmos, beheld even the veiled glory of the

Lord, their comeliness was turned into cor-

ruption ; but still sin has much to do with thia

fact, that no man shall see Ood and live.

Angels, who never sinned, may look upon
Him and be undis^mayed ; hut sinful man
cannot. Yet we have the Messianic beati-

tude :
** Blesssed are the pure in heart, for

they shall see God."

**OHoly, wondrous vision ! to think, when
this life's past,

The beauty of Mount Tabor shall end in

heaven at last

!

To think that all the glory of uncreated light

Shall he the promised guerdon of tiiem that

win the fight 1

"

-•^Cosmas,

CHAPTER XXXIV.

CriticAi. Notes.—1. Hew thee two tables of stone]. A task which could not have failed

to make Mo.ses feel abashed, and to impress him with a sense of humility as he reflected on his

bibakmg the firet tables which God Himself had prepared for him. The former he had but to

receive, these h« must carry up the mount; and, besides, this time without being accompanied

by Aaron,. Nadib, and Abihu, and the seventy of the elders of Israel (xxiv. 9). That all this

diflference couL^ected with his obtaining the second tables was calculated to make a designed

impression upou him, is evident from the emphatic manner in which God referred him to the

first tables, fi.'?., "which thou hast broken " (ver. 1).

MaIN EOMILETICS OP THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-4.

The Renewal of the Two Tables.

At the earne&b intercession of the mediator God had consented to give another

substantial revelation of His will. It was, however, to be connected with a sub-

stantial memorial of the people's disobedience and God's patience and goodness.

On the former occasion, the materials, as well as the revelation, were prepared by
God. The material must now be prepared by man. The circumstances under
which the law was renewed were the same as those under which it was first

given, see chap. xix. 12, &c. The subject teaches us

—

I. That the moral law is perpetually binding. Having been broken it must
be renewed.

1. The revelation of the law, in the first instance, was but a repetition in detail

of what had already been conveyed directly in the heart of, or by special injunc-

tions to, man. (1.) Generally (Exod. xv. 26 ; Gen. xxvi. 5 ; Gen. xvii. 3). (2.)

Particularly, obedience (Adam and Eve) ; murder (Cain, and Gen. ix. 5) ; dis-

honour to parents (Gen. ix. 22). The spiritual worship of the true God (Gen.

xii. 7 ; xiv. 18) ; adultery and lying (Gen. xii. 14-19 ; xx. 2-16) ; adultery (Gen.

xxxix. 9) ; lying (Gen. xxvii. 35) ; idolatry (Gen. xxxv. 2) ; the Sabbath (Exod.

xvi. 25, 26).

2. The moral law was not abrogated by Christ (Matt. v. 17-19). We are

redeemed from its curse, not from its obligation.

3. The moral law is still binding (Rom. vi. 15 j 1 Cor. ix. 21).

II. That the renewal of the moral law when broken entails duties unknown
before. " Hew Ihee two tables of stone; " "and he hewed two tables of stoiiB."

This fact is very typical and suggestive.

1. In the first inscription of the moral law upon man's hearty the preparation and
621
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the writing were exclusively the work of God. When our first parents awoke
to consciousness, the " fleshy tables " were found covered with the " oracles of

God."
2. When those tables were defaced and those oracles transgressed, the work

of preparation fell largely upon man. Ever afterwards man had to prepare
himself by acts of penitence and faith,—not excluding divine help, of course,—but
nevertheless those acts are acts of man. " God commandeth man everywhere to

repent." "Repent ye, and believe the Gospel" (cf. Heb. viii. 10).

3. But this renewal of the divine law is accomplished in such a way as to

deprive man of all ground of glorying, and so as to ascribe all the glory to God.
The tables were of plain stone, all their embellishments were by the Divine
hand.

III. That when the moral law is broken God, graciously offers to renew it

upon man's compliance with the revealed condition, ver. 1. So when man by
repentance and faith " puts off the old man and puts on the new," he is renewed
in the imaue of Him that created him, on which the moral law is inscribed

(Col. iii. 9-16).

IV. That these conditions should he complied with

—

1. Speedily. " Early in the morning."

2. Personally. This great work is a transaction between God and the individual

particularly concerned. We may therefore argue that priestly intervention is

(1) unnecessary. The Being who could inscribe the precept on stone, can

inscribe the principle on the fleshy tablets of the heart. (2) Imposture. None
but God could do the one, none but God can do the other. Vain, then, is the

dependence on Baptism, Absolution, &c. If God has not written on the soul,

no priest can ever trace the Divine handwriting there.

3. Patiently. Moses waited again forty days and forty nights. (1.) Do not

hurry the work over. What is being done is being done for eternity. Distrust

spasm and mere excitement, no man ever became great in Christianity or any-

thing by paroxysm. (2.) Don't despond if the work is not progressing as

rapidly as you might wish. If God is writing on your heart, let that be your

comfort, and let God use His own time. Paul had to say, Phil. iii. 12-14.

Learn—1. The value of the moral law. 2. The importance of having that law

not only on stone or paper but in the heart. 3. The necessity of a public and
practical exhibition and interpretation of that law in the life.—/. W, Bum.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Verses ^-1.

The Proclamation of the Divine Name.

This was the second proclamation. The first, Exod. iii. 4, was delivered tft

Moses for his instruction and comfort on his special mission. This was delivered

for the Jewish nation and the world. Let it be remembered that this God had

revealed His law, and was about to take the peo^^le into covenant relationship

with Him. It was necessary, therefore, that the people should know something

definite about the Being to whom they were thus intimately related and whons

they professed to serve. This was the first full revelation, the last is " like untc

it." ** God is love," and they are *' enough" for faith and hope and work
Notice

—

I. The proclamation of the Divine name.
1. The Divine name was proclaimed absolutely. What God is in and a

Himself is thus defined : *'The Lord, the Lord God." The self-existent, sell

sufficient, all-powerful One. Connected with the subjoined revelation of His good
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ness, this teaches—(1.) That as His goodness is based upon His power man must
not presume. (2.) That as His power supports His goodness man need not

despond.

2. The Divine name w^as i)roo!aimed relatively. This relative proclamation

may be viewed as reveaUng God's goodness and God's justice. (1.) The Divine
goodness. Merciful^ first because man's misery makes him first an object of pity

(Judges X. 16; Isa. Ixiii. 19). Gracious, because unless God's goodness was
tree, spontaneous, and unconstrained, man could never enjoy it, as he has not

the wherewith to purchase or deserve or draw it forth (2 Cor. 7Ua. 9).

Lmigsuffering^ not good by spasm or efi'ort, but patient and unwearied. " Slow to

anger," *' Bears long," eve» when the wjropgs of His saints call for His vengeance
(Luke xviii. 7). Stretches '^ out His hand all the day long," and *' waits to be

gracious." How forcibly does the history of Israel, and indeed of every
individual life, bear witness to this ! Abundant; to God's goodness there is no
limit. It is a fountain that ever flows and is never exhausted (Eph. lii. 16, 21

;

Phil. iv. 19). Certain, "Truth." It is based upon the Divine immutability;
•' He cannot deny Himself." Universal ; *' keeping mercy for thousands;" uni-

versal as regards space, universal as regards time. Active; ** forgiving iniquity,

transgression, and sin." (2.) The Divine justice is /w/m/^/e. " That will by no
means clear the guilty." This inspires us with the confidence that right is the
order of the universe. The guilty may be spared so that they may repent, but

they will not be cleared. They may prosper for the time, but a heavy retri-

bution awaits them. Once more the Divine justice operates through natural

laws, *' visiting the iniquity of the fathers," &c. How ? By the physical law of

heredity. What a motive for parents ! Beware how you break God's laws
;

you not only entail punishment on yourself, but your poisoned blood will flow
in the veins of your degenerate offspring !

II. The method of its proclamation.

1. The Divine name was proclaimed ^er50wa%. "And the Lord passed by
before him and proclaimed." (1.) God is not the discovery of the unaided

intellect. It was no deduction of philosophy, no imposition of priestcraft, but

the revelation of the Lord (Job xi. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 21). (2.) Not an inference

from the phenomena of nature. If it is contended that it was, how is it thert

only Jews and Christians have arrived at this knowledge of the Divine name ]

Others have had the page of natui-e spread before them, and yet have

been either atheists or idolaters. Much of what is boastfully called natural

theology, and the revelation of God in the universe, are but facts read into nature

from the Bible and by Bible men. True, God is revealed there (Kom. i. 20)

;

but the key is wanted to decipher the hieroglyphics, and that key is the
" Scriptures which are given by inspiration of God."

2. The Divine name was proclaimed condescendingly. Although a revelation

of the Divine Being was necessary, yet one so full and gracious was surely the

result of the beneficent condescension of God. Another revelation has been
vouchsafed since, based upon the same condescension (Phil. ii. 5-8).

This proclamation is of value

—

i. Apologetically. This is the authorised revelation of the character of God.
Unbelievers fight shy of it, and take certain doings or commands wrested from
their context, and without examination as to the reason why. All such doings,

&c., must be referred to and compared with " the glories " that here " compose
God's name." This is the God we worship, not the fiction of a disordered fancy

or a diseased mind, but "the Lord, the Lord God," &c.

ii. To the afflicted. Can this God be unkind or unjust ? Then trust that

what He is now doing is for your good.

iii. To the sinner. (1) God is good, therefore repent and come to Him; but

(2) just, and therefore cannot connive at sin.

—

J» W Burn
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MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAOEAPff.— Veises 8, 9.

God's Presence with His People.

The revelation of the Divine name was almost too much for Moses, it wa%
80 unmerited. He was lost in wonder and adoration at the Divine condescension,

ver. 8. Recovering himself, however, and emboldened by this gracious pro-

clamation, he, in the true spirit of believing and triumphant prayer, supplicated

God's actual presence among His people. This is not the only instance in which
past favours have been the basis for future expectations (Gen. xviil 23-33

;

Ps. cxvL 12). The text teaches us

—

L That God's presence with His people is secured by mediation. His
presence with Israel was secured by the intercession of Moses ; His presence with
His Church is secured by the intercession of Jesus Christ. The whole of John
xvii. is based upon this.

II. That God's presence is importuned because of the obstinacy of His people.
** A stiti-necked people." One would have thought that wouLl have been an
argument for vengeance. But no. Old and New Testaments alike base upon
man's failings a reason why God should visit him (John iii. 16; Matt. ix. 13;
Rom. V. 8). The reason is obvious, God alone is equal to the task of subduing
sinners and bringing them into obedience to Himself.

III. That God's presence is supplicated to fulfil God's promises.

1. God had {)romised to pardon. God's presence was requisite for this,

because the Divine pardon is not merely an erasure of sin from God's book,

but an erasure of sin from man's heart. Forgiveness is not merely a fact in the

moral universe of which man may or may not be conscious ; but a fact in man's

spiritual nature which he enjoys, and of which he has irrefragable proofs, God
Himself must come near and transform the sinner into the saint.

2. God had ])romised that Israel should be His inheritance. This could only

be eflected by God's going amongst them and taking them. What boundless

comfort does the double argument give ! *'God, in the person of His Son, has

come amongst us, therefore we are His inheritance. Man is His inheritance,

therefore He is with us always even unto the end of the world."

In conclusion—i. God having blessed us is a reason for our expectation ot

future blessings. Compare the past, present, and iuture tenses of Psalm xxiii.

ii. God having blessed us in the past should be the basis of our expectation that

He will manifest Himself to us. iii. This Divine presence should be the incen-

tive to, and power of, personal purity and consecration.—/. /F. Burn,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 10-26.

The Renewal of the Covenant.

The engagements which man had made with God being broken, the covenant

had to be commenced de novo. All the ^iiround must be again covered. The
subject naturally divides itself into promises, prohibitions, injunctions. For
the other circumstances, see Exodus xxiii., xxiv.

L Promises. " Before all the people I will do marvels," &c.

1. God's marvels are indefinite, to leave a margin for Him *'to do exceeding

abundantly more than we can ask or think." No man would wish for God to

tie Himself exclusively down to certain undertakings and nothing more. In

that case, God having literally executed His promise, there would be no more
6U
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room for faith and hope. So all the great Christian privileges are indefinite-

faith, conversion, sanctification, heaven. However

—

2. God executes definite marvels. God gives us a little that we may have a

sample of what He can give, and that little is real, tangible, and experimental,

ver. 11. God promises us definite destruction of our enemies, and a definite

inheritance in the Promised Land.

3. All God's definite promises include the indefinite, and vice versa.

4. God's promises to His people are for general instruction. '* All the peopli

among which thou art shall see," &c.

II. Prohibitions.

1. Covenants with the people of the land, ver. 12. All alliances—matrimonial

or religious—were sternly forbidden, from whatever motive, *' lest it be for

a snare," vers. 15, 16
; (2 Cor. vi. 14, 15).

2. Idolatry, vers. 13, 14. They were neither to serve nor to spare other

gods. This prohibition is binding to-day. All those idols which intervene

between us and the service of the true God must be overthrown. Now they
excite the righteous jealousy of God !

3. The manufacture of symbols of God, ver. 17, lest they should fall again

into their recent sin. Christians should cut themselves off from all that would
be likely to drag them back into their '* former conversation."

III. Injunctions.

1. The religious feasts. Unless religion be based upon joy, and unless God's
service is joyous and free, they are unpracticable. This first injunction is based
upon this fact. God is not a hard master, and desires His people to delight in

His service.

2. The religious rest of the Sabbath-day. Sabbath observance is one of the

root principles of religion. Where that is neglected or desecrated, religion is

extinct. This, by the way, is one of the Sabbath arguments which cannot be
refuted.

3. The religious consecration of the first-fruits as recognising God's right to all.

This is also part of the Christian covenant. We must recognise God's right to

our time, our property, and ourselves. In conclusion—our text

i. Has a special reference to backsliders. God ofifers to renew His covenant

with them on the specified terms (Hosea xiv. 1-3). ii To all (Isa. i. 18-20).—J, fF, Burn.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF TEE PARAGRAPH.— Versa 27, 28-32.

Divine Revelation.

Divine revelation is the communication by God to man of certain facts, doc-

trines, duties, for instruction, comfort, or practice, which would not otherwise

have been discovered. Our text may be used as covering the whole revelation

of God's character and will as contained in the Bible. We remark

—

L That Divine revelation is the result of Divine inspiration. ** And He was
there with the Lord." It is no human conjecture, however true. It is no infer-

ence, however correct, from existing facts; but information directly derived

from the presence of Divine wisdom and Divine power.

n. That Divine revelation is made through a human mediTim. In some
cases God has sent angels to communicate His truth ; but even those commu-
nications have only reached the people through the appointed medium. We
earn therefore

—
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1. That the inspired man is only tne medium, and must not be treated as

the revealer.

2. The way to account for variations of style and apparent discrepancies.

The thouojht is God's, the words are man's.

III. That Divine revelation is infallible on the one hand, intelligible on the

other.

1. Infallible, (1) As regards authority. '' All that the Lord had spoken to

him." A most conspicuous fact in God's Word is, that inspired men disclaim all

originality and speak " in the name of the Lord." (2) As regards completeness.
" All that the Lord had spoken. " Inspired men claim to '* declare all the counsel

of God." The Book claims to be a revelation of '' all things pertaining to life

and godliness."

2. Intelligible, Being through man, God's thoughts are presented in a form

adapted to the conditions of the human intellect, in words man can understand.

IV. That Divine revelation is binding upon man. *'He gave them com-
mandment."

1. God does not speak for nothing. It cannot be supposed that having

spoken He would leave it to man, whether he obeyed or disobeyed. Nor can

it be supposed that man is at liberty to pick and choose as to what he shall

accept and what reject. The whole counsel of God, because it is His counsel, is

binding upon man.

2. It is binding because only by obeying God's laws, and following the lines

indicated by God's wisdom and goodness, that man's well-being can be secured

mentally, morally, and spiritually. Learn then

—

i. To value this revelation, ii. To treat it reverently, not to cavil at its

apparent discrepancies, &c. iii. To make it the one rule of our faith and

practice.—/. W. Burn,

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPH—Verses 29-35.

The Glory of Man.

The glory of man is harmony with his Maker, likeuesb to his Maker, conse-

cration to the service of his Maker, and the attestation of his Maker's approval

in his character and life. In this sense Moses was glorified. In this, and also in

other and subiimer senses, was the " Son of Man glorified " (John xvii.) Moses'
glory was external as well as moral, but he belonged to an external dispensation.

It is the privilege of every Christian to have this glory, not in the mere lustre

of the face, but in the moral and influential sphere of the heart and life (John
xvii. 22, 23 ; Col. i. 27). Notice—

I. That this glory v^as the result of communion with God. For forty days
and forty nights Moses had dwelt in the secret place of the Most High and undei
the shadow of the Almighty." He who would know what glory is must go where
that glory is to be obtained. Man usually seeks glory elsewhere ; on gory battle-

fields, in the arena of political strife, on the broad plains of literature, science,

and art. Indeed, in these spheres Moses had " whereof to glory." He occupied

a high rank among warriors and statesmen and literati ; but if we could ques-

tion him about these matters he would count all these things loss, and tell us
that his glory consisted in the manifestation of his Maker's favour when on the

holy mount. If man would now be glorified, he must '* approach with boldness

the throne of grace," and then he will hear Christ say with reference to him and
his fellow-worshippers, "The glory thou gavest Me I have given them."

IL That this glory was open to the inspection of others. " And when Aaron
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and all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold the skin of his face shone."

And so now. Not in the same lileral way of cour&e, but in a way no less real

One of the great features of Cliristianity is its publicity. None of its great events

were done in a corner. Even the transcendent miracle of the transfiguration

was before witnesses. So with Cliristian life all through the ages. It derives its

glory **in secret/' but it exhibits its glory "openly." The Christian is "a city

set on a hill," a " liglit shining in a dark place." This glory will exhibit itself

in the appearance, speech, action of those in whose heart Christ is formed
"the hope of glory." And that glory, unlike Moses*, as we shall see, "shines
brighter and brighter to the perfect day."

III. That this glory had a due effect on its beholders. What could it mean 1

It might signify the coming glory which should consume them for their sins.

Was it a mute declaration that God had rejected the intercession of the mediator
and was coming in flaming fire to have vengeance upon them 1 They were
afraid. They waited. No fire fell They were assured. Whereupon they
" talked with Moses."

1. The glory of a holy Christian life will have its effect upon the wicked. It

will arouse conscience. Its awful contrast with the smouldering embers of an
ungodly life may perhaps arouse the breath of prayer to fan them into a
divine flame.

2. The glory of a holy Christian life will have its effect upon the good. It

will encourage the feeble by an exhibition of the grand possibilities of piety. It

will stimulate the strong to exhibit their glory more and more.

IV. That while this glory was manifest to all beholders, its subject was
unaware of its existence. "Moses wist not that his face shone." Self-con-

sciousness is fatal to a glory that is more than tinsel or varnish, at all times and
everywhere. It is the one thing against which the Cliristian should especially

guard himself. There are certain facts of which it is necessary that he should be

conscious. He should be conscious that he is born of God, that he loves Christ,

that he is growing in grace, and that he has a hope of heaven. Of all else of the

virtues and graces that flow therefrom, of past achievements, of present attain-

ments, he should be forgetful.

1. Moses had no time to think about it. While it was transfiguring him he
was in communion with God. When he ceased communion he was about God's
work.

2. Moses had no inclination to think about it. His ambition and desires were
in quite a contrary direction. His one desire was to serve God and guide the

people to the Promised Land.
3. He had no warrant to think about it. It was not a consequence of his own

services, or virtue, or work. It was the manifestation of the grace of God.

V. That this glory being derived was not self-sustaining. " And when (not

as A. y. till, in conformity with the fact that Aaron, &c., beheld the glory and
—with ver. 35, and LXX. Vulg. Targums and most versions) Moses had done
speaking . . . he puf. a ^ail on his face. But when Moses went in before the

Lord ... he took the vail off." See 2 Cor. iii 13-lG. (See Alford, in loco).

" Moses placed a vail on his face in order that the sons of Israel might not look

on the termination of the transitory." He had to visit the Lord to renew that

glory. It was like the sacred fire which the vestal virgins were to feed con-

tinually.

The Christian can only keep up the lustre of his holiness by continually

deriving fresh supplies from its fontal source. His life can only be kept fresh,

beautiful, and glorious liy always beinp: near the Lord of his life.

Application— 1. Have you this glory 1 All other glories are but tinsel in
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comparison with it. All other glories fade both in themselves and in the
recollection of the beholders. This is true glory, eternal glory. 2. This glory
is obtainable through Him who is the *' brightness of God's glory and the express
image of His person, and by fellowship with Him we shall walk in its light here,
and afterwards "appear with Him in glory."—/. W. Burn.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXIV.

B1

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Law-Lights 1 Vers. 1-35. Pressense says,

tli;iL wiiaiever opinions men may hold as to the

integrity of that primitive witness, all must
own that it contains pages in which one
beiiolds, as it were, tlie reflection of the lustre

which caused Moses's face to shine when he

held converse with God. It has ever been the

pious mind which has throusrh the eyes beheld

the chain of revelation and the long series of

Divine manifestations gradually unwind them-
selves. Just as they that watch for the morn-
ing gaze out from the lieight of the tower,

longing with inexpressible desire for the

approach of dawn ; so does religious con-

sciousness cast ghmces of fire upon the

horizon as she looks out for the Divine Sun-

rise. The whole of the Old Testament pants

and throbs witli this Divine yearning, and it

also shows us the finger of God writing in the

heart of man the great preparation for the

Gospel. The angels ever

" Draw strength from gazing on its glance,

Though none its meaning fathom may ;

The Word's unwithered countenance

Ib bright as at Mount Sinai's day."—Qoetht.

Sun - SplendotiTS ! Vers. 1-7. Countlegg

and ceaseless as are tlie benefits which are

imparted to us by the bright orb of day, the

human eye cannot look upon his undimmed
noonday face, without being blinded. We
cannot look upon him in his full brightness;

but when he is passing away, we can, as it

were, enjoy and wonder at the beauty he has,

or the splendour he leaves behind. A gor-

geous canopy of clouds—glowing in every tint

of gold, scarlet, and purple over the evening

sky, alone remains to bear witness to the

passing sun's magnificence. As we enjoy the

vanishing glory of the sun, so did Moses
exult in the vision of the Divine glory. He
could not look upon the face of God ; but

when the Lord had passed by then he could

behold and delight in the shaded vision of

Jehovah's back parts. And what sweet

beauties did his eyes descry—emblems of

those invisible beauties which the soul in

communion with God beholds

—
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" The vivid brilliant streaks
Of crimson disappear, but o'er the hills

A flush of orange hovers, softening up
Into harmonious union with the blue

That comes a-sweeping down."—Carrington.

Written - Revelation! Ver. 1. (1.) The
stream which flows through many soils takes

a bitter taste from one, and a dusky tint from
anotlier. Even so the true faith could not be
kept alive by tradition. Man's memory was
too treacherous to be entrusted with a matter
so distasteful to his fallen spirit as the true

character of God. Hence the need of a
written revelation. (2.) And even where
there was a traditional theology, in its trans-

mission from race to race it was found that

the oral revelation grew dark and offensive.

In this stagnant swamp, weltering with rep-

tiles and fuming with pestilence, who can
recoirnise the stream which bounded from the

Alpine crag, pure as the melted snow and
salubrious as Heaven's own precipitate. Hence
the need of a written revelation.

" The which, in waves which clear as crystal

seem.
Spreads like a swelling sea o'er earth'g

dry ground,

Mirror'd therein heaven's halls of azure
gleam,

And gold and pearls amid its sands are

found.

Hast thou not of this heaven-bright river

heard ?

There dip thy cup ; it is Truth's Holy
Word:' —Oerok.

Morning - Communion! Ver. 2. Fuller

quaintly says, ** Spill not the morning—the

quintessence of tlie day—in recreation ; for

sleep is itself a recreation. Add not, there-

fore, sauce to sauces." Beecher says, "Let the

day iiave a blessed baptism by giving your
first waking thoughts into the l)Osom of God.
The first hour of the morning is the rudder
of the day." Boerhaave says, " Nothing more
effectually restrains the passions, and gives

t;pirit and vigour through the businesa of the
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day, than early meditation and prayer." Swain
says, " It is tlie early blackbird that catclies

the worms ; and it is tlie early riser who sees

the sun rise. Morning prayer brinuis bounties

to the soul ; and the Ciiristian, who betakes

himself betimes, beholds the Sun of Righteous-

ness arise with healing in His winirs !" Green
gays, " When the morning breaketh forth in

crimson, the beauteous flowers of the field

spread wide their odorous cups to drink the

blooming influence of the risinii: genial sun.

We should get us early to the hill of supplica-

tion, and catch the bright effulgence of the

Saviour's face."

** That as the light, serene and fair.

Illumines all the tracts of sin.

His sacred Spirit so may rest

With quick'ning beams upon thy breast,

And kindly cleanse it all within
From darker blemishes of sin.

And shine with grace until we view
The realm it gilds with glory too."—Parndl.

Beatific-Vision I Ver. 2. Another morn-
ing came, so different from that other august
occasion when a quaking multitude surrounded
a thundering mount. This time there was
neither blackness nor tempest, nor sound as

of a trumpet; but, with his two stone tablets,

the Lawgiver ascended in the clear, cool day-

spring. He ascended and sought the ap-
pointed place, and as there in the cleft of the

rock he waited, a cloud drew nigh—a cloud

like that which floated above the Tabernacle.

And as the Lord passed by, and spake, Moses
bowed his liead and worshipped. During the

protracted interview of the forty following

days, perfect love cast out fear ; and from
the pavilion of this friendly presence and its

rapt communion, Moses came down with that

shining face, whicli only reappeared on the

Mount of Transfiguration.

** Never the ken of mortal eye
Can pierce so deep, and far, and high.

As the ea<:le vision of hearts that dwell

In the lofty sunlit citadel

Of Faith that overcomes the world."

Divine Character! Ver. 6. (1.) Simonides
the philosopher, being requested to describe

God, asked a week to tiiink of it. After

that, he besought a month ; then a year.

Eivew then, l)eing still unalib', he declined the

task, declaring that the more he thouuht of

God, the less was he able to describe Him.
(2.) Pagan artists depicted Jupiier with
thunder in his riirht hand, and an eagle at

his feet. Their highest conceptions were to

clothe h m witli (ilouds, while the poets robed
him in terrors. Woes and wonders were theii

Bublimest ideal of God. (3.) Revelation alone

emblazons God in the full circle of His per-

fections. The name of the God of the Jews,
who is also the God of tiie Christians, ii

** The Lord God, merciful and gracious.

"

"Most glorious art Thou! when from Thy
pavilion

Thou 'lOokest forth at morning; flying wide

Those curtain-clouds of |)urple and vermilion.

Dispensing life and light on every side."

— Burton.

Divine Glory ! Ver. 6. Amongst astrono-

mers, remarks Hamilton, it is a favourite

speculation that the sun himself is something
else than a mere l)all of fire, and that inside

of his burning atmosphere there may be a

mighty globe with cool meadows, seas of

glass, rivers of crystal, and every conceivable

provision for a vast and rejoicing population

— the possible home of even the just made per-

fect. True or no, the speculation illustrates

our thought. God's glory is His goodness.

The holiness of God is as a consuming fire

to the guilty conscience; but within this

light inaccessible—within this refulgent at-

mosphere of truth and sanctity, is a glory more
intimate and essential still, the inmost per-

fection and divinest beauty of the Godhead.

Coming from within that liirht inaccessible,

the only-bcLiotten Son from the bosom of the

Father declared what was there—viz., love.

And so on this occasion to tlie meek and
wistful Moses preaching the Gospel, Jehovah
expanded that one word of love into the

name :
*' The Lord God, merciful and gracious,

forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin."

" The sun has lost his rage ; his downward orb

Shoots nothing more but animating warmth
And vital lustre ; tliat, with various ray.

Lights up the clouds, those beauteous robes

of heaven." —Thomson.

God-Goodness I Ver. 6. (1.) The child's

primer on geography is a very different thing

from that which the child has in mature
school-days. Very simple are the words and
expressions ; but how detailed. The word
continent requires seritence after sentence of

explanation to the child-mind; but when the

child has become the youthful student, three

words suffice to explain the same. Even so,

in Exodus xxxiv. 6, we have tlie lengthened

explanation of the Divine glory ; while in

1 John iv. there is the same and substance

—

the essence of all—in the three words, *' God
is Love." (2.) The savage who has never

seen a rose, can only understand its nature

when it is presented to him in full bloom
;

whereas he who knows what, a rose is, realises

its beauty and perfection when it is wrapped
up in the bud. The petals, so to speak, of

God's goodness were set before Moses in full

bloom in this verse ; but in the New Testa-

ment it was sufl&cient to give the bud, " God
is love."

** I'll sing it in the sinner's ear,

I'll tell it to the worldling.

And ask no other theme ;

'Twill flow to soothe the .-nD.irncrs wail;
Children will hold the ofr-lold tale

Dearer than fiction's dream.**
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Grace-Eevelations ! Vers. 6, 7. (1.) Theae
veises, as Stock says, show that the revelation

of God was uot merely to the o'jtward sight,

but chiefly to the lieart aiul mind of Moses.

All the previous dealings of (iod with Israel

had been successive revelations of His attri-

butes, embraced in the name Jehovah. But
Moses had never had a full and wonderful

view of the " Mercy and Truth " therem
;

therefore he here obtains a glimpse into the

Divine tieasnry, with its boundless, inex-

haustible stores of mercy—meicy ready to

meet and satisfy the demands of justice. (2.)

Filled with joyful boldness, he turns the very

fact of Israel's stiff-neckedness into a plea tor

the presence and favour of God. As Law
Bays, this heart is mercy. As the sun abounds
in sparkling rays, the sea in drops, the sky in

glittering orbs ; so God is one vast treasure-

house of mercy. This is the brightest jewel

of His crown—overtopping the heavens, out-

living all times, outshining all perfections. It

is the riches of His riches.

** God's boundless mercy is to sinful man
Like to the ever wealthy ocean

;

Which, though it sends forth thousand
streams, 'tis ne'er

Known, or else seen, to be the emptier."—Merrick.

Boundless Mercy ! Ver. 7. (1.) Hearken,
says Law, to the melody of this sweet note.

The thought may sometimes rise, that mercy
visits but a favoured few, that the rare gift

enriches but rare souls. Nay, mercy's arms
are very wide ; mercy's heart is very large ;

mercy's mansions are very many. It has
brought saving joy to countless multitudes. It

has saving joy for countless yet. The doors

stand open. Thousands have found mercy ;

but there are stoies for thousands yet. (2.)

The atmosphere is sometimes terrible with
thunder, and riven with lightning—impreg-
nated with pestilence, and charged with de-

struction. But it is generally and chiefly a

means of health, filled with beautiful sounds,

fragrant with sweetest odours, the pathway of

sunbeams, the source of sparkling dew, the

parent of harvests and fountain of earthly life.

Ay, God is indeed full of mercy's flowers and
fruits.

** God, how beautiful the thought,
How merciful the bless'd decree.

That grace can e'er be found when sought,

And naught shut out the soul from Thee !

"

•— Cooh.

Grace-Memories ! Ver. 8. Moses could
never forget those momenta spent in the

clefts of the rock, while he beheld the grace

of God's glory, after the insufferable glories

of the law on Sinai. What Christian, who
has felt the terrors of the law producing deep
conviction in his conscience, and who has
found peace, ever forgets that blissful moment
when, hiding in the cleft side of Jesus, he
beheld the glory of God's grace, and beard
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His voice, ** Thy sins are forgiven thee." Afl

the rebellious subject, who has stood liefore

his offended monaich, marked the dread frown
gathered on his loyal \ row, and listened to

the solemn proclamation of the laws of the
state, is filled with deep, unutterable joy as

he sees the radiant smile of love glowing on
that face, and as he hears the forgiving de-

claration, " Thy offence is blotted out by a

merciful sovereign," the paidoned and re-

stored subject can never lose sight of that

scene—of the radiant smile. The proclama-
tion would be written on the tablets of hia

mf.LQory in ineffaceable characters.

** For the King Himself in His tender grace.

Hath shown me the brightness of His face ;

And who shall pine for a glow-worm light,

When the sun goes forth in his giant might ?*

—Havergal.

Christ and Exodus! Vers. 18-26. Take
that prism to-morrow and let the sun shine

through it, and you will see marvels. The
white pure light is divided into many colours.

Even so, bring Christ and let His mediatorial

glory pour its concentrated flood upon this

prism in Exodus xxxiv. Lo ! glorious truths

of Gospel grace shine with varied, vivid Instre.

What glorious rays of saving, sanctifying

beauty ! We behold the glory of Clirist in

marvellous combination then in this Mosaic

prism. Each ray may be contemplated in

itself, but all blend in the glory of God our
Saviour.

" Flooded with splendour bright and broad,

The glorious light of the Love of God."

Vision-Media ! Vers. 18-22. (1.) We do
not say to a person of diseased sight, Come out
and look at the noonday sun. But we provide

the coloured glass as the medium through
which he may behold the brightness of the

sun. (2.) Israel could not gaze upon the glory

of God, except through the media of rites and
ceremonies, &c. The supernal splendou: of a

direct vision of God would only have dazzled

their sight, and not illuminated their soul.

(3.) Under the Gospel, Christians have their

media through which to behold the Divine

glory. Christ the Son of Man, His words of

tenderness and truth. His works of solace and
sympathies; these are the coloured media

through which we **gaze upon God "

** Love ! Life ! our faith and sight

Thy prefjence maketh one
;

As through transfigured clouds of white

We trace the noonday sun.

•* So, to our mortal eyes subdued.
Flesh-veiled, but not concealed,

We know in Thee the Fatherhood
And heart of God revealed."

— Wkittier,

Divine-Tribute ! Ver. 20. (1.) Arrowsmith

says. The sun shines by his own nature, the
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•ir only by participation of light from the sun.

So whatever go<>d the creature.-* have, is by
derivation from Jehovah, fclie fountain of being.

Take away tlie ngbt of the sun, the air ceaseth

to shine, and so it is here. (2.) Williams says,

A rigiit view of benefits received, of the source

from whencethey flow, and of our own demerit,

has a direct tendency to excite gratitude ; and
while tlie mind is influenced by sovereign grace

this will be the pleasing effect. (3.) The great

ocean is in a constant state of evaporation.

But there are men who do not believe in

evaporation, i.e., in giving back to God of

what they received from llim. Tiiey get and
keep all they can ; forgetting the duty of

gratitude, overlooking the law of Divine
tribute.

•• I yield Thee back Thy gifts again,

Thy gifts which most I prize

;

Desirous only to retain

The notice of Thine eyes."—Quyon,

Spiritual-Sustenance 1 Ver. 28. (1.) In the
beautiful transparent amber of the Eocene
epoch are often found threads of mould, frag-

mei.ts of moss and lichens, blossoms and leaves

of flower-bearing plants, as well as wings of

bees and butterflies. Nature has preserved

these things of the past—things, too, which,
apparently small and insignificant, open up
to the mind's eye a wide vista into the

mysterious past. So in the precious amber
of the Bible are preserved incidents and state-

ments, remnants of thought and blossomings
of truth. To the careless readers these may
appear trivial ; but they are infinitely sugges-

tive to those who examine them. (2.) One of

the most interesting and suggestive is that of

Moses existing for forty days without nature's

bountiful stores. He was fed by the melodies
of heaven, the music of the spheres, as the

beautiful Jewish legend says, until God's
purposes were accomplished, and then he
returned to the common mode of sustaining

life. It teaches that bread has no essential

or necessary relations to the bodily organisa-

tion of man, that human life can be sustained

independently of material means, and that, as

God Himself is the nourisher. He can, when
He pleases, dispense with the mere outward
instrumentality, and feed by His own direct

and unveiled sustaining power

—

" Lord, Thou hast with angel food my
fainting spirit fed

;

If 'tis Thy will I linger here, bless Thou the

path I tread
;

And though my soul doth pant to pass

within the pearly gate.

Yet teach me for Thy summons, Lord, in

patience still to wait."

—Shifion,

Written Word! Ver. 28. (1.) In pro-

portion as a nation becomes civilised, the
desire for a code of written law increases

along with the knowledge of its desirableneBB,

Our forefathers wandered as savages amid the

wilds, relying upon oral traditions, which be-

came more and more degenerate. And so in

these Gentile reli:j;ions, all alive witli hideous
and abominable idolatries, who could believe

that this is what man has made of that oral

revelation vouchsafed to Noah, so clear and
pellucid in its Ararat outflow ? (2.) Wlien
civilisation disclosed their degenerate condi-

tions to our ancestors, they felt the need of

a written code of laws and enactments ; and
these are embodied in our statutes called the

Law of the Land. The condition of the world
at large, and of Israel in Egypt, evidenced the

moral necessity for a written law. Even
amidst the awful glories of Sinai, Israel learned

from its own tendency to degenerate how
urgently essential it was to have the written

Word.

•* Thy Word, God, Is living yet
Amid earth's restless strife,

New harmony creating still.

And ever liigher life.

And as that Word moves surely on,

The light, ray after ray,

Streams farther out athwart the dark.

And night grows into day."—Longfellow,

Fellowship-Fruits! Vers. 29-35. (1.) For
forty days successively, the great Jewish
legislator was concealed on the summit of

IVIount Sinai, within the thick darkness by
which the glory of Jehovah was veiled from
the less-favoured eyes of the multitude. In
this prophetic seclusion, separated from the

world, his mind took deeply and strongly the

impress of heaven. By communion with God
his soul was saturated with the ligiit of His
holiness. His countenance by a spiritual

affinity caught the celestial radiance and re-

flected it with dazzling brightness. On his

descent from the mount, this splendour from
the Divine Presence continued to shine on
his face, that Aaron beheld it while he talked

with him, and all the children of Israel

were afraid to come nigh. (2.) Brown says

his face was radiant, and dispersing beams
like many horns or cones about his head ;

which is also consonant unto the original

signification. Our Saviour and the Virgin
Mary are commonly painted with scintilla-

tions or radiant halos about their head, which
by the French are designated the glory. In

some of the ancient Bibles, Moses is described

with horns. The same description we find

on a silver medal, i.e., upon one side Mo?08
horned, and on the reverse side the command-
ment against sculptured images. The believer's

walk and conversation should be thus encircled

with ** horns of glory," rays of the beautie*

of holiness.

** Ne'er let the glory from my soul remove.
Till perfect- with Thy ransomed flock above,

I cease to sin, but never cease to love,"
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Sunset-Reflection! Ver. 29. (1.) T^ooking

fip into the bright bhie sky on a clear summer
day, we see far off great masses of white

fleecy clouds, piled up against the sky like

the snow mountains in Switzerland. We see

them sailing quietly and gracefully across the

dark blue heavens, bright with the dazzling efful-

gence of the monarch of the day. (2.) And at

sunset we may see the mighty clouds, kissed by

the warm effulgence of the sovereign sun ere

he sets behind the western hills, hang around

in all their congregated hues of beauty, like

the pillars of some grand tabernacle. Even
the sky, illuminated to its centre, has caught

the radiance, and glows intensely, changing

its sapphire majesty to gold. (3.) Where do

the clouds and sky borrow their splendour?

From the sun's face. And so Moses, from

communion with God, caught the reflection

of His glorious face. And just as the sun

shines on the clouds in the sky and makes
them beautiful ; and just as God shone on

the face of Moses and made it bright ; so, by
intercourse with Jesus—by beholding His face

—we are changed into the same image ; our

souls are made to reflect the brightness of His

face.

** Sunlight seeking hidden shadow, touch'd

The green leaves all a-tremble with gold

light.

"

—Massey.

pure, having left behind the impuritiee ol

earth, and having drawn nearer to the sun-
light. (2.) Here we have a picture of Israel,

of Aaron and the elders, and of Moses. The
Israelites were like the earth-clouds, with
sombre faces dulled. Aaron and the eldera

were nearer God and so were brighter. But
Moses was like the far-up cloud of silver

purity, his countenance caught the bright

perfections of God In the clear blue scene of

communion. He knew it not, was as uncon-
scious as the snow white vapour-vail

;
yet his

face shone. (3.) There are souls whose lives,

spent amid the fogs and malaria and defiling

exhalations of worldliuess, are dark and ugly.

Then there are others whose lives are higher

up in the region of morality, and so are less

dense and repulsive, but still not clear and
bright. And ':,here are those who, living far

above amid the sapphire-sheen of God's in-

finite love, have lives all beautiful—comely
with the comeliness which the Sun of liight-

eousness sheds upon them.

" To whose white robes the gleam of bliss is

given
;

And by the breath of mercy made to roll

Right onward to the golden gates of heaven,
Where to the eye of faith, they peaceful lie,

And tell to man his glorious destiny."
—WUson,

Soul-Excellence I Ver. 29. An eminent

writer says—True Christian excellence shines

naturally like the sun, not for the sake of effect,

but because it cannot help shining. It was

BO with the face of Moses. But whenever a

Christian grace becomes, so to speak, self-con-

scious, it loses its charm. It is like an Alpine

flower brought from the lonely mountain peak,

where it blushed unseen, and planted in the

public garden, where it loses its beauty and
fragrance, becoming a mere weed. You can-

not handle a bntterjly's wing without rubbing

off its delicate mealy dust, or a ripe grape

without destroying the rich purple bloom
upon it. And so you cannot handle ad-

miringly your own Christian virtue without

impairing its tender loveliness,

** Beware of too sublime a sense

Of your own worth and consequence."

•* If thou would'st keep thy garments white
and holy.

Walk humbly with thy God." —Cowper,

Soul-Shekinah ! Vers. 80-35. (1.) In our
atmosphere we have noticed the lower strata

of clouds have a dark colour, for to them
belong the smoke, and the steam, and the

fogs, and the tnalaria, and the earthly exhala-

tions. Above them are those which have left

behind much of the earthly exhalations, but
which are still not of perfect brightness and
hue. But far above them, through the diy

air of summer, may be seen other clouds

beautiful in arrav, the white of their drapery
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Moral-Transfiguration I Ver. 30. (1.) Like
the great Jewish lawgiver, the soul that is

familiar with God in meditation and prayer
cannot fail to contract resemblance to Him

—

cannot fail to catch a portion of His purity
and greatness. When our Saviour prayed
and held intercourse with His Father on the
mount. His face did shine as the sun, and His
raiment was white as the light. In like man-
ner every believer on the mount of prayer,

during his heart's intercourse with God, is

spiritually transfigured. (2.) It has been
beautifully remarked tliat every face, accord-

ing as it is more or less turned towards our
Sun, must reflect a portion of His brightness.

When Arthur returned from church there was
a serene happiness expressed in his manner,
that strikingly contrasted with the peevish
restlessness and fretfulness of those whose
thoughts had not risen above earth. Lina
thought that she had never seen her brother's

eyes so bright, or his manner more full of the
sweet light of courtesy to all around.

** As though aji angel in his upward flight

Had left his mantle floating in mid-air."—Baillie.

Legal Fears ! Ver. 30. Contrast the fears

of the Israelites at Horeb, as they saw the

shining face of Moses, with the joys of the
disciples on Hermon as they beheld the
countenance of the Mediator shiiie as the sun.

Then the disciples of Moses were reluctant to

draw near ; but now the disciples of the

Mediator exult in their nearness, "It is good
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for us to be here." As Krummacher says,
** Every glance, every play of look, every
word, every majestic act, was radiant with
grace and oily grace." Streams of peace
flowed into the apostles hearts. Sweet and
sabbatic rest was breathed around them.
Every ray of His countenance that fell upon
them was the transporting smile of a (Jod,

Here they would gladly liave made tabernacles

and remained—for ever remained in this

beatific irradiation of the Only-Begotten, full

of grace.

** Here let us holy tabernacles build,

That we may ever stay

In silent trance, with heavenly visions filled,

Joy that shall ne'er decay."

Self-Consciousness! Ver. 31. (1.) Character!
—A beautiful woman who knows that she is

beautiful, and prides herself upon its pos-
session, and parades her charms before the
woild for its admiration and applause, gives
evidence of her self-consciousness by a tliou-

gand vain and artful ways, studied in order to

attract attention. Alas ! This is but too com-
mon with Christian souls. They know too
well that their lives reflect the glory of God.
They embrace every opportunity of exhibiting
the radiance. They are proud ot their spotless

character and blameless conduct. (2.) Con-
sequence!—Tlie transparent film of collodion
on the photographer's plate becomes instantly

blackened and unfit for his purpose when
placed in the light. And so tlu re are graces
BO delicate and sensitive in the Christian soul
th;it they are rendered opaque and useless for
their object when regarded in the light of
self-consciousness. It perverts the motives
—lowers the aims—corru{)ts the affections.

And Satan, as has been well remarked, takes
full advantage of such self-complacency to
tempt us to a grievous fall. There is on earth

**A host of prides, some better and some
worse,

But of all prides, since Lucifer's attaint,

The proudest swells a self-sufficient saint."

—Hood.

Vail-Symbolism ! Ver. 33. (1.) Type!—
In 2 Cor. iii. 7-18, Taul says that it typified
the blindness of the Jewish mind. The hard-
ness of their hearts brought a vail over their
spiritupl sight, so that they could not look
beyond the letter. They saw the tables of
Btone, and beheld the letters written ujion
them ; but they could not behold the Divine
glory in the face of Moses. (2.) Token!—
On the one iiand it was a token that under
the law man cannot see the face of God and
live

; and on the other that under the Gospel
the natural man cannot behold the glory of
God as it is in the face of His Son Jesus Christ—the only Mediator between God and man.
(3.) Testimony!—It spoke eloquently of the
Divine glory in the law—of the spiritual
lessons of the moral beauty and effulgence
vailed in the Pentateuch from ordinary gaze.

Aaron and the rulers might draw nigh and
behold ; but the giddy woi Id-throng could not
perceive.

*' This is the mount where Christ's disciple*

see

The glory of Incarnate Deity
;

'Tis here they find it good indeed to be,

And view His face.''—Elliott,

Renewed Keflection ! Ver, 35. (1.) It has

been supposed by some that the vail was put
on by Mose.s after he had delivered the mes-
sage from God, in order to hide the passing

away of the brightness, which he retained on
first coming forth from the Divine Presence.

There is, however, no just reason for this

supposition. Such a proceeding appears very

unworthy of Moses, and entirely opposed to

his character. He assumed the vail each time

he came out from holditig communion with
God, because each time his face again reflected

the glory of the Lord's face. The vail was
thus put on, in order that the people might not
shrink from his presence. (2.) When our
earth turns away its face from holding com-
munion with tiie sun, then the reflected

brightness passes away from its features,

and night reigns. No S':x)ner does it again

turn towards this dark worlds light, than
again her countenance is illumined with the

reflection of the sun's glory. But again the

face is withdrawn by the earth's diurnal

motion, and the glory fades. Even so, when-
ever Moses was with God, he came forth

—

his face resplendent with thf bright eff*!!!-

gence ; only to lose it, and again to have it

restored.

** Welcome, dawn that never dies,

Day that needs no stars nor sun.

Where no tear-mists ever rise.

Hiding Thee, Eternal One."

Modesty's Vail ! Ver 35. Macmillan says

a true Christian does not parade his excel-

lencies before the eyes of his fellow-creatures.

He covers them with the softening vail of

modesty, as Moses covered his shining face

with a vail in his intercourse with Israel. The
Christian, as the poet rhymes, does good by
stealth, and blushes to find it fame. He pre-

fers the shade of retirement to the theatre of

display. In short, he does not attest himself

in anything that he says or does, but retires

behind the vail of modesty, and shows that

he is animated by the same mind which was
in Christ Jesus—that he has learned of Him
who is meek and lowly in heart,

** Scarcely revealing,

Scarcely concealing,

Being's sweet mystery
Sn)iles from the sod :

While on each leaf

Is written this brief

But beautiful histoiy,
• We are of God.'

'^

—Butler,
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Spiritual Assimilation ! Ver. 35. Just as in allusion to the transfiguration of Moses,

those who live at a royal court acquire courtly **We all, with unvailed face, beholding as in

maimers, and those who associate with refined a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed

and educated people acquire refinement in- into the same image from glory to glory, even

sensibly ; so those who live by faith in the as by the Spirit of the Lord."

presence of God, and as it were in the court

of heaven, inevitably acquire something of a " From glory unto glory! marvels of the
heavenly tone and spiritual elevation. As word I

Macmillan says, " Communion with light im- With open face beholding the glory of the

parts light ; fellowship with greatness creates Lord,
greatness; contact with the spiritual produces We, even we (0 wondrous grace!) are

spirituality." The apostle represents the changed into the same,
transforming influence of the contemplative The image of our Saviour, to glorify His
study ot the Divine character when he Bays name.'* —Havergal,

CHAPTER XXXV.

Critical Notes.—^1. And Moses assembled = vayyakheyl]. This assembling euggpsts the
idea of reuniting and strengthening the bonds of union among "all the congregation," whicli,

through the sad consequences of the sin of the golden calf, were no doubt very much loosened.

And Moses does this by first impressing upon the people that most elevating observance of God's
laws, viz., the keeping holy of the Sabbath day, and then by affording them a common interest

in a common work. He only now tells them of what he had been told by God (xxv.-xxxi.)

concerning the holy service. He invites them to bring free-will gifts for the construction of

the tabernacle, its vessels, and the holy garments (vers. 4-20). This wrought so effectually on
their better nature that Moses found it necessary to resti'ain the spontaneous outflow of their

hearty generosity (xxxvi. 5).

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAORAPff,— Verses U9,

The covenant having been renewed, Moses now relates to the people what
God had revealed concerning the time and place of divine worship.

The Time for Divine Worship.

1. Moses was never weary of impressing on the people the importance and
divine obligation of the Sabbath day. For this there were several o])vious

reasons. (1.) The Sabbath was part of the moral law. (2.) It was necessitated

by the conditions of the body and mind needing rest. (3.) It was a recogni-

tion of God's right to time. (4.) An opportunity apart from the distractions and
duties of life for drawing near unto God. All these reasons are in special force

under the Christian dispensation. Why then should Christian preachers tire of

teaching it, or Christian people tire of hearing it ] It requires no very wide

research to find that selfishness, worldliness, and sin are at the bottom ot

Sabbath desecration.

2. As this chapter deals mainly with the building of the sanctuary, this com-

mand may be regarded as applying to that. They were not to break the law

even for so good a purpose. So Christians should not do evil on that day for

the supposed benefit that may accrue. The question is not, Would it amuse and
instruct to open museums on tlie Sabbath day ; but, Is it right to do so ? No I

Bays God's Word. Notice

—

I. That the Sabbath was to he a rest after six days' work. Hence, honest,

diligent toil is of equal obligation. Do not let us lay all the emphasis on

"Remember the Sabbath day," and none on "Six days shalt thou labour."

Again, it would be easy to show that if a man has played away his working

Week he is unfitted for the sacred enjoyment of tho day of rest.
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n. That the Sabbath was to be a day of sacred rest. *' An holy day, a Sabbath

of rest to the Lord." Not of uiisanctified idleness, but a cessation of exhausting

labour, so that the mind might be wholly given to the refreshing duties which
devolve upon that day. A man may no more waste the Lord's time than his

own. Keeping the Sabbath day holy does not mean simply the putting up of

shutters, and the putting by of business ; it means also attention to those sacred

employments which devolve upon us as the servants of God.

III. That the Sabbath implied the cessation of unnecessary labour. " Ye
shall kindle no fire," &c. In eastern climates this would be quite unnecessary.

And, indeed, as the materials of life in those climates are so simple and so easily

procurable, very little manual work could be said to be necessary. The obvious

exceptions, of course, were works of mercy to man and beast. With us it is

different ; fires, e.g., are necessary. But the prohibition against needless work is

binding still. We have ample time to do our necessary works and to enjoy the

luxuries of life. Let us not, nor oblige our servants to, rob God of the right

to His own day.

In conclusion—Remember that the Sabbath was made for man and not man
for the Sabbath,

i. Fur man's use. Not for his abuse. If a man wants recreation let him
take it out of his own time. ii. For God's worship. As the institution, or the

confirmation at any rate of the Sabbath cojitemplated the tabernacle, so the

Sabbath is inseparably, all through the ages, connected with the worship ofGod.
^. IV. Burn,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,— Verses 4-l».

The House of the Lord.

The instructions for the building and furniture of the Tabernacle were
detailed in chap, xxv., &c. In this recapitulation, notice

—

1. That the provision of the house of the Lord was obligatory. The command
for worship, the time of worship, and the building for worship emanated from

the same divine authority. Has, then, the obligation for the latter ceased ?

No ! Christians should be cautious how they speak of the abolition of the Mosaic
dispensation. Much of the terrible pest known as antinomianism is based on
erroneous notions on this subject. True, as a dispensation it is abolished, inas-

much as we live under the dispensation of Christ. But many of the leading

principles, provisions, and commands of the latter are based upon those of the

former, and what has not, either by divine ordination or the necessities of the

case been abrogated, is binding still. The law of our text—provision for public

worship—has never been abolished, was sanctioned by Christ, practised by the

Apostles, and has been recognised by the Church universal ever since. The
command of our text is based

—

\. Upon necessity. (1.) The worship was a common worship, and therefore

necessitated a place where people could meet together. (2.) The worship was
of })erpetual obligation and frequent practice. Some provision must, therefore,

be made against contingencies of weather, &c. 2. Upon utility. Private houses
could not always be in a state of readiness, and must from their very nature

lack those appliances without which order and decency would be impossible.

n. That the Lord's house should be the result of the people's free and gene-

rous will, ver. 5. The principle held as good then as now, '* The Lord loveth

a cheerful giver," &c. The people were not taxed for it. No Church rate was
levied. No hand was laid on national property. To wrest contributions from
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unwilling and grudging hands for God's service, is to overthrow the principles

on which such service is founded, and to offer what God cannot accept. Here,
as afterwards, such as had "a mind to work" were invited to work; such as
were inclined to give were encouraged to give. No compulsion was used. God
wanted a house. Moses told the people so. The voluntary principle was called

into play, and was on this its first appearance successful, as it has been ever
since, as it will be as long as the work is left to the faith and love of those to
whom the appeal is made (Ps. ex. 3).

III. That the Lord's house was to be built and furnished intelligently, ver. 10.

The Jews built their Tabernacle with distinct reference to the purposes for which
it was to be used. The " wise hearted," therefore, and not merely the wealthy
and the tasteful, were in special request. The necessity for " wise heartedness,"

in building and furnishing God's house, has not vanished with the " shadowy
dispensation." Let Christian architects and Church officers bear this in mind.
If our tabernacles are specially for the teaching of God's word, they should be
so constructed that the preacher should be seen and heard by all.

IV. That the Lord's house was to be complete.

1. The building was to be complete. '* His tent, covering, taches, boards, bars,

pillars, sockets," &c., &c., were all to be finished and in their place. No man
thinks of moving into a house until the house is complete. Is, then, that which
is not good enough for man, good enough for man's Maker ? Christian men ! let

not the infidel and the worldling say as they pass by our slovenly and unfinished

buildings, *' These men began to build a tower for their God and were not able

to finish." We can finish our temples of mammon, our temples of gaiety, our
temples of learning : let us not leave unfinished the sanctuary of our God.

2. The accessories were to be complete. The inventory here is perfect, down
to the very pins and sockets. It may be said that this belonged to the "cere-

monial law." Well, is the abolition of that law in its technical details a reason

why " beggarly elements " should be introduced into the Christian Churches, and
ministers hampered, congregations inconvenienced, and the work of God gene-

rally retarded for the want of needful arrangement. Lei/ trustees of Churches
see to it that everything in the pulpit, choir, pews, and vestry, that is requisite

for the decent, edifying, comforting worship of God, is provided. And let

vergers, chapel-keepers, pew-openers, see that everything is in its place before

the minister and congregation arrive.

3. The funds were to be complete. When the Tabernacle was " opened " it

was out of debt. Christians did not learn from Jews the habit of spending

money for God which their children would have to provide. It is a scandal to

men, who would under no circumstances allow men to call themselves thevr

creditors, to make them God's creditors. If a congregation is poor, let them be
satisfied with a modest building till they are rich enough to provide a more
magnificent structure.

V. That the Lord's house should "be beautiful (1 Chron. xvi. 29). It was
only a tent, but it was the best tent in the whole camp. It was reared for the

best purpose, the people therefore constructed it of the best materials they had,

and on the best plans. True, it may be said that God is everywhere and may
be worshipped anywhere. But everywhere is the temple God has erected for

Himself, and has He not lavished magnificence and beauty on that temple 1

Look at it!^ roof, its floor, its aisles ! Let nature, then, be the model upon which
churches should be constructed for the higher worship of the great Creator.

And if the Jews thought it worth their while to make God's house as splendid

as their means would allow, let not Christians fall below their standard. There
may be exceptions. The people may be poor. Churches may have to adapt
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themselves to circumstances. But let them be of the very best that can be
afforded ; and let those bew-are whose objection against the beauty of the Lord*s

house is merely the selfish one, cost.

Remember— (i.) That God's house is for His woiship, not for lectures or

theatrical displays, (ii.) That God's house is for the preaching of His Word
;

(iil) and therefore, that God's house demands our best efforts for its completion,

and our reverent behaviour at its services.

—/. W. Burn,

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 10-2^,

Hints for Building Committees.

The wishes of God were made known in the previous section, and the people

forthwith resolved themselves into a committee of ways and means for carrying

those w.shes out. The action of the committee was

—

I. Immediate, vers. 20, 21. They did not hold a meeting to take into con-

sideration the recommendations, and adopt the report. Nor did they elect a

chairman, secretary, and working committee, to advise when, where, and how
measures were to be carried out, but went away at once and commenced the

work, before their ardour evaporated in idleness and their determination in talk.

Had they met but once and debated the question, the probabilities are, like

theii' Christian successors, the work might never have been done.

o>II. Spontaneous and earnest, ver. 21. They had but one public meeting,

and that a very short one, and that without resolutions or amendment or excit-

ing appeals. The cause itself was all the eloquence they wanted. God had
graciously forgiven them, and had condescended to dwell amongst them, and
wanted a house for that purpose. That was enough for them. Their gratitude

to, and love of God, did all the rest. Should Christian people want other

incentives than these 'i and should their contributions to building funds, tkc, be

less prompt, less free, less generous ? Must Christian contributions, for God's

cause, be prompted by dinners, soirees, harangues, bazaars, when Jewish con-

tributions were given because the people's heart was stirred up, and their

spirit made willing by the grandeur of the cause 1 (2 Cor. viiL 9-12).

III. According to individual ability. From gold and silver, down to brass

and badgers' skins. Nothing was too good or rich, nothing too poor. ** They
did what they could." The poor did not draw back because of their poverty.

The rich did not plead the many demands upon their wealth. God required

then, as now, " according to what a man had, not according to what he had
not." God looks at quality as well as quantity, and has scales of His own in

which to weigh the widows' mites. The wisdom of this encouragement to poor

as well as rich is obvious. Let the poor man feel that, because it has been
raised partly by his exertions, the building belongs as much to him as to the rich

man, and that he does not occupy its benches on sufferance or through charity.

IV. Self-denying. Many of these gifts for the sanctuary were the ornaments,
luxuries, and comforts, and even the necessities of life. They felt that the

work was worth the sacrifice. And what work 1, Let the Christian remember
that the Tabernacle was mainly for domestic worship, not for teaching the will

of God to the foreigner and idolater outside. When we consider, then, the

work of Christian Churches, how that they are not merely or mainly for the

comfort and edification of believers, but for the preaching of the Gospel for

tlie lost and the depraved, how much more should we be willing to dispense
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with the superfluities of life, that the Word of God " may have free course and
be glorified !

"

V. Laborious. Their gifts did not supersede their individual exertion, ver. 29.

And those who could present no material gift gave their time and skill.

1. Let those who can work as well as give, do both. Tliis applies particularly

to women who, indeed, are specifically mentioned. The Church has wisely

followed this example, and utilised this source of profit in Working-meetings, &c.

Let them never go out of date. Not merely for the pecuniary profit, although

that is by no means to be overlooked, but for the good feeling and sympathy
that are estabJished, and because of the interest in the Lord's work that it

develops.

2. Let those who can't give, work. Many a little country chapel has been
built by the exertions of its congregation in their overtime. Work is money,
and work done for God is perhaps more prolific in blessing, and more acceptable

to God. This applies to the children. Let them have a share in the work
;

and let them be able in after years to look back with satisfaction and gratitude

that they were early in life instructed and encouraged to work for God.

VI. In conclusion—our text implies that some were unwilling, and did not
embark on this glorious enterprise.

1. Some were selfish. They loved their property more than they loved their

God.
2. Some may have argued, " Amongst such a vast congregation, one contri-

bution will not be missed," as many Christians do to-day.

3. Some may have argued, '' We are poor, and our mite will be really nothing

in aid of the undertaking."

4. But all who failed to do what they could in this matter, necessarily failed

to receive that special blessing which God has for, the " cheerful giver."

—J. W, Bum.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAOJtAPff.— Vertes Z0-Z5,

Genius.

No more instructive chapter on human genius has ever been written than

this. It tells us what genius is. It traces it to its origin. It describes its

duties and responsibilities. It warns us of the dangers to which it is exposed.

Bezaleel and Aholiab are representative men. They belong to a class which

comprises the poets, philosophers, sculptors, artists, and skilled artizans of every

age. The narrative suggests

—

I. What genius is.

1. Wisdom der. from D^H. To fasten the attention upon, to judge, to

decide ; LXX. tro^/a, Vulg. sapientay and is employed in various instances to denote

the highest exercise of the mind, and the prime qualification of the workman in

any manner of work.

2. Understanding from ]2r\. To see into or discriminate ; i.e., the perceptive

faculty ; LXX. avvteii, Vulg. intelligentia.

3. Knowledge from 371\ To experience. Practical acquaintance with fact;

LXX. e^ioTTjfiri, Vulg. scientia.

4. All manner of workmanship, dexterity of hand. There is nothing equal

to the Old Bible definitions. No modern dictionary could give a more accurate

definition of genius than this.

IL That genius is the gift of God. " The Lord . . . hath filled him with the
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Spirit of God,"—the spirit of Elohim. The same spirit who inspired Balaam
(Num. xxiv. 2), Azariah (2 Chron. xv. 1), Zechariah (2 Chron. xxiv. 20).

1. We must, of course, carefully distinguish between tile inspiration of Moses,

e.g., and that of Bezaleel. The one was inspired to reveal moral truth, binding

on the hearts and consciences of men, the other to perform work of a very-

different character. Hence the former was, for the time being, infallible ; the

latter might neglect to employ his gifts, or divert them into an improper
channel.

2. But never let us forget that genius is one of God's mightiest gifts (Jas.

i. 17). The intellect in all its phases and faculties, is inbreathed by God, and is

the highest tribute to His glory, and the strongest argument for His existence.
*' The heavens declare the glory of God," bat their proclamation is silence com-
pared with the speculations of the philosopher, the imagination of the poet, and
the discourse of the orator, with music, and sculpture, and song.

III. That genius only reaches its highest level when devoted to the
service of God. " The Lord haih called by name," &c.

1. Because it belongs to God and is in affinity with God. No degradation is

more complete and disastrous than genius working apart from, or in antagonism
to, God—Byron, Shelley, <fec. The most splendid geniuses have been those who
have walked humbly with their God—Moses, Isaiah, Paul, Augustine, Bacon,

Newton, Faraday, &c.

2. Because the service of God is the noblest ministry in which it can engage.

That IS the delight of the unfallen iiitelligencies. It is a crime, therefore,

to exclude the intellect from this province. God does not ask for our ignorance,

He condemns it. The mind of man was created in order that it might be
employed for God, and God has provided spheres for its exercise in His written

word and in the worship of His holy name. And what loftier service can man
render either to His God and to his fellow, than to unfold the truths that have
been revealed for man's guidance in this world, and his hopes for that which
is to come ?

3. Because in serving God itp own highest interests are promoted. In God's

presence it is elevated and transfigured. When has poetry been so sweet, elo-

quence so rich, logic so subtle, eloquence so moving, philosophy so pure, learning

so varied and so exact, and art so sublime, as when consecrated to God ?

IV. That genius should not be above practical work. " To work in gold and
silver," <fec. Carlyle has defined genius as **an infinite capacity for taking

pains." So says our text. An unproductive genius is inconceivable. Men
of great intellectual powers have given way to idleness and have perverted

their powers. But here they have failed. Then

—

1. Genius must not be made an excuse for idleness. Because one man can

do in three days what would take another man six, he must not lounge away
the remaining time.

2. Genius must not be an occasion for imposition upon others. Aholiab had
to perform the work allotted to him as much as the most illiterate Israelite,

Yet this is a great danger. It is held by some, almost axiomatically, that

"geniuses need not work. Let that be done by the hewers of wood and
drawers of water while we do the thinking."

V. That true genius is unselfish, ver. 34, They were not to be miserly of

their intellectual powers, but to impart their skill and knowledge, as much as

possible, to others. It is not onl} theologians or lawyers who are to be charged
with keeping the "key of knowledge." Genius is a trust, and the man who
devotes it to selfish uses, and neglects to improve others by it, commits a sin

against God. In conclusion, Learn

—
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i. To cultivate gratitude to God for the existence of genius in the world, and
for what genius He has given you. ii. To recognise your responsibihty to God
for what the genius of others has placed within your reach, and what your own
iienius enables you to do. Cultivate it in yourself, encourage it in others, iii.

To feel the duty and privilege of laying all the stores of genius on the altar for

the service of God.—/. W. Burn.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXV.

BT

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Moral Lsw! Vers. 1-35. (1.) The cere-

monial law was like a scaffo ding around a

building which is being slowly and gradually

raised. When the building is completed,

the scaffolding is taken away. But the moral
law is like the rafters, deep sunk in the

building itself. These cannot be taken away
without the ruin of the whole structure

of revelation. (2.) The ceremonial law is like

the bright petals of a blossom, which drop
off to make room for the fruit. But the

moral law is like the stem, which upholds

both blossom and fruit. For God is holy

—

God is good ; and therefore the law of holi-

ness and goodness must, like God, endure for

ever.

** Thy God is good. His mercy nigh,

His love sustains thy tottering feet

;

Tiust Him, for His grace is sure,

Ever doth His Truth end are."—Zehn.

Sabbath ! Ver. 2. The Sabbath was origi-

nally instituted as a day of rest ; and was to

be employed in the service of God. Of this

latter circumstance the Jews had so far lost

sight, that they substituted their own super-

stitious rites in the place of divine ordinances,

and thus exchanged a spiritual for a merely

ceremonial observance of the day. Concerning
gome of the superstitions which prevailed

amongst the people, liasnage tells us that in

the places where they had liberty, in the time

of Maimonides, they sounded the trumpet six

times to give notice that the Sabbath was be-

ginning. At the first sound the countryman
left his plough ; at the second, they shut up
their shops ; at the third, they covered their

pits. They lighted candles, and drew the

bread out of the oven ; but this last article

deserves to be insisted on because of the

different cases of conscience about which the

masters are divided. Wht-n the sound of the

sixth trumpet surpi ised those that had not as

jet drawn out their bread fiom the oven,

there the pious must leave it, &c.

** A Sabbath glory for the good
No night shall take away

;

When shall Thy servant. Lord, attain

To that eternal day ?
" —OcTok

5i0

Sabbath-Sanctuary ! Ver. 2. The temple,

says Hamilton, was a sacred place. In the

Middle Ages it was usual to claim for chuiclies

the right of sanctuary ; so that whosoever
took refuge within the hallowed precincts was
safe from the avenger. But it is not to a
holy place, but to a holy day, that God has

given this protecting privilege. Every seventh

day was to be a sacred asylum for man and
beast. Humboldt despised all religions and
hated Christianity

;
yet he was forctd to own

that the *' seventh day rest from labour"
was an unspeakable blessing. But what
Humboldt would not acknowledge, viz., its

Divine authority, an eloquent Israelite has,

Disraeli, in his " Tancied," remarks that the

life and property of Britaui are piotected by
the law of Sinai. The hard-workiig people of

England, he says, are secured a day of rest iu

every week by the Sinaitic Decalogue ; for

** Sunday is the golden clasp

That binds together

The volume of the week."—Longfellow,

Sabbath-Service ! Ver. 3. It is no easy

matter to be everybody's friend. Yet we
do not fear to say that th^ friend we are

introducing to our readers df serves that gra-

cious name—we mean the 1 word's day. Our
friend is most faithful and punctual ; every

seven days he comes round However labo-

rious our vocation, however painful our life,

we are sure to see that friend reappear at the

end of the week, inviting each of us to break

for a few hours the monotony of our work,

to give a new current to our thoughts, to put

on our Sunday garments, and to enjoy neces-

sary repose.

** Why do we heap huge mounds of years

Before us and behind,

And scour the Sabbath days that pass

Like angels on the wing ?

Eacii turning round a small sweet fao*

As beautiful as near
;

Because it is so small a face,

We will not see it clear."

Nature's - Tabernacle ! Ver. 4. Rightly

considered, all nature is the tabernacle of God,
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constructed for His wortliip. The tabernacle

of the wilderness has been called by an
eminent writer a miniature model of the
whole earth, just as he calls the people of

Israel a miniature pattern of all nations.

Every man has a part assigned to him in the
erection and adorning of this wonderful
tabernacle, whose floor is the green fields,

whose walls are the rocks and mountains, and
whose roof is the ever-changing sky. Every
man who does a day's work is a fellow-worker
with God, in carrying out His great design in

creation—in improving the face of nature

—

changing the wilderness into a garden, de-

veloping the latent resources and capabilities

of the earth, converting its crude materials

into shapes of beauty and forms of usefulness,

in making the world fairer and richer, and
better fitted to be the home of redeemed man,
and the shrine of the Most High God. There-
fore ** Excelsior."

** In happy homes he saw the light

Of household fires gleam warm and
bright

;

Above the spectral glaciers shone,

And from his lips escaped a moan

—

Excelsior !
'

"

—Longfellow.

Love's Service ! Vers. 5-19. (1.) He was
busy preparing the home. All his thoughts
day after day were on its beauty and dtcora-

tion. And as the work advanced towanls
completion ; as the rooms became richly y^t

chastely adorned in floor, and ceiling, and
wall ; as the garden parterres assumed an
orderly and blooming appearance, he spent

hours in wandering from room to room, and
terrace to terrace, thinking—of what ?—of

whom ? Of her whom he loved—on whom he
had lavished his fondest afiections, and for

whose residence in that house he had been so

Dusily occupied in preparation. He regretted

none of these costly offeiings at ** Love's
Shrine." (2.) God had condescended to be
Israel's God. He had promised to come and
dwell with them. And they were building

Him a house wherein to reside. Some there

might he who grvidged the costly beauties of

the tabernacle, but mosc ^f the pious in

Israel, who loved God with all their heart,

would delight in making sacrifices for Him
whom they loved. And as the home grew
more and more ready for His Divine indwell-

ing, how that love would fill their spirits with
bright proi^pects of sweet fellowship and lov-

ing communion with Him when the house of

God was ready. So the fabric of our soul's

holiness is being daily upreared and adorned
for the Apocalyptic consummation.

* The mansion of creation's Architect
;

The palace of the Everlasting King
;

Its gates of pearl, its edifice of gold
;

Its very streets of pure crystalline gold."—Bickersteth.

Midianite • Mines I Yer. 5. The Old

Testament allusions to gold, silver, and othei

valuable metals, derive new interest from
Captain Burton's researches in Midian diu'iug

the last six months. He has returned from
his first expedition with twenty-five ton** of

specimens—including toiquoise, alabaster, aad
sulphur. He also brought for the Egyptian
Khedive, Midianite coins, in8cri[)tions, frag-

ments of glass and pottery ; as well as a

variety of relics from the thirty-two ruined

cities which still exist in the land. He found
evidences of ancient mining operations every-

where, traces of gold to an important amount,
quartz threaded with veins of silver-i Every-
where were evidences of great operations

anciently conducted by practised miners— pro-

bal)ly slaves—under skilled engineers. The
stones

" Of purest crystal are from gloomiest mines,

The tenderest pearls are won from roughest
seas."

Religion - Sphere ! Vers. 6-1 1 . The
Levitical economy teaches that the whole
life is one, that true religion is the proper

use of man's whole being, and that it is not a

thing merely of the Sunday and the sanctuary.

By our Lord's life on earth He imparted to

the whole earth a heavenly character—made
every spot of common ground an altar, every

common mean a sacrament, every action of

daily life a worship. Religion has its place in

everything ; even in our daily labours which
we pursue. The inspiration of Aholiab in

his trade shows the true design and meaning
of woik. Macmillan remarks, that natural,

as well as spiriiual talents, are the good gifts

of God, that the right use of the powers of

the artist, the musician, the poet, the artisan,

the mechanic, the day labourer, is due to the
inspiration of th** Spirit.

** * dreary life !
' we cry, ' dreary life 1

*

And still the generations of the birds

Sing through our sighing, and the flocks

and herds
Serenely live, while we are keeping strife

With Heaven's true purpose in uSy as a knife
Against v:hick we may struggle I

"

Stone-Stability ! Ver. 9. (1.) Gems are

stiadfast and enduring. They are not com-
posed of perishable materials—not even of

rocks that wither and crumble away ; but oi

that which endures. Jewels, as a class, are

the most lasting of all earthly objects, the

most beautiful, as well as the most imperish-

able, form in which matter appears. Gold
will wear away, silver will tarnish, and wood
will decay. The granite stone itself will dis-

integi ate. But jewels will continue unchanged
for thousands of years. They are, therefore,

expressive types of stability and permanence.

(2.) Gospel truths have this virtue. They
are no vague hopes, or shadowy dreams ; but
solid substantial realities, more enduring than
the everlasting hills themselves. They are

truths which will last whca the heavens shall
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be rolled up like a scroll and vanish away,
riiey will cotne out of the last diead conflagra-

tion, when the earth and all therein shall be
burnt up, all the purer, clearer, and Tiiore

enduring for the fiery ordeal. Were Gospel
truths destitute of this stability, they might
retain their literary brilliancy, but they would
lose their saving and consoling potency. It

enabled Paul to say, " I know in whom 1 have
believed."

•* The earth shall pass nway.
The stars shall fall,

The heavens roll together

Like a parchment scroll ;

But Truth shall live for ever,

And through endless ages give

Her blessings to the sainted.

And fail them never, never.^*

Tabernacle - Pumitiire ! Vers. 10-14.
Amongst the existing memorials of ancient

Home is the triumplial Arch of Titus, reared
to commemorate the capture of Jerusalem by
that famous general. It represents in its bas-

reliefs the golden candlestick, the table of

shewbread, and other sacred articles which
formed part of the spoils of the temple.

These trophies were borne conspicuously in

the triumphal procession with which Titus
and his army were honoured on their return
to Rome. The sculptures on the aich repre-

sejit the procession, the figure of the candle-

stick being the most prominent of the sacred

symbols.

" Their glory faded, and their race dispersed.

The last of nations now, though once the
first.

They warn and teach the proudest, would
they learn,

* Keep Wisdom, or meet vengeance in your
turn. —Cowper,

The Creator, it has
Macmillan, receives

beauties of creation.

Divine Delectation ! Vers. 10, &c. In the
Canticles of Solomon we are told that He
feedeth among the lilies. (1.) Material/

been well observed by
enjoyment from the
We are told authori-

tatively that He takes pleasure in the works
of His hands ; that for His pleasure they are

and were created. Those countless objects

of wonderful loveliness, in situations where
no eye but His own can behold them, are

sources of Divine delectation. Such are the
wild flowers in pathless deserts, and on inac-

cessible nuiuntain peaks, (2.) Moral I As
the artisl delights in exercising his talent in

depicting tile landscape—as the architect finds

pleasure in exerting his skill in uprearing the

gorgeous minster; so God not only delights

in the scenes and objects of nature, in the

formation of which He has exercised His

divine wisdom and power, but also in the
** beauties of holiness," designed and upreared
by His grace. In this respect God desired

and delighted to see the Wilderness Tabernacle
beautiful and glorious—as the ^siblem of the
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Church and Christian ** comely with the count
liness " which He has put on them.

** To-day I saw a dragon-fly
Come from the wells where he did lie,

An inner impulse rent the vail

Of his old husk ; from head to tail

Came out clear plates of sapphire mail.

He dried bis wings ; like gauze they grew
;

Through crofts and pastures wet with dew,
A living flash of life he flew."

— Vernon.

Gift-Generosity I Ver. 21. (1.) Dr. Fowler
remarks that the servants of God should be
as hearty as the servants of Satan have been.

They gave their ornaments for the golden
calf ; now they give them to God. Let grace
succeed sin, as Paul passed from a self-sac-

rificing persecutor to a self-denying and
laborious preacher. Ged invites but does not
compel. Every one is to do what he can.

Christ's kingdom rests on the afi'ections. Its

motive is love, its object is the perfection of

love. (2. ) Spurgeon relate? of a woman who
was known to be very poor, that she offered

at a missionary meeting to subscribe one
penny a week to the mission field. When
remonstrated with, that surely she could not
afford such a sum in her great poverty, she
replied, " I spin so many hanks of yarn a
week for my living, and I'll spin one hank
more, which will be a penny a week for the
Society."

** To pass, when life her light withdraws,

Not void of righteous self-applause^

Nor in a merely selfish cause."

Church Gifts! Vers. 21, 22. Bickersteth

says the urgent needs of the Church Mission-

ary Society were set before his flock on No-
vember 25th ; and, although his congregation

was by no means a wealthy one, £100 was
collected. A printed note was circulated

during the week following, in which he asked

for a great effort to be made to raise the sura

of £300 in this emergency of Foreign Missions.

On Sunday £300 were cast into the Lord's

treasury, including a cheque for £100—a roll

of bank notes to the amount of £75, the

proceeds of the sale of a silver bowl, and a

little boy's silver cup. There were also two
small gold rings put in the plates, and two
more silver mugs were since sent for sale.

So that he had £400, or more than he asked

for, to send to the Society for missions to the

heathen.

** But what or who are we, alas !

That we in giving are so free?

Thine own before our offering was,

And all we have we have from Thee."
— Wither,

Almsgiving, Sue. ! Ver. 21, 22. Two wo-
men were one day discussing what constituted

the true beauty of the hand. Differing in

opinion, they selected a gentleman as umpire.
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It was a delicate matter. He thought of Paris

and the three goddesses. Glancing from one to

the other of the hands presented for examina-
tion, he replied at last, " Ask the poor, and
they will tell you that tliere is a more beauti-

ful hand than these." Astonished at this

reply, they inquired, ** What hand?" To
which he responded that the poor considered
that the most beautiful hand in the world
which was devoted to deeds of loving service

and almsgiving. There is one hand more
beautiful still—the hand that with a humble,
grateful heart, brings gifts for the worship
and service of God.

** At least not rotting like a weed,
But, having sown some generous seed.

Fruitful of further good indeed."

which the priest's garments were composed*
The yarn was beaten with cluhs, and the

thread boiled in water, so as to soften it.

Arsiiioe, Pelusium, and Alexandria were cele-

brated for their weaving, wliich was princi-

pally done by men, and not by women. In

agreement with this last fact, the pre[)aration

of the cloth for the sanctuary, and of the

robes of the priests, was entrusted through-
out to the care of men. The women did the
spinning, and they bought of the people which
they had spun.

** To toil in tasks, however mean.
For all we know of right and true,

In this alone our worth is seen
;

'Tis this we were ordained to do."
—Sterling.

Necklaces and Jewels 1 Ver. 22. Heng-
Btenberg tells us that in Egypt costly and
elegant ornaments abounded in proportion as

the clothing was simple and scarce. Girdles,

necklaces, armlets, rings and earrings of

various kinds, suspended from the neck, are

found represented in the paintings, and in fact

still exist among the mummies—the excel-

lence of the Egyptians in some of the nicer

and more elaborate and useful branches of

art. They imitated, with a skill not certainly

surpassed by moderns, the amethyst, the
emerald, and other precious stores; and they
formed necklaces of all the hufos of the rain-

bow. From these, it is plain—as a matter of

history—that the Israelites received instruc-

tions in the art of making, as well as engrav-
ing, precious stones.

** The jasper, streaked with many a tender dye,

The sapphire, of celestial blue serene,

The agate, once Chalcedon's peerless boast,

The melibean hyacinth, and last

The lucid violet of amethyst.

"

—BicJcersteth.

Permanent Offerings ! Ver. 22. Dr. Judson
tells of a Karen woman who offered herself

for baptism. After the usual examination,
he inquired whether she could give up her
ornaments for Christ. It was an unexpected
blow. He explained the spirit of the Gospel,

and appealed to her own consciousness of

vanity. He then read to her the apostle's

prohibition in 1 Tim. ii, 9. She looked again
and again at her handsome necklace; and
then, with an air of modest decision, she took
it off, saying, " I love Christ more than this."

** No love but Thine, but Thine can me re-

lieve
;

No light but Thine, but Thine will I receive;

No light, no love but Thine."—Bonar,

Fine Linen I Ver. 26. In the tombs of

Beni Hassan, there are pictures of the method
of preparing and twisting the thread for the
manufacture of the fine linen or bjfuut of

Spindle and Spinning I Ver. 25. In

ancient times, and even in periods not long
ago in our own country, the distaff and
spindle formed as commonly the occupation
in the higher ranks of society, as do the more
elegant accomplishments of the present day.

Even in the Augustan age of Rome, the
Emperor usually wore no other garments than
what were made at home by his wife, sister,

or daughter. Irby and Mangles in their

"Travels" say, that in Arabia, while the
girls guard the flocks they have a bundle of

wool at their backs for spinning. The spindle
was probably the most ancient form of

spinning apparatus. In India and other parts
of the East, the art of spinning, so says the
author of "Rays from the East," is still of

the most primitive kind. The Hindoo mother,
placing her infant on the ground, will sit by
the hour turning the simply-formed machine
with her hand ; at her wheel

** Spinning amain, as if to overtake
The never-halting time ; or, in her turn.

Teaching some novice in the Eastern home
Her skill in this, or other household work."

Tribute- Offerings I Ver. 29. (1.) OratU
tude! A slave in the Southern plantations

was aided by a Canadian to escape from the
hortible oppression of a slave-driver. He was
enabled to procure employment in Canada,
and, being a skilled mechanician by natural
talent, he was able to command a liberal

income. Every half-year a mysterious gift

reached the home of tlie Ciinadian liberator—
** Gratitude's tribute for my freedom." Freed
from the bondage of Egyptian taskmasters,

Israel had ample occasion to testify their

gratitude to the Divine deliverer. (2. ) Glad-
ness I Frequently, an announcement may be
seen in the daily papers that the Queen haa
been graciously pleased to accept some sub-
ject's gift, a book, or something else. The
donor is glad to have his gift accepted by so
great a personage as his sovereign. It be-

comes a red-letter day on which the donation
was acknowledged. What gladness the Israel-

ite donors ought to have felt in their heart*
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that the "King"—the "Divine King" in

their naidst, and heaven's dread Sovereign

—

consented to receive their voluntary offeriugsl

** Pitying Lord, wilt Thou despise

This my sacrifice ?

Tell me, ISaviour, do I bring

Anything V —Kimball.

Sacred Self-denial ! Ver. 29. (1.) Tn a happy
rural pai sonage were two children. The parish

was a poor one, often visited with distress and
disease. The elder girl deliglited in deeds of

loving service amongst the aged and needy
the younger found pleasure in self-gratifica-

tion. On one occasion came an urgent demand
upon the charity of the charitable, and the

love of the loving. The elder was desirous of

helping in time of need, and gave up her
rinkets and presents, with the consent of her

Jttother, to be appropriated to supplying the

necessity. But the younger hugged her
presents, and grudged to give her necklaces

and ornaments. On the following Sunday,
as they walked to the house of God, they pre-

sented a singular contrast, the one plainly

attired, with no ornament of any kind, the

other arrayed in all her prettiness of jewel

and adornment — which was the happier ?

Churchgoers, who saw outwardly, may have
thought the one in all her bravery ; but her

mother and her God knew otherwise. (2. ) So
Moses and Jehovah saw that the hearts of

those Israelites, who had cheerfully given up
their armlets and amulets of gold and silver,

their jewels and necklaces of precious stones,

were happier far than those who still retained

them. They may have derided their plainly-

robed fellows for their over-devotion to God
;

but they could not have the inward sense of

joy and satisfaction which springs from un-

Belfish self-sacrifice for God. And when the

givers and non-givers stood before the com-
pleted tabernacle, on whom would the Divine

benediction rest. Thus will it be when the

Church of Christ is perfect in the last day.

** Their earthly ministry approved, He'll

enroll

Their names among the citizens of heaven,

And freemen of His sinless universe."

Art-Inspiration I Vers. 30-35. Few minds
are sunlike, sources of light to themselves and
to others. Most are moons, which shine with
a derivative and reflected light. Bezaleel and
A-holiab drew their skill from Divine inspira-

tion. Indeed, it has been said by Cicero that
all great men are in some degree inspired.

They are divinely qualified for their respective

missions. Was not Gutenberg inspired to

invent printing, with the view to a world-wide
diflfusion of the Word of Life ? The history

of nations and of the Church affords numerous
illustrations of this species of inspiration in

the raising up of special men to certain worki
when such needed to be done.
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** Oh, I see the crescent-promise
Of the Spirit hath not set;

Ancient founts of inspiration

Well through all my labours yet I .**

Grace-Genius! Ver. 32. (1.) Hume says

that the richest genius, like the most fertile

soil, when uncultivated, shoots up into tiie

rankest weeds ; and instead of vines and olives

for the pleasure and profit of man, produces
to its slothful owner a plentiful crop of poisons.

(2.) But is Hume right? Is, '\t not unsavct'ified

genius which thus shoots up lank and long,

rank and strong? Genius, under the influ-

ence of Divine grace, will never become the
deadly Byronic euphorbia. However splendid

talents may compel our admiration, they have
no right to claim the general esteem of man-
kind, when their possessor exercises them
without due regard of what is due to the wel-

fare of the human race, and conducive to the
glory of God.

** Yet man, dim-sighted man, and raah as

blind.

Deaf to the dictates of his better mind,
In frantic competition dares the skies,

And claims precedence of the Only-Wise."
—Ouyon.

"Work-Resnlts! Ver. 35. (1.) The labours

of Bezaleel and Aholiab, from a worldly
point of view, were evanescent. The taber-

nacle, which they constructed with such rare

skill, passed away. All its precious materials

and workmanship disappeared like a beauti-

ful dream of the morning, and not a trace of

them now remains on the face of the earth.

Yet, notwithstanding this, the work of

Bezaleel and Aholiab was abiding in its

spiritual results. Israel reaped the benefit of

it through all their generations. We our-

selves are better for it to-day. Our Chris-

tianity, our civilisation itself, is V)ased upon
the fleeting fabric which the Jewish artists

created in the wilderness, (2.) Our work
may appear far less important and far more
transient than theirs. Many of the tasks in

which we engage serve very brief, and
apparently trifling purposes indeed. But
let us overcome this temptation by the
thought that, while the outward aspects of

our daily labours may pass away in the
changes of time, the inward spiritual sub-
stance will remain. '^I'heir results will live

and act for good or evil when that night haa
come upon us in which no man can work.

** In this glorious calling

Work till day is o'er ;

Work, till evening falling,

You can work no more.
Then your labour bringing

To the King of kings.

Borne with joy and singing

Home on angels' wings."
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CHAPTEH XXXVI.

Critical Notes.—1. According to all that the Lord had commanded]. "Bezaleel and
Alioliab and every wise-heartecl man" (ver. 2) were not permitted to uidulge in using their

artistic skill in working things of an arbitrary kind, but were restricted to work only such things

as they were commanded. The nature of these instructions which restricted the sphere in

which they might employ their skill, but yet within an assigned sphere, allowed them the

amplest scope for the exercise of their skill, served both sesthetical and moral ends. Probably
the severe lesson which the Israelites learned in consequence of the making of the golden calf

fitted them for the right appreciation of the restrictive commandment in regard to the works
of the tabernacle, as may be seen from the entire absence of any spirit of self-assertion ; they
brought their gifts cheerfully and liberally, and ceased to do so as they were commanded.
Showing how thoroughly cured they were, for a long time at any rate, of ritualistic fancies and
innovationii.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.

L The skill of the workmen. " Tlien wronght Bezaleel and Aholiab and
every wise-hearted man." It is obvious that tliough Bezaleel was, as has been
said, the master of the works, and Aholiab his principal assistant, there was
associated w^ith them, but acting under them, a large company of skilled work-
men, master craftsmen, as they might be called, who directed the labours of

other artizans beneath them. The expression " every wise-hearted man " applies,

in all probability, to all but the last. Notice— (1.) How far their skill extended.

They knew, it is stated, " how to work all manner of work ; " by which it is not

necessary to understand that every one of them was a sort of " Jack-of-all-

trades," but only that among them were individuals qualified to perform every

variety of work that was needed for the Tabernacle—spinners, weavers, silver-

smiths, goldsmiths, workers in wood and brass, &c., <fec. And so within the

Church of God to-day is every kind of talent that is needful for the erection of

the better Tabernacle of which that simple structure was but a type—persons

qualified to do the noblest services, as well as persons exactly fitted for the

meanest, skilled expounders of the Word, and gifted champions of the faith, as

well as humble preachers of the Gospel, and earnest teachers of the young. Yet
it would seem as if Bezaleel and Aholiab were specially endowed. Aholiab, we
learn, was *'an engraver and a cunning workman, and an embroiderer," and
Bezaleel was qualified " to think out inventions ; " while it would seem as if they

both possessed such a knowledge of all the different arts as to enable them to

teach the artizans in any department whatsoever. And so in the Church, while

the rule is to find the gifts distributed among many,—the Holy Ghost dividing to

every man severally as he will,—occasionally there are discovered those who pos-

sess a whole cornucopia of endowments, a sort of spiritual Admirable Crichtons.

(2.) Whence their skill 'proceeded. Distinctly stated in the narrative to have been
supernatural in its origin: "Every wise-hearted man, in whom the Lord put
wisdom and understanding." In a sense this is true of all men, whatsoever be
the amount of wisdom and understanding they possess. The mind with all its

faculties is God's gift ; and the best talents are dependent on the divine bless-

ing for success in acquiring knowledge (of. Ps. cxxvii.). But obviously the
historian refers to a communication of wisdom which was special and extra-

ordinary. Yet not of such a character as to preclude, but rather to presuppose,
the possession of superior natural endowments, and diligent application of the
same. As already hinted, the AU-AVise Artificer works no superfluous miracles,

and certainly never dispenses with His ordinary rules in conducting men to

wisdom, unless in cases where these customary methods are altogether inapplic-

able, as, e.g.f in revealing His will to prophets. ** Poeta nascitur, non fit," is a
2& d45
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maxim which holds true in large measure of all gifted men. Bezaleel, Aholiab,

and their co-workers, were doubtless naturally gifted men. But in this case tlu'ir

abilities were supernatu rally assisted by divine influence. Hence God spoke
of them as gifts which He had given for the work of the Tabernacle. It should
teach us to recognise not only that all our mental endowments are the gift of

G-od, but that special proficiency in any particular profession, trade, art, is equally

due to Him, while it also reminds us that whatever talent we may possess, as

Christians for helping on His Church, has been originally bestowed by Him, and
by Him has been rendered successful, and that if at any time God is pleased to

raise up within the Church any eminent sous of wisdom,—men who know what
Israel ought to do, and competent to direct their fellows,—we should cheerfully

recognise such as His gift. (3.) To what their skill was directed: " The service of

the sanctuary." The great talents of these artificers were not applied to any
selfish purposes. As if vividly recognising whence their " gifts" had proceeded,

they joyfully returned them in willing consecration to their Heavenly Donor

—

in this supplying a lesson for us all, both as men and as Christians. Nothing
more lamentable can be witnessed than the consecration of great powers of

mind or body to the ignoble object of self-aggrandisement, the making of money,
the acquiring of fame, the sipping of pleasure. Even in the commonest of callings

a loftier purpose is attainable. " Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or whatso-

ever ye do," whether ye sweep a crossing or cobble a boot, or build a ship, or

command an army, or rule a senate, *' do all to the glory of God." It is beautiful

to see life pervaded by this sublime idea. More especially is it beautiful to see

Christians upon whom God has conferred special qualifications for the service

of the sanctuary, whether of mind or of body, devoting them to His service.

Besides being beautiful it is right. He surely has the first claim upon those

talents which He Himself has bestowed.

II. The liberality of the people. 1. The liberality of the people was /or a sacred

object: "for the work of the service of the sanctuary;" i.e., for the erection of

the Tabernacle, or the building of the Church. In other words, it was designed

for the maintenance of religious ordinances in their midst. With this they were
charged by Divine commandment (xxxv. 4). So have Christians been chargedwith
the duty of maintaining and extending the New Testament Church by means
of their liberality (1 Cor. ix. 14; 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2; 2 Cor. vii. 7,&c). Hence, what-

ever be the opinions of God's people about the legality or expediency of State

endowments, this much is clear, that they are not exempted from the obligation

of contributing as God hath prospered them for the support and diffusion of

the Gospel. This commandment, which was given to the people through Moses,

was not that Israel as a State should endow the Churchy but that Israel as a Church

should support herself. 2. The liberality of the people was voluntary in its character :

the " offerings " were *' free." Though by a Divine commandment they were
charged with the duty of building the Tabernacle, the people were not compelled

to give for that object by means of pains and penalties. " Whosoever is of a

willing heart, let him bring an offering unto the Lord " (xxxv. 5). Cf vers. 21, 22.

" And they came, every one whose heart stirred him up, and every one whom
His Spirit made willing." Nothing can more clearly indicate that this was not

a State-tax, or a compulsory Church-rate, but a veritable free-will offering, a

voluntary contribution. Of this character were all the offerings of the Hebrew
Church : not only those which were free-will in the sense of being prompted by
the offerer, but those which were prescribed by divine statute. See Lev. i. 3,

xix, 5, xxii. 19-29. The sword of the magistrate was not employed to enforce

Myment of any offerings in the Hebrew Church. By divine appointment the

Hebrew Church was a voluntary Church ; and so is the Church of the New
Testament (2 Cor viii. 12, ix. 7). This being the case, are not State endow-
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ments both unnecessary and wrong? 3. The liberality of the people was
abundant in its measure. One of the chief objections urged against Voluntaryism

is its insufficiency. Were the Church to be left solely to the free-will offerings

of God's people, the Gospel ministry would starve, and Church Extension would
be at an end. It was not so with the Hebrew Church. " The people " brought

"much more than enough for the service of the work," and required to be

restrained. And if, in the New Testament Church, the same superabundant
liberality has not been manifested, it is not because it has not been required

—

Matt, xxviii. 19, 20, will consume all the free-will offerings that Christ's people

can bring ; nor because it has not been commanded (2 Cor. ix. 6). May it not

be because the New Testament Church has too often sought to lean on State

support? All experience proves that State support and voluntary offerings are

antagonistic, and tend to mutually destroy one another. State support represses

Christian liberality. Christian liberality, when allowed free scope, will not long

be satisfied to lean upon the crutch of State support. 4. The liberality of the

people was widely diffused in its extent Possibly it was universal, although that

is not exactly affirmed. The probability is, there were those who offered

nothing, whose hearts did not make them willing. At the same time, the im-

pression is that the people generally contributed. So in the Christian Church
liberality should be generally diffused, should in fact be universal. Were it

always of the character of that displayed by these Hebrews, as general, aa

liberal, as cheerful, it would never be objected to as insufficient.

III. The disinterested conduct of Moses.
The workmen having reported that the people had brought more than

enough for the service of the work, Moses caused it to be proclaimed throughout

the camp that no more offerings were to be received. So the people were
restrained from bringing, ver. 6. Had Moses or the workmen ever been

inclined to enrich themselves, they had ample opportunity. " But they were
men of integrity, that scorned to do so mean a thing as to sponge upon the

people, and enrich themselves with what was offered unto the Lord. Those are

the greatest cheats that cheat the public. If to murder many is worse thaiP

to murder one, by the same rule to defraud communities, and to rob the Church
or State, is a much greater crime than to pick the pocket of a single person.

But these workmen were not only ready to account for all they received, but
were not willing to receive more than they had occasion for, lest they should

come either into the temptation or under the suspicion of taking it to them-
selves. These were men that knew when they had enough."

—

Henry. ** Had
Moses been intent upon gain, and had he not been perfectly disinterested, he

would have encouraged them to continue their contributions, as thereby he
might have multiplied unto himself gold, silver, and precious stones. But he
was doing the Lord's work, under the inspiration of the Divine Spirit, and
therefore he sought no secular gain."

—

A. Clarke. In this Moses served as a
pattern to all public men, to ministers of State, to magistrates and rulers, but

especially to Christian ministers, not to use their offices for self-enrichment.

The minister who can say like Paul, " I seek not yours, but you," wields a

mighty power for good over the members of his flock in comparison with him
who seeks into the priest's office, like Micah's Levite, for a piece of bread, and
preaches the Gospel *' for filthy lucre's sake."

The Preparation of the Dwelling.

'* And every wise-hearted man among them that wrought the work of the

Tabernacle made ten curtains of fine twined linen, and blue and purple and
scarlet : with cherubims of cunning work made he them," &c., vers. 8-38.
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" The dwelling (p'yi^DH) was an oblong of thirty yards in length, and ten yards

in breadth and height, built on the southern, northern, and western sides of

upright planks of acacia-wood, overlaid with gold. Over the whole, there were
placed tour coverings. The inner one, consisting of costly woven materials

(byssus woven in different colours, with figures ol" cherubim upon it), was so

arranged as to form the drapery of the interior of the dwelling, whilst the other
three were placed outside. In front of the building, towards the east, there

were five gilded pillars of acacia-wood ; and on these a curtain was suspended,
which closed the entrance to the dwelling, and bore the name of "^DQ." " The
. . ... '' ''

interior of the dwelling was divided into two parts by a second curtain,

sustained by four pillars, and made of the same costly fabric and texture as the

innermost covering.
^
Of these two parts, the further (or westerly) was called

the Most Holy D^U}lp I^lp and was a perfect cube of ten cubits in length and

breadth and height; so that the other part, or the Holy, li^lpll was of tlic

same height and breadth, but twice as long. This inner curtain was calltd

Parocheth J^3*1B." Kurtz—" Sacrificial Worship."

In the present section these various parts are again described :—A. Tht
coverings : (1.) The inner covering^ consisting of ten curtains, of blue and purple

and scarlet, ornamented with cherubim, and joined together, curtain to curtain,

by means of fifty loops and fifty golden tache.s, vers. 8-13. (2.) The second

covering, of eleven curtains of goats' hair, "for the tent over the Tabernacle,

vers. 14-18. (3.) The third covering, of rams' skins dyed red, ver. 19. (4.) The

fourth covering, of badgers' skins, ver. 19. B. The framework, ^ers. 20-34. C.

The veils : (1.) The inner vail, vers. 35, 36. (2.) The outer vail, vers. 37, 38. See

chap. xxvi. 1, in which all these articles are described.

That the Tabernacle was symbolic of the better things of the Christian dis-

pensation, as well as of the spiritual condition of the covenanted nation, we
have the authority of the writer of the Hebrews for asserting. For the expla-

nation of its symbolic import, see chap. xl. 17-33. To suppose that every pin,

and bolt, and pillar, and curtain, had a special spiritual significance, is only the

imbecility of exegesis. "The Irvingites, e.g., believe that their ecclesiastical

council " was show^n at the time of its formation, by the word of prophecy, to

have been shadowed in the construction of the Mosaic Tabernacle. The forty-

eight boards of that structure, it was said, typified the six elders from each ot

the seven churches in London, together with six of the apostles ; the five bars,

which upheld all the boards, represented a ministry committed to other five of

the apostles, whose duty it is to instruct the council in the principles upon
which counsel is to be given : the two tenons, with their sockets ot silver for

each board, had reference to the deaconal ministry, through which the eldership

is rooted in the love of the people. Two elders, appointed to act as scribes ot

the council, have their shadow in the two corner boards of the Tabernacle. The
heads of the fourfold ministry—apostle, prophet, evangelist, and pastor—corre-

spond to the four pillars between the Most Holy and the Holy Place : five

evangelists to the five pillars at the entrance : the seven angels of the Churches

to the lights of the candlestick ; and sixty evangelists are the antitypes of the

sixty pillars of the court, four of whom form the outer door of entrance. This

council is declared to be the model according to which God's purpose is to be

eff"ected in every land."—Eadie's "Ecclesiastical Cyclopaedia," art. "Irvingites."

Scarcely less fanciful is the explanation which Jose})hus, following Philo,

gives :
" When Moses distinguished the Tabernacle into three parts, and allowed

two of them to the priests, as a place accessible and common, he denoted the

land and the sea, these being of general access to all ; but he set apart the third

division for God, because heaven is inaccessible to men. And when he ordered

twelve loaves to be set on the table, he denoted the year as distinguished into fo
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many months. By branching out the candlestick into seventy parts, he secretly

intimated the Decani, or seventy divisions of the planets ; and as to the seven

lamps upon the candlesticks, they referred to the course of the planets, of which
that is the number. The vails, too, which were composed of four things, they

declared the four elements; for the fine linen was proper to signify the earthy

because the flax s^rows ont of the earth ; the purple siLj:nified the sea, because

that colour is dyed by the blood of a sea shell-fish ; the blue is fit to signify the

air, and the scarlet will naturally be an indication of fire. Now, the vestment

of the high priest, being made of linen, signified the earth ; the blue denoted
the sky, being like lightning in its pomegranates, and in the noise of the bells

resembling thunder." For continuation, see '* Josephus," Ant. iii. 7, 9.

Though not symbolic in the senses described, the structure of the Tabernacle

may be suggestive of true and profitable thoughts ; as, e.g.—I. The character

and condition of the Church of God on earth : 1. Its mean and insignificant

appearance, like a tent. 2. The excellence and variety of its materials, "gold and
silver and precious stones, &c. (1 Cor. iii. 12; 1 Pet. ii. 4). 3. The unity and
compactness of its parts, suggested by the joined curtains and fastened frame-

work, "in whom all the building fitly framed together," &c. (Eph. ii. 21).

4. The protection and security of the whole, pictured in the threefold covering

(Isa. xxxii. 2 ; 2ech. xii. 8), &c. II. The fidelity and diligence of Christian

Ministers, who, like Bezaleel and his fellow-craftsman, should be—(1.) Obedient

to the Divine orders, "the wise-hearted men," wdio wrought the raw material,

were honoured to be fellow-workers with God, but not fellow-designers. They
were not invited to plan the Tabernacle eitiier in whole or in part, but only to

construct what God had previously designed and commanded : which is pre-

cisely what the Christian minister, as a wise master builder, has to do, not

originate a church according to his own conceptions, but fashion all things, the

doctrines and ordinances of the Church, according to the pattern supplied to

him by Christ. (2.) Diligent and minute in their execution, doing everything with

good will as to the Lord and not to men, counting no trouble too great if so be

they can fulfil their ministry in connection with Christ's temple, and being

equally solicitous about all their duties to have them well done, not bestowing

more care upon the larger oflfices and less upon the smaller, but transacting

everything with due attention to the approbation of the Master.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXVL

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON

Syinl)olisin ! Vers. 1-38. Atwater uoticts which thty might be most readily and
that symbolic language was in common use at effectively taught the Divine mysteries,

the time of M«ises. True, the art of alpha- Possibly they understood synibolic language

betic writing was used to some extent at this quite as well as the Greek understood writing,

period ; but it is equally certain that symbolic &c.

writing must have been more common. May ,, ^, . ^ tt i i j '^r, l •

it not, therefore, have been the more effective
*' The ancient Hebrew clad with mysteries

;

medium of communication of moral and reli- Z\'^
^^^'^^^ ^'^^Y ^^?^ ^" ^^ epithets,

gious truth? Egypt furnishes an emphatic S^^^^"^ i^ ^^^ ^^^^^y marriage of pure

affirmative. Much use was made by them, words. —Jirewer.

not only -of symbolic writing, but of what
may properly be styled symbolic institutions. Human Help I Ver. 1, &c. (1.) Human
The construction of their ten)ples—the rites agenci/ ! As God sent down the manna from

performed in them—the garments worn by heaven, so could He have planted the taber-

the priests, were all designed to represent, in nacle ui)on the sands of the desert in all its

a visible form, the doctrines of their religion. unique completeness of design and ornament.

It is, consequently, a natural supposition that But He wisely em})loyed human agency in its

larael would require a form of language by design and construction. Thts glorious templ«
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of His Church could be executed and estab-

lished by Himself without any of the instru-

mentality of man. Yet God wisely enlists

human agency. (2.) Human activity ! As God
brought forth water from the flinty rock; so

could He have furnished Moses with the

materials for the constiuction of the taber-

nacle. But He graciously counselled the

offering of the necessary articles by man. He
called forth the activity of the human hand
and heart. The wonderful structure that

attracts angelic observation, as it rises daily

more complete, is associated with human
activity. The gifts and graces of the human
mind and heart are employed by God to

achieve its adornment. (3.) Human adora-

tion ! As God was alone adored when the
structure was perfect, so to Him alone will

adoration be ascribed through the eternal

ages. We are told that the topstone shall be
brought forth with shouts of *' Grace, grace

untt) it." No man could claim praise for the

tabernacle glories, still less can he do so in

connection with the ** beauties of the Church-
Temple." *' Not unto us, Lord, not uuto us ;

but unto Thy name be the praise."

'* Thy works all praise Thee ; all Thy angels

praise
;

Thy saints adore, and on Thy altars burn
The fragrant incense of perpetual love."

—Polloh

Genius-Inspiration I Ver. 2. It is recorded
of Smith, the great Assyrian explorer, that he
felt endowed with a certain natural predesti-

nation to be an Orientalist, especially in the

connection of Oriental discovery with the Bible.

In what various ways does that wonderful old

book stimulate the human mind ! Thus, in-

spired from childhood. Smith was always
directing his attention towards it. As he
grew up, this interest increased in intensity

and attraction. He made a series of disco-

veries in deciphering the tablets deposited in

the British Museum. In 1872, he accom-
plished his most brilliant feat—the finding

and translating the tablets containing the
Assyrian account of the deluge. His labours

and researches, thus directed from childhood,

have resulted in our being able to corroborate

from profane memorials and ruins the early

statements of Genesis and Exodus. He has

not merely achieved the resurrection of primi-

tive history, but out of those resurrected

materials he has constructed a tabernacle of
testimony to the verity of the Christian Faith.

For the Christian Faith,

" Unlike the timorous creeds of Pagan priest,

Is frank, stands forth to view, inviting all

To prove, examine, search, investigate."

Fame-Immortality I Ver. 2, &c. In his re-

cent explorations near Troy, the great German
explorer has found many curiously wrought,
richly enchased jewels of gold and silver, &c.

In the temple ruins of Pompeii, as well as of

500

Corinth and Antioch, beautiful specimens of

architecture, sculpture, and art decoration
have been discovered. But nothing is known
of the makers. Their works remain, more or

less tarnished or disfi^^ured, but their names
are a blank. ^lagnificen*: temple ruins, sur-

rounded by most exquisitely carved and
sculptured elephant statues, may be seen by
the traveller in Cinghalese woods and wilds

;

but who worshipped within those idol-fanes,

or who exerted art and genius in their de-

sign and erection I Echo answers, "Who?"
Humble as was the '' tent-house " of God, its

designers and builders are known to fame.
The names of Bezaleel and Aholiab a.Te phono-
scopes— telling the sons of men down the
ages that it is service for God which immor-
talises ; that the fame of loving, holy service

for Jehovah is handed down in the imperish-
able amber of the Divine purpose, and that as

the drops of Juno's milk abide in the Milky
Way above, so throughout eternity they who
serve God shall shine as the stars of heaven.

** Oh, who shall lightly say that fame
Is nothing but an empty name

!

When memory of the mighty dead
To earthworm Christian's wistful eye
The brightest rays of cheering shed,

That point to Immoktalixy."—BaiUie,

Tabernacle -Costs, &c. ! Vers. 6, 6. Iti

cost was defrayed chiefly by the voluntary
contributions of the people, and probably
amounted to £250,000. This was, says Kitto,

from a poor people, and yet the liberality of

the peo})le was such that their gifts were more
than sufficient for the purpose. The value of

the precious metals alone, which were used
in the construction, must have been immense.
Dilworth, in his description of the tabernacle,

notes that the worth was upwards of £200,000
of our money. Cobbin says we may hope
that the time is coming when there shall be
more than enough for the evangelisation of

the world unto Christ. At present, Home
and Foreign Missionary Societies in England
and America are continually crying, *

' Give
more, give more, or we must give up various

mission stations and missionaries." At home
and abroad, churches stand unfinished, their

spireless forms a loud-voiced reproach to

Christendom, that with all her light and
liberty, with all her blessings and benedic-

tions, she comes very far short of realising

the Mosaic record, " The people were re-

strained from bringing." For men still

•* Lavish their wealth on bloodshed, but be«

^
grudge

A tithe for Gospel progress, and the means
Of Christian industry, and the behoof
Of fellow creature's growth in grace.*'

Nature-Teachings! Vers. 8-13. (1.) Nature^

that great missionary of the Most High,

preaches to us for ever in »U tones of Iotq*
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and writes truth in all colours, on manuscripts
illuminated with stars and flowers. And yet

the nineteenth century, with all its excessive

nature-worship, fails to hear those tones, or

learu those truths. Landscapes form favourite

Bubjocts in our galleries of art
;
yet how few

of the artists, or their admirers, have listened

to their preaching. The pages of our poets

radiate with exuberant imagery from nature,

like the rainbow hues that flicker on the neck
of a dove; yet, neither the poets, nor their

students, read the lessons. (2.) The Tab made,
as richly and beautifully adorned,—and after

nature's model,—has also its tones and truths.

Yet how few hear, or hearing understand.

What an elegant writer has put into nature's

lips may well be conceived to come from the

tabernacle and its surroundings, "Oh, it is

the saddest of all things that even one human
Boid should dimly perceive the beauu that is

ever jiround us, a perpetual benediction." it

is tlie beauty of *' Christ and Christianity

vailed.^*

** Mysterious these—because too large for eye
Of man, too long for human arm to mete.**

Beautiful and Good ! Vers. 14-38. (1.)

When God made a house for man to dwell in,

He blended the beautiful and good, illuminat-

ing it with the lamps of heaven, threading it

with silver streams, embroidering it with
rainbow tinted flowers, perfuming it with
incense from ten thousand painted chalices,

and appointing a band of feathered choristers

in every grove. (2.) When God gave man
commission to build a house for Him to dwell

in, He modelled the plan upon His own
principle of combining the beautiful and good.

True, it was but of limited extent, but it had
the concentration of loveliness and excellence.

The choicest productions, as well as the
loveliest hues and most graceful forms in

nature, were enlisted to achieve the construc-
tion of God's beautiful house. (3.) When God
makes a building of God—a house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens— for Him-
self and redeemed humanity to dwell in, it

will likewise combine the beautiful and good.

It, too, will have its eveidasting l)ght, its

ever-living stream, its never-fading flowers, its

ever-fragrant incense, and its ever-abiding
priesthood. Hence it is called the heavenly
sanctuary, to point it out as a place of holy
worship (Rev. vii. 15-17).

•• His people were a royalty of priests.

And offered in His temple ceaseless prayer,

And incense of uninterrupted praise."

materialistic thinkers. LinnsBus said that the

more he explored the tabernacle of nature,

and the deeper he penetrated behind its vail,

the more he saw of order—the more, too, he

admired the wisdom of the Creator. (2.) The
game method and order apparent and ap-

pointed in nature and the tal)ernacle are

expected by God in the Christian Church, and
in the tabernacle of a Christian's life-pur[)Ose.

There are individual communities of Chris-

tians, and there are individual Christians,

who place gold and silver and brass, tachea

and curtains and skins, numberings and loop-

ing in discreditable confusion. They talk of

the "Divine Profusion" as though it was

*' Divine Confusion." God would have me-
thod-order in irrace, as in nature—under the

Gospel, as under the law. For

** Order is Heaven's first law—a glorious law,

Seen in those pure and beauteous isles of

light

;

Nor less on earth discerned,

'Mid rocks snow-clad, or wastes of herbless

sand
Throughout all climes, beneath all varying

skies.

Fixing in place the smallest flower that

blooms." —Milton.

Badgers! Ver. 19. Kirby says, that Ruppel,

an African traveller, held that the animal
here was in reality the dugong. These now
nearly extinct dugongs of the Indian Seas

form the connecting: link between the real

whale and the walrus. When they raise

tliemselves with the front part of their body
out of the water, a lively fancy might easily

be led to imagine that a human shape was
surging from the deep. Hence they have

been named sea-sirens and mermaids, and
have given rise to many extravagant fictions.

Like the whale, the dugong has no hind feet,

but a powerful horizontal tail. The anterior

extremities are, however, less finlike and more
flexibly jointed, so that they can lean on
them while cropping the seaweeds on the

shallow shores. It is the only animal yet

known that grazes at the bottom of the sea,

usually in shallow inlets. It feeds upon the

seaweeds much in the same manner as a cow
does upon the lierbage.

** Part single or with mate
Graze the seaweed their pasture, and through

groves

Of coral Stray, or sporting with quick glance,

Then to the sun their wav'd coats dropt with

gold.**

Method-Order! Vers. 16-18, &c. (1.) Gray
remarks, that by the distribution of gold,

sdver, brass, &c., and by the clearly defined

numberings and loopings, we are reminded
of the fitness of things and the Divine order
—riiiht things in riirht places. We sec this

Divine method and order in nature, acknow-
ledged and admired by the most bigoted of

Labour-Benefits! Ver. 20. (1.) Carlyle

savs that work is of a religious nature—work
is of a brave nature, which it is the aim of all

religion to be. All work of man is as the

swimmer's. A waste ocean threatens to de-

vour him ; if he front it not bravely, it will

keep its word. By incessant wise defiance of

it, lu&ty rebuke and buffet of it, behold how
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it legally supports him—bears him as its con-

queror along. Goetlie says that it is so with

all things man undertakes in this world. And
it is so with labour. (2.) When Satan came
to Adam and Eve in Paradise, it was to con-

tradict this—to luro them into tlie belief that

labour dishonoured and debased ; and that

true honour and happiness consisted in reclin-

inu: at ease amid the bowers of Eden, and
enjoying all things by a mere wish. They
gave up dressing and tending the garden, only

to learn that Satan finds mischief for idle

hands to do—only to learn, too late, that

work in itself is the essential condition of

man's growth and happiness. (3.) God might
have given Israel the boards all ready sawn
and planed and carved ; but He did not.

Why? for He never acts without a purpose

—

without a design worthy of Himself. When
resting under Sinai, Israel fell into golden-

calf revelry ; therefore, they are now kept
busily occupied. As has been fitly said, labour-

toil is meant to be for a being who cannot

stand alone in his helplessness, the trellis

along which he is to be trained and disciplined

to bring forth the peaovable fruits of right-

eousness.

** Labour is rest—from the sorrows that greet

us;
Rest from all petty vexations that meet us ;

Rest from sin promptings that ever entreat

us
;

Rest from world-sirens that lure ns to ill."—Osgood,

Work-Design! Ver. 23. (1.) It was an act

of policy with some of the Roman consuls to

keep the people constantly at war, that they

might be diverted from hatching mischief

and seditions at home. The dangerous hu-

mours in the body politic were supposed to find

their outlets in the strife with foreign nations

in which the people were engaged. Whatever
the wisdom of this form of doing evil to others

that good may continue with one's self, it shows
that even the heathen mind understands that

idleness and mischief are closely related.

(2.) Conscious of tliis disposedness to evil on
the part of man after his fall, God enjoined

upon His progeny the pre-occupation of la-

bour. So Israel were kept employed in the

wilderness. Daily work, then, is not an aim-

less and capricious thing. It has a wise plan

—a noble purpose ; if only to deter us from
the commission of crime. That is labour in

its ** toil-aspect." But labour or work in it-

self is no "deliverance from sin and strife,"

for work existed before the fall. There was
work in Eden, and there shall be work in

heaven ; for the paradise of saints,

** Like Eden with its toiless husbandry.

Has many plants to tend, and flowers to

twine.

And fruit-trees in the garden of the soul,

That ask the culture of celestial skill."

—Bickersteih,
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Mutual Usefulness ! Vers. 25-30. (1.) The
carpenter and goldsmith are not ordinarily

ranked as of the same standing and position
;

yet is not the carpenter as necessaiy as the
goldsmith, if not more so ? Were all carpen-
ters goldsmiths, where would be our houses,
our stately bridges, our exquisite art carvings f

Both have their place in tlie economy of the
tabernacle-structure. Both are mutually use-

ful, the one giving prominence to the useful,

the other giving prominence to the beautiful.

The carpenter prepared the pillars, but he re-

quired the co-operation of the silversmith, so

that sockets might be made for his pillars.

On the other haiui, the goldsmith might beat
out his gold, burnish and cuuningly enchase
it, but he could not say to the carpenter, '* I

have no need of thee." (2.) In the New Tes-
tament St. Paul illustrates this *' mutual use-

fulness ideal " in the Christian Church, by
the analogy of the members of the human
body. And so the curtains cannot say to the

bars, nor the pillars to the sockets, nor tha

carpenters to the goldsmiths, " We have no
need of you." Vessels of wood and brass, and
silver and gold, are alike essential and useful

in the Christian Church. The efforts of none,

however humble, should be despised. Com«
mon material, if honouring God, should be a*

much thought of and esteemed as rare gems
and precious metals ; they are so by God, who
is no respecter of persons. Then let us act

*' For each new dawn, like a prolific tree.

Blossoms with blessings and with dutie«|

which
So interwoven grow, that he who shirks

The latter, fails the first to win."

Union-Strength! Vers. 31-34. (1.) The
coupling bars, says Gray, by which the boards

of the tabernacle were held together, may
well remind us of some of the advantages of

union. By it, weak things become strong,

plain things beautiful, useless things of the
highest service, and detached things a com-
pact whole. As De S^nancoeur says, union
does everything when it is perfect. It satis-

fies desires, simplifies needs, foresees the
wishes of the imagination. It is an aisle

ahoays open, and becomes a constant fortune.

(2.) Union among the barons of England
established the Magna Charta liberties. Union
amongst the tribes and nations of England
and Scotland made them a compact nationality,

and mistress of the world's many seas. Union
amongst the Vaudois of the valleys, secured

them strength to resist the utmost satanic

combinations of Rome. Union amongst the

Canadians is enabling them to build up the

mightiest kingdom of the future. (3.) When
has the Church achieved her greatest triumphs
over ancient and modern idolatiy, except when
she was united? Why is Christendom so far

behind in the missionary conquest of the

world ? Because the churches are not united.

Because bars and boards, loops and links,

inllars and sockets, curtains and taches, are
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not bound together ia the unity of the Spirit,

and the bond of peace. When the diflferent

portions and branches of the Church of Christ
are thus united in the latter days, then the
universe will read in the result, " Union ia

Strength."

** The Cluist again has preached through
thee

The Gospel of humanity !

Then lift once more thy towers on high,

And fret with spires the western sky,

To tell that Giod is still with us,

And Love is still miraculous."—Whittier,

Mosaic-Mystery! Vers. 35-38. (1.) There
is a celebrated picture of Raphael, in which
the Viri;iu and her child are represented as

surrounded by a halo, which appears at a dis-

tance to be nothing else than vapour. This,

when seen near at hand, is found to be made
up of innumerable chei ub faces—borne close

to the tabernacle vail, and what at the dis-

tance appears to be vapour, resolves itself

into cherubic forms, behind which is the Om-
nipresent. So with the doctrines of the New
Testament. (2.) The beast of the field sees

the sunset, but he does not understand it. He
gazes upon its glory aiid beauty, but finds

that sunset a sealed book. The brute mind
gazes upon the setting sun of Mosaism, but
discovers nothing that can be understood.
But let the brute mind become a new crea-

ture in Christ Jesus, and things are difiereut.

Mosaism has then its beauty, its sublimity,
its moral law. The spiritually enlightened
man reads truth in its sunset. (3.) The poet
has branded the atheist as an owl coming
forth to the sunlight, shutting its eyes, and
hooting, **I see it not." Our shutting our
eyes does not extinguish the Shekinah behind
the chei'ubic vail. The Omnipresent is there,

for all our blinking and blinding. In that

innermost Holiest Christianity finds a per-

sonal Omnipresence, lifting up the light of

His countenance upon His devout and devoted
worshippers,

** No more the rising sun shall gild the morn,
Nor evening Cynthia fill her silver horn ;

But lost, dissolved in His superior rays.

One tide of glory, one unclouded blaze,

The Light Himself shall shine

Revealed, and God's eternal smile be thine.**

CHAPTER XXXVIL

Critical Notes.—1. And Bezaleel made the ark]. All things in their order. First, the

vessels of the Holy of Holies, and then those of the Holy. First, the due regard for God's com-
mandments, and then for worshipping Him in a becoming manner. First, the mercy-seat, then
the altar of incense.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-29.

The Preparation of the Furniture.

" And Bezaleel made the Ark of shittim-wood : two cubits and a-half was the

length of it, and a cubit and a-half the breadth of it, and a cubit and a-half the

height of it," &c., xxxvii. ver. 1-29.

A.—The Holy of Holies.

I. The Ark, vers. 1-5. Cf. xxv. 10-15, in which the instructions which are

here carried out were originally given. The Ark, being intended to contain the

Divine testimony, and to support the Mercy-Seat, the proper residence of God,

required to be constructed so as to leave upon the minds of the people the idea

of ineffable purity or haliness. Accordingly it was made as directed, of the

finest wood, and of the purest gold. To enhance the idea of holiness connected

with the Ark, it was not to be touched or immediately handled, but only by
means of two staves constructed of the same kind of wood and overlaid with

gold—which staves were not to be removed from its side, but to remain in the

four golden rings which supported them, two on each side, in order to be always

convenient for lifting, and that no temptation might be given for laying hands

upon the sacred symbol
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II. The Mercy-Seat, ver. 6. Cf. xxv. 17. The term " capporetli," by which
the Mercy-Seat is designated, signifies "covering." The circumstance that thia

covering was not to be made of wood and gold, but of pure gold alone, seems to

indicate that it was designed to serve another purpose than simply to be a lid

for the Ark. That God was to commune with His people from off this capporeth

appears to point in the direction of a spiritual rather than a material covering

;

and the Peil form of the verb "^BD from which the word is derived, according to

Gesenius and others, alvays means to cover sin. Then the fact that on the

great day of atonement the blood of the holiest sin-offering was sprinkled u})on

it, shows that it was designed to be a iXaarriiiov or propitiatorium. Whence we
conclude that the Mercy-Seat was a covering not for the Ark, nor for the tables

of testimony, but for the sins of the people. That is to say, it was the place

where they were covered up by the blood of expiation from the eye of God.

Cf. Kurtz—"Sacrificial Worship."

III. The cherubim, vers. 7-9. Cf. xxv. 18-22. These mystical figures were
to be consiructed out of the one sheet of gold of which the Mercy-Seat was made.
What these figures were has given rise to much discussion. They are first

mentioned in Gen. iii. 24 as guarding the Tree of Life. Probably it was
representations of these same figures which Solomon introduced into the Temple,
and which Ezekiel has described in his visions, though it is doubtful if the terms
" cherub " and " cherubim " did not apply to a variety of figures. The composite

beings which Ezekiel saw (i. 6) had a human figure with four faces ; the

cherubims of the Ark had only one face each. As to the interpretation of the

symbol, it is probable " that no single explanation can be accepted as adequate,

but that the best of the various explanations contain elements of truth." Kitto,

art. " Clierubim." For a statement of opinions on this subject see articles in

Bible Dictionaries, '' Fairbairn's Typology," &c. "The prevailing opinion now
is," says Dr. Jamieson in the Portable Commentary, **that those splendid figures

were symbolical not of angelic, but of earthly and human beings—the members
of the Church of God interested in the dispensation of grace, the redeemed in

every age, and that these hieroglyphic forms symbolised the qualities of the true

people of God—courage, practice, intelligence, and activity." More correctly,

however, we think, that, combining with the human figure, as they did, the

highest attributes of animal life, they were designed : (1) to be symbols of the

most perfect creature life, and thus to indicate that only with the perfect could

Jehovah dwell ; and (2) to be ideal representations of humanity, and of the near-

ness to God which fallen man will enjoy when he is perfect.

Thus the three things suggested by the furniture of the Holy of Holies were,

the holiness of God, the possibility of pardon, the hope of perfection,

B.— The Holy Place.

"And he made the table of shittim-wood : two cubits was the length thereof,

and a cubit and a half the breadth thereof, and a cubit and a half the height

thereof," xxxvii. ver. 10-29.

1. The table of shew-hread, vers. 10-16, was made of acacia-wood, covered

with a plate of gold. Its dimensions were two cubits long, one broad, and one

and a-half high, the cubit being 18 inches. It was ornamented with a golden

wreath or border round the table leaf. *' The frame of the table immediately

below the leaf was encircled with a piece of wood of about four inches in breadth,

around the edge of which w^as a vine or border similar to that around the leaf. A
little lower down, but at equal distance from the top of the table, there were four

rings of gold fastened to the legs, through which staves covered with gold were
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inserted for the purpose of carrying it." Vessels of pure gold stood upon the

table, large deep plates in which the shew-bread was not only brought to the

table but placed upon it, sacrificial spoons to make the libations with, and
goblets, some larger and some smaller, into which the wine was poured and

placed upon the table.

II. The candlestick, vers. 17-24. "The structure of the candelabrum con-

sisted of a base ; of a shaft rising out of it ; of six arms, which came out by
threes from two opposiie sides of the shaft; of seven lamps, which weio supported

on the summits of the ce/itral shaft, and the six arms, and of the dill'ereiit kinds

of ornaments belonging to the shaft and arms. These ornaments are called by
names which mean cups (bowls), globes (knops), and blossoms (flowers). The
cups (bowls) are described as almond-shaped, it being uncertain whether tlie re-

semblance was to the fruit or the flowers. Three such cups were allotted to every

arm ; but four to the shaft, two and twenty in all. The name of the second

ornament occurs only in two places in the Old Testament in which it appears to

mean the ca[)ital of a column ; in the Septuagint and the Vulgate it is rendered
6:>a/^ojr^osg and sphernese, whence it may be understood as meaning bodies of a

spherical shape. The third ornament means blossom, bud, flower. All these

ditlerent articles, along with the necessary ajipendages of snuflers and snuff-

dishes, were made of pure gold, wrought with the liammer (beaten work) in-

stead of being cast by fusion. The quantity of gold expended in its construc-

tion was one talent, about 94 lbs.

—

iSee Kitto's "Cyclopaedia," art. * Candlestick.*

III. The altar of incense (ver. 25) was a square box, two cubits high, one

cubit long, and one broad, made of acacia-wood, and having four horns (pp) or

wooden projections, one at each corner. Its top and sides were overlaid with

gold ; and round the flat surface was a crown or border of gold, underneath
which were the rings for the gold-covered staves. In connection with this,

Bezaleel, or his artificers acting under his directions, made the holy oil or oint-

ment for anointing all the vessels of the Holy Place and the officiating priests
;

and the pure incense of sweet spices, according to the work of the apothecary,

for burning on the altar. The composition of both of these articles is described

in Exod. xxx. 25-34.

If the Holy of Holies was the peculiar dwelling-place of God, the Holy Place

was the temple of the priesthood, hence symbolic of the Christian Church. For
the symbolism of the Tabernacle, as a whole, see chap. xl. Meantime the present

section is suggestive of four ideas which should ever be associated with the

Christian Church, with its edifices, and its worship

—

1. Fidelity. All the above-mentioned articles of furniture were made exactly

according to the specifications. In not a single point, however minute, was
there the slightest deviation from the original pattern. Possibly Bezaleel, or

some of his clever artisans and cunning workmen, had their own thought of the

diff'erent designs. Just as likely as not they believed they could have originated

better articles had their fashioning been left entirely to them. Perhaps, too,

the reason of some of the instructions, as, e.g., why the gold of the candlestick

should be beaten and not cast, did not quite appear to them. Still in this matter

there was no room for either their inventive genius or their critical faculties.

Their business was simply to carry out the orders of the Great Architect and
Chief Desi2;ner to whom the Tabernacle, with all its furniture, belon<i;ed. So
within the Christian Church in the elaboration of her creeds, in the regula-

tion of her worship, in the administration of her government, there is place for

neither original discovery nor rationalising criticism. Donbtless, many think

they could have sketched a better plan of a New Testament Church than Christ

has done, instituted a superior ritual, enunciated truer and more valuable doc-

trines, and appointed a more beneficent administration; only, in that case,
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the Church would not have been Christ's, but theirs ; and since it is His and
not theirs, their business is not to go beyond, nor below, nor against what is

written, but to ask, Wliat saitli the Scripture ? " To the Law and to the Testi-

mony." Calvin's principle, with a little modification, was unquestionably right,

viz., that nothing is to be introduced into the creed, worsliip, or government of

the Christian Church that is not either expressly commanded in Scripture or

deducible therefrom by necessary inference.

2. Liberality. As the articles in the Holy of Holies were made of the most
costly materials, the finest wood, and the purest gold, so were those in the
Hjly Place, which may remind us that in all matters connected with the Chris-

tian Church the utmost liberality should be displayed. In fact, no part of the

Cimrch's service should be anything but the absolute best, i.e., in the circum-

stances. The spiritual food which she dispenses should be the richest possible,

the intellectual and religious light which she diffuses the clearest and the

sweetest possible, the sacrifice of prayer and praise which she })resents the

purest and the noblest possible. All her undertakings and schemes should be
supported with the most bountiful munificence. Nothing mean, shabV)y, illiberal,

ungenerous, should have a place within the house of God. This principle too

liowever, has a qualification which must be noted.

3. Beauty. The table, the candlestick, and the altar were all ornamented
;

and though some minds imagine that all taste and beauty should be eschewed

in connection with Divine worship, this, obviously, was not God's opinion
;

and, indeed, why should it, when God has made His world so fair, ornamented
and decorated every part of it 1 But sin is always vulgar and unsesthetic ; and
as the only unbeautiful sights to be witnessed on earth are to be found in con-

nection with the works of man, so in God's service even some are never happy
unless everything is as little beautiful and tasteful as possible. Magnificent

churches are an ofi'ence, elevating music is pronounced to be out of place, de-

corous and seemly behaviour is an affectation. Contrary to this, however,

tliough again with limitations which must be specified, it should be the aim of

devout souls to follow in the footsteps of the Lord, and make everything con-

nected with His house beautiful in its place.

4. Sanctity. The methods adopted to impress the Hebrew mind with this

conception of the holiness of God, and of all connected with His house and
worship, were many. One of these was the injunction that all the articles of

the dwelling should be overlaid with gold, and should not be immediately

handled, but borne by means of gold-covered staves. Another was the sprink-

ling of everything within the Holy Place with holy oil. An idea this which
should never be absent from the mind and heart of the Christian. The Christian

Church and all its exercises are hallowed by the perpetual Presence of Him
who is the Holy One. Hence the lowliest reverence should be exhibited before

Him, the purest feelings should be cherished in Bis service, and a sense of

personal consecration should be sought be: ore engaging in His worship. This

also has a caveat which must be mentioned.

(j.) The first qualification, "Fidelity," must be balanced with "Freedom"

—

not, however, the "freedom " of choosing differently from God, but that highest

of all freedom which is synonymous with "cheerful obedience," or the free

election of God's ways, and thoughts, and purposes, and plans, because they are

best. (2.) The second, "Liberality," must be modified by the Divine command,
" Go ye into all the world." While Christ's people are to generously and hand-

somely sup])ort His cause at home, their liberality to home operations must not

infringe upon their ability to extend His cause abroad. The best should be

done at home that is consistent with the greatest possible munificence to Christ's

cause abroad. (3.) The third, "Beauty," requires to be supplemented with

"Spirituality." While Christian churches may be beautiful, and Christian wor-
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ship tasteful, &c., it should never be forgotten that " God is a Spirit," &c. (4.)

The fourth, " Sanctit}^" must be guarded against degenerating into " Supersti-

tion." The holiness suggested to the Hebrew mind was not the holiness of the

table, <fec., but of the God to whom the table belonged. And so must Chris-

tians be careful not to transfer to these things what in reality is an attribute of

God.

ILLVSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXVII.

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Labour ! Ver. 1, &c. (1.) Idleness en-

ervates! it has been said that scruples are

weeds which luxuriate in the soil ot monasti-

cism. That soil is full of the elements which
minister to their growth ; and the ciiief of

these is idleness. The same element is* pro-

ductive of serious results in all departments of

human life. Whether civilised orsavatre, the

idle man deteriorates ; and at last actively

develops into a mischievous animal, either

towards himself or towards his feilow-

creatures. (2.) Industry elevates! It is, as

MacCulloch says, the talisman that has

raised him from the condition of the savage.

It has changed the desert and the forest into

cultivated fields— has covered the earth with
cities, and the ocean with ships— and has
given plenty, comfort, and luxury, instead of

want, misery, and barbarism. What, then,

shall be said of its mental and moral results,

if those of the material are so great? No
greater contrast could be found amongst
ancient nations, perhaps, than Rome in its

infancy of hardihood and Rome in its impo-
tency of luxury and idleness. Persia furnishes

a parallel contrast.

** What heart can think, or tongue express,

The harm that groweth of idleness ?

"

—Heywood.

** But sober industry, illustrious power I

Bids the bleak hill with vernal verdure
bloom." —Bruce.

Holy of Holies! Ver. 1. (1.) Its cubical

form— the decade in its dimensions— its

eolours of holinesi', heavenliness, kingliness,

and life—its undecaving wood, and glorious

gold— all unite in predicting that, when the

kingdom of God reaches its final develop-

ment, the outward state and surroundings of

the redeemed will C()rres{)oiid in excellence

with their high class as the household of God.
This seems to harmonise with the Apocalyp-
tic seer's vision. (2.) In Rev. xxi. the

Evangelist is represented as standing like

another Noah at the heights of Ararat, gazing

on a renovated world. After passing through
the crucible of its own latent fires, it has come
forth—phcenix-like —from their ashes in new
resurrection life. Vast as are its dimensions

—a gigantic cube, lying foursquare, with gates

in every quarter wide open—it must be
noticed as having streets of pure gold—i.e.,

within it there entereth nothing that de-

fileth. All are pure in heart there who see

God.

** heaven ! when storm and cloud

Debar the mortal vision of the eye

From wandering o'er thy threshold, more
and more

I love thee, thinking on the perfect calm
Which bounds the deadly fever of these

days

—

The liigher, holier, spiritual heaven."—Bailey.

Ark - Symbolism ! Vers. 4, 5. Dr. Kitto

mentions the fact of Captain Cook having
seen in the Island of Huahine a curious

analogy to the ark. Hawksworth describes it

as a kind of ark or chest, the lid of which was
nicely sewed on, and thatched very neatly

with palm-nut leaves. It was fixed upon two
poles, in order to remove it from place to

place in the manner of a sedan chair. Li one

end of it was a square hole, in the middle of

which was a ring touching the sides, and
leaving the angles open, so as to form a round
hole within, and a square one without. Sir

Joseph Banks, who saw this curious coffer,

considered its general resemblance to the

Mosaic ark as remarkable. Still more re-

markable is it, that the natives called it **The

house of God.**

** Therefore, this little room doth seem
To me a holy place,

And in the world around I deem
A Bethel I can trace.

"

—Oerok.

Ark-Disclosure ! Ver. 5. Stone says that

the aik of the covenant is observed by St.

John (Rev. xi.) more plainly than ever re-

vealed ; because now, as the series of visions

draw towards the great consummation, the

purposes of God in Redemption become more
manifestly developed to His worshipping

children and prophesying servants. Clearer

views are obtained in a spiritual and prophetio

sense towards the close of the Gospel dispen-

sation. Tliese come from the course of events,

or otherwise by the light of the Spirit of God,
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from tlie increased and devout study of unful-

filled propliecy, ami tlie general agiecujeal on

the ttubjocl oi the glory of ChrisL ; when

•* The seventh trumpet's wondrous sound
Sliall throuirh the rending tomhs resound,

And wake the sleepers underground !"

Mercy-Seat ! Ver. 6, &c. This was the

throne of Jehovah, where He dwelt between
the cherubs, which stood one n either end of

the cover of the ark. Above ihis uiercy-seat,

and between tl)e cherubs, was the place where
the God of the Hebrews localised Himself in

the midst of the people whom He had chosen
that they should he holy. His throne was
thus established on the testimony, or cove-

nant, as a foundation. There can be little

doubt that the Psalmist refers to this when
he says, "Justice and judgment are the

foundation of Thy throne." And again,
" Righteousness and judgment are the

foundation of His throne." Over the testi.

mony, as the basis of the covenant, was the

place where Jehovah dwelt among His people

as their God and King.

*• beauteous God I uncircumscribed trea-

sure

Of an eternal pleasure I

Thy throne is seated far

Above the highest star,

Yet Thou dost make a glorious place,

Within the brightness of thy face,

For every spirit to inherit

Who builds his hopes upon Thy merit."—Taylor.

Chembic-Form, &c. I Ver. 7. (1.) Form I

Meyer says tiiat these had no fixed form,
Bfi.hr says that the cherubim on the tapestry

work could not have been conceived like those

on the ark, because the latter were statues,

the former paintings. This, however, is hard
to see. Indeed, it would seem, as Ladd says,

that the Mosaic cherubim was a fixed form.
Gesenius in his Thesaurus says that they were
in great part human forms. This seems to

be inferred from verse d. {2.) Face I They
had only one. Their faces (verse 9) looked
towards one another—towards the mercy-seat
were the faces of the cherubim. Spencer
says that the face of the cherubim was thai

of an ox; for which there is no evidence.

Indeed, as Winer remarks, the complete de-

lineation of the Mosaic cherubim must be for

ever renounced. (3.) Figuration! Herder
thinks that they symbolised guardianship;
while B^hr regards them as figuring beings
of abounding life. Ladd says that their

watchful posture—with wings overshading

—

seem to indicate the guardian ; and Gesenius
views their figuration—with their faces to-

wards the mercy-seat, wherein were the two
Tables—that of simple custodians or pro-

tectors. (4.) Fou7idation I Some think that

the imagination of the constructor had much
to do with the source whence these forms
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ciiine ; and thnt Mo=;e? drew on his familiaritj

witii such fissures in !'2g\ pt,ian temples, lleng-

stenberg disiiucily siuys this was the sphinx of

Egvi I— :i familial object to Moses. But the

question arises:—" VVas not the foundation
in the Divine Ideal?" Wa? not Moses in-

siructed as to the form, face, and figuration?

Was Bezaleel under the Divine-Mosaic direc-

tion?"

*• So if His Word once teach us, shoot a ray
Through all the mind's dark chambers, and

reveal

Truths undiscern'd but by that holy light,

Then all is plain." —Cowper.

Cherubimsl Vers. 7, 8, The che} ub has

been represented as a symbol of r
2
'_.'?-^mcd

and perfected humanity, and the Holy s-f

Holies of the kingdom of God in its perfeetci

condition, li so. we are summoned to glance

backward at the Kdenic paradise, where Oud
and man walked together ; and forward to

the ethereal paradise, where the spirits of

just men made perfect commune with God.
The garden of Eden was no sooner vacated by
man than it was placed under the care of

cherubs, to be kept by them till the original

heir should be restored to his inheritance. A
tableau of cherubs around the throne of

Jehovah is, therefore, says Atwater, a predic-

tion and a promise to men of restoration to

Euch fellowship with God as Adam enjoyed

before the earth ceased to be a paradise.

*' When, face to face, our ravish'd ear shall

hear

God's voice—that glorious One in Three,

And Three in One—and liearing Him, shall

bless Him,
An(i l)lessing, love Him—and in love possess

H:m." — Quarles.

Cherubic-Attitude ! Ver. 9, It has been
suggested that the attitude of the cherubs
harmonises with the symbolic idea of the

capporeth, or mercy-seat. It is so called be-

cause it was the place from which the covering

of sin was authoritatively announced. And
with this idea their attitude well accords.

They stoou with their faces towards it, as if

what it signified was specially attractive,

wonderful, and agreeable. The posture oif

these symbols of redeemed humanity expresses

tht gratitude for expiation, which the vision

of the Apocalypse represents them as uttering

in song.

** To think how poorly eloquence of words
Translates the poetr}' of hearts like ours.'*

—Lylter.

Cherubim-Significance! Vers. 7-9. Ed-
wards maintains that they represented the

ministry of angels, or the princijialitios and
powers in heavenly places. It wais, doul)tie&5,

the Divine design that the holy angels should

bo brought into close friendship with the
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human family for mutual advantarje. It is

certain that, from the hour of ereatiori, they

have always taken tiie deepest intcre.st in the

affairs of earth. Earth is the planet of their

ci)oicest excursions—the realm of their noblest

employments— the sphere of their sublimest

pleasures. The Chuicli on earth is to them
the garden of the Lord, enriched with the

bloom, and fragrant with the odour of the

fairest flowers in creation's empire. Redemp-
tion is to them the most stupendous fact in

the moral universe. Like the fixed gaze of

the cherubim vvitiiin the vail, all their burn-

ing ardour is absorbed in its mysteries, and
will be absorbed even through eternity itself.

A living poet represents these angels at the
*' Bridal of the Lamb'' as

•* Retiring till their robes, and wings, and
crowns

Appeared as hangings woven of richest

dye;
Still -spangled, like the temple curtains,

twined
With purple, crimson, blue, and gleaning

forms,

Cnerubic, curiously traced in gold."—Bickersteth.

Candlestick ! Ver. 17, &c. 1. Gold I More
common material would have served the pur-

pose of lighting; but gold was an emblem
of (1) the Light-giving Word, whose truths

are more precious than gold, yea, than much
fine gold; and (2) the Light-giving worker,

who holds forth the Word of Life; for the

entrance of the Word giveth light. 2.

Graven I A more simple form miuht have
Bufticed ; but the rich ornamentut'on was
gymltolic of (1) the beauty of the Bible, being
riclily adorned witli flowers of poetry, &c. ;

and (2) the beauty of ministers, whose life

and testimony should be adorned with the true

beauty of zeal, faith, and love. 3. Gifted!
M'Ewen, however, says that the candlestick

was a figure of the Church, whose use is to

receive the light, and then diflfuse it abroad.

Tlie Church receives the truth, and then holds

it forth by purity of doctrine and sanctity of

life. Stone says that it symbolises a true

Church, having the sevenfold gifts and graces

of the Holy Spirit.

•* And these prepare man for the sight

Of Majesty above
;

The sons of ignorance and might
Can stand in the Eternal Light

Of Th' Eternal Love." —Binney.

Candlestick - Symbolism ! Vers. 18-23.

(1.) The figure of this Liizht-giver is repre-

sented on the famous arch of Titus at Rome.
The Light-giver with seven branches stood in

the inner sanctuary—not the Holy of Holies.

Its rays thus threw light upon the incense

altar and table of shew-bread. Its jets of light

bore witness for centuries, says Plum{>tre,

that God was Light, and that that Light re-

vealed itself in manifold variety, jrrowing out
of a central unity. (2.) The form of this

Light-giver appears in ZjcIi. iv. 2 ; where
the symbol is completed by a vision of two
olive-trees feeding from their branches,
through two golden pipes, the bowl through
which the lamps were kept burning. The
prophet learnt that the trees were the two
anointed ones

—

i.e., Joshua and Zerrubabel,
types of priestly and civil authority. 'J'hia

typical symbolism may, however, be capable

of large expansion. (3) The Patmos seer

beholds seven distinct lamps—showing that

the lamp was the emblem not merely of un-
created light, but of the Church—as the
channel through which that light was to be
diffused through tlie world. This is in
harmony with the lampsliaft or pedestal in

Matt. V. 15. These passages bring out the

perfect unity of the Bible. Infinite diversity

there may be ; but immaculate unity there is.

** Here hills and vales, the woodland and the

plain,

Here earth and water seem to strive again
;

Not chaos-like together crushed and
bruised.

But, as the world, harmoniously confused.
Where order in variety we see,

And where, though all things differ, all

agree." —Pope,

Incense-Altar-Symbolism! Ver. 25. (1.)

Construction ! Wood overlaid with gold tell ua

that they speak of Christ, as fellow to man in

humanity's low estate, and as equal to God
in Godhead's greatness. Its fourfold shape

—

like the altar of burnt-offering—speaks of the

stability of Christ; its crown of the kingly
dignity of Christ ; its horns of the mightiness
of His salvation ; and its staves of the ever-

ready spirit of Christ to be borne to the utter-

most parts of the earth. (2) Constitution

f

On this altar a censer full of incense poured
forth its fragrant clouds every morning and
evening. Without smoking censer, the high
priest was forbidden, on pain of death, to

enter into the awful shrine of Jehovah. This

is a graphic ima^e of Jesus, from the altar of

whose soul—once on earth, and now in heaven
—continually rises the fragrance of increasing

prayer and intercession for His people. *' He
ever lives," says St. Paul, "to make interces-

sion for us." (3.) Consideration I The prayers

of the saints are here ; and from it we learn

of the preparation of the heart for prayer.

The golden altar was of given form, and size,

and material. The praying heart should be
equally balanced and lying towards all quarters

of truth in affection, sympathy, faith, and
earnestness. It should he pure in thought
and desire, says Gray, and be framed by the

direction of the Spirit. It should accompany
the believer everywhere.

*' Prayer is the Christian's vital breath.

The Christian's native air
;

His watchword in the gates of death

—

He enters heaven with prayer,
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Praise-Incense ! Vers. 25-28. " The for-

malist," Bridges remarks, "considering
'seven times a day ' to be an infringement of

the sacred canon, * Be not righteous over-

much,' pays his customary duty twice a day.

He says i)is prayers and he says his praises

too, and his conscience slumbers again. And
it is sad to think that there sliould he

times of slumber with the Christian, when
he little differs from him. Oh ! let us be

alarmed at every symptom of such a state,

and 'find no rest to our spirit' until we have
regained something of the frame of hearty

and overflowing praise. If there be a heavenly

nature, there must be a heavenly heart.

Tongue and heart should be set en lire by

love. But the Christian sometimes feels that

he must not praise. He has not sensible tokens

of love to call him forth, and therefore his

harp is tsuffcred to * hang upon the willows,'

and he cares not to take it down, even to

'sing one of the Lord's songs in this strange

land,* But how little does he remember that

this service of praise is the most successful

means of resistance to the despondency of

unbelief. Many have found with Bunyan,
* When I believe and sing, my doubtings

cease.'"

" Two fountains from one source,

Or which from two such neighbouring sources

run.

That aye for him who shall unseal the one,

The other flows perforce.

And both are sweet and calm.

Fair flowers upon the banks of either blow
;

Both fertilise the soul, and where they flow

Shed round them holy balm."—Trench.

Incense-Chariot ! Ver. 27. Gray mentions
an incense-chariot found in a tomb at Cervetri,

in Etruria, unquestionably belonging to a very

remote date. It was used in the ritual services

of the ancients for burning incense. The
perfume was placed in the concave part, and
the fact that the whole was mounted upon
four wheels proves that it was intended to be
moved about. The borders are adorned by a

row of flower-shaped ornaments, the principal

forms of which are fully appreciated from a

eide-view. The elegance and highly refined

taste displayed in the form and figure of this

chariot leads to the conclusion tliat it belonged
to some royal personage. Thus even amongst
heathen peoples incense had its symbolic
speech

;
fragrant flowers blooming sweetly amid

a thousand noxious weeds.

" And nature's God, to whom alone
The secret of the heart is known.
The hidden language traced thereon."

— Whittier.

Heavenly Incense - Altar ! Vera. 25-29.

The Apocalypse is composed of three parallel

visions. In one of these (chap. viii.)we have

a vision of the angel at the golden altar. The
560

apostle hears a voice, " Come up hither." The
dull, commonplace scenery of his rocky home,
writes iMacdutf', once more fades from view

;

and in a revived heavenly ecstacy he waits

his Saviour's summons. As previous to the

breaking of the seals, there was a sublime
opening vision of Christ as the Mediator of

His Church ; so now, at the sound iii<r of the

seven trumpets, it is the same Divine Being

—

only symbolised as an Angel-Priest in the

performance of a great intercessory work.
The iionl Jesus stands l)y the golden altar of

incense in the Heavenly Temple—oflfering,

in the golden censer filled with much incense,

the prayers of all the saints

—

i.e., the niulu-

tude of the redeemed on earth. Perfuming
them with the incense of His adorable merits,

the grateful cloud ascends. Poor and utterly

unworthy as these prayers may be, they are

perfumed by the fragrant mer.ts of the

Covenant-Intercessor. The glowing coals in

His censer are feeble emblems of the burning
love which glows in His heart. Without this

all is vain

!

" In vain shall waves of incense drift

The vaulted nave around
;

In vain the minster turret lift

Its brazen weights of sound.**

Mountain of Spices ! Ver. 29. (1.) When
the high priest passed within the vail, it was
with feverish anxiety that the crowds outside

looked for the circling eddies of the odorous
incense to arise. When they sa'w the eddying
cloud floating upwards into the clear sunny
sky, they knew that the Aaronic intercession

had prevailed. Anxiety gave place to expec-

tancy. They longed to see him c >me forth

with the glory yet lingering on his brow—

•

arrayed in splendid robes—the breastplate

glittering with the consecrated symbol of the

tribes, that, with uplifted hands, he miiiht

dispense his benediction. (2.) The Epistle to

the Hebrews tells us that all this was a splendid

mirror of Christ's sacerdotal grandeur, and
which continuethever. Hence, in Canticles viii.

14, we have the redeemed Hebrew and Gentile

Churches expressing the intense fervency of

desire that He, who is the great High Priest

and King, would come forth from the

Heavenly Temple, where He lives to make
continual intercession. The mountain of

spices is the holy, heavenly hill where the

Kingly Priest offers up incense with the

prayers of the saints. These are represented

(as in Rev. xxii.) as calling with their hearts

upon Jesus to come forth to bless them. So
eager is the Church to receive tliis everlasting

benediction that she would have Jesus be like

a young hart, whose feet are beautiful in theii

swiftness.

" The minutes seem to move too slow,

Jesus, quickly come."
— Watts.

Tabernacle-Significance! Ver. 29. It is

an inquiry of considerable importance how
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far the Israelites comprehended the signi- of mind which he possesses ; so doubtless was
ficance of the Tabernacle. 'Hie gei)eral answer it with the believing Israelite. A Caleb and
to be given to this inquiry is, that they were a Joshua would see far more in the tabernacle

as competent to understand its symbolic appurtenances than a Nadab or Abiliu ; even
significance as men of the present day are to as an EUicot and a Luther perceive more in

apprehend the meaning of the Bible. The the Scripture expressions than a Voltaire or

devout, Hebrew had the aid of the Holy Spirit a Comte. All the E^^yptians were able to

in his pious desire to understand the ordi- read their hieroglyphic language ; though,
nances of the law, as the devout Christian has doubtless, their apprehension and knowledi^e
in his earnest wish to comprehend the ordi- of its significations were very unequal and
nances of the Gospel. And just as the Chris- varied. To see alike ?

tian's knowledge of the Bible indirectly and
largely depends upon his mental character

—

** Impossible ! unless minds were alike

on the degree of attention and study which In all, which difier now like human faces.*'

he gives to the subject—and on the spiritualitj —Howe,

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Critical Notes.—Of the looking-glasses of the women]. The contribution of the looking-

glasses for making the laver must have been a greater aci of sacrifice to thos^ female donors than

at first sight appears. Looking-glasses were articles of difficult manufacture, and rare, and
hi 'hly prized even above golden ornaments. The motive, therefore, must have been a very

powerful one that prompted them to the self-denial. Probably it was from a sense of sorrow
over the sin for having contributed even their earrings to the golden calf, or perhaps too, to

give expression to their disapproval of another Egpytian practice, which was that of women
visiting the heathen temples with mirrors in their left hands.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Versei 1-20.

C.—The Court.

** And he made the altar of burnt-offering of shittim-wood : five cubits was
the length thereof, and five cubits the breadth thereof: it was four square ; and
three cubits the height thereof," xxxviii. ver. 1.

L The altar of burnt-offering, vers. 1-7. This was a hollow square, three

cubits high, and five in length and breadth, made of shittim-wood, and overlaid

with pearls of brass, having horns, like the altar of incense, at its four corners,

each one covered with brass (copper). According to Jewish writers, the hollow

square was filled with earth or stones. A sort of terrace, or projecting board,

halfway up the altar, compassed it about, and was supported by a brass

grating. The various vessels used in connection with the altar were all made
of brass. Tiiese vessels were—(1) The pans, to cleanse it of the ashes that

arose from burning the flesh of the sacrifice upon the altar; (2) The shovels

for cleaning the altar
; (3) The basins for receiving the blood, and sprinkling

it upon the altar
; (4) The flesh hooks, or large forks, to turn the piece of flesh

or to take xXnim. from the altar; and (5) The fire pans, or coal scoops. As with

all the other articles, the altar of burnt-off'erings was carried by staves, which

passed through rings at the corners : only the rings were of brass, and the staves

were covered with brass.

II. The laver, ver. 8, was a round caldron-shaped basin, made of brass. The
brass, it is stated here, was taken from *' the mirrors of the women assembling,

who assembled at the door of the Tabernacle of the congregation ; i.e., of the

women who served, assembling by troops (served by turns). " Though not

washerwomen, tliese were women who dedicated their lives to the service of

Jehovah, and spent them in religious exercises in fasting and in j>rnvor, like

2 s 5Ci
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Anna, the daiigliter of Pli.annel, mentioned in Luke ii. 37."

—

Dclitzcli. Their

mirrors, which head been hitherto used for purposes of personal adornment, they

cheerfully renounced for the service of the sanctuary. The brass laver was
constructed from them. The use of this laver was for the washing of the

priest's hands and feet when they touched the holy things, or trod the holy

ground. " As no mention is made of a vessel whereat to wash the parts of the

victims offered in sacrifice, it is presumed that the laver served this purpose

also."—Kitto's "Cyclopaedia," art. 'Laver.'

IIL The outside hangings, vers. 9-20, consisted of spun byssus, or " fine

twined Unen," and were supported on pillars with brass sockets and silvered

capitals, with hooks and fastenings for the pillars of silver. On the southern

and northern sides were twenty pillars ; on the western side ten ; and on the

eastern side six pillars, three on each side of the gate. The length of the

northern and southern sides was one hundred cubits ; of the western and eastern

sides fifty cubits. The hangings on each side of the gate were fifteen cubits

:

thus leaving twenty for the gate, which consisted of four pillars in sockets of

brass with hooks, filletSj and capitals of silver, supporting a curtain or hanging
of blue and purple and scarlet. It is noted that all the pins used in the con-

struction of the Tabernacle and the court were of brass.

In perusing this account of the construction of the court and its different

articles of iurniture, we are reminded of several things which are prominently

present in the Christian Church :

—

L Variation in construction. Not merely were the articles in the court differ-

ent from those in the Holy Place, but in part the materials employed in their

construction. Instead of the })ure gold of the table and the candlestick and the

incense altar, there are now the brass and silver of the altar of burnt-offering,

the laver, and the court pillars ; from which it may be gathered that there are

degrees of importance in things connected with the Christian Church, as Paul

reminds us in 1 Cor. xii. 4
;
yet, of course, parts which are less important are

not the less parts of the one great body.

2. Self-abnegation among its inmates—a lesson frequently enforced on the

attention, it is here again suggested by the generous conduct of the pious

women in parting with their mirrors : a lesson on the consecration of property

to God. Not a little remarkable that it was in connection with the making of

the laver that these pious women parted with their mirrors. These mirrors

were employed for purposes of personal adornment; and the laver was a

symbol of the bath of regeneration which purifies and adorns the inner man,

and which, wlierever it is enjoyed, enables one to dispense with that adorn-

ment which is merely outward (c£ 1 Pet. iii. 3-6). Noticeable, too, that this

very special act of self-renunciation was in connection with one of the less

important parts of the Tabernacle furniture ; which, however, only made it all

the greater. Perhaps, too, this was the reason why it has received special

mention.

3. Seclusion from the world. The dwelling and its furniture were shut off from

the gaze of men by the court hangings ; and so is the Church, of Christ

separated from the world, like "a garden enclosed, a spring shut up, a fountain

sealed" (cf John xv. 19; 2 Cor. vi. 17). Th.ree points emerge here that cannot

be sufficiently insisted on, viz., (1) That the Church and the world are not the same

societies, but essentially different, the first being founded on the covenant, and
created by the hand, of grace ; the second remaining on the platform of creation,

and in the sphere of nature. (2) That the Church ought to keep herself distinct

from the woiid. God having separated her from the world, she should not

obliterate the lines of demarcation which He has fixed; and (3) That the trit^

nature of the Church cannot be apprehended by the worldy as the inteinal aspect of
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the court and Tabernacle were not visible to those who were without (cf. 1 Cor.

ii. 9-U).

Summation of the Metal used.

" This is the sum of the Tabernacle, even of the Tabernacle of the testimony,

as it was counted, according to the commandment of Moses"—xxxviii. 21-31.

I. The quantity of metal used. Of gold there were 29 talents, 730 shekels
;

of silver, 100 talents, 1775 shekels; of brass, 70 talents, 2400 shekels. Difficult

now to ascertain with accuracy the exact sum represented by these figures.

*'The original meaning of the term 'talent' is a circuit; hence it came to be
put for a round cake, and for the weight called a talent (})erhaps from its having
been taken as *a round number' or sum total). It is im})ossible to decide

whether the Hebrews had one talent only, or several of diti'erent weights, as

various other nations had." Art. * Weights,' in ' Fairbairn's Cyclopaedia.' The
same writer is inclined to think that, in the passage now under consideration,

the talent of gold, silver, and brass was a talent of the same weight. From
ver. 26, it may be gathered that 1 talent = 3000 shekels. The exact sum
employed may be thus represented, reckoning the talent at 93 lbs. 12 oz. avoir-

dupois weight, and the price of gold and silver at £\j 10s. and 2s. Id. per

shekel, and taking the brass at Is. per pound.

"Weight, Value.

2741 lbs. 3 oz. = £131.595
9430 lbs. 21 oz. = 31,434 18 1

6637 lbs. 8oz. = 331 17

Talents. Shekels.

Gold . .. . 29 730
Silver . ,. . 100 1775
Brass • «. . 70 2400

£163,361 15 1

Of course, this calculation makes no claim to accuracy. Dr. A. Clarke makes
the sum total to be : Gold, £198,347, 12s. 6d. ; silver, £45,266, 5s. Od. ; brass,

£513, 17s. Od. = £244,127, 14s. 6d. Dr. Jamieson calculates the gold as =
£150,000 sterling, and the silver as = £35,207. Each of these assign a higher

value to the shekel. The largeness of either of these sums has been advanced
as an argument against the historic credibility of the narrative ; but two things

are overlooked by those who advocate it :

—

(1) That gold and silver were in those days remarkably abundant among Eastern

nations. (On this point see Keil m loco); and (2) That the Israelites are repre-

sented as having left Egypt, not as paupers, but as enriched through spoiling the

Egyptians. The offering of such a large sum in the circumstances in which they

were then placed speaks volumes for the zeal of the offerers. It is doubtful if

the liberality of the British nation for religious purposes is on the same scale

of magnificence. 603,550 men, having been numbered for taxation, would give

upwards of three millions of a population, about equal to the population of

Scotland, which may be reckoned, without challenge, the most liberal portion

of the empire. In the year 1876, the three great Presbyterian bodies of that

country contributed for religious purposes—United Presbyterian, £378,268,
10s. 4d; Free Church of Scotland, £565,195, 10s. 4d. ; Est<ibhshed Church,

£384,106, 15s. 2d. Total, £1,327,570, 15s. lOd. ; which is nearly ten times

more, but still not larger in proportion to the wealth of the countries, and the

greater work committed to the Church's care in Gospel times.

II. Reasons for the employment of bo much precious metal. Dr. A. Clarke
suggests three, which are well worth consideration :

—

1. "To impress the people's minds with the glory and dignity of the Divine
d63
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Majesty, and the importance of His service." 2. " To take out of tlieir hands
the occasion of covetousness ; for as they brought much spoil out of Egypt, and
could have little, if any, use for gold and silver in the wilderness, where it does

not appear they had much intercourse with any other people, and were miracu-

lously supported, so that they did not need their riches, it was right to employ
them in the worship of God, which otherwise might have engendered that love

of money which is the root of all evil." 3. " To prevent pride and vain glory,

by leading them to give up to the Divine service even the ornaments of their

persons, which would have had too direct a tendency to divert their minds from
better things."

III. Reasons for its summation. These are not stated in the narrative, and
can therefore only be conjectured. It does not appear that Moses was com-
manded by God to sum up the people's contributions, but that he did so of his

own accord. While, therefore, we have not here a Divine command to be

obeyed, we have at least an excellent example to be copied. The summation
of the metal used was—(1.) A justification to Moses, vindicating, as it were, his

integrity by showing that none of it had been embezzled for private uses—an
example that might be copied with advantage by all wb'> have charge of monies,

and especially of church or charitable society monies. All matters of finance

in connection with the Church of Christ should be conducted with scrupulous

exactness. Religion will thrive none the less for noting its receipts and dis-

bursements with business regularity and minuteness. Were this rule always

followed, many scandals would be avoided. (2.) An encouragement to the people^

giving them some idea of the vastness of the work in which they had been

engaged, and of the wide-spread interest it had evoked—from which the

practical hint might be taken by those who are entrusted with the management
of church affairs, that it is not always a disadvantage to publish printed lists of

contributions for church building, missionary societies, and other schemes.

Pe<)})le as a rule like to know what they are doing when they part with their

money, and like to see where their money goes when it leaves them. To this

rule Christians are no exception : nor is there cause why they should be

'^'xceptions.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXVIIL

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Old Testament Truth! Vers. 1-38. Joseph " Still see, and hear, and breathe the evidence

Cook says that the Scriptures are a wop of the Of God's deep wisdom in that teaelier^R

universe, and not of Palestine merely. We school." —Willis.

are not abreast of our privileges when we live

in Judea. If we are lull of the spirit of the - m, ^r • i

Scriptures, the wings of philosophy will tire Sacrifices! Vers. 1-7. The Vazimba were

us only by their tardiness ar-d narrow range of the supposed aborigiues of the central parts of

flight. He means that the Old Testamei.t was the Island of Madagascar. They neither made

not designed to teach Jews onlv, but likewise images, nor associated charms with their

Christians. There are many truths to be religious rites. A plain stone, or a mound of

learned from that ancient schoolmaster—the stones—often in the midst of a grove—was

Hebrew Theocracy. All the lesson-books he their temple and altar. Their worship—the

employed may not be of use to the world now, most esteemed in the country— combined

for Christianity has suspended these themes homage and invocation, and was accompanied

by her heavenly classics. But we need not with sacrifices of oxen, sheep, and poultry,

discard—not even disrct,-ard—the old teacher. the blood and /at of which were offered on the

He can still tell us something about Divine cUtary and the rest eaten by the worshippera.

wisdom and love. We may These were the only sacrifices ottered in
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Anhova. Were these rites derived from a

know leil<i;e of the Mosaic sacrifices, or do they

owe their existence in Madagabcar to some
more primitive and patriarciial mo(iel, such

as that of Abraham or Koali, when

*' Altar of thanksgiving he
Built on Ararat" ? —Oerok.

Burnt-Offerings ! Ver. 1. (1.) One of the

saddest features of the modern ministry is ihe

disposition to eliminate the idea of "substitu-

tion," or ''atonement," from th'' Mosaic
Bacrifice ; and so from that nobler Messianic

eacnfice on which man rests for admission
into God's presence here before tlie incense-

altar, and into His immediate presence here-

after before the throne on liigh. We give a

Scotch Professor's extraordinary theoiy, fol-

lowed by the holy utterances of an Enudish

Dean :
— " In the Passover, and in the subse-

quent sacrifices of the law of Moses, the idea

predominates of salvation through sacrifice,

not only the first idea of Abel, of life being

owed to God, but the further idea, whicij would
soon grow out of the first one, of life fulfilling

its true end, attaining to its true position in

the sight of God, doing its proper duty by
Him, through sacrifice—sacrifice of which the

offering of the lamb or other victim was but
the type, sacrifice of self—of a life throughout
its w.liole being and history devoted to God.
This was the meaning of all sacrifice for sin."

(2.) In every age, not least in this, Sal an
erects his many counterfeits, and calls tliem

Christ. He decks tliem with false show. He
slopes a flowery path to tiie bewitching snare.

He smooths with skilful hands the slippery

descent. He plants the altar of mans fancied
worth. He prompts the dream that rubbisli

dug from nature's quarry, and shaped by sin-

Boiled hands, and worked by sin-soiled tools,

may form a sufficient base. He bids men
offer Clirist on this, and then lie down con-

tent. Man's merit forms the broad foundation.

His tears of self-wronght penitence, his long
array of self-denials, his train of ostentatious

eelf-saciifice, construct the fabric. Such altars

stand on luin's ground. Tliink what the

end must be of a creed thus eniasculating the

Bubstitution of Cli'isl, and substituting eelf

instead ! How miserable tliuse

** Who strive to pull Christ Jesus from Hii
Throne,

And in the place of heaven's Eternal King,
Set up tliat pigmy "Self." — Glynn.

Altar-Sacrifices! Ver, 1, It is an inte-

resting fact that in the Island of Madairascar

the idea of blood having an efficacy to make
atonement for sin is a marked feature in the

sacrifices occasionally ofiered by the people
;

and also that the inner fat of the victim was
regarded, as in the Jewish ritual, as the most
appropriate portion to be offered, together

with the blood. In crossing many of the

smaller utreams, certain rocks in the midst of

the current are often seen smeared with fat

as a propitiatory oflering to the guardian-

genius or deity of the river. The upright

stones fixed at the head of irravesare anointed
with Idood and fat, as an offering to the spirits

of the ancestors of the family.

*' Thus the idolaters with fear approach
Their reverend shrines, and there for mercy

sue.

And, trembling too, they wash the hallow'd

earth,

And groan to be forgiven." —Lee.

Altar-Horns! Ver. 2. (1.) Flandin mentions
two fire-altars, upon which the sacred fire (A

the Persians was kept perpetually burning, as

being still in existence at Nacht-i-Roustan.

Upon a rock, which elevates itself to a moderate
altitude from the plain, stand two altars

sculptured out of the solid mass, and so exactly

alike as to present the aspect of twins. The

four corners are adorned with small pilasters

cornered out in relieffrom the same block. These
are in reality "horns." Heathen altars were
not only placed in groves, but on the summits
of hills, as being nearer the gods to whom
they were dedicated. (2.) In Psalm cxviii. 28

we have the sacrifice spoken of as bound with

cords to the horn altars. This Psalm breathes

a spirit of jubilant trust in the Lord. Its

trumpet tones made it one of Luther's hymns.
Of it he says, *'

I would not give it in exchange
for the honour, wealth, and power of all the

yorld, Pope, Turk, or Emperor." In the

midsummer of 1530, when Melancthon was
deputed to [)resent the Confession of the Pro-

testant Churches of Germany to the Diet at

Augsburg, Luther was advised to abstain from
any public appearance. In this ^* Desert," as

he calls it, he was able ** to bind the sacrifice

of thanksgiving with cords, yea, even unto the
* horns of the altar.'

"

** For truth shall flourish in immortal youth,

Unhurt amidst tlie war of elements,

The wreck of matter, and the crush of worlds."—Addison.

Horn-Hints! Ver. 2. (1.) Strength ! Law
regards these as speaking of all-subduing

might. The horned tribes move as the terror

of the forest. When they assail their foes,

whether man or beast, they prevail. Christ is

thus armed for conquest. This thought is

precious. Self is a i)rokcn arm, a pointless

dart, a crumbling staff; and yet the soul has
strong assaults to repel, strong corruptions to

tread down, strong temptations to baffle, and
heavy trials to bear. 15 ut Christ is streni^th.
*•

I can do all thinirs through Christ." He is

the horn of our salvation. (2.) Shelter!

Thomson says that the expression "horn of

salvation" was ])robal>l.v derived from ancient
altars, the raisfd corners of which were so-

called. Temples, and especially tiie altars

within them, were regarded as sanctuaries, and
the greatest criminal, if he could but reach thii
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temple, and lay hold of the altar, was for the

time safe. Tliese corners of the altar were
indeed horns of salvation on this account, as

many striking examples in Biblical History
show. (3.) Salvation! To the devout II ehrew
Jehovah was the only reliable sanctuary, and
these material objects were but significant

Bymbols of Him. Christ is the horn of our
salvation. Let nothing part you from your
hold on Him. As Satan cannot seize Christ,

and drag Him from His Throne ; so he cannot
T>lii(k you from Christ if you hold fast by

Him.

*• What comfort to the saints to know
That He controls their every foe."—Mopkim.

Altar-Fire-Coals ! Ver. 4. (1.) In Ezekiel x.

we have the vision of the man clothed in linen

with the inkliorn at his side. He seals the

faithful few who, when terrific judgments were

about to burst on Jerusalem, had a maik set on
ilieir foreheads. He is commanded to go in

between the wheels under the cherub, and fill

his hand with coals of fire from between the

cherubim, and scatter them over the city. (2.)

In Rev. viii. there is the beautiful vision of

the Angel-Intercessor standing by the golden

altar of incense. Immediately subsequent to

the reception of the prayers of the saints, the

game Angel-Priest took the censer, and filled

it ivithfire of the altaVy and cast it on the earth

;

and there were voices, and thunderinus, and
lightnings, and an earthquake. In both books

then we have the s.vmbols of judgment. (3.)

The hot ashes, says Macduff, thrown by the very

hand that had just been revealed as strong to

save, indicate that to the wicked His arm is

strong to smite. These glowing coals, if they

mingle not with the prayer-ofiering of the

saints, will be cast forth amidst despisers and
Bcorners. The fire which does not purify will,

as in the case of Nadab and Abihu, consume
and destroy.

" The Angel in his golden censer took

Fire blazing from that altar-hearth, and cast

Earthward the flaming coals, which as they fell

Kindled the tempest, charged electric air."

—Bickersteih.

Propitiation! Vers. 4-7. The wild people

of the Khond district in India believed that

the only way to make their crops grow was to

capture a humiin victim — offer him up in

sacrifice—and then sow bits of his body over
the field with the seed-corn. This supersti-

tion cost hundreds of lives a year, and so

immovably rooted was it, that when the

practice was interdicted the Khonds rebelled.

It became necessary to watch the Khonds, and
to rescue all prisoners retained for slaughter.

The result was that in ten years more than
1300 lives were rescued ; and the practice

was stamped out. But was the evil heart of

unbelief extracted by tliis measure? No.
Only the Gospel brought to bear upon the
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Khonds could eradicate the root of bitterness.

Then they could understand the One Great
"Sacrifice that roots and fruits might abound
over the field of humanity.

**Thou art the One! Yea, Lord, I now con-
fess

Great is my sin to Thee
;

Oh ! in Thy pitying love and gentleness

Have mercy upon me !

"

Divine-Purposes I Vers. 8-20. (1.) During
the a^ze of terns, the conditions of the earth

were unsuitable for flowers. Flowers can only

breathe oxygen—their bright colours being

due to rai)id oxidation ; whereas tlie atmo-
sphere of the early geological epochs was
densely charged with carbonic acid gas. (2.)

So during the earlier epochs of humanity,
the moral atmosphere was unsuitable for the

flowers of New Testament truth. Only the

fern-truths of blood of bulls and goats, of

material fabrics, and of ritual observances

were adopted to that early human atmosphere.

(3.) Dark and gloomy, however, as was the

sight of the eye of ferns, there were not
wanting faint rays of an approaching floral

dawn. In those ferns were hints and predic-

tions, typical speech, and silent prophecy of

flower vegetation destin<,'d to appear above
the horizon of human life. (4.) So those

crimson tints on the fern-rites of blood and
incense and brazen lustrations were in reality

prefigurations of nobler truth-life yet to

appear. Like the Baptist, they heralded

greater yet to be manifested. Like Wickliffe,

they announced a brighter yet to arise. They
prefigured the blood of Christ, the fragrant

intercession of the Mediator, and the purify-

ing graces of the Spirit.

"And down the long and branching porticoes.

On every flower-sculptured capital.

Glitters the brilliance of the Gospel's

beams." —Milmon.

Brazen-Laver ! Ver. 8. (1.) Eternal love

devised the plan—eternal wisdom drew the

model—eternal grace came down to build it.

Observe the choice material. It is the strong-

est metal—brass—to shadow forth the strength

of Christ. He came to do the mightiest of

mighty works ; therefore He brought omni-
potence in His hands. But by whom can it

be filled ? Jesus Himself pours in the stream.

He brings the rich supply ; then with a voice

loud as the sound of many waters, sweet as

the melody of heaven, He cries, " Wash and
be clean." The waters symbolised tlie rege-

nerating influences of the Holy Spirit. Hence
we have St. Paul sjieaking of the "laver of

regeneration," wliicli !S the renewing "grace
of the Holy Ghost, which God hath shed oe

us abundantly through Jesus Christ." Then

** Bathe thy wounds—His stream of mercy
Ever runneth o'er

;

But when thou art healed and panloftcd,

Go and sin no more."
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Mirror-Symbolism! Ver. 8. (1.) Law says
faith seeks, nor seeks in vain, to gain instruc-

tion here. Women give aid to form this Gos-
pel-type. Here seems to be a bud of truth.

The virgin-mother liolds the full-blown flower.

The gift of gifts comes in through female
means. (2.) New feelings bear new fruits,

'J^hese mirrors were recently prized as im-
plements of vanity—as handmaids of self-

love. But now the eyes are opened to far

nobler views. Self has no cliaiins when one
glimpse of things divine is caught. (3.) The
offering was not scorned. That which was
framed to cast back poor nature's image, is

accepted to form semblances of grace. We
see to what use our worldly vanities may rise

when placed on the altar of Christian self-sacri-

fice.

"These things are our examples, given
Till He, VViiom type and lav foretold
In mystic signs and songs of old.

Shall lead us o'er life's dreary wold.
Safe to our happy home in heaven,"—Holy Seasons.

Looking-glasses ! Ver. 8.—Various metals
were used in their composition. The Arabs at
tlie present day use polished steel. Mirrors
were never hung upon walls, as with us, but
fixed to a handle, sometimes curiousl}', some-
times hideously carved ; and were carried in

the hand, or fastened to a girdle round the
waist. The mirrors given by the devout Is-

raelitish women were evidently of brass. The
metallic composition of ancient mirrors illus-

trates Job xxxvii. 18, "A molten looking-
glass." In such mirrors as these the objects

reflected would be but dimly and defectively

Been. See 1 Cor. xiii. 12.

"And yet, as angels in some brighter dreams
Call to the soul when man doth sleep.

So some strange thoughts transcend our
wonted themes,

And into glory peep.** — Vaughan.

perishable curtains and draperies, gave place
to the more stable foundations of Zion-rock,
with its lordly temple-piie of less decaying
materials ; vviiile these in turn were succeeded
by that to whose advent they silently testified

in type, viz., the Rock of Ages, with the up-
rising structure of living stones—the house
eternal in the heavens.

**And then were new discoveries soon made
Of God's unbounded wisdom, power, and

love,

Which gave the understanding larger room
To swell its hymn of ever-growing praise."

^PoUok.

Tabernacle-Typism ! Vers. 21-31. (1.) It

is interestinu" to notice in the earliest natural
productions of our earth the same laws and
processes whicii we observe in the latest and
most highly-developed floM'ers and trees. The
earlier forms of plant-life are but the types of

those of later creation. Tiie later complex
forms of vegetal ion are but developments of
rudimentary parts existing in the more sim-
ple. (2.) God's dealings with mankind, as
revealed in Scripture, are precisely analogous.
The earlier events and persons were types of
those of later date ; and spoke of coming
greater ones. Christianity itself is but the
development of the types and shadows and
beggarly elements of the Jewish dispensation
which preceded it. (3.) Even the Mosaic
enumeration of the costliness and self-sacrifice

conrvected with the tabernacle werf> an em-
blem of the great treasures required, and the

great self-sacrifice demanded lor the construc-
tion of that more glorious fabric—built, not
on the shifting sands of time, but on the
"Cleft Hock," which endureth unto eternal

life, for Him hath God the Father sealed.

*' So teach us on Thy shrine to lay

Our hearts, and let them day by day
Intenser blaze, aiid liigher."

—

Kehle.

Revelation-Growth f Vers. 9-20. (1.) How
instructive it is to notice the elevation of the

part that bears our human food during the

geological epochs, from flat lichens creeping
over rocks, and roots of ferns to the summits
of annual plants and the boughs of trees—from
roots to fruits—from the first and lowest stage

of growth to the last and highest development
of the plant—from the humblest and least

organised to the noblest and most perfectly

organised plants. (2.) More instructive still

is it to observe the gradual development of

the mystery of God in the Holy Scriptures,

from the *'seed " in the garden of Eden to the

** stem " of Abraham, and from the "plant"
of Moses to the ''flower" of Isaiah, until the

fruit-growth is attained in the New Testament.
Thus even nature's progressive developing
growth was, like the ritual of the tabernacle,

a type of ** better things to come." (3.) The
wilderness tent, with its sandy foundation, its

Tabernacle -Cost -Hints! Vers. 24-31.
(1.) Gray savs that the cost of the tabernacle
reminds us that, however great, it may be
defrayed by the many—that, however small,

it will help to make up the great uhole—and
that nothing is impossible to diligent minds,
industrious hands, and earnest hearts. (2.)

It is the many blades of grass, bristling like

spears in the sunlight, or sparkling at the
dawntide with jewels of dew, that unitedly
make the verdant carpet of nature which we
admire so much. A drop of water is but a
little, yet if it were not for the drops where
would the vastness be? What wonderful re-

sults spring from those tiny coral builders in

the Southern Seas, or from tiie industrious

bee of our own land. (3.) Tiie various mis-
sionary societies have tlie larger portion of

their enormous incomes made up of these

many, niaiiv littles. 'I here is a stm-v told of

a magnificent church being erected by th«
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Bnited efTorts of a whole community—each of

whom hrought a stone, or a beam of wood, or

a pane of glass.

** Despise not then the pence,

They help to make the pound
;

And each may help to spread abroad
The Gospel's joyful sound."

Mosaic-Typology ! Vers. 1-31. (1.) Turn
upon the sky your unarranged telescope at

random, and you see nothing. Direct it pro-

perly, but fail to arrange its lenses, and every-

thing visible through the tube is blurred.

But arrange the lenses, and bring the tele-

scope exactly upon the star, or upon the

rising sun, and the instant there is perfect

accord between the line of the axis of the tube
and the line of the ray from the star, or the

orb of day, the image of the star or sun startj

up in the cliamber of the instrument. (2.)

Is it not so with the Word-firmament? Tha
soul must direct the telescope of tiie human
mind straight at some truth-orb, or type-star

;

and the human mind must be rightly adjusted
to the focus of faith to enable us to see tliat

orb of truth which t'-^ hand of the Invisible

has placed in the Old Testament sky. The
mind is the glass—the faith of (/hr st is the
focus—the soul is undci the guidance of the
Spirit, the directing and adjusting power.

** Then shall this scheme, which now to human
siglit

Seems so unworthy Wisdom Infinite,

A system of consummate skill appear,

And, every cloud dispersed, be beautiful and
clear." —Jenym,

CHAPTER XXXIX.

Critioal Notes.—^9. Doubled — kafal]. This wtird is repeated again at the close of the

verse to show that the length of tne breastplate was one span after it was doubled, so that its

actual length was two spans, and because this was not expressed with sufficient distinctneaa io

chapter xxxiii. 16.

MAIN EOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH.— Verses 1-81.

Preparation of the Priest's Clothes.

" And of the blue, and purple, and scarlet, they made cloths of service, to do

service in the holy place, and made the holy garments for Aaron ; as the Lord
commanded Moses "—xxxix. 1.

I. The holy place : so called because it enshrined the Holy of Holies, which

was the immediate dwelling-place of God. It is God's presence alone that makes a

holy place. In this sense the entire world is a holy place :
" Do not I fill heaven

and earth 1 saith the Lord." Hence when He revealed Himself to Moses at the

burning bush, He said, " The ground whereon thou standest is holy ground."

Hence the Christian Church is a holy place :
" Where two or three are met

together in My Name, there am I in the midst of them." Hence heaven is by
pre-eminence "the Holy Place." It is called the Habitation of His Holiness.
*' His presence fills each heart with joy," &c

II. The holy service. Holy places are for holy services. In this case the

peculiar service, which consisted of three parts, the lighting of the golden

candlestick, the Ijiirning of incense on the altar, and the laying out, removing^

and renewing of the shew-bread, all of which had a symbolic character to be

afterwards described, was holy, as being a service done unto the Lord. And
this is the essential idea in holy service, whether rendered in the temple ot

Nature, or the temple of the Church, or the temple of Heaven, it is service

rendered to the High and Holy One whose presence fills them all. Clearly this

was Paul's idea when he said :
" Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or whatso-

ever ye do, do all to the glory of God."

III. The holy minister. This was Aaron, the high priest, and his sons, whc
ministered in the priest's office. Holy services can only be performed by holy per
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stms. It is so in heaven, and so it must be on earth. This was symbolised by
the consecration of Aaron and his sons with tlie holy oil at their first appoint-

ment, and every time they went to minister before the Lord. Of course, it is

not the outward consecration that makes holy, but the inward, of which the

outward is but a symbol. With the inward consecration of the nature l)y the

Holy Ghost the person is holy, even though no anointing oil should ever have
been poured upon his head ; while with tlie outward one remains unholy still,

unless the Spirit of God shall have also given him "another heart." In short,

only a new-born child of God can either find a holy place or perform a holy

service.

IV. The holy clothes. Holy persons require to he arrayed in holy garments. So
God commanded with reference to Aaron and his sons. The different items of

the priest's dress had a special symbolic significance, for which see below ; in

the meantime, it may be noted that they served the purpose of certifying to the

nation their consecration to the priestly office. And so does God command that

they who shall minister, or do holy service to Him in the holy place of the

Church of Christ, shall array themselves in the beautiful apparel of holiness

(cf. Matt. xxii. 11, 12; Eom. xiii. 13, U; Eph. iv. 24).

1. TheEphod.

" And he made the Ephod of gold, and blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine

twined linen"—xxxix. 2-7.

Cf. xxviii. 6-14. The ephod, Septuagint I'Tru/xIg, Vulgate superhumerale,
which was par excellence the official dress of the priest, was a short cloak cover-

ing the shoulders and breast. It was made of the same materials as the inner
drapery and curtain of the tabernacle, " blue, purple, and scarlet, and fine

twined linen," interwoven with gold threads, or wires, which were cut from thin

plates of gold. Pliny says the ancient Egyptians understood the art of weaving
fabrics with gold; and Egyptian monuments show coloured costumes which
were probably woven with gold thread. Ver. 4 seems to indicate that it was made
in two parts, joined together at the shoulders by what are called "shoulder-

pieces." It was tied round the waist by an embroidered ("curious") girdle

woven of the same material. Upon each shoulderpiece was an onyx stone set

in gold, graven as a signet is graven with the names of six of the sons of Israel,

"according to their births," which is explained by Josephus to mean that the

names of the six elder sons were engraven on the precious stone upon the right

shoulder, and the names of tlie six younger sons on the precious stone upon the

left. The two stones were designed to be memorial stones for the children of

Israel. All this was in accordance with Divine command, which shows that it

was meant to have some special significance. What then was that significance 1

Well—

I. The ephod, being made of the same material as the drapery of the tahernacle^

Indicated that the high priest was designed for the special service of the
sanctuary. It was an article of dress which was only worn when engaged in

the sacrificial worship of the tabernacle. So the Lord Jesus Christ is represented
(Rev. i. 13) as wearing a girdle, and probably an ephod, to mark Him out as the

High Priest of the better sanctuary.

II. The ephod, as resting on the shoulders of the priest^ indicated that on him
exclusively lay the burden of the sanctuary service. So of Christ it is said,

" The government sliail be upon His shoulder." Ho is the one only Hidi Priest
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in the Christian Church, to whom has been assigned tlie work of offering sacrifioa

and making intercession for the sins of the people.—Heb. v. 10.

III. The ephod, as hearing on Us shoulders the names of the children of Israel^ in-

dicated the nature of the high priestly service, which was to represent the

nation before Grod. So Christ is the great Kepresentative of His people before

the throne ; the special work in which He is now engaged being that of

"appearing in the presence of God for us."—Heb. ix. 24.

IV. The ephod, as being made of blue, and purple^ and scarlet, and linen inter-

woven with gold, indicated the beauty and the glory of the high priestly service.
*' Tliou shalt make holy garments for Aaron thy brother for glory and for

beauty," said Jehovah. What was true of all the different parts of the official

dress was specially true of the ephod. It was designed to leave upon the mind
an impression of the honourable and glorious character of the high priestly

office. And surely there is no office that, in respect of "glory and beauty," can

compare with that of Jesus Christ, the High Priest of our profession. " Ka/

h ^oiGrhg ov'^ savTov sd6t,oi.6s yivridrivoLi aoy^tieka. " (Heb. V. 5), which clearly implies,

however, that there was a "glory" in being a "High Priest;" and so we read

in Heb. ii. 9 :
" ^XiTO/xsv 'Ii^irom . . , do^i^ xai nixfi sarspavojjjjivov, oTwg p^ag/r/ ^.-ow

UTE^ 'TravTbg yivarirai Qavdrov" Even the service of the Christian ministry,

though not that of a priesthood, acquires a " beauty and a glory " from
being subservient to that of Christ's. Whence thinks Dr. A. Clarke their

official garments should be "for beauty, for glory" also, in some degree

expressive of the dignity and grandeur of their calling. Certainly the ser-

vice of the Christian life, which is that of a priesthood, though not exactly

of the same character as Christ's, is beautiful and glorious ; and the gar-

ments of the Christian—if not his literal clothes, at least the clothing of his

spirit, his walk and conversation—should be for beauty and for glory.—Eccles.

ix. 7, 8; Rom. xiii. 14,

% The Breastplate,

" And he made the breastplate of cunning work, like the work of the ephod,

of gold, blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine twined linen. It was four square
"

—xxxix. 8-21. See also xxviii. 15-30.

I. Its formation. The breastplate was fashioned of the same material as the

ephod. It was about ten inches square, and made double with a front and
lining, so as to answer for a pouch or bag. It was adorned with twelve precious

stones, arranged in three rows of four each. The order of the stones as given

in the authorised version is different from that of the old versions, which is

stated by Keil as follows (reading from right to left) :

—

Emerald : Zebulon Topaz : Judah Sardius : Issachar.

(of a brilliant green). (golden tinged). (i.e., our cornelian, or ^lood-

red colour).

Diamond : Asher Sapphire : Simeon Carbuncle : Reuben
(transparent or reddish (sky-blue). (the ruby—fine coloured).

yellow).

Amethyst : Benjamin Agate : Manasseh Ligure : Ephraim
(violet-blue). (transparent—of divers (transparent—orange),

colours).

Jasper : Gad Beryl : JVaphtali Chrysolith : Dan
(dark red). (sea-green). (golden coloured).

On each of these stones was engraved a name of one of the sons of Israel as

above. The two upper corners were fastened to the ephod by blue ribands
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passing through gold rings, two on each side, one attached to the ephod and
another to the breastphite. In the bag or pouch between the front and back
were put the Urim and Thummim, which are mentioned in chap, xxviii. 30, as if

they were already known. Now, however, they are unknown. No description

is given of thorn. Nor can their meaning be traced with any certainty from their

etymology. The words mean "lights and perfections." Whether they denote
some material objects wliich were deposited in the pocket of the breastplate, or

whether they were only intended to signify that Divine manifestations were to

be given through the breastplate, has been much disputed. "Perhaps the Urim
and Thummim are only a spiritual description of the sacred gems in the High
Priest's breastplate."

—

Eadie. " The Urim and Thummim did not represent

the illumination and right of Israel, but were merely a promise of these, a pledge

that the Lord would maintain the rights of His people, and give them through
the high priest the illumination requisite for their protection."

—

Keil.

II. Its designation. "The breastplate of judgment," and the *' memorial,"

—xxviii. 29. Doubtless the two names were deiived from its use. It was pro-

bably styled by the first to indicate that the high priest should wear it when
either asking counsel or judgment from the Lord, or administering justice

and judgment in the name of the Lord. These were two given functions

of the Hebrew high priest; and in discharging them he was typically fore-

shadowing the Lord Jesus Christ, who is both the fountain of Divine wisdom
and the administrator of Divine justice in the Christian Church. The second

name was equally suggestive of its use. It was desif^jned as a remembrancer of

the people when the high priest ministered before the Lord. It reminded the

high priest of his representative character, in which again he foreshadowed
Christ who is His people's representative before God and within the veil.

III. Its situation. This is indicated in the name. It lay upon the breast.
** The heart, according to the Biblical view, is the centre of the spiritual life,

not merely of the willing, desiring, thinking life, but of the emotional life, as

the seat of the feelings and affections. Hence to bear upon the heart does not

merely mean to bear it in mind, but denotes that personal intertwining with the

life of another, by virtue of which the high prie'st was, as Philo expresses it, roi)

cvfi'Travrog "E^vodj ffvyysiiiig Ka/ dyxtarsbg Konog^ and so stood m the deepest

sympathy with those for whom he interceded."

—

Keil and Delitsch. In short, its

lying on the breast indicated

—

1. Nearness. So the names of Christ's people are on His breast, and their

persons are always near. Isaiah represents Israel as graven on the palms of

Jehovah's hands : here they are pictured as graven on Christ's heart.

2. Remembrance. Having the names of Israel upon his heart, the Jewish
high priest could not forget them ; and neither can Christ ever forget those for

whom He has already shed His blood, and now presents it within the veil

3. Affection. So the people of Christ are near His heart in the sense of being

always the object of His tender love (Jer. xxxi. 3), "I have loved thee with an
everlasting love" (John xiii. I) ;

" Having loved His own ..."
4. Representation. The names of the sons of Israel were on the high priest's

breast that he might represent them within the veil : so are Christ's people

always on His breast in the sense that He is interceding for them (Heb. vii. 25

;

ix. 24).

5. Communication. Being on the high priest's breast, the people shared his

fortunes. When He was accepted, so were they. When blessing was bestowed
on him, it was that through him it might come down to them. And so it is

with Christ. All the fulness of the Godhead dwells in Him for us, that, out of

His fulness we might receive.
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3. The Robe.

"And he made the robe of the ephod of woven work, all of blue . .
.**

—xxxix. 22-26.

Tlie robe (TI^.O), from /I^D, to cover, was an upper garment of dark blue

purple, closely fitting to the person, and reaching to the knees, made of one
piece, with an opening tor the head to pass through, and, according to Jose[)hua

and the Rabbins, with armlioles, but witli no sleeves. The opening for the

head was bound with a hem, so that it should not rend ; and the skirt was
bordered with a fringe, ornamented with artificial pomegranates of blue, and
purple, and scarlet, and little golden bells between them round about, a bell

and a pomegranate occurring alternately all round. The robe was not intended

as a covering for the ephod, as then the breastplate must have been concealed.

Lange thinks it was a very short garment, covering only the shoulders of the

ephod. This, however, is obviously a mistake. The articles of the priest's

dress are clearly mentioned in the reverse order to that in which they weie
put on. Beginning with the outside, there is first the ephod with its breast-

plate, then the robe, after that the long frocli: or coat, then the head-dress, and
finally the breeches. The robe was a covering for the coat.

Great diversity of opinion exists as to the symbolic import of this particular

article of dress. The following may be considered along with other suggestions

on the subject :

—

I. The robe of blue being an article of dress which specially belonged to the

high priest, and requiring to be worn over and above the linen coats which were
common to the entire i)riestly order, pointed to the need of special qualification

for the high priestly office. Authority to exercise the office and fitness to dis-

charge the duties of the office, seem to be the two ideas involved in the clothing

of a priest with an official dress ; and that these two qualifications belonged to

Aaron was signified by his official robe, in addition to the linen coat, which he
wore in common with the ordinary priests. The first of these ideas may have
been pointed to in the ''dark blue colour of the robe," which "indicated," sjiys

Keil, " the heavenly origin and character of the office with which it was asso-

ciated." Being heavenly in its origin and character, no man could take it upon
himself except he was "called of God as Aaron was" (Heb. v. 4). "So also

Christ glorified not Himself to be made an high priest ; but He that said unto
Him, Thou art My Son, to-day have I begotten Thee," glorified Him by invest-

ing Him with high priestly authority (Heb. v. 5). The second was possibly

indicated by its forms, which, being woven in one piece, " set forth the idea of

spiritual wholeness or integrity."

—

Keil. A qualification which was never

possessed in completeness except by Him who wore " the seamless robe," nnd
who is now the great High Priest of our profession, possessed of all the quali-

ties which are necessary to tlie efficient discharge of His priestly office. For a
statement of those qualities, see Heb. iv. 15 ; v. 2.

IL The pomegranate fringe, among otlier things, and chiefly, was intended

to remind the wearer of the necessity of attending to the Divine regulations in

discharging his high priestly office. According to Num. xv. 38, 39, every Israelite

was directed to make a fringe in the border of his garment of dark blue, in

order that every time he looked upon it, he might " remember all the com-
mandments of the Lord, and do them." It was tlius a symbolic injunction to

order his dailj'' walk in accordance with Divine precejtt; and doubtless the

fringe upon the robe of Aaron signified that he, too, in discharging the duties

of his high priestly office, was not to follow courses of his own, but confine him-

self exactly and minutely to the regulations and prescriptions which God had
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given. So Christ came not to do His own will, but the will of Hitn tliat had

sent Him (John vi. 38). The duties of Ciirist's high priestly office were not

left for Him to invent when He entered on the office—they were all defined for

Him in the "Volume of the 'Book" (Ps. xl. 7). Accordingly in all He did He
kept His eye upon His Father's writing in the Scripture. (See Matt. xxvi. 54

;

Mark xiv. 21 ; Luke xxiv. 46 ; John xix, 24 ; 1 Cor. xv. 3.) If the artificial

pomegranates were intended to symbolise anything, perhaps it was the " frag-

rance '' and " fruitfulness " of such high priestly service when performed in

accordance with the will of God.

III. The golden bells, ever tinkling as the high priest went about his duties

within the veil, intimated that he had found favour in the sight of God, and
was yet alive, although looking on the glorious Presence of Jehovah, and so

virtually proclaimed the efficacious intercession of his high priestly office. The
common notions, as, e.g., that the ringing of the bells was to take the place of

knocking at the door of Jehovah's palace {Abraham hen David) ; that it was
meant to call the people without to accompany the high priest with their

thoughts {son of Sirachj in Eccles. xlv. 9) ; that it was designed as a reverential

greeting and a musical ascription of praise {Knohel) ; that it symbolised the

sounding forth of the word of God {Keil) ; that the alternation of pomegranates

and bells was designed to indicate the connection of nature and grace {Lange)

may all have some elements of truth in them, although for the most part they

are fanciful. The true interpretation of the tinkling bells, we feel persuaded,

is to be found in Heb. vii. 25, which speaks of the Everliving High Priest, who
even now, within the veil, is making intercession for us. The testimony of the

angels (Acts i. 11), the phenomena of Pentecost (Acts ii.), the continuous

existence of the Church, the witness of the Spirit through the Word, are the

evidences to the Christian Church that Christ lives ; the evidence to the Hebrew
congregation that its high priest within the veil was living was the tinkling of

the bells upon his garment. This is hinted at in Ex. xxviii. 35. The robe

with its pomei:ranates and bells was to be upon Aaron when he went to minister

before the Lord, *' that he die not; " or, " and he shall not die." Entering with-

out his official " robe " he was sure to die : entering with it he would live ; and
that would be announced to the people by the sounding bells. If the bells

ceased to sound it would be an intimation that the high priest was dead.

Thus, special qualification, Divine regulation, and efficacious intercession,

were the three ideas suggested by the role, the fringe^ and the hells,

4. The Mitre.

*' And they made coats of fine linen, of woven work, for Aaron, and for big

fons. And a mitre of fine linen, and goodly bonnets of fine linen. ..."
—xxxix. 27-31.

The linen coats, bonnets, and breeches, which are here referred to, were
articles of dress which Aaron wore in common with the priestly order in general.

They do not call for any special note. The head-dress of the high priest, in

addition to the "goodly bonnet," or linen turban, consisted of a mitre, or

superior turban, made of fine linen, and bearing upon its front a gold plate, tied

to the mitre by a bine riband, on which was inscribed, " Holiness to the Lord."
According to chap, xxviii. 38, this plate was to be upon Aaron's forehead, that

he might bear the iniquity of the holy things which the children of Israel shall

hallow in all their holy gifts ; and it shall be always upon his forehead that they
may be accepted before the Lord."

L Personal consecration was the first thing symbolised by the golden mitre.
•* Through the golden plate, with its inscription, • Holiness to the Lord,' which
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was fastened upon his head-dress of brilliant white, tlie earthly reflection oi

holiness, he was crowned as the sanctified of the Lord."

—

Keil. II. Represen-

tative propitiation was the second thing intended by the golden mil re.

Wearing the "crown of holiness," Aaron was the 'representative of the eiii/ire

congregation. In this capacity his business was to bear the iniquity of the

holy offerings of the children of Israel. The stains of sin which clung to all

the expiatory offerings of the people required to be further cleansed away ; and
in and through him acting as their representative that expiation was effected.

III. Congregational acceptance was a third idea included in tlie golden mitre.

When Aaron appeared before God wearing the holy crown, the people were

accepted. Thus, again, we have a threefold symbol : of the Fersojial qualification

of the Lord Jesus Christ for the high priestly office—Holiness ; of the character

of His official work—Expiation ; and of the blessed result which He secures for His
people—Acceptance with God.

The Delivery of the Work to Moses,

" Thus was all the work of the tabernacle of the tent of the cono:re2:ation

finished; and the children of Israel did according to all that the Lord com-
manded Moses, so did they. And they brought the tabernacle unto Moses,"

&c.—xxxix. 32-43.

I. The presentation of the work :
" They brought the tabernacle unto

Moses." It seems that after all the different articles were finished, they were
solemnly brought and presented to Moses, the chief builder of the house. So,

whatever work or service is done in connection with the Christian Church
should be solemnly presented to Christ, who is the Chief Builder of the Chris-

tian temple.—II. The inspection of the work :
'* Moses did look upon all the

work ; " and so does Christ inspect every offering that is brought to Him,
whether of work or of gifts, to see if it be according to the commandment of the

Lord. Paul tells us in 1 Cor. iii. 13, that a day is coming in which every man's

work will be tried of what sort it is—tried by fire—tried with the most terrible

exactness. Yet even now a process of inspection is going on in which every-

thing a person does—and especially does for Christ—is subjected to minute

investigation. III. The approbation of the work :
" Behold, they had done it

as the Lord had commanded." So in Christian service nothing can be accepted

that is not minutely in accordance with the Divine specification. This will be

the standard at the last day as it is now. "As the Lord had commanded," is

the one qualification which must attach to all our labours and gifts to make
them good. IV. The remuneration of the work :

*' And Moses blessed them."

So is all faithful service done to Christ rewarded even here with spiritual bless-

ing. So will it be in the end (1 Cor. iii. 14). Lessons:—(1.) The dignity oi

Christian work as presented to Christ; (2.) the duty of fidelity in Ciiristian

work, considering it must be inspected by Christ; (3.) the grand aim in Chris

tian work, to be accepted by Christ. Cf. 2 Cor. v. 9 ; (4.) the high stimulus in

Christian work, the certainty of being rewarded by Christ.

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XXXIX.

BY

REV. WILLIAM ADAMSON.

Scripture-Symbolism ! Vers. 1-43. 1. have taken them, simply because He saw
When God uses natural objects in His Word, them to be apt iUustnitions of the subject,

notes Brown, as illustrations of spiritual but that He had an eye to their use for this

*ruth, He did not take them, as we should purpose when He made them. Ho did uot^
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in fact, use them because they were apt illus-

trations of the truths inculcated, but He
made them in order that, among other pur-

poses, they might be such. Tlie sun was not

employed by God to emblematise the Lord
Jesus, because He recognised in it a fit em-
blem, but God made the sun with the very

object of being such, amongst other objects.

2. So with all the tabernacle and its adjuncts,

God enjoined their manufacture and con-

struction, not because they were, but because

He would have them to be striking symbols
—silent, symbolic sermons. The poet speaks

of sermons in stones and in the running
brooks. In the tabernacle accessories are

such sermons—designedly arranged for Is-

rael's instruction in the mysteries of the

kingdom of God. As such, we should recog-

nise them. They are expressly appointed by
God to be earthly shadows of heavenly reali-

tiM.

•• The key that opens to all mysteries,

The Word in character, God in the voice.

Each page of Tliine hath true life in't.

And God's bright mind express'd in print."

— Vaughan,

Holiness-Hints I Ver. 1, &c. Who can

ever forget the vision of the apocalyptic seer,

known as that of the ** white-robed and
palm-bearing multitude"? (Rev. vii.) The
Patmos exile had just been witnessing scenes

of judgment and terror. How grateful and
soothing, then, to him, must have been this lull

in the storm—this bright though momentary
glimpse through the midst of the tempestuous
clouds. The words must have fallen on his

ear with serenest music. But what signify

the array of ''white robes"? 1. Such was
the scene in the fourth century, in the age of

Constantino, and the general conversion of

the empire from Paganism to Christianity.

Not, however, in the visible Church, though
it had the seal of baptism, enrolled its mem-
bers in church registers, and enrobed them in

white, with crowns and palms. No, the allu-

sion is to the invisible Church of that era. It

had in the spirit impressing the image of Jesus

a more enduring seal—in the Lamb's Book of

Life a more enduring registration—and in the

divine holiness of heart and life a more lus-

trous purity. 2. Such will be the scene in the

latter days, before the millennial dawn. The
passage, it has been said, is like a mirror set

in eternity, in which the believer sees reflected

his future character and condition. We all,

beholding as in a glass our heavenly glory, are

encouraged to look forward to the time when
we shall have "white robes," i.e., when the

holy services of the heavenly temple shall be
performed by us as holy servants of God (Rev.

Tii. 15).

•* Palm-bearing, white-robed multitudes who
sing

Salvation, honour, praise, and glory to their

Lord the King."

Gold-Wire, &c. Ver. 3. (1.) Some of the

munnny cloths which are preserved are of

beautiful texture, and bespeak a high degree

of excellence for those who manufactured
them. The finest kind resemble n)uslin, and
are very thin and transparent. Some of them
are fringed like silk shawls ; others have
strong salvages, with stripes of blue, the dye
of which has been deteimined to be indigo.

One specimen is covered with hieroglyphics,

drawn with exceeding fineness. Gold and
silver wire was used at a very early date in

Egypt in weaving and embroidery. (2.) If gold

is symbolic of the divine excellence, does it not

teach us that in all the hangings of the Sacred
Scriptures, i.e., in all the word-veils and cur-

tains, the elements of divine excellence is dis-

cernible? May it not also teach us that all our
works for God, all our efibrts of service for

Him, should have the element of divine excel-

lence interwoven with them ? Not, however,

that this is to be done as rendering our works
vwrhs of merit, but because their beauty is

thus enhanced, and as an acknowledgment
that they are for His glory.

" Take my life, and .^et it be
Consecrated, Lord, to Thee :

Take myself, and I will be
Ever only axl for Thee."

Breastplate - Stones ! Vers. 10-14. The
minute account in Exodus and Revelation of

the jewels that adorned the sacerdotal apparel

and the walls of the heavenly city, indicate,

says Macmillan, the symbolic reverence at-

tached to their use by the Jews. And this

belief in their mystic qualities passed from
India and Persia to Greece and Rome. After

playing a considerable part in the Gnostic

systems of Alexandria, this belief was finally

transferred to the Christian Church, as we find

Bishop Marboeuf of Rennes, in the eleventh

century, versifying their talismanic influences

in his curious '* Lapidarium." This is an
illustration of the sure darkening of Scripture

truth during the dark ages. No such influ-

ences are ascribed to these precious stones in

the Word of God ; though, doubtless, they
symbolise moral and spiritual perfections in

the Christians. '* They shall be Mine, caith

the Lord, in that day when I make up My
JEWELS." Then

•* Christ alone beareth me
Where Thou dost shine

;

Joint-heir He maketh me
Of the Divine

;

In Christ my soul shall be
Nearest, my God, to Thee,

Nearest to Thee."

Little Things ! Ver. 20. One of tne moit
astonishing results of the scientific expedition

lately undertaken to dredge the bottom of the
Atlantic was the di.-covery of orj.- anisms-
delicate as hoarfrost—living at a depth of four

or five thousand feet. All that enormous mass
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of water rested above them, and yet they

were as safe and uninjured as the tender

blossom that unfolds in the summer air. Still

more wonderful, remarks Macmillan, is the

discovery which the geologist is constantly

making of microsc(){)ic shells and other forms
of life, of most delicate organisation, in rocks

tliat have been subjected to the most tremen-

dous pressure. An infant's touch could crush

them to atoms, and yet they have shared un-

injured in movements vviiich have displaced

continents, upheaved huge mountain chains,

and shaken the earth to its very centre. All

tliese, like tiie pins and tachea of the taber-

nacle, have their place and functions in nature.

And so all parts of Scripture have each their

place and function in the mystery of God.
The verses in this chapter, little and unim-
portant as tliey seem, are essential to the

Bible unity. As such, God has preserved

them amid the upheavings of the Jewish
nation and the Gentile world. They are part

of our heritage to-day. They are

*• Marked with the seal of high divinity,

Their every thought bedewed with drops of

love

Divine, and with the eternal heraldry

And signature of God Almighty stampt."
—Polloh

Testimony-Tabernacle ! Ver. 21. As the

Word of God is the light to direct us, and to

detect errors, so it is also the standard and
beam to try the weights of truth and false-

hood. Therefore our Lord, knowing, says

Bishop Jewell, that there should be such

confusion of things in the latter days, comman-
deth that Christians, who live in the profession

of Christian faith, and are desirous to settle

themselves upon a sure ground of faith, should

go to no other thing but to the Scriptures.

Otherwise, if they had regard to other things,

they should be offended and perish, and not

understand which is the true Church. The
master of a ship, when he is on the main sea,

casts his eye always upon the lode-star, and
so directs and guides his ways. Even so

must we, who are passengers and strangers in

this world, ever settle our eyes to behold the

"Word of God ; so shall no tempest overblow

us ; so shall we be guided without danger ; so

shall we arrive safely in the haven of our rest.

This is the rule of our faith. . . . Therefore,

Christ saith, "Search the Scriptures; they

are they that testify of Me."

** O child of sorrow, be it thine to know
That Scripture only is the cure of woe

;

That field of promise—how it flings abroad
Its perfume o'er the Christian's thorny

road.

The soul, reposing in assured belief.

Feels herself happy amidst all her grief;

Forgets her labour as she toils along,

Weeps tears of joy, and bursts into a song."

Scripture-Secrets ! Vers. 22-30. 1. Many
^•tfi Bffo Rawam. the famous explorer and
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orientalist, searched the luins in Assyria to
no purpose for ancient remains. Within the
last two years, lie has again gone forth to

examine the very same ruins, under the firm
conviction that treasures are there, though he
had failed to discover them. This time he
his been eniinmitly successful ; and very soon
the literary world will have rare gems of his-

tory set before them for study and instruction.

2. Long years ago, we searched these Mosaic
mounds, but failed to discover truth-treasures

hidden within. But subsequent and more
recent investigation has proved successful.

We have found Messianic-treasures—tablets of

Gospel truth among the tabernacle-articles of

Moses. They were there before, but we
failed to discover them. Now we rejoice in

them. 3. Is it not so with all the Scriptures 1

Bunyan, in his *' Grace Abounding," says
that while he was shut up in Bedford Jail he
never had in all his life so great an inlet into

the Word of God. "Those Scriptures that I

saw nothing in before are made in this place

and state to shine upon one." And this ex-

perience has been the experience of others

also, especially when suflTering for the truth'i

Bake.

* * There is a Lamp, whose steady light

Guides the poor traveller in the night

:

'Tis God's own Word ! Its beaming ray
Can turn a midnight into day."

—

Belts.

Bells ! Ver. 25. W^ho invented bells we
know not. Probably they were devised, ^at a

very early period of the world's history, by
the musical genius of Jubal, who is called in

Gen. iv. the father of all such as handle the

harp and organ. But this and Zechariah are

the only two books in which we have direct

reference to bells. Maurice mentions that

one indispensable ceremony in the Indian

Poojah is the ringing of a small bell by the

ofiiciating Brahminic priest. The women of

the idol, or dancing girls of the pagoda, have
little golden bells fastened to their feet—the

soft harmonious tinkling of which vibrates in

unison with the exquisite melody of their

voices. Calmet calls attention to the fact thai*

the ancient kings of Persia, who in fact

united in their own persons the regal and
sacerdotal office, were accustomed to ha'e

the fringes of their robes adorned with porc)-

granates and golden bells. The Arabian prin-

cesses wore rings, to which tiny golden belli

were suspended. But no bells ever sounded
so sweet and melodious as tliose on the Great

High Priest's robes. The ministers of Christ,

when preaching the glad tidings of salvation,

are those bells ; and it is Jesus who enables

them to send forth sweet strains.

" Ye monaiclis from the eastern land,

Ye heathen from far island strand,

Come up, come up, ye people all.

His voice the whole wide world doth call ;

The Saviour preaches from the mount."

Mitre-Material! Yer 28. a.Woi Ch»>ii
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xzxix. 6, this ornament is called ** nezer,^^ from
a verb signifying to separate ; and hence de-

noting a crown as a mark of separation or dis-

tinction. The same word is applied to the

diadem of kings. Indeed, such turbans of

fine linen, with an encircling or front orua-

menL of gold or precious stones, seem to have
been the usual diadems of ancient kings.

Justin says that Alexander tlie Great took his

diadem from his head to bind up the wounds
of Lysimachus. This shows clearly that it

was of lin-en. Probably, it had some distin-

guishing ornament like that of the high priest

here. 2. Jahn says curiously enough that, in

the time of Josephus, the shape of the mitre

had become somewhat altered. It was cir-

cular, was covered with a piece of fine linen,

and sat so closely on the upper part of the

head that it would not fall off when the body
was bent down : apparently it did not cover

the whole of the head. It may be that there

is mystical reference to the crown of gold

worn by each of those who exulted before

God in the acknowledgment that He had made
them prince- priests unto Himself. Each cast

his mitre-coronet down before Him, who sat

upon the throne, singing

—

** I bless Thee, gracious Father, .for Thy plea-

sant gift to me.
And earnestly I ask Thee, that it may always

be
In perfect consecration laid at Thy glorious

feet.

Touched with Thine altar-fire, and made an

offering pure and sweet."

Labour-Lessons ! Yer. 32, &c. 1. Duty
and desire! (xxxix. 43.) (1.) That it is the

duty and should be the desire of the workmen
to submit their work to the builder or sur-

veyor. This applies to Scripture readers,

teachers, and pastors. (2.) That it is the duty

and should be the desire of the builder or

surveyor to scrutinise the work on its com-
pletion. This applies to chief pastors, the

Church, and the Christ of God. 2. Destiny

and delight ! {xxxxx. 43.) (1.) That it is the

destiny and should be the delight of the sur-

veyor to record his approval of work well done.

This is true of chief pastors, the Church, and
the Christ. (2.) That it is the destiny and
should be the delight of the workmen to re-

ceive the approval of the surveyor of the work
when complete. This is true of Scripture

readers, teachers, and pastors. 3. Dignity
and design! (xl. 34.) (1.) That it is the

dignity and should be the design of the pro-

prietor to recognise the completion of his

house. This may refer to the Church, the

Christ, or God. (2.) That it is the dignity

and should be the design of the builder and
workmen to rejoice in the proprietor's recog-

nition of their handiwork. See our Lord's

parables, Paul's epistles, and John's apoca-

lypse for admirable illustrations of the above.

2t

" Glory waits the faithful workmen
Who perform their Master's will;

Then, O Christians, will ye weary
Of this work of building still ?

"

—Allis.

Church-Euilding ! Ver. 32. 1. ** Peep of

Day" furnishes a veiy different account of

the erection of the first church in Tahiti. In

the year 1800, the missionaries determined to

build a place of prayer. Hitherto they had
only met together in a room in their own
house, just as Israel probably had held their

services at the tent of Moses or Aaron. King
Pomare seemed pleased with the plan, and
promised to set his people to work. The
brethren, however, found this assistance of

little use. Pomare 's servants set about the

work eagerly, hut soon grew weary of it, as they

did of all their undertakings, unless encou-

raged by continual feastings. They also did

the worJc so ill, that they gave the missionaries

more trouble than they did them service. In

March, the first wooden pillars were reared to

form the walls ; and, as the workmen pro-

ceeded, they jeered at Christ, and scoffingly

marked each pillar with His name. But the

missionaries earnestly hoped that those pillars

would hereafter be witnesses to the conversion

of the heathen.

** To give them songs for sighing,

Their darkness turn to light.

Whose souls, condemned and dying,

Were precious in His sight."—Montgomery.

Well-doing! Ver. 32. It is recorded of

tliese Israelites that they did not weary in the

work appointed. All that the Lord com-
manded Moses, that they did accordingly.

Alas ! how many, wliether in the uprearing of

the tabernacle of a holy life, or in the erection

of a house to His name, become weary. How
readily does it creep over the most vigilant

man ! Of how many has it to be said, **Thi8

man began to build and was not able to finish" I

Not able, because not willing,—not able, be-

cause inconstant,—not able, because weary
in well-doing. How, under the dread spell

of inconstancy, exclaims Puiishon, have fair

plants been witliered, generous youth launched

into premature age, and the edifice of Chris-

tian traces stayed in its erection ! Un-
like Israel, they have not continued stead-

fast and immovable, always abounding in

the work of the Lord. Forgetting that they

have the Divine assurance that their work
shall not be in vain in the Lord, when He
says ** Well done," they have become like the

stream

•* Which, smiling, left the mountain's brow,

As if its waters none could sever
;

Yet, when it reach'd the plain below.

In the sand-desert sank for ever."

Ark of Testimony I Ver. 35. The apoca-

lyptic seer eells us in Rev. xi. 19. that h«
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law the temple of God opened in heaven.
Tlie impenetrable veil, which screens from
mortal sight the mysteries of that true " Holy
of Holies," was for a moment drawn aside.

And what was the disclosure made to the eye

of the apostle ? " The ark of His testimony /"

What a glorious and comforting vision where-
with to terminate all tlie previous terrific

trumpet soundings—those symbols of wrath
and judgment, more awful and awe-inspiring

than the Sinaitic peals and flashes ! He gazes

on the familiar emblem, so often and so long

associated with the fortunes and the history

of the Hebrew people—the palladium of their

liberties—the rallying-point in every hour of

disaster—the true Covenant Ark. In it he
recognises a figure of ilie Great Propitiatory

—

the true mercy-seat; in the glories of whose
Divine person, and the fulness of whose media-
torial work, is the pledge and guarantee of

eternal safety and peace.

•* Master, at Thy feet

I bow in rapture sweet

!

B^ore me, as in darkening glass,

Some glorious outlines pass,

Of love, and truth, and holiness, and power;
] own them Thine, Christ, and bless Thee

for this hour." —Havergal.

Candlestick ! Ver. 37. The Church, it has
been said, is a golden light-bearer, and there-

fore at once precious and luminous. Zion
is God's peculiar heritage ; its members are

His jewels, acquired by an immeasurable
ransom, and therefore properly symbolised by
an article made of solid gold. One of the

chief functions of the Church has ever been to

give light. All the true light enjoyed by the

ancient world streamed out from the candle-

stick which God set up in His chosen people,

and still more largely was this the case in the

new economy. It was intended to be diffusive

and propagandist ; but only by the force of

light—the manifestation of the truth.

** Where'er I go, where'er I stand.

In valley dark, or mountainland,
At noon, or 'neath the midnight drear,

That Golden Light still shines most clear."—Oerot,

Golden-Altar ! Ver. 38. Solemn and im-
posing, says Macduff, must have been the
scene on the Great Day of Atonement, when
the Jewish high priest, divested of his

wonted gorgeous robes, and habited in a pure
white vestment, stood before the great brazen
altar. After the preliminary sin-offerings,

&c., burning coals were taken by him from
the altar and deposited in a golden censer.

Carrying with him a handful of sweet incense,

he proceeded within the curtain into the

Holiest of all. As he stood in this august
presence-chamber of Jehovah, he took a por-

tion of it beaten small, and cast it among the
burning embers. The cloud enveloped the
mercy-seat, the fumes filling the most holy
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place with grateful o lours. Henoe Rev. viii.

3, "Another angel came and stood at the
altar, having a golden censer," &c. This ia

Jesus, the great anti typical High I'riest, stand-

ing in the heavenly temple. Therefore wo
need not fear: He will undertake.

** Give to the winds thy fears

;

Hope and be undismayed;
God hears thy siglis, and counts thy teara^

God shall Tift up thy head."

Incense-Materials! Ver. 38. 1. Stacte!

Some say tlie distilled myrrh or gum ; but
Rosenmuller points out that it has been de-

scribed as a species of storax gum, transparent

like a tear, and reseml)ling myrrh. This
tree is found in Syria. 2. Onychal Kalisch

says that it is found in the waters of Arabia,

that it is the crustaceous covering of the

shells of certain fish, that it is frequently

used in the present day for incense, and
that, though by no means fragrant, yet it

enhances the fragrance of other ingredients.

3. Oalhanuml Pliny says that it was em-
ployed as an ingredient in perfumes, and
that it was so used to make the odours
more lasting. It has always been used in

medicine ; but, though so long known,
the plant itself is still a matter of dispute.

4. Frankincense! This well-known odorife-

rous resin is obtained from a large tree which
grows in the mountainous parts of India. It

is exiremely fragrant, and exudes naturally

from the bark. An inferior kind was found
in Arabia. There can be little doubt that

these have each their spiritual signifi-

cance. But since it is now difficult to dis-

tinguish their origin, &c., we are without a

clue, except so far as the New Testament tella

us, what are the genuine ingredients of true

and acceptable prayer.

** Prayer is the burden of a sigh,

The falling of a tear,

The upward glancing of an eye

When none but God is near."
—Montgomery,

Atonement-Day Incense. Ver. 38. Mac-
millan observes that on the golden altar a

censer full of incense poured forth its frag-

rant clouds every morning and evening.

Yearly, as the day of atonement came round,

when the high priest entered the Holy of

Holies, he tilled a censer with live coals from
the sacred fire on the altar of burnt-offerings,

and bore it into the sanctuary, where he threw

upon the burning coals the ** sweet incense."

Without this smoking censer, he v/as for-

bidden, on pain of death, to enter into the

awful 'shrine of Jehovah. Notwithstanding

the washing of his flesh, and the linen gar-

ments with which he was clothed, he dare not

enter the Holiest of all with the blood of atone-

ment unless he could personally shelter him-
self under a cloud of inceuso.
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•* I need Thee, precious Jesus !

For 1 am full of sin ;

My soul is dark and guilty,

My heart is dead within."
— Whitfield.

Tabernacle -Life! Ver. 42. 1. When
King Pumare began to build the first Chris-

tian chapel in 'I'ahiti some sixty years ago,

he had not observed that a stream of water

ran in a slanting direction through it. The
builders might have tried to turn ihe course

of this stream, which flowed from the moun-
tains into the sea, but they decided to allow

it to pass through the sanctuary. We think

those who sat near it must have been re-

minded, by the sight of this living stream, of

the living water that Jesus gives to those who
ask Him, and of that crystal river that makes
glad the city of God. 2. Israel did not, pro-

bably, when they at first began to construct

the tabernacle, perceive that from the hills of

eternal truth a river flowed onwards and
downwards through it to the eternal sea.

Afterwards, they did see that there was such

a symbolic stream making glad the holy place

of the tabernacle of the Most High. Many
persons connected with the uprearing of the

superstructure of temple-grace see not the

Gospel-stream, — the river of life, — flowing

through the fabric of the visible church-

tabernacle in this desert of sin.

** This beautiful stream is the river of life^

It flows for all nations free ;

A balm for each wound
In its waters is found

;

sinner, it flows for thee I
**

Duty Done! Ver. 42. 1. On one occasion,

at a crowded dinner-table, Webster was asked
what his greatest thought was. Looking
about on the company, he inquired whether all

were his friends. On receiving an afiirmative

assurance, he said, '' The greatest thought
that ever entered my mind was that of my
personal responsibility ' to a personal God."*
He expanded that idea in conversation for

ten minutes and then left the room. 2. The
same man on another occasion said, " There
is no evil that we cannot either face or flee

from, but the consciousness of duty dis-

regarded. A sense of duty pursues ua ever.

It is omnipresent like the Deity." Where-
ever we go, whatever we are busied about,

duty performed, or duty violated, is still with
us for our happiness or misery. We cannot
escape tlie })Ower, nor fly from the presence of

duty. 3. What must, then, have been the

emotions of Moses atid Israel when their duty
was done? Conscious of their work's comple-
tion, how heartfelt was their sense of happi-

ness. If we neglect our duty, we cannot
escape from the consciousness of pain in its

violation ; and, on the other hand, if we do
as the Lord commands us, there is the con-

solation awaiting our completed work, " Well
done, good and faithful servant."

** When, when shall that great day appear,

In which all His that voice shall hear,

E;ich knee bow down in reverence deep.

All flesh before Him silence keep?
* Servant of God, well done 1 well done.*"

Finished Beauty! Ver. 43. 1. If any
one had looked in upon Raphael, while in his

studio working out the first rough draught of

his immortal *' Transfiguration," he might
have seen nothing that was attractive. As
Cuyler says, vague outlines or coarse blotches

of paint were all that the canvass could yet

show of the world's master-piece of art. The
artist himself could say to the visitor, ** Wait
until the picture is done ; it will be beautiful

in its time." 2. So with the tabernacle.

Hobab and the Egyptian camp-followers may
have commented on the confined labours of

the tabernacle-toilers. But, as the time to

see Raphael's picture was when it was hung
in its matchless loveliness above the dead
master's coflSn at Rome ; so the time to see

the ** beauty of the tent of God" was when

—

upreared under the shadow of Sinai—it stood

in all its exquisitely simple grace. 3. And
80 with the temple of God. His workers are

men busily employed in its erection. The
world remarks on the apparent roughness and
confusion on all sides

;
yet how beautiful will

that workmanship be in its time ? Then the

scaffbldintrs and seatings will all be swept
away, Messiah will look upon the work and
exclaim, **It is finished," while all His co-

workers will see on every column and frieze

and architrave, "the beauty of our God"
(Rev. xxi. 23).

** Oh none can tell Thy bulwarks,
How gloriously they rise ;

Oh none can tell Thy capitals

Of beautiful device I

Pure mansion of pure people.

Whom God's own love and light

Promote, increase, make holy,

Identify, unitk." —Bernard.

Scripture - Scenery ! Ver. 43. 1. John
Bunyan in his immortal allegory says, "By
this time the Pilgrims had a desire to go for-

ward, and the shepherds a desire tliey should
;

so they walked together towards the end of

the mountains. Then said the shej>herds one
to another, 'Let us here show the pilgrims

the gates to the celestial city, if they have

skill to look through ovr perspective glass.' The
pilgrims then lovingly accepted the motion ;

so they liad them to the top of a high hill

called Clicar, and gave them the glass to

look." But their hands shook so, that they

could not look steadily through the glass ;

yet they saw some of the glory of the place.

2. Tiie ministers of God earnestly desire that

their flock should, through the glass of faith,

behold the Messianic glory around and within

the gates to the Pentateuch and its tabernacle.

The writer has himself brought his readeri
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towards the end of the Exodus mountains, up to predetermined not to witness Messiah's loTd-

the lolty summit called Clear ; and all that Imess there.

he ca!i do is to bid tl.em take ihe perspective 4. oh mav these heavenly pages be
glass and behold Christ s glory in these cliap-

j^j ^^^^ ^^^^, delight •

ters. Alas 1 how many are there who take
^^^^ ^^jn ,^^^ \,^.^,,i,^^ ^ay I se&

the glass, and gaze through upon the gates,
^^^^ g^ill increasing light."

CHAPTER XL.

Critical Notes.—34. The glory of the Lord.] This was a sensnous manifestation by
which the presence of Jehovah in tlie tabernacle was made known to the people of Israel, but

this manifestation was not of the character of the glory of Jehovah as Moses (le:sired to have it

shown to him. (See Crit. Note on xxxiii. 18.) 3d. Not able = /o-i/acAo^], i.e., he atienipted

to enter but could not effect an entrance, at the time, into tlie tabernacie : this fact jzoes to

show that it was the purpose of Jehovah to impress upon the Israelites that He was Lord over

His own house. In the worship of the tabernacle they were to regard Him who was tlie Lord

over it, and not Moses the servant in it.

MAIN HOMILETICS OF THE PARAGRAPH,

The Erection of the Tabernacle.

A. The Order for Erection,

** And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying, On the first day of the first month
shalt thou set up the tabernacle. . . .

"—xl. 1-16.

The manufacture of the different parts of the Tabernacle having been com-

pleted, and everything necessary for the tabernacle service having been provided,

instructions were at length issued for the erection of the building. Observe :

—

I. The completeness of those instructions. 1. The time was specified for the per-

formance of the work. " On the first day of the first month (of the second year)

shalt thou set up the Tabernacle of the tent of meeting." " To everything

there is a season," says the Eoyal Preacher, '* and a time to every purpose

under heaven : a time to plant and a time to pluck up that which is planted
;

... a time to break down and a time to build up." Whether there was any-

thing specially significant in the selection of the first day of the first month of

the second year, cannot be determined. If, as is probable, the date of their

arrival at Sinai was the first day of the third month of the first year, counting

from the day of the Exodus, a period of nine months must have elapsed since

their entering into covenant with God, during six of which they had been

actively engaged in the preparation of the dwelling-place of God. But what-

ever was the reason for the selection of this date, it was the right date, as we
know that God's time is always the best time, and in particular that the time

of the setting up of the Tabernacle of Christ's body, was " The Fulness of the

Times." Everything in the lower kingdom of Nature has its appropriate season,

and so has everything in the higher kingdom of Grace. Also, for every separate

movement in the history of the Church of God, and for every onward step in

the religious life of the individual Christian, there is a "right" time, which it ig

the part of wisdom to wait for, and to discern when it comes. On the circum-

stance that the time selected was the first day of the year, M. Henry has the

following remarks :
—" It is good to begin the year with some good work. Let

Him that is the first have the first ; and let the things of His kingdom be first

Bought. . . . When a new year begins, we should think of serving God more and
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better than we did before." 2. The order was appointed in which the work should

be done. First the Holy of Holies was to b« constructed and its furniture

arranged. Then the Holy Place and its furniture. After that the outer court

and its furniture. Next the whole building, with its vessels, was to be conse-

crated by anointing with the holy oil. And, finally, Aaron and his sons were

to be brought to the door of the Tabernacle, and there washed, sanctified with

oil, and clothed. As there is a proper time for God's work, so likewise is there

a proper order, and that (.rder mostly is from the more important to the less

important. 3. Nothing was omitted that was needful for the successful execution

of the work. There is not here the same minuteness that there was in ordering

the manufacture of the different articles and items of which the tabernacle was

composed, because that was now unnecessary ; but there is as much minuteness

as is sufficient. Every separate article is mentioned, its situation described, and

what is to be done with it stated. So in the instructions which God has given

in the Bible for the erecting of the Tabernacle of His Church, and for the build-

ing up of the religious character of the individual saint, nothing is omitted that

is needful for the efficient discharge of both of these tasks. " All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine . . ." (2 Tim. iil 16).

God hath set in the Church " some pastors and teachers for the perfecting of

the saints, for the edifying of the body of Christ," &c. (Eph. iv. 11-13). II.

The fulfilment of those instructions: "Thus did Moses : according to all that

Jehovah commanded him, so did he." 1. The exact time was kept : " it came to pass

in the first month of the second year, on the first day of the month, that the

Tabernacle was reared up." ^ As Moses would not take a step towards the

erection of the Tabernacle till he was enjoined by God, so neither when he

was enjoined would he deviate a single iota from his instructions. In the

matter of time he felt it was not open to him either to anticipate or delay

the hour which God had fixed. And so should we feel. "It is not for

you to know the times and seasons which the Father hath put in His

own power," said Christ to His disciples before ascending : see Acts i. 7. His

meaning was, that not only all the great eras of Church history, but likewise

all the little moments of Christian experience, were to be prearranged by the

Father ; and that the duty of both Church and individual saint was to wait till

God in His providence should show that the hour for movement had struck,

and then to move. 2. The appointed order was ohrerved: see next section. As

God's time, so God's order, is ever the best. And as God allows no room for

the Church's or the individual's originality in the matter of determiidng the

times and seasons, so neither does He alford scope for the talent of either the

one or the other in im])roving the arrangement which He fixes for the greater

movements of Church history or the lesser movements of individual ex])erience.

The proper business of both Church and saint is to carry out what He origi-

nates, remembering that " God is a God of order and not of confusion," and

believing that what Supreme Wisdom has arranged is little likely to be improved

by the suggestions of ignorance. 3. Nothing was omitted from the programme^

unless it be what is stated in vers. 9-15, about the anointing of the holy places

and things, and of Aaron and his sons. Lev. viii. 1-13 contains a minute

account of what took place at the consecration of Aaron and his sons. It is not

absolutely certain, however, that the transaction recorded in Lev. viii. did not

actually take place on the day of the erection of the Tabernacle, although not

recorded till after a statement has been given of the sacrificial laws. If it was

delayed, it must have been because of the impossibility of carrying it out on

that day with befitting solemnity ; which reminds us that God's instructions

are not always to be intei-preted with literal exactness, but sometimes with an

enlightened spiritual freedom. Literal exactness was the sin of the Pharisees

of a later day. Let us learn to imitate Moses, " who was faithful to God in all
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His house;" or, better still, "Him who was faithful to Him that appointed
Him, as also Moses was " (Heb. iii. 2),

W.

S. N.

B. The Erection of the Building.

" And it came to pass in the first month in the second year, on the first day
of the month, that the Tabernacle was reared up."—xl. 17-33.

I. A brief survey of the finished structure. When finished, the Tabernacle
had the appearance of a wooden box or chest, 30 cubits long, 10 cubits broad,

and 10 cubits high, protected by four rich coverings, of which the innermost
was of fine linen or cotton, the second of

goats' hair or cashmere, the third of rams'

skins dyed red or morocco, and the outer-

most, or weather covering of badgers', or rather

of seals' skins, and standing in the middle of

an open court, 100 cubits long and 50 cubits

broad, which was enclosed by curtains. The
exact position of the wooden box or Taber-
nacle proper is not stated, although the sug-

gestion of Kurtz is as probable as any that

it stood at equal distances from the N.W. and
S. sides, thus leaving an open space of 50
cubits square in front between the dwelling

and the eastern curtain of the court. The
disposition of the four curtains has likewise

been omitted to be stated with such precision

as to prevent discussion. For opinions as to

their adjustment, Kitto's *' Cyclopaedia," art.

* Tabernacle,' and Lange on Exod. xxvi. 1-30,

may be consulted. The dwelling was divided

into two parts, the Holy of Holies, and the

Holy Place. Each part, along with the sur-

rounding court, had its appropriate furniture.

Entering the court from the east, the first

object that met the gaze was the Altar of

Burnt-off'ering, standing near the door : be-

hind that and before the dwelling, probably

a little to the side, was the Laver. Passing
Place, on the right hand towards the north, stood the table of shew-bread

with its two rows of loaves ; and on the left hand, towards the south, the

candlestick, with its rich mellow light ; while in front of the second or inner

Vail (Vg) was the Altar of Incense (I), with its fragrant smoke rising up before

the Holy of Holies. In the Holy of Holies, concealed behind the second Vail,

was set the Ark, containing the two tables of stone, with its golden mercy-

seat and overshadowing cherubim. Into the outer court alone were the people

allowed to come with their off'erings : into the Holy Place only the priests of

the nation were admitted ; while the Holy of Holies could be entered by the

high priest alone, and that only once a year on the great day of Atonement : all

which was significant, as will appear.

II. The meaning of the names applied to the Tabernacle. (1.) The Sanctuary

(Ex. XXV. 8). The word ^"7pD (Mikdash), denotes something consecrated to

God, and was applied to the Tabernacle to signify that the entire structure was
Bet apart and dedicated to the worship of Jehovah, and was accordingly to be
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regarded as a holy place. (2.) The Dwelling place {\:itl2) (Ex. xxv. 9, xl. 21)
So called to indicate that God's presence was to dwell' within that Ho'y Place*
and, dwelling there, was to dwell amongst them as a people. (3 ) The Tent of
Meeting (IJ^ID ^77}'^) (xl. 22). The import of this name is given in Ex xxv. 22,
"And there will I meet with thee and commune with thee . .

." (Cf. xxix.
42-46). Of course, it was included in this idea that the Tabernacle was the
meeting-place for the congregation of Israel in all their united acts of worship
(see Lev. vin. 3). When Aaron and his sons were consecrated, '* the assembly
was gathered together" by Divine command " unto the door of the Tabernacle
of the congregation." 4. The Tent of Witness {ITHV^ br[\!^) (Num. xvii. 7, 8).
Used in connection with the blossoming of Aaron's" rod, when it and alUhe
other rods were laid up in the Tabernacle before the Lord, by which God
sliowed that He had chosen the house of Levi, with Aaron as its head to be His
pnests to minister before Him, just as He had previously testified by the terrible
judgment on Korah and his children that He had not chosen them. It was the
t.Mit where God bore witness to Himself, to the gracious character of His cove-
nant, and the qualifications that were required of those who would serve Him
It IS not difficult to perceive that every one of these names and titles applies
with even greater force to the True Tabernacle of the Human Nature of the
Lord Jesus Christ, and hkevvise indirectly to the Christian Church.

III. The interpretation of its symbolical significance. Without enterino- too
minutely into this department, the following statements, it is hoped will^ive
at once a concise and comprehensive exhibition of the teaching of the faberntcle
as a whole. Generally viewed, it was meant to embody in a materialistic form
the spiritual transaction which had taken place between God and Israel at
feinai—to be, as it were, an illuminated text-book from which Israel midit be
able to read and understand the sublime spiritual ideas which were contained
in the covenant of Sinai. Then, as that covenant was itself designed to be a
pictorial exhibition of the grand scheme of grace, which now lies unfolded in
the Crospel- was in fact, intended to be a preaching of the Gospel to them in
the on y way perhaps in which they could understand it—the Tabernacle with
Its Holy Flaces and sacred vessels, was a material and visible presentation of
the Gospel. Observe, the main facts which took place at Sinai were these •—
(1.) God, m the sovereignty of His grace, elected Israel to be His people and
solemnly covenanted with them to be their God, bestowing upon them the 'right
to come near to Him and serve Him, or, in other words, salvation, an.l promis-
ing, in token of His favour and reconciliation towards them, to dwell amongstthem (2 )

When God proposed to come down and talk with them on Sinai
they telt themselves unable, through a consciousness of sin. to avail themselves
ot the priestly privilege conferred upon them, and so entreated Moses to act as
mediator. In due course, the duties of mediation were transferred to Aaronand his sons. (3 ) A system of sacrifice was appointed, through which the
sinful nation could still realise their priestly character, if not immediately in
their own proper persons, at least mediately in the persons of the priestsHence the mam ideas that required to be presented before the minds of thepeople were these :

—

L The fact that God was graciously pleased to dwell among them, and takethem into covenant with Himself. This was done by the setting up amon-st

resMe
^ tabernacle in which His symbolic presence might continuaUy

2. The i^ctthat they through sin were unfit to appear in God's presence and enioyHis tavour. This was clone by concealing God's presence within the second veil,
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and shutting off the entire congregation from any access to the dwelling except

through the mediiun of the priesthood.

3. Tiie fact that before any approach to God could he made, the guilt of sin must be

expiated, and the poUulion of sin removed. This was done by the presence of the

altar of burnt offiiring and the laver in the outer court.

4. The fact that when sin has been expiated and cleansed, a sinful being passes into

a state of acceptance with God, in which He enjoys certain privileges of enlightenment

and sustenance (both spiritual), and is enabled to perform certain duties. This

was taught by the entrance of the priest as the representative of the pardoned

and renewed worshipper into the Holy Place, where he walked in the light of the

golden candlestick, and partook of the shew-bread, and offered up incense upon
the altar.

5. The fact that a distance still intervened between the enjoyment of the Divine

favour and serving in the immediate presence of God. This was signified by exclud-

ing even the common priesthood from the Holy of Holies.

6. The fact that God's continued presence in the midst of them depended on the great

atoning sacrifice of the everliving high priest. This was pointed at by the entrance

once a year into the Holy of Holies of the high priest witli his official robes and
the blood of sprinkling wherewith to sprinkle the Mercy-Seat. Now these are

the fundamental ideas of the Gospel scheme ; so that practically the Hebrew
worshipper had a Gospel sermon preached to him every time that he approached

the Tabernacle. (1.) Being shut out from the Tabernacle, he was practically told

that he was a sinner, and that God is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity, and
that evil shall not dwell with Him. (2.) Seeing the Tabernacle before him, he was
visibly reminded that, sinful though he was, God was yet "waiting to be gracious."

(3.) Approaching the Tabernacle, and finding that he could not advance a step without the

service of a priest, he was as good as informed that no man can come to God
without a mediator, a truth of which Christ reminds us when He says, "No
man can come unto the Father but by Me." (4.) Beholding the altar of burnt-

offering immediately he crossed the threshold of the court, the altar said to him,
" Without shedding of blood there is no remission." (5.) Advancing towards the

laver, he was directed to the truths that, " except a man be born again he cannot

see the kingdom of God," and " without holiness no man shall see the Lord."

(6.) Entering the holy place, in the person of his representative, he learnt that they

whose sins are forgiven, and whose hearts are renewed, enjoy a twofold privilege,

viz., of spiritual enlightenment and spiritual provision, and have one all-embrac-

ing duty to perform, that of transforming their whole lives into " a savour of a

gweet smell unto God." (7.) Gazing on the solemn cerejnony of the great day of

atonement, when the high priest passed into the Holy of Holies to sprinkle the

warm blood of the slain victim on the Mercy-Seat, he was taught that the salva-

tion of God's people depended on the services of One who, with His own blood,

should enter into God's immediate presence, there to make intercession for them.

Thus the main elements of gospel truth were exhibited before them, and were doubt-

less in some feeble measure apprehended at least by the spiritually-minded

among the community. With the advantage possessed by us of studying the

symbolism of the Tabernacle in the light of the gospel, many things are clear to

us which were comparatively dark to them. We can see, for instance, that the

outer court was a type of the Israelitish theocracy, in which the worshipper was

not able personally to enter upon the functions of his priesthood, but could only

perform them by deputy, that the holy place was a type of the Christian Church,

in which every worshipper is a priest unto God, offering up the incense of prayer

and praise, enjoying spiritual illumination, and nourishing his soul upon the

Bread of Life ; and that the Holy of Holies was a a type of heaven, in which all

God'^ people will ultimately attain to the immediate vision of God.—See Kurtz's

*' Sacrificial Worship."
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C. The Consecration of the Building.

"Then a cloud covered the tent of the congregation, and the glory of the

Lord filled the Tabernacle." . . . xl. 34-38.

" To consecrate the sanctuary, which had been finished and erected as His

dwelling, and to give to the people a visible proof that He had chosen it for His

dwelling, Jehovah filled the dwelling in both its parts with the cloud which

shadowed forth His presence, so that Moses was unable to enter it. This cloud

afterwards drew back into the Most Holy Place, to dwell there, above the out-

spread wings of the Cherubim of the Ark of the Covenant ; so that Moses and

(at a later period) the priests were able to enter the Holy Place, and per-

form the required service there, without seeing the sign of the gracious presence

of God, which was hidden by the curtain of the Most Holy Place. So long as

the Israelites were on their journey to Canaan, the presence of Jehovah was

manifested outwardly and visibly by the cloud, which settled upon the Ark
when they came to a halt, and rose up from it when they were to travel onward."

— Keil. A distinction appears to be drawn between the glory of the Lord which

filled the Tabernacle, and the cloud which rested on the tent of the congregation.

Turning, however, to Leviticus xvi. 2, we find that above the Mercy-Seat, within

the Holy of Holies, the glory of the Lord was revealed in a cloud ; and looking

to ver. 38 in this section, we see that in the pillar of cloud there was a fire oi

glory which flashed forth by night above the tent of Israel. The probability is,

therefore, that we have here a double sided emblem of the Divine presence, with

a twofold Tnanifestation, one within the Tabernacle, in which the bright side pre-

dominated, and the other without the Tabernacle, in which the dark or obscure

side predominated.

I. The double-sided symbol of Jehovah's presence. " No man hath seen God
at any time." His glorious presence, therefore, has always been manifested

mediately— latterly through Jesus Christ ; under the Old Testament economy
through material symbols. Here there are two terms used

—

]}y a cloud, and
"li23 glory, translated by the LXX. do^a, which two things were almost invari-

ably united in manifestations of the Divine presence. To Abraham the Divine
presence appeared as "a smoking furnace and a burning lamp" (Gen. xv. 17).

Here were the fire and cloud. At the Red Sea the pillar which stood between
Israel and the hosts of Pharaoh was double-sided, light towards Israel, dark to-

wards their foes (Ex. xiii. 21 ; xiv. 19, 20). On Sinai, when God came down
to talk with Israel, there were again the gloom of cloud and the light of fire

shining through it (Ex. xix. 16-18). Similarly when Isaiah beholds Jehovah's
presence there are the glory and cloud (Is. vi. 4 compared with John xii. 41).

Ezekiel's vision had the like characteristics, *' a great cloud and a fire infolding

itself " (i 4). Putting these and other Scripture notices together, we can gather
that the material symbol of God's presence was a cloud infolding a fire which,
when the fire predominated, and as it were etherealised tlie cloud, shone forth

as a brilliant light called the glory of the Lord, but which, when the cloud pre-

dominated, deepened down into a dark, dull, burning red fire, which symbolised
the devouring wrath of God. There was thus taught the three well-known New
Testament ideas, that God is invisible to mortal eye, that God is light, and that
God is a consuming fire ; that is to say, while this all-glorious essence is to us
enveloped in a cloud of darkness, in Himself He is light, and in Him is no dark-
ness at all—which light, however, may be either the liglit of love or the fire of

wrath. So in Christ—the latest manifestation of the Divine presence—there was
the cloud of His material body concealing the glory of His Godhead within

;

which at times shone out in a brilliant light of love and truth upon His believing
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people—" I am the light of the world ; " but at other times, as upon the Pharisees»

gleamed forth in terrible denunciations of wrath—" I am come to send fire upon
the earth."

11. The twofold manifestation of the Divine presence.

1. Within the dwelling as a glory. The dwelling having been designed as a sym-
bol of heaven, where the glory of God shines forth undimmed and unobscured, the

cloud was, so to speak, etherealised, licked up, and the pure light shone forth be-

tween the Cherubim, which were emblems of Perfected Humanity. It is probable,

although this is only a conjecture, that the glory paled its lustre when the high

priest entered, so that to him it always seemed encircled with a thin white cloud,

for the reason that, though he was symbolically holy, he was not in reality so.

But to all intents and purposes it was a cloudless light which burned between
the Cherubim, which seemed to symbolise the two truths with which we are so

familiar; (1) that "God is light," all spirituality, purity, intelligence, in His
essence ; and (2) that heaven is a region in which the pardoned soul shall

walk in the clear light of God's love and truth (Rev. xxi 23, 24).

2. Without the dwelling as a cloud. Outside the dwelling was not God's imme-
diate presence. Hence outside His glory was vailed. So it was when Christ

came to earth. So it is in the Church and the world. Still the two things

were there—the cloud and the glory ; and the vailed presence of the all-glorious

Jehovah is still with His Church, "Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end
of the world," and with them for the same purposes, (1) to guide, which the pillar

did to Israel, the cloud shutting in the fire by day, and the fire piercing through

the cloud by night
; (2) to protect, which again the pillar did to Israel. Doubt-

less during night the light which shone upon the tents of Israel was soft and
mellow, while that which gleamed forth through the darkness upon all the out-

lying world was fierce and dark. All which Christ is to His Church : a guide,

going before her and ever saying " Follow Me " (Luke ix. 59) : a protector,

saying, " I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come
upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth " (Rev. iii. 10). As
Israel followed the cloud, so ought the Church, both collectively and individu-

ally, to follow Christ : not advancing in any line of action till Christ, by His

Word and Providence, clearly and emphatically points the way; but the

moment such indication is given, advancing promptly, courageously, continu-

ously, till Christ again indicates that the time has come to rest. So, following

her Divine Guide, the Church of Christ, like Israel, will enjoy the help of her

Divine Protector : and this protection will be like that vouchsafed to Israel

:

(1) efficacious—" upon the tabernacle " sat the cloud and fire, conveying the

idea of complete security : (2) seasonable—" by day the cloud : by night the

fire," suggesting the idea that the succour will be always suited to the Church's

need: "(3) visible—"in the sight of all the house of Israel." When Christ

interposes to protect the Church, the Church shall be conscious of it, and the

world shall see it : (4) perpetual—" throughout all their journeys." So Christ

says to His people, " Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world."

ILLUSTRATIONS TO CHAPTER XL.

BY

REV. WM. ADAMSON.

Bible-Firmament. Vers. 1-33. 1. The towards the sky. Brown well says, If that

grandeur and majestic beauty of the starry man presently looks through a telescope, hia

heavens appeal to the senses of a blind man quickened sight would pierce still further into

in vain. But if his eyes are opened, the full the depths of space, and myriads of bright stars,

glory of that dazzling sight would burst upon till then unsuspected and unknown, would be-

hi« astonished gaze, when his face was turned come yisible to him. And returning night aft«i
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night to the contemplation of this entrancing

sight, the astronomer, penetrating still further

into its heavenly depths, and pondering deeply

over the pleasing discoveries, begins in a mea-
Bure to apprehend the order and arrangement
of its parts. 2. Even so wilii the Bible

firmament. The natural man is blind—he
cannot see the revolving worlds of truth-light.

But when the Holy Spirit opens his eyes to

behold the wondrons star-beauties in the love

of God, then he is filled with awe and rapture.

With the glass of faith, he daily surveys this

firmament of truth. Its glories become
visible to him. Its general beauties are dis-

cernible by him. Each survey adds to his

store of knowledge, as well as his source of

happiness. He begins to see exquisite ar-

rangement, order, and system. Portions of a
gigantic plan begin to unfold themselves be-

fore his entranced and admiring gaze. He
catches glimpses of beauteous and harmonious
systems, all exquisitely balanced, and all

revolving in wondrous unity and sublimity of

purpose—drawing forth the exultant sym-
phony

—

•* When all Thy wonders, my God,
My rising soul surveys,

•TraTJsported with the view, I'm lost

In wonder, love, and praise."

Tabernacle versus Churches ! Ver. 1,

There was but one place of worship for the

Jew ; there are many for the Christian.

Farrar says, it is one of the great blessings of

our country that there is not a town or

village which is left without its house of God.

In most places, these places of worship are

the chief centres of reverence and interest,

and have stood unchanged amid a thousand
changes for immemorial years. Generations

have gone to rest under the shadow of their

elms ; and their spire, whose silent finger

points to heaven, has been the last sight that

the village boy has seen. A thousand memo-
ries make them dear to us. It is there that

we have learned to regard ourselves as

children of our Heavenly Father. It is there

that the peace of God, which passeth all under-

standing, has fallen like the dew of Hermon.
It is there that we have heard " the still

small voice," whose calmness is louder than
the thunders of Sinai.

** And 'tis for this they stand,

The old gray churches of our native land f

To keep our spirits lowly,

To set within our hearts sweet thoughts and
holyl" —Landon.

Church-Consecration ! Ver. 2. The first

memorial church at Ambatonakanga 1 Pati-

ence and hope had to be exercised. The
workmen were dull, but, dull as they were,
to save a little trouble, they would scamp the

work, and put in rubbish-material with an
ingenuity that only constant inspection could
detect. Moses had no such difficulties to

contend with. But, at the end of three years,

it was "finished." The day of opening (22d
January 1867) was made an occasion of great

rejoicing by the Christian part of the com-
munity, and numbers even of the heathen
inhabitants pressed into the building at the

dedicatory services. Doubtless many of the

Egyptian and Amalekite camp followers

stood around Israel's host on the first day of

the first month. Dr. Ellis remarks it is

difficult to describe the varied emotions of

those who joined in the services of thai glad
day. It was impossiblie not to feel—"what
hath God wrought." It was impossible not
to exclaim, *' This is the Lord's doing, and it

is marvellous in our eyes."

" Oh then, with hymns of praise

These hallow'd courts sliall ring

;

Our voices we will raise

The Three in One to sing."—Chandler.

Tabernacle - Unity ! Vers. 3-33. The
saintly Leighton says. Be not sudden. Take
God's work together, and do not judge of it by
parcels. There are the ark and the table,

the altar and the laver, the lamp and the
curtains, &c. ; and each of them is wisdom
and righteousness. But we shall best discern

the beauty of it when we look on it in the
frame, when it shall be fully finished, and our
eyes are enlightened to take a clearer view of

it than we can have here. What endless
wondering will it then command ! All the

parts of the " tabernacle of God," of the

mystery of redemption, will then present one
harmonious whole. And as, when looking on
a far-stretching landscape of surpassing unity
of loveliness, the spectator exclaims, "It
wants but the glory of the sun to lighten it,'*

go, when surveying the outspread, upreared
structure of grace, your soul will be ready to

exclaim, " It wants but the glory of the Sun
of Righteousness." And even as you cry,

lo ! the Sun will arise and shine, and a voice

will sound, "Arise, shine, for thy light is

come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon
thee."

** O'er the gloomy hills of darkness,

Look my soul, be still and gaze ;

All the promises do travail

With a glorious day of grace.

Blessed jubilee I

Let thy glorious morning dawn !"

— Williams,

Olive-Treel Ver. 9. When the Jews
entered the Holy Land, they would find abun-
dant supplies of oil in the extensive and
fertile oliveyards, which had been well tilled

by the aboriginal inhabitants. Bernard says

that almost every village in Palestine has its

olive-grove at this day. There are health and
vigour in the fresh look of a flourishing olive-

tree, but especially when a grove of them is

seen together, and the sun shining on their
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glossy leaves. The foliage is of a deep and
peculiar green ; and, under a passing breeze,

the uppermost leaves twine round and show a

fine silvery hue. M'Cheyne asks, ** Where
could we find a better eml)lem of the Church in

a flourishing condition tlian just sucii a grove

of olives, with the peaceful notes of the turtle

poured forth in the midst, and the sun's

living light over all, like the Sun of Righte-

ousness shining over His peaceful Church ?
"

As the sun

** Doth spread his radiance through the fields

of air,

And kindle in revolving stars his blaze,

He pours upon His Church the hrightnesa

of His rays." — Upham.

Exodus - Emblems 1 Vers. 16-23. Juda-
ism was, so to speak, a pictorial Bible. How
often in families, on Sunday afternoons, has
the pious father or motiier 0[)ened the volume
before the children. They have not been able

to understand clearly the reading, but when
the picture has been set clear before their

eyes, what an insight is thus furnished to the
little students ! And the written law and
visible types formed such a pictorial Bible.

They had the written word in the parchment
rolls which the scribes and scholars could read;

and they had another blazing on Aaron's
breastplate, curling up in the smoke of the

altar and hovering over the mercy-seat. This
was a Bible which the runner could read, and
which the unlettered peasant and untutored
infant could spell. If he read about Jeho-
vah's majesty, or sin-excluding sanctity, that

God was greatly to be feared in the assembly
of the saints, ** Who shall abide in Thy taber-

nacle ?
" most likely only a faint impression

would be made. But when he saw the picture,

i.e,f when he went up to the house of Gol,
descried afar oflf the mystic curtain, and
remembered that within that was the Shekinah,
his spirit would be subdued to reverence.

This explains the anxiety of Moses to paint

the pictures exactly as God commanded him.

** What hast thou here ? A book ; but what
a book

!

Another such, nor hath been, nor shall be ;

Of universal love th' epitome :

The oracles the Everlasting spoke.'*

Ark-Testimony 1 Ver. 20. Atwater says

the fact that the ark was designed for the safe

keeping of the two tablets on which the deca-

logue was written, is one of many indications

that these tablets were regarded as very pre-

cious. If one observes that the ten words
were inscribed on stone for the sake of perma-
nence, that this durable record was preserved
in a chest specially constructed for the pur-
pose—that this depository of the inscription

was the sole furniture of that department in

the tabernacle, which is not merely the holiest
of all, but accessible only through the outer
chamber and the court— that the tabernacle
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itself was the centre of the encampment, he
must conclude that, as its kernel is the most
valuable part of the nut, or as the soul is the

most precious part of man, so the words in-

scribed on the tablets of testimony were more
important than the successive shells and
caskets by which they were protected and pre-

served.

** Father ! hath it such undying force

When unrevealed, and left without attest

Of miracle from Thee, and unconquered
By man ; and shall not Thine own WoW)

go forth.

In all its fulness, through these times un-
blest ? —Cranch.

Christ and the Law ! Vers. 20, 21. There
was, says Sibree, a certain ofl&cer, a rich man,
in a distant part of the country of Madagascar,
who, when dying, ordered his friends to ob-

serve the following ceremonies after his death.

His coffin was to be filled with monev, to be
surrounded with soldiers and by his family,

and to hold his body with outstretched open
hand. All this was doiie, and while some
wondered, others said, " See, the man wishes
to show us that all his money cannot purchase

life, that all his soldiers cannot protect him
from death, and that all his weeping relatives

cannot prolong his existence. See, he stretches

out his hand, and asks for something more
now." Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her

hands unto God, and so shall the dead Jewish
nation. There it lies, like the army of bones
in Ezekiel's Valley of Vision. All its wealth

of privileges have not satisfied ; all its sen-

tinel host of laws and ceremonies have not
preserved it from national decay ; and all its

weeping descendants around the " stones of

the Place of Wailing" have no life-giving

virtue. Israel, as a nation, rests to-day in

its coffin with empty open hand ; but soon
another hand shall grasp it, as it did the hand
of the maid, or of the widow's son : *'I give

unto them eternal life, and they shall never
perish. 1 am the Resurrection and the Life."

** The veil of darkness rend in twain,

Which hides their Shiloh's glorious light;

The sever'd olive branch again

To its own parent stock unite."

—

Joyce.

Lamp-Light ! Ver. 25. It has been said

that the Onurch, like the moon, shines only

with a borrowed light. She has no resources

of her own. All depends upon the central

Sun of liii;hteousness, not only for illumina-

tion, but for every other kind or degree of in-

fluence. 1. God uses human instruments, and
rarely, if ever, works independently of them,

but when they eflect their aim, the power
comes from above. A sailing vessel, perfectly

ap{)ointed and manned, cannot move in a calm.

The apostles were held fast in Jerusalem until

the Spirit lit their lamp. 2. Whether in the

conversion of the individual, or in mighty
movements am>ug races and nations, the
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effect is due to a supernatural cause. In the

great Reformation of the sixteenth century,

that brilliant lump, Lutiier, had no ligiit in

himself; he was non-liglit-givmg, until the

Mediator lit tlie flame of grace in his soul.

3. The lamp ot the Spirit lightens this Gospel

dispensation,—tliis outer court, or vestibule of

heaven, where are the table of shewbreail and
incense altar. But there was no light in the

"Holiest," until the pillar-cloud slowly swept

in majesty Divine from the summit of Sinai

;

for " the Lord God and the Lamb are the

Light thereof."

•* From what pure well

Of milky light, whose soft, o*erflowing urn,

Are all these lamps so filled? these friendly

lamps,

For ever streaming o'er life's troubled deep,

To point our path, and light us to our home."—Barbauld,

Altar and Incense. Ver. 27. This was the

daily ofTering oi the incense by the ministering

priest, morning and evening. Standing by
the great brazen altar, and placing, by means
of a silver shovel, some live coals in his censer,

carrying at the same time a handful of frank-

incense, he advanced to the golden altar in

front of the veil which separated the Holy
Place from the Holy of Holies. The whole of

the congregation during these solemn moments
preserved a profound silence. They remained
outside engaged in devout prayer (Luke i. 10);

while the priest, at an appointed signal, after

laying the censer on the golden altar, cast the

incense on the fire, and the fragrant cloud

ascended. Here we hive a figure of the

continual intercession, day by day, of the

Lord Jesus in heaven.

** With boldness, therefore, at the throne,

Let us make all our sorrows known
;

And ask the aids of heavenly power
To help us in the evil hour." —Bruce.

Incense-Fire I Ver. 27. 1. Law says that
the Spirit has selected incense as a type of

prayer in Ps. cxli. 2, and we have here a
graphic image of the prayer of prayers,—the
intercession of the King-priest Jesus. Mark
whence the kindly fire was brought. It came
not from a human hearth. The outer altar
gave the supply. It was the very fire from
heaven. It was the very fire which consumed
each ofi'eriug. 2. Thus the victim-altar feeds
the incense-altar. The t.>rayer of Christ re-

ceives its life, its power, its vigour from His
blood-stained cross. The argument which
prevails is drawn from justice satisfied— pay-
ment made, wrath appeased, law fulfilled,

curse endured, covenant discharged. Christ's
intercession rests upon His death.

*' See, He lifts His hands above
;

See, He shows the prints of love
;

Hark ! His gracious lips bestow
Blessings on His Church below

;

Still for us His death He 'pleads ;
—

Prevalent He intercedes." —Wedty,

House of Prayer ! Ver. 29. 1. It is true

that the sincere worshipper may anywhere
worship the Father in spirit and in truth,

—

may everywhere and in every place lift up
holy hands, without wrath or doubting,—in

the home or by the roadside, in the secret

chamber as in the crowded street. Yet, un-
doubtedl}', the associations of worship do tend
to hallow and solemnise our souls. Doubt-
less this was one of the many objects which
Jehovah had in view when He originated the

one tabernacle and its services. These, Farrar
well says, tend to exclude dreams of self-

interest and images of sin. They inspire, by
imperceptible influence, the vast conceptions
of death, judgment, and eternity. 2. And so

with the many Christian houses of prayer. It

is a happy and beautiful thing in such struc-

tures for worship, as are the splendid legacy

to ages of faithfulness from an age of faith, in

the many-coloured light that streams from
painted windows, and under the cool, fretted

aisles, among silent and scattered worshippers,
to kneel down—the happy to thank God and
make melody in their hearts, the unhappy to

implore Him, '* Make haste, Lord, to

deliver me."

** How beautiful they stand,

Those ancient altars of our native land !

Amid the pasture-fields and dark green woods,
Amid the mountain's cloudy solitudes."—Landon.

Israel-Initiation 1 Vers. 34-38. Kalisch
has admirably remarked that, at the beginning
of Exodus, we found the descendants of Jacob
a multii ude of ill-treated and idolatrous slaves.

At its end, we leave them a free nation, the
guardians of eternal truth, the witnesses of

overwhelming miracles. Released from the

vain and busy worldliness of Egypt, they en-

camp in the silent desert,—in isolated and
solemn solitude,— holding converse only with
their thoughts and with their God. Before
them stood the visible habitation of Him
whom they acknowledged and adored as their
rescuer from l.gy})tian thraldom. The mys-
terious structure disclosed to them many pro-

found ideas of their new religion. They
respected the priests as their representatives

and mediators. Between God and His people
communion was opened ; life had its aim, and
virtue its guide.

*' *I8 this the way, my Father?' "Tis, my
child ;

Thou must pass through this mazy, dreary
wild.

If thou would'st reach the Canaan un-
defiled,

—

The happy laud above.'**

Divine - Dwelling 1 Vers. 34, 35. The
tabernacle was a peripatetic shrine, a cathedral
that could be carried about, a temple of
canvass and tapestry which accompanied
Israel in their wanderings. It sufl&ced, says
Hamilton, as a visible centre of worship, till

^8d
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Bucb time as the waving tapestry solidified

into carvings of cedar, and tlie badgei skins

were replaced by tall arcades of marble, and
the tent had grown to a temple. And that

New Year's day, wlien Aaron and bis sons came
forth in the gorgeous garments which they

now fur the first time put on, and when over

the de<Ucated shrine the cloud descended, and
such a glory filled the tabernacle that Moses
and the attendant ministers were forced to

withdraw, devotion must have felt somewhat
like what, on a similar occasion, Solomon ex-

pressed, *' Will God in very deed dwell with

man upon earth ?"

** But will, indeed, Jehovah deign

Here to abide, no transient guest?

Here will the world's Redeemer reigu?

And here the Holy Spirit rest?"—Montgomery.

Tabernacle - Truth ! "Ver. 34. Thomson
says that the tabernacle was intended maiuiy to

furnish the machinery for the regular ongoing
and visible outworking of the Mosaic institu-

tions, and was, therefore, the natural centre

of the Old Testament economy. It may have
been designedly so arranged as to admit of

more than one interpretation ; but the main
end and aim was to localise the Divine Pre-

sence. Such is man's nature, that what is far

off and out of sight produces but a feeble

impression. It was, therefore, necessary to

give a local habitation to this awful presence.

Going up to the tabernacle, the pious Hebrews
came consciously before the heart-searching

God, who could not be deceived. This felt

presence gave tone, solemnity, and intensity

to the verbal formulas of public worship.

Indeed, the whole costume of the devotional

and poetic portions of the Bible has been

coloured by this vivid consciousness of God's

presence. In the least,

** As well as in the greatest of His words,

Is ever manifest a present God,

As in the systems of revolving suns.

Through time revolving in unbounded
space." — Wilcox.

Mosaic-Revelation ! Ver. 34. When Noah,

the world's second father, received the truth

from God, it was all in heaven's own currency,

full v)cighi and without a flaw. But as soon as

it began to circulate, it began to deteriorate.

Consigned to no written record, when en-

trusted to the memory of man, with all his

prejudices and bad propensities, they were

like shillvigs d/roppcd into the tide. When
next you see them, you can hardly recognise

them, crusted over with such uncouth or

monstrous additions, and changed into a sub-

stance so remote from the bright original

To obviate this difficulty to some extent, a

written revelation in the tables of stone, as

well as a symbolic revelation in the tabernacle

of witness, were furnished to Israel. And to

complete the revelation—to let Israel under-
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stand that it was more than earthly in iti

origin, object, and ostensible cuhuination—

&

cloud Covered the tent of the congregation.

Yet not a cloud of nature's forming, but the
cloud of God.

** Whence but from Heaven could men, un-
skilled in arts.

In several ages born, in several parts.

Weave such agreeing truths ?"

—

Dryden.

Glory Glimpses ! Vers. 34, 35. 1. The
natural eye is too weak to contemplate un-
varied, dazzling whiteness for any lengthened
period without sufTering. And in the sn^wy
regions of Taitary and Thibet, travellers have
to provide themselves with hair spectacles, to

protect their eyes from the dazzling whiteness
of the snow. Hue, a Roman missionary, in

his " Travels," says that in traversing the
plateau of Wa-ho, throughout the day the sky
was pure and serene, with not the faintest

film of vapours flecking its brilliant azure-blue.

But this excess of fine weather was a source

of suffering. The glare of the sun was so

intensely dazzling that his hair spectacles were
of little use in averting inflammation. 2. So
brilliant was the effulgent glory of God, that

Moses, who beheld the cloud-glories of God
on Sinai, could not endure the ineffable

brightness of the Shekinah, and had to with-

draw. Yet is there a time coming when the
saints shall see the face of God and live; when
the tabernacle of God shall be with men, and
God shall dwell with them, and when from
His glory the redeemed shall draw a ceaseless

fount of light and gladness, for "light is sown
for the righteous, and joy for the upright in

heart."

** The Sun shall then he face to face behold
In all His robes, with all His glory on,

Seated sublime on His eternal throne.'*

—Prior.

Tabernacle-Teaching ! Vers. 33-35. We
are all more or less familiar with "Object-

Lessons." Any one entering a school must
have observed, and probably may have heard,

teachers giving instruction to the children

from objects before them. The tabernacle

was designed to give such an object-lesson.

It was the planetarium, which astronomers

use in their class-rooms to explain to students

heavenly things. In Heb. ix. 23, St. Paul,

speaking by the Spirit, says that it was a

pattern of things in the heavens. Its respec-

tive parts were symbols— " object-lessons

to Jewish childhood "—of the deep things of

God, — those heavenly mysteries eternal in

the heavens.

•• Friendly their Teacher stood, the bright

Angel of Light there among them.

And to His children explained He the holy,

the highest in type-words,

—

Striking, yet simple and clear, for sublimity

AiwayB ia simple.'* —Longfellow,
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Cloud-Pillar ! Vers. 36^8. 1. Super-

natural! Because it was always (1) upright; see

Heb. ix. 12; and (2) unique. Ordinary clouds

are seen in all kinds of form, and change every

moment. It was always distinctly recog-

nisable from every other cloud. 2. Sacra-

mental/ This significance is brought out in

1 Cor. X. 1, (1.) Reviving : Paul's language
justifies the impression that it was surcharged
with a grateful moisture, which it shed upon
the people. (2.) Refreshing : as a baptism of

refreshment amid the desert sun glare. 3.

Symbolical/ The typical signification of the
cloud appears in Is. iv. 5—the presence of

God with His Church. (1.) Guidance: most
(a) certain, and most (6) constant. (2.)

Governance: (a) shrouding from foes, and (6)

sheltering from fieice heat. He who knows
the voice of Christ will not follow any other

voice ; and he who depends on the Divine
protection need fear no evil.

" Jesus, still lead on,

'Till our rest be won ;

And, although the way be cheerless.

We will follow, calm and fearless.

Guide us by Thy hand
To our fatherland."

—

Zinzendorf.

Jew-Journeylngs ! Ver. 36. The cloud
gave them a light, by which night-journeys

became as safe and easy as those in the day-

time could be. 1. Doubtless the night was
often chosen by God as the season of His
people's travel, as it is still chosen by the
caravans which have to cross the Arabian
deserts. After the sun has set, a cool breeze

is wont to blow,—the air becomes less stifling,

and the sandy soil less hot, so that wayfarers

are able to accomplish twice the distance by
night that they would travel with great diffi-

culty during the day. 2. In such night-

journeys modern caravans are commonly pre-

ceded by a large fire signal borne aloft upon a
pole,—an iron basketful of blazing pitch and
resinous woods and rags steeped in oil. By
keeping his eye fixed upon that beacon-light,

a pilgrim can save himself from being lost

even in the darkness. But how much better

was the light by night for Israel ! And how
true an emblem of the light of truth, which
the spirit of Jesus sheds upon our way I

** Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling

gloom
;

I do not ask to see

The distant way ; one step's enough for

me."

Clond-Covering I Ver. 87. 1. A company
of Covenanters had been pursued by their

persecutors until their strength was ex-
hausted. Their leader stopped in his flight,

and called upon them to join in prayer. As
he lifted up his voice in supplication that
" Jehovah would wrap His cloak around
them," a mist rose up about the hill, and
shrouded them from the pursuers, who failed

to discover their refuge. " The effectual fer-

vent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."
2. When the brave Arnaud and his little band
of Vaudois peasants were in despair of escap-

ing unseen from the ruined entrenchments of

Balsille to the ridge of Quigenevert, a cloud
of mist came rolling down the valley, so that,

enveloped in its sable curtain, they were
able to descend undiscovered by the foe, who,
at dawn of day, when the fogs rolled off, were
astonished to see their prey perched like the
eagle beyond their reach. 3. When pursued
by Pharaoh, the cloud-covering hid them from
their enemies, and also prevented them from
perceiving the terrors which menaced them.
Who shall say how often the host of Israel

was thus shielded from wild, marauding hordes,

during the up and down wanderings in silence

for forty years ? Such an ample protection,

too, has the believer in the presence of God,
not only from the enemy who thirsts to regain

him as his prey, but also from all enemies
whatsoever.

" Thou whisperest some loving word,
I catch the much-loved tone

;

I feel Thee near^ my gracious Lord I

I know Thou keepest watch and ward.
So all my fears are gone.'*

Cloud-Canopy! Ver. 38. As Rooke re-

marks, it was really a pillar of fire, i.e., a lofty

column of fiery light surrounded by a fleecy

cloud, which in the daytime prevented the
cloud being seen, just as any artificial light

of our own can easily be hidden when the sun
is shining, if we cover it round with a screen of
muslin or of gauze-like paper. So in the day-
time Israel saw the symbol of Jehovah's
presence in the semblance of a white cloud,

and nothing more. But at night, when dark-
ness had succeeded to the glare of sunlight,

the fiery core of the pillar shone out through
the mist-like veil, and shed a moony radiance
over all the wilderness,—a clear, yet soft and
mellowed light, which did not, like the moon,
wax and wane, but continued always the same.
Image of Him in whom dwells all the fulness

of the Godhead, softened and subdued by the

veil of His stainless humanity.

** A thin, pure veil of filmy mist and vapour.

Scarcely less subtle than the luminous hair

Dishevell'd, streaming from a comet's brow,
Through which the faintest star shines un-

dim'd."

Finis I Vers. 3S-88. "Behold, I make
all things new t

" How that voice rolled me-
lodiously over the sunset crimson waves of

the ^gean Sea. And as the Patmos seer

looked, he saw not the clouds piled up
and around the western sun as confused

cumuli ; but the holy city, the heavenly

temple, the Divine tabernacle. The city and
house of God not mjule with hands, eternal

in the heavens, was bathed in a flocd of ever-

lasting brightness. All the costliest materials
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gold and crystal, and every stone of priceless

value, from the jasper to the amethyst, were

employed to symbolise a glory which cannot

otherwise be translated into human language.

Aa the Evangelist gazes, his ears catch other

strains, *' It is finished." He knows the

voice, though it rolls sublimely far and wide.

It is the "oice of Him who on the cross

cried, ** It is finished ;
" who in the ban-

quet hall said, ** I have finished the work
which Tbou gavest Me to do." " Behold "

(Rev. xxi.) "the tabernacle of God is with

men." Twice over in one verse it is said,

"He will dwell w^th them." The last stooe
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has been placed,—the last jewel has been
clustered in the magnificent structure of

ransomed humanity, by the Divine Mediator
and Builder, and on that imperishable pile

rests the glory of the Divine presence.

** His foundation ife in the holy mountains

!

The Lord loveth the gates of Zion

More than all the dwellings of Jacob.

Glowing things are spoken of thee, thou
House of God !

When the Lord shall build up Zion

He shall appear in His glory !

"

—Ps, Ixxxvii. 1 ; cil. Id
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